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This document contains licenses and notices for open source software used in this product.

With respect to the free/open source software listed in this document, if you have any

questions or wish to receive a copy of any source code to which you may be entitled under

the applicable free/open source license(s) (such as the GNU Lesser/General Public License),

please submit this form.

 

In your requests please include the following reference number 78EE117C99-1547479140
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1.1 select2 4.0.3 
1.1.1 Available under license : 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2012-2015 Kevin Brown, Igor Vaynberg, and Select2 contributors

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,
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OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.2 php-amqplib 2.8 
1.2.1 Available under license : 

		  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave
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you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to
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encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order to run.

 

		  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means
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all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any
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   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.
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 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the
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copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot
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use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not
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excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.
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 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

1.3 platformdirs 2.4.0 
1.3.1 Available under license : 

# This is the MIT license

 

Copyright (c) 2010 ActiveState Software Inc.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to
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the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included

in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.4 python-distro 1.6.0 
1.4.1 Available under license : 

Thanks!

 

* https://github.com/andy-maier

* https://github.com/SethMichaelLarson

* https://github.com/asottile

* https://github.com/MartijnBraam

* https://github.com/funkyfuture

* https://github.com/adamjstewart

* https://github.com/xavfernandez

* https://github.com/xsuchy

* https://github.com/marcoceppi

* https://github.com/tgamblin

* https://github.com/sebix

* https://github.com/jdufresne

Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,
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     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.
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  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,
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         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all
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     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "{}"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright {yyyy} {name of copyright owner}

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.5 bootstrap-twitter 3.4.1 
1.5.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*!
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* Bootstrap v3.4.1 (https://getbootstrap.com/)

* Copyright 2011-2019 Twitter, Inc.

* Licensed under MIT (https://github.com/twbs/bootstrap/blob/master/LICENSE)

*/

/*! normalize.css v3.0.3 | MIT License | github.com/necolas/normalize.css */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1005829409_1621838154.95/0/bootstrap-3-4-1-dist-zip/bootstrap-3.4.1-dist/css/bootstrap.css

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*!

* Bootstrap v3.4.1 (https://getbootstrap.com/)

* Copyright 2011-2019 Twitter, Inc.

* Licensed under the MIT license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1005829409_1621838154.95/0/bootstrap-3-4-1-dist-zip/bootstrap-3.4.1-dist/js/bootstrap.min.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

{"version":3,"sources":["bootstrap.css","less/normalize.less","less/print.less","less/glyphicons.less","less/scaffolding

.less","less/mixins/vendor-prefixes.less","less/mixins/tab-

focus.less","less/mixins/image.less","less/type.less","less/mixins/text-emphasis.less","less/mixins/background-

variant.less","less/mixins/text-

overflow.less","less/code.less","less/grid.less","less/mixins/grid.less","less/mixins/grid-

framework.less","less/tables.less","less/mixins/table-

row.less","less/forms.less","less/mixins/forms.less","less/buttons.less","less/mixins/buttons.less","less/mixins/opacit

y.less","less/component-animations.less","less/dropdowns.less","less/mixins/nav-divider.less","less/mixins/reset-

filter.less","less/button-groups.less","less/mixins/border-radius.less","less/input-

groups.less","less/navs.less","less/navbar.less","less/mixins/nav-vertical-

align.less","less/utilities.less","less/breadcrumbs.less","less/pagination.less","less/mixins/pagination.less","less/page

r.less","less/labels.less","less/mixins/labels.less","less/badges.less","less/jumbotron.less","less/thumbnails.less","less

/alerts.less","less/mixins/alerts.less","less/progress-bars.less","less/mixins/gradients.less","less/mixins/progress-

bar.less","less/media.less","less/list-group.less","less/mixins/list-

group.less","less/panels.less","less/mixins/panels.less","less/responsive-

embed.less","less/wells.less","less/close.less","less/modals.less","less/tooltip.less","less/mixins/reset-

text.less","less/popovers.less","less/carousel.less","less/mixins/clearfix.less","less/mixins/center-

block.less","less/mixins/hide-text.less","less/responsive-utilities.less","less/mixins/responsive-

visibility.less"],"names":[],"mappings":"AAAA;;;;GAIG;AACH,4EAA4E;ACK5E;EACE,wBAAA;EACA,2BAAA

;EACA,+BAAA;CDHD;ACUD;EACE,UAAA;CDRD;ACqBD;;;;;;;;;;;;;EAaE,eAAA;CDnBD;AC2BD;;;;EAIE,sB

AAA;EACA,yBAAA;CDzBD;ACiCD;EACE,cAAA;EACA,UAAA;CD/BD;ACuCD;;EAEE,cAAA;CDrCD;AC+C

D;EACE,8BAAA;CD7CD;ACqDD;;EAEE,WAAA;CDnDD;AC8DD;EACE,oBAAA;EACA,2BAAA;EACA,0CA

AA;EAAA,uCAAA;EAAA,kCAAA;CD5DD;ACmED;;EAEE,kBAAA;CDjED;ACwED;EACE,mBAAA;CDtED;

AC8ED;EACE,eAAA;EACA,iBAAA;CD5ED;ACmFD;EACE,iBAAA;EACA,YAAA;CDjFD;ACwFD;EACE,eA

AA;CDtFD;AC6FD;;EAEE,eAAA;EACA,eAAA;EACA,mBAAA;EACA,yBAAA;CD3FD;AC8FD;EACE,YAAA;

CD5FD;AC+FD;EACE,gBAAA;CD7FD;ACuGD;EACE,UAAA;CDrGD;AC4GD;EACE,iBAAA;CD1GD;ACoHD

;EACE,iBAAA;CDlHD;ACyHD;EACE,gCAAA;EAAA,6BAAA;EAAA,wBAAA;EACA,UAAA;CDvHD;AC8HD

;EACE,eAAA;CD5HD;ACmID;;;;EAIE,kCAAA;EACA,eAAA;CDjID;ACmJD;;;;;EAKE,eAAA;EACA,cAAA;EA
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CA,UAAA;CDjJD;ACwJD;EACE,kBAAA;CDtJD;ACgKD;;EAEE,qBAAA;CD9JD;ACyKD;;;;EAIE,2BAAA;EA

CA,gBAAA;CDvKD;AC8KD;;EAEE,gBAAA;CD5KD;ACmLD;;EAEE,UAAA;EACA,WAAA;CDjLD;ACyLD;E

ACE,oBAAA;CDvLD;ACkMD;;EAEE,+BAAA;EAAA,4BAAA;EAAA,uBAAA;EACA,WAAA;CDhMD;ACyM

D;;EAEE,aAAA;CDvMD;AC+MD;EACE,8BAAA;EACA,gCAAA;EAAA,6BAAA;EAAA,wBAAA;CD7MD;ACs

ND;;EAEE,yBAAA;CDpND;AC2ND;EACE,0BAAA;EACA,cAAA;EACA,+BAAA;CDzND;ACiOD;EACE,UAA

A;EACA,WAAA;CD/ND;ACsOD;EACE,eAAA;CDpOD;AC4OD;EACE,kBAAA;CD1OD;ACoPD;EACE,0BAA

A;EACA,kBAAA;CDlPD;ACqPD;;EAEE,WAAA;CDnPD;AACD,qFAAqF;AEhLrF;EACE;;;IAGE,uBAAA;IAC

A,6BAAA;IACA,mCAAA;IACA,oCAAA;IAAA,4BAAA;GFkLD;EE/KD;;IAEE,2BAAA;GFiLD;EE9KD;IACE,6

BAAA;GFgLD;EE7KD;IACE,8BAAA;GF+KD;EE1KD;;IAEE,YAAA;GF4KD;EEzKD;;IAEE,uBAAA;IACA,yB

AAA;GF2KD;EExKD;IACE,4BAAA;GF0KD;EEvKD;;IAEE,yBAAA;GFyKD;EEtKD;IACE,2BAAA;GFwKD;E

ErKD;;;IAGE,WAAA;IACA,UAAA;GFuKD;EEpKD;;IAEE,wBAAA;GFsKD;EEhKD;IACE,cAAA;GFkKD;EEh

KD;;IAGI,kCAAA;GFiKH;EE9JD;IACE,uBAAA;GFgKD;EE7JD;IACE,qCAAA;GF+JD;EEhKD;;IAKI,kCAAA;

GF+JH;EE5JD;;IAGI,kCAAA;GF6JH;CACF;AGnPD;EACE,oCAAA;EACA,sDAAA;EACA,gYAAA;CHqPD;AG

7OD;EACE,mBAAA;EACA,SAAA;EACA,sBAAA;EACA,oCAAA;EACA,mBAAA;EACA,iBAAA;EACA,eAA

A;EACA,oCAAA;EACA,mCAAA;CH+OD;AG3OmC;EAAW,iBAAA;CH8O9C;AG7OmC;EAAW,iBAAA;CHgP

9C;AG9OmC;;EAAW,iBAAA;CHkP9C;AGjPmC;EAAW,iBAAA;CHoP9C;AGnPmC;EAAW,iBAAA;CHsP9C;A

GrPmC;EAAW,iBAAA;CHwP9C;AGvPmC;EAAW,iBAAA;CH0P9C;AGzPmC;EAAW,iBAAA;CH4P9C;AG3P

mC;EAAW,iBAAA;CH8P9C;AG7PmC;EAAW,iBAAA;CHgQ9C;AG/PmC;EAAW,iBAAA;CHkQ9C;AGjQmC;E

AAW,iBAAA;CHoQ9C;AGnQmC;EAAW,iBAAA;CHsQ9C;AGrQmC;EAAW,iBAAA;CHwQ9C;AGvQmC;EAA

W,iBAAA;CH0Q9C;AGzQmC;EAAW,iBAAA;CH4Q9C;AG3QmC;EAAW,iBAAA;CH8Q9C;AG7QmC;EAAW,i

BAAA;CHgR9C;AG/QmC;EAAW,iBAAA;CHkR9C;AGjRmC;EAAW,iBAAA;CHoR9C;AGnRmC;EAAW,iBAA

A;CHsR9C;AGrRmC;EAAW,iBAAA;CHwR9C;AGvRmC;EAAW,iBAAA;CH0R9C;AGzRmC;EAAW,iBAAA;C

H4R9C;AG3RmC;EAAW,iBAAA;CH8R9C;AG7RmC;EAAW,iBAAA;CHgS9C;AG/RmC;EAAW,iBAAA;CHkS

9C;AGjSmC;EAAW,iBAAA;CHoS9C;AGnSmC;EAAW,iBAAA;CHsS9C;AGrSmC;EAAW,iBAAA;CHwS9C;A

GvSmC;EAAW,iBAAA;CH0S9C;AGzSmC;EAAW,iBAAA;CH4S9C;AG3SmC;EAAW,iBAAA;CH8S9C;AG7Sm

C;EAAW,iBAAA;CHgT9C;AG/SmC;EAAW,iBAAA;CHkT9C;AGjTmC;EAAW,iBAAA;CHoT9C;AGnTmC;EA

AW,iBAAA;CHsT9C;AGrTmC;EAAW,iBAAA;CHwT9C;AGvTmC;EAAW,iBAAA;CH0T9C;AGzTmC;EAAW,i

BAAA;CH4T9C;AG3TmC;EAAW,iBAAA;CH8T9C;AG7TmC;EAAW,iBAAA;CHgU9C;AG/TmC;EAAW,iBAA

A;CHkU9C;AGjUmC;EAAW,iBAAA;CHoU9C;AGnUmC;EAAW,iBAAA;CHsU9C;AGrUmC;EAAW,iBAAA;C

HwU9C;AGvUmC;EAAW,iBAAA;CH0U9C;AGzUmC;EAAW,iBAAA;CH4U9C;AG3UmC;EAAW,iBAAA;CH8

U9C;AG7UmC;EAAW,iBAAA;CHgV9C;AG/UmC;EAAW,iBAAA;CHkV9C;AGjVmC;EAAW,iBAAA;CHoV9C

;AGnVmC;EAAW,iBAAA;CHsV9C;AGrVmC;EAAW,iBAAA;CHwV9C;AGvVmC;EAAW,iBAAA;CH0V9C;A

GzVmC;EAAW,iBAAA;CH4V9C;AG3VmC;EAAW,iBAAA;CH8V9C;AG7VmC;EAAW,iBAAA;CHgW9C;AG/

VmC;EAAW,iBAAA;CHkW9C;AGjWmC;EAAW,iBAAA;CHoW9C;AGnWmC;EAAW,iBAAA;CHsW9C;AGr

WmC;EAAW,iBAAA;CHwW9C;AGvWmC;EAAW,iBAAA;CH0W9C;AGzWmC;EAAW,iBAAA;CH4W9C;AG3

WmC;EAAW,iBAAA;CH8W9C;AG7WmC;EAAW,iBAAA;CHgX9C;AG/WmC;EAAW,iBAAA;CHkX9C;AGjX

mC;EAAW,iBAAA;CHoX9C;AGnXmC;EAAW,iBAAA;CHsX9C;AGrXmC;EAAW,iBAAA;CHwX9C;AGvXmC

;EAAW,iBAAA;CH0X9C;AGzXmC;EAAW,iBAAA;CH4X9C;AG3XmC;EAAW,iBAAA;CH8X9C;AG7XmC;E

AAW,iBAAA;CHgY9C;AG/XmC;EAAW,iBAAA;CHkY9C;AGjYmC;EAAW,iBAAA;CHoY9C;AGnYmC;EAA

W,iBAAA;CHsY9C;AGrYmC;EAAW,iBAAA;CHwY9C;AGvYmC;EAAW,iBAAA;CH0Y9C;AGzYmC;EAAW,i

BAAA;CH4Y9C;AG3YmC;EAAW,iBAAA;CH8Y9C;AG7YmC;EAAW,iBAAA;CHgZ9C;AG/YmC;EAAW,iBA

AA;CHkZ9C;AGjZmC;EAAW,iBAAA;CHoZ9C;AGnZmC;EAAW,iBAAA;CHsZ9C;AGrZmC;EAAW,iBAAA;C

HwZ9C;AGvZmC;EAAW,iBAAA;CH0Z9C;AGzZmC;EAAW,iBAAA;CH4Z9C;AG3ZmC;EAAW,iBAAA;CH8Z

9C;AG7ZmC;EAAW,iBAAA;CHga9C;AG/ZmC;EAAW,iBAAA;CHka9C;AGjamC;EAAW,iBAAA;CHoa9C;AG

namC;EAAW,iBAAA;CHsa9C;AGramC;EAAW,iBAAA;CHwa9C;AGvamC;EAAW,iBAAA;CH0a9C;AGzamC;E

AAW,iBAAA;CH4a9C;AG3amC;EAAW,iBAAA;CH8a9C;AG7amC;EAAW,iBAAA;CHgb9C;AG/amC;EAAW,i

BAAA;CHkb9C;AGjbmC;EAAW,iBAAA;CHob9C;AGnbmC;EAAW,iBAAA;CHsb9C;AGrbmC;EAAW,iBAAA;

CHwb9C;AGvbmC;EAAW,iBAAA;CH0b9C;AGzbmC;EAAW,iBAAA;CH4b9C;AG3bmC;EAAW,iBAAA;CH8b
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9C;AG7bmC;EAAW,iBAAA;CHgc9C;AG/bmC;EAAW,iBAAA;CHkc9C;AGjcmC;EAAW,iBAAA;CHoc9C;AGn

cmC;EAAW,iBAAA;CHsc9C;AGrcmC;EAAW,iBAAA;CHwc9C;AGvcmC;EAAW,iBAAA;CH0c9C;AGzcmC;E

AAW,iBAAA;CH4c9C;AG3cmC;EAAW,iBAAA;CH8c9C;AG7cmC;EAAW,iBAAA;CHgd9C;AG/cmC;EAAW,i

BAAA;CHkd9C;AGjdmC;EAAW,iBAAA;CHod9C;AGndmC;EAAW,iBAAA;CHsd9C;AGrdmC;EAAW,iBAAA;

CHwd9C;AGvdmC;EAAW,iBAAA;CH0d9C;AGzdmC;EAAW,iBAAA;CH4d9C;AG3dmC;EAAW,iBAAA;CH8d

9C;AG7dmC;EAAW,iBAAA;CHge9C;AG/dmC;EAAW,iBAAA;CHke9C;AGjemC;EAAW,iBAAA;CHoe9C;AGn

emC;EAAW,iBAAA;CHse9C;AGremC;EAAW,iBAAA;CHwe9C;AGvemC;EAAW,iBAAA;CH0e9C;AGzemC;E

AAW,iBAAA;CH4e9C;AG3emC;EAAW,iBAAA;CH8e9C;AG7emC;EAAW,iBAAA;CHgf9C;AG/emC;EAAW,i

BAAA;CHkf9C;AGjfmC;EAAW,iBAAA;CHof9C;AGnfmC;EAAW,iBAAA;CHsf9C;AGrfmC;EAAW,iBAAA;C

Hwf9C;AGvfmC;EAAW,iBAAA;CH0f9C;AGzfmC;EAAW,iBAAA;CH4f9C;AG3fmC;EAAW,iBAAA;CH8f9C;

AG7fmC;EAAW,iBAAA;CHggB9C;AG/fmC;EAAW,iBAAA;CHkgB9C;AGjgBmC;EAAW,iBAAA;CHogB9C;A

GngBmC;EAAW,iBAAA;CHsgB9C;AGrgBmC;EAAW,iBAAA;CHwgB9C;AGvgBmC;EAAW,iBAAA;CH0gB9

C;AGzgBmC;EAAW,iBAAA;CH4gB9C;AG3gBmC;EAAW,iBAAA;CH8gB9C;AG7gBmC;EAAW,iBAAA;CHgh

B9C;AG/gBmC;EAAW,iBAAA;CHkhB9C;AGjhBmC;EAAW,iBAAA;CHohB9C;AGnhBmC;EAAW,iBAAA;CH

shB9C;AGrhBmC;EAAW,iBAAA;CHwhB9C;AGvhBmC;EAAW,iBAAA;CH0hB9C;AGzhBmC;EAAW,iBAAA;

CH4hB9C;AG3hBmC;EAAW,iBAAA;CH8hB9C;AG7hBmC;EAAW,iBAAA;CHgiB9C;AG/hBmC;EAAW,iBAA

A;CHkiB9C;AGjiBmC;EAAW,iBAAA;CHoiB9C;AGniBmC;EAAW,iBAAA;CHsiB9C;AGriBmC;EAAW,iBAA

A;CHwiB9C;AGviBmC;EAAW,iBAAA;CH0iB9C;AGziBmC;EAAW,iBAAA;CH4iB9C;AG3iBmC;EAAW,iBAA

A;CH8iB9C;AG7iBmC;EAAW,iBAAA;CHgjB9C;AG/iBmC;EAAW,iBAAA;CHkjB9C;AGjjBmC;EAAW,iBAA

A;CHojB9C;AGnjBmC;EAAW,iBAAA;CHsjB9C;AGrjBmC;EAAW,iBAAA;CHwjB9C;AGvjBmC;EAAW,iBAA

A;CH0jB9C;AGzjBmC;EAAW,iBAAA;CH4jB9C;AG3jBmC;EAAW,iBAAA;CH8jB9C;AG7jBmC;EAAW,iBAA

A;CHgkB9C;AG/jBmC;EAAW,iBAAA;CHkkB9C;AGjkBmC;EAAW,iBAAA;CHokB9C;AGnkBmC;EAAW,iBA

AA;CHskB9C;AGrkBmC;EAAW,iBAAA;CHwkB9C;AGvkBmC;EAAW,iBAAA;CH0kB9C;AGzkBmC;EAAW,i

BAAA;CH4kB9C;AG3kBmC;EAAW,iBAAA;CH8kB9C;AG7kBmC;EAAW,iBAAA;CHglB9C;AG/kBmC;EAA

W,iBAAA;CHklB9C;AGjlBmC;EAAW,iBAAA;CHolB9C;AGnlBmC;EAAW,iBAAA;CHslB9C;AGrlBmC;EAA

W,iBAAA;CHwlB9C;AGvlBmC;EAAW,iBAAA;CH0lB9C;AGzlBmC;EAAW,iBAAA;CH4lB9C;AG3lBmC;EAA

W,iBAAA;CH8lB9C;AG7lBmC;EAAW,iBAAA;CHgmB9C;AG/lBmC;EAAW,iBAAA;CHkmB9C;AGjmBmC;E

AAW,iBAAA;CHomB9C;AGnmBmC;EAAW,iBAAA;CHsmB9C;AGrmBmC;EAAW,iBAAA;CHwmB9C;AGvm

BmC;EAAW,iBAAA;CH0mB9C;AGzmBmC;EAAW,iBAAA;CH4mB9C;AG3mBmC;EAAW,iBAAA;CH8mB9C

;AG7mBmC;EAAW,iBAAA;CHgnB9C;AG/mBmC;EAAW,iBAAA;CHknB9C;AGjnBmC;EAAW,iBAAA;CHon

B9C;AGnnBmC;EAAW,iBAAA;CHsnB9C;AGrnBmC;EAAW,iBAAA;CHwnB9C;AGvnBmC;EAAW,iBAAA;C

H0nB9C;AGznBmC;EAAW,iBAAA;CH4nB9C;AG3nBmC;EAAW,iBAAA;CH8nB9C;AG7nBmC;EAAW,iBAA

A;CHgoB9C;AG/nBmC;EAAW,iBAAA;CHkoB9C;AGjoBmC;EAAW,iBAAA;CHooB9C;AGnoBmC;EAAW,iBA

AA;CHsoB9C;AGroBmC;EAAW,iBAAA;CHwoB9C;AG/nBmC;EAAW,iBAAA;CHkoB9C;AGjoBmC;EAAW,iB

AAA;CHooB9C;AGnoBmC;EAAW,iBAAA;CHsoB9C;AGroBmC;EAAW,iBAAA;CHwoB9C;AGvoBmC;EAAW

,iBAAA;CH0oB9C;AGzoBmC;EAAW,iBAAA;CH4oB9C;AG3oBmC;EAAW,iBAAA;CH8oB9C;AG7oBmC;EA

AW,iBAAA;CHgpB9C;AG/oBmC;EAAW,iBAAA;CHkpB9C;AGjpBmC;EAAW,iBAAA;CHopB9C;AGnpBmC;E

AAW,iBAAA;CHspB9C;AGrpBmC;EAAW,iBAAA;CHwpB9C;AGvpBmC;EAAW,iBAAA;CH0pB9C;AGzpBm

C;EAAW,iBAAA;CH4pB9C;AG3pBmC;EAAW,iBAAA;CH8pB9C;AG7pBmC;EAAW,iBAAA;CHgqB9C;AG/p

BmC;EAAW,iBAAA;CHkqB9C;AGjqBmC;EAAW,iBAAA;CHoqB9C;AGnqBmC;EAAW,iBAAA;CHsqB9C;AG

rqBmC;EAAW,iBAAA;CHwqB9C;AGvqBmC;EAAW,iBAAA;CH0qB9C;AGzqBmC;EAAW,iBAAA;CH4qB9C;

AG3qBmC;EAAW,iBAAA;CH8qB9C;AG7qBmC;EAAW,iBAAA;CHgrB9C;AG/qBmC;EAAW,iBAAA;CHkrB9

C;AGjrBmC;EAAW,iBAAA;CHorB9C;AGnrBmC;EAAW,iBAAA;CHsrB9C;AGrrBmC;EAAW,iBAAA;CHwrB9

C;AGvrBmC;EAAW,iBAAA;CH0rB9C;AGzrBmC;EAAW,iBAAA;CH4rB9C;AG3rBmC;EAAW,iBAAA;CH8rB

9C;AG7rBmC;EAAW,iBAAA;CHgsB9C;AG/rBmC;EAAW,iBAAA;CHksB9C;AGjsBmC;EAAW,iBAAA;CHosB

9C;AGnsBmC;EAAW,iBAAA;CHssB9C;AGrsBmC;EAAW,iBAAA;CHwsB9C;AGvsBmC;EAAW,iBAAA;CH0s

B9C;AGzsBmC;EAAW,iBAAA;CH4sB9C;AG3sBmC;EAAW,iBAAA;CH8sB9C;AG7sBmC;EAAW,iBAAA;CH

gtB9C;AG/sBmC;EAAW,iBAAA;CHktB9C;AGjtBmC;EAAW,iBAAA;CHotB9C;AGntBmC;EAAW,iBAAA;CHs
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tB9C;AGrtBmC;EAAW,iBAAA;CHwtB9C;AGvtBmC;EAAW,iBAAA;CH0tB9C;AGztBmC;EAAW,iBAAA;CH4

tB9C;AG3tBmC;EAAW,iBAAA;CH8tB9C;AG7tBmC;EAAW,iBAAA;CHguB9C;AG/tBmC;EAAW,iBAAA;CHk

uB9C;AGjuBmC;EAAW,iBAAA;CHouB9C;AGnuBmC;EAAW,iBAAA;CHsuB9C;AGruBmC;EAAW,iBAAA;C

HwuB9C;AGvuBmC;EAAW,iBAAA;CH0uB9C;AGzuBmC;EAAW,iBAAA;CH4uB9C;AG3uBmC;EAAW,iBAA

A;CH8uB9C;AG7uBmC;EAAW,iBAAA;CHgvB9C;AIxhCD;ECkEE,+BAAA;EACG,4BAAA;EACK,uBAAA;CL

y9BT;AI1hCD;;EC+DE,+BAAA;EACG,4BAAA;EACK,uBAAA;CL+9BT;AIxhCD;EACE,gBAAA;EACA,8CAA

A;CJ0hCD;AIvhCD;EACE,4DAAA;EACA,gBAAA;EACA,wBAAA;EACA,eAAA;EACA,uBAAA;CJyhCD;AIrh

CD;;;;EAIE,qBAAA;EACA,mBAAA;EACA,qBAAA;CJuhCD;AIjhCD;EACE,eAAA;EACA,sBAAA;CJmhCD;AI

jhCC;;EAEE,eAAA;EACA,2BAAA;CJmhCH;AIhhCC;EEnDA,2CAAA;EACA,qBAAA;CNskCD;AIzgCD;EACE,

UAAA;CJ2gCD;AIrgCD;EACE,uBAAA;CJugCD;AIngCD;;;;;EG1EE,eAAA;EACA,gBAAA;EACA,aAAA;CPolC

D;AIvgCD;EACE,mBAAA;CJygCD;AIngCD;EACE,aAAA;EACA,wBAAA;EACA,uBAAA;EACA,uBAAA;EAC

A,mBAAA;EC+FA,yCAAA;EACK,oCAAA;EACG,iCAAA;EE5LR,sBAAA;EACA,gBAAA;EACA,aAAA;CPom

CD;AIngCD;EACE,mBAAA;CJqgCD;AI//BD;EACE,iBAAA;EACA,oBAAA;EACA,UAAA;EACA,8BAAA;CJig

CD;AIz/BD;EACE,mBAAA;EACA,WAAA;EACA,YAAA;EACA,WAAA;EACA,aAAA;EACA,iBAAA;EACA,u

BAAA;EACA,UAAA;CJ2/BD;AIn/BC;;EAEE,iBAAA;EACA,YAAA;EACA,aAAA;EACA,UAAA;EACA,kBAA

A;EACA,WAAA;CJq/BH;AI1+BD;EACE,gBAAA;CJ4+BD;AQjoCD;;;;;;;;;;;;EAEE,qBAAA;EACA,iBAAA;EAC

A,iBAAA;EACA,eAAA;CR6oCD;AQlpCD;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;EASI,iBAAA;EACA,eAAA;EACA,eAAA;CRmqCH;

AQ/pCD;;;;;;EAGE,iBAAA;EACA,oBAAA;CRoqCD;AQxqCD;;;;;;;;;;;;EAQI,eAAA;CR8qCH;AQ3qCD;;;;;;EAG

E,iBAAA;EACA,oBAAA;CRgrCD;AQprCD;;;;;;;;;;;;EAQI,eAAA;CR0rCH;AQtrCD;;EAAU,gBAAA;CR0rCT;A

QzrCD;;EAAU,gBAAA;CR6rCT;AQ5rCD;;EAAU,gBAAA;CRgsCT;AQ/rCD;;EAAU,gBAAA;CRmsCT;AQlsCD

;;EAAU,gBAAA;CRssCT;AQrsCD;;EAAU,gBAAA;CRysCT;AQnsCD;EACE,iBAAA;CRqsCD;AQlsCD;EACE,o

BAAA;EACA,gBAAA;EACA,iBAAA;EACA,iBAAA;CRosCD;AQlsCC;EAAA;IACE,gBAAA;GRqsCD;CACF;

AQ7rCD;;EAEE,eAAA;CR+rCD;AQ5rCD;;EAEE,eAAA;EACA,0BAAA;CR8rCD;AQ1rCD;EAAuB,iBAAA;CR6

rCtB;AQ5rCD;EAAuB,kBAAA;CR+rCtB;AQ9rCD;EAAuB,mBAAA;CRisCtB;AQhsCD;EAAuB,oBAAA;CRms

CtB;AQlsCD;EAAuB,oBAAA;CRqsCtB;AQlsCD;EAAuB,0BAAA;CRqsCtB;AQpsCD;EAAuB,0BAAA;CRusCtB

;AQtsCD;EAAuB,2BAAA;CRysCtB;AQtsCD;EACE,eAAA;CRwsCD;AQtsCD;ECvGE,eAAA;CTgzCD;AS/yCC;;

EAEE,eAAA;CTizCH;AQ1sCD;EC1GE,eAAA;CTuzCD;AStzCC;;EAEE,eAAA;CTwzCH;AQ9sCD;EC7GE,eAA

A;CT8zCD;AS7zCC;;EAEE,eAAA;CT+zCH;AQltCD;EChHE,eAAA;CTq0CD;ASp0CC;;EAEE,eAAA;CTs0CH;

AQttCD;ECnHE,eAAA;CT40CD;AS30CC;;EAEE,eAAA;CT60CH;AQttCD;EAGE,YAAA;EE7HA,0BAAA;CVo

1CD;AUn1CC;;EAEE,0BAAA;CVq1CH;AQxtCD;EEhIE,0BAAA;CV21CD;AU11CC;;EAEE,0BAAA;CV41CH;

AQ5tCD;EEnIE,0BAAA;CVk2CD;AUj2CC;;EAEE,0BAAA;CVm2CH;AQhuCD;EEtIE,0BAAA;CVy2CD;AUx2

CC;;EAEE,0BAAA;CV02CH;AQpuCD;EEzIE,0BAAA;CVg3CD;AU/2CC;;EAEE,0BAAA;CVi3CH;AQnuCD;E

ACE,oBAAA;EACA,oBAAA;EACA,iCAAA;CRquCD;AQ7tCD;;EAEE,cAAA;EACA,oBAAA;CR+tCD;AQluCD

;;;;EAMI,iBAAA;CRkuCH;AQ3tCD;EACE,gBAAA;EACA,iBAAA;CR6tCD;AQztCD;EALE,gBAAA;EACA,iBA

AA;EAMA,kBAAA;CR4tCD;AQ9tCD;EAKI,sBAAA;EACA,mBAAA;EACA,kBAAA;CR4tCH;AQvtCD;EACE,c

AAA;EACA,oBAAA;CRytCD;AQvtCD;;EAEE,wBAAA;CRytCD;AQvtCD;EACE,iBAAA;CRytCD;AQvtCD;EA

CE,eAAA;CRytCD;AQ5sCC;EAAA;IAEI,YAAA;IACA,aAAA;IACA,YAAA;IACA,kBAAA;IGxNJ,iBAAA;IAC

A,wBAAA;IACA,oBAAA;GXu6CC;EQttCD;IASI,mBAAA;GRgtCH;CACF;AQtsCD;;EAEE,aAAA;CRwsCD;A

QrsCD;EACE,eAAA;EA9IqB,0BAAA;CRs1CtB;AQnsCD;EACE,mBAAA;EACA,iBAAA;EACA,kBAAA;EACA

,+BAAA;CRqsCD;AQhsCG;;;EACE,iBAAA;CRosCL;AQ9sCD;;;EAmBI,eAAA;EACA,eAAA;EACA,wBAAA;E

ACA,eAAA;CRgsCH;AQ9rCG;;;EACE,uBAAA;CRksCL;AQ1rCD;;EAEE,oBAAA;EACA,gBAAA;EACA,kBAA

A;EACA,gCAAA;EACA,eAAA;CR4rCD;AQtrCG;;;;;;EAAW,YAAA;CR8rCd;AQ7rCG;;;;;;EACE,uBAAA;CRos

CL;AQ9rCD;EACE,oBAAA;EACA,mBAAA;EACA,wBAAA;CRgsCD;AYx+CD;;;;EAIE,+DAAA;CZ0+CD;AYt

+CD;EACE,iBAAA;EACA,eAAA;EACA,eAAA;EACA,0BAAA;EACA,mBAAA;CZw+CD;AYp+CD;EACE,iBA

AA;EACA,eAAA;EACA,YAAA;EACA,uBAAA;EACA,mBAAA;EACA,uDAAA;EAAA,+CAAA;CZs+CD;AY5

+CD;EASI,WAAA;EACA,gBAAA;EACA,iBAAA;EACA,yBAAA;EAAA,iBAAA;CZs+CH;AYj+CD;EACE,eAA

A;EACA,eAAA;EACA,iBAAA;EACA,gBAAA;EACA,wBAAA;EACA,eAAA;EACA,sBAAA;EACA,sBAAA;EA

CA,0BAAA;EACA,uBAAA;EACA,mBAAA;CZm+CD;AY9+CD;EAeI,WAAA;EACA,mBAAA;EACA,eAAA;E
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ACA,sBAAA;EACA,8BAAA;EACA,iBAAA;CZk+CH;AY79CD;EACE,kBAAA;EACA,mBAAA;CZ+9CD;Aazh

DD;ECHE,oBAAA;EACA,mBAAA;EACA,mBAAA;EACA,kBAAA;Cd+hDD;Aa5hDC;EAAA;IACE,aAAA;Gb+

hDD;CACF;Aa9hDC;EAAA;IACE,aAAA;GbiiDD;CACF;AahiDC;EAAA;IACE,cAAA;GbmiDD;CACF;Aa1hDD;

ECvBE,oBAAA;EACA,mBAAA;EACA,mBAAA;EACA,kBAAA;CdojDD;AavhDD;ECvBE,oBAAA;EACA,mB

AAA;CdijDD;AavhDD;EACE,gBAAA;EACA,eAAA;CbyhDD;Aa3hDD;EAKI,iBAAA;EACA,gBAAA;CbyhDH;

AczkDA;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;ECiBK,mBAAA;EAEA,gBAAA;EAEA,oBAAA;EACA,mBAAA;Cfwm

DL;Ac9nDA;;;;;;;;;;;;ECuCK,YAAA;CfqmDL;Ac5oDA;EC+CG,YAAA;CfgmDH;Ac/oDA;EC+CG,oBAAA;Cfm

mDH;AclpDA;EC+CG,oBAAA;CfsmDH;AcrpDA;EC+CG,WAAA;CfymDH;AcxpDA;EC+CG,oBAAA;Cf4mDH;

Ac3pDA;EC+CG,oBAAA;Cf+mDH;Ac9pDA;EC+CG,WAAA;CfknDH;AcjqDA;EC+CG,oBAAA;CfqnDH;Acpq

DA;EC+CG,oBAAA;CfwnDH;AcvqDA;EC+CG,WAAA;Cf2nDH;Ac1qDA;EC+CG,oBAAA;Cf8nDH;Ac7qDA;E

C+CG,mBAAA;CfioDH;AchrDA;EC8DG,YAAA;CfqnDH;AcnrDA;EC8DG,oBAAA;CfwnDH;ActrDA;EC8DG,o

BAAA;Cf2nDH;AczrDA;EC8DG,WAAA;Cf8nDH;Ac5rDA;EC8DG,oBAAA;CfioDH;Ac/rDA;EC8DG,oBAAA;C

fooDH;AclsDA;EC8DG,WAAA;CfuoDH;AcrsDA;EC8DG,oBAAA;Cf0oDH;AcxsDA;EC8DG,oBAAA;Cf6oDH;

Ac3sDA;EC8DG,WAAA;CfgpDH;Ac9sDA;EC8DG,oBAAA;CfmpDH;AcjtDA;EC8DG,mBAAA;CfspDH;AcptD

A;ECmEG,YAAA;CfopDH;AcvtDA;ECoDG,WAAA;CfsqDH;Ac1tDA;ECoDG,mBAAA;CfyqDH;Ac7tDA;ECoD

G,mBAAA;Cf4qDH;AchuDA;ECoDG,UAAA;Cf+qDH;AcnuDA;ECoDG,mBAAA;CfkrDH;ActuDA;ECoDG,mB

AAA;CfqrDH;AczuDA;ECoDG,UAAA;CfwrDH;Ac5uDA;ECoDG,mBAAA;Cf2rDH;Ac/uDA;ECoDG,mBAAA;C

f8rDH;AclvDA;ECoDG,UAAA;CfisDH;AcrvDA;ECoDG,mBAAA;CfosDH;AcxvDA;ECoDG,kBAAA;CfusDH;A

c3vDA;ECyDG,WAAA;CfqsDH;Ac9vDA;ECwEG,kBAAA;CfyrDH;AcjwDA;ECwEG,0BAAA;Cf4rDH;AcpwDA

;ECwEG,0BAAA;Cf+rDH;AcvwDA;ECwEG,iBAAA;CfksDH;Ac1wDA;ECwEG,0BAAA;CfqsDH;Ac7wDA;EC

wEG,0BAAA;CfwsDH;AchxDA;ECwEG,iBAAA;Cf2sDH;AcnxDA;ECwEG,0BAAA;Cf8sDH;ActxDA;ECwEG,0

BAAA;CfitDH;AczxDA;ECwEG,iBAAA;CfotDH;Ac5xDA;ECwEG,0BAAA;CfutDH;Ac/xDA;ECwEG,yBAAA;

Cf0tDH;AclyDA;ECwEG,gBAAA;Cf6tDH;Aa5tDD;ECzEC;;;;;;;;;;;;ICuCK,YAAA;Gf6wDH;EcpzDF;IC+CG,YA

AA;GfwwDD;EcvzDF;IC+CG,oBAAA;Gf2wDD;Ec1zDF;IC+CG,oBAAA;Gf8wDD;Ec7zDF;IC+CG,WAAA;Gfix

DD;Ech0DF;IC+CG,oBAAA;GfoxDD;Ecn0DF;IC+CG,oBAAA;GfuxDD;Ect0DF;IC+CG,WAAA;Gf0xDD;Ecz0D

F;IC+CG,oBAAA;Gf6xDD;Ec50DF;IC+CG,oBAAA;GfgyDD;Ec/0DF;IC+CG,WAAA;GfmyDD;Ecl1DF;IC+CG,o

BAAA;GfsyDD;Ecr1DF;IC+CG,mBAAA;GfyyDD;Ecx1DF;IC8DG,YAAA;Gf6xDD;Ec31DF;IC8DG,oBAAA;Gf

gyDD;Ec91DF;IC8DG,oBAAA;GfmyDD;Ecj2DF;IC8DG,WAAA;GfsyDD;Ecp2DF;IC8DG,oBAAA;GfyyDD;Ecv

2DF;IC8DG,oBAAA;Gf4yDD;Ec12DF;IC8DG,WAAA;Gf+yDD;Ec72DF;IC8DG,oBAAA;GfkzDD;Ech3DF;IC8D

G,oBAAA;GfqzDD;Ecn3DF;IC8DG,WAAA;GfwzDD;Ect3DF;IC8DG,oBAAA;Gf2zDD;Ecz3DF;IC8DG,mBAAA

;Gf8zDD;Ec53DF;ICmEG,YAAA;Gf4zDD;Ec/3DF;ICoDG,WAAA;Gf80DD;Ecl4DF;ICoDG,mBAAA;Gfi1DD;Ec

r4DF;ICoDG,mBAAA;Gfo1DD;Ecx4DF;ICoDG,UAAA;Gfu1DD;Ec34DF;ICoDG,mBAAA;Gf01DD;Ec94DF;ICo

DG,mBAAA;Gf61DD;Ecj5DF;ICoDG,UAAA;Gfg2DD;Ecp5DF;ICoDG,mBAAA;Gfm2DD;Ecv5DF;ICoDG,mBA

AA;Gfs2DD;Ec15DF;ICoDG,UAAA;Gfy2DD;Ec75DF;ICoDG,mBAAA;Gf42DD;Ech6DF;ICoDG,kBAAA;Gf+2

DD;Ecn6DF;ICyDG,WAAA;Gf62DD;Ect6DF;ICwEG,kBAAA;Gfi2DD;Ecz6DF;ICwEG,0BAAA;Gfo2DD;Ec56D

F;ICwEG,0BAAA;Gfu2DD;Ec/6DF;ICwEG,iBAAA;Gf02DD;Ecl7DF;ICwEG,0BAAA;Gf62DD;Ecr7DF;ICwEG,0

BAAA;Gfg3DD;Ecx7DF;ICwEG,iBAAA;Gfm3DD;Ec37DF;ICwEG,0BAAA;Gfs3DD;Ec97DF;ICwEG,0BAAA;G

fy3DD;Ecj8DF;ICwEG,iBAAA;Gf43DD;Ecp8DF;ICwEG,0BAAA;Gf+3DD;Ecv8DF;ICwEG,yBAAA;Gfk4DD;Ec

18DF;ICwEG,gBAAA;Gfq4DD;CACF;Aa53DD;EClFC;;;;;;;;;;;;ICuCK,YAAA;Gfs7DH;Ec79DF;IC+CG,YAAA;

Gfi7DD;Ech+DF;IC+CG,oBAAA;Gfo7DD;Ecn+DF;IC+CG,oBAAA;Gfu7DD;Ect+DF;IC+CG,WAAA;Gf07DD;E

cz+DF;IC+CG,oBAAA;Gf67DD;Ec5+DF;IC+CG,oBAAA;Gfg8DD;Ec/+DF;IC+CG,WAAA;Gfm8DD;Ecl/DF;IC+

CG,oBAAA;Gfs8DD;Ecr/DF;IC+CG,oBAAA;Gfy8DD;Ecx/DF;IC+CG,WAAA;Gf48DD;Ec3/DF;IC+CG,oBAAA;

Gf+8DD;Ec9/DF;IC+CG,mBAAA;Gfk9DD;EcjgEF;IC8DG,YAAA;Gfs8DD;EcpgEF;IC8DG,oBAAA;Gfy8DD;Ec

vgEF;IC8DG,oBAAA;Gf48DD;Ec1gEF;IC8DG,WAAA;Gf+8DD;Ec7gEF;IC8DG,oBAAA;Gfk9DD;EchhEF;IC8D

G,oBAAA;Gfq9DD;EcnhEF;IC8DG,WAAA;Gfw9DD;EcthEF;IC8DG,oBAAA;Gf29DD;EczhEF;IC8DG,oBAAA;

Gf89DD;Ec5hEF;IC8DG,WAAA;Gfi+DD;Ec/hEF;IC8DG,oBAAA;Gfo+DD;EcliEF;IC8DG,mBAAA;Gfu+DD;Ecr

iEF;ICmEG,YAAA;Gfq+DD;EcxiEF;ICoDG,WAAA;Gfu/DD;Ec3iEF;ICoDG,mBAAA;Gf0/DD;Ec9iEF;ICoDG,m

BAAA;Gf6/DD;EcjjEF;ICoDG,UAAA;GfggED;EcpjEF;ICoDG,mBAAA;GfmgED;EcvjEF;ICoDG,mBAAA;Gfsg
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ED;Ec1jEF;ICoDG,UAAA;GfygED;Ec7jEF;ICoDG,mBAAA;Gf4gED;EchkEF;ICoDG,mBAAA;Gf+gED;EcnkEF;

ICoDG,UAAA;GfkhED;EctkEF;ICoDG,mBAAA;GfqhED;EczkEF;ICoDG,kBAAA;GfwhED;Ec5kEF;ICyDG,WA

AA;GfshED;Ec/kEF;ICwEG,kBAAA;Gf0gED;EcllEF;ICwEG,0BAAA;Gf6gED;EcrlEF;ICwEG,0BAAA;GfghED;

EcxlEF;ICwEG,iBAAA;GfmhED;Ec3lEF;ICwEG,0BAAA;GfshED;Ec9lEF;ICwEG,0BAAA;GfyhED;EcjmEF;IC

wEG,iBAAA;Gf4hED;EcpmEF;ICwEG,0BAAA;Gf+hED;EcvmEF;ICwEG,0BAAA;GfkiED;Ec1mEF;ICwEG,iBA

AA;GfqiED;Ec7mEF;ICwEG,0BAAA;GfwiED;EchnEF;ICwEG,yBAAA;Gf2iED;EcnnEF;ICwEG,gBAAA;Gf8iE

D;CACF;Aa5hED;EC3FC;;;;;;;;;;;;ICuCK,YAAA;Gf+lEH;EctoEF;IC+CG,YAAA;Gf0lED;EczoEF;IC+CG,oBAA

A;Gf6lED;Ec5oEF;IC+CG,oBAAA;GfgmED;Ec/oEF;IC+CG,WAAA;GfmmED;EclpEF;IC+CG,oBAAA;GfsmED;

EcrpEF;IC+CG,oBAAA;GfymED;EcxpEF;IC+CG,WAAA;Gf4mED;Ec3pEF;IC+CG,oBAAA;Gf+mED;Ec9pEF;I

C+CG,oBAAA;GfknED;EcjqEF;IC+CG,WAAA;GfqnED;EcpqEF;IC+CG,oBAAA;GfwnED;EcvqEF;IC+CG,mBA

AA;Gf2nED;Ec1qEF;IC8DG,YAAA;Gf+mED;Ec7qEF;IC8DG,oBAAA;GfknED;EchrEF;IC8DG,oBAAA;GfqnED

;EcnrEF;IC8DG,WAAA;GfwnED;EctrEF;IC8DG,oBAAA;Gf2nED;EczrEF;IC8DG,oBAAA;Gf8nED;Ec5rEF;IC8

DG,WAAA;GfioED;Ec/rEF;IC8DG,oBAAA;GfooED;EclsEF;IC8DG,oBAAA;GfuoED;EcrsEF;IC8DG,WAAA;Gf

0oED;EcxsEF;IC8DG,oBAAA;Gf6oED;Ec3sEF;IC8DG,mBAAA;GfgpED;Ec9sEF;ICmEG,YAAA;Gf8oED;EcjtE

F;ICoDG,WAAA;GfgqED;EcptEF;ICoDG,mBAAA;GfmqED;EcvtEF;ICoDG,mBAAA;GfsqED;Ec1tEF;ICoDG,U

AAA;GfyqED;Ec7tEF;ICoDG,mBAAA;Gf4qED;EchuEF;ICoDG,mBAAA;Gf+qED;EcnuEF;ICoDG,UAAA;Gfkr

ED;EctuEF;ICoDG,mBAAA;GfqrED;EczuEF;ICoDG,mBAAA;GfwrED;Ec5uEF;ICoDG,UAAA;Gf2rED;Ec/uEF;I

CoDG,mBAAA;Gf8rED;EclvEF;ICoDG,kBAAA;GfisED;EcrvEF;ICyDG,WAAA;Gf+rED;EcxvEF;ICwEG,kBAA

A;GfmrED;Ec3vEF;ICwEG,0BAAA;GfsrED;Ec9vEF;ICwEG,0BAAA;GfyrED;EcjwEF;ICwEG,iBAAA;Gf4rED;E

cpwEF;ICwEG,0BAAA;Gf+rED;EcvwEF;ICwEG,0BAAA;GfksED;Ec1wEF;ICwEG,iBAAA;GfqsED;Ec7wEF;IC

wEG,0BAAA;GfwsED;EchxEF;ICwEG,0BAAA;Gf2sED;EcnxEF;ICwEG,iBAAA;Gf8sED;EctxEF;ICwEG,0BAA

A;GfitED;EczxEF;ICwEG,yBAAA;GfotED;Ec5xEF;ICwEG,gBAAA;GfutED;CACF;AgBzxED;EACE,8BAAA;C

hB2xED;AgB5xED;EAQI,iBAAA;EACA,sBAAA;EACA,YAAA;ChBuxEH;AgBlxEG;;EACE,iBAAA;EACA,oB

AAA;EACA,YAAA;ChBqxEL;AgBhxED;EACE,iBAAA;EACA,oBAAA;EACA,eAAA;EACA,iBAAA;ChBkxED

;AgB/wED;EACE,iBAAA;ChBixED;AgB3wED;EACE,YAAA;EACA,gBAAA;EACA,oBAAA;ChB6wED;AgBhx

ED;;;;;;EAWQ,aAAA;EACA,wBAAA;EACA,oBAAA;EACA,2BAAA;ChB6wEP;AgB3xED;EAoBI,uBAAA;EA

CA,8BAAA;ChB0wEH;AgB/xED;;;;;;EA8BQ,cAAA;ChBywEP;AgBvyED;EAoCI,2BAAA;ChBswEH;AgB1yED;

EAyCI,uBAAA;ChBowEH;AgB7vED;;;;;;EAOQ,aAAA;ChB8vEP;AgBnvED;EACE,uBAAA;ChBqvED;AgBtvE

D;;;;;;EAQQ,uBAAA;ChBsvEP;AgB9vED;;EAeM,yBAAA;ChBmvEL;AgBzuED;EAEI,0BAAA;ChB0uEH;AgBj

uED;EAEI,0BAAA;ChBkuEH;AiBj3EC;;;;;;;;;;;;EAOI,0BAAA;CjBw3EL;AiBl3EC;;;;;EAMI,0BAAA;CjBm3EL;

AiBt4EC;;;;;;;;;;;;EAOI,0BAAA;CjB64EL;AiBv4EC;;;;;EAMI,0BAAA;CjBw4EL;AiB35EC;;;;;;;;;;;;EAOI,0BAAA

;CjBk6EL;AiB55EC;;;;;EAMI,0BAAA;CjB65EL;AiBh7EC;;;;;;;;;;;;EAOI,0BAAA;CjBu7EL;AiBj7EC;;;;;EAMI,0

BAAA;CjBk7EL;AiBr8EC;;;;;;;;;;;;EAOI,0BAAA;CjB48EL;AiBt8EC;;;;;EAMI,0BAAA;CjBu8EL;AgBnzED;EAC

E,kBAAA;EACA,iBAAA;ChBqzED;AgBnzEC;EAAA;IACE,YAAA;IACA,oBAAA;IACA,mBAAA;IACA,6CAA

A;IACA,uBAAA;GhBszED;EgB3zED;IASI,iBAAA;GhBqzEH;EgB9zED;;;;;;IAkBU,oBAAA;GhBozET;EgBt0ED

;IA0BI,UAAA;GhB+yEH;EgBz0ED;;;;;;IAmCU,eAAA;GhB8yET;EgBj1ED;;;;;;IAuCU,gBAAA;GhBkzET;EgBz1

ED;;;;IAoDU,iBAAA;GhB2yET;CACF;AkBrgFD;EAIE,aAAA;EACA,WAAA;EACA,UAAA;EACA,UAAA;ClB

ogFD;AkBjgFD;EACE,eAAA;EACA,YAAA;EACA,WAAA;EACA,oBAAA;EACA,gBAAA;EACA,qBAAA;EAC

A,eAAA;EACA,UAAA;EACA,iCAAA;ClBmgFD;AkBhgFD;EACE,sBAAA;EACA,gBAAA;EACA,mBAAA;EA

CA,iBAAA;ClBkgFD;AkBx/ED;Eb6BE,+BAAA;EACG,4BAAA;EACK,uBAAA;EarBR,yBAAA;EACA,sBAAA;

EAAA,iBAAA;ClBo/ED;AkBh/ED;;EAEE,gBAAA;EACA,mBAAA;EACA,oBAAA;ClBk/ED;AkB5+EC;;;;;;EAG

E,oBAAA;ClBi/EH;AkB7+ED;EACE,eAAA;ClB++ED;AkB3+ED;EACE,eAAA;EACA,YAAA;ClB6+ED;AkBz+

ED;;EAEE,aAAA;ClB2+ED;AkBv+ED;;;EZ1FE,2CAAA;EACA,qBAAA;CNskFD;AkBt+ED;EACE,eAAA;EAC

A,iBAAA;EACA,gBAAA;EACA,wBAAA;EACA,eAAA;ClBw+ED;AkB98ED;EACE,eAAA;EACA,YAAA;EAC

A,aAAA;EACA,kBAAA;EACA,gBAAA;EACA,wBAAA;EACA,eAAA;EACA,uBAAA;EACA,uBAAA;EACA,u

BAAA;EACA,mBAAA;Eb3EA,yDAAA;EACQ,iDAAA;EAyHR,+EAAA;EACK,0EAAA;EACG,uFAAA;EAAA,

+EAAA;EAAA,uEAAA;EAAA,4GAAA;CLo6ET;AmB9iFC;EACE,sBAAA;EACA,WAAA;EdYF,0FAAA;EACQ

,kFAAA;CLqiFT;AKpgFC;EACE,YAAA;EACA,WAAA;CLsgFH;AKpgFC;EAA0B,YAAA;CLugF3B;AKtgFC;E
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AAgC,YAAA;CLygFjC;AkB19EC;EACE,8BAAA;EACA,UAAA;ClB49EH;AkBp9EC;;;EAGE,0BAAA;EACA,

WAAA;ClBs9EH;AkBn9EC;;EAEE,oBAAA;ClBq9EH;AkBj9EC;EACE,aAAA;ClBm9EH;AkBr8ED;EAKI;;;;IA

CE,kBAAA;GlBs8EH;EkBn8EC;;;;;;;;IAEE,kBAAA;GlB28EH;EkBx8EC;;;;;;;;IAEE,kBAAA;GlBg9EH;CACF;A

kBt8ED;EACE,oBAAA;ClBw8ED;AkBh8ED;;EAEE,mBAAA;EACA,eAAA;EACA,iBAAA;EACA,oBAAA;ClB

k8ED;AkB/7EC;;;;EAGI,oBAAA;ClBk8EL;AkB78ED;;EAgBI,iBAAA;EACA,mBAAA;EACA,iBAAA;EACA,iB

AAA;EACA,gBAAA;ClBi8EH;AkB97ED;;;;EAIE,mBAAA;EACA,mBAAA;EACA,mBAAA;ClBg8ED;AkB77E

D;;EAEE,iBAAA;ClB+7ED;AkB37ED;;EAEE,mBAAA;EACA,sBAAA;EACA,mBAAA;EACA,iBAAA;EACA,i

BAAA;EACA,uBAAA;EACA,gBAAA;ClB67ED;AkB17EC;;;;EAEE,oBAAA;ClB87EH;AkB37ED;;EAEE,cAAA

;EACA,kBAAA;ClB67ED;AkBp7ED;EACE,iBAAA;EAEA,iBAAA;EACA,oBAAA;EAEA,iBAAA;ClBo7ED;Ak

Bl7EC;;EAEE,iBAAA;EACA,gBAAA;ClBo7EH;AkBv6ED;EC3PE,aAAA;EACA,kBAAA;EACA,gBAAA;EACA

,iBAAA;EACA,mBAAA;CnBqqFD;AmBnqFC;EACE,aAAA;EACA,kBAAA;CnBqqFH;AmBlqFC;;EAEE,aAAA;

CnBoqFH;AkBn7ED;EAEI,aAAA;EACA,kBAAA;EACA,gBAAA;EACA,iBAAA;EACA,mBAAA;ClBo7EH;Ak

B17ED;EASI,aAAA;EACA,kBAAA;ClBo7EH;AkB97ED;;EAcI,aAAA;ClBo7EH;AkBl8ED;EAiBI,aAAA;EACA,

iBAAA;EACA,kBAAA;EACA,gBAAA;EACA,iBAAA;ClBo7EH;AkBh7ED;ECvRE,aAAA;EACA,mBAAA;EAC

A,gBAAA;EACA,uBAAA;EACA,mBAAA;CnB0sFD;AmBxsFC;EACE,aAAA;EACA,kBAAA;CnB0sFH;AmBvs

FC;;EAEE,aAAA;CnBysFH;AkB57ED;EAEI,aAAA;EACA,mBAAA;EACA,gBAAA;EACA,uBAAA;EACA,mB

AAA;ClB67EH;AkBn8ED;EASI,aAAA;EACA,kBAAA;ClB67EH;AkBv8ED;;EAcI,aAAA;ClB67EH;AkB38ED;E

AiBI,aAAA;EACA,iBAAA;EACA,mBAAA;EACA,gBAAA;EACA,uBAAA;ClB67EH;AkBp7ED;EAEE,mBAAA

;ClBq7ED;AkBv7ED;EAMI,sBAAA;ClBo7EH;AkBh7ED;EACE,mBAAA;EACA,OAAA;EACA,SAAA;EACA,

WAAA;EACA,eAAA;EACA,YAAA;EACA,aAAA;EACA,kBAAA;EACA,mBAAA;EACA,qBAAA;ClBk7ED;Ak

Bh7ED;;;EAGE,YAAA;EACA,aAAA;EACA,kBAAA;ClBk7ED;AkBh7ED;;;EAGE,YAAA;EACA,aAAA;EACA,

kBAAA;ClBk7ED;AkB96ED;;;;;;;;;;EClZI,eAAA;CnB40FH;AkB17ED;EC9YI,sBAAA;EdiDF,yDAAA;EACQ,iD

AAA;CL2xFT;AmB30FG;EACE,sBAAA;Ed8CJ,0EAAA;EACQ,kEAAA;CLgyFT;AkBp8ED;ECpYI,eAAA;EAC

A,0BAAA;EACA,sBAAA;CnB20FH;AkBz8ED;EC9XI,eAAA;CnB00FH;AkBz8ED;;;;;;;;;;ECrZI,eAAA;CnB02F

H;AkBr9ED;ECjZI,sBAAA;EdiDF,yDAAA;EACQ,iDAAA;CLyzFT;AmBz2FG;EACE,sBAAA;Ed8CJ,0EAAA;E

ACQ,kEAAA;CL8zFT;AkB/9ED;ECvYI,eAAA;EACA,0BAAA;EACA,sBAAA;CnBy2FH;AkBp+ED;ECjYI,eAA

A;CnBw2FH;AkBp+ED;;;;;;;;;;ECxZI,eAAA;CnBw4FH;AkBh/ED;ECpZI,sBAAA;EdiDF,yDAAA;EACQ,iDAAA

;CLu1FT;AmBv4FG;EACE,sBAAA;Ed8CJ,0EAAA;EACQ,kEAAA;CL41FT;AkB1/ED;EC1YI,eAAA;EACA,0B

AAA;EACA,sBAAA;CnBu4FH;AkB//ED;ECpYI,eAAA;CnBs4FH;AkB3/EC;EACE,UAAA;ClB6/EH;AkB3/EC;E

ACE,OAAA;ClB6/EH;AkBn/ED;EACE,eAAA;EACA,gBAAA;EACA,oBAAA;EACA,eAAA;ClBq/ED;AkBn+EC

;EAAA;IAGI,sBAAA;IACA,iBAAA;IACA,uBAAA;GlBo+EH;EkBz+ED;IAUI,sBAAA;IACA,YAAA;IACA,uBA

AA;GlBk+EH;EkB9+ED;IAiBI,sBAAA;GlBg+EH;EkBj/ED;IAqBI,sBAAA;IACA,uBAAA;GlB+9EH;EkBr/ED;;;I

A2BM,YAAA;GlB+9EL;EkB1/ED;IAiCI,YAAA;GlB49EH;EkB7/ED;IAqCI,iBAAA;IACA,uBAAA;GlB29EH;Ek

BjgFD;;IA6CI,sBAAA;IACA,cAAA;IACA,iBAAA;IACA,uBAAA;GlBw9EH;EkBxgFD;;IAmDM,gBAAA;GlBy9

EL;EkB5gFD;;IAwDI,mBAAA;IACA,eAAA;GlBw9EH;EkBjhFD;IA8DI,OAAA;GlBs9EH;CACF;AkB58ED;;;;E

ASI,iBAAA;EACA,cAAA;EACA,iBAAA;ClBy8EH;AkBp9ED;;EAiBI,iBAAA;ClBu8EH;AkBx9ED;EJ9gBE,oB

AAA;EACA,mBAAA;Cdy+FD;AkBj8EC;EAAA;IAEI,iBAAA;IACA,iBAAA;IACA,kBAAA;GlBm8EH;CACF;A

kBn+ED;EAwCI,YAAA;ClB87EH;AkBt7EG;EAAA;IAEI,kBAAA;IACA,gBAAA;GlBw7EL;CACF;AkBp7EG;E

AAA;IAEI,iBAAA;IACA,gBAAA;GlBs7EL;CACF;AoBrgGD;EACE,sBAAA;EACA,iBAAA;EACA,oBAAA;EA

CA,mBAAA;EACA,oBAAA;EACA,uBAAA;EACA,+BAAA;EAAA,2BAAA;EACA,gBAAA;EACA,uBAAA;EA

CA,8BAAA;ECoCA,kBAAA;EACA,gBAAA;EACA,wBAAA;EACA,mBAAA;EhBqKA,0BAAA;EACG,uBAAA;

EACC,sBAAA;EACI,kBAAA;CLg0FT;AoBxgGG;;;;;;EdrBF,2CAAA;EACA,qBAAA;CNqiGD;AoB3gGC;;;EAG

E,YAAA;EACA,sBAAA;CpB6gGH;AoB1gGC;;EAEE,uBAAA;EACA,WAAA;Ef2BF,yDAAA;EACQ,iDAAA;C

Lk/FT;AoB1gGC;;;EAGE,oBAAA;EE9CF,0BAAA;EACA,cAAA;EjBiEA,yBAAA;EACQ,iBAAA;CL2/FT;AoB1

gGG;;EAEE,qBAAA;CpB4gGL;AoBngGD;EC7DE,YAAA;EACA,uBAAA;EACA,mBAAA;CrBmkGD;AqBjkGC

;;EAEE,YAAA;EACA,0BAAA;EACA,sBAAA;CrBmkGH;AqBjkGC;EACE,YAAA;EACA,0BAAA;EACA,sBAA

A;CrBmkGH;AqBjkGC;;;EAGE,YAAA;EACA,0BAAA;EACA,uBAAA;EACA,sBAAA;CrBmkGH;AqBjkGG;;;;;;

;;;EAGE,YAAA;EACA,0BAAA;EACA,sBAAA;CrBykGL;AqBnkGG;;;;;;;;;EAGE,uBAAA;EACA,mBAAA;CrB2
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kGL;AoBpjGD;EClBI,YAAA;EACA,uBAAA;CrBykGH;AoBrjGD;EChEE,YAAA;EACA,0BAAA;EACA,sBAA

A;CrBwnGD;AqBtnGC;;EAEE,YAAA;EACA,0BAAA;EACA,sBAAA;CrBwnGH;AqBtnGC;EACE,YAAA;EAC

A,0BAAA;EACA,sBAAA;CrBwnGH;AqBtnGC;;;EAGE,YAAA;EACA,0BAAA;EACA,uBAAA;EACA,sBAAA;

CrBwnGH;AqBtnGG;;;;;;;;;EAGE,YAAA;EACA,0BAAA;EACA,sBAAA;CrB8nGL;AqBxnGG;;;;;;;;;EAGE,0BA

AA;EACA,sBAAA;CrBgoGL;AoBtmGD;ECrBI,eAAA;EACA,uBAAA;CrB8nGH;AoBtmGD;ECpEE,YAAA;EA

CA,0BAAA;EACA,sBAAA;CrB6qGD;AqB3qGC;;EAEE,YAAA;EACA,0BAAA;EACA,sBAAA;CrB6qGH;AqB3

qGC;EACE,YAAA;EACA,0BAAA;EACA,sBAAA;CrB6qGH;AqB3qGC;;;EAGE,YAAA;EACA,0BAAA;EACA,

uBAAA;EACA,sBAAA;CrB6qGH;AqB3qGG;;;;;;;;;EAGE,YAAA;EACA,0BAAA;EACA,sBAAA;CrBmrGL;AqB

7qGG;;;;;;;;;EAGE,0BAAA;EACA,sBAAA;CrBqrGL;AoBvpGD;ECzBI,eAAA;EACA,uBAAA;CrBmrGH;AoBvp

GD;ECxEE,YAAA;EACA,0BAAA;EACA,sBAAA;CrBkuGD;AqBhuGC;;EAEE,YAAA;EACA,0BAAA;EACA,s

BAAA;CrBkuGH;AqBhuGC;EACE,YAAA;EACA,0BAAA;EACA,sBAAA;CrBkuGH;AqBhuGC;;;EAGE,YAAA;

EACA,0BAAA;EACA,uBAAA;EACA,sBAAA;CrBkuGH;AqBhuGG;;;;;;;;;EAGE,YAAA;EACA,0BAAA;EACA,

sBAAA;CrBwuGL;AqBluGG;;;;;;;;;EAGE,0BAAA;EACA,sBAAA;CrB0uGL;AoBxsGD;EC7BI,eAAA;EACA,uB

AAA;CrBwuGH;AoBxsGD;EC5EE,YAAA;EACA,0BAAA;EACA,sBAAA;CrBuxGD;AqBrxGC;;EAEE,YAAA;E

ACA,0BAAA;EACA,sBAAA;CrBuxGH;AqBrxGC;EACE,YAAA;EACA,0BAAA;EACA,sBAAA;CrBuxGH;AqB

rxGC;;;EAGE,YAAA;EACA,0BAAA;EACA,uBAAA;EACA,sBAAA;CrBuxGH;AqBrxGG;;;;;;;;;EAGE,YAAA;E

ACA,0BAAA;EACA,sBAAA;CrB6xGL;AqBvxGG;;;;;;;;;EAGE,0BAAA;EACA,sBAAA;CrB+xGL;AoBzvGD;EC

jCI,eAAA;EACA,uBAAA;CrB6xGH;AoBzvGD;EChFE,YAAA;EACA,0BAAA;EACA,sBAAA;CrB40GD;AqB10

GC;;EAEE,YAAA;EACA,0BAAA;EACA,sBAAA;CrB40GH;AqB10GC;EACE,YAAA;EACA,0BAAA;EACA,sB

AAA;CrB40GH;AqB10GC;;;EAGE,YAAA;EACA,0BAAA;EACA,uBAAA;EACA,sBAAA;CrB40GH;AqB10GG;

;;;;;;;;EAGE,YAAA;EACA,0BAAA;EACA,sBAAA;CrBk1GL;AqB50GG;;;;;;;;;EAGE,0BAAA;EACA,sBAAA;Cr

Bo1GL;AoB1yGD;ECrCI,eAAA;EACA,uBAAA;CrBk1GH;AoBryGD;EACE,iBAAA;EACA,eAAA;EACA,iBAA

A;CpBuyGD;AoBryGC;;;;;EAKE,8BAAA;EfnCF,yBAAA;EACQ,iBAAA;CL20GT;AoBtyGC;;;;EAIE,0BAAA;C

pBwyGH;AoBtyGC;;EAEE,eAAA;EACA,2BAAA;EACA,8BAAA;CpBwyGH;AoBpyGG;;;;EAEE,eAAA;EACA,

sBAAA;CpBwyGL;AoB/xGD;;EC9EE,mBAAA;EACA,gBAAA;EACA,uBAAA;EACA,mBAAA;CrBi3GD;AoBl

yGD;;EClFE,kBAAA;EACA,gBAAA;EACA,iBAAA;EACA,mBAAA;CrBw3GD;AoBryGD;;ECtFE,iBAAA;EAC

A,gBAAA;EACA,iBAAA;EACA,mBAAA;CrB+3GD;AoBpyGD;EACE,eAAA;EACA,YAAA;CpBsyGD;AoBlyG

D;EACE,gBAAA;CpBoyGD;AoB7xGC;;;EACE,YAAA;CpBiyGH;AuB37GD;EACE,WAAA;ElBoLA,yCAAA;E

ACK,oCAAA;EACG,iCAAA;CL0wGT;AuB77GC;EACE,WAAA;CvB+7GH;AuB37GD;EACE,cAAA;CvB67GD;

AuB37GC;EAAY,eAAA;CvB87Gb;AuB77GC;EAAY,mBAAA;CvBg8Gb;AuB/7GC;EAAY,yBAAA;CvBk8Gb;A

uB/7GD;EACE,mBAAA;EACA,UAAA;EACA,iBAAA;ElBsKA,gDAAA;EACQ,2CAAA;EAAA,wCAAA;EAOR,

mCAAA;EACQ,8BAAA;EAAA,2BAAA;EAGR,yCAAA;EACQ,oCAAA;EAAA,iCAAA;CLoxGT;AwBh+GD;E

ACE,sBAAA;EACA,SAAA;EACA,UAAA;EACA,iBAAA;EACA,uBAAA;EACA,uBAAA;EACA,yBAAA;EACA

,oCAAA;EACA,mCAAA;CxBk+GD;AwB99GD;;EAEE,mBAAA;CxBg+GD;AwB59GD;EACE,WAAA;CxB89G

D;AwB19GD;EACE,mBAAA;EACA,UAAA;EACA,QAAA;EACA,cAAA;EACA,cAAA;EACA,YAAA;EACA,iB

AAA;EACA,eAAA;EACA,gBAAA;EACA,gBAAA;EACA,iBAAA;EACA,iBAAA;EACA,uBAAA;EACA,6BAA

A;EACA,uBAAA;EACA,sCAAA;EACA,mBAAA;EnBuBA,oDAAA;EACQ,4CAAA;CLs8GT;AwBx9GC;EACE,

SAAA;EACA,WAAA;CxB09GH;AwBn/GD;ECzBE,YAAA;EACA,cAAA;EACA,iBAAA;EACA,0BAAA;CzB+g

HD;AwBz/GD;EAmCI,eAAA;EACA,kBAAA;EACA,YAAA;EACA,iBAAA;EACA,wBAAA;EACA,eAAA;EAC

A,oBAAA;CxBy9GH;AwBv9GG;;EAEE,eAAA;EACA,sBAAA;EACA,0BAAA;CxBy9GL;AwBl9GC;;;EAGE,Y

AAA;EACA,sBAAA;EACA,0BAAA;EACA,WAAA;CxBo9GH;AwB38GC;;;EAGE,eAAA;CxB68GH;AwBz8GC

;;EAEE,sBAAA;EACA,oBAAA;EACA,8BAAA;EACA,uBAAA;EEzGF,oEAAA;C1BqjHD;AwBt8GD;EAGI,eA

AA;CxBs8GH;AwBz8GD;EAQI,WAAA;CxBo8GH;AwB57GD;EACE,SAAA;EACA,WAAA;CxB87GD;AwBt7G

D;EACE,YAAA;EACA,QAAA;CxBw7GD;AwBp7GD;EACE,eAAA;EACA,kBAAA;EACA,gBAAA;EACA,wBA

AA;EACA,eAAA;EACA,oBAAA;CxBs7GD;AwBl7GD;EACE,gBAAA;EACA,OAAA;EACA,SAAA;EACA,UA

AA;EACA,QAAA;EACA,aAAA;CxBo7GD;AwBh7GD;EACE,SAAA;EACA,WAAA;CxBk7GD;AwB16GD;;EAI

I,YAAA;EACA,cAAA;EACA,0BAAA;EACA,4BAAA;CxB06GH;AwBj7GD;;EAWI,UAAA;EACA,aAAA;EAC

A,mBAAA;CxB06GH;AwBj6GD;EACE;IApEA,SAAA;IACA,WAAA;GxBw+GC;EwBr6GD;IA1DA,YAAA;IAC
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A,QAAA;GxBk+GC;CACF;A2B7mHD;;EAEE,mBAAA;EACA,sBAAA;EACA,uBAAA;C3B+mHD;A2BnnHD;;

EAMI,mBAAA;EACA,YAAA;C3BinHH;A2B/mHG;;;;;;;;EAIE,WAAA;C3BqnHL;A2B/mHD;;;;EAKI,kBAAA;C

3BgnHH;A2B3mHD;EACE,kBAAA;C3B6mHD;A2B9mHD;;;EAOI,YAAA;C3B4mHH;A2BnnHD;;;EAYI,iBAA

A;C3B4mHH;A2BxmHD;EACE,iBAAA;C3B0mHD;A2BtmHD;EACE,eAAA;C3BwmHD;A2BvmHC;ECpDA,2B

AAA;EACA,8BAAA;C5B8pHD;A2BtmHD;;ECjDE,0BAAA;EACA,6BAAA;C5B2pHD;A2BrmHD;EACE,YAA

A;C3BumHD;A2BrmHD;EACE,iBAAA;C3BumHD;A2BrmHD;;ECrEE,2BAAA;EACA,8BAAA;C5B8qHD;A2B

pmHD;ECnEE,0BAAA;EACA,6BAAA;C5B0qHD;A2BnmHD;;EAEE,WAAA;C3BqmHD;A2BplHD;EACE,mBA

AA;EACA,kBAAA;C3BslHD;A2BplHD;EACE,oBAAA;EACA,mBAAA;C3BslHD;A2BjlHD;EtB/CE,yDAAA;E

ACQ,iDAAA;CLmoHT;A2BjlHC;EtBnDA,yBAAA;EACQ,iBAAA;CLuoHT;A2B9kHD;EACE,eAAA;C3BglHD;

A2B7kHD;EACE,wBAAA;EACA,uBAAA;C3B+kHD;A2B5kHD;EACE,wBAAA;C3B8kHD;A2BvkHD;;;EAII,e

AAA;EACA,YAAA;EACA,YAAA;EACA,gBAAA;C3BwkHH;A2B/kHD;EAcM,YAAA;C3BokHL;A2BllHD;;;;E

AsBI,iBAAA;EACA,eAAA;C3BkkHH;A2B7jHC;EACE,iBAAA;C3B+jHH;A2B7jHC;EC7KA,4BAAA;EACA,6B

AAA;EAOA,8BAAA;EACA,6BAAA;C5BuuHD;A2B/jHC;ECjLA,0BAAA;EACA,2BAAA;EAOA,gCAAA;EAC

A,+BAAA;C5B6uHD;A2BhkHD;EACE,iBAAA;C3BkkHD;A2BhkHD;;ECjLE,8BAAA;EACA,6BAAA;C5BqvH

D;A2B/jHD;EC/LE,0BAAA;EACA,2BAAA;C5BiwHD;A2B3jHD;EACE,eAAA;EACA,YAAA;EACA,oBAAA;E

ACA,0BAAA;C3B6jHD;A2BjkHD;;EAOI,oBAAA;EACA,YAAA;EACA,UAAA;C3B8jHH;A2BvkHD;EAYI,YA

AA;C3B8jHH;A2B1kHD;EAgBI,WAAA;C3B6jHH;A2B5iHD;;;;EAKM,mBAAA;EACA,uBAAA;EACA,qBAAA

;C3B6iHL;A6BvxHD;EACE,mBAAA;EACA,eAAA;EACA,0BAAA;C7ByxHD;A6BtxHC;EACE,YAAA;EACA,i

BAAA;EACA,gBAAA;C7BwxHH;A6BjyHD;EAeI,mBAAA;EACA,WAAA;EAKA,YAAA;EAEA,YAAA;EACA,

iBAAA;C7BgxHH;A6B9wHG;EACE,WAAA;C7BgxHL;A6BtwHD;;;EVwBE,aAAA;EACA,mBAAA;EACA,gB

AAA;EACA,uBAAA;EACA,mBAAA;CnBmvHD;AmBjvHC;;;EACE,aAAA;EACA,kBAAA;CnBqvHH;AmBlvH

C;;;;;;EAEE,aAAA;CnBwvHH;A6BxxHD;;;EVmBE,aAAA;EACA,kBAAA;EACA,gBAAA;EACA,iBAAA;EACA

,mBAAA;CnB0wHD;AmBxwHC;;;EACE,aAAA;EACA,kBAAA;CnB4wHH;AmBzwHC;;;;;;EAEE,aAAA;CnB+

wHH;A6BtyHD;;;EAGE,oBAAA;C7BwyHD;A6BtyHC;;;EACE,iBAAA;C7B0yHH;A6BtyHD;;EAEE,UAAA;EA

CA,oBAAA;EACA,uBAAA;C7BwyHD;A6BnyHD;EACE,kBAAA;EACA,gBAAA;EACA,iBAAA;EACA,eAAA;

EACA,eAAA;EACA,mBAAA;EACA,0BAAA;EACA,uBAAA;EACA,mBAAA;C7BqyHD;A6BlyHC;EACE,kBA

AA;EACA,gBAAA;EACA,mBAAA;C7BoyHH;A6BlyHC;EACE,mBAAA;EACA,gBAAA;EACA,mBAAA;C7Bo

yHH;A6BxzHD;;EA0BI,cAAA;C7BkyHH;A6B7xHD;;;;;;;EDtGE,2BAAA;EACA,8BAAA;C5B44HD;A6B9xHD;

EACE,gBAAA;C7BgyHD;A6B9xHD;;;;;;;ED1GE,0BAAA;EACA,6BAAA;C5Bi5HD;A6B/xHD;EACE,eAAA;C7

BiyHD;A6B5xHD;EACE,mBAAA;EAGA,aAAA;EACA,oBAAA;C7B4xHD;A6BjyHD;EAUI,mBAAA;C7B0xHH

;A6BpyHD;EAYM,kBAAA;C7B2xHL;A6BxxHG;;;EAGE,WAAA;C7B0xHL;A6BrxHC;;EAGI,mBAAA;C7BsxH

L;A6BnxHC;;EAGI,WAAA;EACA,kBAAA;C7BoxHL;A8Bn7HD;EACE,gBAAA;EACA,iBAAA;EACA,iBAAA;

C9Bq7HD;A8Bx7HD;EAOI,mBAAA;EACA,eAAA;C9Bo7HH;A8B57HD;EAWM,mBAAA;EACA,eAAA;EACA

,mBAAA;C9Bo7HL;A8Bn7HK;;EAEE,sBAAA;EACA,0BAAA;C9Bq7HP;A8Bh7HG;EACE,eAAA;C9Bk7HL;A8

Bh7HK;;EAEE,eAAA;EACA,sBAAA;EACA,oBAAA;EACA,8BAAA;C9Bk7HP;A8B36HG;;;EAGE,0BAAA;EA

CA,sBAAA;C9B66HL;A8Bt9HD;ELLE,YAAA;EACA,cAAA;EACA,iBAAA;EACA,0BAAA;CzB89HD;A8B59H

D;EA0DI,gBAAA;C9Bq6HH;A8B55HD;EACE,8BAAA;C9B85HD;A8B/5HD;EAGI,YAAA;EAEA,oBAAA;C9B

85HH;A8Bn6HD;EASM,kBAAA;EACA,wBAAA;EACA,8BAAA;EACA,2BAAA;C9B65HL;A8B55HK;EACE,m

CAAA;C9B85HP;A8Bx5HK;;;EAGE,eAAA;EACA,gBAAA;EACA,uBAAA;EACA,uBAAA;EACA,iCAAA;C9B

05HP;A8Br5HC;EAqDA,YAAA;EA8BA,iBAAA;C9Bs0HD;A8Bz5HC;EAwDE,YAAA;C9Bo2HH;A8B55HC;EA

0DI,mBAAA;EACA,mBAAA;C9Bq2HL;A8Bh6HC;EAgEE,UAAA;EACA,WAAA;C9Bm2HH;A8Bh2HC;EAAA

;IAEI,oBAAA;IACA,UAAA;G9Bk2HH;E8Br2HD;IAKM,iBAAA;G9Bm2HL;CACF;A8B76HC;EAuFE,gBAAA;

EACA,mBAAA;C9By1HH;A8Bj7HC;;;EA8FE,uBAAA;C9Bw1HH;A8Br1HC;EAAA;IAEI,8BAAA;IACA,2BAA

A;G9Bu1HH;E8B11HD;;;IAQI,0BAAA;G9Bu1HH;CACF;A8Bx7HD;EAEI,YAAA;C9By7HH;A8B37HD;EAMM

,mBAAA;C9Bw7HL;A8B97HD;EASM,iBAAA;C9Bw7HL;A8Bn7HK;;;EAGE,YAAA;EACA,0BAAA;C9Bq7HP;

A8B76HD;EAEI,YAAA;C9B86HH;A8Bh7HD;EAIM,gBAAA;EACA,eAAA;C9B+6HL;A8Bn6HD;EACE,YAAA

;C9Bq6HD;A8Bt6HD;EAII,YAAA;C9Bq6HH;A8Bz6HD;EAMM,mBAAA;EACA,mBAAA;C9Bs6HL;A8B76HD

;EAYI,UAAA;EACA,WAAA;C9Bo6HH;A8Bj6HC;EAAA;IAEI,oBAAA;IACA,UAAA;G9Bm6HH;E8Bt6HD;IA
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KM,iBAAA;G9Bo6HL;CACF;A8B55HD;EACE,iBAAA;C9B85HD;A8B/5HD;EAKI,gBAAA;EACA,mBAAA;C9

B65HH;A8Bn6HD;;;EAYI,uBAAA;C9B45HH;A8Bz5HC;EAAA;IAEI,8BAAA;IACA,2BAAA;G9B25HH;E8B95

HD;;;IAQI,0BAAA;G9B25HH;CACF;A8Bl5HD;EAEI,cAAA;C9Bm5HH;A8Br5HD;EAKI,eAAA;C9Bm5HH;A8

B14HD;EAEE,iBAAA;EF7OA,0BAAA;EACA,2BAAA;C5BynID;A+BjnID;EACE,mBAAA;EACA,iBAAA;EAC

A,oBAAA;EACA,8BAAA;C/BmnID;A+B9mIC;EAAA;IACE,mBAAA;G/BinID;CACF;A+BrmIC;EAAA;IACE,Y

AAA;G/BwmID;CACF;A+B1lID;EACE,oBAAA;EACA,mBAAA;EACA,oBAAA;EACA,kCAAA;EACA,2DAAA

;EAAA,mDAAA;EAEA,kCAAA;C/B2lID;A+BzlIC;EACE,iBAAA;C/B2lIH;A+BxlIC;EAAA;IACE,YAAA;IACA

,cAAA;IACA,yBAAA;IAAA,iBAAA;G/B2lID;E+BzlIC;IACE,0BAAA;IACA,wBAAA;IACA,kBAAA;IACA,6B

AAA;G/B2lIH;E+BxlIC;IACE,oBAAA;G/B0lIH;E+BrlIC;;;IAGE,iBAAA;IACA,gBAAA;G/BulIH;CACF;A+BnlI

D;;EAWE,gBAAA;EACA,SAAA;EACA,QAAA;EACA,cAAA;C/B4kID;A+B1lID;;EAGI,kBAAA;C/B2lIH;A+Bz

lIG;EAAA;;IACE,kBAAA;G/B6lIH;CACF;A+BnlIC;EAAA;;IACE,iBAAA;G/BulID;CACF;A+BplID;EACE,OA

AA;EACA,sBAAA;C/BslID;A+BplID;EACE,UAAA;EACA,iBAAA;EACA,sBAAA;C/BslID;A+B9kID;;;;EAII,o

BAAA;EACA,mBAAA;C/BglIH;A+B9kIG;EAAA;;;;IACE,gBAAA;IACA,eAAA;G/BolIH;CACF;A+BxkID;EAC

E,cAAA;EACA,sBAAA;C/B0kID;A+BxkIC;EAAA;IACE,iBAAA;G/B2kID;CACF;A+BrkID;EACE,YAAA;EAC

A,aAAA;EACA,mBAAA;EACA,gBAAA;EACA,kBAAA;C/BukID;A+BrkIC;;EAEE,sBAAA;C/BukIH;A+BhlID;

EAaI,eAAA;C/BskIH;A+BnkIC;EACE;;IAEE,mBAAA;G/BqkIH;CACF;A+B3jID;EACE,mBAAA;EACA,aAAA;

EACA,kBAAA;EACA,mBAAA;EC9LA,gBAAA;EACA,mBAAA;ED+LA,8BAAA;EACA,uBAAA;EACA,8BAA

A;EACA,mBAAA;C/B8jID;A+B1jIC;EACE,WAAA;C/B4jIH;A+B1kID;EAmBI,eAAA;EACA,YAAA;EACA,YA

AA;EACA,mBAAA;C/B0jIH;A+BhlID;EAyBI,gBAAA;C/B0jIH;A+BvjIC;EAAA;IACE,cAAA;G/B0jID;CACF;A

+BjjID;EACE,oBAAA;C/BmjID;A+BpjID;EAII,kBAAA;EACA,qBAAA;EACA,kBAAA;C/BmjIH;A+BhjIC;EAA

A;IAGI,iBAAA;IACA,YAAA;IACA,YAAA;IACA,cAAA;IACA,8BAAA;IACA,UAAA;IACA,yBAAA;IAAA,iB

AAA;G/BijIH;E+B1jID;;IAYM,2BAAA;G/BkjIL;E+B9jID;IAeM,kBAAA;G/BkjIL;E+BjjIK;;IAEE,uBAAA;G/B

mjIP;CACF;A+B7iIC;EAAA;IACE,YAAA;IACA,UAAA;G/BgjID;E+BljID;IAKI,YAAA;G/BgjIH;E+BrjID;IAO

M,kBAAA;IACA,qBAAA;G/BijIL;CACF;A+BtiID;EACE,mBAAA;EACA,oBAAA;EACA,mBAAA;EACA,kCA

AA;EACA,qCAAA;E1B5NA,6FAAA;EACQ,qFAAA;E2BjER,gBAAA;EACA,mBAAA;ChCu0ID;AkB13HC;EA

AA;IAGI,sBAAA;IACA,iBAAA;IACA,uBAAA;GlB23HH;EkBh4HD;IAUI,sBAAA;IACA,YAAA;IACA,uBAAA

;GlBy3HH;EkBr4HD;IAiBI,sBAAA;GlBu3HH;EkBx4HD;IAqBI,sBAAA;IACA,uBAAA;GlBs3HH;EkB54HD;;;I

A2BM,YAAA;GlBs3HL;EkBj5HD;IAiCI,YAAA;GlBm3HH;EkBp5HD;IAqCI,iBAAA;IACA,uBAAA;GlBk3HH;

EkBx5HD;;IA6CI,sBAAA;IACA,cAAA;IACA,iBAAA;IACA,uBAAA;GlB+2HH;EkB/5HD;;IAmDM,gBAAA;Gl

Bg3HL;EkBn6HD;;IAwDI,mBAAA;IACA,eAAA;GlB+2HH;EkBx6HD;IA8DI,OAAA;GlB62HH;CACF;A+BtlIG;

EAAA;IACE,mBAAA;G/BylIH;E+BvlIG;IACE,iBAAA;G/BylIL;CACF;A+BjlIC;EAAA;IACE,YAAA;IACA,eA

AA;IACA,kBAAA;IACA,gBAAA;IACA,eAAA;IACA,UAAA;I1BvPF,yBAAA;IACQ,iBAAA;GL40IP;CACF;A+

B9kID;EACE,cAAA;EHpUA,0BAAA;EACA,2BAAA;C5Bq5ID;A+B9kID;EACE,iBAAA;EHzUA,4BAAA;EAC

A,6BAAA;EAOA,8BAAA;EACA,6BAAA;C5Bo5ID;A+B1kID;EChVE,gBAAA;EACA,mBAAA;ChC65ID;A+B3

kIC;ECnVA,iBAAA;EACA,oBAAA;ChCi6ID;A+B5kIC;ECtVA,iBAAA;EACA,oBAAA;ChCq6ID;A+BtkID;ECh

WE,iBAAA;EACA,oBAAA;ChCy6ID;A+BvkIC;EAAA;IACE,YAAA;IACA,mBAAA;IACA,kBAAA;G/B0kID;C

ACF;A+B9jID;EACE;IEtWA,uBAAA;GjCu6IC;E+BhkID;IE1WA,wBAAA;IF4WE,oBAAA;G/BkkID;E+BpkID;I

AKI,gBAAA;G/BkkIH;CACF;A+BzjID;EACE,0BAAA;EACA,sBAAA;C/B2jID;A+B7jID;EAKI,YAAA;C/B2jIH;

A+B1jIG;;EAEE,eAAA;EACA,8BAAA;C/B4jIL;A+BrkID;EAcI,YAAA;C/B0jIH;A+BxkID;EAmBM,YAAA;C/B

wjIL;A+BtjIK;;EAEE,YAAA;EACA,8BAAA;C/BwjIP;A+BpjIK;;;EAGE,YAAA;EACA,0BAAA;C/BsjIP;A+BljI

K;;;EAGE,YAAA;EACA,8BAAA;C/BojIP;A+B7iIK;;;EAGE,YAAA;EACA,0BAAA;C/B+iIP;A+B3iIG;EAAA;I

AIM,YAAA;G/B2iIP;E+B1iIO;;IAEE,YAAA;IACA,8BAAA;G/B4iIT;E+BxiIO;;;IAGE,YAAA;IACA,0BAAA;G/

B0iIT;E+BtiIO;;;IAGE,YAAA;IACA,8BAAA;G/BwiIT;CACF;A+BxnID;EAuFI,mBAAA;C/BoiIH;A+BniIG;;EA

EE,uBAAA;C/BqiIL;A+B/nID;EA6FM,uBAAA;C/BqiIL;A+BloID;;EAmGI,sBAAA;C/BmiIH;A+BtoID;EA4GI,Y

AAA;C/B6hIH;A+B5hIG;EACE,YAAA;C/B8hIL;A+B5oID;EAmHI,YAAA;C/B4hIH;A+B3hIG;;EAEE,YAAA;C

/B6hIL;A+BzhIK;;;;EAEE,YAAA;C/B6hIP;A+BrhID;EACE,uBAAA;EACA,sBAAA;C/BuhID;A+BzhID;EAKI,e

AAA;C/BuhIH;A+BthIG;;EAEE,YAAA;EACA,8BAAA;C/BwhIL;A+BjiID;EAcI,eAAA;C/BshIH;A+BpiID;EAm

BM,eAAA;C/BohIL;A+BlhIK;;EAEE,YAAA;EACA,8BAAA;C/BohIP;A+BhhIK;;;EAGE,YAAA;EACA,0BAAA;
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C/BkhIP;A+B9gIK;;;EAGE,YAAA;EACA,8BAAA;C/BghIP;A+B1gIK;;;EAGE,YAAA;EACA,0BAAA;C/B4gIP;

A+BxgIG;EAAA;IAIM,sBAAA;G/BwgIP;E+B5gIC;IAOM,0BAAA;G/BwgIP;E+B/gIC;IAUM,eAAA;G/BwgIP;E

+BvgIO;;IAEE,YAAA;IACA,8BAAA;G/BygIT;E+BrgIO;;;IAGE,YAAA;IACA,0BAAA;G/BugIT;E+BngIO;;;IAG

E,YAAA;IACA,8BAAA;G/BqgIT;CACF;A+B1lID;EA6FI,mBAAA;C/BggIH;A+B//HG;;EAEE,uBAAA;C/BigIL;

A+BjmID;EAmGM,uBAAA;C/BigIL;A+BpmID;;EAyGI,sBAAA;C/B+/HH;A+BxmID;EA6GI,eAAA;C/B8/HH;A

+B7/HG;EACE,YAAA;C/B+/HL;A+B9mID;EAoHI,eAAA;C/B6/HH;A+B5/HG;;EAEE,YAAA;C/B8/HL;A+B1/H

K;;;;EAEE,YAAA;C/B8/HP;AkCpoJD;EACE,kBAAA;EACA,oBAAA;EACA,iBAAA;EACA,0BAAA;EACA,mB

AAA;ClCsoJD;AkC3oJD;EAQI,sBAAA;ClCsoJH;AkC9oJD;EAWM,eAAA;EACA,YAAA;EACA,kBAAA;ClCso

JL;AkCnpJD;EAkBI,eAAA;ClCooJH;AmCxpJD;EACE,sBAAA;EACA,gBAAA;EACA,eAAA;EACA,mBAAA;C

nC0pJD;AmC9pJD;EAOI,gBAAA;CnC0pJH;AmCjqJD;;EAUM,mBAAA;EACA,YAAA;EACA,kBAAA;EACA,k

BAAA;EACA,wBAAA;EACA,eAAA;EACA,sBAAA;EACA,uBAAA;EACA,uBAAA;CnC2pJL;AmCzpJK;;;;EA

EE,WAAA;EACA,eAAA;EACA,0BAAA;EACA,mBAAA;CnC6pJP;AmC1pJG;;EAGI,eAAA;EPnBN,4BAAA;E

ACA,+BAAA;C5B+qJD;AmCzpJG;;EP/BF,6BAAA;EACA,gCAAA;C5B4rJD;AmCppJG;;;;;;EAGE,WAAA;EAC

A,YAAA;EACA,gBAAA;EACA,0BAAA;EACA,sBAAA;CnCypJL;AmC7sJD;;;;;;EA+DM,eAAA;EACA,oBAAA

;EACA,uBAAA;EACA,mBAAA;CnCspJL;AmC7oJD;;ECxEM,mBAAA;EACA,gBAAA;EACA,uBAAA;CpCytJL

;AoCvtJG;;ERKF,4BAAA;EACA,+BAAA;C5BstJD;AoCttJG;;ERTF,6BAAA;EACA,gCAAA;C5BmuJD;AmCxpJ

D;;EC7EM,kBAAA;EACA,gBAAA;EACA,iBAAA;CpCyuJL;AoCvuJG;;ERKF,4BAAA;EACA,+BAAA;C5BsuJ

D;AoCtuJG;;ERTF,6BAAA;EACA,gCAAA;C5BmvJD;AqCtvJD;EACE,gBAAA;EACA,eAAA;EACA,mBAAA;E

ACA,iBAAA;CrCwvJD;AqC5vJD;EAOI,gBAAA;CrCwvJH;AqC/vJD;;EAUM,sBAAA;EACA,kBAAA;EACA,uB

AAA;EACA,uBAAA;EACA,oBAAA;CrCyvJL;AqCvwJD;;EAmBM,sBAAA;EACA,0BAAA;CrCwvJL;AqC5wJD

;;EA2BM,aAAA;CrCqvJL;AqChxJD;;EAkCM,YAAA;CrCkvJL;AqCpxJD;;;;EA2CM,eAAA;EACA,oBAAA;EAC

A,uBAAA;CrC+uJL;AsC7xJD;EACE,gBAAA;EACA,2BAAA;EACA,eAAA;EACA,iBAAA;EACA,eAAA;EACA

,YAAA;EACA,mBAAA;EACA,oBAAA;EACA,yBAAA;EACA,sBAAA;CtC+xJD;AsC3xJG;;EAEE,YAAA;EAC

A,sBAAA;EACA,gBAAA;CtC6xJL;AsCxxJC;EACE,cAAA;CtC0xJH;AsCtxJC;EACE,mBAAA;EACA,UAAA;Ct

CwxJH;AsCjxJD;ECtCE,0BAAA;CvC0zJD;AuCvzJG;;EAEE,0BAAA;CvCyzJL;AsCpxJD;EC1CE,0BAAA;CvCi0

JD;AuC9zJG;;EAEE,0BAAA;CvCg0JL;AsCvxJD;EC9CE,0BAAA;CvCw0JD;AuCr0JG;;EAEE,0BAAA;CvCu0JL

;AsC1xJD;EClDE,0BAAA;CvC+0JD;AuC50JG;;EAEE,0BAAA;CvC80JL;AsC7xJD;ECtDE,0BAAA;CvCs1JD;A

uCn1JG;;EAEE,0BAAA;CvCq1JL;AsChyJD;EC1DE,0BAAA;CvC61JD;AuC11JG;;EAEE,0BAAA;CvC41JL;Aw

C91JD;EACE,sBAAA;EACA,gBAAA;EACA,iBAAA;EACA,gBAAA;EACA,kBAAA;EACA,eAAA;EACA,YAA

A;EACA,mBAAA;EACA,oBAAA;EACA,uBAAA;EACA,0BAAA;EACA,oBAAA;CxCg2JD;AwC71JC;EACE,c

AAA;CxC+1JH;AwC31JC;EACE,mBAAA;EACA,UAAA;CxC61JH;AwC11JC;;EAEE,OAAA;EACA,iBAAA;Cx

C41JH;AwCv1JG;;EAEE,YAAA;EACA,sBAAA;EACA,gBAAA;CxCy1JL;AwCp1JC;;EAEE,eAAA;EACA,uBA

AA;CxCs1JH;AwCn1JC;EACE,aAAA;CxCq1JH;AwCl1JC;EACE,kBAAA;CxCo1JH;AwCj1JC;EACE,iBAAA;C

xCm1JH;AyC74JD;EACE,kBAAA;EACA,qBAAA;EACA,oBAAA;EACA,eAAA;EACA,0BAAA;CzC+4JD;AyC

p5JD;;EASI,eAAA;CzC+4JH;AyCx5JD;EAaI,oBAAA;EACA,gBAAA;EACA,iBAAA;CzC84JH;AyC75JD;EAmB

I,0BAAA;CzC64JH;AyC14JC;;EAEE,oBAAA;EACA,mBAAA;EACA,mBAAA;CzC44JH;AyCt6JD;EA8BI,gBA

AA;CzC24JH;AyCx4JC;EAAA;IACE,kBAAA;IACA,qBAAA;GzC24JD;EyCz4JC;;IAEE,oBAAA;IACA,mBAAA

;GzC24JH;EyCl5JD;;IAYI,gBAAA;GzC04JH;CACF;A0Cr7JD;EACE,eAAA;EACA,aAAA;EACA,oBAAA;EAC

A,wBAAA;EACA,uBAAA;EACA,uBAAA;EACA,mBAAA;ErCiLA,4CAAA;EACK,uCAAA;EACG,oCAAA;CL

uwJT;A0Cj8JD;;EAaI,mBAAA;EACA,kBAAA;C1Cw7JH;A0Cp7JC;;;EAGE,sBAAA;C1Cs7JH;A0C38JD;EA0BI,

aAAA;EACA,eAAA;C1Co7JH;A2C/8JD;EACE,cAAA;EACA,oBAAA;EACA,8BAAA;EACA,mBAAA;C3Ci9JD

;A2Cr9JD;EAQI,cAAA;EACA,eAAA;C3Cg9JH;A2Cz9JD;EAcI,kBAAA;C3C88JH;A2C59JD;;EAoBI,iBAAA;C3

C48JH;A2Ch+JD;EAwBI,gBAAA;C3C28JH;A2Cl8JD;;EAEE,oBAAA;C3Co8JD;A2Ct8JD;;EAMI,mBAAA;EAC

A,UAAA;EACA,aAAA;EACA,eAAA;C3Co8JH;A2C57JD;ECvDE,eAAA;EACA,0BAAA;EACA,sBAAA;C5Cs/J

D;A2Cj8JD;EClDI,0BAAA;C5Cs/JH;A2Cp8JD;EC9CI,eAAA;C5Cq/JH;A2Cn8JD;EC3DE,eAAA;EACA,0BAAA;

EACA,sBAAA;C5CigKD;A2Cx8JD;ECtDI,0BAAA;C5CigKH;A2C38JD;EClDI,eAAA;C5CggKH;A2C18JD;EC/

DE,eAAA;EACA,0BAAA;EACA,sBAAA;C5C4gKD;A2C/8JD;EC1DI,0BAAA;C5C4gKH;A2Cl9JD;ECtDI,eAA

A;C5C2gKH;A2Cj9JD;ECnEE,eAAA;EACA,0BAAA;EACA,sBAAA;C5CuhKD;A2Ct9JD;EC9DI,0BAAA;C5Cu
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hKH;A2Cz9JD;EC1DI,eAAA;C5CshKH;A6CvhKD;EACE;IAAQ,4BAAA;G7C0hKP;E6CzhKD;IAAQ,yBAAA;G

7C4hKP;CACF;A6CzhKD;EACE;IAAQ,4BAAA;G7C4hKP;E6C3hKD;IAAQ,yBAAA;G7C8hKP;CACF;A6CjiK

D;EACE;IAAQ,4BAAA;G7C4hKP;E6C3hKD;IAAQ,yBAAA;G7C8hKP;CACF;A6CvhKD;EACE,aAAA;EACA,o

BAAA;EACA,iBAAA;EACA,0BAAA;EACA,mBAAA;ExCsCA,uDAAA;EACQ,+CAAA;CLo/JT;A6CthKD;EAC

E,YAAA;EACA,UAAA;EACA,aAAA;EACA,gBAAA;EACA,kBAAA;EACA,YAAA;EACA,mBAAA;EACA,0B

AAA;ExCyBA,uDAAA;EACQ,+CAAA;EAyHR,oCAAA;EACK,+BAAA;EACG,4BAAA;CLw4JT;A6CnhKD;;E

CDI,8MAAA;EACA,yMAAA;EACA,sMAAA;EDEF,mCAAA;EAAA,2BAAA;C7CuhKD;A6ChhKD;;ExC5CE,2

DAAA;EACK,sDAAA;EACG,mDAAA;CLgkKT;A6C7gKD;EEvEE,0BAAA;C/CulKD;A+CplKC;EDgDE,8MAA

A;EACA,yMAAA;EACA,sMAAA;C9CuiKH;A6CjhKD;EE3EE,0BAAA;C/C+lKD;A+C5lKC;EDgDE,8MAAA;E

ACA,yMAAA;EACA,sMAAA;C9C+iKH;A6CrhKD;EE/EE,0BAAA;C/CumKD;A+CpmKC;EDgDE,8MAAA;EA

CA,yMAAA;EACA,sMAAA;C9CujKH;A6CzhKD;EEnFE,0BAAA;C/C+mKD;A+C5mKC;EDgDE,8MAAA;EAC

A,yMAAA;EACA,sMAAA;C9C+jKH;AgDvnKD;EAEE,iBAAA;ChDwnKD;AgDtnKC;EACE,cAAA;ChDwnKH;

AgDpnKD;;EAEE,iBAAA;EACA,QAAA;ChDsnKD;AgDnnKD;EACE,eAAA;ChDqnKD;AgDlnKD;EACE,eAAA

;ChDonKD;AgDjnKC;EACE,gBAAA;ChDmnKH;AgD/mKD;;EAEE,mBAAA;ChDinKD;AgD9mKD;;EAEE,oBA

AA;ChDgnKD;AgD7mKD;;;EAGE,oBAAA;EACA,oBAAA;ChD+mKD;AgD5mKD;EACE,uBAAA;ChD8mKD;

AgD3mKD;EACE,uBAAA;ChD6mKD;AgDzmKD;EACE,cAAA;EACA,mBAAA;ChD2mKD;AgDrmKD;EACE,

gBAAA;EACA,iBAAA;ChDumKD;AiD5pKD;EAEE,gBAAA;EACA,oBAAA;CjD6pKD;AiDrpKD;EACE,mBAA

A;EACA,eAAA;EACA,mBAAA;EAEA,oBAAA;EACA,uBAAA;EACA,uBAAA;CjDspKD;AiDnpKC;ErB7BA,4

BAAA;EACA,6BAAA;C5BmrKD;AiDppKC;EACE,iBAAA;ErBzBF,gCAAA;EACA,+BAAA;C5BgrKD;AiDnpK

C;;;EAGE,eAAA;EACA,oBAAA;EACA,0BAAA;CjDqpKH;AiD1pKC;;;EASI,eAAA;CjDspKL;AiD/pKC;;;EAYI,

eAAA;CjDwpKL;AiDnpKC;;;EAGE,WAAA;EACA,YAAA;EACA,0BAAA;EACA,sBAAA;CjDqpKH;AiD3pKC;

;;;;;;;;EAYI,eAAA;CjD0pKL;AiDtqKC;;;EAeI,eAAA;CjD4pKL;AiDjpKD;;EAEE,YAAA;CjDmpKD;AiDrpKD;;E

AKI,YAAA;CjDopKH;AiDhpKC;;;;EAEE,YAAA;EACA,sBAAA;EACA,0BAAA;CjDopKH;AiDhpKD;EACE,Y

AAA;EACA,iBAAA;CjDkpKD;AczvKA;EoCIG,eAAA;EACA,0BAAA;ClDwvKH;AkDtvKG;;EAEE,eAAA;ClD

wvKL;AkD1vKG;;EAKI,eAAA;ClDyvKP;AkDtvKK;;;;EAEE,eAAA;EACA,0BAAA;ClD0vKP;AkDxvKK;;;;;;EA

GE,YAAA;EACA,0BAAA;EACA,sBAAA;ClD6vKP;ActxKA;EoCIG,eAAA;EACA,0BAAA;ClDqxKH;AkDnxK

G;;EAEE,eAAA;ClDqxKL;AkDvxKG;;EAKI,eAAA;ClDsxKP;AkDnxKK;;;;EAEE,eAAA;EACA,0BAAA;ClDux

KP;AkDrxKK;;;;;;EAGE,YAAA;EACA,0BAAA;EACA,sBAAA;ClD0xKP;AcnzKA;EoCIG,eAAA;EACA,0BAA

A;ClDkzKH;AkDhzKG;;EAEE,eAAA;ClDkzKL;AkDpzKG;;EAKI,eAAA;ClDmzKP;AkDhzKK;;;;EAEE,eAAA;E

ACA,0BAAA;ClDozKP;AkDlzKK;;;;;;EAGE,YAAA;EACA,0BAAA;EACA,sBAAA;ClDuzKP;Ach1KA;EoCIG,e

AAA;EACA,0BAAA;ClD+0KH;AkD70KG;;EAEE,eAAA;ClD+0KL;AkDj1KG;;EAKI,eAAA;ClDg1KP;AkD70K

K;;;;EAEE,eAAA;EACA,0BAAA;ClDi1KP;AkD/0KK;;;;;;EAGE,YAAA;EACA,0BAAA;EACA,sBAAA;ClDo1K

P;AiDnvKD;EACE,cAAA;EACA,mBAAA;CjDqvKD;AiDnvKD;EACE,iBAAA;EACA,iBAAA;CjDqvKD;AmD7

2KD;EACE,oBAAA;EACA,uBAAA;EACA,8BAAA;EACA,mBAAA;E9C0DA,kDAAA;EACQ,0CAAA;CLszKT;

AmD52KD;EACE,cAAA;CnD82KD;AmDz2KD;EACE,mBAAA;EACA,qCAAA;EvBtBA,4BAAA;EACA,6BAA

A;C5Bk4KD;AmD/2KD;EAMI,eAAA;CnD42KH;AmDv2KD;EACE,cAAA;EACA,iBAAA;EACA,gBAAA;EAC

A,eAAA;CnDy2KD;AmD72KD;;;;;EAWI,eAAA;CnDy2KH;AmDp2KD;EACE,mBAAA;EACA,0BAAA;EACA,2

BAAA;EvB1CA,gCAAA;EACA,+BAAA;C5Bi5KD;AmD91KD;;EAGI,iBAAA;CnD+1KH;AmDl2KD;;EAMM,o

BAAA;EACA,iBAAA;CnDg2KL;AmD51KG;;EAEI,cAAA;EvBzEN,4BAAA;EACA,6BAAA;C5Bw6KD;AmD11

KG;;EAEI,iBAAA;EvBzEN,gCAAA;EACA,+BAAA;C5Bs6KD;AmDn3KD;EvB5DE,0BAAA;EACA,2BAAA;C5

Bk7KD;AmDt1KD;EAEI,oBAAA;CnDu1KH;AmDp1KD;EACE,oBAAA;CnDs1KD;AmD90KD;;;EAII,iBAAA;C

nD+0KH;AmDn1KD;;;EAOM,oBAAA;EACA,mBAAA;CnDi1KL;AmDz1KD;;EvB3GE,4BAAA;EACA,6BAAA;

C5Bw8KD;AmD91KD;;;;EAmBQ,4BAAA;EACA,6BAAA;CnDi1KP;AmDr2KD;;;;;;;;EAwBU,4BAAA;CnDu1K

T;AmD/2KD;;;;;;;;EA4BU,6BAAA;CnD61KT;AmDz3KD;;EvBnGE,gCAAA;EACA,+BAAA;C5Bg+KD;AmD93

KD;;;;EAyCQ,gCAAA;EACA,+BAAA;CnD21KP;AmDr4KD;;;;;;;;EA8CU,+BAAA;CnDi2KT;AmD/4KD;;;;;;;;E

AkDU,gCAAA;CnDu2KT;AmDz5KD;;;;EA2DI,2BAAA;CnDo2KH;AmD/5KD;;EA+DI,cAAA;CnDo2KH;AmDn

6KD;;EAmEI,UAAA;CnDo2KH;AmDv6KD;;;;;;;;;;;;EA0EU,eAAA;CnD22KT;AmDr7KD;;;;;;;;;;;;EA8EU,gBAA

A;CnDq3KT;AmDn8KD;;;;;;;;EAuFU,iBAAA;CnDs3KT;AmD78KD;;;;;;;;EAgGU,iBAAA;CnDu3KT;AmDv9KD;
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EAsGI,iBAAA;EACA,UAAA;CnDo3KH;AmD12KD;EACE,oBAAA;CnD42KD;AmD72KD;EAKI,iBAAA;EAC

A,mBAAA;CnD22KH;AmDj3KD;EASM,gBAAA;CnD22KL;AmDp3KD;EAcI,iBAAA;CnDy2KH;AmDv3KD;;E

AkBM,2BAAA;CnDy2KL;AmD33KD;EAuBI,cAAA;CnDu2KH;AmD93KD;EAyBM,8BAAA;CnDw2KL;AmDj2

KD;EC5PE,mBAAA;CpDgmLD;AoD9lLC;EACE,eAAA;EACA,0BAAA;EACA,mBAAA;CpDgmLH;AoDnmLC;

EAMI,uBAAA;CpDgmLL;AoDtmLC;EASI,eAAA;EACA,0BAAA;CpDgmLL;AoD7lLC;EAEI,0BAAA;CpD8lLL

;AmDh3KD;EC/PE,sBAAA;CpDknLD;AoDhnLC;EACE,YAAA;EACA,0BAAA;EACA,sBAAA;CpDknLH;AoDr

nLC;EAMI,0BAAA;CpDknLL;AoDxnLC;EASI,eAAA;EACA,uBAAA;CpDknLL;AoD/mLC;EAEI,6BAAA;CpDg

nLL;AmD/3KD;EClQE,sBAAA;CpDooLD;AoDloLC;EACE,eAAA;EACA,0BAAA;EACA,sBAAA;CpDooLH;Ao

DvoLC;EAMI,0BAAA;CpDooLL;AoD1oLC;EASI,eAAA;EACA,0BAAA;CpDooLL;AoDjoLC;EAEI,6BAAA;Cp

DkoLL;AmD94KD;ECrQE,sBAAA;CpDspLD;AoDppLC;EACE,eAAA;EACA,0BAAA;EACA,sBAAA;CpDspLH

;AoDzpLC;EAMI,0BAAA;CpDspLL;AoD5pLC;EASI,eAAA;EACA,0BAAA;CpDspLL;AoDnpLC;EAEI,6BAAA;

CpDopLL;AmD75KD;ECxQE,sBAAA;CpDwqLD;AoDtqLC;EACE,eAAA;EACA,0BAAA;EACA,sBAAA;CpDw

qLH;AoD3qLC;EAMI,0BAAA;CpDwqLL;AoD9qLC;EASI,eAAA;EACA,0BAAA;CpDwqLL;AoDrqLC;EAEI,6B

AAA;CpDsqLL;AmD56KD;EC3QE,sBAAA;CpD0rLD;AoDxrLC;EACE,eAAA;EACA,0BAAA;EACA,sBAAA;C

pD0rLH;AoD7rLC;EAMI,0BAAA;CpD0rLL;AoDhsLC;EASI,eAAA;EACA,0BAAA;CpD0rLL;AoDvrLC;EAEI,6

BAAA;CpDwrLL;AqDxsLD;EACE,mBAAA;EACA,eAAA;EACA,UAAA;EACA,WAAA;EACA,iBAAA;CrD0sL

D;AqD/sLD;;;;;EAYI,mBAAA;EACA,OAAA;EACA,UAAA;EACA,QAAA;EACA,YAAA;EACA,aAAA;EACA,

UAAA;CrD0sLH;AqDrsLD;EACE,uBAAA;CrDusLD;AqDnsLD;EACE,oBAAA;CrDqsLD;AsDhuLD;EACE,iBA

AA;EACA,cAAA;EACA,oBAAA;EACA,0BAAA;EACA,0BAAA;EACA,mBAAA;EjD0DA,wDAAA;EACQ,gD

AAA;CLyqLT;AsD1uLD;EASI,mBAAA;EACA,kCAAA;CtDouLH;AsD/tLD;EACE,cAAA;EACA,mBAAA;CtDi

uLD;AsD/tLD;EACE,aAAA;EACA,mBAAA;CtDiuLD;AuDrvLD;EACE,aAAA;EACA,gBAAA;EACA,kBAAA;E

ACA,eAAA;EACA,YAAA;EACA,0BAAA;EjCTA,0BAAA;EACA,aAAA;CtBiwLD;AuDtvLC;;EAEE,YAAA;EA

CA,sBAAA;EACA,gBAAA;EjChBF,0BAAA;EACA,aAAA;CtBywLD;AuDlvLC;EACE,WAAA;EACA,gBAAA;

EACA,wBAAA;EACA,UAAA;EACA,yBAAA;EACA,sBAAA;EAAA,iBAAA;CvDovLH;AwD5wLD;EACE,iBA

AA;CxD8wLD;AwD1wLD;EACE,gBAAA;EACA,OAAA;EACA,SAAA;EACA,UAAA;EACA,QAAA;EACA,cA

AA;EACA,cAAA;EACA,iBAAA;EACA,kCAAA;EAIA,WAAA;CxDywLD;AwDtwLC;EnDiHA,sCAAA;EACI,k

CAAA;EACC,iCAAA;EACG,8BAAA;EAkER,oDAAA;EAEK,0CAAA;EACG,4CAAA;EAAA,oCAAA;EAAA,i

GAAA;CLulLT;AwD5wLC;EnD6GA,mCAAA;EACI,+BAAA;EACC,8BAAA;EACG,2BAAA;CLkqLT;AwDhxL

D;EACE,mBAAA;EACA,iBAAA;CxDkxLD;AwD9wLD;EACE,mBAAA;EACA,YAAA;EACA,aAAA;CxDgxLD

;AwD5wLD;EACE,mBAAA;EACA,uBAAA;EACA,6BAAA;EACA,uBAAA;EACA,qCAAA;EACA,mBAAA;En

DcA,iDAAA;EACQ,yCAAA;EmDZR,WAAA;CxD8wLD;AwD1wLD;EACE,gBAAA;EACA,OAAA;EACA,SAA

A;EACA,UAAA;EACA,QAAA;EACA,cAAA;EACA,uBAAA;CxD4wLD;AwD1wLC;ElCpEA,yBAAA;EACA,W

AAA;CtBi1LD;AwD7wLC;ElCrEA,0BAAA;EACA,aAAA;CtBq1LD;AwD5wLD;EACE,cAAA;EACA,iCAAA;C

xD8wLD;AwD1wLD;EACE,iBAAA;CxD4wLD;AwDxwLD;EACE,UAAA;EACA,wBAAA;CxD0wLD;AwDrwL

D;EACE,mBAAA;EACA,cAAA;CxDuwLD;AwDnwLD;EACE,cAAA;EACA,kBAAA;EACA,8BAAA;CxDqwLD

;AwDxwLD;EAQI,iBAAA;EACA,iBAAA;CxDmwLH;AwD5wLD;EAaI,kBAAA;CxDkwLH;AwD/wLD;EAiBI,e

AAA;CxDiwLH;AwD5vLD;EACE,mBAAA;EACA,aAAA;EACA,YAAA;EACA,aAAA;EACA,iBAAA;CxD8vL

D;AwD1vLD;EAEE;IACE,aAAA;IACA,kBAAA;GxD2vLD;EwDzvLD;InDrEA,kDAAA;IACQ,0CAAA;GLi0LP;

EwDxvLD;IAAY,aAAA;GxD2vLX;CACF;AwDzvLD;EACE;IAAY,aAAA;GxD4vLX;CACF;AyD34LD;EACE,m

BAAA;EACA,cAAA;EACA,eAAA;ECRA,4DAAA;EAEA,mBAAA;EACA,iBAAA;EACA,wBAAA;EACA,iBAA

A;EACA,iBAAA;EACA,kBAAA;EACA,sBAAA;EACA,kBAAA;EACA,qBAAA;EACA,uBAAA;EACA,mBAAA

;EACA,qBAAA;EACA,kBAAA;EACA,oBAAA;EDHA,gBAAA;EnCTA,yBAAA;EACA,WAAA;CtBm6LD;AyD

v5LC;EnCbA,0BAAA;EACA,aAAA;CtBu6LD;AyD15LC;EACE,eAAA;EACA,iBAAA;CzD45LH;AyD15LC;EA

CE,eAAA;EACA,iBAAA;CzD45LH;AyD15LC;EACE,eAAA;EACA,gBAAA;CzD45LH;AyD15LC;EACE,eAAA;

EACA,kBAAA;CzD45LH;AyDx5LC;EACE,UAAA;EACA,UAAA;EACA,kBAAA;EACA,wBAAA;EACA,uBAA

A;CzD05LH;AyDx5LC;EACE,WAAA;EACA,UAAA;EACA,oBAAA;EACA,wBAAA;EACA,uBAAA;CzD05LH;

AyDx5LC;EACE,UAAA;EACA,UAAA;EACA,oBAAA;EACA,wBAAA;EACA,uBAAA;CzD05LH;AyDx5LC;E

ACE,SAAA;EACA,QAAA;EACA,iBAAA;EACA,4BAAA;EACA,yBAAA;CzD05LH;AyDx5LC;EACE,SAAA;E
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ACA,SAAA;EACA,iBAAA;EACA,4BAAA;EACA,wBAAA;CzD05LH;AyDx5LC;EACE,OAAA;EACA,UAAA;

EACA,kBAAA;EACA,wBAAA;EACA,0BAAA;CzD05LH;AyDx5LC;EACE,OAAA;EACA,WAAA;EACA,iBAA

A;EACA,wBAAA;EACA,0BAAA;CzD05LH;AyDx5LC;EACE,OAAA;EACA,UAAA;EACA,iBAAA;EACA,wB

AAA;EACA,0BAAA;CzD05LH;AyDr5LD;EACE,iBAAA;EACA,iBAAA;EACA,YAAA;EACA,mBAAA;EACA,

uBAAA;EACA,mBAAA;CzDu5LD;AyDn5LD;EACE,mBAAA;EACA,SAAA;EACA,UAAA;EACA,0BAAA;EA

CA,oBAAA;CzDq5LD;A2D9/LD;EACE,mBAAA;EACA,OAAA;EACA,QAAA;EACA,cAAA;EACA,cAAA;EAC

A,iBAAA;EACA,aAAA;EDXA,4DAAA;EAEA,mBAAA;EACA,iBAAA;EACA,wBAAA;EACA,iBAAA;EACA,i

BAAA;EACA,kBAAA;EACA,sBAAA;EACA,kBAAA;EACA,qBAAA;EACA,uBAAA;EACA,mBAAA;EACA,q

BAAA;EACA,kBAAA;EACA,oBAAA;ECAA,gBAAA;EACA,uBAAA;EACA,6BAAA;EACA,uBAAA;EACA,qC

AAA;EACA,mBAAA;EtDiDA,kDAAA;EACQ,0CAAA;CL49LT;A2D1gMC;EAAQ,kBAAA;C3D6gMT;A2D5g

MC;EAAU,kBAAA;C3D+gMX;A2D9gMC;EAAW,iBAAA;C3DihMZ;A2DhhMC;EAAS,mBAAA;C3DmhMV;A

2D1iMD;EA4BI,mBAAA;C3DihMH;A2D/gMG;;EAEE,mBAAA;EACA,eAAA;EACA,SAAA;EACA,UAAA;EA

CA,0BAAA;EACA,oBAAA;C3DihML;A2D9gMG;EACE,YAAA;EACA,mBAAA;C3DghML;A2D5gMC;EACE,c

AAA;EACA,UAAA;EACA,mBAAA;EACA,0BAAA;EACA,sCAAA;EACA,uBAAA;C3D8gMH;A2D7gMG;EAC

E,YAAA;EACA,mBAAA;EACA,aAAA;EACA,uBAAA;EACA,uBAAA;C3D+gML;A2D5gMC;EACE,SAAA;EA

CA,YAAA;EACA,kBAAA;EACA,4BAAA;EACA,wCAAA;EACA,qBAAA;C3D8gMH;A2D7gMG;EACE,cAAA;

EACA,UAAA;EACA,aAAA;EACA,yBAAA;EACA,qBAAA;C3D+gML;A2D5gMC;EACE,WAAA;EACA,UAAA

;EACA,mBAAA;EACA,oBAAA;EACA,6BAAA;EACA,yCAAA;C3D8gMH;A2D7gMG;EACE,SAAA;EACA,mB

AAA;EACA,aAAA;EACA,oBAAA;EACA,0BAAA;C3D+gML;A2D3gMC;EACE,SAAA;EACA,aAAA;EACA,k

BAAA;EACA,sBAAA;EACA,2BAAA;EACA,uCAAA;C3D6gMH;A2D5gMG;EACE,WAAA;EACA,cAAA;EAC

A,aAAA;EACA,sBAAA;EACA,wBAAA;C3D8gML;A2DzgMD;EACE,kBAAA;EACA,UAAA;EACA,gBAAA;E

ACA,0BAAA;EACA,iCAAA;EACA,2BAAA;C3D2gMD;A2DxgMD;EACE,kBAAA;C3D0gMD;A4D9nMD;EAC

E,mBAAA;C5DgoMD;A4D7nMD;EACE,mBAAA;EACA,YAAA;EACA,iBAAA;C5D+nMD;A4DloMD;EAMI,m

BAAA;EACA,cAAA;EvD6KF,0CAAA;EACK,qCAAA;EACG,kCAAA;CLm9LT;A4DzoMD;;EAcM,eAAA;C5D

+nML;A4D3nMG;EAAA;IvDuLF,uDAAA;IAEK,6CAAA;IACG,+CAAA;IAAA,uCAAA;IAAA,0GAAA;IA7JR,o

CAAA;IAEQ,4BAAA;IA+GR,4BAAA;IAEQ,oBAAA;GLw/LP;E4DnoMG;;IvDmHJ,2CAAA;IACQ,mCAAA;IuD

jHF,QAAA;G5DsoML;E4DpoMG;;IvD8GJ,4CAAA;IACQ,oCAAA;IuD5GF,QAAA;G5DuoML;E4DroMG;;;IvDy

GJ,wCAAA;IACQ,gCAAA;IuDtGF,QAAA;G5DwoML;CACF;A4D9qMD;;;EA6CI,eAAA;C5DsoMH;A4DnrMD;

EAiDI,QAAA;C5DqoMH;A4DtrMD;;EAsDI,mBAAA;EACA,OAAA;EACA,YAAA;C5DooMH;A4D5rMD;EA4D

I,WAAA;C5DmoMH;A4D/rMD;EA+DI,YAAA;C5DmoMH;A4DlsMD;;EAmEI,QAAA;C5DmoMH;A4DtsMD;E

AuEI,YAAA;C5DkoMH;A4DzsMD;EA0EI,WAAA;C5DkoMH;A4D1nMD;EACE,mBAAA;EACA,OAAA;EACA

,UAAA;EACA,QAAA;EACA,WAAA;EACA,gBAAA;EACA,YAAA;EACA,mBAAA;EACA,0CAAA;EACA,mC

AAA;EtCpGA,0BAAA;EACA,aAAA;CtBiuMD;A4DxnMC;EdrGE,mGAAA;EACA,8FAAA;EACA,qHAAA;EA

AA,+FAAA;EACA,uHAAA;EACA,4BAAA;C9CguMH;A4D5nMC;EACE,SAAA;EACA,WAAA;Ed1GA,mGAA

A;EACA,8FAAA;EACA,qHAAA;EAAA,+FAAA;EACA,uHAAA;EACA,4BAAA;C9CyuMH;A4D9nMC;;EAEE,

YAAA;EACA,sBAAA;EACA,WAAA;EtCxHF,0BAAA;EACA,aAAA;CtByvMD;A4DhqMD;;;;EAuCI,mBAAA;

EACA,SAAA;EACA,WAAA;EACA,sBAAA;EACA,kBAAA;C5D+nMH;A4D1qMD;;EA+CI,UAAA;EACA,mBA

AA;C5D+nMH;A4D/qMD;;EAoDI,WAAA;EACA,oBAAA;C5D+nMH;A4DprMD;;EAyDI,YAAA;EACA,aAAA;

EACA,mBAAA;EACA,eAAA;C5D+nMH;A4D3nMG;EACE,iBAAA;C5D6nML;A4DznMG;EACE,iBAAA;C5D2

nML;A4DjnMD;EACE,mBAAA;EACA,aAAA;EACA,UAAA;EACA,YAAA;EACA,WAAA;EACA,gBAAA;EAC

A,kBAAA;EACA,mBAAA;EACA,iBAAA;C5DmnMD;A4D5nMD;EAYI,sBAAA;EACA,YAAA;EACA,aAAA;E

ACA,YAAA;EACA,oBAAA;EACA,gBAAA;EAUA,0BAAA;EACA,mCAAA;EAEA,uBAAA;EACA,oBAAA;C5

DymMH;A4DxoMD;EAmCI,YAAA;EACA,aAAA;EACA,UAAA;EACA,uBAAA;C5DwmMH;A4DjmMD;EACE

,mBAAA;EACA,WAAA;EACA,aAAA;EACA,UAAA;EACA,YAAA;EACA,kBAAA;EACA,qBAAA;EACA,YA

AA;EACA,mBAAA;EACA,0CAAA;C5DmmMD;A4DjmMC;EACE,kBAAA;C5DmmMH;A4D7lMD;EAGE;;;;IA

KI,YAAA;IACA,aAAA;IACA,kBAAA;IACA,gBAAA;G5D4lMH;E4DpmMD;;IAYI,mBAAA;G5D4lMH;E4Dxm

MD;;IAgBI,oBAAA;G5D4lMH;E4DvlMD;IACE,WAAA;IACA,UAAA;IACA,qBAAA;G5DylMD;E4DrlMD;IAC

E,aAAA;G5DulMD;CACF;A6Dz1MC;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;EAEE,eAAA;EACA,aAAA;C7Dy3MH;A6Dv3MC;;;;
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;;;;;;;;;;;;EACE,YAAA;C7Dw4MH;AiC94MD;E6BVE,eAAA;EACA,mBAAA;EACA,kBAAA;C9D25MD;AiCh5

MD;EACE,wBAAA;CjCk5MD;AiCh5MD;EACE,uBAAA;CjCk5MD;AiC14MD;EACE,yBAAA;CjC44MD;AiC1

4MD;EACE,0BAAA;CjC44MD;AiC14MD;EACE,mBAAA;CjC44MD;AiC14MD;E8BzBE,YAAA;EACA,mBAA

A;EACA,kBAAA;EACA,8BAAA;EACA,UAAA;C/Ds6MD;AiCx4MD;EACE,yBAAA;CjC04MD;AiCn4MD;EA

CE,gBAAA;CjCq4MD;AgEt6MD;EACE,oBAAA;ChEw6MD;AgEl6MD;;;;EClBE,yBAAA;CjE07MD;AgEj6MD;;

;;;;;;;;;;EAYE,yBAAA;ChEm6MD;AgE/5MC;EAAA;ICjDA,0BAAA;GjEo9MC;EiEn9MD;IAAU,0BAAA;GjEs9

MT;EiEr9MD;IAAU,8BAAA;GjEw9MT;EiEv9MD;;IACU,+BAAA;GjE09MT;CACF;AgEz6MC;EAAA;IACE,0B

AAA;GhE46MD;CACF;AgEz6MC;EAAA;IACE,2BAAA;GhE46MD;CACF;AgEz6MC;EAAA;IACE,iCAAA;Gh

E46MD;CACF;AgEx6MC;EAAA;ICtEA,0BAAA;GjEk/MC;EiEj/MD;IAAU,0BAAA;GjEo/MT;EiEn/MD;IAAU,8

BAAA;GjEs/MT;EiEr/MD;;IACU,+BAAA;GjEw/MT;CACF;AgEl7MC;EAAA;IACE,0BAAA;GhEq7MD;CACF;

AgEl7MC;EAAA;IACE,2BAAA;GhEq7MD;CACF;AgEl7MC;EAAA;IACE,iCAAA;GhEq7MD;CACF;AgEj7MC

;EAAA;IC3FA,0BAAA;GjEghNC;EiE/gND;IAAU,0BAAA;GjEkhNT;EiEjhND;IAAU,8BAAA;GjEohNT;EiEnhN

D;;IACU,+BAAA;GjEshNT;CACF;AgE37MC;EAAA;IACE,0BAAA;GhE87MD;CACF;AgE37MC;EAAA;IACE,

2BAAA;GhE87MD;CACF;AgE37MC;EAAA;IACE,iCAAA;GhE87MD;CACF;AgE17MC;EAAA;IChHA,0BAAA

;GjE8iNC;EiE7iND;IAAU,0BAAA;GjEgjNT;EiE/iND;IAAU,8BAAA;GjEkjNT;EiEjjND;;IACU,+BAAA;GjEojN

T;CACF;AgEp8MC;EAAA;IACE,0BAAA;GhEu8MD;CACF;AgEp8MC;EAAA;IACE,2BAAA;GhEu8MD;CACF

;AgEp8MC;EAAA;IACE,iCAAA;GhEu8MD;CACF;AgEn8MC;EAAA;IC7HA,yBAAA;GjEokNC;CACF;AgEn8

MC;EAAA;IClIA,yBAAA;GjEykNC;CACF;AgEn8MC;EAAA;ICvIA,yBAAA;GjE8kNC;CACF;AgEn8MC;EAA

A;IC5IA,yBAAA;GjEmlNC;CACF;AgE77MD;ECvJE,yBAAA;CjEulND;AgE77MC;EAAA;IClKA,0BAAA;GjEm

mNC;EiElmND;IAAU,0BAAA;GjEqmNT;EiEpmND;IAAU,8BAAA;GjEumNT;EiEtmND;;IACU,+BAAA;GjEym

NT;CACF;AgEx8MD;EACE,yBAAA;ChE08MD;AgEx8MC;EAAA;IACE,0BAAA;GhE28MD;CACF;AgEz8MD;

EACE,yBAAA;ChE28MD;AgEz8MC;EAAA;IACE,2BAAA;GhE48MD;CACF;AgE18MD;EACE,yBAAA;ChE48

MD;AgE18MC;EAAA;IACE,iCAAA;GhE68MD;CACF;AgEz8MC;EAAA;ICrLA,yBAAA;GjEkoNC;CACF","file

":"bootstrap.css","sourcesContent":["/*!\n * Bootstrap v3.4.1 (https://getbootstrap.com/)\n * Copyright 2011-2019

Twitter, Inc.\n * Licensed under MIT (https://github.com/twbs/bootstrap/blob/master/LICENSE)\n */\n/*!

normalize.css v3.0.3 | MIT License | github.com/necolas/normalize.css */\nhtml {\n  font-family: sans-serif;\n  -ms-

text-size-adjust: 100%;\n  -webkit-text-size-adjust: 100%;\n}\nbody {\n  margin:

0;\n}\narticle,\naside,\ndetails,\nfigcaption,\nfigure,\nfooter,\nheader,\nhgroup,\nmain,\nmenu,\nnav,\nsection,\nsu

mmary {\n  display: block;\n}\naudio,\ncanvas,\nprogress,\nvideo {\n  display: inline-block;\n  vertical-align:

baseline;\n}\naudio:not([controls]) {\n  display: none;\n  height: 0;\n}\n[hidden],\ntemplate {\n  display: none;\n}\na

{\n  background-color: transparent;\n}\na:active,\na:hover {\n  outline: 0;\n}\nabbr[title] {\n  border-bottom: none;\n

text-decoration: underline;\n  text-decoration: underline dotted;\n}\nb,\nstrong {\n  font-weight: bold;\n}\ndfn {\n

font-style: italic;\n}\nh1 {\n  font-size: 2em;\n  margin: 0.67em 0;\n}\nmark {\n  background: #ff0;\n  color:

#000;\n}\nsmall {\n  font-size: 80%;\n}\nsub,\nsup {\n  font-size: 75%;\n  line-height: 0;\n  position: relative;\n

vertical-align: baseline;\n}\nsup {\n  top: -0.5em;\n}\nsub {\n  bottom: -0.25em;\n}\nimg {\n  border:

0;\n}\nsvg:not(:root) {\n  overflow: hidden;\n}\nfigure {\n  margin: 1em 40px;\n}\nhr {\n  box-sizing: content-

box;\n  height: 0;\n}\npre {\n  overflow: auto;\n}\ncode,\nkbd,\npre,\nsamp {\n  font-family: monospace,

monospace;\n  font-size: 1em;\n}\nbutton,\ninput,\noptgroup,\nselect,\ntextarea {\n  color: inherit;\n  font: inherit;\n

margin: 0;\n}\nbutton {\n  overflow: visible;\n}\nbutton,\nselect {\n  text-transform: none;\n}\nbutton,\nhtml

input[type=\"button\"],\ninput[type=\"reset\"],\ninput[type=\"submit\"] {\n  -webkit-appearance: button;\n  cursor:

pointer;\n}\nbutton[disabled],\nhtml input[disabled] {\n  cursor: default;\n}\nbutton::-moz-focus-inner,\ninput::-

moz-focus-inner {\n  border: 0;\n  padding: 0;\n}\ninput {\n  line-height:

normal;\n}\ninput[type=\"checkbox\"],\ninput[type=\"radio\"] {\n  box-sizing: border-box;\n  padding:

0;\n}\ninput[type=\"number\"]::-webkit-inner-spin-button,\ninput[type=\"number\"]::-webkit-outer-spin-button {\n

height: auto;\n}\ninput[type=\"search\"] {\n  -webkit-appearance: textfield;\n  box-sizing: content-

box;\n}\ninput[type=\"search\"]::-webkit-search-cancel-button,\ninput[type=\"search\"]::-webkit-search-decoration

{\n  -webkit-appearance: none;\n}\nfieldset {\n  border: 1px solid #c0c0c0;\n  margin: 0 2px;\n  padding: 0.35em

0.625em 0.75em;\n}\nlegend {\n  border: 0;\n  padding: 0;\n}\ntextarea {\n  overflow: auto;\n}\noptgroup {\n  font-
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weight: bold;\n}\ntable {\n  border-collapse: collapse;\n  border-spacing: 0;\n}\ntd,\nth {\n  padding: 0;\n}\n/*!

Source: https://github.com/h5bp/html5-boilerplate/blob/master/src/css/main.css */\n@media print {\n  *,\n

*:before,\n  *:after {\n    color: #000 !important;\n    text-shadow: none !important;\n    background: transparent

!important;\n    box-shadow: none !important;\n  }\n  a,\n  a:visited {\n    text-decoration: underline;\n  }\n

a[href]:after {\n    content: \" (\" attr(href) \")\";\n  }\n  abbr[title]:after {\n    content: \" (\" attr(title) \")\";\n  }\n

a[href^=\"#\"]:after,\n  a[href^=\"javascript:\"]:after {\n    content: \"\";\n  }\n  pre,\n  blockquote {\n    border: 1px

solid #999;\n    page-break-inside: avoid;\n  }\n  thead {\n    display: table-header-group;\n  }\n  tr,\n  img {\n

page-break-inside: avoid;\n  }\n  img {\n    max-width: 100% !important;\n  }\n  p,\n  h2,\n  h3 {\n    orphans: 3;\n

widows: 3;\n  }\n  h2,\n  h3 {\n    page-break-after: avoid;\n  }\n  .navbar {\n    display: none;\n  }\n  .btn > .caret,\n

.dropup > .btn > .caret {\n    border-top-color: #000 !important;\n  }\n  .label {\n    border: 1px solid #000;\n  }\n

.table {\n    border-collapse: collapse !important;\n  }\n  .table td,\n  .table th {\n    background-color: #fff

!important;\n  }\n  .table-bordered th,\n  .table-bordered td {\n    border: 1px solid #ddd !important;\n  }\n}\n@font-

face {\n  font-family: \"Glyphicons Halflings\";\n  src: url(\"../fonts/glyphicons-halflings-regular.eot\");\n  src:

url(\"../fonts/glyphicons-halflings-regular.eot?#iefix\") format(\"embedded-opentype\"), url(\"../fonts/glyphicons-

halflings-regular.woff2\") format(\"woff2\"), url(\"../fonts/glyphicons-halflings-regular.woff\") format(\"woff\"),

url(\"../fonts/glyphicons-halflings-regular.ttf\") format(\"truetype\"), url(\"../fonts/glyphicons-halflings-

regular.svg#glyphicons_halflingsregular\") format(\"svg\");\n}\n.glyphicon {\n  position: relative;\n  top: 1px;\n

display: inline-block;\n  font-family: \"Glyphicons Halflings\";\n  font-style: normal;\n  font-weight: 400;\n  line-

height: 1;\n  -webkit-font-smoothing: antialiased;\n  -moz-osx-font-smoothing: grayscale;\n}\n.glyphicon-

asterisk:before {\n  content: \"\\002a\";\n}\n.glyphicon-plus:before {\n  content: \"\\002b\";\n}\n.glyphicon-

euro:before,\n.glyphicon-eur:before {\n  content: \"\\20ac\";\n}\n.glyphicon-minus:before {\n  content:

\"\\2212\";\n}\n.glyphicon-cloud:before {\n  content: \"\\2601\";\n}\n.glyphicon-envelope:before {\n  content:

\"\\2709\";\n}\n.glyphicon-pencil:before {\n  content: \"\\270f\";\n}\n.glyphicon-glass:before {\n  content:

\"\\e001\";\n}\n.glyphicon-music:before {\n  content: \"\\e002\";\n}\n.glyphicon-search:before {\n  content:

\"\\e003\";\n}\n.glyphicon-heart:before {\n  content: \"\\e005\";\n}\n.glyphicon-star:before {\n  content:

\"\\e006\";\n}\n.glyphicon-star-empty:before {\n  content: \"\\e007\";\n}\n.glyphicon-user:before {\n  content:

\"\\e008\";\n}\n.glyphicon-film:before {\n  content: \"\\e009\";\n}\n.glyphicon-th-large:before {\n  content:

\"\\e010\";\n}\n.glyphicon-th:before {\n  content: \"\\e011\";\n}\n.glyphicon-th-list:before {\n  content:

\"\\e012\";\n}\n.glyphicon-ok:before {\n  content: \"\\e013\";\n}\n.glyphicon-remove:before {\n  content:

\"\\e014\";\n}\n.glyphicon-zoom-in:before {\n  content: \"\\e015\";\n}\n.glyphicon-zoom-out:before {\n  content:

\"\\e016\";\n}\n.glyphicon-off:before {\n  content: \"\\e017\";\n}\n.glyphicon-signal:before {\n  content:

\"\\e018\";\n}\n.glyphicon-cog:before {\n  content: \"\\e019\";\n}\n.glyphicon-trash:before {\n  content:

\"\\e020\";\n}\n.glyphicon-home:before {\n  content: \"\\e021\";\n}\n.glyphicon-file:before {\n  content:

\"\\e022\";\n}\n.glyphicon-time:before {\n  content: \"\\e023\";\n}\n.glyphicon-road:before {\n  content:

\"\\e024\";\n}\n.glyphicon-download-alt:before {\n  content: \"\\e025\";\n}\n.glyphicon-download:before {\n

content: \"\\e026\";\n}\n.glyphicon-upload:before {\n  content: \"\\e027\";\n}\n.glyphicon-inbox:before {\n  content:

\"\\e028\";\n}\n.glyphicon-play-circle:before {\n  content: \"\\e029\";\n}\n.glyphicon-repeat:before {\n  content:

\"\\e030\";\n}\n.glyphicon-refresh:before {\n  content: \"\\e031\";\n}\n.glyphicon-list-alt:before {\n  content:

\"\\e032\";\n}\n.glyphicon-lock:before {\n  content: \"\\e033\";\n}\n.glyphicon-flag:before {\n  content:

\"\\e034\";\n}\n.glyphicon-headphones:before {\n  content: \"\\e035\";\n}\n.glyphicon-volume-off:before {\n

content: \"\\e036\";\n}\n.glyphicon-volume-down:before {\n  content: \"\\e037\";\n}\n.glyphicon-volume-up:before

{\n  content: \"\\e038\";\n}\n.glyphicon-qrcode:before {\n  content: \"\\e039\";\n}\n.glyphicon-barcode:before {\n

content: \"\\e040\";\n}\n.glyphicon-tag:before {\n  content: \"\\e041\";\n}\n.glyphicon-tags:before {\n  content:

\"\\e042\";\n}\n.glyphicon-book:before {\n  content: \"\\e043\";\n}\n.glyphicon-bookmark:before {\n  content:

\"\\e044\";\n}\n.glyphicon-print:before {\n  content: \"\\e045\";\n}\n.glyphicon-camera:before {\n  content:

\"\\e046\";\n}\n.glyphicon-font:before {\n  content: \"\\e047\";\n}\n.glyphicon-bold:before {\n  content:

\"\\e048\";\n}\n.glyphicon-italic:before {\n  content: \"\\e049\";\n}\n.glyphicon-text-height:before {\n  content:

\"\\e050\";\n}\n.glyphicon-text-width:before {\n  content: \"\\e051\";\n}\n.glyphicon-align-left:before {\n  content:
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\"\\e052\";\n}\n.glyphicon-align-center:before {\n  content: \"\\e053\";\n}\n.glyphicon-align-right:before {\n

content: \"\\e054\";\n}\n.glyphicon-align-justify:before {\n  content: \"\\e055\";\n}\n.glyphicon-list:before {\n

content: \"\\e056\";\n}\n.glyphicon-indent-left:before {\n  content: \"\\e057\";\n}\n.glyphicon-indent-right:before {\n

content: \"\\e058\";\n}\n.glyphicon-facetime-video:before {\n  content: \"\\e059\";\n}\n.glyphicon-picture:before {\n

content: \"\\e060\";\n}\n.glyphicon-map-marker:before {\n  content: \"\\e062\";\n}\n.glyphicon-adjust:before {\n

content: \"\\e063\";\n}\n.glyphicon-tint:before {\n  content: \"\\e064\";\n}\n.glyphicon-edit:before {\n  content:

\"\\e065\";\n}\n.glyphicon-share:before {\n  content: \"\\e066\";\n}\n.glyphicon-check:before {\n  content:

\"\\e067\";\n}\n.glyphicon-move:before {\n  content: \"\\e068\";\n}\n.glyphicon-step-backward:before {\n  content:

\"\\e069\";\n}\n.glyphicon-fast-backward:before {\n  content: \"\\e070\";\n}\n.glyphicon-backward:before {\n

content: \"\\e071\";\n}\n.glyphicon-play:before {\n  content: \"\\e072\";\n}\n.glyphicon-pause:before {\n  content:

\"\\e073\";\n}\n.glyphicon-stop:before {\n  content: \"\\e074\";\n}\n.glyphicon-forward:before {\n  content:

\"\\e075\";\n}\n.glyphicon-fast-forward:before {\n  content: \"\\e076\";\n}\n.glyphicon-step-forward:before {\n

content: \"\\e077\";\n}\n.glyphicon-eject:before {\n  content: \"\\e078\";\n}\n.glyphicon-chevron-left:before {\n

content: \"\\e079\";\n}\n.glyphicon-chevron-right:before {\n  content: \"\\e080\";\n}\n.glyphicon-plus-sign:before {\n

content: \"\\e081\";\n}\n.glyphicon-minus-sign:before {\n  content: \"\\e082\";\n}\n.glyphicon-remove-sign:before

{\n  content: \"\\e083\";\n}\n.glyphicon-ok-sign:before {\n  content: \"\\e084\";\n}\n.glyphicon-question-sign:before

{\n  content: \"\\e085\";\n}\n.glyphicon-info-sign:before {\n  content: \"\\e086\";\n}\n.glyphicon-screenshot:before

{\n  content: \"\\e087\";\n}\n.glyphicon-remove-circle:before {\n  content: \"\\e088\";\n}\n.glyphicon-ok-

circle:before {\n  content: \"\\e089\";\n}\n.glyphicon-ban-circle:before {\n  content: \"\\e090\";\n}\n.glyphicon-

arrow-left:before {\n  content: \"\\e091\";\n}\n.glyphicon-arrow-right:before {\n  content: \"\\e092\";\n}\n.glyphicon-

arrow-up:before {\n  content: \"\\e093\";\n}\n.glyphicon-arrow-down:before {\n  content: \"\\e094\";\n}\n.glyphicon-

share-alt:before {\n  content: \"\\e095\";\n}\n.glyphicon-resize-full:before {\n  content: \"\\e096\";\n}\n.glyphicon-

resize-small:before {\n  content: \"\\e097\";\n}\n.glyphicon-exclamation-sign:before {\n  content:

\"\\e101\";\n}\n.glyphicon-gift:before {\n  content: \"\\e102\";\n}\n.glyphicon-leaf:before {\n  content:

\"\\e103\";\n}\n.glyphicon-fire:before {\n  content: \"\\e104\";\n}\n.glyphicon-eye-open:before {\n  content:

\"\\e105\";\n}\n.glyphicon-eye-close:before {\n  content: \"\\e106\";\n}\n.glyphicon-warning-sign:before {\n

content: \"\\e107\";\n}\n.glyphicon-plane:before {\n  content: \"\\e108\";\n}\n.glyphicon-calendar:before {\n

content: \"\\e109\";\n}\n.glyphicon-random:before {\n  content: \"\\e110\";\n}\n.glyphicon-comment:before {\n

content: \"\\e111\";\n}\n.glyphicon-magnet:before {\n  content: \"\\e112\";\n}\n.glyphicon-chevron-up:before {\n

content: \"\\e113\";\n}\n.glyphicon-chevron-down:before {\n  content: \"\\e114\";\n}\n.glyphicon-retweet:before {\n

content: \"\\e115\";\n}\n.glyphicon-shopping-cart:before {\n  content: \"\\e116\";\n}\n.glyphicon-folder-close:before

{\n  content: \"\\e117\";\n}\n.glyphicon-folder-open:before {\n  content: \"\\e118\";\n}\n.glyphicon-resize-

vertical:before {\n  content: \"\\e119\";\n}\n.glyphicon-resize-horizontal:before {\n  content:

\"\\e120\";\n}\n.glyphicon-hdd:before {\n  content: \"\\e121\";\n}\n.glyphicon-bullhorn:before {\n  content:

\"\\e122\";\n}\n.glyphicon-bell:before {\n  content: \"\\e123\";\n}\n.glyphicon-certificate:before {\n  content:

\"\\e124\";\n}\n.glyphicon-thumbs-up:before {\n  content: \"\\e125\";\n}\n.glyphicon-thumbs-down:before {\n

content: \"\\e126\";\n}\n.glyphicon-hand-right:before {\n  content: \"\\e127\";\n}\n.glyphicon-hand-left:before {\n

content: \"\\e128\";\n}\n.glyphicon-hand-up:before {\n  content: \"\\e129\";\n}\n.glyphicon-hand-down:before {\n

content: \"\\e130\";\n}\n.glyphicon-circle-arrow-right:before {\n  content: \"\\e131\";\n}\n.glyphicon-circle-arrow-

left:before {\n  content: \"\\e132\";\n}\n.glyphicon-circle-arrow-up:before {\n  content: \"\\e133\";\n}\n.glyphicon-

circle-arrow-down:before {\n  content: \"\\e134\";\n}\n.glyphicon-globe:before {\n  content:

\"\\e135\";\n}\n.glyphicon-wrench:before {\n  content: \"\\e136\";\n}\n.glyphicon-tasks:before {\n  content:

\"\\e137\";\n}\n.glyphicon-filter:before {\n  content: \"\\e138\";\n}\n.glyphicon-briefcase:before {\n  content:

\"\\e139\";\n}\n.glyphicon-fullscreen:before {\n  content: \"\\e140\";\n}\n.glyphicon-dashboard:before {\n  content:

\"\\e141\";\n}\n.glyphicon-paperclip:before {\n  content: \"\\e142\";\n}\n.glyphicon-heart-empty:before {\n  content:

\"\\e143\";\n}\n.glyphicon-link:before {\n  content: \"\\e144\";\n}\n.glyphicon-phone:before {\n  content:

\"\\e145\";\n}\n.glyphicon-pushpin:before {\n  content: \"\\e146\";\n}\n.glyphicon-usd:before {\n  content:

\"\\e148\";\n}\n.glyphicon-gbp:before {\n  content: \"\\e149\";\n}\n.glyphicon-sort:before {\n  content:
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\"\\e150\";\n}\n.glyphicon-sort-by-alphabet:before {\n  content: \"\\e151\";\n}\n.glyphicon-sort-by-alphabet-

alt:before {\n  content: \"\\e152\";\n}\n.glyphicon-sort-by-order:before {\n  content: \"\\e153\";\n}\n.glyphicon-sort-

by-order-alt:before {\n  content: \"\\e154\";\n}\n.glyphicon-sort-by-attributes:before {\n  content:

\"\\e155\";\n}\n.glyphicon-sort-by-attributes-alt:before {\n  content: \"\\e156\";\n}\n.glyphicon-unchecked:before {\n

content: \"\\e157\";\n}\n.glyphicon-expand:before {\n  content: \"\\e158\";\n}\n.glyphicon-collapse-down:before {\n

content: \"\\e159\";\n}\n.glyphicon-collapse-up:before {\n  content: \"\\e160\";\n}\n.glyphicon-log-in:before {\n

content: \"\\e161\";\n}\n.glyphicon-flash:before {\n  content: \"\\e162\";\n}\n.glyphicon-log-out:before {\n  content:

\"\\e163\";\n}\n.glyphicon-new-window:before {\n  content: \"\\e164\";\n}\n.glyphicon-record:before {\n  content:

\"\\e165\";\n}\n.glyphicon-save:before {\n  content: \"\\e166\";\n}\n.glyphicon-open:before {\n  content:

\"\\e167\";\n}\n.glyphicon-saved:before {\n  content: \"\\e168\";\n}\n.glyphicon-import:before {\n  content:

\"\\e169\";\n}\n.glyphicon-export:before {\n  content: \"\\e170\";\n}\n.glyphicon-send:before {\n  content:

\"\\e171\";\n}\n.glyphicon-floppy-disk:before {\n  content: \"\\e172\";\n}\n.glyphicon-floppy-saved:before {\n

content: \"\\e173\";\n}\n.glyphicon-floppy-remove:before {\n  content: \"\\e174\";\n}\n.glyphicon-floppy-

save:before {\n  content: \"\\e175\";\n}\n.glyphicon-floppy-open:before {\n  content: \"\\e176\";\n}\n.glyphicon-

credit-card:before {\n  content: \"\\e177\";\n}\n.glyphicon-transfer:before {\n  content: \"\\e178\";\n}\n.glyphicon-

cutlery:before {\n  content: \"\\e179\";\n}\n.glyphicon-header:before {\n  content: \"\\e180\";\n}\n.glyphicon-

compressed:before {\n  content: \"\\e181\";\n}\n.glyphicon-earphone:before {\n  content: \"\\e182\";\n}\n.glyphicon-

phone-alt:before {\n  content: \"\\e183\";\n}\n.glyphicon-tower:before {\n  content: \"\\e184\";\n}\n.glyphicon-

stats:before {\n  content: \"\\e185\";\n}\n.glyphicon-sd-video:before {\n  content: \"\\e186\";\n}\n.glyphicon-hd-

video:before {\n  content: \"\\e187\";\n}\n.glyphicon-subtitles:before {\n  content: \"\\e188\";\n}\n.glyphicon-sound-

stereo:before {\n  content: \"\\e189\";\n}\n.glyphicon-sound-dolby:before {\n  content: \"\\e190\";\n}\n.glyphicon-

sound-5-1:before {\n  content: \"\\e191\";\n}\n.glyphicon-sound-6-1:before {\n  content: \"\\e192\";\n}\n.glyphicon-

sound-7-1:before {\n  content: \"\\e193\";\n}\n.glyphicon-copyright-mark:before {\n  content:

\"\\e194\";\n}\n.glyphicon-registration-mark:before {\n  content: \"\\e195\";\n}\n.glyphicon-cloud-download:before

{\n  content: \"\\e197\";\n}\n.glyphicon-cloud-upload:before {\n  content: \"\\e198\";\n}\n.glyphicon-tree-

conifer:before {\n  content: \"\\e199\";\n}\n.glyphicon-tree-deciduous:before {\n  content:

\"\\e200\";\n}\n.glyphicon-cd:before {\n  content: \"\\e201\";\n}\n.glyphicon-save-file:before {\n  content:

\"\\e202\";\n}\n.glyphicon-open-file:before {\n  content: \"\\e203\";\n}\n.glyphicon-level-up:before {\n  content:

\"\\e204\";\n}\n.glyphicon-copy:before {\n  content: \"\\e205\";\n}\n.glyphicon-paste:before {\n  content:

\"\\e206\";\n}\n.glyphicon-alert:before {\n  content: \"\\e209\";\n}\n.glyphicon-equalizer:before {\n  content:

\"\\e210\";\n}\n.glyphicon-king:before {\n  content: \"\\e211\";\n}\n.glyphicon-queen:before {\n  content:

\"\\e212\";\n}\n.glyphicon-pawn:before {\n  content: \"\\e213\";\n}\n.glyphicon-bishop:before {\n  content:

\"\\e214\";\n}\n.glyphicon-knight:before {\n  content: \"\\e215\";\n}\n.glyphicon-baby-formula:before {\n  content:

\"\\e216\";\n}\n.glyphicon-tent:before {\n  content: \"\\26fa\";\n}\n.glyphicon-blackboard:before {\n  content:

\"\\e218\";\n}\n.glyphicon-bed:before {\n  content: \"\\e219\";\n}\n.glyphicon-apple:before {\n  content:

\"\\f8ff\";\n}\n.glyphicon-erase:before {\n  content: \"\\e221\";\n}\n.glyphicon-hourglass:before {\n  content:

\"\\231b\";\n}\n.glyphicon-lamp:before {\n  content: \"\\e223\";\n}\n.glyphicon-duplicate:before {\n  content:

\"\\e224\";\n}\n.glyphicon-piggy-bank:before {\n  content: \"\\e225\";\n}\n.glyphicon-scissors:before {\n  content:

\"\\e226\";\n}\n.glyphicon-bitcoin:before {\n  content: \"\\e227\";\n}\n.glyphicon-btc:before {\n  content:

\"\\e227\";\n}\n.glyphicon-xbt:before {\n  content: \"\\e227\";\n}\n.glyphicon-yen:before {\n  content:

\"\\00a5\";\n}\n.glyphicon-jpy:before {\n  content: \"\\00a5\";\n}\n.glyphicon-ruble:before {\n  content:

\"\\20bd\";\n}\n.glyphicon-rub:before {\n  content: \"\\20bd\";\n}\n.glyphicon-scale:before {\n  content:

\"\\e230\";\n}\n.glyphicon-ice-lolly:before {\n  content: \"\\e231\";\n}\n.glyphicon-ice-lolly-tasted:before {\n

content: \"\\e232\";\n}\n.glyphicon-education:before {\n  content: \"\\e233\";\n}\n.glyphicon-option-

horizontal:before {\n  content: \"\\e234\";\n}\n.glyphicon-option-vertical:before {\n  content:

\"\\e235\";\n}\n.glyphicon-menu-hamburger:before {\n  content: \"\\e236\";\n}\n.glyphicon-modal-window:before

{\n  content: \"\\e237\";\n}\n.glyphicon-oil:before {\n  content: \"\\e238\";\n}\n.glyphicon-grain:before {\n  content:

\"\\e239\";\n}\n.glyphicon-sunglasses:before {\n  content: \"\\e240\";\n}\n.glyphicon-text-size:before {\n  content:
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\"\\e241\";\n}\n.glyphicon-text-color:before {\n  content: \"\\e242\";\n}\n.glyphicon-text-background:before {\n

content: \"\\e243\";\n}\n.glyphicon-object-align-top:before {\n  content: \"\\e244\";\n}\n.glyphicon-object-align-

bottom:before {\n  content: \"\\e245\";\n}\n.glyphicon-object-align-horizontal:before {\n  content:

\"\\e246\";\n}\n.glyphicon-object-align-left:before {\n  content: \"\\e247\";\n}\n.glyphicon-object-align-

vertical:before {\n  content: \"\\e248\";\n}\n.glyphicon-object-align-right:before {\n  content:

\"\\e249\";\n}\n.glyphicon-triangle-right:before {\n  content: \"\\e250\";\n}\n.glyphicon-triangle-left:before {\n

content: \"\\e251\";\n}\n.glyphicon-triangle-bottom:before {\n  content: \"\\e252\";\n}\n.glyphicon-triangle-

top:before {\n  content: \"\\e253\";\n}\n.glyphicon-console:before {\n  content: \"\\e254\";\n}\n.glyphicon-

superscript:before {\n  content: \"\\e255\";\n}\n.glyphicon-subscript:before {\n  content: \"\\e256\";\n}\n.glyphicon-

menu-left:before {\n  content: \"\\e257\";\n}\n.glyphicon-menu-right:before {\n  content: \"\\e258\";\n}\n.glyphicon-

menu-down:before {\n  content: \"\\e259\";\n}\n.glyphicon-menu-up:before {\n  content: \"\\e260\";\n}\n* {\n  -

webkit-box-sizing: border-box;\n  -moz-box-sizing: border-box;\n  box-sizing: border-box;\n}\n*:before,\n*:after

{\n  -webkit-box-sizing: border-box;\n  -moz-box-sizing: border-box;\n  box-sizing: border-box;\n}\nhtml {\n  font-

size: 10px;\n  -webkit-tap-highlight-color: rgba(0, 0, 0, 0);\n}\nbody {\n  font-family: \"Helvetica Neue\", Helvetica,

Arial, sans-serif;\n  font-size: 14px;\n  line-height: 1.42857143;\n  color: #333333;\n  background-color:

#fff;\n}\ninput,\nbutton,\nselect,\ntextarea {\n  font-family: inherit;\n  font-size: inherit;\n  line-height: inherit;\n}\na

{\n  color: #337ab7;\n  text-decoration: none;\n}\na:hover,\na:focus {\n  color: #23527c;\n  text-decoration:

underline;\n}\na:focus {\n  outline: 5px auto -webkit-focus-ring-color;\n  outline-offset: -2px;\n}\nfigure {\n

margin: 0;\n}\nimg {\n  vertical-align: middle;\n}\n.img-responsive,\n.thumbnail > img,\n.thumbnail a >

img,\n.carousel-inner > .item > img,\n.carousel-inner > .item > a > img {\n  display: block;\n  max-width: 100%;\n

height: auto;\n}\n.img-rounded {\n  border-radius: 6px;\n}\n.img-thumbnail {\n  padding: 4px;\n  line-height:

1.42857143;\n  background-color: #fff;\n  border: 1px solid #ddd;\n  border-radius: 4px;\n  -webkit-transition: all

0.2s ease-in-out;\n  -o-transition: all 0.2s ease-in-out;\n  transition: all 0.2s ease-in-out;\n  display: inline-block;\n

max-width: 100%;\n  height: auto;\n}\n.img-circle {\n  border-radius: 50%;\n}\nhr {\n  margin-top: 20px;\n  margin-

bottom: 20px;\n  border: 0;\n  border-top: 1px solid #eeeeee;\n}\n.sr-only {\n  position: absolute;\n  width: 1px;\n

height: 1px;\n  padding: 0;\n  margin: -1px;\n  overflow: hidden;\n  clip: rect(0, 0, 0, 0);\n  border: 0;\n}\n.sr-only-

focusable:active,\n.sr-only-focusable:focus {\n  position: static;\n  width: auto;\n  height: auto;\n  margin: 0;\n

overflow: visible;\n  clip: auto;\n}\n[role=\"button\"] {\n  cursor:

pointer;\n}\nh1,\nh2,\nh3,\nh4,\nh5,\nh6,\n.h1,\n.h2,\n.h3,\n.h4,\n.h5,\n.h6 {\n  font-family: inherit;\n  font-weight:

500;\n  line-height: 1.1;\n  color: inherit;\n}\nh1 small,\nh2 small,\nh3 small,\nh4 small,\nh5 small,\nh6 small,\n.h1

small,\n.h2 small,\n.h3 small,\n.h4 small,\n.h5 small,\n.h6 small,\nh1 .small,\nh2 .small,\nh3 .small,\nh4 .small,\nh5

.small,\nh6 .small,\n.h1 .small,\n.h2 .small,\n.h3 .small,\n.h4 .small,\n.h5 .small,\n.h6 .small {\n  font-weight: 400;\n

line-height: 1;\n  color: #777777;\n}\nh1,\n.h1,\nh2,\n.h2,\nh3,\n.h3 {\n  margin-top: 20px;\n  margin-bottom:

10px;\n}\nh1 small,\n.h1 small,\nh2 small,\n.h2 small,\nh3 small,\n.h3 small,\nh1 .small,\n.h1 .small,\nh2

.small,\n.h2 .small,\nh3 .small,\n.h3 .small {\n  font-size: 65%;\n}\nh4,\n.h4,\nh5,\n.h5,\nh6,\n.h6 {\n  margin-top:

10px;\n  margin-bottom: 10px;\n}\nh4 small,\n.h4 small,\nh5 small,\n.h5 small,\nh6 small,\n.h6 small,\nh4

.small,\n.h4 .small,\nh5 .small,\n.h5 .small,\nh6 .small,\n.h6 .small {\n  font-size: 75%;\n}\nh1,\n.h1 {\n  font-size:

36px;\n}\nh2,\n.h2 {\n  font-size: 30px;\n}\nh3,\n.h3 {\n  font-size: 24px;\n}\nh4,\n.h4 {\n  font-size:

18px;\n}\nh5,\n.h5 {\n  font-size: 14px;\n}\nh6,\n.h6 {\n  font-size: 12px;\n}\np {\n  margin: 0 0 10px;\n}\n.lead {\n

margin-bottom: 20px;\n  font-size: 16px;\n  font-weight: 300;\n  line-height: 1.4;\n}\n@media (min-width: 768px)

{\n  .lead {\n    font-size: 21px;\n  }\n}\nsmall,\n.small {\n  font-size: 85%;\n}\nmark,\n.mark {\n  padding: 0.2em;\n

background-color: #fcf8e3;\n}\n.text-left {\n  text-align: left;\n}\n.text-right {\n  text-align: right;\n}\n.text-center

{\n  text-align: center;\n}\n.text-justify {\n  text-align: justify;\n}\n.text-nowrap {\n  white-space: nowrap;\n}\n.text-

lowercase {\n  text-transform: lowercase;\n}\n.text-uppercase {\n  text-transform: uppercase;\n}\n.text-capitalize {\n

text-transform: capitalize;\n}\n.text-muted {\n  color: #777777;\n}\n.text-primary {\n  color: #337ab7;\n}\na.text-

primary:hover,\na.text-primary:focus {\n  color: #286090;\n}\n.text-success {\n  color: #3c763d;\n}\na.text-

success:hover,\na.text-success:focus {\n  color: #2b542c;\n}\n.text-info {\n  color: #31708f;\n}\na.text-

info:hover,\na.text-info:focus {\n  color: #245269;\n}\n.text-warning {\n  color: #8a6d3b;\n}\na.text-
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warning:hover,\na.text-warning:focus {\n  color: #66512c;\n}\n.text-danger {\n  color: #a94442;\n}\na.text-

danger:hover,\na.text-danger:focus {\n  color: #843534;\n}\n.bg-primary {\n  color: #fff;\n  background-color:

#337ab7;\n}\na.bg-primary:hover,\na.bg-primary:focus {\n  background-color: #286090;\n}\n.bg-success {\n

background-color: #dff0d8;\n}\na.bg-success:hover,\na.bg-success:focus {\n  background-color: #c1e2b3;\n}\n.bg-

info {\n  background-color: #d9edf7;\n}\na.bg-info:hover,\na.bg-info:focus {\n  background-color:

#afd9ee;\n}\n.bg-warning {\n  background-color: #fcf8e3;\n}\na.bg-warning:hover,\na.bg-warning:focus {\n

background-color: #f7ecb5;\n}\n.bg-danger {\n  background-color: #f2dede;\n}\na.bg-danger:hover,\na.bg-

danger:focus {\n  background-color: #e4b9b9;\n}\n.page-header {\n  padding-bottom: 9px;\n  margin: 40px 0

20px;\n  border-bottom: 1px solid #eeeeee;\n}\nul,\nol {\n  margin-top: 0;\n  margin-bottom: 10px;\n}\nul ul,\nol

ul,\nul ol,\nol ol {\n  margin-bottom: 0;\n}\n.list-unstyled {\n  padding-left: 0;\n  list-style: none;\n}\n.list-inline {\n

padding-left: 0;\n  list-style: none;\n  margin-left: -5px;\n}\n.list-inline > li {\n  display: inline-block;\n  padding-

right: 5px;\n  padding-left: 5px;\n}\ndl {\n  margin-top: 0;\n  margin-bottom: 20px;\n}\ndt,\ndd {\n  line-height:

1.42857143;\n}\ndt {\n  font-weight: 700;\n}\ndd {\n  margin-left: 0;\n}\n@media (min-width: 768px) {\n  .dl-

horizontal dt {\n    float: left;\n    width: 160px;\n    clear: left;\n    text-align: right;\n    overflow: hidden;\n    text-

overflow: ellipsis;\n    white-space: nowrap;\n  }\n  .dl-horizontal dd {\n    margin-left: 180px;\n

}\n}\nabbr[title],\nabbr[data-original-title] {\n  cursor: help;\n}\n.initialism {\n  font-size: 90%;\n  text-transform:

uppercase;\n}\nblockquote {\n  padding: 10px 20px;\n  margin: 0 0 20px;\n  font-size: 17.5px;\n  border-left: 5px

solid #eeeeee;\n}\nblockquote p:last-child,\nblockquote ul:last-child,\nblockquote ol:last-child {\n  margin-bottom:

0;\n}\nblockquote footer,\nblockquote small,\nblockquote .small {\n  display: block;\n  font-size: 80%;\n  line-

height: 1.42857143;\n  color: #777777;\n}\nblockquote footer:before,\nblockquote small:before,\nblockquote

.small:before {\n  content: \"\\2014 \\00A0\";\n}\n.blockquote-reverse,\nblockquote.pull-right {\n  padding-right:

15px;\n  padding-left: 0;\n  text-align: right;\n  border-right: 5px solid #eeeeee;\n  border-left: 0;\n}\n.blockquote-

reverse footer:before,\nblockquote.pull-right footer:before,\n.blockquote-reverse small:before,\nblockquote.pull-

right small:before,\n.blockquote-reverse .small:before,\nblockquote.pull-right .small:before {\n  content:

\"\";\n}\n.blockquote-reverse footer:after,\nblockquote.pull-right footer:after,\n.blockquote-reverse

small:after,\nblockquote.pull-right small:after,\n.blockquote-reverse .small:after,\nblockquote.pull-right .small:after

{\n  content: \"\\00A0 \\2014\";\n}\naddress {\n  margin-bottom: 20px;\n  font-style: normal;\n  line-height:

1.42857143;\n}\ncode,\nkbd,\npre,\nsamp {\n  font-family: Menlo, Monaco, Consolas, \"Courier New\",

monospace;\n}\ncode {\n  padding: 2px 4px;\n  font-size: 90%;\n  color: #c7254e;\n  background-color: #f9f2f4;\n

border-radius: 4px;\n}\nkbd {\n  padding: 2px 4px;\n  font-size: 90%;\n  color: #fff;\n  background-color: #333;\n

border-radius: 3px;\n  box-shadow: inset 0 -1px 0 rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.25);\n}\nkbd kbd {\n  padding: 0;\n  font-size:

100%;\n  font-weight: 700;\n  box-shadow: none;\n}\npre {\n  display: block;\n  padding: 9.5px;\n  margin: 0 0

10px;\n  font-size: 13px;\n  line-height: 1.42857143;\n  color: #333333;\n  word-break: break-all;\n  word-wrap:

break-word;\n  background-color: #f5f5f5;\n  border: 1px solid #ccc;\n  border-radius: 4px;\n}\npre code {\n

padding: 0;\n  font-size: inherit;\n  color: inherit;\n  white-space: pre-wrap;\n  background-color: transparent;\n

border-radius: 0;\n}\n.pre-scrollable {\n  max-height: 340px;\n  overflow-y: scroll;\n}\n.container {\n  padding-

right: 15px;\n  padding-left: 15px;\n  margin-right: auto;\n  margin-left: auto;\n}\n@media (min-width: 768px) {\n

.container {\n    width: 750px;\n  }\n}\n@media (min-width: 992px) {\n  .container {\n    width: 970px;\n

}\n}\n@media (min-width: 1200px) {\n  .container {\n    width: 1170px;\n  }\n}\n.container-fluid {\n  padding-right:

15px;\n  padding-left: 15px;\n  margin-right: auto;\n  margin-left: auto;\n}\n.row {\n  margin-right: -15px;\n

margin-left: -15px;\n}\n.row-no-gutters {\n  margin-right: 0;\n  margin-left: 0;\n}\n.row-no-gutters [class*=\"col-\"]

{\n  padding-right: 0;\n  padding-left: 0;\n}\n.col-xs-1,\n.col-sm-1,\n.col-md-1,\n.col-lg-1,\n.col-xs-2,\n.col-sm-

2,\n.col-md-2,\n.col-lg-2,\n.col-xs-3,\n.col-sm-3,\n.col-md-3,\n.col-lg-3,\n.col-xs-4,\n.col-sm-4,\n.col-md-4,\n.col-

lg-4,\n.col-xs-5,\n.col-sm-5,\n.col-md-5,\n.col-lg-5,\n.col-xs-6,\n.col-sm-6,\n.col-md-6,\n.col-lg-6,\n.col-xs-7,\n.col-

sm-7,\n.col-md-7,\n.col-lg-7,\n.col-xs-8,\n.col-sm-8,\n.col-md-8,\n.col-lg-8,\n.col-xs-9,\n.col-sm-9,\n.col-md-

9,\n.col-lg-9,\n.col-xs-10,\n.col-sm-10,\n.col-md-10,\n.col-lg-10,\n.col-xs-11,\n.col-sm-11,\n.col-md-11,\n.col-lg-

11,\n.col-xs-12,\n.col-sm-12,\n.col-md-12,\n.col-lg-12 {\n  position: relative;\n  min-height: 1px;\n  padding-right:

15px;\n  padding-left: 15px;\n}\n.col-xs-1,\n.col-xs-2,\n.col-xs-3,\n.col-xs-4,\n.col-xs-5,\n.col-xs-6,\n.col-xs-
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7,\n.col-xs-8,\n.col-xs-9,\n.col-xs-10,\n.col-xs-11,\n.col-xs-12 {\n  float: left;\n}\n.col-xs-12 {\n  width:

100%;\n}\n.col-xs-11 {\n  width: 91.66666667%;\n}\n.col-xs-10 {\n  width: 83.33333333%;\n}\n.col-xs-9 {\n

width: 75%;\n}\n.col-xs-8 {\n  width: 66.66666667%;\n}\n.col-xs-7 {\n  width: 58.33333333%;\n}\n.col-xs-6 {\n

width: 50%;\n}\n.col-xs-5 {\n  width: 41.66666667%;\n}\n.col-xs-4 {\n  width: 33.33333333%;\n}\n.col-xs-3 {\n

width: 25%;\n}\n.col-xs-2 {\n  width: 16.66666667%;\n}\n.col-xs-1 {\n  width: 8.33333333%;\n}\n.col-xs-pull-12

{\n  right: 100%;\n}\n.col-xs-pull-11 {\n  right: 91.66666667%;\n}\n.col-xs-pull-10 {\n  right:

83.33333333%;\n}\n.col-xs-pull-9 {\n  right: 75%;\n}\n.col-xs-pull-8 {\n  right: 66.66666667%;\n}\n.col-xs-pull-7

{\n  right: 58.33333333%;\n}\n.col-xs-pull-6 {\n  right: 50%;\n}\n.col-xs-pull-5 {\n  right: 41.66666667%;\n}\n.col-

xs-pull-4 {\n  right: 33.33333333%;\n}\n.col-xs-pull-3 {\n  right: 25%;\n}\n.col-xs-pull-2 {\n  right:

16.66666667%;\n}\n.col-xs-pull-1 {\n  right: 8.33333333%;\n}\n.col-xs-pull-0 {\n  right: auto;\n}\n.col-xs-push-12

{\n  left: 100%;\n}\n.col-xs-push-11 {\n  left: 91.66666667%;\n}\n.col-xs-push-10 {\n  left:

83.33333333%;\n}\n.col-xs-push-9 {\n  left: 75%;\n}\n.col-xs-push-8 {\n  left: 66.66666667%;\n}\n.col-xs-push-7

{\n  left: 58.33333333%;\n}\n.col-xs-push-6 {\n  left: 50%;\n}\n.col-xs-push-5 {\n  left: 41.66666667%;\n}\n.col-

xs-push-4 {\n  left: 33.33333333%;\n}\n.col-xs-push-3 {\n  left: 25%;\n}\n.col-xs-push-2 {\n  left:

16.66666667%;\n}\n.col-xs-push-1 {\n  left: 8.33333333%;\n}\n.col-xs-push-0 {\n  left: auto;\n}\n.col-xs-offset-12

{\n  margin-left: 100%;\n}\n.col-xs-offset-11 {\n  margin-left: 91.66666667%;\n}\n.col-xs-offset-10 {\n  margin-

left: 83.33333333%;\n}\n.col-xs-offset-9 {\n  margin-left: 75%;\n}\n.col-xs-offset-8 {\n  margin-left:

66.66666667%;\n}\n.col-xs-offset-7 {\n  margin-left: 58.33333333%;\n}\n.col-xs-offset-6 {\n  margin-left:

50%;\n}\n.col-xs-offset-5 {\n  margin-left: 41.66666667%;\n}\n.col-xs-offset-4 {\n  margin-left:

33.33333333%;\n}\n.col-xs-offset-3 {\n  margin-left: 25%;\n}\n.col-xs-offset-2 {\n  margin-left:

16.66666667%;\n}\n.col-xs-offset-1 {\n  margin-left: 8.33333333%;\n}\n.col-xs-offset-0 {\n  margin-left:

0%;\n}\n@media (min-width: 768px) {\n  .col-sm-1,\n  .col-sm-2,\n  .col-sm-3,\n  .col-sm-4,\n  .col-sm-5,\n  .col-

sm-6,\n  .col-sm-7,\n  .col-sm-8,\n  .col-sm-9,\n  .col-sm-10,\n  .col-sm-11,\n  .col-sm-12 {\n    float: left;\n  }\n

.col-sm-12 {\n    width: 100%;\n  }\n  .col-sm-11 {\n    width: 91.66666667%;\n  }\n  .col-sm-10 {\n    width:

83.33333333%;\n  }\n  .col-sm-9 {\n    width: 75%;\n  }\n  .col-sm-8 {\n    width: 66.66666667%;\n  }\n  .col-sm-7

{\n    width: 58.33333333%;\n  }\n  .col-sm-6 {\n    width: 50%;\n  }\n  .col-sm-5 {\n    width: 41.66666667%;\n  }\n

.col-sm-4 {\n    width: 33.33333333%;\n  }\n  .col-sm-3 {\n    width: 25%;\n  }\n  .col-sm-2 {\n    width:

16.66666667%;\n  }\n  .col-sm-1 {\n    width: 8.33333333%;\n  }\n  .col-sm-pull-12 {\n    right: 100%;\n  }\n  .col-

sm-pull-11 {\n    right: 91.66666667%;\n  }\n  .col-sm-pull-10 {\n    right: 83.33333333%;\n  }\n  .col-sm-pull-9 {\n

 right: 75%;\n  }\n  .col-sm-pull-8 {\n    right: 66.66666667%;\n  }\n  .col-sm-pull-7 {\n    right: 58.33333333%;\n

}\n  .col-sm-pull-6 {\n    right: 50%;\n  }\n  .col-sm-pull-5 {\n    right: 41.66666667%;\n  }\n  .col-sm-pull-4 {\n

right: 33.33333333%;\n  }\n  .col-sm-pull-3 {\n    right: 25%;\n  }\n  .col-sm-pull-2 {\n    right: 16.66666667%;\n

}\n  .col-sm-pull-1 {\n    right: 8.33333333%;\n  }\n  .col-sm-pull-0 {\n    right: auto;\n  }\n  .col-sm-push-12 {\n

left: 100%;\n  }\n  .col-sm-push-11 {\n    left: 91.66666667%;\n  }\n  .col-sm-push-10 {\n    left: 83.33333333%;\n

}\n  .col-sm-push-9 {\n    left: 75%;\n  }\n  .col-sm-push-8 {\n    left: 66.66666667%;\n  }\n  .col-sm-push-7 {\n

left: 58.33333333%;\n  }\n  .col-sm-push-6 {\n    left: 50%;\n  }\n  .col-sm-push-5 {\n    left: 41.66666667%;\n  }\n

.col-sm-push-4 {\n    left: 33.33333333%;\n  }\n  .col-sm-push-3 {\n    left: 25%;\n  }\n  .col-sm-push-2 {\n    left:

16.66666667%;\n  }\n  .col-sm-push-1 {\n    left: 8.33333333%;\n  }\n  .col-sm-push-0 {\n    left: auto;\n  }\n  .col-

sm-offset-12 {\n    margin-left: 100%;\n  }\n  .col-sm-offset-11 {\n    margin-left: 91.66666667%;\n  }\n  .col-sm-

offset-10 {\n    margin-left: 83.33333333%;\n  }\n  .col-sm-offset-9 {\n    margin-left: 75%;\n  }\n  .col-sm-offset-8

{\n    margin-left: 66.66666667%;\n  }\n  .col-sm-offset-7 {\n    margin-left: 58.33333333%;\n  }\n  .col-sm-offset-6

{\n    margin-left: 50%;\n  }\n  .col-sm-offset-5 {\n    margin-left: 41.66666667%;\n  }\n  .col-sm-offset-4 {\n

margin-left: 33.33333333%;\n  }\n  .col-sm-offset-3 {\n    margin-left: 25%;\n  }\n  .col-sm-offset-2 {\n    margin-

left: 16.66666667%;\n  }\n  .col-sm-offset-1 {\n    margin-left: 8.33333333%;\n  }\n  .col-sm-offset-0 {\n    margin-

left: 0%;\n  }\n}\n@media (min-width: 992px) {\n  .col-md-1,\n  .col-md-2,\n  .col-md-3,\n  .col-md-4,\n  .col-md-

5,\n  .col-md-6,\n  .col-md-7,\n  .col-md-8,\n  .col-md-9,\n  .col-md-10,\n  .col-md-11,\n  .col-md-12 {\n    float:

left;\n  }\n  .col-md-12 {\n    width: 100%;\n  }\n  .col-md-11 {\n    width: 91.66666667%;\n  }\n  .col-md-10 {\n

width: 83.33333333%;\n  }\n  .col-md-9 {\n    width: 75%;\n  }\n  .col-md-8 {\n    width: 66.66666667%;\n  }\n
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.col-md-7 {\n    width: 58.33333333%;\n  }\n  .col-md-6 {\n    width: 50%;\n  }\n  .col-md-5 {\n    width:

41.66666667%;\n  }\n  .col-md-4 {\n    width: 33.33333333%;\n  }\n  .col-md-3 {\n    width: 25%;\n  }\n  .col-md-2

{\n    width: 16.66666667%;\n  }\n  .col-md-1 {\n    width: 8.33333333%;\n  }\n  .col-md-pull-12 {\n    right:

100%;\n  }\n  .col-md-pull-11 {\n    right: 91.66666667%;\n  }\n  .col-md-pull-10 {\n    right: 83.33333333%;\n  }\n

.col-md-pull-9 {\n    right: 75%;\n  }\n  .col-md-pull-8 {\n    right: 66.66666667%;\n  }\n  .col-md-pull-7 {\n    right:

58.33333333%;\n  }\n  .col-md-pull-6 {\n    right: 50%;\n  }\n  .col-md-pull-5 {\n    right: 41.66666667%;\n  }\n

.col-md-pull-4 {\n    right: 33.33333333%;\n  }\n  .col-md-pull-3 {\n    right: 25%;\n  }\n  .col-md-pull-2 {\n    right:

16.66666667%;\n  }\n  .col-md-pull-1 {\n    right: 8.33333333%;\n  }\n  .col-md-pull-0 {\n    right: auto;\n  }\n  .col-

md-push-12 {\n    left: 100%;\n  }\n  .col-md-push-11 {\n    left: 91.66666667%;\n  }\n  .col-md-push-10 {\n    left:

83.33333333%;\n  }\n  .col-md-push-9 {\n    left: 75%;\n  }\n  .col-md-push-8 {\n    left: 66.66666667%;\n  }\n  .col-

md-push-7 {\n    left: 58.33333333%;\n  }\n  .col-md-push-6 {\n    left: 50%;\n  }\n  .col-md-push-5 {\n    left:

41.66666667%;\n  }\n  .col-md-push-4 {\n    left: 33.33333333%;\n  }\n  .col-md-push-3 {\n    left: 25%;\n  }\n  .col-

md-push-2 {\n    left: 16.66666667%;\n  }\n  .col-md-push-1 {\n    left: 8.33333333%;\n  }\n  .col-md-push-0 {\n

left: auto;\n  }\n  .col-md-offset-12 {\n    margin-left: 100%;\n  }\n  .col-md-offset-11 {\n    margin-left:

91.66666667%;\n  }\n  .col-md-offset-10 {\n    margin-left: 83.33333333%;\n  }\n  .col-md-offset-9 {\n    margin-

left: 75%;\n  }\n  .col-md-offset-8 {\n    margin-left: 66.66666667%;\n  }\n  .col-md-offset-7 {\n    margin-left:

58.33333333%;\n  }\n  .col-md-offset-6 {\n    margin-left: 50%;\n  }\n  .col-md-offset-5 {\n    margin-left:

41.66666667%;\n  }\n  .col-md-offset-4 {\n    margin-left: 33.33333333%;\n  }\n  .col-md-offset-3 {\n    margin-left:

25%;\n  }\n  .col-md-offset-2 {\n    margin-left: 16.66666667%;\n  }\n  .col-md-offset-1 {\n    margin-left:

8.33333333%;\n  }\n  .col-md-offset-0 {\n    margin-left: 0%;\n  }\n}\n@media (min-width: 1200px) {\n  .col-lg-1,\n

.col-lg-2,\n  .col-lg-3,\n  .col-lg-4,\n  .col-lg-5,\n  .col-lg-6,\n  .col-lg-7,\n  .col-lg-8,\n  .col-lg-9,\n  .col-lg-10,\n

.col-lg-11,\n  .col-lg-12 {\n    float: left;\n  }\n  .col-lg-12 {\n    width: 100%;\n  }\n  .col-lg-11 {\n    width:

91.66666667%;\n  }\n  .col-lg-10 {\n    width: 83.33333333%;\n  }\n  .col-lg-9 {\n    width: 75%;\n  }\n  .col-lg-8

{\n    width: 66.66666667%;\n  }\n  .col-lg-7 {\n    width: 58.33333333%;\n  }\n  .col-lg-6 {\n    width: 50%;\n  }\n

.col-lg-5 {\n    width: 41.66666667%;\n  }\n  .col-lg-4 {\n    width: 33.33333333%;\n  }\n  .col-lg-3 {\n    width:

25%;\n  }\n  .col-lg-2 {\n    width: 16.66666667%;\n  }\n  .col-lg-1 {\n    width: 8.33333333%;\n  }\n  .col-lg-pull-12

{\n    right: 100%;\n  }\n  .col-lg-pull-11 {\n    right: 91.66666667%;\n  }\n  .col-lg-pull-10 {\n    right:

83.33333333%;\n  }\n  .col-lg-pull-9 {\n    right: 75%;\n  }\n  .col-lg-pull-8 {\n    right: 66.66666667%;\n  }\n  .col-

lg-pull-7 {\n    right: 58.33333333%;\n  }\n  .col-lg-pull-6 {\n    right: 50%;\n  }\n  .col-lg-pull-5 {\n    right:

41.66666667%;\n  }\n  .col-lg-pull-4 {\n    right: 33.33333333%;\n  }\n  .col-lg-pull-3 {\n    right: 25%;\n  }\n  .col-

lg-pull-2 {\n    right: 16.66666667%;\n  }\n  .col-lg-pull-1 {\n    right: 8.33333333%;\n  }\n  .col-lg-pull-0 {\n

right: auto;\n  }\n  .col-lg-push-12 {\n    left: 100%;\n  }\n  .col-lg-push-11 {\n    left: 91.66666667%;\n  }\n  .col-lg-

push-10 {\n    left: 83.33333333%;\n  }\n  .col-lg-push-9 {\n    left: 75%;\n  }\n  .col-lg-push-8 {\n    left:

66.66666667%;\n  }\n  .col-lg-push-7 {\n    left: 58.33333333%;\n  }\n  .col-lg-push-6 {\n    left: 50%;\n  }\n  .col-

lg-push-5 {\n    left: 41.66666667%;\n  }\n  .col-lg-push-4 {\n    left: 33.33333333%;\n  }\n  .col-lg-push-3 {\n    left:

25%;\n  }\n  .col-lg-push-2 {\n    left: 16.66666667%;\n  }\n  .col-lg-push-1 {\n    left: 8.33333333%;\n  }\n  .col-lg-

push-0 {\n    left: auto;\n  }\n  .col-lg-offset-12 {\n    margin-left: 100%;\n  }\n  .col-lg-offset-11 {\n    margin-left:

91.66666667%;\n  }\n  .col-lg-offset-10 {\n    margin-left: 83.33333333%;\n  }\n  .col-lg-offset-9 {\n    margin-left:

75%;\n  }\n  .col-lg-offset-8 {\n    margin-left: 66.66666667%;\n  }\n  .col-lg-offset-7 {\n    margin-left:

58.33333333%;\n  }\n  .col-lg-offset-6 {\n    margin-left: 50%;\n  }\n  .col-lg-offset-5 {\n    margin-left:

41.66666667%;\n  }\n  .col-lg-offset-4 {\n    margin-left: 33.33333333%;\n  }\n  .col-lg-offset-3 {\n    margin-left:

25%;\n  }\n  .col-lg-offset-2 {\n    margin-left: 16.66666667%;\n  }\n  .col-lg-offset-1 {\n    margin-left:

8.33333333%;\n  }\n  .col-lg-offset-0 {\n    margin-left: 0%;\n  }\n}\ntable {\n  background-color:

transparent;\n}\ntable col[class*=\"col-\"] {\n  position: static;\n  display: table-column;\n  float: none;\n}\ntable

td[class*=\"col-\"],\ntable th[class*=\"col-\"] {\n  position: static;\n  display: table-cell;\n  float: none;\n}\ncaption

{\n  padding-top: 8px;\n  padding-bottom: 8px;\n  color: #777777;\n  text-align: left;\n}\nth {\n  text-align:

left;\n}\n.table {\n  width: 100%;\n  max-width: 100%;\n  margin-bottom: 20px;\n}\n.table > thead > tr > th,\n.table

> tbody > tr > th,\n.table > tfoot > tr > th,\n.table > thead > tr > td,\n.table > tbody > tr > td,\n.table > tfoot > tr > td
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{\n  padding: 8px;\n  line-height: 1.42857143;\n  vertical-align: top;\n  border-top: 1px solid #ddd;\n}\n.table >

thead > tr > th {\n  vertical-align: bottom;\n  border-bottom: 2px solid #ddd;\n}\n.table > caption + thead > tr:first-

child > th,\n.table > colgroup + thead > tr:first-child > th,\n.table > thead:first-child > tr:first-child > th,\n.table >

caption + thead > tr:first-child > td,\n.table > colgroup + thead > tr:first-child > td,\n.table > thead:first-child >

tr:first-child > td {\n  border-top: 0;\n}\n.table > tbody + tbody {\n  border-top: 2px solid #ddd;\n}\n.table .table {\n

background-color: #fff;\n}\n.table-condensed > thead > tr > th,\n.table-condensed > tbody > tr > th,\n.table-

condensed > tfoot > tr > th,\n.table-condensed > thead > tr > td,\n.table-condensed > tbody > tr > td,\n.table-

condensed > tfoot > tr > td {\n  padding: 5px;\n}\n.table-bordered {\n  border: 1px solid #ddd;\n}\n.table-bordered >

thead > tr > th,\n.table-bordered > tbody > tr > th,\n.table-bordered > tfoot > tr > th,\n.table-bordered > thead > tr >

td,\n.table-bordered > tbody > tr > td,\n.table-bordered > tfoot > tr > td {\n  border: 1px solid #ddd;\n}\n.table-

bordered > thead > tr > th,\n.table-bordered > thead > tr > td {\n  border-bottom-width: 2px;\n}\n.table-striped >

tbody > tr:nth-of-type(odd) {\n  background-color: #f9f9f9;\n}\n.table-hover > tbody > tr:hover {\n  background-

color: #f5f5f5;\n}\n.table > thead > tr > td.active,\n.table > tbody > tr > td.active,\n.table > tfoot > tr >

td.active,\n.table > thead > tr > th.active,\n.table > tbody > tr > th.active,\n.table > tfoot > tr > th.active,\n.table >

thead > tr.active > td,\n.table > tbody > tr.active > td,\n.table > tfoot > tr.active > td,\n.table > thead > tr.active >

th,\n.table > tbody > tr.active > th,\n.table > tfoot > tr.active > th {\n  background-color: #f5f5f5;\n}\n.table-hover >

tbody > tr > td.active:hover,\n.table-hover > tbody > tr > th.active:hover,\n.table-hover > tbody > tr.active:hover >

td,\n.table-hover > tbody > tr:hover > .active,\n.table-hover > tbody > tr.active:hover > th {\n  background-color:

#e8e8e8;\n}\n.table > thead > tr > td.success,\n.table > tbody > tr > td.success,\n.table > tfoot > tr >

td.success,\n.table > thead > tr > th.success,\n.table > tbody > tr > th.success,\n.table > tfoot > tr > th.success,\n.table

> thead > tr.success > td,\n.table > tbody > tr.success > td,\n.table > tfoot > tr.success > td,\n.table > thead >

tr.success > th,\n.table > tbody > tr.success > th,\n.table > tfoot > tr.success > th {\n  background-color:

#dff0d8;\n}\n.table-hover > tbody > tr > td.success:hover,\n.table-hover > tbody > tr > th.success:hover,\n.table-

hover > tbody > tr.success:hover > td,\n.table-hover > tbody > tr:hover > .success,\n.table-hover > tbody >

tr.success:hover > th {\n  background-color: #d0e9c6;\n}\n.table > thead > tr > td.info,\n.table > tbody > tr >

td.info,\n.table > tfoot > tr > td.info,\n.table > thead > tr > th.info,\n.table > tbody > tr > th.info,\n.table > tfoot > tr >

th.info,\n.table > thead > tr.info > td,\n.table > tbody > tr.info > td,\n.table > tfoot > tr.info > td,\n.table > thead >

tr.info > th,\n.table > tbody > tr.info > th,\n.table > tfoot > tr.info > th {\n  background-color: #d9edf7;\n}\n.table-

hover > tbody > tr > td.info:hover,\n.table-hover > tbody > tr > th.info:hover,\n.table-hover > tbody > tr.info:hover >

td,\n.table-hover > tbody > tr:hover > .info,\n.table-hover > tbody > tr.info:hover > th {\n  background-color:

#c4e3f3;\n}\n.table > thead > tr > td.warning,\n.table > tbody > tr > td.warning,\n.table > tfoot > tr >

td.warning,\n.table > thead > tr > th.warning,\n.table > tbody > tr > th.warning,\n.table > tfoot > tr >

th.warning,\n.table > thead > tr.warning > td,\n.table > tbody > tr.warning > td,\n.table > tfoot > tr.warning >

td,\n.table > thead > tr.warning > th,\n.table > tbody > tr.warning > th,\n.table > tfoot > tr.warning > th {\n

background-color: #fcf8e3;\n}\n.table-hover > tbody > tr > td.warning:hover,\n.table-hover > tbody > tr >

th.warning:hover,\n.table-hover > tbody > tr.warning:hover > td,\n.table-hover > tbody > tr:hover >

.warning,\n.table-hover > tbody > tr.warning:hover > th {\n  background-color: #faf2cc;\n}\n.table > thead > tr >

td.danger,\n.table > tbody > tr > td.danger,\n.table > tfoot > tr > td.danger,\n.table > thead > tr > th.danger,\n.table >

tbody > tr > th.danger,\n.table > tfoot > tr > th.danger,\n.table > thead > tr.danger > td,\n.table > tbody > tr.danger >

td,\n.table > tfoot > tr.danger > td,\n.table > thead > tr.danger > th,\n.table > tbody > tr.danger > th,\n.table > tfoot >

tr.danger > th {\n  background-color: #f2dede;\n}\n.table-hover > tbody > tr > td.danger:hover,\n.table-hover >

tbody > tr > th.danger:hover,\n.table-hover > tbody > tr.danger:hover > td,\n.table-hover > tbody > tr:hover >

.danger,\n.table-hover > tbody > tr.danger:hover > th {\n  background-color: #ebcccc;\n}\n.table-responsive {\n

min-height: 0.01%;\n  overflow-x: auto;\n}\n@media screen and (max-width: 767px) {\n  .table-responsive {\n

width: 100%;\n    margin-bottom: 15px;\n    overflow-y: hidden;\n    -ms-overflow-style: -ms-autohiding-scrollbar;\n

  border: 1px solid #ddd;\n  }\n  .table-responsive > .table {\n    margin-bottom: 0;\n  }\n  .table-responsive > .table >

thead > tr > th,\n  .table-responsive > .table > tbody > tr > th,\n  .table-responsive > .table > tfoot > tr > th,\n  .table-

responsive > .table > thead > tr > td,\n  .table-responsive > .table > tbody > tr > td,\n  .table-responsive > .table >
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tfoot > tr > td {\n    white-space: nowrap;\n  }\n  .table-responsive > .table-bordered {\n    border: 0;\n  }\n  .table-

responsive > .table-bordered > thead > tr > th:first-child,\n  .table-responsive > .table-bordered > tbody > tr >

th:first-child,\n  .table-responsive > .table-bordered > tfoot > tr > th:first-child,\n  .table-responsive > .table-bordered

> thead > tr > td:first-child,\n  .table-responsive > .table-bordered > tbody > tr > td:first-child,\n  .table-responsive >

.table-bordered > tfoot > tr > td:first-child {\n    border-left: 0;\n  }\n  .table-responsive > .table-bordered > thead > tr

> th:last-child,\n  .table-responsive > .table-bordered > tbody > tr > th:last-child,\n  .table-responsive > .table-

bordered > tfoot > tr > th:last-child,\n  .table-responsive > .table-bordered > thead > tr > td:last-child,\n  .table-

responsive > .table-bordered > tbody > tr > td:last-child,\n  .table-responsive > .table-bordered > tfoot > tr > td:last-

child {\n    border-right: 0;\n  }\n  .table-responsive > .table-bordered > tbody > tr:last-child > th,\n  .table-

responsive > .table-bordered > tfoot > tr:last-child > th,\n  .table-responsive > .table-bordered > tbody > tr:last-child

> td,\n  .table-responsive > .table-bordered > tfoot > tr:last-child > td {\n    border-bottom: 0;\n  }\n}\nfieldset {\n

min-width: 0;\n  padding: 0;\n  margin: 0;\n  border: 0;\n}\nlegend {\n  display: block;\n  width: 100%;\n  padding:

0;\n  margin-bottom: 20px;\n  font-size: 21px;\n  line-height: inherit;\n  color: #333333;\n  border: 0;\n  border-

bottom: 1px solid #e5e5e5;\n}\nlabel {\n  display: inline-block;\n  max-width: 100%;\n  margin-bottom: 5px;\n

font-weight: 700;\n}\ninput[type=\"search\"] {\n  -webkit-box-sizing: border-box;\n  -moz-box-sizing: border-box;\n

box-sizing: border-box;\n  -webkit-appearance: none;\n  appearance:

none;\n}\ninput[type=\"radio\"],\ninput[type=\"checkbox\"] {\n  margin: 4px 0 0;\n  margin-top: 1px \\9;\n  line-

height:

normal;\n}\ninput[type=\"radio\"][disabled],\ninput[type=\"checkbox\"][disabled],\ninput[type=\"radio\"].disabled,\

ninput[type=\"checkbox\"].disabled,\nfieldset[disabled] input[type=\"radio\"],\nfieldset[disabled]

input[type=\"checkbox\"] {\n  cursor: not-allowed;\n}\ninput[type=\"file\"] {\n  display:

block;\n}\ninput[type=\"range\"] {\n  display: block;\n  width: 100%;\n}\nselect[multiple],\nselect[size] {\n  height:

auto;\n}\ninput[type=\"file\"]:focus,\ninput[type=\"radio\"]:focus,\ninput[type=\"checkbox\"]:focus {\n  outline: 5px

auto -webkit-focus-ring-color;\n  outline-offset: -2px;\n}\noutput {\n  display: block;\n  padding-top: 7px;\n  font-

size: 14px;\n  line-height: 1.42857143;\n  color: #555555;\n}\n.form-control {\n  display: block;\n  width: 100%;\n

height: 34px;\n  padding: 6px 12px;\n  font-size: 14px;\n  line-height: 1.42857143;\n  color: #555555;\n

background-color: #fff;\n  background-image: none;\n  border: 1px solid #ccc;\n  border-radius: 4px;\n  -webkit-

box-shadow: inset 0 1px 1px rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.075);\n  box-shadow: inset 0 1px 1px rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.075);\n  -webkit-

transition: border-color ease-in-out .15s, box-shadow ease-in-out .15s;\n  -o-transition: border-color ease-in-out .15s,

box-shadow ease-in-out .15s;\n  transition: border-color ease-in-out .15s, box-shadow ease-in-out .15s;\n}\n.form-

control:focus {\n  border-color: #66afe9;\n  outline: 0;\n  -webkit-box-shadow: inset 0 1px 1px rgba(0, 0, 0, .075), 0

0 8px rgba(102, 175, 233, 0.6);\n  box-shadow: inset 0 1px 1px rgba(0, 0, 0, .075), 0 0 8px rgba(102, 175, 233,

0.6);\n}\n.form-control::-moz-placeholder {\n  color: #999;\n  opacity: 1;\n}\n.form-control:-ms-input-placeholder

{\n  color: #999;\n}\n.form-control::-webkit-input-placeholder {\n  color: #999;\n}\n.form-control::-ms-expand {\n

background-color: transparent;\n  border: 0;\n}\n.form-control[disabled],\n.form-

control[readonly],\nfieldset[disabled] .form-control {\n  background-color: #eeeeee;\n  opacity: 1;\n}\n.form-

control[disabled],\nfieldset[disabled] .form-control {\n  cursor: not-allowed;\n}\ntextarea.form-control {\n  height:

auto;\n}\n@media screen and (-webkit-min-device-pixel-ratio: 0) {\n  input[type=\"date\"].form-control,\n

input[type=\"time\"].form-control,\n  input[type=\"datetime-local\"].form-control,\n  input[type=\"month\"].form-

control {\n    line-height: 34px;\n  }\n  input[type=\"date\"].input-sm,\n  input[type=\"time\"].input-sm,\n

input[type=\"datetime-local\"].input-sm,\n  input[type=\"month\"].input-sm,\n  .input-group-sm

input[type=\"date\"],\n  .input-group-sm input[type=\"time\"],\n  .input-group-sm input[type=\"datetime-local\"],\n

.input-group-sm input[type=\"month\"] {\n    line-height: 30px;\n  }\n  input[type=\"date\"].input-lg,\n

input[type=\"time\"].input-lg,\n  input[type=\"datetime-local\"].input-lg,\n  input[type=\"month\"].input-lg,\n  .input-

group-lg input[type=\"date\"],\n  .input-group-lg input[type=\"time\"],\n  .input-group-lg input[type=\"datetime-

local\"],\n  .input-group-lg input[type=\"month\"] {\n    line-height: 46px;\n  }\n}\n.form-group {\n  margin-bottom:

15px;\n}\n.radio,\n.checkbox {\n  position: relative;\n  display: block;\n  margin-top: 10px;\n  margin-bottom:

10px;\n}\n.radio.disabled label,\n.checkbox.disabled label,\nfieldset[disabled] .radio label,\nfieldset[disabled]
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.checkbox label {\n  cursor: not-allowed;\n}\n.radio label,\n.checkbox label {\n  min-height: 20px;\n  padding-left:

20px;\n  margin-bottom: 0;\n  font-weight: 400;\n  cursor: pointer;\n}\n.radio input[type=\"radio\"],\n.radio-inline

input[type=\"radio\"],\n.checkbox input[type=\"checkbox\"],\n.checkbox-inline input[type=\"checkbox\"] {\n

position: absolute;\n  margin-top: 4px \\9;\n  margin-left: -20px;\n}\n.radio + .radio,\n.checkbox + .checkbox {\n

margin-top: -5px;\n}\n.radio-inline,\n.checkbox-inline {\n  position: relative;\n  display: inline-block;\n  padding-

left: 20px;\n  margin-bottom: 0;\n  font-weight: 400;\n  vertical-align: middle;\n  cursor: pointer;\n}\n.radio-

inline.disabled,\n.checkbox-inline.disabled,\nfieldset[disabled] .radio-inline,\nfieldset[disabled] .checkbox-inline {\n

cursor: not-allowed;\n}\n.radio-inline + .radio-inline,\n.checkbox-inline + .checkbox-inline {\n  margin-top: 0;\n

margin-left: 10px;\n}\n.form-control-static {\n  min-height: 34px;\n  padding-top: 7px;\n  padding-bottom: 7px;\n

margin-bottom: 0;\n}\n.form-control-static.input-lg,\n.form-control-static.input-sm {\n  padding-right: 0;\n  padding-

left: 0;\n}\n.input-sm {\n  height: 30px;\n  padding: 5px 10px;\n  font-size: 12px;\n  line-height: 1.5;\n  border-

radius: 3px;\n}\nselect.input-sm {\n  height: 30px;\n  line-height: 30px;\n}\ntextarea.input-

sm,\nselect[multiple].input-sm {\n  height: auto;\n}\n.form-group-sm .form-control {\n  height: 30px;\n  padding:

5px 10px;\n  font-size: 12px;\n  line-height: 1.5;\n  border-radius: 3px;\n}\n.form-group-sm select.form-control {\n

height: 30px;\n  line-height: 30px;\n}\n.form-group-sm textarea.form-control,\n.form-group-sm

select[multiple].form-control {\n  height: auto;\n}\n.form-group-sm .form-control-static {\n  height: 30px;\n  min-

height: 32px;\n  padding: 6px 10px;\n  font-size: 12px;\n  line-height: 1.5;\n}\n.input-lg {\n  height: 46px;\n

padding: 10px 16px;\n  font-size: 18px;\n  line-height: 1.3333333;\n  border-radius: 6px;\n}\nselect.input-lg {\n

height: 46px;\n  line-height: 46px;\n}\ntextarea.input-lg,\nselect[multiple].input-lg {\n  height: auto;\n}\n.form-

group-lg .form-control {\n  height: 46px;\n  padding: 10px 16px;\n  font-size: 18px;\n  line-height: 1.3333333;\n

border-radius: 6px;\n}\n.form-group-lg select.form-control {\n  height: 46px;\n  line-height: 46px;\n}\n.form-group-

lg textarea.form-control,\n.form-group-lg select[multiple].form-control {\n  height: auto;\n}\n.form-group-lg .form-

control-static {\n  height: 46px;\n  min-height: 38px;\n  padding: 11px 16px;\n  font-size: 18px;\n  line-height:

1.3333333;\n}\n.has-feedback {\n  position: relative;\n}\n.has-feedback .form-control {\n  padding-right:

42.5px;\n}\n.form-control-feedback {\n  position: absolute;\n  top: 0;\n  right: 0;\n  z-index: 2;\n  display: block;\n

width: 34px;\n  height: 34px;\n  line-height: 34px;\n  text-align: center;\n  pointer-events: none;\n}\n.input-lg +

.form-control-feedback,\n.input-group-lg + .form-control-feedback,\n.form-group-lg .form-control + .form-control-

feedback {\n  width: 46px;\n  height: 46px;\n  line-height: 46px;\n}\n.input-sm + .form-control-feedback,\n.input-

group-sm + .form-control-feedback,\n.form-group-sm .form-control + .form-control-feedback {\n  width: 30px;\n

height: 30px;\n  line-height: 30px;\n}\n.has-success .help-block,\n.has-success .control-label,\n.has-success

.radio,\n.has-success .checkbox,\n.has-success .radio-inline,\n.has-success .checkbox-inline,\n.has-success.radio

label,\n.has-success.checkbox label,\n.has-success.radio-inline label,\n.has-success.checkbox-inline label {\n  color:

#3c763d;\n}\n.has-success .form-control {\n  border-color: #3c763d;\n  -webkit-box-shadow: inset 0 1px 1px

rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.075);\n  box-shadow: inset 0 1px 1px rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.075);\n}\n.has-success .form-control:focus {\n

border-color: #2b542c;\n  -webkit-box-shadow: inset 0 1px 1px rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.075), 0 0 6px #67b168;\n  box-

shadow: inset 0 1px 1px rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.075), 0 0 6px #67b168;\n}\n.has-success .input-group-addon {\n  color:

#3c763d;\n  background-color: #dff0d8;\n  border-color: #3c763d;\n}\n.has-success .form-control-feedback {\n

color: #3c763d;\n}\n.has-warning .help-block,\n.has-warning .control-label,\n.has-warning .radio,\n.has-warning

.checkbox,\n.has-warning .radio-inline,\n.has-warning .checkbox-inline,\n.has-warning.radio label,\n.has-

warning.checkbox label,\n.has-warning.radio-inline label,\n.has-warning.checkbox-inline label {\n  color:

#8a6d3b;\n}\n.has-warning .form-control {\n  border-color: #8a6d3b;\n  -webkit-box-shadow: inset 0 1px 1px

rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.075);\n  box-shadow: inset 0 1px 1px rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.075);\n}\n.has-warning .form-control:focus {\n

border-color: #66512c;\n  -webkit-box-shadow: inset 0 1px 1px rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.075), 0 0 6px #c0a16b;\n  box-

shadow: inset 0 1px 1px rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.075), 0 0 6px #c0a16b;\n}\n.has-warning .input-group-addon {\n  color:

#8a6d3b;\n  background-color: #fcf8e3;\n  border-color: #8a6d3b;\n}\n.has-warning .form-control-feedback {\n

color: #8a6d3b;\n}\n.has-error .help-block,\n.has-error .control-label,\n.has-error .radio,\n.has-error

.checkbox,\n.has-error .radio-inline,\n.has-error .checkbox-inline,\n.has-error.radio label,\n.has-error.checkbox

label,\n.has-error.radio-inline label,\n.has-error.checkbox-inline label {\n  color: #a94442;\n}\n.has-error .form-
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control {\n  border-color: #a94442;\n  -webkit-box-shadow: inset 0 1px 1px rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.075);\n  box-shadow:

inset 0 1px 1px rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.075);\n}\n.has-error .form-control:focus {\n  border-color: #843534;\n  -webkit-box-

shadow: inset 0 1px 1px rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.075), 0 0 6px #ce8483;\n  box-shadow: inset 0 1px 1px rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.075),

0 0 6px #ce8483;\n}\n.has-error .input-group-addon {\n  color: #a94442;\n  background-color: #f2dede;\n  border-

color: #a94442;\n}\n.has-error .form-control-feedback {\n  color: #a94442;\n}\n.has-feedback label ~ .form-control-

feedback {\n  top: 25px;\n}\n.has-feedback label.sr-only ~ .form-control-feedback {\n  top: 0;\n}\n.help-block {\n

display: block;\n  margin-top: 5px;\n  margin-bottom: 10px;\n  color: #737373;\n}\n@media (min-width: 768px) {\n

.form-inline .form-group {\n    display: inline-block;\n    margin-bottom: 0;\n    vertical-align: middle;\n  }\n  .form-

inline .form-control {\n    display: inline-block;\n    width: auto;\n    vertical-align: middle;\n  }\n  .form-inline

.form-control-static {\n    display: inline-block;\n  }\n  .form-inline .input-group {\n    display: inline-table;\n

vertical-align: middle;\n  }\n  .form-inline .input-group .input-group-addon,\n  .form-inline .input-group .input-

group-btn,\n  .form-inline .input-group .form-control {\n    width: auto;\n  }\n  .form-inline .input-group > .form-

control {\n    width: 100%;\n  }\n  .form-inline .control-label {\n    margin-bottom: 0;\n    vertical-align: middle;\n

}\n  .form-inline .radio,\n  .form-inline .checkbox {\n    display: inline-block;\n    margin-top: 0;\n    margin-bottom:

0;\n    vertical-align: middle;\n  }\n  .form-inline .radio label,\n  .form-inline .checkbox label {\n    padding-left: 0;\n

}\n  .form-inline .radio input[type=\"radio\"],\n  .form-inline .checkbox input[type=\"checkbox\"] {\n    position:

relative;\n    margin-left: 0;\n  }\n  .form-inline .has-feedback .form-control-feedback {\n    top: 0;\n  }\n}\n.form-

horizontal .radio,\n.form-horizontal .checkbox,\n.form-horizontal .radio-inline,\n.form-horizontal .checkbox-inline

{\n  padding-top: 7px;\n  margin-top: 0;\n  margin-bottom: 0;\n}\n.form-horizontal .radio,\n.form-horizontal

.checkbox {\n  min-height: 27px;\n}\n.form-horizontal .form-group {\n  margin-right: -15px;\n  margin-left: -

15px;\n}\n@media (min-width: 768px) {\n  .form-horizontal .control-label {\n    padding-top: 7px;\n    margin-

bottom: 0;\n    text-align: right;\n  }\n}\n.form-horizontal .has-feedback .form-control-feedback {\n  right:

15px;\n}\n@media (min-width: 768px) {\n  .form-horizontal .form-group-lg .control-label {\n    padding-top:

11px;\n    font-size: 18px;\n  }\n}\n@media (min-width: 768px) {\n  .form-horizontal .form-group-sm .control-label

{\n    padding-top: 6px;\n    font-size: 12px;\n  }\n}\n.btn {\n  display: inline-block;\n  margin-bottom: 0;\n  font-

weight: normal;\n  text-align: center;\n  white-space: nowrap;\n  vertical-align: middle;\n  touch-action:

manipulation;\n  cursor: pointer;\n  background-image: none;\n  border: 1px solid transparent;\n  padding: 6px

12px;\n  font-size: 14px;\n  line-height: 1.42857143;\n  border-radius: 4px;\n  -webkit-user-select: none;\n  -moz-

user-select: none;\n  -ms-user-select: none;\n  user-select:

none;\n}\n.btn:focus,\n.btn:active:focus,\n.btn.active:focus,\n.btn.focus,\n.btn:active.focus,\n.btn.active.focus {\n

outline: 5px auto -webkit-focus-ring-color;\n  outline-offset: -2px;\n}\n.btn:hover,\n.btn:focus,\n.btn.focus {\n

color: #333;\n  text-decoration: none;\n}\n.btn:active,\n.btn.active {\n  background-image: none;\n  outline: 0;\n  -

webkit-box-shadow: inset 0 3px 5px rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.125);\n  box-shadow: inset 0 3px 5px rgba(0, 0, 0,

0.125);\n}\n.btn.disabled,\n.btn[disabled],\nfieldset[disabled] .btn {\n  cursor: not-allowed;\n  filter:

alpha(opacity=65);\n  opacity: 0.65;\n  -webkit-box-shadow: none;\n  box-shadow:

none;\n}\na.btn.disabled,\nfieldset[disabled] a.btn {\n  pointer-events: none;\n}\n.btn-default {\n  color: #333;\n

background-color: #fff;\n  border-color: #ccc;\n}\n.btn-default:focus,\n.btn-default.focus {\n  color: #333;\n

background-color: #e6e6e6;\n  border-color: #8c8c8c;\n}\n.btn-default:hover {\n  color: #333;\n  background-color:

#e6e6e6;\n  border-color: #adadad;\n}\n.btn-default:active,\n.btn-default.active,\n.open > .dropdown-toggle.btn-

default {\n  color: #333;\n  background-color: #e6e6e6;\n  background-image: none;\n  border-color:

#adadad;\n}\n.btn-default:active:hover,\n.btn-default.active:hover,\n.open > .dropdown-toggle.btn-

default:hover,\n.btn-default:active:focus,\n.btn-default.active:focus,\n.open > .dropdown-toggle.btn-

default:focus,\n.btn-default:active.focus,\n.btn-default.active.focus,\n.open > .dropdown-toggle.btn-default.focus {\n

color: #333;\n  background-color: #d4d4d4;\n  border-color: #8c8c8c;\n}\n.btn-default.disabled:hover,\n.btn-

default[disabled]:hover,\nfieldset[disabled] .btn-default:hover,\n.btn-default.disabled:focus,\n.btn-

default[disabled]:focus,\nfieldset[disabled] .btn-default:focus,\n.btn-default.disabled.focus,\n.btn-

default[disabled].focus,\nfieldset[disabled] .btn-default.focus {\n  background-color: #fff;\n  border-color:

#ccc;\n}\n.btn-default .badge {\n  color: #fff;\n  background-color: #333;\n}\n.btn-primary {\n  color: #fff;\n
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background-color: #337ab7;\n  border-color: #2e6da4;\n}\n.btn-primary:focus,\n.btn-primary.focus {\n  color:

#fff;\n  background-color: #286090;\n  border-color: #122b40;\n}\n.btn-primary:hover {\n  color: #fff;\n

background-color: #286090;\n  border-color: #204d74;\n}\n.btn-primary:active,\n.btn-primary.active,\n.open >

.dropdown-toggle.btn-primary {\n  color: #fff;\n  background-color: #286090;\n  background-image: none;\n

border-color: #204d74;\n}\n.btn-primary:active:hover,\n.btn-primary.active:hover,\n.open > .dropdown-toggle.btn-

primary:hover,\n.btn-primary:active:focus,\n.btn-primary.active:focus,\n.open > .dropdown-toggle.btn-

primary:focus,\n.btn-primary:active.focus,\n.btn-primary.active.focus,\n.open > .dropdown-toggle.btn-primary.focus

{\n  color: #fff;\n  background-color: #204d74;\n  border-color: #122b40;\n}\n.btn-primary.disabled:hover,\n.btn-

primary[disabled]:hover,\nfieldset[disabled] .btn-primary:hover,\n.btn-primary.disabled:focus,\n.btn-

primary[disabled]:focus,\nfieldset[disabled] .btn-primary:focus,\n.btn-primary.disabled.focus,\n.btn-

primary[disabled].focus,\nfieldset[disabled] .btn-primary.focus {\n  background-color: #337ab7;\n  border-color:

#2e6da4;\n}\n.btn-primary .badge {\n  color: #337ab7;\n  background-color: #fff;\n}\n.btn-success {\n  color: #fff;\n

background-color: #5cb85c;\n  border-color: #4cae4c;\n}\n.btn-success:focus,\n.btn-success.focus {\n  color: #fff;\n

background-color: #449d44;\n  border-color: #255625;\n}\n.btn-success:hover {\n  color: #fff;\n  background-color:

#449d44;\n  border-color: #398439;\n}\n.btn-success:active,\n.btn-success.active,\n.open > .dropdown-toggle.btn-

success {\n  color: #fff;\n  background-color: #449d44;\n  background-image: none;\n  border-color:

#398439;\n}\n.btn-success:active:hover,\n.btn-success.active:hover,\n.open > .dropdown-toggle.btn-

success:hover,\n.btn-success:active:focus,\n.btn-success.active:focus,\n.open > .dropdown-toggle.btn-

success:focus,\n.btn-success:active.focus,\n.btn-success.active.focus,\n.open > .dropdown-toggle.btn-success.focus

{\n  color: #fff;\n  background-color: #398439;\n  border-color: #255625;\n}\n.btn-success.disabled:hover,\n.btn-

success[disabled]:hover,\nfieldset[disabled] .btn-success:hover,\n.btn-success.disabled:focus,\n.btn-

success[disabled]:focus,\nfieldset[disabled] .btn-success:focus,\n.btn-success.disabled.focus,\n.btn-

success[disabled].focus,\nfieldset[disabled] .btn-success.focus {\n  background-color: #5cb85c;\n  border-color:

#4cae4c;\n}\n.btn-success .badge {\n  color: #5cb85c;\n  background-color: #fff;\n}\n.btn-info {\n  color: #fff;\n

background-color: #5bc0de;\n  border-color: #46b8da;\n}\n.btn-info:focus,\n.btn-info.focus {\n  color: #fff;\n

background-color: #31b0d5;\n  border-color: #1b6d85;\n}\n.btn-info:hover {\n  color: #fff;\n  background-color:

#31b0d5;\n  border-color: #269abc;\n}\n.btn-info:active,\n.btn-info.active,\n.open > .dropdown-toggle.btn-info {\n

color: #fff;\n  background-color: #31b0d5;\n  background-image: none;\n  border-color: #269abc;\n}\n.btn-

info:active:hover,\n.btn-info.active:hover,\n.open > .dropdown-toggle.btn-info:hover,\n.btn-info:active:focus,\n.btn-

info.active:focus,\n.open > .dropdown-toggle.btn-info:focus,\n.btn-info:active.focus,\n.btn-info.active.focus,\n.open

> .dropdown-toggle.btn-info.focus {\n  color: #fff;\n  background-color: #269abc;\n  border-color:

#1b6d85;\n}\n.btn-info.disabled:hover,\n.btn-info[disabled]:hover,\nfieldset[disabled] .btn-info:hover,\n.btn-

info.disabled:focus,\n.btn-info[disabled]:focus,\nfieldset[disabled] .btn-info:focus,\n.btn-info.disabled.focus,\n.btn-

info[disabled].focus,\nfieldset[disabled] .btn-info.focus {\n  background-color: #5bc0de;\n  border-color:

#46b8da;\n}\n.btn-info .badge {\n  color: #5bc0de;\n  background-color: #fff;\n}\n.btn-warning {\n  color: #fff;\n

background-color: #f0ad4e;\n  border-color: #eea236;\n}\n.btn-warning:focus,\n.btn-warning.focus {\n  color:

#fff;\n  background-color: #ec971f;\n  border-color: #985f0d;\n}\n.btn-warning:hover {\n  color: #fff;\n

background-color: #ec971f;\n  border-color: #d58512;\n}\n.btn-warning:active,\n.btn-warning.active,\n.open >

.dropdown-toggle.btn-warning {\n  color: #fff;\n  background-color: #ec971f;\n  background-image: none;\n

border-color: #d58512;\n}\n.btn-warning:active:hover,\n.btn-warning.active:hover,\n.open > .dropdown-toggle.btn-

warning:hover,\n.btn-warning:active:focus,\n.btn-warning.active:focus,\n.open > .dropdown-toggle.btn-

warning:focus,\n.btn-warning:active.focus,\n.btn-warning.active.focus,\n.open > .dropdown-toggle.btn-

warning.focus {\n  color: #fff;\n  background-color: #d58512;\n  border-color: #985f0d;\n}\n.btn-

warning.disabled:hover,\n.btn-warning[disabled]:hover,\nfieldset[disabled] .btn-warning:hover,\n.btn-

warning.disabled:focus,\n.btn-warning[disabled]:focus,\nfieldset[disabled] .btn-warning:focus,\n.btn-

warning.disabled.focus,\n.btn-warning[disabled].focus,\nfieldset[disabled] .btn-warning.focus {\n  background-

color: #f0ad4e;\n  border-color: #eea236;\n}\n.btn-warning .badge {\n  color: #f0ad4e;\n  background-color:

#fff;\n}\n.btn-danger {\n  color: #fff;\n  background-color: #d9534f;\n  border-color: #d43f3a;\n}\n.btn-
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danger:focus,\n.btn-danger.focus {\n  color: #fff;\n  background-color: #c9302c;\n  border-color: #761c19;\n}\n.btn-

danger:hover {\n  color: #fff;\n  background-color: #c9302c;\n  border-color: #ac2925;\n}\n.btn-

danger:active,\n.btn-danger.active,\n.open > .dropdown-toggle.btn-danger {\n  color: #fff;\n  background-color:

#c9302c;\n  background-image: none;\n  border-color: #ac2925;\n}\n.btn-danger:active:hover,\n.btn-

danger.active:hover,\n.open > .dropdown-toggle.btn-danger:hover,\n.btn-danger:active:focus,\n.btn-

danger.active:focus,\n.open > .dropdown-toggle.btn-danger:focus,\n.btn-danger:active.focus,\n.btn-

danger.active.focus,\n.open > .dropdown-toggle.btn-danger.focus {\n  color: #fff;\n  background-color: #ac2925;\n

border-color: #761c19;\n}\n.btn-danger.disabled:hover,\n.btn-danger[disabled]:hover,\nfieldset[disabled] .btn-

danger:hover,\n.btn-danger.disabled:focus,\n.btn-danger[disabled]:focus,\nfieldset[disabled] .btn-

danger:focus,\n.btn-danger.disabled.focus,\n.btn-danger[disabled].focus,\nfieldset[disabled] .btn-danger.focus {\n

background-color: #d9534f;\n  border-color: #d43f3a;\n}\n.btn-danger .badge {\n  color: #d9534f;\n  background-

color: #fff;\n}\n.btn-link {\n  font-weight: 400;\n  color: #337ab7;\n  border-radius: 0;\n}\n.btn-link,\n.btn-

link:active,\n.btn-link.active,\n.btn-link[disabled],\nfieldset[disabled] .btn-link {\n  background-color: transparent;\n

-webkit-box-shadow: none;\n  box-shadow: none;\n}\n.btn-link,\n.btn-link:hover,\n.btn-link:focus,\n.btn-link:active

{\n  border-color: transparent;\n}\n.btn-link:hover,\n.btn-link:focus {\n  color: #23527c;\n  text-decoration:

underline;\n  background-color: transparent;\n}\n.btn-link[disabled]:hover,\nfieldset[disabled] .btn-link:hover,\n.btn-

link[disabled]:focus,\nfieldset[disabled] .btn-link:focus {\n  color: #777777;\n  text-decoration: none;\n}\n.btn-

lg,\n.btn-group-lg > .btn {\n  padding: 10px 16px;\n  font-size: 18px;\n  line-height: 1.3333333;\n  border-radius:

6px;\n}\n.btn-sm,\n.btn-group-sm > .btn {\n  padding: 5px 10px;\n  font-size: 12px;\n  line-height: 1.5;\n  border-

radius: 3px;\n}\n.btn-xs,\n.btn-group-xs > .btn {\n  padding: 1px 5px;\n  font-size: 12px;\n  line-height: 1.5;\n

border-radius: 3px;\n}\n.btn-block {\n  display: block;\n  width: 100%;\n}\n.btn-block + .btn-block {\n  margin-top:

5px;\n}\ninput[type=\"submit\"].btn-block,\ninput[type=\"reset\"].btn-block,\ninput[type=\"button\"].btn-block {\n

width: 100%;\n}\n.fade {\n  opacity: 0;\n  -webkit-transition: opacity 0.15s linear;\n  -o-transition: opacity 0.15s

linear;\n  transition: opacity 0.15s linear;\n}\n.fade.in {\n  opacity: 1;\n}\n.collapse {\n  display:

none;\n}\n.collapse.in {\n  display: block;\n}\ntr.collapse.in {\n  display: table-row;\n}\ntbody.collapse.in {\n

display: table-row-group;\n}\n.collapsing {\n  position: relative;\n  height: 0;\n  overflow: hidden;\n  -webkit-

transition-property: height, visibility;\n  transition-property: height, visibility;\n  -webkit-transition-duration:

0.35s;\n  transition-duration: 0.35s;\n  -webkit-transition-timing-function: ease;\n  transition-timing-function:

ease;\n}\n.caret {\n  display: inline-block;\n  width: 0;\n  height: 0;\n  margin-left: 2px;\n  vertical-align: middle;\n

border-top: 4px dashed;\n  border-top: 4px solid \\9;\n  border-right: 4px solid transparent;\n  border-left: 4px solid

transparent;\n}\n.dropup,\n.dropdown {\n  position: relative;\n}\n.dropdown-toggle:focus {\n  outline:

0;\n}\n.dropdown-menu {\n  position: absolute;\n  top: 100%;\n  left: 0;\n  z-index: 1000;\n  display: none;\n  float:

left;\n  min-width: 160px;\n  padding: 5px 0;\n  margin: 2px 0 0;\n  font-size: 14px;\n  text-align: left;\n  list-style:

none;\n  background-color: #fff;\n  background-clip: padding-box;\n  border: 1px solid #ccc;\n  border: 1px solid

rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.15);\n  border-radius: 4px;\n  -webkit-box-shadow: 0 6px 12px rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.175);\n  box-shadow: 0

6px 12px rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.175);\n}\n.dropdown-menu.pull-right {\n  right: 0;\n  left: auto;\n}\n.dropdown-menu

.divider {\n  height: 1px;\n  margin: 9px 0;\n  overflow: hidden;\n  background-color: #e5e5e5;\n}\n.dropdown-

menu > li > a {\n  display: block;\n  padding: 3px 20px;\n  clear: both;\n  font-weight: 400;\n  line-height:

1.42857143;\n  color: #333333;\n  white-space: nowrap;\n}\n.dropdown-menu > li > a:hover,\n.dropdown-menu > li

> a:focus {\n  color: #262626;\n  text-decoration: none;\n  background-color: #f5f5f5;\n}\n.dropdown-menu >

.active > a,\n.dropdown-menu > .active > a:hover,\n.dropdown-menu > .active > a:focus {\n  color: #fff;\n  text-

decoration: none;\n  background-color: #337ab7;\n  outline: 0;\n}\n.dropdown-menu > .disabled > a,\n.dropdown-

menu > .disabled > a:hover,\n.dropdown-menu > .disabled > a:focus {\n  color: #777777;\n}\n.dropdown-menu >

.disabled > a:hover,\n.dropdown-menu > .disabled > a:focus {\n  text-decoration: none;\n  cursor: not-allowed;\n

background-color: transparent;\n  background-image: none;\n  filter:

progid:DXImageTransform.Microsoft.gradient(enabled = false);\n}\n.open > .dropdown-menu {\n  display:

block;\n}\n.open > a {\n  outline: 0;\n}\n.dropdown-menu-right {\n  right: 0;\n  left: auto;\n}\n.dropdown-menu-left

{\n  right: auto;\n  left: 0;\n}\n.dropdown-header {\n  display: block;\n  padding: 3px 20px;\n  font-size: 12px;\n
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line-height: 1.42857143;\n  color: #777777;\n  white-space: nowrap;\n}\n.dropdown-backdrop {\n  position: fixed;\n

top: 0;\n  right: 0;\n  bottom: 0;\n  left: 0;\n  z-index: 990;\n}\n.pull-right > .dropdown-menu {\n  right: 0;\n  left:

auto;\n}\n.dropup .caret,\n.navbar-fixed-bottom .dropdown .caret {\n  content: \"\";\n  border-top: 0;\n  border-

bottom: 4px dashed;\n  border-bottom: 4px solid \\9;\n}\n.dropup .dropdown-menu,\n.navbar-fixed-bottom

.dropdown .dropdown-menu {\n  top: auto;\n  bottom: 100%;\n  margin-bottom: 2px;\n}\n@media (min-width:

768px) {\n  .navbar-right .dropdown-menu {\n    right: 0;\n    left: auto;\n  }\n  .navbar-right .dropdown-menu-left

{\n    right: auto;\n    left: 0;\n  }\n}\n.btn-group,\n.btn-group-vertical {\n  position: relative;\n  display: inline-

block;\n  vertical-align: middle;\n}\n.btn-group > .btn,\n.btn-group-vertical > .btn {\n  position: relative;\n  float:

left;\n}\n.btn-group > .btn:hover,\n.btn-group-vertical > .btn:hover,\n.btn-group > .btn:focus,\n.btn-group-vertical >

.btn:focus,\n.btn-group > .btn:active,\n.btn-group-vertical > .btn:active,\n.btn-group > .btn.active,\n.btn-group-

vertical > .btn.active {\n  z-index: 2;\n}\n.btn-group .btn + .btn,\n.btn-group .btn + .btn-group,\n.btn-group .btn-

group + .btn,\n.btn-group .btn-group + .btn-group {\n  margin-left: -1px;\n}\n.btn-toolbar {\n  margin-left: -

5px;\n}\n.btn-toolbar .btn,\n.btn-toolbar .btn-group,\n.btn-toolbar .input-group {\n  float: left;\n}\n.btn-toolbar >

.btn,\n.btn-toolbar > .btn-group,\n.btn-toolbar > .input-group {\n  margin-left: 5px;\n}\n.btn-group > .btn:not(:first-

child):not(:last-child):not(.dropdown-toggle) {\n  border-radius: 0;\n}\n.btn-group > .btn:first-child {\n  margin-left:

0;\n}\n.btn-group > .btn:first-child:not(:last-child):not(.dropdown-toggle) {\n  border-top-right-radius: 0;\n  border-

bottom-right-radius: 0;\n}\n.btn-group > .btn:last-child:not(:first-child),\n.btn-group > .dropdown-toggle:not(:first-

child) {\n  border-top-left-radius: 0;\n  border-bottom-left-radius: 0;\n}\n.btn-group > .btn-group {\n  float:

left;\n}\n.btn-group > .btn-group:not(:first-child):not(:last-child) > .btn {\n  border-radius: 0;\n}\n.btn-group > .btn-

group:first-child:not(:last-child) > .btn:last-child,\n.btn-group > .btn-group:first-child:not(:last-child) > .dropdown-

toggle {\n  border-top-right-radius: 0;\n  border-bottom-right-radius: 0;\n}\n.btn-group > .btn-group:last-

child:not(:first-child) > .btn:first-child {\n  border-top-left-radius: 0;\n  border-bottom-left-radius: 0;\n}\n.btn-group

.dropdown-toggle:active,\n.btn-group.open .dropdown-toggle {\n  outline: 0;\n}\n.btn-group > .btn + .dropdown-

toggle {\n  padding-right: 8px;\n  padding-left: 8px;\n}\n.btn-group > .btn-lg + .dropdown-toggle {\n  padding-right:

12px;\n  padding-left: 12px;\n}\n.btn-group.open .dropdown-toggle {\n  -webkit-box-shadow: inset 0 3px 5px

rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.125);\n  box-shadow: inset 0 3px 5px rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.125);\n}\n.btn-group.open .dropdown-toggle.btn-

link {\n  -webkit-box-shadow: none;\n  box-shadow: none;\n}\n.btn .caret {\n  margin-left: 0;\n}\n.btn-lg .caret {\n

border-width: 5px 5px 0;\n  border-bottom-width: 0;\n}\n.dropup .btn-lg .caret {\n  border-width: 0 5px

5px;\n}\n.btn-group-vertical > .btn,\n.btn-group-vertical > .btn-group,\n.btn-group-vertical > .btn-group > .btn {\n

display: block;\n  float: none;\n  width: 100%;\n  max-width: 100%;\n}\n.btn-group-vertical > .btn-group > .btn {\n

float: none;\n}\n.btn-group-vertical > .btn + .btn,\n.btn-group-vertical > .btn + .btn-group,\n.btn-group-vertical >

.btn-group + .btn,\n.btn-group-vertical > .btn-group + .btn-group {\n  margin-top: -1px;\n  margin-left: 0;\n}\n.btn-

group-vertical > .btn:not(:first-child):not(:last-child) {\n  border-radius: 0;\n}\n.btn-group-vertical > .btn:first-

child:not(:last-child) {\n  border-top-left-radius: 4px;\n  border-top-right-radius: 4px;\n  border-bottom-right-radius:

0;\n  border-bottom-left-radius: 0;\n}\n.btn-group-vertical > .btn:last-child:not(:first-child) {\n  border-top-left-

radius: 0;\n  border-top-right-radius: 0;\n  border-bottom-right-radius: 4px;\n  border-bottom-left-radius:

4px;\n}\n.btn-group-vertical > .btn-group:not(:first-child):not(:last-child) > .btn {\n  border-radius: 0;\n}\n.btn-

group-vertical > .btn-group:first-child:not(:last-child) > .btn:last-child,\n.btn-group-vertical > .btn-group:first-

child:not(:last-child) > .dropdown-toggle {\n  border-bottom-right-radius: 0;\n  border-bottom-left-radius:

0;\n}\n.btn-group-vertical > .btn-group:last-child:not(:first-child) > .btn:first-child {\n  border-top-left-radius: 0;\n

border-top-right-radius: 0;\n}\n.btn-group-justified {\n  display: table;\n  width: 100%;\n  table-layout: fixed;\n

border-collapse: separate;\n}\n.btn-group-justified > .btn,\n.btn-group-justified > .btn-group {\n  display: table-

cell;\n  float: none;\n  width: 1%;\n}\n.btn-group-justified > .btn-group .btn {\n  width: 100%;\n}\n.btn-group-

justified > .btn-group .dropdown-menu {\n  left: auto;\n}\n[data-toggle=\"buttons\"] > .btn

input[type=\"radio\"],\n[data-toggle=\"buttons\"] > .btn-group > .btn input[type=\"radio\"],\n[data-

toggle=\"buttons\"] > .btn input[type=\"checkbox\"],\n[data-toggle=\"buttons\"] > .btn-group > .btn

input[type=\"checkbox\"] {\n  position: absolute;\n  clip: rect(0, 0, 0, 0);\n  pointer-events: none;\n}\n.input-group

{\n  position: relative;\n  display: table;\n  border-collapse: separate;\n}\n.input-group[class*=\"col-\"] {\n  float:
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none;\n  padding-right: 0;\n  padding-left: 0;\n}\n.input-group .form-control {\n  position: relative;\n  z-index: 2;\n

float: left;\n  width: 100%;\n  margin-bottom: 0;\n}\n.input-group .form-control:focus {\n  z-index: 3;\n}\n.input-

group-lg > .form-control,\n.input-group-lg > .input-group-addon,\n.input-group-lg > .input-group-btn > .btn {\n

height: 46px;\n  padding: 10px 16px;\n  font-size: 18px;\n  line-height: 1.3333333;\n  border-radius:

6px;\n}\nselect.input-group-lg > .form-control,\nselect.input-group-lg > .input-group-addon,\nselect.input-group-lg

> .input-group-btn > .btn {\n  height: 46px;\n  line-height: 46px;\n}\ntextarea.input-group-lg > .form-

control,\ntextarea.input-group-lg > .input-group-addon,\ntextarea.input-group-lg > .input-group-btn >

.btn,\nselect[multiple].input-group-lg > .form-control,\nselect[multiple].input-group-lg > .input-group-

addon,\nselect[multiple].input-group-lg > .input-group-btn > .btn {\n  height: auto;\n}\n.input-group-sm > .form-

control,\n.input-group-sm > .input-group-addon,\n.input-group-sm > .input-group-btn > .btn {\n  height: 30px;\n

padding: 5px 10px;\n  font-size: 12px;\n  line-height: 1.5;\n  border-radius: 3px;\n}\nselect.input-group-sm > .form-

control,\nselect.input-group-sm > .input-group-addon,\nselect.input-group-sm > .input-group-btn > .btn {\n  height:

30px;\n  line-height: 30px;\n}\ntextarea.input-group-sm > .form-control,\ntextarea.input-group-sm > .input-group-

addon,\ntextarea.input-group-sm > .input-group-btn > .btn,\nselect[multiple].input-group-sm > .form-

control,\nselect[multiple].input-group-sm > .input-group-addon,\nselect[multiple].input-group-sm > .input-group-

btn > .btn {\n  height: auto;\n}\n.input-group-addon,\n.input-group-btn,\n.input-group .form-control {\n  display:

table-cell;\n}\n.input-group-addon:not(:first-child):not(:last-child),\n.input-group-btn:not(:first-child):not(:last-

child),\n.input-group .form-control:not(:first-child):not(:last-child) {\n  border-radius: 0;\n}\n.input-group-

addon,\n.input-group-btn {\n  width: 1%;\n  white-space: nowrap;\n  vertical-align: middle;\n}\n.input-group-addon

{\n  padding: 6px 12px;\n  font-size: 14px;\n  font-weight: 400;\n  line-height: 1;\n  color: #555555;\n  text-align:

center;\n  background-color: #eeeeee;\n  border: 1px solid #ccc;\n  border-radius: 4px;\n}\n.input-group-

addon.input-sm {\n  padding: 5px 10px;\n  font-size: 12px;\n  border-radius: 3px;\n}\n.input-group-addon.input-lg

{\n  padding: 10px 16px;\n  font-size: 18px;\n  border-radius: 6px;\n}\n.input-group-addon

input[type=\"radio\"],\n.input-group-addon input[type=\"checkbox\"] {\n  margin-top: 0;\n}\n.input-group .form-

control:first-child,\n.input-group-addon:first-child,\n.input-group-btn:first-child > .btn,\n.input-group-btn:first-child

> .btn-group > .btn,\n.input-group-btn:first-child > .dropdown-toggle,\n.input-group-btn:last-child > .btn:not(:last-

child):not(.dropdown-toggle),\n.input-group-btn:last-child > .btn-group:not(:last-child) > .btn {\n  border-top-right-

radius: 0;\n  border-bottom-right-radius: 0;\n}\n.input-group-addon:first-child {\n  border-right: 0;\n}\n.input-group

.form-control:last-child,\n.input-group-addon:last-child,\n.input-group-btn:last-child > .btn,\n.input-group-btn:last-

child > .btn-group > .btn,\n.input-group-btn:last-child > .dropdown-toggle,\n.input-group-btn:first-child >

.btn:not(:first-child),\n.input-group-btn:first-child > .btn-group:not(:first-child) > .btn {\n  border-top-left-radius:

0;\n  border-bottom-left-radius: 0;\n}\n.input-group-addon:last-child {\n  border-left: 0;\n}\n.input-group-btn {\n

position: relative;\n  font-size: 0;\n  white-space: nowrap;\n}\n.input-group-btn > .btn {\n  position:

relative;\n}\n.input-group-btn > .btn + .btn {\n  margin-left: -1px;\n}\n.input-group-btn > .btn:hover,\n.input-group-

btn > .btn:focus,\n.input-group-btn > .btn:active {\n  z-index: 2;\n}\n.input-group-btn:first-child > .btn,\n.input-

group-btn:first-child > .btn-group {\n  margin-right: -1px;\n}\n.input-group-btn:last-child > .btn,\n.input-group-

btn:last-child > .btn-group {\n  z-index: 2;\n  margin-left: -1px;\n}\n.nav {\n  padding-left: 0;\n  margin-bottom: 0;\n

list-style: none;\n}\n.nav > li {\n  position: relative;\n  display: block;\n}\n.nav > li > a {\n  position: relative;\n

display: block;\n  padding: 10px 15px;\n}\n.nav > li > a:hover,\n.nav > li > a:focus {\n  text-decoration: none;\n

background-color: #eeeeee;\n}\n.nav > li.disabled > a {\n  color: #777777;\n}\n.nav > li.disabled > a:hover,\n.nav >

li.disabled > a:focus {\n  color: #777777;\n  text-decoration: none;\n  cursor: not-allowed;\n  background-color:

transparent;\n}\n.nav .open > a,\n.nav .open > a:hover,\n.nav .open > a:focus {\n  background-color: #eeeeee;\n

border-color: #337ab7;\n}\n.nav .nav-divider {\n  height: 1px;\n  margin: 9px 0;\n  overflow: hidden;\n

background-color: #e5e5e5;\n}\n.nav > li > a > img {\n  max-width: none;\n}\n.nav-tabs {\n  border-bottom: 1px

solid #ddd;\n}\n.nav-tabs > li {\n  float: left;\n  margin-bottom: -1px;\n}\n.nav-tabs > li > a {\n  margin-right: 2px;\n

line-height: 1.42857143;\n  border: 1px solid transparent;\n  border-radius: 4px 4px 0 0;\n}\n.nav-tabs > li > a:hover

{\n  border-color: #eeeeee #eeeeee #ddd;\n}\n.nav-tabs > li.active > a,\n.nav-tabs > li.active > a:hover,\n.nav-tabs >

li.active > a:focus {\n  color: #555555;\n  cursor: default;\n  background-color: #fff;\n  border: 1px solid #ddd;\n
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border-bottom-color: transparent;\n}\n.nav-tabs.nav-justified {\n  width: 100%;\n  border-bottom: 0;\n}\n.nav-

tabs.nav-justified > li {\n  float: none;\n}\n.nav-tabs.nav-justified > li > a {\n  margin-bottom: 5px;\n  text-align:

center;\n}\n.nav-tabs.nav-justified > .dropdown .dropdown-menu {\n  top: auto;\n  left: auto;\n}\n@media (min-

width: 768px) {\n  .nav-tabs.nav-justified > li {\n    display: table-cell;\n    width: 1%;\n  }\n  .nav-tabs.nav-justified

> li > a {\n    margin-bottom: 0;\n  }\n}\n.nav-tabs.nav-justified > li > a {\n  margin-right: 0;\n  border-radius:

4px;\n}\n.nav-tabs.nav-justified > .active > a,\n.nav-tabs.nav-justified > .active > a:hover,\n.nav-tabs.nav-justified >

.active > a:focus {\n  border: 1px solid #ddd;\n}\n@media (min-width: 768px) {\n  .nav-tabs.nav-justified > li > a

{\n    border-bottom: 1px solid #ddd;\n    border-radius: 4px 4px 0 0;\n  }\n  .nav-tabs.nav-justified > .active > a,\n

.nav-tabs.nav-justified > .active > a:hover,\n  .nav-tabs.nav-justified > .active > a:focus {\n    border-bottom-color:

#fff;\n  }\n}\n.nav-pills > li {\n  float: left;\n}\n.nav-pills > li > a {\n  border-radius: 4px;\n}\n.nav-pills > li + li {\n

margin-left: 2px;\n}\n.nav-pills > li.active > a,\n.nav-pills > li.active > a:hover,\n.nav-pills > li.active > a:focus {\n

color: #fff;\n  background-color: #337ab7;\n}\n.nav-stacked > li {\n  float: none;\n}\n.nav-stacked > li + li {\n

margin-top: 2px;\n  margin-left: 0;\n}\n.nav-justified {\n  width: 100%;\n}\n.nav-justified > li {\n  float:

none;\n}\n.nav-justified > li > a {\n  margin-bottom: 5px;\n  text-align: center;\n}\n.nav-justified > .dropdown

.dropdown-menu {\n  top: auto;\n  left: auto;\n}\n@media (min-width: 768px) {\n  .nav-justified > li {\n    display:

table-cell;\n    width: 1%;\n  }\n  .nav-justified > li > a {\n    margin-bottom: 0;\n  }\n}\n.nav-tabs-justified {\n

border-bottom: 0;\n}\n.nav-tabs-justified > li > a {\n  margin-right: 0;\n  border-radius: 4px;\n}\n.nav-tabs-justified

> .active > a,\n.nav-tabs-justified > .active > a:hover,\n.nav-tabs-justified > .active > a:focus {\n  border: 1px solid

#ddd;\n}\n@media (min-width: 768px) {\n  .nav-tabs-justified > li > a {\n    border-bottom: 1px solid #ddd;\n

border-radius: 4px 4px 0 0;\n  }\n  .nav-tabs-justified > .active > a,\n  .nav-tabs-justified > .active > a:hover,\n  .nav-

tabs-justified > .active > a:focus {\n    border-bottom-color: #fff;\n  }\n}\n.tab-content > .tab-pane {\n  display:

none;\n}\n.tab-content > .active {\n  display: block;\n}\n.nav-tabs .dropdown-menu {\n  margin-top: -1px;\n  border-

top-left-radius: 0;\n  border-top-right-radius: 0;\n}\n.navbar {\n  position: relative;\n  min-height: 50px;\n  margin-

bottom: 20px;\n  border: 1px solid transparent;\n}\n@media (min-width: 768px) {\n  .navbar {\n    border-radius:

4px;\n  }\n}\n@media (min-width: 768px) {\n  .navbar-header {\n    float: left;\n  }\n}\n.navbar-collapse {\n

padding-right: 15px;\n  padding-left: 15px;\n  overflow-x: visible;\n  border-top: 1px solid transparent;\n  box-

shadow: inset 0 1px 0 rgba(255, 255, 255, 0.1);\n  -webkit-overflow-scrolling: touch;\n}\n.navbar-collapse.in {\n

overflow-y: auto;\n}\n@media (min-width: 768px) {\n  .navbar-collapse {\n    width: auto;\n    border-top: 0;\n

box-shadow: none;\n  }\n  .navbar-collapse.collapse {\n    display: block !important;\n    height: auto !important;\n

padding-bottom: 0;\n    overflow: visible !important;\n  }\n  .navbar-collapse.in {\n    overflow-y: visible;\n  }\n

.navbar-fixed-top .navbar-collapse,\n  .navbar-static-top .navbar-collapse,\n  .navbar-fixed-bottom .navbar-collapse

{\n    padding-right: 0;\n    padding-left: 0;\n  }\n}\n.navbar-fixed-top,\n.navbar-fixed-bottom {\n  position: fixed;\n

right: 0;\n  left: 0;\n  z-index: 1030;\n}\n.navbar-fixed-top .navbar-collapse,\n.navbar-fixed-bottom .navbar-collapse

{\n  max-height: 340px;\n}\n@media (max-device-width: 480px) and (orientation: landscape) {\n  .navbar-fixed-top

.navbar-collapse,\n  .navbar-fixed-bottom .navbar-collapse {\n    max-height: 200px;\n  }\n}\n@media (min-width:

768px) {\n  .navbar-fixed-top,\n  .navbar-fixed-bottom {\n    border-radius: 0;\n  }\n}\n.navbar-fixed-top {\n  top:

0;\n  border-width: 0 0 1px;\n}\n.navbar-fixed-bottom {\n  bottom: 0;\n  margin-bottom: 0;\n  border-width: 1px 0

0;\n}\n.container > .navbar-header,\n.container-fluid > .navbar-header,\n.container > .navbar-collapse,\n.container-

fluid > .navbar-collapse {\n  margin-right: -15px;\n  margin-left: -15px;\n}\n@media (min-width: 768px) {\n

.container > .navbar-header,\n  .container-fluid > .navbar-header,\n  .container > .navbar-collapse,\n  .container-fluid

> .navbar-collapse {\n    margin-right: 0;\n    margin-left: 0;\n  }\n}\n.navbar-static-top {\n  z-index: 1000;\n  border-

width: 0 0 1px;\n}\n@media (min-width: 768px) {\n  .navbar-static-top {\n    border-radius: 0;\n  }\n}\n.navbar-

brand {\n  float: left;\n  height: 50px;\n  padding: 15px 15px;\n  font-size: 18px;\n  line-height: 20px;\n}\n.navbar-

brand:hover,\n.navbar-brand:focus {\n  text-decoration: none;\n}\n.navbar-brand > img {\n  display:

block;\n}\n@media (min-width: 768px) {\n  .navbar > .container .navbar-brand,\n  .navbar > .container-fluid

.navbar-brand {\n    margin-left: -15px;\n  }\n}\n.navbar-toggle {\n  position: relative;\n  float: right;\n  padding: 9px

10px;\n  margin-right: 15px;\n  margin-top: 8px;\n  margin-bottom: 8px;\n  background-color: transparent;\n

background-image: none;\n  border: 1px solid transparent;\n  border-radius: 4px;\n}\n.navbar-toggle:focus {\n
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outline: 0;\n}\n.navbar-toggle .icon-bar {\n  display: block;\n  width: 22px;\n  height: 2px;\n  border-radius:

1px;\n}\n.navbar-toggle .icon-bar + .icon-bar {\n  margin-top: 4px;\n}\n@media (min-width: 768px) {\n  .navbar-

toggle {\n    display: none;\n  }\n}\n.navbar-nav {\n  margin: 7.5px -15px;\n}\n.navbar-nav > li > a {\n  padding-top:

10px;\n  padding-bottom: 10px;\n  line-height: 20px;\n}\n@media (max-width: 767px) {\n  .navbar-nav .open

.dropdown-menu {\n    position: static;\n    float: none;\n    width: auto;\n    margin-top: 0;\n    background-color:

transparent;\n    border: 0;\n    box-shadow: none;\n  }\n  .navbar-nav .open .dropdown-menu > li > a,\n  .navbar-nav

.open .dropdown-menu .dropdown-header {\n    padding: 5px 15px 5px 25px;\n  }\n  .navbar-nav .open .dropdown-

menu > li > a {\n    line-height: 20px;\n  }\n  .navbar-nav .open .dropdown-menu > li > a:hover,\n  .navbar-nav .open

.dropdown-menu > li > a:focus {\n    background-image: none;\n  }\n}\n@media (min-width: 768px) {\n  .navbar-

nav {\n    float: left;\n    margin: 0;\n  }\n  .navbar-nav > li {\n    float: left;\n  }\n  .navbar-nav > li > a {\n    padding-

top: 15px;\n    padding-bottom: 15px;\n  }\n}\n.navbar-form {\n  padding: 10px 15px;\n  margin-right: -15px;\n

margin-left: -15px;\n  border-top: 1px solid transparent;\n  border-bottom: 1px solid transparent;\n  -webkit-box-

shadow: inset 0 1px 0 rgba(255, 255, 255, 0.1), 0 1px 0 rgba(255, 255, 255, 0.1);\n  box-shadow: inset 0 1px 0

rgba(255, 255, 255, 0.1), 0 1px 0 rgba(255, 255, 255, 0.1);\n  margin-top: 8px;\n  margin-bottom: 8px;\n}\n@media

(min-width: 768px) {\n  .navbar-form .form-group {\n    display: inline-block;\n    margin-bottom: 0;\n    vertical-

align: middle;\n  }\n  .navbar-form .form-control {\n    display: inline-block;\n    width: auto;\n    vertical-align:

middle;\n  }\n  .navbar-form .form-control-static {\n    display: inline-block;\n  }\n  .navbar-form .input-group {\n

display: inline-table;\n    vertical-align: middle;\n  }\n  .navbar-form .input-group .input-group-addon,\n  .navbar-

form .input-group .input-group-btn,\n  .navbar-form .input-group .form-control {\n    width: auto;\n  }\n  .navbar-

form .input-group > .form-control {\n    width: 100%;\n  }\n  .navbar-form .control-label {\n    margin-bottom: 0;\n

vertical-align: middle;\n  }\n  .navbar-form .radio,\n  .navbar-form .checkbox {\n    display: inline-block;\n

margin-top: 0;\n    margin-bottom: 0;\n    vertical-align: middle;\n  }\n  .navbar-form .radio label,\n  .navbar-form

.checkbox label {\n    padding-left: 0;\n  }\n  .navbar-form .radio input[type=\"radio\"],\n  .navbar-form .checkbox

input[type=\"checkbox\"] {\n    position: relative;\n    margin-left: 0;\n  }\n  .navbar-form .has-feedback .form-

control-feedback {\n    top: 0;\n  }\n}\n@media (max-width: 767px) {\n  .navbar-form .form-group {\n    margin-

bottom: 5px;\n  }\n  .navbar-form .form-group:last-child {\n    margin-bottom: 0;\n  }\n}\n@media (min-width:

768px) {\n  .navbar-form {\n    width: auto;\n    padding-top: 0;\n    padding-bottom: 0;\n    margin-right: 0;\n

margin-left: 0;\n    border: 0;\n    -webkit-box-shadow: none;\n    box-shadow: none;\n  }\n}\n.navbar-nav > li >

.dropdown-menu {\n  margin-top: 0;\n  border-top-left-radius: 0;\n  border-top-right-radius: 0;\n}\n.navbar-fixed-

bottom .navbar-nav > li > .dropdown-menu {\n  margin-bottom: 0;\n  border-top-left-radius: 4px;\n  border-top-

right-radius: 4px;\n  border-bottom-right-radius: 0;\n  border-bottom-left-radius: 0;\n}\n.navbar-btn {\n  margin-top:

8px;\n  margin-bottom: 8px;\n}\n.navbar-btn.btn-sm {\n  margin-top: 10px;\n  margin-bottom: 10px;\n}\n.navbar-

btn.btn-xs {\n  margin-top: 14px;\n  margin-bottom: 14px;\n}\n.navbar-text {\n  margin-top: 15px;\n  margin-

bottom: 15px;\n}\n@media (min-width: 768px) {\n  .navbar-text {\n    float: left;\n    margin-right: 15px;\n

margin-left: 15px;\n  }\n}\n@media (min-width: 768px) {\n  .navbar-left {\n    float: left !important;\n  }\n  .navbar-

right {\n    float: right !important;\n    margin-right: -15px;\n  }\n  .navbar-right ~ .navbar-right {\n    margin-right:

0;\n  }\n}\n.navbar-default {\n  background-color: #f8f8f8;\n  border-color: #e7e7e7;\n}\n.navbar-default .navbar-

brand {\n  color: #777;\n}\n.navbar-default .navbar-brand:hover,\n.navbar-default .navbar-brand:focus {\n  color:

#5e5e5e;\n  background-color: transparent;\n}\n.navbar-default .navbar-text {\n  color: #777;\n}\n.navbar-default

.navbar-nav > li > a {\n  color: #777;\n}\n.navbar-default .navbar-nav > li > a:hover,\n.navbar-default .navbar-nav >

li > a:focus {\n  color: #333;\n  background-color: transparent;\n}\n.navbar-default .navbar-nav > .active >

a,\n.navbar-default .navbar-nav > .active > a:hover,\n.navbar-default .navbar-nav > .active > a:focus {\n  color:

#555;\n  background-color: #e7e7e7;\n}\n.navbar-default .navbar-nav > .disabled > a,\n.navbar-default .navbar-nav

> .disabled > a:hover,\n.navbar-default .navbar-nav > .disabled > a:focus {\n  color: #ccc;\n  background-color:

transparent;\n}\n.navbar-default .navbar-nav > .open > a,\n.navbar-default .navbar-nav > .open > a:hover,\n.navbar-

default .navbar-nav > .open > a:focus {\n  color: #555;\n  background-color: #e7e7e7;\n}\n@media (max-width:

767px) {\n  .navbar-default .navbar-nav .open .dropdown-menu > li > a {\n    color: #777;\n  }\n  .navbar-default

.navbar-nav .open .dropdown-menu > li > a:hover,\n  .navbar-default .navbar-nav .open .dropdown-menu > li >
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a:focus {\n    color: #333;\n    background-color: transparent;\n  }\n  .navbar-default .navbar-nav .open .dropdown-

menu > .active > a,\n  .navbar-default .navbar-nav .open .dropdown-menu > .active > a:hover,\n  .navbar-default

.navbar-nav .open .dropdown-menu > .active > a:focus {\n    color: #555;\n    background-color: #e7e7e7;\n  }\n

.navbar-default .navbar-nav .open .dropdown-menu > .disabled > a,\n  .navbar-default .navbar-nav .open .dropdown-

menu > .disabled > a:hover,\n  .navbar-default .navbar-nav .open .dropdown-menu > .disabled > a:focus {\n    color:

#ccc;\n    background-color: transparent;\n  }\n}\n.navbar-default .navbar-toggle {\n  border-color:

#ddd;\n}\n.navbar-default .navbar-toggle:hover,\n.navbar-default .navbar-toggle:focus {\n  background-color:

#ddd;\n}\n.navbar-default .navbar-toggle .icon-bar {\n  background-color: #888;\n}\n.navbar-default .navbar-

collapse,\n.navbar-default .navbar-form {\n  border-color: #e7e7e7;\n}\n.navbar-default .navbar-link {\n  color:

#777;\n}\n.navbar-default .navbar-link:hover {\n  color: #333;\n}\n.navbar-default .btn-link {\n  color:

#777;\n}\n.navbar-default .btn-link:hover,\n.navbar-default .btn-link:focus {\n  color: #333;\n}\n.navbar-default

.btn-link[disabled]:hover,\nfieldset[disabled] .navbar-default .btn-link:hover,\n.navbar-default .btn-

link[disabled]:focus,\nfieldset[disabled] .navbar-default .btn-link:focus {\n  color: #ccc;\n}\n.navbar-inverse {\n

background-color: #222;\n  border-color: #080808;\n}\n.navbar-inverse .navbar-brand {\n  color:

#9d9d9d;\n}\n.navbar-inverse .navbar-brand:hover,\n.navbar-inverse .navbar-brand:focus {\n  color: #fff;\n

background-color: transparent;\n}\n.navbar-inverse .navbar-text {\n  color: #9d9d9d;\n}\n.navbar-inverse .navbar-

nav > li > a {\n  color: #9d9d9d;\n}\n.navbar-inverse .navbar-nav > li > a:hover,\n.navbar-inverse .navbar-nav > li >

a:focus {\n  color: #fff;\n  background-color: transparent;\n}\n.navbar-inverse .navbar-nav > .active > a,\n.navbar-

inverse .navbar-nav > .active > a:hover,\n.navbar-inverse .navbar-nav > .active > a:focus {\n  color: #fff;\n

background-color: #080808;\n}\n.navbar-inverse .navbar-nav > .disabled > a,\n.navbar-inverse .navbar-nav >

.disabled > a:hover,\n.navbar-inverse .navbar-nav > .disabled > a:focus {\n  color: #444;\n  background-color:

transparent;\n}\n.navbar-inverse .navbar-nav > .open > a,\n.navbar-inverse .navbar-nav > .open > a:hover,\n.navbar-

inverse .navbar-nav > .open > a:focus {\n  color: #fff;\n  background-color: #080808;\n}\n@media (max-width:

767px) {\n  .navbar-inverse .navbar-nav .open .dropdown-menu > .dropdown-header {\n    border-color: #080808;\n

}\n  .navbar-inverse .navbar-nav .open .dropdown-menu .divider {\n    background-color: #080808;\n  }\n  .navbar-

inverse .navbar-nav .open .dropdown-menu > li > a {\n    color: #9d9d9d;\n  }\n  .navbar-inverse .navbar-nav .open

.dropdown-menu > li > a:hover,\n  .navbar-inverse .navbar-nav .open .dropdown-menu > li > a:focus {\n    color:

#fff;\n    background-color: transparent;\n  }\n  .navbar-inverse .navbar-nav .open .dropdown-menu > .active > a,\n

.navbar-inverse .navbar-nav .open .dropdown-menu > .active > a:hover,\n  .navbar-inverse .navbar-nav .open

.dropdown-menu > .active > a:focus {\n    color: #fff;\n    background-color: #080808;\n  }\n  .navbar-inverse

.navbar-nav .open .dropdown-menu > .disabled > a,\n  .navbar-inverse .navbar-nav .open .dropdown-menu >

.disabled > a:hover,\n  .navbar-inverse .navbar-nav .open .dropdown-menu > .disabled > a:focus {\n    color: #444;\n

  background-color: transparent;\n  }\n}\n.navbar-inverse .navbar-toggle {\n  border-color: #333;\n}\n.navbar-

inverse .navbar-toggle:hover,\n.navbar-inverse .navbar-toggle:focus {\n  background-color: #333;\n}\n.navbar-

inverse .navbar-toggle .icon-bar {\n  background-color: #fff;\n}\n.navbar-inverse .navbar-collapse,\n.navbar-inverse

.navbar-form {\n  border-color: #101010;\n}\n.navbar-inverse .navbar-link {\n  color: #9d9d9d;\n}\n.navbar-inverse

.navbar-link:hover {\n  color: #fff;\n}\n.navbar-inverse .btn-link {\n  color: #9d9d9d;\n}\n.navbar-inverse .btn-

link:hover,\n.navbar-inverse .btn-link:focus {\n  color: #fff;\n}\n.navbar-inverse .btn-

link[disabled]:hover,\nfieldset[disabled] .navbar-inverse .btn-link:hover,\n.navbar-inverse .btn-

link[disabled]:focus,\nfieldset[disabled] .navbar-inverse .btn-link:focus {\n  color: #444;\n}\n.breadcrumb {\n

padding: 8px 15px;\n  margin-bottom: 20px;\n  list-style: none;\n  background-color: #f5f5f5;\n  border-radius:

4px;\n}\n.breadcrumb > li {\n  display: inline-block;\n}\n.breadcrumb > li + li:before {\n  padding: 0 5px;\n  color:

#ccc;\n  content: \"/\\00a0\";\n}\n.breadcrumb > .active {\n  color: #777777;\n}\n.pagination {\n  display: inline-

block;\n  padding-left: 0;\n  margin: 20px 0;\n  border-radius: 4px;\n}\n.pagination > li {\n  display:

inline;\n}\n.pagination > li > a,\n.pagination > li > span {\n  position: relative;\n  float: left;\n  padding: 6px 12px;\n

margin-left: -1px;\n  line-height: 1.42857143;\n  color: #337ab7;\n  text-decoration: none;\n  background-color:

#fff;\n  border: 1px solid #ddd;\n}\n.pagination > li > a:hover,\n.pagination > li > span:hover,\n.pagination > li >

a:focus,\n.pagination > li > span:focus {\n  z-index: 2;\n  color: #23527c;\n  background-color: #eeeeee;\n  border-
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color: #ddd;\n}\n.pagination > li:first-child > a,\n.pagination > li:first-child > span {\n  margin-left: 0;\n  border-top-

left-radius: 4px;\n  border-bottom-left-radius: 4px;\n}\n.pagination > li:last-child > a,\n.pagination > li:last-child >

span {\n  border-top-right-radius: 4px;\n  border-bottom-right-radius: 4px;\n}\n.pagination > .active >

a,\n.pagination > .active > span,\n.pagination > .active > a:hover,\n.pagination > .active > span:hover,\n.pagination >

.active > a:focus,\n.pagination > .active > span:focus {\n  z-index: 3;\n  color: #fff;\n  cursor: default;\n  background-

color: #337ab7;\n  border-color: #337ab7;\n}\n.pagination > .disabled > span,\n.pagination > .disabled >

span:hover,\n.pagination > .disabled > span:focus,\n.pagination > .disabled > a,\n.pagination > .disabled >

a:hover,\n.pagination > .disabled > a:focus {\n  color: #777777;\n  cursor: not-allowed;\n  background-color: #fff;\n

border-color: #ddd;\n}\n.pagination-lg > li > a,\n.pagination-lg > li > span {\n  padding: 10px 16px;\n  font-size:

18px;\n  line-height: 1.3333333;\n}\n.pagination-lg > li:first-child > a,\n.pagination-lg > li:first-child > span {\n

border-top-left-radius: 6px;\n  border-bottom-left-radius: 6px;\n}\n.pagination-lg > li:last-child > a,\n.pagination-lg

> li:last-child > span {\n  border-top-right-radius: 6px;\n  border-bottom-right-radius: 6px;\n}\n.pagination-sm > li >

a,\n.pagination-sm > li > span {\n  padding: 5px 10px;\n  font-size: 12px;\n  line-height: 1.5;\n}\n.pagination-sm >

li:first-child > a,\n.pagination-sm > li:first-child > span {\n  border-top-left-radius: 3px;\n  border-bottom-left-radius:

3px;\n}\n.pagination-sm > li:last-child > a,\n.pagination-sm > li:last-child > span {\n  border-top-right-radius: 3px;\n

border-bottom-right-radius: 3px;\n}\n.pager {\n  padding-left: 0;\n  margin: 20px 0;\n  text-align: center;\n  list-

style: none;\n}\n.pager li {\n  display: inline;\n}\n.pager li > a,\n.pager li > span {\n  display: inline-block;\n

padding: 5px 14px;\n  background-color: #fff;\n  border: 1px solid #ddd;\n  border-radius: 15px;\n}\n.pager li >

a:hover,\n.pager li > a:focus {\n  text-decoration: none;\n  background-color: #eeeeee;\n}\n.pager .next > a,\n.pager

.next > span {\n  float: right;\n}\n.pager .previous > a,\n.pager .previous > span {\n  float: left;\n}\n.pager .disabled

> a,\n.pager .disabled > a:hover,\n.pager .disabled > a:focus,\n.pager .disabled > span {\n  color: #777777;\n  cursor:

not-allowed;\n  background-color: #fff;\n}\n.label {\n  display: inline;\n  padding: 0.2em 0.6em 0.3em;\n  font-size:

75%;\n  font-weight: 700;\n  line-height: 1;\n  color: #fff;\n  text-align: center;\n  white-space: nowrap;\n  vertical-

align: baseline;\n  border-radius: 0.25em;\n}\na.label:hover,\na.label:focus {\n  color: #fff;\n  text-decoration:

none;\n  cursor: pointer;\n}\n.label:empty {\n  display: none;\n}\n.btn .label {\n  position: relative;\n  top: -

1px;\n}\n.label-default {\n  background-color: #777777;\n}\n.label-default[href]:hover,\n.label-default[href]:focus

{\n  background-color: #5e5e5e;\n}\n.label-primary {\n  background-color: #337ab7;\n}\n.label-

primary[href]:hover,\n.label-primary[href]:focus {\n  background-color: #286090;\n}\n.label-success {\n

background-color: #5cb85c;\n}\n.label-success[href]:hover,\n.label-success[href]:focus {\n  background-color:

#449d44;\n}\n.label-info {\n  background-color: #5bc0de;\n}\n.label-info[href]:hover,\n.label-info[href]:focus {\n

background-color: #31b0d5;\n}\n.label-warning {\n  background-color: #f0ad4e;\n}\n.label-

warning[href]:hover,\n.label-warning[href]:focus {\n  background-color: #ec971f;\n}\n.label-danger {\n

background-color: #d9534f;\n}\n.label-danger[href]:hover,\n.label-danger[href]:focus {\n  background-color:

#c9302c;\n}\n.badge {\n  display: inline-block;\n  min-width: 10px;\n  padding: 3px 7px;\n  font-size: 12px;\n  font-

weight: bold;\n  line-height: 1;\n  color: #fff;\n  text-align: center;\n  white-space: nowrap;\n  vertical-align:

middle;\n  background-color: #777777;\n  border-radius: 10px;\n}\n.badge:empty {\n  display: none;\n}\n.btn .badge

{\n  position: relative;\n  top: -1px;\n}\n.btn-xs .badge,\n.btn-group-xs > .btn .badge {\n  top: 0;\n  padding: 1px

5px;\n}\na.badge:hover,\na.badge:focus {\n  color: #fff;\n  text-decoration: none;\n  cursor: pointer;\n}\n.list-group-

item.active > .badge,\n.nav-pills > .active > a > .badge {\n  color: #337ab7;\n  background-color: #fff;\n}\n.list-

group-item > .badge {\n  float: right;\n}\n.list-group-item > .badge + .badge {\n  margin-right: 5px;\n}\n.nav-pills >

li > a > .badge {\n  margin-left: 3px;\n}\n.jumbotron {\n  padding-top: 30px;\n  padding-bottom: 30px;\n  margin-

bottom: 30px;\n  color: inherit;\n  background-color: #eeeeee;\n}\n.jumbotron h1,\n.jumbotron .h1 {\n  color:

inherit;\n}\n.jumbotron p {\n  margin-bottom: 15px;\n  font-size: 21px;\n  font-weight: 200;\n}\n.jumbotron > hr {\n

border-top-color: #d5d5d5;\n}\n.container .jumbotron,\n.container-fluid .jumbotron {\n  padding-right: 15px;\n

padding-left: 15px;\n  border-radius: 6px;\n}\n.jumbotron .container {\n  max-width: 100%;\n}\n@media screen and

(min-width: 768px) {\n  .jumbotron {\n    padding-top: 48px;\n    padding-bottom: 48px;\n  }\n  .container

.jumbotron,\n  .container-fluid .jumbotron {\n    padding-right: 60px;\n    padding-left: 60px;\n  }\n  .jumbotron h1,\n

.jumbotron .h1 {\n    font-size: 63px;\n  }\n}\n.thumbnail {\n  display: block;\n  padding: 4px;\n  margin-bottom:
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20px;\n  line-height: 1.42857143;\n  background-color: #fff;\n  border: 1px solid #ddd;\n  border-radius: 4px;\n  -

webkit-transition: border 0.2s ease-in-out;\n  -o-transition: border 0.2s ease-in-out;\n  transition: border 0.2s ease-in-

out;\n}\n.thumbnail > img,\n.thumbnail a > img {\n  margin-right: auto;\n  margin-left:

auto;\n}\na.thumbnail:hover,\na.thumbnail:focus,\na.thumbnail.active {\n  border-color: #337ab7;\n}\n.thumbnail

.caption {\n  padding: 9px;\n  color: #333333;\n}\n.alert {\n  padding: 15px;\n  margin-bottom: 20px;\n  border: 1px

solid transparent;\n  border-radius: 4px;\n}\n.alert h4 {\n  margin-top: 0;\n  color: inherit;\n}\n.alert .alert-link {\n

font-weight: bold;\n}\n.alert > p,\n.alert > ul {\n  margin-bottom: 0;\n}\n.alert > p + p {\n  margin-top:

5px;\n}\n.alert-dismissable,\n.alert-dismissible {\n  padding-right: 35px;\n}\n.alert-dismissable .close,\n.alert-

dismissible .close {\n  position: relative;\n  top: -2px;\n  right: -21px;\n  color: inherit;\n}\n.alert-success {\n  color:

#3c763d;\n  background-color: #dff0d8;\n  border-color: #d6e9c6;\n}\n.alert-success hr {\n  border-top-color:

#c9e2b3;\n}\n.alert-success .alert-link {\n  color: #2b542c;\n}\n.alert-info {\n  color: #31708f;\n  background-color:

#d9edf7;\n  border-color: #bce8f1;\n}\n.alert-info hr {\n  border-top-color: #a6e1ec;\n}\n.alert-info .alert-link {\n

color: #245269;\n}\n.alert-warning {\n  color: #8a6d3b;\n  background-color: #fcf8e3;\n  border-color:

#faebcc;\n}\n.alert-warning hr {\n  border-top-color: #f7e1b5;\n}\n.alert-warning .alert-link {\n  color:

#66512c;\n}\n.alert-danger {\n  color: #a94442;\n  background-color: #f2dede;\n  border-color: #ebccd1;\n}\n.alert-

danger hr {\n  border-top-color: #e4b9c0;\n}\n.alert-danger .alert-link {\n  color: #843534;\n}\n@-webkit-keyframes

progress-bar-stripes {\n  from {\n    background-position: 40px 0;\n  }\n  to {\n    background-position: 0 0;\n

}\n}\n@keyframes progress-bar-stripes {\n  from {\n    background-position: 40px 0;\n  }\n  to {\n    background-

position: 0 0;\n  }\n}\n.progress {\n  height: 20px;\n  margin-bottom: 20px;\n  overflow: hidden;\n  background-

color: #f5f5f5;\n  border-radius: 4px;\n  -webkit-box-shadow: inset 0 1px 2px rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.1);\n  box-shadow:

inset 0 1px 2px rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.1);\n}\n.progress-bar {\n  float: left;\n  width: 0%;\n  height: 100%;\n  font-size:

12px;\n  line-height: 20px;\n  color: #fff;\n  text-align: center;\n  background-color: #337ab7;\n  -webkit-box-

shadow: inset 0 -1px 0 rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.15);\n  box-shadow: inset 0 -1px 0 rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.15);\n  -webkit-transition:

width 0.6s ease;\n  -o-transition: width 0.6s ease;\n  transition: width 0.6s ease;\n}\n.progress-striped .progress-

bar,\n.progress-bar-striped {\n  background-image: -webkit-linear-gradient(45deg, rgba(255, 255, 255, 0.15) 25%,

transparent 25%, transparent 50%, rgba(255, 255, 255, 0.15) 50%, rgba(255, 255, 255, 0.15) 75%, transparent 75%,

transparent);\n  background-image: -o-linear-gradient(45deg, rgba(255, 255, 255, 0.15) 25%, transparent 25%,

transparent 50%, rgba(255, 255, 255, 0.15) 50%, rgba(255, 255, 255, 0.15) 75%, transparent 75%, transparent);\n

background-image: linear-gradient(45deg, rgba(255, 255, 255, 0.15) 25%, transparent 25%, transparent 50%,

rgba(255, 255, 255, 0.15) 50%, rgba(255, 255, 255, 0.15) 75%, transparent 75%, transparent);\n  background-size:

40px 40px;\n}\n.progress.active .progress-bar,\n.progress-bar.active {\n  -webkit-animation: progress-bar-stripes 2s

linear infinite;\n  -o-animation: progress-bar-stripes 2s linear infinite;\n  animation: progress-bar-stripes 2s linear

infinite;\n}\n.progress-bar-success {\n  background-color: #5cb85c;\n}\n.progress-striped .progress-bar-success {\n

background-image: -webkit-linear-gradient(45deg, rgba(255, 255, 255, 0.15) 25%, transparent 25%, transparent

50%, rgba(255, 255, 255, 0.15) 50%, rgba(255, 255, 255, 0.15) 75%, transparent 75%, transparent);\n  background-

image: -o-linear-gradient(45deg, rgba(255, 255, 255, 0.15) 25%, transparent 25%, transparent 50%, rgba(255, 255,

255, 0.15) 50%, rgba(255, 255, 255, 0.15) 75%, transparent 75%, transparent);\n  background-image: linear-

gradient(45deg, rgba(255, 255, 255, 0.15) 25%, transparent 25%, transparent 50%, rgba(255, 255, 255, 0.15) 50%,

rgba(255, 255, 255, 0.15) 75%, transparent 75%, transparent);\n}\n.progress-bar-info {\n  background-color:

#5bc0de;\n}\n.progress-striped .progress-bar-info {\n  background-image: -webkit-linear-gradient(45deg, rgba(255,

255, 255, 0.15) 25%, transparent 25%, transparent 50%, rgba(255, 255, 255, 0.15) 50%, rgba(255, 255, 255, 0.15)

75%, transparent 75%, transparent);\n  background-image: -o-linear-gradient(45deg, rgba(255, 255, 255, 0.15) 25%,

transparent 25%, transparent 50%, rgba(255, 255, 255, 0.15) 50%, rgba(255, 255, 255, 0.15) 75%, transparent 75%,

transparent);\n  background-image: linear-gradient(45deg, rgba(255, 255, 255, 0.15) 25%, transparent 25%,

transparent 50%, rgba(255, 255, 255, 0.15) 50%, rgba(255, 255, 255, 0.15) 75%, transparent 75%,

transparent);\n}\n.progress-bar-warning {\n  background-color: #f0ad4e;\n}\n.progress-striped .progress-bar-

warning {\n  background-image: -webkit-linear-gradient(45deg, rgba(255, 255, 255, 0.15) 25%, transparent 25%,

transparent 50%, rgba(255, 255, 255, 0.15) 50%, rgba(255, 255, 255, 0.15) 75%, transparent 75%, transparent);\n
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background-image: -o-linear-gradient(45deg, rgba(255, 255, 255, 0.15) 25%, transparent 25%, transparent 50%,

rgba(255, 255, 255, 0.15) 50%, rgba(255, 255, 255, 0.15) 75%, transparent 75%, transparent);\n  background-image:

linear-gradient(45deg, rgba(255, 255, 255, 0.15) 25%, transparent 25%, transparent 50%, rgba(255, 255, 255, 0.15)

50%, rgba(255, 255, 255, 0.15) 75%, transparent 75%, transparent);\n}\n.progress-bar-danger {\n  background-

color: #d9534f;\n}\n.progress-striped .progress-bar-danger {\n  background-image: -webkit-linear-gradient(45deg,

rgba(255, 255, 255, 0.15) 25%, transparent 25%, transparent 50%, rgba(255, 255, 255, 0.15) 50%, rgba(255, 255,

255, 0.15) 75%, transparent 75%, transparent);\n  background-image: -o-linear-gradient(45deg, rgba(255, 255, 255,

0.15) 25%, transparent 25%, transparent 50%, rgba(255, 255, 255, 0.15) 50%, rgba(255, 255, 255, 0.15) 75%,

transparent 75%, transparent);\n  background-image: linear-gradient(45deg, rgba(255, 255, 255, 0.15) 25%,

transparent 25%, transparent 50%, rgba(255, 255, 255, 0.15) 50%, rgba(255, 255, 255, 0.15) 75%, transparent 75%,

transparent);\n}\n.media {\n  margin-top: 15px;\n}\n.media:first-child {\n  margin-top: 0;\n}\n.media,\n.media-body

{\n  overflow: hidden;\n  zoom: 1;\n}\n.media-body {\n  width: 10000px;\n}\n.media-object {\n  display:

block;\n}\n.media-object.img-thumbnail {\n  max-width: none;\n}\n.media-right,\n.media > .pull-right {\n  padding-

left: 10px;\n}\n.media-left,\n.media > .pull-left {\n  padding-right: 10px;\n}\n.media-left,\n.media-right,\n.media-

body {\n  display: table-cell;\n  vertical-align: top;\n}\n.media-middle {\n  vertical-align: middle;\n}\n.media-bottom

{\n  vertical-align: bottom;\n}\n.media-heading {\n  margin-top: 0;\n  margin-bottom: 5px;\n}\n.media-list {\n

padding-left: 0;\n  list-style: none;\n}\n.list-group {\n  padding-left: 0;\n  margin-bottom: 20px;\n}\n.list-group-item

{\n  position: relative;\n  display: block;\n  padding: 10px 15px;\n  margin-bottom: -1px;\n  background-color:

#fff;\n  border: 1px solid #ddd;\n}\n.list-group-item:first-child {\n  border-top-left-radius: 4px;\n  border-top-right-

radius: 4px;\n}\n.list-group-item:last-child {\n  margin-bottom: 0;\n  border-bottom-right-radius: 4px;\n  border-

bottom-left-radius: 4px;\n}\n.list-group-item.disabled,\n.list-group-item.disabled:hover,\n.list-group-

item.disabled:focus {\n  color: #777777;\n  cursor: not-allowed;\n  background-color: #eeeeee;\n}\n.list-group-

item.disabled .list-group-item-heading,\n.list-group-item.disabled:hover .list-group-item-heading,\n.list-group-

item.disabled:focus .list-group-item-heading {\n  color: inherit;\n}\n.list-group-item.disabled .list-group-item-

text,\n.list-group-item.disabled:hover .list-group-item-text,\n.list-group-item.disabled:focus .list-group-item-text {\n

color: #777777;\n}\n.list-group-item.active,\n.list-group-item.active:hover,\n.list-group-item.active:focus {\n  z-

index: 2;\n  color: #fff;\n  background-color: #337ab7;\n  border-color: #337ab7;\n}\n.list-group-item.active .list-

group-item-heading,\n.list-group-item.active:hover .list-group-item-heading,\n.list-group-item.active:focus .list-

group-item-heading,\n.list-group-item.active .list-group-item-heading > small,\n.list-group-item.active:hover .list-

group-item-heading > small,\n.list-group-item.active:focus .list-group-item-heading > small,\n.list-group-item.active

.list-group-item-heading > .small,\n.list-group-item.active:hover .list-group-item-heading > .small,\n.list-group-

item.active:focus .list-group-item-heading > .small {\n  color: inherit;\n}\n.list-group-item.active .list-group-item-

text,\n.list-group-item.active:hover .list-group-item-text,\n.list-group-item.active:focus .list-group-item-text {\n

color: #c7ddef;\n}\na.list-group-item,\nbutton.list-group-item {\n  color: #555;\n}\na.list-group-item .list-group-

item-heading,\nbutton.list-group-item .list-group-item-heading {\n  color: #333;\n}\na.list-group-

item:hover,\nbutton.list-group-item:hover,\na.list-group-item:focus,\nbutton.list-group-item:focus {\n  color:

#555;\n  text-decoration: none;\n  background-color: #f5f5f5;\n}\nbutton.list-group-item {\n  width: 100%;\n  text-

align: left;\n}\n.list-group-item-success {\n  color: #3c763d;\n  background-color: #dff0d8;\n}\na.list-group-item-

success,\nbutton.list-group-item-success {\n  color: #3c763d;\n}\na.list-group-item-success .list-group-item-

heading,\nbutton.list-group-item-success .list-group-item-heading {\n  color: inherit;\n}\na.list-group-item-

success:hover,\nbutton.list-group-item-success:hover,\na.list-group-item-success:focus,\nbutton.list-group-item-

success:focus {\n  color: #3c763d;\n  background-color: #d0e9c6;\n}\na.list-group-item-success.active,\nbutton.list-

group-item-success.active,\na.list-group-item-success.active:hover,\nbutton.list-group-item-

success.active:hover,\na.list-group-item-success.active:focus,\nbutton.list-group-item-success.active:focus {\n

color: #fff;\n  background-color: #3c763d;\n  border-color: #3c763d;\n}\n.list-group-item-info {\n  color: #31708f;\n

background-color: #d9edf7;\n}\na.list-group-item-info,\nbutton.list-group-item-info {\n  color: #31708f;\n}\na.list-

group-item-info .list-group-item-heading,\nbutton.list-group-item-info .list-group-item-heading {\n  color:

inherit;\n}\na.list-group-item-info:hover,\nbutton.list-group-item-info:hover,\na.list-group-item-
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info:focus,\nbutton.list-group-item-info:focus {\n  color: #31708f;\n  background-color: #c4e3f3;\n}\na.list-group-

item-info.active,\nbutton.list-group-item-info.active,\na.list-group-item-info.active:hover,\nbutton.list-group-item-

info.active:hover,\na.list-group-item-info.active:focus,\nbutton.list-group-item-info.active:focus {\n  color: #fff;\n

background-color: #31708f;\n  border-color: #31708f;\n}\n.list-group-item-warning {\n  color: #8a6d3b;\n

background-color: #fcf8e3;\n}\na.list-group-item-warning,\nbutton.list-group-item-warning {\n  color:

#8a6d3b;\n}\na.list-group-item-warning .list-group-item-heading,\nbutton.list-group-item-warning .list-group-item-

heading {\n  color: inherit;\n}\na.list-group-item-warning:hover,\nbutton.list-group-item-warning:hover,\na.list-

group-item-warning:focus,\nbutton.list-group-item-warning:focus {\n  color: #8a6d3b;\n  background-color:

#faf2cc;\n}\na.list-group-item-warning.active,\nbutton.list-group-item-warning.active,\na.list-group-item-

warning.active:hover,\nbutton.list-group-item-warning.active:hover,\na.list-group-item-

warning.active:focus,\nbutton.list-group-item-warning.active:focus {\n  color: #fff;\n  background-color: #8a6d3b;\n

border-color: #8a6d3b;\n}\n.list-group-item-danger {\n  color: #a94442;\n  background-color: #f2dede;\n}\na.list-

group-item-danger,\nbutton.list-group-item-danger {\n  color: #a94442;\n}\na.list-group-item-danger .list-group-

item-heading,\nbutton.list-group-item-danger .list-group-item-heading {\n  color: inherit;\n}\na.list-group-item-

danger:hover,\nbutton.list-group-item-danger:hover,\na.list-group-item-danger:focus,\nbutton.list-group-item-

danger:focus {\n  color: #a94442;\n  background-color: #ebcccc;\n}\na.list-group-item-danger.active,\nbutton.list-

group-item-danger.active,\na.list-group-item-danger.active:hover,\nbutton.list-group-item-

danger.active:hover,\na.list-group-item-danger.active:focus,\nbutton.list-group-item-danger.active:focus {\n  color:

#fff;\n  background-color: #a94442;\n  border-color: #a94442;\n}\n.list-group-item-heading {\n  margin-top: 0;\n

margin-bottom: 5px;\n}\n.list-group-item-text {\n  margin-bottom: 0;\n  line-height: 1.3;\n}\n.panel {\n  margin-

bottom: 20px;\n  background-color: #fff;\n  border: 1px solid transparent;\n  border-radius: 4px;\n  -webkit-box-

shadow: 0 1px 1px rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.05);\n  box-shadow: 0 1px 1px rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.05);\n}\n.panel-body {\n  padding:

15px;\n}\n.panel-heading {\n  padding: 10px 15px;\n  border-bottom: 1px solid transparent;\n  border-top-left-

radius: 3px;\n  border-top-right-radius: 3px;\n}\n.panel-heading > .dropdown .dropdown-toggle {\n  color:

inherit;\n}\n.panel-title {\n  margin-top: 0;\n  margin-bottom: 0;\n  font-size: 16px;\n  color: inherit;\n}\n.panel-title

> a,\n.panel-title > small,\n.panel-title > .small,\n.panel-title > small > a,\n.panel-title > .small > a {\n  color:

inherit;\n}\n.panel-footer {\n  padding: 10px 15px;\n  background-color: #f5f5f5;\n  border-top: 1px solid #ddd;\n

border-bottom-right-radius: 3px;\n  border-bottom-left-radius: 3px;\n}\n.panel > .list-group,\n.panel > .panel-

collapse > .list-group {\n  margin-bottom: 0;\n}\n.panel > .list-group .list-group-item,\n.panel > .panel-collapse >

.list-group .list-group-item {\n  border-width: 1px 0;\n  border-radius: 0;\n}\n.panel > .list-group:first-child .list-

group-item:first-child,\n.panel > .panel-collapse > .list-group:first-child .list-group-item:first-child {\n  border-top:

0;\n  border-top-left-radius: 3px;\n  border-top-right-radius: 3px;\n}\n.panel > .list-group:last-child .list-group-

item:last-child,\n.panel > .panel-collapse > .list-group:last-child .list-group-item:last-child {\n  border-bottom: 0;\n

border-bottom-right-radius: 3px;\n  border-bottom-left-radius: 3px;\n}\n.panel > .panel-heading + .panel-collapse >

.list-group .list-group-item:first-child {\n  border-top-left-radius: 0;\n  border-top-right-radius: 0;\n}\n.panel-heading

+ .list-group .list-group-item:first-child {\n  border-top-width: 0;\n}\n.list-group + .panel-footer {\n  border-top-

width: 0;\n}\n.panel > .table,\n.panel > .table-responsive > .table,\n.panel > .panel-collapse > .table {\n  margin-

bottom: 0;\n}\n.panel > .table caption,\n.panel > .table-responsive > .table caption,\n.panel > .panel-collapse > .table

caption {\n  padding-right: 15px;\n  padding-left: 15px;\n}\n.panel > .table:first-child,\n.panel > .table-

responsive:first-child > .table:first-child {\n  border-top-left-radius: 3px;\n  border-top-right-radius: 3px;\n}\n.panel

> .table:first-child > thead:first-child > tr:first-child,\n.panel > .table-responsive:first-child > .table:first-child >

thead:first-child > tr:first-child,\n.panel > .table:first-child > tbody:first-child > tr:first-child,\n.panel > .table-

responsive:first-child > .table:first-child > tbody:first-child > tr:first-child {\n  border-top-left-radius: 3px;\n  border-

top-right-radius: 3px;\n}\n.panel > .table:first-child > thead:first-child > tr:first-child td:first-child,\n.panel > .table-

responsive:first-child > .table:first-child > thead:first-child > tr:first-child td:first-child,\n.panel > .table:first-child >

tbody:first-child > tr:first-child td:first-child,\n.panel > .table-responsive:first-child > .table:first-child > tbody:first-

child > tr:first-child td:first-child,\n.panel > .table:first-child > thead:first-child > tr:first-child th:first-child,\n.panel

> .table-responsive:first-child > .table:first-child > thead:first-child > tr:first-child th:first-child,\n.panel >
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.table:first-child > tbody:first-child > tr:first-child th:first-child,\n.panel > .table-responsive:first-child > .table:first-

child > tbody:first-child > tr:first-child th:first-child {\n  border-top-left-radius: 3px;\n}\n.panel > .table:first-child >

thead:first-child > tr:first-child td:last-child,\n.panel > .table-responsive:first-child > .table:first-child > thead:first-

child > tr:first-child td:last-child,\n.panel > .table:first-child > tbody:first-child > tr:first-child td:last-child,\n.panel >

.table-responsive:first-child > .table:first-child > tbody:first-child > tr:first-child td:last-child,\n.panel > .table:first-

child > thead:first-child > tr:first-child th:last-child,\n.panel > .table-responsive:first-child > .table:first-child >

thead:first-child > tr:first-child th:last-child,\n.panel > .table:first-child > tbody:first-child > tr:first-child th:last-

child,\n.panel > .table-responsive:first-child > .table:first-child > tbody:first-child > tr:first-child th:last-child {\n

border-top-right-radius: 3px;\n}\n.panel > .table:last-child,\n.panel > .table-responsive:last-child > .table:last-child

{\n  border-bottom-right-radius: 3px;\n  border-bottom-left-radius: 3px;\n}\n.panel > .table:last-child > tbody:last-

child > tr:last-child,\n.panel > .table-responsive:last-child > .table:last-child > tbody:last-child > tr:last-child,\n.panel

> .table:last-child > tfoot:last-child > tr:last-child,\n.panel > .table-responsive:last-child > .table:last-child >

tfoot:last-child > tr:last-child {\n  border-bottom-right-radius: 3px;\n  border-bottom-left-radius: 3px;\n}\n.panel >

.table:last-child > tbody:last-child > tr:last-child td:first-child,\n.panel > .table-responsive:last-child > .table:last-

child > tbody:last-child > tr:last-child td:first-child,\n.panel > .table:last-child > tfoot:last-child > tr:last-child

td:first-child,\n.panel > .table-responsive:last-child > .table:last-child > tfoot:last-child > tr:last-child td:first-

child,\n.panel > .table:last-child > tbody:last-child > tr:last-child th:first-child,\n.panel > .table-responsive:last-child

> .table:last-child > tbody:last-child > tr:last-child th:first-child,\n.panel > .table:last-child > tfoot:last-child > tr:last-

child th:first-child,\n.panel > .table-responsive:last-child > .table:last-child > tfoot:last-child > tr:last-child th:first-

child {\n  border-bottom-left-radius: 3px;\n}\n.panel > .table:last-child > tbody:last-child > tr:last-child td:last-

child,\n.panel > .table-responsive:last-child > .table:last-child > tbody:last-child > tr:last-child td:last-child,\n.panel

> .table:last-child > tfoot:last-child > tr:last-child td:last-child,\n.panel > .table-responsive:last-child > .table:last-

child > tfoot:last-child > tr:last-child td:last-child,\n.panel > .table:last-child > tbody:last-child > tr:last-child th:last-

child,\n.panel > .table-responsive:last-child > .table:last-child > tbody:last-child > tr:last-child th:last-child,\n.panel

> .table:last-child > tfoot:last-child > tr:last-child th:last-child,\n.panel > .table-responsive:last-child > .table:last-

child > tfoot:last-child > tr:last-child th:last-child {\n  border-bottom-right-radius: 3px;\n}\n.panel > .panel-body +

.table,\n.panel > .panel-body + .table-responsive,\n.panel > .table + .panel-body,\n.panel > .table-responsive +

.panel-body {\n  border-top: 1px solid #ddd;\n}\n.panel > .table > tbody:first-child > tr:first-child th,\n.panel > .table

> tbody:first-child > tr:first-child td {\n  border-top: 0;\n}\n.panel > .table-bordered,\n.panel > .table-responsive >

.table-bordered {\n  border: 0;\n}\n.panel > .table-bordered > thead > tr > th:first-child,\n.panel > .table-responsive >

.table-bordered > thead > tr > th:first-child,\n.panel > .table-bordered > tbody > tr > th:first-child,\n.panel > .table-

responsive > .table-bordered > tbody > tr > th:first-child,\n.panel > .table-bordered > tfoot > tr > th:first-

child,\n.panel > .table-responsive > .table-bordered > tfoot > tr > th:first-child,\n.panel > .table-bordered > thead > tr

> td:first-child,\n.panel > .table-responsive > .table-bordered > thead > tr > td:first-child,\n.panel > .table-bordered >

tbody > tr > td:first-child,\n.panel > .table-responsive > .table-bordered > tbody > tr > td:first-child,\n.panel > .table-

bordered > tfoot > tr > td:first-child,\n.panel > .table-responsive > .table-bordered > tfoot > tr > td:first-child {\n

border-left: 0;\n}\n.panel > .table-bordered > thead > tr > th:last-child,\n.panel > .table-responsive > .table-bordered

> thead > tr > th:last-child,\n.panel > .table-bordered > tbody > tr > th:last-child,\n.panel > .table-responsive >

.table-bordered > tbody > tr > th:last-child,\n.panel > .table-bordered > tfoot > tr > th:last-child,\n.panel > .table-

responsive > .table-bordered > tfoot > tr > th:last-child,\n.panel > .table-bordered > thead > tr > td:last-child,\n.panel

> .table-responsive > .table-bordered > thead > tr > td:last-child,\n.panel > .table-bordered > tbody > tr > td:last-

child,\n.panel > .table-responsive > .table-bordered > tbody > tr > td:last-child,\n.panel > .table-bordered > tfoot > tr

> td:last-child,\n.panel > .table-responsive > .table-bordered > tfoot > tr > td:last-child {\n  border-right:

0;\n}\n.panel > .table-bordered > thead > tr:first-child > td,\n.panel > .table-responsive > .table-bordered > thead >

tr:first-child > td,\n.panel > .table-bordered > tbody > tr:first-child > td,\n.panel > .table-responsive > .table-

bordered > tbody > tr:first-child > td,\n.panel > .table-bordered > thead > tr:first-child > th,\n.panel > .table-

responsive > .table-bordered > thead > tr:first-child > th,\n.panel > .table-bordered > tbody > tr:first-child >

th,\n.panel > .table-responsive > .table-bordered > tbody > tr:first-child > th {\n  border-bottom: 0;\n}\n.panel >
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.table-bordered > tbody > tr:last-child > td,\n.panel > .table-responsive > .table-bordered > tbody > tr:last-child >

td,\n.panel > .table-bordered > tfoot > tr:last-child > td,\n.panel > .table-responsive > .table-bordered > tfoot >

tr:last-child > td,\n.panel > .table-bordered > tbody > tr:last-child > th,\n.panel > .table-responsive > .table-bordered

> tbody > tr:last-child > th,\n.panel > .table-bordered > tfoot > tr:last-child > th,\n.panel > .table-responsive > .table-

bordered > tfoot > tr:last-child > th {\n  border-bottom: 0;\n}\n.panel > .table-responsive {\n  margin-bottom: 0;\n

border: 0;\n}\n.panel-group {\n  margin-bottom: 20px;\n}\n.panel-group .panel {\n  margin-bottom: 0;\n  border-

radius: 4px;\n}\n.panel-group .panel + .panel {\n  margin-top: 5px;\n}\n.panel-group .panel-heading {\n  border-

bottom: 0;\n}\n.panel-group .panel-heading + .panel-collapse > .panel-body,\n.panel-group .panel-heading + .panel-

collapse > .list-group {\n  border-top: 1px solid #ddd;\n}\n.panel-group .panel-footer {\n  border-top: 0;\n}\n.panel-

group .panel-footer + .panel-collapse .panel-body {\n  border-bottom: 1px solid #ddd;\n}\n.panel-default {\n

border-color: #ddd;\n}\n.panel-default > .panel-heading {\n  color: #333333;\n  background-color: #f5f5f5;\n

border-color: #ddd;\n}\n.panel-default > .panel-heading + .panel-collapse > .panel-body {\n  border-top-color:

#ddd;\n}\n.panel-default > .panel-heading .badge {\n  color: #f5f5f5;\n  background-color: #333333;\n}\n.panel-

default > .panel-footer + .panel-collapse > .panel-body {\n  border-bottom-color: #ddd;\n}\n.panel-primary {\n

border-color: #337ab7;\n}\n.panel-primary > .panel-heading {\n  color: #fff;\n  background-color: #337ab7;\n

border-color: #337ab7;\n}\n.panel-primary > .panel-heading + .panel-collapse > .panel-body {\n  border-top-color:

#337ab7;\n}\n.panel-primary > .panel-heading .badge {\n  color: #337ab7;\n  background-color: #fff;\n}\n.panel-

primary > .panel-footer + .panel-collapse > .panel-body {\n  border-bottom-color: #337ab7;\n}\n.panel-success {\n

border-color: #d6e9c6;\n}\n.panel-success > .panel-heading {\n  color: #3c763d;\n  background-color: #dff0d8;\n

border-color: #d6e9c6;\n}\n.panel-success > .panel-heading + .panel-collapse > .panel-body {\n  border-top-color:

#d6e9c6;\n}\n.panel-success > .panel-heading .badge {\n  color: #dff0d8;\n  background-color: #3c763d;\n}\n.panel-

success > .panel-footer + .panel-collapse > .panel-body {\n  border-bottom-color: #d6e9c6;\n}\n.panel-info {\n

border-color: #bce8f1;\n}\n.panel-info > .panel-heading {\n  color: #31708f;\n  background-color: #d9edf7;\n

border-color: #bce8f1;\n}\n.panel-info > .panel-heading + .panel-collapse > .panel-body {\n  border-top-color:

#bce8f1;\n}\n.panel-info > .panel-heading .badge {\n  color: #d9edf7;\n  background-color: #31708f;\n}\n.panel-

info > .panel-footer + .panel-collapse > .panel-body {\n  border-bottom-color: #bce8f1;\n}\n.panel-warning {\n

border-color: #faebcc;\n}\n.panel-warning > .panel-heading {\n  color: #8a6d3b;\n  background-color: #fcf8e3;\n

border-color: #faebcc;\n}\n.panel-warning > .panel-heading + .panel-collapse > .panel-body {\n  border-top-color:

#faebcc;\n}\n.panel-warning > .panel-heading .badge {\n  color: #fcf8e3;\n  background-color: #8a6d3b;\n}\n.panel-

warning > .panel-footer + .panel-collapse > .panel-body {\n  border-bottom-color: #faebcc;\n}\n.panel-danger {\n

border-color: #ebccd1;\n}\n.panel-danger > .panel-heading {\n  color: #a94442;\n  background-color: #f2dede;\n

border-color: #ebccd1;\n}\n.panel-danger > .panel-heading + .panel-collapse > .panel-body {\n  border-top-color:

#ebccd1;\n}\n.panel-danger > .panel-heading .badge {\n  color: #f2dede;\n  background-color: #a94442;\n}\n.panel-

danger > .panel-footer + .panel-collapse > .panel-body {\n  border-bottom-color: #ebccd1;\n}\n.embed-responsive

{\n  position: relative;\n  display: block;\n  height: 0;\n  padding: 0;\n  overflow: hidden;\n}\n.embed-responsive

.embed-responsive-item,\n.embed-responsive iframe,\n.embed-responsive embed,\n.embed-responsive

object,\n.embed-responsive video {\n  position: absolute;\n  top: 0;\n  bottom: 0;\n  left: 0;\n  width: 100%;\n  height:

100%;\n  border: 0;\n}\n.embed-responsive-16by9 {\n  padding-bottom: 56.25%;\n}\n.embed-responsive-4by3 {\n

padding-bottom: 75%;\n}\n.well {\n  min-height: 20px;\n  padding: 19px;\n  margin-bottom: 20px;\n  background-

color: #f5f5f5;\n  border: 1px solid #e3e3e3;\n  border-radius: 4px;\n  -webkit-box-shadow: inset 0 1px 1px rgba(0,

0, 0, 0.05);\n  box-shadow: inset 0 1px 1px rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.05);\n}\n.well blockquote {\n  border-color: #ddd;\n

border-color: rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.15);\n}\n.well-lg {\n  padding: 24px;\n  border-radius: 6px;\n}\n.well-sm {\n  padding:

9px;\n  border-radius: 3px;\n}\n.close {\n  float: right;\n  font-size: 21px;\n  font-weight: bold;\n  line-height: 1;\n

color: #000;\n  text-shadow: 0 1px 0 #fff;\n  filter: alpha(opacity=20);\n  opacity:

0.2;\n}\n.close:hover,\n.close:focus {\n  color: #000;\n  text-decoration: none;\n  cursor: pointer;\n  filter:

alpha(opacity=50);\n  opacity: 0.5;\n}\nbutton.close {\n  padding: 0;\n  cursor: pointer;\n  background: transparent;\n

border: 0;\n  -webkit-appearance: none;\n  appearance: none;\n}\n.modal-open {\n  overflow: hidden;\n}\n.modal

{\n  position: fixed;\n  top: 0;\n  right: 0;\n  bottom: 0;\n  left: 0;\n  z-index: 1050;\n  display: none;\n  overflow:
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hidden;\n  -webkit-overflow-scrolling: touch;\n  outline: 0;\n}\n.modal.fade .modal-dialog {\n  -webkit-transform:

translate(0, -25%);\n  -ms-transform: translate(0, -25%);\n  -o-transform: translate(0, -25%);\n  transform:

translate(0, -25%);\n  -webkit-transition: -webkit-transform 0.3s ease-out;\n  -moz-transition: -moz-transform 0.3s

ease-out;\n  -o-transition: -o-transform 0.3s ease-out;\n  transition: transform 0.3s ease-out;\n}\n.modal.in .modal-

dialog {\n  -webkit-transform: translate(0, 0);\n  -ms-transform: translate(0, 0);\n  -o-transform: translate(0, 0);\n

transform: translate(0, 0);\n}\n.modal-open .modal {\n  overflow-x: hidden;\n  overflow-y: auto;\n}\n.modal-dialog

{\n  position: relative;\n  width: auto;\n  margin: 10px;\n}\n.modal-content {\n  position: relative;\n  background-

color: #fff;\n  background-clip: padding-box;\n  border: 1px solid #999;\n  border: 1px solid rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.2);\n

border-radius: 6px;\n  -webkit-box-shadow: 0 3px 9px rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.5);\n  box-shadow: 0 3px 9px rgba(0, 0, 0,

0.5);\n  outline: 0;\n}\n.modal-backdrop {\n  position: fixed;\n  top: 0;\n  right: 0;\n  bottom: 0;\n  left: 0;\n  z-index:

1040;\n  background-color: #000;\n}\n.modal-backdrop.fade {\n  filter: alpha(opacity=0);\n  opacity: 0;\n}\n.modal-

backdrop.in {\n  filter: alpha(opacity=50);\n  opacity: 0.5;\n}\n.modal-header {\n  padding: 15px;\n  border-bottom:

1px solid #e5e5e5;\n}\n.modal-header .close {\n  margin-top: -2px;\n}\n.modal-title {\n  margin: 0;\n  line-height:

1.42857143;\n}\n.modal-body {\n  position: relative;\n  padding: 15px;\n}\n.modal-footer {\n  padding: 15px;\n

text-align: right;\n  border-top: 1px solid #e5e5e5;\n}\n.modal-footer .btn + .btn {\n  margin-bottom: 0;\n  margin-

left: 5px;\n}\n.modal-footer .btn-group .btn + .btn {\n  margin-left: -1px;\n}\n.modal-footer .btn-block + .btn-block

{\n  margin-left: 0;\n}\n.modal-scrollbar-measure {\n  position: absolute;\n  top: -9999px;\n  width: 50px;\n  height:

50px;\n  overflow: scroll;\n}\n@media (min-width: 768px) {\n  .modal-dialog {\n    width: 600px;\n    margin: 30px

auto;\n  }\n  .modal-content {\n    -webkit-box-shadow: 0 5px 15px rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.5);\n    box-shadow: 0 5px 15px

rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.5);\n  }\n  .modal-sm {\n    width: 300px;\n  }\n}\n@media (min-width: 992px) {\n  .modal-lg {\n

width: 900px;\n  }\n}\n.tooltip {\n  position: absolute;\n  z-index: 1070;\n  display: block;\n  font-family: \"Helvetica

Neue\", Helvetica, Arial, sans-serif;\n  font-style: normal;\n  font-weight: 400;\n  line-height: 1.42857143;\n  line-

break: auto;\n  text-align: left;\n  text-align: start;\n  text-decoration: none;\n  text-shadow: none;\n  text-transform:

none;\n  letter-spacing: normal;\n  word-break: normal;\n  word-spacing: normal;\n  word-wrap: normal;\n  white-

space: normal;\n  font-size: 12px;\n  filter: alpha(opacity=0);\n  opacity: 0;\n}\n.tooltip.in {\n  filter:

alpha(opacity=90);\n  opacity: 0.9;\n}\n.tooltip.top {\n  padding: 5px 0;\n  margin-top: -3px;\n}\n.tooltip.right {\n

padding: 0 5px;\n  margin-left: 3px;\n}\n.tooltip.bottom {\n  padding: 5px 0;\n  margin-top: 3px;\n}\n.tooltip.left {\n

padding: 0 5px;\n  margin-left: -3px;\n}\n.tooltip.top .tooltip-arrow {\n  bottom: 0;\n  left: 50%;\n  margin-left: -

5px;\n  border-width: 5px 5px 0;\n  border-top-color: #000;\n}\n.tooltip.top-left .tooltip-arrow {\n  right: 5px;\n

bottom: 0;\n  margin-bottom: -5px;\n  border-width: 5px 5px 0;\n  border-top-color: #000;\n}\n.tooltip.top-right

.tooltip-arrow {\n  bottom: 0;\n  left: 5px;\n  margin-bottom: -5px;\n  border-width: 5px 5px 0;\n  border-top-color:

#000;\n}\n.tooltip.right .tooltip-arrow {\n  top: 50%;\n  left: 0;\n  margin-top: -5px;\n  border-width: 5px 5px 5px

0;\n  border-right-color: #000;\n}\n.tooltip.left .tooltip-arrow {\n  top: 50%;\n  right: 0;\n  margin-top: -5px;\n

border-width: 5px 0 5px 5px;\n  border-left-color: #000;\n}\n.tooltip.bottom .tooltip-arrow {\n  top: 0;\n  left:

50%;\n  margin-left: -5px;\n  border-width: 0 5px 5px;\n  border-bottom-color: #000;\n}\n.tooltip.bottom-left

.tooltip-arrow {\n  top: 0;\n  right: 5px;\n  margin-top: -5px;\n  border-width: 0 5px 5px;\n  border-bottom-color:

#000;\n}\n.tooltip.bottom-right .tooltip-arrow {\n  top: 0;\n  left: 5px;\n  margin-top: -5px;\n  border-width: 0 5px

5px;\n  border-bottom-color: #000;\n}\n.tooltip-inner {\n  max-width: 200px;\n  padding: 3px 8px;\n  color: #fff;\n

text-align: center;\n  background-color: #000;\n  border-radius: 4px;\n}\n.tooltip-arrow {\n  position: absolute;\n

width: 0;\n  height: 0;\n  border-color: transparent;\n  border-style: solid;\n}\n.popover {\n  position: absolute;\n

top: 0;\n  left: 0;\n  z-index: 1060;\n  display: none;\n  max-width: 276px;\n  padding: 1px;\n  font-family:

\"Helvetica Neue\", Helvetica, Arial, sans-serif;\n  font-style: normal;\n  font-weight: 400;\n  line-height:

1.42857143;\n  line-break: auto;\n  text-align: left;\n  text-align: start;\n  text-decoration: none;\n  text-shadow:

none;\n  text-transform: none;\n  letter-spacing: normal;\n  word-break: normal;\n  word-spacing: normal;\n  word-

wrap: normal;\n  white-space: normal;\n  font-size: 14px;\n  background-color: #fff;\n  background-clip: padding-

box;\n  border: 1px solid #ccc;\n  border: 1px solid rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.2);\n  border-radius: 6px;\n  -webkit-box-shadow:

0 5px 10px rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.2);\n  box-shadow: 0 5px 10px rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.2);\n}\n.popover.top {\n  margin-top: -

10px;\n}\n.popover.right {\n  margin-left: 10px;\n}\n.popover.bottom {\n  margin-top: 10px;\n}\n.popover.left {\n
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margin-left: -10px;\n}\n.popover > .arrow {\n  border-width: 11px;\n}\n.popover > .arrow,\n.popover > .arrow:after

{\n  position: absolute;\n  display: block;\n  width: 0;\n  height: 0;\n  border-color: transparent;\n  border-style:

solid;\n}\n.popover > .arrow:after {\n  content: \"\";\n  border-width: 10px;\n}\n.popover.top > .arrow {\n  bottom: -

11px;\n  left: 50%;\n  margin-left: -11px;\n  border-top-color: #999999;\n  border-top-color: rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.25);\n

border-bottom-width: 0;\n}\n.popover.top > .arrow:after {\n  bottom: 1px;\n  margin-left: -10px;\n  content: \" \";\n

border-top-color: #fff;\n  border-bottom-width: 0;\n}\n.popover.right > .arrow {\n  top: 50%;\n  left: -11px;\n

margin-top: -11px;\n  border-right-color: #999999;\n  border-right-color: rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.25);\n  border-left-width:

0;\n}\n.popover.right > .arrow:after {\n  bottom: -10px;\n  left: 1px;\n  content: \" \";\n  border-right-color: #fff;\n

border-left-width: 0;\n}\n.popover.bottom > .arrow {\n  top: -11px;\n  left: 50%;\n  margin-left: -11px;\n  border-

top-width: 0;\n  border-bottom-color: #999999;\n  border-bottom-color: rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.25);\n}\n.popover.bottom >

.arrow:after {\n  top: 1px;\n  margin-left: -10px;\n  content: \" \";\n  border-top-width: 0;\n  border-bottom-color:

#fff;\n}\n.popover.left > .arrow {\n  top: 50%;\n  right: -11px;\n  margin-top: -11px;\n  border-right-width: 0;\n

border-left-color: #999999;\n  border-left-color: rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.25);\n}\n.popover.left > .arrow:after {\n  right: 1px;\n

bottom: -10px;\n  content: \" \";\n  border-right-width: 0;\n  border-left-color: #fff;\n}\n.popover-title {\n  padding:

8px 14px;\n  margin: 0;\n  font-size: 14px;\n  background-color: #f7f7f7;\n  border-bottom: 1px solid #ebebeb;\n

border-radius: 5px 5px 0 0;\n}\n.popover-content {\n  padding: 9px 14px;\n}\n.carousel {\n  position:

relative;\n}\n.carousel-inner {\n  position: relative;\n  width: 100%;\n  overflow: hidden;\n}\n.carousel-inner > .item

{\n  position: relative;\n  display: none;\n  -webkit-transition: 0.6s ease-in-out left;\n  -o-transition: 0.6s ease-in-out

left;\n  transition: 0.6s ease-in-out left;\n}\n.carousel-inner > .item > img,\n.carousel-inner > .item > a > img {\n

line-height: 1;\n}\n@media all and (transform-3d), (-webkit-transform-3d) {\n  .carousel-inner > .item {\n    -

webkit-transition: -webkit-transform 0.6s ease-in-out;\n    -moz-transition: -moz-transform 0.6s ease-in-out;\n    -o-

transition: -o-transform 0.6s ease-in-out;\n    transition: transform 0.6s ease-in-out;\n    -webkit-backface-visibility:

hidden;\n    -moz-backface-visibility: hidden;\n    backface-visibility: hidden;\n    -webkit-perspective: 1000px;\n    -

moz-perspective: 1000px;\n    perspective: 1000px;\n  }\n  .carousel-inner > .item.next,\n  .carousel-inner >

.item.active.right {\n    -webkit-transform: translate3d(100%, 0, 0);\n    transform: translate3d(100%, 0, 0);\n    left:

0;\n  }\n  .carousel-inner > .item.prev,\n  .carousel-inner > .item.active.left {\n    -webkit-transform: translate3d(-

100%, 0, 0);\n    transform: translate3d(-100%, 0, 0);\n    left: 0;\n  }\n  .carousel-inner > .item.next.left,\n  .carousel-

inner > .item.prev.right,\n  .carousel-inner > .item.active {\n    -webkit-transform: translate3d(0, 0, 0);\n    transform:

translate3d(0, 0, 0);\n    left: 0;\n  }\n}\n.carousel-inner > .active,\n.carousel-inner > .next,\n.carousel-inner > .prev

{\n  display: block;\n}\n.carousel-inner > .active {\n  left: 0;\n}\n.carousel-inner > .next,\n.carousel-inner > .prev {\n

position: absolute;\n  top: 0;\n  width: 100%;\n}\n.carousel-inner > .next {\n  left: 100%;\n}\n.carousel-inner > .prev

{\n  left: -100%;\n}\n.carousel-inner > .next.left,\n.carousel-inner > .prev.right {\n  left: 0;\n}\n.carousel-inner >

.active.left {\n  left: -100%;\n}\n.carousel-inner > .active.right {\n  left: 100%;\n}\n.carousel-control {\n  position:

absolute;\n  top: 0;\n  bottom: 0;\n  left: 0;\n  width: 15%;\n  font-size: 20px;\n  color: #fff;\n  text-align: center;\n

text-shadow: 0 1px 2px rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.6);\n  background-color: rgba(0, 0, 0, 0);\n  filter: alpha(opacity=50);\n

opacity: 0.5;\n}\n.carousel-control.left {\n  background-image: -webkit-linear-gradient(left, rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.5) 0%,

rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.0001) 100%);\n  background-image: -o-linear-gradient(left, rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.5) 0%, rgba(0, 0, 0,

0.0001) 100%);\n  background-image: linear-gradient(to right, rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.5) 0%, rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.0001) 100%);\n

filter: progid:DXImageTransform.Microsoft.gradient(startColorstr='#80000000', endColorstr='#00000000',

GradientType=1);\n  background-repeat: repeat-x;\n}\n.carousel-control.right {\n  right: 0;\n  left: auto;\n

background-image: -webkit-linear-gradient(left, rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.0001) 0%, rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.5) 100%);\n  background-

image: -o-linear-gradient(left, rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.0001) 0%, rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.5) 100%);\n  background-image: linear-

gradient(to right, rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.0001) 0%, rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.5) 100%);\n  filter:

progid:DXImageTransform.Microsoft.gradient(startColorstr='#00000000', endColorstr='#80000000',

GradientType=1);\n  background-repeat: repeat-x;\n}\n.carousel-control:hover,\n.carousel-control:focus {\n  color:

#fff;\n  text-decoration: none;\n  outline: 0;\n  filter: alpha(opacity=90);\n  opacity: 0.9;\n}\n.carousel-control .icon-

prev,\n.carousel-control .icon-next,\n.carousel-control .glyphicon-chevron-left,\n.carousel-control .glyphicon-

chevron-right {\n  position: absolute;\n  top: 50%;\n  z-index: 5;\n  display: inline-block;\n  margin-top: -
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10px;\n}\n.carousel-control .icon-prev,\n.carousel-control .glyphicon-chevron-left {\n  left: 50%;\n  margin-left: -

10px;\n}\n.carousel-control .icon-next,\n.carousel-control .glyphicon-chevron-right {\n  right: 50%;\n  margin-right:

-10px;\n}\n.carousel-control .icon-prev,\n.carousel-control .icon-next {\n  width: 20px;\n  height: 20px;\n  font-

family: serif;\n  line-height: 1;\n}\n.carousel-control .icon-prev:before {\n  content: \"\\2039\";\n}\n.carousel-control

.icon-next:before {\n  content: \"\\203a\";\n}\n.carousel-indicators {\n  position: absolute;\n  bottom: 10px;\n  left:

50%;\n  z-index: 15;\n  width: 60%;\n  padding-left: 0;\n  margin-left: -30%;\n  text-align: center;\n  list-style:

none;\n}\n.carousel-indicators li {\n  display: inline-block;\n  width: 10px;\n  height: 10px;\n  margin: 1px;\n  text-

indent: -999px;\n  cursor: pointer;\n  background-color: #000 \\9;\n  background-color: rgba(0, 0, 0, 0);\n  border:

1px solid #fff;\n  border-radius: 10px;\n}\n.carousel-indicators .active {\n  width: 12px;\n  height: 12px;\n  margin:

0;\n  background-color: #fff;\n}\n.carousel-caption {\n  position: absolute;\n  right: 15%;\n  bottom: 20px;\n  left:

15%;\n  z-index: 10;\n  padding-top: 20px;\n  padding-bottom: 20px;\n  color: #fff;\n  text-align: center;\n  text-

shadow: 0 1px 2px rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.6);\n}\n.carousel-caption .btn {\n  text-shadow: none;\n}\n@media screen and

(min-width: 768px) {\n  .carousel-control .glyphicon-chevron-left,\n  .carousel-control .glyphicon-chevron-right,\n

.carousel-control .icon-prev,\n  .carousel-control .icon-next {\n    width: 30px;\n    height: 30px;\n    margin-top: -

10px;\n    font-size: 30px;\n  }\n  .carousel-control .glyphicon-chevron-left,\n  .carousel-control .icon-prev {\n

margin-left: -10px;\n  }\n  .carousel-control .glyphicon-chevron-right,\n  .carousel-control .icon-next {\n    margin-

right: -10px;\n  }\n  .carousel-caption {\n    right: 20%;\n    left: 20%;\n    padding-bottom: 30px;\n  }\n  .carousel-

indicators {\n    bottom: 20px;\n  }\n}\n.clearfix:before,\n.clearfix:after,\n.dl-horizontal dd:before,\n.dl-horizontal

dd:after,\n.container:before,\n.container:after,\n.container-fluid:before,\n.container-

fluid:after,\n.row:before,\n.row:after,\n.form-horizontal .form-group:before,\n.form-horizontal .form-

group:after,\n.btn-toolbar:before,\n.btn-toolbar:after,\n.btn-group-vertical > .btn-group:before,\n.btn-group-vertical

> .btn-group:after,\n.nav:before,\n.nav:after,\n.navbar:before,\n.navbar:after,\n.navbar-header:before,\n.navbar-

header:after,\n.navbar-collapse:before,\n.navbar-collapse:after,\n.pager:before,\n.pager:after,\n.panel-

body:before,\n.panel-body:after,\n.modal-header:before,\n.modal-header:after,\n.modal-footer:before,\n.modal-

footer:after {\n  display: table;\n  content: \" \";\n}\n.clearfix:after,\n.dl-horizontal

dd:after,\n.container:after,\n.container-fluid:after,\n.row:after,\n.form-horizontal .form-group:after,\n.btn-

toolbar:after,\n.btn-group-vertical > .btn-group:after,\n.nav:after,\n.navbar:after,\n.navbar-header:after,\n.navbar-

collapse:after,\n.pager:after,\n.panel-body:after,\n.modal-header:after,\n.modal-footer:after {\n  clear:

both;\n}\n.center-block {\n  display: block;\n  margin-right: auto;\n  margin-left: auto;\n}\n.pull-right {\n  float: right

!important;\n}\n.pull-left {\n  float: left !important;\n}\n.hide {\n  display: none !important;\n}\n.show {\n  display:

block !important;\n}\n.invisible {\n  visibility: hidden;\n}\n.text-hide {\n  font: 0/0 a;\n  color: transparent;\n  text-

shadow: none;\n  background-color: transparent;\n  border: 0;\n}\n.hidden {\n  display: none !important;\n}\n.affix

{\n  position: fixed;\n}\n@-ms-viewport {\n  width: device-width;\n}\n.visible-xs,\n.visible-sm,\n.visible-

md,\n.visible-lg {\n  display: none !important;\n}\n.visible-xs-block,\n.visible-xs-inline,\n.visible-xs-inline-

block,\n.visible-sm-block,\n.visible-sm-inline,\n.visible-sm-inline-block,\n.visible-md-block,\n.visible-md-

inline,\n.visible-md-inline-block,\n.visible-lg-block,\n.visible-lg-inline,\n.visible-lg-inline-block {\n  display: none

!important;\n}\n@media (max-width: 767px) {\n  .visible-xs {\n    display: block !important;\n  }\n  table.visible-xs

{\n    display: table !important;\n  }\n  tr.visible-xs {\n    display: table-row !important;\n  }\n  th.visible-xs,\n

td.visible-xs {\n    display: table-cell !important;\n  }\n}\n@media (max-width: 767px) {\n  .visible-xs-block {\n

display: block !important;\n  }\n}\n@media (max-width: 767px) {\n  .visible-xs-inline {\n    display: inline

!important;\n  }\n}\n@media (max-width: 767px) {\n  .visible-xs-inline-block {\n    display: inline-block

!important;\n  }\n}\n@media (min-width: 768px) and (max-width: 991px) {\n  .visible-sm {\n    display: block

!important;\n  }\n  table.visible-sm {\n    display: table !important;\n  }\n  tr.visible-sm {\n    display: table-row

!important;\n  }\n  th.visible-sm,\n  td.visible-sm {\n    display: table-cell !important;\n  }\n}\n@media (min-width:

768px) and (max-width: 991px) {\n  .visible-sm-block {\n    display: block !important;\n  }\n}\n@media (min-

width: 768px) and (max-width: 991px) {\n  .visible-sm-inline {\n    display: inline !important;\n  }\n}\n@media

(min-width: 768px) and (max-width: 991px) {\n  .visible-sm-inline-block {\n    display: inline-block !important;\n

}\n}\n@media (min-width: 992px) and (max-width: 1199px) {\n  .visible-md {\n    display: block !important;\n  }\n
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table.visible-md {\n    display: table !important;\n  }\n  tr.visible-md {\n    display: table-row !important;\n  }\n

th.visible-md,\n  td.visible-md {\n    display: table-cell !important;\n  }\n}\n@media (min-width: 992px) and (max-

width: 1199px) {\n  .visible-md-block {\n    display: block !important;\n  }\n}\n@media (min-width: 992px) and

(max-width: 1199px) {\n  .visible-md-inline {\n    display: inline !important;\n  }\n}\n@media (min-width: 992px)

and (max-width: 1199px) {\n  .visible-md-inline-block {\n    display: inline-block !important;\n  }\n}\n@media

(min-width: 1200px) {\n  .visible-lg {\n    display: block !important;\n  }\n  table.visible-lg {\n    display: table

!important;\n  }\n  tr.visible-lg {\n    display: table-row !important;\n  }\n  th.visible-lg,\n  td.visible-lg {\n    display:

table-cell !important;\n  }\n}\n@media (min-width: 1200px) {\n  .visible-lg-block {\n    display: block !important;\n

}\n}\n@media (min-width: 1200px) {\n  .visible-lg-inline {\n    display: inline !important;\n  }\n}\n@media (min-

width: 1200px) {\n  .visible-lg-inline-block {\n    display: inline-block !important;\n  }\n}\n@media (max-width:

767px) {\n  .hidden-xs {\n    display: none !important;\n  }\n}\n@media (min-width: 768px) and (max-width:

991px) {\n  .hidden-sm {\n    display: none !important;\n  }\n}\n@media (min-width: 992px) and (max-width:

1199px) {\n  .hidden-md {\n    display: none !important;\n  }\n}\n@media (min-width: 1200px) {\n  .hidden-lg {\n

display: none !important;\n  }\n}\n.visible-print {\n  display: none !important;\n}\n@media print {\n  .visible-print

{\n    display: block !important;\n  }\n  table.visible-print {\n    display: table !important;\n  }\n  tr.visible-print {\n

display: table-row !important;\n  }\n  th.visible-print,\n  td.visible-print {\n    display: table-cell !important;\n

}\n}\n.visible-print-block {\n  display: none !important;\n}\n@media print {\n  .visible-print-block {\n    display:

block !important;\n  }\n}\n.visible-print-inline {\n  display: none !important;\n}\n@media print {\n  .visible-print-

inline {\n    display: inline !important;\n  }\n}\n.visible-print-inline-block {\n  display: none

!important;\n}\n@media print {\n  .visible-print-inline-block {\n    display: inline-block !important;\n

}\n}\n@media print {\n  .hidden-print {\n    display: none !important;\n  }\n}\n/*#

sourceMappingURL=bootstrap.css.map */","// stylelint-disable\n\n/*! normalize.css v3.0.3 | MIT License |

github.com/necolas/normalize.css */\n\n//\n// 1. Set default font family to sans-serif.\n// 2. Prevent iOS and IE text

size adjust after device orientation change,\n//    without disabling user zoom.\n//\n\nhtml {\n  font-family: sans-

serif; // 1\n  -ms-text-size-adjust: 100%; // 2\n  -webkit-text-size-adjust: 100%; // 2\n}\n\n//\n// Remove default

margin.\n//\n\nbody {\n  margin: 0;\n}\n\n// HTML5 display definitions\n//

==========================================================================\n\n//\n//

Correct `block` display not defined for any HTML5 element in IE 8/9.\n// Correct `block` display not defined for

`details` or `summary` in IE 10/11\n// and Firefox.\n// Correct `block` display not defined for `main` in IE

11.\n//\n\narticle,\naside,\ndetails,\nfigcaption,\nfigure,\nfooter,\nheader,\nhgroup,\nmain,\nmenu,\nnav,\nsection,\n

summary {\n  display: block;\n}\n\n//\n// 1. Correct `inline-block` display not defined in IE 8/9.\n// 2. Normalize

vertical alignment of `progress` in Chrome, Firefox, and Opera.\n//\n\naudio,\ncanvas,\nprogress,\nvideo {\n

display: inline-block; // 1\n  vertical-align: baseline; // 2\n}\n\n//\n// Prevent modern browsers from displaying

`audio` without controls.\n// Remove excess height in iOS 5 devices.\n//\n\naudio:not([controls]) {\n  display:

none;\n  height: 0;\n}\n\n//\n// Address `[hidden]` styling not present in IE 8/9/10.\n// Hide the `template` element in

IE 8/9/10/11, Safari, and Firefox < 22.\n//\n\n[hidden],\ntemplate {\n  display: none;\n}\n\n// Links\n//

==========================================================================\n\n//\n//

Remove the gray background color from active links in IE 10.\n//\n\na {\n  background-color:

transparent;\n}\n\n//\n// Improve readability of focused elements when they are also in an\n// active/hover

state.\n//\n\na:active,\na:hover {\n  outline: 0;\n}\n\n// Text-level semantics\n//

==========================================================================\n\n//\n// 1.

Remove the bottom border in Chrome 57- and Firefox 39-.\n// 2. Add the correct text decoration in Chrome, Edge,

IE, Opera, and Safari.\n//\n\nabbr[title] {\n  border-bottom: none; // 1\n  text-decoration: underline; // 2\n  text-

decoration: underline dotted; // 2\n}\n\n//\n// Address style set to `bolder` in Firefox 4+, Safari, and

Chrome.\n//\n\nb,\nstrong {\n  font-weight: bold;\n}\n\n//\n// Address styling not present in Safari and

Chrome.\n//\n\ndfn {\n  font-style: italic;\n}\n\n//\n// Address variable `h1` font-size and margin within `section` and

`article`\n// contexts in Firefox 4+, Safari, and Chrome.\n//\n\nh1 {\n  font-size: 2em;\n  margin: 0.67em

0;\n}\n\n//\n// Address styling not present in IE 8/9.\n//\n\nmark {\n  background: #ff0;\n  color: #000;\n}\n\n//\n//
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Address inconsistent and variable font size in all browsers.\n//\n\nsmall {\n  font-size: 80%;\n}\n\n//\n// Prevent

`sub` and `sup` affecting `line-height` in all browsers.\n//\n\nsub,\nsup {\n  font-size: 75%;\n  line-height: 0;\n

position: relative;\n  vertical-align: baseline;\n}\n\nsup {\n  top: -0.5em;\n}\n\nsub {\n  bottom: -0.25em;\n}\n\n//

Embedded content\n//

==========================================================================\n\n//\n//

Remove border when inside `a` element in IE 8/9/10.\n//\n\nimg {\n  border: 0;\n}\n\n//\n// Correct overflow not

hidden in IE 9/10/11.\n//\n\nsvg:not(:root) {\n  overflow: hidden;\n}\n\n// Grouping content\n//

==========================================================================\n\n//\n//

Address margin not present in IE 8/9 and Safari.\n//\n\nfigure {\n  margin: 1em 40px;\n}\n\n//\n// Address

differences between Firefox and other browsers.\n//\n\nhr {\n  box-sizing: content-box;\n  height: 0;\n}\n\n//\n//

Contain overflow in all browsers.\n//\n\npre {\n  overflow: auto;\n}\n\n//\n// Address odd `em`-unit font size

rendering in all browsers.\n//\n\ncode,\nkbd,\npre,\nsamp {\n  font-family: monospace, monospace;\n  font-size:

1em;\n}\n\n// Forms\n//

==========================================================================\n\n//\n//

Known limitation: by default, Chrome and Safari on OS X allow very limited\n// styling of `select`, unless a

`border` property is set.\n//\n\n//\n// 1. Correct color not being inherited.\n//    Known issue: affects color of disabled

elements.\n// 2. Correct font properties not being inherited.\n// 3. Address margins set differently in Firefox 4+,

Safari, and Chrome.\n//\n\nbutton,\ninput,\noptgroup,\nselect,\ntextarea {\n  color: inherit; // 1\n  font: inherit; // 2\n

margin: 0; // 3\n}\n\n//\n// Address `overflow` set to `hidden` in IE 8/9/10/11.\n//\n\nbutton {\n  overflow:

visible;\n}\n\n//\n// Address inconsistent `text-transform` inheritance for `button` and `select`.\n// All other form

control elements do not inherit `text-transform` values.\n// Correct `button` style inheritance in Firefox, IE

8/9/10/11, and Opera.\n// Correct `select` style inheritance in Firefox.\n//\n\nbutton,\nselect {\n  text-transform:

none;\n}\n\n//\n// 1. Avoid the WebKit bug in Android 4.0.* where (2) destroys native `audio`\n//    and `video`

controls.\n// 2. Correct inability to style clickable `input` types in iOS.\n// 3. Improve usability and consistency of

cursor style between image-type\n//    `input` and others.\n//\n\nbutton,\nhtml input[type=\"button\"], //

1\ninput[type=\"reset\"],\ninput[type=\"submit\"] {\n  -webkit-appearance: button; // 2\n  cursor: pointer; //

3\n}\n\n//\n// Re-set default cursor for disabled elements.\n//\n\nbutton[disabled],\nhtml input[disabled] {\n  cursor:

default;\n}\n\n//\n// Remove inner padding and border in Firefox 4+.\n//\n\nbutton::-moz-focus-inner,\ninput::-moz-

focus-inner {\n  border: 0;\n  padding: 0;\n}\n\n//\n// Address Firefox 4+ setting `line-height` on `input` using

`!important` in\n// the UA stylesheet.\n//\n\ninput {\n  line-height: normal;\n}\n\n//\n// It's recommended that you

don't attempt to style these elements.\n// Firefox's implementation doesn't respect box-sizing, padding, or

width.\n//\n// 1. Address box sizing set to `content-box` in IE 8/9/10.\n// 2. Remove excess padding in IE

8/9/10.\n//\n\ninput[type=\"checkbox\"],\ninput[type=\"radio\"] {\n  box-sizing: border-box; // 1\n  padding: 0; //

2\n}\n\n//\n// Fix the cursor style for Chrome's increment/decrement buttons. For certain\n// `font-size` values of the

`input`, it causes the cursor style of the\n// decrement button to change from `default` to

`text`.\n//\n\ninput[type=\"number\"]::-webkit-inner-spin-button,\ninput[type=\"number\"]::-webkit-outer-spin-

button {\n  height: auto;\n}\n\n//\n// 1. Address `appearance` set to `searchfield` in Safari and Chrome.\n// 2.

Address `box-sizing` set to `border-box` in Safari and Chrome.\n//\n\ninput[type=\"search\"] {\n  -webkit-

appearance: textfield; // 1\n  box-sizing: content-box; //2\n}\n\n//\n// Remove inner padding and search cancel button

in Safari and Chrome on OS X.\n// Safari (but not Chrome) clips the cancel button when the search input has\n//

padding (and `textfield` appearance).\n//\n\ninput[type=\"search\"]::-webkit-search-cancel-

button,\ninput[type=\"search\"]::-webkit-search-decoration {\n  -webkit-appearance: none;\n}\n\n//\n// Define

consistent border, margin, and padding.\n//\n\nfieldset {\n  border: 1px solid #c0c0c0;\n  margin: 0 2px;\n  padding:

0.35em 0.625em 0.75em;\n}\n\n//\n// 1. Correct `color` not being inherited in IE 8/9/10/11.\n// 2. Remove padding

so people aren't caught out if they zero out fieldsets.\n//\n\nlegend {\n  border: 0; // 1\n  padding: 0; // 2\n}\n\n//\n//

Remove default vertical scrollbar in IE 8/9/10/11.\n//\n\ntextarea {\n  overflow: auto;\n}\n\n//\n// Don't inherit the

`font-weight` (applied by a rule above).\n// NOTE: the default cannot safely be changed in Chrome and Safari on OS

X.\n//\n\noptgroup {\n  font-weight: bold;\n}\n\n// Tables\n//
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==========================================================================\n\n//\n//

Remove most spacing between table cells.\n//\n\ntable {\n  border-collapse: collapse;\n  border-spacing:

0;\n}\n\ntd,\nth {\n  padding: 0;\n}\n","// stylelint-disable declaration-no-important, selector-no-qualifying-

type\n\n/*! Source: https://github.com/h5bp/html5-boilerplate/blob/master/src/css/main.css */\n\n//

==========================================================================\n// Print

styles.\n// Inlined to avoid the additional HTTP request: h5bp.com/r\n//

==========================================================================\n\n@media

print {\n  *,\n  *:before,\n  *:after {\n    color: #000 !important; // Black prints faster: h5bp.com/s\n    text-shadow:

none !important;\n    background: transparent !important;\n    box-shadow: none !important;\n  }\n\n  a,\n  a:visited

{\n    text-decoration: underline;\n  }\n\n  a[href]:after {\n    content: \" (\" attr(href) \")\";\n  }\n\n  abbr[title]:after

{\n    content: \" (\" attr(title) \")\";\n  }\n\n  // Don't show links that are fragment identifiers,\n  // or use the

`javascript:` pseudo protocol\n  a[href^=\"#\"]:after,\n  a[href^=\"javascript:\"]:after {\n    content: \"\";\n  }\n\n

pre,\n  blockquote {\n    border: 1px solid #999;\n    page-break-inside: avoid;\n  }\n\n  thead {\n    display: table-

header-group; // h5bp.com/t\n  }\n\n  tr,\n  img {\n    page-break-inside: avoid;\n  }\n\n  img {\n    max-width: 100%

!important;\n  }\n\n  p,\n  h2,\n  h3 {\n    orphans: 3;\n    widows: 3;\n  }\n\n  h2,\n  h3 {\n    page-break-after:

avoid;\n  }\n\n  // Bootstrap specific changes start\n\n  // Bootstrap components\n  .navbar {\n    display: none;\n  }\n

.btn,\n  .dropup > .btn {\n    > .caret {\n      border-top-color: #000 !important;\n    }\n  }\n  .label {\n    border: 1px

solid #000;\n  }\n\n  .table {\n    border-collapse: collapse !important;\n\n    td,\n    th {\n      background-color: #fff

!important;\n    }\n  }\n  .table-bordered {\n    th,\n    td {\n      border: 1px solid #ddd !important;\n    }\n  }\n}\n","//

stylelint-disable value-list-comma-newline-after, value-list-comma-space-after, indentation, declaration-colon-

newline-after, font-family-no-missing-generic-family-keyword\n\n//\n// Glyphicons for Bootstrap\n//\n// Since icons

are fonts, they can be placed anywhere text is placed and are\n// thus automatically sized to match the surrounding

child. To use, create an\n// inline element with the appropriate classes, like so:\n//\n// <a href=\"#\"><span

class=\"glyphicon glyphicon-star\"></span> Star</a>\n\n// Import the fonts\n@font-face {\n  font-family:

\"Glyphicons Halflings\";\n  src: url(\"@{icon-font-path}@{icon-font-name}.eot\");\n  src: url(\"@{icon-font-

path}@{icon-font-name}.eot?#iefix\") format(\"embedded-opentype\"),\n       url(\"@{icon-font-path}@{icon-font-

name}.woff2\") format(\"woff2\"),\n       url(\"@{icon-font-path}@{icon-font-name}.woff\") format(\"woff\"),\n

url(\"@{icon-font-path}@{icon-font-name}.ttf\") format(\"truetype\"),\n       url(\"@{icon-font-path}@{icon-font-

name}.svg#@{icon-font-svg-id}\") format(\"svg\");\n}\n\n// Catchall baseclass\n.glyphicon {\n  position: relative;\n

top: 1px;\n  display: inline-block;\n  font-family: \"Glyphicons Halflings\";\n  font-style: normal;\n  font-weight:

400;\n  line-height: 1;\n  -webkit-font-smoothing: antialiased;\n  -moz-osx-font-smoothing: grayscale;\n}\n\n//

Individual icons\n.glyphicon-asterisk               { &:before { content: \"\\002a\"; } }\n.glyphicon-plus                   {

&:before { content: \"\\002b\"; } }\n.glyphicon-euro,\n.glyphicon-eur                    { &:before { content: \"\\20ac\"; }

}\n.glyphicon-minus                  { &:before { content: \"\\2212\"; } }\n.glyphicon-cloud                  { &:before {

content: \"\\2601\"; } }\n.glyphicon-envelope               { &:before { content: \"\\2709\"; } }\n.glyphicon-pencil

     { &:before { content: \"\\270f\"; } }\n.glyphicon-glass                  { &:before { content: \"\\e001\"; }

}\n.glyphicon-music                  { &:before { content: \"\\e002\"; } }\n.glyphicon-search                 { &:before {

content: \"\\e003\"; } }\n.glyphicon-heart                  { &:before { content: \"\\e005\"; } }\n.glyphicon-star

{ &:before { content: \"\\e006\"; } }\n.glyphicon-star-empty             { &:before { content: \"\\e007\"; }

}\n.glyphicon-user                   { &:before { content: \"\\e008\"; } }\n.glyphicon-film                   { &:before {

content: \"\\e009\"; } }\n.glyphicon-th-large               { &:before { content: \"\\e010\"; } }\n.glyphicon-th

{ &:before { content: \"\\e011\"; } }\n.glyphicon-th-list                { &:before { content: \"\\e012\"; } }\n.glyphicon-

ok                     { &:before { content: \"\\e013\"; } }\n.glyphicon-remove                 { &:before { content: \"\\e014\";

} }\n.glyphicon-zoom-in                { &:before { content: \"\\e015\"; } }\n.glyphicon-zoom-out               { &:before {

content: \"\\e016\"; } }\n.glyphicon-off                    { &:before { content: \"\\e017\"; } }\n.glyphicon-signal

{ &:before { content: \"\\e018\"; } }\n.glyphicon-cog                    { &:before { content: \"\\e019\"; } }\n.glyphicon-

trash                  { &:before { content: \"\\e020\"; } }\n.glyphicon-home                   { &:before { content: \"\\e021\";

} }\n.glyphicon-file                   { &:before { content: \"\\e022\"; } }\n.glyphicon-time                   { &:before {
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content: \"\\e023\"; } }\n.glyphicon-road                   { &:before { content: \"\\e024\"; } }\n.glyphicon-download-alt

      { &:before { content: \"\\e025\"; } }\n.glyphicon-download               { &:before { content: \"\\e026\"; }

}\n.glyphicon-upload                 { &:before { content: \"\\e027\"; } }\n.glyphicon-inbox                  { &:before {

content: \"\\e028\"; } }\n.glyphicon-play-circle            { &:before { content: \"\\e029\"; } }\n.glyphicon-repeat

    { &:before { content: \"\\e030\"; } }\n.glyphicon-refresh                { &:before { content: \"\\e031\"; }

}\n.glyphicon-list-alt               { &:before { content: \"\\e032\"; } }\n.glyphicon-lock                   { &:before {

content: \"\\e033\"; } }\n.glyphicon-flag                   { &:before { content: \"\\e034\"; } }\n.glyphicon-headphones

     { &:before { content: \"\\e035\"; } }\n.glyphicon-volume-off             { &:before { content: \"\\e036\"; }

}\n.glyphicon-volume-down            { &:before { content: \"\\e037\"; } }\n.glyphicon-volume-up              { &:before

{ content: \"\\e038\"; } }\n.glyphicon-qrcode                 { &:before { content: \"\\e039\"; } }\n.glyphicon-barcode

        { &:before { content: \"\\e040\"; } }\n.glyphicon-tag                    { &:before { content: \"\\e041\"; }

}\n.glyphicon-tags                   { &:before { content: \"\\e042\"; } }\n.glyphicon-book                   { &:before {

content: \"\\e043\"; } }\n.glyphicon-bookmark               { &:before { content: \"\\e044\"; } }\n.glyphicon-print

     { &:before { content: \"\\e045\"; } }\n.glyphicon-camera                 { &:before { content: \"\\e046\"; }

}\n.glyphicon-font                   { &:before { content: \"\\e047\"; } }\n.glyphicon-bold                   { &:before {

content: \"\\e048\"; } }\n.glyphicon-italic                 { &:before { content: \"\\e049\"; } }\n.glyphicon-text-height

  { &:before { content: \"\\e050\"; } }\n.glyphicon-text-width             { &:before { content: \"\\e051\"; }

}\n.glyphicon-align-left             { &:before { content: \"\\e052\"; } }\n.glyphicon-align-center           { &:before {

content: \"\\e053\"; } }\n.glyphicon-align-right            { &:before { content: \"\\e054\"; } }\n.glyphicon-align-justify

       { &:before { content: \"\\e055\"; } }\n.glyphicon-list                   { &:before { content: \"\\e056\"; }

}\n.glyphicon-indent-left            { &:before { content: \"\\e057\"; } }\n.glyphicon-indent-right           { &:before {

content: \"\\e058\"; } }\n.glyphicon-facetime-video         { &:before { content: \"\\e059\"; } }\n.glyphicon-picture

        { &:before { content: \"\\e060\"; } }\n.glyphicon-map-marker             { &:before { content: \"\\e062\"; }

}\n.glyphicon-adjust                 { &:before { content: \"\\e063\"; } }\n.glyphicon-tint                   { &:before {

content: \"\\e064\"; } }\n.glyphicon-edit                   { &:before { content: \"\\e065\"; } }\n.glyphicon-share

{ &:before { content: \"\\e066\"; } }\n.glyphicon-check                  { &:before { content: \"\\e067\"; } }\n.glyphicon-

move                   { &:before { content: \"\\e068\"; } }\n.glyphicon-step-backward          { &:before { content:

\"\\e069\"; } }\n.glyphicon-fast-backward          { &:before { content: \"\\e070\"; } }\n.glyphicon-backward

{ &:before { content: \"\\e071\"; } }\n.glyphicon-play                   { &:before { content: \"\\e072\"; } }\n.glyphicon-

pause                  { &:before { content: \"\\e073\"; } }\n.glyphicon-stop                   { &:before { content: \"\\e074\"; }

}\n.glyphicon-forward                { &:before { content: \"\\e075\"; } }\n.glyphicon-fast-forward           { &:before {

content: \"\\e076\"; } }\n.glyphicon-step-forward           { &:before { content: \"\\e077\"; } }\n.glyphicon-eject

     { &:before { content: \"\\e078\"; } }\n.glyphicon-chevron-left           { &:before { content: \"\\e079\"; }

}\n.glyphicon-chevron-right          { &:before { content: \"\\e080\"; } }\n.glyphicon-plus-sign              { &:before {

content: \"\\e081\"; } }\n.glyphicon-minus-sign             { &:before { content: \"\\e082\"; } }\n.glyphicon-remove-

sign            { &:before { content: \"\\e083\"; } }\n.glyphicon-ok-sign                { &:before { content: \"\\e084\"; }

}\n.glyphicon-question-sign          { &:before { content: \"\\e085\"; } }\n.glyphicon-info-sign              { &:before {

content: \"\\e086\"; } }\n.glyphicon-screenshot             { &:before { content: \"\\e087\"; } }\n.glyphicon-remove-

circle          { &:before { content: \"\\e088\"; } }\n.glyphicon-ok-circle              { &:before { content: \"\\e089\"; }

}\n.glyphicon-ban-circle             { &:before { content: \"\\e090\"; } }\n.glyphicon-arrow-left             { &:before {

content: \"\\e091\"; } }\n.glyphicon-arrow-right            { &:before { content: \"\\e092\"; } }\n.glyphicon-arrow-up

        { &:before { content: \"\\e093\"; } }\n.glyphicon-arrow-down             { &:before { content: \"\\e094\"; }

}\n.glyphicon-share-alt              { &:before { content: \"\\e095\"; } }\n.glyphicon-resize-full            { &:before {

content: \"\\e096\"; } }\n.glyphicon-resize-small           { &:before { content: \"\\e097\"; } }\n.glyphicon-

exclamation-sign       { &:before { content: \"\\e101\"; } }\n.glyphicon-gift                   { &:before { content:

\"\\e102\"; } }\n.glyphicon-leaf                   { &:before { content: \"\\e103\"; } }\n.glyphicon-fire                   {

&:before { content: \"\\e104\"; } }\n.glyphicon-eye-open               { &:before { content: \"\\e105\"; } }\n.glyphicon-

eye-close              { &:before { content: \"\\e106\"; } }\n.glyphicon-warning-sign           { &:before { content:
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\"\\e107\"; } }\n.glyphicon-plane                  { &:before { content: \"\\e108\"; } }\n.glyphicon-calendar               {

&:before { content: \"\\e109\"; } }\n.glyphicon-random                 { &:before { content: \"\\e110\"; } }\n.glyphicon-

comment                { &:before { content: \"\\e111\"; } }\n.glyphicon-magnet                 { &:before { content:

\"\\e112\"; } }\n.glyphicon-chevron-up             { &:before { content: \"\\e113\"; } }\n.glyphicon-chevron-down

{ &:before { content: \"\\e114\"; } }\n.glyphicon-retweet                { &:before { content: \"\\e115\"; } }\n.glyphicon-

shopping-cart          { &:before { content: \"\\e116\"; } }\n.glyphicon-folder-close           { &:before { content:

\"\\e117\"; } }\n.glyphicon-folder-open            { &:before { content: \"\\e118\"; } }\n.glyphicon-resize-vertical        {

&:before { content: \"\\e119\"; } }\n.glyphicon-resize-horizontal      { &:before { content: \"\\e120\"; }

}\n.glyphicon-hdd                    { &:before { content: \"\\e121\"; } }\n.glyphicon-bullhorn               { &:before {

content: \"\\e122\"; } }\n.glyphicon-bell                   { &:before { content: \"\\e123\"; } }\n.glyphicon-certificate

 { &:before { content: \"\\e124\"; } }\n.glyphicon-thumbs-up              { &:before { content: \"\\e125\"; }

}\n.glyphicon-thumbs-down            { &:before { content: \"\\e126\"; } }\n.glyphicon-hand-right             { &:before {

content: \"\\e127\"; } }\n.glyphicon-hand-left              { &:before { content: \"\\e128\"; } }\n.glyphicon-hand-up

      { &:before { content: \"\\e129\"; } }\n.glyphicon-hand-down              { &:before { content: \"\\e130\"; }

}\n.glyphicon-circle-arrow-right     { &:before { content: \"\\e131\"; } }\n.glyphicon-circle-arrow-left      { &:before

{ content: \"\\e132\"; } }\n.glyphicon-circle-arrow-up        { &:before { content: \"\\e133\"; } }\n.glyphicon-circle-

arrow-down      { &:before { content: \"\\e134\"; } }\n.glyphicon-globe                  { &:before { content: \"\\e135\"; }

}\n.glyphicon-wrench                 { &:before { content: \"\\e136\"; } }\n.glyphicon-tasks                  { &:before {

content: \"\\e137\"; } }\n.glyphicon-filter                 { &:before { content: \"\\e138\"; } }\n.glyphicon-briefcase

 { &:before { content: \"\\e139\"; } }\n.glyphicon-fullscreen             { &:before { content: \"\\e140\"; }

}\n.glyphicon-dashboard              { &:before { content: \"\\e141\"; } }\n.glyphicon-paperclip              { &:before {

content: \"\\e142\"; } }\n.glyphicon-heart-empty            { &:before { content: \"\\e143\"; } }\n.glyphicon-link

     { &:before { content: \"\\e144\"; } }\n.glyphicon-phone                  { &:before { content: \"\\e145\"; }

}\n.glyphicon-pushpin                { &:before { content: \"\\e146\"; } }\n.glyphicon-usd                    { &:before {

content: \"\\e148\"; } }\n.glyphicon-gbp                    { &:before { content: \"\\e149\"; } }\n.glyphicon-sort

{ &:before { content: \"\\e150\"; } }\n.glyphicon-sort-by-alphabet       { &:before { content: \"\\e151\"; }

}\n.glyphicon-sort-by-alphabet-alt   { &:before { content: \"\\e152\"; } }\n.glyphicon-sort-by-order          { &:before

{ content: \"\\e153\"; } }\n.glyphicon-sort-by-order-alt      { &:before { content: \"\\e154\"; } }\n.glyphicon-sort-by-

attributes     { &:before { content: \"\\e155\"; } }\n.glyphicon-sort-by-attributes-alt { &:before { content: \"\\e156\";

} }\n.glyphicon-unchecked              { &:before { content: \"\\e157\"; } }\n.glyphicon-expand                 { &:before {

content: \"\\e158\"; } }\n.glyphicon-collapse-down          { &:before { content: \"\\e159\"; } }\n.glyphicon-collapse-

up            { &:before { content: \"\\e160\"; } }\n.glyphicon-log-in                 { &:before { content: \"\\e161\"; }

}\n.glyphicon-flash                  { &:before { content: \"\\e162\"; } }\n.glyphicon-log-out                { &:before {

content: \"\\e163\"; } }\n.glyphicon-new-window             { &:before { content: \"\\e164\"; } }\n.glyphicon-record

         { &:before { content: \"\\e165\"; } }\n.glyphicon-save                   { &:before { content: \"\\e166\"; }

}\n.glyphicon-open                   { &:before { content: \"\\e167\"; } }\n.glyphicon-saved                  { &:before {

content: \"\\e168\"; } }\n.glyphicon-import                 { &:before { content: \"\\e169\"; } }\n.glyphicon-export

   { &:before { content: \"\\e170\"; } }\n.glyphicon-send                   { &:before { content: \"\\e171\"; }

}\n.glyphicon-floppy-disk            { &:before { content: \"\\e172\"; } }\n.glyphicon-floppy-saved           { &:before {

content: \"\\e173\"; } }\n.glyphicon-floppy-remove          { &:before { content: \"\\e174\"; } }\n.glyphicon-floppy-

save            { &:before { content: \"\\e175\"; } }\n.glyphicon-floppy-open            { &:before { content: \"\\e176\"; }

}\n.glyphicon-credit-card            { &:before { content: \"\\e177\"; } }\n.glyphicon-transfer               { &:before {

content: \"\\e178\"; } }\n.glyphicon-cutlery                { &:before { content: \"\\e179\"; } }\n.glyphicon-header

   { &:before { content: \"\\e180\"; } }\n.glyphicon-compressed             { &:before { content: \"\\e181\"; }

}\n.glyphicon-earphone               { &:before { content: \"\\e182\"; } }\n.glyphicon-phone-alt              { &:before {

content: \"\\e183\"; } }\n.glyphicon-tower                  { &:before { content: \"\\e184\"; } }\n.glyphicon-stats

{ &:before { content: \"\\e185\"; } }\n.glyphicon-sd-video               { &:before { content: \"\\e186\"; } }\n.glyphicon-

hd-video               { &:before { content: \"\\e187\"; } }\n.glyphicon-subtitles              { &:before { content:
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\"\\e188\"; } }\n.glyphicon-sound-stereo           { &:before { content: \"\\e189\"; } }\n.glyphicon-sound-dolby

{ &:before { content: \"\\e190\"; } }\n.glyphicon-sound-5-1              { &:before { content: \"\\e191\"; }

}\n.glyphicon-sound-6-1              { &:before { content: \"\\e192\"; } }\n.glyphicon-sound-7-1              { &:before {

content: \"\\e193\"; } }\n.glyphicon-copyright-mark         { &:before { content: \"\\e194\"; } }\n.glyphicon-

registration-mark      { &:before { content: \"\\e195\"; } }\n.glyphicon-cloud-download         { &:before { content:

\"\\e197\"; } }\n.glyphicon-cloud-upload           { &:before { content: \"\\e198\"; } }\n.glyphicon-tree-conifer           {

&:before { content: \"\\e199\"; } }\n.glyphicon-tree-deciduous         { &:before { content: \"\\e200\"; }

}\n.glyphicon-cd                     { &:before { content: \"\\e201\"; } }\n.glyphicon-save-file              { &:before {

content: \"\\e202\"; } }\n.glyphicon-open-file              { &:before { content: \"\\e203\"; } }\n.glyphicon-level-up

     { &:before { content: \"\\e204\"; } }\n.glyphicon-copy                   { &:before { content: \"\\e205\"; }

}\n.glyphicon-paste                  { &:before { content: \"\\e206\"; } }\n// The following 2 Glyphicons are omitted for

the time being because\n// they currently use Unicode codepoints that are outside the\n// Basic Multilingual Plane

(BMP). Older buggy versions of WebKit can't handle\n// non-BMP codepoints in CSS string escapes, and thus can't

display these two icons.\n// Notably, the bug affects some older versions of the Android Browser.\n// More info:

https://github.com/twbs/bootstrap/issues/10106\n// .glyphicon-door                   { &:before { content: \"\\1f6aa\"; }

}\n// .glyphicon-key                    { &:before { content: \"\\1f511\"; } }\n.glyphicon-alert                  { &:before {

content: \"\\e209\"; } }\n.glyphicon-equalizer              { &:before { content: \"\\e210\"; } }\n.glyphicon-king

   { &:before { content: \"\\e211\"; } }\n.glyphicon-queen                  { &:before { content: \"\\e212\"; }

}\n.glyphicon-pawn                   { &:before { content: \"\\e213\"; } }\n.glyphicon-bishop                 { &:before {

content: \"\\e214\"; } }\n.glyphicon-knight                 { &:before { content: \"\\e215\"; } }\n.glyphicon-baby-formula

        { &:before { content: \"\\e216\"; } }\n.glyphicon-tent                   { &:before { content: \"\\26fa\"; }

}\n.glyphicon-blackboard             { &:before { content: \"\\e218\"; } }\n.glyphicon-bed                    { &:before {

content: \"\\e219\"; } }\n.glyphicon-apple                  { &:before { content: \"\\f8ff\"; } }\n.glyphicon-erase

{ &:before { content: \"\\e221\"; } }\n.glyphicon-hourglass              { &:before { content: \"\\231b\"; }

}\n.glyphicon-lamp                   { &:before { content: \"\\e223\"; } }\n.glyphicon-duplicate              { &:before {

content: \"\\e224\"; } }\n.glyphicon-piggy-bank             { &:before { content: \"\\e225\"; } }\n.glyphicon-scissors

       { &:before { content: \"\\e226\"; } }\n.glyphicon-bitcoin                { &:before { content: \"\\e227\"; }

}\n.glyphicon-btc                    { &:before { content: \"\\e227\"; } }\n.glyphicon-xbt                    { &:before { content:

\"\\e227\"; } }\n.glyphicon-yen                    { &:before { content: \"\\00a5\"; } }\n.glyphicon-jpy                    {

&:before { content: \"\\00a5\"; } }\n.glyphicon-ruble                  { &:before { content: \"\\20bd\"; } }\n.glyphicon-rub

                  { &:before { content: \"\\20bd\"; } }\n.glyphicon-scale                  { &:before { content: \"\\e230\"; }

}\n.glyphicon-ice-lolly              { &:before { content: \"\\e231\"; } }\n.glyphicon-ice-lolly-tasted       { &:before {

content: \"\\e232\"; } }\n.glyphicon-education              { &:before { content: \"\\e233\"; } }\n.glyphicon-option-

horizontal      { &:before { content: \"\\e234\"; } }\n.glyphicon-option-vertical        { &:before { content: \"\\e235\";

} }\n.glyphicon-menu-hamburger         { &:before { content: \"\\e236\"; } }\n.glyphicon-modal-window           {

&:before { content: \"\\e237\"; } }\n.glyphicon-oil                    { &:before { content: \"\\e238\"; } }\n.glyphicon-

grain                  { &:before { content: \"\\e239\"; } }\n.glyphicon-sunglasses             { &:before { content: \"\\e240\";

} }\n.glyphicon-text-size              { &:before { content: \"\\e241\"; } }\n.glyphicon-text-color             { &:before {

content: \"\\e242\"; } }\n.glyphicon-text-background        { &:before { content: \"\\e243\"; } }\n.glyphicon-object-

align-top       { &:before { content: \"\\e244\"; } }\n.glyphicon-object-align-bottom    { &:before { content:

\"\\e245\"; } }\n.glyphicon-object-align-horizontal{ &:before { content: \"\\e246\"; } }\n.glyphicon-object-align-left

   { &:before { content: \"\\e247\"; } }\n.glyphicon-object-align-vertical  { &:before { content: \"\\e248\"; }

}\n.glyphicon-object-align-right     { &:before { content: \"\\e249\"; } }\n.glyphicon-triangle-right         { &:before {

content: \"\\e250\"; } }\n.glyphicon-triangle-left          { &:before { content: \"\\e251\"; } }\n.glyphicon-triangle-

bottom        { &:before { content: \"\\e252\"; } }\n.glyphicon-triangle-top           { &:before { content: \"\\e253\"; }

}\n.glyphicon-console                { &:before { content: \"\\e254\"; } }\n.glyphicon-superscript            { &:before {

content: \"\\e255\"; } }\n.glyphicon-subscript              { &:before { content: \"\\e256\"; } }\n.glyphicon-menu-left

      { &:before { content: \"\\e257\"; } }\n.glyphicon-menu-right             { &:before { content: \"\\e258\"; }
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}\n.glyphicon-menu-down              { &:before { content: \"\\e259\"; } }\n.glyphicon-menu-up                { &:before {

content: \"\\e260\"; } }\n","//\n// Scaffolding\n// --------------------------------------------------\n\n\n// Reset the box-

sizing\n//\n// Heads up! This reset may cause conflicts with some third-party widgets.\n// For recommendations on

resolving such conflicts, see\n// https://getbootstrap.com/docs/3.4/getting-started/#third-box-sizing\n* {\n  .box-

sizing(border-box);\n}\n*:before,\n*:after {\n  .box-sizing(border-box);\n}\n\n\n// Body reset\n\nhtml {\n  font-size:

10px;\n  -webkit-tap-highlight-color: rgba(0, 0, 0, 0);\n}\n\nbody {\n  font-family: @font-family-base;\n  font-size:

@font-size-base;\n  line-height: @line-height-base;\n  color: @text-color;\n  background-color: @body-bg;\n}\n\n//

Reset fonts for relevant elements\ninput,\nbutton,\nselect,\ntextarea {\n  font-family: inherit;\n  font-size: inherit;\n

line-height: inherit;\n}\n\n\n// Links\n\na {\n  color: @link-color;\n  text-decoration: none;\n\n  &:hover,\n  &:focus

{\n    color: @link-hover-color;\n    text-decoration: @link-hover-decoration;\n  }\n\n  &:focus {\n    .tab-focus();\n

}\n}\n\n\n// Figures\n//\n// We reset this here because previously Normalize had no `figure` margins. This\n//

ensures we don't break anyone's use of the element.\n\nfigure {\n  margin: 0;\n}\n\n\n// Images\n\nimg {\n  vertical-

align: middle;\n}\n\n// Responsive images (ensure images don't scale beyond their parents)\n.img-responsive {\n

.img-responsive();\n}\n\n// Rounded corners\n.img-rounded {\n  border-radius: @border-radius-large;\n}\n\n//

Image thumbnails\n//\n// Heads up! This is mixin-ed into thumbnails.less for `.thumbnail`.\n.img-thumbnail {\n

padding: @thumbnail-padding;\n  line-height: @line-height-base;\n  background-color: @thumbnail-bg;\n  border:

1px solid @thumbnail-border;\n  border-radius: @thumbnail-border-radius;\n  .transition(all .2s ease-in-out);\n\n  //

Keep them at most 100% wide\n  .img-responsive(inline-block);\n}\n\n// Perfect circle\n.img-circle {\n  border-

radius: 50%; // set radius in percents\n}\n\n\n// Horizontal rules\n\nhr {\n  margin-top: @line-height-computed;\n

margin-bottom: @line-height-computed;\n  border: 0;\n  border-top: 1px solid @hr-border;\n}\n\n\n// Only display

content to screen readers\n//\n// See: https://a11yproject.com/posts/how-to-hide-content\n\n.sr-only {\n  position:

absolute;\n  width: 1px;\n  height: 1px;\n  padding: 0;\n  margin: -1px;\n  overflow: hidden;\n  clip: rect(0, 0, 0, 0);\n

border: 0;\n}\n\n// Use in conjunction with .sr-only to only display content when it's focused.\n// Useful for \"Skip to

main content\" links; see https://www.w3.org/TR/2013/NOTE-WCAG20-TECHS-20130905/G1\n// Credit: HTML5

Boilerplate\n\n.sr-only-focusable {\n  &:active,\n  &:focus {\n    position: static;\n    width: auto;\n    height: auto;\n

margin: 0;\n    overflow: visible;\n    clip: auto;\n  }\n}\n\n\n// iOS \"clickable elements\" fix for

role=\"button\"\n//\n// Fixes \"clickability\" issue (and more generally, the firing of events such as focus as well)\n//

for traditionally non-focusable elements with role=\"button\"\n// see https://developer.mozilla.org/en-

US/docs/Web/Events/click#Safari_Mobile\n\n[role=\"button\"] {\n  cursor: pointer;\n}\n","// stylelint-disable

indentation, property-no-vendor-prefix, selector-no-vendor-prefix\n\n// Vendor Prefixes\n//\n// All vendor mixins

are deprecated as of v3.2.0 due to the introduction of\n// Autoprefixer in our Gruntfile. They have been removed in

v4.\n\n// - Animations\n// - Backface visibility\n// - Box shadow\n// - Box sizing\n// - Content columns\n// -

Hyphens\n// - Placeholder text\n// - Transformations\n// - Transitions\n// - User Select\n\n\n//

Animations\n.animation(@animation) {\n  -webkit-animation: @animation;\n       -o-animation: @animation;\n

animation: @animation;\n}\n.animation-name(@name) {\n  -webkit-animation-name: @name;\n          animation-

name: @name;\n}\n.animation-duration(@duration) {\n  -webkit-animation-duration: @duration;\n          animation-

duration: @duration;\n}\n.animation-timing-function(@timing-function) {\n  -webkit-animation-timing-function:

@timing-function;\n          animation-timing-function: @timing-function;\n}\n.animation-delay(@delay) {\n  -

webkit-animation-delay: @delay;\n          animation-delay: @delay;\n}\n.animation-iteration-count(@iteration-

count) {\n  -webkit-animation-iteration-count: @iteration-count;\n          animation-iteration-count: @iteration-

count;\n}\n.animation-direction(@direction) {\n  -webkit-animation-direction: @direction;\n          animation-

direction: @direction;\n}\n.animation-fill-mode(@fill-mode) {\n  -webkit-animation-fill-mode: @fill-mode;\n

animation-fill-mode: @fill-mode;\n}\n\n// Backface visibility\n// Prevent browsers from flickering when using CSS

3D transforms.\n// Default value is `visible`, but can be changed to `hidden`\n\n.backface-visibility(@visibility) {\n

-webkit-backface-visibility: @visibility;\n     -moz-backface-visibility: @visibility;\n          backface-visibility:

@visibility;\n}\n\n// Drop shadows\n//\n// Note: Deprecated `.box-shadow()` as of v3.1.0 since all of Bootstrap's\n//

supported browsers that have box shadow capabilities now support it.\n\n.box-shadow(@shadow) {\n  -webkit-box-

shadow: @shadow; // iOS <4.3 & Android <4.1\n          box-shadow: @shadow;\n}\n\n// Box sizing\n.box-
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sizing(@boxmodel) {\n  -webkit-box-sizing: @boxmodel;\n     -moz-box-sizing: @boxmodel;\n          box-sizing:

@boxmodel;\n}\n\n// CSS3 Content Columns\n.content-columns(@column-count; @column-gap: @grid-gutter-

width) {\n  -webkit-column-count: @column-count;\n     -moz-column-count: @column-count;\n          column-

count: @column-count;\n  -webkit-column-gap: @column-gap;\n     -moz-column-gap: @column-gap;\n

column-gap: @column-gap;\n}\n\n// Optional hyphenation\n.hyphens(@mode: auto) {\n  -webkit-hyphens:

@mode;\n     -moz-hyphens: @mode;\n      -ms-hyphens: @mode; // IE10+\n       -o-hyphens: @mode;\n

hyphens: @mode;\n  word-wrap: break-word;\n}\n\n// Placeholder text\n.placeholder(@color: @input-color-

placeholder) {\n  // Firefox\n  &::-moz-placeholder {\n    color: @color;\n    opacity: 1; // Override Firefox's unusual

default opacity; see https://github.com/twbs/bootstrap/pull/11526\n  }\n  &:-ms-input-placeholder { color: @color; }

// Internet Explorer 10+\n  &::-webkit-input-placeholder  { color: @color; } // Safari and Chrome\n}\n\n//

Transformations\n.scale(@ratio) {\n  -webkit-transform: scale(@ratio);\n      -ms-transform: scale(@ratio); // IE9

only\n       -o-transform: scale(@ratio);\n          transform: scale(@ratio);\n}\n.scale(@ratioX; @ratioY) {\n  -

webkit-transform: scale(@ratioX, @ratioY);\n      -ms-transform: scale(@ratioX, @ratioY); // IE9 only\n       -o-

transform: scale(@ratioX, @ratioY);\n          transform: scale(@ratioX, @ratioY);\n}\n.scaleX(@ratio) {\n  -webkit-

transform: scaleX(@ratio);\n      -ms-transform: scaleX(@ratio); // IE9 only\n       -o-transform: scaleX(@ratio);\n

    transform: scaleX(@ratio);\n}\n.scaleY(@ratio) {\n  -webkit-transform: scaleY(@ratio);\n      -ms-transform:

scaleY(@ratio); // IE9 only\n       -o-transform: scaleY(@ratio);\n          transform: scaleY(@ratio);\n}\n.skew(@x;

@y) {\n  -webkit-transform: skewX(@x) skewY(@y);\n      -ms-transform: skewX(@x) skewY(@y); // See

https://github.com/twbs/bootstrap/issues/4885; IE9+\n       -o-transform: skewX(@x) skewY(@y);\n          transform:

skewX(@x) skewY(@y);\n}\n.translate(@x; @y) {\n  -webkit-transform: translate(@x, @y);\n      -ms-transform:

translate(@x, @y); // IE9 only\n       -o-transform: translate(@x, @y);\n          transform: translate(@x,

@y);\n}\n.translate3d(@x; @y; @z) {\n  -webkit-transform: translate3d(@x, @y, @z);\n          transform:

translate3d(@x, @y, @z);\n}\n.rotate(@degrees) {\n  -webkit-transform: rotate(@degrees);\n      -ms-transform:

rotate(@degrees); // IE9 only\n       -o-transform: rotate(@degrees);\n          transform:

rotate(@degrees);\n}\n.rotateX(@degrees) {\n  -webkit-transform: rotateX(@degrees);\n      -ms-transform:

rotateX(@degrees); // IE9 only\n       -o-transform: rotateX(@degrees);\n          transform:

rotateX(@degrees);\n}\n.rotateY(@degrees) {\n  -webkit-transform: rotateY(@degrees);\n      -ms-transform:

rotateY(@degrees); // IE9 only\n       -o-transform: rotateY(@degrees);\n          transform:

rotateY(@degrees);\n}\n.perspective(@perspective) {\n  -webkit-perspective: @perspective;\n     -moz-perspective:

@perspective;\n          perspective: @perspective;\n}\n.perspective-origin(@perspective) {\n  -webkit-perspective-

origin: @perspective;\n     -moz-perspective-origin: @perspective;\n          perspective-origin:

@perspective;\n}\n.transform-origin(@origin) {\n  -webkit-transform-origin: @origin;\n     -moz-transform-origin:

@origin;\n      -ms-transform-origin: @origin; // IE9 only\n          transform-origin: @origin;\n}\n\n\n//

Transitions\n\n.transition(@transition) {\n  -webkit-transition: @transition;\n       -o-transition: @transition;\n

transition: @transition;\n}\n.transition-property(@transition-property) {\n  -webkit-transition-property: @transition-

property;\n          transition-property: @transition-property;\n}\n.transition-delay(@transition-delay) {\n  -webkit-

transition-delay: @transition-delay;\n          transition-delay: @transition-delay;\n}\n.transition-

duration(@transition-duration) {\n  -webkit-transition-duration: @transition-duration;\n          transition-duration:

@transition-duration;\n}\n.transition-timing-function(@timing-function) {\n  -webkit-transition-timing-function:

@timing-function;\n          transition-timing-function: @timing-function;\n}\n.transition-transform(@transition) {\n

-webkit-transition: -webkit-transform @transition;\n     -moz-transition: -moz-transform @transition;\n       -o-

transition: -o-transform @transition;\n          transition: transform @transition;\n}\n\n\n// User select\n// For

selecting text on the page\n\n.user-select(@select) {\n  -webkit-user-select: @select;\n     -moz-user-select:

@select;\n      -ms-user-select: @select; // IE10+\n          user-select: @select;\n}\n","// WebKit-style focus\n\n.tab-

focus() {\n  // WebKit-specific. Other browsers will keep their default outline style.\n  // (Initially tried to also force

default via `outline: initial`,\n  // but that seems to erroneously remove the outline in Firefox altogether.)\n  outline:

5px auto -webkit-focus-ring-color;\n  outline-offset: -2px;\n}\n","// stylelint-disable media-feature-name-no-vendor-

prefix, media-feature-parentheses-space-inside, media-feature-name-no-unknown, indentation, at-rule-name-space-
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after\n\n// Responsive image\n//\n// Keep images from scaling beyond the width of their parents.\n.img-

responsive(@display: block) {\n  display: @display;\n  max-width: 100%; // Part 1: Set a maximum relative to the

parent\n  height: auto; // Part 2: Scale the height according to the width, otherwise you get stretching\n}\n\n\n//

Retina image\n//\n// Short retina mixin for setting background-image and -size. Note that the\n// spelling of `min--

moz-device-pixel-ratio` is intentional.\n.img-retina(@file-1x; @file-2x; @width-1x; @height-1x) {\n  background-

image: url(\"@{file-1x}\");\n\n  @media\n  only screen and (-webkit-min-device-pixel-ratio: 2),\n  only screen and (

min--moz-device-pixel-ratio: 2),\n  only screen and ( -o-min-device-pixel-ratio: 2/1),\n  only screen and ( min-

device-pixel-ratio: 2),\n  only screen and ( min-resolution: 192dpi),\n  only screen and ( min-resolution: 2dppx) {\n

background-image: url(\"@{file-2x}\");\n    background-size: @width-1x @height-1x;\n  }\n}\n","// stylelint-disable

selector-list-comma-newline-after, selector-no-qualifying-type\n\n//\n// Typography\n// ----------------------------------

----------------\n\n\n// Headings\n// -------------------------\n\nh1, h2, h3, h4, h5, h6,\n.h1, .h2, .h3, .h4, .h5, .h6 {\n

font-family: @headings-font-family;\n  font-weight: @headings-font-weight;\n  line-height: @headings-line-

height;\n  color: @headings-color;\n\n  small,\n  .small {\n    font-weight: 400;\n    line-height: 1;\n    color:

@headings-small-color;\n  }\n}\n\nh1, .h1,\nh2, .h2,\nh3, .h3 {\n  margin-top: @line-height-computed;\n  margin-

bottom: (@line-height-computed / 2);\n\n  small,\n  .small {\n    font-size: 65%;\n  }\n}\nh4, .h4,\nh5, .h5,\nh6, .h6

{\n  margin-top: (@line-height-computed / 2);\n  margin-bottom: (@line-height-computed / 2);\n\n  small,\n  .small

{\n    font-size: 75%;\n  }\n}\n\nh1, .h1 { font-size: @font-size-h1; }\nh2, .h2 { font-size: @font-size-h2; }\nh3, .h3

{ font-size: @font-size-h3; }\nh4, .h4 { font-size: @font-size-h4; }\nh5, .h5 { font-size: @font-size-h5; }\nh6, .h6 {

font-size: @font-size-h6; }\n\n\n// Body text\n// -------------------------\n\np {\n  margin: 0 0 (@line-height-computed

/ 2);\n}\n\n.lead {\n  margin-bottom: @line-height-computed;\n  font-size: floor((@font-size-base * 1.15));\n  font-

weight: 300;\n  line-height: 1.4;\n\n  @media (min-width: @screen-sm-min) {\n    font-size: (@font-size-base *

1.5);\n  }\n}\n\n\n// Emphasis & misc\n// -------------------------\n\n// Ex: (12px small font / 14px base font) * 100% =

about 85%\nsmall,\n.small {\n  font-size: floor((100% * @font-size-small / @font-size-base));\n}\n\nmark,\n.mark

{\n  padding: .2em;\n  background-color: @state-warning-bg;\n}\n\n// Alignment\n.text-left           { text-align: left;

}\n.text-right          { text-align: right; }\n.text-center         { text-align: center; }\n.text-justify        { text-align:

justify; }\n.text-nowrap         { white-space: nowrap; }\n\n// Transformation\n.text-lowercase      { text-transform:

lowercase; }\n.text-uppercase      { text-transform: uppercase; }\n.text-capitalize     { text-transform: capitalize;

}\n\n// Contextual colors\n.text-muted {\n  color: @text-muted;\n}\n.text-primary {\n  .text-emphasis-

variant(@brand-primary);\n}\n.text-success {\n  .text-emphasis-variant(@state-success-text);\n}\n.text-info {\n

.text-emphasis-variant(@state-info-text);\n}\n.text-warning {\n  .text-emphasis-variant(@state-warning-

text);\n}\n.text-danger {\n  .text-emphasis-variant(@state-danger-text);\n}\n\n// Contextual backgrounds\n// For now

we'll leave these alongside the text classes until v4 when we can\n// safely shift things around (per SemVer

rules).\n.bg-primary {\n  // Given the contrast here, this is the only class to have its color inverted\n  //

automatically.\n  color: #fff;\n  .bg-variant(@brand-primary);\n}\n.bg-success {\n  .bg-variant(@state-success-

bg);\n}\n.bg-info {\n  .bg-variant(@state-info-bg);\n}\n.bg-warning {\n  .bg-variant(@state-warning-bg);\n}\n.bg-

danger {\n  .bg-variant(@state-danger-bg);\n}\n\n\n// Page header\n// -------------------------\n\n.page-header {\n

padding-bottom: ((@line-height-computed / 2) - 1);\n  margin: (@line-height-computed * 2) 0 @line-height-

computed;\n  border-bottom: 1px solid @page-header-border-color;\n}\n\n\n// Lists\n// -------------------------\n\n//

Unordered and Ordered lists\nul,\nol {\n  margin-top: 0;\n  margin-bottom: (@line-height-computed / 2);\n  ul,\n  ol

{\n    margin-bottom: 0;\n  }\n}\n\n// List options\n\n// Unstyled keeps list items block level, just removes default

browser padding and list-style\n.list-unstyled {\n  padding-left: 0;\n  list-style: none;\n}\n\n// Inline turns list items

into inline-block\n.list-inline {\n  .list-unstyled();\n  margin-left: -5px;\n\n  > li {\n    display: inline-block;\n

padding-right: 5px;\n    padding-left: 5px;\n  }\n}\n\n// Description Lists\ndl {\n  margin-top: 0; // Remove browser

default\n  margin-bottom: @line-height-computed;\n}\ndt,\ndd {\n  line-height: @line-height-base;\n}\ndt {\n  font-

weight: 700;\n}\ndd {\n  margin-left: 0; // Undo browser default\n}\n\n// Horizontal description lists\n//\n// Defaults

to being stacked without any of the below styles applied, until the\n// grid breakpoint is reached (default of

~768px).\n\n.dl-horizontal {\n  dd {\n    &:extend(.clearfix all); // Clear the floated `dt` if an empty `dd` is present\n

}\n\n  @media (min-width: @dl-horizontal-breakpoint) {\n    dt {\n      float: left;\n      width: (@dl-horizontal-offset
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- 20);\n      clear: left;\n      text-align: right;\n      .text-overflow();\n    }\n    dd {\n      margin-left: @dl-horizontal-

offset;\n    }\n  }\n}\n\n\n// Misc\n// -------------------------\n\n// Abbreviations and acronyms\n// Add data-* attribute

to help out our tooltip plugin, per https://github.com/twbs/bootstrap/issues/5257\nabbr[title],\nabbr[data-original-

title] {\n  cursor: help;\n}\n\n.initialism {\n  font-size: 90%;\n  .text-uppercase();\n}\n\n// Blockquotes\nblockquote

{\n  padding: (@line-height-computed / 2) @line-height-computed;\n  margin: 0 0 @line-height-computed;\n  font-

size: @blockquote-font-size;\n  border-left: 5px solid @blockquote-border-color;\n\n  p,\n  ul,\n  ol {\n    &:last-

child {\n      margin-bottom: 0;\n    }\n  }\n\n  // Note: Deprecated small and .small as of v3.1.0\n  // Context:

https://github.com/twbs/bootstrap/issues/11660\n  footer,\n  small,\n  .small {\n    display: block;\n    font-size: 80%;

// back to default font-size\n    line-height: @line-height-base;\n    color: @blockquote-small-color;\n\n    &:before

{\n      content: \"\\2014 \\00A0\"; // em dash, nbsp\n    }\n  }\n}\n\n// Opposite alignment of blockquote\n//\n//

Heads up: `blockquote.pull-right` has been deprecated as of v3.1.0.\n.blockquote-reverse,\nblockquote.pull-right {\n

padding-right: 15px;\n  padding-left: 0;\n  text-align: right;\n  border-right: 5px solid @blockquote-border-color;\n

border-left: 0;\n\n  // Account for citation\n  footer,\n  small,\n  .small {\n    &:before { content: \"\"; }\n    &:after

{\n      content: \"\\00A0 \\2014\"; // nbsp, em dash\n    }\n  }\n}\n\n// Addresses\naddress {\n  margin-bottom:

@line-height-computed;\n  font-style: normal;\n  line-height: @line-height-base;\n}\n","// Typography\n\n.text-

emphasis-variant(@color) {\n  color: @color;\n  a&:hover,\n  a&:focus {\n    color: darken(@color, 10%);\n

}\n}\n","// Contextual backgrounds\n\n.bg-variant(@color) {\n  background-color: @color;\n  a&:hover,\n

a&:focus {\n    background-color: darken(@color, 10%);\n  }\n}\n","// Text overflow\n// Requires inline-block or

block for proper styling\n\n.text-overflow() {\n  overflow: hidden;\n  text-overflow: ellipsis;\n  white-space:

nowrap;\n}\n","//\n// Code (inline and block)\n// --------------------------------------------------\n\n\n// Inline and block

code styles\ncode,\nkbd,\npre,\nsamp {\n  font-family: @font-family-monospace;\n}\n\n// Inline code\ncode {\n

padding: 2px 4px;\n  font-size: 90%;\n  color: @code-color;\n  background-color: @code-bg;\n  border-radius:

@border-radius-base;\n}\n\n// User input typically entered via keyboard\nkbd {\n  padding: 2px 4px;\n  font-size:

90%;\n  color: @kbd-color;\n  background-color: @kbd-bg;\n  border-radius: @border-radius-small;\n  box-shadow:

inset 0 -1px 0 rgba(0, 0, 0, .25);\n\n  kbd {\n    padding: 0;\n    font-size: 100%;\n    font-weight: 700;\n    box-

shadow: none;\n  }\n}\n\n// Blocks of code\npre {\n  display: block;\n  padding: ((@line-height-computed - 1) / 2);\n

margin: 0 0 (@line-height-computed / 2);\n  font-size: (@font-size-base - 1); // 14px to 13px\n  line-height: @line-

height-base;\n  color: @pre-color;\n  word-break: break-all;\n  word-wrap: break-word;\n  background-color: @pre-

bg;\n  border: 1px solid @pre-border-color;\n  border-radius: @border-radius-base;\n\n  // Account for some code

outputs that place code tags in pre tags\n  code {\n    padding: 0;\n    font-size: inherit;\n    color: inherit;\n    white-

space: pre-wrap;\n    background-color: transparent;\n    border-radius: 0;\n  }\n}\n\n// Enable scrollable blocks of

code\n.pre-scrollable {\n  max-height: @pre-scrollable-max-height;\n  overflow-y: scroll;\n}\n","//\n// Grid

system\n// --------------------------------------------------\n\n\n// Container widths\n//\n// Set the container width, and

override it for fixed navbars in media queries.\n\n.container {\n  .container-fixed();\n\n  @media (min-width:

@screen-sm-min) {\n    width: @container-sm;\n  }\n  @media (min-width: @screen-md-min) {\n    width:

@container-md;\n  }\n  @media (min-width: @screen-lg-min) {\n    width: @container-lg;\n  }\n}\n\n\n// Fluid

container\n//\n// Utilizes the mixin meant for fixed width containers, but without any defined\n// width for fluid, full

width layouts.\n\n.container-fluid {\n  .container-fixed();\n}\n\n\n// Row\n//\n// Rows contain and clear the floats of

your columns.\n\n.row {\n  .make-row();\n}\n\n.row-no-gutters {\n  margin-right: 0;\n  margin-left: 0;\n\n

[class*=\"col-\"] {\n    padding-right: 0;\n    padding-left: 0;\n  }\n}\n\n\n// Columns\n//\n// Common styles for small

and large grid columns\n\n.make-grid-columns();\n\n\n// Extra small grid\n//\n// Columns, offsets, pushes, and pulls

for extra small devices like\n// smartphones.\n\n.make-grid(xs);\n\n\n// Small grid\n//\n// Columns, offsets, pushes,

and pulls for the small device range, from phones\n// to tablets.\n\n@media (min-width: @screen-sm-min) {\n

.make-grid(sm);\n}\n\n\n// Medium grid\n//\n// Columns, offsets, pushes, and pulls for the desktop device

range.\n\n@media (min-width: @screen-md-min) {\n  .make-grid(md);\n}\n\n\n// Large grid\n//\n// Columns,

offsets, pushes, and pulls for the large desktop device range.\n\n@media (min-width: @screen-lg-min) {\n  .make-

grid(lg);\n}\n","// Grid system\n//\n// Generate semantic grid columns with these mixins.\n\n// Centered container

element\n.container-fixed(@gutter: @grid-gutter-width) {\n  padding-right: ceil((@gutter / 2));\n  padding-left:
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floor((@gutter / 2));\n  margin-right: auto;\n  margin-left: auto;\n  &:extend(.clearfix all);\n}\n\n// Creates a wrapper

for a series of columns\n.make-row(@gutter: @grid-gutter-width) {\n  margin-right: floor((@gutter / -2));\n

margin-left: ceil((@gutter / -2));\n  &:extend(.clearfix all);\n}\n\n// Generate the extra small columns\n.make-xs-

column(@columns; @gutter: @grid-gutter-width) {\n  position: relative;\n  float: left;\n  width:

percentage((@columns / @grid-columns));\n  min-height: 1px;\n  padding-right: (@gutter / 2);\n  padding-left:

(@gutter / 2);\n}\n.make-xs-column-offset(@columns) {\n  margin-left: percentage((@columns / @grid-

columns));\n}\n.make-xs-column-push(@columns) {\n  left: percentage((@columns / @grid-columns));\n}\n.make-

xs-column-pull(@columns) {\n  right: percentage((@columns / @grid-columns));\n}\n\n// Generate the small

columns\n.make-sm-column(@columns; @gutter: @grid-gutter-width) {\n  position: relative;\n  min-height: 1px;\n

padding-right: (@gutter / 2);\n  padding-left: (@gutter / 2);\n\n  @media (min-width: @screen-sm-min) {\n    float:

left;\n    width: percentage((@columns / @grid-columns));\n  }\n}\n.make-sm-column-offset(@columns) {\n

@media (min-width: @screen-sm-min) {\n    margin-left: percentage((@columns / @grid-columns));\n

}\n}\n.make-sm-column-push(@columns) {\n  @media (min-width: @screen-sm-min) {\n    left:

percentage((@columns / @grid-columns));\n  }\n}\n.make-sm-column-pull(@columns) {\n  @media (min-width:

@screen-sm-min) {\n    right: percentage((@columns / @grid-columns));\n  }\n}\n\n// Generate the medium

columns\n.make-md-column(@columns; @gutter: @grid-gutter-width) {\n  position: relative;\n  min-height: 1px;\n

padding-right: (@gutter / 2);\n  padding-left: (@gutter / 2);\n\n  @media (min-width: @screen-md-min) {\n    float:

left;\n    width: percentage((@columns / @grid-columns));\n  }\n}\n.make-md-column-offset(@columns) {\n

@media (min-width: @screen-md-min) {\n    margin-left: percentage((@columns / @grid-columns));\n

}\n}\n.make-md-column-push(@columns) {\n  @media (min-width: @screen-md-min) {\n    left:

percentage((@columns / @grid-columns));\n  }\n}\n.make-md-column-pull(@columns) {\n  @media (min-width:

@screen-md-min) {\n    right: percentage((@columns / @grid-columns));\n  }\n}\n\n// Generate the large

columns\n.make-lg-column(@columns; @gutter: @grid-gutter-width) {\n  position: relative;\n  min-height: 1px;\n

padding-right: (@gutter / 2);\n  padding-left: (@gutter / 2);\n\n  @media (min-width: @screen-lg-min) {\n    float:

left;\n    width: percentage((@columns / @grid-columns));\n  }\n}\n.make-lg-column-offset(@columns) {\n

@media (min-width: @screen-lg-min) {\n    margin-left: percentage((@columns / @grid-columns));\n

}\n}\n.make-lg-column-push(@columns) {\n  @media (min-width: @screen-lg-min) {\n    left:

percentage((@columns / @grid-columns));\n  }\n}\n.make-lg-column-pull(@columns) {\n  @media (min-width:

@screen-lg-min) {\n    right: percentage((@columns / @grid-columns));\n  }\n}\n","// Framework grid

generation\n//\n// Used only by Bootstrap to generate the correct number of grid classes given\n// any value of

`@grid-columns`.\n\n.make-grid-columns() {\n  // Common styles for all sizes of grid columns, widths 1-12\n

.col(@index) { // initial\n    @item: ~\".col-xs-@{index}, .col-sm-@{index}, .col-md-@{index}, .col-lg-

@{index}\";\n    .col((@index + 1), @item);\n  }\n  .col(@index, @list) when (@index =< @grid-columns) { //

general; \"=<\" isn't a typo\n    @item: ~\".col-xs-@{index}, .col-sm-@{index}, .col-md-@{index}, .col-lg-

@{index}\";\n    .col((@index + 1), ~\"@{list}, @{item}\");\n  }\n  .col(@index, @list) when (@index > @grid-

columns) { // terminal\n    @{list} {\n      position: relative;\n      // Prevent columns from collapsing when empty\n

 min-height: 1px;\n      // Inner gutter via padding\n      padding-right: floor((@grid-gutter-width / 2));\n      padding-

left: ceil((@grid-gutter-width / 2));\n    }\n  }\n  .col(1); // kickstart it\n}\n\n.float-grid-columns(@class) {\n

.col(@index) { // initial\n    @item: ~\".col-@{class}-@{index}\";\n    .col((@index + 1), @item);\n  }\n

.col(@index, @list) when (@index =< @grid-columns) { // general\n    @item: ~\".col-@{class}-@{index}\";\n

.col((@index + 1), ~\"@{list}, @{item}\");\n  }\n  .col(@index, @list) when (@index > @grid-columns) { //

terminal\n    @{list} {\n      float: left;\n    }\n  }\n  .col(1); // kickstart it\n}\n\n.calc-grid-column(@index, @class,

@type) when (@type = width) and (@index > 0) {\n  .col-@{class}-@{index} {\n    width: percentage((@index /

@grid-columns));\n  }\n}\n.calc-grid-column(@index, @class, @type) when (@type = push) and (@index > 0) {\n

.col-@{class}-push-@{index} {\n    left: percentage((@index / @grid-columns));\n  }\n}\n.calc-grid-

column(@index, @class, @type) when (@type = push) and (@index = 0) {\n  .col-@{class}-push-0 {\n    left:

auto;\n  }\n}\n.calc-grid-column(@index, @class, @type) when (@type = pull) and (@index > 0) {\n  .col-

@{class}-pull-@{index} {\n    right: percentage((@index / @grid-columns));\n  }\n}\n.calc-grid-column(@index,
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@class, @type) when (@type = pull) and (@index = 0) {\n  .col-@{class}-pull-0 {\n    right: auto;\n  }\n}\n.calc-

grid-column(@index, @class, @type) when (@type = offset) {\n  .col-@{class}-offset-@{index} {\n    margin-left:

percentage((@index / @grid-columns));\n  }\n}\n\n// Basic looping in LESS\n.loop-grid-columns(@index, @class,

@type) when (@index >= 0) {\n  .calc-grid-column(@index, @class, @type);\n  // next iteration\n  .loop-grid-

columns((@index - 1), @class, @type);\n}\n\n// Create grid for specific class\n.make-grid(@class) {\n  .float-grid-

columns(@class);\n  .loop-grid-columns(@grid-columns, @class, width);\n  .loop-grid-columns(@grid-columns,

@class, pull);\n  .loop-grid-columns(@grid-columns, @class, push);\n  .loop-grid-columns(@grid-columns, @class,

offset);\n}\n","// stylelint-disable selector-max-type, selector-max-compound-selectors, selector-no-qualifying-

type\n\n//\n// Tables\n// --------------------------------------------------\n\n\ntable {\n  background-color: @table-bg;\n\n

// Table cell sizing\n  //\n  // Reset default table behavior\n\n  col[class*=\"col-\"] {\n    position: static; // Prevent

border hiding in Firefox and IE9-11 (see https://github.com/twbs/bootstrap/issues/11623)\n    display: table-

column;\n    float: none;\n  }\n\n  td,\n  th {\n    &[class*=\"col-\"] {\n      position: static; // Prevent border hiding in

Firefox and IE9-11 (see https://github.com/twbs/bootstrap/issues/11623)\n      display: table-cell;\n      float: none;\n

 }\n  }\n}\n\ncaption {\n  padding-top: @table-cell-padding;\n  padding-bottom: @table-cell-padding;\n  color:

@text-muted;\n  text-align: left;\n}\n\nth {\n  text-align: left;\n}\n\n\n// Baseline styles\n\n.table {\n  width: 100%;\n

max-width: 100%;\n  margin-bottom: @line-height-computed;\n  // Cells\n  > thead,\n  > tbody,\n  > tfoot {\n    > tr

{\n      > th,\n      > td {\n        padding: @table-cell-padding;\n        line-height: @line-height-base;\n        vertical-

align: top;\n        border-top: 1px solid @table-border-color;\n      }\n    }\n  }\n  // Bottom align for column

headings\n  > thead > tr > th {\n    vertical-align: bottom;\n    border-bottom: 2px solid @table-border-color;\n  }\n

// Remove top border from thead by default\n  > caption + thead,\n  > colgroup + thead,\n  > thead:first-child {\n    >

tr:first-child {\n      > th,\n      > td {\n        border-top: 0;\n      }\n    }\n  }\n  // Account for multiple tbody

instances\n  > tbody + tbody {\n    border-top: 2px solid @table-border-color;\n  }\n\n  // Nesting\n  .table {\n

background-color: @body-bg;\n  }\n}\n\n\n// Condensed table w/ half padding\n\n.table-condensed {\n  > thead,\n

> tbody,\n  > tfoot {\n    > tr {\n      > th,\n      > td {\n        padding: @table-condensed-cell-padding;\n      }\n    }\n

}\n}\n\n\n// Bordered version\n//\n// Add borders all around the table and between all the columns.\n\n.table-

bordered {\n  border: 1px solid @table-border-color;\n  > thead,\n  > tbody,\n  > tfoot {\n    > tr {\n      > th,\n      >

td {\n        border: 1px solid @table-border-color;\n      }\n    }\n  }\n  > thead > tr {\n    > th,\n    > td {\n      border-

bottom-width: 2px;\n    }\n  }\n}\n\n\n// Zebra-striping\n//\n// Default zebra-stripe styles (alternating gray and

transparent backgrounds)\n\n.table-striped {\n  > tbody > tr:nth-of-type(odd) {\n    background-color: @table-bg-

accent;\n  }\n}\n\n\n// Hover effect\n//\n// Placed here since it has to come after the potential zebra

striping\n\n.table-hover {\n  > tbody > tr:hover {\n    background-color: @table-bg-hover;\n  }\n}\n\n\n// Table

backgrounds\n//\n// Exact selectors below required to override `.table-striped` and prevent\n// inheritance to nested

tables.\n\n// Generate the contextual variants\n.table-row-variant(active; @table-bg-active);\n.table-row-

variant(success; @state-success-bg);\n.table-row-variant(info; @state-info-bg);\n.table-row-variant(warning;

@state-warning-bg);\n.table-row-variant(danger; @state-danger-bg);\n\n\n// Responsive tables\n//\n// Wrap your

tables in `.table-responsive` and we'll make them mobile friendly\n// by enabling horizontal scrolling. Only applies

<768px. Everything above that\n// will display normally.\n\n.table-responsive {\n  min-height: .01%; // Workaround

for IE9 bug (see https://github.com/twbs/bootstrap/issues/14837)\n  overflow-x: auto;\n\n  @media screen and (max-

width: @screen-xs-max) {\n    width: 100%;\n    margin-bottom: (@line-height-computed * .75);\n    overflow-y:

hidden;\n    -ms-overflow-style: -ms-autohiding-scrollbar;\n    border: 1px solid @table-border-color;\n\n    //

Tighten up spacing\n    > .table {\n      margin-bottom: 0;\n\n      // Ensure the content doesn't wrap\n      > thead,\n

> tbody,\n      > tfoot {\n        > tr {\n          > th,\n          > td {\n            white-space: nowrap;\n          }\n        }\n

}\n    }\n\n    // Special overrides for the bordered tables\n    > .table-bordered {\n      border: 0;\n\n      // Nuke the

appropriate borders so that the parent can handle them\n      > thead,\n      > tbody,\n      > tfoot {\n        > tr {\n

> th:first-child,\n          > td:first-child {\n            border-left: 0;\n          }\n          > th:last-child,\n          > td:last-

child {\n            border-right: 0;\n          }\n        }\n      }\n\n      // Only nuke the last row's bottom-border in `tbody`

and `tfoot` since\n      // chances are there will be only one `tr` in a `thead` and that would\n      // remove the border

altogether.\n      > tbody,\n      > tfoot {\n        > tr:last-child {\n          > th,\n          > td {\n            border-bottom:
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0;\n          }\n        }\n      }\n\n    }\n  }\n}\n","// Tables\n\n.table-row-variant(@state; @background) {\n  // Exact

selectors below required to override `.table-striped` and prevent\n  // inheritance to nested tables.\n  .table > thead >

tr,\n  .table > tbody > tr,\n  .table > tfoot > tr {\n    > td.@{state},\n    > th.@{state},\n    &.@{state} > td,\n

&.@{state} > th {\n      background-color: @background;\n    }\n  }\n\n  // Hover states for `.table-hover`\n  // Note:

this is not available for cells or rows within `thead` or `tfoot`.\n  .table-hover > tbody > tr {\n    >

td.@{state}:hover,\n    > th.@{state}:hover,\n    &.@{state}:hover > td,\n    &:hover > .@{state},\n

&.@{state}:hover > th {\n      background-color: darken(@background, 5%);\n    }\n  }\n}\n","// stylelint-disable

selector-no-qualifying-type, property-no-vendor-prefix, media-feature-name-no-vendor-prefix\n\n//\n// Forms\n// ---

-----------------------------------------------\n\n\n// Normalize non-controls\n//\n// Restyle and baseline non-control form

elements.\n\nfieldset {\n  // Chrome and Firefox set a `min-width: min-content;` on fieldsets,\n  // so we reset that to

ensure it behaves more like a standard block element.\n  // See https://github.com/twbs/bootstrap/issues/12359.\n

min-width: 0;\n  padding: 0;\n  margin: 0;\n  border: 0;\n}\n\nlegend {\n  display: block;\n  width: 100%;\n  padding:

0;\n  margin-bottom: @line-height-computed;\n  font-size: (@font-size-base * 1.5);\n  line-height: inherit;\n  color:

@legend-color;\n  border: 0;\n  border-bottom: 1px solid @legend-border-color;\n}\n\nlabel {\n  display: inline-

block;\n  max-width: 100%; // Force IE8 to wrap long content (see

https://github.com/twbs/bootstrap/issues/13141)\n  margin-bottom: 5px;\n  font-weight: 700;\n}\n\n\n// Normalize

form controls\n//\n// While most of our form styles require extra classes, some basic normalization\n// is required to

ensure optimum display with or without those classes to better\n// address browser

inconsistencies.\n\ninput[type=\"search\"] {\n  // Override content-box in Normalize (* isn't specific enough)\n

.box-sizing(border-box);\n\n  // Search inputs in iOS\n  //\n  // This overrides the extra rounded corners on search

inputs in iOS so that our\n  // `.form-control` class can properly style them. Note that this cannot simply\n  // be

added to `.form-control` as it's not specific enough. For details, see\n  //

https://github.com/twbs/bootstrap/issues/11586.\n  -webkit-appearance: none;\n  appearance: none;\n}\n\n// Position

radios and checkboxes better\ninput[type=\"radio\"],\ninput[type=\"checkbox\"] {\n  margin: 4px 0 0;\n  margin-top:

1px \\9; // IE8-9\n  line-height: normal;\n\n  // Apply same disabled cursor tweak as for inputs\n  // Some special

care is needed because <label>s don't inherit their parent's `cursor`.\n  //\n  // Note: Neither radios nor checkboxes

can be readonly.\n  &[disabled],\n  &.disabled,\n  fieldset[disabled] & {\n    cursor: @cursor-disabled;\n

}\n}\n\ninput[type=\"file\"] {\n  display: block;\n}\n\n// Make range inputs behave like textual form

controls\ninput[type=\"range\"] {\n  display: block;\n  width: 100%;\n}\n\n// Make multiple select elements height

not fixed\nselect[multiple],\nselect[size] {\n  height: auto;\n}\n\n// Focus for file, radio, and

checkbox\ninput[type=\"file\"]:focus,\ninput[type=\"radio\"]:focus,\ninput[type=\"checkbox\"]:focus {\n  .tab-

focus();\n}\n\n// Adjust output element\noutput {\n  display: block;\n  padding-top: (@padding-base-vertical + 1);\n

font-size: @font-size-base;\n  line-height: @line-height-base;\n  color: @input-color;\n}\n\n\n// Common form

controls\n//\n// Shared size and type resets for form controls. Apply `.form-control` to any\n// of the following form

controls:\n//\n// select\n// textarea\n// input[type=\"text\"]\n// input[type=\"password\"]\n//

input[type=\"datetime\"]\n// input[type=\"datetime-local\"]\n// input[type=\"date\"]\n// input[type=\"month\"]\n//

input[type=\"time\"]\n// input[type=\"week\"]\n// input[type=\"number\"]\n// input[type=\"email\"]\n//

input[type=\"url\"]\n// input[type=\"search\"]\n// input[type=\"tel\"]\n// input[type=\"color\"]\n\n.form-control {\n

display: block;\n  width: 100%;\n  height: @input-height-base; // Make inputs at least the height of their button

counterpart (base line-height + padding + border)\n  padding: @padding-base-vertical @padding-base-horizontal;\n

font-size: @font-size-base;\n  line-height: @line-height-base;\n  color: @input-color;\n  background-color: @input-

bg;\n  background-image: none; // Reset unusual Firefox-on-Android default style; see

https://github.com/necolas/normalize.css/issues/214\n  border: 1px solid @input-border;\n  border-radius: @input-

border-radius; // Note: This has no effect on <select>s in some browsers, due to the limited stylability of <select>s

in CSS.\n  .box-shadow(inset 0 1px 1px rgba(0, 0, 0, .075));\n  .transition(~\"border-color ease-in-out .15s, box-

shadow ease-in-out .15s\");\n\n  // Customize the `:focus` state to imitate native WebKit styles.\n  .form-control-

focus();\n\n  // Placeholder\n  .placeholder();\n\n  // Unstyle the caret on `<select>`s in IE10+.\n  &::-ms-expand {\n

 background-color: transparent;\n    border: 0;\n  }\n\n  // Disabled and read-only inputs\n  //\n  // HTML5 says that
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controls under a fieldset > legend:first-child won't be\n  // disabled if the fieldset is disabled. Due to implementation

difficulty, we\n  // don't honor that edge case; we style them as disabled anyway.\n  &[disabled],\n  &[readonly],\n

fieldset[disabled] & {\n    background-color: @input-bg-disabled;\n    opacity: 1; // iOS fix for unreadable disabled

content; see https://github.com/twbs/bootstrap/issues/11655\n  }\n\n  &[disabled],\n  fieldset[disabled] & {\n

cursor: @cursor-disabled;\n  }\n\n  // Reset height for `textarea`s\n  textarea& {\n    height: auto;\n  }\n}\n\n\n//

Special styles for iOS temporal inputs\n//\n// In Mobile Safari, setting `display: block` on temporal inputs causes

the\n// text within the input to become vertically misaligned. As a workaround, we\n// set a pixel line-height that

matches the given height of the input, but only\n// for Safari. See

https://bugs.webkit.org/show_bug.cgi?id=139848\n//\n// Note that as of 9.3, iOS doesn't support `week`.\n\n@media

screen and (-webkit-min-device-pixel-ratio: 0) {\n  input[type=\"date\"],\n  input[type=\"time\"],\n

input[type=\"datetime-local\"],\n  input[type=\"month\"] {\n    &.form-control {\n      line-height: @input-height-

base;\n    }\n\n    &.input-sm,\n    .input-group-sm & {\n      line-height: @input-height-small;\n    }\n\n    &.input-

lg,\n    .input-group-lg & {\n      line-height: @input-height-large;\n    }\n  }\n}\n\n\n// Form groups\n//\n// Designed

to help with the organization and spacing of vertical forms. For\n// horizontal forms, use the predefined grid

classes.\n\n.form-group {\n  margin-bottom: @form-group-margin-bottom;\n}\n\n\n// Checkboxes and radios\n//\n//

Indent the labels to position radios/checkboxes as hanging controls.\n\n.radio,\n.checkbox {\n  position: relative;\n

display: block;\n  margin-top: 10px;\n  margin-bottom: 10px;\n\n  // These are used on elements with <label>

descendants\n  &.disabled,\n  fieldset[disabled] & {\n    label {\n      cursor: @cursor-disabled;\n    }\n  }\n\n  label

{\n    min-height: @line-height-computed; // Ensure the input doesn't jump when there is no text\n    padding-left:

20px;\n    margin-bottom: 0;\n    font-weight: 400;\n    cursor: pointer;\n  }\n}\n.radio input[type=\"radio\"],\n.radio-

inline input[type=\"radio\"],\n.checkbox input[type=\"checkbox\"],\n.checkbox-inline input[type=\"checkbox\"] {\n

position: absolute;\n  margin-top: 4px \\9;\n  margin-left: -20px;\n}\n\n.radio + .radio,\n.checkbox + .checkbox {\n

margin-top: -5px; // Move up sibling radios or checkboxes for tighter spacing\n}\n\n// Radios and checkboxes on

same line\n.radio-inline,\n.checkbox-inline {\n  position: relative;\n  display: inline-block;\n  padding-left: 20px;\n

margin-bottom: 0;\n  font-weight: 400;\n  vertical-align: middle;\n  cursor: pointer;\n\n  // These are used directly on

<label>s\n  &.disabled,\n  fieldset[disabled] & {\n    cursor: @cursor-disabled;\n  }\n}\n.radio-inline + .radio-

inline,\n.checkbox-inline + .checkbox-inline {\n  margin-top: 0;\n  margin-left: 10px; // space out consecutive inline

controls\n}\n\n\n// Static form control text\n//\n// Apply class to a `p` element to make any string of text align with

labels in\n// a horizontal form layout.\n\n.form-control-static {\n  min-height: (@line-height-computed + @font-

size-base);\n  // Size it appropriately next to real form controls\n  padding-top: (@padding-base-vertical + 1);\n

padding-bottom: (@padding-base-vertical + 1);\n  // Remove default margin from `p`\n  margin-bottom: 0;\n\n

&.input-lg,\n  &.input-sm {\n    padding-right: 0;\n    padding-left: 0;\n  }\n}\n\n\n// Form control sizing\n//\n// Build

on `.form-control` with modifier classes to decrease or increase the\n// height and font-size of form controls.\n//\n//

The `.form-group-* form-control` variations are sadly duplicated to avoid the\n// issue documented in

https://github.com/twbs/bootstrap/issues/15074.\n\n.input-sm {\n  .input-size(@input-height-small; @padding-

small-vertical; @padding-small-horizontal; @font-size-small; @line-height-small; @input-border-radius-

small);\n}\n.form-group-sm {\n  .form-control {\n    height: @input-height-small;\n    padding: @padding-small-

vertical @padding-small-horizontal;\n    font-size: @font-size-small;\n    line-height: @line-height-small;\n

border-radius: @input-border-radius-small;\n  }\n  select.form-control {\n    height: @input-height-small;\n    line-

height: @input-height-small;\n  }\n  textarea.form-control,\n  select[multiple].form-control {\n    height: auto;\n  }\n

.form-control-static {\n    height: @input-height-small;\n    min-height: (@line-height-computed + @font-size-

small);\n    padding: (@padding-small-vertical + 1) @padding-small-horizontal;\n    font-size: @font-size-small;\n

line-height: @line-height-small;\n  }\n}\n\n.input-lg {\n  .input-size(@input-height-large; @padding-large-vertical;

@padding-large-horizontal; @font-size-large; @line-height-large; @input-border-radius-large);\n}\n.form-group-lg

{\n  .form-control {\n    height: @input-height-large;\n    padding: @padding-large-vertical @padding-large-

horizontal;\n    font-size: @font-size-large;\n    line-height: @line-height-large;\n    border-radius: @input-border-

radius-large;\n  }\n  select.form-control {\n    height: @input-height-large;\n    line-height: @input-height-large;\n

}\n  textarea.form-control,\n  select[multiple].form-control {\n    height: auto;\n  }\n  .form-control-static {\n
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height: @input-height-large;\n    min-height: (@line-height-computed + @font-size-large);\n    padding: (@padding-

large-vertical + 1) @padding-large-horizontal;\n    font-size: @font-size-large;\n    line-height: @line-height-large;\n

}\n}\n\n\n// Form control feedback states\n//\n// Apply contextual and semantic states to individual form

controls.\n\n.has-feedback {\n  // Enable absolute positioning\n  position: relative;\n\n  // Ensure icons don't overlap

text\n  .form-control {\n    padding-right: (@input-height-base * 1.25);\n  }\n}\n// Feedback icon (requires

.glyphicon classes)\n.form-control-feedback {\n  position: absolute;\n  top: 0;\n  right: 0;\n  z-index: 2; // Ensure icon

is above input groups\n  display: block;\n  width: @input-height-base;\n  height: @input-height-base;\n  line-height:

@input-height-base;\n  text-align: center;\n  pointer-events: none;\n}\n.input-lg + .form-control-feedback,\n.input-

group-lg + .form-control-feedback,\n.form-group-lg .form-control + .form-control-feedback {\n  width: @input-

height-large;\n  height: @input-height-large;\n  line-height: @input-height-large;\n}\n.input-sm + .form-control-

feedback,\n.input-group-sm + .form-control-feedback,\n.form-group-sm .form-control + .form-control-feedback {\n

width: @input-height-small;\n  height: @input-height-small;\n  line-height: @input-height-small;\n}\n\n// Feedback

states\n.has-success {\n  .form-control-validation(@state-success-text; @state-success-text; @state-success-

bg);\n}\n.has-warning {\n  .form-control-validation(@state-warning-text; @state-warning-text; @state-warning-

bg);\n}\n.has-error {\n  .form-control-validation(@state-danger-text; @state-danger-text; @state-danger-

bg);\n}\n\n// Reposition feedback icon if input has visible label above\n.has-feedback label {\n\n  & ~ .form-control-

feedback {\n    top: (@line-height-computed + 5); // Height of the `label` and its margin\n  }\n  &.sr-only ~ .form-

control-feedback {\n    top: 0;\n  }\n}\n\n\n// Help text\n//\n// Apply to any element you wish to create light text for

placement immediately\n// below a form control. Use for general help, formatting, or instructional text.\n\n.help-

block {\n  display: block; // account for any element using help-block\n  margin-top: 5px;\n  margin-bottom: 10px;\n

color: lighten(@text-color, 25%); // lighten the text some for contrast\n}\n\n\n// Inline forms\n//\n// Make forms

appear inline(-block) by adding the `.form-inline` class. Inline\n// forms begin stacked on extra small (mobile)

devices and then go inline when\n// viewports reach <768px.\n//\n// Requires wrapping inputs and labels with

`.form-group` for proper display of\n// default HTML form controls and our custom form controls (e.g., input

groups).\n//\n// Heads up! This is mixin-ed into `.navbar-form` in navbars.less.\n\n.form-inline {\n\n  // Kick in the

inline\n  @media (min-width: @screen-sm-min) {\n    // Inline-block all the things for \"inline\"\n    .form-group {\n

   display: inline-block;\n      margin-bottom: 0;\n      vertical-align: middle;\n    }\n\n    // In navbar-form, allow folks

to *not* use `.form-group`\n    .form-control {\n      display: inline-block;\n      width: auto; // Prevent labels from

stacking above inputs in `.form-group`\n      vertical-align: middle;\n    }\n\n    // Make static controls behave like

regular ones\n    .form-control-static {\n      display: inline-block;\n    }\n\n    .input-group {\n      display: inline-

table;\n      vertical-align: middle;\n\n      .input-group-addon,\n      .input-group-btn,\n      .form-control {\n

width: auto;\n      }\n    }\n\n    // Input groups need that 100% width though\n    .input-group > .form-control {\n

width: 100%;\n    }\n\n    .control-label {\n      margin-bottom: 0;\n      vertical-align: middle;\n    }\n\n    // Remove

default margin on radios/checkboxes that were used for stacking, and\n    // then undo the floating of radios and

checkboxes to match.\n    .radio,\n    .checkbox {\n      display: inline-block;\n      margin-top: 0;\n      margin-

bottom: 0;\n      vertical-align: middle;\n\n      label {\n        padding-left: 0;\n      }\n    }\n    .radio

input[type=\"radio\"],\n    .checkbox input[type=\"checkbox\"] {\n      position: relative;\n      margin-left: 0;\n

}\n\n    // Re-override the feedback icon.\n    .has-feedback .form-control-feedback {\n      top: 0;\n    }\n  }\n}\n\n\n//

Horizontal forms\n//\n// Horizontal forms are built on grid classes and allow you to create forms with\n// labels on

the left and inputs on the right.\n\n.form-horizontal {\n\n  // Consistent vertical alignment of radios and

checkboxes\n  //\n  // Labels also get some reset styles, but that is scoped to a media query below.\n  .radio,\n

.checkbox,\n  .radio-inline,\n  .checkbox-inline {\n    padding-top: (@padding-base-vertical + 1); // Default padding

plus a border\n    margin-top: 0;\n    margin-bottom: 0;\n  }\n  // Account for padding we're adding to ensure the

alignment and of help text\n  // and other content below items\n  .radio,\n  .checkbox {\n    min-height: (@line-

height-computed + (@padding-base-vertical + 1));\n  }\n\n  // Make form groups behave like rows\n  .form-group

{\n    .make-row();\n  }\n\n  // Reset spacing and right align labels, but scope to media queries so that\n  // labels on

narrow viewports stack the same as a default form example.\n  @media (min-width: @screen-sm-min) {\n

.control-label {\n      padding-top: (@padding-base-vertical + 1); // Default padding plus a border\n      margin-
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bottom: 0;\n      text-align: right;\n    }\n  }\n\n  // Validation states\n  //\n  // Reposition the icon because it's now

within a grid column and columns have\n  // `position: relative;` on them. Also accounts for the grid gutter

padding.\n  .has-feedback .form-control-feedback {\n    right: floor((@grid-gutter-width / 2));\n  }\n\n  // Form group

sizes\n  //\n  // Quick utility class for applying `.input-lg` and `.input-sm` styles to the\n  // inputs and labels within a

`.form-group`.\n  .form-group-lg {\n    @media (min-width: @screen-sm-min) {\n      .control-label {\n

padding-top: (@padding-large-vertical + 1);\n        font-size: @font-size-large;\n      }\n    }\n  }\n  .form-group-sm

{\n    @media (min-width: @screen-sm-min) {\n      .control-label {\n        padding-top: (@padding-small-vertical +

1);\n        font-size: @font-size-small;\n      }\n    }\n  }\n}\n","// Form validation states\n//\n// Used in forms.less to

generate the form validation CSS for warnings, errors,\n// and successes.\n\n.form-control-validation(@text-color:

#555; @border-color: #ccc; @background-color: #f5f5f5) {\n  // Color the label and help text\n  .help-block,\n

.control-label,\n  .radio,\n  .checkbox,\n  .radio-inline,\n  .checkbox-inline,\n  &.radio label,\n  &.checkbox label,\n

&.radio-inline label,\n  &.checkbox-inline label  {\n    color: @text-color;\n  }\n  // Set the border and box shadow

on specific inputs to match\n  .form-control {\n    border-color: @border-color;\n    .box-shadow(inset 0 1px 1px

rgba(0, 0, 0, .075)); // Redeclare so transitions work\n    &:focus {\n      border-color: darken(@border-color,

10%);\n      @shadow: inset 0 1px 1px rgba(0, 0, 0, .075), 0 0 6px lighten(@border-color, 20%);\n      .box-

shadow(@shadow);\n    }\n  }\n  // Set validation states also for addons\n  .input-group-addon {\n    color: @text-

color;\n    background-color: @background-color;\n    border-color: @border-color;\n  }\n  // Optional feedback

icon\n  .form-control-feedback {\n    color: @text-color;\n  }\n}\n\n\n// Form control focus state\n//\n// Generate a

customized focus state and for any input with the specified color,\n// which defaults to the `@input-border-focus`

variable.\n//\n// We highly encourage you to not customize the default value, but instead use\n// this to tweak colors

on an as-needed basis. This aesthetic change is based on\n// WebKit's default styles, but applicable to a wider range

of browsers. Its\n// usability and accessibility should be taken into account with any change.\n//\n// Example usage:

change the default blue border and shadow to white for better\n// contrast against a dark gray background.\n.form-

control-focus(@color: @input-border-focus) {\n  @color-rgba: rgba(red(@color), green(@color), blue(@color),

.6);\n  &:focus {\n    border-color: @color;\n    outline: 0;\n    .box-shadow(~\"inset 0 1px 1px rgba(0, 0, 0, .075), 0

0 8px @{color-rgba}\");\n  }\n}\n\n// Form control sizing\n//\n// Relative text size, padding, and border-radii

changes for form controls. For\n// horizontal sizing, wrap controls in the predefined grid classes. `<select>`\n//

element gets special love because it's special, and that's a fact!\n.input-size(@input-height; @padding-vertical;

@padding-horizontal; @font-size; @line-height; @border-radius) {\n  height: @input-height;\n  padding:

@padding-vertical @padding-horizontal;\n  font-size: @font-size;\n  line-height: @line-height;\n  border-radius:

@border-radius;\n\n  select& {\n    height: @input-height;\n    line-height: @input-height;\n  }\n\n  textarea&,\n

select[multiple]& {\n    height: auto;\n  }\n}\n","// stylelint-disable selector-no-qualifying-type\n\n//\n// Buttons\n// -

-------------------------------------------------\n\n\n// Base styles\n// --------------------------------------------------\n\n.btn {\n

display: inline-block;\n  margin-bottom: 0; // For input.btn\n  font-weight: @btn-font-weight;\n  text-align: center;\n

white-space: nowrap;\n  vertical-align: middle;\n  touch-action: manipulation;\n  cursor: pointer;\n  background-

image: none; // Reset unusual Firefox-on-Android default style; see

https://github.com/necolas/normalize.css/issues/214\n  border: 1px solid transparent;\n  .button-size(@padding-base-

vertical; @padding-base-horizontal; @font-size-base; @line-height-base; @btn-border-radius-base);\n  .user-

select(none);\n\n  &,\n  &:active,\n  &.active {\n    &:focus,\n    &.focus {\n      .tab-focus();\n    }\n  }\n\n

&:hover,\n  &:focus,\n  &.focus {\n    color: @btn-default-color;\n    text-decoration: none;\n  }\n\n  &:active,\n

&.active {\n    background-image: none;\n    outline: 0;\n    .box-shadow(inset 0 3px 5px rgba(0, 0, 0, .125));\n  }\n\n

&.disabled,\n  &[disabled],\n  fieldset[disabled] & {\n    cursor: @cursor-disabled;\n    .opacity(.65);\n    .box-

shadow(none);\n  }\n\n  a& {\n    &.disabled,\n    fieldset[disabled] & {\n      pointer-events: none; // Future-proof

disabling of clicks on `<a>` elements\n    }\n  }\n}\n\n\n// Alternate buttons\n// ---------------------------------------------

-----\n\n.btn-default {\n  .button-variant(@btn-default-color; @btn-default-bg; @btn-default-border);\n}\n.btn-

primary {\n  .button-variant(@btn-primary-color; @btn-primary-bg; @btn-primary-border);\n}\n// Success appears

as green\n.btn-success {\n  .button-variant(@btn-success-color; @btn-success-bg; @btn-success-border);\n}\n// Info

appears as blue-green\n.btn-info {\n  .button-variant(@btn-info-color; @btn-info-bg; @btn-info-border);\n}\n//
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Warning appears as orange\n.btn-warning {\n  .button-variant(@btn-warning-color; @btn-warning-bg; @btn-

warning-border);\n}\n// Danger and error appear as red\n.btn-danger {\n  .button-variant(@btn-danger-color; @btn-

danger-bg; @btn-danger-border);\n}\n\n\n// Link buttons\n// -------------------------\n\n// Make a button look and

behave like a link\n.btn-link {\n  font-weight: 400;\n  color: @link-color;\n  border-radius: 0;\n\n  &,\n  &:active,\n

&.active,\n  &[disabled],\n  fieldset[disabled] & {\n    background-color: transparent;\n    .box-shadow(none);\n  }\n

&,\n  &:hover,\n  &:focus,\n  &:active {\n    border-color: transparent;\n  }\n  &:hover,\n  &:focus {\n    color:

@link-hover-color;\n    text-decoration: @link-hover-decoration;\n    background-color: transparent;\n  }\n

&[disabled],\n  fieldset[disabled] & {\n    &:hover,\n    &:focus {\n      color: @btn-link-disabled-color;\n      text-

decoration: none;\n    }\n  }\n}\n\n\n// Button Sizes\n// --------------------------------------------------\n\n.btn-lg {\n  //

line-height: ensure even-numbered height of button next to large input\n  .button-size(@padding-large-vertical;

@padding-large-horizontal; @font-size-large; @line-height-large; @btn-border-radius-large);\n}\n.btn-sm {\n  //

line-height: ensure proper height of button next to small input\n  .button-size(@padding-small-vertical; @padding-

small-horizontal; @font-size-small; @line-height-small; @btn-border-radius-small);\n}\n.btn-xs {\n  .button-

size(@padding-xs-vertical; @padding-xs-horizontal; @font-size-small; @line-height-small; @btn-border-radius-

small);\n}\n\n\n// Block button\n// --------------------------------------------------\n\n.btn-block {\n  display: block;\n

width: 100%;\n}\n\n// Vertically space out multiple block buttons\n.btn-block + .btn-block {\n  margin-top:

5px;\n}\n\n// Specificity overrides\ninput[type=\"submit\"],\ninput[type=\"reset\"],\ninput[type=\"button\"] {\n

&.btn-block {\n    width: 100%;\n  }\n}\n","// Button variants\n//\n// Easily pump out default styles, as well as

:hover, :focus, :active,\n// and disabled options for all buttons\n\n.button-variant(@color; @background; @border)

{\n  color: @color;\n  background-color: @background;\n  border-color: @border;\n\n  &:focus,\n  &.focus {\n

color: @color;\n    background-color: darken(@background, 10%);\n    border-color: darken(@border, 25%);\n  }\n

&:hover {\n    color: @color;\n    background-color: darken(@background, 10%);\n    border-color:

darken(@border, 12%);\n  }\n  &:active,\n  &.active,\n  .open > .dropdown-toggle& {\n    color: @color;\n

background-color: darken(@background, 10%);\n    background-image: none;\n    border-color: darken(@border,

12%);\n\n    &:hover,\n    &:focus,\n    &.focus {\n      color: @color;\n      background-color: darken(@background,

17%);\n      border-color: darken(@border, 25%);\n    }\n  }\n  &.disabled,\n  &[disabled],\n  fieldset[disabled] & {\n

  &:hover,\n    &:focus,\n    &.focus {\n      background-color: @background;\n      border-color: @border;\n    }\n

}\n\n  .badge {\n    color: @background;\n    background-color: @color;\n  }\n}\n\n// Button sizes\n.button-

size(@padding-vertical; @padding-horizontal; @font-size; @line-height; @border-radius) {\n  padding: @padding-

vertical @padding-horizontal;\n  font-size: @font-size;\n  line-height: @line-height;\n  border-radius: @border-

radius;\n}\n","// Opacity\n\n.opacity(@opacity) {\n  @opacity-ie: (@opacity * 100);  // IE8 filter\n  filter:

~\"alpha(opacity=@{opacity-ie})\";\n  opacity: @opacity;\n}\n","// stylelint-disable selector-no-qualifying-

type\n\n//\n// Component animations\n// --------------------------------------------------\n\n// Heads up!\n//\n// We don't

use the `.opacity()` mixin here since it causes a bug with text\n// fields in IE7-8. Source:

https://github.com/twbs/bootstrap/pull/3552.\n\n.fade {\n  opacity: 0;\n  .transition(opacity .15s linear);\n\n  &.in {\n

  opacity: 1;\n  }\n}\n\n.collapse {\n  display: none;\n\n  &.in      { display: block; }\n  tr&.in    { display: table-row;

}\n  tbody&.in { display: table-row-group; }\n}\n\n.collapsing {\n  position: relative;\n  height: 0;\n  overflow:

hidden;\n  .transition-property(~\"height, visibility\");\n  .transition-duration(.35s);\n  .transition-timing-

function(ease);\n}\n","//\n// Dropdown menus\n// --------------------------------------------------\n\n\n// Dropdown

arrow/caret\n.caret {\n  display: inline-block;\n  width: 0;\n  height: 0;\n  margin-left: 2px;\n  vertical-align:

middle;\n  border-top: @caret-width-base dashed;\n  border-top: @caret-width-base solid ~\"\\9\"; // IE8\n  border-

right: @caret-width-base solid transparent;\n  border-left: @caret-width-base solid transparent;\n}\n\n// The

dropdown wrapper (div)\n.dropup,\n.dropdown {\n  position: relative;\n}\n\n// Prevent the focus on the dropdown

toggle when closing dropdowns\n.dropdown-toggle:focus {\n  outline: 0;\n}\n\n// The dropdown menu

(ul)\n.dropdown-menu {\n  position: absolute;\n  top: 100%;\n  left: 0;\n  z-index: @zindex-dropdown;\n  display:

none; // none by default, but block on \"open\" of the menu\n  float: left;\n  min-width: 160px;\n  padding: 5px 0;\n

margin: 2px 0 0; // override default ul\n  font-size: @font-size-base;\n  text-align: left; // Ensures proper alignment if

parent has it changed (e.g., modal footer)\n  list-style: none;\n  background-color: @dropdown-bg;\n  background-
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clip: padding-box;\n  border: 1px solid @dropdown-fallback-border; // IE8 fallback\n  border: 1px solid

@dropdown-border;\n  border-radius: @border-radius-base;\n  .box-shadow(0 6px 12px rgba(0, 0, 0, .175));\n\n  //

Aligns the dropdown menu to right\n  //\n  // Deprecated as of 3.1.0 in favor of `.dropdown-menu-[dir]`\n  &.pull-

right {\n    right: 0;\n    left: auto;\n  }\n\n  // Dividers (basically an hr) within the dropdown\n  .divider {\n    .nav-

divider(@dropdown-divider-bg);\n  }\n\n  // Links within the dropdown menu\n  > li > a {\n    display: block;\n

padding: 3px 20px;\n    clear: both;\n    font-weight: 400;\n    line-height: @line-height-base;\n    color: @dropdown-

link-color;\n    white-space: nowrap; // prevent links from randomly breaking onto new lines\n\n    &:hover,\n

&:focus {\n      color: @dropdown-link-hover-color;\n      text-decoration: none;\n      background-color:

@dropdown-link-hover-bg;\n    }\n  }\n}\n\n// Active state\n.dropdown-menu > .active > a {\n  &,\n  &:hover,\n

&:focus {\n    color: @dropdown-link-active-color;\n    text-decoration: none;\n    background-color: @dropdown-

link-active-bg;\n    outline: 0;\n  }\n}\n\n// Disabled state\n//\n// Gray out text and ensure the hover/focus state

remains gray\n\n.dropdown-menu > .disabled > a {\n  &,\n  &:hover,\n  &:focus {\n    color: @dropdown-link-

disabled-color;\n  }\n\n  // Nuke hover/focus effects\n  &:hover,\n  &:focus {\n    text-decoration: none;\n    cursor:

@cursor-disabled;\n    background-color: transparent;\n    background-image: none; // Remove CSS gradient\n

.reset-filter();\n  }\n}\n\n// Open state for the dropdown\n.open {\n  // Show the menu\n  > .dropdown-menu {\n

display: block;\n  }\n\n  // Remove the outline when :focus is triggered\n  > a {\n    outline: 0;\n  }\n}\n\n// Menu

positioning\n//\n// Add extra class to `.dropdown-menu` to flip the alignment of the dropdown\n// menu with the

parent.\n.dropdown-menu-right {\n  right: 0;\n  left: auto; // Reset the default from `.dropdown-menu`\n}\n// With

v3, we enabled auto-flipping if you have a dropdown within a right\n// aligned nav component. To enable the

undoing of that, we provide an override\n// to restore the default dropdown menu alignment.\n//\n// This is only for

left-aligning a dropdown menu within a `.navbar-right` or\n// `.pull-right` nav component.\n.dropdown-menu-left

{\n  right: auto;\n  left: 0;\n}\n\n// Dropdown section headers\n.dropdown-header {\n  display: block;\n  padding:

3px 20px;\n  font-size: @font-size-small;\n  line-height: @line-height-base;\n  color: @dropdown-header-color;\n

white-space: nowrap; // as with > li > a\n}\n\n// Backdrop to catch body clicks on mobile, etc.\n.dropdown-backdrop

{\n  position: fixed;\n  top: 0;\n  right: 0;\n  bottom: 0;\n  left: 0;\n  z-index: (@zindex-dropdown - 10);\n}\n\n//

Right aligned dropdowns\n.pull-right > .dropdown-menu {\n  right: 0;\n  left: auto;\n}\n\n// Allow for dropdowns to

go bottom up (aka, dropup-menu)\n//\n// Just add .dropup after the standard .dropdown class and you're set, bro.\n//

TODO: abstract this so that the navbar fixed styles are not placed here?\n\n.dropup,\n.navbar-fixed-bottom

.dropdown {\n  // Reverse the caret\n  .caret {\n    content: \"\";\n    border-top: 0;\n    border-bottom: @caret-width-

base dashed;\n    border-bottom: @caret-width-base solid ~\"\\9\"; // IE8\n  }\n  // Different positioning for bottom

up menu\n  .dropdown-menu {\n    top: auto;\n    bottom: 100%;\n    margin-bottom: 2px;\n  }\n}\n\n\n// Component

alignment\n//\n// Reiterate per navbar.less and the modified component alignment there.\n\n@media (min-width:

@grid-float-breakpoint) {\n  .navbar-right {\n    .dropdown-menu {\n      .dropdown-menu-right();\n    }\n    //

Necessary for overrides of the default right aligned menu.\n    // Will remove come v4 in all likelihood.\n

.dropdown-menu-left {\n      .dropdown-menu-left();\n    }\n  }\n}\n","// Horizontal dividers\n//\n// Dividers

(basically an hr) within dropdowns and nav lists\n\n.nav-divider(@color: #e5e5e5) {\n  height: 1px;\n  margin:

((@line-height-computed / 2) - 1) 0;\n  overflow: hidden;\n  background-color: @color;\n}\n","// Reset filters for

IE\n//\n// When you need to remove a gradient background, do not forget to use this to reset\n// the IE filter for IE9

and below.\n\n.reset-filter() {\n  filter: e(%(\"progid:DXImageTransform.Microsoft.gradient(enabled =

false)\"));\n}\n","// stylelint-disable selector-no-qualifying-type */\n\n//\n// Button groups\n// ----------------------------

----------------------\n\n// Make the div behave like a button\n.btn-group,\n.btn-group-vertical {\n  position: relative;\n

display: inline-block;\n  vertical-align: middle; // match .btn alignment given font-size hack above\n  > .btn {\n

position: relative;\n    float: left;\n    // Bring the \"active\" button to the front\n    &:hover,\n    &:focus,\n

&:active,\n    &.active {\n      z-index: 2;\n    }\n  }\n}\n\n// Prevent double borders when buttons are next to each

other\n.btn-group {\n  .btn + .btn,\n  .btn + .btn-group,\n  .btn-group + .btn,\n  .btn-group + .btn-group {\n    margin-

left: -1px;\n  }\n}\n\n// Optional: Group multiple button groups together for a toolbar\n.btn-toolbar {\n  margin-left:

-5px; // Offset the first child's margin\n  &:extend(.clearfix all);\n\n  .btn,\n  .btn-group,\n  .input-group {\n    float:

left;\n  }\n  > .btn,\n  > .btn-group,\n  > .input-group {\n    margin-left: 5px;\n  }\n}\n\n.btn-group > .btn:not(:first-
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child):not(:last-child):not(.dropdown-toggle) {\n  border-radius: 0;\n}\n\n// Set corners individual because

sometimes a single button can be in a .btn-group and we need :first-child and :last-child to both match\n.btn-group >

.btn:first-child {\n  margin-left: 0;\n  &:not(:last-child):not(.dropdown-toggle) {\n    .border-right-radius(0);\n

}\n}\n// Need .dropdown-toggle since :last-child doesn't apply, given that a .dropdown-menu is used immediately

after it\n.btn-group > .btn:last-child:not(:first-child),\n.btn-group > .dropdown-toggle:not(:first-child) {\n  .border-

left-radius(0);\n}\n\n// Custom edits for including btn-groups within btn-groups (useful for including dropdown

buttons within a btn-group)\n.btn-group > .btn-group {\n  float: left;\n}\n.btn-group > .btn-group:not(:first-

child):not(:last-child) > .btn {\n  border-radius: 0;\n}\n.btn-group > .btn-group:first-child:not(:last-child) {\n  >

.btn:last-child,\n  > .dropdown-toggle {\n    .border-right-radius(0);\n  }\n}\n.btn-group > .btn-group:last-

child:not(:first-child) > .btn:first-child {\n  .border-left-radius(0);\n}\n\n// On active and open, don't show

outline\n.btn-group .dropdown-toggle:active,\n.btn-group.open .dropdown-toggle {\n  outline: 0;\n}\n\n\n//

Sizing\n//\n// Remix the default button sizing classes into new ones for easier manipulation.\n\n.btn-group-xs > .btn

{ &:extend(.btn-xs); }\n.btn-group-sm > .btn { &:extend(.btn-sm); }\n.btn-group-lg > .btn { &:extend(.btn-lg);

}\n\n\n// Split button dropdowns\n// ----------------------\n\n// Give the line between buttons some depth\n.btn-group

> .btn + .dropdown-toggle {\n  padding-right: 8px;\n  padding-left: 8px;\n}\n.btn-group > .btn-lg + .dropdown-

toggle {\n  padding-right: 12px;\n  padding-left: 12px;\n}\n\n// The clickable button for toggling the menu\n//

Remove the gradient and set the same inset shadow as the :active state\n.btn-group.open .dropdown-toggle {\n

.box-shadow(inset 0 3px 5px rgba(0, 0, 0, .125));\n\n  // Show no shadow for `.btn-link` since it has no other button

styles.\n  &.btn-link {\n    .box-shadow(none);\n  }\n}\n\n\n// Reposition the caret\n.btn .caret {\n  margin-left:

0;\n}\n// Carets in other button sizes\n.btn-lg .caret {\n  border-width: @caret-width-large @caret-width-large 0;\n

border-bottom-width: 0;\n}\n// Upside down carets for .dropup\n.dropup .btn-lg .caret {\n  border-width: 0 @caret-

width-large @caret-width-large;\n}\n\n\n// Vertical button groups\n// ----------------------\n\n.btn-group-vertical {\n

> .btn,\n  > .btn-group,\n  > .btn-group > .btn {\n    display: block;\n    float: none;\n    width: 100%;\n    max-width:

100%;\n  }\n\n  // Clear floats so dropdown menus can be properly placed\n  > .btn-group {\n    &:extend(.clearfix

all);\n    > .btn {\n      float: none;\n    }\n  }\n\n  > .btn + .btn,\n  > .btn + .btn-group,\n  > .btn-group + .btn,\n  > .btn-

group + .btn-group {\n    margin-top: -1px;\n    margin-left: 0;\n  }\n}\n\n.btn-group-vertical > .btn {\n  &:not(:first-

child):not(:last-child) {\n    border-radius: 0;\n  }\n  &:first-child:not(:last-child) {\n    .border-top-radius(@btn-

border-radius-base);\n    .border-bottom-radius(0);\n  }\n  &:last-child:not(:first-child) {\n    .border-top-radius(0);\n

 .border-bottom-radius(@btn-border-radius-base);\n  }\n}\n.btn-group-vertical > .btn-group:not(:first-

child):not(:last-child) > .btn {\n  border-radius: 0;\n}\n.btn-group-vertical > .btn-group:first-child:not(:last-child) {\n

> .btn:last-child,\n  > .dropdown-toggle {\n    .border-bottom-radius(0);\n  }\n}\n.btn-group-vertical > .btn-

group:last-child:not(:first-child) > .btn:first-child {\n  .border-top-radius(0);\n}\n\n\n// Justified button groups\n// ----

------------------\n\n.btn-group-justified {\n  display: table;\n  width: 100%;\n  table-layout: fixed;\n  border-collapse:

separate;\n  > .btn,\n  > .btn-group {\n    display: table-cell;\n    float: none;\n    width: 1%;\n  }\n  > .btn-group .btn

{\n    width: 100%;\n  }\n\n  > .btn-group .dropdown-menu {\n    left: auto;\n  }\n}\n\n\n// Checkbox and radio

options\n//\n// In order to support the browser's form validation feedback, powered by the\n// `required` attribute, we

have to \"hide\" the inputs via `clip`. We cannot use\n// `display: none;` or `visibility: hidden;` as that also hides the

popover.\n// Simply visually hiding the inputs via `opacity` would leave them clickable in\n// certain cases which is

prevented by using `clip` and `pointer-events`.\n// This way, we ensure a DOM element is visible to position the

popover from.\n//\n// See https://github.com/twbs/bootstrap/pull/12794 and\n//

https://github.com/twbs/bootstrap/pull/14559 for more information.\n\n[data-toggle=\"buttons\"] {\n  > .btn,\n  >

.btn-group > .btn {\n    input[type=\"radio\"],\n    input[type=\"checkbox\"] {\n      position: absolute;\n      clip:

rect(0, 0, 0, 0);\n      pointer-events: none;\n    }\n  }\n}\n","// Single side border-radius\n\n.border-top-

radius(@radius) {\n  border-top-left-radius: @radius;\n  border-top-right-radius: @radius;\n}\n.border-right-

radius(@radius) {\n  border-top-right-radius: @radius;\n  border-bottom-right-radius: @radius;\n}\n.border-bottom-

radius(@radius) {\n  border-bottom-right-radius: @radius;\n  border-bottom-left-radius: @radius;\n}\n.border-left-

radius(@radius) {\n  border-top-left-radius: @radius;\n  border-bottom-left-radius: @radius;\n}\n","// stylelint-

disable selector-no-qualifying-type\n\n//\n// Input groups\n// --------------------------------------------------\n\n// Base
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styles\n// -------------------------\n.input-group {\n  position: relative; // For dropdowns\n  display: table;\n  border-

collapse: separate; // prevent input groups from inheriting border styles from table cells when placed within a

table\n\n  // Undo padding and float of grid classes\n  &[class*=\"col-\"] {\n    float: none;\n    padding-right: 0;\n

padding-left: 0;\n  }\n\n  .form-control {\n    // Ensure that the input is always above the *appended* addon button

for\n    // proper border colors.\n    position: relative;\n    z-index: 2;\n\n    // IE9 fubars the placeholder attribute in

text inputs and the arrows on\n    // select elements in input groups. To fix it, we float the input. Details:\n    //

https://github.com/twbs/bootstrap/issues/11561#issuecomment-28936855\n    float: left;\n\n    width: 100%;\n

margin-bottom: 0;\n\n    &:focus {\n      z-index: 3;\n    }\n  }\n}\n\n// Sizing options\n//\n// Remix the default form

control sizing classes into new ones for easier\n// manipulation.\n\n.input-group-lg > .form-control,\n.input-group-lg

> .input-group-addon,\n.input-group-lg > .input-group-btn > .btn {\n  .input-lg();\n}\n.input-group-sm > .form-

control,\n.input-group-sm > .input-group-addon,\n.input-group-sm > .input-group-btn > .btn {\n  .input-

sm();\n}\n\n\n// Display as table-cell\n// -------------------------\n.input-group-addon,\n.input-group-btn,\n.input-group

.form-control {\n  display: table-cell;\n\n  &:not(:first-child):not(:last-child) {\n    border-radius: 0;\n  }\n}\n//

Addon and addon wrapper for buttons\n.input-group-addon,\n.input-group-btn {\n  width: 1%;\n  white-space:

nowrap;\n  vertical-align: middle; // Match the inputs\n}\n\n// Text input groups\n// -------------------------\n.input-

group-addon {\n  padding: @padding-base-vertical @padding-base-horizontal;\n  font-size: @font-size-base;\n

font-weight: 400;\n  line-height: 1;\n  color: @input-color;\n  text-align: center;\n  background-color: @input-group-

addon-bg;\n  border: 1px solid @input-group-addon-border-color;\n  border-radius: @input-border-radius;\n\n  //

Sizing\n  &.input-sm {\n    padding: @padding-small-vertical @padding-small-horizontal;\n    font-size: @font-size-

small;\n    border-radius: @input-border-radius-small;\n  }\n  &.input-lg {\n    padding: @padding-large-vertical

@padding-large-horizontal;\n    font-size: @font-size-large;\n    border-radius: @input-border-radius-large;\n  }\n\n

// Nuke default margins from checkboxes and radios to vertically center within.\n  input[type=\"radio\"],\n

input[type=\"checkbox\"] {\n    margin-top: 0;\n  }\n}\n\n// Reset rounded corners\n.input-group .form-control:first-

child,\n.input-group-addon:first-child,\n.input-group-btn:first-child > .btn,\n.input-group-btn:first-child > .btn-group

> .btn,\n.input-group-btn:first-child > .dropdown-toggle,\n.input-group-btn:last-child > .btn:not(:last-

child):not(.dropdown-toggle),\n.input-group-btn:last-child > .btn-group:not(:last-child) > .btn {\n  .border-right-

radius(0);\n}\n.input-group-addon:first-child {\n  border-right: 0;\n}\n.input-group .form-control:last-child,\n.input-

group-addon:last-child,\n.input-group-btn:last-child > .btn,\n.input-group-btn:last-child > .btn-group > .btn,\n.input-

group-btn:last-child > .dropdown-toggle,\n.input-group-btn:first-child > .btn:not(:first-child),\n.input-group-

btn:first-child > .btn-group:not(:first-child) > .btn {\n  .border-left-radius(0);\n}\n.input-group-addon:last-child {\n

border-left: 0;\n}\n\n// Button input groups\n// -------------------------\n.input-group-btn {\n  position: relative;\n  //

Jankily prevent input button groups from wrapping with `white-space` and\n  // `font-size` in combination with

`inline-block` on buttons.\n  font-size: 0;\n  white-space: nowrap;\n\n  // Negative margin for spacing, position for

bringing hovered/focused/actived\n  // element above the siblings.\n  > .btn {\n    position: relative;\n    + .btn {\n

margin-left: -1px;\n    }\n    // Bring the \"active\" button to the front\n    &:hover,\n    &:focus,\n    &:active {\n

z-index: 2;\n    }\n  }\n\n  // Negative margin to only have a 1px border between the two\n  &:first-child {\n    >

.btn,\n    > .btn-group {\n      margin-right: -1px;\n    }\n  }\n  &:last-child {\n    > .btn,\n    > .btn-group {\n      z-

index: 2;\n      margin-left: -1px;\n    }\n  }\n}\n","// stylelint-disable selector-no-qualifying-type, selector-max-

type\n\n//\n// Navs\n// --------------------------------------------------\n\n\n// Base class\n// ------------------------------------

--------------\n\n.nav {\n  padding-left: 0; // Override default ul/ol\n  margin-bottom: 0;\n  list-style: none;\n

&:extend(.clearfix all);\n\n  > li {\n    position: relative;\n    display: block;\n\n    > a {\n      position: relative;\n

display: block;\n      padding: @nav-link-padding;\n      &:hover,\n      &:focus {\n        text-decoration: none;\n

background-color: @nav-link-hover-bg;\n      }\n    }\n\n    // Disabled state sets text to gray and nukes hover/tab

effects\n    &.disabled > a {\n      color: @nav-disabled-link-color;\n\n      &:hover,\n      &:focus {\n        color:

@nav-disabled-link-hover-color;\n        text-decoration: none;\n        cursor: @cursor-disabled;\n        background-

color: transparent;\n      }\n    }\n  }\n\n  // Open dropdowns\n  .open > a {\n    &,\n    &:hover,\n    &:focus {\n

background-color: @nav-link-hover-bg;\n      border-color: @link-color;\n    }\n  }\n\n  // Nav dividers (deprecated

with v3.0.1)\n  //\n  // This should have been removed in v3 with the dropping of `.nav-list`, but\n  // we missed it.
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We don't currently support this anywhere, but in the interest\n  // of maintaining backward compatibility in case you

use it, it's deprecated.\n  .nav-divider {\n    .nav-divider();\n  }\n\n  // Prevent IE8 from misplacing imgs\n  //\n  //

See https://github.com/h5bp/html5-boilerplate/issues/984#issuecomment-3985989\n  > li > a > img {\n    max-

width: none;\n  }\n}\n\n\n// Tabs\n// -------------------------\n\n// Give the tabs something to sit on\n.nav-tabs {\n

border-bottom: 1px solid @nav-tabs-border-color;\n  > li {\n    float: left;\n    // Make the list-items overlay the

bottom border\n    margin-bottom: -1px;\n\n    // Actual tabs (as links)\n    > a {\n      margin-right: 2px;\n      line-

height: @line-height-base;\n      border: 1px solid transparent;\n      border-radius: @border-radius-base @border-

radius-base 0 0;\n      &:hover {\n        border-color: @nav-tabs-link-hover-border-color @nav-tabs-link-hover-

border-color @nav-tabs-border-color;\n      }\n    }\n\n    // Active state, and its :hover to override normal :hover\n

&.active > a {\n      &,\n      &:hover,\n      &:focus {\n        color: @nav-tabs-active-link-hover-color;\n        cursor:

default;\n        background-color: @nav-tabs-active-link-hover-bg;\n        border: 1px solid @nav-tabs-active-link-

hover-border-color;\n        border-bottom-color: transparent;\n      }\n    }\n  }\n  // pulling this in mainly for less

shorthand\n  &.nav-justified {\n    .nav-justified();\n    .nav-tabs-justified();\n  }\n}\n\n\n// Pills\n// ---------------------

----\n.nav-pills {\n  > li {\n    float: left;\n\n    // Links rendered as pills\n    > a {\n      border-radius: @nav-pills-

border-radius;\n    }\n    + li {\n      margin-left: 2px;\n    }\n\n    // Active state\n    &.active > a {\n      &,\n

&:hover,\n      &:focus {\n        color: @nav-pills-active-link-hover-color;\n        background-color: @nav-pills-

active-link-hover-bg;\n      }\n    }\n  }\n}\n\n\n// Stacked pills\n.nav-stacked {\n  > li {\n    float: none;\n    + li {\n

margin-top: 2px;\n      margin-left: 0; // no need for this gap between nav items\n    }\n  }\n}\n\n\n// Nav

variations\n// --------------------------------------------------\n\n// Justified nav links\n// -------------------------\n\n.nav-

justified {\n  width: 100%;\n\n  > li {\n    float: none;\n    > a {\n      margin-bottom: 5px;\n      text-align: center;\n

}\n  }\n\n  > .dropdown .dropdown-menu {\n    top: auto;\n    left: auto;\n  }\n\n  @media (min-width: @screen-sm-

min) {\n    > li {\n      display: table-cell;\n      width: 1%;\n      > a {\n        margin-bottom: 0;\n      }\n    }\n

}\n}\n\n// Move borders to anchors instead of bottom of list\n//\n// Mixin for adding on top the shared `.nav-

justified` styles for our tabs\n.nav-tabs-justified {\n  border-bottom: 0;\n\n  > li > a {\n    // Override margin from

.nav-tabs\n    margin-right: 0;\n    border-radius: @border-radius-base;\n  }\n\n  > .active > a,\n  > .active >

a:hover,\n  > .active > a:focus {\n    border: 1px solid @nav-tabs-justified-link-border-color;\n  }\n\n  @media (min-

width: @screen-sm-min) {\n    > li > a {\n      border-bottom: 1px solid @nav-tabs-justified-link-border-color;\n

border-radius: @border-radius-base @border-radius-base 0 0;\n    }\n    > .active > a,\n    > .active > a:hover,\n    >

.active > a:focus {\n      border-bottom-color: @nav-tabs-justified-active-link-border-color;\n    }\n  }\n}\n\n\n//

Tabbable tabs\n// -------------------------\n\n// Hide tabbable panes to start, show them when `.active`\n.tab-content

{\n  > .tab-pane {\n    display: none;\n  }\n  > .active {\n    display: block;\n  }\n}\n\n\n// Dropdowns\n// ---------------

----------\n\n// Specific dropdowns\n.nav-tabs .dropdown-menu {\n  // make dropdown border overlap tab border\n

margin-top: -1px;\n  // Remove the top rounded corners here since there is a hard edge above the menu\n  .border-

top-radius(0);\n}\n","// stylelint-disable selector-max-type, selector-max-compound-selectors, selector-max-

combinators, selector-max-class, declaration-no-important, selector-no-qualifying-type\n\n//\n// Navbars\n// ----------

----------------------------------------\n\n\n// Wrapper and base class\n//\n// Provide a static navbar from which we

expand to create full-width, fixed, and\n// other navbar variations.\n\n.navbar {\n  position: relative;\n  min-height:

@navbar-height; // Ensure a navbar always shows (e.g., without a .navbar-brand in collapsed mode)\n  margin-

bottom: @navbar-margin-bottom;\n  border: 1px solid transparent;\n\n  // Prevent floats from breaking the navbar\n

&:extend(.clearfix all);\n\n  @media (min-width: @grid-float-breakpoint) {\n    border-radius: @navbar-border-

radius;\n  }\n}\n\n\n// Navbar heading\n//\n// Groups `.navbar-brand` and `.navbar-toggle` into a single component

for easy\n// styling of responsive aspects.\n\n.navbar-header {\n  &:extend(.clearfix all);\n\n  @media (min-width:

@grid-float-breakpoint) {\n    float: left;\n  }\n}\n\n\n// Navbar collapse (body)\n//\n// Group your navbar content

into this for easy collapsing and expanding across\n// various device sizes. By default, this content is collapsed when

<768px, but\n// will expand past that for a horizontal display.\n//\n// To start (on mobile devices) the navbar links,

forms, and buttons are stacked\n// vertically and include a `max-height` to overflow in case you have too much\n//

content for the user's viewport.\n\n.navbar-collapse {\n  padding-right: @navbar-padding-horizontal;\n  padding-left:

@navbar-padding-horizontal;\n  overflow-x: visible;\n  border-top: 1px solid transparent;\n  box-shadow: inset 0
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1px 0 rgba(255, 255, 255, .1);\n  &:extend(.clearfix all);\n  -webkit-overflow-scrolling: touch;\n\n  &.in {\n

overflow-y: auto;\n  }\n\n  @media (min-width: @grid-float-breakpoint) {\n    width: auto;\n    border-top: 0;\n

box-shadow: none;\n\n    &.collapse {\n      display: block !important;\n      height: auto !important;\n      padding-

bottom: 0; // Override default setting\n      overflow: visible !important;\n    }\n\n    &.in {\n      overflow-y:

visible;\n    }\n\n    // Undo the collapse side padding for navbars with containers to ensure\n    // alignment of right-

aligned contents.\n    .navbar-fixed-top &,\n    .navbar-static-top &,\n    .navbar-fixed-bottom & {\n      padding-

right: 0;\n      padding-left: 0;\n    }\n  }\n}\n\n.navbar-fixed-top,\n.navbar-fixed-bottom {\n  .navbar-collapse {\n

max-height: @navbar-collapse-max-height;\n\n    @media (max-device-width: @screen-xs-min) and (orientation:

landscape) {\n      max-height: 200px;\n    }\n  }\n\n  // Fix the top/bottom navbars when screen real estate supports

it\n  position: fixed;\n  right: 0;\n  left: 0;\n  z-index: @zindex-navbar-fixed;\n\n  // Undo the rounded corners\n

@media (min-width: @grid-float-breakpoint) {\n    border-radius: 0;\n  }\n}\n\n.navbar-fixed-top {\n  top: 0;\n

border-width: 0 0 1px;\n}\n.navbar-fixed-bottom {\n  bottom: 0;\n  margin-bottom: 0; // override .navbar defaults\n

border-width: 1px 0 0;\n}\n\n\n// Both navbar header and collapse\n//\n// When a container is present, change the

behavior of the header and collapse.\n\n.container,\n.container-fluid {\n  > .navbar-header,\n  > .navbar-collapse {\n

 margin-right: -@navbar-padding-horizontal;\n    margin-left: -@navbar-padding-horizontal;\n\n    @media (min-

width: @grid-float-breakpoint) {\n      margin-right: 0;\n      margin-left: 0;\n    }\n  }\n}\n\n\n//\n// Navbar

alignment options\n//\n// Display the navbar across the entirety of the page or fixed it to the top or\n// bottom of the

page.\n\n// Static top (unfixed, but 100% wide) navbar\n.navbar-static-top {\n  z-index: @zindex-navbar;\n  border-

width: 0 0 1px;\n\n  @media (min-width: @grid-float-breakpoint) {\n    border-radius: 0;\n  }\n}\n\n\n//

Brand/project name\n\n.navbar-brand {\n  float: left;\n  height: @navbar-height;\n  padding: @navbar-padding-

vertical @navbar-padding-horizontal;\n  font-size: @font-size-large;\n  line-height: @line-height-computed;\n\n

&:hover,\n  &:focus {\n    text-decoration: none;\n  }\n\n  > img {\n    display: block;\n  }\n\n  @media (min-width:

@grid-float-breakpoint) {\n    .navbar > .container &,\n    .navbar > .container-fluid & {\n      margin-left: -

@navbar-padding-horizontal;\n    }\n  }\n}\n\n\n// Navbar toggle\n//\n// Custom button for toggling the `.navbar-

collapse`, powered by the collapse\n// JavaScript plugin.\n\n.navbar-toggle {\n  position: relative;\n  float: right;\n

padding: 9px 10px;\n  margin-right: @navbar-padding-horizontal;\n  .navbar-vertical-align(34px);\n  background-

color: transparent;\n  background-image: none; // Reset unusual Firefox-on-Android default style; see

https://github.com/necolas/normalize.css/issues/214\n  border: 1px solid transparent;\n  border-radius: @border-

radius-base;\n\n  // We remove the `outline` here, but later compensate by attaching `:hover`\n  // styles to `:focus`.\n

&:focus {\n    outline: 0;\n  }\n\n  // Bars\n  .icon-bar {\n    display: block;\n    width: 22px;\n    height: 2px;\n

border-radius: 1px;\n  }\n  .icon-bar + .icon-bar {\n    margin-top: 4px;\n  }\n\n  @media (min-width: @grid-float-

breakpoint) {\n    display: none;\n  }\n}\n\n\n// Navbar nav links\n//\n// Builds on top of the `.nav` components with

its own modifier class to make\n// the nav the full height of the horizontal nav (above 768px).\n\n.navbar-nav {\n

margin: (@navbar-padding-vertical / 2) -@navbar-padding-horizontal;\n\n  > li > a {\n    padding-top: 10px;\n

padding-bottom: 10px;\n    line-height: @line-height-computed;\n  }\n\n  @media (max-width: @grid-float-

breakpoint-max) {\n    // Dropdowns get custom display when collapsed\n    .open .dropdown-menu {\n      position:

static;\n      float: none;\n      width: auto;\n      margin-top: 0;\n      background-color: transparent;\n      border: 0;\n

 box-shadow: none;\n      > li > a,\n      .dropdown-header {\n        padding: 5px 15px 5px 25px;\n      }\n      > li > a

{\n        line-height: @line-height-computed;\n        &:hover,\n        &:focus {\n          background-image: none;\n

 }\n      }\n    }\n  }\n\n  // Uncollapse the nav\n  @media (min-width: @grid-float-breakpoint) {\n    float: left;\n

margin: 0;\n\n    > li {\n      float: left;\n      > a {\n        padding-top: @navbar-padding-vertical;\n        padding-

bottom: @navbar-padding-vertical;\n      }\n    }\n  }\n}\n\n\n// Navbar form\n//\n// Extension of the `.form-inline`

with some extra flavor for optimum display in\n// our navbars.\n\n.navbar-form {\n  padding: 10px @navbar-

padding-horizontal;\n  margin-right: -@navbar-padding-horizontal;\n  margin-left: -@navbar-padding-horizontal;\n

border-top: 1px solid transparent;\n  border-bottom: 1px solid transparent;\n  @shadow: inset 0 1px 0 rgba(255, 255,

255, .1), 0 1px 0 rgba(255, 255, 255, .1);\n  .box-shadow(@shadow);\n\n  // Mixin behavior for optimum display\n

.form-inline();\n\n  .form-group {\n    @media (max-width: @grid-float-breakpoint-max) {\n      margin-bottom:

5px;\n\n      &:last-child {\n        margin-bottom: 0;\n      }\n    }\n  }\n\n  // Vertically center in expanded, horizontal
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navbar\n  .navbar-vertical-align(@input-height-base);\n\n  // Undo 100% width for pull classes\n  @media (min-

width: @grid-float-breakpoint) {\n    width: auto;\n    padding-top: 0;\n    padding-bottom: 0;\n    margin-right: 0;\n

margin-left: 0;\n    border: 0;\n    .box-shadow(none);\n  }\n}\n\n\n// Dropdown menus\n\n// Menu position and

menu carets\n.navbar-nav > li > .dropdown-menu {\n  margin-top: 0;\n  .border-top-radius(0);\n}\n// Menu position

and menu caret support for dropups via extra dropup class\n.navbar-fixed-bottom .navbar-nav > li > .dropdown-

menu {\n  margin-bottom: 0;\n  .border-top-radius(@navbar-border-radius);\n  .border-bottom-radius(0);\n}\n\n\n//

Buttons in navbars\n//\n// Vertically center a button within a navbar (when *not* in a form).\n\n.navbar-btn {\n

.navbar-vertical-align(@input-height-base);\n\n  &.btn-sm {\n    .navbar-vertical-align(@input-height-small);\n  }\n

&.btn-xs {\n    .navbar-vertical-align(22);\n  }\n}\n\n\n// Text in navbars\n//\n// Add a class to make any element

properly align itself vertically within the navbars.\n\n.navbar-text {\n  .navbar-vertical-align(@line-height-

computed);\n\n  @media (min-width: @grid-float-breakpoint) {\n    float: left;\n    margin-right: @navbar-padding-

horizontal;\n    margin-left: @navbar-padding-horizontal;\n  }\n}\n\n\n// Component alignment\n//\n// Repurpose the

pull utilities as their own navbar utilities to avoid specificity\n// issues with parents and chaining. Only do this when

the navbar is uncollapsed\n// though so that navbar contents properly stack and align in mobile.\n//\n// Declared after

the navbar components to ensure more specificity on the margins.\n\n@media (min-width: @grid-float-breakpoint)

{\n  .navbar-left  { .pull-left(); }\n  .navbar-right {\n    .pull-right();\n    margin-right: -@navbar-padding-

horizontal;\n\n    ~ .navbar-right {\n      margin-right: 0;\n    }\n  }\n}\n\n\n// Alternate navbars\n// ----------------------

----------------------------\n\n// Default navbar\n.navbar-default {\n  background-color: @navbar-default-bg;\n  border-

color: @navbar-default-border;\n\n  .navbar-brand {\n    color: @navbar-default-brand-color;\n    &:hover,\n

&:focus {\n      color: @navbar-default-brand-hover-color;\n      background-color: @navbar-default-brand-hover-

bg;\n    }\n  }\n\n  .navbar-text {\n    color: @navbar-default-color;\n  }\n\n  .navbar-nav {\n    > li > a {\n      color:

@navbar-default-link-color;\n\n      &:hover,\n      &:focus {\n        color: @navbar-default-link-hover-color;\n

background-color: @navbar-default-link-hover-bg;\n      }\n    }\n    > .active > a {\n      &,\n      &:hover,\n

&:focus {\n        color: @navbar-default-link-active-color;\n        background-color: @navbar-default-link-active-

bg;\n      }\n    }\n    > .disabled > a {\n      &,\n      &:hover,\n      &:focus {\n        color: @navbar-default-link-

disabled-color;\n        background-color: @navbar-default-link-disabled-bg;\n      }\n    }\n\n    // Dropdown menu

items\n    // Remove background color from open dropdown\n    > .open > a {\n      &,\n      &:hover,\n      &:focus

{\n        color: @navbar-default-link-active-color;\n        background-color: @navbar-default-link-active-bg;\n      }\n

  }\n\n    @media (max-width: @grid-float-breakpoint-max) {\n      // Dropdowns get custom display when

collapsed\n      .open .dropdown-menu {\n        > li > a {\n          color: @navbar-default-link-color;\n

&:hover,\n          &:focus {\n            color: @navbar-default-link-hover-color;\n            background-color: @navbar-

default-link-hover-bg;\n          }\n        }\n        > .active > a {\n          &,\n          &:hover,\n          &:focus {\n

color: @navbar-default-link-active-color;\n            background-color: @navbar-default-link-active-bg;\n          }\n

 }\n        > .disabled > a {\n          &,\n          &:hover,\n          &:focus {\n            color: @navbar-default-link-

disabled-color;\n            background-color: @navbar-default-link-disabled-bg;\n          }\n        }\n      }\n    }\n  }\n\n

.navbar-toggle {\n    border-color: @navbar-default-toggle-border-color;\n    &:hover,\n    &:focus {\n

background-color: @navbar-default-toggle-hover-bg;\n    }\n    .icon-bar {\n      background-color: @navbar-default-

toggle-icon-bar-bg;\n    }\n  }\n\n  .navbar-collapse,\n  .navbar-form {\n    border-color: @navbar-default-border;\n

}\n\n\n  // Links in navbars\n  //\n  // Add a class to ensure links outside the navbar nav are colored correctly.\n\n

.navbar-link {\n    color: @navbar-default-link-color;\n    &:hover {\n      color: @navbar-default-link-hover-color;\n

  }\n  }\n\n  .btn-link {\n    color: @navbar-default-link-color;\n    &:hover,\n    &:focus {\n      color: @navbar-

default-link-hover-color;\n    }\n    &[disabled],\n    fieldset[disabled] & {\n      &:hover,\n      &:focus {\n        color:

@navbar-default-link-disabled-color;\n      }\n    }\n  }\n}\n\n// Inverse navbar\n\n.navbar-inverse {\n  background-

color: @navbar-inverse-bg;\n  border-color: @navbar-inverse-border;\n\n  .navbar-brand {\n    color: @navbar-

inverse-brand-color;\n    &:hover,\n    &:focus {\n      color: @navbar-inverse-brand-hover-color;\n      background-

color: @navbar-inverse-brand-hover-bg;\n    }\n  }\n\n  .navbar-text {\n    color: @navbar-inverse-color;\n  }\n\n

.navbar-nav {\n    > li > a {\n      color: @navbar-inverse-link-color;\n\n      &:hover,\n      &:focus {\n        color:

@navbar-inverse-link-hover-color;\n        background-color: @navbar-inverse-link-hover-bg;\n      }\n    }\n    >
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.active > a {\n      &,\n      &:hover,\n      &:focus {\n        color: @navbar-inverse-link-active-color;\n

background-color: @navbar-inverse-link-active-bg;\n      }\n    }\n    > .disabled > a {\n      &,\n      &:hover,\n

&:focus {\n        color: @navbar-inverse-link-disabled-color;\n        background-color: @navbar-inverse-link-

disabled-bg;\n      }\n    }\n\n    // Dropdowns\n    > .open > a {\n      &,\n      &:hover,\n      &:focus {\n        color:

@navbar-inverse-link-active-color;\n        background-color: @navbar-inverse-link-active-bg;\n      }\n    }\n\n

@media (max-width: @grid-float-breakpoint-max) {\n      // Dropdowns get custom display\n      .open .dropdown-

menu {\n        > .dropdown-header {\n          border-color: @navbar-inverse-border;\n        }\n        .divider {\n

background-color: @navbar-inverse-border;\n        }\n        > li > a {\n          color: @navbar-inverse-link-color;\n

   &:hover,\n          &:focus {\n            color: @navbar-inverse-link-hover-color;\n            background-color:

@navbar-inverse-link-hover-bg;\n          }\n        }\n        > .active > a {\n          &,\n          &:hover,\n          &:focus

{\n            color: @navbar-inverse-link-active-color;\n            background-color: @navbar-inverse-link-active-bg;\n

      }\n        }\n        > .disabled > a {\n          &,\n          &:hover,\n          &:focus {\n            color: @navbar-inverse-

link-disabled-color;\n            background-color: @navbar-inverse-link-disabled-bg;\n          }\n        }\n      }\n    }\n

}\n\n  // Darken the responsive nav toggle\n  .navbar-toggle {\n    border-color: @navbar-inverse-toggle-border-

color;\n    &:hover,\n    &:focus {\n      background-color: @navbar-inverse-toggle-hover-bg;\n    }\n    .icon-bar {\n

   background-color: @navbar-inverse-toggle-icon-bar-bg;\n    }\n  }\n\n  .navbar-collapse,\n  .navbar-form {\n

border-color: darken(@navbar-inverse-bg, 7%);\n  }\n\n  .navbar-link {\n    color: @navbar-inverse-link-color;\n

&:hover {\n      color: @navbar-inverse-link-hover-color;\n    }\n  }\n\n  .btn-link {\n    color: @navbar-inverse-link-

color;\n    &:hover,\n    &:focus {\n      color: @navbar-inverse-link-hover-color;\n    }\n    &[disabled],\n

fieldset[disabled] & {\n      &:hover,\n      &:focus {\n        color: @navbar-inverse-link-disabled-color;\n      }\n

}\n  }\n}\n","// Navbar vertical align\n//\n// Vertically center elements in the navbar.\n// Example: an element has a

height of 30px, so write out `.navbar-vertical-align(30px);` to calculate the appropriate top margin.\n\n.navbar-

vertical-align(@element-height) {\n  margin-top: ((@navbar-height - @element-height) / 2);\n  margin-bottom:

((@navbar-height - @element-height) / 2);\n}\n","// stylelint-disable declaration-no-important\n\n//\n// Utility

classes\n// --------------------------------------------------\n\n\n// Floats\n// -------------------------\n\n.clearfix {\n

.clearfix();\n}\n.center-block {\n  .center-block();\n}\n.pull-right {\n  float: right !important;\n}\n.pull-left {\n  float:

left !important;\n}\n\n\n// Toggling content\n// -------------------------\n\n// Note: Deprecated .hide in favor of .hidden

or .sr-only (as appropriate) in v3.0.1\n.hide {\n  display: none !important;\n}\n.show {\n  display: block

!important;\n}\n.invisible {\n  visibility: hidden;\n}\n.text-hide {\n  .text-hide();\n}\n\n\n// Hide from screenreaders

and browsers\n//\n// Credit: HTML5 Boilerplate\n\n.hidden {\n  display: none !important;\n}\n\n\n// For Affix

plugin\n// -------------------------\n\n.affix {\n  position: fixed;\n}\n","//\n// Breadcrumbs\n// -------------------------------

-------------------\n\n\n.breadcrumb {\n  padding: @breadcrumb-padding-vertical @breadcrumb-padding-

horizontal;\n  margin-bottom: @line-height-computed;\n  list-style: none;\n  background-color: @breadcrumb-bg;\n

border-radius: @border-radius-base;\n\n  > li {\n    display: inline-block;\n\n    + li:before {\n      padding: 0 5px;\n

 color: @breadcrumb-color;\n      content: \"@{breadcrumb-separator}\\00a0\"; // Unicode space added since inline-

block means non-collapsing white-space\n    }\n  }\n\n  > .active {\n    color: @breadcrumb-active-color;\n

}\n}\n","//\n// Pagination (multiple pages)\n// --------------------------------------------------\n.pagination {\n  display:

inline-block;\n  padding-left: 0;\n  margin: @line-height-computed 0;\n  border-radius: @border-radius-base;\n\n  >

li {\n    display: inline; // Remove list-style and block-level defaults\n    > a,\n    > span {\n      position: relative;\n

float: left; // Collapse white-space\n      padding: @padding-base-vertical @padding-base-horizontal;\n      margin-

left: -1px;\n      line-height: @line-height-base;\n      color: @pagination-color;\n      text-decoration: none;\n

background-color: @pagination-bg;\n      border: 1px solid @pagination-border;\n\n      &:hover,\n      &:focus {\n

  z-index: 2;\n        color: @pagination-hover-color;\n        background-color: @pagination-hover-bg;\n        border-

color: @pagination-hover-border;\n      }\n    }\n    &:first-child {\n      > a,\n      > span {\n        margin-left: 0;\n

.border-left-radius(@border-radius-base);\n      }\n    }\n    &:last-child {\n      > a,\n      > span {\n        .border-right-

radius(@border-radius-base);\n      }\n    }\n  }\n\n  > .active > a,\n  > .active > span {\n    &,\n    &:hover,\n

&:focus {\n      z-index: 3;\n      color: @pagination-active-color;\n      cursor: default;\n      background-color:

@pagination-active-bg;\n      border-color: @pagination-active-border;\n    }\n  }\n\n  > .disabled {\n    > span,\n    >
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span:hover,\n    > span:focus,\n    > a,\n    > a:hover,\n    > a:focus {\n      color: @pagination-disabled-color;\n

cursor: @cursor-disabled;\n      background-color: @pagination-disabled-bg;\n      border-color: @pagination-

disabled-border;\n    }\n  }\n}\n\n// Sizing\n// --------------------------------------------------\n\n// Large\n.pagination-lg

{\n  .pagination-size(@padding-large-vertical; @padding-large-horizontal; @font-size-large; @line-height-large;

@border-radius-large);\n}\n\n// Small\n.pagination-sm {\n  .pagination-size(@padding-small-vertical; @padding-

small-horizontal; @font-size-small; @line-height-small; @border-radius-small);\n}\n","// Pagination\n\n.pagination-

size(@padding-vertical; @padding-horizontal; @font-size; @line-height; @border-radius) {\n  > li {\n    > a,\n    >

span {\n      padding: @padding-vertical @padding-horizontal;\n      font-size: @font-size;\n      line-height: @line-

height;\n    }\n    &:first-child {\n      > a,\n      > span {\n        .border-left-radius(@border-radius);\n      }\n    }\n

&:last-child {\n      > a,\n      > span {\n        .border-right-radius(@border-radius);\n      }\n    }\n  }\n}\n","//\n//

Pager pagination\n// --------------------------------------------------\n\n\n.pager {\n  padding-left: 0;\n  margin: @line-

height-computed 0;\n  text-align: center;\n  list-style: none;\n  &:extend(.clearfix all);\n  li {\n    display: inline;\n    >

a,\n    > span {\n      display: inline-block;\n      padding: 5px 14px;\n      background-color: @pager-bg;\n      border:

1px solid @pager-border;\n      border-radius: @pager-border-radius;\n    }\n\n    > a:hover,\n    > a:focus {\n

text-decoration: none;\n      background-color: @pager-hover-bg;\n    }\n  }\n\n  .next {\n    > a,\n    > span {\n

float: right;\n    }\n  }\n\n  .previous {\n    > a,\n    > span {\n      float: left;\n    }\n  }\n\n  .disabled {\n    > a,\n    >

a:hover,\n    > a:focus,\n    > span {\n      color: @pager-disabled-color;\n      cursor: @cursor-disabled;\n

background-color: @pager-bg;\n    }\n  }\n}\n","//\n// Labels\n// --------------------------------------------------\n\n.label

{\n  display: inline;\n  padding: .2em .6em .3em;\n  font-size: 75%;\n  font-weight: 700;\n  line-height: 1;\n  color:

@label-color;\n  text-align: center;\n  white-space: nowrap;\n  vertical-align: baseline;\n  border-radius: .25em;\n\n

// Add hover effects, but only for links\n  a& {\n    &:hover,\n    &:focus {\n      color: @label-link-hover-color;\n

text-decoration: none;\n      cursor: pointer;\n    }\n  }\n\n  // Empty labels collapse automatically (not available in

IE8)\n  &:empty {\n    display: none;\n  }\n\n  // Quick fix for labels in buttons\n  .btn & {\n    position: relative;\n

top: -1px;\n  }\n}\n\n// Colors\n// Contextual variations (linked labels get darker on :hover)\n\n.label-default {\n

.label-variant(@label-default-bg);\n}\n\n.label-primary {\n  .label-variant(@label-primary-bg);\n}\n\n.label-success

{\n  .label-variant(@label-success-bg);\n}\n\n.label-info {\n  .label-variant(@label-info-bg);\n}\n\n.label-warning

{\n  .label-variant(@label-warning-bg);\n}\n\n.label-danger {\n  .label-variant(@label-danger-bg);\n}\n","//

Labels\n\n.label-variant(@color) {\n  background-color: @color;\n\n  &[href] {\n    &:hover,\n    &:focus {\n

background-color: darken(@color, 10%);\n    }\n  }\n}\n","//\n// Badges\n// -------------------------------------------------

-\n\n\n// Base class\n.badge {\n  display: inline-block;\n  min-width: 10px;\n  padding: 3px 7px;\n  font-size: @font-

size-small;\n  font-weight: @badge-font-weight;\n  line-height: @badge-line-height;\n  color: @badge-color;\n  text-

align: center;\n  white-space: nowrap;\n  vertical-align: middle;\n  background-color: @badge-bg;\n  border-radius:

@badge-border-radius;\n\n  // Empty badges collapse automatically (not available in IE8)\n  &:empty {\n    display:

none;\n  }\n\n  // Quick fix for badges in buttons\n  .btn & {\n    position: relative;\n    top: -1px;\n  }\n\n  .btn-xs

&,\n  .btn-group-xs > .btn & {\n    top: 0;\n    padding: 1px 5px;\n  }\n\n  // Hover state, but only for links\n  a& {\n

&:hover,\n    &:focus {\n      color: @badge-link-hover-color;\n      text-decoration: none;\n      cursor: pointer;\n

}\n  }\n\n  // Account for badges in navs\n  .list-group-item.active > &,\n  .nav-pills > .active > a > & {\n    color:

@badge-active-color;\n    background-color: @badge-active-bg;\n  }\n\n  .list-group-item > & {\n    float: right;\n

}\n\n  .list-group-item > & + & {\n    margin-right: 5px;\n  }\n\n  .nav-pills > li > a > & {\n    margin-left: 3px;\n

}\n}\n","//\n// Jumbotron\n// --------------------------------------------------\n\n\n.jumbotron {\n  padding-top:

@jumbotron-padding;\n  padding-bottom: @jumbotron-padding;\n  margin-bottom: @jumbotron-padding;\n  color:

@jumbotron-color;\n  background-color: @jumbotron-bg;\n\n  h1,\n  .h1 {\n    color: @jumbotron-heading-color;\n

}\n\n  p {\n    margin-bottom: (@jumbotron-padding / 2);\n    font-size: @jumbotron-font-size;\n    font-weight:

200;\n  }\n\n  > hr {\n    border-top-color: darken(@jumbotron-bg, 10%);\n  }\n\n  .container &,\n  .container-fluid

& {\n    padding-right: (@grid-gutter-width / 2);\n    padding-left: (@grid-gutter-width / 2);\n    border-radius:

@border-radius-large; // Only round corners at higher resolutions if contained in a container\n  }\n\n  .container {\n

max-width: 100%;\n  }\n\n  @media screen and (min-width: @screen-sm-min) {\n    padding-top: (@jumbotron-

padding * 1.6);\n    padding-bottom: (@jumbotron-padding * 1.6);\n\n    .container &,\n    .container-fluid & {\n
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padding-right: (@jumbotron-padding * 2);\n      padding-left: (@jumbotron-padding * 2);\n    }\n\n    h1,\n    .h1 {\n

   font-size: @jumbotron-heading-font-size;\n    }\n  }\n}\n","// stylelint-disable selector-no-qualifying-type\n\n//\n//

Thumbnails\n// --------------------------------------------------\n\n\n// Mixin and adjust the regular image

class\n.thumbnail {\n  display: block;\n  padding: @thumbnail-padding;\n  margin-bottom: @line-height-

computed;\n  line-height: @line-height-base;\n  background-color: @thumbnail-bg;\n  border: 1px solid

@thumbnail-border;\n  border-radius: @thumbnail-border-radius;\n  .transition(border .2s ease-in-out);\n\n  > img,\n

a > img {\n    &:extend(.img-responsive);\n    margin-right: auto;\n    margin-left: auto;\n  }\n\n  // Add a hover state

for linked versions only\n  a&:hover,\n  a&:focus,\n  a&.active {\n    border-color: @link-color;\n  }\n\n  // Image

captions\n  .caption {\n    padding: @thumbnail-caption-padding;\n    color: @thumbnail-caption-color;\n

}\n}\n","//\n// Alerts\n// --------------------------------------------------\n\n\n// Base styles\n// -------------------------

\n\n.alert {\n  padding: @alert-padding;\n  margin-bottom: @line-height-computed;\n  border: 1px solid

transparent;\n  border-radius: @alert-border-radius;\n\n  // Headings for larger alerts\n  h4 {\n    margin-top: 0;\n

color: inherit; // Specified for the h4 to prevent conflicts of changing @headings-color\n  }\n\n  // Provide class for

links that match alerts\n  .alert-link {\n    font-weight: @alert-link-font-weight;\n  }\n\n  // Improve alignment and

spacing of inner content\n  > p,\n  > ul {\n    margin-bottom: 0;\n  }\n\n  > p + p {\n    margin-top: 5px;\n  }\n}\n\n//

Dismissible alerts\n//\n// Expand the right padding and account for the close button's positioning.\n\n// The

misspelled .alert-dismissable was deprecated in 3.2.0.\n.alert-dismissable,\n.alert-dismissible {\n  padding-right:

(@alert-padding + 20);\n\n  // Adjust close link position\n  .close {\n    position: relative;\n    top: -2px;\n    right: -

21px;\n    color: inherit;\n  }\n}\n\n// Alternate styles\n//\n// Generate contextual modifier classes for colorizing the

alert.\n\n.alert-success {\n  .alert-variant(@alert-success-bg; @alert-success-border; @alert-success-

text);\n}\n\n.alert-info {\n  .alert-variant(@alert-info-bg; @alert-info-border; @alert-info-text);\n}\n\n.alert-warning

{\n  .alert-variant(@alert-warning-bg; @alert-warning-border; @alert-warning-text);\n}\n\n.alert-danger {\n  .alert-

variant(@alert-danger-bg; @alert-danger-border; @alert-danger-text);\n}\n","// Alerts\n\n.alert-

variant(@background; @border; @text-color) {\n  color: @text-color;\n  background-color: @background;\n

border-color: @border;\n\n  hr {\n    border-top-color: darken(@border, 5%);\n  }\n\n  .alert-link {\n    color:

darken(@text-color, 10%);\n  }\n}\n","// stylelint-disable at-rule-no-vendor-prefix\n\n//\n// Progress bars\n// ---------

-----------------------------------------\n\n\n// Bar animations\n// -------------------------\n\n// WebKit\n@-webkit-

keyframes progress-bar-stripes {\n  from  { background-position: 40px 0; }\n  to    { background-position: 0 0;

}\n}\n\n// Spec and IE10+\n@keyframes progress-bar-stripes {\n  from  { background-position: 40px 0; }\n  to    {

background-position: 0 0; }\n}\n\n\n// Bar itself\n// -------------------------\n\n// Outer container\n.progress {\n

height: @line-height-computed;\n  margin-bottom: @line-height-computed;\n  overflow: hidden;\n  background-

color: @progress-bg;\n  border-radius: @progress-border-radius;\n  .box-shadow(inset 0 1px 2px rgba(0, 0, 0,

.1));\n}\n\n// Bar of progress\n.progress-bar {\n  float: left;\n  width: 0%;\n  height: 100%;\n  font-size: @font-size-

small;\n  line-height: @line-height-computed;\n  color: @progress-bar-color;\n  text-align: center;\n  background-

color: @progress-bar-bg;\n  .box-shadow(inset 0 -1px 0 rgba(0, 0, 0, .15));\n  .transition(width .6s ease);\n}\n\n//

Striped bars\n//\n// `.progress-striped .progress-bar` is deprecated as of v3.2.0 in favor of the\n// `.progress-bar-

striped` class, which you just add to an existing\n// `.progress-bar`.\n.progress-striped .progress-bar,\n.progress-bar-

striped {\n  #gradient > .striped();\n  background-size: 40px 40px;\n}\n\n// Call animation for the active one\n//\n//

`.progress.active .progress-bar` is deprecated as of v3.2.0 in favor of the\n// `.progress-bar.active`

approach.\n.progress.active .progress-bar,\n.progress-bar.active {\n  .animation(progress-bar-stripes 2s linear

infinite);\n}\n\n\n// Variations\n// -------------------------\n\n.progress-bar-success {\n  .progress-bar-

variant(@progress-bar-success-bg);\n}\n\n.progress-bar-info {\n  .progress-bar-variant(@progress-bar-info-

bg);\n}\n\n.progress-bar-warning {\n  .progress-bar-variant(@progress-bar-warning-bg);\n}\n\n.progress-bar-danger

{\n  .progress-bar-variant(@progress-bar-danger-bg);\n}\n","// stylelint-disable value-no-vendor-prefix, selector-

max-id\n\n#gradient {\n\n  // Horizontal gradient, from left to right\n  //\n  // Creates two color stops, start and end,

by specifying a color and position for each color stop.\n  // Color stops are not available in IE9 and below.\n

.horizontal(@start-color: #555; @end-color: #333; @start-percent: 0%; @end-percent: 100%) {\n    background-

image: -webkit-linear-gradient(left, @start-color @start-percent, @end-color @end-percent); // Safari 5.1-6,
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Chrome 10+\n    background-image: -o-linear-gradient(left, @start-color @start-percent, @end-color @end-

percent); // Opera 12\n    background-image: linear-gradient(to right, @start-color @start-percent, @end-color

@end-percent); // Standard, IE10, Firefox 16+, Opera 12.10+, Safari 7+, Chrome 26+\n    filter:

e(%(\"progid:DXImageTransform.Microsoft.gradient(startColorstr='%d', endColorstr='%d', GradientType=1)\",

argb(@start-color), argb(@end-color))); // IE9 and down\n    background-repeat: repeat-x;\n  }\n\n  // Vertical

gradient, from top to bottom\n  //\n  // Creates two color stops, start and end, by specifying a color and position for

each color stop.\n  // Color stops are not available in IE9 and below.\n  .vertical(@start-color: #555; @end-color:

#333; @start-percent: 0%; @end-percent: 100%) {\n    background-image: -webkit-linear-gradient(top, @start-color

@start-percent, @end-color @end-percent);  // Safari 5.1-6, Chrome 10+\n    background-image: -o-linear-

gradient(top, @start-color @start-percent, @end-color @end-percent);  // Opera 12\n    background-image: linear-

gradient(to bottom, @start-color @start-percent, @end-color @end-percent); // Standard, IE10, Firefox 16+, Opera

12.10+, Safari 7+, Chrome 26+\n    filter: e(%(\"progid:DXImageTransform.Microsoft.gradient(startColorstr='%d',

endColorstr='%d', GradientType=0)\", argb(@start-color), argb(@end-color))); // IE9 and down\n    background-

repeat: repeat-x;\n  }\n\n  .directional(@start-color: #555; @end-color: #333; @deg: 45deg) {\n    background-

image: -webkit-linear-gradient(@deg, @start-color, @end-color); // Safari 5.1-6, Chrome 10+\n    background-

image: -o-linear-gradient(@deg, @start-color, @end-color); // Opera 12\n    background-image: linear-

gradient(@deg, @start-color, @end-color); // Standard, IE10, Firefox 16+, Opera 12.10+, Safari 7+, Chrome 26+\n

background-repeat: repeat-x;\n  }\n  .horizontal-three-colors(@start-color: #00b3ee; @mid-color: #7a43b6; @color-

stop: 50%; @end-color: #c3325f) {\n    background-image: -webkit-linear-gradient(left, @start-color, @mid-color

@color-stop, @end-color);\n    background-image: -o-linear-gradient(left, @start-color, @mid-color @color-stop,

@end-color);\n    background-image: linear-gradient(to right, @start-color, @mid-color @color-stop, @end-

color);\n    filter: e(%(\"progid:DXImageTransform.Microsoft.gradient(startColorstr='%d', endColorstr='%d',

GradientType=1)\", argb(@start-color), argb(@end-color))); // IE9 and down, gets no color-stop at all for proper

fallback\n    background-repeat: no-repeat;\n  }\n  .vertical-three-colors(@start-color: #00b3ee; @mid-color:

#7a43b6; @color-stop: 50%; @end-color: #c3325f) {\n    background-image: -webkit-linear-gradient(@start-color,

@mid-color @color-stop, @end-color);\n    background-image: -o-linear-gradient(@start-color, @mid-color

@color-stop, @end-color);\n    background-image: linear-gradient(@start-color, @mid-color @color-stop, @end-

color);\n    filter: e(%(\"progid:DXImageTransform.Microsoft.gradient(startColorstr='%d', endColorstr='%d',

GradientType=0)\", argb(@start-color), argb(@end-color))); // IE9 and down, gets no color-stop at all for proper

fallback\n    background-repeat: no-repeat;\n  }\n  .radial(@inner-color: #555; @outer-color: #333) {\n

background-image: -webkit-radial-gradient(circle, @inner-color, @outer-color);\n    background-image: radial-

gradient(circle, @inner-color, @outer-color);\n    background-repeat: no-repeat;\n  }\n  .striped(@color: rgba(255,

255, 255, .15); @angle: 45deg) {\n    background-image: -webkit-linear-gradient(@angle, @color 25%, transparent

25%, transparent 50%, @color 50%, @color 75%, transparent 75%, transparent);\n    background-image: -o-linear-

gradient(@angle, @color 25%, transparent 25%, transparent 50%, @color 50%, @color 75%, transparent 75%,

transparent);\n    background-image: linear-gradient(@angle, @color 25%, transparent 25%, transparent 50%,

@color 50%, @color 75%, transparent 75%, transparent);\n  }\n}\n","// Progress bars\n\n.progress-bar-

variant(@color) {\n  background-color: @color;\n\n  // Deprecated parent class requirement as of v3.2.0\n

.progress-striped & {\n    #gradient > .striped();\n  }\n}\n",".media {\n  // Proper spacing between instances of

.media\n  margin-top: 15px;\n\n  &:first-child {\n    margin-top: 0;\n  }\n}\n\n.media,\n.media-body {\n  overflow:

hidden;\n  zoom: 1;\n}\n\n.media-body {\n  width: 10000px;\n}\n\n.media-object {\n  display: block;\n\n  // Fix

collapse in webkit from max-width: 100% and display: table-cell.\n  &.img-thumbnail {\n    max-width: none;\n

}\n}\n\n.media-right,\n.media > .pull-right {\n  padding-left: 10px;\n}\n\n.media-left,\n.media > .pull-left {\n

padding-right: 10px;\n}\n\n.media-left,\n.media-right,\n.media-body {\n  display: table-cell;\n  vertical-align:

top;\n}\n\n.media-middle {\n  vertical-align: middle;\n}\n\n.media-bottom {\n  vertical-align: bottom;\n}\n\n// Reset

margins on headings for tighter default spacing\n.media-heading {\n  margin-top: 0;\n  margin-bottom: 5px;\n}\n\n//

Media list variation\n//\n// Undo default ul/ol styles\n.media-list {\n  padding-left: 0;\n  list-style: none;\n}\n","//

stylelint-disable selector-no-qualifying-type\n\n//\n// List groups\n// --------------------------------------------------
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\n\n\n// Base class\n//\n// Easily usable on <ul>, <ol>, or <div>.\n\n.list-group {\n  // No need to set list-style: none;

since .list-group-item is block level\n  padding-left: 0; // reset padding because ul and ol\n  margin-bottom:

20px;\n}\n\n\n// Individual list items\n//\n// Use on `li`s or `div`s within the `.list-group` parent.\n\n.list-group-item

{\n  position: relative;\n  display: block;\n  padding: 10px 15px;\n  // Place the border on the list items and negative

margin up for better styling\n  margin-bottom: -1px;\n  background-color: @list-group-bg;\n  border: 1px solid

@list-group-border;\n\n  // Round the first and last items\n  &:first-child {\n    .border-top-radius(@list-group-

border-radius);\n  }\n  &:last-child {\n    margin-bottom: 0;\n    .border-bottom-radius(@list-group-border-radius);\n

}\n\n  // Disabled state\n  &.disabled,\n  &.disabled:hover,\n  &.disabled:focus {\n    color: @list-group-disabled-

color;\n    cursor: @cursor-disabled;\n    background-color: @list-group-disabled-bg;\n\n    // Force color to inherit

for custom content\n    .list-group-item-heading {\n      color: inherit;\n    }\n    .list-group-item-text {\n      color:

@list-group-disabled-text-color;\n    }\n  }\n\n  // Active class on item itself, not parent\n  &.active,\n

&.active:hover,\n  &.active:focus {\n    z-index: 2; // Place active items above their siblings for proper border

styling\n    color: @list-group-active-color;\n    background-color: @list-group-active-bg;\n    border-color: @list-

group-active-border;\n\n    // Force color to inherit for custom content\n    .list-group-item-heading,\n    .list-group-

item-heading > small,\n    .list-group-item-heading > .small {\n      color: inherit;\n    }\n    .list-group-item-text {\n

 color: @list-group-active-text-color;\n    }\n  }\n}\n\n\n// Interactive list items\n//\n// Use anchor or button elements

instead of `li`s or `div`s to create interactive items.\n// Includes an extra `.active` modifier class for showing selected

items.\n\na.list-group-item,\nbutton.list-group-item {\n  color: @list-group-link-color;\n\n  .list-group-item-heading

{\n    color: @list-group-link-heading-color;\n  }\n\n  // Hover state\n  &:hover,\n  &:focus {\n    color: @list-group-

link-hover-color;\n    text-decoration: none;\n    background-color: @list-group-hover-bg;\n  }\n}\n\nbutton.list-

group-item {\n  width: 100%;\n  text-align: left;\n}\n\n\n// Contextual variants\n//\n// Add modifier classes to change

text and background color on individual items.\n// Organizationally, this must come after the `:hover` states.\n\n.list-

group-item-variant(success; @state-success-bg; @state-success-text);\n.list-group-item-variant(info; @state-info-

bg; @state-info-text);\n.list-group-item-variant(warning; @state-warning-bg; @state-warning-text);\n.list-group-

item-variant(danger; @state-danger-bg; @state-danger-text);\n\n\n// Custom content options\n//\n// Extra classes for

creating well-formatted content within `.list-group-item`s.\n\n.list-group-item-heading {\n  margin-top: 0;\n  margin-

bottom: 5px;\n}\n.list-group-item-text {\n  margin-bottom: 0;\n  line-height: 1.3;\n}\n","// List Groups\n\n.list-

group-item-variant(@state; @background; @color) {\n  .list-group-item-@{state} {\n    color: @color;\n

background-color: @background;\n\n    a&,\n    button& {\n      color: @color;\n\n      .list-group-item-heading {\n

   color: inherit;\n      }\n\n      &:hover,\n      &:focus {\n        color: @color;\n        background-color:

darken(@background, 5%);\n      }\n      &.active,\n      &.active:hover,\n      &.active:focus {\n        color: #fff;\n

background-color: @color;\n        border-color: @color;\n      }\n    }\n  }\n}\n","// stylelint-disable selector-max-

type, selector-max-compound-selectors, selector-max-combinators, no-duplicate-selectors\n\n//\n// Panels\n// --------

------------------------------------------\n\n\n// Base class\n.panel {\n  margin-bottom: @line-height-computed;\n

background-color: @panel-bg;\n  border: 1px solid transparent;\n  border-radius: @panel-border-radius;\n  .box-

shadow(0 1px 1px rgba(0, 0, 0, .05));\n}\n\n// Panel contents\n.panel-body {\n  padding: @panel-body-padding;\n

&:extend(.clearfix all);\n}\n\n// Optional heading\n.panel-heading {\n  padding: @panel-heading-padding;\n

border-bottom: 1px solid transparent;\n  .border-top-radius((@panel-border-radius - 1));\n\n  > .dropdown

.dropdown-toggle {\n    color: inherit;\n  }\n}\n\n// Within heading, strip any `h*` tag of its default margins for

spacing.\n.panel-title {\n  margin-top: 0;\n  margin-bottom: 0;\n  font-size: ceil((@font-size-base * 1.125));\n  color:

inherit;\n\n  > a,\n  > small,\n  > .small,\n  > small > a,\n  > .small > a {\n    color: inherit;\n  }\n}\n\n// Optional

footer (stays gray in every modifier class)\n.panel-footer {\n  padding: @panel-footer-padding;\n  background-color:

@panel-footer-bg;\n  border-top: 1px solid @panel-inner-border;\n  .border-bottom-radius((@panel-border-radius -

1));\n}\n\n\n// List groups in panels\n//\n// By default, space out list group content from panel headings to account

for\n// any kind of custom content between the two.\n\n.panel {\n  > .list-group,\n  > .panel-collapse > .list-group {\n

  margin-bottom: 0;\n\n    .list-group-item {\n      border-width: 1px 0;\n      border-radius: 0;\n    }\n\n    // Add

border top radius for first one\n    &:first-child {\n      .list-group-item:first-child {\n        border-top: 0;\n

.border-top-radius((@panel-border-radius - 1));\n      }\n    }\n\n    // Add border bottom radius for last one\n
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&:last-child {\n      .list-group-item:last-child {\n        border-bottom: 0;\n        .border-bottom-radius((@panel-

border-radius - 1));\n      }\n    }\n  }\n  > .panel-heading + .panel-collapse > .list-group {\n    .list-group-item:first-

child {\n      .border-top-radius(0);\n    }\n  }\n}\n// Collapse space between when there's no additional

content.\n.panel-heading + .list-group {\n  .list-group-item:first-child {\n    border-top-width: 0;\n  }\n}\n.list-group

+ .panel-footer {\n  border-top-width: 0;\n}\n\n// Tables in panels\n//\n// Place a non-bordered `.table` within a panel

(not within a `.panel-body`) and\n// watch it go full width.\n\n.panel {\n  > .table,\n  > .table-responsive > .table,\n  >

.panel-collapse > .table {\n    margin-bottom: 0;\n\n    caption {\n      padding-right: @panel-body-padding;\n

padding-left: @panel-body-padding;\n    }\n  }\n  // Add border top radius for first one\n  > .table:first-child,\n  >

.table-responsive:first-child > .table:first-child {\n    .border-top-radius((@panel-border-radius - 1));\n\n    >

thead:first-child,\n    > tbody:first-child {\n      > tr:first-child {\n        border-top-left-radius: (@panel-border-radius

- 1);\n        border-top-right-radius: (@panel-border-radius - 1);\n\n        td:first-child,\n        th:first-child {\n

border-top-left-radius: (@panel-border-radius - 1);\n        }\n        td:last-child,\n        th:last-child {\n          border-

top-right-radius: (@panel-border-radius - 1);\n        }\n      }\n    }\n  }\n  // Add border bottom radius for last one\n

> .table:last-child,\n  > .table-responsive:last-child > .table:last-child {\n    .border-bottom-radius((@panel-border-

radius - 1));\n\n    > tbody:last-child,\n    > tfoot:last-child {\n      > tr:last-child {\n        border-bottom-right-radius:

(@panel-border-radius - 1);\n        border-bottom-left-radius: (@panel-border-radius - 1);\n\n        td:first-child,\n

th:first-child {\n          border-bottom-left-radius: (@panel-border-radius - 1);\n        }\n        td:last-child,\n

th:last-child {\n          border-bottom-right-radius: (@panel-border-radius - 1);\n        }\n      }\n    }\n  }\n  > .panel-

body + .table,\n  > .panel-body + .table-responsive,\n  > .table + .panel-body,\n  > .table-responsive + .panel-body

{\n    border-top: 1px solid @table-border-color;\n  }\n  > .table > tbody:first-child > tr:first-child th,\n  > .table >

tbody:first-child > tr:first-child td {\n    border-top: 0;\n  }\n  > .table-bordered,\n  > .table-responsive > .table-

bordered {\n    border: 0;\n    > thead,\n    > tbody,\n    > tfoot {\n      > tr {\n        > th:first-child,\n        > td:first-

child {\n          border-left: 0;\n        }\n        > th:last-child,\n        > td:last-child {\n          border-right: 0;\n        }\n

 }\n    }\n    > thead,\n    > tbody {\n      > tr:first-child {\n        > td,\n        > th {\n          border-bottom: 0;\n        }\n

   }\n    }\n    > tbody,\n    > tfoot {\n      > tr:last-child {\n        > td,\n        > th {\n          border-bottom: 0;\n        }\n

   }\n    }\n  }\n  > .table-responsive {\n    margin-bottom: 0;\n    border: 0;\n  }\n}\n\n\n// Collapsible panels (aka,

accordion)\n//\n// Wrap a series of panels in `.panel-group` to turn them into an accordion with\n// the help of our

collapse JavaScript plugin.\n\n.panel-group {\n  margin-bottom: @line-height-computed;\n\n  // Tighten up margin

so it's only between panels\n  .panel {\n    margin-bottom: 0;\n    border-radius: @panel-border-radius;\n\n    + .panel

{\n      margin-top: 5px;\n    }\n  }\n\n  .panel-heading {\n    border-bottom: 0;\n\n    + .panel-collapse > .panel-

body,\n    + .panel-collapse > .list-group {\n      border-top: 1px solid @panel-inner-border;\n    }\n  }\n\n  .panel-

footer {\n    border-top: 0;\n    + .panel-collapse .panel-body {\n      border-bottom: 1px solid @panel-inner-border;\n

  }\n  }\n}\n\n\n// Contextual variations\n.panel-default {\n  .panel-variant(@panel-default-border; @panel-default-

text; @panel-default-heading-bg; @panel-default-border);\n}\n.panel-primary {\n  .panel-variant(@panel-primary-

border; @panel-primary-text; @panel-primary-heading-bg; @panel-primary-border);\n}\n.panel-success {\n  .panel-

variant(@panel-success-border; @panel-success-text; @panel-success-heading-bg; @panel-success-

border);\n}\n.panel-info {\n  .panel-variant(@panel-info-border; @panel-info-text; @panel-info-heading-bg;

@panel-info-border);\n}\n.panel-warning {\n  .panel-variant(@panel-warning-border; @panel-warning-text;

@panel-warning-heading-bg; @panel-warning-border);\n}\n.panel-danger {\n  .panel-variant(@panel-danger-

border; @panel-danger-text; @panel-danger-heading-bg; @panel-danger-border);\n}\n","// Panels\n\n.panel-

variant(@border; @heading-text-color; @heading-bg-color; @heading-border) {\n  border-color: @border;\n\n  & >

.panel-heading {\n    color: @heading-text-color;\n    background-color: @heading-bg-color;\n    border-color:

@heading-border;\n\n    + .panel-collapse > .panel-body {\n      border-top-color: @border;\n    }\n    .badge {\n

color: @heading-bg-color;\n      background-color: @heading-text-color;\n    }\n  }\n  & > .panel-footer {\n    +

.panel-collapse > .panel-body {\n      border-bottom-color: @border;\n    }\n  }\n}\n","// Embeds responsive\n//\n//

Credit: Nicolas Gallagher and SUIT CSS.\n\n.embed-responsive {\n  position: relative;\n  display: block;\n  height:

0;\n  padding: 0;\n  overflow: hidden;\n\n  .embed-responsive-item,\n  iframe,\n  embed,\n  object,\n  video {\n

position: absolute;\n    top: 0;\n    bottom: 0;\n    left: 0;\n    width: 100%;\n    height: 100%;\n    border: 0;\n
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}\n}\n\n// Modifier class for 16:9 aspect ratio\n.embed-responsive-16by9 {\n  padding-bottom: 56.25%;\n}\n\n//

Modifier class for 4:3 aspect ratio\n.embed-responsive-4by3 {\n  padding-bottom: 75%;\n}\n","//\n// Wells\n// -------

-------------------------------------------\n\n\n// Base class\n.well {\n  min-height: 20px;\n  padding: 19px;\n  margin-

bottom: 20px;\n  background-color: @well-bg;\n  border: 1px solid @well-border;\n  border-radius: @border-

radius-base;\n  .box-shadow(inset 0 1px 1px rgba(0, 0, 0, .05));\n  blockquote {\n    border-color: #ddd;\n    border-

color: rgba(0, 0, 0, .15);\n  }\n}\n\n// Sizes\n.well-lg {\n  padding: 24px;\n  border-radius: @border-radius-

large;\n}\n.well-sm {\n  padding: 9px;\n  border-radius: @border-radius-small;\n}\n","// stylelint-disable property-

no-vendor-prefix\n\n//\n// Close icons\n// --------------------------------------------------\n\n\n.close {\n  float: right;\n

font-size: (@font-size-base * 1.5);\n  font-weight: @close-font-weight;\n  line-height: 1;\n  color: @close-color;\n

text-shadow: @close-text-shadow;\n  .opacity(.2);\n\n  &:hover,\n  &:focus {\n    color: @close-color;\n    text-

decoration: none;\n    cursor: pointer;\n    .opacity(.5);\n  }\n\n  // Additional properties for button version\n  // iOS

requires the button element instead of an anchor tag.\n  // If you want the anchor version, it requires `href=\"#\"`.\n

// See https://developer.mozilla.org/en-US/docs/Web/Events/click#Safari_Mobile\n  button& {\n    padding: 0;\n

cursor: pointer;\n    background: transparent;\n    border: 0;\n    -webkit-appearance: none;\n    appearance: none;\n

}\n}\n","//\n// Modals\n// --------------------------------------------------\n\n// .modal-open      - body class for killing the

scroll\n// .modal           - container to scroll within\n// .modal-dialog    - positioning shell for the actual modal\n//

.modal-content   - actual modal w/ bg and corners and shit\n\n// Kill the scroll on the body\n.modal-open {\n

overflow: hidden;\n}\n\n// Container that the modal scrolls within\n.modal {\n  position: fixed;\n  top: 0;\n  right:

0;\n  bottom: 0;\n  left: 0;\n  z-index: @zindex-modal;\n  display: none;\n  overflow: hidden;\n  -webkit-overflow-

scrolling: touch;\n\n  // Prevent Chrome on Windows from adding a focus outline. For details, see\n  //

https://github.com/twbs/bootstrap/pull/10951.\n  outline: 0;\n\n  // When fading in the modal, animate it to slide

down\n  &.fade .modal-dialog {\n    .translate(0, -25%);\n    .transition-transform(~\"0.3s ease-out\");\n  }\n  &.in

.modal-dialog { .translate(0, 0); }\n}\n.modal-open .modal {\n  overflow-x: hidden;\n  overflow-y: auto;\n}\n\n//

Shell div to position the modal with bottom padding\n.modal-dialog {\n  position: relative;\n  width: auto;\n  margin:

10px;\n}\n\n// Actual modal\n.modal-content {\n  position: relative;\n  background-color: @modal-content-bg;\n

background-clip: padding-box;\n  border: 1px solid @modal-content-fallback-border-color; //old browsers fallback

(ie8 etc)\n  border: 1px solid @modal-content-border-color;\n  border-radius: @border-radius-large;\n  .box-

shadow(0 3px 9px rgba(0, 0, 0, .5));\n  // Remove focus outline from opened modal\n  outline: 0;\n}\n\n// Modal

background\n.modal-backdrop {\n  position: fixed;\n  top: 0;\n  right: 0;\n  bottom: 0;\n  left: 0;\n  z-index: @zindex-

modal-background;\n  background-color: @modal-backdrop-bg;\n  // Fade for backdrop\n  &.fade { .opacity(0); }\n

&.in { .opacity(@modal-backdrop-opacity); }\n}\n\n// Modal header\n// Top section of the modal w/ title and

dismiss\n.modal-header {\n  padding: @modal-title-padding;\n  border-bottom: 1px solid @modal-header-border-

color;\n  &:extend(.clearfix all);\n}\n// Close icon\n.modal-header .close {\n  margin-top: -2px;\n}\n\n// Title text

within header\n.modal-title {\n  margin: 0;\n  line-height: @modal-title-line-height;\n}\n\n// Modal body\n// Where

all modal content resides (sibling of .modal-header and .modal-footer)\n.modal-body {\n  position: relative;\n

padding: @modal-inner-padding;\n}\n\n// Footer (for actions)\n.modal-footer {\n  padding: @modal-inner-

padding;\n  text-align: right; // right align buttons\n  border-top: 1px solid @modal-footer-border-color;\n

&:extend(.clearfix all); // clear it in case folks use .pull-* classes on buttons\n\n  // Properly space out buttons\n  .btn

+ .btn {\n    margin-bottom: 0; // account for input[type=\"submit\"] which gets the bottom margin like all other

inputs\n    margin-left: 5px;\n  }\n  // but override that for button groups\n  .btn-group .btn + .btn {\n    margin-left: -

1px;\n  }\n  // and override it for block buttons as well\n  .btn-block + .btn-block {\n    margin-left: 0;\n  }\n}\n\n//

Measure scrollbar width for padding body during modal show/hide\n.modal-scrollbar-measure {\n  position:

absolute;\n  top: -9999px;\n  width: 50px;\n  height: 50px;\n  overflow: scroll;\n}\n\n// Scale up the modal\n@media

(min-width: @screen-sm-min) {\n  // Automatically set modal's width for larger viewports\n  .modal-dialog {\n

width: @modal-md;\n    margin: 30px auto;\n  }\n  .modal-content {\n    .box-shadow(0 5px 15px rgba(0, 0, 0,

.5));\n  }\n\n  // Modal sizes\n  .modal-sm { width: @modal-sm; }\n}\n\n@media (min-width: @screen-md-min) {\n

.modal-lg { width: @modal-lg; }\n}\n","//\n// Tooltips\n// --------------------------------------------------\n\n\n// Base

class\n.tooltip {\n  position: absolute;\n  z-index: @zindex-tooltip;\n  display: block;\n  // Our parent element can be
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arbitrary since tooltips are by default inserted as a sibling of their target element.\n  // So reset our font and text

properties to avoid inheriting weird values.\n  .reset-text();\n  font-size: @font-size-small;\n\n  .opacity(0);\n\n  &.in

{ .opacity(@tooltip-opacity); }\n  &.top {\n    padding: @tooltip-arrow-width 0;\n    margin-top: -3px;\n  }\n

&.right {\n    padding: 0 @tooltip-arrow-width;\n    margin-left: 3px;\n  }\n  &.bottom {\n    padding: @tooltip-

arrow-width 0;\n    margin-top: 3px;\n  }\n  &.left {\n    padding: 0 @tooltip-arrow-width;\n    margin-left: -3px;\n

}\n\n  // Note: Deprecated .top-left, .top-right, .bottom-left, and .bottom-right as of v3.3.1\n  &.top .tooltip-arrow {\n

  bottom: 0;\n    left: 50%;\n    margin-left: -@tooltip-arrow-width;\n    border-width: @tooltip-arrow-width

@tooltip-arrow-width 0;\n    border-top-color: @tooltip-arrow-color;\n  }\n  &.top-left .tooltip-arrow {\n    right:

@tooltip-arrow-width;\n    bottom: 0;\n    margin-bottom: -@tooltip-arrow-width;\n    border-width: @tooltip-arrow-

width @tooltip-arrow-width 0;\n    border-top-color: @tooltip-arrow-color;\n  }\n  &.top-right .tooltip-arrow {\n

bottom: 0;\n    left: @tooltip-arrow-width;\n    margin-bottom: -@tooltip-arrow-width;\n    border-width: @tooltip-

arrow-width @tooltip-arrow-width 0;\n    border-top-color: @tooltip-arrow-color;\n  }\n  &.right .tooltip-arrow {\n

top: 50%;\n    left: 0;\n    margin-top: -@tooltip-arrow-width;\n    border-width: @tooltip-arrow-width @tooltip-

arrow-width @tooltip-arrow-width 0;\n    border-right-color: @tooltip-arrow-color;\n  }\n  &.left .tooltip-arrow {\n

top: 50%;\n    right: 0;\n    margin-top: -@tooltip-arrow-width;\n    border-width: @tooltip-arrow-width 0 @tooltip-

arrow-width @tooltip-arrow-width;\n    border-left-color: @tooltip-arrow-color;\n  }\n  &.bottom .tooltip-arrow {\n

top: 0;\n    left: 50%;\n    margin-left: -@tooltip-arrow-width;\n    border-width: 0 @tooltip-arrow-width @tooltip-

arrow-width;\n    border-bottom-color: @tooltip-arrow-color;\n  }\n  &.bottom-left .tooltip-arrow {\n    top: 0;\n

right: @tooltip-arrow-width;\n    margin-top: -@tooltip-arrow-width;\n    border-width: 0 @tooltip-arrow-width

@tooltip-arrow-width;\n    border-bottom-color: @tooltip-arrow-color;\n  }\n  &.bottom-right .tooltip-arrow {\n

top: 0;\n    left: @tooltip-arrow-width;\n    margin-top: -@tooltip-arrow-width;\n    border-width: 0 @tooltip-arrow-

width @tooltip-arrow-width;\n    border-bottom-color: @tooltip-arrow-color;\n  }\n}\n\n// Wrapper for the tooltip

content\n.tooltip-inner {\n  max-width: @tooltip-max-width;\n  padding: 3px 8px;\n  color: @tooltip-color;\n  text-

align: center;\n  background-color: @tooltip-bg;\n  border-radius: @border-radius-base;\n}\n\n// Arrows\n.tooltip-

arrow {\n  position: absolute;\n  width: 0;\n  height: 0;\n  border-color: transparent;\n  border-style:

solid;\n}\n",".reset-text() {\n  font-family: @font-family-base;\n  // We deliberately do NOT reset font-size.\n  font-

style: normal;\n  font-weight: 400;\n  line-height: @line-height-base;\n  line-break: auto;\n  text-align: left; //

Fallback for where `start` is not supported\n  text-align: start;\n  text-decoration: none;\n  text-shadow: none;\n  text-

transform: none;\n  letter-spacing: normal;\n  word-break: normal;\n  word-spacing: normal;\n  word-wrap:

normal;\n  white-space: normal;\n}\n","//\n// Popovers\n// --------------------------------------------------\n\n\n.popover

{\n  position: absolute;\n  top: 0;\n  left: 0;\n  z-index: @zindex-popover;\n  display: none;\n  max-width: @popover-

max-width;\n  padding: 1px;\n  // Our parent element can be arbitrary since popovers are by default inserted as a

sibling of their target element.\n  // So reset our font and text properties to avoid inheriting weird values.\n  .reset-

text();\n  font-size: @font-size-base;\n  background-color: @popover-bg;\n  background-clip: padding-box;\n

border: 1px solid @popover-fallback-border-color;\n  border: 1px solid @popover-border-color;\n  border-radius:

@border-radius-large;\n  .box-shadow(0 5px 10px rgba(0, 0, 0, .2));\n\n  // Offset the popover to account for the

popover arrow\n  &.top { margin-top: -@popover-arrow-width; }\n  &.right { margin-left: @popover-arrow-width;

}\n  &.bottom { margin-top: @popover-arrow-width; }\n  &.left { margin-left: -@popover-arrow-width; }\n\n  //

Arrows\n  // .arrow is outer, .arrow:after is inner\n  > .arrow {\n    border-width: @popover-arrow-outer-width;\n\n

&,\n    &:after {\n      position: absolute;\n      display: block;\n      width: 0;\n      height: 0;\n      border-color:

transparent;\n      border-style: solid;\n    }\n\n    &:after {\n      content: \"\";\n      border-width: @popover-arrow-

width;\n    }\n  }\n\n  &.top > .arrow {\n    bottom: -@popover-arrow-outer-width;\n    left: 50%;\n    margin-left: -

@popover-arrow-outer-width;\n    border-top-color: @popover-arrow-outer-fallback-color; // IE8 fallback\n

border-top-color: @popover-arrow-outer-color;\n    border-bottom-width: 0;\n    &:after {\n      bottom: 1px;\n

margin-left: -@popover-arrow-width;\n      content: \" \";\n      border-top-color: @popover-arrow-color;\n

border-bottom-width: 0;\n    }\n  }\n  &.right > .arrow {\n    top: 50%;\n    left: -@popover-arrow-outer-width;\n

margin-top: -@popover-arrow-outer-width;\n    border-right-color: @popover-arrow-outer-fallback-color; // IE8

fallback\n    border-right-color: @popover-arrow-outer-color;\n    border-left-width: 0;\n    &:after {\n      bottom: -
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@popover-arrow-width;\n      left: 1px;\n      content: \" \";\n      border-right-color: @popover-arrow-color;\n

border-left-width: 0;\n    }\n  }\n  &.bottom > .arrow {\n    top: -@popover-arrow-outer-width;\n    left: 50%;\n

margin-left: -@popover-arrow-outer-width;\n    border-top-width: 0;\n    border-bottom-color: @popover-arrow-

outer-fallback-color; // IE8 fallback\n    border-bottom-color: @popover-arrow-outer-color;\n    &:after {\n      top:

1px;\n      margin-left: -@popover-arrow-width;\n      content: \" \";\n      border-top-width: 0;\n      border-bottom-

color: @popover-arrow-color;\n    }\n  }\n\n  &.left > .arrow {\n    top: 50%;\n    right: -@popover-arrow-outer-

width;\n    margin-top: -@popover-arrow-outer-width;\n    border-right-width: 0;\n    border-left-color: @popover-

arrow-outer-fallback-color; // IE8 fallback\n    border-left-color: @popover-arrow-outer-color;\n    &:after {\n

right: 1px;\n      bottom: -@popover-arrow-width;\n      content: \" \";\n      border-right-width: 0;\n      border-left-

color: @popover-arrow-color;\n    }\n  }\n}\n\n.popover-title {\n  padding: 8px 14px;\n  margin: 0; // reset heading

margin\n  font-size: @font-size-base;\n  background-color: @popover-title-bg;\n  border-bottom: 1px solid

darken(@popover-title-bg, 5%);\n  border-radius: (@border-radius-large - 1) (@border-radius-large - 1) 0

0;\n}\n\n.popover-content {\n  padding: 9px 14px;\n}\n","// stylelint-disable media-feature-name-no-

unknown\n\n//\n// Carousel\n// --------------------------------------------------\n\n\n// Wrapper for the slide container and

indicators\n.carousel {\n  position: relative;\n}\n\n.carousel-inner {\n  position: relative;\n  width: 100%;\n

overflow: hidden;\n\n  > .item {\n    position: relative;\n    display: none;\n    .transition(.6s ease-in-out left);\n\n    //

Account for jankitude on images\n    > img,\n    > a > img {\n      &:extend(.img-responsive);\n      line-height: 1;\n

}\n\n    // WebKit CSS3 transforms for supported devices\n    @media all and (transform-3d), (-webkit-transform-

3d) {\n      .transition-transform(~\"0.6s ease-in-out\");\n      .backface-visibility(~\"hidden\");\n

.perspective(1000px);\n\n      &.next,\n      &.active.right {\n        .translate3d(100%, 0, 0);\n        left: 0;\n      }\n

&.prev,\n      &.active.left {\n        .translate3d(-100%, 0, 0);\n        left: 0;\n      }\n      &.next.left,\n

&.prev.right,\n      &.active {\n        .translate3d(0, 0, 0);\n        left: 0;\n      }\n    }\n  }\n\n  > .active,\n  > .next,\n  >

.prev {\n    display: block;\n  }\n\n  > .active {\n    left: 0;\n  }\n\n  > .next,\n  > .prev {\n    position: absolute;\n

top: 0;\n    width: 100%;\n  }\n\n  > .next {\n    left: 100%;\n  }\n  > .prev {\n    left: -100%;\n  }\n  > .next.left,\n  >

.prev.right {\n    left: 0;\n  }\n\n  > .active.left {\n    left: -100%;\n  }\n  > .active.right {\n    left: 100%;\n

}\n\n}\n\n// Left/right controls for nav\n// ---------------------------\n\n.carousel-control {\n  position: absolute;\n  top:

0;\n  bottom: 0;\n  left: 0;\n  width: @carousel-control-width;\n  font-size: @carousel-control-font-size;\n  color:

@carousel-control-color;\n  text-align: center;\n  text-shadow: @carousel-text-shadow;\n  background-color: rgba(0,

0, 0, 0); // Fix IE9 click-thru bug\n  .opacity(@carousel-control-opacity);\n  // We can't have this transition here

because WebKit cancels the carousel\n  // animation if you trip this while in the middle of another animation.\n\n  //

Set gradients for backgrounds\n  &.left {\n    #gradient > .horizontal(@start-color: rgba(0, 0, 0, .5); @end-color:

rgba(0, 0, 0, .0001));\n  }\n  &.right {\n    right: 0;\n    left: auto;\n    #gradient > .horizontal(@start-color: rgba(0, 0,

0, .0001); @end-color: rgba(0, 0, 0, .5));\n  }\n\n  // Hover/focus state\n  &:hover,\n  &:focus {\n    color:

@carousel-control-color;\n    text-decoration: none;\n    outline: 0;\n    .opacity(.9);\n  }\n\n  // Toggles\n  .icon-

prev,\n  .icon-next,\n  .glyphicon-chevron-left,\n  .glyphicon-chevron-right {\n    position: absolute;\n    top: 50%;\n

z-index: 5;\n    display: inline-block;\n    margin-top: -10px;\n  }\n  .icon-prev,\n  .glyphicon-chevron-left {\n    left:

50%;\n    margin-left: -10px;\n  }\n  .icon-next,\n  .glyphicon-chevron-right {\n    right: 50%;\n    margin-right: -

10px;\n  }\n  .icon-prev,\n  .icon-next {\n    width: 20px;\n    height: 20px;\n    font-family: serif;\n    line-height: 1;\n

}\n\n  .icon-prev {\n    &:before {\n      content: \"\\2039\";// SINGLE LEFT-POINTING ANGLE QUOTATION

MARK (U+2039)\n    }\n  }\n  .icon-next {\n    &:before {\n      content: \"\\203a\";// SINGLE RIGHT-POINTING

ANGLE QUOTATION MARK (U+203A)\n    }\n  }\n}\n\n// Optional indicator pips\n//\n// Add an unordered list

with the following class and add a list item for each\n// slide your carousel holds.\n\n.carousel-indicators {\n

position: absolute;\n  bottom: 10px;\n  left: 50%;\n  z-index: 15;\n  width: 60%;\n  padding-left: 0;\n  margin-left: -

30%;\n  text-align: center;\n  list-style: none;\n\n  li {\n    display: inline-block;\n    width: 10px;\n    height: 10px;\n

 margin: 1px;\n    text-indent: -999px;\n    cursor: pointer;\n    // IE8-9 hack for event handling\n    //\n    // Internet

Explorer 8-9 does not support clicks on elements without a set\n    // `background-color`. We cannot use `filter`

since that's not viewed as a\n    // background color by the browser. Thus, a hack is needed.\n    // See

https://developer.mozilla.org/en-US/docs/Web/Events/click#Internet_Explorer\n    //\n    // For IE8, we set solid
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black as it doesn't support `rgba()`. For IE9, we\n    // set alpha transparency for the best results possible.\n

background-color: #000 \\9; // IE8\n    background-color: rgba(0, 0, 0, 0); // IE9\n\n    border: 1px solid @carousel-

indicator-border-color;\n    border-radius: 10px;\n  }\n\n  .active {\n    width: 12px;\n    height: 12px;\n    margin:

0;\n    background-color: @carousel-indicator-active-bg;\n  }\n}\n\n// Optional captions\n// -----------------------------

\n// Hidden by default for smaller viewports\n.carousel-caption {\n  position: absolute;\n  right: 15%;\n  bottom:

20px;\n  left: 15%;\n  z-index: 10;\n  padding-top: 20px;\n  padding-bottom: 20px;\n  color: @carousel-caption-

color;\n  text-align: center;\n  text-shadow: @carousel-text-shadow;\n\n  & .btn {\n    text-shadow: none; // No

shadow for button elements in carousel-caption\n  }\n}\n\n\n// Scale up controls for tablets and up\n@media screen

and (min-width: @screen-sm-min) {\n\n  // Scale up the controls a smidge\n  .carousel-control {\n    .glyphicon-

chevron-left,\n    .glyphicon-chevron-right,\n    .icon-prev,\n    .icon-next {\n      width: (@carousel-control-font-size

* 1.5);\n      height: (@carousel-control-font-size * 1.5);\n      margin-top: (@carousel-control-font-size / -2);\n

font-size: (@carousel-control-font-size * 1.5);\n    }\n    .glyphicon-chevron-left,\n    .icon-prev {\n      margin-left:

(@carousel-control-font-size / -2);\n    }\n    .glyphicon-chevron-right,\n    .icon-next {\n      margin-right:

(@carousel-control-font-size / -2);\n    }\n  }\n\n  // Show and left align the captions\n  .carousel-caption {\n    right:

20%;\n    left: 20%;\n    padding-bottom: 30px;\n  }\n\n  // Move up the indicators\n  .carousel-indicators {\n

bottom: 20px;\n  }\n}\n","// Clearfix\n//\n// For modern browsers\n// 1. The space content is one way to avoid an

Opera bug when the\n//    contenteditable attribute is included anywhere else in the document.\n//    Otherwise it

causes space to appear at the top and bottom of elements\n//    that are clearfixed.\n// 2. The use of `table` rather than

`block` is only necessary if using\n//    `:before` to contain the top-margins of child elements.\n//\n// Source:

http://nicolasgallagher.com/micro-clearfix-hack/\n\n.clearfix() {\n  &:before,\n  &:after {\n    display: table; // 2\n

content: \" \"; // 1\n  }\n  &:after {\n    clear: both;\n  }\n}\n","// Center-align a block level element\n\n.center-block()

{\n  display: block;\n  margin-right: auto;\n  margin-left: auto;\n}\n","// stylelint-disable font-family-name-quotes,

font-family-no-missing-generic-family-keyword\n\n// CSS image replacement\n//\n// Heads up! v3 launched with

only `.hide-text()`, but per our pattern for\n// mixins being reused as classes with the same name, this doesn't hold

up. As\n// of v3.0.1 we have added `.text-hide()` and deprecated `.hide-text()`.\n//\n// Source:

https://github.com/h5bp/html5-boilerplate/commit/aa0396eae757\n\n// Deprecated as of v3.0.1 (has been removed

in v4)\n.hide-text() {\n  font: ~\"0/0\" a;\n  color: transparent;\n  text-shadow: none;\n  background-color:

transparent;\n  border: 0;\n}\n\n// New mixin to use as of v3.0.1\n.text-hide() {\n  .hide-text();\n}\n","// stylelint-

disable declaration-no-important, at-rule-no-vendor-prefix\n\n//\n// Responsive: Utility classes\n// ----------------------

----------------------------\n\n\n// IE10 in Windows (Phone) 8\n//\n// Support for responsive views via media queries is

kind of borked in IE10, for\n// Surface/desktop in split view and for Windows Phone 8. This particular fix\n// must

be accompanied by a snippet of JavaScript to sniff the user agent and\n// apply some conditional CSS to *only* the

Surface/desktop Windows 8. Look at\n// our Getting Started page for more information on this bug.\n//\n// For more

information, see the following:\n//\n// Issue: https://github.com/twbs/bootstrap/issues/10497\n// Docs:

https://getbootstrap.com/docs/3.4/getting-started/#support-ie10-width\n// Source:

https://timkadlec.com/2013/01/windows-phone-8-and-device-width/\n// Source:

https://timkadlec.com/2012/10/ie10-snap-mode-and-responsive-design/\n\n@-ms-viewport {\n  width: device-

width;\n}\n\n\n// Visibility utilities\n// Note: Deprecated .visible-xs, .visible-sm, .visible-md, and .visible-lg as of

v3.2.0\n.visible-xs,\n.visible-sm,\n.visible-md,\n.visible-lg {\n  .responsive-invisibility();\n}\n\n.visible-xs-

block,\n.visible-xs-inline,\n.visible-xs-inline-block,\n.visible-sm-block,\n.visible-sm-inline,\n.visible-sm-inline-

block,\n.visible-md-block,\n.visible-md-inline,\n.visible-md-inline-block,\n.visible-lg-block,\n.visible-lg-

inline,\n.visible-lg-inline-block {\n  display: none !important;\n}\n\n.visible-xs {\n  @media (max-width: @screen-

xs-max) {\n    .responsive-visibility();\n  }\n}\n.visible-xs-block {\n  @media (max-width: @screen-xs-max) {\n

display: block !important;\n  }\n}\n.visible-xs-inline {\n  @media (max-width: @screen-xs-max) {\n    display:

inline !important;\n  }\n}\n.visible-xs-inline-block {\n  @media (max-width: @screen-xs-max) {\n    display: inline-

block !important;\n  }\n}\n\n.visible-sm {\n  @media (min-width: @screen-sm-min) and (max-width: @screen-sm-

max) {\n    .responsive-visibility();\n  }\n}\n.visible-sm-block {\n  @media (min-width: @screen-sm-min) and

(max-width: @screen-sm-max) {\n    display: block !important;\n  }\n}\n.visible-sm-inline {\n  @media (min-width:
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@screen-sm-min) and (max-width: @screen-sm-max) {\n    display: inline !important;\n  }\n}\n.visible-sm-inline-

block {\n  @media (min-width: @screen-sm-min) and (max-width: @screen-sm-max) {\n    display: inline-block

!important;\n  }\n}\n\n.visible-md {\n  @media (min-width: @screen-md-min) and (max-width: @screen-md-max)

{\n    .responsive-visibility();\n  }\n}\n.visible-md-block {\n  @media (min-width: @screen-md-min) and (max-

width: @screen-md-max) {\n    display: block !important;\n  }\n}\n.visible-md-inline {\n  @media (min-width:

@screen-md-min) and (max-width: @screen-md-max) {\n    display: inline !important;\n  }\n}\n.visible-md-inline-

block {\n  @media (min-width: @screen-md-min) and (max-width: @screen-md-max) {\n    display: inline-block

!important;\n  }\n}\n\n.visible-lg {\n  @media (min-width: @screen-lg-min) {\n    .responsive-visibility();\n

}\n}\n.visible-lg-block {\n  @media (min-width: @screen-lg-min) {\n    display: block !important;\n  }\n}\n.visible-

lg-inline {\n  @media (min-width: @screen-lg-min) {\n    display: inline !important;\n  }\n}\n.visible-lg-inline-block

{\n  @media (min-width: @screen-lg-min) {\n    display: inline-block !important;\n  }\n}\n\n.hidden-xs {\n

@media (max-width: @screen-xs-max) {\n    .responsive-invisibility();\n  }\n}\n.hidden-sm {\n  @media (min-

width: @screen-sm-min) and (max-width: @screen-sm-max) {\n    .responsive-invisibility();\n  }\n}\n.hidden-md

{\n  @media (min-width: @screen-md-min) and (max-width: @screen-md-max) {\n    .responsive-invisibility();\n

}\n}\n.hidden-lg {\n  @media (min-width: @screen-lg-min) {\n    .responsive-invisibility();\n  }\n}\n\n\n// Print

utilities\n//\n// Media queries are placed on the inside to be mixin-friendly.\n\n// Note: Deprecated .visible-print as

of v3.2.0\n.visible-print {\n  .responsive-invisibility();\n\n  @media print {\n    .responsive-visibility();\n

}\n}\n.visible-print-block {\n  display: none !important;\n\n  @media print {\n    display: block !important;\n

}\n}\n.visible-print-inline {\n  display: none !important;\n\n  @media print {\n    display: inline !important;\n

}\n}\n.visible-print-inline-block {\n  display: none !important;\n\n  @media print {\n    display: inline-block

!important;\n  }\n}\n\n.hidden-print {\n  @media print {\n    .responsive-invisibility();\n  }\n}\n","// stylelint-disable

declaration-no-important\n\n.responsive-visibility() {\n  display: block !important;\n  table&  { display: table

!important; }\n  tr&     { display: table-row !important; }\n  th&,\n  td&     { display: table-cell !important;

}\n}\n\n.responsive-invisibility() {\n  display: none !important;\n}\n"]}

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1005829409_1621838154.95/0/bootstrap-3-4-1-dist-zip/bootstrap-3.4.1-

dist/css/bootstrap.css.map

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

{"version":3,"sources":["bootstrap.css","less/normalize.less","dist/css/bootstrap.css","less/print.less","less/glyphicon

s.less","less/scaffolding.less","less/mixins/vendor-prefixes.less","less/mixins/tab-

focus.less","less/mixins/image.less","less/type.less","less/mixins/text-emphasis.less","less/mixins/background-

variant.less","less/mixins/text-

overflow.less","less/code.less","less/grid.less","less/mixins/grid.less","less/mixins/grid-

framework.less","less/tables.less","less/mixins/table-

row.less","less/forms.less","less/mixins/forms.less","less/buttons.less","less/mixins/buttons.less","less/mixins/opacit

y.less","less/component-animations.less","less/dropdowns.less","less/mixins/nav-divider.less","less/mixins/reset-

filter.less","less/button-groups.less","less/mixins/border-radius.less","less/input-

groups.less","less/navs.less","less/navbar.less","less/mixins/nav-vertical-

align.less","less/utilities.less","less/breadcrumbs.less","less/pagination.less","less/mixins/pagination.less","less/page

r.less","less/labels.less","less/mixins/labels.less","less/badges.less","less/jumbotron.less","less/thumbnails.less","less

/alerts.less","less/mixins/alerts.less","less/progress-bars.less","less/mixins/gradients.less","less/mixins/progress-

bar.less","less/media.less","less/list-group.less","less/mixins/list-

group.less","less/panels.less","less/mixins/panels.less","less/responsive-

embed.less","less/wells.less","less/close.less","less/modals.less","less/tooltip.less","less/mixins/reset-

text.less","less/popovers.less","less/carousel.less","less/mixins/clearfix.less","less/mixins/center-

block.less","less/mixins/hide-text.less","less/responsive-utilities.less","less/mixins/responsive-
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visibility.less"],"names":[],"mappings":"AAAA;;;;AAKA,4ECKA,KACE,YAAA,WACA,qBAAA,KACA,yBAAA,

KAOF,KACE,OAAA,EAaF,QCnBA,MACA,QACA,WACA,OACA,OACA,OACA,OACA,KACA,KACA,IACA,Q

ACA,QDqBE,QAAA,MAQF,MCzBA,OACA,SACA,MD2BE,QAAA,aACA,eAAA,SAQF,sBACE,QAAA,KACA,

OAAA,EAQF,SCrCA,SDuCE,QAAA,KAUF,EACE,iBAAA,YAQF,SCnDA,QDqDE,QAAA,EAWF,YACE,cAAA

,KACA,gBAAA,UACA,wBAAA,UAAA,OAAA,qBAAA,UAAA,OAAA,gBAAA,UAAA,OAOF,EC/DA,ODiEE,Y

AAA,IAOF,IACE,WAAA,OAQF,GACE,UAAA,IACA,OAAA,MAAA,EAOF,KACE,WAAA,KACA,MAAA,KA

OF,MACE,UAAA,IAOF,ICzFA,ID2FE,UAAA,IACA,YAAA,EACA,SAAA,SACA,eAAA,SAGF,IACE,IAAA,MA

GF,IACE,OAAA,OAUF,IACE,OAAA,EAOF,eACE,SAAA,OAUF,OACE,OAAA,IAAA,KAOF,GACE,mBAAA,

YAAA,gBAAA,YAAA,WAAA,YACA,OAAA,EAOF,IACE,SAAA,KAOF,KC7HA,IACA,IACA,KD+HE,YAAA,

SAAA,CAAA,UACA,UAAA,IAkBF,OC7IA,MACA,SACA,OACA,SD+IE,MAAA,QACA,KAAA,QACA,OAAA,

EAOF,OACE,SAAA,QAUF,OC1JA,OD4JE,eAAA,KAWF,OCnKA,wBACA,kBACA,mBDqKE,mBAAA,OACA,

OAAA,QAOF,iBCxKA,qBD0KE,OAAA,QAOF,yBC7KA,wBD+KE,OAAA,EACA,QAAA,EAQF,MACE,YAAA,

OAWF,qBC5LA,kBD8LE,mBAAA,WAAA,gBAAA,WAAA,WAAA,WACA,QAAA,EASF,8CCjMA,8CDmME,O

AAA,KAQF,mBACE,mBAAA,UACA,mBAAA,YAAA,gBAAA,YAAA,WAAA,YASF,iDC5MA,8CD8ME,mBA

AA,KAOF,SACE,OAAA,IAAA,MAAA,OACA,OAAA,EAAA,IACA,QAAA,MAAA,OAAA,MAQF,OACE,OAA

A,EACA,QAAA,EAOF,SACE,SAAA,KAQF,SACE,YAAA,IAUF,MACE,gBAAA,SACA,eAAA,EAGF,GC3OA,

GD6OE,QAAA,EDlPF,qFGhLA,aACE,ED2LA,OADA,QCvLE,MAAA,eACA,YAAA,eACA,WAAA,cACA,mBA

AA,eAAA,WAAA,eAGF,ED0LA,UCxLE,gBAAA,UAGF,cACE,QAAA,KAAA,WAAA,IAGF,kBACE,QAAA,K

AAA,YAAA,IAKF,mBDqLA,6BCnLE,QAAA,GDuLF,WCpLA,IAEE,OAAA,IAAA,MAAA,KACA,kBAAA,MA

GF,MACE,QAAA,mBDqLF,IClLA,GAEE,kBAAA,MAGF,IACE,UAAA,eDmLF,GACA,GCjLA,EAGE,QAAA,E

ACA,OAAA,EAGF,GD+KA,GC7KE,iBAAA,MAMF,QACE,QAAA,KAEF,YD2KA,oBCxKI,iBAAA,eAGJ,OAC

E,OAAA,IAAA,MAAA,KAGF,OACE,gBAAA,mBADF,UD2KA,UCtKI,iBAAA,eD0KJ,mBCvKA,mBAGI,OAA

A,IAAA,MAAA,gBCrFN,WACE,YAAA,uBACA,IAAA,+CACA,IAAA,sDAAA,2BAAA,CAAA,iDAAA,eAAA,

CAAA,gDAAA,cAAA,CAAA,+CAAA,kBAAA,CAAA,2EAAA,cAQF,WACE,SAAA,SACA,IAAA,IACA,QAAA

,aACA,YAAA,uBACA,WAAA,OACA,YAAA,IACA,YAAA,EACA,uBAAA,YACA,wBAAA,UAIkC,2BAAW,Q

AAA,QACX,uBAAW,QAAA,QF2P/C,sBEzPoC,uBAAW,QAAA,QACX,wBAAW,QAAA,QACX,wBAAW,QAA

A,QACX,2BAAW,QAAA,QACX,yBAAW,QAAA,QACX,wBAAW,QAAA,QACX,wBAAW,QAAA,QACX,yBA

AW,QAAA,QACX,wBAAW,QAAA,QACX,uBAAW,QAAA,QACX,6BAAW,QAAA,QACX,uBAAW,QAAA,Q

ACX,uBAAW,QAAA,QACX,2BAAW,QAAA,QACX,qBAAW,QAAA,QACX,0BAAW,QAAA,QACX,qBAAW,

QAAA,QACX,yBAAW,QAAA,QACX,0BAAW,QAAA,QACX,2BAAW,QAAA,QACX,sBAAW,QAAA,QACX,y

BAAW,QAAA,QACX,sBAAW,QAAA,QACX,wBAAW,QAAA,QACX,uBAAW,QAAA,QACX,uBAAW,QAAA,

QACX,uBAAW,QAAA,QACX,uBAAW,QAAA,QACX,+BAAW,QAAA,QACX,2BAAW,QAAA,QACX,yBAA

W,QAAA,QACX,wBAAW,QAAA,QACX,8BAAW,QAAA,QACX,yBAAW,QAAA,QACX,0BAAW,QAAA,QAC

X,2BAAW,QAAA,QACX,uBAAW,QAAA,QACX,uBAAW,QAAA,QACX,6BAAW,QAAA,QACX,6BAAW,QA

AA,QACX,8BAAW,QAAA,QACX,4BAAW,QAAA,QACX,yBAAW,QAAA,QACX,0BAAW,QAAA,QACX,sBA

AW,QAAA,QACX,uBAAW,QAAA,QACX,uBAAW,QAAA,QACX,2BAAW,QAAA,QACX,wBAAW,QAAA,Q

ACX,yBAAW,QAAA,QACX,uBAAW,QAAA,QACX,uBAAW,QAAA,QACX,yBAAW,QAAA,QACX,8BAAW,

QAAA,QACX,6BAAW,QAAA,QACX,6BAAW,QAAA,QACX,+BAAW,QAAA,QACX,8BAAW,QAAA,QACX,

gCAAW,QAAA,QACX,uBAAW,QAAA,QACX,8BAAW,QAAA,QACX,+BAAW,QAAA,QACX,iCAAW,QAAA

,QACX,0BAAW,QAAA,QACX,6BAAW,QAAA,QACX,yBAAW,QAAA,QACX,uBAAW,QAAA,QACX,uBAA

W,QAAA,QACX,wBAAW,QAAA,QACX,wBAAW,QAAA,QACX,uBAAW,QAAA,QACX,gCAAW,QAAA,QA

CX,gCAAW,QAAA,QACX,2BAAW,QAAA,QACX,uBAAW,QAAA,QACX,wBAAW,QAAA,QACX,uBAAW,Q

AAA,QACX,0BAAW,QAAA,QACX,+BAAW,QAAA,QACX,+BAAW,QAAA,QACX,wBAAW,QAAA,QACX,+

BAAW,QAAA,QACX,gCAAW,QAAA,QACX,4BAAW,QAAA,QACX,6BAAW,QAAA,QACX,8BAAW,QAAA,

QACX,0BAAW,QAAA,QACX,gCAAW,QAAA,QACX,4BAAW,QAAA,QACX,6BAAW,QAAA,QACX,gCAAW

,QAAA,QACX,4BAAW,QAAA,QACX,6BAAW,QAAA,QACX,6BAAW,QAAA,QACX,8BAAW,QAAA,QACX,

2BAAW,QAAA,QACX,6BAAW,QAAA,QACX,4BAAW,QAAA,QACX,8BAAW,QAAA,QACX,+BAAW,QAA

A,QACX,mCAAW,QAAA,QACX,uBAAW,QAAA,QACX,uBAAW,QAAA,QACX,uBAAW,QAAA,QACX,2BA
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AW,QAAA,QACX,4BAAW,QAAA,QACX,+BAAW,QAAA,QACX,wBAAW,QAAA,QACX,2BAAW,QAAA,Q

ACX,yBAAW,QAAA,QACX,0BAAW,QAAA,QACX,yBAAW,QAAA,QACX,6BAAW,QAAA,QACX,+BAAW,

QAAA,QACX,0BAAW,QAAA,QACX,gCAAW,QAAA,QACX,+BAAW,QAAA,QACX,8BAAW,QAAA,QACX,

kCAAW,QAAA,QACX,oCAAW,QAAA,QACX,sBAAW,QAAA,QACX,2BAAW,QAAA,QACX,uBAAW,QAAA

,QACX,8BAAW,QAAA,QACX,4BAAW,QAAA,QACX,8BAAW,QAAA,QACX,6BAAW,QAAA,QACX,4BAA

W,QAAA,QACX,0BAAW,QAAA,QACX,4BAAW,QAAA,QACX,qCAAW,QAAA,QACX,oCAAW,QAAA,QAC

X,kCAAW,QAAA,QACX,oCAAW,QAAA,QACX,wBAAW,QAAA,QACX,yBAAW,QAAA,QACX,wBAAW,QA

AA,QACX,yBAAW,QAAA,QACX,4BAAW,QAAA,QACX,6BAAW,QAAA,QACX,4BAAW,QAAA,QACX,4BA

AW,QAAA,QACX,8BAAW,QAAA,QACX,uBAAW,QAAA,QACX,wBAAW,QAAA,QACX,0BAAW,QAAA,Q

ACX,sBAAW,QAAA,QACX,sBAAW,QAAA,QACX,uBAAW,QAAA,QACX,mCAAW,QAAA,QACX,uCAAW,

QAAA,QACX,gCAAW,QAAA,QACX,oCAAW,QAAA,QACX,qCAAW,QAAA,QACX,yCAAW,QAAA,QACX,

4BAAW,QAAA,QACX,yBAAW,QAAA,QACX,gCAAW,QAAA,QACX,8BAAW,QAAA,QACX,yBAAW,QAAA

,QACX,wBAAW,QAAA,QACX,0BAAW,QAAA,QACX,6BAAW,QAAA,QACX,yBAAW,QAAA,QACX,uBAA

W,QAAA,QACX,uBAAW,QAAA,QACX,wBAAW,QAAA,QACX,yBAAW,QAAA,QACX,yBAAW,QAAA,QAC

X,uBAAW,QAAA,QACX,8BAAW,QAAA,QACX,+BAAW,QAAA,QACX,gCAAW,QAAA,QACX,8BAAW,QA

AA,QACX,8BAAW,QAAA,QACX,8BAAW,QAAA,QACX,2BAAW,QAAA,QACX,0BAAW,QAAA,QACX,yBA

AW,QAAA,QACX,6BAAW,QAAA,QACX,2BAAW,QAAA,QACX,4BAAW,QAAA,QACX,wBAAW,QAAA,Q

ACX,wBAAW,QAAA,QACX,2BAAW,QAAA,QACX,2BAAW,QAAA,QACX,4BAAW,QAAA,QACX,+BAAW,

QAAA,QACX,8BAAW,QAAA,QACX,4BAAW,QAAA,QACX,4BAAW,QAAA,QACX,4BAAW,QAAA,QACX,i

CAAW,QAAA,QACX,oCAAW,QAAA,QACX,iCAAW,QAAA,QACX,+BAAW,QAAA,QACX,+BAAW,QAAA,

QACX,iCAAW,QAAA,QACX,qBAAW,QAAA,QACX,4BAAW,QAAA,QACX,4BAAW,QAAA,QACX,2BAAW,

QAAA,QACX,uBAAW,QAAA,QACX,wBAAW,QAAA,QASX,wBAAW,QAAA,QACX,4BAAW,QAAA,QACX,

uBAAW,QAAA,QACX,wBAAW,QAAA,QACX,uBAAW,QAAA,QACX,yBAAW,QAAA,QACX,yBAAW,QAA

A,QACX,+BAAW,QAAA,QACX,uBAAW,QAAA,QACX,6BAAW,QAAA,QACX,sBAAW,QAAA,QACX,wBA

AW,QAAA,QACX,wBAAW,QAAA,QACX,4BAAW,QAAA,QACX,uBAAW,QAAA,QACX,4BAAW,QAAA,Q

ACX,6BAAW,QAAA,QACX,2BAAW,QAAA,QACX,0BAAW,QAAA,QACX,sBAAW,QAAA,QACX,sBAAW,Q

AAA,QACX,sBAAW,QAAA,QACX,sBAAW,QAAA,QACX,wBAAW,QAAA,QACX,sBAAW,QAAA,QACX,w

BAAW,QAAA,QACX,4BAAW,QAAA,QACX,mCAAW,QAAA,QACX,4BAAW,QAAA,QACX,oCAAW,QAAA

,QACX,kCAAW,QAAA,QACX,iCAAW,QAAA,QACX,+BAAW,QAAA,QACX,sBAAW,QAAA,QACX,wBAA

W,QAAA,QACX,6BAAW,QAAA,QACX,4BAAW,QAAA,QACX,6BAAW,QAAA,QACX,kCAAW,QAAA,QAC

X,mCAAW,QAAA,QACX,sCAAW,QAAA,QACX,0CAAW,QAAA,QACX,oCAAW,QAAA,QACX,wCAAW,QA

AA,QACX,qCAAW,QAAA,QACX,iCAAW,QAAA,QACX,gCAAW,QAAA,QACX,kCAAW,QAAA,QACX,+BA

AW,QAAA,QACX,0BAAW,QAAA,QACX,8BAAW,QAAA,QACX,4BAAW,QAAA,QACX,4BAAW,QAAA,QA

CX,6BAAW,QAAA,QACX,4BAAW,QAAA,QACX,0BAAW,QAAA,QCxS/C,ECkEE,mBAAA,WACG,gBAAA,

WACK,WAAA,WJo+BV,OGriCA,QC+DE,mBAAA,WACG,gBAAA,WACK,WAAA,WDzDV,KACE,UAAA,KA

CA,4BAAA,cAGF,KACE,YAAA,gBAAA,CAAA,SAAA,CAAA,KAAA,CAAA,WACA,UAAA,KACA,YAAA,W

ACA,MAAA,KACA,iBAAA,KHoiCF,OGhiCA,MHiiCA,OACA,SG9hCE,YAAA,QACA,UAAA,QACA,YAAA,Q

AMF,EACE,MAAA,QACA,gBAAA,KH8hCF,QG5hCE,QAEE,MAAA,QACA,gBAAA,UAGF,QEnDA,QAAA,IA

AA,KAAA,yBACA,eAAA,KF6DF,OACE,OAAA,EAMF,IACE,eAAA,OHqhCF,4BADA,0BGhhCA,gBH+gCA,iB

ADA,eMxlCE,QAAA,MACA,UAAA,KACA,OAAA,KH6EF,aACE,cAAA,IAMF,eACE,QAAA,IACA,YAAA,WA

CA,iBAAA,KACA,OAAA,IAAA,MAAA,KACA,cAAA,IC+FA,mBAAA,IAAA,IAAA,YACK,cAAA,IAAA,IAA

A,YACG,WAAA,IAAA,IAAA,YE5LR,QAAA,aACA,UAAA,KACA,OAAA,KHiGF,YACE,cAAA,IAMF,GACE,

WAAA,KACA,cAAA,KACA,OAAA,EACA,WAAA,IAAA,MAAA,KAQF,SACE,SAAA,SACA,MAAA,IACA,O

AAA,IACA,QAAA,EACA,OAAA,KACA,SAAA,OACA,KAAA,cACA,OAAA,EAQA,0BH8/BF,yBG5/BI,SAAA,

OACA,MAAA,KACA,OAAA,KACA,OAAA,EACA,SAAA,QACA,KAAA,KAWJ,cACE,OAAA,QH4/BF,IACA,I

ACA,IACA,IACA,IACA,IOtpCA,GP4oCA,GACA,GACA,GACA,GACA,GO9oCE,YAAA,QACA,YAAA,IACA,

YAAA,IACA,MAAA,QPyqCF,WAZA,UAaA,WAZA,UAaA,WAZA,UAaA,WAZA,UAaA,WAZA,UAaA,WAZA,

UACA,UOxqCA,SPyqCA,UAZA,SAaA,UAZA,SAaA,UAZA,SAaA,UAZA,SAaA,UAZA,SOxpCI,YAAA,IACA,
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YAAA,EACA,MAAA,KP8qCJ,IAEA,IAEA,IO9qCA,GP2qCA,GAEA,GO1qCE,WAAA,KACA,cAAA,KPqrCF,W

ANA,UAQA,WANA,UAQA,WANA,UACA,UOxrCA,SP0rCA,UANA,SAQA,UANA,SO9qCI,UAAA,IPyrCJ,IAE

A,IAEA,IO1rCA,GPurCA,GAEA,GOtrCE,WAAA,KACA,cAAA,KPisCF,WANA,UAQA,WANA,UAQA,WANA,

UACA,UOpsCA,SPssCA,UANA,SAQA,UANA,SO1rCI,UAAA,IPqsCJ,IOjsCA,GAAU,UAAA,KPqsCV,IOpsCA,

GAAU,UAAA,KPwsCV,IOvsCA,GAAU,UAAA,KP2sCV,IO1sCA,GAAU,UAAA,KP8sCV,IO7sCA,GAAU,UAA

A,KPitCV,IOhtCA,GAAU,UAAA,KAMV,EACE,OAAA,EAAA,EAAA,KAGF,MACE,cAAA,KACA,UAAA,KA

CA,YAAA,IACA,YAAA,IAEA,yBAAA,MACE,UAAA,MPitCJ,OOxsCA,MAEE,UAAA,IP0sCF,MOvsCA,KAEE

,QAAA,KACA,iBAAA,QAIF,WAAuB,WAAA,KACvB,YAAuB,WAAA,MACvB,aAAuB,WAAA,OACvB,cAAu

B,WAAA,QACvB,aAAuB,YAAA,OAGvB,gBAAuB,eAAA,UACvB,gBAAuB,eAAA,UACvB,iBAAuB,eAAA,W

AGvB,YACE,MAAA,KAEF,cCvGE,MAAA,QR2zCF,qBQ1zCE,qBAEE,MAAA,QDuGJ,cC1GE,MAAA,QRk0CF

,qBQj0CE,qBAEE,MAAA,QD0GJ,WC7GE,MAAA,QRy0CF,kBQx0CE,kBAEE,MAAA,QD6GJ,cChHE,MAAA,

QRg1CF,qBQ/0CE,qBAEE,MAAA,QDgHJ,aCnHE,MAAA,QRu1CF,oBQt1CE,oBAEE,MAAA,QDuHJ,YAGE,M

AAA,KE7HA,iBAAA,QT+1CF,mBS91CE,mBAEE,iBAAA,QF6HJ,YEhIE,iBAAA,QTs2CF,mBSr2CE,mBAEE,i

BAAA,QFgIJ,SEnIE,iBAAA,QT62CF,gBS52CE,gBAEE,iBAAA,QFmIJ,YEtIE,iBAAA,QTo3CF,mBSn3CE,mBA

EE,iBAAA,QFsIJ,WEzIE,iBAAA,QT23CF,kBS13CE,kBAEE,iBAAA,QF8IJ,aACE,eAAA,IACA,OAAA,KAAA,E

AAA,KACA,cAAA,IAAA,MAAA,KPgvCF,GOxuCA,GAEE,WAAA,EACA,cAAA,KP4uCF,MAFA,MACA,MO9

uCA,MAMI,cAAA,EAOJ,eACE,aAAA,EACA,WAAA,KAIF,aALE,aAAA,EACA,WAAA,KAMA,YAAA,KAFF,

gBAKI,QAAA,aACA,cAAA,IACA,aAAA,IAKJ,GACE,WAAA,EACA,cAAA,KPouCF,GOluCA,GAEE,YAAA,W

AEF,GACE,YAAA,IAEF,GACE,YAAA,EAaA,yBAAA,kBAEI,MAAA,KACA,MAAA,MACA,MAAA,KACA,W

AAA,MGxNJ,SAAA,OACA,cAAA,SACA,YAAA,OHiNA,kBASI,YAAA,OP4tCN,0BOjtCA,YAEE,OAAA,KAG

F,YACE,UAAA,IA9IqB,eAAA,UAmJvB,WACE,QAAA,KAAA,KACA,OAAA,EAAA,EAAA,KACA,UAAA,OA

CA,YAAA,IAAA,MAAA,KPitCF,yBO5sCI,wBP2sCJ,yBO1sCM,cAAA,EPgtCN,kBO1tCA,kBPytCA,iBOtsCI,Q

AAA,MACA,UAAA,IACA,YAAA,WACA,MAAA,KP4sCJ,yBO1sCI,yBPysCJ,wBOxsCM,QAAA,cAQN,oBPqsC

A,sBOnsCE,cAAA,KACA,aAAA,EACA,WAAA,MACA,aAAA,IAAA,MAAA,KACA,YAAA,EP0sCF,kCOpsCI,k

CPksCJ,iCAGA,oCAJA,oCAEA,mCOnsCe,QAAA,GP4sCf,iCO3sCI,iCPysCJ,gCAGA,mCAJA,mCAEA,kCOzsC

M,QAAA,cAMN,QACE,cAAA,KACA,WAAA,OACA,YAAA,WIxSF,KXm/CA,IACA,IACA,KWj/CE,YAAA,KA

AA,CAAA,MAAA,CAAA,QAAA,CAAA,aAAA,CAAA,UAIF,KACE,QAAA,IAAA,IACA,UAAA,IACA,MAAA,

QACA,iBAAA,QACA,cAAA,IAIF,IACE,QAAA,IAAA,IACA,UAAA,IACA,MAAA,KACA,iBAAA,KACA,cAA

A,IACA,mBAAA,MAAA,EAAA,KAAA,EAAA,gBAAA,WAAA,MAAA,EAAA,KAAA,EAAA,gBANF,QASI,Q

AAA,EACA,UAAA,KACA,YAAA,IACA,mBAAA,KAAA,WAAA,KAKJ,IACE,QAAA,MACA,QAAA,MACA,O

AAA,EAAA,EAAA,KACA,UAAA,KACA,YAAA,WACA,MAAA,KACA,WAAA,UACA,UAAA,WACA,iBAAA

,QACA,OAAA,IAAA,MAAA,KACA,cAAA,IAXF,SAeI,QAAA,EACA,UAAA,QACA,MAAA,QACA,YAAA,SA

CA,iBAAA,YACA,cAAA,EAKJ,gBACE,WAAA,MACA,WAAA,OC1DF,WCHE,cAAA,KACA,aAAA,KACA,aA

AA,KACA,YAAA,KDGA,yBAAA,WACE,MAAA,OAEF,yBAAA,WACE,MAAA,OAEF,0BAAA,WACE,MAAA

,QAUJ,iBCvBE,cAAA,KACA,aAAA,KACA,aAAA,KACA,YAAA,KD6BF,KCvBE,aAAA,MACA,YAAA,MD0B

F,gBACE,aAAA,EACA,YAAA,EAFF,8BAKI,cAAA,EACA,aAAA,EZwiDJ,UAoCA,WAIA,WAIA,WAxCA,UAI

A,UAIA,UAIA,UAIA,UAIA,UAIA,UAIA,UAjCA,UAoCA,WAIA,WAIA,WAxCA,UAIA,UAIA,UAIA,UAIA,UA

IA,UAIA,UAIA,UAjCA,UAoCA,WAIA,WAIA,WAxCA,UAIA,UAIA,UAIA,UAIA,UAIA,UAIA,UAIA,UatnDC,

UbynDD,WAIA,WAIA,WAxCA,UAIA,UAIA,UAIA,UAIA,UAIA,UAIA,UAIA,UcpmDM,SAAA,SAEA,WAAA,I

AEA,cAAA,KACA,aAAA,KDtBL,UbmpDD,WACA,WACA,WAVA,UACA,UACA,UACA,UACA,UACA,UACA

,UACA,Uc3mDM,MAAA,KDvCL,WC+CG,MAAA,KD/CH,WC+CG,MAAA,aD/CH,WC+CG,MAAA,aD/CH,UC

+CG,MAAA,ID/CH,UC+CG,MAAA,aD/CH,UC+CG,MAAA,aD/CH,UC+CG,MAAA,ID/CH,UC+CG,MAAA,aD/

CH,UC+CG,MAAA,aD/CH,UC+CG,MAAA,ID/CH,UC+CG,MAAA,aD/CH,UC+CG,MAAA,YD/CH,gBC8DG,M

AAA,KD9DH,gBC8DG,MAAA,aD9DH,gBC8DG,MAAA,aD9DH,eC8DG,MAAA,ID9DH,eC8DG,MAAA,aD9D

H,eC8DG,MAAA,aD9DH,eC8DG,MAAA,ID9DH,eC8DG,MAAA,aD9DH,eC8DG,MAAA,aD9DH,eC8DG,MAA

A,ID9DH,eC8DG,MAAA,aD9DH,eC8DG,MAAA,YD9DH,eCmEG,MAAA,KDnEH,gBCoDG,KAAA,KDpDH,gB

CoDG,KAAA,aDpDH,gBCoDG,KAAA,aDpDH,eCoDG,KAAA,IDpDH,eCoDG,KAAA,aDpDH,eCoDG,KAAA,a

DpDH,eCoDG,KAAA,IDpDH,eCoDG,KAAA,aDpDH,eCoDG,KAAA,aDpDH,eCoDG,KAAA,IDpDH,eCoDG,KA
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AA,aDpDH,eCoDG,KAAA,YDpDH,eCyDG,KAAA,KDzDH,kBCwEG,YAAA,KDxEH,kBCwEG,YAAA,aDxEH,

kBCwEG,YAAA,aDxEH,iBCwEG,YAAA,IDxEH,iBCwEG,YAAA,aDxEH,iBCwEG,YAAA,aDxEH,iBCwEG,YA

AA,IDxEH,iBCwEG,YAAA,aDxEH,iBCwEG,YAAA,aDxEH,iBCwEG,YAAA,IDxEH,iBCwEG,YAAA,aDxEH,i

BCwEG,YAAA,YDxEH,iBCwEG,YAAA,EFCJ,yBCzEC,Ub2zDC,WACA,WACA,WAVA,UACA,UACA,UACA,

UACA,UACA,UACA,UACA,UcnxDI,MAAA,KDvCL,WC+CG,MAAA,KD/CH,WC+CG,MAAA,aD/CH,WC+C

G,MAAA,aD/CH,UC+CG,MAAA,ID/CH,UC+CG,MAAA,aD/CH,UC+CG,MAAA,aD/CH,UC+CG,MAAA,ID/C

H,UC+CG,MAAA,aD/CH,UC+CG,MAAA,aD/CH,UC+CG,MAAA,ID/CH,UC+CG,MAAA,aD/CH,UC+CG,MAA

A,YD/CH,gBC8DG,MAAA,KD9DH,gBC8DG,MAAA,aD9DH,gBC8DG,MAAA,aD9DH,eC8DG,MAAA,ID9DH,

eC8DG,MAAA,aD9DH,eC8DG,MAAA,aD9DH,eC8DG,MAAA,ID9DH,eC8DG,MAAA,aD9DH,eC8DG,MAAA,

aD9DH,eC8DG,MAAA,ID9DH,eC8DG,MAAA,aD9DH,eC8DG,MAAA,YD9DH,eCmEG,MAAA,KDnEH,gBCoD

G,KAAA,KDpDH,gBCoDG,KAAA,aDpDH,gBCoDG,KAAA,aDpDH,eCoDG,KAAA,IDpDH,eCoDG,KAAA,aDp

DH,eCoDG,KAAA,aDpDH,eCoDG,KAAA,IDpDH,eCoDG,KAAA,aDpDH,eCoDG,KAAA,aDpDH,eCoDG,KAA

A,IDpDH,eCoDG,KAAA,aDpDH,eCoDG,KAAA,YDpDH,eCyDG,KAAA,KDzDH,kBCwEG,YAAA,KDxEH,kBC

wEG,YAAA,aDxEH,kBCwEG,YAAA,aDxEH,iBCwEG,YAAA,IDxEH,iBCwEG,YAAA,aDxEH,iBCwEG,YAAA,

aDxEH,iBCwEG,YAAA,IDxEH,iBCwEG,YAAA,aDxEH,iBCwEG,YAAA,aDxEH,iBCwEG,YAAA,IDxEH,iBCw

EG,YAAA,aDxEH,iBCwEG,YAAA,YDxEH,iBCwEG,YAAA,GFUJ,yBClFC,Ubo+DC,WACA,WACA,WAVA,U

ACA,UACA,UACA,UACA,UACA,UACA,UACA,Uc57DI,MAAA,KDvCL,WC+CG,MAAA,KD/CH,WC+CG,M

AAA,aD/CH,WC+CG,MAAA,aD/CH,UC+CG,MAAA,ID/CH,UC+CG,MAAA,aD/CH,UC+CG,MAAA,aD/CH,U

C+CG,MAAA,ID/CH,UC+CG,MAAA,aD/CH,UC+CG,MAAA,aD/CH,UC+CG,MAAA,ID/CH,UC+CG,MAAA,a

D/CH,UC+CG,MAAA,YD/CH,gBC8DG,MAAA,KD9DH,gBC8DG,MAAA,aD9DH,gBC8DG,MAAA,aD9DH,eC

8DG,MAAA,ID9DH,eC8DG,MAAA,aD9DH,eC8DG,MAAA,aD9DH,eC8DG,MAAA,ID9DH,eC8DG,MAAA,aD

9DH,eC8DG,MAAA,aD9DH,eC8DG,MAAA,ID9DH,eC8DG,MAAA,aD9DH,eC8DG,MAAA,YD9DH,eCmEG,M

AAA,KDnEH,gBCoDG,KAAA,KDpDH,gBCoDG,KAAA,aDpDH,gBCoDG,KAAA,aDpDH,eCoDG,KAAA,IDpD

H,eCoDG,KAAA,aDpDH,eCoDG,KAAA,aDpDH,eCoDG,KAAA,IDpDH,eCoDG,KAAA,aDpDH,eCoDG,KAAA,

aDpDH,eCoDG,KAAA,IDpDH,eCoDG,KAAA,aDpDH,eCoDG,KAAA,YDpDH,eCyDG,KAAA,KDzDH,kBCwE

G,YAAA,KDxEH,kBCwEG,YAAA,aDxEH,kBCwEG,YAAA,aDxEH,iBCwEG,YAAA,IDxEH,iBCwEG,YAAA,a

DxEH,iBCwEG,YAAA,aDxEH,iBCwEG,YAAA,IDxEH,iBCwEG,YAAA,aDxEH,iBCwEG,YAAA,aDxEH,iBCw

EG,YAAA,IDxEH,iBCwEG,YAAA,aDxEH,iBCwEG,YAAA,YDxEH,iBCwEG,YAAA,GFmBJ,0BC3FC,Ub6oEC,

WACA,WACA,WAVA,UACA,UACA,UACA,UACA,UACA,UACA,UACA,UcrmEI,MAAA,KDvCL,WC+CG,M

AAA,KD/CH,WC+CG,MAAA,aD/CH,WC+CG,MAAA,aD/CH,UC+CG,MAAA,ID/CH,UC+CG,MAAA,aD/CH,U

C+CG,MAAA,aD/CH,UC+CG,MAAA,ID/CH,UC+CG,MAAA,aD/CH,UC+CG,MAAA,aD/CH,UC+CG,MAAA,I

D/CH,UC+CG,MAAA,aD/CH,UC+CG,MAAA,YD/CH,gBC8DG,MAAA,KD9DH,gBC8DG,MAAA,aD9DH,gBC

8DG,MAAA,aD9DH,eC8DG,MAAA,ID9DH,eC8DG,MAAA,aD9DH,eC8DG,MAAA,aD9DH,eC8DG,MAAA,ID

9DH,eC8DG,MAAA,aD9DH,eC8DG,MAAA,aD9DH,eC8DG,MAAA,ID9DH,eC8DG,MAAA,aD9DH,eC8DG,M

AAA,YD9DH,eCmEG,MAAA,KDnEH,gBCoDG,KAAA,KDpDH,gBCoDG,KAAA,aDpDH,gBCoDG,KAAA,aDp

DH,eCoDG,KAAA,IDpDH,eCoDG,KAAA,aDpDH,eCoDG,KAAA,aDpDH,eCoDG,KAAA,IDpDH,eCoDG,KAA

A,aDpDH,eCoDG,KAAA,aDpDH,eCoDG,KAAA,IDpDH,eCoDG,KAAA,aDpDH,eCoDG,KAAA,YDpDH,eCyDG

,KAAA,KDzDH,kBCwEG,YAAA,KDxEH,kBCwEG,YAAA,aDxEH,kBCwEG,YAAA,aDxEH,iBCwEG,YAAA,I

DxEH,iBCwEG,YAAA,aDxEH,iBCwEG,YAAA,aDxEH,iBCwEG,YAAA,IDxEH,iBCwEG,YAAA,aDxEH,iBCw

EG,YAAA,aDxEH,iBCwEG,YAAA,IDxEH,iBCwEG,YAAA,aDxEH,iBCwEG,YAAA,YDxEH,iBCwEG,YAAA,

GCjEJ,MACE,iBAAA,YADF,uBAQI,SAAA,OACA,QAAA,aACA,MAAA,KAKA,sBf+xEJ,sBe9xEM,SAAA,OA

CA,QAAA,WACA,MAAA,KAKN,QACE,YAAA,IACA,eAAA,IACA,MAAA,KACA,WAAA,KAGF,GACE,WA

AA,KAMF,OACE,MAAA,KACA,UAAA,KACA,cAAA,Kf6xEF,mBAHA,mBAIA,mBAHA,mBACA,mBe/xEA,m

BAWQ,QAAA,IACA,YAAA,WACA,eAAA,IACA,WAAA,IAAA,MAAA,KAdR,mBAoBI,eAAA,OACA,cAAA,I

AAA,MAAA,KfyxEJ,uCe9yEA,uCf+yEA,wCAHA,wCAIA,2CAHA,2Ce/wEQ,WAAA,EA9BR,mBAoCI,WAAA,I

AAA,MAAA,KApCJ,cAyCI,iBAAA,KfoxEJ,6BAHA,6BAIA,6BAHA,6BACA,6Be5wEA,6BAOQ,QAAA,IAWR,

gBACE,OAAA,IAAA,MAAA,KfqwEF,4BAHA,4BAIA,4BAHA,4BACA,4BerwEA,4BAQQ,OAAA,IAAA,MAA

A,KfmwER,4Be3wEA,4BAeM,oBAAA,IAUN,yCAEI,iBAAA,QASJ,4BAEI,iBAAA,QfqvEJ,0BAGA,0BATA,0B
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AGA,0BAIA,0BAGA,0BATA,0BAGA,0BACA,0BAGA,0BgBt4EE,0BhBg4EF,0BgBz3EM,iBAAA,QhBs4EN,sC

AEA,sCADA,oCgBj4EE,sChB+3EF,sCgBz3EM,iBAAA,QhBs4EN,2BAGA,2BATA,2BAGA,2BAIA,2BAGA,2B

ATA,2BAGA,2BACA,2BAGA,2BgB35EE,2BhBq5EF,2BgB94EM,iBAAA,QhB25EN,uCAEA,uCADA,qCgBt5E

E,uChBo5EF,uCgB94EM,iBAAA,QhB25EN,wBAGA,wBATA,wBAGA,wBAIA,wBAGA,wBATA,wBAGA,wBA

CA,wBAGA,wBgBh7EE,wBhB06EF,wBgBn6EM,iBAAA,QhBg7EN,oCAEA,oCADA,kCgB36EE,oChBy6EF,oC

gBn6EM,iBAAA,QhBg7EN,2BAGA,2BATA,2BAGA,2BAIA,2BAGA,2BATA,2BAGA,2BACA,2BAGA,2BgBr8

EE,2BhB+7EF,2BgBx7EM,iBAAA,QhBq8EN,uCAEA,uCADA,qCgBh8EE,uChB87EF,uCgBx7EM,iBAAA,QhBq

8EN,0BAGA,0BATA,0BAGA,0BAIA,0BAGA,0BATA,0BAGA,0BACA,0BAGA,0BgB19EE,0BhBo9EF,0BgB78

EM,iBAAA,QhB09EN,sCAEA,sCADA,oCgBr9EE,sChBm9EF,sCgB78EM,iBAAA,QDoJN,kBACE,WAAA,KAC

A,WAAA,KAEA,oCAAA,kBACE,MAAA,KACA,cAAA,KACA,WAAA,OACA,mBAAA,yBACA,OAAA,IAAA,

MAAA,KALF,yBASI,cAAA,Efq0EJ,qCAHA,qCAIA,qCAHA,qCACA,qCe70EA,qCAkBU,YAAA,OAlBV,kCA0

BI,OAAA,Ef+zEJ,0DAHA,0DAIA,0DAHA,0DACA,0Dex1EA,0DAmCU,YAAA,Ef8zEV,yDAHA,yDAIA,yDAH

A,yDACA,yDeh2EA,yDAuCU,aAAA,Efg0EV,yDev2EA,yDfw2EA,yDAFA,yDelzEU,cAAA,GEzNZ,SAIE,UAA

A,EACA,QAAA,EACA,OAAA,EACA,OAAA,EAGF,OACE,QAAA,MACA,MAAA,KACA,QAAA,EACA,cAAA

,KACA,UAAA,KACA,YAAA,QACA,MAAA,KACA,OAAA,EACA,cAAA,IAAA,MAAA,QAGF,MACE,QAAA,

aACA,UAAA,KACA,cAAA,IACA,YAAA,IAUF,mBb6BE,mBAAA,WACG,gBAAA,WACK,WAAA,WarBR,mB

AAA,KACA,gBAAA,KAAA,WAAA,KjBkgFF,qBiB9/EA,kBAEE,OAAA,IAAA,EAAA,EACA,WAAA,MACA,Y

AAA,OjBogFF,wCADA,qCADA,8BAFA,+BACA,2BiB3/EE,4BAGE,OAAA,YAIJ,iBACE,QAAA,MAIF,kBACE,

QAAA,MACA,MAAA,KAIF,iBjBu/EA,aiBr/EE,OAAA,KjB0/EF,2BiBt/EA,uBjBq/EA,wBK/kFE,QAAA,IAAA,K

AAA,yBACA,eAAA,KYgGF,OACE,QAAA,MACA,YAAA,IACA,UAAA,KACA,YAAA,WACA,MAAA,KA0BF

,cACE,QAAA,MACA,MAAA,KACA,OAAA,KACA,QAAA,IAAA,KACA,UAAA,KACA,YAAA,WACA,MAAA

,KACA,iBAAA,KACA,iBAAA,KACA,OAAA,IAAA,MAAA,KACA,cAAA,Ib3EA,mBAAA,MAAA,EAAA,IAA

A,IAAA,iBACQ,WAAA,MAAA,EAAA,IAAA,IAAA,iBAyHR,mBAAA,aAAA,YAAA,IAAA,CAAA,WAAA,YA

AA,KACK,cAAA,aAAA,YAAA,IAAA,CAAA,WAAA,YAAA,KACG,mBAAA,aAAA,YAAA,IAAA,CAAA,mB

AAA,YAAA,KAAA,WAAA,aAAA,YAAA,IAAA,CAAA,mBAAA,YAAA,KAAA,WAAA,aAAA,YAAA,IAAA,C

AAA,WAAA,YAAA,KAAA,WAAA,aAAA,YAAA,IAAA,CAAA,WAAA,YAAA,IAAA,CAAA,mBAAA,YAAA,

Kc1IR,oBACE,aAAA,QACA,QAAA,EdYF,mBAAA,MAAA,EAAA,IAAA,IAAA,gBAAA,CAAA,EAAA,EAAA,I

AAA,qBACQ,WAAA,MAAA,EAAA,IAAA,IAAA,gBAAA,CAAA,EAAA,EAAA,IAAA,qBAiCR,gCACE,MAA

A,KACA,QAAA,EAEF,oCAA0B,MAAA,KAC1B,yCAAgC,MAAA,Ka+ChC,0BACE,iBAAA,YACA,OAAA,EA

QF,wBjBq+EF,wBACA,iCiBn+EI,iBAAA,KACA,QAAA,EAGF,wBjBo+EF,iCiBl+EI,OAAA,YAIF,sBACE,OAA

A,KAcJ,qDAKI,8BjBm9EF,wCACA,+BAFA,8BiBj9EI,YAAA,KjB09EJ,iCAEA,2CACA,kCAFA,iCiBx9EE,0BjB

q9EF,oCACA,2BAFA,0BiBl9EI,YAAA,KjB+9EJ,iCAEA,2CACA,kCAFA,iCiB79EE,0BjB09EF,oCACA,2BAFA,

0BiBv9EI,YAAA,MAWN,YACE,cAAA,KjBy9EF,UiBj9EA,OAEE,SAAA,SACA,QAAA,MACA,WAAA,KACA,

cAAA,KjBm9EF,yBiBh9EE,sBjBk9EF,mCADA,gCiB98EM,OAAA,YjBm9EN,gBiB99EA,aAgBI,WAAA,KACA,

aAAA,KACA,cAAA,EACA,YAAA,IACA,OAAA,QjBm9EJ,+BACA,sCiBj9EA,yBjB+8EA,gCiB38EE,SAAA,SA

CA,WAAA,MACA,YAAA,MjBi9EF,oBiB98EA,cAEE,WAAA,KjBg9EF,iBiB58EA,cAEE,SAAA,SACA,QAAA,a

ACA,aAAA,KACA,cAAA,EACA,YAAA,IACA,eAAA,OACA,OAAA,QjB88EF,0BiB38EE,uBjB68EF,oCADA,iC

iB18EI,OAAA,YjB+8EJ,kCiB58EA,4BAEE,WAAA,EACA,YAAA,KASF,qBACE,WAAA,KAEA,YAAA,IACA,e

AAA,IAEA,cAAA,EAEA,8BjBm8EF,8BiBj8EI,cAAA,EACA,aAAA,EAaJ,UC3PE,OAAA,KACA,QAAA,IAAA,

KACA,UAAA,KACA,YAAA,IACA,cAAA,IAEA,gBACE,OAAA,KACA,YAAA,KlBsrFJ,0BkBnrFE,kBAEE,OA

AA,KDiPJ,6BAEI,OAAA,KACA,QAAA,IAAA,KACA,UAAA,KACA,YAAA,IACA,cAAA,IANJ,mCASI,OAAA,

KACA,YAAA,KjBq8EJ,6CiB/8EA,qCAcI,OAAA,KAdJ,oCAiBI,OAAA,KACA,WAAA,KACA,QAAA,IAAA,KA

CA,UAAA,KACA,YAAA,IAIJ,UCvRE,OAAA,KACA,QAAA,KAAA,KACA,UAAA,KACA,YAAA,UACA,cAA

A,IAEA,gBACE,OAAA,KACA,YAAA,KlB2tFJ,0BkBxtFE,kBAEE,OAAA,KD6QJ,6BAEI,OAAA,KACA,QAAA

,KAAA,KACA,UAAA,KACA,YAAA,UACA,cAAA,IANJ,mCASI,OAAA,KACA,YAAA,KjB88EJ,6CiBx9EA,qC

AcI,OAAA,KAdJ,oCAiBI,OAAA,KACA,WAAA,KACA,QAAA,KAAA,KACA,UAAA,KACA,YAAA,UASJ,cAE

E,SAAA,SAFF,4BAMI,cAAA,OAIJ,uBACE,SAAA,SACA,IAAA,EACA,MAAA,EACA,QAAA,EACA,QAAA,M

ACA,MAAA,KACA,OAAA,KACA,YAAA,KACA,WAAA,OACA,eAAA,KjBo8EF,oDADA,uCiBj8EA,iCAGE,
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MAAA,KACA,OAAA,KACA,YAAA,KjBo8EF,oDADA,uCiBj8EA,iCAGE,MAAA,KACA,OAAA,KACA,YAAA

,KjBq8EF,uBAEA,8BAJA,4BiB/7EA,yBjBg8EA,oBAEA,2BAGA,4BAEA,mCAHA,yBAEA,gCkBx1FI,MAAA,Q

DkZJ,2BC9YI,aAAA,QdiDF,mBAAA,MAAA,EAAA,IAAA,IAAA,iBACQ,WAAA,MAAA,EAAA,IAAA,IAAA,i

BchDN,iCACE,aAAA,Qd8CJ,mBAAA,MAAA,EAAA,IAAA,IAAA,gBAAA,CAAA,EAAA,EAAA,IAAA,QACQ,

WAAA,MAAA,EAAA,IAAA,IAAA,gBAAA,CAAA,EAAA,EAAA,IAAA,Qa4VV,gCCpYI,MAAA,QACA,iBAA

A,QACA,aAAA,QDkYJ,oCC9XI,MAAA,QlB61FJ,uBAEA,8BAJA,4BiB19EA,yBjB29EA,oBAEA,2BAGA,4BAE

A,mCAHA,yBAEA,gCkBt3FI,MAAA,QDqZJ,2BCjZI,aAAA,QdiDF,mBAAA,MAAA,EAAA,IAAA,IAAA,iBAC

Q,WAAA,MAAA,EAAA,IAAA,IAAA,iBchDN,iCACE,aAAA,Qd8CJ,mBAAA,MAAA,EAAA,IAAA,IAAA,gBA

AA,CAAA,EAAA,EAAA,IAAA,QACQ,WAAA,MAAA,EAAA,IAAA,IAAA,gBAAA,CAAA,EAAA,EAAA,IAA

A,Qa+VV,gCCvYI,MAAA,QACA,iBAAA,QACA,aAAA,QDqYJ,oCCjYI,MAAA,QlB23FJ,qBAEA,4BAJA,0BiBr

/EA,uBjBs/EA,kBAEA,yBAGA,0BAEA,iCAHA,uBAEA,8BkBp5FI,MAAA,QDwZJ,yBCpZI,aAAA,QdiDF,mBA

AA,MAAA,EAAA,IAAA,IAAA,iBACQ,WAAA,MAAA,EAAA,IAAA,IAAA,iBchDN,+BACE,aAAA,Qd8CJ,mB

AAA,MAAA,EAAA,IAAA,IAAA,gBAAA,CAAA,EAAA,EAAA,IAAA,QACQ,WAAA,MAAA,EAAA,IAAA,IA

AA,gBAAA,CAAA,EAAA,EAAA,IAAA,QakWV,8BC1YI,MAAA,QACA,iBAAA,QACA,aAAA,QDwYJ,kCCpY

I,MAAA,QD2YF,2CACE,IAAA,KAEF,mDACE,IAAA,EAUJ,YACE,QAAA,MACA,WAAA,IACA,cAAA,KACA

,MAAA,QAkBA,yBAAA,yBAGI,QAAA,aACA,cAAA,EACA,eAAA,OALJ,2BAUI,QAAA,aACA,MAAA,KACA,

eAAA,OAZJ,kCAiBI,QAAA,aAjBJ,0BAqBI,QAAA,aACA,eAAA,OjBi/EJ,wCiBvgFA,6CjBsgFA,2CiB3+EM,MA

AA,KA3BN,wCAiCI,MAAA,KAjCJ,4BAqCI,cAAA,EACA,eAAA,OjB4+EJ,uBiBlhFA,oBA6CI,QAAA,aACA,W

AAA,EACA,cAAA,EACA,eAAA,OjBy+EJ,6BiBzhFA,0BAmDM,aAAA,EjB0+EN,4CiB7hFA,sCAwDI,SAAA,S

ACA,YAAA,EAzDJ,kDA8DI,IAAA,GjBw+EN,2BAEA,kCiB/9EA,wBjB89EA,+BiBr9EI,YAAA,IACA,WAAA,E

ACA,cAAA,EjB09EJ,2BiBr+EA,wBAiBI,WAAA,KAjBJ,6BJ9gBE,aAAA,MACA,YAAA,MIwiBA,yBAAA,gCA

EI,YAAA,IACA,cAAA,EACA,WAAA,OA/BN,sDAwCI,MAAA,KAQA,yBAAA,+CAEI,YAAA,KACA,UAAA,

MAKJ,yBAAA,+CAEI,YAAA,IACA,UAAA,ME9kBR,KACE,QAAA,aACA,cAAA,EACA,YAAA,IACA,WAAA,

OACA,YAAA,OACA,eAAA,OACA,iBAAA,aAAA,aAAA,aACA,OAAA,QACA,iBAAA,KACA,OAAA,IAAA,M

AAA,YCoCA,QAAA,IAAA,KACA,UAAA,KACA,YAAA,WACA,cAAA,IhBqKA,oBAAA,KACG,iBAAA,KAC

C,gBAAA,KACI,YAAA,KJs1FV,kBAHA,kBACA,WACA,kBAHA,kBmB1hGI,WdrBF,QAAA,IAAA,KAAA,yB

ACA,eAAA,KLwjGF,WADA,WmB7hGE,WAGE,MAAA,KACA,gBAAA,KnB+hGJ,YmB5hGE,YAEE,iBAAA,K

ACA,QAAA,Ef2BF,mBAAA,MAAA,EAAA,IAAA,IAAA,iBACQ,WAAA,MAAA,EAAA,IAAA,IAAA,iBexBR,c

nB4hGF,eACA,wBmB1hGI,OAAA,YE9CF,OAAA,kBACA,QAAA,IjBiEA,mBAAA,KACQ,WAAA,KefN,enB4h

GJ,yBmB1hGM,eAAA,KASN,aC7DE,MAAA,KACA,iBAAA,KACA,aAAA,KpBqlGF,mBoBnlGE,mBAEE,MAA

A,KACA,iBAAA,QACA,aAAA,QAEF,mBACE,MAAA,KACA,iBAAA,QACA,aAAA,QpBqlGJ,oBoBnlGE,oBpB

olGF,mCoBjlGI,MAAA,KACA,iBAAA,QACA,iBAAA,KACA,aAAA,QpB2lGJ,0BAHA,0BAHA,0BAKA,0BAH

A,0BoBrlGI,0BpB0lGJ,yCAHA,yCAHA,yCoBjlGM,MAAA,KACA,iBAAA,QACA,aAAA,QpBgmGN,4BAHA,4

BoBvlGI,4BpB2lGJ,6BAHA,6BAHA,6BAOA,sCAHA,sCAHA,sCoBnlGM,iBAAA,KACA,aAAA,KDuBN,oBClB

I,MAAA,KACA,iBAAA,KDoBJ,aChEE,MAAA,KACA,iBAAA,QACA,aAAA,QpB0oGF,mBoBxoGE,mBAEE,M

AAA,KACA,iBAAA,QACA,aAAA,QAEF,mBACE,MAAA,KACA,iBAAA,QACA,aAAA,QpB0oGJ,oBoBxoGE,o

BpByoGF,mCoBtoGI,MAAA,KACA,iBAAA,QACA,iBAAA,KACA,aAAA,QpBgpGJ,0BAHA,0BAHA,0BAKA,0

BAHA,0BoB1oGI,0BpB+oGJ,yCAHA,yCAHA,yCoBtoGM,MAAA,KACA,iBAAA,QACA,aAAA,QpBqpGN,4BA

HA,4BoB5oGI,4BpBgpGJ,6BAHA,6BAHA,6BAOA,sCAHA,sCAHA,sCoBxoGM,iBAAA,QACA,aAAA,QD0BN,

oBCrBI,MAAA,QACA,iBAAA,KDwBJ,aCpEE,MAAA,KACA,iBAAA,QACA,aAAA,QpB+rGF,mBoB7rGE,mB

AEE,MAAA,KACA,iBAAA,QACA,aAAA,QAEF,mBACE,MAAA,KACA,iBAAA,QACA,aAAA,QpB+rGJ,oBoB

7rGE,oBpB8rGF,mCoB3rGI,MAAA,KACA,iBAAA,QACA,iBAAA,KACA,aAAA,QpBqsGJ,0BAHA,0BAHA,0B

AKA,0BAHA,0BoB/rGI,0BpBosGJ,yCAHA,yCAHA,yCoB3rGM,MAAA,KACA,iBAAA,QACA,aAAA,QpB0sG

N,4BAHA,4BoBjsGI,4BpBqsGJ,6BAHA,6BAHA,6BAOA,sCAHA,sCAHA,sCoB7rGM,iBAAA,QACA,aAAA,Q

D8BN,oBCzBI,MAAA,QACA,iBAAA,KD4BJ,UCxEE,MAAA,KACA,iBAAA,QACA,aAAA,QpBovGF,gBoBlvG

E,gBAEE,MAAA,KACA,iBAAA,QACA,aAAA,QAEF,gBACE,MAAA,KACA,iBAAA,QACA,aAAA,QpBovGJ,i

BoBlvGE,iBpBmvGF,gCoBhvGI,MAAA,KACA,iBAAA,QACA,iBAAA,KACA,aAAA,QpB0vGJ,uBAHA,uBAH

A,uBAKA,uBAHA,uBoBpvGI,uBpByvGJ,sCAHA,sCAHA,sCoBhvGM,MAAA,KACA,iBAAA,QACA,aAAA,Qp
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B+vGN,yBAHA,yBoBtvGI,yBpB0vGJ,0BAHA,0BAHA,0BAOA,mCAHA,mCAHA,mCoBlvGM,iBAAA,QACA,a

AAA,QDkCN,iBC7BI,MAAA,QACA,iBAAA,KDgCJ,aC5EE,MAAA,KACA,iBAAA,QACA,aAAA,QpByyGF,m

BoBvyGE,mBAEE,MAAA,KACA,iBAAA,QACA,aAAA,QAEF,mBACE,MAAA,KACA,iBAAA,QACA,aAAA,Q

pByyGJ,oBoBvyGE,oBpBwyGF,mCoBryGI,MAAA,KACA,iBAAA,QACA,iBAAA,KACA,aAAA,QpB+yGJ,0BA

HA,0BAHA,0BAKA,0BAHA,0BoBzyGI,0BpB8yGJ,yCAHA,yCAHA,yCoBryGM,MAAA,KACA,iBAAA,QACA,

aAAA,QpBozGN,4BAHA,4BoB3yGI,4BpB+yGJ,6BAHA,6BAHA,6BAOA,sCAHA,sCAHA,sCoBvyGM,iBAAA,

QACA,aAAA,QDsCN,oBCjCI,MAAA,QACA,iBAAA,KDoCJ,YChFE,MAAA,KACA,iBAAA,QACA,aAAA,QpB

81GF,kBoB51GE,kBAEE,MAAA,KACA,iBAAA,QACA,aAAA,QAEF,kBACE,MAAA,KACA,iBAAA,QACA,aA

AA,QpB81GJ,mBoB51GE,mBpB61GF,kCoB11GI,MAAA,KACA,iBAAA,QACA,iBAAA,KACA,aAAA,QpBo2G

J,yBAHA,yBAHA,yBAKA,yBAHA,yBoB91GI,yBpBm2GJ,wCAHA,wCAHA,wCoB11GM,MAAA,KACA,iBAA

A,QACA,aAAA,QpBy2GN,2BAHA,2BoBh2GI,2BpBo2GJ,4BAHA,4BAHA,4BAOA,qCAHA,qCAHA,qCoB51G

M,iBAAA,QACA,aAAA,QD0CN,mBCrCI,MAAA,QACA,iBAAA,KD6CJ,UACE,YAAA,IACA,MAAA,QACA,c

AAA,EAEA,UnBwzGF,iBADA,iBAEA,oBACA,6BmBrzGI,iBAAA,YfnCF,mBAAA,KACQ,WAAA,KeqCR,UnB

0zGF,iBADA,gBADA,gBmBpzGI,aAAA,YnB0zGJ,gBmBxzGE,gBAEE,MAAA,QACA,gBAAA,UACA,iBAAA,

YnB2zGJ,0BmBvzGI,0BnBwzGJ,mCAFA,mCmBpzGM,MAAA,KACA,gBAAA,KnB0zGN,mBmBjzGA,QC9EE,

QAAA,KAAA,KACA,UAAA,KACA,YAAA,UACA,cAAA,IpBm4GF,mBmBpzGA,QClFE,QAAA,IAAA,KACA,

UAAA,KACA,YAAA,IACA,cAAA,IpB04GF,mBmBvzGA,QCtFE,QAAA,IAAA,IACA,UAAA,KACA,YAAA,IA

CA,cAAA,ID2FF,WACE,QAAA,MACA,MAAA,KAIF,sBACE,WAAA,InBuzGF,6BADA,4BmB/yGE,6BACE,M

AAA,KG1JJ,MACE,QAAA,ElBoLA,mBAAA,QAAA,KAAA,OACK,cAAA,QAAA,KAAA,OACG,WAAA,QAA

A,KAAA,OkBnLR,SACE,QAAA,EAIJ,UACE,QAAA,KAEA,aAAY,QAAA,MACZ,eAAY,QAAA,UACZ,kBAA

Y,QAAA,gBAGd,YACE,SAAA,SACA,OAAA,EACA,SAAA,OlBsKA,4BAAA,MAAA,CAAA,WACQ,uBAAA,

MAAA,CAAA,WAAA,oBAAA,MAAA,CAAA,WAOR,4BAAA,KACQ,uBAAA,KAAA,oBAAA,KAGR,mCAAA

,KACQ,8BAAA,KAAA,2BAAA,KmB5MV,OACE,QAAA,aACA,MAAA,EACA,OAAA,EACA,YAAA,IACA,eA

AA,OACA,WAAA,IAAA,OACA,WAAA,IAAA,QACA,aAAA,IAAA,MAAA,YACA,YAAA,IAAA,MAAA,YvBu

/GF,UuBn/GA,QAEE,SAAA,SAIF,uBACE,QAAA,EAIF,eACE,SAAA,SACA,IAAA,KACA,KAAA,EACA,QAA

A,KACA,QAAA,KACA,MAAA,KACA,UAAA,MACA,QAAA,IAAA,EACA,OAAA,IAAA,EAAA,EACA,UAAA

,KACA,WAAA,KACA,WAAA,KACA,iBAAA,KACA,gBAAA,YACA,OAAA,IAAA,MAAA,KACA,OAAA,IAA

A,MAAA,gBACA,cAAA,InBuBA,mBAAA,EAAA,IAAA,KAAA,iBACQ,WAAA,EAAA,IAAA,KAAA,iBmBlBR

,0BACE,MAAA,EACA,KAAA,KAzBJ,wBCzBE,OAAA,IACA,OAAA,IAAA,EACA,SAAA,OACA,iBAAA,QDs

BF,oBAmCI,QAAA,MACA,QAAA,IAAA,KACA,MAAA,KACA,YAAA,IACA,YAAA,WACA,MAAA,KACA,Y

AAA,OvB8+GJ,0BuB5+GI,0BAEE,MAAA,QACA,gBAAA,KACA,iBAAA,QAOJ,yBvBw+GF,+BADA,+BuBp+

GI,MAAA,KACA,gBAAA,KACA,iBAAA,QACA,QAAA,EASF,2BvBi+GF,iCADA,iCuB79GI,MAAA,KvBk+GJ,

iCuB99GE,iCAEE,gBAAA,KACA,OAAA,YACA,iBAAA,YACA,iBAAA,KEzGF,OAAA,0DF+GF,qBAGI,QAA

A,MAHJ,QAQI,QAAA,EAQJ,qBACE,MAAA,EACA,KAAA,KAQF,oBACE,MAAA,KACA,KAAA,EAIF,iBACE

,QAAA,MACA,QAAA,IAAA,KACA,UAAA,KACA,YAAA,WACA,MAAA,KACA,YAAA,OAIF,mBACE,SAAA

,MACA,IAAA,EACA,MAAA,EACA,OAAA,EACA,KAAA,EACA,QAAA,IAIF,2BACE,MAAA,EACA,KAAA,K

AQF,evB+7GA,sCuB37GI,QAAA,GACA,WAAA,EACA,cAAA,IAAA,OACA,cAAA,IAAA,QAPJ,uBvBs8GA,8C

uB37GI,IAAA,KACA,OAAA,KACA,cAAA,IASJ,yBACE,6BApEA,MAAA,EACA,KAAA,KAmEA,kCA1DA,M

AAA,KACA,KAAA,GG1IF,W1BkoHA,oB0BhoHE,SAAA,SACA,QAAA,aACA,eAAA,O1BooHF,yB0BxoHA,gB

AMI,SAAA,SACA,MAAA,K1B4oHJ,gCAFA,gCAFA,+BAFA,+BAKA,uBAFA,uBAFA,sB0BroHI,sBAIE,QAAA

,EAMN,qB1BooHA,2BACA,2BACA,iC0BjoHI,YAAA,KAKJ,aACE,YAAA,KADF,kB1BmoHA,wBACA,0B0B7

nHI,MAAA,KAPJ,kB1BwoHA,wBACA,0B0B7nHI,YAAA,IAIJ,yEACE,cAAA,EAIF,4BACE,YAAA,EACA,mE

CpDA,wBAAA,EACA,2BAAA,EDwDF,6C1B2nHA,8C2B5qHE,uBAAA,EACA,0BAAA,EDsDF,sBACE,MAAA,

KAEF,8DACE,cAAA,EAEF,mE1B0nHA,oE2B/rHE,wBAAA,EACA,2BAAA,ED0EF,oECnEE,uBAAA,EACA,0B

AAA,EDuEF,mC1BwnHA,iC0BtnHE,QAAA,EAiBF,iCACE,cAAA,IACA,aAAA,IAEF,oCACE,cAAA,KACA,aA

AA,KAKF,iCtB/CE,mBAAA,MAAA,EAAA,IAAA,IAAA,iBACQ,WAAA,MAAA,EAAA,IAAA,IAAA,iBsBkDR,

0CtBnDA,mBAAA,KACQ,WAAA,KsByDV,YACE,YAAA,EAGF,eACE,aAAA,IAAA,IAAA,EACA,oBAAA,EA

GF,uBACE,aAAA,EAAA,IAAA,IAOF,yB1B4lHA,+BACA,oC0BzlHI,QAAA,MACA,MAAA,KACA,MAAA,KA
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CA,UAAA,KAPJ,oCAcM,MAAA,KAdN,8B1BumHA,oCACA,oCACA,0C0BnlHI,WAAA,KACA,YAAA,EAKF,

4DACE,cAAA,EAEF,sDC7KA,uBAAA,IACA,wBAAA,IAOA,2BAAA,EACA,0BAAA,EDwKA,sDCjLA,uBAAA

,EACA,wBAAA,EAOA,2BAAA,IACA,0BAAA,ID6KF,uEACE,cAAA,EAEF,4E1BqlHA,6E2BtwHE,2BAAA,EA

CA,0BAAA,EDsLF,6EC/LE,uBAAA,EACA,wBAAA,EDsMF,qBACE,QAAA,MACA,MAAA,KACA,aAAA,MA

CA,gBAAA,SAJF,0B1BslHA,gC0B/kHI,QAAA,WACA,MAAA,KACA,MAAA,GATJ,qCAYI,MAAA,KAZJ,+CA

gBI,KAAA,K1BmlHJ,gD0BlkHA,6C1BmkHA,2DAFA,wD0B5jHM,SAAA,SACA,KAAA,cACA,eAAA,KE1ON,a

ACE,SAAA,SACA,QAAA,MACA,gBAAA,SAGA,0BACE,MAAA,KACA,cAAA,EACA,aAAA,EATJ,2BAeI,SA

AA,SACA,QAAA,EAKA,MAAA,KAEA,MAAA,KACA,cAAA,EAEA,iCACE,QAAA,EAUN,8B5B2xHA,mCAC

A,sCkBpwHE,OAAA,KACA,QAAA,KAAA,KACA,UAAA,KACA,YAAA,UACA,cAAA,IAEA,oClBswHF,yCA

CA,4CkBtwHI,OAAA,KACA,YAAA,KlB4wHJ,8CACA,mDACA,sDkB3wHE,sClBuwHF,2CACA,8CkBtwHI,OA

AA,KUhCJ,8B5B6yHA,mCACA,sCkB3xHE,OAAA,KACA,QAAA,IAAA,KACA,UAAA,KACA,YAAA,IACA,c

AAA,IAEA,oClB6xHF,yCACA,4CkB7xHI,OAAA,KACA,YAAA,KlBmyHJ,8CACA,mDACA,sDkBlyHE,sClB8x

HF,2CACA,8CkB7xHI,OAAA,KlBqyHJ,2B4B5zHA,mB5B2zHA,iB4BxzHE,QAAA,W5B8zHF,8D4B5zHE,sD5B

2zHF,oD4B1zHI,cAAA,EAIJ,mB5B2zHA,iB4BzzHE,MAAA,GACA,YAAA,OACA,eAAA,OAKF,mBACE,QAA

A,IAAA,KACA,UAAA,KACA,YAAA,IACA,YAAA,EACA,MAAA,KACA,WAAA,OACA,iBAAA,KACA,OAA

A,IAAA,MAAA,KACA,cAAA,IAGA,4BACE,QAAA,IAAA,KACA,UAAA,KACA,cAAA,IAEF,4BACE,QAAA,

KAAA,KACA,UAAA,KACA,cAAA,I5ByzHJ,wC4B70HA,qCA0BI,WAAA,EAKJ,uC5BkzHA,+BACA,kCACA,6

CACA,8CAEA,6DADA,wE2B55HE,wBAAA,EACA,2BAAA,EC8GF,+BACE,aAAA,EAEF,sC5BmzHA,8BAKA,

+DADA,oDAHA,iCACA,4CACA,6C2Bh6HE,uBAAA,EACA,0BAAA,ECkHF,8BACE,YAAA,EAKF,iBACE,SA

AA,SAGA,UAAA,EACA,YAAA,OALF,sBAUI,SAAA,SAVJ,2BAYM,YAAA,K5BizHN,6BADA,4B4B7yHI,4BA

GE,QAAA,EAKJ,kC5B0yHF,wC4BvyHM,aAAA,KAGJ,iC5BwyHF,uC4BryHM,QAAA,EACA,YAAA,KC/JN,K

ACE,aAAA,EACA,cAAA,EACA,WAAA,KAHF,QAOI,SAAA,SACA,QAAA,MARJ,UAWM,SAAA,SACA,QAA

A,MACA,QAAA,KAAA,K7By8HN,gB6Bx8HM,gBAEE,gBAAA,KACA,iBAAA,KAKJ,mBACE,MAAA,K7Bu8

HN,yB6Br8HM,yBAEE,MAAA,KACA,gBAAA,KACA,OAAA,YACA,iBAAA,YAOJ,a7Bi8HJ,mBADA,mB6B77

HM,iBAAA,KACA,aAAA,QAzCN,kBLLE,OAAA,IACA,OAAA,IAAA,EACA,SAAA,OACA,iBAAA,QKEF,cA0

DI,UAAA,KASJ,UACE,cAAA,IAAA,MAAA,KADF,aAGI,MAAA,KAEA,cAAA,KALJ,eASM,aAAA,IACA,YA

AA,WACA,OAAA,IAAA,MAAA,YACA,cAAA,IAAA,IAAA,EAAA,EACA,qBACE,aAAA,KAAA,KAAA,KAM

F,sB7B86HN,4BADA,4B6B16HQ,MAAA,KACA,OAAA,QACA,iBAAA,KACA,OAAA,IAAA,MAAA,KACA,o

BAAA,YAKN,wBAqDA,MAAA,KA8BA,cAAA,EAnFA,2BAwDE,MAAA,KAxDF,6BA0DI,cAAA,IACA,WAA

A,OA3DJ,iDAgEE,IAAA,KACA,KAAA,KAGF,yBAAA,2BAEI,QAAA,WACA,MAAA,GAHJ,6BAKM,cAAA,G

AzEN,6BAuFE,aAAA,EACA,cAAA,IAxFF,kC7Bu8HF,wCADA,wC6Bx2HI,OAAA,IAAA,MAAA,KAGF,yBAA

A,6BAEI,cAAA,IAAA,MAAA,KACA,cAAA,IAAA,IAAA,EAAA,EAHJ,kC7Bg3HA,wCADA,wC6Bv2HI,oBAA

A,MAhGN,cAEI,MAAA,KAFJ,gBAMM,cAAA,IANN,iBASM,YAAA,IAKA,uB7By8HN,6BADA,6B6Br8HQ,M

AAA,KACA,iBAAA,QAQR,gBAEI,MAAA,KAFJ,mBAIM,WAAA,IACA,YAAA,EAYN,eACE,MAAA,KADF,k

BAII,MAAA,KAJJ,oBAMM,cAAA,IACA,WAAA,OAPN,wCAYI,IAAA,KACA,KAAA,KAGF,yBAAA,kBAEI,Q

AAA,WACA,MAAA,GAHJ,oBAKM,cAAA,GASR,oBACE,cAAA,EADF,yBAKI,aAAA,EACA,cAAA,IANJ,8B7

By7HA,oCADA,oC6B56HI,OAAA,IAAA,MAAA,KAGF,yBAAA,yBAEI,cAAA,IAAA,MAAA,KACA,cAAA,IA

AA,IAAA,EAAA,EAHJ,8B7Bo7HA,oCADA,oC6B36HI,oBAAA,MAUN,uBAEI,QAAA,KAFJ,qBAKI,QAAA,M

ASJ,yBAEE,WAAA,KF7OA,uBAAA,EACA,wBAAA,EGQF,QACE,SAAA,SACA,WAAA,KACA,cAAA,KACA,

OAAA,IAAA,MAAA,YAKA,yBAAA,QACE,cAAA,KAaF,yBAAA,eACE,MAAA,MAeJ,iBACE,cAAA,KACA,a

AAA,KACA,WAAA,QACA,WAAA,IAAA,MAAA,YACA,mBAAA,MAAA,EAAA,IAAA,EAAA,qBAAA,WAA

A,MAAA,EAAA,IAAA,EAAA,qBAEA,2BAAA,MAEA,oBACE,WAAA,KAGF,yBAAA,iBACE,MAAA,KACA,

WAAA,EACA,mBAAA,KAAA,WAAA,KAEA,0BACE,QAAA,gBACA,OAAA,eACA,eAAA,EACA,SAAA,kBA

GF,oBACE,WAAA,Q9BknIJ,sC8B7mIE,mC9B4mIF,oC8BzmII,cAAA,EACA,aAAA,G9B+mIN,qB8B1mIA,kBA

WE,SAAA,MACA,MAAA,EACA,KAAA,EACA,QAAA,K9BmmIF,sC8BjnIA,mCAGI,WAAA,MAEA,4D9BinIF,

sC8BjnIE,mCACE,WAAA,OAWJ,yB9B2mIA,qB8B3mIA,kBACE,cAAA,GAIJ,kBACE,IAAA,EACA,aAAA,EA

AA,EAAA,IAEF,qBACE,OAAA,EACA,cAAA,EACA,aAAA,IAAA,EAAA,E9B+mIF,kCAFA,gCACA,4B8BtmI

A,0BAII,aAAA,MACA,YAAA,MAEA,yB9BwmIF,kCAFA,gCACA,4B8BvmIE,0BACE,aAAA,EACA,YAAA,GA
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aN,mBACE,QAAA,KACA,aAAA,EAAA,EAAA,IAEA,yBAAA,mBACE,cAAA,GAOJ,cACE,MAAA,KACA,OA

AA,KACA,QAAA,KAAA,KACA,UAAA,KACA,YAAA,K9B8lIF,oB8B5lIE,oBAEE,gBAAA,KATJ,kBAaI,QAA

A,MAGF,yBACE,iC9B0lIF,uC8BxlII,YAAA,OAWN,eACE,SAAA,SACA,MAAA,MACA,QAAA,IAAA,KACA,a

AAA,KC9LA,WAAA,IACA,cAAA,ID+LA,iBAAA,YACA,iBAAA,KACA,OAAA,IAAA,MAAA,YACA,cAAA,I

AIA,qBACE,QAAA,EAdJ,yBAmBI,QAAA,MACA,MAAA,KACA,OAAA,IACA,cAAA,IAtBJ,mCAyBI,WAAA,I

AGF,yBAAA,eACE,QAAA,MAUJ,YACE,OAAA,MAAA,MADF,iBAII,YAAA,KACA,eAAA,KACA,YAAA,KA

GF,yBAAA,iCAGI,SAAA,OACA,MAAA,KACA,MAAA,KACA,WAAA,EACA,iBAAA,YACA,OAAA,EACA,m

BAAA,KAAA,WAAA,K9BykIJ,kD8BllIA,sCAYM,QAAA,IAAA,KAAA,IAAA,KAZN,sCAeM,YAAA,K9B0kIN

,4C8BzkIM,4CAEE,iBAAA,MAOR,yBAAA,YACE,MAAA,KACA,OAAA,EAFF,eAKI,MAAA,KALJ,iBAOM,Y

AAA,KACA,eAAA,MAYR,aACE,QAAA,KAAA,KACA,aAAA,MACA,YAAA,MACA,WAAA,IAAA,MAAA,Y

ACA,cAAA,IAAA,MAAA,Y1B5NA,mBAAA,MAAA,EAAA,IAAA,EAAA,oBAAA,CAAA,EAAA,IAAA,EAAA,

qBACQ,WAAA,MAAA,EAAA,IAAA,EAAA,oBAAA,CAAA,EAAA,IAAA,EAAA,qB2BjER,WAAA,IACA,cAA

A,Id6cA,yBAAA,yBAGI,QAAA,aACA,cAAA,EACA,eAAA,OALJ,2BAUI,QAAA,aACA,MAAA,KACA,eAAA,

OAZJ,kCAiBI,QAAA,aAjBJ,0BAqBI,QAAA,aACA,eAAA,OjB+4HJ,wCiBr6HA,6CjBo6HA,2CiBz4HM,MAAA,

KA3BN,wCAiCI,MAAA,KAjCJ,4BAqCI,cAAA,EACA,eAAA,OjB04HJ,uBiBh7HA,oBA6CI,QAAA,aACA,WAA

A,EACA,cAAA,EACA,eAAA,OjBu4HJ,6BiBv7HA,0BAmDM,aAAA,EjBw4HN,4CiB37HA,sCAwDI,SAAA,SA

CA,YAAA,EAzDJ,kDA8DI,IAAA,GaxOF,yBAAA,yBACE,cAAA,IAEA,oCACE,cAAA,GASN,yBAAA,aACE,M

AAA,KACA,YAAA,EACA,eAAA,EACA,aAAA,EACA,YAAA,EACA,OAAA,E1BvPF,mBAAA,KACQ,WAAA,

M0B+PV,8BACE,WAAA,EHpUA,uBAAA,EACA,wBAAA,EGuUF,mDACE,cAAA,EHzUA,uBAAA,IACA,wBA

AA,IAOA,2BAAA,EACA,0BAAA,EG0UF,YChVE,WAAA,IACA,cAAA,IDkVA,mBCnVA,WAAA,KACA,cAA

A,KDqVA,mBCtVA,WAAA,KACA,cAAA,KD+VF,aChWE,WAAA,KACA,cAAA,KDkWA,yBAAA,aACE,MAA

A,KACA,aAAA,KACA,YAAA,MAaJ,yBACE,aEtWA,MAAA,eFuWA,cE1WA,MAAA,gBF4WE,aAAA,MAFF,4

BAKI,aAAA,GAUN,gBACE,iBAAA,QACA,aAAA,QAFF,8BAKI,MAAA,K9BmlIJ,oC8BllII,oCAEE,MAAA,QA

CA,iBAAA,YATN,6BAcI,MAAA,KAdJ,iCAmBM,MAAA,K9BglIN,uC8B9kIM,uCAEE,MAAA,KACA,iBAAA,

YAIF,sC9B6kIN,4CADA,4C8BzkIQ,MAAA,KACA,iBAAA,QAIF,wC9B2kIN,8CADA,8C8BvkIQ,MAAA,KAC

A,iBAAA,YAOF,oC9BskIN,0CADA,0C8BlkIQ,MAAA,KACA,iBAAA,QAIJ,yBAAA,sDAIM,MAAA,K9BmkIR,

4D8BlkIQ,4DAEE,MAAA,KACA,iBAAA,YAIF,2D9BikIR,iEADA,iE8B7jIU,MAAA,KACA,iBAAA,QAIF,6D9

B+jIR,mEADA,mE8B3jIU,MAAA,KACA,iBAAA,aA/EZ,+BAuFI,aAAA,K9B4jIJ,qC8B3jII,qCAEE,iBAAA,KA1

FN,yCA6FM,iBAAA,KA7FN,iC9B0pIA,6B8BvjII,aAAA,QAnGJ,6BA4GI,MAAA,KACA,mCACE,MAAA,KA9

GN,0BAmHI,MAAA,K9BojIJ,gC8BnjII,gCAEE,MAAA,K9BsjIN,0C8BljIM,0C9BmjIN,mDAFA,mD8B/iIQ,MA

AA,KAQR,gBACE,iBAAA,KACA,aAAA,QAFF,8BAKI,MAAA,Q9B+iIJ,oC8B9iII,oCAEE,MAAA,KACA,iBAA

A,YATN,6BAcI,MAAA,QAdJ,iCAmBM,MAAA,Q9B4iIN,uC8B1iIM,uCAEE,MAAA,KACA,iBAAA,YAIF,sC9

ByiIN,4CADA,4C8BriIQ,MAAA,KACA,iBAAA,QAIF,wC9BuiIN,8CADA,8C8BniIQ,MAAA,KACA,iBAAA,YA

MF,oC9BmiIN,0CADA,0C8B/hIQ,MAAA,KACA,iBAAA,QAIJ,yBAAA,kEAIM,aAAA,QAJN,0DAOM,iBAAA,

QAPN,sDAUM,MAAA,Q9BgiIR,4D8B/hIQ,4DAEE,MAAA,KACA,iBAAA,YAIF,2D9B8hIR,iEADA,iE8B1hIU,

MAAA,KACA,iBAAA,QAIF,6D9B4hIR,mEADA,mE8BxhIU,MAAA,KACA,iBAAA,aApFZ,+BA6FI,aAAA,K9

BwhIJ,qC8BvhII,qCAEE,iBAAA,KAhGN,yCAmGM,iBAAA,KAnGN,iC9B4nIA,6B8BnhII,aAAA,QAzGJ,6BA6

GI,MAAA,QACA,mCACE,MAAA,KA/GN,0BAoHI,MAAA,Q9BqhIJ,gC8BphII,gCAEE,MAAA,K9BuhIN,0C8B

nhIM,0C9BohIN,mDAFA,mD8BhhIQ,MAAA,KGtoBR,YACE,QAAA,IAAA,KACA,cAAA,KACA,WAAA,KAC

A,iBAAA,QACA,cAAA,IALF,eAQI,QAAA,aARJ,yBAWM,QAAA,EAAA,IACA,MAAA,KACA,QAAA,SAbN,o

BAkBI,MAAA,KCpBJ,YACE,QAAA,aACA,aAAA,EACA,OAAA,KAAA,EACA,cAAA,IAJF,eAOI,QAAA,OAPJ

,iBlCyrJA,oBkC/qJM,SAAA,SACA,MAAA,KACA,QAAA,IAAA,KACA,YAAA,KACA,YAAA,WACA,MAAA,

QACA,gBAAA,KACA,iBAAA,KACA,OAAA,IAAA,MAAA,KlCorJN,uBkClrJM,uBlCmrJN,0BAFA,0BkC/qJQ,

QAAA,EACA,MAAA,QACA,iBAAA,KACA,aAAA,KAGJ,6BlCkrJJ,gCkC/qJQ,YAAA,EPnBN,uBAAA,IACA,0

BAAA,IOsBE,4BlCirJJ,+B2BhtJE,wBAAA,IACA,2BAAA,IOwCE,sBlC+qJJ,4BAFA,4BADA,yBAIA,+BAFA,+B

kC3qJM,QAAA,EACA,MAAA,KACA,OAAA,QACA,iBAAA,QACA,aAAA,QlCmrJN,wBAEA,8BADA,8BkCxu

JA,2BlCsuJA,iCADA,iCkCtqJM,MAAA,KACA,OAAA,YACA,iBAAA,KACA,aAAA,KASN,oBlCqqJA,uBmC7u

JM,QAAA,KAAA,KACA,UAAA,KACA,YAAA,UAEF,gCnC+uJJ,mC2B1uJE,uBAAA,IACA,0BAAA,IQAE,+Bn
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C8uJJ,kC2BvvJE,wBAAA,IACA,2BAAA,IO2EF,oBlCgrJA,uBmC7vJM,QAAA,IAAA,KACA,UAAA,KACA,YA

AA,IAEF,gCnC+vJJ,mC2B1vJE,uBAAA,IACA,0BAAA,IQAE,+BnC8vJJ,kC2BvwJE,wBAAA,IACA,2BAAA,IS

HF,OACE,aAAA,EACA,OAAA,KAAA,EACA,WAAA,OACA,WAAA,KAJF,UAOI,QAAA,OAPJ,YpCuxJA,eoC

7wJM,QAAA,aACA,QAAA,IAAA,KACA,iBAAA,KACA,OAAA,IAAA,MAAA,KACA,cAAA,KpCixJN,kBoC/xJ

A,kBAmBM,gBAAA,KACA,iBAAA,KApBN,epCoyJA,kBoCzwJM,MAAA,MA3BN,mBpCwyJA,sBoCtwJM,MA

AA,KAlCN,mBpC6yJA,yBADA,yBAEA,sBoCnwJM,MAAA,KACA,OAAA,YACA,iBAAA,KC9CN,OACE,QAA

A,OACA,QAAA,KAAA,KAAA,KACA,UAAA,IACA,YAAA,IACA,YAAA,EACA,MAAA,KACA,WAAA,OAC

A,YAAA,OACA,eAAA,SACA,cAAA,MrCuzJF,cqCnzJI,cAEE,MAAA,KACA,gBAAA,KACA,OAAA,QAKJ,aA

CE,QAAA,KAIF,YACE,SAAA,SACA,IAAA,KAOJ,eCtCE,iBAAA,KtCk1JF,2BsC/0JI,2BAEE,iBAAA,QDqCN,e

C1CE,iBAAA,QtCy1JF,2BsCt1JI,2BAEE,iBAAA,QDyCN,eC9CE,iBAAA,QtCg2JF,2BsC71JI,2BAEE,iBAAA,Q

D6CN,YClDE,iBAAA,QtCu2JF,wBsCp2JI,wBAEE,iBAAA,QDiDN,eCtDE,iBAAA,QtC82JF,2BsC32JI,2BAEE,i

BAAA,QDqDN,cC1DE,iBAAA,QtCq3JF,0BsCl3JI,0BAEE,iBAAA,QCFN,OACE,QAAA,aACA,UAAA,KACA,Q

AAA,IAAA,IACA,UAAA,KACA,YAAA,IACA,YAAA,EACA,MAAA,KACA,WAAA,OACA,YAAA,OACA,eA

AA,OACA,iBAAA,KACA,cAAA,KAGA,aACE,QAAA,KAIF,YACE,SAAA,SACA,IAAA,KvCq3JJ,0BuCl3JE,eA

EE,IAAA,EACA,QAAA,IAAA,IvCo3JJ,cuC/2JI,cAEE,MAAA,KACA,gBAAA,KACA,OAAA,QAKJ,+BvC42JF,4

BuC12JI,MAAA,QACA,iBAAA,KAGF,wBACE,MAAA,MAGF,+BACE,aAAA,IAGF,uBACE,YAAA,IC1DJ,WA

CE,YAAA,KACA,eAAA,KACA,cAAA,KACA,MAAA,QACA,iBAAA,KxCu6JF,ewC56JA,cASI,MAAA,QATJ,a

AaI,cAAA,KACA,UAAA,KACA,YAAA,IAfJ,cAmBI,iBAAA,QAGF,sBxCk6JF,4BwCh6JI,cAAA,KACA,aAAA,

KACA,cAAA,IA1BJ,sBA8BI,UAAA,KAGF,oCAAA,WACE,YAAA,KACA,eAAA,KAEA,sBxCi6JF,4BwC/5JI,c

AAA,KACA,aAAA,KxCm6JJ,ewC16JA,cAYI,UAAA,MC1CN,WACE,QAAA,MACA,QAAA,IACA,cAAA,KAC

A,YAAA,WACA,iBAAA,KACA,OAAA,IAAA,MAAA,KACA,cAAA,IrCiLA,mBAAA,OAAA,IAAA,YACK,cA

AA,OAAA,IAAA,YACG,WAAA,OAAA,IAAA,YJ+xJV,iByCz9JA,eAaI,aAAA,KACA,YAAA,KzCi9JJ,mBADA,

kByC58JE,kBAGE,aAAA,QArBJ,oBA0BI,QAAA,IACA,MAAA,KC3BJ,OACE,QAAA,KACA,cAAA,KACA,OA

AA,IAAA,MAAA,YACA,cAAA,IAJF,UAQI,WAAA,EACA,MAAA,QATJ,mBAcI,YAAA,IAdJ,S1Co/JA,U0Ch+J

I,cAAA,EApBJ,WAwBI,WAAA,IASJ,mB1C09JA,mB0Cx9JE,cAAA,KAFF,0B1C89JA,0B0Cx9JI,SAAA,SACA,I

AAA,KACA,MAAA,MACA,MAAA,QAQJ,eCvDE,MAAA,QACA,iBAAA,QACA,aAAA,QDqDF,kBClDI,iBAA

A,QDkDJ,2BC9CI,MAAA,QDkDJ,YC3DE,MAAA,QACA,iBAAA,QACA,aAAA,QDyDF,eCtDI,iBAAA,QDsDJ,

wBClDI,MAAA,QDsDJ,eC/DE,MAAA,QACA,iBAAA,QACA,aAAA,QD6DF,kBC1DI,iBAAA,QD0DJ,2BCtDI,

MAAA,QD0DJ,cCnEE,MAAA,QACA,iBAAA,QACA,aAAA,QDiEF,iBC9DI,iBAAA,QD8DJ,0BC1DI,MAAA,Q

CDJ,wCACE,KAAQ,oBAAA,KAAA,EACR,GAAQ,oBAAA,EAAA,GAIV,mCACE,KAAQ,oBAAA,KAAA,EAC

R,GAAQ,oBAAA,EAAA,GAFV,gCACE,KAAQ,oBAAA,KAAA,EACR,GAAQ,oBAAA,EAAA,GAQV,UACE,O

AAA,KACA,cAAA,KACA,SAAA,OACA,iBAAA,QACA,cAAA,IxCsCA,mBAAA,MAAA,EAAA,IAAA,IAAA,e

ACQ,WAAA,MAAA,EAAA,IAAA,IAAA,ewClCV,cACE,MAAA,KACA,MAAA,GACA,OAAA,KACA,UAAA,

KACA,YAAA,KACA,MAAA,KACA,WAAA,OACA,iBAAA,QxCyBA,mBAAA,MAAA,EAAA,KAAA,EAAA,g

BACQ,WAAA,MAAA,EAAA,KAAA,EAAA,gBAyHR,mBAAA,MAAA,IAAA,KACK,cAAA,MAAA,IAAA,KA

CG,WAAA,MAAA,IAAA,KJw6JV,sB4CnjKA,gCCDI,iBAAA,yKACA,iBAAA,oKACA,iBAAA,iKDEF,wBAAA,

KAAA,KAAA,gBAAA,KAAA,K5CwjKF,qB4CjjKA,+BxC5CE,kBAAA,qBAAA,GAAA,OAAA,SACK,aAAA,q

BAAA,GAAA,OAAA,SACG,UAAA,qBAAA,GAAA,OAAA,SwCmDV,sBEvEE,iBAAA,QAGA,wCDgDE,iBAA

A,yKACA,iBAAA,oKACA,iBAAA,iKDsBJ,mBE3EE,iBAAA,QAGA,qCDgDE,iBAAA,yKACA,iBAAA,oKACA,

iBAAA,iKD0BJ,sBE/EE,iBAAA,QAGA,wCDgDE,iBAAA,yKACA,iBAAA,oKACA,iBAAA,iKD8BJ,qBEnFE,iB

AAA,QAGA,uCDgDE,iBAAA,yKACA,iBAAA,oKACA,iBAAA,iKExDJ,OAEE,WAAA,KAEA,mBACE,WAAA,

EAIJ,O/CqpKA,Y+CnpKE,SAAA,OACA,KAAA,EAGF,YACE,MAAA,QAGF,cACE,QAAA,MAGA,4BACE,UA

AA,KAIJ,a/CgpKA,mB+C9oKE,aAAA,KAGF,Y/C+oKA,kB+C7oKE,cAAA,K/CkpKF,Y+C/oKA,Y/C8oKA,a+C3

oKE,QAAA,WACA,eAAA,IAGF,cACE,eAAA,OAGF,cACE,eAAA,OAIF,eACE,WAAA,EACA,cAAA,IAMF,YA

CE,aAAA,EACA,WAAA,KCrDF,YAEE,aAAA,EACA,cAAA,KAQF,iBACE,SAAA,SACA,QAAA,MACA,QAA

A,KAAA,KAEA,cAAA,KACA,iBAAA,KACA,OAAA,IAAA,MAAA,KAGA,6BrB7BA,uBAAA,IACA,wBAAA,I

qB+BA,4BACE,cAAA,ErBzBF,2BAAA,IACA,0BAAA,IqB6BA,0BhDqrKF,gCADA,gCgDjrKI,MAAA,KACA,O

AAA,YACA,iBAAA,KALF,mDhD4rKF,yDADA,yDgDlrKM,MAAA,QATJ,gDhDisKF,sDADA,sDgDprKM,MA
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AA,KAKJ,wBhDqrKF,8BADA,8BgDjrKI,QAAA,EACA,MAAA,KACA,iBAAA,QACA,aAAA,QANF,iDhDisKF,

wDAHA,uDADA,uDAMA,8DAHA,6DAJA,uDAMA,8DAHA,6DgDnrKM,MAAA,QAZJ,8ChDwsKF,oDADA,oD

gDxrKM,MAAA,QAWN,kBhDkrKA,uBgDhrKE,MAAA,KAFF,2ChDsrKA,gDgDjrKI,MAAA,KhDsrKJ,wBgDlr

KE,wBhDmrKF,6BAFA,6BgD/qKI,MAAA,KACA,gBAAA,KACA,iBAAA,QAIJ,uBACE,MAAA,KACA,WAAA,

KnCvGD,yBoCIG,MAAA,QACA,iBAAA,QAEA,0BjDuxKJ,+BiDrxKM,MAAA,QAFF,mDjD2xKJ,wDiDtxKQ,M

AAA,QjD2xKR,gCiDxxKM,gCjDyxKN,qCAFA,qCiDrxKQ,MAAA,QACA,iBAAA,QAEF,iCjD4xKN,uCAFA,uC

ADA,sCAIA,4CAFA,4CiDxxKQ,MAAA,KACA,iBAAA,QACA,aAAA,QpCzBP,sBoCIG,MAAA,QACA,iBAAA,

QAEA,uBjDozKJ,4BiDlzKM,MAAA,QAFF,gDjDwzKJ,qDiDnzKQ,MAAA,QjDwzKR,6BiDrzKM,6BjDszKN,kC

AFA,kCiDlzKQ,MAAA,QACA,iBAAA,QAEF,8BjDyzKN,oCAFA,oCADA,mCAIA,yCAFA,yCiDrzKQ,MAAA,

KACA,iBAAA,QACA,aAAA,QpCzBP,yBoCIG,MAAA,QACA,iBAAA,QAEA,0BjDi1KJ,+BiD/0KM,MAAA,QA

FF,mDjDq1KJ,wDiDh1KQ,MAAA,QjDq1KR,gCiDl1KM,gCjDm1KN,qCAFA,qCiD/0KQ,MAAA,QACA,iBAAA,

QAEF,iCjDs1KN,uCAFA,uCADA,sCAIA,4CAFA,4CiDl1KQ,MAAA,KACA,iBAAA,QACA,aAAA,QpCzBP,wB

oCIG,MAAA,QACA,iBAAA,QAEA,yBjD82KJ,8BiD52KM,MAAA,QAFF,kDjDk3KJ,uDiD72KQ,MAAA,QjDk3

KR,+BiD/2KM,+BjDg3KN,oCAFA,oCiD52KQ,MAAA,QACA,iBAAA,QAEF,gCjDm3KN,sCAFA,sCADA,qCAI

A,2CAFA,2CiD/2KQ,MAAA,KACA,iBAAA,QACA,aAAA,QDiGR,yBACE,WAAA,EACA,cAAA,IAEF,sBACE,

cAAA,EACA,YAAA,IExHF,OACE,cAAA,KACA,iBAAA,KACA,OAAA,IAAA,MAAA,YACA,cAAA,I9C0DA,

mBAAA,EAAA,IAAA,IAAA,gBACQ,WAAA,EAAA,IAAA,IAAA,gB8CtDV,YACE,QAAA,KAKF,eACE,QAAA

,KAAA,KACA,cAAA,IAAA,MAAA,YvBtBA,uBAAA,IACA,wBAAA,IuBmBF,0CAMI,MAAA,QAKJ,aACE,W

AAA,EACA,cAAA,EACA,UAAA,KACA,MAAA,QlD24KF,oBAEA,sBkDj5KA,elD84KA,mBAEA,qBkDr4KI,M

AAA,QAKJ,cACE,QAAA,KAAA,KACA,iBAAA,QACA,WAAA,IAAA,MAAA,KvB1CA,2BAAA,IACA,0BAAA

,IuBmDF,mBlD+3KA,mCkD53KI,cAAA,EAHJ,oClDm4KA,oDkD73KM,aAAA,IAAA,EACA,cAAA,EAIF,4DlD

63KJ,4EkD33KQ,WAAA,EvBzEN,uBAAA,IACA,wBAAA,IuB8EE,0DlD23KJ,0EkDz3KQ,cAAA,EvBzEN,2BA

AA,IACA,0BAAA,IuBmDF,+EvB5DE,uBAAA,EACA,wBAAA,EuB4FF,wDAEI,iBAAA,EAGJ,0BACE,iBAAA,

ElDw3KF,8BkDh3KA,clD+2KA,gCkD32KI,cAAA,ElDi3KJ,sCkDr3KA,sBlDo3KA,wCkD72KM,cAAA,KACA,a

AAA,KlDk3KN,wDkD13KA,0BvB3GE,uBAAA,IACA,wBAAA,I3B2+KF,yFAFA,yFACA,2DkDh4KA,2DAmBQ

,uBAAA,IACA,wBAAA,IlDo3KR,wGAIA,wGANA,wGAIA,wGAHA,0EAIA,0EkD34KA,0ElDy4KA,0EkDj3KU,

uBAAA,IlD03KV,uGAIA,uGANA,uGAIA,uGAHA,yEAIA,yEkDr5KA,yElDm5KA,yEkDv3KU,wBAAA,IlD83K

V,sDkD15KA,yBvBnGE,2BAAA,IACA,0BAAA,I3BigLF,qFAEA,qFkDj6KA,wDlDg6KA,wDkDv3KQ,2BAAA,I

ACA,0BAAA,IlD43KR,oGAIA,oGAFA,oGAIA,oGkD56KA,uElDy6KA,uEAFA,uEAIA,uEkD73KU,0BAAA,IlDk

4KV,mGAIA,mGAFA,mGAIA,mGkDt7KA,sElDm7KA,sEAFA,sEAIA,sEkDn4KU,2BAAA,IAlDV,0BlD07KA,q

CACA,0BACA,qCkDj4KI,WAAA,IAAA,MAAA,KlDq4KJ,kDkDh8KA,kDA+DI,WAAA,EA/DJ,uBlDo8KA,yCk

Dj4KI,OAAA,ElD44KJ,+CANA,+CAQA,+CANA,+CAEA,+CkD78KA,+ClDg9KA,iEANA,iEAQA,iEANA,iEAE

A,iEANA,iEkD93KU,YAAA,ElDm5KV,8CANA,8CAQA,8CANA,8CAEA,8CkD39KA,8ClD89KA,gEANA,gEA

QA,gEANA,gEAEA,gEANA,gEkDx4KU,aAAA,ElDu5KV,+CAIA,+CkDz+KA,+ClDu+KA,+CADA,iEAIA,iEAN

A,iEAIA,iEkDj5KU,cAAA,EAvFV,8ClDi/KA,8CAFA,8CAIA,8CALA,gEAIA,gEAFA,gEAIA,gEkDp5KU,cAAA,

EAhGV,yBAsGI,cAAA,EACA,OAAA,EAUJ,aACE,cAAA,KADF,oBAKI,cAAA,EACA,cAAA,IANJ,2BASM,W

AAA,IATN,4BAcI,cAAA,ElD04KJ,wDkDx5KA,wDAkBM,WAAA,IAAA,MAAA,KAlBN,2BAuBI,WAAA,EAv

BJ,uDAyBM,cAAA,IAAA,MAAA,KAON,eC5PE,aAAA,KAEA,8BACE,MAAA,KACA,iBAAA,QACA,aAAA,K

AHF,0DAMI,iBAAA,KANJ,qCASI,MAAA,QACA,iBAAA,KAGJ,yDAEI,oBAAA,KD8ON,eC/PE,aAAA,QAEA,

8BACE,MAAA,KACA,iBAAA,QACA,aAAA,QAHF,0DAMI,iBAAA,QANJ,qCASI,MAAA,QACA,iBAAA,KAG

J,yDAEI,oBAAA,QDiPN,eClQE,aAAA,QAEA,8BACE,MAAA,QACA,iBAAA,QACA,aAAA,QAHF,0DAMI,iBA

AA,QANJ,qCASI,MAAA,QACA,iBAAA,QAGJ,yDAEI,oBAAA,QDoPN,YCrQE,aAAA,QAEA,2BACE,MAAA,

QACA,iBAAA,QACA,aAAA,QAHF,uDAMI,iBAAA,QANJ,kCASI,MAAA,QACA,iBAAA,QAGJ,sDAEI,oBAA

A,QDuPN,eCxQE,aAAA,QAEA,8BACE,MAAA,QACA,iBAAA,QACA,aAAA,QAHF,0DAMI,iBAAA,QANJ,qC

ASI,MAAA,QACA,iBAAA,QAGJ,yDAEI,oBAAA,QD0PN,cC3QE,aAAA,QAEA,6BACE,MAAA,QACA,iBAAA

,QACA,aAAA,QAHF,yDAMI,iBAAA,QANJ,oCASI,MAAA,QACA,iBAAA,QAGJ,wDAEI,oBAAA,QChBN,kBA

CE,SAAA,SACA,QAAA,MACA,OAAA,EACA,QAAA,EACA,SAAA,OALF,yCpDivLA,wBADA,yBAEA,yBAC

A,wBoDvuLI,SAAA,SACA,IAAA,EACA,OAAA,EACA,KAAA,EACA,MAAA,KACA,OAAA,KACA,OAAA,EA
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KJ,wBACE,eAAA,OAIF,uBACE,eAAA,IC3BF,MACE,WAAA,KACA,QAAA,KACA,cAAA,KACA,iBAAA,QA

CA,OAAA,IAAA,MAAA,QACA,cAAA,IjD0DA,mBAAA,MAAA,EAAA,IAAA,IAAA,gBACQ,WAAA,MAAA,E

AAA,IAAA,IAAA,gBiDjEV,iBASI,aAAA,KACA,aAAA,gBAKJ,SACE,QAAA,KACA,cAAA,IAEF,SACE,QAA

A,IACA,cAAA,ICpBF,OACE,MAAA,MACA,UAAA,KACA,YAAA,IACA,YAAA,EACA,MAAA,KACA,YAAA,

EAAA,IAAA,EAAA,KjCTA,OAAA,kBACA,QAAA,GrBkyLF,asDvxLE,aAEE,MAAA,KACA,gBAAA,KACA,O

AAA,QjChBF,OAAA,kBACA,QAAA,GiCuBA,aACE,QAAA,EACA,OAAA,QACA,WAAA,IACA,OAAA,EACA

,mBAAA,KACA,gBAAA,KAAA,WAAA,KCxBJ,YACE,SAAA,OAIF,OACE,SAAA,MACA,IAAA,EACA,MAA

A,EACA,OAAA,EACA,KAAA,EACA,QAAA,KACA,QAAA,KACA,SAAA,OACA,2BAAA,MAIA,QAAA,EAG

A,0BnDiHA,kBAAA,kBACI,cAAA,kBACC,aAAA,kBACG,UAAA,kBAkER,mBAAA,kBAAA,IAAA,SAEK,cAA

A,aAAA,IAAA,SACG,WAAA,kBAAA,IAAA,SAAA,WAAA,UAAA,IAAA,SAAA,WAAA,UAAA,IAAA,QAAA,

CAAA,kBAAA,IAAA,QAAA,CAAA,aAAA,IAAA,SmDrLR,wBnD6GA,kBAAA,eACI,cAAA,eACC,aAAA,eAC

G,UAAA,emD9GV,mBACE,WAAA,OACA,WAAA,KAIF,cACE,SAAA,SACA,MAAA,KACA,OAAA,KAIF,eA

CE,SAAA,SACA,iBAAA,KACA,gBAAA,YACA,OAAA,IAAA,MAAA,KACA,OAAA,IAAA,MAAA,eACA,cAA

A,InDcA,mBAAA,EAAA,IAAA,IAAA,eACQ,WAAA,EAAA,IAAA,IAAA,emDZR,QAAA,EAIF,gBACE,SAAA,

MACA,IAAA,EACA,MAAA,EACA,OAAA,EACA,KAAA,EACA,QAAA,KACA,iBAAA,KAEA,qBlCpEA,OAA

A,iBACA,QAAA,EkCoEA,mBlCrEA,OAAA,kBACA,QAAA,GkCyEF,cACE,QAAA,KACA,cAAA,IAAA,MAAA

,QAIF,qBACE,WAAA,KAIF,aACE,OAAA,EACA,YAAA,WAKF,YACE,SAAA,SACA,QAAA,KAIF,cACE,QAA

A,KACA,WAAA,MACA,WAAA,IAAA,MAAA,QAHF,wBAQI,cAAA,EACA,YAAA,IATJ,mCAaI,YAAA,KAbJ,

oCAiBI,YAAA,EAKJ,yBACE,SAAA,SACA,IAAA,QACA,MAAA,KACA,OAAA,KACA,SAAA,OAIF,yBAEE,c

ACE,MAAA,MACA,OAAA,KAAA,KAEF,enDrEA,mBAAA,EAAA,IAAA,KAAA,eACQ,WAAA,EAAA,IAAA,

KAAA,emDyER,UAAY,MAAA,OAGd,yBACE,UAAY,MAAA,OC9Id,SACE,SAAA,SACA,QAAA,KACA,QAA

A,MCRA,YAAA,gBAAA,CAAA,SAAA,CAAA,KAAA,CAAA,WAEA,WAAA,OACA,YAAA,IACA,YAAA,WA

CA,WAAA,KACA,WAAA,KACA,WAAA,MACA,gBAAA,KACA,YAAA,KACA,eAAA,KACA,eAAA,OACA,

WAAA,OACA,aAAA,OACA,UAAA,OACA,YAAA,ODHA,UAAA,KnCTA,OAAA,iBACA,QAAA,EmCYA,YnC

bA,OAAA,kBACA,QAAA,GmCaA,aACE,QAAA,IAAA,EACA,WAAA,KAEF,eACE,QAAA,EAAA,IACA,YAA

A,IAEF,gBACE,QAAA,IAAA,EACA,WAAA,IAEF,cACE,QAAA,EAAA,IACA,YAAA,KAIF,4BACE,OAAA,EA

CA,KAAA,IACA,YAAA,KACA,aAAA,IAAA,IAAA,EACA,iBAAA,KAEF,iCACE,MAAA,IACA,OAAA,EACA,

cAAA,KACA,aAAA,IAAA,IAAA,EACA,iBAAA,KAEF,kCACE,OAAA,EACA,KAAA,IACA,cAAA,KACA,aAA

A,IAAA,IAAA,EACA,iBAAA,KAEF,8BACE,IAAA,IACA,KAAA,EACA,WAAA,KACA,aAAA,IAAA,IAAA,IA

AA,EACA,mBAAA,KAEF,6BACE,IAAA,IACA,MAAA,EACA,WAAA,KACA,aAAA,IAAA,EAAA,IAAA,IACA

,kBAAA,KAEF,+BACE,IAAA,EACA,KAAA,IACA,YAAA,KACA,aAAA,EAAA,IAAA,IACA,oBAAA,KAEF,o

CACE,IAAA,EACA,MAAA,IACA,WAAA,KACA,aAAA,EAAA,IAAA,IACA,oBAAA,KAEF,qCACE,IAAA,EA

CA,KAAA,IACA,WAAA,KACA,aAAA,EAAA,IAAA,IACA,oBAAA,KAKJ,eACE,UAAA,MACA,QAAA,IAAA,

IACA,MAAA,KACA,WAAA,OACA,iBAAA,KACA,cAAA,IAIF,eACE,SAAA,SACA,MAAA,EACA,OAAA,EA

CA,aAAA,YACA,aAAA,MEzGF,SACE,SAAA,SACA,IAAA,EACA,KAAA,EACA,QAAA,KACA,QAAA,KACA

,UAAA,MACA,QAAA,IDXA,YAAA,gBAAA,CAAA,SAAA,CAAA,KAAA,CAAA,WAEA,WAAA,OACA,YAA

A,IACA,YAAA,WACA,WAAA,KACA,WAAA,KACA,WAAA,MACA,gBAAA,KACA,YAAA,KACA,eAAA,KA

CA,eAAA,OACA,WAAA,OACA,aAAA,OACA,UAAA,OACA,YAAA,OCAA,UAAA,KACA,iBAAA,KACA,gB

AAA,YACA,OAAA,IAAA,MAAA,KACA,OAAA,IAAA,MAAA,eACA,cAAA,ItDiDA,mBAAA,EAAA,IAAA,K

AAA,eACQ,WAAA,EAAA,IAAA,KAAA,esD9CR,aAAQ,WAAA,MACR,eAAU,YAAA,KACV,gBAAW,WAAA,

KACX,cAAS,YAAA,MAvBX,gBA4BI,aAAA,KAEA,gB1DkjMJ,sB0DhjMM,SAAA,SACA,QAAA,MACA,MAA

A,EACA,OAAA,EACA,aAAA,YACA,aAAA,MAGF,sBACE,QAAA,GACA,aAAA,KAIJ,oBACE,OAAA,MACA,

KAAA,IACA,YAAA,MACA,iBAAA,KACA,iBAAA,gBACA,oBAAA,EACA,0BACE,OAAA,IACA,YAAA,MAC

A,QAAA,IACA,iBAAA,KACA,oBAAA,EAGJ,sBACE,IAAA,IACA,KAAA,MACA,WAAA,MACA,mBAAA,KA

CA,mBAAA,gBACA,kBAAA,EACA,4BACE,OAAA,MACA,KAAA,IACA,QAAA,IACA,mBAAA,KACA,kBAA

A,EAGJ,uBACE,IAAA,MACA,KAAA,IACA,YAAA,MACA,iBAAA,EACA,oBAAA,KACA,oBAAA,gBACA,6B

ACE,IAAA,IACA,YAAA,MACA,QAAA,IACA,iBAAA,EACA,oBAAA,KAIJ,qBACE,IAAA,IACA,MAAA,MAC

A,WAAA,MACA,mBAAA,EACA,kBAAA,KACA,kBAAA,gBACA,2BACE,MAAA,IACA,OAAA,MACA,QAA
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A,IACA,mBAAA,EACA,kBAAA,KAKN,eACE,QAAA,IAAA,KACA,OAAA,EACA,UAAA,KACA,iBAAA,QAC

A,cAAA,IAAA,MAAA,QACA,cAAA,IAAA,IAAA,EAAA,EAGF,iBACE,QAAA,IAAA,KCpHF,UACE,SAAA,S

AGF,gBACE,SAAA,SACA,MAAA,KACA,SAAA,OAHF,sBAMI,SAAA,SACA,QAAA,KvD6KF,mBAAA,IAAA,

YAAA,KACK,cAAA,IAAA,YAAA,KACG,WAAA,IAAA,YAAA,KJs/LV,4B2D5qMA,0BAcM,YAAA,EAIF,8B

AAA,uBAAA,sBvDuLF,mBAAA,kBAAA,IAAA,YAEK,cAAA,aAAA,IAAA,YACG,WAAA,kBAAA,IAAA,YA

AA,WAAA,UAAA,IAAA,YAAA,WAAA,UAAA,IAAA,WAAA,CAAA,kBAAA,IAAA,WAAA,CAAA,aAAA,IA

AA,YA7JR,4BAAA,OAEQ,oBAAA,OA+GR,oBAAA,OAEQ,YAAA,OJ0hMR,mC2DrqMI,2BvDmHJ,kBAAA,sB

ACQ,UAAA,sBuDjHF,KAAA,E3DwqMN,kC2DtqMI,2BvD8GJ,kBAAA,uBACQ,UAAA,uBuD5GF,KAAA,E3D0

qMN,6B2DxqMI,gC3DuqMJ,iCI9jMA,kBAAA,mBACQ,UAAA,mBuDtGF,KAAA,GArCR,wB3DgtMA,sBACA,s

B2DpqMI,QAAA,MA7CJ,wBAiDI,KAAA,EAjDJ,sB3DwtMA,sB2DlqMI,SAAA,SACA,IAAA,EACA,MAAA,KA

xDJ,sBA4DI,KAAA,KA5DJ,sBA+DI,KAAA,MA/DJ,2B3DouMA,4B2DjqMI,KAAA,EAnEJ,6BAuEI,KAAA,MA

vEJ,8BA0EI,KAAA,KAQJ,kBACE,SAAA,SACA,IAAA,EACA,OAAA,EACA,KAAA,EACA,MAAA,IACA,UAA

A,KACA,MAAA,KACA,WAAA,OACA,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,IAAA,eACA,iBAAA,ctCpGA,OAAA,kBACA,QA

AA,GsCyGA,uBdrGE,iBAAA,sEACA,iBAAA,iEACA,iBAAA,uFAAA,iBAAA,kEACA,OAAA,+GACA,kBAAA,

ScoGF,wBACE,MAAA,EACA,KAAA,Kd1GA,iBAAA,sEACA,iBAAA,iEACA,iBAAA,uFAAA,iBAAA,kEACA,

OAAA,+GACA,kBAAA,S7C6wMJ,wB2DlqME,wBAEE,MAAA,KACA,gBAAA,KACA,QAAA,EtCxHF,OAAA,

kBACA,QAAA,GrB8xMF,0CACA,2CAFA,6B2DpsMA,6BAuCI,SAAA,SACA,IAAA,IACA,QAAA,EACA,QAA

A,aACA,WAAA,M3DmqMJ,0C2D9sMA,6BA+CI,KAAA,IACA,YAAA,M3DmqMJ,2C2DntMA,6BAoDI,MAAA

,IACA,aAAA,M3DmqMJ,6B2DxtMA,6BAyDI,MAAA,KACA,OAAA,KACA,YAAA,MACA,YAAA,EAIA,oCAC

E,QAAA,QAIF,oCACE,QAAA,QAUN,qBACE,SAAA,SACA,OAAA,KACA,KAAA,IACA,QAAA,GACA,MAA

A,IACA,aAAA,EACA,YAAA,KACA,WAAA,OACA,WAAA,KATF,wBAYI,QAAA,aACA,MAAA,KACA,OAA

A,KACA,OAAA,IACA,YAAA,OACA,OAAA,QAUA,iBAAA,OACA,iBAAA,cAEA,OAAA,IAAA,MAAA,KAC

A,cAAA,KA/BJ,6BAmCI,MAAA,KACA,OAAA,KACA,OAAA,EACA,iBAAA,KAOJ,kBACE,SAAA,SACA,MA

AA,IACA,OAAA,KACA,KAAA,IACA,QAAA,GACA,YAAA,KACA,eAAA,KACA,MAAA,KACA,WAAA,OAC

A,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,IAAA,eAEA,uBACE,YAAA,KAMJ,oCAGE,0C3D+nMA,2CAEA,6BADA,6B2D3nMI,M

AAA,KACA,OAAA,KACA,WAAA,MACA,UAAA,KARJ,0C3DwoMA,6B2D5nMI,YAAA,MAZJ,2C3D4oMA,6

B2D5nMI,aAAA,MAKJ,kBACE,MAAA,IACA,KAAA,IACA,eAAA,KAIF,qBACE,OAAA,M3D0oMJ,qCADA,sC

ADA,mBADA,oBAXA,gB4D73ME,iB5Dm4MF,uBADA,wBADA,iBADA,kBADA,wBADA,yBASA,mCADA,oC

AqBA,oBADA,qBADA,oBADA,qBAXA,WADA,YAOA,uBADA,wBADA,qBADA,sBADA,cADA,eAOA,aADA,

cAGA,kBADA,mBAjBA,WADA,Y4Dl4MI,QAAA,MACA,QAAA,I5Dm6MJ,qCADA,mB4Dh6ME,gB5D65MF,u

BADA,iBADA,wBAIA,mCAUA,oBADA,oBANA,WAGA,uBADA,qBADA,cAGA,aACA,kBATA,W4D75MI,MA

AA,K5BNJ,c6BVE,QAAA,MACA,aAAA,KACA,YAAA,K7BWF,YACE,MAAA,gBAEF,WACE,MAAA,eAQF,

MACE,QAAA,eAEF,MACE,QAAA,gBAEF,WACE,WAAA,OAEF,W8BzBE,KAAA,CAAA,CAAA,EAAA,EAC

A,MAAA,YACA,YAAA,KACA,iBAAA,YACA,OAAA,E9B8BF,QACE,QAAA,eAOF,OACE,SAAA,M+BjCF,cA

CE,MAAA,a/D88MF,YADA,YADA,Y+Dt8MA,YClBE,QAAA,ehEs+MF,kBACA,mBACA,yBALA,kBACA,mB

ACA,yBALA,kBACA,mBACA,yB+Dz8MA,kB/Dq8MA,mBACA,yB+D17ME,QAAA,eAIA,yBAAA,YCjDA,QA

AA,gBACA,iBAAU,QAAA,gBACV,cAAU,QAAA,oBhE4/MV,cgE3/MA,cACU,QAAA,sBDkDV,yBAAA,kBAC

E,QAAA,iBAIF,yBAAA,mBACE,QAAA,kBAIF,yBAAA,yBACE,QAAA,wBAKF,+CAAA,YCtEA,QAAA,gBAC

A,iBAAU,QAAA,gBACV,cAAU,QAAA,oBhE0hNV,cgEzhNA,cACU,QAAA,sBDuEV,+CAAA,kBACE,QAAA,i

BAIF,+CAAA,mBACE,QAAA,kBAIF,+CAAA,yBACE,QAAA,wBAKF,gDAAA,YC3FA,QAAA,gBACA,iBAAU

,QAAA,gBACV,cAAU,QAAA,oBhEwjNV,cgEvjNA,cACU,QAAA,sBD4FV,gDAAA,kBACE,QAAA,iBAIF,gDA

AA,mBACE,QAAA,kBAIF,gDAAA,yBACE,QAAA,wBAKF,0BAAA,YChHA,QAAA,gBACA,iBAAU,QAAA,g

BACV,cAAU,QAAA,oBhEslNV,cgErlNA,cACU,QAAA,sBDiHV,0BAAA,kBACE,QAAA,iBAIF,0BAAA,mBAC

E,QAAA,kBAIF,0BAAA,yBACE,QAAA,wBAKF,yBAAA,WC7HA,QAAA,gBDkIA,+CAAA,WClIA,QAAA,gB

DuIA,gDAAA,WCvIA,QAAA,gBD4IA,0BAAA,WC5IA,QAAA,gBDuJF,eCvJE,QAAA,eD0JA,aAAA,eClKA,QA

AA,gBACA,oBAAU,QAAA,gBACV,iBAAU,QAAA,oBhE2oNV,iBgE1oNA,iBACU,QAAA,sBDkKZ,qBACE,Q

AAA,eAEA,aAAA,qBACE,QAAA,iBAGJ,sBACE,QAAA,eAEA,aAAA,sBACE,QAAA,kBAGJ,4BACE,QAAA,e

AEA,aAAA,4BACE,QAAA,wBAKF,aAAA,cCrLA,QAAA","sourcesContent":["/*!\n * Bootstrap v3.4.1
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(https://getbootstrap.com/)\n * Copyright 2011-2019 Twitter, Inc.\n * Licensed under MIT

(https://github.com/twbs/bootstrap/blob/master/LICENSE)\n */\n/*! normalize.css v3.0.3 | MIT License |

github.com/necolas/normalize.css */\nhtml {\n  font-family: sans-serif;\n  -ms-text-size-adjust: 100%;\n  -webkit-

text-size-adjust: 100%;\n}\nbody {\n  margin:

0;\n}\narticle,\naside,\ndetails,\nfigcaption,\nfigure,\nfooter,\nheader,\nhgroup,\nmain,\nmenu,\nnav,\nsection,\nsu

mmary {\n  display: block;\n}\naudio,\ncanvas,\nprogress,\nvideo {\n  display: inline-block;\n  vertical-align:

baseline;\n}\naudio:not([controls]) {\n  display: none;\n  height: 0;\n}\n[hidden],\ntemplate {\n  display: none;\n}\na

{\n  background-color: transparent;\n}\na:active,\na:hover {\n  outline: 0;\n}\nabbr[title] {\n  border-bottom: none;\n

text-decoration: underline;\n  text-decoration: underline dotted;\n}\nb,\nstrong {\n  font-weight: bold;\n}\ndfn {\n

font-style: italic;\n}\nh1 {\n  font-size: 2em;\n  margin: 0.67em 0;\n}\nmark {\n  background: #ff0;\n  color:

#000;\n}\nsmall {\n  font-size: 80%;\n}\nsub,\nsup {\n  font-size: 75%;\n  line-height: 0;\n  position: relative;\n

vertical-align: baseline;\n}\nsup {\n  top: -0.5em;\n}\nsub {\n  bottom: -0.25em;\n}\nimg {\n  border:

0;\n}\nsvg:not(:root) {\n  overflow: hidden;\n}\nfigure {\n  margin: 1em 40px;\n}\nhr {\n  box-sizing: content-

box;\n  height: 0;\n}\npre {\n  overflow: auto;\n}\ncode,\nkbd,\npre,\nsamp {\n  font-family: monospace,

monospace;\n  font-size: 1em;\n}\nbutton,\ninput,\noptgroup,\nselect,\ntextarea {\n  color: inherit;\n  font: inherit;\n

margin: 0;\n}\nbutton {\n  overflow: visible;\n}\nbutton,\nselect {\n  text-transform: none;\n}\nbutton,\nhtml

input[type=\"button\"],\ninput[type=\"reset\"],\ninput[type=\"submit\"] {\n  -webkit-appearance: button;\n  cursor:

pointer;\n}\nbutton[disabled],\nhtml input[disabled] {\n  cursor: default;\n}\nbutton::-moz-focus-inner,\ninput::-

moz-focus-inner {\n  border: 0;\n  padding: 0;\n}\ninput {\n  line-height:

normal;\n}\ninput[type=\"checkbox\"],\ninput[type=\"radio\"] {\n  box-sizing: border-box;\n  padding:

0;\n}\ninput[type=\"number\"]::-webkit-inner-spin-button,\ninput[type=\"number\"]::-webkit-outer-spin-button {\n

height: auto;\n}\ninput[type=\"search\"] {\n  -webkit-appearance: textfield;\n  box-sizing: content-

box;\n}\ninput[type=\"search\"]::-webkit-search-cancel-button,\ninput[type=\"search\"]::-webkit-search-decoration

{\n  -webkit-appearance: none;\n}\nfieldset {\n  border: 1px solid #c0c0c0;\n  margin: 0 2px;\n  padding: 0.35em

0.625em 0.75em;\n}\nlegend {\n  border: 0;\n  padding: 0;\n}\ntextarea {\n  overflow: auto;\n}\noptgroup {\n  font-

weight: bold;\n}\ntable {\n  border-collapse: collapse;\n  border-spacing: 0;\n}\ntd,\nth {\n  padding: 0;\n}\n/*!

Source: https://github.com/h5bp/html5-boilerplate/blob/master/src/css/main.css */\n@media print {\n  *,\n

*:before,\n  *:after {\n    color: #000 !important;\n    text-shadow: none !important;\n    background: transparent

!important;\n    box-shadow: none !important;\n  }\n  a,\n  a:visited {\n    text-decoration: underline;\n  }\n

a[href]:after {\n    content: \" (\" attr(href) \")\";\n  }\n  abbr[title]:after {\n    content: \" (\" attr(title) \")\";\n  }\n

a[href^=\"#\"]:after,\n  a[href^=\"javascript:\"]:after {\n    content: \"\";\n  }\n  pre,\n  blockquote {\n    border: 1px

solid #999;\n    page-break-inside: avoid;\n  }\n  thead {\n    display: table-header-group;\n  }\n  tr,\n  img {\n

page-break-inside: avoid;\n  }\n  img {\n    max-width: 100% !important;\n  }\n  p,\n  h2,\n  h3 {\n    orphans: 3;\n

widows: 3;\n  }\n  h2,\n  h3 {\n    page-break-after: avoid;\n  }\n  .navbar {\n    display: none;\n  }\n  .btn > .caret,\n

.dropup > .btn > .caret {\n    border-top-color: #000 !important;\n  }\n  .label {\n    border: 1px solid #000;\n  }\n

.table {\n    border-collapse: collapse !important;\n  }\n  .table td,\n  .table th {\n    background-color: #fff

!important;\n  }\n  .table-bordered th,\n  .table-bordered td {\n    border: 1px solid #ddd !important;\n  }\n}\n@font-

face {\n  font-family: \"Glyphicons Halflings\";\n  src: url(\"../fonts/glyphicons-halflings-regular.eot\");\n  src:

url(\"../fonts/glyphicons-halflings-regular.eot?#iefix\") format(\"embedded-opentype\"), url(\"../fonts/glyphicons-

halflings-regular.woff2\") format(\"woff2\"), url(\"../fonts/glyphicons-halflings-regular.woff\") format(\"woff\"),

url(\"../fonts/glyphicons-halflings-regular.ttf\") format(\"truetype\"), url(\"../fonts/glyphicons-halflings-

regular.svg#glyphicons_halflingsregular\") format(\"svg\");\n}\n.glyphicon {\n  position: relative;\n  top: 1px;\n

display: inline-block;\n  font-family: \"Glyphicons Halflings\";\n  font-style: normal;\n  font-weight: 400;\n  line-

height: 1;\n  -webkit-font-smoothing: antialiased;\n  -moz-osx-font-smoothing: grayscale;\n}\n.glyphicon-

asterisk:before {\n  content: \"\\002a\";\n}\n.glyphicon-plus:before {\n  content: \"\\002b\";\n}\n.glyphicon-

euro:before,\n.glyphicon-eur:before {\n  content: \"\\20ac\";\n}\n.glyphicon-minus:before {\n  content:

\"\\2212\";\n}\n.glyphicon-cloud:before {\n  content: \"\\2601\";\n}\n.glyphicon-envelope:before {\n  content:

\"\\2709\";\n}\n.glyphicon-pencil:before {\n  content: \"\\270f\";\n}\n.glyphicon-glass:before {\n  content:
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\"\\e001\";\n}\n.glyphicon-music:before {\n  content: \"\\e002\";\n}\n.glyphicon-search:before {\n  content:

\"\\e003\";\n}\n.glyphicon-heart:before {\n  content: \"\\e005\";\n}\n.glyphicon-star:before {\n  content:

\"\\e006\";\n}\n.glyphicon-star-empty:before {\n  content: \"\\e007\";\n}\n.glyphicon-user:before {\n  content:

\"\\e008\";\n}\n.glyphicon-film:before {\n  content: \"\\e009\";\n}\n.glyphicon-th-large:before {\n  content:

\"\\e010\";\n}\n.glyphicon-th:before {\n  content: \"\\e011\";\n}\n.glyphicon-th-list:before {\n  content:

\"\\e012\";\n}\n.glyphicon-ok:before {\n  content: \"\\e013\";\n}\n.glyphicon-remove:before {\n  content:

\"\\e014\";\n}\n.glyphicon-zoom-in:before {\n  content: \"\\e015\";\n}\n.glyphicon-zoom-out:before {\n  content:

\"\\e016\";\n}\n.glyphicon-off:before {\n  content: \"\\e017\";\n}\n.glyphicon-signal:before {\n  content:

\"\\e018\";\n}\n.glyphicon-cog:before {\n  content: \"\\e019\";\n}\n.glyphicon-trash:before {\n  content:

\"\\e020\";\n}\n.glyphicon-home:before {\n  content: \"\\e021\";\n}\n.glyphicon-file:before {\n  content:

\"\\e022\";\n}\n.glyphicon-time:before {\n  content: \"\\e023\";\n}\n.glyphicon-road:before {\n  content:

\"\\e024\";\n}\n.glyphicon-download-alt:before {\n  content: \"\\e025\";\n}\n.glyphicon-download:before {\n

content: \"\\e026\";\n}\n.glyphicon-upload:before {\n  content: \"\\e027\";\n}\n.glyphicon-inbox:before {\n  content:

\"\\e028\";\n}\n.glyphicon-play-circle:before {\n  content: \"\\e029\";\n}\n.glyphicon-repeat:before {\n  content:

\"\\e030\";\n}\n.glyphicon-refresh:before {\n  content: \"\\e031\";\n}\n.glyphicon-list-alt:before {\n  content:

\"\\e032\";\n}\n.glyphicon-lock:before {\n  content: \"\\e033\";\n}\n.glyphicon-flag:before {\n  content:

\"\\e034\";\n}\n.glyphicon-headphones:before {\n  content: \"\\e035\";\n}\n.glyphicon-volume-off:before {\n

content: \"\\e036\";\n}\n.glyphicon-volume-down:before {\n  content: \"\\e037\";\n}\n.glyphicon-volume-up:before

{\n  content: \"\\e038\";\n}\n.glyphicon-qrcode:before {\n  content: \"\\e039\";\n}\n.glyphicon-barcode:before {\n

content: \"\\e040\";\n}\n.glyphicon-tag:before {\n  content: \"\\e041\";\n}\n.glyphicon-tags:before {\n  content:

\"\\e042\";\n}\n.glyphicon-book:before {\n  content: \"\\e043\";\n}\n.glyphicon-bookmark:before {\n  content:

\"\\e044\";\n}\n.glyphicon-print:before {\n  content: \"\\e045\";\n}\n.glyphicon-camera:before {\n  content:

\"\\e046\";\n}\n.glyphicon-font:before {\n  content: \"\\e047\";\n}\n.glyphicon-bold:before {\n  content:

\"\\e048\";\n}\n.glyphicon-italic:before {\n  content: \"\\e049\";\n}\n.glyphicon-text-height:before {\n  content:

\"\\e050\";\n}\n.glyphicon-text-width:before {\n  content: \"\\e051\";\n}\n.glyphicon-align-left:before {\n  content:

\"\\e052\";\n}\n.glyphicon-align-center:before {\n  content: \"\\e053\";\n}\n.glyphicon-align-right:before {\n

content: \"\\e054\";\n}\n.glyphicon-align-justify:before {\n  content: \"\\e055\";\n}\n.glyphicon-list:before {\n

content: \"\\e056\";\n}\n.glyphicon-indent-left:before {\n  content: \"\\e057\";\n}\n.glyphicon-indent-right:before {\n

content: \"\\e058\";\n}\n.glyphicon-facetime-video:before {\n  content: \"\\e059\";\n}\n.glyphicon-picture:before {\n

content: \"\\e060\";\n}\n.glyphicon-map-marker:before {\n  content: \"\\e062\";\n}\n.glyphicon-adjust:before {\n

content: \"\\e063\";\n}\n.glyphicon-tint:before {\n  content: \"\\e064\";\n}\n.glyphicon-edit:before {\n  content:

\"\\e065\";\n}\n.glyphicon-share:before {\n  content: \"\\e066\";\n}\n.glyphicon-check:before {\n  content:

\"\\e067\";\n}\n.glyphicon-move:before {\n  content: \"\\e068\";\n}\n.glyphicon-step-backward:before {\n  content:

\"\\e069\";\n}\n.glyphicon-fast-backward:before {\n  content: \"\\e070\";\n}\n.glyphicon-backward:before {\n

content: \"\\e071\";\n}\n.glyphicon-play:before {\n  content: \"\\e072\";\n}\n.glyphicon-pause:before {\n  content:

\"\\e073\";\n}\n.glyphicon-stop:before {\n  content: \"\\e074\";\n}\n.glyphicon-forward:before {\n  content:

\"\\e075\";\n}\n.glyphicon-fast-forward:before {\n  content: \"\\e076\";\n}\n.glyphicon-step-forward:before {\n

content: \"\\e077\";\n}\n.glyphicon-eject:before {\n  content: \"\\e078\";\n}\n.glyphicon-chevron-left:before {\n

content: \"\\e079\";\n}\n.glyphicon-chevron-right:before {\n  content: \"\\e080\";\n}\n.glyphicon-plus-sign:before {\n

content: \"\\e081\";\n}\n.glyphicon-minus-sign:before {\n  content: \"\\e082\";\n}\n.glyphicon-remove-sign:before

{\n  content: \"\\e083\";\n}\n.glyphicon-ok-sign:before {\n  content: \"\\e084\";\n}\n.glyphicon-question-sign:before

{\n  content: \"\\e085\";\n}\n.glyphicon-info-sign:before {\n  content: \"\\e086\";\n}\n.glyphicon-screenshot:before

{\n  content: \"\\e087\";\n}\n.glyphicon-remove-circle:before {\n  content: \"\\e088\";\n}\n.glyphicon-ok-

circle:before {\n  content: \"\\e089\";\n}\n.glyphicon-ban-circle:before {\n  content: \"\\e090\";\n}\n.glyphicon-

arrow-left:before {\n  content: \"\\e091\";\n}\n.glyphicon-arrow-right:before {\n  content: \"\\e092\";\n}\n.glyphicon-

arrow-up:before {\n  content: \"\\e093\";\n}\n.glyphicon-arrow-down:before {\n  content: \"\\e094\";\n}\n.glyphicon-

share-alt:before {\n  content: \"\\e095\";\n}\n.glyphicon-resize-full:before {\n  content: \"\\e096\";\n}\n.glyphicon-

resize-small:before {\n  content: \"\\e097\";\n}\n.glyphicon-exclamation-sign:before {\n  content:
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\"\\e101\";\n}\n.glyphicon-gift:before {\n  content: \"\\e102\";\n}\n.glyphicon-leaf:before {\n  content:

\"\\e103\";\n}\n.glyphicon-fire:before {\n  content: \"\\e104\";\n}\n.glyphicon-eye-open:before {\n  content:

\"\\e105\";\n}\n.glyphicon-eye-close:before {\n  content: \"\\e106\";\n}\n.glyphicon-warning-sign:before {\n

content: \"\\e107\";\n}\n.glyphicon-plane:before {\n  content: \"\\e108\";\n}\n.glyphicon-calendar:before {\n

content: \"\\e109\";\n}\n.glyphicon-random:before {\n  content: \"\\e110\";\n}\n.glyphicon-comment:before {\n

content: \"\\e111\";\n}\n.glyphicon-magnet:before {\n  content: \"\\e112\";\n}\n.glyphicon-chevron-up:before {\n

content: \"\\e113\";\n}\n.glyphicon-chevron-down:before {\n  content: \"\\e114\";\n}\n.glyphicon-retweet:before {\n

content: \"\\e115\";\n}\n.glyphicon-shopping-cart:before {\n  content: \"\\e116\";\n}\n.glyphicon-folder-close:before

{\n  content: \"\\e117\";\n}\n.glyphicon-folder-open:before {\n  content: \"\\e118\";\n}\n.glyphicon-resize-

vertical:before {\n  content: \"\\e119\";\n}\n.glyphicon-resize-horizontal:before {\n  content:

\"\\e120\";\n}\n.glyphicon-hdd:before {\n  content: \"\\e121\";\n}\n.glyphicon-bullhorn:before {\n  content:

\"\\e122\";\n}\n.glyphicon-bell:before {\n  content: \"\\e123\";\n}\n.glyphicon-certificate:before {\n  content:

\"\\e124\";\n}\n.glyphicon-thumbs-up:before {\n  content: \"\\e125\";\n}\n.glyphicon-thumbs-down:before {\n

content: \"\\e126\";\n}\n.glyphicon-hand-right:before {\n  content: \"\\e127\";\n}\n.glyphicon-hand-left:before {\n

content: \"\\e128\";\n}\n.glyphicon-hand-up:before {\n  content: \"\\e129\";\n}\n.glyphicon-hand-down:before {\n

content: \"\\e130\";\n}\n.glyphicon-circle-arrow-right:before {\n  content: \"\\e131\";\n}\n.glyphicon-circle-arrow-

left:before {\n  content: \"\\e132\";\n}\n.glyphicon-circle-arrow-up:before {\n  content: \"\\e133\";\n}\n.glyphicon-

circle-arrow-down:before {\n  content: \"\\e134\";\n}\n.glyphicon-globe:before {\n  content:

\"\\e135\";\n}\n.glyphicon-wrench:before {\n  content: \"\\e136\";\n}\n.glyphicon-tasks:before {\n  content:

\"\\e137\";\n}\n.glyphicon-filter:before {\n  content: \"\\e138\";\n}\n.glyphicon-briefcase:before {\n  content:

\"\\e139\";\n}\n.glyphicon-fullscreen:before {\n  content: \"\\e140\";\n}\n.glyphicon-dashboard:before {\n  content:

\"\\e141\";\n}\n.glyphicon-paperclip:before {\n  content: \"\\e142\";\n}\n.glyphicon-heart-empty:before {\n  content:

\"\\e143\";\n}\n.glyphicon-link:before {\n  content: \"\\e144\";\n}\n.glyphicon-phone:before {\n  content:

\"\\e145\";\n}\n.glyphicon-pushpin:before {\n  content: \"\\e146\";\n}\n.glyphicon-usd:before {\n  content:

\"\\e148\";\n}\n.glyphicon-gbp:before {\n  content: \"\\e149\";\n}\n.glyphicon-sort:before {\n  content:

\"\\e150\";\n}\n.glyphicon-sort-by-alphabet:before {\n  content: \"\\e151\";\n}\n.glyphicon-sort-by-alphabet-

alt:before {\n  content: \"\\e152\";\n}\n.glyphicon-sort-by-order:before {\n  content: \"\\e153\";\n}\n.glyphicon-sort-

by-order-alt:before {\n  content: \"\\e154\";\n}\n.glyphicon-sort-by-attributes:before {\n  content:

\"\\e155\";\n}\n.glyphicon-sort-by-attributes-alt:before {\n  content: \"\\e156\";\n}\n.glyphicon-unchecked:before {\n

content: \"\\e157\";\n}\n.glyphicon-expand:before {\n  content: \"\\e158\";\n}\n.glyphicon-collapse-down:before {\n

content: \"\\e159\";\n}\n.glyphicon-collapse-up:before {\n  content: \"\\e160\";\n}\n.glyphicon-log-in:before {\n

content: \"\\e161\";\n}\n.glyphicon-flash:before {\n  content: \"\\e162\";\n}\n.glyphicon-log-out:before {\n  content:

\"\\e163\";\n}\n.glyphicon-new-window:before {\n  content: \"\\e164\";\n}\n.glyphicon-record:before {\n  content:

\"\\e165\";\n}\n.glyphicon-save:before {\n  content: \"\\e166\";\n}\n.glyphicon-open:before {\n  content:

\"\\e167\";\n}\n.glyphicon-saved:before {\n  content: \"\\e168\";\n}\n.glyphicon-import:before {\n  content:

\"\\e169\";\n}\n.glyphicon-export:before {\n  content: \"\\e170\";\n}\n.glyphicon-send:before {\n  content:

\"\\e171\";\n}\n.glyphicon-floppy-disk:before {\n  content: \"\\e172\";\n}\n.glyphicon-floppy-saved:before {\n

content: \"\\e173\";\n}\n.glyphicon-floppy-remove:before {\n  content: \"\\e174\";\n}\n.glyphicon-floppy-

save:before {\n  content: \"\\e175\";\n}\n.glyphicon-floppy-open:before {\n  content: \"\\e176\";\n}\n.glyphicon-

credit-card:before {\n  content: \"\\e177\";\n}\n.glyphicon-transfer:before {\n  content: \"\\e178\";\n}\n.glyphicon-

cutlery:before {\n  content: \"\\e179\";\n}\n.glyphicon-header:before {\n  content: \"\\e180\";\n}\n.glyphicon-

compressed:before {\n  content: \"\\e181\";\n}\n.glyphicon-earphone:before {\n  content: \"\\e182\";\n}\n.glyphicon-

phone-alt:before {\n  content: \"\\e183\";\n}\n.glyphicon-tower:before {\n  content: \"\\e184\";\n}\n.glyphicon-

stats:before {\n  content: \"\\e185\";\n}\n.glyphicon-sd-video:before {\n  content: \"\\e186\";\n}\n.glyphicon-hd-

video:before {\n  content: \"\\e187\";\n}\n.glyphicon-subtitles:before {\n  content: \"\\e188\";\n}\n.glyphicon-sound-

stereo:before {\n  content: \"\\e189\";\n}\n.glyphicon-sound-dolby:before {\n  content: \"\\e190\";\n}\n.glyphicon-

sound-5-1:before {\n  content: \"\\e191\";\n}\n.glyphicon-sound-6-1:before {\n  content: \"\\e192\";\n}\n.glyphicon-

sound-7-1:before {\n  content: \"\\e193\";\n}\n.glyphicon-copyright-mark:before {\n  content:
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\"\\e194\";\n}\n.glyphicon-registration-mark:before {\n  content: \"\\e195\";\n}\n.glyphicon-cloud-download:before

{\n  content: \"\\e197\";\n}\n.glyphicon-cloud-upload:before {\n  content: \"\\e198\";\n}\n.glyphicon-tree-

conifer:before {\n  content: \"\\e199\";\n}\n.glyphicon-tree-deciduous:before {\n  content:

\"\\e200\";\n}\n.glyphicon-cd:before {\n  content: \"\\e201\";\n}\n.glyphicon-save-file:before {\n  content:

\"\\e202\";\n}\n.glyphicon-open-file:before {\n  content: \"\\e203\";\n}\n.glyphicon-level-up:before {\n  content:

\"\\e204\";\n}\n.glyphicon-copy:before {\n  content: \"\\e205\";\n}\n.glyphicon-paste:before {\n  content:

\"\\e206\";\n}\n.glyphicon-alert:before {\n  content: \"\\e209\";\n}\n.glyphicon-equalizer:before {\n  content:

\"\\e210\";\n}\n.glyphicon-king:before {\n  content: \"\\e211\";\n}\n.glyphicon-queen:before {\n  content:

\"\\e212\";\n}\n.glyphicon-pawn:before {\n  content: \"\\e213\";\n}\n.glyphicon-bishop:before {\n  content:

\"\\e214\";\n}\n.glyphicon-knight:before {\n  content: \"\\e215\";\n}\n.glyphicon-baby-formula:before {\n  content:

\"\\e216\";\n}\n.glyphicon-tent:before {\n  content: \"\\26fa\";\n}\n.glyphicon-blackboard:before {\n  content:

\"\\e218\";\n}\n.glyphicon-bed:before {\n  content: \"\\e219\";\n}\n.glyphicon-apple:before {\n  content:

\"\\f8ff\";\n}\n.glyphicon-erase:before {\n  content: \"\\e221\";\n}\n.glyphicon-hourglass:before {\n  content:

\"\\231b\";\n}\n.glyphicon-lamp:before {\n  content: \"\\e223\";\n}\n.glyphicon-duplicate:before {\n  content:

\"\\e224\";\n}\n.glyphicon-piggy-bank:before {\n  content: \"\\e225\";\n}\n.glyphicon-scissors:before {\n  content:

\"\\e226\";\n}\n.glyphicon-bitcoin:before {\n  content: \"\\e227\";\n}\n.glyphicon-btc:before {\n  content:

\"\\e227\";\n}\n.glyphicon-xbt:before {\n  content: \"\\e227\";\n}\n.glyphicon-yen:before {\n  content:

\"\\00a5\";\n}\n.glyphicon-jpy:before {\n  content: \"\\00a5\";\n}\n.glyphicon-ruble:before {\n  content:

\"\\20bd\";\n}\n.glyphicon-rub:before {\n  content: \"\\20bd\";\n}\n.glyphicon-scale:before {\n  content:

\"\\e230\";\n}\n.glyphicon-ice-lolly:before {\n  content: \"\\e231\";\n}\n.glyphicon-ice-lolly-tasted:before {\n

content: \"\\e232\";\n}\n.glyphicon-education:before {\n  content: \"\\e233\";\n}\n.glyphicon-option-

horizontal:before {\n  content: \"\\e234\";\n}\n.glyphicon-option-vertical:before {\n  content:

\"\\e235\";\n}\n.glyphicon-menu-hamburger:before {\n  content: \"\\e236\";\n}\n.glyphicon-modal-window:before

{\n  content: \"\\e237\";\n}\n.glyphicon-oil:before {\n  content: \"\\e238\";\n}\n.glyphicon-grain:before {\n  content:

\"\\e239\";\n}\n.glyphicon-sunglasses:before {\n  content: \"\\e240\";\n}\n.glyphicon-text-size:before {\n  content:

\"\\e241\";\n}\n.glyphicon-text-color:before {\n  content: \"\\e242\";\n}\n.glyphicon-text-background:before {\n

content: \"\\e243\";\n}\n.glyphicon-object-align-top:before {\n  content: \"\\e244\";\n}\n.glyphicon-object-align-

bottom:before {\n  content: \"\\e245\";\n}\n.glyphicon-object-align-horizontal:before {\n  content:

\"\\e246\";\n}\n.glyphicon-object-align-left:before {\n  content: \"\\e247\";\n}\n.glyphicon-object-align-

vertical:before {\n  content: \"\\e248\";\n}\n.glyphicon-object-align-right:before {\n  content:

\"\\e249\";\n}\n.glyphicon-triangle-right:before {\n  content: \"\\e250\";\n}\n.glyphicon-triangle-left:before {\n

content: \"\\e251\";\n}\n.glyphicon-triangle-bottom:before {\n  content: \"\\e252\";\n}\n.glyphicon-triangle-

top:before {\n  content: \"\\e253\";\n}\n.glyphicon-console:before {\n  content: \"\\e254\";\n}\n.glyphicon-

superscript:before {\n  content: \"\\e255\";\n}\n.glyphicon-subscript:before {\n  content: \"\\e256\";\n}\n.glyphicon-

menu-left:before {\n  content: \"\\e257\";\n}\n.glyphicon-menu-right:before {\n  content: \"\\e258\";\n}\n.glyphicon-

menu-down:before {\n  content: \"\\e259\";\n}\n.glyphicon-menu-up:before {\n  content: \"\\e260\";\n}\n* {\n  -

webkit-box-sizing: border-box;\n  -moz-box-sizing: border-box;\n  box-sizing: border-box;\n}\n*:before,\n*:after

{\n  -webkit-box-sizing: border-box;\n  -moz-box-sizing: border-box;\n  box-sizing: border-box;\n}\nhtml {\n  font-

size: 10px;\n  -webkit-tap-highlight-color: rgba(0, 0, 0, 0);\n}\nbody {\n  font-family: \"Helvetica Neue\", Helvetica,

Arial, sans-serif;\n  font-size: 14px;\n  line-height: 1.42857143;\n  color: #333333;\n  background-color:

#fff;\n}\ninput,\nbutton,\nselect,\ntextarea {\n  font-family: inherit;\n  font-size: inherit;\n  line-height: inherit;\n}\na

{\n  color: #337ab7;\n  text-decoration: none;\n}\na:hover,\na:focus {\n  color: #23527c;\n  text-decoration:

underline;\n}\na:focus {\n  outline: 5px auto -webkit-focus-ring-color;\n  outline-offset: -2px;\n}\nfigure {\n

margin: 0;\n}\nimg {\n  vertical-align: middle;\n}\n.img-responsive,\n.thumbnail > img,\n.thumbnail a >

img,\n.carousel-inner > .item > img,\n.carousel-inner > .item > a > img {\n  display: block;\n  max-width: 100%;\n

height: auto;\n}\n.img-rounded {\n  border-radius: 6px;\n}\n.img-thumbnail {\n  padding: 4px;\n  line-height:

1.42857143;\n  background-color: #fff;\n  border: 1px solid #ddd;\n  border-radius: 4px;\n  -webkit-transition: all

0.2s ease-in-out;\n  -o-transition: all 0.2s ease-in-out;\n  transition: all 0.2s ease-in-out;\n  display: inline-block;\n
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max-width: 100%;\n  height: auto;\n}\n.img-circle {\n  border-radius: 50%;\n}\nhr {\n  margin-top: 20px;\n  margin-

bottom: 20px;\n  border: 0;\n  border-top: 1px solid #eeeeee;\n}\n.sr-only {\n  position: absolute;\n  width: 1px;\n

height: 1px;\n  padding: 0;\n  margin: -1px;\n  overflow: hidden;\n  clip: rect(0, 0, 0, 0);\n  border: 0;\n}\n.sr-only-

focusable:active,\n.sr-only-focusable:focus {\n  position: static;\n  width: auto;\n  height: auto;\n  margin: 0;\n

overflow: visible;\n  clip: auto;\n}\n[role=\"button\"] {\n  cursor:

pointer;\n}\nh1,\nh2,\nh3,\nh4,\nh5,\nh6,\n.h1,\n.h2,\n.h3,\n.h4,\n.h5,\n.h6 {\n  font-family: inherit;\n  font-weight:

500;\n  line-height: 1.1;\n  color: inherit;\n}\nh1 small,\nh2 small,\nh3 small,\nh4 small,\nh5 small,\nh6 small,\n.h1

small,\n.h2 small,\n.h3 small,\n.h4 small,\n.h5 small,\n.h6 small,\nh1 .small,\nh2 .small,\nh3 .small,\nh4 .small,\nh5

.small,\nh6 .small,\n.h1 .small,\n.h2 .small,\n.h3 .small,\n.h4 .small,\n.h5 .small,\n.h6 .small {\n  font-weight: 400;\n

line-height: 1;\n  color: #777777;\n}\nh1,\n.h1,\nh2,\n.h2,\nh3,\n.h3 {\n  margin-top: 20px;\n  margin-bottom:

10px;\n}\nh1 small,\n.h1 small,\nh2 small,\n.h2 small,\nh3 small,\n.h3 small,\nh1 .small,\n.h1 .small,\nh2

.small,\n.h2 .small,\nh3 .small,\n.h3 .small {\n  font-size: 65%;\n}\nh4,\n.h4,\nh5,\n.h5,\nh6,\n.h6 {\n  margin-top:

10px;\n  margin-bottom: 10px;\n}\nh4 small,\n.h4 small,\nh5 small,\n.h5 small,\nh6 small,\n.h6 small,\nh4

.small,\n.h4 .small,\nh5 .small,\n.h5 .small,\nh6 .small,\n.h6 .small {\n  font-size: 75%;\n}\nh1,\n.h1 {\n  font-size:

36px;\n}\nh2,\n.h2 {\n  font-size: 30px;\n}\nh3,\n.h3 {\n  font-size: 24px;\n}\nh4,\n.h4 {\n  font-size:

18px;\n}\nh5,\n.h5 {\n  font-size: 14px;\n}\nh6,\n.h6 {\n  font-size: 12px;\n}\np {\n  margin: 0 0 10px;\n}\n.lead {\n

margin-bottom: 20px;\n  font-size: 16px;\n  font-weight: 300;\n  line-height: 1.4;\n}\n@media (min-width: 768px)

{\n  .lead {\n    font-size: 21px;\n  }\n}\nsmall,\n.small {\n  font-size: 85%;\n}\nmark,\n.mark {\n  padding: 0.2em;\n

background-color: #fcf8e3;\n}\n.text-left {\n  text-align: left;\n}\n.text-right {\n  text-align: right;\n}\n.text-center

{\n  text-align: center;\n}\n.text-justify {\n  text-align: justify;\n}\n.text-nowrap {\n  white-space: nowrap;\n}\n.text-

lowercase {\n  text-transform: lowercase;\n}\n.text-uppercase {\n  text-transform: uppercase;\n}\n.text-capitalize {\n

text-transform: capitalize;\n}\n.text-muted {\n  color: #777777;\n}\n.text-primary {\n  color: #337ab7;\n}\na.text-

primary:hover,\na.text-primary:focus {\n  color: #286090;\n}\n.text-success {\n  color: #3c763d;\n}\na.text-

success:hover,\na.text-success:focus {\n  color: #2b542c;\n}\n.text-info {\n  color: #31708f;\n}\na.text-

info:hover,\na.text-info:focus {\n  color: #245269;\n}\n.text-warning {\n  color: #8a6d3b;\n}\na.text-

warning:hover,\na.text-warning:focus {\n  color: #66512c;\n}\n.text-danger {\n  color: #a94442;\n}\na.text-

danger:hover,\na.text-danger:focus {\n  color: #843534;\n}\n.bg-primary {\n  color: #fff;\n  background-color:

#337ab7;\n}\na.bg-primary:hover,\na.bg-primary:focus {\n  background-color: #286090;\n}\n.bg-success {\n

background-color: #dff0d8;\n}\na.bg-success:hover,\na.bg-success:focus {\n  background-color: #c1e2b3;\n}\n.bg-

info {\n  background-color: #d9edf7;\n}\na.bg-info:hover,\na.bg-info:focus {\n  background-color:

#afd9ee;\n}\n.bg-warning {\n  background-color: #fcf8e3;\n}\na.bg-warning:hover,\na.bg-warning:focus {\n

background-color: #f7ecb5;\n}\n.bg-danger {\n  background-color: #f2dede;\n}\na.bg-danger:hover,\na.bg-

danger:focus {\n  background-color: #e4b9b9;\n}\n.page-header {\n  padding-bottom: 9px;\n  margin: 40px 0

20px;\n  border-bottom: 1px solid #eeeeee;\n}\nul,\nol {\n  margin-top: 0;\n  margin-bottom: 10px;\n}\nul ul,\nol

ul,\nul ol,\nol ol {\n  margin-bottom: 0;\n}\n.list-unstyled {\n  padding-left: 0;\n  list-style: none;\n}\n.list-inline {\n

padding-left: 0;\n  list-style: none;\n  margin-left: -5px;\n}\n.list-inline > li {\n  display: inline-block;\n  padding-

right: 5px;\n  padding-left: 5px;\n}\ndl {\n  margin-top: 0;\n  margin-bottom: 20px;\n}\ndt,\ndd {\n  line-height:

1.42857143;\n}\ndt {\n  font-weight: 700;\n}\ndd {\n  margin-left: 0;\n}\n@media (min-width: 768px) {\n  .dl-

horizontal dt {\n    float: left;\n    width: 160px;\n    clear: left;\n    text-align: right;\n    overflow: hidden;\n    text-

overflow: ellipsis;\n    white-space: nowrap;\n  }\n  .dl-horizontal dd {\n    margin-left: 180px;\n

}\n}\nabbr[title],\nabbr[data-original-title] {\n  cursor: help;\n}\n.initialism {\n  font-size: 90%;\n  text-transform:

uppercase;\n}\nblockquote {\n  padding: 10px 20px;\n  margin: 0 0 20px;\n  font-size: 17.5px;\n  border-left: 5px

solid #eeeeee;\n}\nblockquote p:last-child,\nblockquote ul:last-child,\nblockquote ol:last-child {\n  margin-bottom:

0;\n}\nblockquote footer,\nblockquote small,\nblockquote .small {\n  display: block;\n  font-size: 80%;\n  line-

height: 1.42857143;\n  color: #777777;\n}\nblockquote footer:before,\nblockquote small:before,\nblockquote

.small:before {\n  content: \"\\2014 \\00A0\";\n}\n.blockquote-reverse,\nblockquote.pull-right {\n  padding-right:

15px;\n  padding-left: 0;\n  text-align: right;\n  border-right: 5px solid #eeeeee;\n  border-left: 0;\n}\n.blockquote-

reverse footer:before,\nblockquote.pull-right footer:before,\n.blockquote-reverse small:before,\nblockquote.pull-
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right small:before,\n.blockquote-reverse .small:before,\nblockquote.pull-right .small:before {\n  content:

\"\";\n}\n.blockquote-reverse footer:after,\nblockquote.pull-right footer:after,\n.blockquote-reverse

small:after,\nblockquote.pull-right small:after,\n.blockquote-reverse .small:after,\nblockquote.pull-right .small:after

{\n  content: \"\\00A0 \\2014\";\n}\naddress {\n  margin-bottom: 20px;\n  font-style: normal;\n  line-height:

1.42857143;\n}\ncode,\nkbd,\npre,\nsamp {\n  font-family: Menlo, Monaco, Consolas, \"Courier New\",

monospace;\n}\ncode {\n  padding: 2px 4px;\n  font-size: 90%;\n  color: #c7254e;\n  background-color: #f9f2f4;\n

border-radius: 4px;\n}\nkbd {\n  padding: 2px 4px;\n  font-size: 90%;\n  color: #fff;\n  background-color: #333;\n

border-radius: 3px;\n  box-shadow: inset 0 -1px 0 rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.25);\n}\nkbd kbd {\n  padding: 0;\n  font-size:

100%;\n  font-weight: 700;\n  box-shadow: none;\n}\npre {\n  display: block;\n  padding: 9.5px;\n  margin: 0 0

10px;\n  font-size: 13px;\n  line-height: 1.42857143;\n  color: #333333;\n  word-break: break-all;\n  word-wrap:

break-word;\n  background-color: #f5f5f5;\n  border: 1px solid #ccc;\n  border-radius: 4px;\n}\npre code {\n

padding: 0;\n  font-size: inherit;\n  color: inherit;\n  white-space: pre-wrap;\n  background-color: transparent;\n

border-radius: 0;\n}\n.pre-scrollable {\n  max-height: 340px;\n  overflow-y: scroll;\n}\n.container {\n  padding-

right: 15px;\n  padding-left: 15px;\n  margin-right: auto;\n  margin-left: auto;\n}\n@media (min-width: 768px) {\n

.container {\n    width: 750px;\n  }\n}\n@media (min-width: 992px) {\n  .container {\n    width: 970px;\n

}\n}\n@media (min-width: 1200px) {\n  .container {\n    width: 1170px;\n  }\n}\n.container-fluid {\n  padding-right:

15px;\n  padding-left: 15px;\n  margin-right: auto;\n  margin-left: auto;\n}\n.row {\n  margin-right: -15px;\n

margin-left: -15px;\n}\n.row-no-gutters {\n  margin-right: 0;\n  margin-left: 0;\n}\n.row-no-gutters [class*=\"col-\"]

{\n  padding-right: 0;\n  padding-left: 0;\n}\n.col-xs-1,\n.col-sm-1,\n.col-md-1,\n.col-lg-1,\n.col-xs-2,\n.col-sm-

2,\n.col-md-2,\n.col-lg-2,\n.col-xs-3,\n.col-sm-3,\n.col-md-3,\n.col-lg-3,\n.col-xs-4,\n.col-sm-4,\n.col-md-4,\n.col-

lg-4,\n.col-xs-5,\n.col-sm-5,\n.col-md-5,\n.col-lg-5,\n.col-xs-6,\n.col-sm-6,\n.col-md-6,\n.col-lg-6,\n.col-xs-7,\n.col-

sm-7,\n.col-md-7,\n.col-lg-7,\n.col-xs-8,\n.col-sm-8,\n.col-md-8,\n.col-lg-8,\n.col-xs-9,\n.col-sm-9,\n.col-md-

9,\n.col-lg-9,\n.col-xs-10,\n.col-sm-10,\n.col-md-10,\n.col-lg-10,\n.col-xs-11,\n.col-sm-11,\n.col-md-11,\n.col-lg-

11,\n.col-xs-12,\n.col-sm-12,\n.col-md-12,\n.col-lg-12 {\n  position: relative;\n  min-height: 1px;\n  padding-right:

15px;\n  padding-left: 15px;\n}\n.col-xs-1,\n.col-xs-2,\n.col-xs-3,\n.col-xs-4,\n.col-xs-5,\n.col-xs-6,\n.col-xs-

7,\n.col-xs-8,\n.col-xs-9,\n.col-xs-10,\n.col-xs-11,\n.col-xs-12 {\n  float: left;\n}\n.col-xs-12 {\n  width:

100%;\n}\n.col-xs-11 {\n  width: 91.66666667%;\n}\n.col-xs-10 {\n  width: 83.33333333%;\n}\n.col-xs-9 {\n

width: 75%;\n}\n.col-xs-8 {\n  width: 66.66666667%;\n}\n.col-xs-7 {\n  width: 58.33333333%;\n}\n.col-xs-6 {\n

width: 50%;\n}\n.col-xs-5 {\n  width: 41.66666667%;\n}\n.col-xs-4 {\n  width: 33.33333333%;\n}\n.col-xs-3 {\n

width: 25%;\n}\n.col-xs-2 {\n  width: 16.66666667%;\n}\n.col-xs-1 {\n  width: 8.33333333%;\n}\n.col-xs-pull-12

{\n  right: 100%;\n}\n.col-xs-pull-11 {\n  right: 91.66666667%;\n}\n.col-xs-pull-10 {\n  right:

83.33333333%;\n}\n.col-xs-pull-9 {\n  right: 75%;\n}\n.col-xs-pull-8 {\n  right: 66.66666667%;\n}\n.col-xs-pull-7

{\n  right: 58.33333333%;\n}\n.col-xs-pull-6 {\n  right: 50%;\n}\n.col-xs-pull-5 {\n  right: 41.66666667%;\n}\n.col-

xs-pull-4 {\n  right: 33.33333333%;\n}\n.col-xs-pull-3 {\n  right: 25%;\n}\n.col-xs-pull-2 {\n  right:

16.66666667%;\n}\n.col-xs-pull-1 {\n  right: 8.33333333%;\n}\n.col-xs-pull-0 {\n  right: auto;\n}\n.col-xs-push-12

{\n  left: 100%;\n}\n.col-xs-push-11 {\n  left: 91.66666667%;\n}\n.col-xs-push-10 {\n  left:

83.33333333%;\n}\n.col-xs-push-9 {\n  left: 75%;\n}\n.col-xs-push-8 {\n  left: 66.66666667%;\n}\n.col-xs-push-7

{\n  left: 58.33333333%;\n}\n.col-xs-push-6 {\n  left: 50%;\n}\n.col-xs-push-5 {\n  left: 41.66666667%;\n}\n.col-

xs-push-4 {\n  left: 33.33333333%;\n}\n.col-xs-push-3 {\n  left: 25%;\n}\n.col-xs-push-2 {\n  left:

16.66666667%;\n}\n.col-xs-push-1 {\n  left: 8.33333333%;\n}\n.col-xs-push-0 {\n  left: auto;\n}\n.col-xs-offset-12

{\n  margin-left: 100%;\n}\n.col-xs-offset-11 {\n  margin-left: 91.66666667%;\n}\n.col-xs-offset-10 {\n  margin-

left: 83.33333333%;\n}\n.col-xs-offset-9 {\n  margin-left: 75%;\n}\n.col-xs-offset-8 {\n  margin-left:

66.66666667%;\n}\n.col-xs-offset-7 {\n  margin-left: 58.33333333%;\n}\n.col-xs-offset-6 {\n  margin-left:

50%;\n}\n.col-xs-offset-5 {\n  margin-left: 41.66666667%;\n}\n.col-xs-offset-4 {\n  margin-left:

33.33333333%;\n}\n.col-xs-offset-3 {\n  margin-left: 25%;\n}\n.col-xs-offset-2 {\n  margin-left:

16.66666667%;\n}\n.col-xs-offset-1 {\n  margin-left: 8.33333333%;\n}\n.col-xs-offset-0 {\n  margin-left:

0%;\n}\n@media (min-width: 768px) {\n  .col-sm-1,\n  .col-sm-2,\n  .col-sm-3,\n  .col-sm-4,\n  .col-sm-5,\n  .col-

sm-6,\n  .col-sm-7,\n  .col-sm-8,\n  .col-sm-9,\n  .col-sm-10,\n  .col-sm-11,\n  .col-sm-12 {\n    float: left;\n  }\n
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.col-sm-12 {\n    width: 100%;\n  }\n  .col-sm-11 {\n    width: 91.66666667%;\n  }\n  .col-sm-10 {\n    width:

83.33333333%;\n  }\n  .col-sm-9 {\n    width: 75%;\n  }\n  .col-sm-8 {\n    width: 66.66666667%;\n  }\n  .col-sm-7

{\n    width: 58.33333333%;\n  }\n  .col-sm-6 {\n    width: 50%;\n  }\n  .col-sm-5 {\n    width: 41.66666667%;\n  }\n

.col-sm-4 {\n    width: 33.33333333%;\n  }\n  .col-sm-3 {\n    width: 25%;\n  }\n  .col-sm-2 {\n    width:

16.66666667%;\n  }\n  .col-sm-1 {\n    width: 8.33333333%;\n  }\n  .col-sm-pull-12 {\n    right: 100%;\n  }\n  .col-

sm-pull-11 {\n    right: 91.66666667%;\n  }\n  .col-sm-pull-10 {\n    right: 83.33333333%;\n  }\n  .col-sm-pull-9 {\n

 right: 75%;\n  }\n  .col-sm-pull-8 {\n    right: 66.66666667%;\n  }\n  .col-sm-pull-7 {\n    right: 58.33333333%;\n

}\n  .col-sm-pull-6 {\n    right: 50%;\n  }\n  .col-sm-pull-5 {\n    right: 41.66666667%;\n  }\n  .col-sm-pull-4 {\n

right: 33.33333333%;\n  }\n  .col-sm-pull-3 {\n    right: 25%;\n  }\n  .col-sm-pull-2 {\n    right: 16.66666667%;\n

}\n  .col-sm-pull-1 {\n    right: 8.33333333%;\n  }\n  .col-sm-pull-0 {\n    right: auto;\n  }\n  .col-sm-push-12 {\n

left: 100%;\n  }\n  .col-sm-push-11 {\n    left: 91.66666667%;\n  }\n  .col-sm-push-10 {\n    left: 83.33333333%;\n

}\n  .col-sm-push-9 {\n    left: 75%;\n  }\n  .col-sm-push-8 {\n    left: 66.66666667%;\n  }\n  .col-sm-push-7 {\n

left: 58.33333333%;\n  }\n  .col-sm-push-6 {\n    left: 50%;\n  }\n  .col-sm-push-5 {\n    left: 41.66666667%;\n  }\n

.col-sm-push-4 {\n    left: 33.33333333%;\n  }\n  .col-sm-push-3 {\n    left: 25%;\n  }\n  .col-sm-push-2 {\n    left:

16.66666667%;\n  }\n  .col-sm-push-1 {\n    left: 8.33333333%;\n  }\n  .col-sm-push-0 {\n    left: auto;\n  }\n  .col-

sm-offset-12 {\n    margin-left: 100%;\n  }\n  .col-sm-offset-11 {\n    margin-left: 91.66666667%;\n  }\n  .col-sm-

offset-10 {\n    margin-left: 83.33333333%;\n  }\n  .col-sm-offset-9 {\n    margin-left: 75%;\n  }\n  .col-sm-offset-8

{\n    margin-left: 66.66666667%;\n  }\n  .col-sm-offset-7 {\n    margin-left: 58.33333333%;\n  }\n  .col-sm-offset-6

{\n    margin-left: 50%;\n  }\n  .col-sm-offset-5 {\n    margin-left: 41.66666667%;\n  }\n  .col-sm-offset-4 {\n

margin-left: 33.33333333%;\n  }\n  .col-sm-offset-3 {\n    margin-left: 25%;\n  }\n  .col-sm-offset-2 {\n    margin-

left: 16.66666667%;\n  }\n  .col-sm-offset-1 {\n    margin-left: 8.33333333%;\n  }\n  .col-sm-offset-0 {\n    margin-

left: 0%;\n  }\n}\n@media (min-width: 992px) {\n  .col-md-1,\n  .col-md-2,\n  .col-md-3,\n  .col-md-4,\n  .col-md-

5,\n  .col-md-6,\n  .col-md-7,\n  .col-md-8,\n  .col-md-9,\n  .col-md-10,\n  .col-md-11,\n  .col-md-12 {\n    float:

left;\n  }\n  .col-md-12 {\n    width: 100%;\n  }\n  .col-md-11 {\n    width: 91.66666667%;\n  }\n  .col-md-10 {\n

width: 83.33333333%;\n  }\n  .col-md-9 {\n    width: 75%;\n  }\n  .col-md-8 {\n    width: 66.66666667%;\n  }\n

.col-md-7 {\n    width: 58.33333333%;\n  }\n  .col-md-6 {\n    width: 50%;\n  }\n  .col-md-5 {\n    width:

41.66666667%;\n  }\n  .col-md-4 {\n    width: 33.33333333%;\n  }\n  .col-md-3 {\n    width: 25%;\n  }\n  .col-md-2

{\n    width: 16.66666667%;\n  }\n  .col-md-1 {\n    width: 8.33333333%;\n  }\n  .col-md-pull-12 {\n    right:

100%;\n  }\n  .col-md-pull-11 {\n    right: 91.66666667%;\n  }\n  .col-md-pull-10 {\n    right: 83.33333333%;\n  }\n

.col-md-pull-9 {\n    right: 75%;\n  }\n  .col-md-pull-8 {\n    right: 66.66666667%;\n  }\n  .col-md-pull-7 {\n    right:

58.33333333%;\n  }\n  .col-md-pull-6 {\n    right: 50%;\n  }\n  .col-md-pull-5 {\n    right: 41.66666667%;\n  }\n

.col-md-pull-4 {\n    right: 33.33333333%;\n  }\n  .col-md-pull-3 {\n    right: 25%;\n  }\n  .col-md-pull-2 {\n    right:

16.66666667%;\n  }\n  .col-md-pull-1 {\n    right: 8.33333333%;\n  }\n  .col-md-pull-0 {\n    right: auto;\n  }\n  .col-

md-push-12 {\n    left: 100%;\n  }\n  .col-md-push-11 {\n    left: 91.66666667%;\n  }\n  .col-md-push-10 {\n    left:

83.33333333%;\n  }\n  .col-md-push-9 {\n    left: 75%;\n  }\n  .col-md-push-8 {\n    left: 66.66666667%;\n  }\n  .col-

md-push-7 {\n    left: 58.33333333%;\n  }\n  .col-md-push-6 {\n    left: 50%;\n  }\n  .col-md-push-5 {\n    left:

41.66666667%;\n  }\n  .col-md-push-4 {\n    left: 33.33333333%;\n  }\n  .col-md-push-3 {\n    left: 25%;\n  }\n  .col-

md-push-2 {\n    left: 16.66666667%;\n  }\n  .col-md-push-1 {\n    left: 8.33333333%;\n  }\n  .col-md-push-0 {\n

left: auto;\n  }\n  .col-md-offset-12 {\n    margin-left: 100%;\n  }\n  .col-md-offset-11 {\n    margin-left:

91.66666667%;\n  }\n  .col-md-offset-10 {\n    margin-left: 83.33333333%;\n  }\n  .col-md-offset-9 {\n    margin-

left: 75%;\n  }\n  .col-md-offset-8 {\n    margin-left: 66.66666667%;\n  }\n  .col-md-offset-7 {\n    margin-left:

58.33333333%;\n  }\n  .col-md-offset-6 {\n    margin-left: 50%;\n  }\n  .col-md-offset-5 {\n    margin-left:

41.66666667%;\n  }\n  .col-md-offset-4 {\n    margin-left: 33.33333333%;\n  }\n  .col-md-offset-3 {\n    margin-left:

25%;\n  }\n  .col-md-offset-2 {\n    margin-left: 16.66666667%;\n  }\n  .col-md-offset-1 {\n    margin-left:

8.33333333%;\n  }\n  .col-md-offset-0 {\n    margin-left: 0%;\n  }\n}\n@media (min-width: 1200px) {\n  .col-lg-1,\n

.col-lg-2,\n  .col-lg-3,\n  .col-lg-4,\n  .col-lg-5,\n  .col-lg-6,\n  .col-lg-7,\n  .col-lg-8,\n  .col-lg-9,\n  .col-lg-10,\n

.col-lg-11,\n  .col-lg-12 {\n    float: left;\n  }\n  .col-lg-12 {\n    width: 100%;\n  }\n  .col-lg-11 {\n    width:

91.66666667%;\n  }\n  .col-lg-10 {\n    width: 83.33333333%;\n  }\n  .col-lg-9 {\n    width: 75%;\n  }\n  .col-lg-8
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{\n    width: 66.66666667%;\n  }\n  .col-lg-7 {\n    width: 58.33333333%;\n  }\n  .col-lg-6 {\n    width: 50%;\n  }\n

.col-lg-5 {\n    width: 41.66666667%;\n  }\n  .col-lg-4 {\n    width: 33.33333333%;\n  }\n  .col-lg-3 {\n    width:

25%;\n  }\n  .col-lg-2 {\n    width: 16.66666667%;\n  }\n  .col-lg-1 {\n    width: 8.33333333%;\n  }\n  .col-lg-pull-12

{\n    right: 100%;\n  }\n  .col-lg-pull-11 {\n    right: 91.66666667%;\n  }\n  .col-lg-pull-10 {\n    right:

83.33333333%;\n  }\n  .col-lg-pull-9 {\n    right: 75%;\n  }\n  .col-lg-pull-8 {\n    right: 66.66666667%;\n  }\n  .col-

lg-pull-7 {\n    right: 58.33333333%;\n  }\n  .col-lg-pull-6 {\n    right: 50%;\n  }\n  .col-lg-pull-5 {\n    right:

41.66666667%;\n  }\n  .col-lg-pull-4 {\n    right: 33.33333333%;\n  }\n  .col-lg-pull-3 {\n    right: 25%;\n  }\n  .col-

lg-pull-2 {\n    right: 16.66666667%;\n  }\n  .col-lg-pull-1 {\n    right: 8.33333333%;\n  }\n  .col-lg-pull-0 {\n

right: auto;\n  }\n  .col-lg-push-12 {\n    left: 100%;\n  }\n  .col-lg-push-11 {\n    left: 91.66666667%;\n  }\n  .col-lg-

push-10 {\n    left: 83.33333333%;\n  }\n  .col-lg-push-9 {\n    left: 75%;\n  }\n  .col-lg-push-8 {\n    left:

66.66666667%;\n  }\n  .col-lg-push-7 {\n    left: 58.33333333%;\n  }\n  .col-lg-push-6 {\n    left: 50%;\n  }\n  .col-

lg-push-5 {\n    left: 41.66666667%;\n  }\n  .col-lg-push-4 {\n    left: 33.33333333%;\n  }\n  .col-lg-push-3 {\n    left:

25%;\n  }\n  .col-lg-push-2 {\n    left: 16.66666667%;\n  }\n  .col-lg-push-1 {\n    left: 8.33333333%;\n  }\n  .col-lg-

push-0 {\n    left: auto;\n  }\n  .col-lg-offset-12 {\n    margin-left: 100%;\n  }\n  .col-lg-offset-11 {\n    margin-left:

91.66666667%;\n  }\n  .col-lg-offset-10 {\n    margin-left: 83.33333333%;\n  }\n  .col-lg-offset-9 {\n    margin-left:

75%;\n  }\n  .col-lg-offset-8 {\n    margin-left: 66.66666667%;\n  }\n  .col-lg-offset-7 {\n    margin-left:

58.33333333%;\n  }\n  .col-lg-offset-6 {\n    margin-left: 50%;\n  }\n  .col-lg-offset-5 {\n    margin-left:

41.66666667%;\n  }\n  .col-lg-offset-4 {\n    margin-left: 33.33333333%;\n  }\n  .col-lg-offset-3 {\n    margin-left:

25%;\n  }\n  .col-lg-offset-2 {\n    margin-left: 16.66666667%;\n  }\n  .col-lg-offset-1 {\n    margin-left:

8.33333333%;\n  }\n  .col-lg-offset-0 {\n    margin-left: 0%;\n  }\n}\ntable {\n  background-color:

transparent;\n}\ntable col[class*=\"col-\"] {\n  position: static;\n  display: table-column;\n  float: none;\n}\ntable

td[class*=\"col-\"],\ntable th[class*=\"col-\"] {\n  position: static;\n  display: table-cell;\n  float: none;\n}\ncaption

{\n  padding-top: 8px;\n  padding-bottom: 8px;\n  color: #777777;\n  text-align: left;\n}\nth {\n  text-align:

left;\n}\n.table {\n  width: 100%;\n  max-width: 100%;\n  margin-bottom: 20px;\n}\n.table > thead > tr > th,\n.table

> tbody > tr > th,\n.table > tfoot > tr > th,\n.table > thead > tr > td,\n.table > tbody > tr > td,\n.table > tfoot > tr > td

{\n  padding: 8px;\n  line-height: 1.42857143;\n  vertical-align: top;\n  border-top: 1px solid #ddd;\n}\n.table >

thead > tr > th {\n  vertical-align: bottom;\n  border-bottom: 2px solid #ddd;\n}\n.table > caption + thead > tr:first-

child > th,\n.table > colgroup + thead > tr:first-child > th,\n.table > thead:first-child > tr:first-child > th,\n.table >

caption + thead > tr:first-child > td,\n.table > colgroup + thead > tr:first-child > td,\n.table > thead:first-child >

tr:first-child > td {\n  border-top: 0;\n}\n.table > tbody + tbody {\n  border-top: 2px solid #ddd;\n}\n.table .table {\n

background-color: #fff;\n}\n.table-condensed > thead > tr > th,\n.table-condensed > tbody > tr > th,\n.table-

condensed > tfoot > tr > th,\n.table-condensed > thead > tr > td,\n.table-condensed > tbody > tr > td,\n.table-

condensed > tfoot > tr > td {\n  padding: 5px;\n}\n.table-bordered {\n  border: 1px solid #ddd;\n}\n.table-bordered >

thead > tr > th,\n.table-bordered > tbody > tr > th,\n.table-bordered > tfoot > tr > th,\n.table-bordered > thead > tr >

td,\n.table-bordered > tbody > tr > td,\n.table-bordered > tfoot > tr > td {\n  border: 1px solid #ddd;\n}\n.table-

bordered > thead > tr > th,\n.table-bordered > thead > tr > td {\n  border-bottom-width: 2px;\n}\n.table-striped >

tbody > tr:nth-of-type(odd) {\n  background-color: #f9f9f9;\n}\n.table-hover > tbody > tr:hover {\n  background-

color: #f5f5f5;\n}\n.table > thead > tr > td.active,\n.table > tbody > tr > td.active,\n.table > tfoot > tr >

td.active,\n.table > thead > tr > th.active,\n.table > tbody > tr > th.active,\n.table > tfoot > tr > th.active,\n.table >

thead > tr.active > td,\n.table > tbody > tr.active > td,\n.table > tfoot > tr.active > td,\n.table > thead > tr.active >

th,\n.table > tbody > tr.active > th,\n.table > tfoot > tr.active > th {\n  background-color: #f5f5f5;\n}\n.table-hover >

tbody > tr > td.active:hover,\n.table-hover > tbody > tr > th.active:hover,\n.table-hover > tbody > tr.active:hover >

td,\n.table-hover > tbody > tr:hover > .active,\n.table-hover > tbody > tr.active:hover > th {\n  background-color:

#e8e8e8;\n}\n.table > thead > tr > td.success,\n.table > tbody > tr > td.success,\n.table > tfoot > tr >

td.success,\n.table > thead > tr > th.success,\n.table > tbody > tr > th.success,\n.table > tfoot > tr > th.success,\n.table

> thead > tr.success > td,\n.table > tbody > tr.success > td,\n.table > tfoot > tr.success > td,\n.table > thead >

tr.success > th,\n.table > tbody > tr.success > th,\n.table > tfoot > tr.success > th {\n  background-color:

#dff0d8;\n}\n.table-hover > tbody > tr > td.success:hover,\n.table-hover > tbody > tr > th.success:hover,\n.table-
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hover > tbody > tr.success:hover > td,\n.table-hover > tbody > tr:hover > .success,\n.table-hover > tbody >

tr.success:hover > th {\n  background-color: #d0e9c6;\n}\n.table > thead > tr > td.info,\n.table > tbody > tr >

td.info,\n.table > tfoot > tr > td.info,\n.table > thead > tr > th.info,\n.table > tbody > tr > th.info,\n.table > tfoot > tr >

th.info,\n.table > thead > tr.info > td,\n.table > tbody > tr.info > td,\n.table > tfoot > tr.info > td,\n.table > thead >

tr.info > th,\n.table > tbody > tr.info > th,\n.table > tfoot > tr.info > th {\n  background-color: #d9edf7;\n}\n.table-

hover > tbody > tr > td.info:hover,\n.table-hover > tbody > tr > th.info:hover,\n.table-hover > tbody > tr.info:hover >

td,\n.table-hover > tbody > tr:hover > .info,\n.table-hover > tbody > tr.info:hover > th {\n  background-color:

#c4e3f3;\n}\n.table > thead > tr > td.warning,\n.table > tbody > tr > td.warning,\n.table > tfoot > tr >

td.warning,\n.table > thead > tr > th.warning,\n.table > tbody > tr > th.warning,\n.table > tfoot > tr >

th.warning,\n.table > thead > tr.warning > td,\n.table > tbody > tr.warning > td,\n.table > tfoot > tr.warning >

td,\n.table > thead > tr.warning > th,\n.table > tbody > tr.warning > th,\n.table > tfoot > tr.warning > th {\n

background-color: #fcf8e3;\n}\n.table-hover > tbody > tr > td.warning:hover,\n.table-hover > tbody > tr >

th.warning:hover,\n.table-hover > tbody > tr.warning:hover > td,\n.table-hover > tbody > tr:hover >

.warning,\n.table-hover > tbody > tr.warning:hover > th {\n  background-color: #faf2cc;\n}\n.table > thead > tr >

td.danger,\n.table > tbody > tr > td.danger,\n.table > tfoot > tr > td.danger,\n.table > thead > tr > th.danger,\n.table >

tbody > tr > th.danger,\n.table > tfoot > tr > th.danger,\n.table > thead > tr.danger > td,\n.table > tbody > tr.danger >

td,\n.table > tfoot > tr.danger > td,\n.table > thead > tr.danger > th,\n.table > tbody > tr.danger > th,\n.table > tfoot >

tr.danger > th {\n  background-color: #f2dede;\n}\n.table-hover > tbody > tr > td.danger:hover,\n.table-hover >

tbody > tr > th.danger:hover,\n.table-hover > tbody > tr.danger:hover > td,\n.table-hover > tbody > tr:hover >

.danger,\n.table-hover > tbody > tr.danger:hover > th {\n  background-color: #ebcccc;\n}\n.table-responsive {\n

min-height: 0.01%;\n  overflow-x: auto;\n}\n@media screen and (max-width: 767px) {\n  .table-responsive {\n

width: 100%;\n    margin-bottom: 15px;\n    overflow-y: hidden;\n    -ms-overflow-style: -ms-autohiding-scrollbar;\n

  border: 1px solid #ddd;\n  }\n  .table-responsive > .table {\n    margin-bottom: 0;\n  }\n  .table-responsive > .table >

thead > tr > th,\n  .table-responsive > .table > tbody > tr > th,\n  .table-responsive > .table > tfoot > tr > th,\n  .table-

responsive > .table > thead > tr > td,\n  .table-responsive > .table > tbody > tr > td,\n  .table-responsive > .table >

tfoot > tr > td {\n    white-space: nowrap;\n  }\n  .table-responsive > .table-bordered {\n    border: 0;\n  }\n  .table-

responsive > .table-bordered > thead > tr > th:first-child,\n  .table-responsive > .table-bordered > tbody > tr >

th:first-child,\n  .table-responsive > .table-bordered > tfoot > tr > th:first-child,\n  .table-responsive > .table-bordered

> thead > tr > td:first-child,\n  .table-responsive > .table-bordered > tbody > tr > td:first-child,\n  .table-responsive >

.table-bordered > tfoot > tr > td:first-child {\n    border-left: 0;\n  }\n  .table-responsive > .table-bordered > thead > tr

> th:last-child,\n  .table-responsive > .table-bordered > tbody > tr > th:last-child,\n  .table-responsive > .table-

bordered > tfoot > tr > th:last-child,\n  .table-responsive > .table-bordered > thead > tr > td:last-child,\n  .table-

responsive > .table-bordered > tbody > tr > td:last-child,\n  .table-responsive > .table-bordered > tfoot > tr > td:last-

child {\n    border-right: 0;\n  }\n  .table-responsive > .table-bordered > tbody > tr:last-child > th,\n  .table-

responsive > .table-bordered > tfoot > tr:last-child > th,\n  .table-responsive > .table-bordered > tbody > tr:last-child

> td,\n  .table-responsive > .table-bordered > tfoot > tr:last-child > td {\n    border-bottom: 0;\n  }\n}\nfieldset {\n

min-width: 0;\n  padding: 0;\n  margin: 0;\n  border: 0;\n}\nlegend {\n  display: block;\n  width: 100%;\n  padding:

0;\n  margin-bottom: 20px;\n  font-size: 21px;\n  line-height: inherit;\n  color: #333333;\n  border: 0;\n  border-

bottom: 1px solid #e5e5e5;\n}\nlabel {\n  display: inline-block;\n  max-width: 100%;\n  margin-bottom: 5px;\n

font-weight: 700;\n}\ninput[type=\"search\"] {\n  -webkit-box-sizing: border-box;\n  -moz-box-sizing: border-box;\n

box-sizing: border-box;\n  -webkit-appearance: none;\n  appearance:

none;\n}\ninput[type=\"radio\"],\ninput[type=\"checkbox\"] {\n  margin: 4px 0 0;\n  margin-top: 1px \\9;\n  line-

height:

normal;\n}\ninput[type=\"radio\"][disabled],\ninput[type=\"checkbox\"][disabled],\ninput[type=\"radio\"].disabled,\

ninput[type=\"checkbox\"].disabled,\nfieldset[disabled] input[type=\"radio\"],\nfieldset[disabled]

input[type=\"checkbox\"] {\n  cursor: not-allowed;\n}\ninput[type=\"file\"] {\n  display:

block;\n}\ninput[type=\"range\"] {\n  display: block;\n  width: 100%;\n}\nselect[multiple],\nselect[size] {\n  height:

auto;\n}\ninput[type=\"file\"]:focus,\ninput[type=\"radio\"]:focus,\ninput[type=\"checkbox\"]:focus {\n  outline: 5px
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auto -webkit-focus-ring-color;\n  outline-offset: -2px;\n}\noutput {\n  display: block;\n  padding-top: 7px;\n  font-

size: 14px;\n  line-height: 1.42857143;\n  color: #555555;\n}\n.form-control {\n  display: block;\n  width: 100%;\n

height: 34px;\n  padding: 6px 12px;\n  font-size: 14px;\n  line-height: 1.42857143;\n  color: #555555;\n

background-color: #fff;\n  background-image: none;\n  border: 1px solid #ccc;\n  border-radius: 4px;\n  -webkit-

box-shadow: inset 0 1px 1px rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.075);\n  box-shadow: inset 0 1px 1px rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.075);\n  -webkit-

transition: border-color ease-in-out .15s, box-shadow ease-in-out .15s;\n  -o-transition: border-color ease-in-out .15s,

box-shadow ease-in-out .15s;\n  transition: border-color ease-in-out .15s, box-shadow ease-in-out .15s;\n}\n.form-

control:focus {\n  border-color: #66afe9;\n  outline: 0;\n  -webkit-box-shadow: inset 0 1px 1px rgba(0, 0, 0, .075), 0

0 8px rgba(102, 175, 233, 0.6);\n  box-shadow: inset 0 1px 1px rgba(0, 0, 0, .075), 0 0 8px rgba(102, 175, 233,

0.6);\n}\n.form-control::-moz-placeholder {\n  color: #999;\n  opacity: 1;\n}\n.form-control:-ms-input-placeholder

{\n  color: #999;\n}\n.form-control::-webkit-input-placeholder {\n  color: #999;\n}\n.form-control::-ms-expand {\n

background-color: transparent;\n  border: 0;\n}\n.form-control[disabled],\n.form-

control[readonly],\nfieldset[disabled] .form-control {\n  background-color: #eeeeee;\n  opacity: 1;\n}\n.form-

control[disabled],\nfieldset[disabled] .form-control {\n  cursor: not-allowed;\n}\ntextarea.form-control {\n  height:

auto;\n}\n@media screen and (-webkit-min-device-pixel-ratio: 0) {\n  input[type=\"date\"].form-control,\n

input[type=\"time\"].form-control,\n  input[type=\"datetime-local\"].form-control,\n  input[type=\"month\"].form-

control {\n    line-height: 34px;\n  }\n  input[type=\"date\"].input-sm,\n  input[type=\"time\"].input-sm,\n

input[type=\"datetime-local\"].input-sm,\n  input[type=\"month\"].input-sm,\n  .input-group-sm

input[type=\"date\"],\n  .input-group-sm input[type=\"time\"],\n  .input-group-sm input[type=\"datetime-local\"],\n

.input-group-sm input[type=\"month\"] {\n    line-height: 30px;\n  }\n  input[type=\"date\"].input-lg,\n

input[type=\"time\"].input-lg,\n  input[type=\"datetime-local\"].input-lg,\n  input[type=\"month\"].input-lg,\n  .input-

group-lg input[type=\"date\"],\n  .input-group-lg input[type=\"time\"],\n  .input-group-lg input[type=\"datetime-

local\"],\n  .input-group-lg input[type=\"month\"] {\n    line-height: 46px;\n  }\n}\n.form-group {\n  margin-bottom:

15px;\n}\n.radio,\n.checkbox {\n  position: relative;\n  display: block;\n  margin-top: 10px;\n  margin-bottom:

10px;\n}\n.radio.disabled label,\n.checkbox.disabled label,\nfieldset[disabled] .radio label,\nfieldset[disabled]

.checkbox label {\n  cursor: not-allowed;\n}\n.radio label,\n.checkbox label {\n  min-height: 20px;\n  padding-left:

20px;\n  margin-bottom: 0;\n  font-weight: 400;\n  cursor: pointer;\n}\n.radio input[type=\"radio\"],\n.radio-inline

input[type=\"radio\"],\n.checkbox input[type=\"checkbox\"],\n.checkbox-inline input[type=\"checkbox\"] {\n

position: absolute;\n  margin-top: 4px \\9;\n  margin-left: -20px;\n}\n.radio + .radio,\n.checkbox + .checkbox {\n

margin-top: -5px;\n}\n.radio-inline,\n.checkbox-inline {\n  position: relative;\n  display: inline-block;\n  padding-

left: 20px;\n  margin-bottom: 0;\n  font-weight: 400;\n  vertical-align: middle;\n  cursor: pointer;\n}\n.radio-

inline.disabled,\n.checkbox-inline.disabled,\nfieldset[disabled] .radio-inline,\nfieldset[disabled] .checkbox-inline {\n

cursor: not-allowed;\n}\n.radio-inline + .radio-inline,\n.checkbox-inline + .checkbox-inline {\n  margin-top: 0;\n

margin-left: 10px;\n}\n.form-control-static {\n  min-height: 34px;\n  padding-top: 7px;\n  padding-bottom: 7px;\n

margin-bottom: 0;\n}\n.form-control-static.input-lg,\n.form-control-static.input-sm {\n  padding-right: 0;\n  padding-

left: 0;\n}\n.input-sm {\n  height: 30px;\n  padding: 5px 10px;\n  font-size: 12px;\n  line-height: 1.5;\n  border-

radius: 3px;\n}\nselect.input-sm {\n  height: 30px;\n  line-height: 30px;\n}\ntextarea.input-

sm,\nselect[multiple].input-sm {\n  height: auto;\n}\n.form-group-sm .form-control {\n  height: 30px;\n  padding:

5px 10px;\n  font-size: 12px;\n  line-height: 1.5;\n  border-radius: 3px;\n}\n.form-group-sm select.form-control {\n

height: 30px;\n  line-height: 30px;\n}\n.form-group-sm textarea.form-control,\n.form-group-sm

select[multiple].form-control {\n  height: auto;\n}\n.form-group-sm .form-control-static {\n  height: 30px;\n  min-

height: 32px;\n  padding: 6px 10px;\n  font-size: 12px;\n  line-height: 1.5;\n}\n.input-lg {\n  height: 46px;\n

padding: 10px 16px;\n  font-size: 18px;\n  line-height: 1.3333333;\n  border-radius: 6px;\n}\nselect.input-lg {\n

height: 46px;\n  line-height: 46px;\n}\ntextarea.input-lg,\nselect[multiple].input-lg {\n  height: auto;\n}\n.form-

group-lg .form-control {\n  height: 46px;\n  padding: 10px 16px;\n  font-size: 18px;\n  line-height: 1.3333333;\n

border-radius: 6px;\n}\n.form-group-lg select.form-control {\n  height: 46px;\n  line-height: 46px;\n}\n.form-group-

lg textarea.form-control,\n.form-group-lg select[multiple].form-control {\n  height: auto;\n}\n.form-group-lg .form-

control-static {\n  height: 46px;\n  min-height: 38px;\n  padding: 11px 16px;\n  font-size: 18px;\n  line-height:
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1.3333333;\n}\n.has-feedback {\n  position: relative;\n}\n.has-feedback .form-control {\n  padding-right:

42.5px;\n}\n.form-control-feedback {\n  position: absolute;\n  top: 0;\n  right: 0;\n  z-index: 2;\n  display: block;\n

width: 34px;\n  height: 34px;\n  line-height: 34px;\n  text-align: center;\n  pointer-events: none;\n}\n.input-lg +

.form-control-feedback,\n.input-group-lg + .form-control-feedback,\n.form-group-lg .form-control + .form-control-

feedback {\n  width: 46px;\n  height: 46px;\n  line-height: 46px;\n}\n.input-sm + .form-control-feedback,\n.input-

group-sm + .form-control-feedback,\n.form-group-sm .form-control + .form-control-feedback {\n  width: 30px;\n

height: 30px;\n  line-height: 30px;\n}\n.has-success .help-block,\n.has-success .control-label,\n.has-success

.radio,\n.has-success .checkbox,\n.has-success .radio-inline,\n.has-success .checkbox-inline,\n.has-success.radio

label,\n.has-success.checkbox label,\n.has-success.radio-inline label,\n.has-success.checkbox-inline label {\n  color:

#3c763d;\n}\n.has-success .form-control {\n  border-color: #3c763d;\n  -webkit-box-shadow: inset 0 1px 1px

rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.075);\n  box-shadow: inset 0 1px 1px rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.075);\n}\n.has-success .form-control:focus {\n

border-color: #2b542c;\n  -webkit-box-shadow: inset 0 1px 1px rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.075), 0 0 6px #67b168;\n  box-

shadow: inset 0 1px 1px rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.075), 0 0 6px #67b168;\n}\n.has-success .input-group-addon {\n  color:

#3c763d;\n  background-color: #dff0d8;\n  border-color: #3c763d;\n}\n.has-success .form-control-feedback {\n

color: #3c763d;\n}\n.has-warning .help-block,\n.has-warning .control-label,\n.has-warning .radio,\n.has-warning

.checkbox,\n.has-warning .radio-inline,\n.has-warning .checkbox-inline,\n.has-warning.radio label,\n.has-

warning.checkbox label,\n.has-warning.radio-inline label,\n.has-warning.checkbox-inline label {\n  color:

#8a6d3b;\n}\n.has-warning .form-control {\n  border-color: #8a6d3b;\n  -webkit-box-shadow: inset 0 1px 1px

rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.075);\n  box-shadow: inset 0 1px 1px rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.075);\n}\n.has-warning .form-control:focus {\n

border-color: #66512c;\n  -webkit-box-shadow: inset 0 1px 1px rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.075), 0 0 6px #c0a16b;\n  box-

shadow: inset 0 1px 1px rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.075), 0 0 6px #c0a16b;\n}\n.has-warning .input-group-addon {\n  color:

#8a6d3b;\n  background-color: #fcf8e3;\n  border-color: #8a6d3b;\n}\n.has-warning .form-control-feedback {\n

color: #8a6d3b;\n}\n.has-error .help-block,\n.has-error .control-label,\n.has-error .radio,\n.has-error

.checkbox,\n.has-error .radio-inline,\n.has-error .checkbox-inline,\n.has-error.radio label,\n.has-error.checkbox

label,\n.has-error.radio-inline label,\n.has-error.checkbox-inline label {\n  color: #a94442;\n}\n.has-error .form-

control {\n  border-color: #a94442;\n  -webkit-box-shadow: inset 0 1px 1px rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.075);\n  box-shadow:

inset 0 1px 1px rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.075);\n}\n.has-error .form-control:focus {\n  border-color: #843534;\n  -webkit-box-

shadow: inset 0 1px 1px rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.075), 0 0 6px #ce8483;\n  box-shadow: inset 0 1px 1px rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.075),

0 0 6px #ce8483;\n}\n.has-error .input-group-addon {\n  color: #a94442;\n  background-color: #f2dede;\n  border-

color: #a94442;\n}\n.has-error .form-control-feedback {\n  color: #a94442;\n}\n.has-feedback label ~ .form-control-

feedback {\n  top: 25px;\n}\n.has-feedback label.sr-only ~ .form-control-feedback {\n  top: 0;\n}\n.help-block {\n

display: block;\n  margin-top: 5px;\n  margin-bottom: 10px;\n  color: #737373;\n}\n@media (min-width: 768px) {\n

.form-inline .form-group {\n    display: inline-block;\n    margin-bottom: 0;\n    vertical-align: middle;\n  }\n  .form-

inline .form-control {\n    display: inline-block;\n    width: auto;\n    vertical-align: middle;\n  }\n  .form-inline

.form-control-static {\n    display: inline-block;\n  }\n  .form-inline .input-group {\n    display: inline-table;\n

vertical-align: middle;\n  }\n  .form-inline .input-group .input-group-addon,\n  .form-inline .input-group .input-

group-btn,\n  .form-inline .input-group .form-control {\n    width: auto;\n  }\n  .form-inline .input-group > .form-

control {\n    width: 100%;\n  }\n  .form-inline .control-label {\n    margin-bottom: 0;\n    vertical-align: middle;\n

}\n  .form-inline .radio,\n  .form-inline .checkbox {\n    display: inline-block;\n    margin-top: 0;\n    margin-bottom:

0;\n    vertical-align: middle;\n  }\n  .form-inline .radio label,\n  .form-inline .checkbox label {\n    padding-left: 0;\n

}\n  .form-inline .radio input[type=\"radio\"],\n  .form-inline .checkbox input[type=\"checkbox\"] {\n    position:

relative;\n    margin-left: 0;\n  }\n  .form-inline .has-feedback .form-control-feedback {\n    top: 0;\n  }\n}\n.form-

horizontal .radio,\n.form-horizontal .checkbox,\n.form-horizontal .radio-inline,\n.form-horizontal .checkbox-inline

{\n  padding-top: 7px;\n  margin-top: 0;\n  margin-bottom: 0;\n}\n.form-horizontal .radio,\n.form-horizontal

.checkbox {\n  min-height: 27px;\n}\n.form-horizontal .form-group {\n  margin-right: -15px;\n  margin-left: -

15px;\n}\n@media (min-width: 768px) {\n  .form-horizontal .control-label {\n    padding-top: 7px;\n    margin-

bottom: 0;\n    text-align: right;\n  }\n}\n.form-horizontal .has-feedback .form-control-feedback {\n  right:

15px;\n}\n@media (min-width: 768px) {\n  .form-horizontal .form-group-lg .control-label {\n    padding-top:
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11px;\n    font-size: 18px;\n  }\n}\n@media (min-width: 768px) {\n  .form-horizontal .form-group-sm .control-label

{\n    padding-top: 6px;\n    font-size: 12px;\n  }\n}\n.btn {\n  display: inline-block;\n  margin-bottom: 0;\n  font-

weight: normal;\n  text-align: center;\n  white-space: nowrap;\n  vertical-align: middle;\n  touch-action:

manipulation;\n  cursor: pointer;\n  background-image: none;\n  border: 1px solid transparent;\n  padding: 6px

12px;\n  font-size: 14px;\n  line-height: 1.42857143;\n  border-radius: 4px;\n  -webkit-user-select: none;\n  -moz-

user-select: none;\n  -ms-user-select: none;\n  user-select:

none;\n}\n.btn:focus,\n.btn:active:focus,\n.btn.active:focus,\n.btn.focus,\n.btn:active.focus,\n.btn.active.focus {\n

outline: 5px auto -webkit-focus-ring-color;\n  outline-offset: -2px;\n}\n.btn:hover,\n.btn:focus,\n.btn.focus {\n

color: #333;\n  text-decoration: none;\n}\n.btn:active,\n.btn.active {\n  background-image: none;\n  outline: 0;\n  -

webkit-box-shadow: inset 0 3px 5px rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.125);\n  box-shadow: inset 0 3px 5px rgba(0, 0, 0,

0.125);\n}\n.btn.disabled,\n.btn[disabled],\nfieldset[disabled] .btn {\n  cursor: not-allowed;\n  filter:

alpha(opacity=65);\n  opacity: 0.65;\n  -webkit-box-shadow: none;\n  box-shadow:

none;\n}\na.btn.disabled,\nfieldset[disabled] a.btn {\n  pointer-events: none;\n}\n.btn-default {\n  color: #333;\n

background-color: #fff;\n  border-color: #ccc;\n}\n.btn-default:focus,\n.btn-default.focus {\n  color: #333;\n

background-color: #e6e6e6;\n  border-color: #8c8c8c;\n}\n.btn-default:hover {\n  color: #333;\n  background-color:

#e6e6e6;\n  border-color: #adadad;\n}\n.btn-default:active,\n.btn-default.active,\n.open > .dropdown-toggle.btn-

default {\n  color: #333;\n  background-color: #e6e6e6;\n  background-image: none;\n  border-color:

#adadad;\n}\n.btn-default:active:hover,\n.btn-default.active:hover,\n.open > .dropdown-toggle.btn-

default:hover,\n.btn-default:active:focus,\n.btn-default.active:focus,\n.open > .dropdown-toggle.btn-

default:focus,\n.btn-default:active.focus,\n.btn-default.active.focus,\n.open > .dropdown-toggle.btn-default.focus {\n

color: #333;\n  background-color: #d4d4d4;\n  border-color: #8c8c8c;\n}\n.btn-default.disabled:hover,\n.btn-

default[disabled]:hover,\nfieldset[disabled] .btn-default:hover,\n.btn-default.disabled:focus,\n.btn-

default[disabled]:focus,\nfieldset[disabled] .btn-default:focus,\n.btn-default.disabled.focus,\n.btn-

default[disabled].focus,\nfieldset[disabled] .btn-default.focus {\n  background-color: #fff;\n  border-color:

#ccc;\n}\n.btn-default .badge {\n  color: #fff;\n  background-color: #333;\n}\n.btn-primary {\n  color: #fff;\n

background-color: #337ab7;\n  border-color: #2e6da4;\n}\n.btn-primary:focus,\n.btn-primary.focus {\n  color:

#fff;\n  background-color: #286090;\n  border-color: #122b40;\n}\n.btn-primary:hover {\n  color: #fff;\n

background-color: #286090;\n  border-color: #204d74;\n}\n.btn-primary:active,\n.btn-primary.active,\n.open >

.dropdown-toggle.btn-primary {\n  color: #fff;\n  background-color: #286090;\n  background-image: none;\n

border-color: #204d74;\n}\n.btn-primary:active:hover,\n.btn-primary.active:hover,\n.open > .dropdown-toggle.btn-

primary:hover,\n.btn-primary:active:focus,\n.btn-primary.active:focus,\n.open > .dropdown-toggle.btn-

primary:focus,\n.btn-primary:active.focus,\n.btn-primary.active.focus,\n.open > .dropdown-toggle.btn-primary.focus

{\n  color: #fff;\n  background-color: #204d74;\n  border-color: #122b40;\n}\n.btn-primary.disabled:hover,\n.btn-

primary[disabled]:hover,\nfieldset[disabled] .btn-primary:hover,\n.btn-primary.disabled:focus,\n.btn-

primary[disabled]:focus,\nfieldset[disabled] .btn-primary:focus,\n.btn-primary.disabled.focus,\n.btn-

primary[disabled].focus,\nfieldset[disabled] .btn-primary.focus {\n  background-color: #337ab7;\n  border-color:

#2e6da4;\n}\n.btn-primary .badge {\n  color: #337ab7;\n  background-color: #fff;\n}\n.btn-success {\n  color: #fff;\n

background-color: #5cb85c;\n  border-color: #4cae4c;\n}\n.btn-success:focus,\n.btn-success.focus {\n  color: #fff;\n

background-color: #449d44;\n  border-color: #255625;\n}\n.btn-success:hover {\n  color: #fff;\n  background-color:

#449d44;\n  border-color: #398439;\n}\n.btn-success:active,\n.btn-success.active,\n.open > .dropdown-toggle.btn-

success {\n  color: #fff;\n  background-color: #449d44;\n  background-image: none;\n  border-color:

#398439;\n}\n.btn-success:active:hover,\n.btn-success.active:hover,\n.open > .dropdown-toggle.btn-

success:hover,\n.btn-success:active:focus,\n.btn-success.active:focus,\n.open > .dropdown-toggle.btn-

success:focus,\n.btn-success:active.focus,\n.btn-success.active.focus,\n.open > .dropdown-toggle.btn-success.focus

{\n  color: #fff;\n  background-color: #398439;\n  border-color: #255625;\n}\n.btn-success.disabled:hover,\n.btn-

success[disabled]:hover,\nfieldset[disabled] .btn-success:hover,\n.btn-success.disabled:focus,\n.btn-

success[disabled]:focus,\nfieldset[disabled] .btn-success:focus,\n.btn-success.disabled.focus,\n.btn-

success[disabled].focus,\nfieldset[disabled] .btn-success.focus {\n  background-color: #5cb85c;\n  border-color:
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#4cae4c;\n}\n.btn-success .badge {\n  color: #5cb85c;\n  background-color: #fff;\n}\n.btn-info {\n  color: #fff;\n

background-color: #5bc0de;\n  border-color: #46b8da;\n}\n.btn-info:focus,\n.btn-info.focus {\n  color: #fff;\n

background-color: #31b0d5;\n  border-color: #1b6d85;\n}\n.btn-info:hover {\n  color: #fff;\n  background-color:

#31b0d5;\n  border-color: #269abc;\n}\n.btn-info:active,\n.btn-info.active,\n.open > .dropdown-toggle.btn-info {\n

color: #fff;\n  background-color: #31b0d5;\n  background-image: none;\n  border-color: #269abc;\n}\n.btn-

info:active:hover,\n.btn-info.active:hover,\n.open > .dropdown-toggle.btn-info:hover,\n.btn-info:active:focus,\n.btn-

info.active:focus,\n.open > .dropdown-toggle.btn-info:focus,\n.btn-info:active.focus,\n.btn-info.active.focus,\n.open

> .dropdown-toggle.btn-info.focus {\n  color: #fff;\n  background-color: #269abc;\n  border-color:

#1b6d85;\n}\n.btn-info.disabled:hover,\n.btn-info[disabled]:hover,\nfieldset[disabled] .btn-info:hover,\n.btn-

info.disabled:focus,\n.btn-info[disabled]:focus,\nfieldset[disabled] .btn-info:focus,\n.btn-info.disabled.focus,\n.btn-

info[disabled].focus,\nfieldset[disabled] .btn-info.focus {\n  background-color: #5bc0de;\n  border-color:

#46b8da;\n}\n.btn-info .badge {\n  color: #5bc0de;\n  background-color: #fff;\n}\n.btn-warning {\n  color: #fff;\n

background-color: #f0ad4e;\n  border-color: #eea236;\n}\n.btn-warning:focus,\n.btn-warning.focus {\n  color:

#fff;\n  background-color: #ec971f;\n  border-color: #985f0d;\n}\n.btn-warning:hover {\n  color: #fff;\n

background-color: #ec971f;\n  border-color: #d58512;\n}\n.btn-warning:active,\n.btn-warning.active,\n.open >

.dropdown-toggle.btn-warning {\n  color: #fff;\n  background-color: #ec971f;\n  background-image: none;\n

border-color: #d58512;\n}\n.btn-warning:active:hover,\n.btn-warning.active:hover,\n.open > .dropdown-toggle.btn-

warning:hover,\n.btn-warning:active:focus,\n.btn-warning.active:focus,\n.open > .dropdown-toggle.btn-

warning:focus,\n.btn-warning:active.focus,\n.btn-warning.active.focus,\n.open > .dropdown-toggle.btn-

warning.focus {\n  color: #fff;\n  background-color: #d58512;\n  border-color: #985f0d;\n}\n.btn-

warning.disabled:hover,\n.btn-warning[disabled]:hover,\nfieldset[disabled] .btn-warning:hover,\n.btn-

warning.disabled:focus,\n.btn-warning[disabled]:focus,\nfieldset[disabled] .btn-warning:focus,\n.btn-

warning.disabled.focus,\n.btn-warning[disabled].focus,\nfieldset[disabled] .btn-warning.focus {\n  background-

color: #f0ad4e;\n  border-color: #eea236;\n}\n.btn-warning .badge {\n  color: #f0ad4e;\n  background-color:

#fff;\n}\n.btn-danger {\n  color: #fff;\n  background-color: #d9534f;\n  border-color: #d43f3a;\n}\n.btn-

danger:focus,\n.btn-danger.focus {\n  color: #fff;\n  background-color: #c9302c;\n  border-color: #761c19;\n}\n.btn-

danger:hover {\n  color: #fff;\n  background-color: #c9302c;\n  border-color: #ac2925;\n}\n.btn-

danger:active,\n.btn-danger.active,\n.open > .dropdown-toggle.btn-danger {\n  color: #fff;\n  background-color:

#c9302c;\n  background-image: none;\n  border-color: #ac2925;\n}\n.btn-danger:active:hover,\n.btn-

danger.active:hover,\n.open > .dropdown-toggle.btn-danger:hover,\n.btn-danger:active:focus,\n.btn-

danger.active:focus,\n.open > .dropdown-toggle.btn-danger:focus,\n.btn-danger:active.focus,\n.btn-

danger.active.focus,\n.open > .dropdown-toggle.btn-danger.focus {\n  color: #fff;\n  background-color: #ac2925;\n

border-color: #761c19;\n}\n.btn-danger.disabled:hover,\n.btn-danger[disabled]:hover,\nfieldset[disabled] .btn-

danger:hover,\n.btn-danger.disabled:focus,\n.btn-danger[disabled]:focus,\nfieldset[disabled] .btn-

danger:focus,\n.btn-danger.disabled.focus,\n.btn-danger[disabled].focus,\nfieldset[disabled] .btn-danger.focus {\n

background-color: #d9534f;\n  border-color: #d43f3a;\n}\n.btn-danger .badge {\n  color: #d9534f;\n  background-

color: #fff;\n}\n.btn-link {\n  font-weight: 400;\n  color: #337ab7;\n  border-radius: 0;\n}\n.btn-link,\n.btn-

link:active,\n.btn-link.active,\n.btn-link[disabled],\nfieldset[disabled] .btn-link {\n  background-color: transparent;\n

-webkit-box-shadow: none;\n  box-shadow: none;\n}\n.btn-link,\n.btn-link:hover,\n.btn-link:focus,\n.btn-link:active

{\n  border-color: transparent;\n}\n.btn-link:hover,\n.btn-link:focus {\n  color: #23527c;\n  text-decoration:

underline;\n  background-color: transparent;\n}\n.btn-link[disabled]:hover,\nfieldset[disabled] .btn-link:hover,\n.btn-

link[disabled]:focus,\nfieldset[disabled] .btn-link:focus {\n  color: #777777;\n  text-decoration: none;\n}\n.btn-

lg,\n.btn-group-lg > .btn {\n  padding: 10px 16px;\n  font-size: 18px;\n  line-height: 1.3333333;\n  border-radius:

6px;\n}\n.btn-sm,\n.btn-group-sm > .btn {\n  padding: 5px 10px;\n  font-size: 12px;\n  line-height: 1.5;\n  border-

radius: 3px;\n}\n.btn-xs,\n.btn-group-xs > .btn {\n  padding: 1px 5px;\n  font-size: 12px;\n  line-height: 1.5;\n

border-radius: 3px;\n}\n.btn-block {\n  display: block;\n  width: 100%;\n}\n.btn-block + .btn-block {\n  margin-top:

5px;\n}\ninput[type=\"submit\"].btn-block,\ninput[type=\"reset\"].btn-block,\ninput[type=\"button\"].btn-block {\n

width: 100%;\n}\n.fade {\n  opacity: 0;\n  -webkit-transition: opacity 0.15s linear;\n  -o-transition: opacity 0.15s
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linear;\n  transition: opacity 0.15s linear;\n}\n.fade.in {\n  opacity: 1;\n}\n.collapse {\n  display:

none;\n}\n.collapse.in {\n  display: block;\n}\ntr.collapse.in {\n  display: table-row;\n}\ntbody.collapse.in {\n

display: table-row-group;\n}\n.collapsing {\n  position: relative;\n  height: 0;\n  overflow: hidden;\n  -webkit-

transition-property: height, visibility;\n  transition-property: height, visibility;\n  -webkit-transition-duration:

0.35s;\n  transition-duration: 0.35s;\n  -webkit-transition-timing-function: ease;\n  transition-timing-function:

ease;\n}\n.caret {\n  display: inline-block;\n  width: 0;\n  height: 0;\n  margin-left: 2px;\n  vertical-align: middle;\n

border-top: 4px dashed;\n  border-top: 4px solid \\9;\n  border-right: 4px solid transparent;\n  border-left: 4px solid

transparent;\n}\n.dropup,\n.dropdown {\n  position: relative;\n}\n.dropdown-toggle:focus {\n  outline:

0;\n}\n.dropdown-menu {\n  position: absolute;\n  top: 100%;\n  left: 0;\n  z-index: 1000;\n  display: none;\n  float:

left;\n  min-width: 160px;\n  padding: 5px 0;\n  margin: 2px 0 0;\n  font-size: 14px;\n  text-align: left;\n  list-style:

none;\n  background-color: #fff;\n  background-clip: padding-box;\n  border: 1px solid #ccc;\n  border: 1px solid

rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.15);\n  border-radius: 4px;\n  -webkit-box-shadow: 0 6px 12px rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.175);\n  box-shadow: 0

6px 12px rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.175);\n}\n.dropdown-menu.pull-right {\n  right: 0;\n  left: auto;\n}\n.dropdown-menu

.divider {\n  height: 1px;\n  margin: 9px 0;\n  overflow: hidden;\n  background-color: #e5e5e5;\n}\n.dropdown-

menu > li > a {\n  display: block;\n  padding: 3px 20px;\n  clear: both;\n  font-weight: 400;\n  line-height:

1.42857143;\n  color: #333333;\n  white-space: nowrap;\n}\n.dropdown-menu > li > a:hover,\n.dropdown-menu > li

> a:focus {\n  color: #262626;\n  text-decoration: none;\n  background-color: #f5f5f5;\n}\n.dropdown-menu >

.active > a,\n.dropdown-menu > .active > a:hover,\n.dropdown-menu > .active > a:focus {\n  color: #fff;\n  text-

decoration: none;\n  background-color: #337ab7;\n  outline: 0;\n}\n.dropdown-menu > .disabled > a,\n.dropdown-

menu > .disabled > a:hover,\n.dropdown-menu > .disabled > a:focus {\n  color: #777777;\n}\n.dropdown-menu >

.disabled > a:hover,\n.dropdown-menu > .disabled > a:focus {\n  text-decoration: none;\n  cursor: not-allowed;\n

background-color: transparent;\n  background-image: none;\n  filter:

progid:DXImageTransform.Microsoft.gradient(enabled = false);\n}\n.open > .dropdown-menu {\n  display:

block;\n}\n.open > a {\n  outline: 0;\n}\n.dropdown-menu-right {\n  right: 0;\n  left: auto;\n}\n.dropdown-menu-left

{\n  right: auto;\n  left: 0;\n}\n.dropdown-header {\n  display: block;\n  padding: 3px 20px;\n  font-size: 12px;\n

line-height: 1.42857143;\n  color: #777777;\n  white-space: nowrap;\n}\n.dropdown-backdrop {\n  position: fixed;\n

top: 0;\n  right: 0;\n  bottom: 0;\n  left: 0;\n  z-index: 990;\n}\n.pull-right > .dropdown-menu {\n  right: 0;\n  left:

auto;\n}\n.dropup .caret,\n.navbar-fixed-bottom .dropdown .caret {\n  content: \"\";\n  border-top: 0;\n  border-

bottom: 4px dashed;\n  border-bottom: 4px solid \\9;\n}\n.dropup .dropdown-menu,\n.navbar-fixed-bottom

.dropdown .dropdown-menu {\n  top: auto;\n  bottom: 100%;\n  margin-bottom: 2px;\n}\n@media (min-width:

768px) {\n  .navbar-right .dropdown-menu {\n    right: 0;\n    left: auto;\n  }\n  .navbar-right .dropdown-menu-left

{\n    right: auto;\n    left: 0;\n  }\n}\n.btn-group,\n.btn-group-vertical {\n  position: relative;\n  display: inline-

block;\n  vertical-align: middle;\n}\n.btn-group > .btn,\n.btn-group-vertical > .btn {\n  position: relative;\n  float:

left;\n}\n.btn-group > .btn:hover,\n.btn-group-vertical > .btn:hover,\n.btn-group > .btn:focus,\n.btn-group-vertical >

.btn:focus,\n.btn-group > .btn:active,\n.btn-group-vertical > .btn:active,\n.btn-group > .btn.active,\n.btn-group-

vertical > .btn.active {\n  z-index: 2;\n}\n.btn-group .btn + .btn,\n.btn-group .btn + .btn-group,\n.btn-group .btn-

group + .btn,\n.btn-group .btn-group + .btn-group {\n  margin-left: -1px;\n}\n.btn-toolbar {\n  margin-left: -

5px;\n}\n.btn-toolbar .btn,\n.btn-toolbar .btn-group,\n.btn-toolbar .input-group {\n  float: left;\n}\n.btn-toolbar >

.btn,\n.btn-toolbar > .btn-group,\n.btn-toolbar > .input-group {\n  margin-left: 5px;\n}\n.btn-group > .btn:not(:first-

child):not(:last-child):not(.dropdown-toggle) {\n  border-radius: 0;\n}\n.btn-group > .btn:first-child {\n  margin-left:

0;\n}\n.btn-group > .btn:first-child:not(:last-child):not(.dropdown-toggle) {\n  border-top-right-radius: 0;\n  border-

bottom-right-radius: 0;\n}\n.btn-group > .btn:last-child:not(:first-child),\n.btn-group > .dropdown-toggle:not(:first-

child) {\n  border-top-left-radius: 0;\n  border-bottom-left-radius: 0;\n}\n.btn-group > .btn-group {\n  float:

left;\n}\n.btn-group > .btn-group:not(:first-child):not(:last-child) > .btn {\n  border-radius: 0;\n}\n.btn-group > .btn-

group:first-child:not(:last-child) > .btn:last-child,\n.btn-group > .btn-group:first-child:not(:last-child) > .dropdown-

toggle {\n  border-top-right-radius: 0;\n  border-bottom-right-radius: 0;\n}\n.btn-group > .btn-group:last-

child:not(:first-child) > .btn:first-child {\n  border-top-left-radius: 0;\n  border-bottom-left-radius: 0;\n}\n.btn-group

.dropdown-toggle:active,\n.btn-group.open .dropdown-toggle {\n  outline: 0;\n}\n.btn-group > .btn + .dropdown-
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toggle {\n  padding-right: 8px;\n  padding-left: 8px;\n}\n.btn-group > .btn-lg + .dropdown-toggle {\n  padding-right:

12px;\n  padding-left: 12px;\n}\n.btn-group.open .dropdown-toggle {\n  -webkit-box-shadow: inset 0 3px 5px

rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.125);\n  box-shadow: inset 0 3px 5px rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.125);\n}\n.btn-group.open .dropdown-toggle.btn-

link {\n  -webkit-box-shadow: none;\n  box-shadow: none;\n}\n.btn .caret {\n  margin-left: 0;\n}\n.btn-lg .caret {\n

border-width: 5px 5px 0;\n  border-bottom-width: 0;\n}\n.dropup .btn-lg .caret {\n  border-width: 0 5px

5px;\n}\n.btn-group-vertical > .btn,\n.btn-group-vertical > .btn-group,\n.btn-group-vertical > .btn-group > .btn {\n

display: block;\n  float: none;\n  width: 100%;\n  max-width: 100%;\n}\n.btn-group-vertical > .btn-group > .btn {\n

float: none;\n}\n.btn-group-vertical > .btn + .btn,\n.btn-group-vertical > .btn + .btn-group,\n.btn-group-vertical >

.btn-group + .btn,\n.btn-group-vertical > .btn-group + .btn-group {\n  margin-top: -1px;\n  margin-left: 0;\n}\n.btn-

group-vertical > .btn:not(:first-child):not(:last-child) {\n  border-radius: 0;\n}\n.btn-group-vertical > .btn:first-

child:not(:last-child) {\n  border-top-left-radius: 4px;\n  border-top-right-radius: 4px;\n  border-bottom-right-radius:

0;\n  border-bottom-left-radius: 0;\n}\n.btn-group-vertical > .btn:last-child:not(:first-child) {\n  border-top-left-

radius: 0;\n  border-top-right-radius: 0;\n  border-bottom-right-radius: 4px;\n  border-bottom-left-radius:

4px;\n}\n.btn-group-vertical > .btn-group:not(:first-child):not(:last-child) > .btn {\n  border-radius: 0;\n}\n.btn-

group-vertical > .btn-group:first-child:not(:last-child) > .btn:last-child,\n.btn-group-vertical > .btn-group:first-

child:not(:last-child) > .dropdown-toggle {\n  border-bottom-right-radius: 0;\n  border-bottom-left-radius:

0;\n}\n.btn-group-vertical > .btn-group:last-child:not(:first-child) > .btn:first-child {\n  border-top-left-radius: 0;\n

border-top-right-radius: 0;\n}\n.btn-group-justified {\n  display: table;\n  width: 100%;\n  table-layout: fixed;\n

border-collapse: separate;\n}\n.btn-group-justified > .btn,\n.btn-group-justified > .btn-group {\n  display: table-

cell;\n  float: none;\n  width: 1%;\n}\n.btn-group-justified > .btn-group .btn {\n  width: 100%;\n}\n.btn-group-

justified > .btn-group .dropdown-menu {\n  left: auto;\n}\n[data-toggle=\"buttons\"] > .btn

input[type=\"radio\"],\n[data-toggle=\"buttons\"] > .btn-group > .btn input[type=\"radio\"],\n[data-

toggle=\"buttons\"] > .btn input[type=\"checkbox\"],\n[data-toggle=\"buttons\"] > .btn-group > .btn

input[type=\"checkbox\"] {\n  position: absolute;\n  clip: rect(0, 0, 0, 0);\n  pointer-events: none;\n}\n.input-group

{\n  position: relative;\n  display: table;\n  border-collapse: separate;\n}\n.input-group[class*=\"col-\"] {\n  float:

none;\n  padding-right: 0;\n  padding-left: 0;\n}\n.input-group .form-control {\n  position: relative;\n  z-index: 2;\n

float: left;\n  width: 100%;\n  margin-bottom: 0;\n}\n.input-group .form-control:focus {\n  z-index: 3;\n}\n.input-

group-lg > .form-control,\n.input-group-lg > .input-group-addon,\n.input-group-lg > .input-group-btn > .btn {\n

height: 46px;\n  padding: 10px 16px;\n  font-size: 18px;\n  line-height: 1.3333333;\n  border-radius:

6px;\n}\nselect.input-group-lg > .form-control,\nselect.input-group-lg > .input-group-addon,\nselect.input-group-lg

> .input-group-btn > .btn {\n  height: 46px;\n  line-height: 46px;\n}\ntextarea.input-group-lg > .form-

control,\ntextarea.input-group-lg > .input-group-addon,\ntextarea.input-group-lg > .input-group-btn >

.btn,\nselect[multiple].input-group-lg > .form-control,\nselect[multiple].input-group-lg > .input-group-

addon,\nselect[multiple].input-group-lg > .input-group-btn > .btn {\n  height: auto;\n}\n.input-group-sm > .form-

control,\n.input-group-sm > .input-group-addon,\n.input-group-sm > .input-group-btn > .btn {\n  height: 30px;\n

padding: 5px 10px;\n  font-size: 12px;\n  line-height: 1.5;\n  border-radius: 3px;\n}\nselect.input-group-sm > .form-

control,\nselect.input-group-sm > .input-group-addon,\nselect.input-group-sm > .input-group-btn > .btn {\n  height:

30px;\n  line-height: 30px;\n}\ntextarea.input-group-sm > .form-control,\ntextarea.input-group-sm > .input-group-

addon,\ntextarea.input-group-sm > .input-group-btn > .btn,\nselect[multiple].input-group-sm > .form-

control,\nselect[multiple].input-group-sm > .input-group-addon,\nselect[multiple].input-group-sm > .input-group-

btn > .btn {\n  height: auto;\n}\n.input-group-addon,\n.input-group-btn,\n.input-group .form-control {\n  display:

table-cell;\n}\n.input-group-addon:not(:first-child):not(:last-child),\n.input-group-btn:not(:first-child):not(:last-

child),\n.input-group .form-control:not(:first-child):not(:last-child) {\n  border-radius: 0;\n}\n.input-group-

addon,\n.input-group-btn {\n  width: 1%;\n  white-space: nowrap;\n  vertical-align: middle;\n}\n.input-group-addon

{\n  padding: 6px 12px;\n  font-size: 14px;\n  font-weight: 400;\n  line-height: 1;\n  color: #555555;\n  text-align:

center;\n  background-color: #eeeeee;\n  border: 1px solid #ccc;\n  border-radius: 4px;\n}\n.input-group-

addon.input-sm {\n  padding: 5px 10px;\n  font-size: 12px;\n  border-radius: 3px;\n}\n.input-group-addon.input-lg

{\n  padding: 10px 16px;\n  font-size: 18px;\n  border-radius: 6px;\n}\n.input-group-addon
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input[type=\"radio\"],\n.input-group-addon input[type=\"checkbox\"] {\n  margin-top: 0;\n}\n.input-group .form-

control:first-child,\n.input-group-addon:first-child,\n.input-group-btn:first-child > .btn,\n.input-group-btn:first-child

> .btn-group > .btn,\n.input-group-btn:first-child > .dropdown-toggle,\n.input-group-btn:last-child > .btn:not(:last-

child):not(.dropdown-toggle),\n.input-group-btn:last-child > .btn-group:not(:last-child) > .btn {\n  border-top-right-

radius: 0;\n  border-bottom-right-radius: 0;\n}\n.input-group-addon:first-child {\n  border-right: 0;\n}\n.input-group

.form-control:last-child,\n.input-group-addon:last-child,\n.input-group-btn:last-child > .btn,\n.input-group-btn:last-

child > .btn-group > .btn,\n.input-group-btn:last-child > .dropdown-toggle,\n.input-group-btn:first-child >

.btn:not(:first-child),\n.input-group-btn:first-child > .btn-group:not(:first-child) > .btn {\n  border-top-left-radius:

0;\n  border-bottom-left-radius: 0;\n}\n.input-group-addon:last-child {\n  border-left: 0;\n}\n.input-group-btn {\n

position: relative;\n  font-size: 0;\n  white-space: nowrap;\n}\n.input-group-btn > .btn {\n  position:

relative;\n}\n.input-group-btn > .btn + .btn {\n  margin-left: -1px;\n}\n.input-group-btn > .btn:hover,\n.input-group-

btn > .btn:focus,\n.input-group-btn > .btn:active {\n  z-index: 2;\n}\n.input-group-btn:first-child > .btn,\n.input-

group-btn:first-child > .btn-group {\n  margin-right: -1px;\n}\n.input-group-btn:last-child > .btn,\n.input-group-

btn:last-child > .btn-group {\n  z-index: 2;\n  margin-left: -1px;\n}\n.nav {\n  padding-left: 0;\n  margin-bottom: 0;\n

list-style: none;\n}\n.nav > li {\n  position: relative;\n  display: block;\n}\n.nav > li > a {\n  position: relative;\n

display: block;\n  padding: 10px 15px;\n}\n.nav > li > a:hover,\n.nav > li > a:focus {\n  text-decoration: none;\n

background-color: #eeeeee;\n}\n.nav > li.disabled > a {\n  color: #777777;\n}\n.nav > li.disabled > a:hover,\n.nav >

li.disabled > a:focus {\n  color: #777777;\n  text-decoration: none;\n  cursor: not-allowed;\n  background-color:

transparent;\n}\n.nav .open > a,\n.nav .open > a:hover,\n.nav .open > a:focus {\n  background-color: #eeeeee;\n

border-color: #337ab7;\n}\n.nav .nav-divider {\n  height: 1px;\n  margin: 9px 0;\n  overflow: hidden;\n

background-color: #e5e5e5;\n}\n.nav > li > a > img {\n  max-width: none;\n}\n.nav-tabs {\n  border-bottom: 1px

solid #ddd;\n}\n.nav-tabs > li {\n  float: left;\n  margin-bottom: -1px;\n}\n.nav-tabs > li > a {\n  margin-right: 2px;\n

line-height: 1.42857143;\n  border: 1px solid transparent;\n  border-radius: 4px 4px 0 0;\n}\n.nav-tabs > li > a:hover

{\n  border-color: #eeeeee #eeeeee #ddd;\n}\n.nav-tabs > li.active > a,\n.nav-tabs > li.active > a:hover,\n.nav-tabs >

li.active > a:focus {\n  color: #555555;\n  cursor: default;\n  background-color: #fff;\n  border: 1px solid #ddd;\n

border-bottom-color: transparent;\n}\n.nav-tabs.nav-justified {\n  width: 100%;\n  border-bottom: 0;\n}\n.nav-

tabs.nav-justified > li {\n  float: none;\n}\n.nav-tabs.nav-justified > li > a {\n  margin-bottom: 5px;\n  text-align:

center;\n}\n.nav-tabs.nav-justified > .dropdown .dropdown-menu {\n  top: auto;\n  left: auto;\n}\n@media (min-

width: 768px) {\n  .nav-tabs.nav-justified > li {\n    display: table-cell;\n    width: 1%;\n  }\n  .nav-tabs.nav-justified

> li > a {\n    margin-bottom: 0;\n  }\n}\n.nav-tabs.nav-justified > li > a {\n  margin-right: 0;\n  border-radius:

4px;\n}\n.nav-tabs.nav-justified > .active > a,\n.nav-tabs.nav-justified > .active > a:hover,\n.nav-tabs.nav-justified >

.active > a:focus {\n  border: 1px solid #ddd;\n}\n@media (min-width: 768px) {\n  .nav-tabs.nav-justified > li > a

{\n    border-bottom: 1px solid #ddd;\n    border-radius: 4px 4px 0 0;\n  }\n  .nav-tabs.nav-justified > .active > a,\n

.nav-tabs.nav-justified > .active > a:hover,\n  .nav-tabs.nav-justified > .active > a:focus {\n    border-bottom-color:

#fff;\n  }\n}\n.nav-pills > li {\n  float: left;\n}\n.nav-pills > li > a {\n  border-radius: 4px;\n}\n.nav-pills > li + li {\n

margin-left: 2px;\n}\n.nav-pills > li.active > a,\n.nav-pills > li.active > a:hover,\n.nav-pills > li.active > a:focus {\n

color: #fff;\n  background-color: #337ab7;\n}\n.nav-stacked > li {\n  float: none;\n}\n.nav-stacked > li + li {\n

margin-top: 2px;\n  margin-left: 0;\n}\n.nav-justified {\n  width: 100%;\n}\n.nav-justified > li {\n  float:

none;\n}\n.nav-justified > li > a {\n  margin-bottom: 5px;\n  text-align: center;\n}\n.nav-justified > .dropdown

.dropdown-menu {\n  top: auto;\n  left: auto;\n}\n@media (min-width: 768px) {\n  .nav-justified > li {\n    display:

table-cell;\n    width: 1%;\n  }\n  .nav-justified > li > a {\n    margin-bottom: 0;\n  }\n}\n.nav-tabs-justified {\n

border-bottom: 0;\n}\n.nav-tabs-justified > li > a {\n  margin-right: 0;\n  border-radius: 4px;\n}\n.nav-tabs-justified

> .active > a,\n.nav-tabs-justified > .active > a:hover,\n.nav-tabs-justified > .active > a:focus {\n  border: 1px solid

#ddd;\n}\n@media (min-width: 768px) {\n  .nav-tabs-justified > li > a {\n    border-bottom: 1px solid #ddd;\n

border-radius: 4px 4px 0 0;\n  }\n  .nav-tabs-justified > .active > a,\n  .nav-tabs-justified > .active > a:hover,\n  .nav-

tabs-justified > .active > a:focus {\n    border-bottom-color: #fff;\n  }\n}\n.tab-content > .tab-pane {\n  display:

none;\n}\n.tab-content > .active {\n  display: block;\n}\n.nav-tabs .dropdown-menu {\n  margin-top: -1px;\n  border-

top-left-radius: 0;\n  border-top-right-radius: 0;\n}\n.navbar {\n  position: relative;\n  min-height: 50px;\n  margin-
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bottom: 20px;\n  border: 1px solid transparent;\n}\n@media (min-width: 768px) {\n  .navbar {\n    border-radius:

4px;\n  }\n}\n@media (min-width: 768px) {\n  .navbar-header {\n    float: left;\n  }\n}\n.navbar-collapse {\n

padding-right: 15px;\n  padding-left: 15px;\n  overflow-x: visible;\n  border-top: 1px solid transparent;\n  box-

shadow: inset 0 1px 0 rgba(255, 255, 255, 0.1);\n  -webkit-overflow-scrolling: touch;\n}\n.navbar-collapse.in {\n

overflow-y: auto;\n}\n@media (min-width: 768px) {\n  .navbar-collapse {\n    width: auto;\n    border-top: 0;\n

box-shadow: none;\n  }\n  .navbar-collapse.collapse {\n    display: block !important;\n    height: auto !important;\n

padding-bottom: 0;\n    overflow: visible !important;\n  }\n  .navbar-collapse.in {\n    overflow-y: visible;\n  }\n

.navbar-fixed-top .navbar-collapse,\n  .navbar-static-top .navbar-collapse,\n  .navbar-fixed-bottom .navbar-collapse

{\n    padding-right: 0;\n    padding-left: 0;\n  }\n}\n.navbar-fixed-top,\n.navbar-fixed-bottom {\n  position: fixed;\n

right: 0;\n  left: 0;\n  z-index: 1030;\n}\n.navbar-fixed-top .navbar-collapse,\n.navbar-fixed-bottom .navbar-collapse

{\n  max-height: 340px;\n}\n@media (max-device-width: 480px) and (orientation: landscape) {\n  .navbar-fixed-top

.navbar-collapse,\n  .navbar-fixed-bottom .navbar-collapse {\n    max-height: 200px;\n  }\n}\n@media (min-width:

768px) {\n  .navbar-fixed-top,\n  .navbar-fixed-bottom {\n    border-radius: 0;\n  }\n}\n.navbar-fixed-top {\n  top:

0;\n  border-width: 0 0 1px;\n}\n.navbar-fixed-bottom {\n  bottom: 0;\n  margin-bottom: 0;\n  border-width: 1px 0

0;\n}\n.container > .navbar-header,\n.container-fluid > .navbar-header,\n.container > .navbar-collapse,\n.container-

fluid > .navbar-collapse {\n  margin-right: -15px;\n  margin-left: -15px;\n}\n@media (min-width: 768px) {\n

.container > .navbar-header,\n  .container-fluid > .navbar-header,\n  .container > .navbar-collapse,\n  .container-fluid

> .navbar-collapse {\n    margin-right: 0;\n    margin-left: 0;\n  }\n}\n.navbar-static-top {\n  z-index: 1000;\n  border-

width: 0 0 1px;\n}\n@media (min-width: 768px) {\n  .navbar-static-top {\n    border-radius: 0;\n  }\n}\n.navbar-

brand {\n  float: left;\n  height: 50px;\n  padding: 15px 15px;\n  font-size: 18px;\n  line-height: 20px;\n}\n.navbar-

brand:hover,\n.navbar-brand:focus {\n  text-decoration: none;\n}\n.navbar-brand > img {\n  display:

block;\n}\n@media (min-width: 768px) {\n  .navbar > .container .navbar-brand,\n  .navbar > .container-fluid

.navbar-brand {\n    margin-left: -15px;\n  }\n}\n.navbar-toggle {\n  position: relative;\n  float: right;\n  padding: 9px

10px;\n  margin-right: 15px;\n  margin-top: 8px;\n  margin-bottom: 8px;\n  background-color: transparent;\n

background-image: none;\n  border: 1px solid transparent;\n  border-radius: 4px;\n}\n.navbar-toggle:focus {\n

outline: 0;\n}\n.navbar-toggle .icon-bar {\n  display: block;\n  width: 22px;\n  height: 2px;\n  border-radius:

1px;\n}\n.navbar-toggle .icon-bar + .icon-bar {\n  margin-top: 4px;\n}\n@media (min-width: 768px) {\n  .navbar-

toggle {\n    display: none;\n  }\n}\n.navbar-nav {\n  margin: 7.5px -15px;\n}\n.navbar-nav > li > a {\n  padding-top:

10px;\n  padding-bottom: 10px;\n  line-height: 20px;\n}\n@media (max-width: 767px) {\n  .navbar-nav .open

.dropdown-menu {\n    position: static;\n    float: none;\n    width: auto;\n    margin-top: 0;\n    background-color:

transparent;\n    border: 0;\n    box-shadow: none;\n  }\n  .navbar-nav .open .dropdown-menu > li > a,\n  .navbar-nav

.open .dropdown-menu .dropdown-header {\n    padding: 5px 15px 5px 25px;\n  }\n  .navbar-nav .open .dropdown-

menu > li > a {\n    line-height: 20px;\n  }\n  .navbar-nav .open .dropdown-menu > li > a:hover,\n  .navbar-nav .open

.dropdown-menu > li > a:focus {\n    background-image: none;\n  }\n}\n@media (min-width: 768px) {\n  .navbar-

nav {\n    float: left;\n    margin: 0;\n  }\n  .navbar-nav > li {\n    float: left;\n  }\n  .navbar-nav > li > a {\n    padding-

top: 15px;\n    padding-bottom: 15px;\n  }\n}\n.navbar-form {\n  padding: 10px 15px;\n  margin-right: -15px;\n

margin-left: -15px;\n  border-top: 1px solid transparent;\n  border-bottom: 1px solid transparent;\n  -webkit-box-

shadow: inset 0 1px 0 rgba(255, 255, 255, 0.1), 0 1px 0 rgba(255, 255, 255, 0.1);\n  box-shadow: inset 0 1px 0

rgba(255, 255, 255, 0.1), 0 1px 0 rgba(255, 255, 255, 0.1);\n  margin-top: 8px;\n  margin-bottom: 8px;\n}\n@media

(min-width: 768px) {\n  .navbar-form .form-group {\n    display: inline-block;\n    margin-bottom: 0;\n    vertical-

align: middle;\n  }\n  .navbar-form .form-control {\n    display: inline-block;\n    width: auto;\n    vertical-align:

middle;\n  }\n  .navbar-form .form-control-static {\n    display: inline-block;\n  }\n  .navbar-form .input-group {\n

display: inline-table;\n    vertical-align: middle;\n  }\n  .navbar-form .input-group .input-group-addon,\n  .navbar-

form .input-group .input-group-btn,\n  .navbar-form .input-group .form-control {\n    width: auto;\n  }\n  .navbar-

form .input-group > .form-control {\n    width: 100%;\n  }\n  .navbar-form .control-label {\n    margin-bottom: 0;\n

vertical-align: middle;\n  }\n  .navbar-form .radio,\n  .navbar-form .checkbox {\n    display: inline-block;\n

margin-top: 0;\n    margin-bottom: 0;\n    vertical-align: middle;\n  }\n  .navbar-form .radio label,\n  .navbar-form

.checkbox label {\n    padding-left: 0;\n  }\n  .navbar-form .radio input[type=\"radio\"],\n  .navbar-form .checkbox
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input[type=\"checkbox\"] {\n    position: relative;\n    margin-left: 0;\n  }\n  .navbar-form .has-feedback .form-

control-feedback {\n    top: 0;\n  }\n}\n@media (max-width: 767px) {\n  .navbar-form .form-group {\n    margin-

bottom: 5px;\n  }\n  .navbar-form .form-group:last-child {\n    margin-bottom: 0;\n  }\n}\n@media (min-width:

768px) {\n  .navbar-form {\n    width: auto;\n    padding-top: 0;\n    padding-bottom: 0;\n    margin-right: 0;\n

margin-left: 0;\n    border: 0;\n    -webkit-box-shadow: none;\n    box-shadow: none;\n  }\n}\n.navbar-nav > li >

.dropdown-menu {\n  margin-top: 0;\n  border-top-left-radius: 0;\n  border-top-right-radius: 0;\n}\n.navbar-fixed-

bottom .navbar-nav > li > .dropdown-menu {\n  margin-bottom: 0;\n  border-top-left-radius: 4px;\n  border-top-

right-radius: 4px;\n  border-bottom-right-radius: 0;\n  border-bottom-left-radius: 0;\n}\n.navbar-btn {\n  margin-top:

8px;\n  margin-bottom: 8px;\n}\n.navbar-btn.btn-sm {\n  margin-top: 10px;\n  margin-bottom: 10px;\n}\n.navbar-

btn.btn-xs {\n  margin-top: 14px;\n  margin-bottom: 14px;\n}\n.navbar-text {\n  margin-top: 15px;\n  margin-

bottom: 15px;\n}\n@media (min-width: 768px) {\n  .navbar-text {\n    float: left;\n    margin-right: 15px;\n

margin-left: 15px;\n  }\n}\n@media (min-width: 768px) {\n  .navbar-left {\n    float: left !important;\n  }\n  .navbar-

right {\n    float: right !important;\n    margin-right: -15px;\n  }\n  .navbar-right ~ .navbar-right {\n    margin-right:

0;\n  }\n}\n.navbar-default {\n  background-color: #f8f8f8;\n  border-color: #e7e7e7;\n}\n.navbar-default .navbar-

brand {\n  color: #777;\n}\n.navbar-default .navbar-brand:hover,\n.navbar-default .navbar-brand:focus {\n  color:

#5e5e5e;\n  background-color: transparent;\n}\n.navbar-default .navbar-text {\n  color: #777;\n}\n.navbar-default

.navbar-nav > li > a {\n  color: #777;\n}\n.navbar-default .navbar-nav > li > a:hover,\n.navbar-default .navbar-nav >

li > a:focus {\n  color: #333;\n  background-color: transparent;\n}\n.navbar-default .navbar-nav > .active >

a,\n.navbar-default .navbar-nav > .active > a:hover,\n.navbar-default .navbar-nav > .active > a:focus {\n  color:

#555;\n  background-color: #e7e7e7;\n}\n.navbar-default .navbar-nav > .disabled > a,\n.navbar-default .navbar-nav

> .disabled > a:hover,\n.navbar-default .navbar-nav > .disabled > a:focus {\n  color: #ccc;\n  background-color:

transparent;\n}\n.navbar-default .navbar-nav > .open > a,\n.navbar-default .navbar-nav > .open > a:hover,\n.navbar-

default .navbar-nav > .open > a:focus {\n  color: #555;\n  background-color: #e7e7e7;\n}\n@media (max-width:

767px) {\n  .navbar-default .navbar-nav .open .dropdown-menu > li > a {\n    color: #777;\n  }\n  .navbar-default

.navbar-nav .open .dropdown-menu > li > a:hover,\n  .navbar-default .navbar-nav .open .dropdown-menu > li >

a:focus {\n    color: #333;\n    background-color: transparent;\n  }\n  .navbar-default .navbar-nav .open .dropdown-

menu > .active > a,\n  .navbar-default .navbar-nav .open .dropdown-menu > .active > a:hover,\n  .navbar-default

.navbar-nav .open .dropdown-menu > .active > a:focus {\n    color: #555;\n    background-color: #e7e7e7;\n  }\n

.navbar-default .navbar-nav .open .dropdown-menu > .disabled > a,\n  .navbar-default .navbar-nav .open .dropdown-

menu > .disabled > a:hover,\n  .navbar-default .navbar-nav .open .dropdown-menu > .disabled > a:focus {\n    color:

#ccc;\n    background-color: transparent;\n  }\n}\n.navbar-default .navbar-toggle {\n  border-color:

#ddd;\n}\n.navbar-default .navbar-toggle:hover,\n.navbar-default .navbar-toggle:focus {\n  background-color:

#ddd;\n}\n.navbar-default .navbar-toggle .icon-bar {\n  background-color: #888;\n}\n.navbar-default .navbar-

collapse,\n.navbar-default .navbar-form {\n  border-color: #e7e7e7;\n}\n.navbar-default .navbar-link {\n  color:

#777;\n}\n.navbar-default .navbar-link:hover {\n  color: #333;\n}\n.navbar-default .btn-link {\n  color:

#777;\n}\n.navbar-default .btn-link:hover,\n.navbar-default .btn-link:focus {\n  color: #333;\n}\n.navbar-default

.btn-link[disabled]:hover,\nfieldset[disabled] .navbar-default .btn-link:hover,\n.navbar-default .btn-

link[disabled]:focus,\nfieldset[disabled] .navbar-default .btn-link:focus {\n  color: #ccc;\n}\n.navbar-inverse {\n

background-color: #222;\n  border-color: #080808;\n}\n.navbar-inverse .navbar-brand {\n  color:

#9d9d9d;\n}\n.navbar-inverse .navbar-brand:hover,\n.navbar-inverse .navbar-brand:focus {\n  color: #fff;\n

background-color: transparent;\n}\n.navbar-inverse .navbar-text {\n  color: #9d9d9d;\n}\n.navbar-inverse .navbar-

nav > li > a {\n  color: #9d9d9d;\n}\n.navbar-inverse .navbar-nav > li > a:hover,\n.navbar-inverse .navbar-nav > li >

a:focus {\n  color: #fff;\n  background-color: transparent;\n}\n.navbar-inverse .navbar-nav > .active > a,\n.navbar-

inverse .navbar-nav > .active > a:hover,\n.navbar-inverse .navbar-nav > .active > a:focus {\n  color: #fff;\n

background-color: #080808;\n}\n.navbar-inverse .navbar-nav > .disabled > a,\n.navbar-inverse .navbar-nav >

.disabled > a:hover,\n.navbar-inverse .navbar-nav > .disabled > a:focus {\n  color: #444;\n  background-color:

transparent;\n}\n.navbar-inverse .navbar-nav > .open > a,\n.navbar-inverse .navbar-nav > .open > a:hover,\n.navbar-

inverse .navbar-nav > .open > a:focus {\n  color: #fff;\n  background-color: #080808;\n}\n@media (max-width:
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767px) {\n  .navbar-inverse .navbar-nav .open .dropdown-menu > .dropdown-header {\n    border-color: #080808;\n

}\n  .navbar-inverse .navbar-nav .open .dropdown-menu .divider {\n    background-color: #080808;\n  }\n  .navbar-

inverse .navbar-nav .open .dropdown-menu > li > a {\n    color: #9d9d9d;\n  }\n  .navbar-inverse .navbar-nav .open

.dropdown-menu > li > a:hover,\n  .navbar-inverse .navbar-nav .open .dropdown-menu > li > a:focus {\n    color:

#fff;\n    background-color: transparent;\n  }\n  .navbar-inverse .navbar-nav .open .dropdown-menu > .active > a,\n

.navbar-inverse .navbar-nav .open .dropdown-menu > .active > a:hover,\n  .navbar-inverse .navbar-nav .open

.dropdown-menu > .active > a:focus {\n    color: #fff;\n    background-color: #080808;\n  }\n  .navbar-inverse

.navbar-nav .open .dropdown-menu > .disabled > a,\n  .navbar-inverse .navbar-nav .open .dropdown-menu >

.disabled > a:hover,\n  .navbar-inverse .navbar-nav .open .dropdown-menu > .disabled > a:focus {\n    color: #444;\n

  background-color: transparent;\n  }\n}\n.navbar-inverse .navbar-toggle {\n  border-color: #333;\n}\n.navbar-

inverse .navbar-toggle:hover,\n.navbar-inverse .navbar-toggle:focus {\n  background-color: #333;\n}\n.navbar-

inverse .navbar-toggle .icon-bar {\n  background-color: #fff;\n}\n.navbar-inverse .navbar-collapse,\n.navbar-inverse

.navbar-form {\n  border-color: #101010;\n}\n.navbar-inverse .navbar-link {\n  color: #9d9d9d;\n}\n.navbar-inverse

.navbar-link:hover {\n  color: #fff;\n}\n.navbar-inverse .btn-link {\n  color: #9d9d9d;\n}\n.navbar-inverse .btn-

link:hover,\n.navbar-inverse .btn-link:focus {\n  color: #fff;\n}\n.navbar-inverse .btn-

link[disabled]:hover,\nfieldset[disabled] .navbar-inverse .btn-link:hover,\n.navbar-inverse .btn-

link[disabled]:focus,\nfieldset[disabled] .navbar-inverse .btn-link:focus {\n  color: #444;\n}\n.breadcrumb {\n

padding: 8px 15px;\n  margin-bottom: 20px;\n  list-style: none;\n  background-color: #f5f5f5;\n  border-radius:

4px;\n}\n.breadcrumb > li {\n  display: inline-block;\n}\n.breadcrumb > li + li:before {\n  padding: 0 5px;\n  color:

#ccc;\n  content: \"/\\00a0\";\n}\n.breadcrumb > .active {\n  color: #777777;\n}\n.pagination {\n  display: inline-

block;\n  padding-left: 0;\n  margin: 20px 0;\n  border-radius: 4px;\n}\n.pagination > li {\n  display:

inline;\n}\n.pagination > li > a,\n.pagination > li > span {\n  position: relative;\n  float: left;\n  padding: 6px 12px;\n

margin-left: -1px;\n  line-height: 1.42857143;\n  color: #337ab7;\n  text-decoration: none;\n  background-color:

#fff;\n  border: 1px solid #ddd;\n}\n.pagination > li > a:hover,\n.pagination > li > span:hover,\n.pagination > li >

a:focus,\n.pagination > li > span:focus {\n  z-index: 2;\n  color: #23527c;\n  background-color: #eeeeee;\n  border-

color: #ddd;\n}\n.pagination > li:first-child > a,\n.pagination > li:first-child > span {\n  margin-left: 0;\n  border-top-

left-radius: 4px;\n  border-bottom-left-radius: 4px;\n}\n.pagination > li:last-child > a,\n.pagination > li:last-child >

span {\n  border-top-right-radius: 4px;\n  border-bottom-right-radius: 4px;\n}\n.pagination > .active >

a,\n.pagination > .active > span,\n.pagination > .active > a:hover,\n.pagination > .active > span:hover,\n.pagination >

.active > a:focus,\n.pagination > .active > span:focus {\n  z-index: 3;\n  color: #fff;\n  cursor: default;\n  background-

color: #337ab7;\n  border-color: #337ab7;\n}\n.pagination > .disabled > span,\n.pagination > .disabled >

span:hover,\n.pagination > .disabled > span:focus,\n.pagination > .disabled > a,\n.pagination > .disabled >

a:hover,\n.pagination > .disabled > a:focus {\n  color: #777777;\n  cursor: not-allowed;\n  background-color: #fff;\n

border-color: #ddd;\n}\n.pagination-lg > li > a,\n.pagination-lg > li > span {\n  padding: 10px 16px;\n  font-size:

18px;\n  line-height: 1.3333333;\n}\n.pagination-lg > li:first-child > a,\n.pagination-lg > li:first-child > span {\n

border-top-left-radius: 6px;\n  border-bottom-left-radius: 6px;\n}\n.pagination-lg > li:last-child > a,\n.pagination-lg

> li:last-child > span {\n  border-top-right-radius: 6px;\n  border-bottom-right-radius: 6px;\n}\n.pagination-sm > li >

a,\n.pagination-sm > li > span {\n  padding: 5px 10px;\n  font-size: 12px;\n  line-height: 1.5;\n}\n.pagination-sm >

li:first-child > a,\n.pagination-sm > li:first-child > span {\n  border-top-left-radius: 3px;\n  border-bottom-left-radius:

3px;\n}\n.pagination-sm > li:last-child > a,\n.pagination-sm > li:last-child > span {\n  border-top-right-radius: 3px;\n

border-bottom-right-radius: 3px;\n}\n.pager {\n  padding-left: 0;\n  margin: 20px 0;\n  text-align: center;\n  list-

style: none;\n}\n.pager li {\n  display: inline;\n}\n.pager li > a,\n.pager li > span {\n  display: inline-block;\n

padding: 5px 14px;\n  background-color: #fff;\n  border: 1px solid #ddd;\n  border-radius: 15px;\n}\n.pager li >

a:hover,\n.pager li > a:focus {\n  text-decoration: none;\n  background-color: #eeeeee;\n}\n.pager .next > a,\n.pager

.next > span {\n  float: right;\n}\n.pager .previous > a,\n.pager .previous > span {\n  float: left;\n}\n.pager .disabled

> a,\n.pager .disabled > a:hover,\n.pager .disabled > a:focus,\n.pager .disabled > span {\n  color: #777777;\n  cursor:

not-allowed;\n  background-color: #fff;\n}\n.label {\n  display: inline;\n  padding: 0.2em 0.6em 0.3em;\n  font-size:

75%;\n  font-weight: 700;\n  line-height: 1;\n  color: #fff;\n  text-align: center;\n  white-space: nowrap;\n  vertical-
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align: baseline;\n  border-radius: 0.25em;\n}\na.label:hover,\na.label:focus {\n  color: #fff;\n  text-decoration:

none;\n  cursor: pointer;\n}\n.label:empty {\n  display: none;\n}\n.btn .label {\n  position: relative;\n  top: -

1px;\n}\n.label-default {\n  background-color: #777777;\n}\n.label-default[href]:hover,\n.label-default[href]:focus

{\n  background-color: #5e5e5e;\n}\n.label-primary {\n  background-color: #337ab7;\n}\n.label-

primary[href]:hover,\n.label-primary[href]:focus {\n  background-color: #286090;\n}\n.label-success {\n

background-color: #5cb85c;\n}\n.label-success[href]:hover,\n.label-success[href]:focus {\n  background-color:

#449d44;\n}\n.label-info {\n  background-color: #5bc0de;\n}\n.label-info[href]:hover,\n.label-info[href]:focus {\n

background-color: #31b0d5;\n}\n.label-warning {\n  background-color: #f0ad4e;\n}\n.label-

warning[href]:hover,\n.label-warning[href]:focus {\n  background-color: #ec971f;\n}\n.label-danger {\n

background-color: #d9534f;\n}\n.label-danger[href]:hover,\n.label-danger[href]:focus {\n  background-color:

#c9302c;\n}\n.badge {\n  display: inline-block;\n  min-width: 10px;\n  padding: 3px 7px;\n  font-size: 12px;\n  font-

weight: bold;\n  line-height: 1;\n  color: #fff;\n  text-align: center;\n  white-space: nowrap;\n  vertical-align:

middle;\n  background-color: #777777;\n  border-radius: 10px;\n}\n.badge:empty {\n  display: none;\n}\n.btn .badge

{\n  position: relative;\n  top: -1px;\n}\n.btn-xs .badge,\n.btn-group-xs > .btn .badge {\n  top: 0;\n  padding: 1px

5px;\n}\na.badge:hover,\na.badge:focus {\n  color: #fff;\n  text-decoration: none;\n  cursor: pointer;\n}\n.list-group-

item.active > .badge,\n.nav-pills > .active > a > .badge {\n  color: #337ab7;\n  background-color: #fff;\n}\n.list-

group-item > .badge {\n  float: right;\n}\n.list-group-item > .badge + .badge {\n  margin-right: 5px;\n}\n.nav-pills >

li > a > .badge {\n  margin-left: 3px;\n}\n.jumbotron {\n  padding-top: 30px;\n  padding-bottom: 30px;\n  margin-

bottom: 30px;\n  color: inherit;\n  background-color: #eeeeee;\n}\n.jumbotron h1,\n.jumbotron .h1 {\n  color:

inherit;\n}\n.jumbotron p {\n  margin-bottom: 15px;\n  font-size: 21px;\n  font-weight: 200;\n}\n.jumbotron > hr {\n

border-top-color: #d5d5d5;\n}\n.container .jumbotron,\n.container-fluid .jumbotron {\n  padding-right: 15px;\n

padding-left: 15px;\n  border-radius: 6px;\n}\n.jumbotron .container {\n  max-width: 100%;\n}\n@media screen and

(min-width: 768px) {\n  .jumbotron {\n    padding-top: 48px;\n    padding-bottom: 48px;\n  }\n  .container

.jumbotron,\n  .container-fluid .jumbotron {\n    padding-right: 60px;\n    padding-left: 60px;\n  }\n  .jumbotron h1,\n

.jumbotron .h1 {\n    font-size: 63px;\n  }\n}\n.thumbnail {\n  display: block;\n  padding: 4px;\n  margin-bottom:

20px;\n  line-height: 1.42857143;\n  background-color: #fff;\n  border: 1px solid #ddd;\n  border-radius: 4px;\n  -

webkit-transition: border 0.2s ease-in-out;\n  -o-transition: border 0.2s ease-in-out;\n  transition: border 0.2s ease-in-

out;\n}\n.thumbnail > img,\n.thumbnail a > img {\n  margin-right: auto;\n  margin-left:

auto;\n}\na.thumbnail:hover,\na.thumbnail:focus,\na.thumbnail.active {\n  border-color: #337ab7;\n}\n.thumbnail

.caption {\n  padding: 9px;\n  color: #333333;\n}\n.alert {\n  padding: 15px;\n  margin-bottom: 20px;\n  border: 1px

solid transparent;\n  border-radius: 4px;\n}\n.alert h4 {\n  margin-top: 0;\n  color: inherit;\n}\n.alert .alert-link {\n

font-weight: bold;\n}\n.alert > p,\n.alert > ul {\n  margin-bottom: 0;\n}\n.alert > p + p {\n  margin-top:

5px;\n}\n.alert-dismissable,\n.alert-dismissible {\n  padding-right: 35px;\n}\n.alert-dismissable .close,\n.alert-

dismissible .close {\n  position: relative;\n  top: -2px;\n  right: -21px;\n  color: inherit;\n}\n.alert-success {\n  color:

#3c763d;\n  background-color: #dff0d8;\n  border-color: #d6e9c6;\n}\n.alert-success hr {\n  border-top-color:

#c9e2b3;\n}\n.alert-success .alert-link {\n  color: #2b542c;\n}\n.alert-info {\n  color: #31708f;\n  background-color:

#d9edf7;\n  border-color: #bce8f1;\n}\n.alert-info hr {\n  border-top-color: #a6e1ec;\n}\n.alert-info .alert-link {\n

color: #245269;\n}\n.alert-warning {\n  color: #8a6d3b;\n  background-color: #fcf8e3;\n  border-color:

#faebcc;\n}\n.alert-warning hr {\n  border-top-color: #f7e1b5;\n}\n.alert-warning .alert-link {\n  color:

#66512c;\n}\n.alert-danger {\n  color: #a94442;\n  background-color: #f2dede;\n  border-color: #ebccd1;\n}\n.alert-

danger hr {\n  border-top-color: #e4b9c0;\n}\n.alert-danger .alert-link {\n  color: #843534;\n}\n@-webkit-keyframes

progress-bar-stripes {\n  from {\n    background-position: 40px 0;\n  }\n  to {\n    background-position: 0 0;\n

}\n}\n@keyframes progress-bar-stripes {\n  from {\n    background-position: 40px 0;\n  }\n  to {\n    background-

position: 0 0;\n  }\n}\n.progress {\n  height: 20px;\n  margin-bottom: 20px;\n  overflow: hidden;\n  background-

color: #f5f5f5;\n  border-radius: 4px;\n  -webkit-box-shadow: inset 0 1px 2px rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.1);\n  box-shadow:

inset 0 1px 2px rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.1);\n}\n.progress-bar {\n  float: left;\n  width: 0%;\n  height: 100%;\n  font-size:

12px;\n  line-height: 20px;\n  color: #fff;\n  text-align: center;\n  background-color: #337ab7;\n  -webkit-box-

shadow: inset 0 -1px 0 rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.15);\n  box-shadow: inset 0 -1px 0 rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.15);\n  -webkit-transition:
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width 0.6s ease;\n  -o-transition: width 0.6s ease;\n  transition: width 0.6s ease;\n}\n.progress-striped .progress-

bar,\n.progress-bar-striped {\n  background-image: -webkit-linear-gradient(45deg, rgba(255, 255, 255, 0.15) 25%,

transparent 25%, transparent 50%, rgba(255, 255, 255, 0.15) 50%, rgba(255, 255, 255, 0.15) 75%, transparent 75%,

transparent);\n  background-image: -o-linear-gradient(45deg, rgba(255, 255, 255, 0.15) 25%, transparent 25%,

transparent 50%, rgba(255, 255, 255, 0.15) 50%, rgba(255, 255, 255, 0.15) 75%, transparent 75%, transparent);\n

background-image: linear-gradient(45deg, rgba(255, 255, 255, 0.15) 25%, transparent 25%, transparent 50%,

rgba(255, 255, 255, 0.15) 50%, rgba(255, 255, 255, 0.15) 75%, transparent 75%, transparent);\n  background-size:

40px 40px;\n}\n.progress.active .progress-bar,\n.progress-bar.active {\n  -webkit-animation: progress-bar-stripes 2s

linear infinite;\n  -o-animation: progress-bar-stripes 2s linear infinite;\n  animation: progress-bar-stripes 2s linear

infinite;\n}\n.progress-bar-success {\n  background-color: #5cb85c;\n}\n.progress-striped .progress-bar-success {\n

background-image: -webkit-linear-gradient(45deg, rgba(255, 255, 255, 0.15) 25%, transparent 25%, transparent

50%, rgba(255, 255, 255, 0.15) 50%, rgba(255, 255, 255, 0.15) 75%, transparent 75%, transparent);\n  background-

image: -o-linear-gradient(45deg, rgba(255, 255, 255, 0.15) 25%, transparent 25%, transparent 50%, rgba(255, 255,

255, 0.15) 50%, rgba(255, 255, 255, 0.15) 75%, transparent 75%, transparent);\n  background-image: linear-

gradient(45deg, rgba(255, 255, 255, 0.15) 25%, transparent 25%, transparent 50%, rgba(255, 255, 255, 0.15) 50%,

rgba(255, 255, 255, 0.15) 75%, transparent 75%, transparent);\n}\n.progress-bar-info {\n  background-color:

#5bc0de;\n}\n.progress-striped .progress-bar-info {\n  background-image: -webkit-linear-gradient(45deg, rgba(255,

255, 255, 0.15) 25%, transparent 25%, transparent 50%, rgba(255, 255, 255, 0.15) 50%, rgba(255, 255, 255, 0.15)

75%, transparent 75%, transparent);\n  background-image: -o-linear-gradient(45deg, rgba(255, 255, 255, 0.15) 25%,

transparent 25%, transparent 50%, rgba(255, 255, 255, 0.15) 50%, rgba(255, 255, 255, 0.15) 75%, transparent 75%,

transparent);\n  background-image: linear-gradient(45deg, rgba(255, 255, 255, 0.15) 25%, transparent 25%,

transparent 50%, rgba(255, 255, 255, 0.15) 50%, rgba(255, 255, 255, 0.15) 75%, transparent 75%,

transparent);\n}\n.progress-bar-warning {\n  background-color: #f0ad4e;\n}\n.progress-striped .progress-bar-

warning {\n  background-image: -webkit-linear-gradient(45deg, rgba(255, 255, 255, 0.15) 25%, transparent 25%,

transparent 50%, rgba(255, 255, 255, 0.15) 50%, rgba(255, 255, 255, 0.15) 75%, transparent 75%, transparent);\n

background-image: -o-linear-gradient(45deg, rgba(255, 255, 255, 0.15) 25%, transparent 25%, transparent 50%,

rgba(255, 255, 255, 0.15) 50%, rgba(255, 255, 255, 0.15) 75%, transparent 75%, transparent);\n  background-image:

linear-gradient(45deg, rgba(255, 255, 255, 0.15) 25%, transparent 25%, transparent 50%, rgba(255, 255, 255, 0.15)

50%, rgba(255, 255, 255, 0.15) 75%, transparent 75%, transparent);\n}\n.progress-bar-danger {\n  background-

color: #d9534f;\n}\n.progress-striped .progress-bar-danger {\n  background-image: -webkit-linear-gradient(45deg,

rgba(255, 255, 255, 0.15) 25%, transparent 25%, transparent 50%, rgba(255, 255, 255, 0.15) 50%, rgba(255, 255,

255, 0.15) 75%, transparent 75%, transparent);\n  background-image: -o-linear-gradient(45deg, rgba(255, 255, 255,

0.15) 25%, transparent 25%, transparent 50%, rgba(255, 255, 255, 0.15) 50%, rgba(255, 255, 255, 0.15) 75%,

transparent 75%, transparent);\n  background-image: linear-gradient(45deg, rgba(255, 255, 255, 0.15) 25%,

transparent 25%, transparent 50%, rgba(255, 255, 255, 0.15) 50%, rgba(255, 255, 255, 0.15) 75%, transparent 75%,

transparent);\n}\n.media {\n  margin-top: 15px;\n}\n.media:first-child {\n  margin-top: 0;\n}\n.media,\n.media-body

{\n  overflow: hidden;\n  zoom: 1;\n}\n.media-body {\n  width: 10000px;\n}\n.media-object {\n  display:

block;\n}\n.media-object.img-thumbnail {\n  max-width: none;\n}\n.media-right,\n.media > .pull-right {\n  padding-

left: 10px;\n}\n.media-left,\n.media > .pull-left {\n  padding-right: 10px;\n}\n.media-left,\n.media-right,\n.media-

body {\n  display: table-cell;\n  vertical-align: top;\n}\n.media-middle {\n  vertical-align: middle;\n}\n.media-bottom

{\n  vertical-align: bottom;\n}\n.media-heading {\n  margin-top: 0;\n  margin-bottom: 5px;\n}\n.media-list {\n

padding-left: 0;\n  list-style: none;\n}\n.list-group {\n  padding-left: 0;\n  margin-bottom: 20px;\n}\n.list-group-item

{\n  position: relative;\n  display: block;\n  padding: 10px 15px;\n  margin-bottom: -1px;\n  background-color:

#fff;\n  border: 1px solid #ddd;\n}\n.list-group-item:first-child {\n  border-top-left-radius: 4px;\n  border-top-right-

radius: 4px;\n}\n.list-group-item:last-child {\n  margin-bottom: 0;\n  border-bottom-right-radius: 4px;\n  border-

bottom-left-radius: 4px;\n}\n.list-group-item.disabled,\n.list-group-item.disabled:hover,\n.list-group-

item.disabled:focus {\n  color: #777777;\n  cursor: not-allowed;\n  background-color: #eeeeee;\n}\n.list-group-

item.disabled .list-group-item-heading,\n.list-group-item.disabled:hover .list-group-item-heading,\n.list-group-
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item.disabled:focus .list-group-item-heading {\n  color: inherit;\n}\n.list-group-item.disabled .list-group-item-

text,\n.list-group-item.disabled:hover .list-group-item-text,\n.list-group-item.disabled:focus .list-group-item-text {\n

color: #777777;\n}\n.list-group-item.active,\n.list-group-item.active:hover,\n.list-group-item.active:focus {\n  z-

index: 2;\n  color: #fff;\n  background-color: #337ab7;\n  border-color: #337ab7;\n}\n.list-group-item.active .list-

group-item-heading,\n.list-group-item.active:hover .list-group-item-heading,\n.list-group-item.active:focus .list-

group-item-heading,\n.list-group-item.active .list-group-item-heading > small,\n.list-group-item.active:hover .list-

group-item-heading > small,\n.list-group-item.active:focus .list-group-item-heading > small,\n.list-group-item.active

.list-group-item-heading > .small,\n.list-group-item.active:hover .list-group-item-heading > .small,\n.list-group-

item.active:focus .list-group-item-heading > .small {\n  color: inherit;\n}\n.list-group-item.active .list-group-item-

text,\n.list-group-item.active:hover .list-group-item-text,\n.list-group-item.active:focus .list-group-item-text {\n

color: #c7ddef;\n}\na.list-group-item,\nbutton.list-group-item {\n  color: #555;\n}\na.list-group-item .list-group-

item-heading,\nbutton.list-group-item .list-group-item-heading {\n  color: #333;\n}\na.list-group-

item:hover,\nbutton.list-group-item:hover,\na.list-group-item:focus,\nbutton.list-group-item:focus {\n  color:

#555;\n  text-decoration: none;\n  background-color: #f5f5f5;\n}\nbutton.list-group-item {\n  width: 100%;\n  text-

align: left;\n}\n.list-group-item-success {\n  color: #3c763d;\n  background-color: #dff0d8;\n}\na.list-group-item-

success,\nbutton.list-group-item-success {\n  color: #3c763d;\n}\na.list-group-item-success .list-group-item-

heading,\nbutton.list-group-item-success .list-group-item-heading {\n  color: inherit;\n}\na.list-group-item-

success:hover,\nbutton.list-group-item-success:hover,\na.list-group-item-success:focus,\nbutton.list-group-item-

success:focus {\n  color: #3c763d;\n  background-color: #d0e9c6;\n}\na.list-group-item-success.active,\nbutton.list-

group-item-success.active,\na.list-group-item-success.active:hover,\nbutton.list-group-item-

success.active:hover,\na.list-group-item-success.active:focus,\nbutton.list-group-item-success.active:focus {\n

color: #fff;\n  background-color: #3c763d;\n  border-color: #3c763d;\n}\n.list-group-item-info {\n  color: #31708f;\n

background-color: #d9edf7;\n}\na.list-group-item-info,\nbutton.list-group-item-info {\n  color: #31708f;\n}\na.list-

group-item-info .list-group-item-heading,\nbutton.list-group-item-info .list-group-item-heading {\n  color:

inherit;\n}\na.list-group-item-info:hover,\nbutton.list-group-item-info:hover,\na.list-group-item-

info:focus,\nbutton.list-group-item-info:focus {\n  color: #31708f;\n  background-color: #c4e3f3;\n}\na.list-group-

item-info.active,\nbutton.list-group-item-info.active,\na.list-group-item-info.active:hover,\nbutton.list-group-item-

info.active:hover,\na.list-group-item-info.active:focus,\nbutton.list-group-item-info.active:focus {\n  color: #fff;\n

background-color: #31708f;\n  border-color: #31708f;\n}\n.list-group-item-warning {\n  color: #8a6d3b;\n

background-color: #fcf8e3;\n}\na.list-group-item-warning,\nbutton.list-group-item-warning {\n  color:

#8a6d3b;\n}\na.list-group-item-warning .list-group-item-heading,\nbutton.list-group-item-warning .list-group-item-

heading {\n  color: inherit;\n}\na.list-group-item-warning:hover,\nbutton.list-group-item-warning:hover,\na.list-

group-item-warning:focus,\nbutton.list-group-item-warning:focus {\n  color: #8a6d3b;\n  background-color:

#faf2cc;\n}\na.list-group-item-warning.active,\nbutton.list-group-item-warning.active,\na.list-group-item-

warning.active:hover,\nbutton.list-group-item-warning.active:hover,\na.list-group-item-

warning.active:focus,\nbutton.list-group-item-warning.active:focus {\n  color: #fff;\n  background-color: #8a6d3b;\n

border-color: #8a6d3b;\n}\n.list-group-item-danger {\n  color: #a94442;\n  background-color: #f2dede;\n}\na.list-

group-item-danger,\nbutton.list-group-item-danger {\n  color: #a94442;\n}\na.list-group-item-danger .list-group-

item-heading,\nbutton.list-group-item-danger .list-group-item-heading {\n  color: inherit;\n}\na.list-group-item-

danger:hover,\nbutton.list-group-item-danger:hover,\na.list-group-item-danger:focus,\nbutton.list-group-item-

danger:focus {\n  color: #a94442;\n  background-color: #ebcccc;\n}\na.list-group-item-danger.active,\nbutton.list-

group-item-danger.active,\na.list-group-item-danger.active:hover,\nbutton.list-group-item-

danger.active:hover,\na.list-group-item-danger.active:focus,\nbutton.list-group-item-danger.active:focus {\n  color:

#fff;\n  background-color: #a94442;\n  border-color: #a94442;\n}\n.list-group-item-heading {\n  margin-top: 0;\n

margin-bottom: 5px;\n}\n.list-group-item-text {\n  margin-bottom: 0;\n  line-height: 1.3;\n}\n.panel {\n  margin-

bottom: 20px;\n  background-color: #fff;\n  border: 1px solid transparent;\n  border-radius: 4px;\n  -webkit-box-

shadow: 0 1px 1px rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.05);\n  box-shadow: 0 1px 1px rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.05);\n}\n.panel-body {\n  padding:

15px;\n}\n.panel-heading {\n  padding: 10px 15px;\n  border-bottom: 1px solid transparent;\n  border-top-left-
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radius: 3px;\n  border-top-right-radius: 3px;\n}\n.panel-heading > .dropdown .dropdown-toggle {\n  color:

inherit;\n}\n.panel-title {\n  margin-top: 0;\n  margin-bottom: 0;\n  font-size: 16px;\n  color: inherit;\n}\n.panel-title

> a,\n.panel-title > small,\n.panel-title > .small,\n.panel-title > small > a,\n.panel-title > .small > a {\n  color:

inherit;\n}\n.panel-footer {\n  padding: 10px 15px;\n  background-color: #f5f5f5;\n  border-top: 1px solid #ddd;\n

border-bottom-right-radius: 3px;\n  border-bottom-left-radius: 3px;\n}\n.panel > .list-group,\n.panel > .panel-

collapse > .list-group {\n  margin-bottom: 0;\n}\n.panel > .list-group .list-group-item,\n.panel > .panel-collapse >

.list-group .list-group-item {\n  border-width: 1px 0;\n  border-radius: 0;\n}\n.panel > .list-group:first-child .list-

group-item:first-child,\n.panel > .panel-collapse > .list-group:first-child .list-group-item:first-child {\n  border-top:

0;\n  border-top-left-radius: 3px;\n  border-top-right-radius: 3px;\n}\n.panel > .list-group:last-child .list-group-

item:last-child,\n.panel > .panel-collapse > .list-group:last-child .list-group-item:last-child {\n  border-bottom: 0;\n

border-bottom-right-radius: 3px;\n  border-bottom-left-radius: 3px;\n}\n.panel > .panel-heading + .panel-collapse >

.list-group .list-group-item:first-child {\n  border-top-left-radius: 0;\n  border-top-right-radius: 0;\n}\n.panel-heading

+ .list-group .list-group-item:first-child {\n  border-top-width: 0;\n}\n.list-group + .panel-footer {\n  border-top-

width: 0;\n}\n.panel > .table,\n.panel > .table-responsive > .table,\n.panel > .panel-collapse > .table {\n  margin-

bottom: 0;\n}\n.panel > .table caption,\n.panel > .table-responsive > .table caption,\n.panel > .panel-collapse > .table

caption {\n  padding-right: 15px;\n  padding-left: 15px;\n}\n.panel > .table:first-child,\n.panel > .table-

responsive:first-child > .table:first-child {\n  border-top-left-radius: 3px;\n  border-top-right-radius: 3px;\n}\n.panel

> .table:first-child > thead:first-child > tr:first-child,\n.panel > .table-responsive:first-child > .table:first-child >

thead:first-child > tr:first-child,\n.panel > .table:first-child > tbody:first-child > tr:first-child,\n.panel > .table-

responsive:first-child > .table:first-child > tbody:first-child > tr:first-child {\n  border-top-left-radius: 3px;\n  border-

top-right-radius: 3px;\n}\n.panel > .table:first-child > thead:first-child > tr:first-child td:first-child,\n.panel > .table-

responsive:first-child > .table:first-child > thead:first-child > tr:first-child td:first-child,\n.panel > .table:first-child >

tbody:first-child > tr:first-child td:first-child,\n.panel > .table-responsive:first-child > .table:first-child > tbody:first-

child > tr:first-child td:first-child,\n.panel > .table:first-child > thead:first-child > tr:first-child th:first-child,\n.panel

> .table-responsive:first-child > .table:first-child > thead:first-child > tr:first-child th:first-child,\n.panel >

.table:first-child > tbody:first-child > tr:first-child th:first-child,\n.panel > .table-responsive:first-child > .table:first-

child > tbody:first-child > tr:first-child th:first-child {\n  border-top-left-radius: 3px;\n}\n.panel > .table:first-child >

thead:first-child > tr:first-child td:last-child,\n.panel > .table-responsive:first-child > .table:first-child > thead:first-

child > tr:first-child td:last-child,\n.panel > .table:first-child > tbody:first-child > tr:first-child td:last-child,\n.panel >

.table-responsive:first-child > .table:first-child > tbody:first-child > tr:first-child td:last-child,\n.panel > .table:first-

child > thead:first-child > tr:first-child th:last-child,\n.panel > .table-responsive:first-child > .table:first-child >

thead:first-child > tr:first-child th:last-child,\n.panel > .table:first-child > tbody:first-child > tr:first-child th:last-

child,\n.panel > .table-responsive:first-child > .table:first-child > tbody:first-child > tr:first-child th:last-child {\n

border-top-right-radius: 3px;\n}\n.panel > .table:last-child,\n.panel > .table-responsive:last-child > .table:last-child

{\n  border-bottom-right-radius: 3px;\n  border-bottom-left-radius: 3px;\n}\n.panel > .table:last-child > tbody:last-

child > tr:last-child,\n.panel > .table-responsive:last-child > .table:last-child > tbody:last-child > tr:last-child,\n.panel

> .table:last-child > tfoot:last-child > tr:last-child,\n.panel > .table-responsive:last-child > .table:last-child >

tfoot:last-child > tr:last-child {\n  border-bottom-right-radius: 3px;\n  border-bottom-left-radius: 3px;\n}\n.panel >

.table:last-child > tbody:last-child > tr:last-child td:first-child,\n.panel > .table-responsive:last-child > .table:last-

child > tbody:last-child > tr:last-child td:first-child,\n.panel > .table:last-child > tfoot:last-child > tr:last-child

td:first-child,\n.panel > .table-responsive:last-child > .table:last-child > tfoot:last-child > tr:last-child td:first-

child,\n.panel > .table:last-child > tbody:last-child > tr:last-child th:first-child,\n.panel > .table-responsive:last-child

> .table:last-child > tbody:last-child > tr:last-child th:first-child,\n.panel > .table:last-child > tfoot:last-child > tr:last-

child th:first-child,\n.panel > .table-responsive:last-child > .table:last-child > tfoot:last-child > tr:last-child th:first-

child {\n  border-bottom-left-radius: 3px;\n}\n.panel > .table:last-child > tbody:last-child > tr:last-child td:last-

child,\n.panel > .table-responsive:last-child > .table:last-child > tbody:last-child > tr:last-child td:last-child,\n.panel

> .table:last-child > tfoot:last-child > tr:last-child td:last-child,\n.panel > .table-responsive:last-child > .table:last-

child > tfoot:last-child > tr:last-child td:last-child,\n.panel > .table:last-child > tbody:last-child > tr:last-child th:last-
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child,\n.panel > .table-responsive:last-child > .table:last-child > tbody:last-child > tr:last-child th:last-child,\n.panel

> .table:last-child > tfoot:last-child > tr:last-child th:last-child,\n.panel > .table-responsive:last-child > .table:last-

child > tfoot:last-child > tr:last-child th:last-child {\n  border-bottom-right-radius: 3px;\n}\n.panel > .panel-body +

.table,\n.panel > .panel-body + .table-responsive,\n.panel > .table + .panel-body,\n.panel > .table-responsive +

.panel-body {\n  border-top: 1px solid #ddd;\n}\n.panel > .table > tbody:first-child > tr:first-child th,\n.panel > .table

> tbody:first-child > tr:first-child td {\n  border-top: 0;\n}\n.panel > .table-bordered,\n.panel > .table-responsive >

.table-bordered {\n  border: 0;\n}\n.panel > .table-bordered > thead > tr > th:first-child,\n.panel > .table-responsive >

.table-bordered > thead > tr > th:first-child,\n.panel > .table-bordered > tbody > tr > th:first-child,\n.panel > .table-

responsive > .table-bordered > tbody > tr > th:first-child,\n.panel > .table-bordered > tfoot > tr > th:first-

child,\n.panel > .table-responsive > .table-bordered > tfoot > tr > th:first-child,\n.panel > .table-bordered > thead > tr

> td:first-child,\n.panel > .table-responsive > .table-bordered > thead > tr > td:first-child,\n.panel > .table-bordered >

tbody > tr > td:first-child,\n.panel > .table-responsive > .table-bordered > tbody > tr > td:first-child,\n.panel > .table-

bordered > tfoot > tr > td:first-child,\n.panel > .table-responsive > .table-bordered > tfoot > tr > td:first-child {\n

border-left: 0;\n}\n.panel > .table-bordered > thead > tr > th:last-child,\n.panel > .table-responsive > .table-bordered

> thead > tr > th:last-child,\n.panel > .table-bordered > tbody > tr > th:last-child,\n.panel > .table-responsive >

.table-bordered > tbody > tr > th:last-child,\n.panel > .table-bordered > tfoot > tr > th:last-child,\n.panel > .table-

responsive > .table-bordered > tfoot > tr > th:last-child,\n.panel > .table-bordered > thead > tr > td:last-child,\n.panel

> .table-responsive > .table-bordered > thead > tr > td:last-child,\n.panel > .table-bordered > tbody > tr > td:last-

child,\n.panel > .table-responsive > .table-bordered > tbody > tr > td:last-child,\n.panel > .table-bordered > tfoot > tr

> td:last-child,\n.panel > .table-responsive > .table-bordered > tfoot > tr > td:last-child {\n  border-right:

0;\n}\n.panel > .table-bordered > thead > tr:first-child > td,\n.panel > .table-responsive > .table-bordered > thead >

tr:first-child > td,\n.panel > .table-bordered > tbody > tr:first-child > td,\n.panel > .table-responsive > .table-

bordered > tbody > tr:first-child > td,\n.panel > .table-bordered > thead > tr:first-child > th,\n.panel > .table-

responsive > .table-bordered > thead > tr:first-child > th,\n.panel > .table-bordered > tbody > tr:first-child >

th,\n.panel > .table-responsive > .table-bordered > tbody > tr:first-child > th {\n  border-bottom: 0;\n}\n.panel >

.table-bordered > tbody > tr:last-child > td,\n.panel > .table-responsive > .table-bordered > tbody > tr:last-child >

td,\n.panel > .table-bordered > tfoot > tr:last-child > td,\n.panel > .table-responsive > .table-bordered > tfoot >

tr:last-child > td,\n.panel > .table-bordered > tbody > tr:last-child > th,\n.panel > .table-responsive > .table-bordered

> tbody > tr:last-child > th,\n.panel > .table-bordered > tfoot > tr:last-child > th,\n.panel > .table-responsive > .table-

bordered > tfoot > tr:last-child > th {\n  border-bottom: 0;\n}\n.panel > .table-responsive {\n  margin-bottom: 0;\n

border: 0;\n}\n.panel-group {\n  margin-bottom: 20px;\n}\n.panel-group .panel {\n  margin-bottom: 0;\n  border-

radius: 4px;\n}\n.panel-group .panel + .panel {\n  margin-top: 5px;\n}\n.panel-group .panel-heading {\n  border-

bottom: 0;\n}\n.panel-group .panel-heading + .panel-collapse > .panel-body,\n.panel-group .panel-heading + .panel-

collapse > .list-group {\n  border-top: 1px solid #ddd;\n}\n.panel-group .panel-footer {\n  border-top: 0;\n}\n.panel-

group .panel-footer + .panel-collapse .panel-body {\n  border-bottom: 1px solid #ddd;\n}\n.panel-default {\n

border-color: #ddd;\n}\n.panel-default > .panel-heading {\n  color: #333333;\n  background-color: #f5f5f5;\n

border-color: #ddd;\n}\n.panel-default > .panel-heading + .panel-collapse > .panel-body {\n  border-top-color:

#ddd;\n}\n.panel-default > .panel-heading .badge {\n  color: #f5f5f5;\n  background-color: #333333;\n}\n.panel-

default > .panel-footer + .panel-collapse > .panel-body {\n  border-bottom-color: #ddd;\n}\n.panel-primary {\n

border-color: #337ab7;\n}\n.panel-primary > .panel-heading {\n  color: #fff;\n  background-color: #337ab7;\n

border-color: #337ab7;\n}\n.panel-primary > .panel-heading + .panel-collapse > .panel-body {\n  border-top-color:

#337ab7;\n}\n.panel-primary > .panel-heading .badge {\n  color: #337ab7;\n  background-color: #fff;\n}\n.panel-

primary > .panel-footer + .panel-collapse > .panel-body {\n  border-bottom-color: #337ab7;\n}\n.panel-success {\n

border-color: #d6e9c6;\n}\n.panel-success > .panel-heading {\n  color: #3c763d;\n  background-color: #dff0d8;\n

border-color: #d6e9c6;\n}\n.panel-success > .panel-heading + .panel-collapse > .panel-body {\n  border-top-color:

#d6e9c6;\n}\n.panel-success > .panel-heading .badge {\n  color: #dff0d8;\n  background-color: #3c763d;\n}\n.panel-

success > .panel-footer + .panel-collapse > .panel-body {\n  border-bottom-color: #d6e9c6;\n}\n.panel-info {\n

border-color: #bce8f1;\n}\n.panel-info > .panel-heading {\n  color: #31708f;\n  background-color: #d9edf7;\n
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border-color: #bce8f1;\n}\n.panel-info > .panel-heading + .panel-collapse > .panel-body {\n  border-top-color:

#bce8f1;\n}\n.panel-info > .panel-heading .badge {\n  color: #d9edf7;\n  background-color: #31708f;\n}\n.panel-

info > .panel-footer + .panel-collapse > .panel-body {\n  border-bottom-color: #bce8f1;\n}\n.panel-warning {\n

border-color: #faebcc;\n}\n.panel-warning > .panel-heading {\n  color: #8a6d3b;\n  background-color: #fcf8e3;\n

border-color: #faebcc;\n}\n.panel-warning > .panel-heading + .panel-collapse > .panel-body {\n  border-top-color:

#faebcc;\n}\n.panel-warning > .panel-heading .badge {\n  color: #fcf8e3;\n  background-color: #8a6d3b;\n}\n.panel-

warning > .panel-footer + .panel-collapse > .panel-body {\n  border-bottom-color: #faebcc;\n}\n.panel-danger {\n

border-color: #ebccd1;\n}\n.panel-danger > .panel-heading {\n  color: #a94442;\n  background-color: #f2dede;\n

border-color: #ebccd1;\n}\n.panel-danger > .panel-heading + .panel-collapse > .panel-body {\n  border-top-color:

#ebccd1;\n}\n.panel-danger > .panel-heading .badge {\n  color: #f2dede;\n  background-color: #a94442;\n}\n.panel-

danger > .panel-footer + .panel-collapse > .panel-body {\n  border-bottom-color: #ebccd1;\n}\n.embed-responsive

{\n  position: relative;\n  display: block;\n  height: 0;\n  padding: 0;\n  overflow: hidden;\n}\n.embed-responsive

.embed-responsive-item,\n.embed-responsive iframe,\n.embed-responsive embed,\n.embed-responsive

object,\n.embed-responsive video {\n  position: absolute;\n  top: 0;\n  bottom: 0;\n  left: 0;\n  width: 100%;\n  height:

100%;\n  border: 0;\n}\n.embed-responsive-16by9 {\n  padding-bottom: 56.25%;\n}\n.embed-responsive-4by3 {\n

padding-bottom: 75%;\n}\n.well {\n  min-height: 20px;\n  padding: 19px;\n  margin-bottom: 20px;\n  background-

color: #f5f5f5;\n  border: 1px solid #e3e3e3;\n  border-radius: 4px;\n  -webkit-box-shadow: inset 0 1px 1px rgba(0,

0, 0, 0.05);\n  box-shadow: inset 0 1px 1px rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.05);\n}\n.well blockquote {\n  border-color: #ddd;\n

border-color: rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.15);\n}\n.well-lg {\n  padding: 24px;\n  border-radius: 6px;\n}\n.well-sm {\n  padding:

9px;\n  border-radius: 3px;\n}\n.close {\n  float: right;\n  font-size: 21px;\n  font-weight: bold;\n  line-height: 1;\n

color: #000;\n  text-shadow: 0 1px 0 #fff;\n  filter: alpha(opacity=20);\n  opacity:

0.2;\n}\n.close:hover,\n.close:focus {\n  color: #000;\n  text-decoration: none;\n  cursor: pointer;\n  filter:

alpha(opacity=50);\n  opacity: 0.5;\n}\nbutton.close {\n  padding: 0;\n  cursor: pointer;\n  background: transparent;\n

border: 0;\n  -webkit-appearance: none;\n  appearance: none;\n}\n.modal-open {\n  overflow: hidden;\n}\n.modal

{\n  position: fixed;\n  top: 0;\n  right: 0;\n  bottom: 0;\n  left: 0;\n  z-index: 1050;\n  display: none;\n  overflow:

hidden;\n  -webkit-overflow-scrolling: touch;\n  outline: 0;\n}\n.modal.fade .modal-dialog {\n  -webkit-transform:

translate(0, -25%);\n  -ms-transform: translate(0, -25%);\n  -o-transform: translate(0, -25%);\n  transform:

translate(0, -25%);\n  -webkit-transition: -webkit-transform 0.3s ease-out;\n  -moz-transition: -moz-transform 0.3s

ease-out;\n  -o-transition: -o-transform 0.3s ease-out;\n  transition: transform 0.3s ease-out;\n}\n.modal.in .modal-

dialog {\n  -webkit-transform: translate(0, 0);\n  -ms-transform: translate(0, 0);\n  -o-transform: translate(0, 0);\n

transform: translate(0, 0);\n}\n.modal-open .modal {\n  overflow-x: hidden;\n  overflow-y: auto;\n}\n.modal-dialog

{\n  position: relative;\n  width: auto;\n  margin: 10px;\n}\n.modal-content {\n  position: relative;\n  background-

color: #fff;\n  background-clip: padding-box;\n  border: 1px solid #999;\n  border: 1px solid rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.2);\n

border-radius: 6px;\n  -webkit-box-shadow: 0 3px 9px rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.5);\n  box-shadow: 0 3px 9px rgba(0, 0, 0,

0.5);\n  outline: 0;\n}\n.modal-backdrop {\n  position: fixed;\n  top: 0;\n  right: 0;\n  bottom: 0;\n  left: 0;\n  z-index:

1040;\n  background-color: #000;\n}\n.modal-backdrop.fade {\n  filter: alpha(opacity=0);\n  opacity: 0;\n}\n.modal-

backdrop.in {\n  filter: alpha(opacity=50);\n  opacity: 0.5;\n}\n.modal-header {\n  padding: 15px;\n  border-bottom:

1px solid #e5e5e5;\n}\n.modal-header .close {\n  margin-top: -2px;\n}\n.modal-title {\n  margin: 0;\n  line-height:

1.42857143;\n}\n.modal-body {\n  position: relative;\n  padding: 15px;\n}\n.modal-footer {\n  padding: 15px;\n

text-align: right;\n  border-top: 1px solid #e5e5e5;\n}\n.modal-footer .btn + .btn {\n  margin-bottom: 0;\n  margin-

left: 5px;\n}\n.modal-footer .btn-group .btn + .btn {\n  margin-left: -1px;\n}\n.modal-footer .btn-block + .btn-block

{\n  margin-left: 0;\n}\n.modal-scrollbar-measure {\n  position: absolute;\n  top: -9999px;\n  width: 50px;\n  height:

50px;\n  overflow: scroll;\n}\n@media (min-width: 768px) {\n  .modal-dialog {\n    width: 600px;\n    margin: 30px

auto;\n  }\n  .modal-content {\n    -webkit-box-shadow: 0 5px 15px rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.5);\n    box-shadow: 0 5px 15px

rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.5);\n  }\n  .modal-sm {\n    width: 300px;\n  }\n}\n@media (min-width: 992px) {\n  .modal-lg {\n

width: 900px;\n  }\n}\n.tooltip {\n  position: absolute;\n  z-index: 1070;\n  display: block;\n  font-family: \"Helvetica

Neue\", Helvetica, Arial, sans-serif;\n  font-style: normal;\n  font-weight: 400;\n  line-height: 1.42857143;\n  line-

break: auto;\n  text-align: left;\n  text-align: start;\n  text-decoration: none;\n  text-shadow: none;\n  text-transform:
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none;\n  letter-spacing: normal;\n  word-break: normal;\n  word-spacing: normal;\n  word-wrap: normal;\n  white-

space: normal;\n  font-size: 12px;\n  filter: alpha(opacity=0);\n  opacity: 0;\n}\n.tooltip.in {\n  filter:

alpha(opacity=90);\n  opacity: 0.9;\n}\n.tooltip.top {\n  padding: 5px 0;\n  margin-top: -3px;\n}\n.tooltip.right {\n

padding: 0 5px;\n  margin-left: 3px;\n}\n.tooltip.bottom {\n  padding: 5px 0;\n  margin-top: 3px;\n}\n.tooltip.left {\n

padding: 0 5px;\n  margin-left: -3px;\n}\n.tooltip.top .tooltip-arrow {\n  bottom: 0;\n  left: 50%;\n  margin-left: -

5px;\n  border-width: 5px 5px 0;\n  border-top-color: #000;\n}\n.tooltip.top-left .tooltip-arrow {\n  right: 5px;\n

bottom: 0;\n  margin-bottom: -5px;\n  border-width: 5px 5px 0;\n  border-top-color: #000;\n}\n.tooltip.top-right

.tooltip-arrow {\n  bottom: 0;\n  left: 5px;\n  margin-bottom: -5px;\n  border-width: 5px 5px 0;\n  border-top-color:

#000;\n}\n.tooltip.right .tooltip-arrow {\n  top: 50%;\n  left: 0;\n  margin-top: -5px;\n  border-width: 5px 5px 5px

0;\n  border-right-color: #000;\n}\n.tooltip.left .tooltip-arrow {\n  top: 50%;\n  right: 0;\n  margin-top: -5px;\n

border-width: 5px 0 5px 5px;\n  border-left-color: #000;\n}\n.tooltip.bottom .tooltip-arrow {\n  top: 0;\n  left:

50%;\n  margin-left: -5px;\n  border-width: 0 5px 5px;\n  border-bottom-color: #000;\n}\n.tooltip.bottom-left

.tooltip-arrow {\n  top: 0;\n  right: 5px;\n  margin-top: -5px;\n  border-width: 0 5px 5px;\n  border-bottom-color:

#000;\n}\n.tooltip.bottom-right .tooltip-arrow {\n  top: 0;\n  left: 5px;\n  margin-top: -5px;\n  border-width: 0 5px

5px;\n  border-bottom-color: #000;\n}\n.tooltip-inner {\n  max-width: 200px;\n  padding: 3px 8px;\n  color: #fff;\n

text-align: center;\n  background-color: #000;\n  border-radius: 4px;\n}\n.tooltip-arrow {\n  position: absolute;\n

width: 0;\n  height: 0;\n  border-color: transparent;\n  border-style: solid;\n}\n.popover {\n  position: absolute;\n

top: 0;\n  left: 0;\n  z-index: 1060;\n  display: none;\n  max-width: 276px;\n  padding: 1px;\n  font-family:

\"Helvetica Neue\", Helvetica, Arial, sans-serif;\n  font-style: normal;\n  font-weight: 400;\n  line-height:

1.42857143;\n  line-break: auto;\n  text-align: left;\n  text-align: start;\n  text-decoration: none;\n  text-shadow:

none;\n  text-transform: none;\n  letter-spacing: normal;\n  word-break: normal;\n  word-spacing: normal;\n  word-

wrap: normal;\n  white-space: normal;\n  font-size: 14px;\n  background-color: #fff;\n  background-clip: padding-

box;\n  border: 1px solid #ccc;\n  border: 1px solid rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.2);\n  border-radius: 6px;\n  -webkit-box-shadow:

0 5px 10px rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.2);\n  box-shadow: 0 5px 10px rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.2);\n}\n.popover.top {\n  margin-top: -

10px;\n}\n.popover.right {\n  margin-left: 10px;\n}\n.popover.bottom {\n  margin-top: 10px;\n}\n.popover.left {\n

margin-left: -10px;\n}\n.popover > .arrow {\n  border-width: 11px;\n}\n.popover > .arrow,\n.popover > .arrow:after

{\n  position: absolute;\n  display: block;\n  width: 0;\n  height: 0;\n  border-color: transparent;\n  border-style:

solid;\n}\n.popover > .arrow:after {\n  content: \"\";\n  border-width: 10px;\n}\n.popover.top > .arrow {\n  bottom: -

11px;\n  left: 50%;\n  margin-left: -11px;\n  border-top-color: #999999;\n  border-top-color: rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.25);\n

border-bottom-width: 0;\n}\n.popover.top > .arrow:after {\n  bottom: 1px;\n  margin-left: -10px;\n  content: \" \";\n

border-top-color: #fff;\n  border-bottom-width: 0;\n}\n.popover.right > .arrow {\n  top: 50%;\n  left: -11px;\n

margin-top: -11px;\n  border-right-color: #999999;\n  border-right-color: rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.25);\n  border-left-width:

0;\n}\n.popover.right > .arrow:after {\n  bottom: -10px;\n  left: 1px;\n  content: \" \";\n  border-right-color: #fff;\n

border-left-width: 0;\n}\n.popover.bottom > .arrow {\n  top: -11px;\n  left: 50%;\n  margin-left: -11px;\n  border-

top-width: 0;\n  border-bottom-color: #999999;\n  border-bottom-color: rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.25);\n}\n.popover.bottom >

.arrow:after {\n  top: 1px;\n  margin-left: -10px;\n  content: \" \";\n  border-top-width: 0;\n  border-bottom-color:

#fff;\n}\n.popover.left > .arrow {\n  top: 50%;\n  right: -11px;\n  margin-top: -11px;\n  border-right-width: 0;\n

border-left-color: #999999;\n  border-left-color: rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.25);\n}\n.popover.left > .arrow:after {\n  right: 1px;\n

bottom: -10px;\n  content: \" \";\n  border-right-width: 0;\n  border-left-color: #fff;\n}\n.popover-title {\n  padding:

8px 14px;\n  margin: 0;\n  font-size: 14px;\n  background-color: #f7f7f7;\n  border-bottom: 1px solid #ebebeb;\n

border-radius: 5px 5px 0 0;\n}\n.popover-content {\n  padding: 9px 14px;\n}\n.carousel {\n  position:

relative;\n}\n.carousel-inner {\n  position: relative;\n  width: 100%;\n  overflow: hidden;\n}\n.carousel-inner > .item

{\n  position: relative;\n  display: none;\n  -webkit-transition: 0.6s ease-in-out left;\n  -o-transition: 0.6s ease-in-out

left;\n  transition: 0.6s ease-in-out left;\n}\n.carousel-inner > .item > img,\n.carousel-inner > .item > a > img {\n

line-height: 1;\n}\n@media all and (transform-3d), (-webkit-transform-3d) {\n  .carousel-inner > .item {\n    -

webkit-transition: -webkit-transform 0.6s ease-in-out;\n    -moz-transition: -moz-transform 0.6s ease-in-out;\n    -o-

transition: -o-transform 0.6s ease-in-out;\n    transition: transform 0.6s ease-in-out;\n    -webkit-backface-visibility:

hidden;\n    -moz-backface-visibility: hidden;\n    backface-visibility: hidden;\n    -webkit-perspective: 1000px;\n    -
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moz-perspective: 1000px;\n    perspective: 1000px;\n  }\n  .carousel-inner > .item.next,\n  .carousel-inner >

.item.active.right {\n    -webkit-transform: translate3d(100%, 0, 0);\n    transform: translate3d(100%, 0, 0);\n    left:

0;\n  }\n  .carousel-inner > .item.prev,\n  .carousel-inner > .item.active.left {\n    -webkit-transform: translate3d(-

100%, 0, 0);\n    transform: translate3d(-100%, 0, 0);\n    left: 0;\n  }\n  .carousel-inner > .item.next.left,\n  .carousel-

inner > .item.prev.right,\n  .carousel-inner > .item.active {\n    -webkit-transform: translate3d(0, 0, 0);\n    transform:

translate3d(0, 0, 0);\n    left: 0;\n  }\n}\n.carousel-inner > .active,\n.carousel-inner > .next,\n.carousel-inner > .prev

{\n  display: block;\n}\n.carousel-inner > .active {\n  left: 0;\n}\n.carousel-inner > .next,\n.carousel-inner > .prev {\n

position: absolute;\n  top: 0;\n  width: 100%;\n}\n.carousel-inner > .next {\n  left: 100%;\n}\n.carousel-inner > .prev

{\n  left: -100%;\n}\n.carousel-inner > .next.left,\n.carousel-inner > .prev.right {\n  left: 0;\n}\n.carousel-inner >

.active.left {\n  left: -100%;\n}\n.carousel-inner > .active.right {\n  left: 100%;\n}\n.carousel-control {\n  position:

absolute;\n  top: 0;\n  bottom: 0;\n  left: 0;\n  width: 15%;\n  font-size: 20px;\n  color: #fff;\n  text-align: center;\n

text-shadow: 0 1px 2px rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.6);\n  background-color: rgba(0, 0, 0, 0);\n  filter: alpha(opacity=50);\n

opacity: 0.5;\n}\n.carousel-control.left {\n  background-image: -webkit-linear-gradient(left, rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.5) 0%,

rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.0001) 100%);\n  background-image: -o-linear-gradient(left, rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.5) 0%, rgba(0, 0, 0,

0.0001) 100%);\n  background-image: linear-gradient(to right, rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.5) 0%, rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.0001) 100%);\n

filter: progid:DXImageTransform.Microsoft.gradient(startColorstr='#80000000', endColorstr='#00000000',

GradientType=1);\n  background-repeat: repeat-x;\n}\n.carousel-control.right {\n  right: 0;\n  left: auto;\n

background-image: -webkit-linear-gradient(left, rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.0001) 0%, rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.5) 100%);\n  background-

image: -o-linear-gradient(left, rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.0001) 0%, rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.5) 100%);\n  background-image: linear-

gradient(to right, rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.0001) 0%, rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.5) 100%);\n  filter:

progid:DXImageTransform.Microsoft.gradient(startColorstr='#00000000', endColorstr='#80000000',

GradientType=1);\n  background-repeat: repeat-x;\n}\n.carousel-control:hover,\n.carousel-control:focus {\n  color:

#fff;\n  text-decoration: none;\n  outline: 0;\n  filter: alpha(opacity=90);\n  opacity: 0.9;\n}\n.carousel-control .icon-

prev,\n.carousel-control .icon-next,\n.carousel-control .glyphicon-chevron-left,\n.carousel-control .glyphicon-

chevron-right {\n  position: absolute;\n  top: 50%;\n  z-index: 5;\n  display: inline-block;\n  margin-top: -

10px;\n}\n.carousel-control .icon-prev,\n.carousel-control .glyphicon-chevron-left {\n  left: 50%;\n  margin-left: -

10px;\n}\n.carousel-control .icon-next,\n.carousel-control .glyphicon-chevron-right {\n  right: 50%;\n  margin-right:

-10px;\n}\n.carousel-control .icon-prev,\n.carousel-control .icon-next {\n  width: 20px;\n  height: 20px;\n  font-

family: serif;\n  line-height: 1;\n}\n.carousel-control .icon-prev:before {\n  content: \"\\2039\";\n}\n.carousel-control

.icon-next:before {\n  content: \"\\203a\";\n}\n.carousel-indicators {\n  position: absolute;\n  bottom: 10px;\n  left:

50%;\n  z-index: 15;\n  width: 60%;\n  padding-left: 0;\n  margin-left: -30%;\n  text-align: center;\n  list-style:

none;\n}\n.carousel-indicators li {\n  display: inline-block;\n  width: 10px;\n  height: 10px;\n  margin: 1px;\n  text-

indent: -999px;\n  cursor: pointer;\n  background-color: #000 \\9;\n  background-color: rgba(0, 0, 0, 0);\n  border:

1px solid #fff;\n  border-radius: 10px;\n}\n.carousel-indicators .active {\n  width: 12px;\n  height: 12px;\n  margin:

0;\n  background-color: #fff;\n}\n.carousel-caption {\n  position: absolute;\n  right: 15%;\n  bottom: 20px;\n  left:

15%;\n  z-index: 10;\n  padding-top: 20px;\n  padding-bottom: 20px;\n  color: #fff;\n  text-align: center;\n  text-

shadow: 0 1px 2px rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.6);\n}\n.carousel-caption .btn {\n  text-shadow: none;\n}\n@media screen and

(min-width: 768px) {\n  .carousel-control .glyphicon-chevron-left,\n  .carousel-control .glyphicon-chevron-right,\n

.carousel-control .icon-prev,\n  .carousel-control .icon-next {\n    width: 30px;\n    height: 30px;\n    margin-top: -

10px;\n    font-size: 30px;\n  }\n  .carousel-control .glyphicon-chevron-left,\n  .carousel-control .icon-prev {\n

margin-left: -10px;\n  }\n  .carousel-control .glyphicon-chevron-right,\n  .carousel-control .icon-next {\n    margin-

right: -10px;\n  }\n  .carousel-caption {\n    right: 20%;\n    left: 20%;\n    padding-bottom: 30px;\n  }\n  .carousel-

indicators {\n    bottom: 20px;\n  }\n}\n.clearfix:before,\n.clearfix:after,\n.dl-horizontal dd:before,\n.dl-horizontal

dd:after,\n.container:before,\n.container:after,\n.container-fluid:before,\n.container-

fluid:after,\n.row:before,\n.row:after,\n.form-horizontal .form-group:before,\n.form-horizontal .form-

group:after,\n.btn-toolbar:before,\n.btn-toolbar:after,\n.btn-group-vertical > .btn-group:before,\n.btn-group-vertical

> .btn-group:after,\n.nav:before,\n.nav:after,\n.navbar:before,\n.navbar:after,\n.navbar-header:before,\n.navbar-

header:after,\n.navbar-collapse:before,\n.navbar-collapse:after,\n.pager:before,\n.pager:after,\n.panel-
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body:before,\n.panel-body:after,\n.modal-header:before,\n.modal-header:after,\n.modal-footer:before,\n.modal-

footer:after {\n  display: table;\n  content: \" \";\n}\n.clearfix:after,\n.dl-horizontal

dd:after,\n.container:after,\n.container-fluid:after,\n.row:after,\n.form-horizontal .form-group:after,\n.btn-

toolbar:after,\n.btn-group-vertical > .btn-group:after,\n.nav:after,\n.navbar:after,\n.navbar-header:after,\n.navbar-

collapse:after,\n.pager:after,\n.panel-body:after,\n.modal-header:after,\n.modal-footer:after {\n  clear:

both;\n}\n.center-block {\n  display: block;\n  margin-right: auto;\n  margin-left: auto;\n}\n.pull-right {\n  float: right

!important;\n}\n.pull-left {\n  float: left !important;\n}\n.hide {\n  display: none !important;\n}\n.show {\n  display:

block !important;\n}\n.invisible {\n  visibility: hidden;\n}\n.text-hide {\n  font: 0/0 a;\n  color: transparent;\n  text-

shadow: none;\n  background-color: transparent;\n  border: 0;\n}\n.hidden {\n  display: none !important;\n}\n.affix

{\n  position: fixed;\n}\n@-ms-viewport {\n  width: device-width;\n}\n.visible-xs,\n.visible-sm,\n.visible-

md,\n.visible-lg {\n  display: none !important;\n}\n.visible-xs-block,\n.visible-xs-inline,\n.visible-xs-inline-

block,\n.visible-sm-block,\n.visible-sm-inline,\n.visible-sm-inline-block,\n.visible-md-block,\n.visible-md-

inline,\n.visible-md-inline-block,\n.visible-lg-block,\n.visible-lg-inline,\n.visible-lg-inline-block {\n  display: none

!important;\n}\n@media (max-width: 767px) {\n  .visible-xs {\n    display: block !important;\n  }\n  table.visible-xs

{\n    display: table !important;\n  }\n  tr.visible-xs {\n    display: table-row !important;\n  }\n  th.visible-xs,\n

td.visible-xs {\n    display: table-cell !important;\n  }\n}\n@media (max-width: 767px) {\n  .visible-xs-block {\n

display: block !important;\n  }\n}\n@media (max-width: 767px) {\n  .visible-xs-inline {\n    display: inline

!important;\n  }\n}\n@media (max-width: 767px) {\n  .visible-xs-inline-block {\n    display: inline-block

!important;\n  }\n}\n@media (min-width: 768px) and (max-width: 991px) {\n  .visible-sm {\n    display: block

!important;\n  }\n  table.visible-sm {\n    display: table !important;\n  }\n  tr.visible-sm {\n    display: table-row

!important;\n  }\n  th.visible-sm,\n  td.visible-sm {\n    display: table-cell !important;\n  }\n}\n@media (min-width:

768px) and (max-width: 991px) {\n  .visible-sm-block {\n    display: block !important;\n  }\n}\n@media (min-

width: 768px) and (max-width: 991px) {\n  .visible-sm-inline {\n    display: inline !important;\n  }\n}\n@media

(min-width: 768px) and (max-width: 991px) {\n  .visible-sm-inline-block {\n    display: inline-block !important;\n

}\n}\n@media (min-width: 992px) and (max-width: 1199px) {\n  .visible-md {\n    display: block !important;\n  }\n

table.visible-md {\n    display: table !important;\n  }\n  tr.visible-md {\n    display: table-row !important;\n  }\n

th.visible-md,\n  td.visible-md {\n    display: table-cell !important;\n  }\n}\n@media (min-width: 992px) and (max-

width: 1199px) {\n  .visible-md-block {\n    display: block !important;\n  }\n}\n@media (min-width: 992px) and

(max-width: 1199px) {\n  .visible-md-inline {\n    display: inline !important;\n  }\n}\n@media (min-width: 992px)

and (max-width: 1199px) {\n  .visible-md-inline-block {\n    display: inline-block !important;\n  }\n}\n@media

(min-width: 1200px) {\n  .visible-lg {\n    display: block !important;\n  }\n  table.visible-lg {\n    display: table

!important;\n  }\n  tr.visible-lg {\n    display: table-row !important;\n  }\n  th.visible-lg,\n  td.visible-lg {\n    display:

table-cell !important;\n  }\n}\n@media (min-width: 1200px) {\n  .visible-lg-block {\n    display: block !important;\n

}\n}\n@media (min-width: 1200px) {\n  .visible-lg-inline {\n    display: inline !important;\n  }\n}\n@media (min-

width: 1200px) {\n  .visible-lg-inline-block {\n    display: inline-block !important;\n  }\n}\n@media (max-width:

767px) {\n  .hidden-xs {\n    display: none !important;\n  }\n}\n@media (min-width: 768px) and (max-width:

991px) {\n  .hidden-sm {\n    display: none !important;\n  }\n}\n@media (min-width: 992px) and (max-width:

1199px) {\n  .hidden-md {\n    display: none !important;\n  }\n}\n@media (min-width: 1200px) {\n  .hidden-lg {\n

display: none !important;\n  }\n}\n.visible-print {\n  display: none !important;\n}\n@media print {\n  .visible-print

{\n    display: block !important;\n  }\n  table.visible-print {\n    display: table !important;\n  }\n  tr.visible-print {\n

display: table-row !important;\n  }\n  th.visible-print,\n  td.visible-print {\n    display: table-cell !important;\n

}\n}\n.visible-print-block {\n  display: none !important;\n}\n@media print {\n  .visible-print-block {\n    display:

block !important;\n  }\n}\n.visible-print-inline {\n  display: none !important;\n}\n@media print {\n  .visible-print-

inline {\n    display: inline !important;\n  }\n}\n.visible-print-inline-block {\n  display: none

!important;\n}\n@media print {\n  .visible-print-inline-block {\n    display: inline-block !important;\n

}\n}\n@media print {\n  .hidden-print {\n    display: none !important;\n  }\n}\n/*#

sourceMappingURL=bootstrap.css.map */","// stylelint-disable\n\n/*! normalize.css v3.0.3 | MIT License |

github.com/necolas/normalize.css */\n\n//\n// 1. Set default font family to sans-serif.\n// 2. Prevent iOS and IE text
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size adjust after device orientation change,\n//    without disabling user zoom.\n//\n\nhtml {\n  font-family: sans-

serif; // 1\n  -ms-text-size-adjust: 100%; // 2\n  -webkit-text-size-adjust: 100%; // 2\n}\n\n//\n// Remove default

margin.\n//\n\nbody {\n  margin: 0;\n}\n\n// HTML5 display definitions\n//

==========================================================================\n\n//\n//

Correct `block` display not defined for any HTML5 element in IE 8/9.\n// Correct `block` display not defined for

`details` or `summary` in IE 10/11\n// and Firefox.\n// Correct `block` display not defined for `main` in IE

11.\n//\n\narticle,\naside,\ndetails,\nfigcaption,\nfigure,\nfooter,\nheader,\nhgroup,\nmain,\nmenu,\nnav,\nsection,\n

summary {\n  display: block;\n}\n\n//\n// 1. Correct `inline-block` display not defined in IE 8/9.\n// 2. Normalize

vertical alignment of `progress` in Chrome, Firefox, and Opera.\n//\n\naudio,\ncanvas,\nprogress,\nvideo {\n

display: inline-block; // 1\n  vertical-align: baseline; // 2\n}\n\n//\n// Prevent modern browsers from displaying

`audio` without controls.\n// Remove excess height in iOS 5 devices.\n//\n\naudio:not([controls]) {\n  display:

none;\n  height: 0;\n}\n\n//\n// Address `[hidden]` styling not present in IE 8/9/10.\n// Hide the `template` element in

IE 8/9/10/11, Safari, and Firefox < 22.\n//\n\n[hidden],\ntemplate {\n  display: none;\n}\n\n// Links\n//

==========================================================================\n\n//\n//

Remove the gray background color from active links in IE 10.\n//\n\na {\n  background-color:

transparent;\n}\n\n//\n// Improve readability of focused elements when they are also in an\n// active/hover

state.\n//\n\na:active,\na:hover {\n  outline: 0;\n}\n\n// Text-level semantics\n//

==========================================================================\n\n//\n// 1.

Remove the bottom border in Chrome 57- and Firefox 39-.\n// 2. Add the correct text decoration in Chrome, Edge,

IE, Opera, and Safari.\n//\n\nabbr[title] {\n  border-bottom: none; // 1\n  text-decoration: underline; // 2\n  text-

decoration: underline dotted; // 2\n}\n\n//\n// Address style set to `bolder` in Firefox 4+, Safari, and

Chrome.\n//\n\nb,\nstrong {\n  font-weight: bold;\n}\n\n//\n// Address styling not present in Safari and

Chrome.\n//\n\ndfn {\n  font-style: italic;\n}\n\n//\n// Address variable `h1` font-size and margin within `section` and

`article`\n// contexts in Firefox 4+, Safari, and Chrome.\n//\n\nh1 {\n  font-size: 2em;\n  margin: 0.67em

0;\n}\n\n//\n// Address styling not present in IE 8/9.\n//\n\nmark {\n  background: #ff0;\n  color: #000;\n}\n\n//\n//

Address inconsistent and variable font size in all browsers.\n//\n\nsmall {\n  font-size: 80%;\n}\n\n//\n// Prevent

`sub` and `sup` affecting `line-height` in all browsers.\n//\n\nsub,\nsup {\n  font-size: 75%;\n  line-height: 0;\n

position: relative;\n  vertical-align: baseline;\n}\n\nsup {\n  top: -0.5em;\n}\n\nsub {\n  bottom: -0.25em;\n}\n\n//

Embedded content\n//

==========================================================================\n\n//\n//

Remove border when inside `a` element in IE 8/9/10.\n//\n\nimg {\n  border: 0;\n}\n\n//\n// Correct overflow not

hidden in IE 9/10/11.\n//\n\nsvg:not(:root) {\n  overflow: hidden;\n}\n\n// Grouping content\n//

==========================================================================\n\n//\n//

Address margin not present in IE 8/9 and Safari.\n//\n\nfigure {\n  margin: 1em 40px;\n}\n\n//\n// Address

differences between Firefox and other browsers.\n//\n\nhr {\n  box-sizing: content-box;\n  height: 0;\n}\n\n//\n//

Contain overflow in all browsers.\n//\n\npre {\n  overflow: auto;\n}\n\n//\n// Address odd `em`-unit font size

rendering in all browsers.\n//\n\ncode,\nkbd,\npre,\nsamp {\n  font-family: monospace, monospace;\n  font-size:

1em;\n}\n\n// Forms\n//

==========================================================================\n\n//\n//

Known limitation: by default, Chrome and Safari on OS X allow very limited\n// styling of `select`, unless a

`border` property is set.\n//\n\n//\n// 1. Correct color not being inherited.\n//    Known issue: affects color of disabled

elements.\n// 2. Correct font properties not being inherited.\n// 3. Address margins set differently in Firefox 4+,

Safari, and Chrome.\n//\n\nbutton,\ninput,\noptgroup,\nselect,\ntextarea {\n  color: inherit; // 1\n  font: inherit; // 2\n

margin: 0; // 3\n}\n\n//\n// Address `overflow` set to `hidden` in IE 8/9/10/11.\n//\n\nbutton {\n  overflow:

visible;\n}\n\n//\n// Address inconsistent `text-transform` inheritance for `button` and `select`.\n// All other form

control elements do not inherit `text-transform` values.\n// Correct `button` style inheritance in Firefox, IE

8/9/10/11, and Opera.\n// Correct `select` style inheritance in Firefox.\n//\n\nbutton,\nselect {\n  text-transform:

none;\n}\n\n//\n// 1. Avoid the WebKit bug in Android 4.0.* where (2) destroys native `audio`\n//    and `video`
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controls.\n// 2. Correct inability to style clickable `input` types in iOS.\n// 3. Improve usability and consistency of

cursor style between image-type\n//    `input` and others.\n//\n\nbutton,\nhtml input[type=\"button\"], //

1\ninput[type=\"reset\"],\ninput[type=\"submit\"] {\n  -webkit-appearance: button; // 2\n  cursor: pointer; //

3\n}\n\n//\n// Re-set default cursor for disabled elements.\n//\n\nbutton[disabled],\nhtml input[disabled] {\n  cursor:

default;\n}\n\n//\n// Remove inner padding and border in Firefox 4+.\n//\n\nbutton::-moz-focus-inner,\ninput::-moz-

focus-inner {\n  border: 0;\n  padding: 0;\n}\n\n//\n// Address Firefox 4+ setting `line-height` on `input` using

`!important` in\n// the UA stylesheet.\n//\n\ninput {\n  line-height: normal;\n}\n\n//\n// It's recommended that you

don't attempt to style these elements.\n// Firefox's implementation doesn't respect box-sizing, padding, or

width.\n//\n// 1. Address box sizing set to `content-box` in IE 8/9/10.\n// 2. Remove excess padding in IE

8/9/10.\n//\n\ninput[type=\"checkbox\"],\ninput[type=\"radio\"] {\n  box-sizing: border-box; // 1\n  padding: 0; //

2\n}\n\n//\n// Fix the cursor style for Chrome's increment/decrement buttons. For certain\n// `font-size` values of the

`input`, it causes the cursor style of the\n// decrement button to change from `default` to

`text`.\n//\n\ninput[type=\"number\"]::-webkit-inner-spin-button,\ninput[type=\"number\"]::-webkit-outer-spin-

button {\n  height: auto;\n}\n\n//\n// 1. Address `appearance` set to `searchfield` in Safari and Chrome.\n// 2.

Address `box-sizing` set to `border-box` in Safari and Chrome.\n//\n\ninput[type=\"search\"] {\n  -webkit-

appearance: textfield; // 1\n  box-sizing: content-box; //2\n}\n\n//\n// Remove inner padding and search cancel button

in Safari and Chrome on OS X.\n// Safari (but not Chrome) clips the cancel button when the search input has\n//

padding (and `textfield` appearance).\n//\n\ninput[type=\"search\"]::-webkit-search-cancel-

button,\ninput[type=\"search\"]::-webkit-search-decoration {\n  -webkit-appearance: none;\n}\n\n//\n// Define

consistent border, margin, and padding.\n//\n\nfieldset {\n  border: 1px solid #c0c0c0;\n  margin: 0 2px;\n  padding:

0.35em 0.625em 0.75em;\n}\n\n//\n// 1. Correct `color` not being inherited in IE 8/9/10/11.\n// 2. Remove padding

so people aren't caught out if they zero out fieldsets.\n//\n\nlegend {\n  border: 0; // 1\n  padding: 0; // 2\n}\n\n//\n//

Remove default vertical scrollbar in IE 8/9/10/11.\n//\n\ntextarea {\n  overflow: auto;\n}\n\n//\n// Don't inherit the

`font-weight` (applied by a rule above).\n// NOTE: the default cannot safely be changed in Chrome and Safari on OS

X.\n//\n\noptgroup {\n  font-weight: bold;\n}\n\n// Tables\n//

==========================================================================\n\n//\n//

Remove most spacing between table cells.\n//\n\ntable {\n  border-collapse: collapse;\n  border-spacing:

0;\n}\n\ntd,\nth {\n  padding: 0;\n}\n","/*!\n * Bootstrap v3.4.1 (https://getbootstrap.com/)\n * Copyright 2011-2019

Twitter, Inc.\n * Licensed under MIT (https://github.com/twbs/bootstrap/blob/master/LICENSE)\n */\n/*!

normalize.css v3.0.3 | MIT License | github.com/necolas/normalize.css */\nhtml {\n  font-family: sans-serif;\n  -ms-

text-size-adjust: 100%;\n  -webkit-text-size-adjust: 100%;\n}\nbody {\n  margin:

0;\n}\narticle,\naside,\ndetails,\nfigcaption,\nfigure,\nfooter,\nheader,\nhgroup,\nmain,\nmenu,\nnav,\nsection,\nsu

mmary {\n  display: block;\n}\naudio,\ncanvas,\nprogress,\nvideo {\n  display: inline-block;\n  vertical-align:

baseline;\n}\naudio:not([controls]) {\n  display: none;\n  height: 0;\n}\n[hidden],\ntemplate {\n  display: none;\n}\na

{\n  background-color: transparent;\n}\na:active,\na:hover {\n  outline: 0;\n}\nabbr[title] {\n  border-bottom: none;\n

text-decoration: underline;\n  -webkit-text-decoration: underline dotted;\n  -moz-text-decoration: underline dotted;\n

text-decoration: underline dotted;\n}\nb,\nstrong {\n  font-weight: bold;\n}\ndfn {\n  font-style: italic;\n}\nh1 {\n

font-size: 2em;\n  margin: 0.67em 0;\n}\nmark {\n  background: #ff0;\n  color: #000;\n}\nsmall {\n  font-size:

80%;\n}\nsub,\nsup {\n  font-size: 75%;\n  line-height: 0;\n  position: relative;\n  vertical-align: baseline;\n}\nsup

{\n  top: -0.5em;\n}\nsub {\n  bottom: -0.25em;\n}\nimg {\n  border: 0;\n}\nsvg:not(:root) {\n  overflow:

hidden;\n}\nfigure {\n  margin: 1em 40px;\n}\nhr {\n  -webkit-box-sizing: content-box;\n  -moz-box-sizing:

content-box;\n  box-sizing: content-box;\n  height: 0;\n}\npre {\n  overflow: auto;\n}\ncode,\nkbd,\npre,\nsamp {\n

font-family: monospace, monospace;\n  font-size: 1em;\n}\nbutton,\ninput,\noptgroup,\nselect,\ntextarea {\n  color:

inherit;\n  font: inherit;\n  margin: 0;\n}\nbutton {\n  overflow: visible;\n}\nbutton,\nselect {\n  text-transform:

none;\n}\nbutton,\nhtml input[type=\"button\"],\ninput[type=\"reset\"],\ninput[type=\"submit\"] {\n  -webkit-

appearance: button;\n  cursor: pointer;\n}\nbutton[disabled],\nhtml input[disabled] {\n  cursor: default;\n}\nbutton::-

moz-focus-inner,\ninput::-moz-focus-inner {\n  border: 0;\n  padding: 0;\n}\ninput {\n  line-height:

normal;\n}\ninput[type=\"checkbox\"],\ninput[type=\"radio\"] {\n  -webkit-box-sizing: border-box;\n  -moz-box-
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sizing: border-box;\n  box-sizing: border-box;\n  padding: 0;\n}\ninput[type=\"number\"]::-webkit-inner-spin-

button,\ninput[type=\"number\"]::-webkit-outer-spin-button {\n  height: auto;\n}\ninput[type=\"search\"] {\n  -

webkit-appearance: textfield;\n  -webkit-box-sizing: content-box;\n  -moz-box-sizing: content-box;\n  box-sizing:

content-box;\n}\ninput[type=\"search\"]::-webkit-search-cancel-button,\ninput[type=\"search\"]::-webkit-search-

decoration {\n  -webkit-appearance: none;\n}\nfieldset {\n  border: 1px solid #c0c0c0;\n  margin: 0 2px;\n  padding:

0.35em 0.625em 0.75em;\n}\nlegend {\n  border: 0;\n  padding: 0;\n}\ntextarea {\n  overflow: auto;\n}\noptgroup

{\n  font-weight: bold;\n}\ntable {\n  border-collapse: collapse;\n  border-spacing: 0;\n}\ntd,\nth {\n  padding:

0;\n}\n/*! Source: https://github.com/h5bp/html5-boilerplate/blob/master/src/css/main.css */\n@media print {\n

*,\n  *:before,\n  *:after {\n    color: #000 !important;\n    text-shadow: none !important;\n    background: transparent

!important;\n    -webkit-box-shadow: none !important;\n    box-shadow: none !important;\n  }\n  a,\n  a:visited {\n

text-decoration: underline;\n  }\n  a[href]:after {\n    content: \" (\" attr(href) \")\";\n  }\n  abbr[title]:after {\n

content: \" (\" attr(title) \")\";\n  }\n  a[href^=\"#\"]:after,\n  a[href^=\"javascript:\"]:after {\n    content: \"\";\n  }\n

pre,\n  blockquote {\n    border: 1px solid #999;\n    page-break-inside: avoid;\n  }\n  thead {\n    display: table-

header-group;\n  }\n  tr,\n  img {\n    page-break-inside: avoid;\n  }\n  img {\n    max-width: 100% !important;\n  }\n

p,\n  h2,\n  h3 {\n    orphans: 3;\n    widows: 3;\n  }\n  h2,\n  h3 {\n    page-break-after: avoid;\n  }\n  .navbar {\n

display: none;\n  }\n  .btn > .caret,\n  .dropup > .btn > .caret {\n    border-top-color: #000 !important;\n  }\n  .label

{\n    border: 1px solid #000;\n  }\n  .table {\n    border-collapse: collapse !important;\n  }\n  .table td,\n  .table th {\n

  background-color: #fff !important;\n  }\n  .table-bordered th,\n  .table-bordered td {\n    border: 1px solid #ddd

!important;\n  }\n}\n@font-face {\n  font-family: \"Glyphicons Halflings\";\n  src: url(\"../fonts/glyphicons-

halflings-regular.eot\");\n  src: url(\"../fonts/glyphicons-halflings-regular.eot?#iefix\") format(\"embedded-

opentype\"), url(\"../fonts/glyphicons-halflings-regular.woff2\") format(\"woff2\"), url(\"../fonts/glyphicons-

halflings-regular.woff\") format(\"woff\"), url(\"../fonts/glyphicons-halflings-regular.ttf\") format(\"truetype\"),

url(\"../fonts/glyphicons-halflings-regular.svg#glyphicons_halflingsregular\") format(\"svg\");\n}\n.glyphicon {\n

position: relative;\n  top: 1px;\n  display: inline-block;\n  font-family: \"Glyphicons Halflings\";\n  font-style:

normal;\n  font-weight: 400;\n  line-height: 1;\n  -webkit-font-smoothing: antialiased;\n  -moz-osx-font-smoothing:

grayscale;\n}\n.glyphicon-asterisk:before {\n  content: \"\\002a\";\n}\n.glyphicon-plus:before {\n  content:

\"\\002b\";\n}\n.glyphicon-euro:before,\n.glyphicon-eur:before {\n  content: \"\\20ac\";\n}\n.glyphicon-minus:before

{\n  content: \"\\2212\";\n}\n.glyphicon-cloud:before {\n  content: \"\\2601\";\n}\n.glyphicon-envelope:before {\n

content: \"\\2709\";\n}\n.glyphicon-pencil:before {\n  content: \"\\270f\";\n}\n.glyphicon-glass:before {\n  content:

\"\\e001\";\n}\n.glyphicon-music:before {\n  content: \"\\e002\";\n}\n.glyphicon-search:before {\n  content:

\"\\e003\";\n}\n.glyphicon-heart:before {\n  content: \"\\e005\";\n}\n.glyphicon-star:before {\n  content:

\"\\e006\";\n}\n.glyphicon-star-empty:before {\n  content: \"\\e007\";\n}\n.glyphicon-user:before {\n  content:

\"\\e008\";\n}\n.glyphicon-film:before {\n  content: \"\\e009\";\n}\n.glyphicon-th-large:before {\n  content:

\"\\e010\";\n}\n.glyphicon-th:before {\n  content: \"\\e011\";\n}\n.glyphicon-th-list:before {\n  content:

\"\\e012\";\n}\n.glyphicon-ok:before {\n  content: \"\\e013\";\n}\n.glyphicon-remove:before {\n  content:

\"\\e014\";\n}\n.glyphicon-zoom-in:before {\n  content: \"\\e015\";\n}\n.glyphicon-zoom-out:before {\n  content:

\"\\e016\";\n}\n.glyphicon-off:before {\n  content: \"\\e017\";\n}\n.glyphicon-signal:before {\n  content:

\"\\e018\";\n}\n.glyphicon-cog:before {\n  content: \"\\e019\";\n}\n.glyphicon-trash:before {\n  content:

\"\\e020\";\n}\n.glyphicon-home:before {\n  content: \"\\e021\";\n}\n.glyphicon-file:before {\n  content:

\"\\e022\";\n}\n.glyphicon-time:before {\n  content: \"\\e023\";\n}\n.glyphicon-road:before {\n  content:

\"\\e024\";\n}\n.glyphicon-download-alt:before {\n  content: \"\\e025\";\n}\n.glyphicon-download:before {\n

content: \"\\e026\";\n}\n.glyphicon-upload:before {\n  content: \"\\e027\";\n}\n.glyphicon-inbox:before {\n  content:

\"\\e028\";\n}\n.glyphicon-play-circle:before {\n  content: \"\\e029\";\n}\n.glyphicon-repeat:before {\n  content:

\"\\e030\";\n}\n.glyphicon-refresh:before {\n  content: \"\\e031\";\n}\n.glyphicon-list-alt:before {\n  content:

\"\\e032\";\n}\n.glyphicon-lock:before {\n  content: \"\\e033\";\n}\n.glyphicon-flag:before {\n  content:

\"\\e034\";\n}\n.glyphicon-headphones:before {\n  content: \"\\e035\";\n}\n.glyphicon-volume-off:before {\n

content: \"\\e036\";\n}\n.glyphicon-volume-down:before {\n  content: \"\\e037\";\n}\n.glyphicon-volume-up:before

{\n  content: \"\\e038\";\n}\n.glyphicon-qrcode:before {\n  content: \"\\e039\";\n}\n.glyphicon-barcode:before {\n
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content: \"\\e040\";\n}\n.glyphicon-tag:before {\n  content: \"\\e041\";\n}\n.glyphicon-tags:before {\n  content:

\"\\e042\";\n}\n.glyphicon-book:before {\n  content: \"\\e043\";\n}\n.glyphicon-bookmark:before {\n  content:

\"\\e044\";\n}\n.glyphicon-print:before {\n  content: \"\\e045\";\n}\n.glyphicon-camera:before {\n  content:

\"\\e046\";\n}\n.glyphicon-font:before {\n  content: \"\\e047\";\n}\n.glyphicon-bold:before {\n  content:

\"\\e048\";\n}\n.glyphicon-italic:before {\n  content: \"\\e049\";\n}\n.glyphicon-text-height:before {\n  content:

\"\\e050\";\n}\n.glyphicon-text-width:before {\n  content: \"\\e051\";\n}\n.glyphicon-align-left:before {\n  content:

\"\\e052\";\n}\n.glyphicon-align-center:before {\n  content: \"\\e053\";\n}\n.glyphicon-align-right:before {\n

content: \"\\e054\";\n}\n.glyphicon-align-justify:before {\n  content: \"\\e055\";\n}\n.glyphicon-list:before {\n

content: \"\\e056\";\n}\n.glyphicon-indent-left:before {\n  content: \"\\e057\";\n}\n.glyphicon-indent-right:before {\n

content: \"\\e058\";\n}\n.glyphicon-facetime-video:before {\n  content: \"\\e059\";\n}\n.glyphicon-picture:before {\n

content: \"\\e060\";\n}\n.glyphicon-map-marker:before {\n  content: \"\\e062\";\n}\n.glyphicon-adjust:before {\n

content: \"\\e063\";\n}\n.glyphicon-tint:before {\n  content: \"\\e064\";\n}\n.glyphicon-edit:before {\n  content:

\"\\e065\";\n}\n.glyphicon-share:before {\n  content: \"\\e066\";\n}\n.glyphicon-check:before {\n  content:

\"\\e067\";\n}\n.glyphicon-move:before {\n  content: \"\\e068\";\n}\n.glyphicon-step-backward:before {\n  content:

\"\\e069\";\n}\n.glyphicon-fast-backward:before {\n  content: \"\\e070\";\n}\n.glyphicon-backward:before {\n

content: \"\\e071\";\n}\n.glyphicon-play:before {\n  content: \"\\e072\";\n}\n.glyphicon-pause:before {\n  content:

\"\\e073\";\n}\n.glyphicon-stop:before {\n  content: \"\\e074\";\n}\n.glyphicon-forward:before {\n  content:

\"\\e075\";\n}\n.glyphicon-fast-forward:before {\n  content: \"\\e076\";\n}\n.glyphicon-step-forward:before {\n

content: \"\\e077\";\n}\n.glyphicon-eject:before {\n  content: \"\\e078\";\n}\n.glyphicon-chevron-left:before {\n

content: \"\\e079\";\n}\n.glyphicon-chevron-right:before {\n  content: \"\\e080\";\n}\n.glyphicon-plus-sign:before {\n

content: \"\\e081\";\n}\n.glyphicon-minus-sign:before {\n  content: \"\\e082\";\n}\n.glyphicon-remove-sign:before

{\n  content: \"\\e083\";\n}\n.glyphicon-ok-sign:before {\n  content: \"\\e084\";\n}\n.glyphicon-question-sign:before

{\n  content: \"\\e085\";\n}\n.glyphicon-info-sign:before {\n  content: \"\\e086\";\n}\n.glyphicon-screenshot:before

{\n  content: \"\\e087\";\n}\n.glyphicon-remove-circle:before {\n  content: \"\\e088\";\n}\n.glyphicon-ok-

circle:before {\n  content: \"\\e089\";\n}\n.glyphicon-ban-circle:before {\n  content: \"\\e090\";\n}\n.glyphicon-

arrow-left:before {\n  content: \"\\e091\";\n}\n.glyphicon-arrow-right:before {\n  content: \"\\e092\";\n}\n.glyphicon-

arrow-up:before {\n  content: \"\\e093\";\n}\n.glyphicon-arrow-down:before {\n  content: \"\\e094\";\n}\n.glyphicon-

share-alt:before {\n  content: \"\\e095\";\n}\n.glyphicon-resize-full:before {\n  content: \"\\e096\";\n}\n.glyphicon-

resize-small:before {\n  content: \"\\e097\";\n}\n.glyphicon-exclamation-sign:before {\n  content:

\"\\e101\";\n}\n.glyphicon-gift:before {\n  content: \"\\e102\";\n}\n.glyphicon-leaf:before {\n  content:

\"\\e103\";\n}\n.glyphicon-fire:before {\n  content: \"\\e104\";\n}\n.glyphicon-eye-open:before {\n  content:

\"\\e105\";\n}\n.glyphicon-eye-close:before {\n  content: \"\\e106\";\n}\n.glyphicon-warning-sign:before {\n

content: \"\\e107\";\n}\n.glyphicon-plane:before {\n  content: \"\\e108\";\n}\n.glyphicon-calendar:before {\n

content: \"\\e109\";\n}\n.glyphicon-random:before {\n  content: \"\\e110\";\n}\n.glyphicon-comment:before {\n

content: \"\\e111\";\n}\n.glyphicon-magnet:before {\n  content: \"\\e112\";\n}\n.glyphicon-chevron-up:before {\n

content: \"\\e113\";\n}\n.glyphicon-chevron-down:before {\n  content: \"\\e114\";\n}\n.glyphicon-retweet:before {\n

content: \"\\e115\";\n}\n.glyphicon-shopping-cart:before {\n  content: \"\\e116\";\n}\n.glyphicon-folder-close:before

{\n  content: \"\\e117\";\n}\n.glyphicon-folder-open:before {\n  content: \"\\e118\";\n}\n.glyphicon-resize-

vertical:before {\n  content: \"\\e119\";\n}\n.glyphicon-resize-horizontal:before {\n  content:

\"\\e120\";\n}\n.glyphicon-hdd:before {\n  content: \"\\e121\";\n}\n.glyphicon-bullhorn:before {\n  content:

\"\\e122\";\n}\n.glyphicon-bell:before {\n  content: \"\\e123\";\n}\n.glyphicon-certificate:before {\n  content:

\"\\e124\";\n}\n.glyphicon-thumbs-up:before {\n  content: \"\\e125\";\n}\n.glyphicon-thumbs-down:before {\n

content: \"\\e126\";\n}\n.glyphicon-hand-right:before {\n  content: \"\\e127\";\n}\n.glyphicon-hand-left:before {\n

content: \"\\e128\";\n}\n.glyphicon-hand-up:before {\n  content: \"\\e129\";\n}\n.glyphicon-hand-down:before {\n

content: \"\\e130\";\n}\n.glyphicon-circle-arrow-right:before {\n  content: \"\\e131\";\n}\n.glyphicon-circle-arrow-

left:before {\n  content: \"\\e132\";\n}\n.glyphicon-circle-arrow-up:before {\n  content: \"\\e133\";\n}\n.glyphicon-

circle-arrow-down:before {\n  content: \"\\e134\";\n}\n.glyphicon-globe:before {\n  content:

\"\\e135\";\n}\n.glyphicon-wrench:before {\n  content: \"\\e136\";\n}\n.glyphicon-tasks:before {\n  content:
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\"\\e137\";\n}\n.glyphicon-filter:before {\n  content: \"\\e138\";\n}\n.glyphicon-briefcase:before {\n  content:

\"\\e139\";\n}\n.glyphicon-fullscreen:before {\n  content: \"\\e140\";\n}\n.glyphicon-dashboard:before {\n  content:

\"\\e141\";\n}\n.glyphicon-paperclip:before {\n  content: \"\\e142\";\n}\n.glyphicon-heart-empty:before {\n  content:

\"\\e143\";\n}\n.glyphicon-link:before {\n  content: \"\\e144\";\n}\n.glyphicon-phone:before {\n  content:

\"\\e145\";\n}\n.glyphicon-pushpin:before {\n  content: \"\\e146\";\n}\n.glyphicon-usd:before {\n  content:

\"\\e148\";\n}\n.glyphicon-gbp:before {\n  content: \"\\e149\";\n}\n.glyphicon-sort:before {\n  content:

\"\\e150\";\n}\n.glyphicon-sort-by-alphabet:before {\n  content: \"\\e151\";\n}\n.glyphicon-sort-by-alphabet-

alt:before {\n  content: \"\\e152\";\n}\n.glyphicon-sort-by-order:before {\n  content: \"\\e153\";\n}\n.glyphicon-sort-

by-order-alt:before {\n  content: \"\\e154\";\n}\n.glyphicon-sort-by-attributes:before {\n  content:

\"\\e155\";\n}\n.glyphicon-sort-by-attributes-alt:before {\n  content: \"\\e156\";\n}\n.glyphicon-unchecked:before {\n

content: \"\\e157\";\n}\n.glyphicon-expand:before {\n  content: \"\\e158\";\n}\n.glyphicon-collapse-down:before {\n

content: \"\\e159\";\n}\n.glyphicon-collapse-up:before {\n  content: \"\\e160\";\n}\n.glyphicon-log-in:before {\n

content: \"\\e161\";\n}\n.glyphicon-flash:before {\n  content: \"\\e162\";\n}\n.glyphicon-log-out:before {\n  content:

\"\\e163\";\n}\n.glyphicon-new-window:before {\n  content: \"\\e164\";\n}\n.glyphicon-record:before {\n  content:

\"\\e165\";\n}\n.glyphicon-save:before {\n  content: \"\\e166\";\n}\n.glyphicon-open:before {\n  content:

\"\\e167\";\n}\n.glyphicon-saved:before {\n  content: \"\\e168\";\n}\n.glyphicon-import:before {\n  content:

\"\\e169\";\n}\n.glyphicon-export:before {\n  content: \"\\e170\";\n}\n.glyphicon-send:before {\n  content:

\"\\e171\";\n}\n.glyphicon-floppy-disk:before {\n  content: \"\\e172\";\n}\n.glyphicon-floppy-saved:before {\n

content: \"\\e173\";\n}\n.glyphicon-floppy-remove:before {\n  content: \"\\e174\";\n}\n.glyphicon-floppy-

save:before {\n  content: \"\\e175\";\n}\n.glyphicon-floppy-open:before {\n  content: \"\\e176\";\n}\n.glyphicon-

credit-card:before {\n  content: \"\\e177\";\n}\n.glyphicon-transfer:before {\n  content: \"\\e178\";\n}\n.glyphicon-

cutlery:before {\n  content: \"\\e179\";\n}\n.glyphicon-header:before {\n  content: \"\\e180\";\n}\n.glyphicon-

compressed:before {\n  content: \"\\e181\";\n}\n.glyphicon-earphone:before {\n  content: \"\\e182\";\n}\n.glyphicon-

phone-alt:before {\n  content: \"\\e183\";\n}\n.glyphicon-tower:before {\n  content: \"\\e184\";\n}\n.glyphicon-

stats:before {\n  content: \"\\e185\";\n}\n.glyphicon-sd-video:before {\n  content: \"\\e186\";\n}\n.glyphicon-hd-

video:before {\n  content: \"\\e187\";\n}\n.glyphicon-subtitles:before {\n  content: \"\\e188\";\n}\n.glyphicon-sound-

stereo:before {\n  content: \"\\e189\";\n}\n.glyphicon-sound-dolby:before {\n  content: \"\\e190\";\n}\n.glyphicon-

sound-5-1:before {\n  content: \"\\e191\";\n}\n.glyphicon-sound-6-1:before {\n  content: \"\\e192\";\n}\n.glyphicon-

sound-7-1:before {\n  content: \"\\e193\";\n}\n.glyphicon-copyright-mark:before {\n  content:

\"\\e194\";\n}\n.glyphicon-registration-mark:before {\n  content: \"\\e195\";\n}\n.glyphicon-cloud-download:before

{\n  content: \"\\e197\";\n}\n.glyphicon-cloud-upload:before {\n  content: \"\\e198\";\n}\n.glyphicon-tree-

conifer:before {\n  content: \"\\e199\";\n}\n.glyphicon-tree-deciduous:before {\n  content:

\"\\e200\";\n}\n.glyphicon-cd:before {\n  content: \"\\e201\";\n}\n.glyphicon-save-file:before {\n  content:

\"\\e202\";\n}\n.glyphicon-open-file:before {\n  content: \"\\e203\";\n}\n.glyphicon-level-up:before {\n  content:

\"\\e204\";\n}\n.glyphicon-copy:before {\n  content: \"\\e205\";\n}\n.glyphicon-paste:before {\n  content:

\"\\e206\";\n}\n.glyphicon-alert:before {\n  content: \"\\e209\";\n}\n.glyphicon-equalizer:before {\n  content:

\"\\e210\";\n}\n.glyphicon-king:before {\n  content: \"\\e211\";\n}\n.glyphicon-queen:before {\n  content:

\"\\e212\";\n}\n.glyphicon-pawn:before {\n  content: \"\\e213\";\n}\n.glyphicon-bishop:before {\n  content:

\"\\e214\";\n}\n.glyphicon-knight:before {\n  content: \"\\e215\";\n}\n.glyphicon-baby-formula:before {\n  content:

\"\\e216\";\n}\n.glyphicon-tent:before {\n  content: \"\\26fa\";\n}\n.glyphicon-blackboard:before {\n  content:

\"\\e218\";\n}\n.glyphicon-bed:before {\n  content: \"\\e219\";\n}\n.glyphicon-apple:before {\n  content:

\"\\f8ff\";\n}\n.glyphicon-erase:before {\n  content: \"\\e221\";\n}\n.glyphicon-hourglass:before {\n  content:

\"\\231b\";\n}\n.glyphicon-lamp:before {\n  content: \"\\e223\";\n}\n.glyphicon-duplicate:before {\n  content:

\"\\e224\";\n}\n.glyphicon-piggy-bank:before {\n  content: \"\\e225\";\n}\n.glyphicon-scissors:before {\n  content:

\"\\e226\";\n}\n.glyphicon-bitcoin:before {\n  content: \"\\e227\";\n}\n.glyphicon-btc:before {\n  content:

\"\\e227\";\n}\n.glyphicon-xbt:before {\n  content: \"\\e227\";\n}\n.glyphicon-yen:before {\n  content:

\"\\00a5\";\n}\n.glyphicon-jpy:before {\n  content: \"\\00a5\";\n}\n.glyphicon-ruble:before {\n  content:

\"\\20bd\";\n}\n.glyphicon-rub:before {\n  content: \"\\20bd\";\n}\n.glyphicon-scale:before {\n  content:
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\"\\e230\";\n}\n.glyphicon-ice-lolly:before {\n  content: \"\\e231\";\n}\n.glyphicon-ice-lolly-tasted:before {\n

content: \"\\e232\";\n}\n.glyphicon-education:before {\n  content: \"\\e233\";\n}\n.glyphicon-option-

horizontal:before {\n  content: \"\\e234\";\n}\n.glyphicon-option-vertical:before {\n  content:

\"\\e235\";\n}\n.glyphicon-menu-hamburger:before {\n  content: \"\\e236\";\n}\n.glyphicon-modal-window:before

{\n  content: \"\\e237\";\n}\n.glyphicon-oil:before {\n  content: \"\\e238\";\n}\n.glyphicon-grain:before {\n  content:

\"\\e239\";\n}\n.glyphicon-sunglasses:before {\n  content: \"\\e240\";\n}\n.glyphicon-text-size:before {\n  content:

\"\\e241\";\n}\n.glyphicon-text-color:before {\n  content: \"\\e242\";\n}\n.glyphicon-text-background:before {\n

content: \"\\e243\";\n}\n.glyphicon-object-align-top:before {\n  content: \"\\e244\";\n}\n.glyphicon-object-align-

bottom:before {\n  content: \"\\e245\";\n}\n.glyphicon-object-align-horizontal:before {\n  content:

\"\\e246\";\n}\n.glyphicon-object-align-left:before {\n  content: \"\\e247\";\n}\n.glyphicon-object-align-

vertical:before {\n  content: \"\\e248\";\n}\n.glyphicon-object-align-right:before {\n  content:

\"\\e249\";\n}\n.glyphicon-triangle-right:before {\n  content: \"\\e250\";\n}\n.glyphicon-triangle-left:before {\n

content: \"\\e251\";\n}\n.glyphicon-triangle-bottom:before {\n  content: \"\\e252\";\n}\n.glyphicon-triangle-

top:before {\n  content: \"\\e253\";\n}\n.glyphicon-console:before {\n  content: \"\\e254\";\n}\n.glyphicon-

superscript:before {\n  content: \"\\e255\";\n}\n.glyphicon-subscript:before {\n  content: \"\\e256\";\n}\n.glyphicon-

menu-left:before {\n  content: \"\\e257\";\n}\n.glyphicon-menu-right:before {\n  content: \"\\e258\";\n}\n.glyphicon-

menu-down:before {\n  content: \"\\e259\";\n}\n.glyphicon-menu-up:before {\n  content: \"\\e260\";\n}\n* {\n  -

webkit-box-sizing: border-box;\n  -moz-box-sizing: border-box;\n  box-sizing: border-box;\n}\n*:before,\n*:after

{\n  -webkit-box-sizing: border-box;\n  -moz-box-sizing: border-box;\n  box-sizing: border-box;\n}\nhtml {\n  font-

size: 10px;\n  -webkit-tap-highlight-color: rgba(0, 0, 0, 0);\n}\nbody {\n  font-family: \"Helvetica Neue\", Helvetica,

Arial, sans-serif;\n  font-size: 14px;\n  line-height: 1.42857143;\n  color: #333333;\n  background-color:

#fff;\n}\ninput,\nbutton,\nselect,\ntextarea {\n  font-family: inherit;\n  font-size: inherit;\n  line-height: inherit;\n}\na

{\n  color: #337ab7;\n  text-decoration: none;\n}\na:hover,\na:focus {\n  color: #23527c;\n  text-decoration:

underline;\n}\na:focus {\n  outline: 5px auto -webkit-focus-ring-color;\n  outline-offset: -2px;\n}\nfigure {\n

margin: 0;\n}\nimg {\n  vertical-align: middle;\n}\n.img-responsive,\n.thumbnail > img,\n.thumbnail a >

img,\n.carousel-inner > .item > img,\n.carousel-inner > .item > a > img {\n  display: block;\n  max-width: 100%;\n

height: auto;\n}\n.img-rounded {\n  border-radius: 6px;\n}\n.img-thumbnail {\n  padding: 4px;\n  line-height:

1.42857143;\n  background-color: #fff;\n  border: 1px solid #ddd;\n  border-radius: 4px;\n  -webkit-transition: all

0.2s ease-in-out;\n  -o-transition: all 0.2s ease-in-out;\n  transition: all 0.2s ease-in-out;\n  display: inline-block;\n

max-width: 100%;\n  height: auto;\n}\n.img-circle {\n  border-radius: 50%;\n}\nhr {\n  margin-top: 20px;\n  margin-

bottom: 20px;\n  border: 0;\n  border-top: 1px solid #eeeeee;\n}\n.sr-only {\n  position: absolute;\n  width: 1px;\n

height: 1px;\n  padding: 0;\n  margin: -1px;\n  overflow: hidden;\n  clip: rect(0, 0, 0, 0);\n  border: 0;\n}\n.sr-only-

focusable:active,\n.sr-only-focusable:focus {\n  position: static;\n  width: auto;\n  height: auto;\n  margin: 0;\n

overflow: visible;\n  clip: auto;\n}\n[role=\"button\"] {\n  cursor:

pointer;\n}\nh1,\nh2,\nh3,\nh4,\nh5,\nh6,\n.h1,\n.h2,\n.h3,\n.h4,\n.h5,\n.h6 {\n  font-family: inherit;\n  font-weight:

500;\n  line-height: 1.1;\n  color: inherit;\n}\nh1 small,\nh2 small,\nh3 small,\nh4 small,\nh5 small,\nh6 small,\n.h1

small,\n.h2 small,\n.h3 small,\n.h4 small,\n.h5 small,\n.h6 small,\nh1 .small,\nh2 .small,\nh3 .small,\nh4 .small,\nh5

.small,\nh6 .small,\n.h1 .small,\n.h2 .small,\n.h3 .small,\n.h4 .small,\n.h5 .small,\n.h6 .small {\n  font-weight: 400;\n

line-height: 1;\n  color: #777777;\n}\nh1,\n.h1,\nh2,\n.h2,\nh3,\n.h3 {\n  margin-top: 20px;\n  margin-bottom:

10px;\n}\nh1 small,\n.h1 small,\nh2 small,\n.h2 small,\nh3 small,\n.h3 small,\nh1 .small,\n.h1 .small,\nh2

.small,\n.h2 .small,\nh3 .small,\n.h3 .small {\n  font-size: 65%;\n}\nh4,\n.h4,\nh5,\n.h5,\nh6,\n.h6 {\n  margin-top:

10px;\n  margin-bottom: 10px;\n}\nh4 small,\n.h4 small,\nh5 small,\n.h5 small,\nh6 small,\n.h6 small,\nh4

.small,\n.h4 .small,\nh5 .small,\n.h5 .small,\nh6 .small,\n.h6 .small {\n  font-size: 75%;\n}\nh1,\n.h1 {\n  font-size:

36px;\n}\nh2,\n.h2 {\n  font-size: 30px;\n}\nh3,\n.h3 {\n  font-size: 24px;\n}\nh4,\n.h4 {\n  font-size:

18px;\n}\nh5,\n.h5 {\n  font-size: 14px;\n}\nh6,\n.h6 {\n  font-size: 12px;\n}\np {\n  margin: 0 0 10px;\n}\n.lead {\n

margin-bottom: 20px;\n  font-size: 16px;\n  font-weight: 300;\n  line-height: 1.4;\n}\n@media (min-width: 768px)

{\n  .lead {\n    font-size: 21px;\n  }\n}\nsmall,\n.small {\n  font-size: 85%;\n}\nmark,\n.mark {\n  padding: 0.2em;\n

background-color: #fcf8e3;\n}\n.text-left {\n  text-align: left;\n}\n.text-right {\n  text-align: right;\n}\n.text-center
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{\n  text-align: center;\n}\n.text-justify {\n  text-align: justify;\n}\n.text-nowrap {\n  white-space: nowrap;\n}\n.text-

lowercase {\n  text-transform: lowercase;\n}\n.text-uppercase {\n  text-transform: uppercase;\n}\n.text-capitalize {\n

text-transform: capitalize;\n}\n.text-muted {\n  color: #777777;\n}\n.text-primary {\n  color: #337ab7;\n}\na.text-

primary:hover,\na.text-primary:focus {\n  color: #286090;\n}\n.text-success {\n  color: #3c763d;\n}\na.text-

success:hover,\na.text-success:focus {\n  color: #2b542c;\n}\n.text-info {\n  color: #31708f;\n}\na.text-

info:hover,\na.text-info:focus {\n  color: #245269;\n}\n.text-warning {\n  color: #8a6d3b;\n}\na.text-

warning:hover,\na.text-warning:focus {\n  color: #66512c;\n}\n.text-danger {\n  color: #a94442;\n}\na.text-

danger:hover,\na.text-danger:focus {\n  color: #843534;\n}\n.bg-primary {\n  color: #fff;\n  background-color:

#337ab7;\n}\na.bg-primary:hover,\na.bg-primary:focus {\n  background-color: #286090;\n}\n.bg-success {\n

background-color: #dff0d8;\n}\na.bg-success:hover,\na.bg-success:focus {\n  background-color: #c1e2b3;\n}\n.bg-

info {\n  background-color: #d9edf7;\n}\na.bg-info:hover,\na.bg-info:focus {\n  background-color:

#afd9ee;\n}\n.bg-warning {\n  background-color: #fcf8e3;\n}\na.bg-warning:hover,\na.bg-warning:focus {\n

background-color: #f7ecb5;\n}\n.bg-danger {\n  background-color: #f2dede;\n}\na.bg-danger:hover,\na.bg-

danger:focus {\n  background-color: #e4b9b9;\n}\n.page-header {\n  padding-bottom: 9px;\n  margin: 40px 0

20px;\n  border-bottom: 1px solid #eeeeee;\n}\nul,\nol {\n  margin-top: 0;\n  margin-bottom: 10px;\n}\nul ul,\nol

ul,\nul ol,\nol ol {\n  margin-bottom: 0;\n}\n.list-unstyled {\n  padding-left: 0;\n  list-style: none;\n}\n.list-inline {\n

padding-left: 0;\n  list-style: none;\n  margin-left: -5px;\n}\n.list-inline > li {\n  display: inline-block;\n  padding-

right: 5px;\n  padding-left: 5px;\n}\ndl {\n  margin-top: 0;\n  margin-bottom: 20px;\n}\ndt,\ndd {\n  line-height:

1.42857143;\n}\ndt {\n  font-weight: 700;\n}\ndd {\n  margin-left: 0;\n}\n@media (min-width: 768px) {\n  .dl-

horizontal dt {\n    float: left;\n    width: 160px;\n    clear: left;\n    text-align: right;\n    overflow: hidden;\n    text-

overflow: ellipsis;\n    white-space: nowrap;\n  }\n  .dl-horizontal dd {\n    margin-left: 180px;\n

}\n}\nabbr[title],\nabbr[data-original-title] {\n  cursor: help;\n}\n.initialism {\n  font-size: 90%;\n  text-transform:

uppercase;\n}\nblockquote {\n  padding: 10px 20px;\n  margin: 0 0 20px;\n  font-size: 17.5px;\n  border-left: 5px

solid #eeeeee;\n}\nblockquote p:last-child,\nblockquote ul:last-child,\nblockquote ol:last-child {\n  margin-bottom:

0;\n}\nblockquote footer,\nblockquote small,\nblockquote .small {\n  display: block;\n  font-size: 80%;\n  line-

height: 1.42857143;\n  color: #777777;\n}\nblockquote footer:before,\nblockquote small:before,\nblockquote

.small:before {\n  content: \"\\2014 \\00A0\";\n}\n.blockquote-reverse,\nblockquote.pull-right {\n  padding-right:

15px;\n  padding-left: 0;\n  text-align: right;\n  border-right: 5px solid #eeeeee;\n  border-left: 0;\n}\n.blockquote-

reverse footer:before,\nblockquote.pull-right footer:before,\n.blockquote-reverse small:before,\nblockquote.pull-

right small:before,\n.blockquote-reverse .small:before,\nblockquote.pull-right .small:before {\n  content:

\"\";\n}\n.blockquote-reverse footer:after,\nblockquote.pull-right footer:after,\n.blockquote-reverse

small:after,\nblockquote.pull-right small:after,\n.blockquote-reverse .small:after,\nblockquote.pull-right .small:after

{\n  content: \"\\00A0 \\2014\";\n}\naddress {\n  margin-bottom: 20px;\n  font-style: normal;\n  line-height:

1.42857143;\n}\ncode,\nkbd,\npre,\nsamp {\n  font-family: Menlo, Monaco, Consolas, \"Courier New\",

monospace;\n}\ncode {\n  padding: 2px 4px;\n  font-size: 90%;\n  color: #c7254e;\n  background-color: #f9f2f4;\n

border-radius: 4px;\n}\nkbd {\n  padding: 2px 4px;\n  font-size: 90%;\n  color: #fff;\n  background-color: #333;\n

border-radius: 3px;\n  -webkit-box-shadow: inset 0 -1px 0 rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.25);\n  box-shadow: inset 0 -1px 0 rgba(0,

0, 0, 0.25);\n}\nkbd kbd {\n  padding: 0;\n  font-size: 100%;\n  font-weight: 700;\n  -webkit-box-shadow: none;\n

box-shadow: none;\n}\npre {\n  display: block;\n  padding: 9.5px;\n  margin: 0 0 10px;\n  font-size: 13px;\n  line-

height: 1.42857143;\n  color: #333333;\n  word-break: break-all;\n  word-wrap: break-word;\n  background-color:

#f5f5f5;\n  border: 1px solid #ccc;\n  border-radius: 4px;\n}\npre code {\n  padding: 0;\n  font-size: inherit;\n  color:

inherit;\n  white-space: pre-wrap;\n  background-color: transparent;\n  border-radius: 0;\n}\n.pre-scrollable {\n

max-height: 340px;\n  overflow-y: scroll;\n}\n.container {\n  padding-right: 15px;\n  padding-left: 15px;\n  margin-

right: auto;\n  margin-left: auto;\n}\n@media (min-width: 768px) {\n  .container {\n    width: 750px;\n

}\n}\n@media (min-width: 992px) {\n  .container {\n    width: 970px;\n  }\n}\n@media (min-width: 1200px) {\n

.container {\n    width: 1170px;\n  }\n}\n.container-fluid {\n  padding-right: 15px;\n  padding-left: 15px;\n  margin-

right: auto;\n  margin-left: auto;\n}\n.row {\n  margin-right: -15px;\n  margin-left: -15px;\n}\n.row-no-gutters {\n

margin-right: 0;\n  margin-left: 0;\n}\n.row-no-gutters [class*=\"col-\"] {\n  padding-right: 0;\n  padding-left:
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0;\n}\n.col-xs-1,\n.col-sm-1,\n.col-md-1,\n.col-lg-1,\n.col-xs-2,\n.col-sm-2,\n.col-md-2,\n.col-lg-2,\n.col-xs-3,\n.col-

sm-3,\n.col-md-3,\n.col-lg-3,\n.col-xs-4,\n.col-sm-4,\n.col-md-4,\n.col-lg-4,\n.col-xs-5,\n.col-sm-5,\n.col-md-

5,\n.col-lg-5,\n.col-xs-6,\n.col-sm-6,\n.col-md-6,\n.col-lg-6,\n.col-xs-7,\n.col-sm-7,\n.col-md-7,\n.col-lg-7,\n.col-xs-

8,\n.col-sm-8,\n.col-md-8,\n.col-lg-8,\n.col-xs-9,\n.col-sm-9,\n.col-md-9,\n.col-lg-9,\n.col-xs-10,\n.col-sm-10,\n.col-

md-10,\n.col-lg-10,\n.col-xs-11,\n.col-sm-11,\n.col-md-11,\n.col-lg-11,\n.col-xs-12,\n.col-sm-12,\n.col-md-

12,\n.col-lg-12 {\n  position: relative;\n  min-height: 1px;\n  padding-right: 15px;\n  padding-left: 15px;\n}\n.col-xs-

1,\n.col-xs-2,\n.col-xs-3,\n.col-xs-4,\n.col-xs-5,\n.col-xs-6,\n.col-xs-7,\n.col-xs-8,\n.col-xs-9,\n.col-xs-10,\n.col-xs-

11,\n.col-xs-12 {\n  float: left;\n}\n.col-xs-12 {\n  width: 100%;\n}\n.col-xs-11 {\n  width: 91.66666667%;\n}\n.col-

xs-10 {\n  width: 83.33333333%;\n}\n.col-xs-9 {\n  width: 75%;\n}\n.col-xs-8 {\n  width: 66.66666667%;\n}\n.col-

xs-7 {\n  width: 58.33333333%;\n}\n.col-xs-6 {\n  width: 50%;\n}\n.col-xs-5 {\n  width: 41.66666667%;\n}\n.col-

xs-4 {\n  width: 33.33333333%;\n}\n.col-xs-3 {\n  width: 25%;\n}\n.col-xs-2 {\n  width: 16.66666667%;\n}\n.col-

xs-1 {\n  width: 8.33333333%;\n}\n.col-xs-pull-12 {\n  right: 100%;\n}\n.col-xs-pull-11 {\n  right:

91.66666667%;\n}\n.col-xs-pull-10 {\n  right: 83.33333333%;\n}\n.col-xs-pull-9 {\n  right: 75%;\n}\n.col-xs-pull-8

{\n  right: 66.66666667%;\n}\n.col-xs-pull-7 {\n  right: 58.33333333%;\n}\n.col-xs-pull-6 {\n  right: 50%;\n}\n.col-

xs-pull-5 {\n  right: 41.66666667%;\n}\n.col-xs-pull-4 {\n  right: 33.33333333%;\n}\n.col-xs-pull-3 {\n  right:

25%;\n}\n.col-xs-pull-2 {\n  right: 16.66666667%;\n}\n.col-xs-pull-1 {\n  right: 8.33333333%;\n}\n.col-xs-pull-0

{\n  right: auto;\n}\n.col-xs-push-12 {\n  left: 100%;\n}\n.col-xs-push-11 {\n  left: 91.66666667%;\n}\n.col-xs-push-

10 {\n  left: 83.33333333%;\n}\n.col-xs-push-9 {\n  left: 75%;\n}\n.col-xs-push-8 {\n  left:

66.66666667%;\n}\n.col-xs-push-7 {\n  left: 58.33333333%;\n}\n.col-xs-push-6 {\n  left: 50%;\n}\n.col-xs-push-5

{\n  left: 41.66666667%;\n}\n.col-xs-push-4 {\n  left: 33.33333333%;\n}\n.col-xs-push-3 {\n  left: 25%;\n}\n.col-

xs-push-2 {\n  left: 16.66666667%;\n}\n.col-xs-push-1 {\n  left: 8.33333333%;\n}\n.col-xs-push-0 {\n  left:

auto;\n}\n.col-xs-offset-12 {\n  margin-left: 100%;\n}\n.col-xs-offset-11 {\n  margin-left: 91.66666667%;\n}\n.col-

xs-offset-10 {\n  margin-left: 83.33333333%;\n}\n.col-xs-offset-9 {\n  margin-left: 75%;\n}\n.col-xs-offset-8 {\n

margin-left: 66.66666667%;\n}\n.col-xs-offset-7 {\n  margin-left: 58.33333333%;\n}\n.col-xs-offset-6 {\n  margin-

left: 50%;\n}\n.col-xs-offset-5 {\n  margin-left: 41.66666667%;\n}\n.col-xs-offset-4 {\n  margin-left:

33.33333333%;\n}\n.col-xs-offset-3 {\n  margin-left: 25%;\n}\n.col-xs-offset-2 {\n  margin-left:

16.66666667%;\n}\n.col-xs-offset-1 {\n  margin-left: 8.33333333%;\n}\n.col-xs-offset-0 {\n  margin-left:

0%;\n}\n@media (min-width: 768px) {\n  .col-sm-1,\n  .col-sm-2,\n  .col-sm-3,\n  .col-sm-4,\n  .col-sm-5,\n  .col-

sm-6,\n  .col-sm-7,\n  .col-sm-8,\n  .col-sm-9,\n  .col-sm-10,\n  .col-sm-11,\n  .col-sm-12 {\n    float: left;\n  }\n

.col-sm-12 {\n    width: 100%;\n  }\n  .col-sm-11 {\n    width: 91.66666667%;\n  }\n  .col-sm-10 {\n    width:

83.33333333%;\n  }\n  .col-sm-9 {\n    width: 75%;\n  }\n  .col-sm-8 {\n    width: 66.66666667%;\n  }\n  .col-sm-7

{\n    width: 58.33333333%;\n  }\n  .col-sm-6 {\n    width: 50%;\n  }\n  .col-sm-5 {\n    width: 41.66666667%;\n  }\n

.col-sm-4 {\n    width: 33.33333333%;\n  }\n  .col-sm-3 {\n    width: 25%;\n  }\n  .col-sm-2 {\n    width:

16.66666667%;\n  }\n  .col-sm-1 {\n    width: 8.33333333%;\n  }\n  .col-sm-pull-12 {\n    right: 100%;\n  }\n  .col-

sm-pull-11 {\n    right: 91.66666667%;\n  }\n  .col-sm-pull-10 {\n    right: 83.33333333%;\n  }\n  .col-sm-pull-9 {\n

 right: 75%;\n  }\n  .col-sm-pull-8 {\n    right: 66.66666667%;\n  }\n  .col-sm-pull-7 {\n    right: 58.33333333%;\n

}\n  .col-sm-pull-6 {\n    right: 50%;\n  }\n  .col-sm-pull-5 {\n    right: 41.66666667%;\n  }\n  .col-sm-pull-4 {\n

right: 33.33333333%;\n  }\n  .col-sm-pull-3 {\n    right: 25%;\n  }\n  .col-sm-pull-2 {\n    right: 16.66666667%;\n

}\n  .col-sm-pull-1 {\n    right: 8.33333333%;\n  }\n  .col-sm-pull-0 {\n    right: auto;\n  }\n  .col-sm-push-12 {\n

left: 100%;\n  }\n  .col-sm-push-11 {\n    left: 91.66666667%;\n  }\n  .col-sm-push-10 {\n    left: 83.33333333%;\n

}\n  .col-sm-push-9 {\n    left: 75%;\n  }\n  .col-sm-push-8 {\n    left: 66.66666667%;\n  }\n  .col-sm-push-7 {\n

left: 58.33333333%;\n  }\n  .col-sm-push-6 {\n    left: 50%;\n  }\n  .col-sm-push-5 {\n    left: 41.66666667%;\n  }\n

.col-sm-push-4 {\n    left: 33.33333333%;\n  }\n  .col-sm-push-3 {\n    left: 25%;\n  }\n  .col-sm-push-2 {\n    left:

16.66666667%;\n  }\n  .col-sm-push-1 {\n    left: 8.33333333%;\n  }\n  .col-sm-push-0 {\n    left: auto;\n  }\n  .col-

sm-offset-12 {\n    margin-left: 100%;\n  }\n  .col-sm-offset-11 {\n    margin-left: 91.66666667%;\n  }\n  .col-sm-

offset-10 {\n    margin-left: 83.33333333%;\n  }\n  .col-sm-offset-9 {\n    margin-left: 75%;\n  }\n  .col-sm-offset-8

{\n    margin-left: 66.66666667%;\n  }\n  .col-sm-offset-7 {\n    margin-left: 58.33333333%;\n  }\n  .col-sm-offset-6

{\n    margin-left: 50%;\n  }\n  .col-sm-offset-5 {\n    margin-left: 41.66666667%;\n  }\n  .col-sm-offset-4 {\n
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margin-left: 33.33333333%;\n  }\n  .col-sm-offset-3 {\n    margin-left: 25%;\n  }\n  .col-sm-offset-2 {\n    margin-

left: 16.66666667%;\n  }\n  .col-sm-offset-1 {\n    margin-left: 8.33333333%;\n  }\n  .col-sm-offset-0 {\n    margin-

left: 0%;\n  }\n}\n@media (min-width: 992px) {\n  .col-md-1,\n  .col-md-2,\n  .col-md-3,\n  .col-md-4,\n  .col-md-

5,\n  .col-md-6,\n  .col-md-7,\n  .col-md-8,\n  .col-md-9,\n  .col-md-10,\n  .col-md-11,\n  .col-md-12 {\n    float:

left;\n  }\n  .col-md-12 {\n    width: 100%;\n  }\n  .col-md-11 {\n    width: 91.66666667%;\n  }\n  .col-md-10 {\n

width: 83.33333333%;\n  }\n  .col-md-9 {\n    width: 75%;\n  }\n  .col-md-8 {\n    width: 66.66666667%;\n  }\n

.col-md-7 {\n    width: 58.33333333%;\n  }\n  .col-md-6 {\n    width: 50%;\n  }\n  .col-md-5 {\n    width:

41.66666667%;\n  }\n  .col-md-4 {\n    width: 33.33333333%;\n  }\n  .col-md-3 {\n    width: 25%;\n  }\n  .col-md-2

{\n    width: 16.66666667%;\n  }\n  .col-md-1 {\n    width: 8.33333333%;\n  }\n  .col-md-pull-12 {\n    right:

100%;\n  }\n  .col-md-pull-11 {\n    right: 91.66666667%;\n  }\n  .col-md-pull-10 {\n    right: 83.33333333%;\n  }\n

.col-md-pull-9 {\n    right: 75%;\n  }\n  .col-md-pull-8 {\n    right: 66.66666667%;\n  }\n  .col-md-pull-7 {\n    right:

58.33333333%;\n  }\n  .col-md-pull-6 {\n    right: 50%;\n  }\n  .col-md-pull-5 {\n    right: 41.66666667%;\n  }\n

.col-md-pull-4 {\n    right: 33.33333333%;\n  }\n  .col-md-pull-3 {\n    right: 25%;\n  }\n  .col-md-pull-2 {\n    right:

16.66666667%;\n  }\n  .col-md-pull-1 {\n    right: 8.33333333%;\n  }\n  .col-md-pull-0 {\n    right: auto;\n  }\n  .col-

md-push-12 {\n    left: 100%;\n  }\n  .col-md-push-11 {\n    left: 91.66666667%;\n  }\n  .col-md-push-10 {\n    left:

83.33333333%;\n  }\n  .col-md-push-9 {\n    left: 75%;\n  }\n  .col-md-push-8 {\n    left: 66.66666667%;\n  }\n  .col-

md-push-7 {\n    left: 58.33333333%;\n  }\n  .col-md-push-6 {\n    left: 50%;\n  }\n  .col-md-push-5 {\n    left:

41.66666667%;\n  }\n  .col-md-push-4 {\n    left: 33.33333333%;\n  }\n  .col-md-push-3 {\n    left: 25%;\n  }\n  .col-

md-push-2 {\n    left: 16.66666667%;\n  }\n  .col-md-push-1 {\n    left: 8.33333333%;\n  }\n  .col-md-push-0 {\n

left: auto;\n  }\n  .col-md-offset-12 {\n    margin-left: 100%;\n  }\n  .col-md-offset-11 {\n    margin-left:

91.66666667%;\n  }\n  .col-md-offset-10 {\n    margin-left: 83.33333333%;\n  }\n  .col-md-offset-9 {\n    margin-

left: 75%;\n  }\n  .col-md-offset-8 {\n    margin-left: 66.66666667%;\n  }\n  .col-md-offset-7 {\n    margin-left:

58.33333333%;\n  }\n  .col-md-offset-6 {\n    margin-left: 50%;\n  }\n  .col-md-offset-5 {\n    margin-left:

41.66666667%;\n  }\n  .col-md-offset-4 {\n    margin-left: 33.33333333%;\n  }\n  .col-md-offset-3 {\n    margin-left:

25%;\n  }\n  .col-md-offset-2 {\n    margin-left: 16.66666667%;\n  }\n  .col-md-offset-1 {\n    margin-left:

8.33333333%;\n  }\n  .col-md-offset-0 {\n    margin-left: 0%;\n  }\n}\n@media (min-width: 1200px) {\n  .col-lg-1,\n

.col-lg-2,\n  .col-lg-3,\n  .col-lg-4,\n  .col-lg-5,\n  .col-lg-6,\n  .col-lg-7,\n  .col-lg-8,\n  .col-lg-9,\n  .col-lg-10,\n

.col-lg-11,\n  .col-lg-12 {\n    float: left;\n  }\n  .col-lg-12 {\n    width: 100%;\n  }\n  .col-lg-11 {\n    width:

91.66666667%;\n  }\n  .col-lg-10 {\n    width: 83.33333333%;\n  }\n  .col-lg-9 {\n    width: 75%;\n  }\n  .col-lg-8

{\n    width: 66.66666667%;\n  }\n  .col-lg-7 {\n    width: 58.33333333%;\n  }\n  .col-lg-6 {\n    width: 50%;\n  }\n

.col-lg-5 {\n    width: 41.66666667%;\n  }\n  .col-lg-4 {\n    width: 33.33333333%;\n  }\n  .col-lg-3 {\n    width:

25%;\n  }\n  .col-lg-2 {\n    width: 16.66666667%;\n  }\n  .col-lg-1 {\n    width: 8.33333333%;\n  }\n  .col-lg-pull-12

{\n    right: 100%;\n  }\n  .col-lg-pull-11 {\n    right: 91.66666667%;\n  }\n  .col-lg-pull-10 {\n    right:

83.33333333%;\n  }\n  .col-lg-pull-9 {\n    right: 75%;\n  }\n  .col-lg-pull-8 {\n    right: 66.66666667%;\n  }\n  .col-

lg-pull-7 {\n    right: 58.33333333%;\n  }\n  .col-lg-pull-6 {\n    right: 50%;\n  }\n  .col-lg-pull-5 {\n    right:

41.66666667%;\n  }\n  .col-lg-pull-4 {\n    right: 33.33333333%;\n  }\n  .col-lg-pull-3 {\n    right: 25%;\n  }\n  .col-

lg-pull-2 {\n    right: 16.66666667%;\n  }\n  .col-lg-pull-1 {\n    right: 8.33333333%;\n  }\n  .col-lg-pull-0 {\n

right: auto;\n  }\n  .col-lg-push-12 {\n    left: 100%;\n  }\n  .col-lg-push-11 {\n    left: 91.66666667%;\n  }\n  .col-lg-

push-10 {\n    left: 83.33333333%;\n  }\n  .col-lg-push-9 {\n    left: 75%;\n  }\n  .col-lg-push-8 {\n    left:

66.66666667%;\n  }\n  .col-lg-push-7 {\n    left: 58.33333333%;\n  }\n  .col-lg-push-6 {\n    left: 50%;\n  }\n  .col-

lg-push-5 {\n    left: 41.66666667%;\n  }\n  .col-lg-push-4 {\n    left: 33.33333333%;\n  }\n  .col-lg-push-3 {\n    left:

25%;\n  }\n  .col-lg-push-2 {\n    left: 16.66666667%;\n  }\n  .col-lg-push-1 {\n    left: 8.33333333%;\n  }\n  .col-lg-

push-0 {\n    left: auto;\n  }\n  .col-lg-offset-12 {\n    margin-left: 100%;\n  }\n  .col-lg-offset-11 {\n    margin-left:

91.66666667%;\n  }\n  .col-lg-offset-10 {\n    margin-left: 83.33333333%;\n  }\n  .col-lg-offset-9 {\n    margin-left:

75%;\n  }\n  .col-lg-offset-8 {\n    margin-left: 66.66666667%;\n  }\n  .col-lg-offset-7 {\n    margin-left:

58.33333333%;\n  }\n  .col-lg-offset-6 {\n    margin-left: 50%;\n  }\n  .col-lg-offset-5 {\n    margin-left:

41.66666667%;\n  }\n  .col-lg-offset-4 {\n    margin-left: 33.33333333%;\n  }\n  .col-lg-offset-3 {\n    margin-left:

25%;\n  }\n  .col-lg-offset-2 {\n    margin-left: 16.66666667%;\n  }\n  .col-lg-offset-1 {\n    margin-left:
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8.33333333%;\n  }\n  .col-lg-offset-0 {\n    margin-left: 0%;\n  }\n}\ntable {\n  background-color:

transparent;\n}\ntable col[class*=\"col-\"] {\n  position: static;\n  display: table-column;\n  float: none;\n}\ntable

td[class*=\"col-\"],\ntable th[class*=\"col-\"] {\n  position: static;\n  display: table-cell;\n  float: none;\n}\ncaption

{\n  padding-top: 8px;\n  padding-bottom: 8px;\n  color: #777777;\n  text-align: left;\n}\nth {\n  text-align:

left;\n}\n.table {\n  width: 100%;\n  max-width: 100%;\n  margin-bottom: 20px;\n}\n.table > thead > tr > th,\n.table

> tbody > tr > th,\n.table > tfoot > tr > th,\n.table > thead > tr > td,\n.table > tbody > tr > td,\n.table > tfoot > tr > td

{\n  padding: 8px;\n  line-height: 1.42857143;\n  vertical-align: top;\n  border-top: 1px solid #ddd;\n}\n.table >

thead > tr > th {\n  vertical-align: bottom;\n  border-bottom: 2px solid #ddd;\n}\n.table > caption + thead > tr:first-

child > th,\n.table > colgroup + thead > tr:first-child > th,\n.table > thead:first-child > tr:first-child > th,\n.table >

caption + thead > tr:first-child > td,\n.table > colgroup + thead > tr:first-child > td,\n.table > thead:first-child >

tr:first-child > td {\n  border-top: 0;\n}\n.table > tbody + tbody {\n  border-top: 2px solid #ddd;\n}\n.table .table {\n

background-color: #fff;\n}\n.table-condensed > thead > tr > th,\n.table-condensed > tbody > tr > th,\n.table-

condensed > tfoot > tr > th,\n.table-condensed > thead > tr > td,\n.table-condensed > tbody > tr > td,\n.table-

condensed > tfoot > tr > td {\n  padding: 5px;\n}\n.table-bordered {\n  border: 1px solid #ddd;\n}\n.table-bordered >

thead > tr > th,\n.table-bordered > tbody > tr > th,\n.table-bordered > tfoot > tr > th,\n.table-bordered > thead > tr >

td,\n.table-bordered > tbody > tr > td,\n.table-bordered > tfoot > tr > td {\n  border: 1px solid #ddd;\n}\n.table-

bordered > thead > tr > th,\n.table-bordered > thead > tr > td {\n  border-bottom-width: 2px;\n}\n.table-striped >

tbody > tr:nth-of-type(odd) {\n  background-color: #f9f9f9;\n}\n.table-hover > tbody > tr:hover {\n  background-

color: #f5f5f5;\n}\n.table > thead > tr > td.active,\n.table > tbody > tr > td.active,\n.table > tfoot > tr >

td.active,\n.table > thead > tr > th.active,\n.table > tbody > tr > th.active,\n.table > tfoot > tr > th.active,\n.table >

thead > tr.active > td,\n.table > tbody > tr.active > td,\n.table > tfoot > tr.active > td,\n.table > thead > tr.active >

th,\n.table > tbody > tr.active > th,\n.table > tfoot > tr.active > th {\n  background-color: #f5f5f5;\n}\n.table-hover >

tbody > tr > td.active:hover,\n.table-hover > tbody > tr > th.active:hover,\n.table-hover > tbody > tr.active:hover >

td,\n.table-hover > tbody > tr:hover > .active,\n.table-hover > tbody > tr.active:hover > th {\n  background-color:

#e8e8e8;\n}\n.table > thead > tr > td.success,\n.table > tbody > tr > td.success,\n.table > tfoot > tr >

td.success,\n.table > thead > tr > th.success,\n.table > tbody > tr > th.success,\n.table > tfoot > tr > th.success,\n.table

> thead > tr.success > td,\n.table > tbody > tr.success > td,\n.table > tfoot > tr.success > td,\n.table > thead >

tr.success > th,\n.table > tbody > tr.success > th,\n.table > tfoot > tr.success > th {\n  background-color:

#dff0d8;\n}\n.table-hover > tbody > tr > td.success:hover,\n.table-hover > tbody > tr > th.success:hover,\n.table-

hover > tbody > tr.success:hover > td,\n.table-hover > tbody > tr:hover > .success,\n.table-hover > tbody >

tr.success:hover > th {\n  background-color: #d0e9c6;\n}\n.table > thead > tr > td.info,\n.table > tbody > tr >

td.info,\n.table > tfoot > tr > td.info,\n.table > thead > tr > th.info,\n.table > tbody > tr > th.info,\n.table > tfoot > tr >

th.info,\n.table > thead > tr.info > td,\n.table > tbody > tr.info > td,\n.table > tfoot > tr.info > td,\n.table > thead >

tr.info > th,\n.table > tbody > tr.info > th,\n.table > tfoot > tr.info > th {\n  background-color: #d9edf7;\n}\n.table-

hover > tbody > tr > td.info:hover,\n.table-hover > tbody > tr > th.info:hover,\n.table-hover > tbody > tr.info:hover >

td,\n.table-hover > tbody > tr:hover > .info,\n.table-hover > tbody > tr.info:hover > th {\n  background-color:

#c4e3f3;\n}\n.table > thead > tr > td.warning,\n.table > tbody > tr > td.warning,\n.table > tfoot > tr >

td.warning,\n.table > thead > tr > th.warning,\n.table > tbody > tr > th.warning,\n.table > tfoot > tr >

th.warning,\n.table > thead > tr.warning > td,\n.table > tbody > tr.warning > td,\n.table > tfoot > tr.warning >

td,\n.table > thead > tr.warning > th,\n.table > tbody > tr.warning > th,\n.table > tfoot > tr.warning > th {\n

background-color: #fcf8e3;\n}\n.table-hover > tbody > tr > td.warning:hover,\n.table-hover > tbody > tr >

th.warning:hover,\n.table-hover > tbody > tr.warning:hover > td,\n.table-hover > tbody > tr:hover >

.warning,\n.table-hover > tbody > tr.warning:hover > th {\n  background-color: #faf2cc;\n}\n.table > thead > tr >

td.danger,\n.table > tbody > tr > td.danger,\n.table > tfoot > tr > td.danger,\n.table > thead > tr > th.danger,\n.table >

tbody > tr > th.danger,\n.table > tfoot > tr > th.danger,\n.table > thead > tr.danger > td,\n.table > tbody > tr.danger >

td,\n.table > tfoot > tr.danger > td,\n.table > thead > tr.danger > th,\n.table > tbody > tr.danger > th,\n.table > tfoot >

tr.danger > th {\n  background-color: #f2dede;\n}\n.table-hover > tbody > tr > td.danger:hover,\n.table-hover >

tbody > tr > th.danger:hover,\n.table-hover > tbody > tr.danger:hover > td,\n.table-hover > tbody > tr:hover >
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.danger,\n.table-hover > tbody > tr.danger:hover > th {\n  background-color: #ebcccc;\n}\n.table-responsive {\n

min-height: 0.01%;\n  overflow-x: auto;\n}\n@media screen and (max-width: 767px) {\n  .table-responsive {\n

width: 100%;\n    margin-bottom: 15px;\n    overflow-y: hidden;\n    -ms-overflow-style: -ms-autohiding-scrollbar;\n

  border: 1px solid #ddd;\n  }\n  .table-responsive > .table {\n    margin-bottom: 0;\n  }\n  .table-responsive > .table >

thead > tr > th,\n  .table-responsive > .table > tbody > tr > th,\n  .table-responsive > .table > tfoot > tr > th,\n  .table-

responsive > .table > thead > tr > td,\n  .table-responsive > .table > tbody > tr > td,\n  .table-responsive > .table >

tfoot > tr > td {\n    white-space: nowrap;\n  }\n  .table-responsive > .table-bordered {\n    border: 0;\n  }\n  .table-

responsive > .table-bordered > thead > tr > th:first-child,\n  .table-responsive > .table-bordered > tbody > tr >

th:first-child,\n  .table-responsive > .table-bordered > tfoot > tr > th:first-child,\n  .table-responsive > .table-bordered

> thead > tr > td:first-child,\n  .table-responsive > .table-bordered > tbody > tr > td:first-child,\n  .table-responsive >

.table-bordered > tfoot > tr > td:first-child {\n    border-left: 0;\n  }\n  .table-responsive > .table-bordered > thead > tr

> th:last-child,\n  .table-responsive > .table-bordered > tbody > tr > th:last-child,\n  .table-responsive > .table-

bordered > tfoot > tr > th:last-child,\n  .table-responsive > .table-bordered > thead > tr > td:last-child,\n  .table-

responsive > .table-bordered > tbody > tr > td:last-child,\n  .table-responsive > .table-bordered > tfoot > tr > td:last-

child {\n    border-right: 0;\n  }\n  .table-responsive > .table-bordered > tbody > tr:last-child > th,\n  .table-

responsive > .table-bordered > tfoot > tr:last-child > th,\n  .table-responsive > .table-bordered > tbody > tr:last-child

> td,\n  .table-responsive > .table-bordered > tfoot > tr:last-child > td {\n    border-bottom: 0;\n  }\n}\nfieldset {\n

min-width: 0;\n  padding: 0;\n  margin: 0;\n  border: 0;\n}\nlegend {\n  display: block;\n  width: 100%;\n  padding:

0;\n  margin-bottom: 20px;\n  font-size: 21px;\n  line-height: inherit;\n  color: #333333;\n  border: 0;\n  border-

bottom: 1px solid #e5e5e5;\n}\nlabel {\n  display: inline-block;\n  max-width: 100%;\n  margin-bottom: 5px;\n

font-weight: 700;\n}\ninput[type=\"search\"] {\n  -webkit-box-sizing: border-box;\n  -moz-box-sizing: border-box;\n

box-sizing: border-box;\n  -webkit-appearance: none;\n  -moz-appearance: none;\n  appearance:

none;\n}\ninput[type=\"radio\"],\ninput[type=\"checkbox\"] {\n  margin: 4px 0 0;\n  margin-top: 1px \\9;\n  line-

height:

normal;\n}\ninput[type=\"radio\"][disabled],\ninput[type=\"checkbox\"][disabled],\ninput[type=\"radio\"].disabled,\

ninput[type=\"checkbox\"].disabled,\nfieldset[disabled] input[type=\"radio\"],\nfieldset[disabled]

input[type=\"checkbox\"] {\n  cursor: not-allowed;\n}\ninput[type=\"file\"] {\n  display:

block;\n}\ninput[type=\"range\"] {\n  display: block;\n  width: 100%;\n}\nselect[multiple],\nselect[size] {\n  height:

auto;\n}\ninput[type=\"file\"]:focus,\ninput[type=\"radio\"]:focus,\ninput[type=\"checkbox\"]:focus {\n  outline: 5px

auto -webkit-focus-ring-color;\n  outline-offset: -2px;\n}\noutput {\n  display: block;\n  padding-top: 7px;\n  font-

size: 14px;\n  line-height: 1.42857143;\n  color: #555555;\n}\n.form-control {\n  display: block;\n  width: 100%;\n

height: 34px;\n  padding: 6px 12px;\n  font-size: 14px;\n  line-height: 1.42857143;\n  color: #555555;\n

background-color: #fff;\n  background-image: none;\n  border: 1px solid #ccc;\n  border-radius: 4px;\n  -webkit-

box-shadow: inset 0 1px 1px rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.075);\n  box-shadow: inset 0 1px 1px rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.075);\n  -webkit-

transition: border-color ease-in-out .15s, box-shadow ease-in-out .15s;\n  -o-transition: border-color ease-in-out .15s,

box-shadow ease-in-out .15s;\n  -webkit-transition: border-color ease-in-out .15s, -webkit-box-shadow ease-in-out

.15s;\n  transition: border-color ease-in-out .15s, -webkit-box-shadow ease-in-out .15s;\n  transition: border-color

ease-in-out .15s, box-shadow ease-in-out .15s;\n  transition: border-color ease-in-out .15s, box-shadow ease-in-out

.15s, -webkit-box-shadow ease-in-out .15s;\n}\n.form-control:focus {\n  border-color: #66afe9;\n  outline: 0;\n  -

webkit-box-shadow: inset 0 1px 1px rgba(0, 0, 0, .075), 0 0 8px rgba(102, 175, 233, 0.6);\n  box-shadow: inset 0

1px 1px rgba(0, 0, 0, .075), 0 0 8px rgba(102, 175, 233, 0.6);\n}\n.form-control::-moz-placeholder {\n  color:

#999;\n  opacity: 1;\n}\n.form-control:-ms-input-placeholder {\n  color: #999;\n}\n.form-control::-webkit-input-

placeholder {\n  color: #999;\n}\n.form-control::-ms-expand {\n  background-color: transparent;\n  border:

0;\n}\n.form-control[disabled],\n.form-control[readonly],\nfieldset[disabled] .form-control {\n  background-color:

#eeeeee;\n  opacity: 1;\n}\n.form-control[disabled],\nfieldset[disabled] .form-control {\n  cursor: not-

allowed;\n}\ntextarea.form-control {\n  height: auto;\n}\n@media screen and (-webkit-min-device-pixel-ratio: 0) {\n

input[type=\"date\"].form-control,\n  input[type=\"time\"].form-control,\n  input[type=\"datetime-local\"].form-

control,\n  input[type=\"month\"].form-control {\n    line-height: 34px;\n  }\n  input[type=\"date\"].input-sm,\n
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input[type=\"time\"].input-sm,\n  input[type=\"datetime-local\"].input-sm,\n  input[type=\"month\"].input-sm,\n

.input-group-sm input[type=\"date\"],\n  .input-group-sm input[type=\"time\"],\n  .input-group-sm

input[type=\"datetime-local\"],\n  .input-group-sm input[type=\"month\"] {\n    line-height: 30px;\n  }\n

input[type=\"date\"].input-lg,\n  input[type=\"time\"].input-lg,\n  input[type=\"datetime-local\"].input-lg,\n

input[type=\"month\"].input-lg,\n  .input-group-lg input[type=\"date\"],\n  .input-group-lg input[type=\"time\"],\n

.input-group-lg input[type=\"datetime-local\"],\n  .input-group-lg input[type=\"month\"] {\n    line-height: 46px;\n

}\n}\n.form-group {\n  margin-bottom: 15px;\n}\n.radio,\n.checkbox {\n  position: relative;\n  display: block;\n

margin-top: 10px;\n  margin-bottom: 10px;\n}\n.radio.disabled label,\n.checkbox.disabled label,\nfieldset[disabled]

.radio label,\nfieldset[disabled] .checkbox label {\n  cursor: not-allowed;\n}\n.radio label,\n.checkbox label {\n

min-height: 20px;\n  padding-left: 20px;\n  margin-bottom: 0;\n  font-weight: 400;\n  cursor: pointer;\n}\n.radio

input[type=\"radio\"],\n.radio-inline input[type=\"radio\"],\n.checkbox input[type=\"checkbox\"],\n.checkbox-inline

input[type=\"checkbox\"] {\n  position: absolute;\n  margin-top: 4px \\9;\n  margin-left: -20px;\n}\n.radio +

.radio,\n.checkbox + .checkbox {\n  margin-top: -5px;\n}\n.radio-inline,\n.checkbox-inline {\n  position: relative;\n

display: inline-block;\n  padding-left: 20px;\n  margin-bottom: 0;\n  font-weight: 400;\n  vertical-align: middle;\n

cursor: pointer;\n}\n.radio-inline.disabled,\n.checkbox-inline.disabled,\nfieldset[disabled] .radio-

inline,\nfieldset[disabled] .checkbox-inline {\n  cursor: not-allowed;\n}\n.radio-inline + .radio-inline,\n.checkbox-

inline + .checkbox-inline {\n  margin-top: 0;\n  margin-left: 10px;\n}\n.form-control-static {\n  min-height: 34px;\n

padding-top: 7px;\n  padding-bottom: 7px;\n  margin-bottom: 0;\n}\n.form-control-static.input-lg,\n.form-control-

static.input-sm {\n  padding-right: 0;\n  padding-left: 0;\n}\n.input-sm {\n  height: 30px;\n  padding: 5px 10px;\n

font-size: 12px;\n  line-height: 1.5;\n  border-radius: 3px;\n}\nselect.input-sm {\n  height: 30px;\n  line-height:

30px;\n}\ntextarea.input-sm,\nselect[multiple].input-sm {\n  height: auto;\n}\n.form-group-sm .form-control {\n

height: 30px;\n  padding: 5px 10px;\n  font-size: 12px;\n  line-height: 1.5;\n  border-radius: 3px;\n}\n.form-group-

sm select.form-control {\n  height: 30px;\n  line-height: 30px;\n}\n.form-group-sm textarea.form-control,\n.form-

group-sm select[multiple].form-control {\n  height: auto;\n}\n.form-group-sm .form-control-static {\n  height:

30px;\n  min-height: 32px;\n  padding: 6px 10px;\n  font-size: 12px;\n  line-height: 1.5;\n}\n.input-lg {\n  height:

46px;\n  padding: 10px 16px;\n  font-size: 18px;\n  line-height: 1.3333333;\n  border-radius: 6px;\n}\nselect.input-lg

{\n  height: 46px;\n  line-height: 46px;\n}\ntextarea.input-lg,\nselect[multiple].input-lg {\n  height: auto;\n}\n.form-

group-lg .form-control {\n  height: 46px;\n  padding: 10px 16px;\n  font-size: 18px;\n  line-height: 1.3333333;\n

border-radius: 6px;\n}\n.form-group-lg select.form-control {\n  height: 46px;\n  line-height: 46px;\n}\n.form-group-

lg textarea.form-control,\n.form-group-lg select[multiple].form-control {\n  height: auto;\n}\n.form-group-lg .form-

control-static {\n  height: 46px;\n  min-height: 38px;\n  padding: 11px 16px;\n  font-size: 18px;\n  line-height:

1.3333333;\n}\n.has-feedback {\n  position: relative;\n}\n.has-feedback .form-control {\n  padding-right:

42.5px;\n}\n.form-control-feedback {\n  position: absolute;\n  top: 0;\n  right: 0;\n  z-index: 2;\n  display: block;\n

width: 34px;\n  height: 34px;\n  line-height: 34px;\n  text-align: center;\n  pointer-events: none;\n}\n.input-lg +

.form-control-feedback,\n.input-group-lg + .form-control-feedback,\n.form-group-lg .form-control + .form-control-

feedback {\n  width: 46px;\n  height: 46px;\n  line-height: 46px;\n}\n.input-sm + .form-control-feedback,\n.input-

group-sm + .form-control-feedback,\n.form-group-sm .form-control + .form-control-feedback {\n  width: 30px;\n

height: 30px;\n  line-height: 30px;\n}\n.has-success .help-block,\n.has-success .control-label,\n.has-success

.radio,\n.has-success .checkbox,\n.has-success .radio-inline,\n.has-success .checkbox-inline,\n.has-success.radio

label,\n.has-success.checkbox label,\n.has-success.radio-inline label,\n.has-success.checkbox-inline label {\n  color:

#3c763d;\n}\n.has-success .form-control {\n  border-color: #3c763d;\n  -webkit-box-shadow: inset 0 1px 1px

rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.075);\n  box-shadow: inset 0 1px 1px rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.075);\n}\n.has-success .form-control:focus {\n

border-color: #2b542c;\n  -webkit-box-shadow: inset 0 1px 1px rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.075), 0 0 6px #67b168;\n  box-

shadow: inset 0 1px 1px rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.075), 0 0 6px #67b168;\n}\n.has-success .input-group-addon {\n  color:

#3c763d;\n  background-color: #dff0d8;\n  border-color: #3c763d;\n}\n.has-success .form-control-feedback {\n

color: #3c763d;\n}\n.has-warning .help-block,\n.has-warning .control-label,\n.has-warning .radio,\n.has-warning

.checkbox,\n.has-warning .radio-inline,\n.has-warning .checkbox-inline,\n.has-warning.radio label,\n.has-

warning.checkbox label,\n.has-warning.radio-inline label,\n.has-warning.checkbox-inline label {\n  color:
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#8a6d3b;\n}\n.has-warning .form-control {\n  border-color: #8a6d3b;\n  -webkit-box-shadow: inset 0 1px 1px

rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.075);\n  box-shadow: inset 0 1px 1px rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.075);\n}\n.has-warning .form-control:focus {\n

border-color: #66512c;\n  -webkit-box-shadow: inset 0 1px 1px rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.075), 0 0 6px #c0a16b;\n  box-

shadow: inset 0 1px 1px rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.075), 0 0 6px #c0a16b;\n}\n.has-warning .input-group-addon {\n  color:

#8a6d3b;\n  background-color: #fcf8e3;\n  border-color: #8a6d3b;\n}\n.has-warning .form-control-feedback {\n

color: #8a6d3b;\n}\n.has-error .help-block,\n.has-error .control-label,\n.has-error .radio,\n.has-error

.checkbox,\n.has-error .radio-inline,\n.has-error .checkbox-inline,\n.has-error.radio label,\n.has-error.checkbox

label,\n.has-error.radio-inline label,\n.has-error.checkbox-inline label {\n  color: #a94442;\n}\n.has-error .form-

control {\n  border-color: #a94442;\n  -webkit-box-shadow: inset 0 1px 1px rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.075);\n  box-shadow:

inset 0 1px 1px rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.075);\n}\n.has-error .form-control:focus {\n  border-color: #843534;\n  -webkit-box-

shadow: inset 0 1px 1px rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.075), 0 0 6px #ce8483;\n  box-shadow: inset 0 1px 1px rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.075),

0 0 6px #ce8483;\n}\n.has-error .input-group-addon {\n  color: #a94442;\n  background-color: #f2dede;\n  border-

color: #a94442;\n}\n.has-error .form-control-feedback {\n  color: #a94442;\n}\n.has-feedback label ~ .form-control-

feedback {\n  top: 25px;\n}\n.has-feedback label.sr-only ~ .form-control-feedback {\n  top: 0;\n}\n.help-block {\n

display: block;\n  margin-top: 5px;\n  margin-bottom: 10px;\n  color: #737373;\n}\n@media (min-width: 768px) {\n

.form-inline .form-group {\n    display: inline-block;\n    margin-bottom: 0;\n    vertical-align: middle;\n  }\n  .form-

inline .form-control {\n    display: inline-block;\n    width: auto;\n    vertical-align: middle;\n  }\n  .form-inline

.form-control-static {\n    display: inline-block;\n  }\n  .form-inline .input-group {\n    display: inline-table;\n

vertical-align: middle;\n  }\n  .form-inline .input-group .input-group-addon,\n  .form-inline .input-group .input-

group-btn,\n  .form-inline .input-group .form-control {\n    width: auto;\n  }\n  .form-inline .input-group > .form-

control {\n    width: 100%;\n  }\n  .form-inline .control-label {\n    margin-bottom: 0;\n    vertical-align: middle;\n

}\n  .form-inline .radio,\n  .form-inline .checkbox {\n    display: inline-block;\n    margin-top: 0;\n    margin-bottom:

0;\n    vertical-align: middle;\n  }\n  .form-inline .radio label,\n  .form-inline .checkbox label {\n    padding-left: 0;\n

}\n  .form-inline .radio input[type=\"radio\"],\n  .form-inline .checkbox input[type=\"checkbox\"] {\n    position:

relative;\n    margin-left: 0;\n  }\n  .form-inline .has-feedback .form-control-feedback {\n    top: 0;\n  }\n}\n.form-

horizontal .radio,\n.form-horizontal .checkbox,\n.form-horizontal .radio-inline,\n.form-horizontal .checkbox-inline

{\n  padding-top: 7px;\n  margin-top: 0;\n  margin-bottom: 0;\n}\n.form-horizontal .radio,\n.form-horizontal

.checkbox {\n  min-height: 27px;\n}\n.form-horizontal .form-group {\n  margin-right: -15px;\n  margin-left: -

15px;\n}\n@media (min-width: 768px) {\n  .form-horizontal .control-label {\n    padding-top: 7px;\n    margin-

bottom: 0;\n    text-align: right;\n  }\n}\n.form-horizontal .has-feedback .form-control-feedback {\n  right:

15px;\n}\n@media (min-width: 768px) {\n  .form-horizontal .form-group-lg .control-label {\n    padding-top:

11px;\n    font-size: 18px;\n  }\n}\n@media (min-width: 768px) {\n  .form-horizontal .form-group-sm .control-label

{\n    padding-top: 6px;\n    font-size: 12px;\n  }\n}\n.btn {\n  display: inline-block;\n  margin-bottom: 0;\n  font-

weight: normal;\n  text-align: center;\n  white-space: nowrap;\n  vertical-align: middle;\n  -ms-touch-action:

manipulation;\n  touch-action: manipulation;\n  cursor: pointer;\n  background-image: none;\n  border: 1px solid

transparent;\n  padding: 6px 12px;\n  font-size: 14px;\n  line-height: 1.42857143;\n  border-radius: 4px;\n  -webkit-

user-select: none;\n  -moz-user-select: none;\n  -ms-user-select: none;\n  user-select:

none;\n}\n.btn:focus,\n.btn:active:focus,\n.btn.active:focus,\n.btn.focus,\n.btn:active.focus,\n.btn.active.focus {\n

outline: 5px auto -webkit-focus-ring-color;\n  outline-offset: -2px;\n}\n.btn:hover,\n.btn:focus,\n.btn.focus {\n

color: #333;\n  text-decoration: none;\n}\n.btn:active,\n.btn.active {\n  background-image: none;\n  outline: 0;\n  -

webkit-box-shadow: inset 0 3px 5px rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.125);\n  box-shadow: inset 0 3px 5px rgba(0, 0, 0,

0.125);\n}\n.btn.disabled,\n.btn[disabled],\nfieldset[disabled] .btn {\n  cursor: not-allowed;\n  filter:

alpha(opacity=65);\n  opacity: 0.65;\n  -webkit-box-shadow: none;\n  box-shadow:

none;\n}\na.btn.disabled,\nfieldset[disabled] a.btn {\n  pointer-events: none;\n}\n.btn-default {\n  color: #333;\n

background-color: #fff;\n  border-color: #ccc;\n}\n.btn-default:focus,\n.btn-default.focus {\n  color: #333;\n

background-color: #e6e6e6;\n  border-color: #8c8c8c;\n}\n.btn-default:hover {\n  color: #333;\n  background-color:

#e6e6e6;\n  border-color: #adadad;\n}\n.btn-default:active,\n.btn-default.active,\n.open > .dropdown-toggle.btn-

default {\n  color: #333;\n  background-color: #e6e6e6;\n  background-image: none;\n  border-color:
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#adadad;\n}\n.btn-default:active:hover,\n.btn-default.active:hover,\n.open > .dropdown-toggle.btn-

default:hover,\n.btn-default:active:focus,\n.btn-default.active:focus,\n.open > .dropdown-toggle.btn-

default:focus,\n.btn-default:active.focus,\n.btn-default.active.focus,\n.open > .dropdown-toggle.btn-default.focus {\n

color: #333;\n  background-color: #d4d4d4;\n  border-color: #8c8c8c;\n}\n.btn-default.disabled:hover,\n.btn-

default[disabled]:hover,\nfieldset[disabled] .btn-default:hover,\n.btn-default.disabled:focus,\n.btn-

default[disabled]:focus,\nfieldset[disabled] .btn-default:focus,\n.btn-default.disabled.focus,\n.btn-

default[disabled].focus,\nfieldset[disabled] .btn-default.focus {\n  background-color: #fff;\n  border-color:

#ccc;\n}\n.btn-default .badge {\n  color: #fff;\n  background-color: #333;\n}\n.btn-primary {\n  color: #fff;\n

background-color: #337ab7;\n  border-color: #2e6da4;\n}\n.btn-primary:focus,\n.btn-primary.focus {\n  color:

#fff;\n  background-color: #286090;\n  border-color: #122b40;\n}\n.btn-primary:hover {\n  color: #fff;\n

background-color: #286090;\n  border-color: #204d74;\n}\n.btn-primary:active,\n.btn-primary.active,\n.open >

.dropdown-toggle.btn-primary {\n  color: #fff;\n  background-color: #286090;\n  background-image: none;\n

border-color: #204d74;\n}\n.btn-primary:active:hover,\n.btn-primary.active:hover,\n.open > .dropdown-toggle.btn-

primary:hover,\n.btn-primary:active:focus,\n.btn-primary.active:focus,\n.open > .dropdown-toggle.btn-

primary:focus,\n.btn-primary:active.focus,\n.btn-primary.active.focus,\n.open > .dropdown-toggle.btn-primary.focus

{\n  color: #fff;\n  background-color: #204d74;\n  border-color: #122b40;\n}\n.btn-primary.disabled:hover,\n.btn-

primary[disabled]:hover,\nfieldset[disabled] .btn-primary:hover,\n.btn-primary.disabled:focus,\n.btn-

primary[disabled]:focus,\nfieldset[disabled] .btn-primary:focus,\n.btn-primary.disabled.focus,\n.btn-

primary[disabled].focus,\nfieldset[disabled] .btn-primary.focus {\n  background-color: #337ab7;\n  border-color:

#2e6da4;\n}\n.btn-primary .badge {\n  color: #337ab7;\n  background-color: #fff;\n}\n.btn-success {\n  color: #fff;\n

background-color: #5cb85c;\n  border-color: #4cae4c;\n}\n.btn-success:focus,\n.btn-success.focus {\n  color: #fff;\n

background-color: #449d44;\n  border-color: #255625;\n}\n.btn-success:hover {\n  color: #fff;\n  background-color:

#449d44;\n  border-color: #398439;\n}\n.btn-success:active,\n.btn-success.active,\n.open > .dropdown-toggle.btn-

success {\n  color: #fff;\n  background-color: #449d44;\n  background-image: none;\n  border-color:

#398439;\n}\n.btn-success:active:hover,\n.btn-success.active:hover,\n.open > .dropdown-toggle.btn-

success:hover,\n.btn-success:active:focus,\n.btn-success.active:focus,\n.open > .dropdown-toggle.btn-

success:focus,\n.btn-success:active.focus,\n.btn-success.active.focus,\n.open > .dropdown-toggle.btn-success.focus

{\n  color: #fff;\n  background-color: #398439;\n  border-color: #255625;\n}\n.btn-success.disabled:hover,\n.btn-

success[disabled]:hover,\nfieldset[disabled] .btn-success:hover,\n.btn-success.disabled:focus,\n.btn-

success[disabled]:focus,\nfieldset[disabled] .btn-success:focus,\n.btn-success.disabled.focus,\n.btn-

success[disabled].focus,\nfieldset[disabled] .btn-success.focus {\n  background-color: #5cb85c;\n  border-color:

#4cae4c;\n}\n.btn-success .badge {\n  color: #5cb85c;\n  background-color: #fff;\n}\n.btn-info {\n  color: #fff;\n

background-color: #5bc0de;\n  border-color: #46b8da;\n}\n.btn-info:focus,\n.btn-info.focus {\n  color: #fff;\n

background-color: #31b0d5;\n  border-color: #1b6d85;\n}\n.btn-info:hover {\n  color: #fff;\n  background-color:

#31b0d5;\n  border-color: #269abc;\n}\n.btn-info:active,\n.btn-info.active,\n.open > .dropdown-toggle.btn-info {\n

color: #fff;\n  background-color: #31b0d5;\n  background-image: none;\n  border-color: #269abc;\n}\n.btn-

info:active:hover,\n.btn-info.active:hover,\n.open > .dropdown-toggle.btn-info:hover,\n.btn-info:active:focus,\n.btn-

info.active:focus,\n.open > .dropdown-toggle.btn-info:focus,\n.btn-info:active.focus,\n.btn-info.active.focus,\n.open

> .dropdown-toggle.btn-info.focus {\n  color: #fff;\n  background-color: #269abc;\n  border-color:

#1b6d85;\n}\n.btn-info.disabled:hover,\n.btn-info[disabled]:hover,\nfieldset[disabled] .btn-info:hover,\n.btn-

info.disabled:focus,\n.btn-info[disabled]:focus,\nfieldset[disabled] .btn-info:focus,\n.btn-info.disabled.focus,\n.btn-

info[disabled].focus,\nfieldset[disabled] .btn-info.focus {\n  background-color: #5bc0de;\n  border-color:

#46b8da;\n}\n.btn-info .badge {\n  color: #5bc0de;\n  background-color: #fff;\n}\n.btn-warning {\n  color: #fff;\n

background-color: #f0ad4e;\n  border-color: #eea236;\n}\n.btn-warning:focus,\n.btn-warning.focus {\n  color:

#fff;\n  background-color: #ec971f;\n  border-color: #985f0d;\n}\n.btn-warning:hover {\n  color: #fff;\n

background-color: #ec971f;\n  border-color: #d58512;\n}\n.btn-warning:active,\n.btn-warning.active,\n.open >

.dropdown-toggle.btn-warning {\n  color: #fff;\n  background-color: #ec971f;\n  background-image: none;\n

border-color: #d58512;\n}\n.btn-warning:active:hover,\n.btn-warning.active:hover,\n.open > .dropdown-toggle.btn-
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warning:hover,\n.btn-warning:active:focus,\n.btn-warning.active:focus,\n.open > .dropdown-toggle.btn-

warning:focus,\n.btn-warning:active.focus,\n.btn-warning.active.focus,\n.open > .dropdown-toggle.btn-

warning.focus {\n  color: #fff;\n  background-color: #d58512;\n  border-color: #985f0d;\n}\n.btn-

warning.disabled:hover,\n.btn-warning[disabled]:hover,\nfieldset[disabled] .btn-warning:hover,\n.btn-

warning.disabled:focus,\n.btn-warning[disabled]:focus,\nfieldset[disabled] .btn-warning:focus,\n.btn-

warning.disabled.focus,\n.btn-warning[disabled].focus,\nfieldset[disabled] .btn-warning.focus {\n  background-

color: #f0ad4e;\n  border-color: #eea236;\n}\n.btn-warning .badge {\n  color: #f0ad4e;\n  background-color:

#fff;\n}\n.btn-danger {\n  color: #fff;\n  background-color: #d9534f;\n  border-color: #d43f3a;\n}\n.btn-

danger:focus,\n.btn-danger.focus {\n  color: #fff;\n  background-color: #c9302c;\n  border-color: #761c19;\n}\n.btn-

danger:hover {\n  color: #fff;\n  background-color: #c9302c;\n  border-color: #ac2925;\n}\n.btn-

danger:active,\n.btn-danger.active,\n.open > .dropdown-toggle.btn-danger {\n  color: #fff;\n  background-color:

#c9302c;\n  background-image: none;\n  border-color: #ac2925;\n}\n.btn-danger:active:hover,\n.btn-

danger.active:hover,\n.open > .dropdown-toggle.btn-danger:hover,\n.btn-danger:active:focus,\n.btn-

danger.active:focus,\n.open > .dropdown-toggle.btn-danger:focus,\n.btn-danger:active.focus,\n.btn-

danger.active.focus,\n.open > .dropdown-toggle.btn-danger.focus {\n  color: #fff;\n  background-color: #ac2925;\n

border-color: #761c19;\n}\n.btn-danger.disabled:hover,\n.btn-danger[disabled]:hover,\nfieldset[disabled] .btn-

danger:hover,\n.btn-danger.disabled:focus,\n.btn-danger[disabled]:focus,\nfieldset[disabled] .btn-

danger:focus,\n.btn-danger.disabled.focus,\n.btn-danger[disabled].focus,\nfieldset[disabled] .btn-danger.focus {\n

background-color: #d9534f;\n  border-color: #d43f3a;\n}\n.btn-danger .badge {\n  color: #d9534f;\n  background-

color: #fff;\n}\n.btn-link {\n  font-weight: 400;\n  color: #337ab7;\n  border-radius: 0;\n}\n.btn-link,\n.btn-

link:active,\n.btn-link.active,\n.btn-link[disabled],\nfieldset[disabled] .btn-link {\n  background-color: transparent;\n

-webkit-box-shadow: none;\n  box-shadow: none;\n}\n.btn-link,\n.btn-link:hover,\n.btn-link:focus,\n.btn-link:active

{\n  border-color: transparent;\n}\n.btn-link:hover,\n.btn-link:focus {\n  color: #23527c;\n  text-decoration:

underline;\n  background-color: transparent;\n}\n.btn-link[disabled]:hover,\nfieldset[disabled] .btn-link:hover,\n.btn-

link[disabled]:focus,\nfieldset[disabled] .btn-link:focus {\n  color: #777777;\n  text-decoration: none;\n}\n.btn-

lg,\n.btn-group-lg > .btn {\n  padding: 10px 16px;\n  font-size: 18px;\n  line-height: 1.3333333;\n  border-radius:

6px;\n}\n.btn-sm,\n.btn-group-sm > .btn {\n  padding: 5px 10px;\n  font-size: 12px;\n  line-height: 1.5;\n  border-

radius: 3px;\n}\n.btn-xs,\n.btn-group-xs > .btn {\n  padding: 1px 5px;\n  font-size: 12px;\n  line-height: 1.5;\n

border-radius: 3px;\n}\n.btn-block {\n  display: block;\n  width: 100%;\n}\n.btn-block + .btn-block {\n  margin-top:

5px;\n}\ninput[type=\"submit\"].btn-block,\ninput[type=\"reset\"].btn-block,\ninput[type=\"button\"].btn-block {\n

width: 100%;\n}\n.fade {\n  opacity: 0;\n  -webkit-transition: opacity 0.15s linear;\n  -o-transition: opacity 0.15s

linear;\n  transition: opacity 0.15s linear;\n}\n.fade.in {\n  opacity: 1;\n}\n.collapse {\n  display:

none;\n}\n.collapse.in {\n  display: block;\n}\ntr.collapse.in {\n  display: table-row;\n}\ntbody.collapse.in {\n

display: table-row-group;\n}\n.collapsing {\n  position: relative;\n  height: 0;\n  overflow: hidden;\n  -webkit-

transition-property: height, visibility;\n  -o-transition-property: height, visibility;\n  transition-property: height,

visibility;\n  -webkit-transition-duration: 0.35s;\n  -o-transition-duration: 0.35s;\n  transition-duration: 0.35s;\n  -

webkit-transition-timing-function: ease;\n  -o-transition-timing-function: ease;\n  transition-timing-function:

ease;\n}\n.caret {\n  display: inline-block;\n  width: 0;\n  height: 0;\n  margin-left: 2px;\n  vertical-align: middle;\n

border-top: 4px dashed;\n  border-top: 4px solid \\9;\n  border-right: 4px solid transparent;\n  border-left: 4px solid

transparent;\n}\n.dropup,\n.dropdown {\n  position: relative;\n}\n.dropdown-toggle:focus {\n  outline:

0;\n}\n.dropdown-menu {\n  position: absolute;\n  top: 100%;\n  left: 0;\n  z-index: 1000;\n  display: none;\n  float:

left;\n  min-width: 160px;\n  padding: 5px 0;\n  margin: 2px 0 0;\n  font-size: 14px;\n  text-align: left;\n  list-style:

none;\n  background-color: #fff;\n  background-clip: padding-box;\n  border: 1px solid #ccc;\n  border: 1px solid

rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.15);\n  border-radius: 4px;\n  -webkit-box-shadow: 0 6px 12px rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.175);\n  box-shadow: 0

6px 12px rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.175);\n}\n.dropdown-menu.pull-right {\n  right: 0;\n  left: auto;\n}\n.dropdown-menu

.divider {\n  height: 1px;\n  margin: 9px 0;\n  overflow: hidden;\n  background-color: #e5e5e5;\n}\n.dropdown-

menu > li > a {\n  display: block;\n  padding: 3px 20px;\n  clear: both;\n  font-weight: 400;\n  line-height:

1.42857143;\n  color: #333333;\n  white-space: nowrap;\n}\n.dropdown-menu > li > a:hover,\n.dropdown-menu > li
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> a:focus {\n  color: #262626;\n  text-decoration: none;\n  background-color: #f5f5f5;\n}\n.dropdown-menu >

.active > a,\n.dropdown-menu > .active > a:hover,\n.dropdown-menu > .active > a:focus {\n  color: #fff;\n  text-

decoration: none;\n  background-color: #337ab7;\n  outline: 0;\n}\n.dropdown-menu > .disabled > a,\n.dropdown-

menu > .disabled > a:hover,\n.dropdown-menu > .disabled > a:focus {\n  color: #777777;\n}\n.dropdown-menu >

.disabled > a:hover,\n.dropdown-menu > .disabled > a:focus {\n  text-decoration: none;\n  cursor: not-allowed;\n

background-color: transparent;\n  background-image: none;\n  filter:

progid:DXImageTransform.Microsoft.gradient(enabled = false);\n}\n.open > .dropdown-menu {\n  display:

block;\n}\n.open > a {\n  outline: 0;\n}\n.dropdown-menu-right {\n  right: 0;\n  left: auto;\n}\n.dropdown-menu-left

{\n  right: auto;\n  left: 0;\n}\n.dropdown-header {\n  display: block;\n  padding: 3px 20px;\n  font-size: 12px;\n

line-height: 1.42857143;\n  color: #777777;\n  white-space: nowrap;\n}\n.dropdown-backdrop {\n  position: fixed;\n

top: 0;\n  right: 0;\n  bottom: 0;\n  left: 0;\n  z-index: 990;\n}\n.pull-right > .dropdown-menu {\n  right: 0;\n  left:

auto;\n}\n.dropup .caret,\n.navbar-fixed-bottom .dropdown .caret {\n  content: \"\";\n  border-top: 0;\n  border-

bottom: 4px dashed;\n  border-bottom: 4px solid \\9;\n}\n.dropup .dropdown-menu,\n.navbar-fixed-bottom

.dropdown .dropdown-menu {\n  top: auto;\n  bottom: 100%;\n  margin-bottom: 2px;\n}\n@media (min-width:

768px) {\n  .navbar-right .dropdown-menu {\n    right: 0;\n    left: auto;\n  }\n  .navbar-right .dropdown-menu-left

{\n    right: auto;\n    left: 0;\n  }\n}\n.btn-group,\n.btn-group-vertical {\n  position: relative;\n  display: inline-

block;\n  vertical-align: middle;\n}\n.btn-group > .btn,\n.btn-group-vertical > .btn {\n  position: relative;\n  float:

left;\n}\n.btn-group > .btn:hover,\n.btn-group-vertical > .btn:hover,\n.btn-group > .btn:focus,\n.btn-group-vertical >

.btn:focus,\n.btn-group > .btn:active,\n.btn-group-vertical > .btn:active,\n.btn-group > .btn.active,\n.btn-group-

vertical > .btn.active {\n  z-index: 2;\n}\n.btn-group .btn + .btn,\n.btn-group .btn + .btn-group,\n.btn-group .btn-

group + .btn,\n.btn-group .btn-group + .btn-group {\n  margin-left: -1px;\n}\n.btn-toolbar {\n  margin-left: -

5px;\n}\n.btn-toolbar .btn,\n.btn-toolbar .btn-group,\n.btn-toolbar .input-group {\n  float: left;\n}\n.btn-toolbar >

.btn,\n.btn-toolbar > .btn-group,\n.btn-toolbar > .input-group {\n  margin-left: 5px;\n}\n.btn-group > .btn:not(:first-

child):not(:last-child):not(.dropdown-toggle) {\n  border-radius: 0;\n}\n.btn-group > .btn:first-child {\n  margin-left:

0;\n}\n.btn-group > .btn:first-child:not(:last-child):not(.dropdown-toggle) {\n  border-top-right-radius: 0;\n  border-

bottom-right-radius: 0;\n}\n.btn-group > .btn:last-child:not(:first-child),\n.btn-group > .dropdown-toggle:not(:first-

child) {\n  border-top-left-radius: 0;\n  border-bottom-left-radius: 0;\n}\n.btn-group > .btn-group {\n  float:

left;\n}\n.btn-group > .btn-group:not(:first-child):not(:last-child) > .btn {\n  border-radius: 0;\n}\n.btn-group > .btn-

group:first-child:not(:last-child) > .btn:last-child,\n.btn-group > .btn-group:first-child:not(:last-child) > .dropdown-

toggle {\n  border-top-right-radius: 0;\n  border-bottom-right-radius: 0;\n}\n.btn-group > .btn-group:last-

child:not(:first-child) > .btn:first-child {\n  border-top-left-radius: 0;\n  border-bottom-left-radius: 0;\n}\n.btn-group

.dropdown-toggle:active,\n.btn-group.open .dropdown-toggle {\n  outline: 0;\n}\n.btn-group > .btn + .dropdown-

toggle {\n  padding-right: 8px;\n  padding-left: 8px;\n}\n.btn-group > .btn-lg + .dropdown-toggle {\n  padding-right:

12px;\n  padding-left: 12px;\n}\n.btn-group.open .dropdown-toggle {\n  -webkit-box-shadow: inset 0 3px 5px

rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.125);\n  box-shadow: inset 0 3px 5px rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.125);\n}\n.btn-group.open .dropdown-toggle.btn-

link {\n  -webkit-box-shadow: none;\n  box-shadow: none;\n}\n.btn .caret {\n  margin-left: 0;\n}\n.btn-lg .caret {\n

border-width: 5px 5px 0;\n  border-bottom-width: 0;\n}\n.dropup .btn-lg .caret {\n  border-width: 0 5px

5px;\n}\n.btn-group-vertical > .btn,\n.btn-group-vertical > .btn-group,\n.btn-group-vertical > .btn-group > .btn {\n

display: block;\n  float: none;\n  width: 100%;\n  max-width: 100%;\n}\n.btn-group-vertical > .btn-group > .btn {\n

float: none;\n}\n.btn-group-vertical > .btn + .btn,\n.btn-group-vertical > .btn + .btn-group,\n.btn-group-vertical >

.btn-group + .btn,\n.btn-group-vertical > .btn-group + .btn-group {\n  margin-top: -1px;\n  margin-left: 0;\n}\n.btn-

group-vertical > .btn:not(:first-child):not(:last-child) {\n  border-radius: 0;\n}\n.btn-group-vertical > .btn:first-

child:not(:last-child) {\n  border-top-left-radius: 4px;\n  border-top-right-radius: 4px;\n  border-bottom-right-radius:

0;\n  border-bottom-left-radius: 0;\n}\n.btn-group-vertical > .btn:last-child:not(:first-child) {\n  border-top-left-

radius: 0;\n  border-top-right-radius: 0;\n  border-bottom-right-radius: 4px;\n  border-bottom-left-radius:

4px;\n}\n.btn-group-vertical > .btn-group:not(:first-child):not(:last-child) > .btn {\n  border-radius: 0;\n}\n.btn-

group-vertical > .btn-group:first-child:not(:last-child) > .btn:last-child,\n.btn-group-vertical > .btn-group:first-

child:not(:last-child) > .dropdown-toggle {\n  border-bottom-right-radius: 0;\n  border-bottom-left-radius:
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0;\n}\n.btn-group-vertical > .btn-group:last-child:not(:first-child) > .btn:first-child {\n  border-top-left-radius: 0;\n

border-top-right-radius: 0;\n}\n.btn-group-justified {\n  display: table;\n  width: 100%;\n  table-layout: fixed;\n

border-collapse: separate;\n}\n.btn-group-justified > .btn,\n.btn-group-justified > .btn-group {\n  display: table-

cell;\n  float: none;\n  width: 1%;\n}\n.btn-group-justified > .btn-group .btn {\n  width: 100%;\n}\n.btn-group-

justified > .btn-group .dropdown-menu {\n  left: auto;\n}\n[data-toggle=\"buttons\"] > .btn

input[type=\"radio\"],\n[data-toggle=\"buttons\"] > .btn-group > .btn input[type=\"radio\"],\n[data-

toggle=\"buttons\"] > .btn input[type=\"checkbox\"],\n[data-toggle=\"buttons\"] > .btn-group > .btn

input[type=\"checkbox\"] {\n  position: absolute;\n  clip: rect(0, 0, 0, 0);\n  pointer-events: none;\n}\n.input-group

{\n  position: relative;\n  display: table;\n  border-collapse: separate;\n}\n.input-group[class*=\"col-\"] {\n  float:

none;\n  padding-right: 0;\n  padding-left: 0;\n}\n.input-group .form-control {\n  position: relative;\n  z-index: 2;\n

float: left;\n  width: 100%;\n  margin-bottom: 0;\n}\n.input-group .form-control:focus {\n  z-index: 3;\n}\n.input-

group-lg > .form-control,\n.input-group-lg > .input-group-addon,\n.input-group-lg > .input-group-btn > .btn {\n

height: 46px;\n  padding: 10px 16px;\n  font-size: 18px;\n  line-height: 1.3333333;\n  border-radius:

6px;\n}\nselect.input-group-lg > .form-control,\nselect.input-group-lg > .input-group-addon,\nselect.input-group-lg

> .input-group-btn > .btn {\n  height: 46px;\n  line-height: 46px;\n}\ntextarea.input-group-lg > .form-

control,\ntextarea.input-group-lg > .input-group-addon,\ntextarea.input-group-lg > .input-group-btn >

.btn,\nselect[multiple].input-group-lg > .form-control,\nselect[multiple].input-group-lg > .input-group-

addon,\nselect[multiple].input-group-lg > .input-group-btn > .btn {\n  height: auto;\n}\n.input-group-sm > .form-

control,\n.input-group-sm > .input-group-addon,\n.input-group-sm > .input-group-btn > .btn {\n  height: 30px;\n

padding: 5px 10px;\n  font-size: 12px;\n  line-height: 1.5;\n  border-radius: 3px;\n}\nselect.input-group-sm > .form-

control,\nselect.input-group-sm > .input-group-addon,\nselect.input-group-sm > .input-group-btn > .btn {\n  height:

30px;\n  line-height: 30px;\n}\ntextarea.input-group-sm > .form-control,\ntextarea.input-group-sm > .input-group-

addon,\ntextarea.input-group-sm > .input-group-btn > .btn,\nselect[multiple].input-group-sm > .form-

control,\nselect[multiple].input-group-sm > .input-group-addon,\nselect[multiple].input-group-sm > .input-group-

btn > .btn {\n  height: auto;\n}\n.input-group-addon,\n.input-group-btn,\n.input-group .form-control {\n  display:

table-cell;\n}\n.input-group-addon:not(:first-child):not(:last-child),\n.input-group-btn:not(:first-child):not(:last-

child),\n.input-group .form-control:not(:first-child):not(:last-child) {\n  border-radius: 0;\n}\n.input-group-

addon,\n.input-group-btn {\n  width: 1%;\n  white-space: nowrap;\n  vertical-align: middle;\n}\n.input-group-addon

{\n  padding: 6px 12px;\n  font-size: 14px;\n  font-weight: 400;\n  line-height: 1;\n  color: #555555;\n  text-align:

center;\n  background-color: #eeeeee;\n  border: 1px solid #ccc;\n  border-radius: 4px;\n}\n.input-group-

addon.input-sm {\n  padding: 5px 10px;\n  font-size: 12px;\n  border-radius: 3px;\n}\n.input-group-addon.input-lg

{\n  padding: 10px 16px;\n  font-size: 18px;\n  border-radius: 6px;\n}\n.input-group-addon

input[type=\"radio\"],\n.input-group-addon input[type=\"checkbox\"] {\n  margin-top: 0;\n}\n.input-group .form-

control:first-child,\n.input-group-addon:first-child,\n.input-group-btn:first-child > .btn,\n.input-group-btn:first-child

> .btn-group > .btn,\n.input-group-btn:first-child > .dropdown-toggle,\n.input-group-btn:last-child > .btn:not(:last-

child):not(.dropdown-toggle),\n.input-group-btn:last-child > .btn-group:not(:last-child) > .btn {\n  border-top-right-

radius: 0;\n  border-bottom-right-radius: 0;\n}\n.input-group-addon:first-child {\n  border-right: 0;\n}\n.input-group

.form-control:last-child,\n.input-group-addon:last-child,\n.input-group-btn:last-child > .btn,\n.input-group-btn:last-

child > .btn-group > .btn,\n.input-group-btn:last-child > .dropdown-toggle,\n.input-group-btn:first-child >

.btn:not(:first-child),\n.input-group-btn:first-child > .btn-group:not(:first-child) > .btn {\n  border-top-left-radius:

0;\n  border-bottom-left-radius: 0;\n}\n.input-group-addon:last-child {\n  border-left: 0;\n}\n.input-group-btn {\n

position: relative;\n  font-size: 0;\n  white-space: nowrap;\n}\n.input-group-btn > .btn {\n  position:

relative;\n}\n.input-group-btn > .btn + .btn {\n  margin-left: -1px;\n}\n.input-group-btn > .btn:hover,\n.input-group-

btn > .btn:focus,\n.input-group-btn > .btn:active {\n  z-index: 2;\n}\n.input-group-btn:first-child > .btn,\n.input-

group-btn:first-child > .btn-group {\n  margin-right: -1px;\n}\n.input-group-btn:last-child > .btn,\n.input-group-

btn:last-child > .btn-group {\n  z-index: 2;\n  margin-left: -1px;\n}\n.nav {\n  padding-left: 0;\n  margin-bottom: 0;\n

list-style: none;\n}\n.nav > li {\n  position: relative;\n  display: block;\n}\n.nav > li > a {\n  position: relative;\n

display: block;\n  padding: 10px 15px;\n}\n.nav > li > a:hover,\n.nav > li > a:focus {\n  text-decoration: none;\n
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background-color: #eeeeee;\n}\n.nav > li.disabled > a {\n  color: #777777;\n}\n.nav > li.disabled > a:hover,\n.nav >

li.disabled > a:focus {\n  color: #777777;\n  text-decoration: none;\n  cursor: not-allowed;\n  background-color:

transparent;\n}\n.nav .open > a,\n.nav .open > a:hover,\n.nav .open > a:focus {\n  background-color: #eeeeee;\n

border-color: #337ab7;\n}\n.nav .nav-divider {\n  height: 1px;\n  margin: 9px 0;\n  overflow: hidden;\n

background-color: #e5e5e5;\n}\n.nav > li > a > img {\n  max-width: none;\n}\n.nav-tabs {\n  border-bottom: 1px

solid #ddd;\n}\n.nav-tabs > li {\n  float: left;\n  margin-bottom: -1px;\n}\n.nav-tabs > li > a {\n  margin-right: 2px;\n

line-height: 1.42857143;\n  border: 1px solid transparent;\n  border-radius: 4px 4px 0 0;\n}\n.nav-tabs > li > a:hover

{\n  border-color: #eeeeee #eeeeee #ddd;\n}\n.nav-tabs > li.active > a,\n.nav-tabs > li.active > a:hover,\n.nav-tabs >

li.active > a:focus {\n  color: #555555;\n  cursor: default;\n  background-color: #fff;\n  border: 1px solid #ddd;\n

border-bottom-color: transparent;\n}\n.nav-tabs.nav-justified {\n  width: 100%;\n  border-bottom: 0;\n}\n.nav-

tabs.nav-justified > li {\n  float: none;\n}\n.nav-tabs.nav-justified > li > a {\n  margin-bottom: 5px;\n  text-align:

center;\n}\n.nav-tabs.nav-justified > .dropdown .dropdown-menu {\n  top: auto;\n  left: auto;\n}\n@media (min-

width: 768px) {\n  .nav-tabs.nav-justified > li {\n    display: table-cell;\n    width: 1%;\n  }\n  .nav-tabs.nav-justified

> li > a {\n    margin-bottom: 0;\n  }\n}\n.nav-tabs.nav-justified > li > a {\n  margin-right: 0;\n  border-radius:

4px;\n}\n.nav-tabs.nav-justified > .active > a,\n.nav-tabs.nav-justified > .active > a:hover,\n.nav-tabs.nav-justified >

.active > a:focus {\n  border: 1px solid #ddd;\n}\n@media (min-width: 768px) {\n  .nav-tabs.nav-justified > li > a

{\n    border-bottom: 1px solid #ddd;\n    border-radius: 4px 4px 0 0;\n  }\n  .nav-tabs.nav-justified > .active > a,\n

.nav-tabs.nav-justified > .active > a:hover,\n  .nav-tabs.nav-justified > .active > a:focus {\n    border-bottom-color:

#fff;\n  }\n}\n.nav-pills > li {\n  float: left;\n}\n.nav-pills > li > a {\n  border-radius: 4px;\n}\n.nav-pills > li + li {\n

margin-left: 2px;\n}\n.nav-pills > li.active > a,\n.nav-pills > li.active > a:hover,\n.nav-pills > li.active > a:focus {\n

color: #fff;\n  background-color: #337ab7;\n}\n.nav-stacked > li {\n  float: none;\n}\n.nav-stacked > li + li {\n

margin-top: 2px;\n  margin-left: 0;\n}\n.nav-justified {\n  width: 100%;\n}\n.nav-justified > li {\n  float:

none;\n}\n.nav-justified > li > a {\n  margin-bottom: 5px;\n  text-align: center;\n}\n.nav-justified > .dropdown

.dropdown-menu {\n  top: auto;\n  left: auto;\n}\n@media (min-width: 768px) {\n  .nav-justified > li {\n    display:

table-cell;\n    width: 1%;\n  }\n  .nav-justified > li > a {\n    margin-bottom: 0;\n  }\n}\n.nav-tabs-justified {\n

border-bottom: 0;\n}\n.nav-tabs-justified > li > a {\n  margin-right: 0;\n  border-radius: 4px;\n}\n.nav-tabs-justified

> .active > a,\n.nav-tabs-justified > .active > a:hover,\n.nav-tabs-justified > .active > a:focus {\n  border: 1px solid

#ddd;\n}\n@media (min-width: 768px) {\n  .nav-tabs-justified > li > a {\n    border-bottom: 1px solid #ddd;\n

border-radius: 4px 4px 0 0;\n  }\n  .nav-tabs-justified > .active > a,\n  .nav-tabs-justified > .active > a:hover,\n  .nav-

tabs-justified > .active > a:focus {\n    border-bottom-color: #fff;\n  }\n}\n.tab-content > .tab-pane {\n  display:

none;\n}\n.tab-content > .active {\n  display: block;\n}\n.nav-tabs .dropdown-menu {\n  margin-top: -1px;\n  border-

top-left-radius: 0;\n  border-top-right-radius: 0;\n}\n.navbar {\n  position: relative;\n  min-height: 50px;\n  margin-

bottom: 20px;\n  border: 1px solid transparent;\n}\n@media (min-width: 768px) {\n  .navbar {\n    border-radius:

4px;\n  }\n}\n@media (min-width: 768px) {\n  .navbar-header {\n    float: left;\n  }\n}\n.navbar-collapse {\n

padding-right: 15px;\n  padding-left: 15px;\n  overflow-x: visible;\n  border-top: 1px solid transparent;\n  -webkit-

box-shadow: inset 0 1px 0 rgba(255, 255, 255, 0.1);\n  box-shadow: inset 0 1px 0 rgba(255, 255, 255, 0.1);\n  -

webkit-overflow-scrolling: touch;\n}\n.navbar-collapse.in {\n  overflow-y: auto;\n}\n@media (min-width: 768px)

{\n  .navbar-collapse {\n    width: auto;\n    border-top: 0;\n    -webkit-box-shadow: none;\n    box-shadow: none;\n

}\n  .navbar-collapse.collapse {\n    display: block !important;\n    height: auto !important;\n    padding-bottom: 0;\n

overflow: visible !important;\n  }\n  .navbar-collapse.in {\n    overflow-y: visible;\n  }\n  .navbar-fixed-top .navbar-

collapse,\n  .navbar-static-top .navbar-collapse,\n  .navbar-fixed-bottom .navbar-collapse {\n    padding-right: 0;\n

padding-left: 0;\n  }\n}\n.navbar-fixed-top,\n.navbar-fixed-bottom {\n  position: fixed;\n  right: 0;\n  left: 0;\n  z-

index: 1030;\n}\n.navbar-fixed-top .navbar-collapse,\n.navbar-fixed-bottom .navbar-collapse {\n  max-height:

340px;\n}\n@media (max-device-width: 480px) and (orientation: landscape) {\n  .navbar-fixed-top .navbar-

collapse,\n  .navbar-fixed-bottom .navbar-collapse {\n    max-height: 200px;\n  }\n}\n@media (min-width: 768px)

{\n  .navbar-fixed-top,\n  .navbar-fixed-bottom {\n    border-radius: 0;\n  }\n}\n.navbar-fixed-top {\n  top: 0;\n

border-width: 0 0 1px;\n}\n.navbar-fixed-bottom {\n  bottom: 0;\n  margin-bottom: 0;\n  border-width: 1px 0

0;\n}\n.container > .navbar-header,\n.container-fluid > .navbar-header,\n.container > .navbar-collapse,\n.container-
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fluid > .navbar-collapse {\n  margin-right: -15px;\n  margin-left: -15px;\n}\n@media (min-width: 768px) {\n

.container > .navbar-header,\n  .container-fluid > .navbar-header,\n  .container > .navbar-collapse,\n  .container-fluid

> .navbar-collapse {\n    margin-right: 0;\n    margin-left: 0;\n  }\n}\n.navbar-static-top {\n  z-index: 1000;\n  border-

width: 0 0 1px;\n}\n@media (min-width: 768px) {\n  .navbar-static-top {\n    border-radius: 0;\n  }\n}\n.navbar-

brand {\n  float: left;\n  height: 50px;\n  padding: 15px 15px;\n  font-size: 18px;\n  line-height: 20px;\n}\n.navbar-

brand:hover,\n.navbar-brand:focus {\n  text-decoration: none;\n}\n.navbar-brand > img {\n  display:

block;\n}\n@media (min-width: 768px) {\n  .navbar > .container .navbar-brand,\n  .navbar > .container-fluid

.navbar-brand {\n    margin-left: -15px;\n  }\n}\n.navbar-toggle {\n  position: relative;\n  float: right;\n  padding: 9px

10px;\n  margin-right: 15px;\n  margin-top: 8px;\n  margin-bottom: 8px;\n  background-color: transparent;\n

background-image: none;\n  border: 1px solid transparent;\n  border-radius: 4px;\n}\n.navbar-toggle:focus {\n

outline: 0;\n}\n.navbar-toggle .icon-bar {\n  display: block;\n  width: 22px;\n  height: 2px;\n  border-radius:

1px;\n}\n.navbar-toggle .icon-bar + .icon-bar {\n  margin-top: 4px;\n}\n@media (min-width: 768px) {\n  .navbar-

toggle {\n    display: none;\n  }\n}\n.navbar-nav {\n  margin: 7.5px -15px;\n}\n.navbar-nav > li > a {\n  padding-top:

10px;\n  padding-bottom: 10px;\n  line-height: 20px;\n}\n@media (max-width: 767px) {\n  .navbar-nav .open

.dropdown-menu {\n    position: static;\n    float: none;\n    width: auto;\n    margin-top: 0;\n    background-color:

transparent;\n    border: 0;\n    -webkit-box-shadow: none;\n    box-shadow: none;\n  }\n  .navbar-nav .open

.dropdown-menu > li > a,\n  .navbar-nav .open .dropdown-menu .dropdown-header {\n    padding: 5px 15px 5px

25px;\n  }\n  .navbar-nav .open .dropdown-menu > li > a {\n    line-height: 20px;\n  }\n  .navbar-nav .open

.dropdown-menu > li > a:hover,\n  .navbar-nav .open .dropdown-menu > li > a:focus {\n    background-image:

none;\n  }\n}\n@media (min-width: 768px) {\n  .navbar-nav {\n    float: left;\n    margin: 0;\n  }\n  .navbar-nav > li

{\n    float: left;\n  }\n  .navbar-nav > li > a {\n    padding-top: 15px;\n    padding-bottom: 15px;\n  }\n}\n.navbar-

form {\n  padding: 10px 15px;\n  margin-right: -15px;\n  margin-left: -15px;\n  border-top: 1px solid transparent;\n

border-bottom: 1px solid transparent;\n  -webkit-box-shadow: inset 0 1px 0 rgba(255, 255, 255, 0.1), 0 1px 0

rgba(255, 255, 255, 0.1);\n  box-shadow: inset 0 1px 0 rgba(255, 255, 255, 0.1), 0 1px 0 rgba(255, 255, 255, 0.1);\n

margin-top: 8px;\n  margin-bottom: 8px;\n}\n@media (min-width: 768px) {\n  .navbar-form .form-group {\n

display: inline-block;\n    margin-bottom: 0;\n    vertical-align: middle;\n  }\n  .navbar-form .form-control {\n

display: inline-block;\n    width: auto;\n    vertical-align: middle;\n  }\n  .navbar-form .form-control-static {\n

display: inline-block;\n  }\n  .navbar-form .input-group {\n    display: inline-table;\n    vertical-align: middle;\n  }\n

.navbar-form .input-group .input-group-addon,\n  .navbar-form .input-group .input-group-btn,\n  .navbar-form

.input-group .form-control {\n    width: auto;\n  }\n  .navbar-form .input-group > .form-control {\n    width: 100%;\n

}\n  .navbar-form .control-label {\n    margin-bottom: 0;\n    vertical-align: middle;\n  }\n  .navbar-form .radio,\n

.navbar-form .checkbox {\n    display: inline-block;\n    margin-top: 0;\n    margin-bottom: 0;\n    vertical-align:

middle;\n  }\n  .navbar-form .radio label,\n  .navbar-form .checkbox label {\n    padding-left: 0;\n  }\n  .navbar-form

.radio input[type=\"radio\"],\n  .navbar-form .checkbox input[type=\"checkbox\"] {\n    position: relative;\n

margin-left: 0;\n  }\n  .navbar-form .has-feedback .form-control-feedback {\n    top: 0;\n  }\n}\n@media (max-

width: 767px) {\n  .navbar-form .form-group {\n    margin-bottom: 5px;\n  }\n  .navbar-form .form-group:last-child

{\n    margin-bottom: 0;\n  }\n}\n@media (min-width: 768px) {\n  .navbar-form {\n    width: auto;\n    padding-top:

0;\n    padding-bottom: 0;\n    margin-right: 0;\n    margin-left: 0;\n    border: 0;\n    -webkit-box-shadow: none;\n

box-shadow: none;\n  }\n}\n.navbar-nav > li > .dropdown-menu {\n  margin-top: 0;\n  border-top-left-radius: 0;\n

border-top-right-radius: 0;\n}\n.navbar-fixed-bottom .navbar-nav > li > .dropdown-menu {\n  margin-bottom: 0;\n

border-top-left-radius: 4px;\n  border-top-right-radius: 4px;\n  border-bottom-right-radius: 0;\n  border-bottom-left-

radius: 0;\n}\n.navbar-btn {\n  margin-top: 8px;\n  margin-bottom: 8px;\n}\n.navbar-btn.btn-sm {\n  margin-top:

10px;\n  margin-bottom: 10px;\n}\n.navbar-btn.btn-xs {\n  margin-top: 14px;\n  margin-bottom: 14px;\n}\n.navbar-

text {\n  margin-top: 15px;\n  margin-bottom: 15px;\n}\n@media (min-width: 768px) {\n  .navbar-text {\n    float:

left;\n    margin-right: 15px;\n    margin-left: 15px;\n  }\n}\n@media (min-width: 768px) {\n  .navbar-left {\n

float: left !important;\n  }\n  .navbar-right {\n    float: right !important;\n    margin-right: -15px;\n  }\n  .navbar-right

~ .navbar-right {\n    margin-right: 0;\n  }\n}\n.navbar-default {\n  background-color: #f8f8f8;\n  border-color:

#e7e7e7;\n}\n.navbar-default .navbar-brand {\n  color: #777;\n}\n.navbar-default .navbar-brand:hover,\n.navbar-
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default .navbar-brand:focus {\n  color: #5e5e5e;\n  background-color: transparent;\n}\n.navbar-default .navbar-text

{\n  color: #777;\n}\n.navbar-default .navbar-nav > li > a {\n  color: #777;\n}\n.navbar-default .navbar-nav > li >

a:hover,\n.navbar-default .navbar-nav > li > a:focus {\n  color: #333;\n  background-color: transparent;\n}\n.navbar-

default .navbar-nav > .active > a,\n.navbar-default .navbar-nav > .active > a:hover,\n.navbar-default .navbar-nav >

.active > a:focus {\n  color: #555;\n  background-color: #e7e7e7;\n}\n.navbar-default .navbar-nav > .disabled >

a,\n.navbar-default .navbar-nav > .disabled > a:hover,\n.navbar-default .navbar-nav > .disabled > a:focus {\n  color:

#ccc;\n  background-color: transparent;\n}\n.navbar-default .navbar-nav > .open > a,\n.navbar-default .navbar-nav >

.open > a:hover,\n.navbar-default .navbar-nav > .open > a:focus {\n  color: #555;\n  background-color:

#e7e7e7;\n}\n@media (max-width: 767px) {\n  .navbar-default .navbar-nav .open .dropdown-menu > li > a {\n

color: #777;\n  }\n  .navbar-default .navbar-nav .open .dropdown-menu > li > a:hover,\n  .navbar-default .navbar-

nav .open .dropdown-menu > li > a:focus {\n    color: #333;\n    background-color: transparent;\n  }\n  .navbar-

default .navbar-nav .open .dropdown-menu > .active > a,\n  .navbar-default .navbar-nav .open .dropdown-menu >

.active > a:hover,\n  .navbar-default .navbar-nav .open .dropdown-menu > .active > a:focus {\n    color: #555;\n

background-color: #e7e7e7;\n  }\n  .navbar-default .navbar-nav .open .dropdown-menu > .disabled > a,\n  .navbar-

default .navbar-nav .open .dropdown-menu > .disabled > a:hover,\n  .navbar-default .navbar-nav .open .dropdown-

menu > .disabled > a:focus {\n    color: #ccc;\n    background-color: transparent;\n  }\n}\n.navbar-default .navbar-

toggle {\n  border-color: #ddd;\n}\n.navbar-default .navbar-toggle:hover,\n.navbar-default .navbar-toggle:focus {\n

background-color: #ddd;\n}\n.navbar-default .navbar-toggle .icon-bar {\n  background-color: #888;\n}\n.navbar-

default .navbar-collapse,\n.navbar-default .navbar-form {\n  border-color: #e7e7e7;\n}\n.navbar-default .navbar-link

{\n  color: #777;\n}\n.navbar-default .navbar-link:hover {\n  color: #333;\n}\n.navbar-default .btn-link {\n  color:

#777;\n}\n.navbar-default .btn-link:hover,\n.navbar-default .btn-link:focus {\n  color: #333;\n}\n.navbar-default

.btn-link[disabled]:hover,\nfieldset[disabled] .navbar-default .btn-link:hover,\n.navbar-default .btn-

link[disabled]:focus,\nfieldset[disabled] .navbar-default .btn-link:focus {\n  color: #ccc;\n}\n.navbar-inverse {\n

background-color: #222;\n  border-color: #080808;\n}\n.navbar-inverse .navbar-brand {\n  color:

#9d9d9d;\n}\n.navbar-inverse .navbar-brand:hover,\n.navbar-inverse .navbar-brand:focus {\n  color: #fff;\n

background-color: transparent;\n}\n.navbar-inverse .navbar-text {\n  color: #9d9d9d;\n}\n.navbar-inverse .navbar-

nav > li > a {\n  color: #9d9d9d;\n}\n.navbar-inverse .navbar-nav > li > a:hover,\n.navbar-inverse .navbar-nav > li >

a:focus {\n  color: #fff;\n  background-color: transparent;\n}\n.navbar-inverse .navbar-nav > .active > a,\n.navbar-

inverse .navbar-nav > .active > a:hover,\n.navbar-inverse .navbar-nav > .active > a:focus {\n  color: #fff;\n

background-color: #080808;\n}\n.navbar-inverse .navbar-nav > .disabled > a,\n.navbar-inverse .navbar-nav >

.disabled > a:hover,\n.navbar-inverse .navbar-nav > .disabled > a:focus {\n  color: #444;\n  background-color:

transparent;\n}\n.navbar-inverse .navbar-nav > .open > a,\n.navbar-inverse .navbar-nav > .open > a:hover,\n.navbar-

inverse .navbar-nav > .open > a:focus {\n  color: #fff;\n  background-color: #080808;\n}\n@media (max-width:

767px) {\n  .navbar-inverse .navbar-nav .open .dropdown-menu > .dropdown-header {\n    border-color: #080808;\n

}\n  .navbar-inverse .navbar-nav .open .dropdown-menu .divider {\n    background-color: #080808;\n  }\n  .navbar-

inverse .navbar-nav .open .dropdown-menu > li > a {\n    color: #9d9d9d;\n  }\n  .navbar-inverse .navbar-nav .open

.dropdown-menu > li > a:hover,\n  .navbar-inverse .navbar-nav .open .dropdown-menu > li > a:focus {\n    color:

#fff;\n    background-color: transparent;\n  }\n  .navbar-inverse .navbar-nav .open .dropdown-menu > .active > a,\n

.navbar-inverse .navbar-nav .open .dropdown-menu > .active > a:hover,\n  .navbar-inverse .navbar-nav .open

.dropdown-menu > .active > a:focus {\n    color: #fff;\n    background-color: #080808;\n  }\n  .navbar-inverse

.navbar-nav .open .dropdown-menu > .disabled > a,\n  .navbar-inverse .navbar-nav .open .dropdown-menu >

.disabled > a:hover,\n  .navbar-inverse .navbar-nav .open .dropdown-menu > .disabled > a:focus {\n    color: #444;\n

  background-color: transparent;\n  }\n}\n.navbar-inverse .navbar-toggle {\n  border-color: #333;\n}\n.navbar-

inverse .navbar-toggle:hover,\n.navbar-inverse .navbar-toggle:focus {\n  background-color: #333;\n}\n.navbar-

inverse .navbar-toggle .icon-bar {\n  background-color: #fff;\n}\n.navbar-inverse .navbar-collapse,\n.navbar-inverse

.navbar-form {\n  border-color: #101010;\n}\n.navbar-inverse .navbar-link {\n  color: #9d9d9d;\n}\n.navbar-inverse

.navbar-link:hover {\n  color: #fff;\n}\n.navbar-inverse .btn-link {\n  color: #9d9d9d;\n}\n.navbar-inverse .btn-

link:hover,\n.navbar-inverse .btn-link:focus {\n  color: #fff;\n}\n.navbar-inverse .btn-
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link[disabled]:hover,\nfieldset[disabled] .navbar-inverse .btn-link:hover,\n.navbar-inverse .btn-

link[disabled]:focus,\nfieldset[disabled] .navbar-inverse .btn-link:focus {\n  color: #444;\n}\n.breadcrumb {\n

padding: 8px 15px;\n  margin-bottom: 20px;\n  list-style: none;\n  background-color: #f5f5f5;\n  border-radius:

4px;\n}\n.breadcrumb > li {\n  display: inline-block;\n}\n.breadcrumb > li + li:before {\n  padding: 0 5px;\n  color:

#ccc;\n  content: \"/\\00a0\";\n}\n.breadcrumb > .active {\n  color: #777777;\n}\n.pagination {\n  display: inline-

block;\n  padding-left: 0;\n  margin: 20px 0;\n  border-radius: 4px;\n}\n.pagination > li {\n  display:

inline;\n}\n.pagination > li > a,\n.pagination > li > span {\n  position: relative;\n  float: left;\n  padding: 6px 12px;\n

margin-left: -1px;\n  line-height: 1.42857143;\n  color: #337ab7;\n  text-decoration: none;\n  background-color:

#fff;\n  border: 1px solid #ddd;\n}\n.pagination > li > a:hover,\n.pagination > li > span:hover,\n.pagination > li >

a:focus,\n.pagination > li > span:focus {\n  z-index: 2;\n  color: #23527c;\n  background-color: #eeeeee;\n  border-

color: #ddd;\n}\n.pagination > li:first-child > a,\n.pagination > li:first-child > span {\n  margin-left: 0;\n  border-top-

left-radius: 4px;\n  border-bottom-left-radius: 4px;\n}\n.pagination > li:last-child > a,\n.pagination > li:last-child >

span {\n  border-top-right-radius: 4px;\n  border-bottom-right-radius: 4px;\n}\n.pagination > .active >

a,\n.pagination > .active > span,\n.pagination > .active > a:hover,\n.pagination > .active > span:hover,\n.pagination >

.active > a:focus,\n.pagination > .active > span:focus {\n  z-index: 3;\n  color: #fff;\n  cursor: default;\n  background-

color: #337ab7;\n  border-color: #337ab7;\n}\n.pagination > .disabled > span,\n.pagination > .disabled >

span:hover,\n.pagination > .disabled > span:focus,\n.pagination > .disabled > a,\n.pagination > .disabled >

a:hover,\n.pagination > .disabled > a:focus {\n  color: #777777;\n  cursor: not-allowed;\n  background-color: #fff;\n

border-color: #ddd;\n}\n.pagination-lg > li > a,\n.pagination-lg > li > span {\n  padding: 10px 16px;\n  font-size:

18px;\n  line-height: 1.3333333;\n}\n.pagination-lg > li:first-child > a,\n.pagination-lg > li:first-child > span {\n

border-top-left-radius: 6px;\n  border-bottom-left-radius: 6px;\n}\n.pagination-lg > li:last-child > a,\n.pagination-lg

> li:last-child > span {\n  border-top-right-radius: 6px;\n  border-bottom-right-radius: 6px;\n}\n.pagination-sm > li >

a,\n.pagination-sm > li > span {\n  padding: 5px 10px;\n  font-size: 12px;\n  line-height: 1.5;\n}\n.pagination-sm >

li:first-child > a,\n.pagination-sm > li:first-child > span {\n  border-top-left-radius: 3px;\n  border-bottom-left-radius:

3px;\n}\n.pagination-sm > li:last-child > a,\n.pagination-sm > li:last-child > span {\n  border-top-right-radius: 3px;\n

border-bottom-right-radius: 3px;\n}\n.pager {\n  padding-left: 0;\n  margin: 20px 0;\n  text-align: center;\n  list-

style: none;\n}\n.pager li {\n  display: inline;\n}\n.pager li > a,\n.pager li > span {\n  display: inline-block;\n

padding: 5px 14px;\n  background-color: #fff;\n  border: 1px solid #ddd;\n  border-radius: 15px;\n}\n.pager li >

a:hover,\n.pager li > a:focus {\n  text-decoration: none;\n  background-color: #eeeeee;\n}\n.pager .next > a,\n.pager

.next > span {\n  float: right;\n}\n.pager .previous > a,\n.pager .previous > span {\n  float: left;\n}\n.pager .disabled

> a,\n.pager .disabled > a:hover,\n.pager .disabled > a:focus,\n.pager .disabled > span {\n  color: #777777;\n  cursor:

not-allowed;\n  background-color: #fff;\n}\n.label {\n  display: inline;\n  padding: 0.2em 0.6em 0.3em;\n  font-size:

75%;\n  font-weight: 700;\n  line-height: 1;\n  color: #fff;\n  text-align: center;\n  white-space: nowrap;\n  vertical-

align: baseline;\n  border-radius: 0.25em;\n}\na.label:hover,\na.label:focus {\n  color: #fff;\n  text-decoration:

none;\n  cursor: pointer;\n}\n.label:empty {\n  display: none;\n}\n.btn .label {\n  position: relative;\n  top: -

1px;\n}\n.label-default {\n  background-color: #777777;\n}\n.label-default[href]:hover,\n.label-default[href]:focus

{\n  background-color: #5e5e5e;\n}\n.label-primary {\n  background-color: #337ab7;\n}\n.label-

primary[href]:hover,\n.label-primary[href]:focus {\n  background-color: #286090;\n}\n.label-success {\n

background-color: #5cb85c;\n}\n.label-success[href]:hover,\n.label-success[href]:focus {\n  background-color:

#449d44;\n}\n.label-info {\n  background-color: #5bc0de;\n}\n.label-info[href]:hover,\n.label-info[href]:focus {\n

background-color: #31b0d5;\n}\n.label-warning {\n  background-color: #f0ad4e;\n}\n.label-

warning[href]:hover,\n.label-warning[href]:focus {\n  background-color: #ec971f;\n}\n.label-danger {\n

background-color: #d9534f;\n}\n.label-danger[href]:hover,\n.label-danger[href]:focus {\n  background-color:

#c9302c;\n}\n.badge {\n  display: inline-block;\n  min-width: 10px;\n  padding: 3px 7px;\n  font-size: 12px;\n  font-

weight: bold;\n  line-height: 1;\n  color: #fff;\n  text-align: center;\n  white-space: nowrap;\n  vertical-align:

middle;\n  background-color: #777777;\n  border-radius: 10px;\n}\n.badge:empty {\n  display: none;\n}\n.btn .badge

{\n  position: relative;\n  top: -1px;\n}\n.btn-xs .badge,\n.btn-group-xs > .btn .badge {\n  top: 0;\n  padding: 1px

5px;\n}\na.badge:hover,\na.badge:focus {\n  color: #fff;\n  text-decoration: none;\n  cursor: pointer;\n}\n.list-group-
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item.active > .badge,\n.nav-pills > .active > a > .badge {\n  color: #337ab7;\n  background-color: #fff;\n}\n.list-

group-item > .badge {\n  float: right;\n}\n.list-group-item > .badge + .badge {\n  margin-right: 5px;\n}\n.nav-pills >

li > a > .badge {\n  margin-left: 3px;\n}\n.jumbotron {\n  padding-top: 30px;\n  padding-bottom: 30px;\n  margin-

bottom: 30px;\n  color: inherit;\n  background-color: #eeeeee;\n}\n.jumbotron h1,\n.jumbotron .h1 {\n  color:

inherit;\n}\n.jumbotron p {\n  margin-bottom: 15px;\n  font-size: 21px;\n  font-weight: 200;\n}\n.jumbotron > hr {\n

border-top-color: #d5d5d5;\n}\n.container .jumbotron,\n.container-fluid .jumbotron {\n  padding-right: 15px;\n

padding-left: 15px;\n  border-radius: 6px;\n}\n.jumbotron .container {\n  max-width: 100%;\n}\n@media screen and

(min-width: 768px) {\n  .jumbotron {\n    padding-top: 48px;\n    padding-bottom: 48px;\n  }\n  .container

.jumbotron,\n  .container-fluid .jumbotron {\n    padding-right: 60px;\n    padding-left: 60px;\n  }\n  .jumbotron h1,\n

.jumbotron .h1 {\n    font-size: 63px;\n  }\n}\n.thumbnail {\n  display: block;\n  padding: 4px;\n  margin-bottom:

20px;\n  line-height: 1.42857143;\n  background-color: #fff;\n  border: 1px solid #ddd;\n  border-radius: 4px;\n  -

webkit-transition: border 0.2s ease-in-out;\n  -o-transition: border 0.2s ease-in-out;\n  transition: border 0.2s ease-in-

out;\n}\n.thumbnail > img,\n.thumbnail a > img {\n  margin-right: auto;\n  margin-left:

auto;\n}\na.thumbnail:hover,\na.thumbnail:focus,\na.thumbnail.active {\n  border-color: #337ab7;\n}\n.thumbnail

.caption {\n  padding: 9px;\n  color: #333333;\n}\n.alert {\n  padding: 15px;\n  margin-bottom: 20px;\n  border: 1px

solid transparent;\n  border-radius: 4px;\n}\n.alert h4 {\n  margin-top: 0;\n  color: inherit;\n}\n.alert .alert-link {\n

font-weight: bold;\n}\n.alert > p,\n.alert > ul {\n  margin-bottom: 0;\n}\n.alert > p + p {\n  margin-top:

5px;\n}\n.alert-dismissable,\n.alert-dismissible {\n  padding-right: 35px;\n}\n.alert-dismissable .close,\n.alert-

dismissible .close {\n  position: relative;\n  top: -2px;\n  right: -21px;\n  color: inherit;\n}\n.alert-success {\n  color:

#3c763d;\n  background-color: #dff0d8;\n  border-color: #d6e9c6;\n}\n.alert-success hr {\n  border-top-color:

#c9e2b3;\n}\n.alert-success .alert-link {\n  color: #2b542c;\n}\n.alert-info {\n  color: #31708f;\n  background-color:

#d9edf7;\n  border-color: #bce8f1;\n}\n.alert-info hr {\n  border-top-color: #a6e1ec;\n}\n.alert-info .alert-link {\n

color: #245269;\n}\n.alert-warning {\n  color: #8a6d3b;\n  background-color: #fcf8e3;\n  border-color:

#faebcc;\n}\n.alert-warning hr {\n  border-top-color: #f7e1b5;\n}\n.alert-warning .alert-link {\n  color:

#66512c;\n}\n.alert-danger {\n  color: #a94442;\n  background-color: #f2dede;\n  border-color: #ebccd1;\n}\n.alert-

danger hr {\n  border-top-color: #e4b9c0;\n}\n.alert-danger .alert-link {\n  color: #843534;\n}\n@-webkit-keyframes

progress-bar-stripes {\n  from {\n    background-position: 40px 0;\n  }\n  to {\n    background-position: 0 0;\n

}\n}\n@-o-keyframes progress-bar-stripes {\n  from {\n    background-position: 40px 0;\n  }\n  to {\n    background-

position: 0 0;\n  }\n}\n@keyframes progress-bar-stripes {\n  from {\n    background-position: 40px 0;\n  }\n  to {\n

background-position: 0 0;\n  }\n}\n.progress {\n  height: 20px;\n  margin-bottom: 20px;\n  overflow: hidden;\n

background-color: #f5f5f5;\n  border-radius: 4px;\n  -webkit-box-shadow: inset 0 1px 2px rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.1);\n  box-

shadow: inset 0 1px 2px rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.1);\n}\n.progress-bar {\n  float: left;\n  width: 0%;\n  height: 100%;\n  font-

size: 12px;\n  line-height: 20px;\n  color: #fff;\n  text-align: center;\n  background-color: #337ab7;\n  -webkit-box-

shadow: inset 0 -1px 0 rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.15);\n  box-shadow: inset 0 -1px 0 rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.15);\n  -webkit-transition:

width 0.6s ease;\n  -o-transition: width 0.6s ease;\n  transition: width 0.6s ease;\n}\n.progress-striped .progress-

bar,\n.progress-bar-striped {\n  background-image: -webkit-linear-gradient(45deg, rgba(255, 255, 255, 0.15) 25%,

transparent 25%, transparent 50%, rgba(255, 255, 255, 0.15) 50%, rgba(255, 255, 255, 0.15) 75%, transparent 75%,

transparent);\n  background-image: -o-linear-gradient(45deg, rgba(255, 255, 255, 0.15) 25%, transparent 25%,

transparent 50%, rgba(255, 255, 255, 0.15) 50%, rgba(255, 255, 255, 0.15) 75%, transparent 75%, transparent);\n

background-image: linear-gradient(45deg, rgba(255, 255, 255, 0.15) 25%, transparent 25%, transparent 50%,

rgba(255, 255, 255, 0.15) 50%, rgba(255, 255, 255, 0.15) 75%, transparent 75%, transparent);\n  -webkit-

background-size: 40px 40px;\n  background-size: 40px 40px;\n}\n.progress.active .progress-bar,\n.progress-

bar.active {\n  -webkit-animation: progress-bar-stripes 2s linear infinite;\n  -o-animation: progress-bar-stripes 2s

linear infinite;\n  animation: progress-bar-stripes 2s linear infinite;\n}\n.progress-bar-success {\n  background-color:

#5cb85c;\n}\n.progress-striped .progress-bar-success {\n  background-image: -webkit-linear-gradient(45deg,

rgba(255, 255, 255, 0.15) 25%, transparent 25%, transparent 50%, rgba(255, 255, 255, 0.15) 50%, rgba(255, 255,

255, 0.15) 75%, transparent 75%, transparent);\n  background-image: -o-linear-gradient(45deg, rgba(255, 255, 255,

0.15) 25%, transparent 25%, transparent 50%, rgba(255, 255, 255, 0.15) 50%, rgba(255, 255, 255, 0.15) 75%,
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transparent 75%, transparent);\n  background-image: linear-gradient(45deg, rgba(255, 255, 255, 0.15) 25%,

transparent 25%, transparent 50%, rgba(255, 255, 255, 0.15) 50%, rgba(255, 255, 255, 0.15) 75%, transparent 75%,

transparent);\n}\n.progress-bar-info {\n  background-color: #5bc0de;\n}\n.progress-striped .progress-bar-info {\n

background-image: -webkit-linear-gradient(45deg, rgba(255, 255, 255, 0.15) 25%, transparent 25%, transparent

50%, rgba(255, 255, 255, 0.15) 50%, rgba(255, 255, 255, 0.15) 75%, transparent 75%, transparent);\n  background-

image: -o-linear-gradient(45deg, rgba(255, 255, 255, 0.15) 25%, transparent 25%, transparent 50%, rgba(255, 255,

255, 0.15) 50%, rgba(255, 255, 255, 0.15) 75%, transparent 75%, transparent);\n  background-image: linear-

gradient(45deg, rgba(255, 255, 255, 0.15) 25%, transparent 25%, transparent 50%, rgba(255, 255, 255, 0.15) 50%,

rgba(255, 255, 255, 0.15) 75%, transparent 75%, transparent);\n}\n.progress-bar-warning {\n  background-color:

#f0ad4e;\n}\n.progress-striped .progress-bar-warning {\n  background-image: -webkit-linear-gradient(45deg,

rgba(255, 255, 255, 0.15) 25%, transparent 25%, transparent 50%, rgba(255, 255, 255, 0.15) 50%, rgba(255, 255,

255, 0.15) 75%, transparent 75%, transparent);\n  background-image: -o-linear-gradient(45deg, rgba(255, 255, 255,

0.15) 25%, transparent 25%, transparent 50%, rgba(255, 255, 255, 0.15) 50%, rgba(255, 255, 255, 0.15) 75%,

transparent 75%, transparent);\n  background-image: linear-gradient(45deg, rgba(255, 255, 255, 0.15) 25%,

transparent 25%, transparent 50%, rgba(255, 255, 255, 0.15) 50%, rgba(255, 255, 255, 0.15) 75%, transparent 75%,

transparent);\n}\n.progress-bar-danger {\n  background-color: #d9534f;\n}\n.progress-striped .progress-bar-danger

{\n  background-image: -webkit-linear-gradient(45deg, rgba(255, 255, 255, 0.15) 25%, transparent 25%, transparent

50%, rgba(255, 255, 255, 0.15) 50%, rgba(255, 255, 255, 0.15) 75%, transparent 75%, transparent);\n  background-

image: -o-linear-gradient(45deg, rgba(255, 255, 255, 0.15) 25%, transparent 25%, transparent 50%, rgba(255, 255,

255, 0.15) 50%, rgba(255, 255, 255, 0.15) 75%, transparent 75%, transparent);\n  background-image: linear-

gradient(45deg, rgba(255, 255, 255, 0.15) 25%, transparent 25%, transparent 50%, rgba(255, 255, 255, 0.15) 50%,

rgba(255, 255, 255, 0.15) 75%, transparent 75%, transparent);\n}\n.media {\n  margin-top: 15px;\n}\n.media:first-

child {\n  margin-top: 0;\n}\n.media,\n.media-body {\n  overflow: hidden;\n  zoom: 1;\n}\n.media-body {\n  width:

10000px;\n}\n.media-object {\n  display: block;\n}\n.media-object.img-thumbnail {\n  max-width:

none;\n}\n.media-right,\n.media > .pull-right {\n  padding-left: 10px;\n}\n.media-left,\n.media > .pull-left {\n

padding-right: 10px;\n}\n.media-left,\n.media-right,\n.media-body {\n  display: table-cell;\n  vertical-align:

top;\n}\n.media-middle {\n  vertical-align: middle;\n}\n.media-bottom {\n  vertical-align: bottom;\n}\n.media-

heading {\n  margin-top: 0;\n  margin-bottom: 5px;\n}\n.media-list {\n  padding-left: 0;\n  list-style: none;\n}\n.list-

group {\n  padding-left: 0;\n  margin-bottom: 20px;\n}\n.list-group-item {\n  position: relative;\n  display: block;\n

padding: 10px 15px;\n  margin-bottom: -1px;\n  background-color: #fff;\n  border: 1px solid #ddd;\n}\n.list-group-

item:first-child {\n  border-top-left-radius: 4px;\n  border-top-right-radius: 4px;\n}\n.list-group-item:last-child {\n

margin-bottom: 0;\n  border-bottom-right-radius: 4px;\n  border-bottom-left-radius: 4px;\n}\n.list-group-

item.disabled,\n.list-group-item.disabled:hover,\n.list-group-item.disabled:focus {\n  color: #777777;\n  cursor: not-

allowed;\n  background-color: #eeeeee;\n}\n.list-group-item.disabled .list-group-item-heading,\n.list-group-

item.disabled:hover .list-group-item-heading,\n.list-group-item.disabled:focus .list-group-item-heading {\n  color:

inherit;\n}\n.list-group-item.disabled .list-group-item-text,\n.list-group-item.disabled:hover .list-group-item-

text,\n.list-group-item.disabled:focus .list-group-item-text {\n  color: #777777;\n}\n.list-group-item.active,\n.list-

group-item.active:hover,\n.list-group-item.active:focus {\n  z-index: 2;\n  color: #fff;\n  background-color:

#337ab7;\n  border-color: #337ab7;\n}\n.list-group-item.active .list-group-item-heading,\n.list-group-

item.active:hover .list-group-item-heading,\n.list-group-item.active:focus .list-group-item-heading,\n.list-group-

item.active .list-group-item-heading > small,\n.list-group-item.active:hover .list-group-item-heading > small,\n.list-

group-item.active:focus .list-group-item-heading > small,\n.list-group-item.active .list-group-item-heading >

.small,\n.list-group-item.active:hover .list-group-item-heading > .small,\n.list-group-item.active:focus .list-group-

item-heading > .small {\n  color: inherit;\n}\n.list-group-item.active .list-group-item-text,\n.list-group-

item.active:hover .list-group-item-text,\n.list-group-item.active:focus .list-group-item-text {\n  color:

#c7ddef;\n}\na.list-group-item,\nbutton.list-group-item {\n  color: #555;\n}\na.list-group-item .list-group-item-

heading,\nbutton.list-group-item .list-group-item-heading {\n  color: #333;\n}\na.list-group-item:hover,\nbutton.list-

group-item:hover,\na.list-group-item:focus,\nbutton.list-group-item:focus {\n  color: #555;\n  text-decoration:
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none;\n  background-color: #f5f5f5;\n}\nbutton.list-group-item {\n  width: 100%;\n  text-align: left;\n}\n.list-group-

item-success {\n  color: #3c763d;\n  background-color: #dff0d8;\n}\na.list-group-item-success,\nbutton.list-group-

item-success {\n  color: #3c763d;\n}\na.list-group-item-success .list-group-item-heading,\nbutton.list-group-item-

success .list-group-item-heading {\n  color: inherit;\n}\na.list-group-item-success:hover,\nbutton.list-group-item-

success:hover,\na.list-group-item-success:focus,\nbutton.list-group-item-success:focus {\n  color: #3c763d;\n

background-color: #d0e9c6;\n}\na.list-group-item-success.active,\nbutton.list-group-item-success.active,\na.list-

group-item-success.active:hover,\nbutton.list-group-item-success.active:hover,\na.list-group-item-

success.active:focus,\nbutton.list-group-item-success.active:focus {\n  color: #fff;\n  background-color: #3c763d;\n

border-color: #3c763d;\n}\n.list-group-item-info {\n  color: #31708f;\n  background-color: #d9edf7;\n}\na.list-

group-item-info,\nbutton.list-group-item-info {\n  color: #31708f;\n}\na.list-group-item-info .list-group-item-

heading,\nbutton.list-group-item-info .list-group-item-heading {\n  color: inherit;\n}\na.list-group-item-

info:hover,\nbutton.list-group-item-info:hover,\na.list-group-item-info:focus,\nbutton.list-group-item-info:focus {\n

color: #31708f;\n  background-color: #c4e3f3;\n}\na.list-group-item-info.active,\nbutton.list-group-item-

info.active,\na.list-group-item-info.active:hover,\nbutton.list-group-item-info.active:hover,\na.list-group-item-

info.active:focus,\nbutton.list-group-item-info.active:focus {\n  color: #fff;\n  background-color: #31708f;\n  border-

color: #31708f;\n}\n.list-group-item-warning {\n  color: #8a6d3b;\n  background-color: #fcf8e3;\n}\na.list-group-

item-warning,\nbutton.list-group-item-warning {\n  color: #8a6d3b;\n}\na.list-group-item-warning .list-group-item-

heading,\nbutton.list-group-item-warning .list-group-item-heading {\n  color: inherit;\n}\na.list-group-item-

warning:hover,\nbutton.list-group-item-warning:hover,\na.list-group-item-warning:focus,\nbutton.list-group-item-

warning:focus {\n  color: #8a6d3b;\n  background-color: #faf2cc;\n}\na.list-group-item-warning.active,\nbutton.list-

group-item-warning.active,\na.list-group-item-warning.active:hover,\nbutton.list-group-item-

warning.active:hover,\na.list-group-item-warning.active:focus,\nbutton.list-group-item-warning.active:focus {\n

color: #fff;\n  background-color: #8a6d3b;\n  border-color: #8a6d3b;\n}\n.list-group-item-danger {\n  color:

#a94442;\n  background-color: #f2dede;\n}\na.list-group-item-danger,\nbutton.list-group-item-danger {\n  color:

#a94442;\n}\na.list-group-item-danger .list-group-item-heading,\nbutton.list-group-item-danger .list-group-item-

heading {\n  color: inherit;\n}\na.list-group-item-danger:hover,\nbutton.list-group-item-danger:hover,\na.list-group-

item-danger:focus,\nbutton.list-group-item-danger:focus {\n  color: #a94442;\n  background-color:

#ebcccc;\n}\na.list-group-item-danger.active,\nbutton.list-group-item-danger.active,\na.list-group-item-

danger.active:hover,\nbutton.list-group-item-danger.active:hover,\na.list-group-item-

danger.active:focus,\nbutton.list-group-item-danger.active:focus {\n  color: #fff;\n  background-color: #a94442;\n

border-color: #a94442;\n}\n.list-group-item-heading {\n  margin-top: 0;\n  margin-bottom: 5px;\n}\n.list-group-

item-text {\n  margin-bottom: 0;\n  line-height: 1.3;\n}\n.panel {\n  margin-bottom: 20px;\n  background-color:

#fff;\n  border: 1px solid transparent;\n  border-radius: 4px;\n  -webkit-box-shadow: 0 1px 1px rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.05);\n

box-shadow: 0 1px 1px rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.05);\n}\n.panel-body {\n  padding: 15px;\n}\n.panel-heading {\n  padding:

10px 15px;\n  border-bottom: 1px solid transparent;\n  border-top-left-radius: 3px;\n  border-top-right-radius:

3px;\n}\n.panel-heading > .dropdown .dropdown-toggle {\n  color: inherit;\n}\n.panel-title {\n  margin-top: 0;\n

margin-bottom: 0;\n  font-size: 16px;\n  color: inherit;\n}\n.panel-title > a,\n.panel-title > small,\n.panel-title >

.small,\n.panel-title > small > a,\n.panel-title > .small > a {\n  color: inherit;\n}\n.panel-footer {\n  padding: 10px

15px;\n  background-color: #f5f5f5;\n  border-top: 1px solid #ddd;\n  border-bottom-right-radius: 3px;\n  border-

bottom-left-radius: 3px;\n}\n.panel > .list-group,\n.panel > .panel-collapse > .list-group {\n  margin-bottom:

0;\n}\n.panel > .list-group .list-group-item,\n.panel > .panel-collapse > .list-group .list-group-item {\n  border-width:

1px 0;\n  border-radius: 0;\n}\n.panel > .list-group:first-child .list-group-item:first-child,\n.panel > .panel-collapse >

.list-group:first-child .list-group-item:first-child {\n  border-top: 0;\n  border-top-left-radius: 3px;\n  border-top-

right-radius: 3px;\n}\n.panel > .list-group:last-child .list-group-item:last-child,\n.panel > .panel-collapse > .list-

group:last-child .list-group-item:last-child {\n  border-bottom: 0;\n  border-bottom-right-radius: 3px;\n  border-

bottom-left-radius: 3px;\n}\n.panel > .panel-heading + .panel-collapse > .list-group .list-group-item:first-child {\n

border-top-left-radius: 0;\n  border-top-right-radius: 0;\n}\n.panel-heading + .list-group .list-group-item:first-child

{\n  border-top-width: 0;\n}\n.list-group + .panel-footer {\n  border-top-width: 0;\n}\n.panel > .table,\n.panel >
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.table-responsive > .table,\n.panel > .panel-collapse > .table {\n  margin-bottom: 0;\n}\n.panel > .table

caption,\n.panel > .table-responsive > .table caption,\n.panel > .panel-collapse > .table caption {\n  padding-right:

15px;\n  padding-left: 15px;\n}\n.panel > .table:first-child,\n.panel > .table-responsive:first-child > .table:first-child

{\n  border-top-left-radius: 3px;\n  border-top-right-radius: 3px;\n}\n.panel > .table:first-child > thead:first-child >

tr:first-child,\n.panel > .table-responsive:first-child > .table:first-child > thead:first-child > tr:first-child,\n.panel >

.table:first-child > tbody:first-child > tr:first-child,\n.panel > .table-responsive:first-child > .table:first-child >

tbody:first-child > tr:first-child {\n  border-top-left-radius: 3px;\n  border-top-right-radius: 3px;\n}\n.panel >

.table:first-child > thead:first-child > tr:first-child td:first-child,\n.panel > .table-responsive:first-child > .table:first-

child > thead:first-child > tr:first-child td:first-child,\n.panel > .table:first-child > tbody:first-child > tr:first-child

td:first-child,\n.panel > .table-responsive:first-child > .table:first-child > tbody:first-child > tr:first-child td:first-

child,\n.panel > .table:first-child > thead:first-child > tr:first-child th:first-child,\n.panel > .table-responsive:first-

child > .table:first-child > thead:first-child > tr:first-child th:first-child,\n.panel > .table:first-child > tbody:first-child

> tr:first-child th:first-child,\n.panel > .table-responsive:first-child > .table:first-child > tbody:first-child > tr:first-

child th:first-child {\n  border-top-left-radius: 3px;\n}\n.panel > .table:first-child > thead:first-child > tr:first-child

td:last-child,\n.panel > .table-responsive:first-child > .table:first-child > thead:first-child > tr:first-child td:last-

child,\n.panel > .table:first-child > tbody:first-child > tr:first-child td:last-child,\n.panel > .table-responsive:first-

child > .table:first-child > tbody:first-child > tr:first-child td:last-child,\n.panel > .table:first-child > thead:first-child

> tr:first-child th:last-child,\n.panel > .table-responsive:first-child > .table:first-child > thead:first-child > tr:first-

child th:last-child,\n.panel > .table:first-child > tbody:first-child > tr:first-child th:last-child,\n.panel > .table-

responsive:first-child > .table:first-child > tbody:first-child > tr:first-child th:last-child {\n  border-top-right-radius:

3px;\n}\n.panel > .table:last-child,\n.panel > .table-responsive:last-child > .table:last-child {\n  border-bottom-right-

radius: 3px;\n  border-bottom-left-radius: 3px;\n}\n.panel > .table:last-child > tbody:last-child > tr:last-child,\n.panel

> .table-responsive:last-child > .table:last-child > tbody:last-child > tr:last-child,\n.panel > .table:last-child >

tfoot:last-child > tr:last-child,\n.panel > .table-responsive:last-child > .table:last-child > tfoot:last-child > tr:last-child

{\n  border-bottom-right-radius: 3px;\n  border-bottom-left-radius: 3px;\n}\n.panel > .table:last-child > tbody:last-

child > tr:last-child td:first-child,\n.panel > .table-responsive:last-child > .table:last-child > tbody:last-child > tr:last-

child td:first-child,\n.panel > .table:last-child > tfoot:last-child > tr:last-child td:first-child,\n.panel > .table-

responsive:last-child > .table:last-child > tfoot:last-child > tr:last-child td:first-child,\n.panel > .table:last-child >

tbody:last-child > tr:last-child th:first-child,\n.panel > .table-responsive:last-child > .table:last-child > tbody:last-

child > tr:last-child th:first-child,\n.panel > .table:last-child > tfoot:last-child > tr:last-child th:first-child,\n.panel >

.table-responsive:last-child > .table:last-child > tfoot:last-child > tr:last-child th:first-child {\n  border-bottom-left-

radius: 3px;\n}\n.panel > .table:last-child > tbody:last-child > tr:last-child td:last-child,\n.panel > .table-

responsive:last-child > .table:last-child > tbody:last-child > tr:last-child td:last-child,\n.panel > .table:last-child >

tfoot:last-child > tr:last-child td:last-child,\n.panel > .table-responsive:last-child > .table:last-child > tfoot:last-child

> tr:last-child td:last-child,\n.panel > .table:last-child > tbody:last-child > tr:last-child th:last-child,\n.panel > .table-

responsive:last-child > .table:last-child > tbody:last-child > tr:last-child th:last-child,\n.panel > .table:last-child >

tfoot:last-child > tr:last-child th:last-child,\n.panel > .table-responsive:last-child > .table:last-child > tfoot:last-child

> tr:last-child th:last-child {\n  border-bottom-right-radius: 3px;\n}\n.panel > .panel-body + .table,\n.panel > .panel-

body + .table-responsive,\n.panel > .table + .panel-body,\n.panel > .table-responsive + .panel-body {\n  border-top:

1px solid #ddd;\n}\n.panel > .table > tbody:first-child > tr:first-child th,\n.panel > .table > tbody:first-child > tr:first-

child td {\n  border-top: 0;\n}\n.panel > .table-bordered,\n.panel > .table-responsive > .table-bordered {\n  border:

0;\n}\n.panel > .table-bordered > thead > tr > th:first-child,\n.panel > .table-responsive > .table-bordered > thead > tr

> th:first-child,\n.panel > .table-bordered > tbody > tr > th:first-child,\n.panel > .table-responsive > .table-bordered >

tbody > tr > th:first-child,\n.panel > .table-bordered > tfoot > tr > th:first-child,\n.panel > .table-responsive > .table-

bordered > tfoot > tr > th:first-child,\n.panel > .table-bordered > thead > tr > td:first-child,\n.panel > .table-

responsive > .table-bordered > thead > tr > td:first-child,\n.panel > .table-bordered > tbody > tr > td:first-

child,\n.panel > .table-responsive > .table-bordered > tbody > tr > td:first-child,\n.panel > .table-bordered > tfoot > tr

> td:first-child,\n.panel > .table-responsive > .table-bordered > tfoot > tr > td:first-child {\n  border-left:
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0;\n}\n.panel > .table-bordered > thead > tr > th:last-child,\n.panel > .table-responsive > .table-bordered > thead > tr

> th:last-child,\n.panel > .table-bordered > tbody > tr > th:last-child,\n.panel > .table-responsive > .table-bordered >

tbody > tr > th:last-child,\n.panel > .table-bordered > tfoot > tr > th:last-child,\n.panel > .table-responsive > .table-

bordered > tfoot > tr > th:last-child,\n.panel > .table-bordered > thead > tr > td:last-child,\n.panel > .table-responsive

> .table-bordered > thead > tr > td:last-child,\n.panel > .table-bordered > tbody > tr > td:last-child,\n.panel > .table-

responsive > .table-bordered > tbody > tr > td:last-child,\n.panel > .table-bordered > tfoot > tr > td:last-child,\n.panel

> .table-responsive > .table-bordered > tfoot > tr > td:last-child {\n  border-right: 0;\n}\n.panel > .table-bordered >

thead > tr:first-child > td,\n.panel > .table-responsive > .table-bordered > thead > tr:first-child > td,\n.panel > .table-

bordered > tbody > tr:first-child > td,\n.panel > .table-responsive > .table-bordered > tbody > tr:first-child >

td,\n.panel > .table-bordered > thead > tr:first-child > th,\n.panel > .table-responsive > .table-bordered > thead >

tr:first-child > th,\n.panel > .table-bordered > tbody > tr:first-child > th,\n.panel > .table-responsive > .table-

bordered > tbody > tr:first-child > th {\n  border-bottom: 0;\n}\n.panel > .table-bordered > tbody > tr:last-child >

td,\n.panel > .table-responsive > .table-bordered > tbody > tr:last-child > td,\n.panel > .table-bordered > tfoot >

tr:last-child > td,\n.panel > .table-responsive > .table-bordered > tfoot > tr:last-child > td,\n.panel > .table-bordered >

tbody > tr:last-child > th,\n.panel > .table-responsive > .table-bordered > tbody > tr:last-child > th,\n.panel > .table-

bordered > tfoot > tr:last-child > th,\n.panel > .table-responsive > .table-bordered > tfoot > tr:last-child > th {\n

border-bottom: 0;\n}\n.panel > .table-responsive {\n  margin-bottom: 0;\n  border: 0;\n}\n.panel-group {\n  margin-

bottom: 20px;\n}\n.panel-group .panel {\n  margin-bottom: 0;\n  border-radius: 4px;\n}\n.panel-group .panel +

.panel {\n  margin-top: 5px;\n}\n.panel-group .panel-heading {\n  border-bottom: 0;\n}\n.panel-group .panel-

heading + .panel-collapse > .panel-body,\n.panel-group .panel-heading + .panel-collapse > .list-group {\n  border-

top: 1px solid #ddd;\n}\n.panel-group .panel-footer {\n  border-top: 0;\n}\n.panel-group .panel-footer + .panel-

collapse .panel-body {\n  border-bottom: 1px solid #ddd;\n}\n.panel-default {\n  border-color: #ddd;\n}\n.panel-

default > .panel-heading {\n  color: #333333;\n  background-color: #f5f5f5;\n  border-color: #ddd;\n}\n.panel-

default > .panel-heading + .panel-collapse > .panel-body {\n  border-top-color: #ddd;\n}\n.panel-default > .panel-

heading .badge {\n  color: #f5f5f5;\n  background-color: #333333;\n}\n.panel-default > .panel-footer + .panel-

collapse > .panel-body {\n  border-bottom-color: #ddd;\n}\n.panel-primary {\n  border-color: #337ab7;\n}\n.panel-

primary > .panel-heading {\n  color: #fff;\n  background-color: #337ab7;\n  border-color: #337ab7;\n}\n.panel-

primary > .panel-heading + .panel-collapse > .panel-body {\n  border-top-color: #337ab7;\n}\n.panel-primary >

.panel-heading .badge {\n  color: #337ab7;\n  background-color: #fff;\n}\n.panel-primary > .panel-footer + .panel-

collapse > .panel-body {\n  border-bottom-color: #337ab7;\n}\n.panel-success {\n  border-color:

#d6e9c6;\n}\n.panel-success > .panel-heading {\n  color: #3c763d;\n  background-color: #dff0d8;\n  border-color:

#d6e9c6;\n}\n.panel-success > .panel-heading + .panel-collapse > .panel-body {\n  border-top-color:

#d6e9c6;\n}\n.panel-success > .panel-heading .badge {\n  color: #dff0d8;\n  background-color: #3c763d;\n}\n.panel-

success > .panel-footer + .panel-collapse > .panel-body {\n  border-bottom-color: #d6e9c6;\n}\n.panel-info {\n

border-color: #bce8f1;\n}\n.panel-info > .panel-heading {\n  color: #31708f;\n  background-color: #d9edf7;\n

border-color: #bce8f1;\n}\n.panel-info > .panel-heading + .panel-collapse > .panel-body {\n  border-top-color:

#bce8f1;\n}\n.panel-info > .panel-heading .badge {\n  color: #d9edf7;\n  background-color: #31708f;\n}\n.panel-

info > .panel-footer + .panel-collapse > .panel-body {\n  border-bottom-color: #bce8f1;\n}\n.panel-warning {\n

border-color: #faebcc;\n}\n.panel-warning > .panel-heading {\n  color: #8a6d3b;\n  background-color: #fcf8e3;\n

border-color: #faebcc;\n}\n.panel-warning > .panel-heading + .panel-collapse > .panel-body {\n  border-top-color:

#faebcc;\n}\n.panel-warning > .panel-heading .badge {\n  color: #fcf8e3;\n  background-color: #8a6d3b;\n}\n.panel-

warning > .panel-footer + .panel-collapse > .panel-body {\n  border-bottom-color: #faebcc;\n}\n.panel-danger {\n

border-color: #ebccd1;\n}\n.panel-danger > .panel-heading {\n  color: #a94442;\n  background-color: #f2dede;\n

border-color: #ebccd1;\n}\n.panel-danger > .panel-heading + .panel-collapse > .panel-body {\n  border-top-color:

#ebccd1;\n}\n.panel-danger > .panel-heading .badge {\n  color: #f2dede;\n  background-color: #a94442;\n}\n.panel-

danger > .panel-footer + .panel-collapse > .panel-body {\n  border-bottom-color: #ebccd1;\n}\n.embed-responsive

{\n  position: relative;\n  display: block;\n  height: 0;\n  padding: 0;\n  overflow: hidden;\n}\n.embed-responsive

.embed-responsive-item,\n.embed-responsive iframe,\n.embed-responsive embed,\n.embed-responsive
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object,\n.embed-responsive video {\n  position: absolute;\n  top: 0;\n  bottom: 0;\n  left: 0;\n  width: 100%;\n  height:

100%;\n  border: 0;\n}\n.embed-responsive-16by9 {\n  padding-bottom: 56.25%;\n}\n.embed-responsive-4by3 {\n

padding-bottom: 75%;\n}\n.well {\n  min-height: 20px;\n  padding: 19px;\n  margin-bottom: 20px;\n  background-

color: #f5f5f5;\n  border: 1px solid #e3e3e3;\n  border-radius: 4px;\n  -webkit-box-shadow: inset 0 1px 1px rgba(0,

0, 0, 0.05);\n  box-shadow: inset 0 1px 1px rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.05);\n}\n.well blockquote {\n  border-color: #ddd;\n

border-color: rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.15);\n}\n.well-lg {\n  padding: 24px;\n  border-radius: 6px;\n}\n.well-sm {\n  padding:

9px;\n  border-radius: 3px;\n}\n.close {\n  float: right;\n  font-size: 21px;\n  font-weight: bold;\n  line-height: 1;\n

color: #000;\n  text-shadow: 0 1px 0 #fff;\n  filter: alpha(opacity=20);\n  opacity:

0.2;\n}\n.close:hover,\n.close:focus {\n  color: #000;\n  text-decoration: none;\n  cursor: pointer;\n  filter:

alpha(opacity=50);\n  opacity: 0.5;\n}\nbutton.close {\n  padding: 0;\n  cursor: pointer;\n  background: transparent;\n

border: 0;\n  -webkit-appearance: none;\n  -moz-appearance: none;\n  appearance: none;\n}\n.modal-open {\n

overflow: hidden;\n}\n.modal {\n  position: fixed;\n  top: 0;\n  right: 0;\n  bottom: 0;\n  left: 0;\n  z-index: 1050;\n

display: none;\n  overflow: hidden;\n  -webkit-overflow-scrolling: touch;\n  outline: 0;\n}\n.modal.fade .modal-

dialog {\n  -webkit-transform: translate(0, -25%);\n  -ms-transform: translate(0, -25%);\n  -o-transform: translate(0, -

25%);\n  transform: translate(0, -25%);\n  -webkit-transition: -webkit-transform 0.3s ease-out;\n  -o-transition: -o-

transform 0.3s ease-out;\n  transition: -webkit-transform 0.3s ease-out;\n  transition: transform 0.3s ease-out;\n

transition: transform 0.3s ease-out, -webkit-transform 0.3s ease-out, -o-transform 0.3s ease-out;\n}\n.modal.in

.modal-dialog {\n  -webkit-transform: translate(0, 0);\n  -ms-transform: translate(0, 0);\n  -o-transform: translate(0,

0);\n  transform: translate(0, 0);\n}\n.modal-open .modal {\n  overflow-x: hidden;\n  overflow-y: auto;\n}\n.modal-

dialog {\n  position: relative;\n  width: auto;\n  margin: 10px;\n}\n.modal-content {\n  position: relative;\n

background-color: #fff;\n  background-clip: padding-box;\n  border: 1px solid #999;\n  border: 1px solid rgba(0, 0,

0, 0.2);\n  border-radius: 6px;\n  -webkit-box-shadow: 0 3px 9px rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.5);\n  box-shadow: 0 3px 9px

rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.5);\n  outline: 0;\n}\n.modal-backdrop {\n  position: fixed;\n  top: 0;\n  right: 0;\n  bottom: 0;\n  left:

0;\n  z-index: 1040;\n  background-color: #000;\n}\n.modal-backdrop.fade {\n  filter: alpha(opacity=0);\n  opacity:

0;\n}\n.modal-backdrop.in {\n  filter: alpha(opacity=50);\n  opacity: 0.5;\n}\n.modal-header {\n  padding: 15px;\n

border-bottom: 1px solid #e5e5e5;\n}\n.modal-header .close {\n  margin-top: -2px;\n}\n.modal-title {\n  margin:

0;\n  line-height: 1.42857143;\n}\n.modal-body {\n  position: relative;\n  padding: 15px;\n}\n.modal-footer {\n

padding: 15px;\n  text-align: right;\n  border-top: 1px solid #e5e5e5;\n}\n.modal-footer .btn + .btn {\n  margin-

bottom: 0;\n  margin-left: 5px;\n}\n.modal-footer .btn-group .btn + .btn {\n  margin-left: -1px;\n}\n.modal-footer

.btn-block + .btn-block {\n  margin-left: 0;\n}\n.modal-scrollbar-measure {\n  position: absolute;\n  top: -9999px;\n

width: 50px;\n  height: 50px;\n  overflow: scroll;\n}\n@media (min-width: 768px) {\n  .modal-dialog {\n    width:

600px;\n    margin: 30px auto;\n  }\n  .modal-content {\n    -webkit-box-shadow: 0 5px 15px rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.5);\n

box-shadow: 0 5px 15px rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.5);\n  }\n  .modal-sm {\n    width: 300px;\n  }\n}\n@media (min-width:

992px) {\n  .modal-lg {\n    width: 900px;\n  }\n}\n.tooltip {\n  position: absolute;\n  z-index: 1070;\n  display:

block;\n  font-family: \"Helvetica Neue\", Helvetica, Arial, sans-serif;\n  font-style: normal;\n  font-weight: 400;\n

line-height: 1.42857143;\n  line-break: auto;\n  text-align: left;\n  text-align: start;\n  text-decoration: none;\n  text-

shadow: none;\n  text-transform: none;\n  letter-spacing: normal;\n  word-break: normal;\n  word-spacing: normal;\n

word-wrap: normal;\n  white-space: normal;\n  font-size: 12px;\n  filter: alpha(opacity=0);\n  opacity:

0;\n}\n.tooltip.in {\n  filter: alpha(opacity=90);\n  opacity: 0.9;\n}\n.tooltip.top {\n  padding: 5px 0;\n  margin-top: -

3px;\n}\n.tooltip.right {\n  padding: 0 5px;\n  margin-left: 3px;\n}\n.tooltip.bottom {\n  padding: 5px 0;\n  margin-

top: 3px;\n}\n.tooltip.left {\n  padding: 0 5px;\n  margin-left: -3px;\n}\n.tooltip.top .tooltip-arrow {\n  bottom: 0;\n

left: 50%;\n  margin-left: -5px;\n  border-width: 5px 5px 0;\n  border-top-color: #000;\n}\n.tooltip.top-left .tooltip-

arrow {\n  right: 5px;\n  bottom: 0;\n  margin-bottom: -5px;\n  border-width: 5px 5px 0;\n  border-top-color:

#000;\n}\n.tooltip.top-right .tooltip-arrow {\n  bottom: 0;\n  left: 5px;\n  margin-bottom: -5px;\n  border-width: 5px

5px 0;\n  border-top-color: #000;\n}\n.tooltip.right .tooltip-arrow {\n  top: 50%;\n  left: 0;\n  margin-top: -5px;\n

border-width: 5px 5px 5px 0;\n  border-right-color: #000;\n}\n.tooltip.left .tooltip-arrow {\n  top: 50%;\n  right: 0;\n

margin-top: -5px;\n  border-width: 5px 0 5px 5px;\n  border-left-color: #000;\n}\n.tooltip.bottom .tooltip-arrow {\n

top: 0;\n  left: 50%;\n  margin-left: -5px;\n  border-width: 0 5px 5px;\n  border-bottom-color:
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#000;\n}\n.tooltip.bottom-left .tooltip-arrow {\n  top: 0;\n  right: 5px;\n  margin-top: -5px;\n  border-width: 0 5px

5px;\n  border-bottom-color: #000;\n}\n.tooltip.bottom-right .tooltip-arrow {\n  top: 0;\n  left: 5px;\n  margin-top: -

5px;\n  border-width: 0 5px 5px;\n  border-bottom-color: #000;\n}\n.tooltip-inner {\n  max-width: 200px;\n

padding: 3px 8px;\n  color: #fff;\n  text-align: center;\n  background-color: #000;\n  border-radius: 4px;\n}\n.tooltip-

arrow {\n  position: absolute;\n  width: 0;\n  height: 0;\n  border-color: transparent;\n  border-style:

solid;\n}\n.popover {\n  position: absolute;\n  top: 0;\n  left: 0;\n  z-index: 1060;\n  display: none;\n  max-width:

276px;\n  padding: 1px;\n  font-family: \"Helvetica Neue\", Helvetica, Arial, sans-serif;\n  font-style: normal;\n

font-weight: 400;\n  line-height: 1.42857143;\n  line-break: auto;\n  text-align: left;\n  text-align: start;\n  text-

decoration: none;\n  text-shadow: none;\n  text-transform: none;\n  letter-spacing: normal;\n  word-break: normal;\n

word-spacing: normal;\n  word-wrap: normal;\n  white-space: normal;\n  font-size: 14px;\n  background-color:

#fff;\n  background-clip: padding-box;\n  border: 1px solid #ccc;\n  border: 1px solid rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.2);\n  border-

radius: 6px;\n  -webkit-box-shadow: 0 5px 10px rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.2);\n  box-shadow: 0 5px 10px rgba(0, 0, 0,

0.2);\n}\n.popover.top {\n  margin-top: -10px;\n}\n.popover.right {\n  margin-left: 10px;\n}\n.popover.bottom {\n

margin-top: 10px;\n}\n.popover.left {\n  margin-left: -10px;\n}\n.popover > .arrow {\n  border-width:

11px;\n}\n.popover > .arrow,\n.popover > .arrow:after {\n  position: absolute;\n  display: block;\n  width: 0;\n

height: 0;\n  border-color: transparent;\n  border-style: solid;\n}\n.popover > .arrow:after {\n  content: \"\";\n

border-width: 10px;\n}\n.popover.top > .arrow {\n  bottom: -11px;\n  left: 50%;\n  margin-left: -11px;\n  border-top-

color: #999999;\n  border-top-color: rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.25);\n  border-bottom-width: 0;\n}\n.popover.top > .arrow:after

{\n  bottom: 1px;\n  margin-left: -10px;\n  content: \" \";\n  border-top-color: #fff;\n  border-bottom-width:

0;\n}\n.popover.right > .arrow {\n  top: 50%;\n  left: -11px;\n  margin-top: -11px;\n  border-right-color: #999999;\n

border-right-color: rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.25);\n  border-left-width: 0;\n}\n.popover.right > .arrow:after {\n  bottom: -

10px;\n  left: 1px;\n  content: \" \";\n  border-right-color: #fff;\n  border-left-width: 0;\n}\n.popover.bottom > .arrow

{\n  top: -11px;\n  left: 50%;\n  margin-left: -11px;\n  border-top-width: 0;\n  border-bottom-color: #999999;\n

border-bottom-color: rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.25);\n}\n.popover.bottom > .arrow:after {\n  top: 1px;\n  margin-left: -10px;\n

content: \" \";\n  border-top-width: 0;\n  border-bottom-color: #fff;\n}\n.popover.left > .arrow {\n  top: 50%;\n  right:

-11px;\n  margin-top: -11px;\n  border-right-width: 0;\n  border-left-color: #999999;\n  border-left-color: rgba(0, 0,

0, 0.25);\n}\n.popover.left > .arrow:after {\n  right: 1px;\n  bottom: -10px;\n  content: \" \";\n  border-right-width:

0;\n  border-left-color: #fff;\n}\n.popover-title {\n  padding: 8px 14px;\n  margin: 0;\n  font-size: 14px;\n

background-color: #f7f7f7;\n  border-bottom: 1px solid #ebebeb;\n  border-radius: 5px 5px 0 0;\n}\n.popover-

content {\n  padding: 9px 14px;\n}\n.carousel {\n  position: relative;\n}\n.carousel-inner {\n  position: relative;\n

width: 100%;\n  overflow: hidden;\n}\n.carousel-inner > .item {\n  position: relative;\n  display: none;\n  -webkit-

transition: 0.6s ease-in-out left;\n  -o-transition: 0.6s ease-in-out left;\n  transition: 0.6s ease-in-out

left;\n}\n.carousel-inner > .item > img,\n.carousel-inner > .item > a > img {\n  line-height: 1;\n}\n@media all and

(transform-3d), (-webkit-transform-3d) {\n  .carousel-inner > .item {\n    -webkit-transition: -webkit-transform 0.6s

ease-in-out;\n    -o-transition: -o-transform 0.6s ease-in-out;\n    transition: -webkit-transform 0.6s ease-in-out;\n

transition: transform 0.6s ease-in-out;\n    transition: transform 0.6s ease-in-out, -webkit-transform 0.6s ease-in-out, -

o-transform 0.6s ease-in-out;\n    -webkit-backface-visibility: hidden;\n    backface-visibility: hidden;\n    -webkit-

perspective: 1000px;\n    perspective: 1000px;\n  }\n  .carousel-inner > .item.next,\n  .carousel-inner >

.item.active.right {\n    -webkit-transform: translate3d(100%, 0, 0);\n    transform: translate3d(100%, 0, 0);\n    left:

0;\n  }\n  .carousel-inner > .item.prev,\n  .carousel-inner > .item.active.left {\n    -webkit-transform: translate3d(-

100%, 0, 0);\n    transform: translate3d(-100%, 0, 0);\n    left: 0;\n  }\n  .carousel-inner > .item.next.left,\n  .carousel-

inner > .item.prev.right,\n  .carousel-inner > .item.active {\n    -webkit-transform: translate3d(0, 0, 0);\n    transform:

translate3d(0, 0, 0);\n    left: 0;\n  }\n}\n.carousel-inner > .active,\n.carousel-inner > .next,\n.carousel-inner > .prev

{\n  display: block;\n}\n.carousel-inner > .active {\n  left: 0;\n}\n.carousel-inner > .next,\n.carousel-inner > .prev {\n

position: absolute;\n  top: 0;\n  width: 100%;\n}\n.carousel-inner > .next {\n  left: 100%;\n}\n.carousel-inner > .prev

{\n  left: -100%;\n}\n.carousel-inner > .next.left,\n.carousel-inner > .prev.right {\n  left: 0;\n}\n.carousel-inner >

.active.left {\n  left: -100%;\n}\n.carousel-inner > .active.right {\n  left: 100%;\n}\n.carousel-control {\n  position:

absolute;\n  top: 0;\n  bottom: 0;\n  left: 0;\n  width: 15%;\n  font-size: 20px;\n  color: #fff;\n  text-align: center;\n
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text-shadow: 0 1px 2px rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.6);\n  background-color: rgba(0, 0, 0, 0);\n  filter: alpha(opacity=50);\n

opacity: 0.5;\n}\n.carousel-control.left {\n  background-image: -webkit-linear-gradient(left, rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.5) 0%,

rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.0001) 100%);\n  background-image: -o-linear-gradient(left, rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.5) 0%, rgba(0, 0, 0,

0.0001) 100%);\n  background-image: -webkit-gradient(linear, left top, right top, from(rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.5)), to(rgba(0,

0, 0, 0.0001)));\n  background-image: linear-gradient(to right, rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.5) 0%, rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.0001) 100%);\n

filter: progid:DXImageTransform.Microsoft.gradient(startColorstr='#80000000', endColorstr='#00000000',

GradientType=1);\n  background-repeat: repeat-x;\n}\n.carousel-control.right {\n  right: 0;\n  left: auto;\n

background-image: -webkit-linear-gradient(left, rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.0001) 0%, rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.5) 100%);\n  background-

image: -o-linear-gradient(left, rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.0001) 0%, rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.5) 100%);\n  background-image: -webkit-

gradient(linear, left top, right top, from(rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.0001)), to(rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.5)));\n  background-image: linear-

gradient(to right, rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.0001) 0%, rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.5) 100%);\n  filter:

progid:DXImageTransform.Microsoft.gradient(startColorstr='#00000000', endColorstr='#80000000',

GradientType=1);\n  background-repeat: repeat-x;\n}\n.carousel-control:hover,\n.carousel-control:focus {\n  color:

#fff;\n  text-decoration: none;\n  outline: 0;\n  filter: alpha(opacity=90);\n  opacity: 0.9;\n}\n.carousel-control .icon-

prev,\n.carousel-control .icon-next,\n.carousel-control .glyphicon-chevron-left,\n.carousel-control .glyphicon-

chevron-right {\n  position: absolute;\n  top: 50%;\n  z-index: 5;\n  display: inline-block;\n  margin-top: -

10px;\n}\n.carousel-control .icon-prev,\n.carousel-control .glyphicon-chevron-left {\n  left: 50%;\n  margin-left: -

10px;\n}\n.carousel-control .icon-next,\n.carousel-control .glyphicon-chevron-right {\n  right: 50%;\n  margin-right:

-10px;\n}\n.carousel-control .icon-prev,\n.carousel-control .icon-next {\n  width: 20px;\n  height: 20px;\n  font-

family: serif;\n  line-height: 1;\n}\n.carousel-control .icon-prev:before {\n  content: \"\\2039\";\n}\n.carousel-control

.icon-next:before {\n  content: \"\\203a\";\n}\n.carousel-indicators {\n  position: absolute;\n  bottom: 10px;\n  left:

50%;\n  z-index: 15;\n  width: 60%;\n  padding-left: 0;\n  margin-left: -30%;\n  text-align: center;\n  list-style:

none;\n}\n.carousel-indicators li {\n  display: inline-block;\n  width: 10px;\n  height: 10px;\n  margin: 1px;\n  text-

indent: -999px;\n  cursor: pointer;\n  background-color: #000 \\9;\n  background-color: rgba(0, 0, 0, 0);\n  border:

1px solid #fff;\n  border-radius: 10px;\n}\n.carousel-indicators .active {\n  width: 12px;\n  height: 12px;\n  margin:

0;\n  background-color: #fff;\n}\n.carousel-caption {\n  position: absolute;\n  right: 15%;\n  bottom: 20px;\n  left:

15%;\n  z-index: 10;\n  padding-top: 20px;\n  padding-bottom: 20px;\n  color: #fff;\n  text-align: center;\n  text-

shadow: 0 1px 2px rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.6);\n}\n.carousel-caption .btn {\n  text-shadow: none;\n}\n@media screen and

(min-width: 768px) {\n  .carousel-control .glyphicon-chevron-left,\n  .carousel-control .glyphicon-chevron-right,\n

.carousel-control .icon-prev,\n  .carousel-control .icon-next {\n    width: 30px;\n    height: 30px;\n    margin-top: -

10px;\n    font-size: 30px;\n  }\n  .carousel-control .glyphicon-chevron-left,\n  .carousel-control .icon-prev {\n

margin-left: -10px;\n  }\n  .carousel-control .glyphicon-chevron-right,\n  .carousel-control .icon-next {\n    margin-

right: -10px;\n  }\n  .carousel-caption {\n    right: 20%;\n    left: 20%;\n    padding-bottom: 30px;\n  }\n  .carousel-

indicators {\n    bottom: 20px;\n  }\n}\n.clearfix:before,\n.clearfix:after,\n.dl-horizontal dd:before,\n.dl-horizontal

dd:after,\n.container:before,\n.container:after,\n.container-fluid:before,\n.container-

fluid:after,\n.row:before,\n.row:after,\n.form-horizontal .form-group:before,\n.form-horizontal .form-

group:after,\n.btn-toolbar:before,\n.btn-toolbar:after,\n.btn-group-vertical > .btn-group:before,\n.btn-group-vertical

> .btn-group:after,\n.nav:before,\n.nav:after,\n.navbar:before,\n.navbar:after,\n.navbar-header:before,\n.navbar-

header:after,\n.navbar-collapse:before,\n.navbar-collapse:after,\n.pager:before,\n.pager:after,\n.panel-

body:before,\n.panel-body:after,\n.modal-header:before,\n.modal-header:after,\n.modal-footer:before,\n.modal-

footer:after {\n  display: table;\n  content: \" \";\n}\n.clearfix:after,\n.dl-horizontal

dd:after,\n.container:after,\n.container-fluid:after,\n.row:after,\n.form-horizontal .form-group:after,\n.btn-

toolbar:after,\n.btn-group-vertical > .btn-group:after,\n.nav:after,\n.navbar:after,\n.navbar-header:after,\n.navbar-

collapse:after,\n.pager:after,\n.panel-body:after,\n.modal-header:after,\n.modal-footer:after {\n  clear:

both;\n}\n.center-block {\n  display: block;\n  margin-right: auto;\n  margin-left: auto;\n}\n.pull-right {\n  float: right

!important;\n}\n.pull-left {\n  float: left !important;\n}\n.hide {\n  display: none !important;\n}\n.show {\n  display:

block !important;\n}\n.invisible {\n  visibility: hidden;\n}\n.text-hide {\n  font: 0/0 a;\n  color: transparent;\n  text-

shadow: none;\n  background-color: transparent;\n  border: 0;\n}\n.hidden {\n  display: none !important;\n}\n.affix
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{\n  position: fixed;\n}\n@-ms-viewport {\n  width: device-width;\n}\n.visible-xs,\n.visible-sm,\n.visible-

md,\n.visible-lg {\n  display: none !important;\n}\n.visible-xs-block,\n.visible-xs-inline,\n.visible-xs-inline-

block,\n.visible-sm-block,\n.visible-sm-inline,\n.visible-sm-inline-block,\n.visible-md-block,\n.visible-md-

inline,\n.visible-md-inline-block,\n.visible-lg-block,\n.visible-lg-inline,\n.visible-lg-inline-block {\n  display: none

!important;\n}\n@media (max-width: 767px) {\n  .visible-xs {\n    display: block !important;\n  }\n  table.visible-xs

{\n    display: table !important;\n  }\n  tr.visible-xs {\n    display: table-row !important;\n  }\n  th.visible-xs,\n

td.visible-xs {\n    display: table-cell !important;\n  }\n}\n@media (max-width: 767px) {\n  .visible-xs-block {\n

display: block !important;\n  }\n}\n@media (max-width: 767px) {\n  .visible-xs-inline {\n    display: inline

!important;\n  }\n}\n@media (max-width: 767px) {\n  .visible-xs-inline-block {\n    display: inline-block

!important;\n  }\n}\n@media (min-width: 768px) and (max-width: 991px) {\n  .visible-sm {\n    display: block

!important;\n  }\n  table.visible-sm {\n    display: table !important;\n  }\n  tr.visible-sm {\n    display: table-row

!important;\n  }\n  th.visible-sm,\n  td.visible-sm {\n    display: table-cell !important;\n  }\n}\n@media (min-width:

768px) and (max-width: 991px) {\n  .visible-sm-block {\n    display: block !important;\n  }\n}\n@media (min-

width: 768px) and (max-width: 991px) {\n  .visible-sm-inline {\n    display: inline !important;\n  }\n}\n@media

(min-width: 768px) and (max-width: 991px) {\n  .visible-sm-inline-block {\n    display: inline-block !important;\n

}\n}\n@media (min-width: 992px) and (max-width: 1199px) {\n  .visible-md {\n    display: block !important;\n  }\n

table.visible-md {\n    display: table !important;\n  }\n  tr.visible-md {\n    display: table-row !important;\n  }\n

th.visible-md,\n  td.visible-md {\n    display: table-cell !important;\n  }\n}\n@media (min-width: 992px) and (max-

width: 1199px) {\n  .visible-md-block {\n    display: block !important;\n  }\n}\n@media (min-width: 992px) and

(max-width: 1199px) {\n  .visible-md-inline {\n    display: inline !important;\n  }\n}\n@media (min-width: 992px)

and (max-width: 1199px) {\n  .visible-md-inline-block {\n    display: inline-block !important;\n  }\n}\n@media

(min-width: 1200px) {\n  .visible-lg {\n    display: block !important;\n  }\n  table.visible-lg {\n    display: table

!important;\n  }\n  tr.visible-lg {\n    display: table-row !important;\n  }\n  th.visible-lg,\n  td.visible-lg {\n    display:

table-cell !important;\n  }\n}\n@media (min-width: 1200px) {\n  .visible-lg-block {\n    display: block !important;\n

}\n}\n@media (min-width: 1200px) {\n  .visible-lg-inline {\n    display: inline !important;\n  }\n}\n@media (min-

width: 1200px) {\n  .visible-lg-inline-block {\n    display: inline-block !important;\n  }\n}\n@media (max-width:

767px) {\n  .hidden-xs {\n    display: none !important;\n  }\n}\n@media (min-width: 768px) and (max-width:

991px) {\n  .hidden-sm {\n    display: none !important;\n  }\n}\n@media (min-width: 992px) and (max-width:

1199px) {\n  .hidden-md {\n    display: none !important;\n  }\n}\n@media (min-width: 1200px) {\n  .hidden-lg {\n

display: none !important;\n  }\n}\n.visible-print {\n  display: none !important;\n}\n@media print {\n  .visible-print

{\n    display: block !important;\n  }\n  table.visible-print {\n    display: table !important;\n  }\n  tr.visible-print {\n

display: table-row !important;\n  }\n  th.visible-print,\n  td.visible-print {\n    display: table-cell !important;\n

}\n}\n.visible-print-block {\n  display: none !important;\n}\n@media print {\n  .visible-print-block {\n    display:

block !important;\n  }\n}\n.visible-print-inline {\n  display: none !important;\n}\n@media print {\n  .visible-print-

inline {\n    display: inline !important;\n  }\n}\n.visible-print-inline-block {\n  display: none

!important;\n}\n@media print {\n  .visible-print-inline-block {\n    display: inline-block !important;\n

}\n}\n@media print {\n  .hidden-print {\n    display: none !important;\n  }\n}\n/*#

sourceMappingURL=bootstrap.css.map */","// stylelint-disable declaration-no-important, selector-no-qualifying-

type\n\n/*! Source: https://github.com/h5bp/html5-boilerplate/blob/master/src/css/main.css */\n\n//

==========================================================================\n// Print

styles.\n// Inlined to avoid the additional HTTP request: h5bp.com/r\n//

==========================================================================\n\n@media

print {\n  *,\n  *:before,\n  *:after {\n    color: #000 !important; // Black prints faster: h5bp.com/s\n    text-shadow:

none !important;\n    background: transparent !important;\n    box-shadow: none !important;\n  }\n\n  a,\n  a:visited

{\n    text-decoration: underline;\n  }\n\n  a[href]:after {\n    content: \" (\" attr(href) \")\";\n  }\n\n  abbr[title]:after

{\n    content: \" (\" attr(title) \")\";\n  }\n\n  // Don't show links that are fragment identifiers,\n  // or use the

`javascript:` pseudo protocol\n  a[href^=\"#\"]:after,\n  a[href^=\"javascript:\"]:after {\n    content: \"\";\n  }\n\n

pre,\n  blockquote {\n    border: 1px solid #999;\n    page-break-inside: avoid;\n  }\n\n  thead {\n    display: table-
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header-group; // h5bp.com/t\n  }\n\n  tr,\n  img {\n    page-break-inside: avoid;\n  }\n\n  img {\n    max-width: 100%

!important;\n  }\n\n  p,\n  h2,\n  h3 {\n    orphans: 3;\n    widows: 3;\n  }\n\n  h2,\n  h3 {\n    page-break-after:

avoid;\n  }\n\n  // Bootstrap specific changes start\n\n  // Bootstrap components\n  .navbar {\n    display: none;\n  }\n

.btn,\n  .dropup > .btn {\n    > .caret {\n      border-top-color: #000 !important;\n    }\n  }\n  .label {\n    border: 1px

solid #000;\n  }\n\n  .table {\n    border-collapse: collapse !important;\n\n    td,\n    th {\n      background-color: #fff

!important;\n    }\n  }\n  .table-bordered {\n    th,\n    td {\n      border: 1px solid #ddd !important;\n    }\n  }\n}\n","//

stylelint-disable value-list-comma-newline-after, value-list-comma-space-after, indentation, declaration-colon-

newline-after, font-family-no-missing-generic-family-keyword\n\n//\n// Glyphicons for Bootstrap\n//\n// Since icons

are fonts, they can be placed anywhere text is placed and are\n// thus automatically sized to match the surrounding

child. To use, create an\n// inline element with the appropriate classes, like so:\n//\n// <a href=\"#\"><span

class=\"glyphicon glyphicon-star\"></span> Star</a>\n\n// Import the fonts\n@font-face {\n  font-family:

\"Glyphicons Halflings\";\n  src: url(\"@{icon-font-path}@{icon-font-name}.eot\");\n  src: url(\"@{icon-font-

path}@{icon-font-name}.eot?#iefix\") format(\"embedded-opentype\"),\n       url(\"@{icon-font-path}@{icon-font-

name}.woff2\") format(\"woff2\"),\n       url(\"@{icon-font-path}@{icon-font-name}.woff\") format(\"woff\"),\n

url(\"@{icon-font-path}@{icon-font-name}.ttf\") format(\"truetype\"),\n       url(\"@{icon-font-path}@{icon-font-

name}.svg#@{icon-font-svg-id}\") format(\"svg\");\n}\n\n// Catchall baseclass\n.glyphicon {\n  position: relative;\n

top: 1px;\n  display: inline-block;\n  font-family: \"Glyphicons Halflings\";\n  font-style: normal;\n  font-weight:

400;\n  line-height: 1;\n  -webkit-font-smoothing: antialiased;\n  -moz-osx-font-smoothing: grayscale;\n}\n\n//

Individual icons\n.glyphicon-asterisk               { &:before { content: \"\\002a\"; } }\n.glyphicon-plus                   {

&:before { content: \"\\002b\"; } }\n.glyphicon-euro,\n.glyphicon-eur                    { &:before { content: \"\\20ac\"; }

}\n.glyphicon-minus                  { &:before { content: \"\\2212\"; } }\n.glyphicon-cloud                  { &:before {

content: \"\\2601\"; } }\n.glyphicon-envelope               { &:before { content: \"\\2709\"; } }\n.glyphicon-pencil

     { &:before { content: \"\\270f\"; } }\n.glyphicon-glass                  { &:before { content: \"\\e001\"; }

}\n.glyphicon-music                  { &:before { content: \"\\e002\"; } }\n.glyphicon-search                 { &:before {

content: \"\\e003\"; } }\n.glyphicon-heart                  { &:before { content: \"\\e005\"; } }\n.glyphicon-star

{ &:before { content: \"\\e006\"; } }\n.glyphicon-star-empty             { &:before { content: \"\\e007\"; }

}\n.glyphicon-user                   { &:before { content: \"\\e008\"; } }\n.glyphicon-film                   { &:before {

content: \"\\e009\"; } }\n.glyphicon-th-large               { &:before { content: \"\\e010\"; } }\n.glyphicon-th

{ &:before { content: \"\\e011\"; } }\n.glyphicon-th-list                { &:before { content: \"\\e012\"; } }\n.glyphicon-

ok                     { &:before { content: \"\\e013\"; } }\n.glyphicon-remove                 { &:before { content: \"\\e014\";

} }\n.glyphicon-zoom-in                { &:before { content: \"\\e015\"; } }\n.glyphicon-zoom-out               { &:before {

content: \"\\e016\"; } }\n.glyphicon-off                    { &:before { content: \"\\e017\"; } }\n.glyphicon-signal

{ &:before { content: \"\\e018\"; } }\n.glyphicon-cog                    { &:before { content: \"\\e019\"; } }\n.glyphicon-

trash                  { &:before { content: \"\\e020\"; } }\n.glyphicon-home                   { &:before { content: \"\\e021\";

} }\n.glyphicon-file                   { &:before { content: \"\\e022\"; } }\n.glyphicon-time                   { &:before {

content: \"\\e023\"; } }\n.glyphicon-road                   { &:before { content: \"\\e024\"; } }\n.glyphicon-download-alt

      { &:before { content: \"\\e025\"; } }\n.glyphicon-download               { &:before { content: \"\\e026\"; }

}\n.glyphicon-upload                 { &:before { content: \"\\e027\"; } }\n.glyphicon-inbox                  { &:before {

content: \"\\e028\"; } }\n.glyphicon-play-circle            { &:before { content: \"\\e029\"; } }\n.glyphicon-repeat

    { &:before { content: \"\\e030\"; } }\n.glyphicon-refresh                { &:before { content: \"\\e031\"; }

}\n.glyphicon-list-alt               { &:before { content: \"\\e032\"; } }\n.glyphicon-lock                   { &:before {

content: \"\\e033\"; } }\n.glyphicon-flag                   { &:before { content: \"\\e034\"; } }\n.glyphicon-headphones

     { &:before { content: \"\\e035\"; } }\n.glyphicon-volume-off             { &:before { content: \"\\e036\"; }

}\n.glyphicon-volume-down            { &:before { content: \"\\e037\"; } }\n.glyphicon-volume-up              { &:before

{ content: \"\\e038\"; } }\n.glyphicon-qrcode                 { &:before { content: \"\\e039\"; } }\n.glyphicon-barcode

        { &:before { content: \"\\e040\"; } }\n.glyphicon-tag                    { &:before { content: \"\\e041\"; }

}\n.glyphicon-tags                   { &:before { content: \"\\e042\"; } }\n.glyphicon-book                   { &:before {

content: \"\\e043\"; } }\n.glyphicon-bookmark               { &:before { content: \"\\e044\"; } }\n.glyphicon-print
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     { &:before { content: \"\\e045\"; } }\n.glyphicon-camera                 { &:before { content: \"\\e046\"; }

}\n.glyphicon-font                   { &:before { content: \"\\e047\"; } }\n.glyphicon-bold                   { &:before {

content: \"\\e048\"; } }\n.glyphicon-italic                 { &:before { content: \"\\e049\"; } }\n.glyphicon-text-height

  { &:before { content: \"\\e050\"; } }\n.glyphicon-text-width             { &:before { content: \"\\e051\"; }

}\n.glyphicon-align-left             { &:before { content: \"\\e052\"; } }\n.glyphicon-align-center           { &:before {

content: \"\\e053\"; } }\n.glyphicon-align-right            { &:before { content: \"\\e054\"; } }\n.glyphicon-align-justify

       { &:before { content: \"\\e055\"; } }\n.glyphicon-list                   { &:before { content: \"\\e056\"; }

}\n.glyphicon-indent-left            { &:before { content: \"\\e057\"; } }\n.glyphicon-indent-right           { &:before {

content: \"\\e058\"; } }\n.glyphicon-facetime-video         { &:before { content: \"\\e059\"; } }\n.glyphicon-picture

        { &:before { content: \"\\e060\"; } }\n.glyphicon-map-marker             { &:before { content: \"\\e062\"; }

}\n.glyphicon-adjust                 { &:before { content: \"\\e063\"; } }\n.glyphicon-tint                   { &:before {

content: \"\\e064\"; } }\n.glyphicon-edit                   { &:before { content: \"\\e065\"; } }\n.glyphicon-share

{ &:before { content: \"\\e066\"; } }\n.glyphicon-check                  { &:before { content: \"\\e067\"; } }\n.glyphicon-

move                   { &:before { content: \"\\e068\"; } }\n.glyphicon-step-backward          { &:before { content:

\"\\e069\"; } }\n.glyphicon-fast-backward          { &:before { content: \"\\e070\"; } }\n.glyphicon-backward

{ &:before { content: \"\\e071\"; } }\n.glyphicon-play                   { &:before { content: \"\\e072\"; } }\n.glyphicon-

pause                  { &:before { content: \"\\e073\"; } }\n.glyphicon-stop                   { &:before { content: \"\\e074\"; }

}\n.glyphicon-forward                { &:before { content: \"\\e075\"; } }\n.glyphicon-fast-forward           { &:before {

content: \"\\e076\"; } }\n.glyphicon-step-forward           { &:before { content: \"\\e077\"; } }\n.glyphicon-eject

     { &:before { content: \"\\e078\"; } }\n.glyphicon-chevron-left           { &:before { content: \"\\e079\"; }

}\n.glyphicon-chevron-right          { &:before { content: \"\\e080\"; } }\n.glyphicon-plus-sign              { &:before {

content: \"\\e081\"; } }\n.glyphicon-minus-sign             { &:before { content: \"\\e082\"; } }\n.glyphicon-remove-

sign            { &:before { content: \"\\e083\"; } }\n.glyphicon-ok-sign                { &:before { content: \"\\e084\"; }

}\n.glyphicon-question-sign          { &:before { content: \"\\e085\"; } }\n.glyphicon-info-sign              { &:before {

content: \"\\e086\"; } }\n.glyphicon-screenshot             { &:before { content: \"\\e087\"; } }\n.glyphicon-remove-

circle          { &:before { content: \"\\e088\"; } }\n.glyphicon-ok-circle              { &:before { content: \"\\e089\"; }

}\n.glyphicon-ban-circle             { &:before { content: \"\\e090\"; } }\n.glyphicon-arrow-left             { &:before {

content: \"\\e091\"; } }\n.glyphicon-arrow-right            { &:before { content: \"\\e092\"; } }\n.glyphicon-arrow-up

        { &:before { content: \"\\e093\"; } }\n.glyphicon-arrow-down             { &:before { content: \"\\e094\"; }

}\n.glyphicon-share-alt              { &:before { content: \"\\e095\"; } }\n.glyphicon-resize-full            { &:before {

content: \"\\e096\"; } }\n.glyphicon-resize-small           { &:before { content: \"\\e097\"; } }\n.glyphicon-

exclamation-sign       { &:before { content: \"\\e101\"; } }\n.glyphicon-gift                   { &:before { content:

\"\\e102\"; } }\n.glyphicon-leaf                   { &:before { content: \"\\e103\"; } }\n.glyphicon-fire                   {

&:before { content: \"\\e104\"; } }\n.glyphicon-eye-open               { &:before { content: \"\\e105\"; } }\n.glyphicon-

eye-close              { &:before { content: \"\\e106\"; } }\n.glyphicon-warning-sign           { &:before { content:

\"\\e107\"; } }\n.glyphicon-plane                  { &:before { content: \"\\e108\"; } }\n.glyphicon-calendar               {

&:before { content: \"\\e109\"; } }\n.glyphicon-random                 { &:before { content: \"\\e110\"; } }\n.glyphicon-

comment                { &:before { content: \"\\e111\"; } }\n.glyphicon-magnet                 { &:before { content:

\"\\e112\"; } }\n.glyphicon-chevron-up             { &:before { content: \"\\e113\"; } }\n.glyphicon-chevron-down

{ &:before { content: \"\\e114\"; } }\n.glyphicon-retweet                { &:before { content: \"\\e115\"; } }\n.glyphicon-

shopping-cart          { &:before { content: \"\\e116\"; } }\n.glyphicon-folder-close           { &:before { content:

\"\\e117\"; } }\n.glyphicon-folder-open            { &:before { content: \"\\e118\"; } }\n.glyphicon-resize-vertical        {

&:before { content: \"\\e119\"; } }\n.glyphicon-resize-horizontal      { &:before { content: \"\\e120\"; }

}\n.glyphicon-hdd                    { &:before { content: \"\\e121\"; } }\n.glyphicon-bullhorn               { &:before {

content: \"\\e122\"; } }\n.glyphicon-bell                   { &:before { content: \"\\e123\"; } }\n.glyphicon-certificate

 { &:before { content: \"\\e124\"; } }\n.glyphicon-thumbs-up              { &:before { content: \"\\e125\"; }

}\n.glyphicon-thumbs-down            { &:before { content: \"\\e126\"; } }\n.glyphicon-hand-right             { &:before {

content: \"\\e127\"; } }\n.glyphicon-hand-left              { &:before { content: \"\\e128\"; } }\n.glyphicon-hand-up
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      { &:before { content: \"\\e129\"; } }\n.glyphicon-hand-down              { &:before { content: \"\\e130\"; }

}\n.glyphicon-circle-arrow-right     { &:before { content: \"\\e131\"; } }\n.glyphicon-circle-arrow-left      { &:before

{ content: \"\\e132\"; } }\n.glyphicon-circle-arrow-up        { &:before { content: \"\\e133\"; } }\n.glyphicon-circle-

arrow-down      { &:before { content: \"\\e134\"; } }\n.glyphicon-globe                  { &:before { content: \"\\e135\"; }

}\n.glyphicon-wrench                 { &:before { content: \"\\e136\"; } }\n.glyphicon-tasks                  { &:before {

content: \"\\e137\"; } }\n.glyphicon-filter                 { &:before { content: \"\\e138\"; } }\n.glyphicon-briefcase

 { &:before { content: \"\\e139\"; } }\n.glyphicon-fullscreen             { &:before { content: \"\\e140\"; }

}\n.glyphicon-dashboard              { &:before { content: \"\\e141\"; } }\n.glyphicon-paperclip              { &:before {

content: \"\\e142\"; } }\n.glyphicon-heart-empty            { &:before { content: \"\\e143\"; } }\n.glyphicon-link

     { &:before { content: \"\\e144\"; } }\n.glyphicon-phone                  { &:before { content: \"\\e145\"; }

}\n.glyphicon-pushpin                { &:before { content: \"\\e146\"; } }\n.glyphicon-usd                    { &:before {

content: \"\\e148\"; } }\n.glyphicon-gbp                    { &:before { content: \"\\e149\"; } }\n.glyphicon-sort

{ &:before { content: \"\\e150\"; } }\n.glyphicon-sort-by-alphabet       { &:before { content: \"\\e151\"; }

}\n.glyphicon-sort-by-alphabet-alt   { &:before { content: \"\\e152\"; } }\n.glyphicon-sort-by-order          { &:before

{ content: \"\\e153\"; } }\n.glyphicon-sort-by-order-alt      { &:before { content: \"\\e154\"; } }\n.glyphicon-sort-by-

attributes     { &:before { content: \"\\e155\"; } }\n.glyphicon-sort-by-attributes-alt { &:before { content: \"\\e156\";

} }\n.glyphicon-unchecked              { &:before { content: \"\\e157\"; } }\n.glyphicon-expand                 { &:before {

content: \"\\e158\"; } }\n.glyphicon-collapse-down          { &:before { content: \"\\e159\"; } }\n.glyphicon-collapse-

up            { &:before { content: \"\\e160\"; } }\n.glyphicon-log-in                 { &:before { content: \"\\e161\"; }

}\n.glyphicon-flash                  { &:before { content: \"\\e162\"; } }\n.glyphicon-log-out                { &:before {

content: \"\\e163\"; } }\n.glyphicon-new-window             { &:before { content: \"\\e164\"; } }\n.glyphicon-record

         { &:before { content: \"\\e165\"; } }\n.glyphicon-save                   { &:before { content: \"\\e166\"; }

}\n.glyphicon-open                   { &:before { content: \"\\e167\"; } }\n.glyphicon-saved                  { &:before {

content: \"\\e168\"; } }\n.glyphicon-import                 { &:before { content: \"\\e169\"; } }\n.glyphicon-export

   { &:before { content: \"\\e170\"; } }\n.glyphicon-send                   { &:before { content: \"\\e171\"; }

}\n.glyphicon-floppy-disk            { &:before { content: \"\\e172\"; } }\n.glyphicon-floppy-saved           { &:before {

content: \"\\e173\"; } }\n.glyphicon-floppy-remove          { &:before { content: \"\\e174\"; } }\n.glyphicon-floppy-

save            { &:before { content: \"\\e175\"; } }\n.glyphicon-floppy-open            { &:before { content: \"\\e176\"; }

}\n.glyphicon-credit-card            { &:before { content: \"\\e177\"; } }\n.glyphicon-transfer               { &:before {

content: \"\\e178\"; } }\n.glyphicon-cutlery                { &:before { content: \"\\e179\"; } }\n.glyphicon-header

   { &:before { content: \"\\e180\"; } }\n.glyphicon-compressed             { &:before { content: \"\\e181\"; }

}\n.glyphicon-earphone               { &:before { content: \"\\e182\"; } }\n.glyphicon-phone-alt              { &:before {

content: \"\\e183\"; } }\n.glyphicon-tower                  { &:before { content: \"\\e184\"; } }\n.glyphicon-stats

{ &:before { content: \"\\e185\"; } }\n.glyphicon-sd-video               { &:before { content: \"\\e186\"; } }\n.glyphicon-

hd-video               { &:before { content: \"\\e187\"; } }\n.glyphicon-subtitles              { &:before { content:

\"\\e188\"; } }\n.glyphicon-sound-stereo           { &:before { content: \"\\e189\"; } }\n.glyphicon-sound-dolby

{ &:before { content: \"\\e190\"; } }\n.glyphicon-sound-5-1              { &:before { content: \"\\e191\"; }

}\n.glyphicon-sound-6-1              { &:before { content: \"\\e192\"; } }\n.glyphicon-sound-7-1              { &:before {

content: \"\\e193\"; } }\n.glyphicon-copyright-mark         { &:before { content: \"\\e194\"; } }\n.glyphicon-

registration-mark      { &:before { content: \"\\e195\"; } }\n.glyphicon-cloud-download         { &:before { content:

\"\\e197\"; } }\n.glyphicon-cloud-upload           { &:before { content: \"\\e198\"; } }\n.glyphicon-tree-conifer           {

&:before { content: \"\\e199\"; } }\n.glyphicon-tree-deciduous         { &:before { content: \"\\e200\"; }

}\n.glyphicon-cd                     { &:before { content: \"\\e201\"; } }\n.glyphicon-save-file              { &:before {

content: \"\\e202\"; } }\n.glyphicon-open-file              { &:before { content: \"\\e203\"; } }\n.glyphicon-level-up

     { &:before { content: \"\\e204\"; } }\n.glyphicon-copy                   { &:before { content: \"\\e205\"; }

}\n.glyphicon-paste                  { &:before { content: \"\\e206\"; } }\n// The following 2 Glyphicons are omitted for

the time being because\n// they currently use Unicode codepoints that are outside the\n// Basic Multilingual Plane

(BMP). Older buggy versions of WebKit can't handle\n// non-BMP codepoints in CSS string escapes, and thus can't
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display these two icons.\n// Notably, the bug affects some older versions of the Android Browser.\n// More info:

https://github.com/twbs/bootstrap/issues/10106\n// .glyphicon-door                   { &:before { content: \"\\1f6aa\"; }

}\n// .glyphicon-key                    { &:before { content: \"\\1f511\"; } }\n.glyphicon-alert                  { &:before {

content: \"\\e209\"; } }\n.glyphicon-equalizer              { &:before { content: \"\\e210\"; } }\n.glyphicon-king

   { &:before { content: \"\\e211\"; } }\n.glyphicon-queen                  { &:before { content: \"\\e212\"; }

}\n.glyphicon-pawn                   { &:before { content: \"\\e213\"; } }\n.glyphicon-bishop                 { &:before {

content: \"\\e214\"; } }\n.glyphicon-knight                 { &:before { content: \"\\e215\"; } }\n.glyphicon-baby-formula

        { &:before { content: \"\\e216\"; } }\n.glyphicon-tent                   { &:before { content: \"\\26fa\"; }

}\n.glyphicon-blackboard             { &:before { content: \"\\e218\"; } }\n.glyphicon-bed                    { &:before {

content: \"\\e219\"; } }\n.glyphicon-apple                  { &:before { content: \"\\f8ff\"; } }\n.glyphicon-erase

{ &:before { content: \"\\e221\"; } }\n.glyphicon-hourglass              { &:before { content: \"\\231b\"; }

}\n.glyphicon-lamp                   { &:before { content: \"\\e223\"; } }\n.glyphicon-duplicate              { &:before {

content: \"\\e224\"; } }\n.glyphicon-piggy-bank             { &:before { content: \"\\e225\"; } }\n.glyphicon-scissors

       { &:before { content: \"\\e226\"; } }\n.glyphicon-bitcoin                { &:before { content: \"\\e227\"; }

}\n.glyphicon-btc                    { &:before { content: \"\\e227\"; } }\n.glyphicon-xbt                    { &:before { content:

\"\\e227\"; } }\n.glyphicon-yen                    { &:before { content: \"\\00a5\"; } }\n.glyphicon-jpy                    {

&:before { content: \"\\00a5\"; } }\n.glyphicon-ruble                  { &:before { content: \"\\20bd\"; } }\n.glyphicon-rub

                  { &:before { content: \"\\20bd\"; } }\n.glyphicon-scale                  { &:before { content: \"\\e230\"; }

}\n.glyphicon-ice-lolly              { &:before { content: \"\\e231\"; } }\n.glyphicon-ice-lolly-tasted       { &:before {

content: \"\\e232\"; } }\n.glyphicon-education              { &:before { content: \"\\e233\"; } }\n.glyphicon-option-

horizontal      { &:before { content: \"\\e234\"; } }\n.glyphicon-option-vertical        { &:before { content: \"\\e235\";

} }\n.glyphicon-menu-hamburger         { &:before { content: \"\\e236\"; } }\n.glyphicon-modal-window           {

&:before { content: \"\\e237\"; } }\n.glyphicon-oil                    { &:before { content: \"\\e238\"; } }\n.glyphicon-

grain                  { &:before { content: \"\\e239\"; } }\n.glyphicon-sunglasses             { &:before { content: \"\\e240\";

} }\n.glyphicon-text-size              { &:before { content: \"\\e241\"; } }\n.glyphicon-text-color             { &:before {

content: \"\\e242\"; } }\n.glyphicon-text-background        { &:before { content: \"\\e243\"; } }\n.glyphicon-object-

align-top       { &:before { content: \"\\e244\"; } }\n.glyphicon-object-align-bottom    { &:before { content:

\"\\e245\"; } }\n.glyphicon-object-align-horizontal{ &:before { content: \"\\e246\"; } }\n.glyphicon-object-align-left

   { &:before { content: \"\\e247\"; } }\n.glyphicon-object-align-vertical  { &:before { content: \"\\e248\"; }

}\n.glyphicon-object-align-right     { &:before { content: \"\\e249\"; } }\n.glyphicon-triangle-right         { &:before {

content: \"\\e250\"; } }\n.glyphicon-triangle-left          { &:before { content: \"\\e251\"; } }\n.glyphicon-triangle-

bottom        { &:before { content: \"\\e252\"; } }\n.glyphicon-triangle-top           { &:before { content: \"\\e253\"; }

}\n.glyphicon-console                { &:before { content: \"\\e254\"; } }\n.glyphicon-superscript            { &:before {

content: \"\\e255\"; } }\n.glyphicon-subscript              { &:before { content: \"\\e256\"; } }\n.glyphicon-menu-left

      { &:before { content: \"\\e257\"; } }\n.glyphicon-menu-right             { &:before { content: \"\\e258\"; }

}\n.glyphicon-menu-down              { &:before { content: \"\\e259\"; } }\n.glyphicon-menu-up                { &:before {

content: \"\\e260\"; } }\n","//\n// Scaffolding\n// --------------------------------------------------\n\n\n// Reset the box-

sizing\n//\n// Heads up! This reset may cause conflicts with some third-party widgets.\n// For recommendations on

resolving such conflicts, see\n// https://getbootstrap.com/docs/3.4/getting-started/#third-box-sizing\n* {\n  .box-

sizing(border-box);\n}\n*:before,\n*:after {\n  .box-sizing(border-box);\n}\n\n\n// Body reset\n\nhtml {\n  font-size:

10px;\n  -webkit-tap-highlight-color: rgba(0, 0, 0, 0);\n}\n\nbody {\n  font-family: @font-family-base;\n  font-size:

@font-size-base;\n  line-height: @line-height-base;\n  color: @text-color;\n  background-color: @body-bg;\n}\n\n//

Reset fonts for relevant elements\ninput,\nbutton,\nselect,\ntextarea {\n  font-family: inherit;\n  font-size: inherit;\n

line-height: inherit;\n}\n\n\n// Links\n\na {\n  color: @link-color;\n  text-decoration: none;\n\n  &:hover,\n  &:focus

{\n    color: @link-hover-color;\n    text-decoration: @link-hover-decoration;\n  }\n\n  &:focus {\n    .tab-focus();\n

}\n}\n\n\n// Figures\n//\n// We reset this here because previously Normalize had no `figure` margins. This\n//

ensures we don't break anyone's use of the element.\n\nfigure {\n  margin: 0;\n}\n\n\n// Images\n\nimg {\n  vertical-

align: middle;\n}\n\n// Responsive images (ensure images don't scale beyond their parents)\n.img-responsive {\n
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.img-responsive();\n}\n\n// Rounded corners\n.img-rounded {\n  border-radius: @border-radius-large;\n}\n\n//

Image thumbnails\n//\n// Heads up! This is mixin-ed into thumbnails.less for `.thumbnail`.\n.img-thumbnail {\n

padding: @thumbnail-padding;\n  line-height: @line-height-base;\n  background-color: @thumbnail-bg;\n  border:

1px solid @thumbnail-border;\n  border-radius: @thumbnail-border-radius;\n  .transition(all .2s ease-in-out);\n\n  //

Keep them at most 100% wide\n  .img-responsive(inline-block);\n}\n\n// Perfect circle\n.img-circle {\n  border-

radius: 50%; // set radius in percents\n}\n\n\n// Horizontal rules\n\nhr {\n  margin-top: @line-height-computed;\n

margin-bottom: @line-height-computed;\n  border: 0;\n  border-top: 1px solid @hr-border;\n}\n\n\n// Only display

content to screen readers\n//\n// See: https://a11yproject.com/posts/how-to-hide-content\n\n.sr-only {\n  position:

absolute;\n  width: 1px;\n  height: 1px;\n  padding: 0;\n  margin: -1px;\n  overflow: hidden;\n  clip: rect(0, 0, 0, 0);\n

border: 0;\n}\n\n// Use in conjunction with .sr-only to only display content when it's focused.\n// Useful for \"Skip to

main content\" links; see https://www.w3.org/TR/2013/NOTE-WCAG20-TECHS-20130905/G1\n// Credit: HTML5

Boilerplate\n\n.sr-only-focusable {\n  &:active,\n  &:focus {\n    position: static;\n    width: auto;\n    height: auto;\n

margin: 0;\n    overflow: visible;\n    clip: auto;\n  }\n}\n\n\n// iOS \"clickable elements\" fix for

role=\"button\"\n//\n// Fixes \"clickability\" issue (and more generally, the firing of events such as focus as well)\n//

for traditionally non-focusable elements with role=\"button\"\n// see https://developer.mozilla.org/en-

US/docs/Web/Events/click#Safari_Mobile\n\n[role=\"button\"] {\n  cursor: pointer;\n}\n","// stylelint-disable

indentation, property-no-vendor-prefix, selector-no-vendor-prefix\n\n// Vendor Prefixes\n//\n// All vendor mixins

are deprecated as of v3.2.0 due to the introduction of\n// Autoprefixer in our Gruntfile. They have been removed in

v4.\n\n// - Animations\n// - Backface visibility\n// - Box shadow\n// - Box sizing\n// - Content columns\n// -

Hyphens\n// - Placeholder text\n// - Transformations\n// - Transitions\n// - User Select\n\n\n//

Animations\n.animation(@animation) {\n  -webkit-animation: @animation;\n       -o-animation: @animation;\n

animation: @animation;\n}\n.animation-name(@name) {\n  -webkit-animation-name: @name;\n          animation-

name: @name;\n}\n.animation-duration(@duration) {\n  -webkit-animation-duration: @duration;\n          animation-

duration: @duration;\n}\n.animation-timing-function(@timing-function) {\n  -webkit-animation-timing-function:

@timing-function;\n          animation-timing-function: @timing-function;\n}\n.animation-delay(@delay) {\n  -

webkit-animation-delay: @delay;\n          animation-delay: @delay;\n}\n.animation-iteration-count(@iteration-

count) {\n  -webkit-animation-iteration-count: @iteration-count;\n          animation-iteration-count: @iteration-

count;\n}\n.animation-direction(@direction) {\n  -webkit-animation-direction: @direction;\n          animation-

direction: @direction;\n}\n.animation-fill-mode(@fill-mode) {\n  -webkit-animation-fill-mode: @fill-mode;\n

animation-fill-mode: @fill-mode;\n}\n\n// Backface visibility\n// Prevent browsers from flickering when using CSS

3D transforms.\n// Default value is `visible`, but can be changed to `hidden`\n\n.backface-visibility(@visibility) {\n

-webkit-backface-visibility: @visibility;\n     -moz-backface-visibility: @visibility;\n          backface-visibility:

@visibility;\n}\n\n// Drop shadows\n//\n// Note: Deprecated `.box-shadow()` as of v3.1.0 since all of Bootstrap's\n//

supported browsers that have box shadow capabilities now support it.\n\n.box-shadow(@shadow) {\n  -webkit-box-

shadow: @shadow; // iOS <4.3 & Android <4.1\n          box-shadow: @shadow;\n}\n\n// Box sizing\n.box-

sizing(@boxmodel) {\n  -webkit-box-sizing: @boxmodel;\n     -moz-box-sizing: @boxmodel;\n          box-sizing:

@boxmodel;\n}\n\n// CSS3 Content Columns\n.content-columns(@column-count; @column-gap: @grid-gutter-

width) {\n  -webkit-column-count: @column-count;\n     -moz-column-count: @column-count;\n          column-

count: @column-count;\n  -webkit-column-gap: @column-gap;\n     -moz-column-gap: @column-gap;\n

column-gap: @column-gap;\n}\n\n// Optional hyphenation\n.hyphens(@mode: auto) {\n  -webkit-hyphens:

@mode;\n     -moz-hyphens: @mode;\n      -ms-hyphens: @mode; // IE10+\n       -o-hyphens: @mode;\n

hyphens: @mode;\n  word-wrap: break-word;\n}\n\n// Placeholder text\n.placeholder(@color: @input-color-

placeholder) {\n  // Firefox\n  &::-moz-placeholder {\n    color: @color;\n    opacity: 1; // Override Firefox's unusual

default opacity; see https://github.com/twbs/bootstrap/pull/11526\n  }\n  &:-ms-input-placeholder { color: @color; }

// Internet Explorer 10+\n  &::-webkit-input-placeholder  { color: @color; } // Safari and Chrome\n}\n\n//

Transformations\n.scale(@ratio) {\n  -webkit-transform: scale(@ratio);\n      -ms-transform: scale(@ratio); // IE9

only\n       -o-transform: scale(@ratio);\n          transform: scale(@ratio);\n}\n.scale(@ratioX; @ratioY) {\n  -

webkit-transform: scale(@ratioX, @ratioY);\n      -ms-transform: scale(@ratioX, @ratioY); // IE9 only\n       -o-
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transform: scale(@ratioX, @ratioY);\n          transform: scale(@ratioX, @ratioY);\n}\n.scaleX(@ratio) {\n  -webkit-

transform: scaleX(@ratio);\n      -ms-transform: scaleX(@ratio); // IE9 only\n       -o-transform: scaleX(@ratio);\n

    transform: scaleX(@ratio);\n}\n.scaleY(@ratio) {\n  -webkit-transform: scaleY(@ratio);\n      -ms-transform:

scaleY(@ratio); // IE9 only\n       -o-transform: scaleY(@ratio);\n          transform: scaleY(@ratio);\n}\n.skew(@x;

@y) {\n  -webkit-transform: skewX(@x) skewY(@y);\n      -ms-transform: skewX(@x) skewY(@y); // See

https://github.com/twbs/bootstrap/issues/4885; IE9+\n       -o-transform: skewX(@x) skewY(@y);\n          transform:

skewX(@x) skewY(@y);\n}\n.translate(@x; @y) {\n  -webkit-transform: translate(@x, @y);\n      -ms-transform:

translate(@x, @y); // IE9 only\n       -o-transform: translate(@x, @y);\n          transform: translate(@x,

@y);\n}\n.translate3d(@x; @y; @z) {\n  -webkit-transform: translate3d(@x, @y, @z);\n          transform:

translate3d(@x, @y, @z);\n}\n.rotate(@degrees) {\n  -webkit-transform: rotate(@degrees);\n      -ms-transform:

rotate(@degrees); // IE9 only\n       -o-transform: rotate(@degrees);\n          transform:

rotate(@degrees);\n}\n.rotateX(@degrees) {\n  -webkit-transform: rotateX(@degrees);\n      -ms-transform:

rotateX(@degrees); // IE9 only\n       -o-transform: rotateX(@degrees);\n          transform:

rotateX(@degrees);\n}\n.rotateY(@degrees) {\n  -webkit-transform: rotateY(@degrees);\n      -ms-transform:

rotateY(@degrees); // IE9 only\n       -o-transform: rotateY(@degrees);\n          transform:

rotateY(@degrees);\n}\n.perspective(@perspective) {\n  -webkit-perspective: @perspective;\n     -moz-perspective:

@perspective;\n          perspective: @perspective;\n}\n.perspective-origin(@perspective) {\n  -webkit-perspective-

origin: @perspective;\n     -moz-perspective-origin: @perspective;\n          perspective-origin:

@perspective;\n}\n.transform-origin(@origin) {\n  -webkit-transform-origin: @origin;\n     -moz-transform-origin:

@origin;\n      -ms-transform-origin: @origin; // IE9 only\n          transform-origin: @origin;\n}\n\n\n//

Transitions\n\n.transition(@transition) {\n  -webkit-transition: @transition;\n       -o-transition: @transition;\n

transition: @transition;\n}\n.transition-property(@transition-property) {\n  -webkit-transition-property: @transition-

property;\n          transition-property: @transition-property;\n}\n.transition-delay(@transition-delay) {\n  -webkit-

transition-delay: @transition-delay;\n          transition-delay: @transition-delay;\n}\n.transition-

duration(@transition-duration) {\n  -webkit-transition-duration: @transition-duration;\n          transition-duration:

@transition-duration;\n}\n.transition-timing-function(@timing-function) {\n  -webkit-transition-timing-function:

@timing-function;\n          transition-timing-function: @timing-function;\n}\n.transition-transform(@transition) {\n

-webkit-transition: -webkit-transform @transition;\n     -moz-transition: -moz-transform @transition;\n       -o-

transition: -o-transform @transition;\n          transition: transform @transition;\n}\n\n\n// User select\n// For

selecting text on the page\n\n.user-select(@select) {\n  -webkit-user-select: @select;\n     -moz-user-select:

@select;\n      -ms-user-select: @select; // IE10+\n          user-select: @select;\n}\n","// WebKit-style focus\n\n.tab-

focus() {\n  // WebKit-specific. Other browsers will keep their default outline style.\n  // (Initially tried to also force

default via `outline: initial`,\n  // but that seems to erroneously remove the outline in Firefox altogether.)\n  outline:

5px auto -webkit-focus-ring-color;\n  outline-offset: -2px;\n}\n","// stylelint-disable media-feature-name-no-vendor-

prefix, media-feature-parentheses-space-inside, media-feature-name-no-unknown, indentation, at-rule-name-space-

after\n\n// Responsive image\n//\n// Keep images from scaling beyond the width of their parents.\n.img-

responsive(@display: block) {\n  display: @display;\n  max-width: 100%; // Part 1: Set a maximum relative to the

parent\n  height: auto; // Part 2: Scale the height according to the width, otherwise you get stretching\n}\n\n\n//

Retina image\n//\n// Short retina mixin for setting background-image and -size. Note that the\n// spelling of `min--

moz-device-pixel-ratio` is intentional.\n.img-retina(@file-1x; @file-2x; @width-1x; @height-1x) {\n  background-

image: url(\"@{file-1x}\");\n\n  @media\n  only screen and (-webkit-min-device-pixel-ratio: 2),\n  only screen and (

min--moz-device-pixel-ratio: 2),\n  only screen and ( -o-min-device-pixel-ratio: 2/1),\n  only screen and ( min-

device-pixel-ratio: 2),\n  only screen and ( min-resolution: 192dpi),\n  only screen and ( min-resolution: 2dppx) {\n

background-image: url(\"@{file-2x}\");\n    background-size: @width-1x @height-1x;\n  }\n}\n","// stylelint-disable

selector-list-comma-newline-after, selector-no-qualifying-type\n\n//\n// Typography\n// ----------------------------------

----------------\n\n\n// Headings\n// -------------------------\n\nh1, h2, h3, h4, h5, h6,\n.h1, .h2, .h3, .h4, .h5, .h6 {\n

font-family: @headings-font-family;\n  font-weight: @headings-font-weight;\n  line-height: @headings-line-

height;\n  color: @headings-color;\n\n  small,\n  .small {\n    font-weight: 400;\n    line-height: 1;\n    color:
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@headings-small-color;\n  }\n}\n\nh1, .h1,\nh2, .h2,\nh3, .h3 {\n  margin-top: @line-height-computed;\n  margin-

bottom: (@line-height-computed / 2);\n\n  small,\n  .small {\n    font-size: 65%;\n  }\n}\nh4, .h4,\nh5, .h5,\nh6, .h6

{\n  margin-top: (@line-height-computed / 2);\n  margin-bottom: (@line-height-computed / 2);\n\n  small,\n  .small

{\n    font-size: 75%;\n  }\n}\n\nh1, .h1 { font-size: @font-size-h1; }\nh2, .h2 { font-size: @font-size-h2; }\nh3, .h3

{ font-size: @font-size-h3; }\nh4, .h4 { font-size: @font-size-h4; }\nh5, .h5 { font-size: @font-size-h5; }\nh6, .h6 {

font-size: @font-size-h6; }\n\n\n// Body text\n// -------------------------\n\np {\n  margin: 0 0 (@line-height-computed

/ 2);\n}\n\n.lead {\n  margin-bottom: @line-height-computed;\n  font-size: floor((@font-size-base * 1.15));\n  font-

weight: 300;\n  line-height: 1.4;\n\n  @media (min-width: @screen-sm-min) {\n    font-size: (@font-size-base *

1.5);\n  }\n}\n\n\n// Emphasis & misc\n// -------------------------\n\n// Ex: (12px small font / 14px base font) * 100% =

about 85%\nsmall,\n.small {\n  font-size: floor((100% * @font-size-small / @font-size-base));\n}\n\nmark,\n.mark

{\n  padding: .2em;\n  background-color: @state-warning-bg;\n}\n\n// Alignment\n.text-left           { text-align: left;

}\n.text-right          { text-align: right; }\n.text-center         { text-align: center; }\n.text-justify        { text-align:

justify; }\n.text-nowrap         { white-space: nowrap; }\n\n// Transformation\n.text-lowercase      { text-transform:

lowercase; }\n.text-uppercase      { text-transform: uppercase; }\n.text-capitalize     { text-transform: capitalize;

}\n\n// Contextual colors\n.text-muted {\n  color: @text-muted;\n}\n.text-primary {\n  .text-emphasis-

variant(@brand-primary);\n}\n.text-success {\n  .text-emphasis-variant(@state-success-text);\n}\n.text-info {\n

.text-emphasis-variant(@state-info-text);\n}\n.text-warning {\n  .text-emphasis-variant(@state-warning-

text);\n}\n.text-danger {\n  .text-emphasis-variant(@state-danger-text);\n}\n\n// Contextual backgrounds\n// For now

we'll leave these alongside the text classes until v4 when we can\n// safely shift things around (per SemVer

rules).\n.bg-primary {\n  // Given the contrast here, this is the only class to have its color inverted\n  //

automatically.\n  color: #fff;\n  .bg-variant(@brand-primary);\n}\n.bg-success {\n  .bg-variant(@state-success-

bg);\n}\n.bg-info {\n  .bg-variant(@state-info-bg);\n}\n.bg-warning {\n  .bg-variant(@state-warning-bg);\n}\n.bg-

danger {\n  .bg-variant(@state-danger-bg);\n}\n\n\n// Page header\n// -------------------------\n\n.page-header {\n

padding-bottom: ((@line-height-computed / 2) - 1);\n  margin: (@line-height-computed * 2) 0 @line-height-

computed;\n  border-bottom: 1px solid @page-header-border-color;\n}\n\n\n// Lists\n// -------------------------\n\n//

Unordered and Ordered lists\nul,\nol {\n  margin-top: 0;\n  margin-bottom: (@line-height-computed / 2);\n  ul,\n  ol

{\n    margin-bottom: 0;\n  }\n}\n\n// List options\n\n// Unstyled keeps list items block level, just removes default

browser padding and list-style\n.list-unstyled {\n  padding-left: 0;\n  list-style: none;\n}\n\n// Inline turns list items

into inline-block\n.list-inline {\n  .list-unstyled();\n  margin-left: -5px;\n\n  > li {\n    display: inline-block;\n

padding-right: 5px;\n    padding-left: 5px;\n  }\n}\n\n// Description Lists\ndl {\n  margin-top: 0; // Remove browser

default\n  margin-bottom: @line-height-computed;\n}\ndt,\ndd {\n  line-height: @line-height-base;\n}\ndt {\n  font-

weight: 700;\n}\ndd {\n  margin-left: 0; // Undo browser default\n}\n\n// Horizontal description lists\n//\n// Defaults

to being stacked without any of the below styles applied, until the\n// grid breakpoint is reached (default of

~768px).\n\n.dl-horizontal {\n  dd {\n    &:extend(.clearfix all); // Clear the floated `dt` if an empty `dd` is present\n

}\n\n  @media (min-width: @dl-horizontal-breakpoint) {\n    dt {\n      float: left;\n      width: (@dl-horizontal-offset

- 20);\n      clear: left;\n      text-align: right;\n      .text-overflow();\n    }\n    dd {\n      margin-left: @dl-horizontal-

offset;\n    }\n  }\n}\n\n\n// Misc\n// -------------------------\n\n// Abbreviations and acronyms\n// Add data-* attribute

to help out our tooltip plugin, per https://github.com/twbs/bootstrap/issues/5257\nabbr[title],\nabbr[data-original-

title] {\n  cursor: help;\n}\n\n.initialism {\n  font-size: 90%;\n  .text-uppercase();\n}\n\n// Blockquotes\nblockquote

{\n  padding: (@line-height-computed / 2) @line-height-computed;\n  margin: 0 0 @line-height-computed;\n  font-

size: @blockquote-font-size;\n  border-left: 5px solid @blockquote-border-color;\n\n  p,\n  ul,\n  ol {\n    &:last-

child {\n      margin-bottom: 0;\n    }\n  }\n\n  // Note: Deprecated small and .small as of v3.1.0\n  // Context:

https://github.com/twbs/bootstrap/issues/11660\n  footer,\n  small,\n  .small {\n    display: block;\n    font-size: 80%;

// back to default font-size\n    line-height: @line-height-base;\n    color: @blockquote-small-color;\n\n    &:before

{\n      content: \"\\2014 \\00A0\"; // em dash, nbsp\n    }\n  }\n}\n\n// Opposite alignment of blockquote\n//\n//

Heads up: `blockquote.pull-right` has been deprecated as of v3.1.0.\n.blockquote-reverse,\nblockquote.pull-right {\n

padding-right: 15px;\n  padding-left: 0;\n  text-align: right;\n  border-right: 5px solid @blockquote-border-color;\n

border-left: 0;\n\n  // Account for citation\n  footer,\n  small,\n  .small {\n    &:before { content: \"\"; }\n    &:after
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{\n      content: \"\\00A0 \\2014\"; // nbsp, em dash\n    }\n  }\n}\n\n// Addresses\naddress {\n  margin-bottom:

@line-height-computed;\n  font-style: normal;\n  line-height: @line-height-base;\n}\n","// Typography\n\n.text-

emphasis-variant(@color) {\n  color: @color;\n  a&:hover,\n  a&:focus {\n    color: darken(@color, 10%);\n

}\n}\n","// Contextual backgrounds\n\n.bg-variant(@color) {\n  background-color: @color;\n  a&:hover,\n

a&:focus {\n    background-color: darken(@color, 10%);\n  }\n}\n","// Text overflow\n// Requires inline-block or

block for proper styling\n\n.text-overflow() {\n  overflow: hidden;\n  text-overflow: ellipsis;\n  white-space:

nowrap;\n}\n","//\n// Code (inline and block)\n// --------------------------------------------------\n\n\n// Inline and block

code styles\ncode,\nkbd,\npre,\nsamp {\n  font-family: @font-family-monospace;\n}\n\n// Inline code\ncode {\n

padding: 2px 4px;\n  font-size: 90%;\n  color: @code-color;\n  background-color: @code-bg;\n  border-radius:

@border-radius-base;\n}\n\n// User input typically entered via keyboard\nkbd {\n  padding: 2px 4px;\n  font-size:

90%;\n  color: @kbd-color;\n  background-color: @kbd-bg;\n  border-radius: @border-radius-small;\n  box-shadow:

inset 0 -1px 0 rgba(0, 0, 0, .25);\n\n  kbd {\n    padding: 0;\n    font-size: 100%;\n    font-weight: 700;\n    box-

shadow: none;\n  }\n}\n\n// Blocks of code\npre {\n  display: block;\n  padding: ((@line-height-computed - 1) / 2);\n

margin: 0 0 (@line-height-computed / 2);\n  font-size: (@font-size-base - 1); // 14px to 13px\n  line-height: @line-

height-base;\n  color: @pre-color;\n  word-break: break-all;\n  word-wrap: break-word;\n  background-color: @pre-

bg;\n  border: 1px solid @pre-border-color;\n  border-radius: @border-radius-base;\n\n  // Account for some code

outputs that place code tags in pre tags\n  code {\n    padding: 0;\n    font-size: inherit;\n    color: inherit;\n    white-

space: pre-wrap;\n    background-color: transparent;\n    border-radius: 0;\n  }\n}\n\n// Enable scrollable blocks of

code\n.pre-scrollable {\n  max-height: @pre-scrollable-max-height;\n  overflow-y: scroll;\n}\n","//\n// Grid

system\n// --------------------------------------------------\n\n\n// Container widths\n//\n// Set the container width, and

override it for fixed navbars in media queries.\n\n.container {\n  .container-fixed();\n\n  @media (min-width:

@screen-sm-min) {\n    width: @container-sm;\n  }\n  @media (min-width: @screen-md-min) {\n    width:

@container-md;\n  }\n  @media (min-width: @screen-lg-min) {\n    width: @container-lg;\n  }\n}\n\n\n// Fluid

container\n//\n// Utilizes the mixin meant for fixed width containers, but without any defined\n// width for fluid, full

width layouts.\n\n.container-fluid {\n  .container-fixed();\n}\n\n\n// Row\n//\n// Rows contain and clear the floats of

your columns.\n\n.row {\n  .make-row();\n}\n\n.row-no-gutters {\n  margin-right: 0;\n  margin-left: 0;\n\n

[class*=\"col-\"] {\n    padding-right: 0;\n    padding-left: 0;\n  }\n}\n\n\n// Columns\n//\n// Common styles for small

and large grid columns\n\n.make-grid-columns();\n\n\n// Extra small grid\n//\n// Columns, offsets, pushes, and pulls

for extra small devices like\n// smartphones.\n\n.make-grid(xs);\n\n\n// Small grid\n//\n// Columns, offsets, pushes,

and pulls for the small device range, from phones\n// to tablets.\n\n@media (min-width: @screen-sm-min) {\n

.make-grid(sm);\n}\n\n\n// Medium grid\n//\n// Columns, offsets, pushes, and pulls for the desktop device

range.\n\n@media (min-width: @screen-md-min) {\n  .make-grid(md);\n}\n\n\n// Large grid\n//\n// Columns,

offsets, pushes, and pulls for the large desktop device range.\n\n@media (min-width: @screen-lg-min) {\n  .make-

grid(lg);\n}\n","// Grid system\n//\n// Generate semantic grid columns with these mixins.\n\n// Centered container

element\n.container-fixed(@gutter: @grid-gutter-width) {\n  padding-right: ceil((@gutter / 2));\n  padding-left:

floor((@gutter / 2));\n  margin-right: auto;\n  margin-left: auto;\n  &:extend(.clearfix all);\n}\n\n// Creates a wrapper

for a series of columns\n.make-row(@gutter: @grid-gutter-width) {\n  margin-right: floor((@gutter / -2));\n

margin-left: ceil((@gutter / -2));\n  &:extend(.clearfix all);\n}\n\n// Generate the extra small columns\n.make-xs-

column(@columns; @gutter: @grid-gutter-width) {\n  position: relative;\n  float: left;\n  width:

percentage((@columns / @grid-columns));\n  min-height: 1px;\n  padding-right: (@gutter / 2);\n  padding-left:

(@gutter / 2);\n}\n.make-xs-column-offset(@columns) {\n  margin-left: percentage((@columns / @grid-

columns));\n}\n.make-xs-column-push(@columns) {\n  left: percentage((@columns / @grid-columns));\n}\n.make-

xs-column-pull(@columns) {\n  right: percentage((@columns / @grid-columns));\n}\n\n// Generate the small

columns\n.make-sm-column(@columns; @gutter: @grid-gutter-width) {\n  position: relative;\n  min-height: 1px;\n

padding-right: (@gutter / 2);\n  padding-left: (@gutter / 2);\n\n  @media (min-width: @screen-sm-min) {\n    float:

left;\n    width: percentage((@columns / @grid-columns));\n  }\n}\n.make-sm-column-offset(@columns) {\n

@media (min-width: @screen-sm-min) {\n    margin-left: percentage((@columns / @grid-columns));\n

}\n}\n.make-sm-column-push(@columns) {\n  @media (min-width: @screen-sm-min) {\n    left:
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percentage((@columns / @grid-columns));\n  }\n}\n.make-sm-column-pull(@columns) {\n  @media (min-width:

@screen-sm-min) {\n    right: percentage((@columns / @grid-columns));\n  }\n}\n\n// Generate the medium

columns\n.make-md-column(@columns; @gutter: @grid-gutter-width) {\n  position: relative;\n  min-height: 1px;\n

padding-right: (@gutter / 2);\n  padding-left: (@gutter / 2);\n\n  @media (min-width: @screen-md-min) {\n    float:

left;\n    width: percentage((@columns / @grid-columns));\n  }\n}\n.make-md-column-offset(@columns) {\n

@media (min-width: @screen-md-min) {\n    margin-left: percentage((@columns / @grid-columns));\n

}\n}\n.make-md-column-push(@columns) {\n  @media (min-width: @screen-md-min) {\n    left:

percentage((@columns / @grid-columns));\n  }\n}\n.make-md-column-pull(@columns) {\n  @media (min-width:

@screen-md-min) {\n    right: percentage((@columns / @grid-columns));\n  }\n}\n\n// Generate the large

columns\n.make-lg-column(@columns; @gutter: @grid-gutter-width) {\n  position: relative;\n  min-height: 1px;\n

padding-right: (@gutter / 2);\n  padding-left: (@gutter / 2);\n\n  @media (min-width: @screen-lg-min) {\n    float:

left;\n    width: percentage((@columns / @grid-columns));\n  }\n}\n.make-lg-column-offset(@columns) {\n

@media (min-width: @screen-lg-min) {\n    margin-left: percentage((@columns / @grid-columns));\n

}\n}\n.make-lg-column-push(@columns) {\n  @media (min-width: @screen-lg-min) {\n    left:

percentage((@columns / @grid-columns));\n  }\n}\n.make-lg-column-pull(@columns) {\n  @media (min-width:

@screen-lg-min) {\n    right: percentage((@columns / @grid-columns));\n  }\n}\n","// Framework grid

generation\n//\n// Used only by Bootstrap to generate the correct number of grid classes given\n// any value of

`@grid-columns`.\n\n.make-grid-columns() {\n  // Common styles for all sizes of grid columns, widths 1-12\n

.col(@index) { // initial\n    @item: ~\".col-xs-@{index}, .col-sm-@{index}, .col-md-@{index}, .col-lg-

@{index}\";\n    .col((@index + 1), @item);\n  }\n  .col(@index, @list) when (@index =< @grid-columns) { //

general; \"=<\" isn't a typo\n    @item: ~\".col-xs-@{index}, .col-sm-@{index}, .col-md-@{index}, .col-lg-

@{index}\";\n    .col((@index + 1), ~\"@{list}, @{item}\");\n  }\n  .col(@index, @list) when (@index > @grid-

columns) { // terminal\n    @{list} {\n      position: relative;\n      // Prevent columns from collapsing when empty\n

 min-height: 1px;\n      // Inner gutter via padding\n      padding-right: floor((@grid-gutter-width / 2));\n      padding-

left: ceil((@grid-gutter-width / 2));\n    }\n  }\n  .col(1); // kickstart it\n}\n\n.float-grid-columns(@class) {\n

.col(@index) { // initial\n    @item: ~\".col-@{class}-@{index}\";\n    .col((@index + 1), @item);\n  }\n

.col(@index, @list) when (@index =< @grid-columns) { // general\n    @item: ~\".col-@{class}-@{index}\";\n

.col((@index + 1), ~\"@{list}, @{item}\");\n  }\n  .col(@index, @list) when (@index > @grid-columns) { //

terminal\n    @{list} {\n      float: left;\n    }\n  }\n  .col(1); // kickstart it\n}\n\n.calc-grid-column(@index, @class,

@type) when (@type = width) and (@index > 0) {\n  .col-@{class}-@{index} {\n    width: percentage((@index /

@grid-columns));\n  }\n}\n.calc-grid-column(@index, @class, @type) when (@type = push) and (@index > 0) {\n

.col-@{class}-push-@{index} {\n    left: percentage((@index / @grid-columns));\n  }\n}\n.calc-grid-

column(@index, @class, @type) when (@type = push) and (@index = 0) {\n  .col-@{class}-push-0 {\n    left:

auto;\n  }\n}\n.calc-grid-column(@index, @class, @type) when (@type = pull) and (@index > 0) {\n  .col-

@{class}-pull-@{index} {\n    right: percentage((@index / @grid-columns));\n  }\n}\n.calc-grid-column(@index,

@class, @type) when (@type = pull) and (@index = 0) {\n  .col-@{class}-pull-0 {\n    right: auto;\n  }\n}\n.calc-

grid-column(@index, @class, @type) when (@type = offset) {\n  .col-@{class}-offset-@{index} {\n    margin-left:

percentage((@index / @grid-columns));\n  }\n}\n\n// Basic looping in LESS\n.loop-grid-columns(@index, @class,

@type) when (@index >= 0) {\n  .calc-grid-column(@index, @class, @type);\n  // next iteration\n  .loop-grid-

columns((@index - 1), @class, @type);\n}\n\n// Create grid for specific class\n.make-grid(@class) {\n  .float-grid-

columns(@class);\n  .loop-grid-columns(@grid-columns, @class, width);\n  .loop-grid-columns(@grid-columns,

@class, pull);\n  .loop-grid-columns(@grid-columns, @class, push);\n  .loop-grid-columns(@grid-columns, @class,

offset);\n}\n","// stylelint-disable selector-max-type, selector-max-compound-selectors, selector-no-qualifying-

type\n\n//\n// Tables\n// --------------------------------------------------\n\n\ntable {\n  background-color: @table-bg;\n\n

// Table cell sizing\n  //\n  // Reset default table behavior\n\n  col[class*=\"col-\"] {\n    position: static; // Prevent

border hiding in Firefox and IE9-11 (see https://github.com/twbs/bootstrap/issues/11623)\n    display: table-

column;\n    float: none;\n  }\n\n  td,\n  th {\n    &[class*=\"col-\"] {\n      position: static; // Prevent border hiding in

Firefox and IE9-11 (see https://github.com/twbs/bootstrap/issues/11623)\n      display: table-cell;\n      float: none;\n
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 }\n  }\n}\n\ncaption {\n  padding-top: @table-cell-padding;\n  padding-bottom: @table-cell-padding;\n  color:

@text-muted;\n  text-align: left;\n}\n\nth {\n  text-align: left;\n}\n\n\n// Baseline styles\n\n.table {\n  width: 100%;\n

max-width: 100%;\n  margin-bottom: @line-height-computed;\n  // Cells\n  > thead,\n  > tbody,\n  > tfoot {\n    > tr

{\n      > th,\n      > td {\n        padding: @table-cell-padding;\n        line-height: @line-height-base;\n        vertical-

align: top;\n        border-top: 1px solid @table-border-color;\n      }\n    }\n  }\n  // Bottom align for column

headings\n  > thead > tr > th {\n    vertical-align: bottom;\n    border-bottom: 2px solid @table-border-color;\n  }\n

// Remove top border from thead by default\n  > caption + thead,\n  > colgroup + thead,\n  > thead:first-child {\n    >

tr:first-child {\n      > th,\n      > td {\n        border-top: 0;\n      }\n    }\n  }\n  // Account for multiple tbody

instances\n  > tbody + tbody {\n    border-top: 2px solid @table-border-color;\n  }\n\n  // Nesting\n  .table {\n

background-color: @body-bg;\n  }\n}\n\n\n// Condensed table w/ half padding\n\n.table-condensed {\n  > thead,\n

> tbody,\n  > tfoot {\n    > tr {\n      > th,\n      > td {\n        padding: @table-condensed-cell-padding;\n      }\n    }\n

}\n}\n\n\n// Bordered version\n//\n// Add borders all around the table and between all the columns.\n\n.table-

bordered {\n  border: 1px solid @table-border-color;\n  > thead,\n  > tbody,\n  > tfoot {\n    > tr {\n      > th,\n      >

td {\n        border: 1px solid @table-border-color;\n      }\n    }\n  }\n  > thead > tr {\n    > th,\n    > td {\n      border-

bottom-width: 2px;\n    }\n  }\n}\n\n\n// Zebra-striping\n//\n// Default zebra-stripe styles (alternating gray and

transparent backgrounds)\n\n.table-striped {\n  > tbody > tr:nth-of-type(odd) {\n    background-color: @table-bg-

accent;\n  }\n}\n\n\n// Hover effect\n//\n// Placed here since it has to come after the potential zebra

striping\n\n.table-hover {\n  > tbody > tr:hover {\n    background-color: @table-bg-hover;\n  }\n}\n\n\n// Table

backgrounds\n//\n// Exact selectors below required to override `.table-striped` and prevent\n// inheritance to nested

tables.\n\n// Generate the contextual variants\n.table-row-variant(active; @table-bg-active);\n.table-row-

variant(success; @state-success-bg);\n.table-row-variant(info; @state-info-bg);\n.table-row-variant(warning;

@state-warning-bg);\n.table-row-variant(danger; @state-danger-bg);\n\n\n// Responsive tables\n//\n// Wrap your

tables in `.table-responsive` and we'll make them mobile friendly\n// by enabling horizontal scrolling. Only applies

<768px. Everything above that\n// will display normally.\n\n.table-responsive {\n  min-height: .01%; // Workaround

for IE9 bug (see https://github.com/twbs/bootstrap/issues/14837)\n  overflow-x: auto;\n\n  @media screen and (max-

width: @screen-xs-max) {\n    width: 100%;\n    margin-bottom: (@line-height-computed * .75);\n    overflow-y:

hidden;\n    -ms-overflow-style: -ms-autohiding-scrollbar;\n    border: 1px solid @table-border-color;\n\n    //

Tighten up spacing\n    > .table {\n      margin-bottom: 0;\n\n      // Ensure the content doesn't wrap\n      > thead,\n

> tbody,\n      > tfoot {\n        > tr {\n          > th,\n          > td {\n            white-space: nowrap;\n          }\n        }\n

}\n    }\n\n    // Special overrides for the bordered tables\n    > .table-bordered {\n      border: 0;\n\n      // Nuke the

appropriate borders so that the parent can handle them\n      > thead,\n      > tbody,\n      > tfoot {\n        > tr {\n

> th:first-child,\n          > td:first-child {\n            border-left: 0;\n          }\n          > th:last-child,\n          > td:last-

child {\n            border-right: 0;\n          }\n        }\n      }\n\n      // Only nuke the last row's bottom-border in `tbody`

and `tfoot` since\n      // chances are there will be only one `tr` in a `thead` and that would\n      // remove the border

altogether.\n      > tbody,\n      > tfoot {\n        > tr:last-child {\n          > th,\n          > td {\n            border-bottom:

0;\n          }\n        }\n      }\n\n    }\n  }\n}\n","// Tables\n\n.table-row-variant(@state; @background) {\n  // Exact

selectors below required to override `.table-striped` and prevent\n  // inheritance to nested tables.\n  .table > thead >

tr,\n  .table > tbody > tr,\n  .table > tfoot > tr {\n    > td.@{state},\n    > th.@{state},\n    &.@{state} > td,\n

&.@{state} > th {\n      background-color: @background;\n    }\n  }\n\n  // Hover states for `.table-hover`\n  // Note:

this is not available for cells or rows within `thead` or `tfoot`.\n  .table-hover > tbody > tr {\n    >

td.@{state}:hover,\n    > th.@{state}:hover,\n    &.@{state}:hover > td,\n    &:hover > .@{state},\n

&.@{state}:hover > th {\n      background-color: darken(@background, 5%);\n    }\n  }\n}\n","// stylelint-disable

selector-no-qualifying-type, property-no-vendor-prefix, media-feature-name-no-vendor-prefix\n\n//\n// Forms\n// ---

-----------------------------------------------\n\n\n// Normalize non-controls\n//\n// Restyle and baseline non-control form

elements.\n\nfieldset {\n  // Chrome and Firefox set a `min-width: min-content;` on fieldsets,\n  // so we reset that to

ensure it behaves more like a standard block element.\n  // See https://github.com/twbs/bootstrap/issues/12359.\n

min-width: 0;\n  padding: 0;\n  margin: 0;\n  border: 0;\n}\n\nlegend {\n  display: block;\n  width: 100%;\n  padding:

0;\n  margin-bottom: @line-height-computed;\n  font-size: (@font-size-base * 1.5);\n  line-height: inherit;\n  color:
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@legend-color;\n  border: 0;\n  border-bottom: 1px solid @legend-border-color;\n}\n\nlabel {\n  display: inline-

block;\n  max-width: 100%; // Force IE8 to wrap long content (see

https://github.com/twbs/bootstrap/issues/13141)\n  margin-bottom: 5px;\n  font-weight: 700;\n}\n\n\n// Normalize

form controls\n//\n// While most of our form styles require extra classes, some basic normalization\n// is required to

ensure optimum display with or without those classes to better\n// address browser

inconsistencies.\n\ninput[type=\"search\"] {\n  // Override content-box in Normalize (* isn't specific enough)\n

.box-sizing(border-box);\n\n  // Search inputs in iOS\n  //\n  // This overrides the extra rounded corners on search

inputs in iOS so that our\n  // `.form-control` class can properly style them. Note that this cannot simply\n  // be

added to `.form-control` as it's not specific enough. For details, see\n  //

https://github.com/twbs/bootstrap/issues/11586.\n  -webkit-appearance: none;\n  appearance: none;\n}\n\n// Position

radios and checkboxes better\ninput[type=\"radio\"],\ninput[type=\"checkbox\"] {\n  margin: 4px 0 0;\n  margin-top:

1px \\9; // IE8-9\n  line-height: normal;\n\n  // Apply same disabled cursor tweak as for inputs\n  // Some special

care is needed because <label>s don't inherit their parent's `cursor`.\n  //\n  // Note: Neither radios nor checkboxes

can be readonly.\n  &[disabled],\n  &.disabled,\n  fieldset[disabled] & {\n    cursor: @cursor-disabled;\n

}\n}\n\ninput[type=\"file\"] {\n  display: block;\n}\n\n// Make range inputs behave like textual form

controls\ninput[type=\"range\"] {\n  display: block;\n  width: 100%;\n}\n\n// Make multiple select elements height

not fixed\nselect[multiple],\nselect[size] {\n  height: auto;\n}\n\n// Focus for file, radio, and

checkbox\ninput[type=\"file\"]:focus,\ninput[type=\"radio\"]:focus,\ninput[type=\"checkbox\"]:focus {\n  .tab-

focus();\n}\n\n// Adjust output element\noutput {\n  display: block;\n  padding-top: (@padding-base-vertical + 1);\n

font-size: @font-size-base;\n  line-height: @line-height-base;\n  color: @input-color;\n}\n\n\n// Common form

controls\n//\n// Shared size and type resets for form controls. Apply `.form-control` to any\n// of the following form

controls:\n//\n// select\n// textarea\n// input[type=\"text\"]\n// input[type=\"password\"]\n//

input[type=\"datetime\"]\n// input[type=\"datetime-local\"]\n// input[type=\"date\"]\n// input[type=\"month\"]\n//

input[type=\"time\"]\n// input[type=\"week\"]\n// input[type=\"number\"]\n// input[type=\"email\"]\n//

input[type=\"url\"]\n// input[type=\"search\"]\n// input[type=\"tel\"]\n// input[type=\"color\"]\n\n.form-control {\n

display: block;\n  width: 100%;\n  height: @input-height-base; // Make inputs at least the height of their button

counterpart (base line-height + padding + border)\n  padding: @padding-base-vertical @padding-base-horizontal;\n

font-size: @font-size-base;\n  line-height: @line-height-base;\n  color: @input-color;\n  background-color: @input-

bg;\n  background-image: none; // Reset unusual Firefox-on-Android default style; see

https://github.com/necolas/normalize.css/issues/214\n  border: 1px solid @input-border;\n  border-radius: @input-

border-radius; // Note: This has no effect on <select>s in some browsers, due to the limited stylability of <select>s

in CSS.\n  .box-shadow(inset 0 1px 1px rgba(0, 0, 0, .075));\n  .transition(~\"border-color ease-in-out .15s, box-

shadow ease-in-out .15s\");\n\n  // Customize the `:focus` state to imitate native WebKit styles.\n  .form-control-

focus();\n\n  // Placeholder\n  .placeholder();\n\n  // Unstyle the caret on `<select>`s in IE10+.\n  &::-ms-expand {\n

 background-color: transparent;\n    border: 0;\n  }\n\n  // Disabled and read-only inputs\n  //\n  // HTML5 says that

controls under a fieldset > legend:first-child won't be\n  // disabled if the fieldset is disabled. Due to implementation

difficulty, we\n  // don't honor that edge case; we style them as disabled anyway.\n  &[disabled],\n  &[readonly],\n

fieldset[disabled] & {\n    background-color: @input-bg-disabled;\n    opacity: 1; // iOS fix for unreadable disabled

content; see https://github.com/twbs/bootstrap/issues/11655\n  }\n\n  &[disabled],\n  fieldset[disabled] & {\n

cursor: @cursor-disabled;\n  }\n\n  // Reset height for `textarea`s\n  textarea& {\n    height: auto;\n  }\n}\n\n\n//

Special styles for iOS temporal inputs\n//\n// In Mobile Safari, setting `display: block` on temporal inputs causes

the\n// text within the input to become vertically misaligned. As a workaround, we\n// set a pixel line-height that

matches the given height of the input, but only\n// for Safari. See

https://bugs.webkit.org/show_bug.cgi?id=139848\n//\n// Note that as of 9.3, iOS doesn't support `week`.\n\n@media

screen and (-webkit-min-device-pixel-ratio: 0) {\n  input[type=\"date\"],\n  input[type=\"time\"],\n

input[type=\"datetime-local\"],\n  input[type=\"month\"] {\n    &.form-control {\n      line-height: @input-height-

base;\n    }\n\n    &.input-sm,\n    .input-group-sm & {\n      line-height: @input-height-small;\n    }\n\n    &.input-

lg,\n    .input-group-lg & {\n      line-height: @input-height-large;\n    }\n  }\n}\n\n\n// Form groups\n//\n// Designed
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to help with the organization and spacing of vertical forms. For\n// horizontal forms, use the predefined grid

classes.\n\n.form-group {\n  margin-bottom: @form-group-margin-bottom;\n}\n\n\n// Checkboxes and radios\n//\n//

Indent the labels to position radios/checkboxes as hanging controls.\n\n.radio,\n.checkbox {\n  position: relative;\n

display: block;\n  margin-top: 10px;\n  margin-bottom: 10px;\n\n  // These are used on elements with <label>

descendants\n  &.disabled,\n  fieldset[disabled] & {\n    label {\n      cursor: @cursor-disabled;\n    }\n  }\n\n  label

{\n    min-height: @line-height-computed; // Ensure the input doesn't jump when there is no text\n    padding-left:

20px;\n    margin-bottom: 0;\n    font-weight: 400;\n    cursor: pointer;\n  }\n}\n.radio input[type=\"radio\"],\n.radio-

inline input[type=\"radio\"],\n.checkbox input[type=\"checkbox\"],\n.checkbox-inline input[type=\"checkbox\"] {\n

position: absolute;\n  margin-top: 4px \\9;\n  margin-left: -20px;\n}\n\n.radio + .radio,\n.checkbox + .checkbox {\n

margin-top: -5px; // Move up sibling radios or checkboxes for tighter spacing\n}\n\n// Radios and checkboxes on

same line\n.radio-inline,\n.checkbox-inline {\n  position: relative;\n  display: inline-block;\n  padding-left: 20px;\n

margin-bottom: 0;\n  font-weight: 400;\n  vertical-align: middle;\n  cursor: pointer;\n\n  // These are used directly on

<label>s\n  &.disabled,\n  fieldset[disabled] & {\n    cursor: @cursor-disabled;\n  }\n}\n.radio-inline + .radio-

inline,\n.checkbox-inline + .checkbox-inline {\n  margin-top: 0;\n  margin-left: 10px; // space out consecutive inline

controls\n}\n\n\n// Static form control text\n//\n// Apply class to a `p` element to make any string of text align with

labels in\n// a horizontal form layout.\n\n.form-control-static {\n  min-height: (@line-height-computed + @font-

size-base);\n  // Size it appropriately next to real form controls\n  padding-top: (@padding-base-vertical + 1);\n

padding-bottom: (@padding-base-vertical + 1);\n  // Remove default margin from `p`\n  margin-bottom: 0;\n\n

&.input-lg,\n  &.input-sm {\n    padding-right: 0;\n    padding-left: 0;\n  }\n}\n\n\n// Form control sizing\n//\n// Build

on `.form-control` with modifier classes to decrease or increase the\n// height and font-size of form controls.\n//\n//

The `.form-group-* form-control` variations are sadly duplicated to avoid the\n// issue documented in

https://github.com/twbs/bootstrap/issues/15074.\n\n.input-sm {\n  .input-size(@input-height-small; @padding-

small-vertical; @padding-small-horizontal; @font-size-small; @line-height-small; @input-border-radius-

small);\n}\n.form-group-sm {\n  .form-control {\n    height: @input-height-small;\n    padding: @padding-small-

vertical @padding-small-horizontal;\n    font-size: @font-size-small;\n    line-height: @line-height-small;\n

border-radius: @input-border-radius-small;\n  }\n  select.form-control {\n    height: @input-height-small;\n    line-

height: @input-height-small;\n  }\n  textarea.form-control,\n  select[multiple].form-control {\n    height: auto;\n  }\n

.form-control-static {\n    height: @input-height-small;\n    min-height: (@line-height-computed + @font-size-

small);\n    padding: (@padding-small-vertical + 1) @padding-small-horizontal;\n    font-size: @font-size-small;\n

line-height: @line-height-small;\n  }\n}\n\n.input-lg {\n  .input-size(@input-height-large; @padding-large-vertical;

@padding-large-horizontal; @font-size-large; @line-height-large; @input-border-radius-large);\n}\n.form-group-lg

{\n  .form-control {\n    height: @input-height-large;\n    padding: @padding-large-vertical @padding-large-

horizontal;\n    font-size: @font-size-large;\n    line-height: @line-height-large;\n    border-radius: @input-border-

radius-large;\n  }\n  select.form-control {\n    height: @input-height-large;\n    line-height: @input-height-large;\n

}\n  textarea.form-control,\n  select[multiple].form-control {\n    height: auto;\n  }\n  .form-control-static {\n

height: @input-height-large;\n    min-height: (@line-height-computed + @font-size-large);\n    padding: (@padding-

large-vertical + 1) @padding-large-horizontal;\n    font-size: @font-size-large;\n    line-height: @line-height-large;\n

}\n}\n\n\n// Form control feedback states\n//\n// Apply contextual and semantic states to individual form

controls.\n\n.has-feedback {\n  // Enable absolute positioning\n  position: relative;\n\n  // Ensure icons don't overlap

text\n  .form-control {\n    padding-right: (@input-height-base * 1.25);\n  }\n}\n// Feedback icon (requires

.glyphicon classes)\n.form-control-feedback {\n  position: absolute;\n  top: 0;\n  right: 0;\n  z-index: 2; // Ensure icon

is above input groups\n  display: block;\n  width: @input-height-base;\n  height: @input-height-base;\n  line-height:

@input-height-base;\n  text-align: center;\n  pointer-events: none;\n}\n.input-lg + .form-control-feedback,\n.input-

group-lg + .form-control-feedback,\n.form-group-lg .form-control + .form-control-feedback {\n  width: @input-

height-large;\n  height: @input-height-large;\n  line-height: @input-height-large;\n}\n.input-sm + .form-control-

feedback,\n.input-group-sm + .form-control-feedback,\n.form-group-sm .form-control + .form-control-feedback {\n

width: @input-height-small;\n  height: @input-height-small;\n  line-height: @input-height-small;\n}\n\n// Feedback

states\n.has-success {\n  .form-control-validation(@state-success-text; @state-success-text; @state-success-
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bg);\n}\n.has-warning {\n  .form-control-validation(@state-warning-text; @state-warning-text; @state-warning-

bg);\n}\n.has-error {\n  .form-control-validation(@state-danger-text; @state-danger-text; @state-danger-

bg);\n}\n\n// Reposition feedback icon if input has visible label above\n.has-feedback label {\n\n  & ~ .form-control-

feedback {\n    top: (@line-height-computed + 5); // Height of the `label` and its margin\n  }\n  &.sr-only ~ .form-

control-feedback {\n    top: 0;\n  }\n}\n\n\n// Help text\n//\n// Apply to any element you wish to create light text for

placement immediately\n// below a form control. Use for general help, formatting, or instructional text.\n\n.help-

block {\n  display: block; // account for any element using help-block\n  margin-top: 5px;\n  margin-bottom: 10px;\n

color: lighten(@text-color, 25%); // lighten the text some for contrast\n}\n\n\n// Inline forms\n//\n// Make forms

appear inline(-block) by adding the `.form-inline` class. Inline\n// forms begin stacked on extra small (mobile)

devices and then go inline when\n// viewports reach <768px.\n//\n// Requires wrapping inputs and labels with

`.form-group` for proper display of\n// default HTML form controls and our custom form controls (e.g., input

groups).\n//\n// Heads up! This is mixin-ed into `.navbar-form` in navbars.less.\n\n.form-inline {\n\n  // Kick in the

inline\n  @media (min-width: @screen-sm-min) {\n    // Inline-block all the things for \"inline\"\n    .form-group {\n

   display: inline-block;\n      margin-bottom: 0;\n      vertical-align: middle;\n    }\n\n    // In navbar-form, allow folks

to *not* use `.form-group`\n    .form-control {\n      display: inline-block;\n      width: auto; // Prevent labels from

stacking above inputs in `.form-group`\n      vertical-align: middle;\n    }\n\n    // Make static controls behave like

regular ones\n    .form-control-static {\n      display: inline-block;\n    }\n\n    .input-group {\n      display: inline-

table;\n      vertical-align: middle;\n\n      .input-group-addon,\n      .input-group-btn,\n      .form-control {\n

width: auto;\n      }\n    }\n\n    // Input groups need that 100% width though\n    .input-group > .form-control {\n

width: 100%;\n    }\n\n    .control-label {\n      margin-bottom: 0;\n      vertical-align: middle;\n    }\n\n    // Remove

default margin on radios/checkboxes that were used for stacking, and\n    // then undo the floating of radios and

checkboxes to match.\n    .radio,\n    .checkbox {\n      display: inline-block;\n      margin-top: 0;\n      margin-

bottom: 0;\n      vertical-align: middle;\n\n      label {\n        padding-left: 0;\n      }\n    }\n    .radio

input[type=\"radio\"],\n    .checkbox input[type=\"checkbox\"] {\n      position: relative;\n      margin-left: 0;\n

}\n\n    // Re-override the feedback icon.\n    .has-feedback .form-control-feedback {\n      top: 0;\n    }\n  }\n}\n\n\n//

Horizontal forms\n//\n// Horizontal forms are built on grid classes and allow you to create forms with\n// labels on

the left and inputs on the right.\n\n.form-horizontal {\n\n  // Consistent vertical alignment of radios and

checkboxes\n  //\n  // Labels also get some reset styles, but that is scoped to a media query below.\n  .radio,\n

.checkbox,\n  .radio-inline,\n  .checkbox-inline {\n    padding-top: (@padding-base-vertical + 1); // Default padding

plus a border\n    margin-top: 0;\n    margin-bottom: 0;\n  }\n  // Account for padding we're adding to ensure the

alignment and of help text\n  // and other content below items\n  .radio,\n  .checkbox {\n    min-height: (@line-

height-computed + (@padding-base-vertical + 1));\n  }\n\n  // Make form groups behave like rows\n  .form-group

{\n    .make-row();\n  }\n\n  // Reset spacing and right align labels, but scope to media queries so that\n  // labels on

narrow viewports stack the same as a default form example.\n  @media (min-width: @screen-sm-min) {\n

.control-label {\n      padding-top: (@padding-base-vertical + 1); // Default padding plus a border\n      margin-

bottom: 0;\n      text-align: right;\n    }\n  }\n\n  // Validation states\n  //\n  // Reposition the icon because it's now

within a grid column and columns have\n  // `position: relative;` on them. Also accounts for the grid gutter

padding.\n  .has-feedback .form-control-feedback {\n    right: floor((@grid-gutter-width / 2));\n  }\n\n  // Form group

sizes\n  //\n  // Quick utility class for applying `.input-lg` and `.input-sm` styles to the\n  // inputs and labels within a

`.form-group`.\n  .form-group-lg {\n    @media (min-width: @screen-sm-min) {\n      .control-label {\n

padding-top: (@padding-large-vertical + 1);\n        font-size: @font-size-large;\n      }\n    }\n  }\n  .form-group-sm

{\n    @media (min-width: @screen-sm-min) {\n      .control-label {\n        padding-top: (@padding-small-vertical +

1);\n        font-size: @font-size-small;\n      }\n    }\n  }\n}\n","// Form validation states\n//\n// Used in forms.less to

generate the form validation CSS for warnings, errors,\n// and successes.\n\n.form-control-validation(@text-color:

#555; @border-color: #ccc; @background-color: #f5f5f5) {\n  // Color the label and help text\n  .help-block,\n

.control-label,\n  .radio,\n  .checkbox,\n  .radio-inline,\n  .checkbox-inline,\n  &.radio label,\n  &.checkbox label,\n

&.radio-inline label,\n  &.checkbox-inline label  {\n    color: @text-color;\n  }\n  // Set the border and box shadow

on specific inputs to match\n  .form-control {\n    border-color: @border-color;\n    .box-shadow(inset 0 1px 1px
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rgba(0, 0, 0, .075)); // Redeclare so transitions work\n    &:focus {\n      border-color: darken(@border-color,

10%);\n      @shadow: inset 0 1px 1px rgba(0, 0, 0, .075), 0 0 6px lighten(@border-color, 20%);\n      .box-

shadow(@shadow);\n    }\n  }\n  // Set validation states also for addons\n  .input-group-addon {\n    color: @text-

color;\n    background-color: @background-color;\n    border-color: @border-color;\n  }\n  // Optional feedback

icon\n  .form-control-feedback {\n    color: @text-color;\n  }\n}\n\n\n// Form control focus state\n//\n// Generate a

customized focus state and for any input with the specified color,\n// which defaults to the `@input-border-focus`

variable.\n//\n// We highly encourage you to not customize the default value, but instead use\n// this to tweak colors

on an as-needed basis. This aesthetic change is based on\n// WebKit's default styles, but applicable to a wider range

of browsers. Its\n// usability and accessibility should be taken into account with any change.\n//\n// Example usage:

change the default blue border and shadow to white for better\n// contrast against a dark gray background.\n.form-

control-focus(@color: @input-border-focus) {\n  @color-rgba: rgba(red(@color), green(@color), blue(@color),

.6);\n  &:focus {\n    border-color: @color;\n    outline: 0;\n    .box-shadow(~\"inset 0 1px 1px rgba(0, 0, 0, .075), 0

0 8px @{color-rgba}\");\n  }\n}\n\n// Form control sizing\n//\n// Relative text size, padding, and border-radii

changes for form controls. For\n// horizontal sizing, wrap controls in the predefined grid classes. `<select>`\n//

element gets special love because it's special, and that's a fact!\n.input-size(@input-height; @padding-vertical;

@padding-horizontal; @font-size; @line-height; @border-radius) {\n  height: @input-height;\n  padding:

@padding-vertical @padding-horizontal;\n  font-size: @font-size;\n  line-height: @line-height;\n  border-radius:

@border-radius;\n\n  select& {\n    height: @input-height;\n    line-height: @input-height;\n  }\n\n  textarea&,\n

select[multiple]& {\n    height: auto;\n  }\n}\n","// stylelint-disable selector-no-qualifying-type\n\n//\n// Buttons\n// -

-------------------------------------------------\n\n\n// Base styles\n// --------------------------------------------------\n\n.btn {\n

display: inline-block;\n  margin-bottom: 0; // For input.btn\n  font-weight: @btn-font-weight;\n  text-align: center;\n

white-space: nowrap;\n  vertical-align: middle;\n  touch-action: manipulation;\n  cursor: pointer;\n  background-

image: none; // Reset unusual Firefox-on-Android default style; see

https://github.com/necolas/normalize.css/issues/214\n  border: 1px solid transparent;\n  .button-size(@padding-base-

vertical; @padding-base-horizontal; @font-size-base; @line-height-base; @btn-border-radius-base);\n  .user-

select(none);\n\n  &,\n  &:active,\n  &.active {\n    &:focus,\n    &.focus {\n      .tab-focus();\n    }\n  }\n\n

&:hover,\n  &:focus,\n  &.focus {\n    color: @btn-default-color;\n    text-decoration: none;\n  }\n\n  &:active,\n

&.active {\n    background-image: none;\n    outline: 0;\n    .box-shadow(inset 0 3px 5px rgba(0, 0, 0, .125));\n  }\n\n

&.disabled,\n  &[disabled],\n  fieldset[disabled] & {\n    cursor: @cursor-disabled;\n    .opacity(.65);\n    .box-

shadow(none);\n  }\n\n  a& {\n    &.disabled,\n    fieldset[disabled] & {\n      pointer-events: none; // Future-proof

disabling of clicks on `<a>` elements\n    }\n  }\n}\n\n\n// Alternate buttons\n// ---------------------------------------------

-----\n\n.btn-default {\n  .button-variant(@btn-default-color; @btn-default-bg; @btn-default-border);\n}\n.btn-

primary {\n  .button-variant(@btn-primary-color; @btn-primary-bg; @btn-primary-border);\n}\n// Success appears

as green\n.btn-success {\n  .button-variant(@btn-success-color; @btn-success-bg; @btn-success-border);\n}\n// Info

appears as blue-green\n.btn-info {\n  .button-variant(@btn-info-color; @btn-info-bg; @btn-info-border);\n}\n//

Warning appears as orange\n.btn-warning {\n  .button-variant(@btn-warning-color; @btn-warning-bg; @btn-

warning-border);\n}\n// Danger and error appear as red\n.btn-danger {\n  .button-variant(@btn-danger-color; @btn-

danger-bg; @btn-danger-border);\n}\n\n\n// Link buttons\n// -------------------------\n\n// Make a button look and

behave like a link\n.btn-link {\n  font-weight: 400;\n  color: @link-color;\n  border-radius: 0;\n\n  &,\n  &:active,\n

&.active,\n  &[disabled],\n  fieldset[disabled] & {\n    background-color: transparent;\n    .box-shadow(none);\n  }\n

&,\n  &:hover,\n  &:focus,\n  &:active {\n    border-color: transparent;\n  }\n  &:hover,\n  &:focus {\n    color:

@link-hover-color;\n    text-decoration: @link-hover-decoration;\n    background-color: transparent;\n  }\n

&[disabled],\n  fieldset[disabled] & {\n    &:hover,\n    &:focus {\n      color: @btn-link-disabled-color;\n      text-

decoration: none;\n    }\n  }\n}\n\n\n// Button Sizes\n// --------------------------------------------------\n\n.btn-lg {\n  //

line-height: ensure even-numbered height of button next to large input\n  .button-size(@padding-large-vertical;

@padding-large-horizontal; @font-size-large; @line-height-large; @btn-border-radius-large);\n}\n.btn-sm {\n  //

line-height: ensure proper height of button next to small input\n  .button-size(@padding-small-vertical; @padding-

small-horizontal; @font-size-small; @line-height-small; @btn-border-radius-small);\n}\n.btn-xs {\n  .button-
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size(@padding-xs-vertical; @padding-xs-horizontal; @font-size-small; @line-height-small; @btn-border-radius-

small);\n}\n\n\n// Block button\n// --------------------------------------------------\n\n.btn-block {\n  display: block;\n

width: 100%;\n}\n\n// Vertically space out multiple block buttons\n.btn-block + .btn-block {\n  margin-top:

5px;\n}\n\n// Specificity overrides\ninput[type=\"submit\"],\ninput[type=\"reset\"],\ninput[type=\"button\"] {\n

&.btn-block {\n    width: 100%;\n  }\n}\n","// Button variants\n//\n// Easily pump out default styles, as well as

:hover, :focus, :active,\n// and disabled options for all buttons\n\n.button-variant(@color; @background; @border)

{\n  color: @color;\n  background-color: @background;\n  border-color: @border;\n\n  &:focus,\n  &.focus {\n

color: @color;\n    background-color: darken(@background, 10%);\n    border-color: darken(@border, 25%);\n  }\n

&:hover {\n    color: @color;\n    background-color: darken(@background, 10%);\n    border-color:

darken(@border, 12%);\n  }\n  &:active,\n  &.active,\n  .open > .dropdown-toggle& {\n    color: @color;\n

background-color: darken(@background, 10%);\n    background-image: none;\n    border-color: darken(@border,

12%);\n\n    &:hover,\n    &:focus,\n    &.focus {\n      color: @color;\n      background-color: darken(@background,

17%);\n      border-color: darken(@border, 25%);\n    }\n  }\n  &.disabled,\n  &[disabled],\n  fieldset[disabled] & {\n

  &:hover,\n    &:focus,\n    &.focus {\n      background-color: @background;\n      border-color: @border;\n    }\n

}\n\n  .badge {\n    color: @background;\n    background-color: @color;\n  }\n}\n\n// Button sizes\n.button-

size(@padding-vertical; @padding-horizontal; @font-size; @line-height; @border-radius) {\n  padding: @padding-

vertical @padding-horizontal;\n  font-size: @font-size;\n  line-height: @line-height;\n  border-radius: @border-

radius;\n}\n","// Opacity\n\n.opacity(@opacity) {\n  @opacity-ie: (@opacity * 100);  // IE8 filter\n  filter:

~\"alpha(opacity=@{opacity-ie})\";\n  opacity: @opacity;\n}\n","// stylelint-disable selector-no-qualifying-

type\n\n//\n// Component animations\n// --------------------------------------------------\n\n// Heads up!\n//\n// We don't

use the `.opacity()` mixin here since it causes a bug with text\n// fields in IE7-8. Source:

https://github.com/twbs/bootstrap/pull/3552.\n\n.fade {\n  opacity: 0;\n  .transition(opacity .15s linear);\n\n  &.in {\n

  opacity: 1;\n  }\n}\n\n.collapse {\n  display: none;\n\n  &.in      { display: block; }\n  tr&.in    { display: table-row;

}\n  tbody&.in { display: table-row-group; }\n}\n\n.collapsing {\n  position: relative;\n  height: 0;\n  overflow:

hidden;\n  .transition-property(~\"height, visibility\");\n  .transition-duration(.35s);\n  .transition-timing-

function(ease);\n}\n","//\n// Dropdown menus\n// --------------------------------------------------\n\n\n// Dropdown

arrow/caret\n.caret {\n  display: inline-block;\n  width: 0;\n  height: 0;\n  margin-left: 2px;\n  vertical-align:

middle;\n  border-top: @caret-width-base dashed;\n  border-top: @caret-width-base solid ~\"\\9\"; // IE8\n  border-

right: @caret-width-base solid transparent;\n  border-left: @caret-width-base solid transparent;\n}\n\n// The

dropdown wrapper (div)\n.dropup,\n.dropdown {\n  position: relative;\n}\n\n// Prevent the focus on the dropdown

toggle when closing dropdowns\n.dropdown-toggle:focus {\n  outline: 0;\n}\n\n// The dropdown menu

(ul)\n.dropdown-menu {\n  position: absolute;\n  top: 100%;\n  left: 0;\n  z-index: @zindex-dropdown;\n  display:

none; // none by default, but block on \"open\" of the menu\n  float: left;\n  min-width: 160px;\n  padding: 5px 0;\n

margin: 2px 0 0; // override default ul\n  font-size: @font-size-base;\n  text-align: left; // Ensures proper alignment if

parent has it changed (e.g., modal footer)\n  list-style: none;\n  background-color: @dropdown-bg;\n  background-

clip: padding-box;\n  border: 1px solid @dropdown-fallback-border; // IE8 fallback\n  border: 1px solid

@dropdown-border;\n  border-radius: @border-radius-base;\n  .box-shadow(0 6px 12px rgba(0, 0, 0, .175));\n\n  //

Aligns the dropdown menu to right\n  //\n  // Deprecated as of 3.1.0 in favor of `.dropdown-menu-[dir]`\n  &.pull-

right {\n    right: 0;\n    left: auto;\n  }\n\n  // Dividers (basically an hr) within the dropdown\n  .divider {\n    .nav-

divider(@dropdown-divider-bg);\n  }\n\n  // Links within the dropdown menu\n  > li > a {\n    display: block;\n

padding: 3px 20px;\n    clear: both;\n    font-weight: 400;\n    line-height: @line-height-base;\n    color: @dropdown-

link-color;\n    white-space: nowrap; // prevent links from randomly breaking onto new lines\n\n    &:hover,\n

&:focus {\n      color: @dropdown-link-hover-color;\n      text-decoration: none;\n      background-color:

@dropdown-link-hover-bg;\n    }\n  }\n}\n\n// Active state\n.dropdown-menu > .active > a {\n  &,\n  &:hover,\n

&:focus {\n    color: @dropdown-link-active-color;\n    text-decoration: none;\n    background-color: @dropdown-

link-active-bg;\n    outline: 0;\n  }\n}\n\n// Disabled state\n//\n// Gray out text and ensure the hover/focus state

remains gray\n\n.dropdown-menu > .disabled > a {\n  &,\n  &:hover,\n  &:focus {\n    color: @dropdown-link-

disabled-color;\n  }\n\n  // Nuke hover/focus effects\n  &:hover,\n  &:focus {\n    text-decoration: none;\n    cursor:
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@cursor-disabled;\n    background-color: transparent;\n    background-image: none; // Remove CSS gradient\n

.reset-filter();\n  }\n}\n\n// Open state for the dropdown\n.open {\n  // Show the menu\n  > .dropdown-menu {\n

display: block;\n  }\n\n  // Remove the outline when :focus is triggered\n  > a {\n    outline: 0;\n  }\n}\n\n// Menu

positioning\n//\n// Add extra class to `.dropdown-menu` to flip the alignment of the dropdown\n// menu with the

parent.\n.dropdown-menu-right {\n  right: 0;\n  left: auto; // Reset the default from `.dropdown-menu`\n}\n// With

v3, we enabled auto-flipping if you have a dropdown within a right\n// aligned nav component. To enable the

undoing of that, we provide an override\n// to restore the default dropdown menu alignment.\n//\n// This is only for

left-aligning a dropdown menu within a `.navbar-right` or\n// `.pull-right` nav component.\n.dropdown-menu-left

{\n  right: auto;\n  left: 0;\n}\n\n// Dropdown section headers\n.dropdown-header {\n  display: block;\n  padding:

3px 20px;\n  font-size: @font-size-small;\n  line-height: @line-height-base;\n  color: @dropdown-header-color;\n

white-space: nowrap; // as with > li > a\n}\n\n// Backdrop to catch body clicks on mobile, etc.\n.dropdown-backdrop

{\n  position: fixed;\n  top: 0;\n  right: 0;\n  bottom: 0;\n  left: 0;\n  z-index: (@zindex-dropdown - 10);\n}\n\n//

Right aligned dropdowns\n.pull-right > .dropdown-menu {\n  right: 0;\n  left: auto;\n}\n\n// Allow for dropdowns to

go bottom up (aka, dropup-menu)\n//\n// Just add .dropup after the standard .dropdown class and you're set, bro.\n//

TODO: abstract this so that the navbar fixed styles are not placed here?\n\n.dropup,\n.navbar-fixed-bottom

.dropdown {\n  // Reverse the caret\n  .caret {\n    content: \"\";\n    border-top: 0;\n    border-bottom: @caret-width-

base dashed;\n    border-bottom: @caret-width-base solid ~\"\\9\"; // IE8\n  }\n  // Different positioning for bottom

up menu\n  .dropdown-menu {\n    top: auto;\n    bottom: 100%;\n    margin-bottom: 2px;\n  }\n}\n\n\n// Component

alignment\n//\n// Reiterate per navbar.less and the modified component alignment there.\n\n@media (min-width:

@grid-float-breakpoint) {\n  .navbar-right {\n    .dropdown-menu {\n      .dropdown-menu-right();\n    }\n    //

Necessary for overrides of the default right aligned menu.\n    // Will remove come v4 in all likelihood.\n

.dropdown-menu-left {\n      .dropdown-menu-left();\n    }\n  }\n}\n","// Horizontal dividers\n//\n// Dividers

(basically an hr) within dropdowns and nav lists\n\n.nav-divider(@color: #e5e5e5) {\n  height: 1px;\n  margin:

((@line-height-computed / 2) - 1) 0;\n  overflow: hidden;\n  background-color: @color;\n}\n","// Reset filters for

IE\n//\n// When you need to remove a gradient background, do not forget to use this to reset\n// the IE filter for IE9

and below.\n\n.reset-filter() {\n  filter: e(%(\"progid:DXImageTransform.Microsoft.gradient(enabled =

false)\"));\n}\n","// stylelint-disable selector-no-qualifying-type */\n\n//\n// Button groups\n// ----------------------------

----------------------\n\n// Make the div behave like a button\n.btn-group,\n.btn-group-vertical {\n  position: relative;\n

display: inline-block;\n  vertical-align: middle; // match .btn alignment given font-size hack above\n  > .btn {\n

position: relative;\n    float: left;\n    // Bring the \"active\" button to the front\n    &:hover,\n    &:focus,\n

&:active,\n    &.active {\n      z-index: 2;\n    }\n  }\n}\n\n// Prevent double borders when buttons are next to each

other\n.btn-group {\n  .btn + .btn,\n  .btn + .btn-group,\n  .btn-group + .btn,\n  .btn-group + .btn-group {\n    margin-

left: -1px;\n  }\n}\n\n// Optional: Group multiple button groups together for a toolbar\n.btn-toolbar {\n  margin-left:

-5px; // Offset the first child's margin\n  &:extend(.clearfix all);\n\n  .btn,\n  .btn-group,\n  .input-group {\n    float:

left;\n  }\n  > .btn,\n  > .btn-group,\n  > .input-group {\n    margin-left: 5px;\n  }\n}\n\n.btn-group > .btn:not(:first-

child):not(:last-child):not(.dropdown-toggle) {\n  border-radius: 0;\n}\n\n// Set corners individual because

sometimes a single button can be in a .btn-group and we need :first-child and :last-child to both match\n.btn-group >

.btn:first-child {\n  margin-left: 0;\n  &:not(:last-child):not(.dropdown-toggle) {\n    .border-right-radius(0);\n

}\n}\n// Need .dropdown-toggle since :last-child doesn't apply, given that a .dropdown-menu is used immediately

after it\n.btn-group > .btn:last-child:not(:first-child),\n.btn-group > .dropdown-toggle:not(:first-child) {\n  .border-

left-radius(0);\n}\n\n// Custom edits for including btn-groups within btn-groups (useful for including dropdown

buttons within a btn-group)\n.btn-group > .btn-group {\n  float: left;\n}\n.btn-group > .btn-group:not(:first-

child):not(:last-child) > .btn {\n  border-radius: 0;\n}\n.btn-group > .btn-group:first-child:not(:last-child) {\n  >

.btn:last-child,\n  > .dropdown-toggle {\n    .border-right-radius(0);\n  }\n}\n.btn-group > .btn-group:last-

child:not(:first-child) > .btn:first-child {\n  .border-left-radius(0);\n}\n\n// On active and open, don't show

outline\n.btn-group .dropdown-toggle:active,\n.btn-group.open .dropdown-toggle {\n  outline: 0;\n}\n\n\n//

Sizing\n//\n// Remix the default button sizing classes into new ones for easier manipulation.\n\n.btn-group-xs > .btn

{ &:extend(.btn-xs); }\n.btn-group-sm > .btn { &:extend(.btn-sm); }\n.btn-group-lg > .btn { &:extend(.btn-lg);
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}\n\n\n// Split button dropdowns\n// ----------------------\n\n// Give the line between buttons some depth\n.btn-group

> .btn + .dropdown-toggle {\n  padding-right: 8px;\n  padding-left: 8px;\n}\n.btn-group > .btn-lg + .dropdown-

toggle {\n  padding-right: 12px;\n  padding-left: 12px;\n}\n\n// The clickable button for toggling the menu\n//

Remove the gradient and set the same inset shadow as the :active state\n.btn-group.open .dropdown-toggle {\n

.box-shadow(inset 0 3px 5px rgba(0, 0, 0, .125));\n\n  // Show no shadow for `.btn-link` since it has no other button

styles.\n  &.btn-link {\n    .box-shadow(none);\n  }\n}\n\n\n// Reposition the caret\n.btn .caret {\n  margin-left:

0;\n}\n// Carets in other button sizes\n.btn-lg .caret {\n  border-width: @caret-width-large @caret-width-large 0;\n

border-bottom-width: 0;\n}\n// Upside down carets for .dropup\n.dropup .btn-lg .caret {\n  border-width: 0 @caret-

width-large @caret-width-large;\n}\n\n\n// Vertical button groups\n// ----------------------\n\n.btn-group-vertical {\n

> .btn,\n  > .btn-group,\n  > .btn-group > .btn {\n    display: block;\n    float: none;\n    width: 100%;\n    max-width:

100%;\n  }\n\n  // Clear floats so dropdown menus can be properly placed\n  > .btn-group {\n    &:extend(.clearfix

all);\n    > .btn {\n      float: none;\n    }\n  }\n\n  > .btn + .btn,\n  > .btn + .btn-group,\n  > .btn-group + .btn,\n  > .btn-

group + .btn-group {\n    margin-top: -1px;\n    margin-left: 0;\n  }\n}\n\n.btn-group-vertical > .btn {\n  &:not(:first-

child):not(:last-child) {\n    border-radius: 0;\n  }\n  &:first-child:not(:last-child) {\n    .border-top-radius(@btn-

border-radius-base);\n    .border-bottom-radius(0);\n  }\n  &:last-child:not(:first-child) {\n    .border-top-radius(0);\n

 .border-bottom-radius(@btn-border-radius-base);\n  }\n}\n.btn-group-vertical > .btn-group:not(:first-

child):not(:last-child) > .btn {\n  border-radius: 0;\n}\n.btn-group-vertical > .btn-group:first-child:not(:last-child) {\n

> .btn:last-child,\n  > .dropdown-toggle {\n    .border-bottom-radius(0);\n  }\n}\n.btn-group-vertical > .btn-

group:last-child:not(:first-child) > .btn:first-child {\n  .border-top-radius(0);\n}\n\n\n// Justified button groups\n// ----

------------------\n\n.btn-group-justified {\n  display: table;\n  width: 100%;\n  table-layout: fixed;\n  border-collapse:

separate;\n  > .btn,\n  > .btn-group {\n    display: table-cell;\n    float: none;\n    width: 1%;\n  }\n  > .btn-group .btn

{\n    width: 100%;\n  }\n\n  > .btn-group .dropdown-menu {\n    left: auto;\n  }\n}\n\n\n// Checkbox and radio

options\n//\n// In order to support the browser's form validation feedback, powered by the\n// `required` attribute, we

have to \"hide\" the inputs via `clip`. We cannot use\n// `display: none;` or `visibility: hidden;` as that also hides the

popover.\n// Simply visually hiding the inputs via `opacity` would leave them clickable in\n// certain cases which is

prevented by using `clip` and `pointer-events`.\n// This way, we ensure a DOM element is visible to position the

popover from.\n//\n// See https://github.com/twbs/bootstrap/pull/12794 and\n//

https://github.com/twbs/bootstrap/pull/14559 for more information.\n\n[data-toggle=\"buttons\"] {\n  > .btn,\n  >

.btn-group > .btn {\n    input[type=\"radio\"],\n    input[type=\"checkbox\"] {\n      position: absolute;\n      clip:

rect(0, 0, 0, 0);\n      pointer-events: none;\n    }\n  }\n}\n","// Single side border-radius\n\n.border-top-

radius(@radius) {\n  border-top-left-radius: @radius;\n  border-top-right-radius: @radius;\n}\n.border-right-

radius(@radius) {\n  border-top-right-radius: @radius;\n  border-bottom-right-radius: @radius;\n}\n.border-bottom-

radius(@radius) {\n  border-bottom-right-radius: @radius;\n  border-bottom-left-radius: @radius;\n}\n.border-left-

radius(@radius) {\n  border-top-left-radius: @radius;\n  border-bottom-left-radius: @radius;\n}\n","// stylelint-

disable selector-no-qualifying-type\n\n//\n// Input groups\n// --------------------------------------------------\n\n// Base

styles\n// -------------------------\n.input-group {\n  position: relative; // For dropdowns\n  display: table;\n  border-

collapse: separate; // prevent input groups from inheriting border styles from table cells when placed within a

table\n\n  // Undo padding and float of grid classes\n  &[class*=\"col-\"] {\n    float: none;\n    padding-right: 0;\n

padding-left: 0;\n  }\n\n  .form-control {\n    // Ensure that the input is always above the *appended* addon button

for\n    // proper border colors.\n    position: relative;\n    z-index: 2;\n\n    // IE9 fubars the placeholder attribute in

text inputs and the arrows on\n    // select elements in input groups. To fix it, we float the input. Details:\n    //

https://github.com/twbs/bootstrap/issues/11561#issuecomment-28936855\n    float: left;\n\n    width: 100%;\n

margin-bottom: 0;\n\n    &:focus {\n      z-index: 3;\n    }\n  }\n}\n\n// Sizing options\n//\n// Remix the default form

control sizing classes into new ones for easier\n// manipulation.\n\n.input-group-lg > .form-control,\n.input-group-lg

> .input-group-addon,\n.input-group-lg > .input-group-btn > .btn {\n  .input-lg();\n}\n.input-group-sm > .form-

control,\n.input-group-sm > .input-group-addon,\n.input-group-sm > .input-group-btn > .btn {\n  .input-

sm();\n}\n\n\n// Display as table-cell\n// -------------------------\n.input-group-addon,\n.input-group-btn,\n.input-group

.form-control {\n  display: table-cell;\n\n  &:not(:first-child):not(:last-child) {\n    border-radius: 0;\n  }\n}\n//
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Addon and addon wrapper for buttons\n.input-group-addon,\n.input-group-btn {\n  width: 1%;\n  white-space:

nowrap;\n  vertical-align: middle; // Match the inputs\n}\n\n// Text input groups\n// -------------------------\n.input-

group-addon {\n  padding: @padding-base-vertical @padding-base-horizontal;\n  font-size: @font-size-base;\n

font-weight: 400;\n  line-height: 1;\n  color: @input-color;\n  text-align: center;\n  background-color: @input-group-

addon-bg;\n  border: 1px solid @input-group-addon-border-color;\n  border-radius: @input-border-radius;\n\n  //

Sizing\n  &.input-sm {\n    padding: @padding-small-vertical @padding-small-horizontal;\n    font-size: @font-size-

small;\n    border-radius: @input-border-radius-small;\n  }\n  &.input-lg {\n    padding: @padding-large-vertical

@padding-large-horizontal;\n    font-size: @font-size-large;\n    border-radius: @input-border-radius-large;\n  }\n\n

// Nuke default margins from checkboxes and radios to vertically center within.\n  input[type=\"radio\"],\n

input[type=\"checkbox\"] {\n    margin-top: 0;\n  }\n}\n\n// Reset rounded corners\n.input-group .form-control:first-

child,\n.input-group-addon:first-child,\n.input-group-btn:first-child > .btn,\n.input-group-btn:first-child > .btn-group

> .btn,\n.input-group-btn:first-child > .dropdown-toggle,\n.input-group-btn:last-child > .btn:not(:last-

child):not(.dropdown-toggle),\n.input-group-btn:last-child > .btn-group:not(:last-child) > .btn {\n  .border-right-

radius(0);\n}\n.input-group-addon:first-child {\n  border-right: 0;\n}\n.input-group .form-control:last-child,\n.input-

group-addon:last-child,\n.input-group-btn:last-child > .btn,\n.input-group-btn:last-child > .btn-group > .btn,\n.input-

group-btn:last-child > .dropdown-toggle,\n.input-group-btn:first-child > .btn:not(:first-child),\n.input-group-

btn:first-child > .btn-group:not(:first-child) > .btn {\n  .border-left-radius(0);\n}\n.input-group-addon:last-child {\n

border-left: 0;\n}\n\n// Button input groups\n// -------------------------\n.input-group-btn {\n  position: relative;\n  //

Jankily prevent input button groups from wrapping with `white-space` and\n  // `font-size` in combination with

`inline-block` on buttons.\n  font-size: 0;\n  white-space: nowrap;\n\n  // Negative margin for spacing, position for

bringing hovered/focused/actived\n  // element above the siblings.\n  > .btn {\n    position: relative;\n    + .btn {\n

margin-left: -1px;\n    }\n    // Bring the \"active\" button to the front\n    &:hover,\n    &:focus,\n    &:active {\n

z-index: 2;\n    }\n  }\n\n  // Negative margin to only have a 1px border between the two\n  &:first-child {\n    >

.btn,\n    > .btn-group {\n      margin-right: -1px;\n    }\n  }\n  &:last-child {\n    > .btn,\n    > .btn-group {\n      z-

index: 2;\n      margin-left: -1px;\n    }\n  }\n}\n","// stylelint-disable selector-no-qualifying-type, selector-max-

type\n\n//\n// Navs\n// --------------------------------------------------\n\n\n// Base class\n// ------------------------------------

--------------\n\n.nav {\n  padding-left: 0; // Override default ul/ol\n  margin-bottom: 0;\n  list-style: none;\n

&:extend(.clearfix all);\n\n  > li {\n    position: relative;\n    display: block;\n\n    > a {\n      position: relative;\n

display: block;\n      padding: @nav-link-padding;\n      &:hover,\n      &:focus {\n        text-decoration: none;\n

background-color: @nav-link-hover-bg;\n      }\n    }\n\n    // Disabled state sets text to gray and nukes hover/tab

effects\n    &.disabled > a {\n      color: @nav-disabled-link-color;\n\n      &:hover,\n      &:focus {\n        color:

@nav-disabled-link-hover-color;\n        text-decoration: none;\n        cursor: @cursor-disabled;\n        background-

color: transparent;\n      }\n    }\n  }\n\n  // Open dropdowns\n  .open > a {\n    &,\n    &:hover,\n    &:focus {\n

background-color: @nav-link-hover-bg;\n      border-color: @link-color;\n    }\n  }\n\n  // Nav dividers (deprecated

with v3.0.1)\n  //\n  // This should have been removed in v3 with the dropping of `.nav-list`, but\n  // we missed it.

We don't currently support this anywhere, but in the interest\n  // of maintaining backward compatibility in case you

use it, it's deprecated.\n  .nav-divider {\n    .nav-divider();\n  }\n\n  // Prevent IE8 from misplacing imgs\n  //\n  //

See https://github.com/h5bp/html5-boilerplate/issues/984#issuecomment-3985989\n  > li > a > img {\n    max-

width: none;\n  }\n}\n\n\n// Tabs\n// -------------------------\n\n// Give the tabs something to sit on\n.nav-tabs {\n

border-bottom: 1px solid @nav-tabs-border-color;\n  > li {\n    float: left;\n    // Make the list-items overlay the

bottom border\n    margin-bottom: -1px;\n\n    // Actual tabs (as links)\n    > a {\n      margin-right: 2px;\n      line-

height: @line-height-base;\n      border: 1px solid transparent;\n      border-radius: @border-radius-base @border-

radius-base 0 0;\n      &:hover {\n        border-color: @nav-tabs-link-hover-border-color @nav-tabs-link-hover-

border-color @nav-tabs-border-color;\n      }\n    }\n\n    // Active state, and its :hover to override normal :hover\n

&.active > a {\n      &,\n      &:hover,\n      &:focus {\n        color: @nav-tabs-active-link-hover-color;\n        cursor:

default;\n        background-color: @nav-tabs-active-link-hover-bg;\n        border: 1px solid @nav-tabs-active-link-

hover-border-color;\n        border-bottom-color: transparent;\n      }\n    }\n  }\n  // pulling this in mainly for less

shorthand\n  &.nav-justified {\n    .nav-justified();\n    .nav-tabs-justified();\n  }\n}\n\n\n// Pills\n// ---------------------
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----\n.nav-pills {\n  > li {\n    float: left;\n\n    // Links rendered as pills\n    > a {\n      border-radius: @nav-pills-

border-radius;\n    }\n    + li {\n      margin-left: 2px;\n    }\n\n    // Active state\n    &.active > a {\n      &,\n

&:hover,\n      &:focus {\n        color: @nav-pills-active-link-hover-color;\n        background-color: @nav-pills-

active-link-hover-bg;\n      }\n    }\n  }\n}\n\n\n// Stacked pills\n.nav-stacked {\n  > li {\n    float: none;\n    + li {\n

margin-top: 2px;\n      margin-left: 0; // no need for this gap between nav items\n    }\n  }\n}\n\n\n// Nav

variations\n// --------------------------------------------------\n\n// Justified nav links\n// -------------------------\n\n.nav-

justified {\n  width: 100%;\n\n  > li {\n    float: none;\n    > a {\n      margin-bottom: 5px;\n      text-align: center;\n

}\n  }\n\n  > .dropdown .dropdown-menu {\n    top: auto;\n    left: auto;\n  }\n\n  @media (min-width: @screen-sm-

min) {\n    > li {\n      display: table-cell;\n      width: 1%;\n      > a {\n        margin-bottom: 0;\n      }\n    }\n

}\n}\n\n// Move borders to anchors instead of bottom of list\n//\n// Mixin for adding on top the shared `.nav-

justified` styles for our tabs\n.nav-tabs-justified {\n  border-bottom: 0;\n\n  > li > a {\n    // Override margin from

.nav-tabs\n    margin-right: 0;\n    border-radius: @border-radius-base;\n  }\n\n  > .active > a,\n  > .active >

a:hover,\n  > .active > a:focus {\n    border: 1px solid @nav-tabs-justified-link-border-color;\n  }\n\n  @media (min-

width: @screen-sm-min) {\n    > li > a {\n      border-bottom: 1px solid @nav-tabs-justified-link-border-color;\n

border-radius: @border-radius-base @border-radius-base 0 0;\n    }\n    > .active > a,\n    > .active > a:hover,\n    >

.active > a:focus {\n      border-bottom-color: @nav-tabs-justified-active-link-border-color;\n    }\n  }\n}\n\n\n//

Tabbable tabs\n// -------------------------\n\n// Hide tabbable panes to start, show them when `.active`\n.tab-content

{\n  > .tab-pane {\n    display: none;\n  }\n  > .active {\n    display: block;\n  }\n}\n\n\n// Dropdowns\n// ---------------

----------\n\n// Specific dropdowns\n.nav-tabs .dropdown-menu {\n  // make dropdown border overlap tab border\n

margin-top: -1px;\n  // Remove the top rounded corners here since there is a hard edge above the menu\n  .border-

top-radius(0);\n}\n","// stylelint-disable selector-max-type, selector-max-compound-selectors, selector-max-

combinators, selector-max-class, declaration-no-important, selector-no-qualifying-type\n\n//\n// Navbars\n// ----------

----------------------------------------\n\n\n// Wrapper and base class\n//\n// Provide a static navbar from which we

expand to create full-width, fixed, and\n// other navbar variations.\n\n.navbar {\n  position: relative;\n  min-height:

@navbar-height; // Ensure a navbar always shows (e.g., without a .navbar-brand in collapsed mode)\n  margin-

bottom: @navbar-margin-bottom;\n  border: 1px solid transparent;\n\n  // Prevent floats from breaking the navbar\n

&:extend(.clearfix all);\n\n  @media (min-width: @grid-float-breakpoint) {\n    border-radius: @navbar-border-

radius;\n  }\n}\n\n\n// Navbar heading\n//\n// Groups `.navbar-brand` and `.navbar-toggle` into a single component

for easy\n// styling of responsive aspects.\n\n.navbar-header {\n  &:extend(.clearfix all);\n\n  @media (min-width:

@grid-float-breakpoint) {\n    float: left;\n  }\n}\n\n\n// Navbar collapse (body)\n//\n// Group your navbar content

into this for easy collapsing and expanding across\n// various device sizes. By default, this content is collapsed when

<768px, but\n// will expand past that for a horizontal display.\n//\n// To start (on mobile devices) the navbar links,

forms, and buttons are stacked\n// vertically and include a `max-height` to overflow in case you have too much\n//

content for the user's viewport.\n\n.navbar-collapse {\n  padding-right: @navbar-padding-horizontal;\n  padding-left:

@navbar-padding-horizontal;\n  overflow-x: visible;\n  border-top: 1px solid transparent;\n  box-shadow: inset 0

1px 0 rgba(255, 255, 255, .1);\n  &:extend(.clearfix all);\n  -webkit-overflow-scrolling: touch;\n\n  &.in {\n

overflow-y: auto;\n  }\n\n  @media (min-width: @grid-float-breakpoint) {\n    width: auto;\n    border-top: 0;\n

box-shadow: none;\n\n    &.collapse {\n      display: block !important;\n      height: auto !important;\n      padding-

bottom: 0; // Override default setting\n      overflow: visible !important;\n    }\n\n    &.in {\n      overflow-y:

visible;\n    }\n\n    // Undo the collapse side padding for navbars with containers to ensure\n    // alignment of right-

aligned contents.\n    .navbar-fixed-top &,\n    .navbar-static-top &,\n    .navbar-fixed-bottom & {\n      padding-

right: 0;\n      padding-left: 0;\n    }\n  }\n}\n\n.navbar-fixed-top,\n.navbar-fixed-bottom {\n  .navbar-collapse {\n

max-height: @navbar-collapse-max-height;\n\n    @media (max-device-width: @screen-xs-min) and (orientation:

landscape) {\n      max-height: 200px;\n    }\n  }\n\n  // Fix the top/bottom navbars when screen real estate supports

it\n  position: fixed;\n  right: 0;\n  left: 0;\n  z-index: @zindex-navbar-fixed;\n\n  // Undo the rounded corners\n

@media (min-width: @grid-float-breakpoint) {\n    border-radius: 0;\n  }\n}\n\n.navbar-fixed-top {\n  top: 0;\n

border-width: 0 0 1px;\n}\n.navbar-fixed-bottom {\n  bottom: 0;\n  margin-bottom: 0; // override .navbar defaults\n

border-width: 1px 0 0;\n}\n\n\n// Both navbar header and collapse\n//\n// When a container is present, change the
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behavior of the header and collapse.\n\n.container,\n.container-fluid {\n  > .navbar-header,\n  > .navbar-collapse {\n

 margin-right: -@navbar-padding-horizontal;\n    margin-left: -@navbar-padding-horizontal;\n\n    @media (min-

width: @grid-float-breakpoint) {\n      margin-right: 0;\n      margin-left: 0;\n    }\n  }\n}\n\n\n//\n// Navbar

alignment options\n//\n// Display the navbar across the entirety of the page or fixed it to the top or\n// bottom of the

page.\n\n// Static top (unfixed, but 100% wide) navbar\n.navbar-static-top {\n  z-index: @zindex-navbar;\n  border-

width: 0 0 1px;\n\n  @media (min-width: @grid-float-breakpoint) {\n    border-radius: 0;\n  }\n}\n\n\n//

Brand/project name\n\n.navbar-brand {\n  float: left;\n  height: @navbar-height;\n  padding: @navbar-padding-

vertical @navbar-padding-horizontal;\n  font-size: @font-size-large;\n  line-height: @line-height-computed;\n\n

&:hover,\n  &:focus {\n    text-decoration: none;\n  }\n\n  > img {\n    display: block;\n  }\n\n  @media (min-width:

@grid-float-breakpoint) {\n    .navbar > .container &,\n    .navbar > .container-fluid & {\n      margin-left: -

@navbar-padding-horizontal;\n    }\n  }\n}\n\n\n// Navbar toggle\n//\n// Custom button for toggling the `.navbar-

collapse`, powered by the collapse\n// JavaScript plugin.\n\n.navbar-toggle {\n  position: relative;\n  float: right;\n

padding: 9px 10px;\n  margin-right: @navbar-padding-horizontal;\n  .navbar-vertical-align(34px);\n  background-

color: transparent;\n  background-image: none; // Reset unusual Firefox-on-Android default style; see

https://github.com/necolas/normalize.css/issues/214\n  border: 1px solid transparent;\n  border-radius: @border-

radius-base;\n\n  // We remove the `outline` here, but later compensate by attaching `:hover`\n  // styles to `:focus`.\n

&:focus {\n    outline: 0;\n  }\n\n  // Bars\n  .icon-bar {\n    display: block;\n    width: 22px;\n    height: 2px;\n

border-radius: 1px;\n  }\n  .icon-bar + .icon-bar {\n    margin-top: 4px;\n  }\n\n  @media (min-width: @grid-float-

breakpoint) {\n    display: none;\n  }\n}\n\n\n// Navbar nav links\n//\n// Builds on top of the `.nav` components with

its own modifier class to make\n// the nav the full height of the horizontal nav (above 768px).\n\n.navbar-nav {\n

margin: (@navbar-padding-vertical / 2) -@navbar-padding-horizontal;\n\n  > li > a {\n    padding-top: 10px;\n

padding-bottom: 10px;\n    line-height: @line-height-computed;\n  }\n\n  @media (max-width: @grid-float-

breakpoint-max) {\n    // Dropdowns get custom display when collapsed\n    .open .dropdown-menu {\n      position:

static;\n      float: none;\n      width: auto;\n      margin-top: 0;\n      background-color: transparent;\n      border: 0;\n

 box-shadow: none;\n      > li > a,\n      .dropdown-header {\n        padding: 5px 15px 5px 25px;\n      }\n      > li > a

{\n        line-height: @line-height-computed;\n        &:hover,\n        &:focus {\n          background-image: none;\n

 }\n      }\n    }\n  }\n\n  // Uncollapse the nav\n  @media (min-width: @grid-float-breakpoint) {\n    float: left;\n

margin: 0;\n\n    > li {\n      float: left;\n      > a {\n        padding-top: @navbar-padding-vertical;\n        padding-

bottom: @navbar-padding-vertical;\n      }\n    }\n  }\n}\n\n\n// Navbar form\n//\n// Extension of the `.form-inline`

with some extra flavor for optimum display in\n// our navbars.\n\n.navbar-form {\n  padding: 10px @navbar-

padding-horizontal;\n  margin-right: -@navbar-padding-horizontal;\n  margin-left: -@navbar-padding-horizontal;\n

border-top: 1px solid transparent;\n  border-bottom: 1px solid transparent;\n  @shadow: inset 0 1px 0 rgba(255, 255,

255, .1), 0 1px 0 rgba(255, 255, 255, .1);\n  .box-shadow(@shadow);\n\n  // Mixin behavior for optimum display\n

.form-inline();\n\n  .form-group {\n    @media (max-width: @grid-float-breakpoint-max) {\n      margin-bottom:

5px;\n\n      &:last-child {\n        margin-bottom: 0;\n      }\n    }\n  }\n\n  // Vertically center in expanded, horizontal

navbar\n  .navbar-vertical-align(@input-height-base);\n\n  // Undo 100% width for pull classes\n  @media (min-

width: @grid-float-breakpoint) {\n    width: auto;\n    padding-top: 0;\n    padding-bottom: 0;\n    margin-right: 0;\n

margin-left: 0;\n    border: 0;\n    .box-shadow(none);\n  }\n}\n\n\n// Dropdown menus\n\n// Menu position and

menu carets\n.navbar-nav > li > .dropdown-menu {\n  margin-top: 0;\n  .border-top-radius(0);\n}\n// Menu position

and menu caret support for dropups via extra dropup class\n.navbar-fixed-bottom .navbar-nav > li > .dropdown-

menu {\n  margin-bottom: 0;\n  .border-top-radius(@navbar-border-radius);\n  .border-bottom-radius(0);\n}\n\n\n//

Buttons in navbars\n//\n// Vertically center a button within a navbar (when *not* in a form).\n\n.navbar-btn {\n

.navbar-vertical-align(@input-height-base);\n\n  &.btn-sm {\n    .navbar-vertical-align(@input-height-small);\n  }\n

&.btn-xs {\n    .navbar-vertical-align(22);\n  }\n}\n\n\n// Text in navbars\n//\n// Add a class to make any element

properly align itself vertically within the navbars.\n\n.navbar-text {\n  .navbar-vertical-align(@line-height-

computed);\n\n  @media (min-width: @grid-float-breakpoint) {\n    float: left;\n    margin-right: @navbar-padding-

horizontal;\n    margin-left: @navbar-padding-horizontal;\n  }\n}\n\n\n// Component alignment\n//\n// Repurpose the

pull utilities as their own navbar utilities to avoid specificity\n// issues with parents and chaining. Only do this when
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the navbar is uncollapsed\n// though so that navbar contents properly stack and align in mobile.\n//\n// Declared after

the navbar components to ensure more specificity on the margins.\n\n@media (min-width: @grid-float-breakpoint)

{\n  .navbar-left  { .pull-left(); }\n  .navbar-right {\n    .pull-right();\n    margin-right: -@navbar-padding-

horizontal;\n\n    ~ .navbar-right {\n      margin-right: 0;\n    }\n  }\n}\n\n\n// Alternate navbars\n// ----------------------

----------------------------\n\n// Default navbar\n.navbar-default {\n  background-color: @navbar-default-bg;\n  border-

color: @navbar-default-border;\n\n  .navbar-brand {\n    color: @navbar-default-brand-color;\n    &:hover,\n

&:focus {\n      color: @navbar-default-brand-hover-color;\n      background-color: @navbar-default-brand-hover-

bg;\n    }\n  }\n\n  .navbar-text {\n    color: @navbar-default-color;\n  }\n\n  .navbar-nav {\n    > li > a {\n      color:

@navbar-default-link-color;\n\n      &:hover,\n      &:focus {\n        color: @navbar-default-link-hover-color;\n

background-color: @navbar-default-link-hover-bg;\n      }\n    }\n    > .active > a {\n      &,\n      &:hover,\n

&:focus {\n        color: @navbar-default-link-active-color;\n        background-color: @navbar-default-link-active-

bg;\n      }\n    }\n    > .disabled > a {\n      &,\n      &:hover,\n      &:focus {\n        color: @navbar-default-link-

disabled-color;\n        background-color: @navbar-default-link-disabled-bg;\n      }\n    }\n\n    // Dropdown menu

items\n    // Remove background color from open dropdown\n    > .open > a {\n      &,\n      &:hover,\n      &:focus

{\n        color: @navbar-default-link-active-color;\n        background-color: @navbar-default-link-active-bg;\n      }\n

  }\n\n    @media (max-width: @grid-float-breakpoint-max) {\n      // Dropdowns get custom display when

collapsed\n      .open .dropdown-menu {\n        > li > a {\n          color: @navbar-default-link-color;\n

&:hover,\n          &:focus {\n            color: @navbar-default-link-hover-color;\n            background-color: @navbar-

default-link-hover-bg;\n          }\n        }\n        > .active > a {\n          &,\n          &:hover,\n          &:focus {\n

color: @navbar-default-link-active-color;\n            background-color: @navbar-default-link-active-bg;\n          }\n

 }\n        > .disabled > a {\n          &,\n          &:hover,\n          &:focus {\n            color: @navbar-default-link-

disabled-color;\n            background-color: @navbar-default-link-disabled-bg;\n          }\n        }\n      }\n    }\n  }\n\n

.navbar-toggle {\n    border-color: @navbar-default-toggle-border-color;\n    &:hover,\n    &:focus {\n

background-color: @navbar-default-toggle-hover-bg;\n    }\n    .icon-bar {\n      background-color: @navbar-default-

toggle-icon-bar-bg;\n    }\n  }\n\n  .navbar-collapse,\n  .navbar-form {\n    border-color: @navbar-default-border;\n

}\n\n\n  // Links in navbars\n  //\n  // Add a class to ensure links outside the navbar nav are colored correctly.\n\n

.navbar-link {\n    color: @navbar-default-link-color;\n    &:hover {\n      color: @navbar-default-link-hover-color;\n

  }\n  }\n\n  .btn-link {\n    color: @navbar-default-link-color;\n    &:hover,\n    &:focus {\n      color: @navbar-

default-link-hover-color;\n    }\n    &[disabled],\n    fieldset[disabled] & {\n      &:hover,\n      &:focus {\n        color:

@navbar-default-link-disabled-color;\n      }\n    }\n  }\n}\n\n// Inverse navbar\n\n.navbar-inverse {\n  background-

color: @navbar-inverse-bg;\n  border-color: @navbar-inverse-border;\n\n  .navbar-brand {\n    color: @navbar-

inverse-brand-color;\n    &:hover,\n    &:focus {\n      color: @navbar-inverse-brand-hover-color;\n      background-

color: @navbar-inverse-brand-hover-bg;\n    }\n  }\n\n  .navbar-text {\n    color: @navbar-inverse-color;\n  }\n\n

.navbar-nav {\n    > li > a {\n      color: @navbar-inverse-link-color;\n\n      &:hover,\n      &:focus {\n        color:

@navbar-inverse-link-hover-color;\n        background-color: @navbar-inverse-link-hover-bg;\n      }\n    }\n    >

.active > a {\n      &,\n      &:hover,\n      &:focus {\n        color: @navbar-inverse-link-active-color;\n

background-color: @navbar-inverse-link-active-bg;\n      }\n    }\n    > .disabled > a {\n      &,\n      &:hover,\n

&:focus {\n        color: @navbar-inverse-link-disabled-color;\n        background-color: @navbar-inverse-link-

disabled-bg;\n      }\n    }\n\n    // Dropdowns\n    > .open > a {\n      &,\n      &:hover,\n      &:focus {\n        color:

@navbar-inverse-link-active-color;\n        background-color: @navbar-inverse-link-active-bg;\n      }\n    }\n\n

@media (max-width: @grid-float-breakpoint-max) {\n      // Dropdowns get custom display\n      .open .dropdown-

menu {\n        > .dropdown-header {\n          border-color: @navbar-inverse-border;\n        }\n        .divider {\n

background-color: @navbar-inverse-border;\n        }\n        > li > a {\n          color: @navbar-inverse-link-color;\n

   &:hover,\n          &:focus {\n            color: @navbar-inverse-link-hover-color;\n            background-color:

@navbar-inverse-link-hover-bg;\n          }\n        }\n        > .active > a {\n          &,\n          &:hover,\n          &:focus

{\n            color: @navbar-inverse-link-active-color;\n            background-color: @navbar-inverse-link-active-bg;\n

      }\n        }\n        > .disabled > a {\n          &,\n          &:hover,\n          &:focus {\n            color: @navbar-inverse-

link-disabled-color;\n            background-color: @navbar-inverse-link-disabled-bg;\n          }\n        }\n      }\n    }\n
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}\n\n  // Darken the responsive nav toggle\n  .navbar-toggle {\n    border-color: @navbar-inverse-toggle-border-

color;\n    &:hover,\n    &:focus {\n      background-color: @navbar-inverse-toggle-hover-bg;\n    }\n    .icon-bar {\n

   background-color: @navbar-inverse-toggle-icon-bar-bg;\n    }\n  }\n\n  .navbar-collapse,\n  .navbar-form {\n

border-color: darken(@navbar-inverse-bg, 7%);\n  }\n\n  .navbar-link {\n    color: @navbar-inverse-link-color;\n

&:hover {\n      color: @navbar-inverse-link-hover-color;\n    }\n  }\n\n  .btn-link {\n    color: @navbar-inverse-link-

color;\n    &:hover,\n    &:focus {\n      color: @navbar-inverse-link-hover-color;\n    }\n    &[disabled],\n

fieldset[disabled] & {\n      &:hover,\n      &:focus {\n        color: @navbar-inverse-link-disabled-color;\n      }\n

}\n  }\n}\n","// Navbar vertical align\n//\n// Vertically center elements in the navbar.\n// Example: an element has a

height of 30px, so write out `.navbar-vertical-align(30px);` to calculate the appropriate top margin.\n\n.navbar-

vertical-align(@element-height) {\n  margin-top: ((@navbar-height - @element-height) / 2);\n  margin-bottom:

((@navbar-height - @element-height) / 2);\n}\n","// stylelint-disable declaration-no-important\n\n//\n// Utility

classes\n// --------------------------------------------------\n\n\n// Floats\n// -------------------------\n\n.clearfix {\n

.clearfix();\n}\n.center-block {\n  .center-block();\n}\n.pull-right {\n  float: right !important;\n}\n.pull-left {\n  float:

left !important;\n}\n\n\n// Toggling content\n// -------------------------\n\n// Note: Deprecated .hide in favor of .hidden

or .sr-only (as appropriate) in v3.0.1\n.hide {\n  display: none !important;\n}\n.show {\n  display: block

!important;\n}\n.invisible {\n  visibility: hidden;\n}\n.text-hide {\n  .text-hide();\n}\n\n\n// Hide from screenreaders

and browsers\n//\n// Credit: HTML5 Boilerplate\n\n.hidden {\n  display: none !important;\n}\n\n\n// For Affix

plugin\n// -------------------------\n\n.affix {\n  position: fixed;\n}\n","//\n// Breadcrumbs\n// -------------------------------

-------------------\n\n\n.breadcrumb {\n  padding: @breadcrumb-padding-vertical @breadcrumb-padding-

horizontal;\n  margin-bottom: @line-height-computed;\n  list-style: none;\n  background-color: @breadcrumb-bg;\n

border-radius: @border-radius-base;\n\n  > li {\n    display: inline-block;\n\n    + li:before {\n      padding: 0 5px;\n

 color: @breadcrumb-color;\n      content: \"@{breadcrumb-separator}\\00a0\"; // Unicode space added since inline-

block means non-collapsing white-space\n    }\n  }\n\n  > .active {\n    color: @breadcrumb-active-color;\n

}\n}\n","//\n// Pagination (multiple pages)\n// --------------------------------------------------\n.pagination {\n  display:

inline-block;\n  padding-left: 0;\n  margin: @line-height-computed 0;\n  border-radius: @border-radius-base;\n\n  >

li {\n    display: inline; // Remove list-style and block-level defaults\n    > a,\n    > span {\n      position: relative;\n

float: left; // Collapse white-space\n      padding: @padding-base-vertical @padding-base-horizontal;\n      margin-

left: -1px;\n      line-height: @line-height-base;\n      color: @pagination-color;\n      text-decoration: none;\n

background-color: @pagination-bg;\n      border: 1px solid @pagination-border;\n\n      &:hover,\n      &:focus {\n

  z-index: 2;\n        color: @pagination-hover-color;\n        background-color: @pagination-hover-bg;\n        border-

color: @pagination-hover-border;\n      }\n    }\n    &:first-child {\n      > a,\n      > span {\n        margin-left: 0;\n

.border-left-radius(@border-radius-base);\n      }\n    }\n    &:last-child {\n      > a,\n      > span {\n        .border-right-

radius(@border-radius-base);\n      }\n    }\n  }\n\n  > .active > a,\n  > .active > span {\n    &,\n    &:hover,\n

&:focus {\n      z-index: 3;\n      color: @pagination-active-color;\n      cursor: default;\n      background-color:

@pagination-active-bg;\n      border-color: @pagination-active-border;\n    }\n  }\n\n  > .disabled {\n    > span,\n    >

span:hover,\n    > span:focus,\n    > a,\n    > a:hover,\n    > a:focus {\n      color: @pagination-disabled-color;\n

cursor: @cursor-disabled;\n      background-color: @pagination-disabled-bg;\n      border-color: @pagination-

disabled-border;\n    }\n  }\n}\n\n// Sizing\n// --------------------------------------------------\n\n// Large\n.pagination-lg

{\n  .pagination-size(@padding-large-vertical; @padding-large-horizontal; @font-size-large; @line-height-large;

@border-radius-large);\n}\n\n// Small\n.pagination-sm {\n  .pagination-size(@padding-small-vertical; @padding-

small-horizontal; @font-size-small; @line-height-small; @border-radius-small);\n}\n","// Pagination\n\n.pagination-

size(@padding-vertical; @padding-horizontal; @font-size; @line-height; @border-radius) {\n  > li {\n    > a,\n    >

span {\n      padding: @padding-vertical @padding-horizontal;\n      font-size: @font-size;\n      line-height: @line-

height;\n    }\n    &:first-child {\n      > a,\n      > span {\n        .border-left-radius(@border-radius);\n      }\n    }\n

&:last-child {\n      > a,\n      > span {\n        .border-right-radius(@border-radius);\n      }\n    }\n  }\n}\n","//\n//

Pager pagination\n// --------------------------------------------------\n\n\n.pager {\n  padding-left: 0;\n  margin: @line-

height-computed 0;\n  text-align: center;\n  list-style: none;\n  &:extend(.clearfix all);\n  li {\n    display: inline;\n    >

a,\n    > span {\n      display: inline-block;\n      padding: 5px 14px;\n      background-color: @pager-bg;\n      border:
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1px solid @pager-border;\n      border-radius: @pager-border-radius;\n    }\n\n    > a:hover,\n    > a:focus {\n

text-decoration: none;\n      background-color: @pager-hover-bg;\n    }\n  }\n\n  .next {\n    > a,\n    > span {\n

float: right;\n    }\n  }\n\n  .previous {\n    > a,\n    > span {\n      float: left;\n    }\n  }\n\n  .disabled {\n    > a,\n    >

a:hover,\n    > a:focus,\n    > span {\n      color: @pager-disabled-color;\n      cursor: @cursor-disabled;\n

background-color: @pager-bg;\n    }\n  }\n}\n","//\n// Labels\n// --------------------------------------------------\n\n.label

{\n  display: inline;\n  padding: .2em .6em .3em;\n  font-size: 75%;\n  font-weight: 700;\n  line-height: 1;\n  color:

@label-color;\n  text-align: center;\n  white-space: nowrap;\n  vertical-align: baseline;\n  border-radius: .25em;\n\n

// Add hover effects, but only for links\n  a& {\n    &:hover,\n    &:focus {\n      color: @label-link-hover-color;\n

text-decoration: none;\n      cursor: pointer;\n    }\n  }\n\n  // Empty labels collapse automatically (not available in

IE8)\n  &:empty {\n    display: none;\n  }\n\n  // Quick fix for labels in buttons\n  .btn & {\n    position: relative;\n

top: -1px;\n  }\n}\n\n// Colors\n// Contextual variations (linked labels get darker on :hover)\n\n.label-default {\n

.label-variant(@label-default-bg);\n}\n\n.label-primary {\n  .label-variant(@label-primary-bg);\n}\n\n.label-success

{\n  .label-variant(@label-success-bg);\n}\n\n.label-info {\n  .label-variant(@label-info-bg);\n}\n\n.label-warning

{\n  .label-variant(@label-warning-bg);\n}\n\n.label-danger {\n  .label-variant(@label-danger-bg);\n}\n","//

Labels\n\n.label-variant(@color) {\n  background-color: @color;\n\n  &[href] {\n    &:hover,\n    &:focus {\n

background-color: darken(@color, 10%);\n    }\n  }\n}\n","//\n// Badges\n// -------------------------------------------------

-\n\n\n// Base class\n.badge {\n  display: inline-block;\n  min-width: 10px;\n  padding: 3px 7px;\n  font-size: @font-

size-small;\n  font-weight: @badge-font-weight;\n  line-height: @badge-line-height;\n  color: @badge-color;\n  text-

align: center;\n  white-space: nowrap;\n  vertical-align: middle;\n  background-color: @badge-bg;\n  border-radius:

@badge-border-radius;\n\n  // Empty badges collapse automatically (not available in IE8)\n  &:empty {\n    display:

none;\n  }\n\n  // Quick fix for badges in buttons\n  .btn & {\n    position: relative;\n    top: -1px;\n  }\n\n  .btn-xs

&,\n  .btn-group-xs > .btn & {\n    top: 0;\n    padding: 1px 5px;\n  }\n\n  // Hover state, but only for links\n  a& {\n

&:hover,\n    &:focus {\n      color: @badge-link-hover-color;\n      text-decoration: none;\n      cursor: pointer;\n

}\n  }\n\n  // Account for badges in navs\n  .list-group-item.active > &,\n  .nav-pills > .active > a > & {\n    color:

@badge-active-color;\n    background-color: @badge-active-bg;\n  }\n\n  .list-group-item > & {\n    float: right;\n

}\n\n  .list-group-item > & + & {\n    margin-right: 5px;\n  }\n\n  .nav-pills > li > a > & {\n    margin-left: 3px;\n

}\n}\n","//\n// Jumbotron\n// --------------------------------------------------\n\n\n.jumbotron {\n  padding-top:

@jumbotron-padding;\n  padding-bottom: @jumbotron-padding;\n  margin-bottom: @jumbotron-padding;\n  color:

@jumbotron-color;\n  background-color: @jumbotron-bg;\n\n  h1,\n  .h1 {\n    color: @jumbotron-heading-color;\n

}\n\n  p {\n    margin-bottom: (@jumbotron-padding / 2);\n    font-size: @jumbotron-font-size;\n    font-weight:

200;\n  }\n\n  > hr {\n    border-top-color: darken(@jumbotron-bg, 10%);\n  }\n\n  .container &,\n  .container-fluid

& {\n    padding-right: (@grid-gutter-width / 2);\n    padding-left: (@grid-gutter-width / 2);\n    border-radius:

@border-radius-large; // Only round corners at higher resolutions if contained in a container\n  }\n\n  .container {\n

max-width: 100%;\n  }\n\n  @media screen and (min-width: @screen-sm-min) {\n    padding-top: (@jumbotron-

padding * 1.6);\n    padding-bottom: (@jumbotron-padding * 1.6);\n\n    .container &,\n    .container-fluid & {\n

padding-right: (@jumbotron-padding * 2);\n      padding-left: (@jumbotron-padding * 2);\n    }\n\n    h1,\n    .h1 {\n

   font-size: @jumbotron-heading-font-size;\n    }\n  }\n}\n","// stylelint-disable selector-no-qualifying-type\n\n//\n//

Thumbnails\n// --------------------------------------------------\n\n\n// Mixin and adjust the regular image

class\n.thumbnail {\n  display: block;\n  padding: @thumbnail-padding;\n  margin-bottom: @line-height-

computed;\n  line-height: @line-height-base;\n  background-color: @thumbnail-bg;\n  border: 1px solid

@thumbnail-border;\n  border-radius: @thumbnail-border-radius;\n  .transition(border .2s ease-in-out);\n\n  > img,\n

a > img {\n    &:extend(.img-responsive);\n    margin-right: auto;\n    margin-left: auto;\n  }\n\n  // Add a hover state

for linked versions only\n  a&:hover,\n  a&:focus,\n  a&.active {\n    border-color: @link-color;\n  }\n\n  // Image

captions\n  .caption {\n    padding: @thumbnail-caption-padding;\n    color: @thumbnail-caption-color;\n

}\n}\n","//\n// Alerts\n// --------------------------------------------------\n\n\n// Base styles\n// -------------------------

\n\n.alert {\n  padding: @alert-padding;\n  margin-bottom: @line-height-computed;\n  border: 1px solid

transparent;\n  border-radius: @alert-border-radius;\n\n  // Headings for larger alerts\n  h4 {\n    margin-top: 0;\n

color: inherit; // Specified for the h4 to prevent conflicts of changing @headings-color\n  }\n\n  // Provide class for
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links that match alerts\n  .alert-link {\n    font-weight: @alert-link-font-weight;\n  }\n\n  // Improve alignment and

spacing of inner content\n  > p,\n  > ul {\n    margin-bottom: 0;\n  }\n\n  > p + p {\n    margin-top: 5px;\n  }\n}\n\n//

Dismissible alerts\n//\n// Expand the right padding and account for the close button's positioning.\n\n// The

misspelled .alert-dismissable was deprecated in 3.2.0.\n.alert-dismissable,\n.alert-dismissible {\n  padding-right:

(@alert-padding + 20);\n\n  // Adjust close link position\n  .close {\n    position: relative;\n    top: -2px;\n    right: -

21px;\n    color: inherit;\n  }\n}\n\n// Alternate styles\n//\n// Generate contextual modifier classes for colorizing the

alert.\n\n.alert-success {\n  .alert-variant(@alert-success-bg; @alert-success-border; @alert-success-

text);\n}\n\n.alert-info {\n  .alert-variant(@alert-info-bg; @alert-info-border; @alert-info-text);\n}\n\n.alert-warning

{\n  .alert-variant(@alert-warning-bg; @alert-warning-border; @alert-warning-text);\n}\n\n.alert-danger {\n  .alert-

variant(@alert-danger-bg; @alert-danger-border; @alert-danger-text);\n}\n","// Alerts\n\n.alert-

variant(@background; @border; @text-color) {\n  color: @text-color;\n  background-color: @background;\n

border-color: @border;\n\n  hr {\n    border-top-color: darken(@border, 5%);\n  }\n\n  .alert-link {\n    color:

darken(@text-color, 10%);\n  }\n}\n","// stylelint-disable at-rule-no-vendor-prefix\n\n//\n// Progress bars\n// ---------

-----------------------------------------\n\n\n// Bar animations\n// -------------------------\n\n// WebKit\n@-webkit-

keyframes progress-bar-stripes {\n  from  { background-position: 40px 0; }\n  to    { background-position: 0 0;

}\n}\n\n// Spec and IE10+\n@keyframes progress-bar-stripes {\n  from  { background-position: 40px 0; }\n  to    {

background-position: 0 0; }\n}\n\n\n// Bar itself\n// -------------------------\n\n// Outer container\n.progress {\n

height: @line-height-computed;\n  margin-bottom: @line-height-computed;\n  overflow: hidden;\n  background-

color: @progress-bg;\n  border-radius: @progress-border-radius;\n  .box-shadow(inset 0 1px 2px rgba(0, 0, 0,

.1));\n}\n\n// Bar of progress\n.progress-bar {\n  float: left;\n  width: 0%;\n  height: 100%;\n  font-size: @font-size-

small;\n  line-height: @line-height-computed;\n  color: @progress-bar-color;\n  text-align: center;\n  background-

color: @progress-bar-bg;\n  .box-shadow(inset 0 -1px 0 rgba(0, 0, 0, .15));\n  .transition(width .6s ease);\n}\n\n//

Striped bars\n//\n// `.progress-striped .progress-bar` is deprecated as of v3.2.0 in favor of the\n// `.progress-bar-

striped` class, which you just add to an existing\n// `.progress-bar`.\n.progress-striped .progress-bar,\n.progress-bar-

striped {\n  #gradient > .striped();\n  background-size: 40px 40px;\n}\n\n// Call animation for the active one\n//\n//

`.progress.active .progress-bar` is deprecated as of v3.2.0 in favor of the\n// `.progress-bar.active`

approach.\n.progress.active .progress-bar,\n.progress-bar.active {\n  .animation(progress-bar-stripes 2s linear

infinite);\n}\n\n\n// Variations\n// -------------------------\n\n.progress-bar-success {\n  .progress-bar-

variant(@progress-bar-success-bg);\n}\n\n.progress-bar-info {\n  .progress-bar-variant(@progress-bar-info-

bg);\n}\n\n.progress-bar-warning {\n  .progress-bar-variant(@progress-bar-warning-bg);\n}\n\n.progress-bar-danger

{\n  .progress-bar-variant(@progress-bar-danger-bg);\n}\n","// stylelint-disable value-no-vendor-prefix, selector-

max-id\n\n#gradient {\n\n  // Horizontal gradient, from left to right\n  //\n  // Creates two color stops, start and end,

by specifying a color and position for each color stop.\n  // Color stops are not available in IE9 and below.\n

.horizontal(@start-color: #555; @end-color: #333; @start-percent: 0%; @end-percent: 100%) {\n    background-

image: -webkit-linear-gradient(left, @start-color @start-percent, @end-color @end-percent); // Safari 5.1-6,

Chrome 10+\n    background-image: -o-linear-gradient(left, @start-color @start-percent, @end-color @end-

percent); // Opera 12\n    background-image: linear-gradient(to right, @start-color @start-percent, @end-color

@end-percent); // Standard, IE10, Firefox 16+, Opera 12.10+, Safari 7+, Chrome 26+\n    filter:

e(%(\"progid:DXImageTransform.Microsoft.gradient(startColorstr='%d', endColorstr='%d', GradientType=1)\",

argb(@start-color), argb(@end-color))); // IE9 and down\n    background-repeat: repeat-x;\n  }\n\n  // Vertical

gradient, from top to bottom\n  //\n  // Creates two color stops, start and end, by specifying a color and position for

each color stop.\n  // Color stops are not available in IE9 and below.\n  .vertical(@start-color: #555; @end-color:

#333; @start-percent: 0%; @end-percent: 100%) {\n    background-image: -webkit-linear-gradient(top, @start-color

@start-percent, @end-color @end-percent);  // Safari 5.1-6, Chrome 10+\n    background-image: -o-linear-

gradient(top, @start-color @start-percent, @end-color @end-percent);  // Opera 12\n    background-image: linear-

gradient(to bottom, @start-color @start-percent, @end-color @end-percent); // Standard, IE10, Firefox 16+, Opera

12.10+, Safari 7+, Chrome 26+\n    filter: e(%(\"progid:DXImageTransform.Microsoft.gradient(startColorstr='%d',

endColorstr='%d', GradientType=0)\", argb(@start-color), argb(@end-color))); // IE9 and down\n    background-
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repeat: repeat-x;\n  }\n\n  .directional(@start-color: #555; @end-color: #333; @deg: 45deg) {\n    background-

image: -webkit-linear-gradient(@deg, @start-color, @end-color); // Safari 5.1-6, Chrome 10+\n    background-

image: -o-linear-gradient(@deg, @start-color, @end-color); // Opera 12\n    background-image: linear-

gradient(@deg, @start-color, @end-color); // Standard, IE10, Firefox 16+, Opera 12.10+, Safari 7+, Chrome 26+\n

background-repeat: repeat-x;\n  }\n  .horizontal-three-colors(@start-color: #00b3ee; @mid-color: #7a43b6; @color-

stop: 50%; @end-color: #c3325f) {\n    background-image: -webkit-linear-gradient(left, @start-color, @mid-color

@color-stop, @end-color);\n    background-image: -o-linear-gradient(left, @start-color, @mid-color @color-stop,

@end-color);\n    background-image: linear-gradient(to right, @start-color, @mid-color @color-stop, @end-

color);\n    filter: e(%(\"progid:DXImageTransform.Microsoft.gradient(startColorstr='%d', endColorstr='%d',

GradientType=1)\", argb(@start-color), argb(@end-color))); // IE9 and down, gets no color-stop at all for proper

fallback\n    background-repeat: no-repeat;\n  }\n  .vertical-three-colors(@start-color: #00b3ee; @mid-color:

#7a43b6; @color-stop: 50%; @end-color: #c3325f) {\n    background-image: -webkit-linear-gradient(@start-color,

@mid-color @color-stop, @end-color);\n    background-image: -o-linear-gradient(@start-color, @mid-color

@color-stop, @end-color);\n    background-image: linear-gradient(@start-color, @mid-color @color-stop, @end-

color);\n    filter: e(%(\"progid:DXImageTransform.Microsoft.gradient(startColorstr='%d', endColorstr='%d',

GradientType=0)\", argb(@start-color), argb(@end-color))); // IE9 and down, gets no color-stop at all for proper

fallback\n    background-repeat: no-repeat;\n  }\n  .radial(@inner-color: #555; @outer-color: #333) {\n

background-image: -webkit-radial-gradient(circle, @inner-color, @outer-color);\n    background-image: radial-

gradient(circle, @inner-color, @outer-color);\n    background-repeat: no-repeat;\n  }\n  .striped(@color: rgba(255,

255, 255, .15); @angle: 45deg) {\n    background-image: -webkit-linear-gradient(@angle, @color 25%, transparent

25%, transparent 50%, @color 50%, @color 75%, transparent 75%, transparent);\n    background-image: -o-linear-

gradient(@angle, @color 25%, transparent 25%, transparent 50%, @color 50%, @color 75%, transparent 75%,

transparent);\n    background-image: linear-gradient(@angle, @color 25%, transparent 25%, transparent 50%,

@color 50%, @color 75%, transparent 75%, transparent);\n  }\n}\n","// Progress bars\n\n.progress-bar-

variant(@color) {\n  background-color: @color;\n\n  // Deprecated parent class requirement as of v3.2.0\n

.progress-striped & {\n    #gradient > .striped();\n  }\n}\n",".media {\n  // Proper spacing between instances of

.media\n  margin-top: 15px;\n\n  &:first-child {\n    margin-top: 0;\n  }\n}\n\n.media,\n.media-body {\n  overflow:

hidden;\n  zoom: 1;\n}\n\n.media-body {\n  width: 10000px;\n}\n\n.media-object {\n  display: block;\n\n  // Fix

collapse in webkit from max-width: 100% and display: table-cell.\n  &.img-thumbnail {\n    max-width: none;\n

}\n}\n\n.media-right,\n.media > .pull-right {\n  padding-left: 10px;\n}\n\n.media-left,\n.media > .pull-left {\n

padding-right: 10px;\n}\n\n.media-left,\n.media-right,\n.media-body {\n  display: table-cell;\n  vertical-align:

top;\n}\n\n.media-middle {\n  vertical-align: middle;\n}\n\n.media-bottom {\n  vertical-align: bottom;\n}\n\n// Reset

margins on headings for tighter default spacing\n.media-heading {\n  margin-top: 0;\n  margin-bottom: 5px;\n}\n\n//

Media list variation\n//\n// Undo default ul/ol styles\n.media-list {\n  padding-left: 0;\n  list-style: none;\n}\n","//

stylelint-disable selector-no-qualifying-type\n\n//\n// List groups\n// --------------------------------------------------

\n\n\n// Base class\n//\n// Easily usable on <ul>, <ol>, or <div>.\n\n.list-group {\n  // No need to set list-style: none;

since .list-group-item is block level\n  padding-left: 0; // reset padding because ul and ol\n  margin-bottom:

20px;\n}\n\n\n// Individual list items\n//\n// Use on `li`s or `div`s within the `.list-group` parent.\n\n.list-group-item

{\n  position: relative;\n  display: block;\n  padding: 10px 15px;\n  // Place the border on the list items and negative

margin up for better styling\n  margin-bottom: -1px;\n  background-color: @list-group-bg;\n  border: 1px solid

@list-group-border;\n\n  // Round the first and last items\n  &:first-child {\n    .border-top-radius(@list-group-

border-radius);\n  }\n  &:last-child {\n    margin-bottom: 0;\n    .border-bottom-radius(@list-group-border-radius);\n

}\n\n  // Disabled state\n  &.disabled,\n  &.disabled:hover,\n  &.disabled:focus {\n    color: @list-group-disabled-

color;\n    cursor: @cursor-disabled;\n    background-color: @list-group-disabled-bg;\n\n    // Force color to inherit

for custom content\n    .list-group-item-heading {\n      color: inherit;\n    }\n    .list-group-item-text {\n      color:

@list-group-disabled-text-color;\n    }\n  }\n\n  // Active class on item itself, not parent\n  &.active,\n

&.active:hover,\n  &.active:focus {\n    z-index: 2; // Place active items above their siblings for proper border

styling\n    color: @list-group-active-color;\n    background-color: @list-group-active-bg;\n    border-color: @list-
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group-active-border;\n\n    // Force color to inherit for custom content\n    .list-group-item-heading,\n    .list-group-

item-heading > small,\n    .list-group-item-heading > .small {\n      color: inherit;\n    }\n    .list-group-item-text {\n

 color: @list-group-active-text-color;\n    }\n  }\n}\n\n\n// Interactive list items\n//\n// Use anchor or button elements

instead of `li`s or `div`s to create interactive items.\n// Includes an extra `.active` modifier class for showing selected

items.\n\na.list-group-item,\nbutton.list-group-item {\n  color: @list-group-link-color;\n\n  .list-group-item-heading

{\n    color: @list-group-link-heading-color;\n  }\n\n  // Hover state\n  &:hover,\n  &:focus {\n    color: @list-group-

link-hover-color;\n    text-decoration: none;\n    background-color: @list-group-hover-bg;\n  }\n}\n\nbutton.list-

group-item {\n  width: 100%;\n  text-align: left;\n}\n\n\n// Contextual variants\n//\n// Add modifier classes to change

text and background color on individual items.\n// Organizationally, this must come after the `:hover` states.\n\n.list-

group-item-variant(success; @state-success-bg; @state-success-text);\n.list-group-item-variant(info; @state-info-

bg; @state-info-text);\n.list-group-item-variant(warning; @state-warning-bg; @state-warning-text);\n.list-group-

item-variant(danger; @state-danger-bg; @state-danger-text);\n\n\n// Custom content options\n//\n// Extra classes for

creating well-formatted content within `.list-group-item`s.\n\n.list-group-item-heading {\n  margin-top: 0;\n  margin-

bottom: 5px;\n}\n.list-group-item-text {\n  margin-bottom: 0;\n  line-height: 1.3;\n}\n","// List Groups\n\n.list-

group-item-variant(@state; @background; @color) {\n  .list-group-item-@{state} {\n    color: @color;\n

background-color: @background;\n\n    a&,\n    button& {\n      color: @color;\n\n      .list-group-item-heading {\n

   color: inherit;\n      }\n\n      &:hover,\n      &:focus {\n        color: @color;\n        background-color:

darken(@background, 5%);\n      }\n      &.active,\n      &.active:hover,\n      &.active:focus {\n        color: #fff;\n

background-color: @color;\n        border-color: @color;\n      }\n    }\n  }\n}\n","// stylelint-disable selector-max-

type, selector-max-compound-selectors, selector-max-combinators, no-duplicate-selectors\n\n//\n// Panels\n// --------

------------------------------------------\n\n\n// Base class\n.panel {\n  margin-bottom: @line-height-computed;\n

background-color: @panel-bg;\n  border: 1px solid transparent;\n  border-radius: @panel-border-radius;\n  .box-

shadow(0 1px 1px rgba(0, 0, 0, .05));\n}\n\n// Panel contents\n.panel-body {\n  padding: @panel-body-padding;\n

&:extend(.clearfix all);\n}\n\n// Optional heading\n.panel-heading {\n  padding: @panel-heading-padding;\n

border-bottom: 1px solid transparent;\n  .border-top-radius((@panel-border-radius - 1));\n\n  > .dropdown

.dropdown-toggle {\n    color: inherit;\n  }\n}\n\n// Within heading, strip any `h*` tag of its default margins for

spacing.\n.panel-title {\n  margin-top: 0;\n  margin-bottom: 0;\n  font-size: ceil((@font-size-base * 1.125));\n  color:

inherit;\n\n  > a,\n  > small,\n  > .small,\n  > small > a,\n  > .small > a {\n    color: inherit;\n  }\n}\n\n// Optional

footer (stays gray in every modifier class)\n.panel-footer {\n  padding: @panel-footer-padding;\n  background-color:

@panel-footer-bg;\n  border-top: 1px solid @panel-inner-border;\n  .border-bottom-radius((@panel-border-radius -

1));\n}\n\n\n// List groups in panels\n//\n// By default, space out list group content from panel headings to account

for\n// any kind of custom content between the two.\n\n.panel {\n  > .list-group,\n  > .panel-collapse > .list-group {\n

  margin-bottom: 0;\n\n    .list-group-item {\n      border-width: 1px 0;\n      border-radius: 0;\n    }\n\n    // Add

border top radius for first one\n    &:first-child {\n      .list-group-item:first-child {\n        border-top: 0;\n

.border-top-radius((@panel-border-radius - 1));\n      }\n    }\n\n    // Add border bottom radius for last one\n

&:last-child {\n      .list-group-item:last-child {\n        border-bottom: 0;\n        .border-bottom-radius((@panel-

border-radius - 1));\n      }\n    }\n  }\n  > .panel-heading + .panel-collapse > .list-group {\n    .list-group-item:first-

child {\n      .border-top-radius(0);\n    }\n  }\n}\n// Collapse space between when there's no additional

content.\n.panel-heading + .list-group {\n  .list-group-item:first-child {\n    border-top-width: 0;\n  }\n}\n.list-group

+ .panel-footer {\n  border-top-width: 0;\n}\n\n// Tables in panels\n//\n// Place a non-bordered `.table` within a panel

(not within a `.panel-body`) and\n// watch it go full width.\n\n.panel {\n  > .table,\n  > .table-responsive > .table,\n  >

.panel-collapse > .table {\n    margin-bottom: 0;\n\n    caption {\n      padding-right: @panel-body-padding;\n

padding-left: @panel-body-padding;\n    }\n  }\n  // Add border top radius for first one\n  > .table:first-child,\n  >

.table-responsive:first-child > .table:first-child {\n    .border-top-radius((@panel-border-radius - 1));\n\n    >

thead:first-child,\n    > tbody:first-child {\n      > tr:first-child {\n        border-top-left-radius: (@panel-border-radius

- 1);\n        border-top-right-radius: (@panel-border-radius - 1);\n\n        td:first-child,\n        th:first-child {\n

border-top-left-radius: (@panel-border-radius - 1);\n        }\n        td:last-child,\n        th:last-child {\n          border-

top-right-radius: (@panel-border-radius - 1);\n        }\n      }\n    }\n  }\n  // Add border bottom radius for last one\n
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> .table:last-child,\n  > .table-responsive:last-child > .table:last-child {\n    .border-bottom-radius((@panel-border-

radius - 1));\n\n    > tbody:last-child,\n    > tfoot:last-child {\n      > tr:last-child {\n        border-bottom-right-radius:

(@panel-border-radius - 1);\n        border-bottom-left-radius: (@panel-border-radius - 1);\n\n        td:first-child,\n

th:first-child {\n          border-bottom-left-radius: (@panel-border-radius - 1);\n        }\n        td:last-child,\n

th:last-child {\n          border-bottom-right-radius: (@panel-border-radius - 1);\n        }\n      }\n    }\n  }\n  > .panel-

body + .table,\n  > .panel-body + .table-responsive,\n  > .table + .panel-body,\n  > .table-responsive + .panel-body

{\n    border-top: 1px solid @table-border-color;\n  }\n  > .table > tbody:first-child > tr:first-child th,\n  > .table >

tbody:first-child > tr:first-child td {\n    border-top: 0;\n  }\n  > .table-bordered,\n  > .table-responsive > .table-

bordered {\n    border: 0;\n    > thead,\n    > tbody,\n    > tfoot {\n      > tr {\n        > th:first-child,\n        > td:first-

child {\n          border-left: 0;\n        }\n        > th:last-child,\n        > td:last-child {\n          border-right: 0;\n        }\n

 }\n    }\n    > thead,\n    > tbody {\n      > tr:first-child {\n        > td,\n        > th {\n          border-bottom: 0;\n        }\n

   }\n    }\n    > tbody,\n    > tfoot {\n      > tr:last-child {\n        > td,\n        > th {\n          border-bottom: 0;\n        }\n

   }\n    }\n  }\n  > .table-responsive {\n    margin-bottom: 0;\n    border: 0;\n  }\n}\n\n\n// Collapsible panels (aka,

accordion)\n//\n// Wrap a series of panels in `.panel-group` to turn them into an accordion with\n// the help of our

collapse JavaScript plugin.\n\n.panel-group {\n  margin-bottom: @line-height-computed;\n\n  // Tighten up margin

so it's only between panels\n  .panel {\n    margin-bottom: 0;\n    border-radius: @panel-border-radius;\n\n    + .panel

{\n      margin-top: 5px;\n    }\n  }\n\n  .panel-heading {\n    border-bottom: 0;\n\n    + .panel-collapse > .panel-

body,\n    + .panel-collapse > .list-group {\n      border-top: 1px solid @panel-inner-border;\n    }\n  }\n\n  .panel-

footer {\n    border-top: 0;\n    + .panel-collapse .panel-body {\n      border-bottom: 1px solid @panel-inner-border;\n

  }\n  }\n}\n\n\n// Contextual variations\n.panel-default {\n  .panel-variant(@panel-default-border; @panel-default-

text; @panel-default-heading-bg; @panel-default-border);\n}\n.panel-primary {\n  .panel-variant(@panel-primary-

border; @panel-primary-text; @panel-primary-heading-bg; @panel-primary-border);\n}\n.panel-success {\n  .panel-

variant(@panel-success-border; @panel-success-text; @panel-success-heading-bg; @panel-success-

border);\n}\n.panel-info {\n  .panel-variant(@panel-info-border; @panel-info-text; @panel-info-heading-bg;

@panel-info-border);\n}\n.panel-warning {\n  .panel-variant(@panel-warning-border; @panel-warning-text;

@panel-warning-heading-bg; @panel-warning-border);\n}\n.panel-danger {\n  .panel-variant(@panel-danger-

border; @panel-danger-text; @panel-danger-heading-bg; @panel-danger-border);\n}\n","// Panels\n\n.panel-

variant(@border; @heading-text-color; @heading-bg-color; @heading-border) {\n  border-color: @border;\n\n  & >

.panel-heading {\n    color: @heading-text-color;\n    background-color: @heading-bg-color;\n    border-color:

@heading-border;\n\n    + .panel-collapse > .panel-body {\n      border-top-color: @border;\n    }\n    .badge {\n

color: @heading-bg-color;\n      background-color: @heading-text-color;\n    }\n  }\n  & > .panel-footer {\n    +

.panel-collapse > .panel-body {\n      border-bottom-color: @border;\n    }\n  }\n}\n","// Embeds responsive\n//\n//

Credit: Nicolas Gallagher and SUIT CSS.\n\n.embed-responsive {\n  position: relative;\n  display: block;\n  height:

0;\n  padding: 0;\n  overflow: hidden;\n\n  .embed-responsive-item,\n  iframe,\n  embed,\n  object,\n  video {\n

position: absolute;\n    top: 0;\n    bottom: 0;\n    left: 0;\n    width: 100%;\n    height: 100%;\n    border: 0;\n

}\n}\n\n// Modifier class for 16:9 aspect ratio\n.embed-responsive-16by9 {\n  padding-bottom: 56.25%;\n}\n\n//

Modifier class for 4:3 aspect ratio\n.embed-responsive-4by3 {\n  padding-bottom: 75%;\n}\n","//\n// Wells\n// -------

-------------------------------------------\n\n\n// Base class\n.well {\n  min-height: 20px;\n  padding: 19px;\n  margin-

bottom: 20px;\n  background-color: @well-bg;\n  border: 1px solid @well-border;\n  border-radius: @border-

radius-base;\n  .box-shadow(inset 0 1px 1px rgba(0, 0, 0, .05));\n  blockquote {\n    border-color: #ddd;\n    border-

color: rgba(0, 0, 0, .15);\n  }\n}\n\n// Sizes\n.well-lg {\n  padding: 24px;\n  border-radius: @border-radius-

large;\n}\n.well-sm {\n  padding: 9px;\n  border-radius: @border-radius-small;\n}\n","// stylelint-disable property-

no-vendor-prefix\n\n//\n// Close icons\n// --------------------------------------------------\n\n\n.close {\n  float: right;\n

font-size: (@font-size-base * 1.5);\n  font-weight: @close-font-weight;\n  line-height: 1;\n  color: @close-color;\n

text-shadow: @close-text-shadow;\n  .opacity(.2);\n\n  &:hover,\n  &:focus {\n    color: @close-color;\n    text-

decoration: none;\n    cursor: pointer;\n    .opacity(.5);\n  }\n\n  // Additional properties for button version\n  // iOS

requires the button element instead of an anchor tag.\n  // If you want the anchor version, it requires `href=\"#\"`.\n

// See https://developer.mozilla.org/en-US/docs/Web/Events/click#Safari_Mobile\n  button& {\n    padding: 0;\n
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cursor: pointer;\n    background: transparent;\n    border: 0;\n    -webkit-appearance: none;\n    appearance: none;\n

}\n}\n","//\n// Modals\n// --------------------------------------------------\n\n// .modal-open      - body class for killing the

scroll\n// .modal           - container to scroll within\n// .modal-dialog    - positioning shell for the actual modal\n//

.modal-content   - actual modal w/ bg and corners and shit\n\n// Kill the scroll on the body\n.modal-open {\n

overflow: hidden;\n}\n\n// Container that the modal scrolls within\n.modal {\n  position: fixed;\n  top: 0;\n  right:

0;\n  bottom: 0;\n  left: 0;\n  z-index: @zindex-modal;\n  display: none;\n  overflow: hidden;\n  -webkit-overflow-

scrolling: touch;\n\n  // Prevent Chrome on Windows from adding a focus outline. For details, see\n  //

https://github.com/twbs/bootstrap/pull/10951.\n  outline: 0;\n\n  // When fading in the modal, animate it to slide

down\n  &.fade .modal-dialog {\n    .translate(0, -25%);\n    .transition-transform(~\"0.3s ease-out\");\n  }\n  &.in

.modal-dialog { .translate(0, 0); }\n}\n.modal-open .modal {\n  overflow-x: hidden;\n  overflow-y: auto;\n}\n\n//

Shell div to position the modal with bottom padding\n.modal-dialog {\n  position: relative;\n  width: auto;\n  margin:

10px;\n}\n\n// Actual modal\n.modal-content {\n  position: relative;\n  background-color: @modal-content-bg;\n

background-clip: padding-box;\n  border: 1px solid @modal-content-fallback-border-color; //old browsers fallback

(ie8 etc)\n  border: 1px solid @modal-content-border-color;\n  border-radius: @border-radius-large;\n  .box-

shadow(0 3px 9px rgba(0, 0, 0, .5));\n  // Remove focus outline from opened modal\n  outline: 0;\n}\n\n// Modal

background\n.modal-backdrop {\n  position: fixed;\n  top: 0;\n  right: 0;\n  bottom: 0;\n  left: 0;\n  z-index: @zindex-

modal-background;\n  background-color: @modal-backdrop-bg;\n  // Fade for backdrop\n  &.fade { .opacity(0); }\n

&.in { .opacity(@modal-backdrop-opacity); }\n}\n\n// Modal header\n// Top section of the modal w/ title and

dismiss\n.modal-header {\n  padding: @modal-title-padding;\n  border-bottom: 1px solid @modal-header-border-

color;\n  &:extend(.clearfix all);\n}\n// Close icon\n.modal-header .close {\n  margin-top: -2px;\n}\n\n// Title text

within header\n.modal-title {\n  margin: 0;\n  line-height: @modal-title-line-height;\n}\n\n// Modal body\n// Where

all modal content resides (sibling of .modal-header and .modal-footer)\n.modal-body {\n  position: relative;\n

padding: @modal-inner-padding;\n}\n\n// Footer (for actions)\n.modal-footer {\n  padding: @modal-inner-

padding;\n  text-align: right; // right align buttons\n  border-top: 1px solid @modal-footer-border-color;\n

&:extend(.clearfix all); // clear it in case folks use .pull-* classes on buttons\n\n  // Properly space out buttons\n  .btn

+ .btn {\n    margin-bottom: 0; // account for input[type=\"submit\"] which gets the bottom margin like all other

inputs\n    margin-left: 5px;\n  }\n  // but override that for button groups\n  .btn-group .btn + .btn {\n    margin-left: -

1px;\n  }\n  // and override it for block buttons as well\n  .btn-block + .btn-block {\n    margin-left: 0;\n  }\n}\n\n//

Measure scrollbar width for padding body during modal show/hide\n.modal-scrollbar-measure {\n  position:

absolute;\n  top: -9999px;\n  width: 50px;\n  height: 50px;\n  overflow: scroll;\n}\n\n// Scale up the modal\n@media

(min-width: @screen-sm-min) {\n  // Automatically set modal's width for larger viewports\n  .modal-dialog {\n

width: @modal-md;\n    margin: 30px auto;\n  }\n  .modal-content {\n    .box-shadow(0 5px 15px rgba(0, 0, 0,

.5));\n  }\n\n  // Modal sizes\n  .modal-sm { width: @modal-sm; }\n}\n\n@media (min-width: @screen-md-min) {\n

.modal-lg { width: @modal-lg; }\n}\n","//\n// Tooltips\n// --------------------------------------------------\n\n\n// Base

class\n.tooltip {\n  position: absolute;\n  z-index: @zindex-tooltip;\n  display: block;\n  // Our parent element can be

arbitrary since tooltips are by default inserted as a sibling of their target element.\n  // So reset our font and text

properties to avoid inheriting weird values.\n  .reset-text();\n  font-size: @font-size-small;\n\n  .opacity(0);\n\n  &.in

{ .opacity(@tooltip-opacity); }\n  &.top {\n    padding: @tooltip-arrow-width 0;\n    margin-top: -3px;\n  }\n

&.right {\n    padding: 0 @tooltip-arrow-width;\n    margin-left: 3px;\n  }\n  &.bottom {\n    padding: @tooltip-

arrow-width 0;\n    margin-top: 3px;\n  }\n  &.left {\n    padding: 0 @tooltip-arrow-width;\n    margin-left: -3px;\n

}\n\n  // Note: Deprecated .top-left, .top-right, .bottom-left, and .bottom-right as of v3.3.1\n  &.top .tooltip-arrow {\n

  bottom: 0;\n    left: 50%;\n    margin-left: -@tooltip-arrow-width;\n    border-width: @tooltip-arrow-width

@tooltip-arrow-width 0;\n    border-top-color: @tooltip-arrow-color;\n  }\n  &.top-left .tooltip-arrow {\n    right:

@tooltip-arrow-width;\n    bottom: 0;\n    margin-bottom: -@tooltip-arrow-width;\n    border-width: @tooltip-arrow-

width @tooltip-arrow-width 0;\n    border-top-color: @tooltip-arrow-color;\n  }\n  &.top-right .tooltip-arrow {\n

bottom: 0;\n    left: @tooltip-arrow-width;\n    margin-bottom: -@tooltip-arrow-width;\n    border-width: @tooltip-

arrow-width @tooltip-arrow-width 0;\n    border-top-color: @tooltip-arrow-color;\n  }\n  &.right .tooltip-arrow {\n

top: 50%;\n    left: 0;\n    margin-top: -@tooltip-arrow-width;\n    border-width: @tooltip-arrow-width @tooltip-
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arrow-width @tooltip-arrow-width 0;\n    border-right-color: @tooltip-arrow-color;\n  }\n  &.left .tooltip-arrow {\n

top: 50%;\n    right: 0;\n    margin-top: -@tooltip-arrow-width;\n    border-width: @tooltip-arrow-width 0 @tooltip-

arrow-width @tooltip-arrow-width;\n    border-left-color: @tooltip-arrow-color;\n  }\n  &.bottom .tooltip-arrow {\n

top: 0;\n    left: 50%;\n    margin-left: -@tooltip-arrow-width;\n    border-width: 0 @tooltip-arrow-width @tooltip-

arrow-width;\n    border-bottom-color: @tooltip-arrow-color;\n  }\n  &.bottom-left .tooltip-arrow {\n    top: 0;\n

right: @tooltip-arrow-width;\n    margin-top: -@tooltip-arrow-width;\n    border-width: 0 @tooltip-arrow-width

@tooltip-arrow-width;\n    border-bottom-color: @tooltip-arrow-color;\n  }\n  &.bottom-right .tooltip-arrow {\n

top: 0;\n    left: @tooltip-arrow-width;\n    margin-top: -@tooltip-arrow-width;\n    border-width: 0 @tooltip-arrow-

width @tooltip-arrow-width;\n    border-bottom-color: @tooltip-arrow-color;\n  }\n}\n\n// Wrapper for the tooltip

content\n.tooltip-inner {\n  max-width: @tooltip-max-width;\n  padding: 3px 8px;\n  color: @tooltip-color;\n  text-

align: center;\n  background-color: @tooltip-bg;\n  border-radius: @border-radius-base;\n}\n\n// Arrows\n.tooltip-

arrow {\n  position: absolute;\n  width: 0;\n  height: 0;\n  border-color: transparent;\n  border-style:

solid;\n}\n",".reset-text() {\n  font-family: @font-family-base;\n  // We deliberately do NOT reset font-size.\n  font-

style: normal;\n  font-weight: 400;\n  line-height: @line-height-base;\n  line-break: auto;\n  text-align: left; //

Fallback for where `start` is not supported\n  text-align: start;\n  text-decoration: none;\n  text-shadow: none;\n  text-

transform: none;\n  letter-spacing: normal;\n  word-break: normal;\n  word-spacing: normal;\n  word-wrap:

normal;\n  white-space: normal;\n}\n","//\n// Popovers\n// --------------------------------------------------\n\n\n.popover

{\n  position: absolute;\n  top: 0;\n  left: 0;\n  z-index: @zindex-popover;\n  display: none;\n  max-width: @popover-

max-width;\n  padding: 1px;\n  // Our parent element can be arbitrary since popovers are by default inserted as a

sibling of their target element.\n  // So reset our font and text properties to avoid inheriting weird values.\n  .reset-

text();\n  font-size: @font-size-base;\n  background-color: @popover-bg;\n  background-clip: padding-box;\n

border: 1px solid @popover-fallback-border-color;\n  border: 1px solid @popover-border-color;\n  border-radius:

@border-radius-large;\n  .box-shadow(0 5px 10px rgba(0, 0, 0, .2));\n\n  // Offset the popover to account for the

popover arrow\n  &.top { margin-top: -@popover-arrow-width; }\n  &.right { margin-left: @popover-arrow-width;

}\n  &.bottom { margin-top: @popover-arrow-width; }\n  &.left { margin-left: -@popover-arrow-width; }\n\n  //

Arrows\n  // .arrow is outer, .arrow:after is inner\n  > .arrow {\n    border-width: @popover-arrow-outer-width;\n\n

&,\n    &:after {\n      position: absolute;\n      display: block;\n      width: 0;\n      height: 0;\n      border-color:

transparent;\n      border-style: solid;\n    }\n\n    &:after {\n      content: \"\";\n      border-width: @popover-arrow-

width;\n    }\n  }\n\n  &.top > .arrow {\n    bottom: -@popover-arrow-outer-width;\n    left: 50%;\n    margin-left: -

@popover-arrow-outer-width;\n    border-top-color: @popover-arrow-outer-fallback-color; // IE8 fallback\n

border-top-color: @popover-arrow-outer-color;\n    border-bottom-width: 0;\n    &:after {\n      bottom: 1px;\n

margin-left: -@popover-arrow-width;\n      content: \" \";\n      border-top-color: @popover-arrow-color;\n

border-bottom-width: 0;\n    }\n  }\n  &.right > .arrow {\n    top: 50%;\n    left: -@popover-arrow-outer-width;\n

margin-top: -@popover-arrow-outer-width;\n    border-right-color: @popover-arrow-outer-fallback-color; // IE8

fallback\n    border-right-color: @popover-arrow-outer-color;\n    border-left-width: 0;\n    &:after {\n      bottom: -

@popover-arrow-width;\n      left: 1px;\n      content: \" \";\n      border-right-color: @popover-arrow-color;\n

border-left-width: 0;\n    }\n  }\n  &.bottom > .arrow {\n    top: -@popover-arrow-outer-width;\n    left: 50%;\n

margin-left: -@popover-arrow-outer-width;\n    border-top-width: 0;\n    border-bottom-color: @popover-arrow-

outer-fallback-color; // IE8 fallback\n    border-bottom-color: @popover-arrow-outer-color;\n    &:after {\n      top:

1px;\n      margin-left: -@popover-arrow-width;\n      content: \" \";\n      border-top-width: 0;\n      border-bottom-

color: @popover-arrow-color;\n    }\n  }\n\n  &.left > .arrow {\n    top: 50%;\n    right: -@popover-arrow-outer-

width;\n    margin-top: -@popover-arrow-outer-width;\n    border-right-width: 0;\n    border-left-color: @popover-

arrow-outer-fallback-color; // IE8 fallback\n    border-left-color: @popover-arrow-outer-color;\n    &:after {\n

right: 1px;\n      bottom: -@popover-arrow-width;\n      content: \" \";\n      border-right-width: 0;\n      border-left-

color: @popover-arrow-color;\n    }\n  }\n}\n\n.popover-title {\n  padding: 8px 14px;\n  margin: 0; // reset heading

margin\n  font-size: @font-size-base;\n  background-color: @popover-title-bg;\n  border-bottom: 1px solid

darken(@popover-title-bg, 5%);\n  border-radius: (@border-radius-large - 1) (@border-radius-large - 1) 0

0;\n}\n\n.popover-content {\n  padding: 9px 14px;\n}\n","// stylelint-disable media-feature-name-no-
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unknown\n\n//\n// Carousel\n// --------------------------------------------------\n\n\n// Wrapper for the slide container and

indicators\n.carousel {\n  position: relative;\n}\n\n.carousel-inner {\n  position: relative;\n  width: 100%;\n

overflow: hidden;\n\n  > .item {\n    position: relative;\n    display: none;\n    .transition(.6s ease-in-out left);\n\n    //

Account for jankitude on images\n    > img,\n    > a > img {\n      &:extend(.img-responsive);\n      line-height: 1;\n

}\n\n    // WebKit CSS3 transforms for supported devices\n    @media all and (transform-3d), (-webkit-transform-

3d) {\n      .transition-transform(~\"0.6s ease-in-out\");\n      .backface-visibility(~\"hidden\");\n

.perspective(1000px);\n\n      &.next,\n      &.active.right {\n        .translate3d(100%, 0, 0);\n        left: 0;\n      }\n

&.prev,\n      &.active.left {\n        .translate3d(-100%, 0, 0);\n        left: 0;\n      }\n      &.next.left,\n

&.prev.right,\n      &.active {\n        .translate3d(0, 0, 0);\n        left: 0;\n      }\n    }\n  }\n\n  > .active,\n  > .next,\n  >

.prev {\n    display: block;\n  }\n\n  > .active {\n    left: 0;\n  }\n\n  > .next,\n  > .prev {\n    position: absolute;\n

top: 0;\n    width: 100%;\n  }\n\n  > .next {\n    left: 100%;\n  }\n  > .prev {\n    left: -100%;\n  }\n  > .next.left,\n  >

.prev.right {\n    left: 0;\n  }\n\n  > .active.left {\n    left: -100%;\n  }\n  > .active.right {\n    left: 100%;\n

}\n\n}\n\n// Left/right controls for nav\n// ---------------------------\n\n.carousel-control {\n  position: absolute;\n  top:

0;\n  bottom: 0;\n  left: 0;\n  width: @carousel-control-width;\n  font-size: @carousel-control-font-size;\n  color:

@carousel-control-color;\n  text-align: center;\n  text-shadow: @carousel-text-shadow;\n  background-color: rgba(0,

0, 0, 0); // Fix IE9 click-thru bug\n  .opacity(@carousel-control-opacity);\n  // We can't have this transition here

because WebKit cancels the carousel\n  // animation if you trip this while in the middle of another animation.\n\n  //

Set gradients for backgrounds\n  &.left {\n    #gradient > .horizontal(@start-color: rgba(0, 0, 0, .5); @end-color:

rgba(0, 0, 0, .0001));\n  }\n  &.right {\n    right: 0;\n    left: auto;\n    #gradient > .horizontal(@start-color: rgba(0, 0,

0, .0001); @end-color: rgba(0, 0, 0, .5));\n  }\n\n  // Hover/focus state\n  &:hover,\n  &:focus {\n    color:

@carousel-control-color;\n    text-decoration: none;\n    outline: 0;\n    .opacity(.9);\n  }\n\n  // Toggles\n  .icon-

prev,\n  .icon-next,\n  .glyphicon-chevron-left,\n  .glyphicon-chevron-right {\n    position: absolute;\n    top: 50%;\n

z-index: 5;\n    display: inline-block;\n    margin-top: -10px;\n  }\n  .icon-prev,\n  .glyphicon-chevron-left {\n    left:

50%;\n    margin-left: -10px;\n  }\n  .icon-next,\n  .glyphicon-chevron-right {\n    right: 50%;\n    margin-right: -

10px;\n  }\n  .icon-prev,\n  .icon-next {\n    width: 20px;\n    height: 20px;\n    font-family: serif;\n    line-height: 1;\n

}\n\n  .icon-prev {\n    &:before {\n      content: \"\\2039\";// SINGLE LEFT-POINTING ANGLE QUOTATION

MARK (U+2039)\n    }\n  }\n  .icon-next {\n    &:before {\n      content: \"\\203a\";// SINGLE RIGHT-POINTING

ANGLE QUOTATION MARK (U+203A)\n    }\n  }\n}\n\n// Optional indicator pips\n//\n// Add an unordered list

with the following class and add a list item for each\n// slide your carousel holds.\n\n.carousel-indicators {\n

position: absolute;\n  bottom: 10px;\n  left: 50%;\n  z-index: 15;\n  width: 60%;\n  padding-left: 0;\n  margin-left: -

30%;\n  text-align: center;\n  list-style: none;\n\n  li {\n    display: inline-block;\n    width: 10px;\n    height: 10px;\n

 margin: 1px;\n    text-indent: -999px;\n    cursor: pointer;\n    // IE8-9 hack for event handling\n    //\n    // Internet

Explorer 8-9 does not support clicks on elements without a set\n    // `background-color`. We cannot use `filter`

since that's not viewed as a\n    // background color by the browser. Thus, a hack is needed.\n    // See

https://developer.mozilla.org/en-US/docs/Web/Events/click#Internet_Explorer\n    //\n    // For IE8, we set solid

black as it doesn't support `rgba()`. For IE9, we\n    // set alpha transparency for the best results possible.\n

background-color: #000 \\9; // IE8\n    background-color: rgba(0, 0, 0, 0); // IE9\n\n    border: 1px solid @carousel-

indicator-border-color;\n    border-radius: 10px;\n  }\n\n  .active {\n    width: 12px;\n    height: 12px;\n    margin:

0;\n    background-color: @carousel-indicator-active-bg;\n  }\n}\n\n// Optional captions\n// -----------------------------

\n// Hidden by default for smaller viewports\n.carousel-caption {\n  position: absolute;\n  right: 15%;\n  bottom:

20px;\n  left: 15%;\n  z-index: 10;\n  padding-top: 20px;\n  padding-bottom: 20px;\n  color: @carousel-caption-

color;\n  text-align: center;\n  text-shadow: @carousel-text-shadow;\n\n  & .btn {\n    text-shadow: none; // No

shadow for button elements in carousel-caption\n  }\n}\n\n\n// Scale up controls for tablets and up\n@media screen

and (min-width: @screen-sm-min) {\n\n  // Scale up the controls a smidge\n  .carousel-control {\n    .glyphicon-

chevron-left,\n    .glyphicon-chevron-right,\n    .icon-prev,\n    .icon-next {\n      width: (@carousel-control-font-size

* 1.5);\n      height: (@carousel-control-font-size * 1.5);\n      margin-top: (@carousel-control-font-size / -2);\n

font-size: (@carousel-control-font-size * 1.5);\n    }\n    .glyphicon-chevron-left,\n    .icon-prev {\n      margin-left:

(@carousel-control-font-size / -2);\n    }\n    .glyphicon-chevron-right,\n    .icon-next {\n      margin-right:
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(@carousel-control-font-size / -2);\n    }\n  }\n\n  // Show and left align the captions\n  .carousel-caption {\n    right:

20%;\n    left: 20%;\n    padding-bottom: 30px;\n  }\n\n  // Move up the indicators\n  .carousel-indicators {\n

bottom: 20px;\n  }\n}\n","// Clearfix\n//\n// For modern browsers\n// 1. The space content is one way to avoid an

Opera bug when the\n//    contenteditable attribute is included anywhere else in the document.\n//    Otherwise it

causes space to appear at the top and bottom of elements\n//    that are clearfixed.\n// 2. The use of `table` rather than

`block` is only necessary if using\n//    `:before` to contain the top-margins of child elements.\n//\n// Source:

http://nicolasgallagher.com/micro-clearfix-hack/\n\n.clearfix() {\n  &:before,\n  &:after {\n    display: table; // 2\n

content: \" \"; // 1\n  }\n  &:after {\n    clear: both;\n  }\n}\n","// Center-align a block level element\n\n.center-block()

{\n  display: block;\n  margin-right: auto;\n  margin-left: auto;\n}\n","// stylelint-disable font-family-name-quotes,

font-family-no-missing-generic-family-keyword\n\n// CSS image replacement\n//\n// Heads up! v3 launched with

only `.hide-text()`, but per our pattern for\n// mixins being reused as classes with the same name, this doesn't hold

up. As\n// of v3.0.1 we have added `.text-hide()` and deprecated `.hide-text()`.\n//\n// Source:

https://github.com/h5bp/html5-boilerplate/commit/aa0396eae757\n\n// Deprecated as of v3.0.1 (has been removed

in v4)\n.hide-text() {\n  font: ~\"0/0\" a;\n  color: transparent;\n  text-shadow: none;\n  background-color:

transparent;\n  border: 0;\n}\n\n// New mixin to use as of v3.0.1\n.text-hide() {\n  .hide-text();\n}\n","// stylelint-

disable declaration-no-important, at-rule-no-vendor-prefix\n\n//\n// Responsive: Utility classes\n// ----------------------

----------------------------\n\n\n// IE10 in Windows (Phone) 8\n//\n// Support for responsive views via media queries is

kind of borked in IE10, for\n// Surface/desktop in split view and for Windows Phone 8. This particular fix\n// must

be accompanied by a snippet of JavaScript to sniff the user agent and\n// apply some conditional CSS to *only* the

Surface/desktop Windows 8. Look at\n// our Getting Started page for more information on this bug.\n//\n// For more

information, see the following:\n//\n// Issue: https://github.com/twbs/bootstrap/issues/10497\n// Docs:

https://getbootstrap.com/docs/3.4/getting-started/#support-ie10-width\n// Source:

https://timkadlec.com/2013/01/windows-phone-8-and-device-width/\n// Source:

https://timkadlec.com/2012/10/ie10-snap-mode-and-responsive-design/\n\n@-ms-viewport {\n  width: device-

width;\n}\n\n\n// Visibility utilities\n// Note: Deprecated .visible-xs, .visible-sm, .visible-md, and .visible-lg as of

v3.2.0\n.visible-xs,\n.visible-sm,\n.visible-md,\n.visible-lg {\n  .responsive-invisibility();\n}\n\n.visible-xs-

block,\n.visible-xs-inline,\n.visible-xs-inline-block,\n.visible-sm-block,\n.visible-sm-inline,\n.visible-sm-inline-

block,\n.visible-md-block,\n.visible-md-inline,\n.visible-md-inline-block,\n.visible-lg-block,\n.visible-lg-

inline,\n.visible-lg-inline-block {\n  display: none !important;\n}\n\n.visible-xs {\n  @media (max-width: @screen-

xs-max) {\n    .responsive-visibility();\n  }\n}\n.visible-xs-block {\n  @media (max-width: @screen-xs-max) {\n

display: block !important;\n  }\n}\n.visible-xs-inline {\n  @media (max-width: @screen-xs-max) {\n    display:

inline !important;\n  }\n}\n.visible-xs-inline-block {\n  @media (max-width: @screen-xs-max) {\n    display: inline-

block !important;\n  }\n}\n\n.visible-sm {\n  @media (min-width: @screen-sm-min) and (max-width: @screen-sm-

max) {\n    .responsive-visibility();\n  }\n}\n.visible-sm-block {\n  @media (min-width: @screen-sm-min) and

(max-width: @screen-sm-max) {\n    display: block !important;\n  }\n}\n.visible-sm-inline {\n  @media (min-width:

@screen-sm-min) and (max-width: @screen-sm-max) {\n    display: inline !important;\n  }\n}\n.visible-sm-inline-

block {\n  @media (min-width: @screen-sm-min) and (max-width: @screen-sm-max) {\n    display: inline-block

!important;\n  }\n}\n\n.visible-md {\n  @media (min-width: @screen-md-min) and (max-width: @screen-md-max)

{\n    .responsive-visibility();\n  }\n}\n.visible-md-block {\n  @media (min-width: @screen-md-min) and (max-

width: @screen-md-max) {\n    display: block !important;\n  }\n}\n.visible-md-inline {\n  @media (min-width:

@screen-md-min) and (max-width: @screen-md-max) {\n    display: inline !important;\n  }\n}\n.visible-md-inline-

block {\n  @media (min-width: @screen-md-min) and (max-width: @screen-md-max) {\n    display: inline-block

!important;\n  }\n}\n\n.visible-lg {\n  @media (min-width: @screen-lg-min) {\n    .responsive-visibility();\n

}\n}\n.visible-lg-block {\n  @media (min-width: @screen-lg-min) {\n    display: block !important;\n  }\n}\n.visible-

lg-inline {\n  @media (min-width: @screen-lg-min) {\n    display: inline !important;\n  }\n}\n.visible-lg-inline-block

{\n  @media (min-width: @screen-lg-min) {\n    display: inline-block !important;\n  }\n}\n\n.hidden-xs {\n

@media (max-width: @screen-xs-max) {\n    .responsive-invisibility();\n  }\n}\n.hidden-sm {\n  @media (min-

width: @screen-sm-min) and (max-width: @screen-sm-max) {\n    .responsive-invisibility();\n  }\n}\n.hidden-md
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{\n  @media (min-width: @screen-md-min) and (max-width: @screen-md-max) {\n    .responsive-invisibility();\n

}\n}\n.hidden-lg {\n  @media (min-width: @screen-lg-min) {\n    .responsive-invisibility();\n  }\n}\n\n\n// Print

utilities\n//\n// Media queries are placed on the inside to be mixin-friendly.\n\n// Note: Deprecated .visible-print as

of v3.2.0\n.visible-print {\n  .responsive-invisibility();\n\n  @media print {\n    .responsive-visibility();\n

}\n}\n.visible-print-block {\n  display: none !important;\n\n  @media print {\n    display: block !important;\n

}\n}\n.visible-print-inline {\n  display: none !important;\n\n  @media print {\n    display: inline !important;\n

}\n}\n.visible-print-inline-block {\n  display: none !important;\n\n  @media print {\n    display: inline-block

!important;\n  }\n}\n\n.hidden-print {\n  @media print {\n    .responsive-invisibility();\n  }\n}\n","// stylelint-disable

declaration-no-important\n\n.responsive-visibility() {\n  display: block !important;\n  table&  { display: table

!important; }\n  tr&     { display: table-row !important; }\n  th&,\n  td&     { display: table-cell !important;

}\n}\n\n.responsive-invisibility() {\n  display: none !important;\n}\n"]}

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1005829409_1621838154.95/0/bootstrap-3-4-1-dist-zip/bootstrap-3.4.1-

dist/css/bootstrap.min.css.map

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

{"version":3,"sources":["bootstrap-theme.css","less/theme.less","less/mixins/vendor-

prefixes.less","less/mixins/gradients.less","less/mixins/reset-

filter.less"],"names":[],"mappings":"AAAA;;;;GAIG;ACiBH;;;;;;EAME,yCAAA;EC2CA,4FAAA;EACQ,oFAAA;

CFzDT;ACkBC;;;;;;;;;;;;ECsCA,yDAAA;EACQ,iDAAA;CF1CT;ACQC;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;ECiCA,yBAAA;EACQ,iBAA

A;CFrBT;AC7BD;;;;;;EAuBI,kBAAA;CDcH;AC2BC;;EAEE,uBAAA;CDzBH;AC8BD;EEvEI,sEAAA;EACA,iEA

AA;EACA,2FAAA;EAAA,oEAAA;EACA,uHAAA;EClBF,oEAAA;EH8CA,4BAAA;EACA,sBAAA;EAyCA,0B

AAA;EACA,mBAAA;CDtBD;AClBC;;EAEE,0BAAA;EACA,6BAAA;CDoBH;ACjBC;;EAEE,0BAAA;EACA,sB

AAA;CDmBH;ACbG;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;EAME,0BAAA;EACA,uBAAA;CD2BL;ACPD;EE5EI,yEAAA;EACA,oEAAA;

EACA,8FAAA;EAAA,uEAAA;EACA,uHAAA;EClBF,oEAAA;EH8CA,4BAAA;EACA,sBAAA;CD4DD;AC1DC

;;EAEE,0BAAA;EACA,6BAAA;CD4DH;ACzDC;;EAEE,0BAAA;EACA,sBAAA;CD2DH;ACrDG;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;E

AME,0BAAA;EACA,uBAAA;CDmEL;AC9CD;EE7EI,yEAAA;EACA,oEAAA;EACA,8FAAA;EAAA,uEAAA;E

ACA,uHAAA;EClBF,oEAAA;EH8CA,4BAAA;EACA,sBAAA;CDoGD;AClGC;;EAEE,0BAAA;EACA,6BAAA;

CDoGH;ACjGC;;EAEE,0BAAA;EACA,sBAAA;CDmGH;AC7FG;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;EAME,0BAAA;EACA,uBAAA;C

D2GL;ACrFD;EE9EI,yEAAA;EACA,oEAAA;EACA,8FAAA;EAAA,uEAAA;EACA,uHAAA;EClBF,oEAAA;EH

8CA,4BAAA;EACA,sBAAA;CD4ID;AC1IC;;EAEE,0BAAA;EACA,6BAAA;CD4IH;ACzIC;;EAEE,0BAAA;EA

CA,sBAAA;CD2IH;ACrIG;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;EAME,0BAAA;EACA,uBAAA;CDmJL;AC5HD;EE/EI,yEAAA;EACA,o

EAAA;EACA,8FAAA;EAAA,uEAAA;EACA,uHAAA;EClBF,oEAAA;EH8CA,4BAAA;EACA,sBAAA;CDoLD;

AClLC;;EAEE,0BAAA;EACA,6BAAA;CDoLH;ACjLC;;EAEE,0BAAA;EACA,sBAAA;CDmLH;AC7KG;;;;;;;;;;;

;;;;;;;EAME,0BAAA;EACA,uBAAA;CD2LL;ACnKD;EEhFI,yEAAA;EACA,oEAAA;EACA,8FAAA;EAAA,uEA

AA;EACA,uHAAA;EClBF,oEAAA;EH8CA,4BAAA;EACA,sBAAA;CD4ND;AC1NC;;EAEE,0BAAA;EACA,6B

AAA;CD4NH;ACzNC;;EAEE,0BAAA;EACA,sBAAA;CD2NH;ACrNG;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;EAME,0BAAA;EACA,uBAA

A;CDmOL;ACpMD;;ECtCE,mDAAA;EACQ,2CAAA;CF8OT;AC/LD;;EEjGI,yEAAA;EACA,oEAAA;EACA,8F

AAA;EAAA,uEAAA;EACA,uHAAA;EACA,4BAAA;EFgGF,0BAAA;CDqMD;ACnMD;;;EEtGI,yEAAA;EACA,

oEAAA;EACA,8FAAA;EAAA,uEAAA;EACA,uHAAA;EACA,4BAAA;EFsGF,0BAAA;CDyMD;AChMD;EEnH

I,yEAAA;EACA,oEAAA;EACA,8FAAA;EAAA,uEAAA;EACA,uHAAA;EACA,4BAAA;ECnBF,oEAAA;EHqIA

,mBAAA;ECrEA,4FAAA;EACQ,oFAAA;CF4QT;AC3MD;;EEnHI,yEAAA;EACA,oEAAA;EACA,8FAAA;EAA

A,uEAAA;EACA,uHAAA;EACA,4BAAA;ED6CF,yDAAA;EACQ,iDAAA;CFsRT;ACxMD;;EAEE,+CAAA;CD0

MD;ACtMD;EEtII,sEAAA;EACA,iEAAA;EACA,2FAAA;EAAA,oEAAA;EACA,uHAAA;EACA,4BAAA;ECnB

F,oEAAA;EHwJA,mBAAA;CD4MD;AC/MD;;EEtII,yEAAA;EACA,oEAAA;EACA,8FAAA;EAAA,uEAAA;EA

CA,uHAAA;EACA,4BAAA;ED6CF,wDAAA;EACQ,gDAAA;CF6ST;ACzND;;EAYI,0CAAA;CDiNH;AC5MD;;;

EAGE,iBAAA;CD8MD;AC1MD;EAEI;;;IAGE,YAAA;IEnKF,yEAAA;IACA,oEAAA;IACA,8FAAA;IAAA,uEA
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AA;IACA,uHAAA;IACA,4BAAA;GH+WD;CACF;ACrMD;EACE,8CAAA;EC/HA,2FAAA;EACQ,mFAAA;CFu

UT;AC7LD;EE5LI,yEAAA;EACA,oEAAA;EACA,8FAAA;EAAA,uEAAA;EACA,uHAAA;EACA,4BAAA;EFoL

F,sBAAA;CDyMD;ACpMD;EE7LI,yEAAA;EACA,oEAAA;EACA,8FAAA;EAAA,uEAAA;EACA,uHAAA;EAC

A,4BAAA;EFoLF,sBAAA;CDiND;AC3MD;EE9LI,yEAAA;EACA,oEAAA;EACA,8FAAA;EAAA,uEAAA;EAC

A,uHAAA;EACA,4BAAA;EFoLF,sBAAA;CDyND;AClND;EE/LI,yEAAA;EACA,oEAAA;EACA,8FAAA;EAA

A,uEAAA;EACA,uHAAA;EACA,4BAAA;EFoLF,sBAAA;CDiOD;AClND;EEvMI,yEAAA;EACA,oEAAA;EAC

A,8FAAA;EAAA,uEAAA;EACA,uHAAA;EACA,4BAAA;CH4ZH;AC/MD;EEjNI,yEAAA;EACA,oEAAA;EAC

A,8FAAA;EAAA,uEAAA;EACA,uHAAA;EACA,4BAAA;CHmaH;ACrND;EElNI,yEAAA;EACA,oEAAA;EAC

A,8FAAA;EAAA,uEAAA;EACA,uHAAA;EACA,4BAAA;CH0aH;AC3ND;EEnNI,yEAAA;EACA,oEAAA;EAC

A,8FAAA;EAAA,uEAAA;EACA,uHAAA;EACA,4BAAA;CHibH;ACjOD;EEpNI,yEAAA;EACA,oEAAA;EACA

,8FAAA;EAAA,uEAAA;EACA,uHAAA;EACA,4BAAA;CHwbH;ACvOD;EErNI,yEAAA;EACA,oEAAA;EACA,

8FAAA;EAAA,uEAAA;EACA,uHAAA;EACA,4BAAA;CH+bH;AC1OD;EExLI,8MAAA;EACA,yMAAA;EACA

,sMAAA;CHqaH;ACtOD;EACE,mBAAA;EClLA,mDAAA;EACQ,2CAAA;CF2ZT;ACvOD;;;EAGE,8BAAA;EEz

OE,yEAAA;EACA,oEAAA;EACA,8FAAA;EAAA,uEAAA;EACA,uHAAA;EACA,4BAAA;EFuOF,sBAAA;CD6

OD;AClPD;;;EAQI,kBAAA;CD+OH;ACrOD;ECvME,kDAAA;EACQ,0CAAA;CF+aT;AC/ND;EElQI,yEAAA;E

ACA,oEAAA;EACA,8FAAA;EAAA,uEAAA;EACA,uHAAA;EACA,4BAAA;CHoeH;ACrOD;EEnQI,yEAAA;E

ACA,oEAAA;EACA,8FAAA;EAAA,uEAAA;EACA,uHAAA;EACA,4BAAA;CH2eH;AC3OD;EEpQI,yEAAA;E

ACA,oEAAA;EACA,8FAAA;EAAA,uEAAA;EACA,uHAAA;EACA,4BAAA;CHkfH;ACjPD;EErQI,yEAAA;EA

CA,oEAAA;EACA,8FAAA;EAAA,uEAAA;EACA,uHAAA;EACA,4BAAA;CHyfH;ACvPD;EEtQI,yEAAA;EAC

A,oEAAA;EACA,8FAAA;EAAA,uEAAA;EACA,uHAAA;EACA,4BAAA;CHggBH;AC7PD;EEvQI,yEAAA;EA

CA,oEAAA;EACA,8FAAA;EAAA,uEAAA;EACA,uHAAA;EACA,4BAAA;CHugBH;AC7PD;EE9QI,yEAAA;E

ACA,oEAAA;EACA,8FAAA;EAAA,uEAAA;EACA,uHAAA;EACA,4BAAA;EF4QF,sBAAA;EC/NA,0FAAA;E

ACQ,kFAAA;CFmeT","file":"bootstrap-theme.css","sourcesContent":["/*!\n * Bootstrap v3.4.1

(https://getbootstrap.com/)\n * Copyright 2011-2019 Twitter, Inc.\n * Licensed under MIT

(https://github.com/twbs/bootstrap/blob/master/LICENSE)\n */\n.btn-default,\n.btn-primary,\n.btn-success,\n.btn-

info,\n.btn-warning,\n.btn-danger {\n  text-shadow: 0 -1px 0 rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.2);\n  -webkit-box-shadow: inset 0 1px 0

rgba(255, 255, 255, 0.15), 0 1px 1px rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.075);\n  box-shadow: inset 0 1px 0 rgba(255, 255, 255, 0.15), 0

1px 1px rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.075);\n}\n.btn-default:active,\n.btn-primary:active,\n.btn-success:active,\n.btn-

info:active,\n.btn-warning:active,\n.btn-danger:active,\n.btn-default.active,\n.btn-primary.active,\n.btn-

success.active,\n.btn-info.active,\n.btn-warning.active,\n.btn-danger.active {\n  -webkit-box-shadow: inset 0 3px 5px

rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.125);\n  box-shadow: inset 0 3px 5px rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.125);\n}\n.btn-default.disabled,\n.btn-

primary.disabled,\n.btn-success.disabled,\n.btn-info.disabled,\n.btn-warning.disabled,\n.btn-danger.disabled,\n.btn-

default[disabled],\n.btn-primary[disabled],\n.btn-success[disabled],\n.btn-info[disabled],\n.btn-

warning[disabled],\n.btn-danger[disabled],\nfieldset[disabled] .btn-default,\nfieldset[disabled] .btn-

primary,\nfieldset[disabled] .btn-success,\nfieldset[disabled] .btn-info,\nfieldset[disabled] .btn-

warning,\nfieldset[disabled] .btn-danger {\n  -webkit-box-shadow: none;\n  box-shadow: none;\n}\n.btn-default

.badge,\n.btn-primary .badge,\n.btn-success .badge,\n.btn-info .badge,\n.btn-warning .badge,\n.btn-danger .badge

{\n  text-shadow: none;\n}\n.btn:active,\n.btn.active {\n  background-image: none;\n}\n.btn-default {\n

background-image: -webkit-linear-gradient(top, #fff 0%, #e0e0e0 100%);\n  background-image: -o-linear-

gradient(top, #fff 0%, #e0e0e0 100%);\n  background-image: linear-gradient(to bottom, #fff 0%, #e0e0e0 100%);\n

filter: progid:DXImageTransform.Microsoft.gradient(startColorstr='#ffffffff', endColorstr='#ffe0e0e0',

GradientType=0);\n  filter: progid:DXImageTransform.Microsoft.gradient(enabled = false);\n  background-repeat:

repeat-x;\n  border-color: #dbdbdb;\n  text-shadow: 0 1px 0 #fff;\n  border-color: #ccc;\n}\n.btn-

default:hover,\n.btn-default:focus {\n  background-color: #e0e0e0;\n  background-position: 0 -15px;\n}\n.btn-

default:active,\n.btn-default.active {\n  background-color: #e0e0e0;\n  border-color: #dbdbdb;\n}\n.btn-

default.disabled,\n.btn-default[disabled],\nfieldset[disabled] .btn-default,\n.btn-default.disabled:hover,\n.btn-

default[disabled]:hover,\nfieldset[disabled] .btn-default:hover,\n.btn-default.disabled:focus,\n.btn-

default[disabled]:focus,\nfieldset[disabled] .btn-default:focus,\n.btn-default.disabled.focus,\n.btn-
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default[disabled].focus,\nfieldset[disabled] .btn-default.focus,\n.btn-default.disabled:active,\n.btn-

default[disabled]:active,\nfieldset[disabled] .btn-default:active,\n.btn-default.disabled.active,\n.btn-

default[disabled].active,\nfieldset[disabled] .btn-default.active {\n  background-color: #e0e0e0;\n  background-

image: none;\n}\n.btn-primary {\n  background-image: -webkit-linear-gradient(top, #337ab7 0%, #265a88 100%);\n

background-image: -o-linear-gradient(top, #337ab7 0%, #265a88 100%);\n  background-image: linear-gradient(to

bottom, #337ab7 0%, #265a88 100%);\n  filter:

progid:DXImageTransform.Microsoft.gradient(startColorstr='#ff337ab7', endColorstr='#ff265a88',

GradientType=0);\n  filter: progid:DXImageTransform.Microsoft.gradient(enabled = false);\n  background-repeat:

repeat-x;\n  border-color: #245580;\n}\n.btn-primary:hover,\n.btn-primary:focus {\n  background-color: #265a88;\n

background-position: 0 -15px;\n}\n.btn-primary:active,\n.btn-primary.active {\n  background-color: #265a88;\n

border-color: #245580;\n}\n.btn-primary.disabled,\n.btn-primary[disabled],\nfieldset[disabled] .btn-primary,\n.btn-

primary.disabled:hover,\n.btn-primary[disabled]:hover,\nfieldset[disabled] .btn-primary:hover,\n.btn-

primary.disabled:focus,\n.btn-primary[disabled]:focus,\nfieldset[disabled] .btn-primary:focus,\n.btn-

primary.disabled.focus,\n.btn-primary[disabled].focus,\nfieldset[disabled] .btn-primary.focus,\n.btn-

primary.disabled:active,\n.btn-primary[disabled]:active,\nfieldset[disabled] .btn-primary:active,\n.btn-

primary.disabled.active,\n.btn-primary[disabled].active,\nfieldset[disabled] .btn-primary.active {\n  background-

color: #265a88;\n  background-image: none;\n}\n.btn-success {\n  background-image: -webkit-linear-gradient(top,

#5cb85c 0%, #419641 100%);\n  background-image: -o-linear-gradient(top, #5cb85c 0%, #419641 100%);\n

background-image: linear-gradient(to bottom, #5cb85c 0%, #419641 100%);\n  filter:

progid:DXImageTransform.Microsoft.gradient(startColorstr='#ff5cb85c', endColorstr='#ff419641',

GradientType=0);\n  filter: progid:DXImageTransform.Microsoft.gradient(enabled = false);\n  background-repeat:

repeat-x;\n  border-color: #3e8f3e;\n}\n.btn-success:hover,\n.btn-success:focus {\n  background-color: #419641;\n

background-position: 0 -15px;\n}\n.btn-success:active,\n.btn-success.active {\n  background-color: #419641;\n

border-color: #3e8f3e;\n}\n.btn-success.disabled,\n.btn-success[disabled],\nfieldset[disabled] .btn-success,\n.btn-

success.disabled:hover,\n.btn-success[disabled]:hover,\nfieldset[disabled] .btn-success:hover,\n.btn-

success.disabled:focus,\n.btn-success[disabled]:focus,\nfieldset[disabled] .btn-success:focus,\n.btn-

success.disabled.focus,\n.btn-success[disabled].focus,\nfieldset[disabled] .btn-success.focus,\n.btn-

success.disabled:active,\n.btn-success[disabled]:active,\nfieldset[disabled] .btn-success:active,\n.btn-

success.disabled.active,\n.btn-success[disabled].active,\nfieldset[disabled] .btn-success.active {\n  background-

color: #419641;\n  background-image: none;\n}\n.btn-info {\n  background-image: -webkit-linear-gradient(top,

#5bc0de 0%, #2aabd2 100%);\n  background-image: -o-linear-gradient(top, #5bc0de 0%, #2aabd2 100%);\n

background-image: linear-gradient(to bottom, #5bc0de 0%, #2aabd2 100%);\n  filter:

progid:DXImageTransform.Microsoft.gradient(startColorstr='#ff5bc0de', endColorstr='#ff2aabd2',

GradientType=0);\n  filter: progid:DXImageTransform.Microsoft.gradient(enabled = false);\n  background-repeat:

repeat-x;\n  border-color: #28a4c9;\n}\n.btn-info:hover,\n.btn-info:focus {\n  background-color: #2aabd2;\n

background-position: 0 -15px;\n}\n.btn-info:active,\n.btn-info.active {\n  background-color: #2aabd2;\n  border-

color: #28a4c9;\n}\n.btn-info.disabled,\n.btn-info[disabled],\nfieldset[disabled] .btn-info,\n.btn-

info.disabled:hover,\n.btn-info[disabled]:hover,\nfieldset[disabled] .btn-info:hover,\n.btn-info.disabled:focus,\n.btn-

info[disabled]:focus,\nfieldset[disabled] .btn-info:focus,\n.btn-info.disabled.focus,\n.btn-

info[disabled].focus,\nfieldset[disabled] .btn-info.focus,\n.btn-info.disabled:active,\n.btn-

info[disabled]:active,\nfieldset[disabled] .btn-info:active,\n.btn-info.disabled.active,\n.btn-

info[disabled].active,\nfieldset[disabled] .btn-info.active {\n  background-color: #2aabd2;\n  background-image:

none;\n}\n.btn-warning {\n  background-image: -webkit-linear-gradient(top, #f0ad4e 0%, #eb9316 100%);\n

background-image: -o-linear-gradient(top, #f0ad4e 0%, #eb9316 100%);\n  background-image: linear-gradient(to

bottom, #f0ad4e 0%, #eb9316 100%);\n  filter:

progid:DXImageTransform.Microsoft.gradient(startColorstr='#fff0ad4e', endColorstr='#ffeb9316',

GradientType=0);\n  filter: progid:DXImageTransform.Microsoft.gradient(enabled = false);\n  background-repeat:

repeat-x;\n  border-color: #e38d13;\n}\n.btn-warning:hover,\n.btn-warning:focus {\n  background-color: #eb9316;\n
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background-position: 0 -15px;\n}\n.btn-warning:active,\n.btn-warning.active {\n  background-color: #eb9316;\n

border-color: #e38d13;\n}\n.btn-warning.disabled,\n.btn-warning[disabled],\nfieldset[disabled] .btn-warning,\n.btn-

warning.disabled:hover,\n.btn-warning[disabled]:hover,\nfieldset[disabled] .btn-warning:hover,\n.btn-

warning.disabled:focus,\n.btn-warning[disabled]:focus,\nfieldset[disabled] .btn-warning:focus,\n.btn-

warning.disabled.focus,\n.btn-warning[disabled].focus,\nfieldset[disabled] .btn-warning.focus,\n.btn-

warning.disabled:active,\n.btn-warning[disabled]:active,\nfieldset[disabled] .btn-warning:active,\n.btn-

warning.disabled.active,\n.btn-warning[disabled].active,\nfieldset[disabled] .btn-warning.active {\n  background-

color: #eb9316;\n  background-image: none;\n}\n.btn-danger {\n  background-image: -webkit-linear-gradient(top,

#d9534f 0%, #c12e2a 100%);\n  background-image: -o-linear-gradient(top, #d9534f 0%, #c12e2a 100%);\n

background-image: linear-gradient(to bottom, #d9534f 0%, #c12e2a 100%);\n  filter:

progid:DXImageTransform.Microsoft.gradient(startColorstr='#ffd9534f', endColorstr='#ffc12e2a',

GradientType=0);\n  filter: progid:DXImageTransform.Microsoft.gradient(enabled = false);\n  background-repeat:

repeat-x;\n  border-color: #b92c28;\n}\n.btn-danger:hover,\n.btn-danger:focus {\n  background-color: #c12e2a;\n

background-position: 0 -15px;\n}\n.btn-danger:active,\n.btn-danger.active {\n  background-color: #c12e2a;\n

border-color: #b92c28;\n}\n.btn-danger.disabled,\n.btn-danger[disabled],\nfieldset[disabled] .btn-danger,\n.btn-

danger.disabled:hover,\n.btn-danger[disabled]:hover,\nfieldset[disabled] .btn-danger:hover,\n.btn-

danger.disabled:focus,\n.btn-danger[disabled]:focus,\nfieldset[disabled] .btn-danger:focus,\n.btn-

danger.disabled.focus,\n.btn-danger[disabled].focus,\nfieldset[disabled] .btn-danger.focus,\n.btn-

danger.disabled:active,\n.btn-danger[disabled]:active,\nfieldset[disabled] .btn-danger:active,\n.btn-

danger.disabled.active,\n.btn-danger[disabled].active,\nfieldset[disabled] .btn-danger.active {\n  background-color:

#c12e2a;\n  background-image: none;\n}\n.thumbnail,\n.img-thumbnail {\n  -webkit-box-shadow: 0 1px 2px rgba(0,

0, 0, 0.075);\n  box-shadow: 0 1px 2px rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.075);\n}\n.dropdown-menu > li > a:hover,\n.dropdown-menu

> li > a:focus {\n  background-image: -webkit-linear-gradient(top, #f5f5f5 0%, #e8e8e8 100%);\n  background-

image: -o-linear-gradient(top, #f5f5f5 0%, #e8e8e8 100%);\n  background-image: linear-gradient(to bottom, #f5f5f5

0%, #e8e8e8 100%);\n  filter: progid:DXImageTransform.Microsoft.gradient(startColorstr='#fff5f5f5',

endColorstr='#ffe8e8e8', GradientType=0);\n  background-repeat: repeat-x;\n  background-color:

#e8e8e8;\n}\n.dropdown-menu > .active > a,\n.dropdown-menu > .active > a:hover,\n.dropdown-menu > .active >

a:focus {\n  background-image: -webkit-linear-gradient(top, #337ab7 0%, #2e6da4 100%);\n  background-image: -

o-linear-gradient(top, #337ab7 0%, #2e6da4 100%);\n  background-image: linear-gradient(to bottom, #337ab7 0%,

#2e6da4 100%);\n  filter: progid:DXImageTransform.Microsoft.gradient(startColorstr='#ff337ab7',

endColorstr='#ff2e6da4', GradientType=0);\n  background-repeat: repeat-x;\n  background-color:

#2e6da4;\n}\n.navbar-default {\n  background-image: -webkit-linear-gradient(top, #ffffff 0%, #f8f8f8 100%);\n

background-image: -o-linear-gradient(top, #ffffff 0%, #f8f8f8 100%);\n  background-image: linear-gradient(to

bottom, #ffffff 0%, #f8f8f8 100%);\n  filter: progid:DXImageTransform.Microsoft.gradient(startColorstr='#ffffffff',

endColorstr='#fff8f8f8', GradientType=0);\n  background-repeat: repeat-x;\n  filter:

progid:DXImageTransform.Microsoft.gradient(enabled = false);\n  border-radius: 4px;\n  -webkit-box-shadow: inset

0 1px 0 rgba(255, 255, 255, 0.15), 0 1px 5px rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.075);\n  box-shadow: inset 0 1px 0 rgba(255, 255, 255,

0.15), 0 1px 5px rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.075);\n}\n.navbar-default .navbar-nav > .open > a,\n.navbar-default .navbar-nav >

.active > a {\n  background-image: -webkit-linear-gradient(top, #dbdbdb 0%, #e2e2e2 100%);\n  background-image:

-o-linear-gradient(top, #dbdbdb 0%, #e2e2e2 100%);\n  background-image: linear-gradient(to bottom, #dbdbdb 0%,

#e2e2e2 100%);\n  filter: progid:DXImageTransform.Microsoft.gradient(startColorstr='#ffdbdbdb',

endColorstr='#ffe2e2e2', GradientType=0);\n  background-repeat: repeat-x;\n  -webkit-box-shadow: inset 0 3px 9px

rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.075);\n  box-shadow: inset 0 3px 9px rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.075);\n}\n.navbar-brand,\n.navbar-nav > li > a

{\n  text-shadow: 0 1px 0 rgba(255, 255, 255, 0.25);\n}\n.navbar-inverse {\n  background-image: -webkit-linear-

gradient(top, #3c3c3c 0%, #222 100%);\n  background-image: -o-linear-gradient(top, #3c3c3c 0%, #222 100%);\n

background-image: linear-gradient(to bottom, #3c3c3c 0%, #222 100%);\n  filter:

progid:DXImageTransform.Microsoft.gradient(startColorstr='#ff3c3c3c', endColorstr='#ff222222',

GradientType=0);\n  background-repeat: repeat-x;\n  filter: progid:DXImageTransform.Microsoft.gradient(enabled
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= false);\n  border-radius: 4px;\n}\n.navbar-inverse .navbar-nav > .open > a,\n.navbar-inverse .navbar-nav > .active

> a {\n  background-image: -webkit-linear-gradient(top, #080808 0%, #0f0f0f 100%);\n  background-image: -o-

linear-gradient(top, #080808 0%, #0f0f0f 100%);\n  background-image: linear-gradient(to bottom, #080808 0%,

#0f0f0f 100%);\n  filter: progid:DXImageTransform.Microsoft.gradient(startColorstr='#ff080808',

endColorstr='#ff0f0f0f', GradientType=0);\n  background-repeat: repeat-x;\n  -webkit-box-shadow: inset 0 3px 9px

rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.25);\n  box-shadow: inset 0 3px 9px rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.25);\n}\n.navbar-inverse .navbar-brand,\n.navbar-

inverse .navbar-nav > li > a {\n  text-shadow: 0 -1px 0 rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.25);\n}\n.navbar-static-top,\n.navbar-fixed-

top,\n.navbar-fixed-bottom {\n  border-radius: 0;\n}\n@media (max-width: 767px) {\n  .navbar .navbar-nav .open

.dropdown-menu > .active > a,\n  .navbar .navbar-nav .open .dropdown-menu > .active > a:hover,\n  .navbar

.navbar-nav .open .dropdown-menu > .active > a:focus {\n    color: #fff;\n    background-image: -webkit-linear-

gradient(top, #337ab7 0%, #2e6da4 100%);\n    background-image: -o-linear-gradient(top, #337ab7 0%, #2e6da4

100%);\n    background-image: linear-gradient(to bottom, #337ab7 0%, #2e6da4 100%);\n    filter:

progid:DXImageTransform.Microsoft.gradient(startColorstr='#ff337ab7', endColorstr='#ff2e6da4',

GradientType=0);\n    background-repeat: repeat-x;\n  }\n}\n.alert {\n  text-shadow: 0 1px 0 rgba(255, 255, 255,

0.2);\n  -webkit-box-shadow: inset 0 1px 0 rgba(255, 255, 255, 0.25), 0 1px 2px rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.05);\n  box-shadow:

inset 0 1px 0 rgba(255, 255, 255, 0.25), 0 1px 2px rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.05);\n}\n.alert-success {\n  background-image: -

webkit-linear-gradient(top, #dff0d8 0%, #c8e5bc 100%);\n  background-image: -o-linear-gradient(top, #dff0d8 0%,

#c8e5bc 100%);\n  background-image: linear-gradient(to bottom, #dff0d8 0%, #c8e5bc 100%);\n  filter:

progid:DXImageTransform.Microsoft.gradient(startColorstr='#ffdff0d8', endColorstr='#ffc8e5bc',

GradientType=0);\n  background-repeat: repeat-x;\n  border-color: #b2dba1;\n}\n.alert-info {\n  background-image:

-webkit-linear-gradient(top, #d9edf7 0%, #b9def0 100%);\n  background-image: -o-linear-gradient(top, #d9edf7 0%,

#b9def0 100%);\n  background-image: linear-gradient(to bottom, #d9edf7 0%, #b9def0 100%);\n  filter:

progid:DXImageTransform.Microsoft.gradient(startColorstr='#ffd9edf7', endColorstr='#ffb9def0',

GradientType=0);\n  background-repeat: repeat-x;\n  border-color: #9acfea;\n}\n.alert-warning {\n  background-

image: -webkit-linear-gradient(top, #fcf8e3 0%, #f8efc0 100%);\n  background-image: -o-linear-gradient(top,

#fcf8e3 0%, #f8efc0 100%);\n  background-image: linear-gradient(to bottom, #fcf8e3 0%, #f8efc0 100%);\n  filter:

progid:DXImageTransform.Microsoft.gradient(startColorstr='#fffcf8e3', endColorstr='#fff8efc0',

GradientType=0);\n  background-repeat: repeat-x;\n  border-color: #f5e79e;\n}\n.alert-danger {\n  background-

image: -webkit-linear-gradient(top, #f2dede 0%, #e7c3c3 100%);\n  background-image: -o-linear-gradient(top,

#f2dede 0%, #e7c3c3 100%);\n  background-image: linear-gradient(to bottom, #f2dede 0%, #e7c3c3 100%);\n

filter: progid:DXImageTransform.Microsoft.gradient(startColorstr='#fff2dede', endColorstr='#ffe7c3c3',

GradientType=0);\n  background-repeat: repeat-x;\n  border-color: #dca7a7;\n}\n.progress {\n  background-image: -

webkit-linear-gradient(top, #ebebeb 0%, #f5f5f5 100%);\n  background-image: -o-linear-gradient(top, #ebebeb 0%,

#f5f5f5 100%);\n  background-image: linear-gradient(to bottom, #ebebeb 0%, #f5f5f5 100%);\n  filter:

progid:DXImageTransform.Microsoft.gradient(startColorstr='#ffebebeb', endColorstr='#fff5f5f5',

GradientType=0);\n  background-repeat: repeat-x;\n}\n.progress-bar {\n  background-image: -webkit-linear-

gradient(top, #337ab7 0%, #286090 100%);\n  background-image: -o-linear-gradient(top, #337ab7 0%, #286090

100%);\n  background-image: linear-gradient(to bottom, #337ab7 0%, #286090 100%);\n  filter:

progid:DXImageTransform.Microsoft.gradient(startColorstr='#ff337ab7', endColorstr='#ff286090',

GradientType=0);\n  background-repeat: repeat-x;\n}\n.progress-bar-success {\n  background-image: -webkit-linear-

gradient(top, #5cb85c 0%, #449d44 100%);\n  background-image: -o-linear-gradient(top, #5cb85c 0%, #449d44

100%);\n  background-image: linear-gradient(to bottom, #5cb85c 0%, #449d44 100%);\n  filter:

progid:DXImageTransform.Microsoft.gradient(startColorstr='#ff5cb85c', endColorstr='#ff449d44',

GradientType=0);\n  background-repeat: repeat-x;\n}\n.progress-bar-info {\n  background-image: -webkit-linear-

gradient(top, #5bc0de 0%, #31b0d5 100%);\n  background-image: -o-linear-gradient(top, #5bc0de 0%, #31b0d5

100%);\n  background-image: linear-gradient(to bottom, #5bc0de 0%, #31b0d5 100%);\n  filter:

progid:DXImageTransform.Microsoft.gradient(startColorstr='#ff5bc0de', endColorstr='#ff31b0d5',

GradientType=0);\n  background-repeat: repeat-x;\n}\n.progress-bar-warning {\n  background-image: -webkit-
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linear-gradient(top, #f0ad4e 0%, #ec971f 100%);\n  background-image: -o-linear-gradient(top, #f0ad4e 0%, #ec971f

100%);\n  background-image: linear-gradient(to bottom, #f0ad4e 0%, #ec971f 100%);\n  filter:

progid:DXImageTransform.Microsoft.gradient(startColorstr='#fff0ad4e', endColorstr='#ffec971f',

GradientType=0);\n  background-repeat: repeat-x;\n}\n.progress-bar-danger {\n  background-image: -webkit-linear-

gradient(top, #d9534f 0%, #c9302c 100%);\n  background-image: -o-linear-gradient(top, #d9534f 0%, #c9302c

100%);\n  background-image: linear-gradient(to bottom, #d9534f 0%, #c9302c 100%);\n  filter:

progid:DXImageTransform.Microsoft.gradient(startColorstr='#ffd9534f', endColorstr='#ffc9302c',

GradientType=0);\n  background-repeat: repeat-x;\n}\n.progress-bar-striped {\n  background-image: -webkit-linear-

gradient(45deg, rgba(255, 255, 255, 0.15) 25%, transparent 25%, transparent 50%, rgba(255, 255, 255, 0.15) 50%,

rgba(255, 255, 255, 0.15) 75%, transparent 75%, transparent);\n  background-image: -o-linear-gradient(45deg,

rgba(255, 255, 255, 0.15) 25%, transparent 25%, transparent 50%, rgba(255, 255, 255, 0.15) 50%, rgba(255, 255,

255, 0.15) 75%, transparent 75%, transparent);\n  background-image: linear-gradient(45deg, rgba(255, 255, 255,

0.15) 25%, transparent 25%, transparent 50%, rgba(255, 255, 255, 0.15) 50%, rgba(255, 255, 255, 0.15) 75%,

transparent 75%, transparent);\n}\n.list-group {\n  border-radius: 4px;\n  -webkit-box-shadow: 0 1px 2px rgba(0, 0,

0, 0.075);\n  box-shadow: 0 1px 2px rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.075);\n}\n.list-group-item.active,\n.list-group-

item.active:hover,\n.list-group-item.active:focus {\n  text-shadow: 0 -1px 0 #286090;\n  background-image: -

webkit-linear-gradient(top, #337ab7 0%, #2b669a 100%);\n  background-image: -o-linear-gradient(top, #337ab7

0%, #2b669a 100%);\n  background-image: linear-gradient(to bottom, #337ab7 0%, #2b669a 100%);\n  filter:

progid:DXImageTransform.Microsoft.gradient(startColorstr='#ff337ab7', endColorstr='#ff2b669a',

GradientType=0);\n  background-repeat: repeat-x;\n  border-color: #2b669a;\n}\n.list-group-item.active

.badge,\n.list-group-item.active:hover .badge,\n.list-group-item.active:focus .badge {\n  text-shadow:

none;\n}\n.panel {\n  -webkit-box-shadow: 0 1px 2px rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.05);\n  box-shadow: 0 1px 2px rgba(0, 0, 0,

0.05);\n}\n.panel-default > .panel-heading {\n  background-image: -webkit-linear-gradient(top, #f5f5f5 0%, #e8e8e8

100%);\n  background-image: -o-linear-gradient(top, #f5f5f5 0%, #e8e8e8 100%);\n  background-image: linear-

gradient(to bottom, #f5f5f5 0%, #e8e8e8 100%);\n  filter:

progid:DXImageTransform.Microsoft.gradient(startColorstr='#fff5f5f5', endColorstr='#ffe8e8e8',

GradientType=0);\n  background-repeat: repeat-x;\n}\n.panel-primary > .panel-heading {\n  background-image: -

webkit-linear-gradient(top, #337ab7 0%, #2e6da4 100%);\n  background-image: -o-linear-gradient(top, #337ab7

0%, #2e6da4 100%);\n  background-image: linear-gradient(to bottom, #337ab7 0%, #2e6da4 100%);\n  filter:

progid:DXImageTransform.Microsoft.gradient(startColorstr='#ff337ab7', endColorstr='#ff2e6da4',

GradientType=0);\n  background-repeat: repeat-x;\n}\n.panel-success > .panel-heading {\n  background-image: -

webkit-linear-gradient(top, #dff0d8 0%, #d0e9c6 100%);\n  background-image: -o-linear-gradient(top, #dff0d8 0%,

#d0e9c6 100%);\n  background-image: linear-gradient(to bottom, #dff0d8 0%, #d0e9c6 100%);\n  filter:

progid:DXImageTransform.Microsoft.gradient(startColorstr='#ffdff0d8', endColorstr='#ffd0e9c6',

GradientType=0);\n  background-repeat: repeat-x;\n}\n.panel-info > .panel-heading {\n  background-image: -

webkit-linear-gradient(top, #d9edf7 0%, #c4e3f3 100%);\n  background-image: -o-linear-gradient(top, #d9edf7 0%,

#c4e3f3 100%);\n  background-image: linear-gradient(to bottom, #d9edf7 0%, #c4e3f3 100%);\n  filter:

progid:DXImageTransform.Microsoft.gradient(startColorstr='#ffd9edf7', endColorstr='#ffc4e3f3',

GradientType=0);\n  background-repeat: repeat-x;\n}\n.panel-warning > .panel-heading {\n  background-image: -

webkit-linear-gradient(top, #fcf8e3 0%, #faf2cc 100%);\n  background-image: -o-linear-gradient(top, #fcf8e3 0%,

#faf2cc 100%);\n  background-image: linear-gradient(to bottom, #fcf8e3 0%, #faf2cc 100%);\n  filter:

progid:DXImageTransform.Microsoft.gradient(startColorstr='#fffcf8e3', endColorstr='#fffaf2cc',

GradientType=0);\n  background-repeat: repeat-x;\n}\n.panel-danger > .panel-heading {\n  background-image: -

webkit-linear-gradient(top, #f2dede 0%, #ebcccc 100%);\n  background-image: -o-linear-gradient(top, #f2dede 0%,

#ebcccc 100%);\n  background-image: linear-gradient(to bottom, #f2dede 0%, #ebcccc 100%);\n  filter:

progid:DXImageTransform.Microsoft.gradient(startColorstr='#fff2dede', endColorstr='#ffebcccc',

GradientType=0);\n  background-repeat: repeat-x;\n}\n.well {\n  background-image: -webkit-linear-gradient(top,

#e8e8e8 0%, #f5f5f5 100%);\n  background-image: -o-linear-gradient(top, #e8e8e8 0%, #f5f5f5 100%);\n
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background-image: linear-gradient(to bottom, #e8e8e8 0%, #f5f5f5 100%);\n  filter:

progid:DXImageTransform.Microsoft.gradient(startColorstr='#ffe8e8e8', endColorstr='#fff5f5f5',

GradientType=0);\n  background-repeat: repeat-x;\n  border-color: #dcdcdc;\n  -webkit-box-shadow: inset 0 1px 3px

rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.05), 0 1px 0 rgba(255, 255, 255, 0.1);\n  box-shadow: inset 0 1px 3px rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.05), 0 1px 0

rgba(255, 255, 255, 0.1);\n}\n/*# sourceMappingURL=bootstrap-theme.css.map */","// stylelint-disable selector-no-

qualifying-type, selector-max-compound-selectors\n\n/*!\n * Bootstrap v3.4.1 (https://getbootstrap.com/)\n *

Copyright 2011-2019 Twitter, Inc.\n * Licensed under MIT

(https://github.com/twbs/bootstrap/blob/master/LICENSE)\n */\n\n//\n// Load core variables and mixins\n// ----------

----------------------------------------\n\n@import \"variables.less\";\n@import \"mixins.less\";\n\n\n//\n// Buttons\n// ---

-----------------------------------------------\n\n// Common styles\n.btn-default,\n.btn-primary,\n.btn-success,\n.btn-

info,\n.btn-warning,\n.btn-danger {\n  text-shadow: 0 -1px 0 rgba(0, 0, 0, .2);\n  @shadow: inset 0 1px 0 rgba(255,

255, 255, .15), 0 1px 1px rgba(0, 0, 0, .075);\n  .box-shadow(@shadow);\n\n  // Reset the shadow\n  &:active,\n

&.active {\n    .box-shadow(inset 0 3px 5px rgba(0, 0, 0, .125));\n  }\n\n  &.disabled,\n  &[disabled],\n

fieldset[disabled] & {\n    .box-shadow(none);\n  }\n\n  .badge {\n    text-shadow: none;\n  }\n}\n\n// Mixin for

generating new styles\n.btn-styles(@btn-color: #555) {\n  #gradient > .vertical(@start-color: @btn-color; @end-

color: darken(@btn-color, 12%));\n  .reset-filter(); // Disable gradients for IE9 because filter bleeds through rounded

corners; see https://github.com/twbs/bootstrap/issues/10620\n  background-repeat: repeat-x;\n  border-color:

darken(@btn-color, 14%);\n\n  &:hover,\n  &:focus  {\n    background-color: darken(@btn-color, 12%);\n

background-position: 0 -15px;\n  }\n\n  &:active,\n  &.active {\n    background-color: darken(@btn-color, 12%);\n

border-color: darken(@btn-color, 14%);\n  }\n\n  &.disabled,\n  &[disabled],\n  fieldset[disabled] & {\n    &,\n

&:hover,\n    &:focus,\n    &.focus,\n    &:active,\n    &.active {\n      background-color: darken(@btn-color, 12%);\n

    background-image: none;\n    }\n  }\n}\n\n// Common styles\n.btn {\n  // Remove the gradient for the

pressed/active state\n  &:active,\n  &.active {\n    background-image: none;\n  }\n}\n\n// Apply the mixin to the

buttons\n.btn-default {\n  .btn-styles(@btn-default-bg);\n  text-shadow: 0 1px 0 #fff;\n  border-color: #ccc;\n}\n.btn-

primary { .btn-styles(@btn-primary-bg); }\n.btn-success { .btn-styles(@btn-success-bg); }\n.btn-info    { .btn-

styles(@btn-info-bg); }\n.btn-warning { .btn-styles(@btn-warning-bg); }\n.btn-danger  { .btn-styles(@btn-danger-

bg); }\n\n\n//\n// Images\n// --------------------------------------------------\n\n.thumbnail,\n.img-thumbnail {\n  .box-

shadow(0 1px 2px rgba(0, 0, 0, .075));\n}\n\n\n//\n// Dropdowns\n// --------------------------------------------------

\n\n.dropdown-menu > li > a:hover,\n.dropdown-menu > li > a:focus {\n  #gradient > .vertical(@start-color:

@dropdown-link-hover-bg; @end-color: darken(@dropdown-link-hover-bg, 5%));\n  background-color:

darken(@dropdown-link-hover-bg, 5%);\n}\n.dropdown-menu > .active > a,\n.dropdown-menu > .active >

a:hover,\n.dropdown-menu > .active > a:focus {\n  #gradient > .vertical(@start-color: @dropdown-link-active-bg;

@end-color: darken(@dropdown-link-active-bg, 5%));\n  background-color: darken(@dropdown-link-active-bg,

5%);\n}\n\n\n//\n// Navbar\n// --------------------------------------------------\n\n// Default navbar\n.navbar-default {\n

#gradient > .vertical(@start-color: lighten(@navbar-default-bg, 10%); @end-color: @navbar-default-bg);\n  .reset-

filter(); // Remove gradient in IE<10 to fix bug where dropdowns don't get triggered\n  border-radius: @navbar-

border-radius;\n  @shadow: inset 0 1px 0 rgba(255, 255, 255, .15), 0 1px 5px rgba(0, 0, 0, .075);\n  .box-

shadow(@shadow);\n\n  .navbar-nav > .open > a,\n  .navbar-nav > .active > a {\n    #gradient > .vertical(@start-

color: darken(@navbar-default-link-active-bg, 5%); @end-color: darken(@navbar-default-link-active-bg, 2%));\n

.box-shadow(inset 0 3px 9px rgba(0, 0, 0, .075));\n  }\n}\n.navbar-brand,\n.navbar-nav > li > a {\n  text-shadow: 0

1px 0 rgba(255, 255, 255, .25);\n}\n\n// Inverted navbar\n.navbar-inverse {\n  #gradient > .vertical(@start-color:

lighten(@navbar-inverse-bg, 10%); @end-color: @navbar-inverse-bg);\n  .reset-filter(); // Remove gradient in

IE<10 to fix bug where dropdowns don't get triggered; see https://github.com/twbs/bootstrap/issues/10257\n  border-

radius: @navbar-border-radius;\n  .navbar-nav > .open > a,\n  .navbar-nav > .active > a {\n    #gradient >

.vertical(@start-color: @navbar-inverse-link-active-bg; @end-color: lighten(@navbar-inverse-link-active-bg,

2.5%));\n    .box-shadow(inset 0 3px 9px rgba(0, 0, 0, .25));\n  }\n\n  .navbar-brand,\n  .navbar-nav > li > a {\n

text-shadow: 0 -1px 0 rgba(0, 0, 0, .25);\n  }\n}\n\n// Undo rounded corners in static and fixed navbars\n.navbar-

static-top,\n.navbar-fixed-top,\n.navbar-fixed-bottom {\n  border-radius: 0;\n}\n\n// Fix active state of dropdown
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items in collapsed mode\n@media (max-width: @grid-float-breakpoint-max) {\n  .navbar .navbar-nav .open

.dropdown-menu > .active > a {\n    &,\n    &:hover,\n    &:focus {\n      color: #fff;\n      #gradient >

.vertical(@start-color: @dropdown-link-active-bg; @end-color: darken(@dropdown-link-active-bg, 5%));\n    }\n

}\n}\n\n\n//\n// Alerts\n// --------------------------------------------------\n\n// Common styles\n.alert {\n  text-shadow: 0

1px 0 rgba(255, 255, 255, .2);\n  @shadow: inset 0 1px 0 rgba(255, 255, 255, .25), 0 1px 2px rgba(0, 0, 0, .05);\n

.box-shadow(@shadow);\n}\n\n// Mixin for generating new styles\n.alert-styles(@color) {\n  #gradient >

.vertical(@start-color: @color; @end-color: darken(@color, 7.5%));\n  border-color: darken(@color, 15%);\n}\n\n//

Apply the mixin to the alerts\n.alert-success    { .alert-styles(@alert-success-bg); }\n.alert-info       { .alert-

styles(@alert-info-bg); }\n.alert-warning    { .alert-styles(@alert-warning-bg); }\n.alert-danger     { .alert-

styles(@alert-danger-bg); }\n\n\n//\n// Progress bars\n// --------------------------------------------------\n\n// Give the

progress background some depth\n.progress {\n  #gradient > .vertical(@start-color: darken(@progress-bg, 4%);

@end-color: @progress-bg)\n}\n\n// Mixin for generating new styles\n.progress-bar-styles(@color) {\n  #gradient >

.vertical(@start-color: @color; @end-color: darken(@color, 10%));\n}\n\n// Apply the mixin to the progress

bars\n.progress-bar            { .progress-bar-styles(@progress-bar-bg); }\n.progress-bar-success    { .progress-bar-

styles(@progress-bar-success-bg); }\n.progress-bar-info       { .progress-bar-styles(@progress-bar-info-bg);

}\n.progress-bar-warning    { .progress-bar-styles(@progress-bar-warning-bg); }\n.progress-bar-danger     {

.progress-bar-styles(@progress-bar-danger-bg); }\n\n// Reset the striped class because our mixins don't do multiple

gradients and\n// the above custom styles override the new `.progress-bar-striped` in v3.2.0.\n.progress-bar-striped

{\n  #gradient > .striped();\n}\n\n\n//\n// List groups\n// --------------------------------------------------\n\n.list-group {\n

border-radius: @border-radius-base;\n  .box-shadow(0 1px 2px rgba(0, 0, 0, .075));\n}\n.list-group-

item.active,\n.list-group-item.active:hover,\n.list-group-item.active:focus {\n  text-shadow: 0 -1px 0 darken(@list-

group-active-bg, 10%);\n  #gradient > .vertical(@start-color: @list-group-active-bg; @end-color: darken(@list-

group-active-bg, 7.5%));\n  border-color: darken(@list-group-active-border, 7.5%);\n\n  .badge {\n    text-shadow:

none;\n  }\n}\n\n\n//\n// Panels\n// --------------------------------------------------\n\n// Common styles\n.panel {\n  .box-

shadow(0 1px 2px rgba(0, 0, 0, .05));\n}\n\n// Mixin for generating new styles\n.panel-heading-styles(@color) {\n

#gradient > .vertical(@start-color: @color; @end-color: darken(@color, 5%));\n}\n\n// Apply the mixin to the panel

headings only\n.panel-default > .panel-heading   { .panel-heading-styles(@panel-default-heading-bg); }\n.panel-

primary > .panel-heading   { .panel-heading-styles(@panel-primary-heading-bg); }\n.panel-success > .panel-heading

 { .panel-heading-styles(@panel-success-heading-bg); }\n.panel-info > .panel-heading      { .panel-heading-

styles(@panel-info-heading-bg); }\n.panel-warning > .panel-heading   { .panel-heading-styles(@panel-warning-

heading-bg); }\n.panel-danger > .panel-heading    { .panel-heading-styles(@panel-danger-heading-bg); }\n\n\n//\n//

Wells\n// --------------------------------------------------\n\n.well {\n  #gradient > .vertical(@start-color: darken(@well-

bg, 5%); @end-color: @well-bg);\n  border-color: darken(@well-bg, 10%);\n  @shadow: inset 0 1px 3px rgba(0, 0,

0, .05), 0 1px 0 rgba(255, 255, 255, .1);\n  .box-shadow(@shadow);\n}\n","// stylelint-disable indentation, property-

no-vendor-prefix, selector-no-vendor-prefix\n\n// Vendor Prefixes\n//\n// All vendor mixins are deprecated as of

v3.2.0 due to the introduction of\n// Autoprefixer in our Gruntfile. They have been removed in v4.\n\n// -

Animations\n// - Backface visibility\n// - Box shadow\n// - Box sizing\n// - Content columns\n// - Hyphens\n// -

Placeholder text\n// - Transformations\n// - Transitions\n// - User Select\n\n\n//

Animations\n.animation(@animation) {\n  -webkit-animation: @animation;\n       -o-animation: @animation;\n

animation: @animation;\n}\n.animation-name(@name) {\n  -webkit-animation-name: @name;\n          animation-

name: @name;\n}\n.animation-duration(@duration) {\n  -webkit-animation-duration: @duration;\n          animation-

duration: @duration;\n}\n.animation-timing-function(@timing-function) {\n  -webkit-animation-timing-function:

@timing-function;\n          animation-timing-function: @timing-function;\n}\n.animation-delay(@delay) {\n  -

webkit-animation-delay: @delay;\n          animation-delay: @delay;\n}\n.animation-iteration-count(@iteration-

count) {\n  -webkit-animation-iteration-count: @iteration-count;\n          animation-iteration-count: @iteration-

count;\n}\n.animation-direction(@direction) {\n  -webkit-animation-direction: @direction;\n          animation-

direction: @direction;\n}\n.animation-fill-mode(@fill-mode) {\n  -webkit-animation-fill-mode: @fill-mode;\n

animation-fill-mode: @fill-mode;\n}\n\n// Backface visibility\n// Prevent browsers from flickering when using CSS
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3D transforms.\n// Default value is `visible`, but can be changed to `hidden`\n\n.backface-visibility(@visibility) {\n

-webkit-backface-visibility: @visibility;\n     -moz-backface-visibility: @visibility;\n          backface-visibility:

@visibility;\n}\n\n// Drop shadows\n//\n// Note: Deprecated `.box-shadow()` as of v3.1.0 since all of Bootstrap's\n//

supported browsers that have box shadow capabilities now support it.\n\n.box-shadow(@shadow) {\n  -webkit-box-

shadow: @shadow; // iOS <4.3 & Android <4.1\n          box-shadow: @shadow;\n}\n\n// Box sizing\n.box-

sizing(@boxmodel) {\n  -webkit-box-sizing: @boxmodel;\n     -moz-box-sizing: @boxmodel;\n          box-sizing:

@boxmodel;\n}\n\n// CSS3 Content Columns\n.content-columns(@column-count; @column-gap: @grid-gutter-

width) {\n  -webkit-column-count: @column-count;\n     -moz-column-count: @column-count;\n          column-

count: @column-count;\n  -webkit-column-gap: @column-gap;\n     -moz-column-gap: @column-gap;\n

column-gap: @column-gap;\n}\n\n// Optional hyphenation\n.hyphens(@mode: auto) {\n  -webkit-hyphens:

@mode;\n     -moz-hyphens: @mode;\n      -ms-hyphens: @mode; // IE10+\n       -o-hyphens: @mode;\n

hyphens: @mode;\n  word-wrap: break-word;\n}\n\n// Placeholder text\n.placeholder(@color: @input-color-

placeholder) {\n  // Firefox\n  &::-moz-placeholder {\n    color: @color;\n    opacity: 1; // Override Firefox's unusual

default opacity; see https://github.com/twbs/bootstrap/pull/11526\n  }\n  &:-ms-input-placeholder { color: @color; }

// Internet Explorer 10+\n  &::-webkit-input-placeholder  { color: @color; } // Safari and Chrome\n}\n\n//

Transformations\n.scale(@ratio) {\n  -webkit-transform: scale(@ratio);\n      -ms-transform: scale(@ratio); // IE9

only\n       -o-transform: scale(@ratio);\n          transform: scale(@ratio);\n}\n.scale(@ratioX; @ratioY) {\n  -

webkit-transform: scale(@ratioX, @ratioY);\n      -ms-transform: scale(@ratioX, @ratioY); // IE9 only\n       -o-

transform: scale(@ratioX, @ratioY);\n          transform: scale(@ratioX, @ratioY);\n}\n.scaleX(@ratio) {\n  -webkit-

transform: scaleX(@ratio);\n      -ms-transform: scaleX(@ratio); // IE9 only\n       -o-transform: scaleX(@ratio);\n

    transform: scaleX(@ratio);\n}\n.scaleY(@ratio) {\n  -webkit-transform: scaleY(@ratio);\n      -ms-transform:

scaleY(@ratio); // IE9 only\n       -o-transform: scaleY(@ratio);\n          transform: scaleY(@ratio);\n}\n.skew(@x;

@y) {\n  -webkit-transform: skewX(@x) skewY(@y);\n      -ms-transform: skewX(@x) skewY(@y); // See

https://github.com/twbs/bootstrap/issues/4885; IE9+\n       -o-transform: skewX(@x) skewY(@y);\n          transform:

skewX(@x) skewY(@y);\n}\n.translate(@x; @y) {\n  -webkit-transform: translate(@x, @y);\n      -ms-transform:

translate(@x, @y); // IE9 only\n       -o-transform: translate(@x, @y);\n          transform: translate(@x,

@y);\n}\n.translate3d(@x; @y; @z) {\n  -webkit-transform: translate3d(@x, @y, @z);\n          transform:

translate3d(@x, @y, @z);\n}\n.rotate(@degrees) {\n  -webkit-transform: rotate(@degrees);\n      -ms-transform:

rotate(@degrees); // IE9 only\n       -o-transform: rotate(@degrees);\n          transform:

rotate(@degrees);\n}\n.rotateX(@degrees) {\n  -webkit-transform: rotateX(@degrees);\n      -ms-transform:

rotateX(@degrees); // IE9 only\n       -o-transform: rotateX(@degrees);\n          transform:

rotateX(@degrees);\n}\n.rotateY(@degrees) {\n  -webkit-transform: rotateY(@degrees);\n      -ms-transform:

rotateY(@degrees); // IE9 only\n       -o-transform: rotateY(@degrees);\n          transform:

rotateY(@degrees);\n}\n.perspective(@perspective) {\n  -webkit-perspective: @perspective;\n     -moz-perspective:

@perspective;\n          perspective: @perspective;\n}\n.perspective-origin(@perspective) {\n  -webkit-perspective-

origin: @perspective;\n     -moz-perspective-origin: @perspective;\n          perspective-origin:

@perspective;\n}\n.transform-origin(@origin) {\n  -webkit-transform-origin: @origin;\n     -moz-transform-origin:

@origin;\n      -ms-transform-origin: @origin; // IE9 only\n          transform-origin: @origin;\n}\n\n\n//

Transitions\n\n.transition(@transition) {\n  -webkit-transition: @transition;\n       -o-transition: @transition;\n

transition: @transition;\n}\n.transition-property(@transition-property) {\n  -webkit-transition-property: @transition-

property;\n          transition-property: @transition-property;\n}\n.transition-delay(@transition-delay) {\n  -webkit-

transition-delay: @transition-delay;\n          transition-delay: @transition-delay;\n}\n.transition-

duration(@transition-duration) {\n  -webkit-transition-duration: @transition-duration;\n          transition-duration:

@transition-duration;\n}\n.transition-timing-function(@timing-function) {\n  -webkit-transition-timing-function:

@timing-function;\n          transition-timing-function: @timing-function;\n}\n.transition-transform(@transition) {\n

-webkit-transition: -webkit-transform @transition;\n     -moz-transition: -moz-transform @transition;\n       -o-

transition: -o-transform @transition;\n          transition: transform @transition;\n}\n\n\n// User select\n// For

selecting text on the page\n\n.user-select(@select) {\n  -webkit-user-select: @select;\n     -moz-user-select:
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@select;\n      -ms-user-select: @select; // IE10+\n          user-select: @select;\n}\n","// stylelint-disable value-no-

vendor-prefix, selector-max-id\n\n#gradient {\n\n  // Horizontal gradient, from left to right\n  //\n  // Creates two

color stops, start and end, by specifying a color and position for each color stop.\n  // Color stops are not available in

IE9 and below.\n  .horizontal(@start-color: #555; @end-color: #333; @start-percent: 0%; @end-percent: 100%) {\n

 background-image: -webkit-linear-gradient(left, @start-color @start-percent, @end-color @end-percent); // Safari

5.1-6, Chrome 10+\n    background-image: -o-linear-gradient(left, @start-color @start-percent, @end-color @end-

percent); // Opera 12\n    background-image: linear-gradient(to right, @start-color @start-percent, @end-color

@end-percent); // Standard, IE10, Firefox 16+, Opera 12.10+, Safari 7+, Chrome 26+\n    filter:

e(%(\"progid:DXImageTransform.Microsoft.gradient(startColorstr='%d', endColorstr='%d', GradientType=1)\",

argb(@start-color), argb(@end-color))); // IE9 and down\n    background-repeat: repeat-x;\n  }\n\n  // Vertical

gradient, from top to bottom\n  //\n  // Creates two color stops, start and end, by specifying a color and position for

each color stop.\n  // Color stops are not available in IE9 and below.\n  .vertical(@start-color: #555; @end-color:

#333; @start-percent: 0%; @end-percent: 100%) {\n    background-image: -webkit-linear-gradient(top, @start-color

@start-percent, @end-color @end-percent);  // Safari 5.1-6, Chrome 10+\n    background-image: -o-linear-

gradient(top, @start-color @start-percent, @end-color @end-percent);  // Opera 12\n    background-image: linear-

gradient(to bottom, @start-color @start-percent, @end-color @end-percent); // Standard, IE10, Firefox 16+, Opera

12.10+, Safari 7+, Chrome 26+\n    filter: e(%(\"progid:DXImageTransform.Microsoft.gradient(startColorstr='%d',

endColorstr='%d', GradientType=0)\", argb(@start-color), argb(@end-color))); // IE9 and down\n    background-

repeat: repeat-x;\n  }\n\n  .directional(@start-color: #555; @end-color: #333; @deg: 45deg) {\n    background-

image: -webkit-linear-gradient(@deg, @start-color, @end-color); // Safari 5.1-6, Chrome 10+\n    background-

image: -o-linear-gradient(@deg, @start-color, @end-color); // Opera 12\n    background-image: linear-

gradient(@deg, @start-color, @end-color); // Standard, IE10, Firefox 16+, Opera 12.10+, Safari 7+, Chrome 26+\n

background-repeat: repeat-x;\n  }\n  .horizontal-three-colors(@start-color: #00b3ee; @mid-color: #7a43b6; @color-

stop: 50%; @end-color: #c3325f) {\n    background-image: -webkit-linear-gradient(left, @start-color, @mid-color

@color-stop, @end-color);\n    background-image: -o-linear-gradient(left, @start-color, @mid-color @color-stop,

@end-color);\n    background-image: linear-gradient(to right, @start-color, @mid-color @color-stop, @end-

color);\n    filter: e(%(\"progid:DXImageTransform.Microsoft.gradient(startColorstr='%d', endColorstr='%d',

GradientType=1)\", argb(@start-color), argb(@end-color))); // IE9 and down, gets no color-stop at all for proper

fallback\n    background-repeat: no-repeat;\n  }\n  .vertical-three-colors(@start-color: #00b3ee; @mid-color:

#7a43b6; @color-stop: 50%; @end-color: #c3325f) {\n    background-image: -webkit-linear-gradient(@start-color,

@mid-color @color-stop, @end-color);\n    background-image: -o-linear-gradient(@start-color, @mid-color

@color-stop, @end-color);\n    background-image: linear-gradient(@start-color, @mid-color @color-stop, @end-

color);\n    filter: e(%(\"progid:DXImageTransform.Microsoft.gradient(startColorstr='%d', endColorstr='%d',

GradientType=0)\", argb(@start-color), argb(@end-color))); // IE9 and down, gets no color-stop at all for proper

fallback\n    background-repeat: no-repeat;\n  }\n  .radial(@inner-color: #555; @outer-color: #333) {\n

background-image: -webkit-radial-gradient(circle, @inner-color, @outer-color);\n    background-image: radial-

gradient(circle, @inner-color, @outer-color);\n    background-repeat: no-repeat;\n  }\n  .striped(@color: rgba(255,

255, 255, .15); @angle: 45deg) {\n    background-image: -webkit-linear-gradient(@angle, @color 25%, transparent

25%, transparent 50%, @color 50%, @color 75%, transparent 75%, transparent);\n    background-image: -o-linear-

gradient(@angle, @color 25%, transparent 25%, transparent 50%, @color 50%, @color 75%, transparent 75%,

transparent);\n    background-image: linear-gradient(@angle, @color 25%, transparent 25%, transparent 50%,

@color 50%, @color 75%, transparent 75%, transparent);\n  }\n}\n","// Reset filters for IE\n//\n// When you need to

remove a gradient background, do not forget to use this to reset\n// the IE filter for IE9 and below.\n\n.reset-filter()

{\n  filter: e(%(\"progid:DXImageTransform.Microsoft.gradient(enabled = false)\"));\n}\n"]}

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1005829409_1621838154.95/0/bootstrap-3-4-1-dist-zip/bootstrap-3.4.1-dist/css/bootstrap-

theme.css.map
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*!

* Bootstrap v3.4.1 (https://getbootstrap.com/)

* Copyright 2011-2019 Twitter, Inc.

* Licensed under the MIT license

*/

/* ========================================================================

* Bootstrap: transition.js v3.4.1

* https://getbootstrap.com/docs/3.4/javascript/#transitions

* ========================================================================

* Copyright 2011-2019 Twitter, Inc.

* Licensed under MIT (https://github.com/twbs/bootstrap/blob/master/LICENSE)

* ======================================================================== */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1005829409_1621838154.95/0/bootstrap-3-4-1-dist-zip/bootstrap-3.4.1-dist/js/bootstrap.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*!

* Bootstrap v3.4.1 (https://getbootstrap.com/)

* Copyright 2011-2019 Twitter, Inc.

* Licensed under MIT (https://github.com/twbs/bootstrap/blob/master/LICENSE)

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1005829409_1621838154.95/0/bootstrap-3-4-1-dist-zip/bootstrap-3.4.1-dist/css/bootstrap-

theme.min.css

* /opt/cola/permits/1005829409_1621838154.95/0/bootstrap-3-4-1-dist-zip/bootstrap-3.4.1-

dist/css/bootstrap.min.css

* /opt/cola/permits/1005829409_1621838154.95/0/bootstrap-3-4-1-dist-zip/bootstrap-3.4.1-dist/css/bootstrap-

theme.css

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

{"version":3,"sources":["bootstrap-theme.css","dist/css/bootstrap-theme.css","less/theme.less","less/mixins/vendor-

prefixes.less","less/mixins/gradients.less","less/mixins/reset-

filter.less"],"names":[],"mappings":"AAAA;;;;ACUA,YCWA,aDbA,UAFA,aACA,aAEA,aCkBE,YAAA,EAAA,K

AAA,EAAA,eC2CA,mBAAA,MAAA,EAAA,IAAA,EAAA,qBAAA,CAAA,EAAA,IAAA,IAAA,iBACQ,WAAA,

MAAA,EAAA,IAAA,EAAA,qBAAA,CAAA,EAAA,IAAA,IAAA,iBF7CV,mBANA,mBACA,oBCWE,oBDRF,iB

ANA,iBAIA,oBANA,oBAOA,oBANA,oBAQA,oBANA,oBEmDE,mBAAA,MAAA,EAAA,IAAA,IAAA,iBACQ,

WAAA,MAAA,EAAA,IAAA,IAAA,iBFpCV,qBAMA,sBCJE,sBDDF,uBAHA,mBAMA,oBARA,sBAMA,uBAL

A,sBAMA,uBAJA,sBAMA,uBAOA,+BALA,gCAGA,6BAFA,gCACA,gCAEA,gCEwBE,mBAAA,KACQ,WAAA

,KFfV,mBCnCA,oBDiCA,iBAFA,oBACA,oBAEA,oBCXI,YAAA,KDgBJ,YCyBE,YAEE,iBAAA,KAKJ,aEvEI,i

BAAA,iDACA,iBAAA,4CACA,iBAAA,qEAAA,iBAAA,+CACA,OAAA,+GClBF,OAAA,0DH8CA,kBAAA,SAC

A,aAAA,QAyCA,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,EAAA,KACA,aAAA,KDnBF,mBCrBE,mBAEE,iBAAA,QACA,oBAAA,

EAAA,MDuBJ,oBCpBE,oBAEE,iBAAA,QACA,aAAA,QAMA,sBD8BJ,6BANA,4BAGA,6BANA,4BAHA,4BAF

A,uBAeA,8BANA,6BAGA,8BANA,6BAHA,6BAFA,gCAeA,uCANA,sCAGA,uCANA,sCAHA,sCCdM,iBAAA,

QACA,iBAAA,KAoBN,aE5EI,iBAAA,oDACA,iBAAA,+CACA,iBAAA,wEAAA,iBAAA,kDACA,OAAA,+GClB
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F,OAAA,0DH8CA,kBAAA,SACA,aAAA,QDgEF,mBC9DE,mBAEE,iBAAA,QACA,oBAAA,EAAA,MDgEJ,oB

C7DE,oBAEE,iBAAA,QACA,aAAA,QAMA,sBDuEJ,6BANA,4BAGA,6BANA,4BAHA,4BAFA,uBAeA,8BANA

,6BAGA,8BANA,6BAHA,6BAFA,gCAeA,uCANA,sCAGA,uCANA,sCAHA,sCCvDM,iBAAA,QACA,iBAAA,K

AqBN,aE7EI,iBAAA,oDACA,iBAAA,+CACA,iBAAA,wEAAA,iBAAA,kDACA,OAAA,+GClBF,OAAA,0DH8C

A,kBAAA,SACA,aAAA,QDyGF,mBCvGE,mBAEE,iBAAA,QACA,oBAAA,EAAA,MDyGJ,oBCtGE,oBAEE,iB

AAA,QACA,aAAA,QAMA,sBDgHJ,6BANA,4BAGA,6BANA,4BAHA,4BAFA,uBAeA,8BANA,6BAGA,8BAN

A,6BAHA,6BAFA,gCAeA,uCANA,sCAGA,uCANA,sCAHA,sCChGM,iBAAA,QACA,iBAAA,KAsBN,UE9EI,iB

AAA,oDACA,iBAAA,+CACA,iBAAA,wEAAA,iBAAA,kDACA,OAAA,+GClBF,OAAA,0DH8CA,kBAAA,SAC

A,aAAA,QDkJF,gBChJE,gBAEE,iBAAA,QACA,oBAAA,EAAA,MDkJJ,iBC/IE,iBAEE,iBAAA,QACA,aAAA,Q

AMA,mBDyJJ,0BANA,yBAGA,0BANA,yBAHA,yBAFA,oBAeA,2BANA,0BAGA,2BANA,0BAHA,0BAFA,6B

AeA,oCANA,mCAGA,oCANA,mCAHA,mCCzIM,iBAAA,QACA,iBAAA,KAuBN,aE/EI,iBAAA,oDACA,iBAA

A,+CACA,iBAAA,wEAAA,iBAAA,kDACA,OAAA,+GClBF,OAAA,0DH8CA,kBAAA,SACA,aAAA,QD2LF,m

BCzLE,mBAEE,iBAAA,QACA,oBAAA,EAAA,MD2LJ,oBCxLE,oBAEE,iBAAA,QACA,aAAA,QAMA,sBDkMJ

,6BANA,4BAGA,6BANA,4BAHA,4BAFA,uBAeA,8BANA,6BAGA,8BANA,6BAHA,6BAFA,gCAeA,uCANA,s

CAGA,uCANA,sCAHA,sCClLM,iBAAA,QACA,iBAAA,KAwBN,YEhFI,iBAAA,oDACA,iBAAA,+CACA,iBAA

A,wEAAA,iBAAA,kDACA,OAAA,+GClBF,OAAA,0DH8CA,kBAAA,SACA,aAAA,QDoOF,kBClOE,kBAEE,iB

AAA,QACA,oBAAA,EAAA,MDoOJ,mBCjOE,mBAEE,iBAAA,QACA,aAAA,QAMA,qBD2OJ,4BANA,2BAGA,

4BANA,2BAHA,2BAFA,sBAeA,6BANA,4BAGA,6BANA,4BAHA,4BAFA,+BAeA,sCANA,qCAGA,sCANA,qC

AHA,qCC3NM,iBAAA,QACA,iBAAA,KD2ON,eC5MA,WCtCE,mBAAA,EAAA,IAAA,IAAA,iBACQ,WAAA,E

AAA,IAAA,IAAA,iBFsPV,0BCvMA,0BEjGI,iBAAA,oDACA,iBAAA,+CACA,iBAAA,wEAAA,iBAAA,kDACA

,OAAA,+GACA,kBAAA,SFgGF,iBAAA,QAEF,yBD6MA,+BADA,+BGlTI,iBAAA,oDACA,iBAAA,+CACA,iB

AAA,wEAAA,iBAAA,kDACA,OAAA,+GACA,kBAAA,SFsGF,iBAAA,QASF,gBEnHI,iBAAA,iDACA,iBAAA,

4CACA,iBAAA,qEAAA,iBAAA,+CACA,OAAA,+GACA,kBAAA,SCnBF,OAAA,0DHqIA,cAAA,ICrEA,mBAA

A,MAAA,EAAA,IAAA,EAAA,qBAAA,CAAA,EAAA,IAAA,IAAA,iBACQ,WAAA,MAAA,EAAA,IAAA,EAAA

,qBAAA,CAAA,EAAA,IAAA,IAAA,iBFuRV,sCCtNA,oCEnHI,iBAAA,oDACA,iBAAA,+CACA,iBAAA,wEAA

A,iBAAA,kDACA,OAAA,+GACA,kBAAA,SD6CF,mBAAA,MAAA,EAAA,IAAA,IAAA,iBACQ,WAAA,MAA

A,EAAA,IAAA,IAAA,iBD8EV,cDoNA,iBClNE,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,EAAA,sBAIF,gBEtII,iBAAA,iDACA,iBA

AA,4CACA,iBAAA,qEAAA,iBAAA,+CACA,OAAA,+GACA,kBAAA,SCnBF,OAAA,0DHwJA,cAAA,IDyNF,sC

C5NA,oCEtII,iBAAA,oDACA,iBAAA,+CACA,iBAAA,wEAAA,iBAAA,kDACA,OAAA,+GACA,kBAAA,SD6C

F,mBAAA,MAAA,EAAA,IAAA,IAAA,gBACQ,WAAA,MAAA,EAAA,IAAA,IAAA,gBDoFV,8BDuOA,iCC3NI,

YAAA,EAAA,KAAA,EAAA,gBDgOJ,qBADA,kBC1NA,mBAGE,cAAA,EAIF,yBAEI,mDDwNF,yDADA,yDCp

NI,MAAA,KEnKF,iBAAA,oDACA,iBAAA,+CACA,iBAAA,wEAAA,iBAAA,kDACA,OAAA,+GACA,kBAAA,

UF2KJ,OACE,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,EAAA,qBC/HA,mBAAA,MAAA,EAAA,IAAA,EAAA,qBAAA,CAAA,EAA

A,IAAA,IAAA,gBACQ,WAAA,MAAA,EAAA,IAAA,EAAA,qBAAA,CAAA,EAAA,IAAA,IAAA,gBD0IV,eE5L

I,iBAAA,oDACA,iBAAA,+CACA,iBAAA,wEAAA,iBAAA,kDACA,OAAA,+GACA,kBAAA,SFoLF,aAAA,QA

KF,YE7LI,iBAAA,oDACA,iBAAA,+CACA,iBAAA,wEAAA,iBAAA,kDACA,OAAA,+GACA,kBAAA,SFoLF,a

AAA,QAMF,eE9LI,iBAAA,oDACA,iBAAA,+CACA,iBAAA,wEAAA,iBAAA,kDACA,OAAA,+GACA,kBAAA,

SFoLF,aAAA,QAOF,cE/LI,iBAAA,oDACA,iBAAA,+CACA,iBAAA,wEAAA,iBAAA,kDACA,OAAA,+GACA,k

BAAA,SFoLF,aAAA,QAeF,UEvMI,iBAAA,oDACA,iBAAA,+CACA,iBAAA,wEAAA,iBAAA,kDACA,OAAA,+

GACA,kBAAA,SF6MJ,cEjNI,iBAAA,oDACA,iBAAA,+CACA,iBAAA,wEAAA,iBAAA,kDACA,OAAA,+GAC

A,kBAAA,SF8MJ,sBElNI,iBAAA,oDACA,iBAAA,+CACA,iBAAA,wEAAA,iBAAA,kDACA,OAAA,+GACA,k

BAAA,SF+MJ,mBEnNI,iBAAA,oDACA,iBAAA,+CACA,iBAAA,wEAAA,iBAAA,kDACA,OAAA,+GACA,kBA

AA,SFgNJ,sBEpNI,iBAAA,oDACA,iBAAA,+CACA,iBAAA,wEAAA,iBAAA,kDACA,OAAA,+GACA,kBAAA,

SFiNJ,qBErNI,iBAAA,oDACA,iBAAA,+CACA,iBAAA,wEAAA,iBAAA,kDACA,OAAA,+GACA,kBAAA,SFq

NJ,sBExLI,iBAAA,yKACA,iBAAA,oKACA,iBAAA,iKF+LJ,YACE,cAAA,IClLA,mBAAA,EAAA,IAAA,IAAA,i

BACQ,WAAA,EAAA,IAAA,IAAA,iBDoLV,wBDiQA,8BADA,8BC7PE,YAAA,EAAA,KAAA,EAAA,QEzOE,iB

AAA,oDACA,iBAAA,+CACA,iBAAA,wEAAA,iBAAA,kDACA,OAAA,+GACA,kBAAA,SFuOF,aAAA,QALF,+

BD6QA,qCADA,qCCpQI,YAAA,KAUJ,OCvME,mBAAA,EAAA,IAAA,IAAA,gBACQ,WAAA,EAAA,IAAA,IA
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AA,gBDgNV,8BElQI,iBAAA,oDACA,iBAAA,+CACA,iBAAA,wEAAA,iBAAA,kDACA,OAAA,+GACA,kBAA

A,SF+PJ,8BEnQI,iBAAA,oDACA,iBAAA,+CACA,iBAAA,wEAAA,iBAAA,kDACA,OAAA,+GACA,kBAAA,S

FgQJ,8BEpQI,iBAAA,oDACA,iBAAA,+CACA,iBAAA,wEAAA,iBAAA,kDACA,OAAA,+GACA,kBAAA,SFiQ

J,2BErQI,iBAAA,oDACA,iBAAA,+CACA,iBAAA,wEAAA,iBAAA,kDACA,OAAA,+GACA,kBAAA,SFkQJ,8B

EtQI,iBAAA,oDACA,iBAAA,+CACA,iBAAA,wEAAA,iBAAA,kDACA,OAAA,+GACA,kBAAA,SFmQJ,6BEvQ

I,iBAAA,oDACA,iBAAA,+CACA,iBAAA,wEAAA,iBAAA,kDACA,OAAA,+GACA,kBAAA,SF0QJ,ME9QI,iB

AAA,oDACA,iBAAA,+CACA,iBAAA,wEAAA,iBAAA,kDACA,OAAA,+GACA,kBAAA,SF4QF,aAAA,QC/NA,

mBAAA,MAAA,EAAA,IAAA,IAAA,eAAA,CAAA,EAAA,IAAA,EAAA,qBACQ,WAAA,MAAA,EAAA,IAAA,I

AAA,eAAA,CAAA,EAAA,IAAA,EAAA","sourcesContent":["/*!\n * Bootstrap v3.4.1 (https://getbootstrap.com/)\n

* Copyright 2011-2019 Twitter, Inc.\n * Licensed under MIT

(https://github.com/twbs/bootstrap/blob/master/LICENSE)\n */\n.btn-default,\n.btn-primary,\n.btn-success,\n.btn-

info,\n.btn-warning,\n.btn-danger {\n  text-shadow: 0 -1px 0 rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.2);\n  -webkit-box-shadow: inset 0 1px 0

rgba(255, 255, 255, 0.15), 0 1px 1px rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.075);\n  box-shadow: inset 0 1px 0 rgba(255, 255, 255, 0.15), 0

1px 1px rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.075);\n}\n.btn-default:active,\n.btn-primary:active,\n.btn-success:active,\n.btn-

info:active,\n.btn-warning:active,\n.btn-danger:active,\n.btn-default.active,\n.btn-primary.active,\n.btn-

success.active,\n.btn-info.active,\n.btn-warning.active,\n.btn-danger.active {\n  -webkit-box-shadow: inset 0 3px 5px

rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.125);\n  box-shadow: inset 0 3px 5px rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.125);\n}\n.btn-default.disabled,\n.btn-

primary.disabled,\n.btn-success.disabled,\n.btn-info.disabled,\n.btn-warning.disabled,\n.btn-danger.disabled,\n.btn-

default[disabled],\n.btn-primary[disabled],\n.btn-success[disabled],\n.btn-info[disabled],\n.btn-

warning[disabled],\n.btn-danger[disabled],\nfieldset[disabled] .btn-default,\nfieldset[disabled] .btn-

primary,\nfieldset[disabled] .btn-success,\nfieldset[disabled] .btn-info,\nfieldset[disabled] .btn-

warning,\nfieldset[disabled] .btn-danger {\n  -webkit-box-shadow: none;\n  box-shadow: none;\n}\n.btn-default

.badge,\n.btn-primary .badge,\n.btn-success .badge,\n.btn-info .badge,\n.btn-warning .badge,\n.btn-danger .badge

{\n  text-shadow: none;\n}\n.btn:active,\n.btn.active {\n  background-image: none;\n}\n.btn-default {\n

background-image: -webkit-linear-gradient(top, #fff 0%, #e0e0e0 100%);\n  background-image: -o-linear-

gradient(top, #fff 0%, #e0e0e0 100%);\n  background-image: linear-gradient(to bottom, #fff 0%, #e0e0e0 100%);\n

filter: progid:DXImageTransform.Microsoft.gradient(startColorstr='#ffffffff', endColorstr='#ffe0e0e0',

GradientType=0);\n  filter: progid:DXImageTransform.Microsoft.gradient(enabled = false);\n  background-repeat:

repeat-x;\n  border-color: #dbdbdb;\n  text-shadow: 0 1px 0 #fff;\n  border-color: #ccc;\n}\n.btn-

default:hover,\n.btn-default:focus {\n  background-color: #e0e0e0;\n  background-position: 0 -15px;\n}\n.btn-

default:active,\n.btn-default.active {\n  background-color: #e0e0e0;\n  border-color: #dbdbdb;\n}\n.btn-

default.disabled,\n.btn-default[disabled],\nfieldset[disabled] .btn-default,\n.btn-default.disabled:hover,\n.btn-

default[disabled]:hover,\nfieldset[disabled] .btn-default:hover,\n.btn-default.disabled:focus,\n.btn-

default[disabled]:focus,\nfieldset[disabled] .btn-default:focus,\n.btn-default.disabled.focus,\n.btn-

default[disabled].focus,\nfieldset[disabled] .btn-default.focus,\n.btn-default.disabled:active,\n.btn-

default[disabled]:active,\nfieldset[disabled] .btn-default:active,\n.btn-default.disabled.active,\n.btn-

default[disabled].active,\nfieldset[disabled] .btn-default.active {\n  background-color: #e0e0e0;\n  background-

image: none;\n}\n.btn-primary {\n  background-image: -webkit-linear-gradient(top, #337ab7 0%, #265a88 100%);\n

background-image: -o-linear-gradient(top, #337ab7 0%, #265a88 100%);\n  background-image: linear-gradient(to

bottom, #337ab7 0%, #265a88 100%);\n  filter:

progid:DXImageTransform.Microsoft.gradient(startColorstr='#ff337ab7', endColorstr='#ff265a88',

GradientType=0);\n  filter: progid:DXImageTransform.Microsoft.gradient(enabled = false);\n  background-repeat:

repeat-x;\n  border-color: #245580;\n}\n.btn-primary:hover,\n.btn-primary:focus {\n  background-color: #265a88;\n

background-position: 0 -15px;\n}\n.btn-primary:active,\n.btn-primary.active {\n  background-color: #265a88;\n

border-color: #245580;\n}\n.btn-primary.disabled,\n.btn-primary[disabled],\nfieldset[disabled] .btn-primary,\n.btn-

primary.disabled:hover,\n.btn-primary[disabled]:hover,\nfieldset[disabled] .btn-primary:hover,\n.btn-

primary.disabled:focus,\n.btn-primary[disabled]:focus,\nfieldset[disabled] .btn-primary:focus,\n.btn-

primary.disabled.focus,\n.btn-primary[disabled].focus,\nfieldset[disabled] .btn-primary.focus,\n.btn-
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primary.disabled:active,\n.btn-primary[disabled]:active,\nfieldset[disabled] .btn-primary:active,\n.btn-

primary.disabled.active,\n.btn-primary[disabled].active,\nfieldset[disabled] .btn-primary.active {\n  background-

color: #265a88;\n  background-image: none;\n}\n.btn-success {\n  background-image: -webkit-linear-gradient(top,

#5cb85c 0%, #419641 100%);\n  background-image: -o-linear-gradient(top, #5cb85c 0%, #419641 100%);\n

background-image: linear-gradient(to bottom, #5cb85c 0%, #419641 100%);\n  filter:

progid:DXImageTransform.Microsoft.gradient(startColorstr='#ff5cb85c', endColorstr='#ff419641',

GradientType=0);\n  filter: progid:DXImageTransform.Microsoft.gradient(enabled = false);\n  background-repeat:

repeat-x;\n  border-color: #3e8f3e;\n}\n.btn-success:hover,\n.btn-success:focus {\n  background-color: #419641;\n

background-position: 0 -15px;\n}\n.btn-success:active,\n.btn-success.active {\n  background-color: #419641;\n

border-color: #3e8f3e;\n}\n.btn-success.disabled,\n.btn-success[disabled],\nfieldset[disabled] .btn-success,\n.btn-

success.disabled:hover,\n.btn-success[disabled]:hover,\nfieldset[disabled] .btn-success:hover,\n.btn-

success.disabled:focus,\n.btn-success[disabled]:focus,\nfieldset[disabled] .btn-success:focus,\n.btn-

success.disabled.focus,\n.btn-success[disabled].focus,\nfieldset[disabled] .btn-success.focus,\n.btn-

success.disabled:active,\n.btn-success[disabled]:active,\nfieldset[disabled] .btn-success:active,\n.btn-

success.disabled.active,\n.btn-success[disabled].active,\nfieldset[disabled] .btn-success.active {\n  background-

color: #419641;\n  background-image: none;\n}\n.btn-info {\n  background-image: -webkit-linear-gradient(top,

#5bc0de 0%, #2aabd2 100%);\n  background-image: -o-linear-gradient(top, #5bc0de 0%, #2aabd2 100%);\n

background-image: linear-gradient(to bottom, #5bc0de 0%, #2aabd2 100%);\n  filter:

progid:DXImageTransform.Microsoft.gradient(startColorstr='#ff5bc0de', endColorstr='#ff2aabd2',

GradientType=0);\n  filter: progid:DXImageTransform.Microsoft.gradient(enabled = false);\n  background-repeat:

repeat-x;\n  border-color: #28a4c9;\n}\n.btn-info:hover,\n.btn-info:focus {\n  background-color: #2aabd2;\n

background-position: 0 -15px;\n}\n.btn-info:active,\n.btn-info.active {\n  background-color: #2aabd2;\n  border-

color: #28a4c9;\n}\n.btn-info.disabled,\n.btn-info[disabled],\nfieldset[disabled] .btn-info,\n.btn-

info.disabled:hover,\n.btn-info[disabled]:hover,\nfieldset[disabled] .btn-info:hover,\n.btn-info.disabled:focus,\n.btn-

info[disabled]:focus,\nfieldset[disabled] .btn-info:focus,\n.btn-info.disabled.focus,\n.btn-

info[disabled].focus,\nfieldset[disabled] .btn-info.focus,\n.btn-info.disabled:active,\n.btn-

info[disabled]:active,\nfieldset[disabled] .btn-info:active,\n.btn-info.disabled.active,\n.btn-

info[disabled].active,\nfieldset[disabled] .btn-info.active {\n  background-color: #2aabd2;\n  background-image:

none;\n}\n.btn-warning {\n  background-image: -webkit-linear-gradient(top, #f0ad4e 0%, #eb9316 100%);\n

background-image: -o-linear-gradient(top, #f0ad4e 0%, #eb9316 100%);\n  background-image: linear-gradient(to

bottom, #f0ad4e 0%, #eb9316 100%);\n  filter:

progid:DXImageTransform.Microsoft.gradient(startColorstr='#fff0ad4e', endColorstr='#ffeb9316',

GradientType=0);\n  filter: progid:DXImageTransform.Microsoft.gradient(enabled = false);\n  background-repeat:

repeat-x;\n  border-color: #e38d13;\n}\n.btn-warning:hover,\n.btn-warning:focus {\n  background-color: #eb9316;\n

background-position: 0 -15px;\n}\n.btn-warning:active,\n.btn-warning.active {\n  background-color: #eb9316;\n

border-color: #e38d13;\n}\n.btn-warning.disabled,\n.btn-warning[disabled],\nfieldset[disabled] .btn-warning,\n.btn-

warning.disabled:hover,\n.btn-warning[disabled]:hover,\nfieldset[disabled] .btn-warning:hover,\n.btn-

warning.disabled:focus,\n.btn-warning[disabled]:focus,\nfieldset[disabled] .btn-warning:focus,\n.btn-

warning.disabled.focus,\n.btn-warning[disabled].focus,\nfieldset[disabled] .btn-warning.focus,\n.btn-

warning.disabled:active,\n.btn-warning[disabled]:active,\nfieldset[disabled] .btn-warning:active,\n.btn-

warning.disabled.active,\n.btn-warning[disabled].active,\nfieldset[disabled] .btn-warning.active {\n  background-

color: #eb9316;\n  background-image: none;\n}\n.btn-danger {\n  background-image: -webkit-linear-gradient(top,

#d9534f 0%, #c12e2a 100%);\n  background-image: -o-linear-gradient(top, #d9534f 0%, #c12e2a 100%);\n

background-image: linear-gradient(to bottom, #d9534f 0%, #c12e2a 100%);\n  filter:

progid:DXImageTransform.Microsoft.gradient(startColorstr='#ffd9534f', endColorstr='#ffc12e2a',

GradientType=0);\n  filter: progid:DXImageTransform.Microsoft.gradient(enabled = false);\n  background-repeat:

repeat-x;\n  border-color: #b92c28;\n}\n.btn-danger:hover,\n.btn-danger:focus {\n  background-color: #c12e2a;\n

background-position: 0 -15px;\n}\n.btn-danger:active,\n.btn-danger.active {\n  background-color: #c12e2a;\n
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border-color: #b92c28;\n}\n.btn-danger.disabled,\n.btn-danger[disabled],\nfieldset[disabled] .btn-danger,\n.btn-

danger.disabled:hover,\n.btn-danger[disabled]:hover,\nfieldset[disabled] .btn-danger:hover,\n.btn-

danger.disabled:focus,\n.btn-danger[disabled]:focus,\nfieldset[disabled] .btn-danger:focus,\n.btn-

danger.disabled.focus,\n.btn-danger[disabled].focus,\nfieldset[disabled] .btn-danger.focus,\n.btn-

danger.disabled:active,\n.btn-danger[disabled]:active,\nfieldset[disabled] .btn-danger:active,\n.btn-

danger.disabled.active,\n.btn-danger[disabled].active,\nfieldset[disabled] .btn-danger.active {\n  background-color:

#c12e2a;\n  background-image: none;\n}\n.thumbnail,\n.img-thumbnail {\n  -webkit-box-shadow: 0 1px 2px rgba(0,

0, 0, 0.075);\n  box-shadow: 0 1px 2px rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.075);\n}\n.dropdown-menu > li > a:hover,\n.dropdown-menu

> li > a:focus {\n  background-image: -webkit-linear-gradient(top, #f5f5f5 0%, #e8e8e8 100%);\n  background-

image: -o-linear-gradient(top, #f5f5f5 0%, #e8e8e8 100%);\n  background-image: linear-gradient(to bottom, #f5f5f5

0%, #e8e8e8 100%);\n  filter: progid:DXImageTransform.Microsoft.gradient(startColorstr='#fff5f5f5',

endColorstr='#ffe8e8e8', GradientType=0);\n  background-repeat: repeat-x;\n  background-color:

#e8e8e8;\n}\n.dropdown-menu > .active > a,\n.dropdown-menu > .active > a:hover,\n.dropdown-menu > .active >

a:focus {\n  background-image: -webkit-linear-gradient(top, #337ab7 0%, #2e6da4 100%);\n  background-image: -

o-linear-gradient(top, #337ab7 0%, #2e6da4 100%);\n  background-image: linear-gradient(to bottom, #337ab7 0%,

#2e6da4 100%);\n  filter: progid:DXImageTransform.Microsoft.gradient(startColorstr='#ff337ab7',

endColorstr='#ff2e6da4', GradientType=0);\n  background-repeat: repeat-x;\n  background-color:

#2e6da4;\n}\n.navbar-default {\n  background-image: -webkit-linear-gradient(top, #ffffff 0%, #f8f8f8 100%);\n

background-image: -o-linear-gradient(top, #ffffff 0%, #f8f8f8 100%);\n  background-image: linear-gradient(to

bottom, #ffffff 0%, #f8f8f8 100%);\n  filter: progid:DXImageTransform.Microsoft.gradient(startColorstr='#ffffffff',

endColorstr='#fff8f8f8', GradientType=0);\n  background-repeat: repeat-x;\n  filter:

progid:DXImageTransform.Microsoft.gradient(enabled = false);\n  border-radius: 4px;\n  -webkit-box-shadow: inset

0 1px 0 rgba(255, 255, 255, 0.15), 0 1px 5px rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.075);\n  box-shadow: inset 0 1px 0 rgba(255, 255, 255,

0.15), 0 1px 5px rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.075);\n}\n.navbar-default .navbar-nav > .open > a,\n.navbar-default .navbar-nav >

.active > a {\n  background-image: -webkit-linear-gradient(top, #dbdbdb 0%, #e2e2e2 100%);\n  background-image:

-o-linear-gradient(top, #dbdbdb 0%, #e2e2e2 100%);\n  background-image: linear-gradient(to bottom, #dbdbdb 0%,

#e2e2e2 100%);\n  filter: progid:DXImageTransform.Microsoft.gradient(startColorstr='#ffdbdbdb',

endColorstr='#ffe2e2e2', GradientType=0);\n  background-repeat: repeat-x;\n  -webkit-box-shadow: inset 0 3px 9px

rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.075);\n  box-shadow: inset 0 3px 9px rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.075);\n}\n.navbar-brand,\n.navbar-nav > li > a

{\n  text-shadow: 0 1px 0 rgba(255, 255, 255, 0.25);\n}\n.navbar-inverse {\n  background-image: -webkit-linear-

gradient(top, #3c3c3c 0%, #222 100%);\n  background-image: -o-linear-gradient(top, #3c3c3c 0%, #222 100%);\n

background-image: linear-gradient(to bottom, #3c3c3c 0%, #222 100%);\n  filter:

progid:DXImageTransform.Microsoft.gradient(startColorstr='#ff3c3c3c', endColorstr='#ff222222',

GradientType=0);\n  background-repeat: repeat-x;\n  filter: progid:DXImageTransform.Microsoft.gradient(enabled

= false);\n  border-radius: 4px;\n}\n.navbar-inverse .navbar-nav > .open > a,\n.navbar-inverse .navbar-nav > .active

> a {\n  background-image: -webkit-linear-gradient(top, #080808 0%, #0f0f0f 100%);\n  background-image: -o-

linear-gradient(top, #080808 0%, #0f0f0f 100%);\n  background-image: linear-gradient(to bottom, #080808 0%,

#0f0f0f 100%);\n  filter: progid:DXImageTransform.Microsoft.gradient(startColorstr='#ff080808',

endColorstr='#ff0f0f0f', GradientType=0);\n  background-repeat: repeat-x;\n  -webkit-box-shadow: inset 0 3px 9px

rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.25);\n  box-shadow: inset 0 3px 9px rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.25);\n}\n.navbar-inverse .navbar-brand,\n.navbar-

inverse .navbar-nav > li > a {\n  text-shadow: 0 -1px 0 rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.25);\n}\n.navbar-static-top,\n.navbar-fixed-

top,\n.navbar-fixed-bottom {\n  border-radius: 0;\n}\n@media (max-width: 767px) {\n  .navbar .navbar-nav .open

.dropdown-menu > .active > a,\n  .navbar .navbar-nav .open .dropdown-menu > .active > a:hover,\n  .navbar

.navbar-nav .open .dropdown-menu > .active > a:focus {\n    color: #fff;\n    background-image: -webkit-linear-

gradient(top, #337ab7 0%, #2e6da4 100%);\n    background-image: -o-linear-gradient(top, #337ab7 0%, #2e6da4

100%);\n    background-image: linear-gradient(to bottom, #337ab7 0%, #2e6da4 100%);\n    filter:

progid:DXImageTransform.Microsoft.gradient(startColorstr='#ff337ab7', endColorstr='#ff2e6da4',

GradientType=0);\n    background-repeat: repeat-x;\n  }\n}\n.alert {\n  text-shadow: 0 1px 0 rgba(255, 255, 255,
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0.2);\n  -webkit-box-shadow: inset 0 1px 0 rgba(255, 255, 255, 0.25), 0 1px 2px rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.05);\n  box-shadow:

inset 0 1px 0 rgba(255, 255, 255, 0.25), 0 1px 2px rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.05);\n}\n.alert-success {\n  background-image: -

webkit-linear-gradient(top, #dff0d8 0%, #c8e5bc 100%);\n  background-image: -o-linear-gradient(top, #dff0d8 0%,

#c8e5bc 100%);\n  background-image: linear-gradient(to bottom, #dff0d8 0%, #c8e5bc 100%);\n  filter:

progid:DXImageTransform.Microsoft.gradient(startColorstr='#ffdff0d8', endColorstr='#ffc8e5bc',

GradientType=0);\n  background-repeat: repeat-x;\n  border-color: #b2dba1;\n}\n.alert-info {\n  background-image:

-webkit-linear-gradient(top, #d9edf7 0%, #b9def0 100%);\n  background-image: -o-linear-gradient(top, #d9edf7 0%,

#b9def0 100%);\n  background-image: linear-gradient(to bottom, #d9edf7 0%, #b9def0 100%);\n  filter:

progid:DXImageTransform.Microsoft.gradient(startColorstr='#ffd9edf7', endColorstr='#ffb9def0',

GradientType=0);\n  background-repeat: repeat-x;\n  border-color: #9acfea;\n}\n.alert-warning {\n  background-

image: -webkit-linear-gradient(top, #fcf8e3 0%, #f8efc0 100%);\n  background-image: -o-linear-gradient(top,

#fcf8e3 0%, #f8efc0 100%);\n  background-image: linear-gradient(to bottom, #fcf8e3 0%, #f8efc0 100%);\n  filter:

progid:DXImageTransform.Microsoft.gradient(startColorstr='#fffcf8e3', endColorstr='#fff8efc0',

GradientType=0);\n  background-repeat: repeat-x;\n  border-color: #f5e79e;\n}\n.alert-danger {\n  background-

image: -webkit-linear-gradient(top, #f2dede 0%, #e7c3c3 100%);\n  background-image: -o-linear-gradient(top,

#f2dede 0%, #e7c3c3 100%);\n  background-image: linear-gradient(to bottom, #f2dede 0%, #e7c3c3 100%);\n

filter: progid:DXImageTransform.Microsoft.gradient(startColorstr='#fff2dede', endColorstr='#ffe7c3c3',

GradientType=0);\n  background-repeat: repeat-x;\n  border-color: #dca7a7;\n}\n.progress {\n  background-image: -

webkit-linear-gradient(top, #ebebeb 0%, #f5f5f5 100%);\n  background-image: -o-linear-gradient(top, #ebebeb 0%,

#f5f5f5 100%);\n  background-image: linear-gradient(to bottom, #ebebeb 0%, #f5f5f5 100%);\n  filter:

progid:DXImageTransform.Microsoft.gradient(startColorstr='#ffebebeb', endColorstr='#fff5f5f5',

GradientType=0);\n  background-repeat: repeat-x;\n}\n.progress-bar {\n  background-image: -webkit-linear-

gradient(top, #337ab7 0%, #286090 100%);\n  background-image: -o-linear-gradient(top, #337ab7 0%, #286090

100%);\n  background-image: linear-gradient(to bottom, #337ab7 0%, #286090 100%);\n  filter:

progid:DXImageTransform.Microsoft.gradient(startColorstr='#ff337ab7', endColorstr='#ff286090',

GradientType=0);\n  background-repeat: repeat-x;\n}\n.progress-bar-success {\n  background-image: -webkit-linear-

gradient(top, #5cb85c 0%, #449d44 100%);\n  background-image: -o-linear-gradient(top, #5cb85c 0%, #449d44

100%);\n  background-image: linear-gradient(to bottom, #5cb85c 0%, #449d44 100%);\n  filter:

progid:DXImageTransform.Microsoft.gradient(startColorstr='#ff5cb85c', endColorstr='#ff449d44',

GradientType=0);\n  background-repeat: repeat-x;\n}\n.progress-bar-info {\n  background-image: -webkit-linear-

gradient(top, #5bc0de 0%, #31b0d5 100%);\n  background-image: -o-linear-gradient(top, #5bc0de 0%, #31b0d5

100%);\n  background-image: linear-gradient(to bottom, #5bc0de 0%, #31b0d5 100%);\n  filter:

progid:DXImageTransform.Microsoft.gradient(startColorstr='#ff5bc0de', endColorstr='#ff31b0d5',

GradientType=0);\n  background-repeat: repeat-x;\n}\n.progress-bar-warning {\n  background-image: -webkit-

linear-gradient(top, #f0ad4e 0%, #ec971f 100%);\n  background-image: -o-linear-gradient(top, #f0ad4e 0%, #ec971f

100%);\n  background-image: linear-gradient(to bottom, #f0ad4e 0%, #ec971f 100%);\n  filter:

progid:DXImageTransform.Microsoft.gradient(startColorstr='#fff0ad4e', endColorstr='#ffec971f',

GradientType=0);\n  background-repeat: repeat-x;\n}\n.progress-bar-danger {\n  background-image: -webkit-linear-

gradient(top, #d9534f 0%, #c9302c 100%);\n  background-image: -o-linear-gradient(top, #d9534f 0%, #c9302c

100%);\n  background-image: linear-gradient(to bottom, #d9534f 0%, #c9302c 100%);\n  filter:

progid:DXImageTransform.Microsoft.gradient(startColorstr='#ffd9534f', endColorstr='#ffc9302c',

GradientType=0);\n  background-repeat: repeat-x;\n}\n.progress-bar-striped {\n  background-image: -webkit-linear-

gradient(45deg, rgba(255, 255, 255, 0.15) 25%, transparent 25%, transparent 50%, rgba(255, 255, 255, 0.15) 50%,

rgba(255, 255, 255, 0.15) 75%, transparent 75%, transparent);\n  background-image: -o-linear-gradient(45deg,

rgba(255, 255, 255, 0.15) 25%, transparent 25%, transparent 50%, rgba(255, 255, 255, 0.15) 50%, rgba(255, 255,

255, 0.15) 75%, transparent 75%, transparent);\n  background-image: linear-gradient(45deg, rgba(255, 255, 255,

0.15) 25%, transparent 25%, transparent 50%, rgba(255, 255, 255, 0.15) 50%, rgba(255, 255, 255, 0.15) 75%,

transparent 75%, transparent);\n}\n.list-group {\n  border-radius: 4px;\n  -webkit-box-shadow: 0 1px 2px rgba(0, 0,
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0, 0.075);\n  box-shadow: 0 1px 2px rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.075);\n}\n.list-group-item.active,\n.list-group-

item.active:hover,\n.list-group-item.active:focus {\n  text-shadow: 0 -1px 0 #286090;\n  background-image: -

webkit-linear-gradient(top, #337ab7 0%, #2b669a 100%);\n  background-image: -o-linear-gradient(top, #337ab7

0%, #2b669a 100%);\n  background-image: linear-gradient(to bottom, #337ab7 0%, #2b669a 100%);\n  filter:

progid:DXImageTransform.Microsoft.gradient(startColorstr='#ff337ab7', endColorstr='#ff2b669a',

GradientType=0);\n  background-repeat: repeat-x;\n  border-color: #2b669a;\n}\n.list-group-item.active

.badge,\n.list-group-item.active:hover .badge,\n.list-group-item.active:focus .badge {\n  text-shadow:

none;\n}\n.panel {\n  -webkit-box-shadow: 0 1px 2px rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.05);\n  box-shadow: 0 1px 2px rgba(0, 0, 0,

0.05);\n}\n.panel-default > .panel-heading {\n  background-image: -webkit-linear-gradient(top, #f5f5f5 0%, #e8e8e8

100%);\n  background-image: -o-linear-gradient(top, #f5f5f5 0%, #e8e8e8 100%);\n  background-image: linear-

gradient(to bottom, #f5f5f5 0%, #e8e8e8 100%);\n  filter:

progid:DXImageTransform.Microsoft.gradient(startColorstr='#fff5f5f5', endColorstr='#ffe8e8e8',

GradientType=0);\n  background-repeat: repeat-x;\n}\n.panel-primary > .panel-heading {\n  background-image: -

webkit-linear-gradient(top, #337ab7 0%, #2e6da4 100%);\n  background-image: -o-linear-gradient(top, #337ab7

0%, #2e6da4 100%);\n  background-image: linear-gradient(to bottom, #337ab7 0%, #2e6da4 100%);\n  filter:

progid:DXImageTransform.Microsoft.gradient(startColorstr='#ff337ab7', endColorstr='#ff2e6da4',

GradientType=0);\n  background-repeat: repeat-x;\n}\n.panel-success > .panel-heading {\n  background-image: -

webkit-linear-gradient(top, #dff0d8 0%, #d0e9c6 100%);\n  background-image: -o-linear-gradient(top, #dff0d8 0%,

#d0e9c6 100%);\n  background-image: linear-gradient(to bottom, #dff0d8 0%, #d0e9c6 100%);\n  filter:

progid:DXImageTransform.Microsoft.gradient(startColorstr='#ffdff0d8', endColorstr='#ffd0e9c6',

GradientType=0);\n  background-repeat: repeat-x;\n}\n.panel-info > .panel-heading {\n  background-image: -

webkit-linear-gradient(top, #d9edf7 0%, #c4e3f3 100%);\n  background-image: -o-linear-gradient(top, #d9edf7 0%,

#c4e3f3 100%);\n  background-image: linear-gradient(to bottom, #d9edf7 0%, #c4e3f3 100%);\n  filter:

progid:DXImageTransform.Microsoft.gradient(startColorstr='#ffd9edf7', endColorstr='#ffc4e3f3',

GradientType=0);\n  background-repeat: repeat-x;\n}\n.panel-warning > .panel-heading {\n  background-image: -

webkit-linear-gradient(top, #fcf8e3 0%, #faf2cc 100%);\n  background-image: -o-linear-gradient(top, #fcf8e3 0%,

#faf2cc 100%);\n  background-image: linear-gradient(to bottom, #fcf8e3 0%, #faf2cc 100%);\n  filter:

progid:DXImageTransform.Microsoft.gradient(startColorstr='#fffcf8e3', endColorstr='#fffaf2cc',

GradientType=0);\n  background-repeat: repeat-x;\n}\n.panel-danger > .panel-heading {\n  background-image: -

webkit-linear-gradient(top, #f2dede 0%, #ebcccc 100%);\n  background-image: -o-linear-gradient(top, #f2dede 0%,

#ebcccc 100%);\n  background-image: linear-gradient(to bottom, #f2dede 0%, #ebcccc 100%);\n  filter:

progid:DXImageTransform.Microsoft.gradient(startColorstr='#fff2dede', endColorstr='#ffebcccc',

GradientType=0);\n  background-repeat: repeat-x;\n}\n.well {\n  background-image: -webkit-linear-gradient(top,

#e8e8e8 0%, #f5f5f5 100%);\n  background-image: -o-linear-gradient(top, #e8e8e8 0%, #f5f5f5 100%);\n

background-image: linear-gradient(to bottom, #e8e8e8 0%, #f5f5f5 100%);\n  filter:

progid:DXImageTransform.Microsoft.gradient(startColorstr='#ffe8e8e8', endColorstr='#fff5f5f5',

GradientType=0);\n  background-repeat: repeat-x;\n  border-color: #dcdcdc;\n  -webkit-box-shadow: inset 0 1px 3px

rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.05), 0 1px 0 rgba(255, 255, 255, 0.1);\n  box-shadow: inset 0 1px 3px rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.05), 0 1px 0

rgba(255, 255, 255, 0.1);\n}\n/*# sourceMappingURL=bootstrap-theme.css.map */","/*!\n * Bootstrap v3.4.1

(https://getbootstrap.com/)\n * Copyright 2011-2019 Twitter, Inc.\n * Licensed under MIT

(https://github.com/twbs/bootstrap/blob/master/LICENSE)\n */\n.btn-default,\n.btn-primary,\n.btn-success,\n.btn-

info,\n.btn-warning,\n.btn-danger {\n  text-shadow: 0 -1px 0 rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.2);\n  -webkit-box-shadow: inset 0 1px 0

rgba(255, 255, 255, 0.15), 0 1px 1px rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.075);\n  box-shadow: inset 0 1px 0 rgba(255, 255, 255, 0.15), 0

1px 1px rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.075);\n}\n.btn-default:active,\n.btn-primary:active,\n.btn-success:active,\n.btn-

info:active,\n.btn-warning:active,\n.btn-danger:active,\n.btn-default.active,\n.btn-primary.active,\n.btn-

success.active,\n.btn-info.active,\n.btn-warning.active,\n.btn-danger.active {\n  -webkit-box-shadow: inset 0 3px 5px

rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.125);\n  box-shadow: inset 0 3px 5px rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.125);\n}\n.btn-default.disabled,\n.btn-

primary.disabled,\n.btn-success.disabled,\n.btn-info.disabled,\n.btn-warning.disabled,\n.btn-danger.disabled,\n.btn-
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default[disabled],\n.btn-primary[disabled],\n.btn-success[disabled],\n.btn-info[disabled],\n.btn-

warning[disabled],\n.btn-danger[disabled],\nfieldset[disabled] .btn-default,\nfieldset[disabled] .btn-

primary,\nfieldset[disabled] .btn-success,\nfieldset[disabled] .btn-info,\nfieldset[disabled] .btn-

warning,\nfieldset[disabled] .btn-danger {\n  -webkit-box-shadow: none;\n  box-shadow: none;\n}\n.btn-default

.badge,\n.btn-primary .badge,\n.btn-success .badge,\n.btn-info .badge,\n.btn-warning .badge,\n.btn-danger .badge

{\n  text-shadow: none;\n}\n.btn:active,\n.btn.active {\n  background-image: none;\n}\n.btn-default {\n

background-image: -webkit-linear-gradient(top, #fff 0%, #e0e0e0 100%);\n  background-image: -o-linear-

gradient(top, #fff 0%, #e0e0e0 100%);\n  background-image: -webkit-gradient(linear, left top, left bottom,

from(#fff), to(#e0e0e0));\n  background-image: linear-gradient(to bottom, #fff 0%, #e0e0e0 100%);\n  filter:

progid:DXImageTransform.Microsoft.gradient(startColorstr='#ffffffff', endColorstr='#ffe0e0e0',

GradientType=0);\n  filter: progid:DXImageTransform.Microsoft.gradient(enabled = false);\n  background-repeat:

repeat-x;\n  border-color: #dbdbdb;\n  text-shadow: 0 1px 0 #fff;\n  border-color: #ccc;\n}\n.btn-

default:hover,\n.btn-default:focus {\n  background-color: #e0e0e0;\n  background-position: 0 -15px;\n}\n.btn-

default:active,\n.btn-default.active {\n  background-color: #e0e0e0;\n  border-color: #dbdbdb;\n}\n.btn-

default.disabled,\n.btn-default[disabled],\nfieldset[disabled] .btn-default,\n.btn-default.disabled:hover,\n.btn-

default[disabled]:hover,\nfieldset[disabled] .btn-default:hover,\n.btn-default.disabled:focus,\n.btn-

default[disabled]:focus,\nfieldset[disabled] .btn-default:focus,\n.btn-default.disabled.focus,\n.btn-

default[disabled].focus,\nfieldset[disabled] .btn-default.focus,\n.btn-default.disabled:active,\n.btn-

default[disabled]:active,\nfieldset[disabled] .btn-default:active,\n.btn-default.disabled.active,\n.btn-

default[disabled].active,\nfieldset[disabled] .btn-default.active {\n  background-color: #e0e0e0;\n  background-

image: none;\n}\n.btn-primary {\n  background-image: -webkit-linear-gradient(top, #337ab7 0%, #265a88 100%);\n

background-image: -o-linear-gradient(top, #337ab7 0%, #265a88 100%);\n  background-image: -webkit-

gradient(linear, left top, left bottom, from(#337ab7), to(#265a88));\n  background-image: linear-gradient(to bottom,

#337ab7 0%, #265a88 100%);\n  filter: progid:DXImageTransform.Microsoft.gradient(startColorstr='#ff337ab7',

endColorstr='#ff265a88', GradientType=0);\n  filter: progid:DXImageTransform.Microsoft.gradient(enabled =

false);\n  background-repeat: repeat-x;\n  border-color: #245580;\n}\n.btn-primary:hover,\n.btn-primary:focus {\n

background-color: #265a88;\n  background-position: 0 -15px;\n}\n.btn-primary:active,\n.btn-primary.active {\n

background-color: #265a88;\n  border-color: #245580;\n}\n.btn-primary.disabled,\n.btn-

primary[disabled],\nfieldset[disabled] .btn-primary,\n.btn-primary.disabled:hover,\n.btn-

primary[disabled]:hover,\nfieldset[disabled] .btn-primary:hover,\n.btn-primary.disabled:focus,\n.btn-

primary[disabled]:focus,\nfieldset[disabled] .btn-primary:focus,\n.btn-primary.disabled.focus,\n.btn-

primary[disabled].focus,\nfieldset[disabled] .btn-primary.focus,\n.btn-primary.disabled:active,\n.btn-

primary[disabled]:active,\nfieldset[disabled] .btn-primary:active,\n.btn-primary.disabled.active,\n.btn-

primary[disabled].active,\nfieldset[disabled] .btn-primary.active {\n  background-color: #265a88;\n  background-

image: none;\n}\n.btn-success {\n  background-image: -webkit-linear-gradient(top, #5cb85c 0%, #419641 100%);\n

background-image: -o-linear-gradient(top, #5cb85c 0%, #419641 100%);\n  background-image: -webkit-

gradient(linear, left top, left bottom, from(#5cb85c), to(#419641));\n  background-image: linear-gradient(to bottom,

#5cb85c 0%, #419641 100%);\n  filter: progid:DXImageTransform.Microsoft.gradient(startColorstr='#ff5cb85c',

endColorstr='#ff419641', GradientType=0);\n  filter: progid:DXImageTransform.Microsoft.gradient(enabled =

false);\n  background-repeat: repeat-x;\n  border-color: #3e8f3e;\n}\n.btn-success:hover,\n.btn-success:focus {\n

background-color: #419641;\n  background-position: 0 -15px;\n}\n.btn-success:active,\n.btn-success.active {\n

background-color: #419641;\n  border-color: #3e8f3e;\n}\n.btn-success.disabled,\n.btn-

success[disabled],\nfieldset[disabled] .btn-success,\n.btn-success.disabled:hover,\n.btn-

success[disabled]:hover,\nfieldset[disabled] .btn-success:hover,\n.btn-success.disabled:focus,\n.btn-

success[disabled]:focus,\nfieldset[disabled] .btn-success:focus,\n.btn-success.disabled.focus,\n.btn-

success[disabled].focus,\nfieldset[disabled] .btn-success.focus,\n.btn-success.disabled:active,\n.btn-

success[disabled]:active,\nfieldset[disabled] .btn-success:active,\n.btn-success.disabled.active,\n.btn-

success[disabled].active,\nfieldset[disabled] .btn-success.active {\n  background-color: #419641;\n  background-
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image: none;\n}\n.btn-info {\n  background-image: -webkit-linear-gradient(top, #5bc0de 0%, #2aabd2 100%);\n

background-image: -o-linear-gradient(top, #5bc0de 0%, #2aabd2 100%);\n  background-image: -webkit-

gradient(linear, left top, left bottom, from(#5bc0de), to(#2aabd2));\n  background-image: linear-gradient(to bottom,

#5bc0de 0%, #2aabd2 100%);\n  filter: progid:DXImageTransform.Microsoft.gradient(startColorstr='#ff5bc0de',

endColorstr='#ff2aabd2', GradientType=0);\n  filter: progid:DXImageTransform.Microsoft.gradient(enabled =

false);\n  background-repeat: repeat-x;\n  border-color: #28a4c9;\n}\n.btn-info:hover,\n.btn-info:focus {\n

background-color: #2aabd2;\n  background-position: 0 -15px;\n}\n.btn-info:active,\n.btn-info.active {\n

background-color: #2aabd2;\n  border-color: #28a4c9;\n}\n.btn-info.disabled,\n.btn-

info[disabled],\nfieldset[disabled] .btn-info,\n.btn-info.disabled:hover,\n.btn-

info[disabled]:hover,\nfieldset[disabled] .btn-info:hover,\n.btn-info.disabled:focus,\n.btn-

info[disabled]:focus,\nfieldset[disabled] .btn-info:focus,\n.btn-info.disabled.focus,\n.btn-

info[disabled].focus,\nfieldset[disabled] .btn-info.focus,\n.btn-info.disabled:active,\n.btn-

info[disabled]:active,\nfieldset[disabled] .btn-info:active,\n.btn-info.disabled.active,\n.btn-

info[disabled].active,\nfieldset[disabled] .btn-info.active {\n  background-color: #2aabd2;\n  background-image:

none;\n}\n.btn-warning {\n  background-image: -webkit-linear-gradient(top, #f0ad4e 0%, #eb9316 100%);\n

background-image: -o-linear-gradient(top, #f0ad4e 0%, #eb9316 100%);\n  background-image: -webkit-

gradient(linear, left top, left bottom, from(#f0ad4e), to(#eb9316));\n  background-image: linear-gradient(to bottom,

#f0ad4e 0%, #eb9316 100%);\n  filter: progid:DXImageTransform.Microsoft.gradient(startColorstr='#fff0ad4e',

endColorstr='#ffeb9316', GradientType=0);\n  filter: progid:DXImageTransform.Microsoft.gradient(enabled =

false);\n  background-repeat: repeat-x;\n  border-color: #e38d13;\n}\n.btn-warning:hover,\n.btn-warning:focus {\n

background-color: #eb9316;\n  background-position: 0 -15px;\n}\n.btn-warning:active,\n.btn-warning.active {\n

background-color: #eb9316;\n  border-color: #e38d13;\n}\n.btn-warning.disabled,\n.btn-

warning[disabled],\nfieldset[disabled] .btn-warning,\n.btn-warning.disabled:hover,\n.btn-

warning[disabled]:hover,\nfieldset[disabled] .btn-warning:hover,\n.btn-warning.disabled:focus,\n.btn-

warning[disabled]:focus,\nfieldset[disabled] .btn-warning:focus,\n.btn-warning.disabled.focus,\n.btn-

warning[disabled].focus,\nfieldset[disabled] .btn-warning.focus,\n.btn-warning.disabled:active,\n.btn-

warning[disabled]:active,\nfieldset[disabled] .btn-warning:active,\n.btn-warning.disabled.active,\n.btn-

warning[disabled].active,\nfieldset[disabled] .btn-warning.active {\n  background-color: #eb9316;\n  background-

image: none;\n}\n.btn-danger {\n  background-image: -webkit-linear-gradient(top, #d9534f 0%, #c12e2a 100%);\n

background-image: -o-linear-gradient(top, #d9534f 0%, #c12e2a 100%);\n  background-image: -webkit-

gradient(linear, left top, left bottom, from(#d9534f), to(#c12e2a));\n  background-image: linear-gradient(to bottom,

#d9534f 0%, #c12e2a 100%);\n  filter: progid:DXImageTransform.Microsoft.gradient(startColorstr='#ffd9534f',

endColorstr='#ffc12e2a', GradientType=0);\n  filter: progid:DXImageTransform.Microsoft.gradient(enabled =

false);\n  background-repeat: repeat-x;\n  border-color: #b92c28;\n}\n.btn-danger:hover,\n.btn-danger:focus {\n

background-color: #c12e2a;\n  background-position: 0 -15px;\n}\n.btn-danger:active,\n.btn-danger.active {\n

background-color: #c12e2a;\n  border-color: #b92c28;\n}\n.btn-danger.disabled,\n.btn-

danger[disabled],\nfieldset[disabled] .btn-danger,\n.btn-danger.disabled:hover,\n.btn-

danger[disabled]:hover,\nfieldset[disabled] .btn-danger:hover,\n.btn-danger.disabled:focus,\n.btn-

danger[disabled]:focus,\nfieldset[disabled] .btn-danger:focus,\n.btn-danger.disabled.focus,\n.btn-

danger[disabled].focus,\nfieldset[disabled] .btn-danger.focus,\n.btn-danger.disabled:active,\n.btn-

danger[disabled]:active,\nfieldset[disabled] .btn-danger:active,\n.btn-danger.disabled.active,\n.btn-

danger[disabled].active,\nfieldset[disabled] .btn-danger.active {\n  background-color: #c12e2a;\n  background-

image: none;\n}\n.thumbnail,\n.img-thumbnail {\n  -webkit-box-shadow: 0 1px 2px rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.075);\n  box-

shadow: 0 1px 2px rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.075);\n}\n.dropdown-menu > li > a:hover,\n.dropdown-menu > li > a:focus {\n

background-image: -webkit-linear-gradient(top, #f5f5f5 0%, #e8e8e8 100%);\n  background-image: -o-linear-

gradient(top, #f5f5f5 0%, #e8e8e8 100%);\n  background-image: -webkit-gradient(linear, left top, left bottom,

from(#f5f5f5), to(#e8e8e8));\n  background-image: linear-gradient(to bottom, #f5f5f5 0%, #e8e8e8 100%);\n  filter:

progid:DXImageTransform.Microsoft.gradient(startColorstr='#fff5f5f5', endColorstr='#ffe8e8e8',
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GradientType=0);\n  background-repeat: repeat-x;\n  background-color: #e8e8e8;\n}\n.dropdown-menu > .active >

a,\n.dropdown-menu > .active > a:hover,\n.dropdown-menu > .active > a:focus {\n  background-image: -webkit-

linear-gradient(top, #337ab7 0%, #2e6da4 100%);\n  background-image: -o-linear-gradient(top, #337ab7 0%,

#2e6da4 100%);\n  background-image: -webkit-gradient(linear, left top, left bottom, from(#337ab7), to(#2e6da4));\n

background-image: linear-gradient(to bottom, #337ab7 0%, #2e6da4 100%);\n  filter:

progid:DXImageTransform.Microsoft.gradient(startColorstr='#ff337ab7', endColorstr='#ff2e6da4',

GradientType=0);\n  background-repeat: repeat-x;\n  background-color: #2e6da4;\n}\n.navbar-default {\n

background-image: -webkit-linear-gradient(top, #ffffff 0%, #f8f8f8 100%);\n  background-image: -o-linear-

gradient(top, #ffffff 0%, #f8f8f8 100%);\n  background-image: -webkit-gradient(linear, left top, left bottom,

from(#ffffff), to(#f8f8f8));\n  background-image: linear-gradient(to bottom, #ffffff 0%, #f8f8f8 100%);\n  filter:

progid:DXImageTransform.Microsoft.gradient(startColorstr='#ffffffff', endColorstr='#fff8f8f8', GradientType=0);\n

background-repeat: repeat-x;\n  filter: progid:DXImageTransform.Microsoft.gradient(enabled = false);\n  border-

radius: 4px;\n  -webkit-box-shadow: inset 0 1px 0 rgba(255, 255, 255, 0.15), 0 1px 5px rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.075);\n  box-

shadow: inset 0 1px 0 rgba(255, 255, 255, 0.15), 0 1px 5px rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.075);\n}\n.navbar-default .navbar-nav >

.open > a,\n.navbar-default .navbar-nav > .active > a {\n  background-image: -webkit-linear-gradient(top, #dbdbdb

0%, #e2e2e2 100%);\n  background-image: -o-linear-gradient(top, #dbdbdb 0%, #e2e2e2 100%);\n  background-

image: -webkit-gradient(linear, left top, left bottom, from(#dbdbdb), to(#e2e2e2));\n  background-image: linear-

gradient(to bottom, #dbdbdb 0%, #e2e2e2 100%);\n  filter:

progid:DXImageTransform.Microsoft.gradient(startColorstr='#ffdbdbdb', endColorstr='#ffe2e2e2',

GradientType=0);\n  background-repeat: repeat-x;\n  -webkit-box-shadow: inset 0 3px 9px rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.075);\n

box-shadow: inset 0 3px 9px rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.075);\n}\n.navbar-brand,\n.navbar-nav > li > a {\n  text-shadow: 0 1px 0

rgba(255, 255, 255, 0.25);\n}\n.navbar-inverse {\n  background-image: -webkit-linear-gradient(top, #3c3c3c 0%,

#222 100%);\n  background-image: -o-linear-gradient(top, #3c3c3c 0%, #222 100%);\n  background-image: -

webkit-gradient(linear, left top, left bottom, from(#3c3c3c), to(#222));\n  background-image: linear-gradient(to

bottom, #3c3c3c 0%, #222 100%);\n  filter:

progid:DXImageTransform.Microsoft.gradient(startColorstr='#ff3c3c3c', endColorstr='#ff222222',

GradientType=0);\n  background-repeat: repeat-x;\n  filter: progid:DXImageTransform.Microsoft.gradient(enabled

= false);\n  border-radius: 4px;\n}\n.navbar-inverse .navbar-nav > .open > a,\n.navbar-inverse .navbar-nav > .active

> a {\n  background-image: -webkit-linear-gradient(top, #080808 0%, #0f0f0f 100%);\n  background-image: -o-

linear-gradient(top, #080808 0%, #0f0f0f 100%);\n  background-image: -webkit-gradient(linear, left top, left

bottom, from(#080808), to(#0f0f0f));\n  background-image: linear-gradient(to bottom, #080808 0%, #0f0f0f

100%);\n  filter: progid:DXImageTransform.Microsoft.gradient(startColorstr='#ff080808', endColorstr='#ff0f0f0f',

GradientType=0);\n  background-repeat: repeat-x;\n  -webkit-box-shadow: inset 0 3px 9px rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.25);\n

box-shadow: inset 0 3px 9px rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.25);\n}\n.navbar-inverse .navbar-brand,\n.navbar-inverse .navbar-nav >

li > a {\n  text-shadow: 0 -1px 0 rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.25);\n}\n.navbar-static-top,\n.navbar-fixed-top,\n.navbar-fixed-

bottom {\n  border-radius: 0;\n}\n@media (max-width: 767px) {\n  .navbar .navbar-nav .open .dropdown-menu >

.active > a,\n  .navbar .navbar-nav .open .dropdown-menu > .active > a:hover,\n  .navbar .navbar-nav .open

.dropdown-menu > .active > a:focus {\n    color: #fff;\n    background-image: -webkit-linear-gradient(top, #337ab7

0%, #2e6da4 100%);\n    background-image: -o-linear-gradient(top, #337ab7 0%, #2e6da4 100%);\n    background-

image: -webkit-gradient(linear, left top, left bottom, from(#337ab7), to(#2e6da4));\n    background-image: linear-

gradient(to bottom, #337ab7 0%, #2e6da4 100%);\n    filter:

progid:DXImageTransform.Microsoft.gradient(startColorstr='#ff337ab7', endColorstr='#ff2e6da4',

GradientType=0);\n    background-repeat: repeat-x;\n  }\n}\n.alert {\n  text-shadow: 0 1px 0 rgba(255, 255, 255,

0.2);\n  -webkit-box-shadow: inset 0 1px 0 rgba(255, 255, 255, 0.25), 0 1px 2px rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.05);\n  box-shadow:

inset 0 1px 0 rgba(255, 255, 255, 0.25), 0 1px 2px rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.05);\n}\n.alert-success {\n  background-image: -

webkit-linear-gradient(top, #dff0d8 0%, #c8e5bc 100%);\n  background-image: -o-linear-gradient(top, #dff0d8 0%,

#c8e5bc 100%);\n  background-image: -webkit-gradient(linear, left top, left bottom, from(#dff0d8), to(#c8e5bc));\n

background-image: linear-gradient(to bottom, #dff0d8 0%, #c8e5bc 100%);\n  filter:
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progid:DXImageTransform.Microsoft.gradient(startColorstr='#ffdff0d8', endColorstr='#ffc8e5bc',

GradientType=0);\n  background-repeat: repeat-x;\n  border-color: #b2dba1;\n}\n.alert-info {\n  background-image:

-webkit-linear-gradient(top, #d9edf7 0%, #b9def0 100%);\n  background-image: -o-linear-gradient(top, #d9edf7 0%,

#b9def0 100%);\n  background-image: -webkit-gradient(linear, left top, left bottom, from(#d9edf7), to(#b9def0));\n

background-image: linear-gradient(to bottom, #d9edf7 0%, #b9def0 100%);\n  filter:

progid:DXImageTransform.Microsoft.gradient(startColorstr='#ffd9edf7', endColorstr='#ffb9def0',

GradientType=0);\n  background-repeat: repeat-x;\n  border-color: #9acfea;\n}\n.alert-warning {\n  background-

image: -webkit-linear-gradient(top, #fcf8e3 0%, #f8efc0 100%);\n  background-image: -o-linear-gradient(top,

#fcf8e3 0%, #f8efc0 100%);\n  background-image: -webkit-gradient(linear, left top, left bottom, from(#fcf8e3),

to(#f8efc0));\n  background-image: linear-gradient(to bottom, #fcf8e3 0%, #f8efc0 100%);\n  filter:

progid:DXImageTransform.Microsoft.gradient(startColorstr='#fffcf8e3', endColorstr='#fff8efc0',

GradientType=0);\n  background-repeat: repeat-x;\n  border-color: #f5e79e;\n}\n.alert-danger {\n  background-

image: -webkit-linear-gradient(top, #f2dede 0%, #e7c3c3 100%);\n  background-image: -o-linear-gradient(top,

#f2dede 0%, #e7c3c3 100%);\n  background-image: -webkit-gradient(linear, left top, left bottom, from(#f2dede),

to(#e7c3c3));\n  background-image: linear-gradient(to bottom, #f2dede 0%, #e7c3c3 100%);\n  filter:

progid:DXImageTransform.Microsoft.gradient(startColorstr='#fff2dede', endColorstr='#ffe7c3c3',

GradientType=0);\n  background-repeat: repeat-x;\n  border-color: #dca7a7;\n}\n.progress {\n  background-image: -

webkit-linear-gradient(top, #ebebeb 0%, #f5f5f5 100%);\n  background-image: -o-linear-gradient(top, #ebebeb 0%,

#f5f5f5 100%);\n  background-image: -webkit-gradient(linear, left top, left bottom, from(#ebebeb), to(#f5f5f5));\n

background-image: linear-gradient(to bottom, #ebebeb 0%, #f5f5f5 100%);\n  filter:

progid:DXImageTransform.Microsoft.gradient(startColorstr='#ffebebeb', endColorstr='#fff5f5f5',

GradientType=0);\n  background-repeat: repeat-x;\n}\n.progress-bar {\n  background-image: -webkit-linear-

gradient(top, #337ab7 0%, #286090 100%);\n  background-image: -o-linear-gradient(top, #337ab7 0%, #286090

100%);\n  background-image: -webkit-gradient(linear, left top, left bottom, from(#337ab7), to(#286090));\n

background-image: linear-gradient(to bottom, #337ab7 0%, #286090 100%);\n  filter:

progid:DXImageTransform.Microsoft.gradient(startColorstr='#ff337ab7', endColorstr='#ff286090',

GradientType=0);\n  background-repeat: repeat-x;\n}\n.progress-bar-success {\n  background-image: -webkit-linear-

gradient(top, #5cb85c 0%, #449d44 100%);\n  background-image: -o-linear-gradient(top, #5cb85c 0%, #449d44

100%);\n  background-image: -webkit-gradient(linear, left top, left bottom, from(#5cb85c), to(#449d44));\n

background-image: linear-gradient(to bottom, #5cb85c 0%, #449d44 100%);\n  filter:

progid:DXImageTransform.Microsoft.gradient(startColorstr='#ff5cb85c', endColorstr='#ff449d44',

GradientType=0);\n  background-repeat: repeat-x;\n}\n.progress-bar-info {\n  background-image: -webkit-linear-

gradient(top, #5bc0de 0%, #31b0d5 100%);\n  background-image: -o-linear-gradient(top, #5bc0de 0%, #31b0d5

100%);\n  background-image: -webkit-gradient(linear, left top, left bottom, from(#5bc0de), to(#31b0d5));\n

background-image: linear-gradient(to bottom, #5bc0de 0%, #31b0d5 100%);\n  filter:

progid:DXImageTransform.Microsoft.gradient(startColorstr='#ff5bc0de', endColorstr='#ff31b0d5',

GradientType=0);\n  background-repeat: repeat-x;\n}\n.progress-bar-warning {\n  background-image: -webkit-

linear-gradient(top, #f0ad4e 0%, #ec971f 100%);\n  background-image: -o-linear-gradient(top, #f0ad4e 0%, #ec971f

100%);\n  background-image: -webkit-gradient(linear, left top, left bottom, from(#f0ad4e), to(#ec971f));\n

background-image: linear-gradient(to bottom, #f0ad4e 0%, #ec971f 100%);\n  filter:

progid:DXImageTransform.Microsoft.gradient(startColorstr='#fff0ad4e', endColorstr='#ffec971f',

GradientType=0);\n  background-repeat: repeat-x;\n}\n.progress-bar-danger {\n  background-image: -webkit-linear-

gradient(top, #d9534f 0%, #c9302c 100%);\n  background-image: -o-linear-gradient(top, #d9534f 0%, #c9302c

100%);\n  background-image: -webkit-gradient(linear, left top, left bottom, from(#d9534f), to(#c9302c));\n

background-image: linear-gradient(to bottom, #d9534f 0%, #c9302c 100%);\n  filter:

progid:DXImageTransform.Microsoft.gradient(startColorstr='#ffd9534f', endColorstr='#ffc9302c',

GradientType=0);\n  background-repeat: repeat-x;\n}\n.progress-bar-striped {\n  background-image: -webkit-linear-

gradient(45deg, rgba(255, 255, 255, 0.15) 25%, transparent 25%, transparent 50%, rgba(255, 255, 255, 0.15) 50%,
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rgba(255, 255, 255, 0.15) 75%, transparent 75%, transparent);\n  background-image: -o-linear-gradient(45deg,

rgba(255, 255, 255, 0.15) 25%, transparent 25%, transparent 50%, rgba(255, 255, 255, 0.15) 50%, rgba(255, 255,

255, 0.15) 75%, transparent 75%, transparent);\n  background-image: linear-gradient(45deg, rgba(255, 255, 255,

0.15) 25%, transparent 25%, transparent 50%, rgba(255, 255, 255, 0.15) 50%, rgba(255, 255, 255, 0.15) 75%,

transparent 75%, transparent);\n}\n.list-group {\n  border-radius: 4px;\n  -webkit-box-shadow: 0 1px 2px rgba(0, 0,

0, 0.075);\n  box-shadow: 0 1px 2px rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.075);\n}\n.list-group-item.active,\n.list-group-

item.active:hover,\n.list-group-item.active:focus {\n  text-shadow: 0 -1px 0 #286090;\n  background-image: -

webkit-linear-gradient(top, #337ab7 0%, #2b669a 100%);\n  background-image: -o-linear-gradient(top, #337ab7

0%, #2b669a 100%);\n  background-image: -webkit-gradient(linear, left top, left bottom, from(#337ab7),

to(#2b669a));\n  background-image: linear-gradient(to bottom, #337ab7 0%, #2b669a 100%);\n  filter:

progid:DXImageTransform.Microsoft.gradient(startColorstr='#ff337ab7', endColorstr='#ff2b669a',

GradientType=0);\n  background-repeat: repeat-x;\n  border-color: #2b669a;\n}\n.list-group-item.active

.badge,\n.list-group-item.active:hover .badge,\n.list-group-item.active:focus .badge {\n  text-shadow:

none;\n}\n.panel {\n  -webkit-box-shadow: 0 1px 2px rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.05);\n  box-shadow: 0 1px 2px rgba(0, 0, 0,

0.05);\n}\n.panel-default > .panel-heading {\n  background-image: -webkit-linear-gradient(top, #f5f5f5 0%, #e8e8e8

100%);\n  background-image: -o-linear-gradient(top, #f5f5f5 0%, #e8e8e8 100%);\n  background-image: -webkit-

gradient(linear, left top, left bottom, from(#f5f5f5), to(#e8e8e8));\n  background-image: linear-gradient(to bottom,

#f5f5f5 0%, #e8e8e8 100%);\n  filter: progid:DXImageTransform.Microsoft.gradient(startColorstr='#fff5f5f5',

endColorstr='#ffe8e8e8', GradientType=0);\n  background-repeat: repeat-x;\n}\n.panel-primary > .panel-heading {\n

background-image: -webkit-linear-gradient(top, #337ab7 0%, #2e6da4 100%);\n  background-image: -o-linear-

gradient(top, #337ab7 0%, #2e6da4 100%);\n  background-image: -webkit-gradient(linear, left top, left bottom,

from(#337ab7), to(#2e6da4));\n  background-image: linear-gradient(to bottom, #337ab7 0%, #2e6da4 100%);\n

filter: progid:DXImageTransform.Microsoft.gradient(startColorstr='#ff337ab7', endColorstr='#ff2e6da4',

GradientType=0);\n  background-repeat: repeat-x;\n}\n.panel-success > .panel-heading {\n  background-image: -

webkit-linear-gradient(top, #dff0d8 0%, #d0e9c6 100%);\n  background-image: -o-linear-gradient(top, #dff0d8 0%,

#d0e9c6 100%);\n  background-image: -webkit-gradient(linear, left top, left bottom, from(#dff0d8), to(#d0e9c6));\n

background-image: linear-gradient(to bottom, #dff0d8 0%, #d0e9c6 100%);\n  filter:

progid:DXImageTransform.Microsoft.gradient(startColorstr='#ffdff0d8', endColorstr='#ffd0e9c6',

GradientType=0);\n  background-repeat: repeat-x;\n}\n.panel-info > .panel-heading {\n  background-image: -

webkit-linear-gradient(top, #d9edf7 0%, #c4e3f3 100%);\n  background-image: -o-linear-gradient(top, #d9edf7 0%,

#c4e3f3 100%);\n  background-image: -webkit-gradient(linear, left top, left bottom, from(#d9edf7), to(#c4e3f3));\n

background-image: linear-gradient(to bottom, #d9edf7 0%, #c4e3f3 100%);\n  filter:

progid:DXImageTransform.Microsoft.gradient(startColorstr='#ffd9edf7', endColorstr='#ffc4e3f3',

GradientType=0);\n  background-repeat: repeat-x;\n}\n.panel-warning > .panel-heading {\n  background-image: -

webkit-linear-gradient(top, #fcf8e3 0%, #faf2cc 100%);\n  background-image: -o-linear-gradient(top, #fcf8e3 0%,

#faf2cc 100%);\n  background-image: -webkit-gradient(linear, left top, left bottom, from(#fcf8e3), to(#faf2cc));\n

background-image: linear-gradient(to bottom, #fcf8e3 0%, #faf2cc 100%);\n  filter:

progid:DXImageTransform.Microsoft.gradient(startColorstr='#fffcf8e3', endColorstr='#fffaf2cc',

GradientType=0);\n  background-repeat: repeat-x;\n}\n.panel-danger > .panel-heading {\n  background-image: -

webkit-linear-gradient(top, #f2dede 0%, #ebcccc 100%);\n  background-image: -o-linear-gradient(top, #f2dede 0%,

#ebcccc 100%);\n  background-image: -webkit-gradient(linear, left top, left bottom, from(#f2dede), to(#ebcccc));\n

background-image: linear-gradient(to bottom, #f2dede 0%, #ebcccc 100%);\n  filter:

progid:DXImageTransform.Microsoft.gradient(startColorstr='#fff2dede', endColorstr='#ffebcccc',

GradientType=0);\n  background-repeat: repeat-x;\n}\n.well {\n  background-image: -webkit-linear-gradient(top,

#e8e8e8 0%, #f5f5f5 100%);\n  background-image: -o-linear-gradient(top, #e8e8e8 0%, #f5f5f5 100%);\n

background-image: -webkit-gradient(linear, left top, left bottom, from(#e8e8e8), to(#f5f5f5));\n  background-image:

linear-gradient(to bottom, #e8e8e8 0%, #f5f5f5 100%);\n  filter:

progid:DXImageTransform.Microsoft.gradient(startColorstr='#ffe8e8e8', endColorstr='#fff5f5f5',
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GradientType=0);\n  background-repeat: repeat-x;\n  border-color: #dcdcdc;\n  -webkit-box-shadow: inset 0 1px 3px

rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.05), 0 1px 0 rgba(255, 255, 255, 0.1);\n  box-shadow: inset 0 1px 3px rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.05), 0 1px 0

rgba(255, 255, 255, 0.1);\n}\n/*# sourceMappingURL=bootstrap-theme.css.map */","// stylelint-disable selector-no-

qualifying-type, selector-max-compound-selectors\n\n/*!\n * Bootstrap v3.4.1 (https://getbootstrap.com/)\n *

Copyright 2011-2019 Twitter, Inc.\n * Licensed under MIT

(https://github.com/twbs/bootstrap/blob/master/LICENSE)\n */\n\n//\n// Load core variables and mixins\n// ----------

----------------------------------------\n\n@import \"variables.less\";\n@import \"mixins.less\";\n\n\n//\n// Buttons\n// ---

-----------------------------------------------\n\n// Common styles\n.btn-default,\n.btn-primary,\n.btn-success,\n.btn-

info,\n.btn-warning,\n.btn-danger {\n  text-shadow: 0 -1px 0 rgba(0, 0, 0, .2);\n  @shadow: inset 0 1px 0 rgba(255,

255, 255, .15), 0 1px 1px rgba(0, 0, 0, .075);\n  .box-shadow(@shadow);\n\n  // Reset the shadow\n  &:active,\n

&.active {\n    .box-shadow(inset 0 3px 5px rgba(0, 0, 0, .125));\n  }\n\n  &.disabled,\n  &[disabled],\n

fieldset[disabled] & {\n    .box-shadow(none);\n  }\n\n  .badge {\n    text-shadow: none;\n  }\n}\n\n// Mixin for

generating new styles\n.btn-styles(@btn-color: #555) {\n  #gradient > .vertical(@start-color: @btn-color; @end-

color: darken(@btn-color, 12%));\n  .reset-filter(); // Disable gradients for IE9 because filter bleeds through rounded

corners; see https://github.com/twbs/bootstrap/issues/10620\n  background-repeat: repeat-x;\n  border-color:

darken(@btn-color, 14%);\n\n  &:hover,\n  &:focus  {\n    background-color: darken(@btn-color, 12%);\n

background-position: 0 -15px;\n  }\n\n  &:active,\n  &.active {\n    background-color: darken(@btn-color, 12%);\n

border-color: darken(@btn-color, 14%);\n  }\n\n  &.disabled,\n  &[disabled],\n  fieldset[disabled] & {\n    &,\n

&:hover,\n    &:focus,\n    &.focus,\n    &:active,\n    &.active {\n      background-color: darken(@btn-color, 12%);\n

    background-image: none;\n    }\n  }\n}\n\n// Common styles\n.btn {\n  // Remove the gradient for the

pressed/active state\n  &:active,\n  &.active {\n    background-image: none;\n  }\n}\n\n// Apply the mixin to the

buttons\n.btn-default {\n  .btn-styles(@btn-default-bg);\n  text-shadow: 0 1px 0 #fff;\n  border-color: #ccc;\n}\n.btn-

primary { .btn-styles(@btn-primary-bg); }\n.btn-success { .btn-styles(@btn-success-bg); }\n.btn-info    { .btn-

styles(@btn-info-bg); }\n.btn-warning { .btn-styles(@btn-warning-bg); }\n.btn-danger  { .btn-styles(@btn-danger-

bg); }\n\n\n//\n// Images\n// --------------------------------------------------\n\n.thumbnail,\n.img-thumbnail {\n  .box-

shadow(0 1px 2px rgba(0, 0, 0, .075));\n}\n\n\n//\n// Dropdowns\n// --------------------------------------------------

\n\n.dropdown-menu > li > a:hover,\n.dropdown-menu > li > a:focus {\n  #gradient > .vertical(@start-color:

@dropdown-link-hover-bg; @end-color: darken(@dropdown-link-hover-bg, 5%));\n  background-color:

darken(@dropdown-link-hover-bg, 5%);\n}\n.dropdown-menu > .active > a,\n.dropdown-menu > .active >

a:hover,\n.dropdown-menu > .active > a:focus {\n  #gradient > .vertical(@start-color: @dropdown-link-active-bg;

@end-color: darken(@dropdown-link-active-bg, 5%));\n  background-color: darken(@dropdown-link-active-bg,

5%);\n}\n\n\n//\n// Navbar\n// --------------------------------------------------\n\n// Default navbar\n.navbar-default {\n

#gradient > .vertical(@start-color: lighten(@navbar-default-bg, 10%); @end-color: @navbar-default-bg);\n  .reset-

filter(); // Remove gradient in IE<10 to fix bug where dropdowns don't get triggered\n  border-radius: @navbar-

border-radius;\n  @shadow: inset 0 1px 0 rgba(255, 255, 255, .15), 0 1px 5px rgba(0, 0, 0, .075);\n  .box-

shadow(@shadow);\n\n  .navbar-nav > .open > a,\n  .navbar-nav > .active > a {\n    #gradient > .vertical(@start-

color: darken(@navbar-default-link-active-bg, 5%); @end-color: darken(@navbar-default-link-active-bg, 2%));\n

.box-shadow(inset 0 3px 9px rgba(0, 0, 0, .075));\n  }\n}\n.navbar-brand,\n.navbar-nav > li > a {\n  text-shadow: 0

1px 0 rgba(255, 255, 255, .25);\n}\n\n// Inverted navbar\n.navbar-inverse {\n  #gradient > .vertical(@start-color:

lighten(@navbar-inverse-bg, 10%); @end-color: @navbar-inverse-bg);\n  .reset-filter(); // Remove gradient in

IE<10 to fix bug where dropdowns don't get triggered; see https://github.com/twbs/bootstrap/issues/10257\n  border-

radius: @navbar-border-radius;\n  .navbar-nav > .open > a,\n  .navbar-nav > .active > a {\n    #gradient >

.vertical(@start-color: @navbar-inverse-link-active-bg; @end-color: lighten(@navbar-inverse-link-active-bg,

2.5%));\n    .box-shadow(inset 0 3px 9px rgba(0, 0, 0, .25));\n  }\n\n  .navbar-brand,\n  .navbar-nav > li > a {\n

text-shadow: 0 -1px 0 rgba(0, 0, 0, .25);\n  }\n}\n\n// Undo rounded corners in static and fixed navbars\n.navbar-

static-top,\n.navbar-fixed-top,\n.navbar-fixed-bottom {\n  border-radius: 0;\n}\n\n// Fix active state of dropdown

items in collapsed mode\n@media (max-width: @grid-float-breakpoint-max) {\n  .navbar .navbar-nav .open

.dropdown-menu > .active > a {\n    &,\n    &:hover,\n    &:focus {\n      color: #fff;\n      #gradient >
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.vertical(@start-color: @dropdown-link-active-bg; @end-color: darken(@dropdown-link-active-bg, 5%));\n    }\n

}\n}\n\n\n//\n// Alerts\n// --------------------------------------------------\n\n// Common styles\n.alert {\n  text-shadow: 0

1px 0 rgba(255, 255, 255, .2);\n  @shadow: inset 0 1px 0 rgba(255, 255, 255, .25), 0 1px 2px rgba(0, 0, 0, .05);\n

.box-shadow(@shadow);\n}\n\n// Mixin for generating new styles\n.alert-styles(@color) {\n  #gradient >

.vertical(@start-color: @color; @end-color: darken(@color, 7.5%));\n  border-color: darken(@color, 15%);\n}\n\n//

Apply the mixin to the alerts\n.alert-success    { .alert-styles(@alert-success-bg); }\n.alert-info       { .alert-

styles(@alert-info-bg); }\n.alert-warning    { .alert-styles(@alert-warning-bg); }\n.alert-danger     { .alert-

styles(@alert-danger-bg); }\n\n\n//\n// Progress bars\n// --------------------------------------------------\n\n// Give the

progress background some depth\n.progress {\n  #gradient > .vertical(@start-color: darken(@progress-bg, 4%);

@end-color: @progress-bg)\n}\n\n// Mixin for generating new styles\n.progress-bar-styles(@color) {\n  #gradient >

.vertical(@start-color: @color; @end-color: darken(@color, 10%));\n}\n\n// Apply the mixin to the progress

bars\n.progress-bar            { .progress-bar-styles(@progress-bar-bg); }\n.progress-bar-success    { .progress-bar-

styles(@progress-bar-success-bg); }\n.progress-bar-info       { .progress-bar-styles(@progress-bar-info-bg);

}\n.progress-bar-warning    { .progress-bar-styles(@progress-bar-warning-bg); }\n.progress-bar-danger     {

.progress-bar-styles(@progress-bar-danger-bg); }\n\n// Reset the striped class because our mixins don't do multiple

gradients and\n// the above custom styles override the new `.progress-bar-striped` in v3.2.0.\n.progress-bar-striped

{\n  #gradient > .striped();\n}\n\n\n//\n// List groups\n// --------------------------------------------------\n\n.list-group {\n

border-radius: @border-radius-base;\n  .box-shadow(0 1px 2px rgba(0, 0, 0, .075));\n}\n.list-group-

item.active,\n.list-group-item.active:hover,\n.list-group-item.active:focus {\n  text-shadow: 0 -1px 0 darken(@list-

group-active-bg, 10%);\n  #gradient > .vertical(@start-color: @list-group-active-bg; @end-color: darken(@list-

group-active-bg, 7.5%));\n  border-color: darken(@list-group-active-border, 7.5%);\n\n  .badge {\n    text-shadow:

none;\n  }\n}\n\n\n//\n// Panels\n// --------------------------------------------------\n\n// Common styles\n.panel {\n  .box-

shadow(0 1px 2px rgba(0, 0, 0, .05));\n}\n\n// Mixin for generating new styles\n.panel-heading-styles(@color) {\n

#gradient > .vertical(@start-color: @color; @end-color: darken(@color, 5%));\n}\n\n// Apply the mixin to the panel

headings only\n.panel-default > .panel-heading   { .panel-heading-styles(@panel-default-heading-bg); }\n.panel-

primary > .panel-heading   { .panel-heading-styles(@panel-primary-heading-bg); }\n.panel-success > .panel-heading

 { .panel-heading-styles(@panel-success-heading-bg); }\n.panel-info > .panel-heading      { .panel-heading-

styles(@panel-info-heading-bg); }\n.panel-warning > .panel-heading   { .panel-heading-styles(@panel-warning-

heading-bg); }\n.panel-danger > .panel-heading    { .panel-heading-styles(@panel-danger-heading-bg); }\n\n\n//\n//

Wells\n// --------------------------------------------------\n\n.well {\n  #gradient > .vertical(@start-color: darken(@well-

bg, 5%); @end-color: @well-bg);\n  border-color: darken(@well-bg, 10%);\n  @shadow: inset 0 1px 3px rgba(0, 0,

0, .05), 0 1px 0 rgba(255, 255, 255, .1);\n  .box-shadow(@shadow);\n}\n","// stylelint-disable indentation, property-

no-vendor-prefix, selector-no-vendor-prefix\n\n// Vendor Prefixes\n//\n// All vendor mixins are deprecated as of

v3.2.0 due to the introduction of\n// Autoprefixer in our Gruntfile. They have been removed in v4.\n\n// -

Animations\n// - Backface visibility\n// - Box shadow\n// - Box sizing\n// - Content columns\n// - Hyphens\n// -

Placeholder text\n// - Transformations\n// - Transitions\n// - User Select\n\n\n//

Animations\n.animation(@animation) {\n  -webkit-animation: @animation;\n       -o-animation: @animation;\n

animation: @animation;\n}\n.animation-name(@name) {\n  -webkit-animation-name: @name;\n          animation-

name: @name;\n}\n.animation-duration(@duration) {\n  -webkit-animation-duration: @duration;\n          animation-

duration: @duration;\n}\n.animation-timing-function(@timing-function) {\n  -webkit-animation-timing-function:

@timing-function;\n          animation-timing-function: @timing-function;\n}\n.animation-delay(@delay) {\n  -

webkit-animation-delay: @delay;\n          animation-delay: @delay;\n}\n.animation-iteration-count(@iteration-

count) {\n  -webkit-animation-iteration-count: @iteration-count;\n          animation-iteration-count: @iteration-

count;\n}\n.animation-direction(@direction) {\n  -webkit-animation-direction: @direction;\n          animation-

direction: @direction;\n}\n.animation-fill-mode(@fill-mode) {\n  -webkit-animation-fill-mode: @fill-mode;\n

animation-fill-mode: @fill-mode;\n}\n\n// Backface visibility\n// Prevent browsers from flickering when using CSS

3D transforms.\n// Default value is `visible`, but can be changed to `hidden`\n\n.backface-visibility(@visibility) {\n

-webkit-backface-visibility: @visibility;\n     -moz-backface-visibility: @visibility;\n          backface-visibility:
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@visibility;\n}\n\n// Drop shadows\n//\n// Note: Deprecated `.box-shadow()` as of v3.1.0 since all of Bootstrap's\n//

supported browsers that have box shadow capabilities now support it.\n\n.box-shadow(@shadow) {\n  -webkit-box-

shadow: @shadow; // iOS <4.3 & Android <4.1\n          box-shadow: @shadow;\n}\n\n// Box sizing\n.box-

sizing(@boxmodel) {\n  -webkit-box-sizing: @boxmodel;\n     -moz-box-sizing: @boxmodel;\n          box-sizing:

@boxmodel;\n}\n\n// CSS3 Content Columns\n.content-columns(@column-count; @column-gap: @grid-gutter-

width) {\n  -webkit-column-count: @column-count;\n     -moz-column-count: @column-count;\n          column-

count: @column-count;\n  -webkit-column-gap: @column-gap;\n     -moz-column-gap: @column-gap;\n

column-gap: @column-gap;\n}\n\n// Optional hyphenation\n.hyphens(@mode: auto) {\n  -webkit-hyphens:

@mode;\n     -moz-hyphens: @mode;\n      -ms-hyphens: @mode; // IE10+\n       -o-hyphens: @mode;\n

hyphens: @mode;\n  word-wrap: break-word;\n}\n\n// Placeholder text\n.placeholder(@color: @input-color-

placeholder) {\n  // Firefox\n  &::-moz-placeholder {\n    color: @color;\n    opacity: 1; // Override Firefox's unusual

default opacity; see https://github.com/twbs/bootstrap/pull/11526\n  }\n  &:-ms-input-placeholder { color: @color; }

// Internet Explorer 10+\n  &::-webkit-input-placeholder  { color: @color; } // Safari and Chrome\n}\n\n//

Transformations\n.scale(@ratio) {\n  -webkit-transform: scale(@ratio);\n      -ms-transform: scale(@ratio); // IE9

only\n       -o-transform: scale(@ratio);\n          transform: scale(@ratio);\n}\n.scale(@ratioX; @ratioY) {\n  -

webkit-transform: scale(@ratioX, @ratioY);\n      -ms-transform: scale(@ratioX, @ratioY); // IE9 only\n       -o-

transform: scale(@ratioX, @ratioY);\n          transform: scale(@ratioX, @ratioY);\n}\n.scaleX(@ratio) {\n  -webkit-

transform: scaleX(@ratio);\n      -ms-transform: scaleX(@ratio); // IE9 only\n       -o-transform: scaleX(@ratio);\n

    transform: scaleX(@ratio);\n}\n.scaleY(@ratio) {\n  -webkit-transform: scaleY(@ratio);\n      -ms-transform:

scaleY(@ratio); // IE9 only\n       -o-transform: scaleY(@ratio);\n          transform: scaleY(@ratio);\n}\n.skew(@x;

@y) {\n  -webkit-transform: skewX(@x) skewY(@y);\n      -ms-transform: skewX(@x) skewY(@y); // See

https://github.com/twbs/bootstrap/issues/4885; IE9+\n       -o-transform: skewX(@x) skewY(@y);\n          transform:

skewX(@x) skewY(@y);\n}\n.translate(@x; @y) {\n  -webkit-transform: translate(@x, @y);\n      -ms-transform:

translate(@x, @y); // IE9 only\n       -o-transform: translate(@x, @y);\n          transform: translate(@x,

@y);\n}\n.translate3d(@x; @y; @z) {\n  -webkit-transform: translate3d(@x, @y, @z);\n          transform:

translate3d(@x, @y, @z);\n}\n.rotate(@degrees) {\n  -webkit-transform: rotate(@degrees);\n      -ms-transform:

rotate(@degrees); // IE9 only\n       -o-transform: rotate(@degrees);\n          transform:

rotate(@degrees);\n}\n.rotateX(@degrees) {\n  -webkit-transform: rotateX(@degrees);\n      -ms-transform:

rotateX(@degrees); // IE9 only\n       -o-transform: rotateX(@degrees);\n          transform:

rotateX(@degrees);\n}\n.rotateY(@degrees) {\n  -webkit-transform: rotateY(@degrees);\n      -ms-transform:

rotateY(@degrees); // IE9 only\n       -o-transform: rotateY(@degrees);\n          transform:

rotateY(@degrees);\n}\n.perspective(@perspective) {\n  -webkit-perspective: @perspective;\n     -moz-perspective:

@perspective;\n          perspective: @perspective;\n}\n.perspective-origin(@perspective) {\n  -webkit-perspective-

origin: @perspective;\n     -moz-perspective-origin: @perspective;\n          perspective-origin:

@perspective;\n}\n.transform-origin(@origin) {\n  -webkit-transform-origin: @origin;\n     -moz-transform-origin:

@origin;\n      -ms-transform-origin: @origin; // IE9 only\n          transform-origin: @origin;\n}\n\n\n//

Transitions\n\n.transition(@transition) {\n  -webkit-transition: @transition;\n       -o-transition: @transition;\n

transition: @transition;\n}\n.transition-property(@transition-property) {\n  -webkit-transition-property: @transition-

property;\n          transition-property: @transition-property;\n}\n.transition-delay(@transition-delay) {\n  -webkit-

transition-delay: @transition-delay;\n          transition-delay: @transition-delay;\n}\n.transition-

duration(@transition-duration) {\n  -webkit-transition-duration: @transition-duration;\n          transition-duration:

@transition-duration;\n}\n.transition-timing-function(@timing-function) {\n  -webkit-transition-timing-function:

@timing-function;\n          transition-timing-function: @timing-function;\n}\n.transition-transform(@transition) {\n

-webkit-transition: -webkit-transform @transition;\n     -moz-transition: -moz-transform @transition;\n       -o-

transition: -o-transform @transition;\n          transition: transform @transition;\n}\n\n\n// User select\n// For

selecting text on the page\n\n.user-select(@select) {\n  -webkit-user-select: @select;\n     -moz-user-select:

@select;\n      -ms-user-select: @select; // IE10+\n          user-select: @select;\n}\n","// stylelint-disable value-no-

vendor-prefix, selector-max-id\n\n#gradient {\n\n  // Horizontal gradient, from left to right\n  //\n  // Creates two
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color stops, start and end, by specifying a color and position for each color stop.\n  // Color stops are not available in

IE9 and below.\n  .horizontal(@start-color: #555; @end-color: #333; @start-percent: 0%; @end-percent: 100%) {\n

 background-image: -webkit-linear-gradient(left, @start-color @start-percent, @end-color @end-percent); // Safari

5.1-6, Chrome 10+\n    background-image: -o-linear-gradient(left, @start-color @start-percent, @end-color @end-

percent); // Opera 12\n    background-image: linear-gradient(to right, @start-color @start-percent, @end-color

@end-percent); // Standard, IE10, Firefox 16+, Opera 12.10+, Safari 7+, Chrome 26+\n    filter:

e(%(\"progid:DXImageTransform.Microsoft.gradient(startColorstr='%d', endColorstr='%d', GradientType=1)\",

argb(@start-color), argb(@end-color))); // IE9 and down\n    background-repeat: repeat-x;\n  }\n\n  // Vertical

gradient, from top to bottom\n  //\n  // Creates two color stops, start and end, by specifying a color and position for

each color stop.\n  // Color stops are not available in IE9 and below.\n  .vertical(@start-color: #555; @end-color:

#333; @start-percent: 0%; @end-percent: 100%) {\n    background-image: -webkit-linear-gradient(top, @start-color

@start-percent, @end-color @end-percent);  // Safari 5.1-6, Chrome 10+\n    background-image: -o-linear-

gradient(top, @start-color @start-percent, @end-color @end-percent);  // Opera 12\n    background-image: linear-

gradient(to bottom, @start-color @start-percent, @end-color @end-percent); // Standard, IE10, Firefox 16+, Opera

12.10+, Safari 7+, Chrome 26+\n    filter: e(%(\"progid:DXImageTransform.Microsoft.gradient(startColorstr='%d',

endColorstr='%d', GradientType=0)\", argb(@start-color), argb(@end-color))); // IE9 and down\n    background-

repeat: repeat-x;\n  }\n\n  .directional(@start-color: #555; @end-color: #333; @deg: 45deg) {\n    background-

image: -webkit-linear-gradient(@deg, @start-color, @end-color); // Safari 5.1-6, Chrome 10+\n    background-

image: -o-linear-gradient(@deg, @start-color, @end-color); // Opera 12\n    background-image: linear-

gradient(@deg, @start-color, @end-color); // Standard, IE10, Firefox 16+, Opera 12.10+, Safari 7+, Chrome 26+\n

background-repeat: repeat-x;\n  }\n  .horizontal-three-colors(@start-color: #00b3ee; @mid-color: #7a43b6; @color-

stop: 50%; @end-color: #c3325f) {\n    background-image: -webkit-linear-gradient(left, @start-color, @mid-color

@color-stop, @end-color);\n    background-image: -o-linear-gradient(left, @start-color, @mid-color @color-stop,

@end-color);\n    background-image: linear-gradient(to right, @start-color, @mid-color @color-stop, @end-

color);\n    filter: e(%(\"progid:DXImageTransform.Microsoft.gradient(startColorstr='%d', endColorstr='%d',

GradientType=1)\", argb(@start-color), argb(@end-color))); // IE9 and down, gets no color-stop at all for proper

fallback\n    background-repeat: no-repeat;\n  }\n  .vertical-three-colors(@start-color: #00b3ee; @mid-color:

#7a43b6; @color-stop: 50%; @end-color: #c3325f) {\n    background-image: -webkit-linear-gradient(@start-color,

@mid-color @color-stop, @end-color);\n    background-image: -o-linear-gradient(@start-color, @mid-color

@color-stop, @end-color);\n    background-image: linear-gradient(@start-color, @mid-color @color-stop, @end-

color);\n    filter: e(%(\"progid:DXImageTransform.Microsoft.gradient(startColorstr='%d', endColorstr='%d',

GradientType=0)\", argb(@start-color), argb(@end-color))); // IE9 and down, gets no color-stop at all for proper

fallback\n    background-repeat: no-repeat;\n  }\n  .radial(@inner-color: #555; @outer-color: #333) {\n

background-image: -webkit-radial-gradient(circle, @inner-color, @outer-color);\n    background-image: radial-

gradient(circle, @inner-color, @outer-color);\n    background-repeat: no-repeat;\n  }\n  .striped(@color: rgba(255,

255, 255, .15); @angle: 45deg) {\n    background-image: -webkit-linear-gradient(@angle, @color 25%, transparent

25%, transparent 50%, @color 50%, @color 75%, transparent 75%, transparent);\n    background-image: -o-linear-

gradient(@angle, @color 25%, transparent 25%, transparent 50%, @color 50%, @color 75%, transparent 75%,

transparent);\n    background-image: linear-gradient(@angle, @color 25%, transparent 25%, transparent 50%,

@color 50%, @color 75%, transparent 75%, transparent);\n  }\n}\n","// Reset filters for IE\n//\n// When you need to

remove a gradient background, do not forget to use this to reset\n// the IE filter for IE9 and below.\n\n.reset-filter()

{\n  filter: e(%(\"progid:DXImageTransform.Microsoft.gradient(enabled = false)\"));\n}\n"]}

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1005829409_1621838154.95/0/bootstrap-3-4-1-dist-zip/bootstrap-3.4.1-dist/css/bootstrap-

theme.min.css.map
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1.6 python-pip 21.2.4 
1.6.1 Available under license : 

# Copyright (c) 2012 Giorgos Verigakis <verigak@gmail.com>

#

# Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software for any

# purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

# copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

#

# THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

# WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

# MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR

# ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

# WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

# ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF

# OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2017 Thomas Kluyver

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

Copyright (C) 2016 Jason R Coombs <jaraco@jaraco.com>

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in

the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies

of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do

so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all
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copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

# This is the MIT license

 

Copyright (c) 2010 ActiveState Software Inc.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included

in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

Copyright (c) 2010-2020 Benjamin Peterson

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in

the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of

the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so,

subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS

FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER

IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN
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CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

		  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.
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 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.
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 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order to run.

 

		  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of
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running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,
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and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.
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 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever
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   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined
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library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then
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the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status
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of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.
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   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

Copyright (c) 2010 Jonathan Hartley

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

 list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

 this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

 and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

* Neither the name of the copyright holders, nor those of its contributors

 may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without

 specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,
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OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,
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     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:
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     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.
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  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2021 Taneli Hukkinen

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.
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THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

Copyright (c) 2018, Tzu-ping Chung <uranusjr@gmail.com>

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR

ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF

OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

This software is made available under the terms of *either* of the licenses

found in LICENSE.APACHE or LICENSE.BSD. Contributions to this software is made

under the terms of *both* these licenses.

Copyright (c) 2012 by Simon Sapin.

 

Some rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

     copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

     disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided

     with the distribution.

 

   * The names of the contributors may not be used to endorse or

     promote products derived from this software without specific

     prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT
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OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the
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     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the
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     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.
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  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "{}"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the
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     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright {yyyy} {name of copyright owner}

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

This package contains a modified version of ca-bundle.crt:

 

ca-bundle.crt -- Bundle of CA Root Certificates

 

Certificate data from Mozilla as of: Thu Nov  3 19:04:19 2011#

This is a bundle of X.509 certificates of public Certificate Authorities

(CA). These were automatically extracted from Mozilla's root certificates

file (certdata.txt).  This file can be found in the mozilla source tree:

http://mxr.mozilla.org/mozilla/source/security/nss/lib/ckfw/builtins/certdata.txt?raw=1#

It contains the certificates in PEM format and therefore

can be directly used with curl / libcurl / php_curl, or with

an Apache+mod_ssl webserver for SSL client authentication.

Just configure this file as the SSLCACertificateFile.#

 

***** BEGIN LICENSE BLOCK *****

This Source Code Form is subject to the terms of the Mozilla Public License,

v. 2.0. If a copy of the MPL was not distributed with this file, You can obtain

one at http://mozilla.org/MPL/2.0/.

 

***** END LICENSE BLOCK *****

@(#) $RCSfile: certdata.txt,v $ $Revision: 1.80 $ $Date: 2011/11/03 15:11:58 $

Copyright (C) 2008-2011 INADA Naoki <songofacandy@gmail.com>

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
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  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

A. HISTORY OF THE SOFTWARE

==========================

 

Python was created in the early 1990s by Guido van Rossum at Stichting

Mathematisch Centrum (CWI, see http://www.cwi.nl) in the Netherlands

as a successor of a language called ABC.  Guido remains Python's

principal author, although it includes many contributions from others.

 

In 1995, Guido continued his work on Python at the Corporation for

National Research Initiatives (CNRI, see http://www.cnri.reston.va.us)

in Reston, Virginia where he released several versions of the

software.

 

In May 2000, Guido and the Python core development team moved to

BeOpen.com to form the BeOpen PythonLabs team.  In October of the same

year, the PythonLabs team moved to Digital Creations (now Zope

Corporation, see http://www.zope.com).  In 2001, the Python Software

Foundation (PSF, see http://www.python.org/psf/) was formed, a

non-profit organization created specifically to own Python-related

Intellectual Property.  Zope Corporation is a sponsoring member of

the PSF.

 

All Python releases are Open Source (see http://www.opensource.org for

the Open Source Definition).  Historically, most, but not all, Python

releases have also been GPL-compatible; the table below summarizes

the various releases.

 

   Release         Derived     Year        Owner       GPL-

                   from                                compatible? (1)

 

   0.9.0 thru 1.2              1991-1995   CWI         yes

   1.3 thru 1.5.2  1.2         1995-1999   CNRI        yes

   1.6             1.5.2       2000        CNRI        no

   2.0             1.6         2000        BeOpen.com  no

   1.6.1           1.6         2001        CNRI        yes (2)

   2.1             2.0+1.6.1   2001        PSF         no

   2.0.1           2.0+1.6.1   2001        PSF         yes

   2.1.1           2.1+2.0.1   2001        PSF         yes

   2.2             2.1.1       2001        PSF         yes

   2.1.2           2.1.1       2002        PSF         yes

   2.1.3           2.1.2       2002        PSF         yes

   2.2.1           2.2         2002        PSF         yes

   2.2.2           2.2.1       2002        PSF         yes

   2.2.3           2.2.2       2003        PSF         yes

   2.3             2.2.2       2002-2003   PSF         yes

   2.3.1           2.3         2002-2003   PSF         yes
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   2.3.2           2.3.1       2002-2003   PSF         yes

   2.3.3           2.3.2       2002-2003   PSF         yes

   2.3.4           2.3.3       2004        PSF         yes

   2.3.5           2.3.4       2005        PSF         yes

   2.4             2.3         2004        PSF         yes

   2.4.1           2.4         2005        PSF         yes

   2.4.2           2.4.1       2005        PSF         yes

   2.4.3           2.4.2       2006        PSF         yes

   2.4.4           2.4.3       2006        PSF         yes

   2.5             2.4         2006        PSF         yes

   2.5.1           2.5         2007        PSF         yes

   2.5.2           2.5.1       2008        PSF         yes

   2.5.3           2.5.2       2008        PSF         yes

   2.6             2.5         2008        PSF         yes

   2.6.1           2.6         2008        PSF         yes

   2.6.2           2.6.1       2009        PSF         yes

   2.6.3           2.6.2       2009        PSF         yes

   2.6.4           2.6.3       2009        PSF         yes

   2.6.5           2.6.4       2010        PSF         yes

   3.0             2.6         2008        PSF         yes

   3.0.1           3.0         2009        PSF         yes

   3.1             3.0.1       2009        PSF         yes

   3.1.1           3.1         2009        PSF         yes

   3.1.2           3.1         2010        PSF         yes

   3.2             3.1         2010        PSF         yes

 

Footnotes:

 

(1) GPL-compatible doesn't mean that we're distributing Python under

   the GPL.  All Python licenses, unlike the GPL, let you distribute

   a modified version without making your changes open source.  The

   GPL-compatible licenses make it possible to combine Python with

   other software that is released under the GPL; the others don't.

 

(2) According to Richard Stallman, 1.6.1 is not GPL-compatible,

   because its license has a choice of law clause.  According to

   CNRI, however, Stallman's lawyer has told CNRI's lawyer that 1.6.1

   is "not incompatible" with the GPL.

 

Thanks to the many outside volunteers who have worked under Guido's

direction to make these releases possible.

 

 

B. TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR ACCESSING OR OTHERWISE USING PYTHON

===============================================================

 

PYTHON SOFTWARE FOUNDATION LICENSE VERSION 2

--------------------------------------------
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1. This LICENSE AGREEMENT is between the Python Software Foundation

("PSF"), and the Individual or Organization ("Licensee") accessing and

otherwise using this software ("Python") in source or binary form and

its associated documentation.

 

2. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License Agreement, PSF hereby

grants Licensee a nonexclusive, royalty-free, world-wide license to reproduce,

analyze, test, perform and/or display publicly, prepare derivative works,

distribute, and otherwise use Python alone or in any derivative version,

provided, however, that PSF's License Agreement and PSF's notice of copyright,

i.e., "Copyright (c) 2001, 2002, 2003, 2004, 2005, 2006, 2007, 2008, 2009, 2010

Python Software Foundation; All Rights Reserved" are retained in Python alone or

in any derivative version prepared by Licensee.

 

3. In the event Licensee prepares a derivative work that is based on

or incorporates Python or any part thereof, and wants to make

the derivative work available to others as provided herein, then

Licensee hereby agrees to include in any such work a brief summary of

the changes made to Python.

 

4. PSF is making Python available to Licensee on an "AS IS"

basis.  PSF MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED.  BY WAY OF EXAMPLE, BUT NOT LIMITATION, PSF MAKES NO AND

DISCLAIMS ANY REPRESENTATION OR WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS

FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR THAT THE USE OF PYTHON WILL NOT

INFRINGE ANY THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.

 

5. PSF SHALL NOT BE LIABLE TO LICENSEE OR ANY OTHER USERS OF PYTHON

FOR ANY INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR LOSS AS

A RESULT OF MODIFYING, DISTRIBUTING, OR OTHERWISE USING PYTHON,

OR ANY DERIVATIVE THEREOF, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY THEREOF.

 

6. This License Agreement will automatically terminate upon a material

breach of its terms and conditions.

 

7. Nothing in this License Agreement shall be deemed to create any

relationship of agency, partnership, or joint venture between PSF and

Licensee.  This License Agreement does not grant permission to use PSF

trademarks or trade name in a trademark sense to endorse or promote

products or services of Licensee, or any third party.

 

8. By copying, installing or otherwise using Python, Licensee

agrees to be bound by the terms and conditions of this License

Agreement.

 

 

BEOPEN.COM LICENSE AGREEMENT FOR PYTHON 2.0
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-------------------------------------------

 

BEOPEN PYTHON OPEN SOURCE LICENSE AGREEMENT VERSION 1

 

1. This LICENSE AGREEMENT is between BeOpen.com ("BeOpen"), having an

office at 160 Saratoga Avenue, Santa Clara, CA 95051, and the

Individual or Organization ("Licensee") accessing and otherwise using

this software in source or binary form and its associated

documentation ("the Software").

 

2. Subject to the terms and conditions of this BeOpen Python License

Agreement, BeOpen hereby grants Licensee a non-exclusive,

royalty-free, world-wide license to reproduce, analyze, test, perform

and/or display publicly, prepare derivative works, distribute, and

otherwise use the Software alone or in any derivative version,

provided, however, that the BeOpen Python License is retained in the

Software, alone or in any derivative version prepared by Licensee.

 

3. BeOpen is making the Software available to Licensee on an "AS IS"

basis.  BEOPEN MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED.  BY WAY OF EXAMPLE, BUT NOT LIMITATION, BEOPEN MAKES NO AND

DISCLAIMS ANY REPRESENTATION OR WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS

FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR THAT THE USE OF THE SOFTWARE WILL NOT

INFRINGE ANY THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.

 

4. BEOPEN SHALL NOT BE LIABLE TO LICENSEE OR ANY OTHER USERS OF THE

SOFTWARE FOR ANY INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR LOSS

AS A RESULT OF USING, MODIFYING OR DISTRIBUTING THE SOFTWARE, OR ANY

DERIVATIVE THEREOF, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY THEREOF.

 

5. This License Agreement will automatically terminate upon a material

breach of its terms and conditions.

 

6. This License Agreement shall be governed by and interpreted in all

respects by the law of the State of California, excluding conflict of

law provisions.  Nothing in this License Agreement shall be deemed to

create any relationship of agency, partnership, or joint venture

between BeOpen and Licensee.  This License Agreement does not grant

permission to use BeOpen trademarks or trade names in a trademark

sense to endorse or promote products or services of Licensee, or any

third party.  As an exception, the "BeOpen Python" logos available at

http://www.pythonlabs.com/logos.html may be used according to the

permissions granted on that web page.

 

7. By copying, installing or otherwise using the software, Licensee

agrees to be bound by the terms and conditions of this License

Agreement.
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CNRI LICENSE AGREEMENT FOR PYTHON 1.6.1

---------------------------------------

 

1. This LICENSE AGREEMENT is between the Corporation for National

Research Initiatives, having an office at 1895 Preston White Drive,

Reston, VA 20191 ("CNRI"), and the Individual or Organization

("Licensee") accessing and otherwise using Python 1.6.1 software in

source or binary form and its associated documentation.

 

2. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License Agreement, CNRI

hereby grants Licensee a nonexclusive, royalty-free, world-wide

license to reproduce, analyze, test, perform and/or display publicly,

prepare derivative works, distribute, and otherwise use Python 1.6.1

alone or in any derivative version, provided, however, that CNRI's

License Agreement and CNRI's notice of copyright, i.e., "Copyright (c)

1995-2001 Corporation for National Research Initiatives; All Rights

Reserved" are retained in Python 1.6.1 alone or in any derivative

version prepared by Licensee.  Alternately, in lieu of CNRI's License

Agreement, Licensee may substitute the following text (omitting the

quotes): "Python 1.6.1 is made available subject to the terms and

conditions in CNRI's License Agreement.  This Agreement together with

Python 1.6.1 may be located on the Internet using the following

unique, persistent identifier (known as a handle): 1895.22/1013.  This

Agreement may also be obtained from a proxy server on the Internet

using the following URL: http://hdl.handle.net/1895.22/1013".

 

3. In the event Licensee prepares a derivative work that is based on

or incorporates Python 1.6.1 or any part thereof, and wants to make

the derivative work available to others as provided herein, then

Licensee hereby agrees to include in any such work a brief summary of

the changes made to Python 1.6.1.

 

4. CNRI is making Python 1.6.1 available to Licensee on an "AS IS"

basis.  CNRI MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED.  BY WAY OF EXAMPLE, BUT NOT LIMITATION, CNRI MAKES NO AND

DISCLAIMS ANY REPRESENTATION OR WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS

FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR THAT THE USE OF PYTHON 1.6.1 WILL NOT

INFRINGE ANY THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.

 

5. CNRI SHALL NOT BE LIABLE TO LICENSEE OR ANY OTHER USERS OF PYTHON

1.6.1 FOR ANY INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR LOSS AS

A RESULT OF MODIFYING, DISTRIBUTING, OR OTHERWISE USING PYTHON 1.6.1,

OR ANY DERIVATIVE THEREOF, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY THEREOF.

 

6. This License Agreement will automatically terminate upon a material

breach of its terms and conditions.
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7. This License Agreement shall be governed by the federal

intellectual property law of the United States, including without

limitation the federal copyright law, and, to the extent such

U.S. federal law does not apply, by the law of the Commonwealth of

Virginia, excluding Virginia's conflict of law provisions.

Notwithstanding the foregoing, with regard to derivative works based

on Python 1.6.1 that incorporate non-separable material that was

previously distributed under the GNU General Public License (GPL), the

law of the Commonwealth of Virginia shall govern this License

Agreement only as to issues arising under or with respect to

Paragraphs 4, 5, and 7 of this License Agreement.  Nothing in this

License Agreement shall be deemed to create any relationship of

agency, partnership, or joint venture between CNRI and Licensee.  This

License Agreement does not grant permission to use CNRI trademarks or

trade name in a trademark sense to endorse or promote products or

services of Licensee, or any third party.

 

8. By clicking on the "ACCEPT" button where indicated, or by copying,

installing or otherwise using Python 1.6.1, Licensee agrees to be

bound by the terms and conditions of this License Agreement.

 

       ACCEPT

 

 

CWI LICENSE AGREEMENT FOR PYTHON 0.9.0 THROUGH 1.2

--------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1991 - 1995, Stichting Mathematisch Centrum Amsterdam,

The Netherlands.  All rights reserved.

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and its

documentation for any purpose and without fee is hereby granted,

provided that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that

both that copyright notice and this permission notice appear in

supporting documentation, and that the name of Stichting Mathematisch

Centrum or CWI not be used in advertising or publicity pertaining to

distribution of the software without specific, written prior

permission.

 

STICHTING MATHEMATISCH CENTRUM DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO

THIS SOFTWARE, INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

FITNESS, IN NO EVENT SHALL STICHTING MATHEMATISCH CENTRUM BE LIABLE

FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT

OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

Copyright (c) 2008-2021 The pip developers (see AUTHORS.txt file)
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Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

BSD 3-Clause License

 

Copyright (c) 2013-2021, Kim Davies

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

  list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

  this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

  and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

3. Neither the name of the copyright holder nor the names of its

  contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

  this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
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Copyright (c) 2006-2013 James Graham and other contributors

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

Copyright 2015 Eric Larson

 

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.

 

See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License.

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2008-2020 Andrey Petrov and contributors (see CONTRIBUTORS.txt)

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.
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THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

Copyright (c) Donald Stufft and individual contributors.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

   1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

      this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

   2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

      notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

      documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE
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SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.
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     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or
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         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.
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  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all
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     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and
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     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed
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         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the
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     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.7 bootstrap-date-picker 2.4.2 
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1.7.1 Available under license : 
                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.
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     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and
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     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or
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     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright 2012 Sebastien MALOT

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
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  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.8 yangsuite-coverage 3.0.2 
1.8.1 Available under license : 

YANG Suite - all files covered under Cisco EULA License

 

Copyright (c) 2021, Cisco Systems, Inc. or its affiliates

 

This project includes software developed at Cisco Systems, Inc. or its affiliates.

Cisco End User License Agreement
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Section 1. Scope and Applicability

 

This End User License Agreement (EULA) between You and Cisco covers Your use of the Software and Cloud

Services (Cisco Technology). This document also incorporates any Product Specific Terms that may apply to the

Cisco Technology You acquire. Definitions of capitalized terms are in Section 13 (Definitions).

 

You agree to be bound by the terms of this EULA through (a) Your download, installation, or use of the Cisco

Technology; or (b) Your express agreement to this EULA.

If You do not have authority to enter into this EULA or You do not agree with its terms, do not use the Cisco

Technology. You may request a refund for the Software within 30 days of Your initial purchase provided You return
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the Software to the Approved Source and disable or uninstall it. This paragraph does not apply where You have

expressly agreed to end user license terms with Cisco as part of a transaction with an Approved Source.

 

Section 2. Using Cisco Technology

 

2.1. License and Right to Use. Cisco grants You a non-exclusive, non-transferable (except with respect to Software

as permitted under the

https://www.cisco.com/c/dam/en_us/about/doing_business/legal/policy/Cisco_Software_Transfer_and_Relicensing_

Policy.pdf) (a) license to use the Software; and (b) right to use the Cloud Services, both as acquired from an

Approved Source, for Your direct benefit during the Usage Term and as set out in Your Entitlement and this EULA

(collectively, the Usage Rights).

 

2.2. Use by Third Parties. You may permit Authorized Third Parties to exercise the Usage Rights on Your behalf,

provided that You are responsible for (a) ensuring that such Authorized Third Parties comply with this EULA and

(b) any breach of this EULA by such Authorized Third Parties.

 

2.3. Beta and Trial Use. If Cisco grants You Usage Rights in the applicable Cisco Technology on a trial, evaluation,

beta or other free-of-charge basis (Evaluation Software and Services), You may only use the Evaluation Software

and Services on a temporary basis for the period limited by the license key or specified by Cisco in writing.  If there

is no period identified, such use is limited to 30 days after the Evaluation Software and Services are made available

to You.  If You fail to stop using and/or return the Evaluation Software and Services or the equipment on which it is

authorized for use by the end of the trial period, You may be invoiced for its list price and agree to pay such invoice.

Cisco, in its discretion, may stop providing the Evaluation Software and Services at any time, at which point You

will no longer have access to any related data, information, and files and must immediately cease using the Cisco

Technology.  The Evaluation Software and Services may not have been subject to Ciscos usual testing and quality

assurance processes and may contain bugs, errors, or other issues.  Except where agreed to in writing by Cisco, You

will not put Evaluation Software and Services into production use.  Cisco provides Evaluation Software and

Services AS-IS without support or any express or implied warranty or indemnity for any problems or issues, and

Cisco will not have any liability relating to Your use of the Evaluation Software and Services.

 

2.4. Upgrades or Additional Copies of Software. You may only use Upgrades or additional copies of the Software

beyond Your license Entitlement if You have (a) acquired such rights under a support agreement covering the

applicable Software; or (b) You have purchased the right to use Upgrades or additional copies separately.

 

2.5. Interoperability of Software. If required by law and upon Your request, Cisco will provide You with the

information needed to achieve interoperability between the Software and another independently created program,

provided You agree to any additional terms reasonably required by Cisco. You will treat such information as

Confidential Information.

 

2.6. Subscription Renewal.  Usage Rights in Cisco Technology acquired on a subscription basis will automatically

renew for the renewal period indicated on the order You or Your Cisco Partner placed with Cisco (Renewal Term)

unless: (a) You notify Your Approved Source in writing at least 45 days before the end of Your then-current Usage

Term of Your intention not to renew; or (b) You or Your Cisco Partner elect not to auto-renew at the time of the

initial order placed with Cisco. Your Approved Source will notify You reasonably in advance of any Renewal Term

if there are fee changes. The new fees will apply for the upcoming Renewal Term unless You or Your Cisco Partner

promptly notify Cisco in writing, before the renewal date, that You do not accept the fee changes. In that case, Your

subscription will terminate at the end of the current Usage Term.
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Section 3. Additional Conditions of Use

 

3.1. Cisco Technology Generally. Unless expressly agreed by Cisco, You may not (a) transfer, sell, sublicense,

monetize or make the functionality of any Cisco Technology available to any third party; (b) use the Software on

second hand or refurbished Cisco equipment not authorized by Cisco, or use Software that is licensed for a specific

device on a different device (except as permitted under

https://www.cisco.com/c/dam/en_us/about/doing_business/legal/policy/Software_License_Portability_Policy_FINA

L.pdf); (c) remove, modify, or conceal any product identification, copyright, proprietary, intellectual property

notices or other marks; (d) reverse engineer, decompile, decrypt, disassemble, modify, or make derivative works of

the Cisco Technology; or (e) use Cisco Content other than as part of Your permitted use of the Cisco Technology.

 

3.2. Cloud Services. You will not intentionally (a) interfere with other customers access to, or use of, the Cloud

Service, or with its security; (b) facilitate the attack or disruption of the Cloud Service, including a denial of service

attack, unauthorized access, penetration testing, crawling, or distribution of malware (including viruses, trojan

horses, worms, time bombs, spyware, adware, and cancelbots); (c) cause an unusual spike or increase in Your use of

the Cloud Service that negatively impacts the Cloud Services operation; or (d) submit any information that is not

contemplated in the applicable Documentation.

 

3.3. Evolving Cisco Technology. Cisco may: (a) enhance or refine a Cloud Service, although in doing so, Cisco will

not materially reduce the core functionality of that Cloud Service, except as contemplated in this Section; and (b)

perform scheduled maintenance of the infrastructure and software used to provide a Cloud Service, during which

time You may experience some disruption to that Cloud Service.  Whenever reasonably practicable, Cisco will

provide You with advance notice of such maintenance.  You acknowledge that, from time to time, Cisco may need

to perform emergency maintenance without providing You advance notice, during which time Cisco may

temporarily suspend Your access to, and use of, the Cloud Service.

 

Cisco may end the life of Cisco Technology, including component functionality (EOL), by providing written notice

on Cisco.com. If You or Your Cisco Partner prepaid a fee for Your use of the Cisco Technology that becomes EOL

before the expiration of Your then-current Usage Term, Cisco will use commercially reasonable efforts to transition

You to a substantially similar Cisco Technology. If Cisco does not have substantially similar Cisco Technology,

then Cisco will credit You or Your Cisco Partner any unused portion of the prepaid fee for the Cisco Technology

that has been declared EOL (EOL Credit).  The EOL Credit will be calculated from the last date the applicable Cisco

Technology is available to the last date of the applicable Usage Term.  Such credit can be applied towards the future

purchase of Cisco products.

 

3.4. Protecting Account Access. You will keep all account information up to date, use reasonable means to protect

Your account information, passwords and other login credentials, and promptly notify Cisco of any known or

suspected unauthorized use of or access to Your account.

 

3.5. Use with Third-Party Products. If You use the Cisco Technology together with third-party products, such use is

at Your risk.  You are responsible for complying with any third-party provider terms, including its privacy policy.

Cisco does not provide support or guarantee ongoing integration support for products that are not a native part of the

Cisco Technology.

 

3.6. Open Source Software. Open source software not owned by Cisco is subject to separate license terms as set out

at http://www.cisco.com/go/opensource. The applicable open source software licences will not materially or

adversely affect Your ability to exercise Usage Rights in applicable Cisco Technology.
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Section 4. Fees

 

To the extent permitted by law, orders for the Cisco Technology are non-cancellable. Fees for Your use of Cisco

Technology are set out in Your purchase terms with Your Approved Source.  If You use Cisco Technology beyond

Your Entitlement (Overage), the Approved Source may invoice You, and You agree to pay, for such Overage.

 

Section 5. Confidential Information and Use of Data

 

5.1. Confidentiality. Recipient will hold in confidence and use no less than reasonable care to avoid disclosure of

any Confidential Information to any third party, except for its employees, affiliates, and contractors who have a need

to know (Permitted Recipients). Recipient: (a) must ensure that its Permitted Recipients are subject to written

confidentiality obligations no less restrictive than the Recipients obligations under this EULA, and (b) is liable for

any breach of this Section by its Permitted Recipients.  Such nondisclosure obligations will not apply to information

that: (i) is known by Recipient without confidentiality obligations; (ii) is or has become public knowledge through

no fault of Recipient; or (iii) is independently developed by Recipient. Recipient may disclose Disclosers

Confidential Information if required under a regulation, law or court order provided that Recipient provides prior

notice to Discloser (to the extent legally permissible) and reasonably cooperates, at Disclosers expense, regarding

protective actions pursued by Discloser. Upon the reasonable request of Discloser, Recipient will either return,

delete or destroy all Confidential Information of Discloser and certify the same.

 

5.2. How We Use Data. Cisco will access, process and use data in connection with Your use of the Cisco

Technology in accordance with applicable privacy and data protection laws. For further detail, please visit

http://www.cisco.com/go/data.

 

5.3. Notice and Consent. To the extent Your use of the Cisco Technology requires it, You are responsible for

providing notice to, and obtaining consents from, individuals regarding the collection, processing, transfer and

storage of their data through Your use of the Cisco Technology.

 

Section 6. Ownership

 

Except where agreed in writing, nothing in this EULA transfers ownership in, or grants any license to, any

intellectual property rights.  You retain any ownership of Your content and Cisco retains ownership of the Cisco

Technology and Cisco Content. Cisco may use any feedback You provide in connection with Your use of the Cisco

Technology as part of its business operations.  

 

Section 7. Indemnification

 

7.1. Claims.Cisco will defend any third-party claim against You that Your valid use of Cisco Technology under

Your Entitlement infringes a third party's patent, copyright or registered trademark (the IP Claim). Cisco will

indemnify You against the final judgment entered by a court of competent jurisdiction or any settlements arising out

of an IP Claim, provided that You: (a) promptly notify Cisco in writing of the IP Claim; (b) fully cooperate with

Cisco in the defense of the IP Claim; and (c) grant Cisco the right to exclusively control the defense and settlement

of the IP Claim, and any subsequent appeal. Cisco will have no obligation to reimburse You for attorney fees and

costs incurred prior to Cisco's receipt of notification of the IP Claim. You, at Your own expense, may retain Your

own legal representation.

 

7.2. Additional Remedies.If an IP Claim is made and prevents Your exercise of the Usage Rights, Cisco will either

procure for You the right to continue using the Cisco Technology or replace or modify the Cisco Technology with
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functionality that is at least equivalent.Only if Cisco determines that these alternatives are not reasonably available,

Cisco may terminate Your Usage Rights granted under this EULA upon written notice to You and will refund You a

prorated portion of the fee You paid for the Cisco Technology for the remainder of the unexpired Usage Term.

 

7.3. Exclusions. Cisco has no obligation with respect to any IP Claim based on: (a) compliance with any designs,

specifications, or requirements You provide or a third party provides on Your behalf; (b) Your modification of any

Cisco Technology or modification by a third party; (c) the amount or duration of use made of the Cisco Technology,

revenue You earned, or services You offered; (d) combination, operation, or use of Cisco Technology with non-

Cisco products,software or business processes; (e) Your failure to modify or replace Cisco Technology as required

by Cisco; or (f) any Cisco Technology provided on a no charge, beta or evaluation basis.

 

7.4. This Section Section 7 states Ciscos entire obligation and Your exclusive remedy regarding any IP Claims

against You.

 

Section 8. Warranties and Representations

 

8.1. Performance. Cisco warrants that: (a) for a period of 90 days from the Delivery Date or longer as stated in

Documentation, or on www.cisco.com/go/warranty, the Software substantially complies with the Documentation;

and (b) during the Usage Term, it provides the Cloud Services with commercially reasonable skill and care in

accordance with the Documentation and Product Specific Terms.

 

8.2. Malicious Code. Cisco will use commercially reasonable efforts to deliver the Cisco Technology free of

Malicious Code.

 

8.3. Qualifications. Sections 8.1 and 8.2 do not apply if the Cisco Technology or the equipment on which it is

authorized for use: (a) has been altered, except by Cisco or its authorized representative; (b) has been subjected to

abnormal physical conditions, accident or negligence, or installation or use inconsistent with this EULA or Ciscos

instructions; (c) is acquired on a no charge, beta or evaluation basis; (d) is not a Cisco-branded product or service; or

(e) has not been provided by an Approved Source. Upon Your prompt written notification to the Approved Source

during the warranty period of Ciscos breach of this Section 8, Your sole and exclusive remedy (unless otherwise

required by applicable law) is, at Ciscos option, either (i) repair or replacement of the applicable Cisco Technology

or (ii) a refund of the (a) license fees paid or due for the non-conforming Software, or (b) the fees paid for the period

in which the Cloud Service did not comply, excluding any amounts paid under a service level agreement/objective,

if applicable. 

 

Where Cisco provides a refund of license fees paid for Software, You must return or destroy all copies of the

applicable Software. Except as expressly stated in this Section, to the extent allowed by applicable law, Cisco

expressly disclaims all warranties and conditions of any kind, express or implied, including without limitation any

warranty, condition or other implied term as to merchantability, fitness for a particular purpose or non-infringement,

or that the Cisco Technology will be secure, uninterrupted or error free. If You are a consumer, You may have legal

rights in Your country of residence that prohibit the limitations set out in this Section from applying to You, and,

where prohibited, they will not apply.

 

Section 9. Liability

 

Neither party will be liable for indirect, incidental, exemplary, special or consequential damages; loss or corruption

of data or interruption or loss of business; or loss of revenues, profits, goodwill or anticipated sales or savings. The

maximum aggregate liability of each party under this EULA is limited to (a) for claims solely arising from Software
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licensed on a perpetual basis, the fees received by Cisco for that Software; or (b) for all other claims, the fees

received by Cisco for the applicable Cisco Technology and attributable to the 12 month period immediately

preceding the first event giving rise to such liability.

 

These limitations of liability do not apply to liability arising from (a) Your failure to pay all amounts due; or (b)

Your breach of Sections 2.1 (License and Right to Use), 3.1 (Cisco Technology Generally), 3.2 (Cloud Services) or

12.8 (Export). This limitation of liability applies whether the claims are in warranty, contract, tort (including

negligence), infringement, or otherwise, even if either party has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

Nothing in this EULA limits or excludes any liability that cannot be limited or excluded under applicable law. This

limitation of liability is cumulative and not per incident.

 

Section 10. Termination and Suspension

 

10.1. Suspension. Cisco may immediately suspend Your Usage Rights if You breach Sections 2.1 (License and

Right to Use), 3.1 (Cisco Technology Generally), 3.2 (Cloud Services) or 12.8 (Export).

 

10.2. Termination. If a party materially breaches this EULA and does not cure that breach within 30 days after

receipt of written notice of the breach, the non-breaching party may terminate this EULA for cause. Cisco may

immediately terminate this EULA if You breach Sections 2.1 (License and Right to Use), 3.1 (Cisco Technology

Generally), 3.2 (Cloud Services) or 12.8 (Export). Upon termination of the EULA, You must stop using the Cisco

Technology and destroy any copies of Software and Confidential Information within Your control. If this EULA is

terminated due to Ciscos material breach, Cisco will refund You or Your Approved Source, the prorated portion of

fees You have prepaid for the Usage Rights beyond the date of termination. Upon Ciscos termination of this EULA

for Your material breach, You will pay Cisco or the Approved Source any unpaid fees through to the end of the

then-current Usage Term. If You continue to use or access any Cisco Technology after termination, Cisco or the

Approved Source may invoice You, and You agree to pay, for such continued use.

 

Section 11. Verification

 

During the Usage Term and for a period of 12 months after its expiry or termination, You will take reasonable steps

to maintain complete and accurate records of Your use of the Cisco Technology sufficient to verify compliance with

this EULA (Verification Records). Upon reasonable advance notice, and no more than once per 12 month period,

You will, within 30 days from Ciscos notice, allow Cisco and its auditors access to the Verification Records and any

applicable books, systems (including Cisco product(s) or other equipment), and accounts during Your normal

business hours. If the verification process discloses underpayment of fees: (a) You will pay such fees; and (b) You

will also pay the reasonable cost of the audit if the fees owed to Cisco as a result exceed the amounts You paid for

Your Usage Rights by more than 5%.

 

Section 12. General Provisions

 

12.1. Survival. Sections 4, 5, 6, 8, 9, 10, 11 and 12 survive termination or expiration of this EULA.

 

12.2. Third-Party Beneficiaries. This EULA does not grant any right or cause of action to any third party.

 

12.3. Assignment and Subcontracting. Except as set out below, neither party may assign or novate this EULA in

whole or in part without the other partys express written consent. Cisco may (a) by written notice to You, assign or

novate this EULA in whole or in part to an Affiliate of Cisco, or otherwise as part of a sale or transfer of any part of

its business; or (b) subcontract any performance associated with the Cisco Technology to third parties, provided that
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such subcontract does not relieve Cisco of any of its obligations under this EULA.

 

12.4. U.S. Government End Users. The Software, Cloud Services and Documentation are deemed to be commercial

computer software and commercial computer software documentation pursuant to FAR 12.212 and DFARS

227.7202. All U.S. Government end users acquire the Software, Cloud Services and Documentation with only those

rights set forth in this EULA. Any provisions that are inconsistent with federal procurement regulations are not

enforceable against the U.S. Government.

 

12.5. Cisco Partner Transactions. If You purchase Cisco Technology from a Cisco Partner, the terms of this EULA

apply to Your use of that Cisco Technology and prevail over any inconsistent provisions in Your agreement with the

Cisco Partner.

 

12.6. Modifications to the EULA. Cisco may change this EULA or any of its components by updating this EULA on

Cisco.com. Changes to the EULA apply to any Entitlements acquired or renewed after the date of modification.

 

12.7. Compliance with Laws. Each party will comply with all laws and regulations applicable to their respective

obligations under this EULA. Cisco may restrict the availability of the Cisco Technology in any particular location

or modify or discontinue features to comply with applicable laws and regulations. 

 

If You use the Cisco Technology in a location with local laws requiring a designated entity to be responsible for

collection of data about individual end users and transfer of data outside of that jurisdiction (e.g. Russia and China),

You acknowledge that You are the entity responsible for complying with such laws.

 

12.8. Export. Ciscos Software, Cloud Services, products, technology and services (collectively the Cisco Products)

are subject to U.S. and local export control and sanctions laws. You acknowledge and agree to the applicability of

and Your compliance with those laws, and You will not receive, use, transfer, export or re-export any Cisco

Products in a way that would cause Cisco to violate those laws. You also agree to obtain any required licenses or

authorizations.

 

12.9. Governing Law and Venue. This EULA, and any disputes arising from it, will be governed exclusively by the

applicable governing law below, based on Your primary place of business and without regard to conflicts of laws

rules or the United Nations Convention on the International Sale of Goods. The courts located in the applicable

venue below will have exclusive jurisdiction to adjudicate any dispute arising out of or relating to the EULA or its

formation, interpretation or enforcement. Each party hereby consents and submits to the exclusive jurisdiction of

such courts. Regardless of the below governing law, either party may seek interim injunctive relief in any court of

appropriate jurisdiction with respect to any alleged breach of Ciscos intellectual property or proprietary rights.

Your Primary Place of Business -  Governing Law - Jurisdiction and Venue

Any location not specified below  - State of California, United States of America - Superior Court of California,

County of Santa Clara and Federal Courts of the Northern District of California

Australia - Laws of the State of New South Wales - State and Federal Courts of New South Wales

Canada - Province of Ontario, Canada - Courts of the Province of Ontario, Canada

China - Laws of the Peoples Republic of China - Hong Kong International Arbitration Center

Europe (excluding Italy), Middle East, Africa, Asia (excluding Japan and China), Oceania (excluding Australia) -

Laws of England - English Courts

Italy - Laws of Italy - Court of Milan

Japan - Laws of Japan - Tokyo District Court of Japan

United States, Latin America or the Caribbean - State of California, United States of America - Superior Court of

California, County of Santa Clara and Federal Courts of the Northern District of California	
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If You are a United States public sector agency or government institution located in the United States, the laws of

the primary jurisdiction in which You are located will govern the EULA and any disputes arising from it.  For U.S.

Federal Government customers, this EULA will be controlled and construed under the laws of the United States of

America. 

 

12.10. Notice. Any notice delivered by Cisco to You under this EULA will be delivered via email, regular mail or

postings on Cisco.com. Notices to Cisco should be sent to Cisco Systems, Office of General Counsel, 170 Tasman

Drive, San Jose, CA 95134 unless this EULA, applicable Product Specific Terms or an order specifically allows

other means of notice.

 

12.11. Force Majeure. Except for payment obligations, neither party will be responsible for failure to perform its

obligations due to an event or circumstances beyond its reasonable control.

 

12.12. No Waiver. Failure by either party to enforce any right under this EULA will not waive that right.

 

12.13. Severability. If any portion of this EULA is not enforceable, it will not affect any other terms.

 

12.14. Entire agreement. This EULA is the complete agreement between the parties with respect to the subject

matter of this EULA and supersedes all prior or contemporaneous communications, understandings or agreements

(whether written or oral).

 

12.15. Translations. Cisco may provide local language translations of this EULA in some locations.  You agree that

those translations are provided for informational purposes only and if there is any inconsistency, the English version

of this EULA will prevail.

 

12.16. Order of Precedence. If there is any conflict between this EULA and any Product Specific Terms expressly

referenced in this EULA, the order of precedence is: (a) such Product Specific Terms; (b) this EULA (excluding the

Product Specific Terms and any Cisco policies); then (c) any applicable Cisco policy expressly referenced in this

EULA.

 

Section 13. Definitions

 

Affiliate means any corporation or company that directly or indirectly controls, or is controlled by, or is under

common control with the relevant party, where control means to: (a) own more than 50% of the relevant party; or (b)

be able to direct the affairs of the relevant party through any lawful means (e.g., a contract that allows control).

 

Approved Source means Cisco or a Cisco Partner.

 

Authorized Third Parties means Your Users, Your Affiliates, Your third-party service providers, and each of their

respective Users permitted to access and use the Cisco Technology on Your behalf as part of Your Entitlement.

 

Cisco we our or us means Cisco Systems, Inc. or its applicable Affiliate(s).

 

Cisco Content means any (a) content or data provided by Cisco to You as part of Your use of the Cisco Technology

and (b) content or data that the Cisco Technology generatesor derives in connection with Your use.  Cisco Content

includes geographic and domain information, rules, signatures, threat intelligence and data feeds and Ciscos

compilation of suspicious URLs.
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Cisco Partner means a Cisco authorized reseller, distributor or systems integrator authorized by Cisco to sell Cisco

Technology.

 

Cloud Service means the Cisco hosted software-as-a-service offering or other Cisco cloud-enabled feature described

in the applicable Product Specific Terms.  Cloud Service includes applicable Documentation and may also include

Software.

 

Confidential Information means non-public proprietary information of the disclosing party (Discloser) obtained by

the receiving party (Recipient) in connection with this EULA, which is (a) conspicuously marked as confidential or,

if verbally disclosed, is summarized in writing to the Recipient within 14 days and marked as confidential; or (b) is

information which by its nature should reasonably be considered confidential whether disclosed in writing or

verbally.

 

Delivery Date means the date agreed in Your Entitlement, or where no date is agreed: (a) where Usage Rights in

Software or Cloud Services are granted separately: (i) for Software, the earlier of the date Software is made

available for download or installation, or the date that Cisco ships the tangible media containing the Software, and

(ii) for Cloud Services, the date on which the Cloud Service is made available for Your use; or (b) where Usage

Rights in Software and Cloud Services are granted together, the earlier of the date Software is made available for

download, or the date on which the Cloud Service is made available for Your use.

 

Documentation means the technical specifications and usage materials officially published by Cisco specifying the

functionalities and capabilities of the applicable Cisco Technology.

 

Entitlement means the specific metrics, duration, and quantity of Cisco Technology that You commit to acquire

from an Approved Source through individual acquisitions or Your participation in a Cisco buying program.

 

Malicious Code means code that is designed or intended to disable or impede the normal operation of, or provide

unauthorized access to, networks, systems, Software or Cloud Services other than as intended by the Cisco

Technology (for example, as part of some of Ciscos security products).

 

Product Specific Terms means additional product related terms applicable to the Cisco Technology You acquire as

set out at www.cisco.com/go/softwareterms.

 

Software means the Cisco computer programs including Upgrades, firmware and applicable Documentation.

 

Upgrades means all updates, upgrades, bug fixes, error corrections, enhancements and other modifications to the

Software.

 

Usage Term means the period commencing on the Delivery Date and continuing until expiration or termination of

the Entitlement, during which period You have the right to use the applicable Cisco Technology.

 

User means the individuals (including contractors or employees) permitted to access and use the Cisco Technology

on Your behalf as part of Your Entitlement. 

 

You means the individual or legal entity purchasing the Cisco Technology.
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1.9 bootstrap-twitter 3.3.7 
1.9.1 Available under license : 

Creative Commons Legal Code

 

Attribution 3.0 Unported

 

   CREATIVE COMMONS CORPORATION IS NOT A LAW FIRM AND DOES NOT PROVIDE

   LEGAL SERVICES. DISTRIBUTION OF THIS LICENSE DOES NOT CREATE AN

   ATTORNEY-CLIENT RELATIONSHIP. CREATIVE COMMONS PROVIDES THIS

   INFORMATION ON AN "AS-IS" BASIS. CREATIVE COMMONS MAKES NO WARRANTIES

   REGARDING THE INFORMATION PROVIDED, AND DISCLAIMS LIABILITY FOR

   DAMAGES RESULTING FROM ITS USE.

 

License

 

THE WORK (AS DEFINED BELOW) IS PROVIDED UNDER THE TERMS OF THIS CREATIVE

COMMONS PUBLIC LICENSE ("CCPL" OR "LICENSE"). THE WORK IS PROTECTED BY

COPYRIGHT AND/OR OTHER APPLICABLE LAW. ANY USE OF THE WORK OTHER THAN AS

AUTHORIZED UNDER THIS LICENSE OR COPYRIGHT LAW IS PROHIBITED.

 

BY EXERCISING ANY RIGHTS TO THE WORK PROVIDED HERE, YOU ACCEPT AND AGREE

TO BE BOUND BY THE TERMS OF THIS LICENSE. TO THE EXTENT THIS LICENSE MAY

BE CONSIDERED TO BE A CONTRACT, THE LICENSOR GRANTS YOU THE RIGHTS

CONTAINED HERE IN CONSIDERATION OF YOUR ACCEPTANCE OF SUCH TERMS AND

CONDITIONS.

 

1. Definitions

 

a. "Adaptation" means a work based upon the Work, or upon the Work and

   other pre-existing works, such as a translation, adaptation,

   derivative work, arrangement of music or other alterations of a

   literary or artistic work, or phonogram or performance and includes

   cinematographic adaptations or any other form in which the Work may be

   recast, transformed, or adapted including in any form recognizably

   derived from the original, except that a work that constitutes a

   Collection will not be considered an Adaptation for the purpose of

   this License. For the avoidance of doubt, where the Work is a musical

   work, performance or phonogram, the synchronization of the Work in

   timed-relation with a moving image ("synching") will be considered an

   Adaptation for the purpose of this License.

b. "Collection" means a collection of literary or artistic works, such as

   encyclopedias and anthologies, or performances, phonograms or

   broadcasts, or other works or subject matter other than works listed

   in Section 1(f) below, which, by reason of the selection and

   arrangement of their contents, constitute intellectual creations, in

   which the Work is included in its entirety in unmodified form along
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   with one or more other contributions, each constituting separate and

   independent works in themselves, which together are assembled into a

   collective whole. A work that constitutes a Collection will not be

   considered an Adaptation (as defined above) for the purposes of this

   License.

c. "Distribute" means to make available to the public the original and

   copies of the Work or Adaptation, as appropriate, through sale or

   other transfer of ownership.

d. "Licensor" means the individual, individuals, entity or entities that

   offer(s) the Work under the terms of this License.

e. "Original Author" means, in the case of a literary or artistic work,

   the individual, individuals, entity or entities who created the Work

   or if no individual or entity can be identified, the publisher; and in

   addition (i) in the case of a performance the actors, singers,

   musicians, dancers, and other persons who act, sing, deliver, declaim,

   play in, interpret or otherwise perform literary or artistic works or

   expressions of folklore; (ii) in the case of a phonogram the producer

   being the person or legal entity who first fixes the sounds of a

   performance or other sounds; and, (iii) in the case of broadcasts, the

   organization that transmits the broadcast.

f. "Work" means the literary and/or artistic work offered under the terms

   of this License including without limitation any production in the

   literary, scientific and artistic domain, whatever may be the mode or

   form of its expression including digital form, such as a book,

   pamphlet and other writing; a lecture, address, sermon or other work

   of the same nature; a dramatic or dramatico-musical work; a

   choreographic work or entertainment in dumb show; a musical

   composition with or without words; a cinematographic work to which are

   assimilated works expressed by a process analogous to cinematography;

   a work of drawing, painting, architecture, sculpture, engraving or

   lithography; a photographic work to which are assimilated works

   expressed by a process analogous to photography; a work of applied

   art; an illustration, map, plan, sketch or three-dimensional work

   relative to geography, topography, architecture or science; a

   performance; a broadcast; a phonogram; a compilation of data to the

   extent it is protected as a copyrightable work; or a work performed by

   a variety or circus performer to the extent it is not otherwise

   considered a literary or artistic work.

g. "You" means an individual or entity exercising rights under this

   License who has not previously violated the terms of this License with

   respect to the Work, or who has received express permission from the

   Licensor to exercise rights under this License despite a previous

   violation.

h. "Publicly Perform" means to perform public recitations of the Work and

   to communicate to the public those public recitations, by any means or

   process, including by wire or wireless means or public digital

   performances; to make available to the public Works in such a way that

   members of the public may access these Works from a place and at a
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   place individually chosen by them; to perform the Work to the public

   by any means or process and the communication to the public of the

   performances of the Work, including by public digital performance; to

   broadcast and rebroadcast the Work by any means including signs,

   sounds or images.

i. "Reproduce" means to make copies of the Work by any means including

   without limitation by sound or visual recordings and the right of

   fixation and reproducing fixations of the Work, including storage of a

   protected performance or phonogram in digital form or other electronic

   medium.

 

2. Fair Dealing Rights. Nothing in this License is intended to reduce,

limit, or restrict any uses free from copyright or rights arising from

limitations or exceptions that are provided for in connection with the

copyright protection under copyright law or other applicable laws.

 

3. License Grant. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License,

Licensor hereby grants You a worldwide, royalty-free, non-exclusive,

perpetual (for the duration of the applicable copyright) license to

exercise the rights in the Work as stated below:

 

a. to Reproduce the Work, to incorporate the Work into one or more

   Collections, and to Reproduce the Work as incorporated in the

   Collections;

b. to create and Reproduce Adaptations provided that any such Adaptation,

   including any translation in any medium, takes reasonable steps to

   clearly label, demarcate or otherwise identify that changes were made

   to the original Work. For example, a translation could be marked "The

   original work was translated from English to Spanish," or a

   modification could indicate "The original work has been modified.";

c. to Distribute and Publicly Perform the Work including as incorporated

   in Collections; and,

d. to Distribute and Publicly Perform Adaptations.

e. For the avoidance of doubt:

 

    i. Non-waivable Compulsory License Schemes. In those jurisdictions in

       which the right to collect royalties through any statutory or

       compulsory licensing scheme cannot be waived, the Licensor

       reserves the exclusive right to collect such royalties for any

       exercise by You of the rights granted under this License;

   ii. Waivable Compulsory License Schemes. In those jurisdictions in

       which the right to collect royalties through any statutory or

       compulsory licensing scheme can be waived, the Licensor waives the

       exclusive right to collect such royalties for any exercise by You

       of the rights granted under this License; and,

  iii. Voluntary License Schemes. The Licensor waives the right to

       collect royalties, whether individually or, in the event that the

       Licensor is a member of a collecting society that administers
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       voluntary licensing schemes, via that society, from any exercise

       by You of the rights granted under this License.

 

The above rights may be exercised in all media and formats whether now

known or hereafter devised. The above rights include the right to make

such modifications as are technically necessary to exercise the rights in

other media and formats. Subject to Section 8(f), all rights not expressly

granted by Licensor are hereby reserved.

 

4. Restrictions. The license granted in Section 3 above is expressly made

subject to and limited by the following restrictions:

 

a. You may Distribute or Publicly Perform the Work only under the terms

   of this License. You must include a copy of, or the Uniform Resource

   Identifier (URI) for, this License with every copy of the Work You

   Distribute or Publicly Perform. You may not offer or impose any terms

   on the Work that restrict the terms of this License or the ability of

   the recipient of the Work to exercise the rights granted to that

   recipient under the terms of the License. You may not sublicense the

   Work. You must keep intact all notices that refer to this License and

   to the disclaimer of warranties with every copy of the Work You

   Distribute or Publicly Perform. When You Distribute or Publicly

   Perform the Work, You may not impose any effective technological

   measures on the Work that restrict the ability of a recipient of the

   Work from You to exercise the rights granted to that recipient under

   the terms of the License. This Section 4(a) applies to the Work as

   incorporated in a Collection, but this does not require the Collection

   apart from the Work itself to be made subject to the terms of this

   License. If You create a Collection, upon notice from any Licensor You

   must, to the extent practicable, remove from the Collection any credit

   as required by Section 4(b), as requested. If You create an

   Adaptation, upon notice from any Licensor You must, to the extent

   practicable, remove from the Adaptation any credit as required by

   Section 4(b), as requested.

b. If You Distribute, or Publicly Perform the Work or any Adaptations or

   Collections, You must, unless a request has been made pursuant to

   Section 4(a), keep intact all copyright notices for the Work and

   provide, reasonable to the medium or means You are utilizing: (i) the

   name of the Original Author (or pseudonym, if applicable) if supplied,

   and/or if the Original Author and/or Licensor designate another party

   or parties (e.g., a sponsor institute, publishing entity, journal) for

   attribution ("Attribution Parties") in Licensor's copyright notice,

   terms of service or by other reasonable means, the name of such party

   or parties; (ii) the title of the Work if supplied; (iii) to the

   extent reasonably practicable, the URI, if any, that Licensor

   specifies to be associated with the Work, unless such URI does not

   refer to the copyright notice or licensing information for the Work;

   and (iv) , consistent with Section 3(b), in the case of an Adaptation,
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   a credit identifying the use of the Work in the Adaptation (e.g.,

   "French translation of the Work by Original Author," or "Screenplay

   based on original Work by Original Author"). The credit required by

   this Section 4 (b) may be implemented in any reasonable manner;

   provided, however, that in the case of a Adaptation or Collection, at

   a minimum such credit will appear, if a credit for all contributing

   authors of the Adaptation or Collection appears, then as part of these

   credits and in a manner at least as prominent as the credits for the

   other contributing authors. For the avoidance of doubt, You may only

   use the credit required by this Section for the purpose of attribution

   in the manner set out above and, by exercising Your rights under this

   License, You may not implicitly or explicitly assert or imply any

   connection with, sponsorship or endorsement by the Original Author,

   Licensor and/or Attribution Parties, as appropriate, of You or Your

   use of the Work, without the separate, express prior written

   permission of the Original Author, Licensor and/or Attribution

   Parties.

c. Except as otherwise agreed in writing by the Licensor or as may be

   otherwise permitted by applicable law, if You Reproduce, Distribute or

   Publicly Perform the Work either by itself or as part of any

   Adaptations or Collections, You must not distort, mutilate, modify or

   take other derogatory action in relation to the Work which would be

   prejudicial to the Original Author's honor or reputation. Licensor

   agrees that in those jurisdictions (e.g. Japan), in which any exercise

   of the right granted in Section 3(b) of this License (the right to

   make Adaptations) would be deemed to be a distortion, mutilation,

   modification or other derogatory action prejudicial to the Original

   Author's honor and reputation, the Licensor will waive or not assert,

   as appropriate, this Section, to the fullest extent permitted by the

   applicable national law, to enable You to reasonably exercise Your

   right under Section 3(b) of this License (right to make Adaptations)

   but not otherwise.

 

5. Representations, Warranties and Disclaimer

 

UNLESS OTHERWISE MUTUALLY AGREED TO BY THE PARTIES IN WRITING, LICENSOR

OFFERS THE WORK AS-IS AND MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES OF ANY

KIND CONCERNING THE WORK, EXPRESS, IMPLIED, STATUTORY OR OTHERWISE,

INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, WARRANTIES OF TITLE, MERCHANTIBILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, NONINFRINGEMENT, OR THE ABSENCE OF

LATENT OR OTHER DEFECTS, ACCURACY, OR THE PRESENCE OF ABSENCE OF ERRORS,

WHETHER OR NOT DISCOVERABLE. SOME JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION

OF IMPLIED WARRANTIES, SO SUCH EXCLUSION MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU.

 

6. Limitation on Liability. EXCEPT TO THE EXTENT REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE

LAW, IN NO EVENT WILL LICENSOR BE LIABLE TO YOU ON ANY LEGAL THEORY FOR

ANY SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, CONSEQUENTIAL, PUNITIVE OR EXEMPLARY DAMAGES

ARISING OUT OF THIS LICENSE OR THE USE OF THE WORK, EVEN IF LICENSOR HAS
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BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

7. Termination

 

a. This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate

   automatically upon any breach by You of the terms of this License.

   Individuals or entities who have received Adaptations or Collections

   from You under this License, however, will not have their licenses

   terminated provided such individuals or entities remain in full

   compliance with those licenses. Sections 1, 2, 5, 6, 7, and 8 will

   survive any termination of this License.

b. Subject to the above terms and conditions, the license granted here is

   perpetual (for the duration of the applicable copyright in the Work).

   Notwithstanding the above, Licensor reserves the right to release the

   Work under different license terms or to stop distributing the Work at

   any time; provided, however that any such election will not serve to

   withdraw this License (or any other license that has been, or is

   required to be, granted under the terms of this License), and this

   License will continue in full force and effect unless terminated as

   stated above.

 

8. Miscellaneous

 

a. Each time You Distribute or Publicly Perform the Work or a Collection,

   the Licensor offers to the recipient a license to the Work on the same

   terms and conditions as the license granted to You under this License.

b. Each time You Distribute or Publicly Perform an Adaptation, Licensor

   offers to the recipient a license to the original Work on the same

   terms and conditions as the license granted to You under this License.

c. If any provision of this License is invalid or unenforceable under

   applicable law, it shall not affect the validity or enforceability of

   the remainder of the terms of this License, and without further action

   by the parties to this agreement, such provision shall be reformed to

   the minimum extent necessary to make such provision valid and

   enforceable.

d. No term or provision of this License shall be deemed waived and no

   breach consented to unless such waiver or consent shall be in writing

   and signed by the party to be charged with such waiver or consent.

e. This License constitutes the entire agreement between the parties with

   respect to the Work licensed here. There are no understandings,

   agreements or representations with respect to the Work not specified

   here. Licensor shall not be bound by any additional provisions that

   may appear in any communication from You. This License may not be

   modified without the mutual written agreement of the Licensor and You.

f. The rights granted under, and the subject matter referenced, in this

   License were drafted utilizing the terminology of the Berne Convention

   for the Protection of Literary and Artistic Works (as amended on

   September 28, 1979), the Rome Convention of 1961, the WIPO Copyright
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   Treaty of 1996, the WIPO Performances and Phonograms Treaty of 1996

   and the Universal Copyright Convention (as revised on July 24, 1971).

   These rights and subject matter take effect in the relevant

   jurisdiction in which the License terms are sought to be enforced

   according to the corresponding provisions of the implementation of

   those treaty provisions in the applicable national law. If the

   standard suite of rights granted under applicable copyright law

   includes additional rights not granted under this License, such

   additional rights are deemed to be included in the License; this

   License is not intended to restrict the license of any rights under

   applicable law.

 

 

Creative Commons Notice

 

   Creative Commons is not a party to this License, and makes no warranty

   whatsoever in connection with the Work. Creative Commons will not be

   liable to You or any party on any legal theory for any damages

   whatsoever, including without limitation any general, special,

   incidental or consequential damages arising in connection to this

   license. Notwithstanding the foregoing two (2) sentences, if Creative

   Commons has expressly identified itself as the Licensor hereunder, it

   shall have all rights and obligations of Licensor.

 

   Except for the limited purpose of indicating to the public that the

   Work is licensed under the CCPL, Creative Commons does not authorize

   the use by either party of the trademark "Creative Commons" or any

   related trademark or logo of Creative Commons without the prior

   written consent of Creative Commons. Any permitted use will be in

   compliance with Creative Commons' then-current trademark usage

   guidelines, as may be published on its website or otherwise made

   available upon request from time to time. For the avoidance of doubt,

   this trademark restriction does not form part of this License.

 

   Creative Commons may be contacted at http://creativecommons.org/.

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2011-2016 Twitter, Inc.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.
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THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.10 kieler release-1.1.1 
1.10.1 Available under license : 

Eclipse Public License - v 1.0

 

THE ACCOMPANYING PROGRAM IS PROVIDED UNDER THE TERMS OF THIS ECLIPSE PUBLIC

LICENSE ("AGREEMENT"). ANY USE, REPRODUCTION OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM

CONSTITUTES RECIPIENT'S ACCEPTANCE OF THIS AGREEMENT.

 

1. DEFINITIONS

 

"Contribution" means:

 

a) in the case of the initial Contributor, the initial code and documentation

distributed under this Agreement, and

b) in the case of each subsequent Contributor:

i) changes to the Program, and

ii) additions to the Program;

where such changes and/or additions to the Program originate from and are

distributed by that particular Contributor. A Contribution 'originates' from a

Contributor if it was added to the Program by such Contributor itself or anyone

acting on such Contributor's behalf. Contributions do not include additions to

the Program which: (i) are separate modules of software distributed in

conjunction with the Program under their own license agreement, and (ii) are

not derivative works of the Program.

 

"Contributor" means any person or entity that distributes the Program.

 

"Licensed Patents" mean patent claims licensable by a Contributor which are

necessarily infringed by the use or sale of its Contribution alone or when

combined with the Program.

 

"Program" means the Contributions distributed in accordance with this Agreement.

 

"Recipient" means anyone who receives the Program under this Agreement,

including all Contributors.

 

2. GRANT OF RIGHTS
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a) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants

Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free copyright license to

reproduce, prepare derivative works of, publicly display, publicly perform,

distribute and sublicense the Contribution of such Contributor, if any, and

such derivative works, in source code and object code form.

 

b) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants

Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free patent license under

Licensed Patents to make, use, sell, offer to sell, import and otherwise

transfer the Contribution of such Contributor, if any, in source code and

object code form. This patent license shall apply to the combination of the

Contribution and the Program if, at the time the Contribution is added by the

Contributor, such addition of the Contribution causes such combination to be

covered by the Licensed Patents. The patent license shall not apply to any

other combinations which include the Contribution. No hardware per se is

licensed hereunder.

 

c) Recipient understands that although each Contributor grants the licenses to

its Contributions set forth herein, no assurances are provided by any

Contributor that the Program does not infringe the patent or other intellectual

property rights of any other entity. Each Contributor disclaims any liability

to Recipient for claims brought by any other entity based on infringement of

intellectual property rights or otherwise. As a condition to exercising the

rights and licenses granted hereunder, each Recipient hereby assumes sole

responsibility to secure any other intellectual property rights needed, if any.

For example, if a third party patent license is required to allow Recipient to

distribute the Program, it is Recipient's responsibility to acquire that

license before distributing the Program.

 

d) Each Contributor represents that to its knowledge it has sufficient

copyright rights in its Contribution, if any, to grant the copyright license

set forth in this Agreement.

 

3. REQUIREMENTS

 

A Contributor may choose to distribute the Program in object code form under

its own license agreement, provided that:

 

a) it complies with the terms and conditions of this Agreement; and

b) its license agreement:

i) effectively disclaims on behalf of all Contributors all warranties and

conditions, express and implied, including warranties or conditions of title

and non-infringement, and implied warranties or conditions of merchantability

and fitness for a particular purpose;

ii) effectively excludes on behalf of all Contributors all liability for

damages, including direct, indirect, special, incidental and consequential

damages, such as lost profits;
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iii) states that any provisions which differ from this Agreement are offered

by that Contributor alone and not by any other party; and

iv) states that source code for the Program is available from such Contributor,

and informs licensees how to obtain it in a reasonable manner on or through a

medium customarily used for software exchange.

 

When the Program is made available in source code form:

 

a) it must be made available under this Agreement; and

b) a copy of this Agreement must be included with each copy of the Program.

Contributors may not remove or alter any copyright notices contained within the

Program.

 

Each Contributor must identify itself as the originator of its Contribution, if

any, in a manner that reasonably allows subsequent Recipients to identify the

originator of the Contribution.

 

4. COMMERCIAL DISTRIBUTION

 

Commercial distributors of software may accept certain responsibilities with

respect to end users, business partners and the like. While this license is

intended to facilitate the commercial use of the Program, the Contributor who

includes the Program in a commercial product offering should do so in a manner

which does not create potential liability for other Contributors. Therefore, if

a Contributor includes the Program in a commercial product offering, such

Contributor ("Commercial Contributor") hereby agrees to defend and indemnify

every other Contributor ("Indemnified Contributor") against any losses, damages

and costs (collectively "Losses") arising from claims, lawsuits and other legal

actions brought by a third party against the Indemnified Contributor to the

extent caused by the acts or omissions of such Commercial Contributor in

connection with its distribution of the Program in a commercial product

offering. The obligations in this section do not apply to any claims or Losses

relating to any actual or alleged intellectual property infringement. In order

to qualify, an Indemnified Contributor must: a) promptly notify the Commercial

Contributor in writing of such claim, and b) allow the Commercial Contributor

to control, and cooperate with the Commercial Contributor in, the defense and

any related settlement negotiations. The Indemnified Contributor may

participate in any such claim at its own expense.

 

For example, a Contributor might include the Program in a commercial product

offering, Product X. That Contributor is then a Commercial Contributor. If that

Commercial Contributor then makes performance claims, or offers warranties

related to Product X, those performance claims and warranties are such

Commercial Contributor's responsibility alone. Under this section, the

Commercial Contributor would have to defend claims against the other

Contributors related to those performance claims and warranties, and if a court

requires any other Contributor to pay any damages as a result, the Commercial

Contributor must pay those damages.
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5. NO WARRANTY

 

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, THE PROGRAM IS PROVIDED ON AN

"AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF TITLE,

NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

Each Recipient is solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of

using and distributing the Program and assumes all risks associated with its

exercise of rights under this Agreement , including but not limited to the

risks and costs of program errors, compliance with applicable laws, damage to

or loss of data, programs or equipment, and unavailability or interruption of

operations.

 

6. DISCLAIMER OF LIABILITY

 

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, NEITHER RECIPIENT NOR ANY

CONTRIBUTORS SHALL HAVE ANY LIABILITY FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION LOST

PROFITS), HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY

WAY OUT OF THE USE OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM OR THE EXERCISE OF ANY RIGHTS

GRANTED HEREUNDER, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

7. GENERAL

 

If any provision of this Agreement is invalid or unenforceable under applicable

law, it shall not affect the validity or enforceability of the remainder of the

terms of this Agreement, and without further action by the parties hereto, such

provision shall be reformed to the minimum extent necessary to make such

provision valid and enforceable.

 

If Recipient institutes patent litigation against any entity (including a

cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Program itself

(excluding combinations of the Program with other software or hardware)

infringes such Recipient's patent(s), then such Recipient's rights granted

under Section 2(b) shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

All Recipient's rights under this Agreement shall terminate if it fails to

comply with any of the material terms or conditions of this Agreement and does

not cure such failure in a reasonable period of time after becoming aware of

such noncompliance. If all Recipient's rights under this Agreement terminate,

Recipient agrees to cease use and distribution of the Program as soon as

reasonably practicable. However, Recipient's obligations under this Agreement

and any licenses granted by Recipient relating to the Program shall continue

and survive.

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute copies of this Agreement, but in
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order to avoid inconsistency the Agreement is copyrighted and may only be

modified in the following manner. The Agreement Steward reserves the right to

publish new versions (including revisions) of this Agreement from time to time.

No one other than the Agreement Steward has the right to modify this Agreement.

The Eclipse Foundation is the initial Agreement Steward. The Eclipse Foundation

may assign the responsibility to serve as the Agreement Steward to a suitable

separate entity. Each new version of the Agreement will be given a

distinguishing version number. The Program (including Contributions) may always

be distributed subject to the version of the Agreement under which it was

received. In addition, after a new version of the Agreement is published,

Contributor may elect to distribute the Program (including its Contributions)

under the new version. Except as expressly stated in Sections 2(a) and 2(b)

above, Recipient receives no rights or licenses to the intellectual property of

any Contributor under this Agreement, whether expressly, by implication,

estoppel or otherwise. All rights in the Program not expressly granted under

this Agreement are reserved.

 

This Agreement is governed by the laws of the State of New York and the

intellectual property laws of the United States of America. No party to this

Agreement will bring a legal action under this Agreement more than one year

after the cause of action arose. Each party waives its rights to a jury trial

in any resulting litigation.

 

1.11 icheck v1.0.1 
1.11.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*! iCheck v1.0.1 by Damir Sultanov, http://git.io/arlzeA, MIT Licensed */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1579010107_1678785407.7264967/0/icheck-1-0-1-tar-gz/icheck-1.0.1/icheck.min.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

<div class="license">iCheck plugin is released under the <a href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/MIT_License"

target="blank">MIT License</a>. Feel free to use it in personal and commercial projects.</div>

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1579010107_1678785407.7264967/0/icheck-1-0-1-tar-gz/icheck-1.0.1/demo/index.html

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

iCheck plugin is released under the [MIT License](http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/MIT_License). Feel free to use it in

personal and commercial projects.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1579010107_1678785407.7264967/0/icheck-1-0-1-tar-gz/icheck-1.0.1/README.md
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*!

* Zepto v1.0 zeptojs.com | MIT licensed

* Modules: zepto, polyfill, event, data, stack

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1579010107_1678785407.7264967/0/icheck-1-0-1-tar-gz/icheck-1.0.1/demo/js/zepto.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*!

* iCheck v1.0.1, http://git.io/arlzeA

* =================================

* Powerful jQuery and Zepto plugin for checkboxes and radio buttons customization

*

* (c) 2013 Damir Sultanov, http://fronteed.com

* MIT Licensed

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1579010107_1678785407.7264967/0/icheck-1-0-1-tar-gz/icheck-1.0.1/icheck.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*! normalize.css v1.1.0 | MIT License | git.io/normalize */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1579010107_1678785407.7264967/0/icheck-1-0-1-tar-gz/icheck-1.0.1/demo/css/normalize.css

 

1.12 jquery 3.1.1 
1.12.1 Available under license : 

Copyright jQuery Foundation and other contributors, https://jquery.org/

 

This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

individuals. For exact contribution history, see the revision history

available at https://github.com/jquery/sizzle

 

The following license applies to all parts of this software except as

documented below:

 

====

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,
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distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

====

 

All files located in the node_modules and external directories are

externally maintained libraries used by this software which have their

own licenses; we recommend you read them, as their terms may differ from

the terms above.

Copyright JS Foundation and other contributors, https://js.foundation/

 

This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

individuals. For exact contribution history, see the revision history

available at https://github.com/jquery/jquery

 

The following license applies to all parts of this software except as

documented below:

 

====

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION
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OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

====

 

All files located in the node_modules and external directories are

externally maintained libraries used by this software which have their

own licenses; we recommend you read them, as their terms may differ from

the terms above.

 

1.13 django-jazzmin 1.0.1 
1.13.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2014-2015 SpryMedia Limited

http://datatables.net

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2019 wuyue

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.
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THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

Copyright (c) 2010-2015 SpryMedia Limited

http://datatables.net

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.14 blobjs 1.1.1 
1.14.1 Available under license : 

Copyright &copy; 2014 [Eli Grey][1].

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person

obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation

files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without

restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,

copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following

conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES
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OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

 [1]: http://eligrey.com

 

1.15 split-js 1.3.5 
1.15.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2017 Nathan Cahill

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.16 python-distlib 0.3.3 
1.16.1 Available under license : 

A. HISTORY OF THE SOFTWARE

==========================

 

Python was created in the early 1990s by Guido van Rossum at Stichting

Mathematisch Centrum (CWI, see http://www.cwi.nl) in the Netherlands

as a successor of a language called ABC.  Guido remains Python's

principal author, although it includes many contributions from others.

 

In 1995, Guido continued his work on Python at the Corporation for

National Research Initiatives (CNRI, see http://www.cnri.reston.va.us)
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in Reston, Virginia where he released several versions of the

software.

 

In May 2000, Guido and the Python core development team moved to

BeOpen.com to form the BeOpen PythonLabs team.  In October of the same

year, the PythonLabs team moved to Digital Creations (now Zope

Corporation, see http://www.zope.com).  In 2001, the Python Software

Foundation (PSF, see http://www.python.org/psf/) was formed, a

non-profit organization created specifically to own Python-related

Intellectual Property.  Zope Corporation is a sponsoring member of

the PSF.

 

All Python releases are Open Source (see http://www.opensource.org for

the Open Source Definition).  Historically, most, but not all, Python

releases have also been GPL-compatible; the table below summarizes

the various releases.

 

   Release         Derived     Year        Owner       GPL-

                   from                                compatible? (1)

 

   0.9.0 thru 1.2              1991-1995   CWI         yes

   1.3 thru 1.5.2  1.2         1995-1999   CNRI        yes

   1.6             1.5.2       2000        CNRI        no

   2.0             1.6         2000        BeOpen.com  no

   1.6.1           1.6         2001        CNRI        yes (2)

   2.1             2.0+1.6.1   2001        PSF         no

   2.0.1           2.0+1.6.1   2001        PSF         yes

   2.1.1           2.1+2.0.1   2001        PSF         yes

   2.2             2.1.1       2001        PSF         yes

   2.1.2           2.1.1       2002        PSF         yes

   2.1.3           2.1.2       2002        PSF         yes

   2.2.1           2.2         2002        PSF         yes

   2.2.2           2.2.1       2002        PSF         yes

   2.2.3           2.2.2       2003        PSF         yes

   2.3             2.2.2       2002-2003   PSF         yes

   2.3.1           2.3         2002-2003   PSF         yes

   2.3.2           2.3.1       2002-2003   PSF         yes

   2.3.3           2.3.2       2002-2003   PSF         yes

   2.3.4           2.3.3       2004        PSF         yes

   2.3.5           2.3.4       2005        PSF         yes

   2.4             2.3         2004        PSF         yes

   2.4.1           2.4         2005        PSF         yes

   2.4.2           2.4.1       2005        PSF         yes

   2.4.3           2.4.2       2006        PSF         yes

   2.4.4           2.4.3       2006        PSF         yes

   2.5             2.4         2006        PSF         yes

   2.5.1           2.5         2007        PSF         yes

   2.5.2           2.5.1       2008        PSF         yes
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   2.5.3           2.5.2       2008        PSF         yes

   2.6             2.5         2008        PSF         yes

   2.6.1           2.6         2008        PSF         yes

   2.6.2           2.6.1       2009        PSF         yes

   2.6.3           2.6.2       2009        PSF         yes

   2.6.4           2.6.3       2009        PSF         yes

   2.6.5           2.6.4       2010        PSF         yes

   3.0             2.6         2008        PSF         yes

   3.0.1           3.0         2009        PSF         yes

   3.1             3.0.1       2009        PSF         yes

   3.1.1           3.1         2009        PSF         yes

   3.1.2           3.1         2010        PSF         yes

   3.2             3.1         2010        PSF         yes

 

Footnotes:

 

(1) GPL-compatible doesn't mean that we're distributing Python under

   the GPL.  All Python licenses, unlike the GPL, let you distribute

   a modified version without making your changes open source.  The

   GPL-compatible licenses make it possible to combine Python with

   other software that is released under the GPL; the others don't.

 

(2) According to Richard Stallman, 1.6.1 is not GPL-compatible,

   because its license has a choice of law clause.  According to

   CNRI, however, Stallman's lawyer has told CNRI's lawyer that 1.6.1

   is "not incompatible" with the GPL.

 

Thanks to the many outside volunteers who have worked under Guido's

direction to make these releases possible.

 

 

B. TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR ACCESSING OR OTHERWISE USING PYTHON

===============================================================

 

PYTHON SOFTWARE FOUNDATION LICENSE VERSION 2

--------------------------------------------

 

1. This LICENSE AGREEMENT is between the Python Software Foundation

("PSF"), and the Individual or Organization ("Licensee") accessing and

otherwise using this software ("Python") in source or binary form and

its associated documentation.

 

2. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License Agreement, PSF hereby

grants Licensee a nonexclusive, royalty-free, world-wide license to reproduce,

analyze, test, perform and/or display publicly, prepare derivative works,

distribute, and otherwise use Python alone or in any derivative version,

provided, however, that PSF's License Agreement and PSF's notice of copyright,

i.e., "Copyright (c) 2001, 2002, 2003, 2004, 2005, 2006, 2007, 2008, 2009, 2010
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Python Software Foundation; All Rights Reserved" are retained in Python alone or

in any derivative version prepared by Licensee.

 

3. In the event Licensee prepares a derivative work that is based on

or incorporates Python or any part thereof, and wants to make

the derivative work available to others as provided herein, then

Licensee hereby agrees to include in any such work a brief summary of

the changes made to Python.

 

4. PSF is making Python available to Licensee on an "AS IS"

basis.  PSF MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED.  BY WAY OF EXAMPLE, BUT NOT LIMITATION, PSF MAKES NO AND

DISCLAIMS ANY REPRESENTATION OR WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS

FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR THAT THE USE OF PYTHON WILL NOT

INFRINGE ANY THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.

 

5. PSF SHALL NOT BE LIABLE TO LICENSEE OR ANY OTHER USERS OF PYTHON

FOR ANY INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR LOSS AS

A RESULT OF MODIFYING, DISTRIBUTING, OR OTHERWISE USING PYTHON,

OR ANY DERIVATIVE THEREOF, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY THEREOF.

 

6. This License Agreement will automatically terminate upon a material

breach of its terms and conditions.

 

7. Nothing in this License Agreement shall be deemed to create any

relationship of agency, partnership, or joint venture between PSF and

Licensee.  This License Agreement does not grant permission to use PSF

trademarks or trade name in a trademark sense to endorse or promote

products or services of Licensee, or any third party.

 

8. By copying, installing or otherwise using Python, Licensee

agrees to be bound by the terms and conditions of this License

Agreement.

 

 

BEOPEN.COM LICENSE AGREEMENT FOR PYTHON 2.0

-------------------------------------------

 

BEOPEN PYTHON OPEN SOURCE LICENSE AGREEMENT VERSION 1

 

1. This LICENSE AGREEMENT is between BeOpen.com ("BeOpen"), having an

office at 160 Saratoga Avenue, Santa Clara, CA 95051, and the

Individual or Organization ("Licensee") accessing and otherwise using

this software in source or binary form and its associated

documentation ("the Software").

 

2. Subject to the terms and conditions of this BeOpen Python License

Agreement, BeOpen hereby grants Licensee a non-exclusive,
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royalty-free, world-wide license to reproduce, analyze, test, perform

and/or display publicly, prepare derivative works, distribute, and

otherwise use the Software alone or in any derivative version,

provided, however, that the BeOpen Python License is retained in the

Software, alone or in any derivative version prepared by Licensee.

 

3. BeOpen is making the Software available to Licensee on an "AS IS"

basis.  BEOPEN MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED.  BY WAY OF EXAMPLE, BUT NOT LIMITATION, BEOPEN MAKES NO AND

DISCLAIMS ANY REPRESENTATION OR WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS

FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR THAT THE USE OF THE SOFTWARE WILL NOT

INFRINGE ANY THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.

 

4. BEOPEN SHALL NOT BE LIABLE TO LICENSEE OR ANY OTHER USERS OF THE

SOFTWARE FOR ANY INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR LOSS

AS A RESULT OF USING, MODIFYING OR DISTRIBUTING THE SOFTWARE, OR ANY

DERIVATIVE THEREOF, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY THEREOF.

 

5. This License Agreement will automatically terminate upon a material

breach of its terms and conditions.

 

6. This License Agreement shall be governed by and interpreted in all

respects by the law of the State of California, excluding conflict of

law provisions.  Nothing in this License Agreement shall be deemed to

create any relationship of agency, partnership, or joint venture

between BeOpen and Licensee.  This License Agreement does not grant

permission to use BeOpen trademarks or trade names in a trademark

sense to endorse or promote products or services of Licensee, or any

third party.  As an exception, the "BeOpen Python" logos available at

http://www.pythonlabs.com/logos.html may be used according to the

permissions granted on that web page.

 

7. By copying, installing or otherwise using the software, Licensee

agrees to be bound by the terms and conditions of this License

Agreement.

 

 

CNRI LICENSE AGREEMENT FOR PYTHON 1.6.1

---------------------------------------

 

1. This LICENSE AGREEMENT is between the Corporation for National

Research Initiatives, having an office at 1895 Preston White Drive,

Reston, VA 20191 ("CNRI"), and the Individual or Organization

("Licensee") accessing and otherwise using Python 1.6.1 software in

source or binary form and its associated documentation.

 

2. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License Agreement, CNRI

hereby grants Licensee a nonexclusive, royalty-free, world-wide
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license to reproduce, analyze, test, perform and/or display publicly,

prepare derivative works, distribute, and otherwise use Python 1.6.1

alone or in any derivative version, provided, however, that CNRI's

License Agreement and CNRI's notice of copyright, i.e., "Copyright (c)

1995-2001 Corporation for National Research Initiatives; All Rights

Reserved" are retained in Python 1.6.1 alone or in any derivative

version prepared by Licensee.  Alternately, in lieu of CNRI's License

Agreement, Licensee may substitute the following text (omitting the

quotes): "Python 1.6.1 is made available subject to the terms and

conditions in CNRI's License Agreement.  This Agreement together with

Python 1.6.1 may be located on the Internet using the following

unique, persistent identifier (known as a handle): 1895.22/1013.  This

Agreement may also be obtained from a proxy server on the Internet

using the following URL: http://hdl.handle.net/1895.22/1013".

 

3. In the event Licensee prepares a derivative work that is based on

or incorporates Python 1.6.1 or any part thereof, and wants to make

the derivative work available to others as provided herein, then

Licensee hereby agrees to include in any such work a brief summary of

the changes made to Python 1.6.1.

 

4. CNRI is making Python 1.6.1 available to Licensee on an "AS IS"

basis.  CNRI MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED.  BY WAY OF EXAMPLE, BUT NOT LIMITATION, CNRI MAKES NO AND

DISCLAIMS ANY REPRESENTATION OR WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS

FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR THAT THE USE OF PYTHON 1.6.1 WILL NOT

INFRINGE ANY THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.

 

5. CNRI SHALL NOT BE LIABLE TO LICENSEE OR ANY OTHER USERS OF PYTHON

1.6.1 FOR ANY INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR LOSS AS

A RESULT OF MODIFYING, DISTRIBUTING, OR OTHERWISE USING PYTHON 1.6.1,

OR ANY DERIVATIVE THEREOF, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY THEREOF.

 

6. This License Agreement will automatically terminate upon a material

breach of its terms and conditions.

 

7. This License Agreement shall be governed by the federal

intellectual property law of the United States, including without

limitation the federal copyright law, and, to the extent such

U.S. federal law does not apply, by the law of the Commonwealth of

Virginia, excluding Virginia's conflict of law provisions.

Notwithstanding the foregoing, with regard to derivative works based

on Python 1.6.1 that incorporate non-separable material that was

previously distributed under the GNU General Public License (GPL), the

law of the Commonwealth of Virginia shall govern this License

Agreement only as to issues arising under or with respect to

Paragraphs 4, 5, and 7 of this License Agreement.  Nothing in this

License Agreement shall be deemed to create any relationship of
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agency, partnership, or joint venture between CNRI and Licensee.  This

License Agreement does not grant permission to use CNRI trademarks or

trade name in a trademark sense to endorse or promote products or

services of Licensee, or any third party.

 

8. By clicking on the "ACCEPT" button where indicated, or by copying,

installing or otherwise using Python 1.6.1, Licensee agrees to be

bound by the terms and conditions of this License Agreement.

 

       ACCEPT

 

 

CWI LICENSE AGREEMENT FOR PYTHON 0.9.0 THROUGH 1.2

--------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1991 - 1995, Stichting Mathematisch Centrum Amsterdam,

The Netherlands.  All rights reserved.

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and its

documentation for any purpose and without fee is hereby granted,

provided that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that

both that copyright notice and this permission notice appear in

supporting documentation, and that the name of Stichting Mathematisch

Centrum or CWI not be used in advertising or publicity pertaining to

distribution of the software without specific, written prior

permission.

 

STICHTING MATHEMATISCH CENTRUM DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO

THIS SOFTWARE, INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

FITNESS, IN NO EVENT SHALL STICHTING MATHEMATISCH CENTRUM BE LIABLE

FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT

OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

=======================

Distutils2 Contributors

=======================

 

The Distutils2 project was started by Tarek Ziad and is currently

maintained by ric Araujo.  Many people have contributed to the project.

 

distlib has started off using some of the code from distutil2.

 

If you're making a patch, please add your name below in alphabetical order,

and welcome into the Fellowship of the Packaging!

 

Thanks to:
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- Rajiv Abraham

- Ali Afshar

- David Barnett

- Pior Bastida

- Anthony Baxter

- Erik Bray

- C. Titus Brown

- Francisco Martn Brugu

- Nicolas Cadou

- Godefroid Chapelle

- Julien Courteau

- Christophe Combelles

- Jason R. Coombs

- Pierre-Yves David

- Ned Deily

- Konrad Delong

- Josip Djolonga

- John Edmonds

- Andr Espaze

- Boris Feld

- Andrew Francis

- Hallvard B Furuseth

- Patrice Gauthier

- Yannick Gingras

- Filip Gruszczyski

- Walker Hale IV

- Alexandre Hamelin

- Kelsey Hightower

- Thomas Holmes

- Preston Holmes

- Christian Hudon

- Julien Jehannet

- Jeremy Kloth

- Thomas Kluyver

- Amos Latteier

- Mathieu Leduc-Hamel

- Pierre Paul Lefebvre

- Tshepang Lekhonkhobe

- Alain Leufroy

- Janusz Lewandowski

- Martin von Lwis

- Hugo Lopes Tavares

- Guillermo Lpez-Anglada

- Justin Love

- Simon Mathieu

- Carl Meyer

- Alexis Mtaireau

- Julien Miotte
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- Zubin Mithra

- Derek McTavish Mounce

- Paul Moore

- Michael Mulich

- Louis Munro

- Gal Pasgrimaud

- George Peristerakis

- Mathieu Perreault

- Guillaume Pratte

- Sean Reifschneider

- Antoine Reversat

- Arc Riley

- C. Anthony Risinger

- Elson Rodriguez

- Luis Rojas

- Erik Rose

- Brian Rosner

- Vinay Sajip

- Victor Stinner

- Alexandre Vassalotti

- Nadeem Vawda

Copyright (C) 2013 by Test User.

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and its

documentation for any purpose and without fee is hereby granted,

provided that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that

both that copyright notice and this permission notice appear in

supporting documentation, and that the name of Vinay Sajip

not be used in advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution

of the software without specific, written prior permission.

 

VINAY SAJIP DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE, INCLUDING

ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL

VINAY SAJIP BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR

ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN

AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR

IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

BSD-licensed.

 

1.17 jquery 3.4.1 

 

1.18 data-tables 1.10.19 
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1.18.1 Available under license : 
Copyright (c) 2003, 2004 Jim Weirich

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

Copyright (c) 2008-2015 SpryMedia Limited

http://datatables.net

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.19 font-awesome 5.0.13 
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1.19.1 Available under license : 
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

<!--

Font Awesome Free 5.4.2 by @fontawesome - https://fontawesome.com

License - https://fontawesome.com/license/free (Icons: CC BY 4.0, Fonts: SIL OFL 1.1, Code: MIT License)

-->

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1567069252_1676529738.0919023/0/components-font-awesome-5-0-13-0-g2273b93-tar-

gz/components-font-awesome-2273b93/webfonts/fa-brands-400.svg

* /opt/cola/permits/1567069252_1676529738.0919023/0/components-font-awesome-5-0-13-0-g2273b93-tar-

gz/components-font-awesome-2273b93/webfonts/fa-solid-900.svg

* /opt/cola/permits/1567069252_1676529738.0919023/0/components-font-awesome-5-0-13-0-g2273b93-tar-

gz/components-font-awesome-2273b93/webfonts/fa-regular-400.svg

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*!

* Font Awesome Free 5.4.2 by @fontawesome - https://fontawesome.com

* License - https://fontawesome.com/license/free (Icons: CC BY 4.0, Fonts: SIL OFL 1.1, Code: MIT License)

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1567069252_1676529738.0919023/0/components-font-awesome-5-0-13-0-g2273b93-tar-

gz/components-font-awesome-2273b93/scss/brands.scss

* /opt/cola/permits/1567069252_1676529738.0919023/0/components-font-awesome-5-0-13-0-g2273b93-tar-

gz/components-font-awesome-2273b93/css/solid.css

* /opt/cola/permits/1567069252_1676529738.0919023/0/components-font-awesome-5-0-13-0-g2273b93-tar-

gz/components-font-awesome-2273b93/less/solid.less

* /opt/cola/permits/1567069252_1676529738.0919023/0/components-font-awesome-5-0-13-0-g2273b93-tar-

gz/components-font-awesome-2273b93/scss/regular.scss

* /opt/cola/permits/1567069252_1676529738.0919023/0/components-font-awesome-5-0-13-0-g2273b93-tar-

gz/components-font-awesome-2273b93/less/regular.less

* /opt/cola/permits/1567069252_1676529738.0919023/0/components-font-awesome-5-0-13-0-g2273b93-tar-

gz/components-font-awesome-2273b93/css/v4-shims.css

* /opt/cola/permits/1567069252_1676529738.0919023/0/components-font-awesome-5-0-13-0-g2273b93-tar-

gz/components-font-awesome-2273b93/css/fontawesome-all.min.css

* /opt/cola/permits/1567069252_1676529738.0919023/0/components-font-awesome-5-0-13-0-g2273b93-tar-

gz/components-font-awesome-2273b93/css/regular.min.css

* /opt/cola/permits/1567069252_1676529738.0919023/0/components-font-awesome-5-0-13-0-g2273b93-tar-

gz/components-font-awesome-2273b93/scss/solid.scss

* /opt/cola/permits/1567069252_1676529738.0919023/0/components-font-awesome-5-0-13-0-g2273b93-tar-

gz/components-font-awesome-2273b93/css/solid.min.css

* /opt/cola/permits/1567069252_1676529738.0919023/0/components-font-awesome-5-0-13-0-g2273b93-tar-

gz/components-font-awesome-2273b93/css/brands.min.css

* /opt/cola/permits/1567069252_1676529738.0919023/0/components-font-awesome-5-0-13-0-g2273b93-tar-

gz/components-font-awesome-2273b93/css/v4-shims.min.css

* /opt/cola/permits/1567069252_1676529738.0919023/0/components-font-awesome-5-0-13-0-g2273b93-tar-
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gz/components-font-awesome-2273b93/less/v4-shims.less

* /opt/cola/permits/1567069252_1676529738.0919023/0/components-font-awesome-5-0-13-0-g2273b93-tar-

gz/components-font-awesome-2273b93/css/regular.css

* /opt/cola/permits/1567069252_1676529738.0919023/0/components-font-awesome-5-0-13-0-g2273b93-tar-

gz/components-font-awesome-2273b93/css/fontawesome.css

* /opt/cola/permits/1567069252_1676529738.0919023/0/components-font-awesome-5-0-13-0-g2273b93-tar-

gz/components-font-awesome-2273b93/scss/fontawesome.scss

* /opt/cola/permits/1567069252_1676529738.0919023/0/components-font-awesome-5-0-13-0-g2273b93-tar-

gz/components-font-awesome-2273b93/css/fontawesome.min.css

* /opt/cola/permits/1567069252_1676529738.0919023/0/components-font-awesome-5-0-13-0-g2273b93-tar-

gz/components-font-awesome-2273b93/less/brands.less

* /opt/cola/permits/1567069252_1676529738.0919023/0/components-font-awesome-5-0-13-0-g2273b93-tar-

gz/components-font-awesome-2273b93/less/fontawesome.less

* /opt/cola/permits/1567069252_1676529738.0919023/0/components-font-awesome-5-0-13-0-g2273b93-tar-

gz/components-font-awesome-2273b93/css/brands.css

* /opt/cola/permits/1567069252_1676529738.0919023/0/components-font-awesome-5-0-13-0-g2273b93-tar-

gz/components-font-awesome-2273b93/scss/v4-shims.scss

* /opt/cola/permits/1567069252_1676529738.0919023/0/components-font-awesome-5-0-13-0-g2273b93-tar-

gz/components-font-awesome-2273b93/css/fontawesome-all.css

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-glass:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-glass-martini); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-meetup {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-star-o {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-star-o:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-star); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-remove:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-times); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-close:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-times); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-gear:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-cog); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-trash-o {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-trash-o:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-trash-alt); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-file-o {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';
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 font-weight: 400;

}

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-file-o:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-file); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-clock-o {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-clock-o:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-clock); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-arrow-circle-o-down {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-arrow-circle-o-down:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-arrow-alt-circle-

down); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-arrow-circle-o-up {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-arrow-circle-o-up:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-arrow-alt-circle-up); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-play-circle-o {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-play-circle-o:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-play-circle); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-repeat:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-redo); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-rotate-right:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-redo); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-refresh:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-sync); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-list-alt {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-dedent:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-outdent); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-video-camera:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-video); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-picture-o {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}
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.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-picture-o:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-image); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-photo {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-photo:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-image); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-image {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-image:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-image); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-pencil:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-pencil-alt); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-map-marker:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-map-marker-alt); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-pencil-square-o {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-pencil-square-o:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-edit); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-share-square-o {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-share-square-o:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-share-square); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-check-square-o {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-check-square-o:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-check-square); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-arrows:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-arrows-alt); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-times-circle-o {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-times-circle-o:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-times-circle); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-check-circle-o {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}
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.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-check-circle-o:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-check-circle); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-mail-forward:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-share); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-eye {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-eye-slash {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-warning:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-exclamation-triangle); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-calendar:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-calendar-alt); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-arrows-v:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-arrows-alt-v); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-arrows-h:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-arrows-alt-h); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-bar-chart {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-bar-chart:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-chart-bar); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-bar-chart-o {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-bar-chart-o:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-chart-bar); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-twitter-square {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-facebook-square {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-gears:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-cogs); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-thumbs-o-up {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';
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 font-weight: 400;

}

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-thumbs-o-up:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-thumbs-up); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-thumbs-o-down {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-thumbs-o-down:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-thumbs-down); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-heart-o {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-heart-o:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-heart); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-sign-out:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-sign-out-alt); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-linkedin-square {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-linkedin-square:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-linkedin); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-thumb-tack:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-thumbtack); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-external-link:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-external-link-alt); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-sign-in:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-sign-in-alt); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-github-square {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-lemon-o {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-lemon-o:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-lemon); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-square-o {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-square-o:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-square); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-bookmark-o {
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 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-bookmark-o:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-bookmark); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-twitter {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-facebook {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-facebook:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-facebook-f); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-facebook-f {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-facebook-f:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-facebook-f); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-github {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-credit-card {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-feed:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-rss); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-hdd-o {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-hdd-o:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-hdd); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-hand-o-right {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-hand-o-right:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-hand-point-right); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-hand-o-left {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';
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 font-weight: 400;

}

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-hand-o-left:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-hand-point-left); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-hand-o-up {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-hand-o-up:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-hand-point-up); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-hand-o-down {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-hand-o-down:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-hand-point-down); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-arrows-alt:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-expand-arrows-alt); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-group:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-users); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-chain:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-link); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-scissors:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-cut); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-files-o {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-files-o:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-copy); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-floppy-o {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-floppy-o:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-save); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-navicon:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-bars); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-reorder:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-bars); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-pinterest {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-pinterest-square {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;
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}

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-google-plus-square {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-google-plus {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-google-plus:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-google-plus-g); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-money {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-money:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-money-bill-alt); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-unsorted:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-sort); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-sort-desc:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-sort-down); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-sort-asc:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-sort-up); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-linkedin {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-linkedin:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-linkedin-in); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-rotate-left:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-undo); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-legal:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-gavel); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-tachometer:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-tachometer-alt); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-dashboard:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-tachometer-alt); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-comment-o {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-comment-o:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-comment); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-comments-o {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;
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}

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-comments-o:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-comments); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-flash:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-bolt); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-clipboard {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-paste {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-paste:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-clipboard); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-lightbulb-o {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-lightbulb-o:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-lightbulb); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-exchange:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-exchange-alt); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-cloud-download:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-cloud-download-alt); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-cloud-upload:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-cloud-upload-alt); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-bell-o {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-bell-o:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-bell); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-cutlery:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-utensils); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-file-text-o {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-file-text-o:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-file-alt); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-building-o {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-building-o:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-building); }
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.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-hospital-o {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-hospital-o:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-hospital); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-tablet:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-tablet-alt); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-mobile:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-mobile-alt); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-mobile-phone:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-mobile-alt); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-circle-o {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-circle-o:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-circle); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-mail-reply:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-reply); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-github-alt {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-folder-o {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-folder-o:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-folder); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-folder-open-o {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-folder-open-o:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-folder-open); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-smile-o {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-smile-o:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-smile); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-frown-o {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-frown-o:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-frown); }
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.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-meh-o {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-meh-o:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-meh); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-keyboard-o {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-keyboard-o:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-keyboard); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-flag-o {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-flag-o:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-flag); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-mail-reply-all:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-reply-all); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-star-half-o {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-star-half-o:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-star-half); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-star-half-empty {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-star-half-empty:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-star-half); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-star-half-full {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-star-half-full:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-star-half); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-code-fork:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-code-branch); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-chain-broken:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-unlink); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-shield:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-shield-alt); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-calendar-o {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;
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}

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-calendar-o:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-calendar); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-maxcdn {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-html5 {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-css3 {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-ticket:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-ticket-alt); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-minus-square-o {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-minus-square-o:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-minus-square); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-level-up:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-level-up-alt); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-level-down:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-level-down-alt); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-pencil-square:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-pen-square); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-external-link-square:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-external-link-square-

alt); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-compass {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-caret-square-o-down {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-caret-square-o-down:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-caret-square-down);

}

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-toggle-down {
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 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-toggle-down:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-caret-square-down); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-caret-square-o-up {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-caret-square-o-up:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-caret-square-up); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-toggle-up {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-toggle-up:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-caret-square-up); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-caret-square-o-right {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-caret-square-o-right:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-caret-square-right); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-toggle-right {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-toggle-right:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-caret-square-right); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-eur:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-euro-sign); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-euro:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-euro-sign); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-gbp:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-pound-sign); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-usd:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-dollar-sign); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-dollar:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-dollar-sign); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-inr:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-rupee-sign); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-rupee:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-rupee-sign); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-jpy:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-yen-sign); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-cny:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-yen-sign); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-rmb:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-yen-sign); }
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.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-yen:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-yen-sign); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-rub:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-ruble-sign); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-ruble:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-ruble-sign); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-rouble:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-ruble-sign); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-krw:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-won-sign); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-won:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-won-sign); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-btc {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-bitcoin {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-bitcoin:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-btc); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-file-text:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-file-alt); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-sort-alpha-asc:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-sort-alpha-down); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-sort-alpha-desc:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-sort-alpha-up); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-sort-amount-asc:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-sort-amount-down); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-sort-amount-desc:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-sort-amount-up); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-sort-numeric-asc:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-sort-numeric-down); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-sort-numeric-desc:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-sort-numeric-up); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-youtube-square {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-youtube {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}
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.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-xing {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-xing-square {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-youtube-play {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-youtube-play:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-youtube); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-dropbox {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-stack-overflow {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-instagram {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-flickr {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-adn {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-bitbucket {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-bitbucket-square {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';
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 font-weight: 400;

}

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-bitbucket-square:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-bitbucket); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-tumblr {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-tumblr-square {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-long-arrow-down:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-long-arrow-alt-down); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-long-arrow-up:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-long-arrow-alt-up); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-long-arrow-left:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-long-arrow-alt-left); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-long-arrow-right:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-long-arrow-alt-right); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-apple {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-windows {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-android {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-linux {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-dribbble {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-skype {
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 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-foursquare {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-trello {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-gratipay {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-gittip {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-gittip:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-gratipay); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-sun-o {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-sun-o:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-sun); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-moon-o {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-moon-o:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-moon); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-vk {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-weibo {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-renren {
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 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-pagelines {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-stack-exchange {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-arrow-circle-o-right {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-arrow-circle-o-right:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-arrow-alt-circle-right);

}

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-arrow-circle-o-left {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-arrow-circle-o-left:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-arrow-alt-circle-left); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-caret-square-o-left {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-caret-square-o-left:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-caret-square-left); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-toggle-left {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-toggle-left:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-caret-square-left); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-dot-circle-o {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-dot-circle-o:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-dot-circle); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-vimeo-square {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;
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}

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-try:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-lira-sign); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-turkish-lira:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-lira-sign); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-plus-square-o {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-plus-square-o:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-plus-square); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-slack {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-wordpress {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-openid {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-institution:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-university); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-bank:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-university); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-mortar-board:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-graduation-cap); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-yahoo {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-google {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-reddit {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}
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.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-reddit-square {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-stumbleupon-circle {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-stumbleupon {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-delicious {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-digg {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-pied-piper-pp {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-pied-piper-alt {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-drupal {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-joomla {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-spoon:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-utensil-spoon); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-behance {
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 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-behance-square {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-steam {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-steam-square {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-automobile:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-car); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-cab:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-taxi); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-envelope-o {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-envelope-o:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-envelope); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-deviantart {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-soundcloud {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-file-pdf-o {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-file-pdf-o:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-file-pdf); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-file-word-o {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;
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}

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-file-word-o:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-file-word); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-file-excel-o {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-file-excel-o:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-file-excel); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-file-powerpoint-o {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-file-powerpoint-o:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-file-powerpoint); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-file-image-o {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-file-image-o:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-file-image); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-file-photo-o {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-file-photo-o:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-file-image); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-file-picture-o {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-file-picture-o:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-file-image); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-file-archive-o {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-file-archive-o:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-file-archive); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-file-zip-o {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-file-zip-o:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-file-archive); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-file-audio-o {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;
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}

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-file-audio-o:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-file-audio); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-file-sound-o {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-file-sound-o:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-file-audio); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-file-video-o {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-file-video-o:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-file-video); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-file-movie-o {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-file-movie-o:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-file-video); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-file-code-o {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-file-code-o:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-file-code); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-vine {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-codepen {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-jsfiddle {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-life-ring {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-life-bouy {
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 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-life-bouy:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-life-ring); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-life-buoy {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-life-buoy:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-life-ring); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-life-saver {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-life-saver:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-life-ring); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-support {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-support:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-life-ring); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-circle-o-notch:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-circle-notch); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-rebel {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-ra {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-ra:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-rebel); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-resistance {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-resistance:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-rebel); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-empire {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-ge {
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 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-ge:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-empire); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-git-square {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-git {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-hacker-news {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-y-combinator-square {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-y-combinator-square:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-hacker-news); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-yc-square {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-yc-square:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-hacker-news); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-tencent-weibo {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-qq {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-weixin {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-wechat {
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 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-wechat:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-weixin); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-send:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-paper-plane); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-paper-plane-o {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-paper-plane-o:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-paper-plane); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-send-o {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-send-o:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-paper-plane); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-circle-thin {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-circle-thin:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-circle); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-header:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-heading); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-sliders:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-sliders-h); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-futbol-o {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-futbol-o:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-futbol); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-soccer-ball-o {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-soccer-ball-o:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-futbol); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-slideshare {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-twitch {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';
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 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-yelp {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-newspaper-o {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-newspaper-o:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-newspaper); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-paypal {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-google-wallet {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-cc-visa {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-cc-mastercard {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-cc-discover {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-cc-amex {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-cc-paypal {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}
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.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-cc-stripe {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-bell-slash-o {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-bell-slash-o:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-bell-slash); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-trash:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-trash-alt); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-copyright {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-eyedropper:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-eye-dropper); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-area-chart:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-chart-area); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-pie-chart:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-chart-pie); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-line-chart:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-chart-line); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-lastfm {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-lastfm-square {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-ioxhost {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-angellist {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-cc {
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 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-cc:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-closed-captioning); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-ils:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-shekel-sign); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-shekel:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-shekel-sign); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-sheqel:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-shekel-sign); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-meanpath {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-meanpath:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-font-awesome); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-buysellads {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-connectdevelop {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-dashcube {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-forumbee {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-leanpub {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-sellsy {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-shirtsinbulk {
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 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-simplybuilt {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-skyatlas {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-diamond {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-diamond:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-gem); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-intersex:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-transgender); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-facebook-official {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-facebook-official:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-facebook); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-pinterest-p {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-whatsapp {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-hotel:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-bed); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-viacoin {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-medium {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;
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}

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-y-combinator {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-yc {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-yc:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-y-combinator); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-optin-monster {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-opencart {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-expeditedssl {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-battery-4:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-battery-full); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-battery:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-battery-full); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-battery-3:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-battery-three-quarters); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-battery-2:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-battery-half); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-battery-1:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-battery-quarter); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-battery-0:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-battery-empty); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-object-group {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-object-ungroup {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;
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}

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-sticky-note-o {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-sticky-note-o:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-sticky-note); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-cc-jcb {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-cc-diners-club {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-clone {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-hourglass-o {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-hourglass-o:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-hourglass); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-hourglass-1:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-hourglass-start); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-hourglass-2:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-hourglass-half); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-hourglass-3:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-hourglass-end); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-hand-rock-o {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-hand-rock-o:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-hand-rock); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-hand-grab-o {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-hand-grab-o:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-hand-rock); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-hand-paper-o {
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 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-hand-paper-o:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-hand-paper); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-hand-stop-o {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-hand-stop-o:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-hand-paper); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-hand-scissors-o {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-hand-scissors-o:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-hand-scissors); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-hand-lizard-o {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-hand-lizard-o:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-hand-lizard); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-hand-spock-o {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-hand-spock-o:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-hand-spock); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-hand-pointer-o {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-hand-pointer-o:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-hand-pointer); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-hand-peace-o {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-hand-peace-o:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-hand-peace); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-registered {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-creative-commons {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';
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 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-gg {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-gg-circle {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-tripadvisor {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-odnoklassniki {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-odnoklassniki-square {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-get-pocket {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-wikipedia-w {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-safari {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-chrome {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}
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.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-firefox {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-opera {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-internet-explorer {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-television:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-tv); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-contao {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-500px {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-amazon {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-calendar-plus-o {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-calendar-plus-o:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-calendar-plus); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-calendar-minus-o {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-calendar-minus-o:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-calendar-minus); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-calendar-times-o {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}
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.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-calendar-times-o:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-calendar-times); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-calendar-check-o {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-calendar-check-o:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-calendar-check); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-map-o {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-map-o:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-map); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-commenting:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-comment-dots); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-commenting-o {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-commenting-o:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-comment-dots); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-houzz {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-vimeo {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-vimeo:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-vimeo-v); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-black-tie {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-fonticons {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-reddit-alien {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}
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.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-edge {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-credit-card-alt:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-credit-card); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-codiepie {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-modx {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-fort-awesome {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-usb {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-product-hunt {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-mixcloud {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-scribd {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-pause-circle-o {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-pause-circle-o:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-pause-circle); }
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.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-stop-circle-o {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-stop-circle-o:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-stop-circle); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-bluetooth {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-bluetooth-b {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-gitlab {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-wpbeginner {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-wpforms {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-envira {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-wheelchair-alt {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-wheelchair-alt:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-accessible-icon); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-question-circle-o {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-question-circle-o:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-question-circle); }
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.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-volume-control-phone:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-phone-volume); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-asl-interpreting:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-american-sign-language-

interpreting); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-deafness:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-deaf); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-hard-of-hearing:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-deaf); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-glide {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-glide-g {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-signing:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-sign-language); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-viadeo {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-viadeo-square {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-snapchat {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-snapchat-ghost {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-snapchat-square {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-pied-piper {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';
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 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-first-order {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-yoast {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-themeisle {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-google-plus-official {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-google-plus-official:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-google-plus); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-google-plus-circle {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-google-plus-circle:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-google-plus); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-font-awesome {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-fa {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-fa:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-font-awesome); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-handshake-o {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-handshake-o:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-handshake); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-envelope-open-o {
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 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-envelope-open-o:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-envelope-open); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-linode {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-address-book-o {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-address-book-o:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-address-book); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-vcard:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-address-card); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-address-card-o {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-address-card-o:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-address-card); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-vcard-o {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-vcard-o:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-address-card); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-user-circle-o {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-user-circle-o:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-user-circle); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-user-o {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-user-o:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-user); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-id-badge {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-drivers-license:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-id-card); }
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.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-id-card-o {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-id-card-o:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-id-card); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-drivers-license-o {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-drivers-license-o:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-id-card); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-quora {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-free-code-camp {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-telegram {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-thermometer-4:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-thermometer-full); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-thermometer:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-thermometer-full); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-thermometer-3:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-thermometer-three-

quarters); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-thermometer-2:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-thermometer-half); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-thermometer-1:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-thermometer-quarter); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-thermometer-0:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-thermometer-empty); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-bathtub:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-bath); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-s15:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-bath); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-window-maximize {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;
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}

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-window-restore {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-times-rectangle:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-window-close); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-window-close-o {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-window-close-o:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-window-close); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-times-rectangle-o {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-times-rectangle-o:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-window-close); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-bandcamp {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-grav {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-etsy {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-imdb {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-ravelry {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-eercast {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';
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 font-weight: 400;

}

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-eercast:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-sellcast); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-snowflake-o {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-snowflake-o:before { content: fa-content($fa-var-snowflake); }

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-superpowers {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-wpexplorer {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}.#{$fa-css-prefix}-spotify {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1567069252_1676529738.0919023/0/components-font-awesome-5-0-13-0-g2273b93-tar-

gz/components-font-awesome-2273b93/scss/_shims.scss

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*!

* Font Awesome Free 5.4.2 by @fontawesome - https://fontawesome.com

* License - https://fontawesome.com/license (Icons: CC BY 4.0, Fonts: SIL OFL 1.1, Code: MIT License)

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1567069252_1676529738.0919023/0/components-font-awesome-5-0-13-0-g2273b93-tar-

gz/components-font-awesome-2273b93/css/fa-solid.min.css

* /opt/cola/permits/1567069252_1676529738.0919023/0/components-font-awesome-5-0-13-0-g2273b93-tar-

gz/components-font-awesome-2273b93/less/fa-solid.less

* /opt/cola/permits/1567069252_1676529738.0919023/0/components-font-awesome-5-0-13-0-g2273b93-tar-

gz/components-font-awesome-2273b93/scss/fa-solid.scss

* /opt/cola/permits/1567069252_1676529738.0919023/0/components-font-awesome-5-0-13-0-g2273b93-tar-

gz/components-font-awesome-2273b93/scss/fa-brands.scss

* /opt/cola/permits/1567069252_1676529738.0919023/0/components-font-awesome-5-0-13-0-g2273b93-tar-

gz/components-font-awesome-2273b93/css/fa-regular.css

* /opt/cola/permits/1567069252_1676529738.0919023/0/components-font-awesome-5-0-13-0-g2273b93-tar-

gz/components-font-awesome-2273b93/less/fa-brands.less
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* /opt/cola/permits/1567069252_1676529738.0919023/0/components-font-awesome-5-0-13-0-g2273b93-tar-

gz/components-font-awesome-2273b93/css/fa-brands.css

* /opt/cola/permits/1567069252_1676529738.0919023/0/components-font-awesome-5-0-13-0-g2273b93-tar-

gz/components-font-awesome-2273b93/css/fa-brands.min.css

* /opt/cola/permits/1567069252_1676529738.0919023/0/components-font-awesome-5-0-13-0-g2273b93-tar-

gz/components-font-awesome-2273b93/css/fa-solid.css

* /opt/cola/permits/1567069252_1676529738.0919023/0/components-font-awesome-5-0-13-0-g2273b93-tar-

gz/components-font-awesome-2273b93/scss/fa-regular.scss

* /opt/cola/permits/1567069252_1676529738.0919023/0/components-font-awesome-5-0-13-0-g2273b93-tar-

gz/components-font-awesome-2273b93/less/fa-regular.less

* /opt/cola/permits/1567069252_1676529738.0919023/0/components-font-awesome-5-0-13-0-g2273b93-tar-

gz/components-font-awesome-2273b93/css/fa-regular.min.css

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

Font Awesome

============

 

Shim repository for Font Awesome.

 

The full suite of pictographic icons, examples, and documentation can be found at:

http://fortawesome.github.com/Font-Awesome/

 

 

Package Managers

----------------

 

* [npm](http://npmjs.org): `components-font-awesome`

* [Bower](http://bower.io): `components-font-awesome`

* [Component](https://github.com/component/component): `components/font-awesome`

* [Composer](http://packagist.org/packages/components/font-awesome): `components/font-awesome`

 

Installation

------------

### Gulp

 

##### Re-compile bower

If using bower, do not forget to re-compile bower using `gulp bower`. Here is the sample code if you do not have

one.

 

``` javascript

// Update Foundation with Bower and save to /vendor

gulp.task('bower', function() {

 return bower({ cmd: 'update'})

   .pipe(gulp.dest('vendor/'))

});

```

##### Combine css

With gulp, usually there is a function to combine all *scss* to *css* file for faster page loads.
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In the sample case we run function `gulp style` to combine all scss to css file under **./assets/css/**

 

##### Move font font folder

Here is the **important part**, the default *font folder* is on different path with the compiled bower file. We need

to move the font from default *font folder* to the *compiled bower folder* (In the example `vendor` is the compiled

folder).

 

``` javascript

// Move font-awesome fonts folder to css compiled folder

gulp.task('icons', function() {

   return gulp.src('./vendor/components-font-awesome/webfonts/**.*')

       .pipe(gulp.dest('./assets/fonts'));

});

```

 

License

-------

 

- The Font Awesome font is licensed under the SIL Open Font License - http://scripts.sil.org/OFL

- Font Awesome CSS, LESS, and SASS files are licensed under the MIT License -

http://opensource.org/licenses/mit-license.html

- The Font Awesome pictograms are licensed under the CC BY 3.0 License -

http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/

- Attribution is no longer required in Font Awesome 3.0, but much appreciated: "Font Awesome by Dave Gandy -

http://fortawesome.github.com/Font-Awesome"

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1567069252_1676529738.0919023/0/components-font-awesome-5-0-13-0-g2273b93-tar-

gz/components-font-awesome-2273b93/README.md

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-glass:before { content: @fa-var-glass-martini; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-meetup {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-star-o {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-star-o:before { content: @fa-var-star; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-remove:before { content: @fa-var-times; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-close:before { content: @fa-var-times; }
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.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-gear:before { content: @fa-var-cog; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-trash-o {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-trash-o:before { content: @fa-var-trash-alt; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-file-o {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-file-o:before { content: @fa-var-file; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-clock-o {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-clock-o:before { content: @fa-var-clock; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-arrow-circle-o-down {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-arrow-circle-o-down:before { content: @fa-var-arrow-alt-circle-down; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-arrow-circle-o-up {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-arrow-circle-o-up:before { content: @fa-var-arrow-alt-circle-up; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-play-circle-o {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-play-circle-o:before { content: @fa-var-play-circle; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-repeat:before { content: @fa-var-redo; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-rotate-right:before { content: @fa-var-redo; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-refresh:before { content: @fa-var-sync; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-list-alt {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}
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.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-dedent:before { content: @fa-var-outdent; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-video-camera:before { content: @fa-var-video; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-picture-o {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-picture-o:before { content: @fa-var-image; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-photo {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-photo:before { content: @fa-var-image; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-image {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-image:before { content: @fa-var-image; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-pencil:before { content: @fa-var-pencil-alt; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-map-marker:before { content: @fa-var-map-marker-alt; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-pencil-square-o {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-pencil-square-o:before { content: @fa-var-edit; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-share-square-o {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-share-square-o:before { content: @fa-var-share-square; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-check-square-o {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-check-square-o:before { content: @fa-var-check-square; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-arrows:before { content: @fa-var-arrows-alt; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-times-circle-o {
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 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-times-circle-o:before { content: @fa-var-times-circle; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-check-circle-o {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-check-circle-o:before { content: @fa-var-check-circle; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-mail-forward:before { content: @fa-var-share; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-eye {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-eye-slash {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-warning:before { content: @fa-var-exclamation-triangle; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-calendar:before { content: @fa-var-calendar-alt; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-arrows-v:before { content: @fa-var-arrows-alt-v; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-arrows-h:before { content: @fa-var-arrows-alt-h; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-bar-chart {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-bar-chart:before { content: @fa-var-chart-bar; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-bar-chart-o {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-bar-chart-o:before { content: @fa-var-chart-bar; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-twitter-square {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}
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.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-facebook-square {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-gears:before { content: @fa-var-cogs; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-thumbs-o-up {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-thumbs-o-up:before { content: @fa-var-thumbs-up; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-thumbs-o-down {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-thumbs-o-down:before { content: @fa-var-thumbs-down; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-heart-o {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-heart-o:before { content: @fa-var-heart; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-sign-out:before { content: @fa-var-sign-out-alt; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-linkedin-square {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-linkedin-square:before { content: @fa-var-linkedin; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-thumb-tack:before { content: @fa-var-thumbtack; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-external-link:before { content: @fa-var-external-link-alt; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-sign-in:before { content: @fa-var-sign-in-alt; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-github-square {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-lemon-o {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}
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.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-lemon-o:before { content: @fa-var-lemon; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-square-o {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-square-o:before { content: @fa-var-square; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-bookmark-o {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-bookmark-o:before { content: @fa-var-bookmark; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-twitter {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-facebook {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-facebook:before { content: @fa-var-facebook-f; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-facebook-f {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-facebook-f:before { content: @fa-var-facebook-f; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-github {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-credit-card {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-feed:before { content: @fa-var-rss; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-hdd-o {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-hdd-o:before { content: @fa-var-hdd; }
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.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-hand-o-right {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-hand-o-right:before { content: @fa-var-hand-point-right; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-hand-o-left {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-hand-o-left:before { content: @fa-var-hand-point-left; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-hand-o-up {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-hand-o-up:before { content: @fa-var-hand-point-up; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-hand-o-down {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-hand-o-down:before { content: @fa-var-hand-point-down; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-arrows-alt:before { content: @fa-var-expand-arrows-alt; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-group:before { content: @fa-var-users; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-chain:before { content: @fa-var-link; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-scissors:before { content: @fa-var-cut; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-files-o {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-files-o:before { content: @fa-var-copy; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-floppy-o {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-floppy-o:before { content: @fa-var-save; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-navicon:before { content: @fa-var-bars; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-reorder:before { content: @fa-var-bars; }
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.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-pinterest {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-pinterest-square {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-google-plus-square {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-google-plus {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-google-plus:before { content: @fa-var-google-plus-g; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-money {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-money:before { content: @fa-var-money-bill-alt; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-unsorted:before { content: @fa-var-sort; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-sort-desc:before { content: @fa-var-sort-down; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-sort-asc:before { content: @fa-var-sort-up; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-linkedin {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-linkedin:before { content: @fa-var-linkedin-in; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-rotate-left:before { content: @fa-var-undo; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-legal:before { content: @fa-var-gavel; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-tachometer:before { content: @fa-var-tachometer-alt; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-dashboard:before { content: @fa-var-tachometer-alt; }
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.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-comment-o {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-comment-o:before { content: @fa-var-comment; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-comments-o {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-comments-o:before { content: @fa-var-comments; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-flash:before { content: @fa-var-bolt; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-clipboard {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-paste {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-paste:before { content: @fa-var-clipboard; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-lightbulb-o {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-lightbulb-o:before { content: @fa-var-lightbulb; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-exchange:before { content: @fa-var-exchange-alt; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-cloud-download:before { content: @fa-var-cloud-download-alt; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-cloud-upload:before { content: @fa-var-cloud-upload-alt; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-bell-o {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-bell-o:before { content: @fa-var-bell; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-cutlery:before { content: @fa-var-utensils; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-file-text-o {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;
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}

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-file-text-o:before { content: @fa-var-file-alt; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-building-o {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-building-o:before { content: @fa-var-building; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-hospital-o {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-hospital-o:before { content: @fa-var-hospital; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-tablet:before { content: @fa-var-tablet-alt; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-mobile:before { content: @fa-var-mobile-alt; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-mobile-phone:before { content: @fa-var-mobile-alt; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-circle-o {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-circle-o:before { content: @fa-var-circle; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-mail-reply:before { content: @fa-var-reply; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-github-alt {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-folder-o {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-folder-o:before { content: @fa-var-folder; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-folder-open-o {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-folder-open-o:before { content: @fa-var-folder-open; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-smile-o {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';
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 font-weight: 400;

}

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-smile-o:before { content: @fa-var-smile; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-frown-o {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-frown-o:before { content: @fa-var-frown; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-meh-o {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-meh-o:before { content: @fa-var-meh; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-keyboard-o {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-keyboard-o:before { content: @fa-var-keyboard; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-flag-o {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-flag-o:before { content: @fa-var-flag; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-mail-reply-all:before { content: @fa-var-reply-all; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-star-half-o {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-star-half-o:before { content: @fa-var-star-half; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-star-half-empty {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-star-half-empty:before { content: @fa-var-star-half; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-star-half-full {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-star-half-full:before { content: @fa-var-star-half; }
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.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-code-fork:before { content: @fa-var-code-branch; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-chain-broken:before { content: @fa-var-unlink; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-shield:before { content: @fa-var-shield-alt; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-calendar-o {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-calendar-o:before { content: @fa-var-calendar; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-maxcdn {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-html5 {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-css3 {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-ticket:before { content: @fa-var-ticket-alt; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-minus-square-o {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-minus-square-o:before { content: @fa-var-minus-square; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-level-up:before { content: @fa-var-level-up-alt; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-level-down:before { content: @fa-var-level-down-alt; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-pencil-square:before { content: @fa-var-pen-square; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-external-link-square:before { content: @fa-var-external-link-square-alt; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-compass {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}
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.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-caret-square-o-down {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-caret-square-o-down:before { content: @fa-var-caret-square-down; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-toggle-down {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-toggle-down:before { content: @fa-var-caret-square-down; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-caret-square-o-up {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-caret-square-o-up:before { content: @fa-var-caret-square-up; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-toggle-up {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-toggle-up:before { content: @fa-var-caret-square-up; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-caret-square-o-right {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-caret-square-o-right:before { content: @fa-var-caret-square-right; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-toggle-right {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-toggle-right:before { content: @fa-var-caret-square-right; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-eur:before { content: @fa-var-euro-sign; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-euro:before { content: @fa-var-euro-sign; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-gbp:before { content: @fa-var-pound-sign; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-usd:before { content: @fa-var-dollar-sign; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-dollar:before { content: @fa-var-dollar-sign; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-inr:before { content: @fa-var-rupee-sign; }
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.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-rupee:before { content: @fa-var-rupee-sign; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-jpy:before { content: @fa-var-yen-sign; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-cny:before { content: @fa-var-yen-sign; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-rmb:before { content: @fa-var-yen-sign; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-yen:before { content: @fa-var-yen-sign; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-rub:before { content: @fa-var-ruble-sign; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-ruble:before { content: @fa-var-ruble-sign; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-rouble:before { content: @fa-var-ruble-sign; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-krw:before { content: @fa-var-won-sign; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-won:before { content: @fa-var-won-sign; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-btc {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-bitcoin {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-bitcoin:before { content: @fa-var-btc; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-file-text:before { content: @fa-var-file-alt; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-sort-alpha-asc:before { content: @fa-var-sort-alpha-down; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-sort-alpha-desc:before { content: @fa-var-sort-alpha-up; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-sort-amount-asc:before { content: @fa-var-sort-amount-down; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-sort-amount-desc:before { content: @fa-var-sort-amount-up; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-sort-numeric-asc:before { content: @fa-var-sort-numeric-down; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-sort-numeric-desc:before { content: @fa-var-sort-numeric-up; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-youtube-square {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;
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}

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-youtube {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-xing {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-xing-square {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-youtube-play {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-youtube-play:before { content: @fa-var-youtube; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-dropbox {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-stack-overflow {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-instagram {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-flickr {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-adn {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}
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.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-bitbucket {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-bitbucket-square {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-bitbucket-square:before { content: @fa-var-bitbucket; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-tumblr {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-tumblr-square {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-long-arrow-down:before { content: @fa-var-long-arrow-alt-down; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-long-arrow-up:before { content: @fa-var-long-arrow-alt-up; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-long-arrow-left:before { content: @fa-var-long-arrow-alt-left; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-long-arrow-right:before { content: @fa-var-long-arrow-alt-right; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-apple {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-windows {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-android {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-linux {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}
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.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-dribbble {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-skype {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-foursquare {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-trello {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-gratipay {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-gittip {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-gittip:before { content: @fa-var-gratipay; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-sun-o {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-sun-o:before { content: @fa-var-sun; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-moon-o {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-moon-o:before { content: @fa-var-moon; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-vk {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}
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.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-weibo {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-renren {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-pagelines {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-stack-exchange {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-arrow-circle-o-right {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-arrow-circle-o-right:before { content: @fa-var-arrow-alt-circle-right; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-arrow-circle-o-left {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-arrow-circle-o-left:before { content: @fa-var-arrow-alt-circle-left; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-caret-square-o-left {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-caret-square-o-left:before { content: @fa-var-caret-square-left; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-toggle-left {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-toggle-left:before { content: @fa-var-caret-square-left; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-dot-circle-o {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;
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}

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-dot-circle-o:before { content: @fa-var-dot-circle; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-vimeo-square {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-try:before { content: @fa-var-lira-sign; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-turkish-lira:before { content: @fa-var-lira-sign; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-plus-square-o {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-plus-square-o:before { content: @fa-var-plus-square; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-slack {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-wordpress {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-openid {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-institution:before { content: @fa-var-university; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-bank:before { content: @fa-var-university; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-mortar-board:before { content: @fa-var-graduation-cap; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-yahoo {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-google {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}
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.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-reddit {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-reddit-square {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-stumbleupon-circle {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-stumbleupon {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-delicious {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-digg {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-pied-piper-pp {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-pied-piper-alt {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-drupal {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-joomla {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';
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 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-spoon:before { content: @fa-var-utensil-spoon; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-behance {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-behance-square {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-steam {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-steam-square {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-automobile:before { content: @fa-var-car; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-cab:before { content: @fa-var-taxi; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-envelope-o {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-envelope-o:before { content: @fa-var-envelope; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-deviantart {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-soundcloud {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-file-pdf-o {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;
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}

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-file-pdf-o:before { content: @fa-var-file-pdf; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-file-word-o {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-file-word-o:before { content: @fa-var-file-word; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-file-excel-o {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-file-excel-o:before { content: @fa-var-file-excel; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-file-powerpoint-o {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-file-powerpoint-o:before { content: @fa-var-file-powerpoint; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-file-image-o {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-file-image-o:before { content: @fa-var-file-image; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-file-photo-o {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-file-photo-o:before { content: @fa-var-file-image; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-file-picture-o {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-file-picture-o:before { content: @fa-var-file-image; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-file-archive-o {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-file-archive-o:before { content: @fa-var-file-archive; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-file-zip-o {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;
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}

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-file-zip-o:before { content: @fa-var-file-archive; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-file-audio-o {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-file-audio-o:before { content: @fa-var-file-audio; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-file-sound-o {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-file-sound-o:before { content: @fa-var-file-audio; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-file-video-o {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-file-video-o:before { content: @fa-var-file-video; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-file-movie-o {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-file-movie-o:before { content: @fa-var-file-video; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-file-code-o {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-file-code-o:before { content: @fa-var-file-code; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-vine {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-codepen {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-jsfiddle {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}
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.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-life-ring {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-life-bouy {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-life-bouy:before { content: @fa-var-life-ring; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-life-buoy {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-life-buoy:before { content: @fa-var-life-ring; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-life-saver {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-life-saver:before { content: @fa-var-life-ring; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-support {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-support:before { content: @fa-var-life-ring; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-circle-o-notch:before { content: @fa-var-circle-notch; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-rebel {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-ra {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-ra:before { content: @fa-var-rebel; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-resistance {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-resistance:before { content: @fa-var-rebel; }
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.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-empire {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-ge {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-ge:before { content: @fa-var-empire; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-git-square {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-git {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-hacker-news {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-y-combinator-square {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-y-combinator-square:before { content: @fa-var-hacker-news; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-yc-square {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-yc-square:before { content: @fa-var-hacker-news; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-tencent-weibo {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-qq {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}
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.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-weixin {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-wechat {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-wechat:before { content: @fa-var-weixin; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-send:before { content: @fa-var-paper-plane; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-paper-plane-o {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-paper-plane-o:before { content: @fa-var-paper-plane; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-send-o {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-send-o:before { content: @fa-var-paper-plane; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-circle-thin {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-circle-thin:before { content: @fa-var-circle; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-header:before { content: @fa-var-heading; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-sliders:before { content: @fa-var-sliders-h; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-futbol-o {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-futbol-o:before { content: @fa-var-futbol; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-soccer-ball-o {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-soccer-ball-o:before { content: @fa-var-futbol; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-slideshare {
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 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-twitch {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-yelp {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-newspaper-o {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-newspaper-o:before { content: @fa-var-newspaper; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-paypal {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-google-wallet {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-cc-visa {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-cc-mastercard {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-cc-discover {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-cc-amex {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;
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}

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-cc-paypal {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-cc-stripe {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-bell-slash-o {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-bell-slash-o:before { content: @fa-var-bell-slash; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-trash:before { content: @fa-var-trash-alt; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-copyright {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-eyedropper:before { content: @fa-var-eye-dropper; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-area-chart:before { content: @fa-var-chart-area; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-pie-chart:before { content: @fa-var-chart-pie; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-line-chart:before { content: @fa-var-chart-line; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-lastfm {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-lastfm-square {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-ioxhost {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}
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.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-angellist {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-cc {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-cc:before { content: @fa-var-closed-captioning; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-ils:before { content: @fa-var-shekel-sign; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-shekel:before { content: @fa-var-shekel-sign; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-sheqel:before { content: @fa-var-shekel-sign; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-meanpath {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-meanpath:before { content: @fa-var-font-awesome; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-buysellads {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-connectdevelop {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-dashcube {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-forumbee {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-leanpub {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}
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.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-sellsy {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-shirtsinbulk {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-simplybuilt {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-skyatlas {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-diamond {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-diamond:before { content: @fa-var-gem; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-intersex:before { content: @fa-var-transgender; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-facebook-official {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-facebook-official:before { content: @fa-var-facebook; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-pinterest-p {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-whatsapp {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-hotel:before { content: @fa-var-bed; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-viacoin {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';
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 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-medium {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-y-combinator {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-yc {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-yc:before { content: @fa-var-y-combinator; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-optin-monster {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-opencart {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-expeditedssl {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-battery-4:before { content: @fa-var-battery-full; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-battery:before { content: @fa-var-battery-full; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-battery-3:before { content: @fa-var-battery-three-quarters; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-battery-2:before { content: @fa-var-battery-half; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-battery-1:before { content: @fa-var-battery-quarter; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-battery-0:before { content: @fa-var-battery-empty; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-object-group {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';
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 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-object-ungroup {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-sticky-note-o {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-sticky-note-o:before { content: @fa-var-sticky-note; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-cc-jcb {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-cc-diners-club {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-clone {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-hourglass-o {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-hourglass-o:before { content: @fa-var-hourglass; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-hourglass-1:before { content: @fa-var-hourglass-start; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-hourglass-2:before { content: @fa-var-hourglass-half; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-hourglass-3:before { content: @fa-var-hourglass-end; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-hand-rock-o {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-hand-rock-o:before { content: @fa-var-hand-rock; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-hand-grab-o {
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 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-hand-grab-o:before { content: @fa-var-hand-rock; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-hand-paper-o {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-hand-paper-o:before { content: @fa-var-hand-paper; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-hand-stop-o {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-hand-stop-o:before { content: @fa-var-hand-paper; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-hand-scissors-o {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-hand-scissors-o:before { content: @fa-var-hand-scissors; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-hand-lizard-o {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-hand-lizard-o:before { content: @fa-var-hand-lizard; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-hand-spock-o {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-hand-spock-o:before { content: @fa-var-hand-spock; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-hand-pointer-o {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-hand-pointer-o:before { content: @fa-var-hand-pointer; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-hand-peace-o {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-hand-peace-o:before { content: @fa-var-hand-peace; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-registered {
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 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-creative-commons {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-gg {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-gg-circle {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-tripadvisor {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-odnoklassniki {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-odnoklassniki-square {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-get-pocket {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-wikipedia-w {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-safari {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}
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.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-chrome {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-firefox {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-opera {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-internet-explorer {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-television:before { content: @fa-var-tv; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-contao {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-500px {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-amazon {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-calendar-plus-o {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-calendar-plus-o:before { content: @fa-var-calendar-plus; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-calendar-minus-o {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}
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.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-calendar-minus-o:before { content: @fa-var-calendar-minus; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-calendar-times-o {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-calendar-times-o:before { content: @fa-var-calendar-times; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-calendar-check-o {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-calendar-check-o:before { content: @fa-var-calendar-check; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-map-o {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-map-o:before { content: @fa-var-map; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-commenting:before { content: @fa-var-comment-dots; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-commenting-o {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-commenting-o:before { content: @fa-var-comment-dots; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-houzz {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-vimeo {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-vimeo:before { content: @fa-var-vimeo-v; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-black-tie {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-fonticons {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}
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.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-reddit-alien {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-edge {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-credit-card-alt:before { content: @fa-var-credit-card; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-codiepie {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-modx {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-fort-awesome {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-usb {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-product-hunt {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-mixcloud {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-scribd {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}
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.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-pause-circle-o {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-pause-circle-o:before { content: @fa-var-pause-circle; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-stop-circle-o {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-stop-circle-o:before { content: @fa-var-stop-circle; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-bluetooth {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-bluetooth-b {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-gitlab {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-wpbeginner {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-wpforms {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-envira {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-wheelchair-alt {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-wheelchair-alt:before { content: @fa-var-accessible-icon; }
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.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-question-circle-o {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-question-circle-o:before { content: @fa-var-question-circle; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-volume-control-phone:before { content: @fa-var-phone-volume; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-asl-interpreting:before { content: @fa-var-american-sign-language-interpreting;

}

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-deafness:before { content: @fa-var-deaf; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-hard-of-hearing:before { content: @fa-var-deaf; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-glide {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-glide-g {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-signing:before { content: @fa-var-sign-language; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-viadeo {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-viadeo-square {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-snapchat {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-snapchat-ghost {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-snapchat-square {
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 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-pied-piper {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-first-order {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-yoast {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-themeisle {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-google-plus-official {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-google-plus-official:before { content: @fa-var-google-plus; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-google-plus-circle {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-google-plus-circle:before { content: @fa-var-google-plus; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-font-awesome {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-fa {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-fa:before { content: @fa-var-font-awesome; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-handshake-o {
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 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-handshake-o:before { content: @fa-var-handshake; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-envelope-open-o {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-envelope-open-o:before { content: @fa-var-envelope-open; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-linode {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-address-book-o {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-address-book-o:before { content: @fa-var-address-book; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-vcard:before { content: @fa-var-address-card; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-address-card-o {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-address-card-o:before { content: @fa-var-address-card; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-vcard-o {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-vcard-o:before { content: @fa-var-address-card; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-user-circle-o {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-user-circle-o:before { content: @fa-var-user-circle; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-user-o {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-user-o:before { content: @fa-var-user; }
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.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-id-badge {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-drivers-license:before { content: @fa-var-id-card; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-id-card-o {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-id-card-o:before { content: @fa-var-id-card; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-drivers-license-o {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-drivers-license-o:before { content: @fa-var-id-card; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-quora {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-free-code-camp {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-telegram {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-thermometer-4:before { content: @fa-var-thermometer-full; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-thermometer:before { content: @fa-var-thermometer-full; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-thermometer-3:before { content: @fa-var-thermometer-three-quarters; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-thermometer-2:before { content: @fa-var-thermometer-half; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-thermometer-1:before { content: @fa-var-thermometer-quarter; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-thermometer-0:before { content: @fa-var-thermometer-empty; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-bathtub:before { content: @fa-var-bath; }
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.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-s15:before { content: @fa-var-bath; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-window-maximize {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-window-restore {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-times-rectangle:before { content: @fa-var-window-close; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-window-close-o {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-window-close-o:before { content: @fa-var-window-close; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-times-rectangle-o {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-times-rectangle-o:before { content: @fa-var-window-close; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-bandcamp {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-grav {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-etsy {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-imdb {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-ravelry {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';
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 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-eercast {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-eercast:before { content: @fa-var-sellcast; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-snowflake-o {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Free';

 font-weight: 400;

}

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-snowflake-o:before { content: @fa-var-snowflake; }

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-superpowers {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-wpexplorer {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}.@{fa-css-prefix}-spotify {

 font-family: 'Font Awesome 5 Brands';

 font-weight: 400;

}

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1567069252_1676529738.0919023/0/components-font-awesome-5-0-13-0-g2273b93-tar-

gz/components-font-awesome-2273b93/less/_shims.less

 

1.20 python 3.10.6 
1.20.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2002 Jorge Acereda  <jacereda@users.sourceforge.net> &

                  Peter O'Gorman <ogorman@users.sourceforge.net>

                 

Portions may be copyright others, see the AUTHORS file included with this

distribution.

 

Maintained by Peter O'Gorman <ogorman@users.sourceforge.net>

 

Bug Reports and other queries should go to <ogorman@users.sourceforge.net>
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Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

Additional Conditions for this Windows binary build

---------------------------------------------------

 

This program is linked with and uses Microsoft Distributable Code,

copyrighted by Microsoft Corporation. The Microsoft Distributable Code

is embedded in each .exe, .dll and .pyd file as a result of running

the code through a linker.

 

If you further distribute programs that include the Microsoft

Distributable Code, you must comply with the restrictions on

distribution specified by Microsoft. In particular, you must require

distributors and external end users to agree to terms that protect the

Microsoft Distributable Code at least as much as Microsoft's own

requirements for the Distributable Code. See Microsoft's documentation

(included in its developer tools and on its website at microsoft.com)

for specific details.

 

Redistribution of the Windows binary build of the Python interpreter

complies with this agreement, provided that you do not:

 

- alter any copyright, trademark or patent notice in Microsoft's

Distributable Code;

 

- use Microsoft's trademarks in your programs' names or in a way that

suggests your programs come from or are endorsed by Microsoft;

 

- distribute Microsoft's Distributable Code to run on a platform other
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than Microsoft operating systems, run-time technologies or application

platforms; or

 

- include Microsoft Distributable Code in malicious, deceptive or

unlawful programs.

 

These restrictions apply only to the Microsoft Distributable Code as

defined above, not to Python itself or any programs running on the

Python interpreter. The redistribution of the Python interpreter and

libraries is governed by the Python Software License included with this

file, or by other licenses as marked.

X Window System License - X11R6.4

 

Copyright (c) 1998 The Open Group

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE OPEN GROUP BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR

OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,

ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

Except as contained in this notice, the name of The Open Group shall

not be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or

other dealings in this Software without prior written authorization

from The Open Group.

 

X Window System is a trademark of The Open Group

libffi - Copyright (c) 1996-2003  Red Hat, Inc.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

``Software''), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to
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the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included

in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'', WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL CYGNUS SOLUTIONS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR

OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,

ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

Copyright (c) 1998-2000 Thai Open Source Software Center Ltd and Clark Cooper

Copyright (c) 2001-2019 Expat maintainers

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included

in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

This license applies to the bootstrapper application that is embedded within the installer. It has no impact on the

licensing for the rest of the installer or Python itself, as no code covered by this license exists in any other part of the

product.

 

---

 

Microsoft Reciprocal License (MS-RL)

 

This license governs use of the accompanying software. If you use the software, you accept this license. If you do

not accept the license, do not use the software.

 

1. Definitions

The terms "reproduce," "reproduction," "derivative works," and "distribution" have the same meaning here as under

U.S. copyright law.

A "contribution" is the original software, or any additions or changes to the software.
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A "contributor" is any person that distributes its contribution under this license.

"Licensed patents" are a contributor's patent claims that read directly on its contribution.

 

2. Grant of Rights

(A) Copyright Grant- Subject to the terms of this license, including the license conditions and limitations in section

3, each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free copyright license to reproduce its

contribution, prepare derivative works of its contribution, and distribute its contribution or any derivative works that

you create.

(B) Patent Grant- Subject to the terms of this license, including the license conditions and limitations in section 3,

each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free license under its licensed patents to make, have

made, use, sell, offer for sale, import, and/or otherwise dispose of its contribution in the software or derivative works

of the contribution in the software.

 

3. Conditions and Limitations

(A) Reciprocal Grants- For any file you distribute that contains code from the software (in source code or binary

format), you must provide recipients the source code to that file along with a copy of this license, which license will

govern that file. You may license other files that are entirely your own work and do not contain code from the

software under any terms you choose.

(B) No Trademark License- This license does not grant you rights to use any contributors' name, logo, or

trademarks.

(C) If you bring a patent claim against any contributor over patents that you claim are infringed by the software,

your patent license from such contributor to the software ends automatically.

(D) If you distribute any portion of the software, you must retain all copyright, patent, trademark, and attribution

notices that are present in the software.

(E) If you distribute any portion of the software in source code form, you may do so only under this license by

including a complete copy of this license with your distribution. If you distribute any portion of the software in

compiled or object code form, you may only do so under a license that complies with this license.

(F) The software is licensed "as-is." You bear the risk of using it. The contributors give no express warranties,

guarantees or conditions. You may have additional consumer rights under your local laws which this license cannot

change. To the extent permitted under your local laws, the contributors exclude the implied warranties of

merchantability, fitness for a particular purpose and non-infringement.

A. HISTORY OF THE SOFTWARE

==========================

 

Python was created in the early 1990s by Guido van Rossum at Stichting

Mathematisch Centrum (CWI, see http://www.cwi.nl) in the Netherlands

as a successor of a language called ABC.  Guido remains Python's

principal author, although it includes many contributions from others.

 

In 1995, Guido continued his work on Python at the Corporation for

National Research Initiatives (CNRI, see http://www.cnri.reston.va.us)

in Reston, Virginia where he released several versions of the

software.

 

In May 2000, Guido and the Python core development team moved to

BeOpen.com to form the BeOpen PythonLabs team.  In October of the same

year, the PythonLabs team moved to Digital Creations, which became

Zope Corporation.  In 2001, the Python Software Foundation (PSF, see
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https://www.python.org/psf/) was formed, a non-profit organization

created specifically to own Python-related Intellectual Property.

Zope Corporation was a sponsoring member of the PSF.

 

All Python releases are Open Source (see http://www.opensource.org for

the Open Source Definition).  Historically, most, but not all, Python

releases have also been GPL-compatible; the table below summarizes

the various releases.

 

   Release         Derived     Year        Owner       GPL-

                   from                                compatible? (1)

 

   0.9.0 thru 1.2              1991-1995   CWI         yes

   1.3 thru 1.5.2  1.2         1995-1999   CNRI        yes

   1.6             1.5.2       2000        CNRI        no

   2.0             1.6         2000        BeOpen.com  no

   1.6.1           1.6         2001        CNRI        yes (2)

   2.1             2.0+1.6.1   2001        PSF         no

   2.0.1           2.0+1.6.1   2001        PSF         yes

   2.1.1           2.1+2.0.1   2001        PSF         yes

   2.1.2           2.1.1       2002        PSF         yes

   2.1.3           2.1.2       2002        PSF         yes

   2.2 and above   2.1.1       2001-now    PSF         yes

 

Footnotes:

 

(1) GPL-compatible doesn't mean that we're distributing Python under

   the GPL.  All Python licenses, unlike the GPL, let you distribute

   a modified version without making your changes open source.  The

   GPL-compatible licenses make it possible to combine Python with

   other software that is released under the GPL; the others don't.

 

(2) According to Richard Stallman, 1.6.1 is not GPL-compatible,

   because its license has a choice of law clause.  According to

   CNRI, however, Stallman's lawyer has told CNRI's lawyer that 1.6.1

   is "not incompatible" with the GPL.

 

Thanks to the many outside volunteers who have worked under Guido's

direction to make these releases possible.

 

 

B. TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR ACCESSING OR OTHERWISE USING PYTHON

===============================================================

 

Python software and documentation are licensed under the

Python Software Foundation License Version 2.

 

Starting with Python 3.8.6, examples, recipes, and other code in
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the documentation are dual licensed under the PSF License Version 2

and the Zero-Clause BSD license.

 

Some software incorporated into Python is under different licenses.

The licenses are listed with code falling under that license.

 

 

PYTHON SOFTWARE FOUNDATION LICENSE VERSION 2

--------------------------------------------

 

1. This LICENSE AGREEMENT is between the Python Software Foundation

("PSF"), and the Individual or Organization ("Licensee") accessing and

otherwise using this software ("Python") in source or binary form and

its associated documentation.

 

2. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License Agreement, PSF hereby

grants Licensee a nonexclusive, royalty-free, world-wide license to reproduce,

analyze, test, perform and/or display publicly, prepare derivative works,

distribute, and otherwise use Python alone or in any derivative version,

provided, however, that PSF's License Agreement and PSF's notice of copyright,

i.e., "Copyright (c) 2001, 2002, 2003, 2004, 2005, 2006, 2007, 2008, 2009, 2010,

2011, 2012, 2013, 2014, 2015, 2016, 2017, 2018, 2019, 2020, 2021, 2022 Python Software Foundation;

All Rights Reserved" are retained in Python alone or in any derivative version

prepared by Licensee.

 

3. In the event Licensee prepares a derivative work that is based on

or incorporates Python or any part thereof, and wants to make

the derivative work available to others as provided herein, then

Licensee hereby agrees to include in any such work a brief summary of

the changes made to Python.

 

4. PSF is making Python available to Licensee on an "AS IS"

basis.  PSF MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED.  BY WAY OF EXAMPLE, BUT NOT LIMITATION, PSF MAKES NO AND

DISCLAIMS ANY REPRESENTATION OR WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS

FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR THAT THE USE OF PYTHON WILL NOT

INFRINGE ANY THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.

 

5. PSF SHALL NOT BE LIABLE TO LICENSEE OR ANY OTHER USERS OF PYTHON

FOR ANY INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR LOSS AS

A RESULT OF MODIFYING, DISTRIBUTING, OR OTHERWISE USING PYTHON,

OR ANY DERIVATIVE THEREOF, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY THEREOF.

 

6. This License Agreement will automatically terminate upon a material

breach of its terms and conditions.

 

7. Nothing in this License Agreement shall be deemed to create any

relationship of agency, partnership, or joint venture between PSF and
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Licensee.  This License Agreement does not grant permission to use PSF

trademarks or trade name in a trademark sense to endorse or promote

products or services of Licensee, or any third party.

 

8. By copying, installing or otherwise using Python, Licensee

agrees to be bound by the terms and conditions of this License

Agreement.

 

 

BEOPEN.COM LICENSE AGREEMENT FOR PYTHON 2.0

-------------------------------------------

 

BEOPEN PYTHON OPEN SOURCE LICENSE AGREEMENT VERSION 1

 

1. This LICENSE AGREEMENT is between BeOpen.com ("BeOpen"), having an

office at 160 Saratoga Avenue, Santa Clara, CA 95051, and the

Individual or Organization ("Licensee") accessing and otherwise using

this software in source or binary form and its associated

documentation ("the Software").

 

2. Subject to the terms and conditions of this BeOpen Python License

Agreement, BeOpen hereby grants Licensee a non-exclusive,

royalty-free, world-wide license to reproduce, analyze, test, perform

and/or display publicly, prepare derivative works, distribute, and

otherwise use the Software alone or in any derivative version,

provided, however, that the BeOpen Python License is retained in the

Software, alone or in any derivative version prepared by Licensee.

 

3. BeOpen is making the Software available to Licensee on an "AS IS"

basis.  BEOPEN MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED.  BY WAY OF EXAMPLE, BUT NOT LIMITATION, BEOPEN MAKES NO AND

DISCLAIMS ANY REPRESENTATION OR WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS

FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR THAT THE USE OF THE SOFTWARE WILL NOT

INFRINGE ANY THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.

 

4. BEOPEN SHALL NOT BE LIABLE TO LICENSEE OR ANY OTHER USERS OF THE

SOFTWARE FOR ANY INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR LOSS

AS A RESULT OF USING, MODIFYING OR DISTRIBUTING THE SOFTWARE, OR ANY

DERIVATIVE THEREOF, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY THEREOF.

 

5. This License Agreement will automatically terminate upon a material

breach of its terms and conditions.

 

6. This License Agreement shall be governed by and interpreted in all

respects by the law of the State of California, excluding conflict of

law provisions.  Nothing in this License Agreement shall be deemed to

create any relationship of agency, partnership, or joint venture

between BeOpen and Licensee.  This License Agreement does not grant
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permission to use BeOpen trademarks or trade names in a trademark

sense to endorse or promote products or services of Licensee, or any

third party.  As an exception, the "BeOpen Python" logos available at

http://www.pythonlabs.com/logos.html may be used according to the

permissions granted on that web page.

 

7. By copying, installing or otherwise using the software, Licensee

agrees to be bound by the terms and conditions of this License

Agreement.

 

 

CNRI LICENSE AGREEMENT FOR PYTHON 1.6.1

---------------------------------------

 

1. This LICENSE AGREEMENT is between the Corporation for National

Research Initiatives, having an office at 1895 Preston White Drive,

Reston, VA 20191 ("CNRI"), and the Individual or Organization

("Licensee") accessing and otherwise using Python 1.6.1 software in

source or binary form and its associated documentation.

 

2. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License Agreement, CNRI

hereby grants Licensee a nonexclusive, royalty-free, world-wide

license to reproduce, analyze, test, perform and/or display publicly,

prepare derivative works, distribute, and otherwise use Python 1.6.1

alone or in any derivative version, provided, however, that CNRI's

License Agreement and CNRI's notice of copyright, i.e., "Copyright (c)

1995-2001 Corporation for National Research Initiatives; All Rights

Reserved" are retained in Python 1.6.1 alone or in any derivative

version prepared by Licensee.  Alternately, in lieu of CNRI's License

Agreement, Licensee may substitute the following text (omitting the

quotes): "Python 1.6.1 is made available subject to the terms and

conditions in CNRI's License Agreement.  This Agreement together with

Python 1.6.1 may be located on the internet using the following

unique, persistent identifier (known as a handle): 1895.22/1013.  This

Agreement may also be obtained from a proxy server on the internet

using the following URL: http://hdl.handle.net/1895.22/1013".

 

3. In the event Licensee prepares a derivative work that is based on

or incorporates Python 1.6.1 or any part thereof, and wants to make

the derivative work available to others as provided herein, then

Licensee hereby agrees to include in any such work a brief summary of

the changes made to Python 1.6.1.

 

4. CNRI is making Python 1.6.1 available to Licensee on an "AS IS"

basis.  CNRI MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED.  BY WAY OF EXAMPLE, BUT NOT LIMITATION, CNRI MAKES NO AND

DISCLAIMS ANY REPRESENTATION OR WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS

FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR THAT THE USE OF PYTHON 1.6.1 WILL NOT
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INFRINGE ANY THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.

 

5. CNRI SHALL NOT BE LIABLE TO LICENSEE OR ANY OTHER USERS OF PYTHON

1.6.1 FOR ANY INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR LOSS AS

A RESULT OF MODIFYING, DISTRIBUTING, OR OTHERWISE USING PYTHON 1.6.1,

OR ANY DERIVATIVE THEREOF, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY THEREOF.

 

6. This License Agreement will automatically terminate upon a material

breach of its terms and conditions.

 

7. This License Agreement shall be governed by the federal

intellectual property law of the United States, including without

limitation the federal copyright law, and, to the extent such

U.S. federal law does not apply, by the law of the Commonwealth of

Virginia, excluding Virginia's conflict of law provisions.

Notwithstanding the foregoing, with regard to derivative works based

on Python 1.6.1 that incorporate non-separable material that was

previously distributed under the GNU General Public License (GPL), the

law of the Commonwealth of Virginia shall govern this License

Agreement only as to issues arising under or with respect to

Paragraphs 4, 5, and 7 of this License Agreement.  Nothing in this

License Agreement shall be deemed to create any relationship of

agency, partnership, or joint venture between CNRI and Licensee.  This

License Agreement does not grant permission to use CNRI trademarks or

trade name in a trademark sense to endorse or promote products or

services of Licensee, or any third party.

 

8. By clicking on the "ACCEPT" button where indicated, or by copying,

installing or otherwise using Python 1.6.1, Licensee agrees to be

bound by the terms and conditions of this License Agreement.

 

       ACCEPT

 

 

CWI LICENSE AGREEMENT FOR PYTHON 0.9.0 THROUGH 1.2

--------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1991 - 1995, Stichting Mathematisch Centrum Amsterdam,

The Netherlands.  All rights reserved.

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and its

documentation for any purpose and without fee is hereby granted,

provided that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that

both that copyright notice and this permission notice appear in

supporting documentation, and that the name of Stichting Mathematisch

Centrum or CWI not be used in advertising or publicity pertaining to

distribution of the software without specific, written prior

permission.
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STICHTING MATHEMATISCH CENTRUM DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO

THIS SOFTWARE, INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

FITNESS, IN NO EVENT SHALL STICHTING MATHEMATISCH CENTRUM BE LIABLE

FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT

OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

ZERO-CLAUSE BSD LICENSE FOR CODE IN THE PYTHON DOCUMENTATION

----------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH

REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY

AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT,

INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM

LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR

OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR

PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

1.21 font-awesome 4.7.0 
1.21.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

$fa-var-drivers-license: "\f2c2";

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1067734584_1594844909.27/0/font-awesome-4-7-0-3-

tgz/package/scss/_variables.scss

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*!

*  Font Awesome 4.7.0 by @davegandy - http://fontawesome.io - @fontawesome

*  License - http://fontawesome.io/license (Font: SIL OFL 1.1, CSS: MIT License)

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1067734584_1594844909.27/0/font-awesome-4-7-0-3-tgz/package/css/font-

awesome.css

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1067734584_1594844909.27/0/font-awesome-4-7-0-3-tgz/package/css/font-

awesome.min.css

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1067734584_1594844909.27/0/font-awesome-4-7-0-3-tgz/package/less/font-

awesome.less
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* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1067734584_1594844909.27/0/font-awesome-4-7-0-3-tgz/package/scss/font-

awesome.scss

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# [Font Awesome v4.7.0](http://fontawesome.io)

### The iconic font and CSS framework

 

Font Awesome is a full suite of 675 pictographic icons for easy scalable vector graphics on websites,

created and maintained by [Dave Gandy](https://twitter.com/davegandy).

Stay up to date with the latest release and announcements on Twitter:

[@fontawesome](http://twitter.com/fontawesome).

 

Get started at http://fontawesome.io!

 

## License

- The Font Awesome font is licensed under the SIL OFL 1.1:

 - http://scripts.sil.org/OFL

- Font Awesome CSS, LESS, and Sass files are licensed under the MIT License:

 - https://opensource.org/licenses/mit-license.html

- The Font Awesome documentation is licensed under the CC BY 3.0 License:

 - http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/

- Attribution is no longer required as of Font Awesome 3.0, but much appreciated:

 - `Font Awesome by Dave Gandy - http://fontawesome.io`

- Full details: http://fontawesome.io/license/

 

## Changelog

- [v4.7.0 GitHub pull request](https://github.com/FortAwesome/Font-Awesome/pull/10012)

- [v4.6.3 GitHub pull request](https://github.com/FortAwesome/Font-Awesome/pull/9189)

- [v4.6.3 GitHub pull request](https://github.com/FortAwesome/Font-Awesome/pull/9189)

- [v4.6.2 GitHub pull request](https://github.com/FortAwesome/Font-Awesome/pull/9117)

- [v4.6.1 GitHub pull request](https://github.com/FortAwesome/Font-Awesome/pull/8962)

- [v4.6.0 GitHub milestones](https://github.com/FortAwesome/Font-

Awesome/issues?q=milestone%3A4.6.0+is%3Aclosed)

- [v4.5.0 GitHub milestones](https://github.com/FortAwesome/Font-

Awesome/issues?q=milestone%3A4.5.0+is%3Aclosed)

- [v4.4.0 GitHub milestones](https://github.com/FortAwesome/Font-

Awesome/issues?q=milestone%3A4.4.0+is%3Aclosed)

- [v4.3.0 GitHub milestones](https://github.com/FortAwesome/Font-

Awesome/issues?q=milestone%3A4.3.0+is%3Aclosed)

- [v4.2.0 GitHub milestones](https://github.com/FortAwesome/Font-

Awesome/issues?milestone=12&page=1&state=closed)

- [v4.1.0 GitHub milestones](https://github.com/FortAwesome/Font-

Awesome/issues?milestone=6&page=1&state=closed)

- [v4.0.3 GitHub milestones](https://github.com/FortAwesome/Font-

Awesome/issues?milestone=9&page=1&state=closed)

- [v4.0.2 GitHub milestones](https://github.com/FortAwesome/Font-

Awesome/issues?milestone=8&page=1&state=closed)

- [v4.0.1 GitHub milestones](https://github.com/FortAwesome/Font-
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Awesome/issues?milestone=7&page=1&state=closed)

- [v4.0.0 GitHub milestones](https://github.com/FortAwesome/Font-

Awesome/issues?milestone=2&page=1&state=closed)

- [v3.2.1 GitHub milestones](https://github.com/FortAwesome/Font-

Awesome/issues?milestone=5&page=1&state=closed)

- [v3.2.0 GitHub milestones](https://github.com/FortAwesome/Font-

Awesome/issues?milestone=3&page=1&state=closed)

- [v3.1.1 GitHub milestones](https://github.com/FortAwesome/Font-

Awesome/issues?milestone=4&page=1&state=closed)

- v3.1.0 - Added 54 icons, icon stacking styles, flipping and rotating icons, removed Sass support

- v3.0.2 - much improved rendering and alignment in IE7

- v3.0.1 - much improved rendering in webkit, various bug fixes

- v3.0.0 - all icons redesigned from scratch, optimized for Bootstrap's 14px default

 

## Contributing

 

Please read through our [contributing guidelines](https://github.com/FortAwesome/Font-

Awesome/blob/master/CONTRIBUTING.md).

Included are directions for opening issues, coding standards, and notes on development.

 

## Versioning

 

Font Awesome will be maintained under the Semantic Versioning guidelines as much as possible. Releases will be

numbered

with the following format:

 

`<major>.<minor>.<patch>`

 

And constructed with the following guidelines:

 

* Breaking backward compatibility bumps the major (and resets the minor and patch)

* New additions, including new icons, without breaking backward compatibility bumps the minor (and resets the

patch)

* Bug fixes, changes to brand logos, and misc changes bumps the patch

 

For more information on SemVer, please visit http://semver.org.

 

## Author

- Email: dave@fontawesome.io

- Twitter: http://twitter.com/davegandy

- GitHub: https://github.com/davegandy

 

## Component

To include as a [component](https://github.com/componentjs/component), just run

 

   $ component install FortAwesome/Font-Awesome

 

Or add
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   "FortAwesome/Font-Awesome": "*"

 

to the `dependencies` in your `component.json`.

 

## Hacking on Font Awesome

 

**Before you can build the project**, you must first have the following installed:

 

- [Ruby](https://www.ruby-lang.org/en/)

- Ruby Development Headers

 - **Ubuntu:** `sudo apt-get install ruby-dev` *(Only if you're __NOT__ using `rbenv` or `rvm`)*

 - **Windows:** [DevKit](http://rubyinstaller.org/)

- [Bundler](http://bundler.io/) (Run `gem install bundler` to install).

- [Node Package Manager (AKA NPM)](https://docs.npmjs.com/getting-started/installing-node)

- [Less](http://lesscss.org/) (Run `npm install -g less` to install).

- [Less Plugin: Clean CSS](https://github.com/less/less-plugin-clean-css) (Run `npm install -g less-plugin-clean-css`

to install).

 

From the root of the repository, install the tools used to develop.

 

   $ bundle install

   $ npm install

 

Build the project and documentation:

 

   $ bundle exec jekyll build

 

Or serve it on a local server on http://localhost:7998/Font-Awesome/:

 

   $ bundle exec jekyll -w serve

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1067734584_1594844909.27/0/font-awesome-4-7-0-3-tgz/package/README.md

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

.#{$fa-css-prefix}-drivers-license:before,

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1067734584_1594844909.27/0/font-awesome-4-7-0-3-

tgz/package/scss/_icons.scss

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

// Variables

// --------------------------

 

@fa-font-path:        "../fonts";

@fa-font-size-base:   14px;
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@fa-line-height-base: 1;

//@fa-font-path:        "//netdna.bootstrapcdn.com/font-awesome/4.7.0/fonts"; // for referencing Bootstrap CDN font

files directly

@fa-css-prefix:       fa;

@fa-version:          "4.7.0";

@fa-border-color:     #eee;

@fa-inverse:          #fff;

@fa-li-width:         (30em / 14);

 

@fa-var-500px: "\f26e";

@fa-var-address-book: "\f2b9";

@fa-var-address-book-o: "\f2ba";

@fa-var-address-card: "\f2bb";

@fa-var-address-card-o: "\f2bc";

@fa-var-adjust: "\f042";

@fa-var-adn: "\f170";

@fa-var-align-center: "\f037";

@fa-var-align-justify: "\f039";

@fa-var-align-left: "\f036";

@fa-var-align-right: "\f038";

@fa-var-amazon: "\f270";

@fa-var-ambulance: "\f0f9";

@fa-var-american-sign-language-interpreting: "\f2a3";

@fa-var-anchor: "\f13d";

@fa-var-android: "\f17b";

@fa-var-angellist: "\f209";

@fa-var-angle-double-down: "\f103";

@fa-var-angle-double-left: "\f100";

@fa-var-angle-double-right: "\f101";

@fa-var-angle-double-up: "\f102";

@fa-var-angle-down: "\f107";

@fa-var-angle-left: "\f104";

@fa-var-angle-right: "\f105";

@fa-var-angle-up: "\f106";

@fa-var-apple: "\f179";

@fa-var-archive: "\f187";

@fa-var-area-chart: "\f1fe";

@fa-var-arrow-circle-down: "\f0ab";

@fa-var-arrow-circle-left: "\f0a8";

@fa-var-arrow-circle-o-down: "\f01a";

@fa-var-arrow-circle-o-left: "\f190";

@fa-var-arrow-circle-o-right: "\f18e";

@fa-var-arrow-circle-o-up: "\f01b";

@fa-var-arrow-circle-right: "\f0a9";

@fa-var-arrow-circle-up: "\f0aa";

@fa-var-arrow-down: "\f063";

@fa-var-arrow-left: "\f060";

@fa-var-arrow-right: "\f061";
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@fa-var-arrow-up: "\f062";

@fa-var-arrows: "\f047";

@fa-var-arrows-alt: "\f0b2";

@fa-var-arrows-h: "\f07e";

@fa-var-arrows-v: "\f07d";

@fa-var-asl-interpreting: "\f2a3";

@fa-var-assistive-listening-systems: "\f2a2";

@fa-var-asterisk: "\f069";

@fa-var-at: "\f1fa";

@fa-var-audio-description: "\f29e";

@fa-var-automobile: "\f1b9";

@fa-var-backward: "\f04a";

@fa-var-balance-scale: "\f24e";

@fa-var-ban: "\f05e";

@fa-var-bandcamp: "\f2d5";

@fa-var-bank: "\f19c";

@fa-var-bar-chart: "\f080";

@fa-var-bar-chart-o: "\f080";

@fa-var-barcode: "\f02a";

@fa-var-bars: "\f0c9";

@fa-var-bath: "\f2cd";

@fa-var-bathtub: "\f2cd";

@fa-var-battery: "\f240";

@fa-var-battery-0: "\f244";

@fa-var-battery-1: "\f243";

@fa-var-battery-2: "\f242";

@fa-var-battery-3: "\f241";

@fa-var-battery-4: "\f240";

@fa-var-battery-empty: "\f244";

@fa-var-battery-full: "\f240";

@fa-var-battery-half: "\f242";

@fa-var-battery-quarter: "\f243";

@fa-var-battery-three-quarters: "\f241";

@fa-var-bed: "\f236";

@fa-var-beer: "\f0fc";

@fa-var-behance: "\f1b4";

@fa-var-behance-square: "\f1b5";

@fa-var-bell: "\f0f3";

@fa-var-bell-o: "\f0a2";

@fa-var-bell-slash: "\f1f6";

@fa-var-bell-slash-o: "\f1f7";

@fa-var-bicycle: "\f206";

@fa-var-binoculars: "\f1e5";

@fa-var-birthday-cake: "\f1fd";

@fa-var-bitbucket: "\f171";

@fa-var-bitbucket-square: "\f172";

@fa-var-bitcoin: "\f15a";

@fa-var-black-tie: "\f27e";
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@fa-var-blind: "\f29d";

@fa-var-bluetooth: "\f293";

@fa-var-bluetooth-b: "\f294";

@fa-var-bold: "\f032";

@fa-var-bolt: "\f0e7";

@fa-var-bomb: "\f1e2";

@fa-var-book: "\f02d";

@fa-var-bookmark: "\f02e";

@fa-var-bookmark-o: "\f097";

@fa-var-braille: "\f2a1";

@fa-var-briefcase: "\f0b1";

@fa-var-btc: "\f15a";

@fa-var-bug: "\f188";

@fa-var-building: "\f1ad";

@fa-var-building-o: "\f0f7";

@fa-var-bullhorn: "\f0a1";

@fa-var-bullseye: "\f140";

@fa-var-bus: "\f207";

@fa-var-buysellads: "\f20d";

@fa-var-cab: "\f1ba";

@fa-var-calculator: "\f1ec";

@fa-var-calendar: "\f073";

@fa-var-calendar-check-o: "\f274";

@fa-var-calendar-minus-o: "\f272";

@fa-var-calendar-o: "\f133";

@fa-var-calendar-plus-o: "\f271";

@fa-var-calendar-times-o: "\f273";

@fa-var-camera: "\f030";

@fa-var-camera-retro: "\f083";

@fa-var-car: "\f1b9";

@fa-var-caret-down: "\f0d7";

@fa-var-caret-left: "\f0d9";

@fa-var-caret-right: "\f0da";

@fa-var-caret-square-o-down: "\f150";

@fa-var-caret-square-o-left: "\f191";

@fa-var-caret-square-o-right: "\f152";

@fa-var-caret-square-o-up: "\f151";

@fa-var-caret-up: "\f0d8";

@fa-var-cart-arrow-down: "\f218";

@fa-var-cart-plus: "\f217";

@fa-var-cc: "\f20a";

@fa-var-cc-amex: "\f1f3";

@fa-var-cc-diners-club: "\f24c";

@fa-var-cc-discover: "\f1f2";

@fa-var-cc-jcb: "\f24b";

@fa-var-cc-mastercard: "\f1f1";

@fa-var-cc-paypal: "\f1f4";

@fa-var-cc-stripe: "\f1f5";
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@fa-var-cc-visa: "\f1f0";

@fa-var-certificate: "\f0a3";

@fa-var-chain: "\f0c1";

@fa-var-chain-broken: "\f127";

@fa-var-check: "\f00c";

@fa-var-check-circle: "\f058";

@fa-var-check-circle-o: "\f05d";

@fa-var-check-square: "\f14a";

@fa-var-check-square-o: "\f046";

@fa-var-chevron-circle-down: "\f13a";

@fa-var-chevron-circle-left: "\f137";

@fa-var-chevron-circle-right: "\f138";

@fa-var-chevron-circle-up: "\f139";

@fa-var-chevron-down: "\f078";

@fa-var-chevron-left: "\f053";

@fa-var-chevron-right: "\f054";

@fa-var-chevron-up: "\f077";

@fa-var-child: "\f1ae";

@fa-var-chrome: "\f268";

@fa-var-circle: "\f111";

@fa-var-circle-o: "\f10c";

@fa-var-circle-o-notch: "\f1ce";

@fa-var-circle-thin: "\f1db";

@fa-var-clipboard: "\f0ea";

@fa-var-clock-o: "\f017";

@fa-var-clone: "\f24d";

@fa-var-close: "\f00d";

@fa-var-cloud: "\f0c2";

@fa-var-cloud-download: "\f0ed";

@fa-var-cloud-upload: "\f0ee";

@fa-var-cny: "\f157";

@fa-var-code: "\f121";

@fa-var-code-fork: "\f126";

@fa-var-codepen: "\f1cb";

@fa-var-codiepie: "\f284";

@fa-var-coffee: "\f0f4";

@fa-var-cog: "\f013";

@fa-var-cogs: "\f085";

@fa-var-columns: "\f0db";

@fa-var-comment: "\f075";

@fa-var-comment-o: "\f0e5";

@fa-var-commenting: "\f27a";

@fa-var-commenting-o: "\f27b";

@fa-var-comments: "\f086";

@fa-var-comments-o: "\f0e6";

@fa-var-compass: "\f14e";

@fa-var-compress: "\f066";

@fa-var-connectdevelop: "\f20e";
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@fa-var-contao: "\f26d";

@fa-var-copy: "\f0c5";

@fa-var-copyright: "\f1f9";

@fa-var-creative-commons: "\f25e";

@fa-var-credit-card: "\f09d";

@fa-var-credit-card-alt: "\f283";

@fa-var-crop: "\f125";

@fa-var-crosshairs: "\f05b";

@fa-var-css3: "\f13c";

@fa-var-cube: "\f1b2";

@fa-var-cubes: "\f1b3";

@fa-var-cut: "\f0c4";

@fa-var-cutlery: "\f0f5";

@fa-var-dashboard: "\f0e4";

@fa-var-dashcube: "\f210";

@fa-var-database: "\f1c0";

@fa-var-deaf: "\f2a4";

@fa-var-deafness: "\f2a4";

@fa-var-dedent: "\f03b";

@fa-var-delicious: "\f1a5";

@fa-var-desktop: "\f108";

@fa-var-deviantart: "\f1bd";

@fa-var-diamond: "\f219";

@fa-var-digg: "\f1a6";

@fa-var-dollar: "\f155";

@fa-var-dot-circle-o: "\f192";

@fa-var-download: "\f019";

@fa-var-dribbble: "\f17d";

@fa-var-drivers-license: "\f2c2";

@fa-var-drivers-license-o: "\f2c3";

@fa-var-dropbox: "\f16b";

@fa-var-drupal: "\f1a9";

@fa-var-edge: "\f282";

@fa-var-edit: "\f044";

@fa-var-eercast: "\f2da";

@fa-var-eject: "\f052";

@fa-var-ellipsis-h: "\f141";

@fa-var-ellipsis-v: "\f142";

@fa-var-empire: "\f1d1";

@fa-var-envelope: "\f0e0";

@fa-var-envelope-o: "\f003";

@fa-var-envelope-open: "\f2b6";

@fa-var-envelope-open-o: "\f2b7";

@fa-var-envelope-square: "\f199";

@fa-var-envira: "\f299";

@fa-var-eraser: "\f12d";

@fa-var-etsy: "\f2d7";

@fa-var-eur: "\f153";
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@fa-var-euro: "\f153";

@fa-var-exchange: "\f0ec";

@fa-var-exclamation: "\f12a";

@fa-var-exclamation-circle: "\f06a";

@fa-var-exclamation-triangle: "\f071";

@fa-var-expand: "\f065";

@fa-var-expeditedssl: "\f23e";

@fa-var-external-link: "\f08e";

@fa-var-external-link-square: "\f14c";

@fa-var-eye: "\f06e";

@fa-var-eye-slash: "\f070";

@fa-var-eyedropper: "\f1fb";

@fa-var-fa: "\f2b4";

@fa-var-facebook: "\f09a";

@fa-var-facebook-f: "\f09a";

@fa-var-facebook-official: "\f230";

@fa-var-facebook-square: "\f082";

@fa-var-fast-backward: "\f049";

@fa-var-fast-forward: "\f050";

@fa-var-fax: "\f1ac";

@fa-var-feed: "\f09e";

@fa-var-female: "\f182";

@fa-var-fighter-jet: "\f0fb";

@fa-var-file: "\f15b";

@fa-var-file-archive-o: "\f1c6";

@fa-var-file-audio-o: "\f1c7";

@fa-var-file-code-o: "\f1c9";

@fa-var-file-excel-o: "\f1c3";

@fa-var-file-image-o: "\f1c5";

@fa-var-file-movie-o: "\f1c8";

@fa-var-file-o: "\f016";

@fa-var-file-pdf-o: "\f1c1";

@fa-var-file-photo-o: "\f1c5";

@fa-var-file-picture-o: "\f1c5";

@fa-var-file-powerpoint-o: "\f1c4";

@fa-var-file-sound-o: "\f1c7";

@fa-var-file-text: "\f15c";

@fa-var-file-text-o: "\f0f6";

@fa-var-file-video-o: "\f1c8";

@fa-var-file-word-o: "\f1c2";

@fa-var-file-zip-o: "\f1c6";

@fa-var-files-o: "\f0c5";

@fa-var-film: "\f008";

@fa-var-filter: "\f0b0";

@fa-var-fire: "\f06d";

@fa-var-fire-extinguisher: "\f134";

@fa-var-firefox: "\f269";

@fa-var-first-order: "\f2b0";
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@fa-var-flag: "\f024";

@fa-var-flag-checkered: "\f11e";

@fa-var-flag-o: "\f11d";

@fa-var-flash: "\f0e7";

@fa-var-flask: "\f0c3";

@fa-var-flickr: "\f16e";

@fa-var-floppy-o: "\f0c7";

@fa-var-folder: "\f07b";

@fa-var-folder-o: "\f114";

@fa-var-folder-open: "\f07c";

@fa-var-folder-open-o: "\f115";

@fa-var-font: "\f031";

@fa-var-font-awesome: "\f2b4";

@fa-var-fonticons: "\f280";

@fa-var-fort-awesome: "\f286";

@fa-var-forumbee: "\f211";

@fa-var-forward: "\f04e";

@fa-var-foursquare: "\f180";

@fa-var-free-code-camp: "\f2c5";

@fa-var-frown-o: "\f119";

@fa-var-futbol-o: "\f1e3";

@fa-var-gamepad: "\f11b";

@fa-var-gavel: "\f0e3";

@fa-var-gbp: "\f154";

@fa-var-ge: "\f1d1";

@fa-var-gear: "\f013";

@fa-var-gears: "\f085";

@fa-var-genderless: "\f22d";

@fa-var-get-pocket: "\f265";

@fa-var-gg: "\f260";

@fa-var-gg-circle: "\f261";

@fa-var-gift: "\f06b";

@fa-var-git: "\f1d3";

@fa-var-git-square: "\f1d2";

@fa-var-github: "\f09b";

@fa-var-github-alt: "\f113";

@fa-var-github-square: "\f092";

@fa-var-gitlab: "\f296";

@fa-var-gittip: "\f184";

@fa-var-glass: "\f000";

@fa-var-glide: "\f2a5";

@fa-var-glide-g: "\f2a6";

@fa-var-globe: "\f0ac";

@fa-var-google: "\f1a0";

@fa-var-google-plus: "\f0d5";

@fa-var-google-plus-circle: "\f2b3";

@fa-var-google-plus-official: "\f2b3";

@fa-var-google-plus-square: "\f0d4";
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@fa-var-google-wallet: "\f1ee";

@fa-var-graduation-cap: "\f19d";

@fa-var-gratipay: "\f184";

@fa-var-grav: "\f2d6";

@fa-var-group: "\f0c0";

@fa-var-h-square: "\f0fd";

@fa-var-hacker-news: "\f1d4";

@fa-var-hand-grab-o: "\f255";

@fa-var-hand-lizard-o: "\f258";

@fa-var-hand-o-down: "\f0a7";

@fa-var-hand-o-left: "\f0a5";

@fa-var-hand-o-right: "\f0a4";

@fa-var-hand-o-up: "\f0a6";

@fa-var-hand-paper-o: "\f256";

@fa-var-hand-peace-o: "\f25b";

@fa-var-hand-pointer-o: "\f25a";

@fa-var-hand-rock-o: "\f255";

@fa-var-hand-scissors-o: "\f257";

@fa-var-hand-spock-o: "\f259";

@fa-var-hand-stop-o: "\f256";

@fa-var-handshake-o: "\f2b5";

@fa-var-hard-of-hearing: "\f2a4";

@fa-var-hashtag: "\f292";

@fa-var-hdd-o: "\f0a0";

@fa-var-header: "\f1dc";

@fa-var-headphones: "\f025";

@fa-var-heart: "\f004";

@fa-var-heart-o: "\f08a";

@fa-var-heartbeat: "\f21e";

@fa-var-history: "\f1da";

@fa-var-home: "\f015";

@fa-var-hospital-o: "\f0f8";

@fa-var-hotel: "\f236";

@fa-var-hourglass: "\f254";

@fa-var-hourglass-1: "\f251";

@fa-var-hourglass-2: "\f252";

@fa-var-hourglass-3: "\f253";

@fa-var-hourglass-end: "\f253";

@fa-var-hourglass-half: "\f252";

@fa-var-hourglass-o: "\f250";

@fa-var-hourglass-start: "\f251";

@fa-var-houzz: "\f27c";

@fa-var-html5: "\f13b";

@fa-var-i-cursor: "\f246";

@fa-var-id-badge: "\f2c1";

@fa-var-id-card: "\f2c2";

@fa-var-id-card-o: "\f2c3";

@fa-var-ils: "\f20b";
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@fa-var-image: "\f03e";

@fa-var-imdb: "\f2d8";

@fa-var-inbox: "\f01c";

@fa-var-indent: "\f03c";

@fa-var-industry: "\f275";

@fa-var-info: "\f129";

@fa-var-info-circle: "\f05a";

@fa-var-inr: "\f156";

@fa-var-instagram: "\f16d";

@fa-var-institution: "\f19c";

@fa-var-internet-explorer: "\f26b";

@fa-var-intersex: "\f224";

@fa-var-ioxhost: "\f208";

@fa-var-italic: "\f033";

@fa-var-joomla: "\f1aa";

@fa-var-jpy: "\f157";

@fa-var-jsfiddle: "\f1cc";

@fa-var-key: "\f084";

@fa-var-keyboard-o: "\f11c";

@fa-var-krw: "\f159";

@fa-var-language: "\f1ab";

@fa-var-laptop: "\f109";

@fa-var-lastfm: "\f202";

@fa-var-lastfm-square: "\f203";

@fa-var-leaf: "\f06c";

@fa-var-leanpub: "\f212";

@fa-var-legal: "\f0e3";

@fa-var-lemon-o: "\f094";

@fa-var-level-down: "\f149";

@fa-var-level-up: "\f148";

@fa-var-life-bouy: "\f1cd";

@fa-var-life-buoy: "\f1cd";

@fa-var-life-ring: "\f1cd";

@fa-var-life-saver: "\f1cd";

@fa-var-lightbulb-o: "\f0eb";

@fa-var-line-chart: "\f201";

@fa-var-link: "\f0c1";

@fa-var-linkedin: "\f0e1";

@fa-var-linkedin-square: "\f08c";

@fa-var-linode: "\f2b8";

@fa-var-linux: "\f17c";

@fa-var-list: "\f03a";

@fa-var-list-alt: "\f022";

@fa-var-list-ol: "\f0cb";

@fa-var-list-ul: "\f0ca";

@fa-var-location-arrow: "\f124";

@fa-var-lock: "\f023";

@fa-var-long-arrow-down: "\f175";
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@fa-var-long-arrow-left: "\f177";

@fa-var-long-arrow-right: "\f178";

@fa-var-long-arrow-up: "\f176";

@fa-var-low-vision: "\f2a8";

@fa-var-magic: "\f0d0";

@fa-var-magnet: "\f076";

@fa-var-mail-forward: "\f064";

@fa-var-mail-reply: "\f112";

@fa-var-mail-reply-all: "\f122";

@fa-var-male: "\f183";

@fa-var-map: "\f279";

@fa-var-map-marker: "\f041";

@fa-var-map-o: "\f278";

@fa-var-map-pin: "\f276";

@fa-var-map-signs: "\f277";

@fa-var-mars: "\f222";

@fa-var-mars-double: "\f227";

@fa-var-mars-stroke: "\f229";

@fa-var-mars-stroke-h: "\f22b";

@fa-var-mars-stroke-v: "\f22a";

@fa-var-maxcdn: "\f136";

@fa-var-meanpath: "\f20c";

@fa-var-medium: "\f23a";

@fa-var-medkit: "\f0fa";

@fa-var-meetup: "\f2e0";

@fa-var-meh-o: "\f11a";

@fa-var-mercury: "\f223";

@fa-var-microchip: "\f2db";

@fa-var-microphone: "\f130";

@fa-var-microphone-slash: "\f131";

@fa-var-minus: "\f068";

@fa-var-minus-circle: "\f056";

@fa-var-minus-square: "\f146";

@fa-var-minus-square-o: "\f147";

@fa-var-mixcloud: "\f289";

@fa-var-mobile: "\f10b";

@fa-var-mobile-phone: "\f10b";

@fa-var-modx: "\f285";

@fa-var-money: "\f0d6";

@fa-var-moon-o: "\f186";

@fa-var-mortar-board: "\f19d";

@fa-var-motorcycle: "\f21c";

@fa-var-mouse-pointer: "\f245";

@fa-var-music: "\f001";

@fa-var-navicon: "\f0c9";

@fa-var-neuter: "\f22c";

@fa-var-newspaper-o: "\f1ea";

@fa-var-object-group: "\f247";
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@fa-var-object-ungroup: "\f248";

@fa-var-odnoklassniki: "\f263";

@fa-var-odnoklassniki-square: "\f264";

@fa-var-opencart: "\f23d";

@fa-var-openid: "\f19b";

@fa-var-opera: "\f26a";

@fa-var-optin-monster: "\f23c";

@fa-var-outdent: "\f03b";

@fa-var-pagelines: "\f18c";

@fa-var-paint-brush: "\f1fc";

@fa-var-paper-plane: "\f1d8";

@fa-var-paper-plane-o: "\f1d9";

@fa-var-paperclip: "\f0c6";

@fa-var-paragraph: "\f1dd";

@fa-var-paste: "\f0ea";

@fa-var-pause: "\f04c";

@fa-var-pause-circle: "\f28b";

@fa-var-pause-circle-o: "\f28c";

@fa-var-paw: "\f1b0";

@fa-var-paypal: "\f1ed";

@fa-var-pencil: "\f040";

@fa-var-pencil-square: "\f14b";

@fa-var-pencil-square-o: "\f044";

@fa-var-percent: "\f295";

@fa-var-phone: "\f095";

@fa-var-phone-square: "\f098";

@fa-var-photo: "\f03e";

@fa-var-picture-o: "\f03e";

@fa-var-pie-chart: "\f200";

@fa-var-pied-piper: "\f2ae";

@fa-var-pied-piper-alt: "\f1a8";

@fa-var-pied-piper-pp: "\f1a7";

@fa-var-pinterest: "\f0d2";

@fa-var-pinterest-p: "\f231";

@fa-var-pinterest-square: "\f0d3";

@fa-var-plane: "\f072";

@fa-var-play: "\f04b";

@fa-var-play-circle: "\f144";

@fa-var-play-circle-o: "\f01d";

@fa-var-plug: "\f1e6";

@fa-var-plus: "\f067";

@fa-var-plus-circle: "\f055";

@fa-var-plus-square: "\f0fe";

@fa-var-plus-square-o: "\f196";

@fa-var-podcast: "\f2ce";

@fa-var-power-off: "\f011";

@fa-var-print: "\f02f";

@fa-var-product-hunt: "\f288";
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@fa-var-puzzle-piece: "\f12e";

@fa-var-qq: "\f1d6";

@fa-var-qrcode: "\f029";

@fa-var-question: "\f128";

@fa-var-question-circle: "\f059";

@fa-var-question-circle-o: "\f29c";

@fa-var-quora: "\f2c4";

@fa-var-quote-left: "\f10d";

@fa-var-quote-right: "\f10e";

@fa-var-ra: "\f1d0";

@fa-var-random: "\f074";

@fa-var-ravelry: "\f2d9";

@fa-var-rebel: "\f1d0";

@fa-var-recycle: "\f1b8";

@fa-var-reddit: "\f1a1";

@fa-var-reddit-alien: "\f281";

@fa-var-reddit-square: "\f1a2";

@fa-var-refresh: "\f021";

@fa-var-registered: "\f25d";

@fa-var-remove: "\f00d";

@fa-var-renren: "\f18b";

@fa-var-reorder: "\f0c9";

@fa-var-repeat: "\f01e";

@fa-var-reply: "\f112";

@fa-var-reply-all: "\f122";

@fa-var-resistance: "\f1d0";

@fa-var-retweet: "\f079";

@fa-var-rmb: "\f157";

@fa-var-road: "\f018";

@fa-var-rocket: "\f135";

@fa-var-rotate-left: "\f0e2";

@fa-var-rotate-right: "\f01e";

@fa-var-rouble: "\f158";

@fa-var-rss: "\f09e";

@fa-var-rss-square: "\f143";

@fa-var-rub: "\f158";

@fa-var-ruble: "\f158";

@fa-var-rupee: "\f156";

@fa-var-s15: "\f2cd";

@fa-var-safari: "\f267";

@fa-var-save: "\f0c7";

@fa-var-scissors: "\f0c4";

@fa-var-scribd: "\f28a";

@fa-var-search: "\f002";

@fa-var-search-minus: "\f010";

@fa-var-search-plus: "\f00e";

@fa-var-sellsy: "\f213";

@fa-var-send: "\f1d8";
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@fa-var-send-o: "\f1d9";

@fa-var-server: "\f233";

@fa-var-share: "\f064";

@fa-var-share-alt: "\f1e0";

@fa-var-share-alt-square: "\f1e1";

@fa-var-share-square: "\f14d";

@fa-var-share-square-o: "\f045";

@fa-var-shekel: "\f20b";

@fa-var-sheqel: "\f20b";

@fa-var-shield: "\f132";

@fa-var-ship: "\f21a";

@fa-var-shirtsinbulk: "\f214";

@fa-var-shopping-bag: "\f290";

@fa-var-shopping-basket: "\f291";

@fa-var-shopping-cart: "\f07a";

@fa-var-shower: "\f2cc";

@fa-var-sign-in: "\f090";

@fa-var-sign-language: "\f2a7";

@fa-var-sign-out: "\f08b";

@fa-var-signal: "\f012";

@fa-var-signing: "\f2a7";

@fa-var-simplybuilt: "\f215";

@fa-var-sitemap: "\f0e8";

@fa-var-skyatlas: "\f216";

@fa-var-skype: "\f17e";

@fa-var-slack: "\f198";

@fa-var-sliders: "\f1de";

@fa-var-slideshare: "\f1e7";

@fa-var-smile-o: "\f118";

@fa-var-snapchat: "\f2ab";

@fa-var-snapchat-ghost: "\f2ac";

@fa-var-snapchat-square: "\f2ad";

@fa-var-snowflake-o: "\f2dc";

@fa-var-soccer-ball-o: "\f1e3";

@fa-var-sort: "\f0dc";

@fa-var-sort-alpha-asc: "\f15d";

@fa-var-sort-alpha-desc: "\f15e";

@fa-var-sort-amount-asc: "\f160";

@fa-var-sort-amount-desc: "\f161";

@fa-var-sort-asc: "\f0de";

@fa-var-sort-desc: "\f0dd";

@fa-var-sort-down: "\f0dd";

@fa-var-sort-numeric-asc: "\f162";

@fa-var-sort-numeric-desc: "\f163";

@fa-var-sort-up: "\f0de";

@fa-var-soundcloud: "\f1be";

@fa-var-space-shuttle: "\f197";

@fa-var-spinner: "\f110";
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@fa-var-spoon: "\f1b1";

@fa-var-spotify: "\f1bc";

@fa-var-square: "\f0c8";

@fa-var-square-o: "\f096";

@fa-var-stack-exchange: "\f18d";

@fa-var-stack-overflow: "\f16c";

@fa-var-star: "\f005";

@fa-var-star-half: "\f089";

@fa-var-star-half-empty: "\f123";

@fa-var-star-half-full: "\f123";

@fa-var-star-half-o: "\f123";

@fa-var-star-o: "\f006";

@fa-var-steam: "\f1b6";

@fa-var-steam-square: "\f1b7";

@fa-var-step-backward: "\f048";

@fa-var-step-forward: "\f051";

@fa-var-stethoscope: "\f0f1";

@fa-var-sticky-note: "\f249";

@fa-var-sticky-note-o: "\f24a";

@fa-var-stop: "\f04d";

@fa-var-stop-circle: "\f28d";

@fa-var-stop-circle-o: "\f28e";

@fa-var-street-view: "\f21d";

@fa-var-strikethrough: "\f0cc";

@fa-var-stumbleupon: "\f1a4";

@fa-var-stumbleupon-circle: "\f1a3";

@fa-var-subscript: "\f12c";

@fa-var-subway: "\f239";

@fa-var-suitcase: "\f0f2";

@fa-var-sun-o: "\f185";

@fa-var-superpowers: "\f2dd";

@fa-var-superscript: "\f12b";

@fa-var-support: "\f1cd";

@fa-var-table: "\f0ce";

@fa-var-tablet: "\f10a";

@fa-var-tachometer: "\f0e4";

@fa-var-tag: "\f02b";

@fa-var-tags: "\f02c";

@fa-var-tasks: "\f0ae";

@fa-var-taxi: "\f1ba";

@fa-var-telegram: "\f2c6";

@fa-var-television: "\f26c";

@fa-var-tencent-weibo: "\f1d5";

@fa-var-terminal: "\f120";

@fa-var-text-height: "\f034";

@fa-var-text-width: "\f035";

@fa-var-th: "\f00a";

@fa-var-th-large: "\f009";
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@fa-var-th-list: "\f00b";

@fa-var-themeisle: "\f2b2";

@fa-var-thermometer: "\f2c7";

@fa-var-thermometer-0: "\f2cb";

@fa-var-thermometer-1: "\f2ca";

@fa-var-thermometer-2: "\f2c9";

@fa-var-thermometer-3: "\f2c8";

@fa-var-thermometer-4: "\f2c7";

@fa-var-thermometer-empty: "\f2cb";

@fa-var-thermometer-full: "\f2c7";

@fa-var-thermometer-half: "\f2c9";

@fa-var-thermometer-quarter: "\f2ca";

@fa-var-thermometer-three-quarters: "\f2c8";

@fa-var-thumb-tack: "\f08d";

@fa-var-thumbs-down: "\f165";

@fa-var-thumbs-o-down: "\f088";

@fa-var-thumbs-o-up: "\f087";

@fa-var-thumbs-up: "\f164";

@fa-var-ticket: "\f145";

@fa-var-times: "\f00d";

@fa-var-times-circle: "\f057";

@fa-var-times-circle-o: "\f05c";

@fa-var-times-rectangle: "\f2d3";

@fa-var-times-rectangle-o: "\f2d4";

@fa-var-tint: "\f043";

@fa-var-toggle-down: "\f150";

@fa-var-toggle-left: "\f191";

@fa-var-toggle-off: "\f204";

@fa-var-toggle-on: "\f205";

@fa-var-toggle-right: "\f152";

@fa-var-toggle-up: "\f151";

@fa-var-trademark: "\f25c";

@fa-var-train: "\f238";

@fa-var-transgender: "\f224";

@fa-var-transgender-alt: "\f225";

@fa-var-trash: "\f1f8";

@fa-var-trash-o: "\f014";

@fa-var-tree: "\f1bb";

@fa-var-trello: "\f181";

@fa-var-tripadvisor: "\f262";

@fa-var-trophy: "\f091";

@fa-var-truck: "\f0d1";

@fa-var-try: "\f195";

@fa-var-tty: "\f1e4";

@fa-var-tumblr: "\f173";

@fa-var-tumblr-square: "\f174";

@fa-var-turkish-lira: "\f195";

@fa-var-tv: "\f26c";
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@fa-var-twitch: "\f1e8";

@fa-var-twitter: "\f099";

@fa-var-twitter-square: "\f081";

@fa-var-umbrella: "\f0e9";

@fa-var-underline: "\f0cd";

@fa-var-undo: "\f0e2";

@fa-var-universal-access: "\f29a";

@fa-var-university: "\f19c";

@fa-var-unlink: "\f127";

@fa-var-unlock: "\f09c";

@fa-var-unlock-alt: "\f13e";

@fa-var-unsorted: "\f0dc";

@fa-var-upload: "\f093";

@fa-var-usb: "\f287";

@fa-var-usd: "\f155";

@fa-var-user: "\f007";

@fa-var-user-circle: "\f2bd";

@fa-var-user-circle-o: "\f2be";

@fa-var-user-md: "\f0f0";

@fa-var-user-o: "\f2c0";

@fa-var-user-plus: "\f234";

@fa-var-user-secret: "\f21b";

@fa-var-user-times: "\f235";

@fa-var-users: "\f0c0";

@fa-var-vcard: "\f2bb";

@fa-var-vcard-o: "\f2bc";

@fa-var-venus: "\f221";

@fa-var-venus-double: "\f226";

@fa-var-venus-mars: "\f228";

@fa-var-viacoin: "\f237";

@fa-var-viadeo: "\f2a9";

@fa-var-viadeo-square: "\f2aa";

@fa-var-video-camera: "\f03d";

@fa-var-vimeo: "\f27d";

@fa-var-vimeo-square: "\f194";

@fa-var-vine: "\f1ca";

@fa-var-vk: "\f189";

@fa-var-volume-control-phone: "\f2a0";

@fa-var-volume-down: "\f027";

@fa-var-volume-off: "\f026";

@fa-var-volume-up: "\f028";

@fa-var-warning: "\f071";

@fa-var-wechat: "\f1d7";

@fa-var-weibo: "\f18a";

@fa-var-weixin: "\f1d7";

@fa-var-whatsapp: "\f232";

@fa-var-wheelchair: "\f193";

@fa-var-wheelchair-alt: "\f29b";
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@fa-var-wifi: "\f1eb";

@fa-var-wikipedia-w: "\f266";

@fa-var-window-close: "\f2d3";

@fa-var-window-close-o: "\f2d4";

@fa-var-window-maximize: "\f2d0";

@fa-var-window-minimize: "\f2d1";

@fa-var-window-restore: "\f2d2";

@fa-var-windows: "\f17a";

@fa-var-won: "\f159";

@fa-var-wordpress: "\f19a";

@fa-var-wpbeginner: "\f297";

@fa-var-wpexplorer: "\f2de";

@fa-var-wpforms: "\f298";

@fa-var-wrench: "\f0ad";

@fa-var-xing: "\f168";

@fa-var-xing-square: "\f169";

@fa-var-y-combinator: "\f23b";

@fa-var-y-combinator-square: "\f1d4";

@fa-var-yahoo: "\f19e";

@fa-var-yc: "\f23b";

@fa-var-yc-square: "\f1d4";

@fa-var-yelp: "\f1e9";

@fa-var-yen: "\f157";

@fa-var-yoast: "\f2b1";

@fa-var-youtube: "\f167";

@fa-var-youtube-play: "\f16a";

@fa-var-youtube-square: "\f166";

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1067734584_1594844909.27/0/font-awesome-4-7-0-3-

tgz/package/less/variables.less

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

Copyright Dave Gandy 2016. All rights reserved.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1067734584_1594844909.27/0/font-awesome-4-7-0-3-

tgz/package/fonts/fontawesome-webfont.svg

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

.@{fa-css-prefix}-drivers-license:before,

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1067734584_1594844909.27/0/font-awesome-4-7-0-3-tgz/package/less/icons.less
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1.22 bootstrap-3-datetimepicker 2.0 
1.22.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes
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     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You
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     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,
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     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.
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  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.23 sheet-js-xlsx 0.14.1 
1.23.1 Available under license : 

## License

 

Please consult the attached LICENSE file for details.  All rights not explicitly

granted by the Apache 2.0 License are reserved by the Original Author.

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.
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     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of
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     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.
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     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only
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     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "{}"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright (C) 2012-present   SheetJS LLC

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.24 python3-progress 1.6 
1.24.1 Available under license : 

# Copyright (c) 2012 Georgios Verigakis <verigak@gmail.com>

#

# Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software for any

# purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

# copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

#

# THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

# WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

# MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR

# ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

# WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN
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# ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF

# OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

1.25 jquery-ui 1.21.1 
1.25.1 Available under license : 

Copyright jQuery Foundation and other contributors, https://jquery.org/

 

This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

individuals. For exact contribution history, see the revision history

available at https://github.com/jquery/jquery-ui

 

The following license applies to all parts of this software except as

documented below:

 

====

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

====

 

Copyright and related rights for sample code are waived via CC0. Sample

code is defined as all source code contained within the demos directory.

 

CC0: http://creativecommons.org/publicdomain/zero/1.0/

 

====

 

All files located in the node_modules and external directories are

externally maintained libraries used by this software which have their
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own licenses; we recommend you read them, as their terms may differ from

the terms above.

 

1.26 yii2-admin 2.0.45 
1.26.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*!

* jQuery UI Core 1.11.4

* http://jqueryui.com

*

* Copyright jQuery Foundation and other contributors

* Released under the MIT license.

* http://jquery.org/license

*

* http://api.jqueryui.com/category/ui-core/

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1572141802_1677067515.5041196/0/yii2-admin-2-0-0-tar-gz/yii2-admin-2.0.0/assets/jquery-

ui.js

 

1.27 jquery.min.js 3.5.1 
1.27.1 Available under license : 

Copyright JS Foundation and other contributors, https://js.foundation/

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.
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(The BSD License)

 

Copyright (c) 2010-2017, Christian Johansen, christian@cjohansen.no

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification,

are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

     this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

     this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

     and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

   * Neither the name of Christian Johansen nor the names of his contributors

     may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

     without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Copyright JS Foundation and other contributors, https://js.foundation

 

This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

individuals. For exact contribution history, see the revision history

available at https://github.com/qunitjs/qunit

 

The following license applies to all parts of this software except as

documented below:

 

====

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.
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THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

====

 

All files located in the node_modules directory are externally maintained

libraries used by this software which have their own licenses; we

recommend you read them, as their terms may differ from the terms above.

Copyright JS Foundation and other contributors, https://js.foundation/

 

This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

individuals. For exact contribution history, see the revision history

available at https://github.com/jquery/sizzle

 

The following license applies to all parts of this software except as

documented below:

 

====

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

====

 

All files located in the node_modules and external directories are

externally maintained libraries used by this software which have their
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own licenses; we recommend you read them, as their terms may differ from

the terms above.

 

1.28 jquery-ui 1.8.7 
1.28.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*!

* jQuery UI 1.8.7

*

* Copyright 2010, AUTHORS.txt (http://jqueryui.com/about)

* Dual licensed under the MIT or GPL Version 2 licenses.

* http://jquery.org/license

*

* http://docs.jquery.com/UI

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157249_1675833409.7481441/0/jquery-ui-14-tar/jquery-ui-1.8.7.custom.min.js

 

1.29 jquery 3.6.0 
1.29.1 Available under license : 

Copyright OpenJS Foundation and other contributors, https://openjsf.org/

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

(The BSD License)
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Copyright (c) 2010-2017, Christian Johansen, christian@cjohansen.no

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification,

are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

     this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

     this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

     and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

   * Neither the name of Christian Johansen nor the names of his contributors

     may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

     without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Copyright JS Foundation and other contributors, https://js.foundation

 

This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

individuals. For exact contribution history, see the revision history

available at https://github.com/qunitjs/qunit

 

The following license applies to all parts of this software except as

documented below:

 

====

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,
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EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

====

 

All files located in the node_modules directory are externally maintained

libraries used by this software which have their own licenses; we

recommend you read them, as their terms may differ from the terms above.

Copyright JS Foundation and other contributors, https://js.foundation/

 

This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

individuals. For exact contribution history, see the revision history

available at https://github.com/jquery/sizzle

 

The following license applies to all parts of this software except as

documented below:

 

====

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

====

 

All files located in the node_modules and external directories are

externally maintained libraries used by this software which have their

own licenses; we recommend you read them, as their terms may differ from

the terms above.
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1.30 bootbox 4.4.0 
1.30.1 Available under license : 

# License

 

(The MIT License)

 

Copyright (C) 2011-2014 by Nick Payne <nick@kurai.co.uk>

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE

 

1.31 pdf-make 0.2.7 
1.31.1 Available under license : 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2014-2015 bpampuch

             2016-2022 liborm85

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in

the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of

the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so,

subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.
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THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS

FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER

IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN

CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2019 SVG-to-PDFKit contributors

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit

persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.32 yii2-admin 2.8 
1.32.1 Available under license : 

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for

software and other kinds of works.

 

 The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed

to take away your freedom to share and change the works.  By contrast,

the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to

share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free

software for all its users.  We, the Free Software Foundation, use the

GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to

any other work released this way by its authors.  You can apply it to
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your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you

these rights or asking you to surrender the rights.  Therefore, you have

certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if

you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same

freedoms that you received.  You must make sure that they, too, receive

or can get the source code.  And you must show them these terms so they

know their rights.

 

 Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps:

(1) assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License

giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

 

 For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains

that there is no warranty for this free software.  For both users' and

authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as

changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to

authors of previous versions.

 

 Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run

modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer

can do so.  This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of

protecting users' freedom to change the software.  The systematic

pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to

use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable.  Therefore, we

have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those

products.  If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we

stand ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions

of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

 

 Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents.

States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of

software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to

avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could

make it effectively proprietary.  To prevent this, the GPL assures that

patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.
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 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                      TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

 0. Definitions.

 

 "This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

 

 "Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of

works, such as semiconductor masks.

 

 "The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this

License.  Each licensee is addressed as "you".  "Licensees" and

"recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

 

 To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work

in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an

exact copy.  The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the

earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

 

 A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based

on the Program.

 

 To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without

permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for

infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a

computer or modifying a private copy.  Propagation includes copying,

distribution (with or without modification), making available to the

public, and in some countries other activities as well.

 

 To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other

parties to make or receive copies.  Mere interaction with a user through

a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is not conveying.

 

 An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices"

to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible

feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2)

tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the

extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the

work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License.  If

the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a

menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.

 

 1. Source Code.

 

 The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work

for making modifications to it.  "Object code" means any non-source
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form of a work.

 

 A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official

standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of

interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that

is widely used among developers working in that language.

 

 The "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other

than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of

packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major

Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that

Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an

implementation is available to the public in source code form.  A

"Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component

(kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system

(if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to

produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

 

 The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all

the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable

work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to

control those activities.  However, it does not include the work's

System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally available free

programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but

which are not part of the work.  For example, Corresponding Source

includes interface definition files associated with source files for

the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically

linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require,

such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those

subprograms and other parts of the work.

 

 The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users

can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding

Source.

 

 The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that

same work.

 

 2. Basic Permissions.

 

 All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of

copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated

conditions are met.  This License explicitly affirms your unlimited

permission to run the unmodified Program.  The output from running a

covered work is covered by this License only if the output, given its

content, constitutes a covered work.  This License acknowledges your

rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.
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 You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not

convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains

in force.  You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose

of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you

with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with

the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do

not control copyright.  Those thus making or running the covered works

for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction

and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of

your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

 

 Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under

the conditions stated below.  Sublicensing is not allowed; section 10

makes it unnecessary.

 

 3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

 

 No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological

measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article

11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or

similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such

measures.

 

 When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid

circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention

is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to

the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or

modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's

users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of

technological measures.

 

 4. Conveying Verbatim Copies.

 

 You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you

receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice;

keep intact all notices stating that this License and any

non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code;

keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all

recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

 You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey,

and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

 

 5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

 

 You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to

produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the
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terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified

   it, and giving a relevant date.

 

   b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is

   released under this License and any conditions added under section

   7.  This requirement modifies the requirement in section 4 to

   "keep intact all notices".

 

   c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this

   License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy.  This

   License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7

   additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts,

   regardless of how they are packaged.  This License gives no

   permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not

   invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

 

   d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display

   Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive

   interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your

   work need not make them do so.

 

 A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent

works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work,

and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program,

in or on a volume of a storage or distribution medium, is called an

"aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not

used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users

beyond what the individual works permit.  Inclusion of a covered work

in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other

parts of the aggregate.

 

 6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

 

 You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms

of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the

machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License,

in one of these ways:

 

   a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the

   Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium

   customarily used for software interchange.

 

   b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a

   written offer, valid for at least three years and valid for as
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   long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product

   model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a

   copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the

   product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical

   medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no

   more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this

   conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the

   Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

 

   c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the

   written offer to provide the Corresponding Source.  This

   alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and

   only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord

   with subsection 6b.

 

   d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated

   place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the

   Corresponding Source in the same way through the same place at no

   further charge.  You need not require recipients to copy the

   Corresponding Source along with the object code.  If the place to

   copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source

   may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party)

   that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain

   clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the

   Corresponding Source.  Regardless of what server hosts the

   Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is

   available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

 

   e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided

   you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding

   Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no

   charge under subsection 6d.

 

 A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded

from the Corresponding Source as a System Library, need not be

included in conveying the object code work.

 

 A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any

tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family,

or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation

into a dwelling.  In determining whether a product is a consumer product,

doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage.  For a particular

product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a

typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status

of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user

actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product.  A product

is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial

commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent
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the only significant mode of use of the product.

 

 "Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods,

procedures, authorization keys, or other information required to install

and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from

a modified version of its Corresponding Source.  The information must

suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object

code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because

modification has been made.

 

 If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or

specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as

part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the

User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a

fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the

Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied

by the Installation Information.  But this requirement does not apply

if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install

modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has

been installed in ROM).

 

 The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a

requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates

for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for

the User Product in which it has been modified or installed.  Access to a

network may be denied when the modification itself materially and

adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and

protocols for communication across the network.

 

 Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided,

in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly

documented (and with an implementation available to the public in

source code form), and must require no special password or key for

unpacking, reading or copying.

 

 7. Additional Terms.

 

 "Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this

License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions.

Additional permissions that are applicable to the entire Program shall

be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent

that they are valid under applicable law.  If additional permissions

apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately

under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by

this License without regard to the additional permissions.

 

 When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option

remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of
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it.  (Additional permissions may be written to require their own

removal in certain cases when you modify the work.)  You may place

additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work,

for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you

add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of

that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

 

   a) Disclaiming warranty or limiting liability differently from the

   terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

 

   b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or

   author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal

   Notices displayed by works containing it; or

 

   c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or

   requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in

   reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

 

   d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or

   authors of the material; or

 

   e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some

   trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

 

   f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that

   material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of

   it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for

   any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on

   those licensors and authors.

 

 All other non-permissive additional terms are considered "further

restrictions" within the meaning of section 10.  If the Program as you

received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is

governed by this License along with a term that is a further

restriction, you may remove that term.  If a license document contains

a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this

License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms

of that license document, provided that the further restriction does

not survive such relicensing or conveying.

 

 If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you

must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the

additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating

where to find the applicable terms.

 

 Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the
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form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions;

the above requirements apply either way.

 

 8. Termination.

 

 You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly

provided under this License.  Any attempt otherwise to propagate or

modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under

this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third

paragraph of section 11).

 

 However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your

license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a)

provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and

finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright

holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means

prior to 60 days after the cessation.

 

 Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is

reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the

violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have

received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that

copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after

your receipt of the notice.

 

 Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the

licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under

this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently

reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same

material under section 10.

 

 9. Acceptance Not Required for Having Copies.

 

 You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or

run a copy of the Program.  Ancillary propagation of a covered work

occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission

to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance.  However,

nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or

modify any covered work.  These actions infringe copyright if you do

not accept this License.  Therefore, by modifying or propagating a

covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

 

 10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

 

 Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically

receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and

propagate that work, subject to this License.  You are not responsible

for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.
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 An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an

organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an

organization, or merging organizations.  If propagation of a covered

work results from an entity transaction, each party to that

transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever

licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could

give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the

Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if

the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

 

 You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the

rights granted or affirmed under this License.  For example, you may

not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of

rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation

(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that

any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for

sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

 

 11. Patents.

 

 A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this

License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based.  The

work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

 

 A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims

owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or

hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted

by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version,

but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a

consequence of further modification of the contributor version.  For

purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant

patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of

this License.

 

 Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free

patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to

make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and

propagate the contents of its contributor version.

 

 In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express

agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent

(such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to

sue for patent infringement).  To "grant" such a patent license to a

party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a

patent against the party.

 

 If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license,
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and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone

to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this License, through a

publicly available network server or other readily accessible means,

then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so

available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the

patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner

consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent

license to downstream recipients.  "Knowingly relying" means you have

actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the

covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work

in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that

country that you have reason to believe are valid.

 

 If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or

arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a

covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties

receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify

or convey a specific copy of the covered work, then the patent license

you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered

work and works based on it.

 

 A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within

the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is

conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are

specifically granted under this License.  You may not convey a covered

work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is

in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment

to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying

the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the

parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory

patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work

conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily

for and in connection with specific products or compilations that

contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement,

or that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

 

 Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting

any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may

otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.

 

 12. No Surrender of Others' Freedom.

 

 If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot convey a

covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may

not convey it at all.  For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you
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to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey

the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this

License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

 

 13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have

permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed

under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single

combined work, and to convey the resulting work.  The terms of this

License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work,

but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License,

section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the

combination as such.

 

 14. Revised Versions of this License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of

the GNU General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the

Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General

Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you have the

option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered

version or of any later version published by the Free Software

Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of the

GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published

by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future

versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's

public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you

to choose that version for the Program.

 

 Later license versions may give you additional or different

permissions.  However, no additional obligations are imposed on any

author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a

later version.

 

 15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

 

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY

APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY

OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR
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PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM

IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF

ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. Limitation of Liability.

 

 IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS

THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY

GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE

USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF

DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD

PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS),

EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGES.

 

 17. Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

 

 If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided

above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms,

reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates

an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the

Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a

copy of the Program in return for a fee.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   {one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.}

   Copyright (C) {year}  {name of author}

 

   This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of
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   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program.  If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

 If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short

notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   {project}  Copyright (C) {year}  {fullname}

   This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, your program's commands

might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

 

 You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school,

if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.

For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see

<http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

 The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program

into proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you

may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with

the library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.  But first, please read

<http://www.gnu.org/philosophy/why-not-lgpl.html>.

 

1.33 table-export 5.0.0 
1.33.1 Available under license : 

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by
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     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."
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     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained
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         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be
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     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  Copyright (c) 2018 - Travis Clarke - https://www.travismclarke.com

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.34 sheet-js-xlsx 0.7.7 
1.34.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (C) 2012-2014  SheetJS

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
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  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

Except where noted, this license applies to any and all software programs and associated documentation files created

by the Original Author and distributed with the Software:

 

'jszip.js' is a modified version of JSZip, Copyright (c) Stuart Knightley, David Duponchel, Franz Buchinger,

Ant'onio Afonso.  JSZip is dual licensed and is used according to the terms of the MIT License.

 

1.35 git://git.openstack.org/openstack/dash-

stack 20170311-snapshot-284c955e 
1.35.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical
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     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable
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     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,
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     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.
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1.36 highcharts 6.1.1 
1.36.1 Available under license : 

<OWNER> = Regents of the University of California  

<ORGANIZATION> = University of California, Berkeley  

<YEAR> = 1998  

 

In the original BSD license, both occurrences of the phrase "COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS" in

the disclaimer read "REGENTS AND CONTRIBUTORS".  

 

Here is the license template:  

 

Copyright (c) <YEAR>, <OWNER>  

 

All rights reserved.  

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the

following conditions are met:  

 

Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

disclaimer.  

Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.  

Neither the name of the <ORGANIZATION> nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote

products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.  

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS  

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT  

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR  

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR  

CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,  

EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,  

PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR  

PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF  

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING  

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS  

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.37 highcharts 7.0.3 
1.37.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* (c) 2010-2019 Torstein Honsi

*
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* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*

* Grid-light theme for Highcharts JS

* @author Torstein Honsi

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-modules/themes/grid-

light.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license @product.name@ JS v@product.version@ (@product.date@)

* CurrentDateIndicator

*

* (c) 2010-2019 Lars A. V. Cabrera

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/masters/modules/current-date-indicator.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

Highcharts JS v7.0.3 (2019-02-06)

 

(c) 2016-2019 Highsoft AS

Authors: Jon Arild Nygard

 

License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/modules/sunburst.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/modules/wordcloud.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license Highcharts JS v7.0.3 (2019-02-06)

* Highcharts cylinder module

*

* (c) 2010-2019 Kacper Madej

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/modules/cylinder.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Data module

*

* (c) 2012-2019 Torstein Honsi

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

/**

* A comma delimited string to be parsed. Related options are [startRow](

* #data.startRow), [endRow](#data.endRow), [startColumn](#data.startColumn)

* and [endColumn](#data.endColumn) to delimit what part of the table

* is used. The [lineDelimiter](#data.lineDelimiter) and [itemDelimiter](

* #data.itemDelimiter) options define the CSV delimiter formats.

*

* The built-in CSV parser doesn't support all flavours of CSV, so in

* some cases it may be necessary to use an external CSV parser. See

* [this example](https://jsfiddle.net/highcharts/u59176h4/) of parsing

* CSV through the MIT licensed [Papa Parse](http://papaparse.com/)

* library.

*

* @sample {highcharts} highcharts/data/csv/

*         Data from CSV

*

* @type      {string}

* @since     4.0

* @apioption data.csv

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/modules/data.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *

* Wind barb series module

*

* (c) 2010-2019 Torstein Honsi

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/modules/windbarb.src.js
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license  Highcharts JS v7.0.3 (2019-02-06)

*

* Indicator series type for Highstock

*

* (c) 2010-2019 Pawel Fus, Sebastian Bochan

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

/* *

        *

        *  License: www.highcharts.com/license

        *

        * */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/indicators/indicators.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *

* (c) 2016 Highsoft AS

* Authors: Jon Arild Nygard

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-modules/parts-

gantt/TreeGrid.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Popup generator for Stock tools

*

* (c) 2009-2017 Sebastian Bochan

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/annotations/popup.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* (c) 2010-2019 Torstein Honsi
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*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*

* Grid theme for Highcharts JS

* @author Torstein Honsi

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-modules/themes/grid.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license @product.name@ JS v@product.version@ (@product.date@)

* Boost module

*

* (c) 2010-2019 Highsoft AS

* Author: Torstein Honsi

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/masters/modules/boost-canvas.src.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/masters/modules/boost.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license  @product.name@ JS v@product.version@ (@product.date@)

*

* Indicator series type for Highstock

*

* (c) 2010-2019 Pawel Fus, Sebastian Bochan

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/masters/indicators/indicators.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license @product.name@ JS v@product.version@ (@product.date@)

* Pathfinder

*

* (c) 2016-2019 Øystein Moseng
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*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/masters/modules/pathfinder.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

Highcharts JS v7.0.3 (2019-02-06)

Highcharts Drilldown module

 

Author: Torstein Honsi

License: www.highcharts.com/license

 

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/modules/drilldown.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *

*

*  (c) 2009-2019 Øystein Moseng

*

*  List of musical frequencies from C0 to C8.

*

*  License: www.highcharts.com/license

*

* */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/modules/sonification/musicalFrequencies.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license @product.name@ JS v@product.version@ (@product.date@)

* Module for adding patterns and images as point fills.

*

* (c) 2010-2019 Highsoft AS

* Author: Torstein Hønsi, Øystein Moseng

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):
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* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/masters/modules/pattern-fill.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license Highmaps JS v7.0.3 (2019-02-06)

* Highmaps as a plugin for Highcharts or Highstock.

*

* (c) 2011-2019 Torstein Honsi

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

/* *

        *

        *  (c) 2010-2019 Torstein Honsi

        *

        *  License: www.highcharts.com/license

        *

        * */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/modules/map.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

Highcharts JS v7.0.3 (2019-02-06)

 

(c) 2009-2019 Highsoft AS

 

License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/themes/sunset.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/themes/avocado.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *

*

*  (c) 2009-2019 Torstein Honsi

*

*  Item series type for Highcharts

*

*  License: www.highcharts.com/license

*

* */

 

Found in path(s):
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* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-modules/modules/item-

series.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license @product.name@ JS v@product.version@ (@product.date@)

*

* (c) 2016-2019 Highsoft AS

* Authors: Jon Arild Nygard

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/masters/modules/wordcloud.src.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/masters/modules/sunburst.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license @product.name@ JS v@product.version@ (@product.date@)

*

* (c) 2009-2019 Torstein Honsi

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/masters/themes/sand-signika.src.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/masters/themes/grid.src.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/masters/modules/series-label.src.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/masters/themes/dark-blue.src.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/masters/themes/grid-light.src.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/masters/modules/broken-axis.src.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/masters/modules/map-parser.src.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/masters/themes/skies.src.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/masters/themes/dark-unica.src.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-
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modules/masters/themes/gray.src.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/masters/modules/heatmap.src.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/masters/modules/draggable-points.src.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/masters/modules/overlapping-datalabels.src.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/masters/themes/dark-green.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license Highmaps JS v7.0.3 (2019-02-06)

*

* (c) 2011-2018 Torstein Honsi

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

/* *

        *

        *  (c) 2010-2019 Torstein Honsi

        *

        *  License: www.highcharts.com/license

        *

        * */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/highmaps.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license Highcharts JS v7.0.3 (2019-02-06)

* Debugger module

*

* (c) 2012-2019 Torstein Honsi

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

/* *

        *

        *  (c) 2010-2019 Torstein Honsi

        *

        *  License: www.highcharts.com/license

        *

        * */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/modules/debugger.src.js
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *

*

*  (c) 2009-2019 Øystein Moseng

*

*  Instrument class for sonification module.

*

*  License: www.highcharts.com/license

*

* */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/modules/sonification/Instrument.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

 Highcharts JS v7.0.3 (2019-02-06)

Force directed graph module

 

(c) 2010-2019 Torstein Honsi

 

License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/modules/networkgraph.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *

* Parallel coordinates module

*

* (c) 2010-2019 Pawel Fus

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/modules/parallel-coordinates.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* (c) 2010-2019 Daniel Studencki

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/mixins/indicator-required.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license Highcharts JS v7.0.3 (2019-02-06)

*

* (c) 2009-2019 Highsoft AS

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/themes/avocado.src.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/themes/sunset.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

 Highcharts JS v7.0.3 (2019-02-06)

Wind barb series module

 

(c) 2010-2019 Torstein Honsi

 

License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/modules/windbarb.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* (c) 2010-2019 Torstein Honsi

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*

* Skies theme for Highcharts JS

* @author Torstein Honsi

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/themes/skies.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license Highcharts JS v7.0.3 (2019-02-06)
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* Annotations module

*

* (c) 2009-2019 Torstein Honsi

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/modules/annotations-

advanced.src.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/modules/annotations.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

 Highcharts JS v7.0.3 (2019-02-06)

 

Item series type for Highcharts

 

(c) 2010-2019 Torstein Honsi

 

License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/modules/item-series.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *

*

*  Experimental Timeline Series.

*  Note: This API is in alpha stage and will be changed before final release.

*

*  (c) 2010-2019 Highsoft AS

*

*  Author: Daniel Studencki

*

*  License: www.highcharts.com/license

*

* */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/modules/timeline.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license  @product.name@ JS v@product.version@ (@product.date@)

*
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* Indicator series type for Highstock

*

* (c) 2010-2019 Rafa Sebestjaski

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/masters/indicators/dema.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* (c) 2010-2019 Torstein Honsi

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-modules/parts-

map/HeatmapSeries.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-modules/parts/Point.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/parts/Pointer.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/parts/Responsive.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-modules/parts/Time.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/parts/Options.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-modules/parts-

map/MapBubbleSeries.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/parts/Legend.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/parts/LogarithmicAxis.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/parts/Stacking.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-modules/parts-

map/Map.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-modules/parts-

map/GeoJSON.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-modules/parts/Chart.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/parts/Globals.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/parts/Navigator.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/parts/MSPointer.js
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* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/parts/DataLabels.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-modules/parts-

map/MapNavigation.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/parts/Interaction.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-modules/parts/Color.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/parts/Scrollbar.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-modules/parts-

map/MapAxis.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-modules/parts/Html.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-modules/parts-

map/MapPointer.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/parts/DateTimeAxis.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-modules/parts-

map/MapLineSeries.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/parts/Dynamics.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/parts/OrdinalAxis.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-modules/parts/Tick.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/parts/RangeSelector.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/parts/Tooltip.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/parts/TouchPointer.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-modules/parts-

map/ColorSeriesMixin.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-modules/parts-

map/MapPointSeries.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *

*

*  Parabolic SAR indicator for Highstock

*

*  (c) 2010-2019 Grzegorz Blachliski

*

*  License: www.highcharts.com/license

*

* */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/indicators/psar.src.js
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license Highcharts JS v7.0.3 (2019-02-06)

* Boost module

*

* (c) 2010-2019 Highsoft AS

* Author: Torstein Honsi

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/modules/boost-

canvas.src.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/modules/boost.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license Highcharts JS v7.0.3 (2019-02-06)

* GridAxis

*

* (c) 2016-2019 Lars A. V. Cabrera

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/modules/grid-axis.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *

* X-range series module

*

* (c) 2010-2019 Torstein Honsi, Lars A. V. Cabrera

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/modules/xrange.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license @product.name@ JS v@product.version@ (@product.date@)

* Client side exporting module

*
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* (c) 2015-2019 Torstein Honsi / Oystein Moseng

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/masters/modules/offline-exporting.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license  @product.name@ JS v@product.version@ (@product.date@)

*

* Support for parallel coordinates in Highcharts

*

* (c) 2010-2019 Pawel Fus

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/masters/modules/parallel-coordinates.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

 Highcharts JS v7.0.3 (2019-02-06)

 

Pareto series type for Highcharts

 

(c) 2010-2019 Sebastian Bochan

 

License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/modules/pareto.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *

* (c) 2016 Highsoft AS

* Author: Øystein Moseng

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-modules/parts-
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gantt/PathfinderAlgorithms.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

Highcharts JS v7.0.3 (2019-02-06)

Tree Grid

 

(c) 2016-2019 Jon Arild Nygard

 

License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/modules/treegrid.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Exporting module

*

* (c) 2010-2019 Torstein Honsi

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/modules/exporting.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license Highcharts JS v7.0.3 (2019-02-06)

*

* (c) 2016-2019 Highsoft AS

* Authors: Jon Arild Nygard

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

/* *

        *

        *  This module implements sunburst charts in Highcharts.

        *

        *  (c) 2016-2019 Highsoft AS

        *

        *  Authors: Jon Arild Nygard

        *

        *  License: www.highcharts.com/license

        *

        * */
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/modules/sunburst.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license  Highcharts JS v7.0.3 (2019-02-06)

* Vector plot series module

*

* (c) 2010-2019 Torstein Honsi

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/modules/vector.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license @product.name@ JS v@product.version@ (@product.date@)

* X-range series

*

* (c) 2010-2019 Torstein Honsi, Lars A. V. Cabrera

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/masters/modules/xrange.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/** @license

  * jsPDF - PDF Document creation from JavaScript

  * Version 2.0.0 Built on 2019-01-22T15:32:38.220Z

  *                           CommitID 0110a2202b

  *

  * Copyright (c) 2015-2018 yWorks GmbH, http://www.yworks.com

  *               2015-2018 Lukas Holländer <lukas.hollaender@yworks.com>, https://github.com/HackbrettXXX

  *               2010-2016 James Hall <james@parall.ax>, https://github.com/MrRio/jsPDF

  *               2010 Aaron Spike, https://github.com/acspike

  *               2012 Willow Systems Corporation, willow-systems.com

  *               2012 Pablo Hess, https://github.com/pablohess

  *               2012 Florian Jenett, https://github.com/fjenett

  *               2013 Warren Weckesser, https://github.com/warrenweckesser

  *               2013 Youssef Beddad, https://github.com/lifof

  *               2013 Lee Driscoll, https://github.com/lsdriscoll

  *               2013 Stefan Slonevskiy, https://github.com/stefslon
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  *               2013 Jeremy Morel, https://github.com/jmorel

  *               2013 Christoph Hartmann, https://github.com/chris-rock

  *               2014 Juan Pablo Gaviria, https://github.com/juanpgaviria

  *               2014 James Makes, https://github.com/dollaruw

  *               2014 Diego Casorran, https://github.com/diegocr

  *               2014 Steven Spungin, https://github.com/Flamenco

  *               2014 Kenneth Glassey, https://github.com/Gavvers

  *

  * Licensed under the MIT License

  *

  * Contributor(s):

  *    siefkenj, ahwolf, rickygu, Midnith, saintclair, eaparango,

  *    kim3er, mfo, alnorth, Flamenco

  */

/**

  * @license

  * Copyright (c) 2016 Alexander Weidt,

  * https://github.com/BiggA94

  *

  * Licensed under the MIT License. http://opensource.org/licenses/mit-license

  */

/**

  * Copyright (c) 2018 Erik Koopmans

  * Released under the MIT License.

  *

  * Licensed under the MIT License.

  * http://opensource.org/licenses/mit-license

  */

/** @license

  * MIT license.

  * Copyright (c) 2012 Willow Systems Corporation, willow-systems.com

  *               2014 Diego Casorran, https://github.com/diegocr

  *

  *

  * ====================================================================

  */

/**

  * This file adds the standard font metrics to jsPDF.

  *

  * Font metrics data is reprocessed derivative of contents of

  * "Font Metrics for PDF Core 14 Fonts" package, which exhibits the following copyright and license:

  *

  * Copyright (c) 1989, 1990, 1991, 1992, 1993, 1997 Adobe Systems Incorporated. All Rights Reserved.

  *

  * This file and the 14 PostScript(R) AFM files it accompanies may be used,

  * copied, and distributed for any purpose and without charge, with or without

  * modification, provided that all copyright notices are retained; that the AFM

  * files are not distributed without this file; that all modifications to this
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  * file or any of the AFM files are prominently noted in the modified file(s);

  * and that this paragraph is not modified. Adobe Systems has no responsibility

  * or obligation to support the use of the AFM files.

  *

  * @name standard_fonts_metrics

  * @module

  */

/*

   Copyright (c) 2008, Adobe Systems Incorporated

   All rights reserved.

 

   Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

   modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

   met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

     this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

  

   * Neither the name of Adobe Systems Incorporated nor the names of its

     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

     this software without specific prior written permission.

 

   THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

   IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

   THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

   PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR

   CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

   EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

   PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

   PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

   LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

   NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

   SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 */

/*

  Copyright (c) 2013 Gildas Lormeau. All rights reserved.

 

  Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

  modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

  1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

  this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

  2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright
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  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

  the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

  3. The names of the authors may not be used to endorse or promote products

  derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

  THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES,

  INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

  FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL JCRAFT,

  INC. OR ANY CONTRIBUTORS TO THIS SOFTWARE BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

  INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

  LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA,

  OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

  LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

  NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE,

  EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

  */

/*

 # PNG.js

 # Copyright (c) 2011 Devon Govett

 # MIT LICENSE

 #

 #

 */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/lib/jspdf.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

Highcharts JS v7.0.3 (2019-02-06)

Highcharts funnel module

 

(c) 2010-2019 Torstein Honsi

 

License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/modules/funnel.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

Highcharts JS v7.0.3 (2019-02-06)

 

(c) 2009-2018 Torstein Honsi

 

License: www.highcharts.com/license
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*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/highcharts.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/highcharts-more.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license Highcharts JS v7.0.3 (2019-02-06)

*

* 3D features for Highcharts JS

*

* @license: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

/* *

        * (c) 2010-2019 Torstein Honsi

        *

        * License: www.highcharts.com/license

        */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/highcharts-3d.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* (c) 2010-2019 Torstein Honsi

*

* Simple polyfills for array functions in old IE browsers (6, 7 and 8) in

* Highcharts v7+. These polyfills are sufficient for Highcharts to work, but

* for fully compatible polyfills, see MDN.

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/modules/oldie-polyfills.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license @product.name@ JS v@product.version@ (@product.date@)

* Highcharts Drilldown module

*

* Author: Torstein Honsi

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/masters/modules/drilldown.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

Highcharts JS v7.0.3 (2019-02-06)

 

(c) 2009-2019 Torstein Honsi

 

License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/themes/skies.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/themes/dark-green.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/modules/series-label.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/themes/sand-signika.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/themes/dark-blue.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/themes/gray.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/themes/grid-light.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/themes/dark-unica.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/themes/grid.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/modules/broken-axis.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/modules/heatmap.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/modules/overlapping-

datalabels.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/modules/draggable-

points.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *

* (c) 2010-2019 Sebastian Bochan

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-modules/parts-

more/ColumnPyramidSeries.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* (c) 2009-2017 Highsoft, Black Label

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/annotations/annotations.src.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/annotations/navigationBindings.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license  Highcharts JS v7.0.3 (2019-02-06)

* Timeline series

*

* (c) 2010-2019 Highsoft AS

* Author: Daniel Studencki

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

/* *

        *

        *  Experimental Timeline Series.

        *  Note: This API is in alpha stage and will be changed before final release.

        *

        *  (c) 2010-2019 Highsoft AS

        *

        *  Author: Daniel Studencki

        *

        *  License: www.highcharts.com/license

        *

        * */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/modules/timeline.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license  @product.name@ JS v@product.version@ (@product.date@)

*

* Indicator series type for Highstock

*

* (c) 2010-2019 Kamil Kulig

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/masters/indicators/regressions.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
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/*

Highcharts JS v7.0.3 (2019-02-06)

 

(c) 2014-2019 Highsoft AS

Authors: Jon Arild Nygard / Oystein Moseng

 

License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/modules/treemap.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license  @product.name@ JS v@product.version@ (@product.date@)

* Sankey diagram module

*

* (c) 2010-2019 Torstein Honsi

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/masters/modules/sankey.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license Highcharts JS v7.0.3 (2019-02-06)

*

* (c) 2009-2018 Torstein Honsi

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/highcharts-more.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license @product.name@ JS v@product.version@ (@product.date@)

* Accessibility module

*

* (c) 2010-2019 Highsoft AS

* Author: Oystein Moseng

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/masters/modules/accessibility.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license  @product.name@ JS v@product.version@ (@product.date@)

*

* Indicator series type for Highstock

*

* (c) 2010-2019 Pawe Dalek

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/masters/indicators/volume-by-price.src.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/masters/indicators/vwap.src.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/masters/indicators/natr.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* (c) 2010-2019 Torstein Honsi

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*

* Gray theme for Highcharts JS

* @author Torstein Honsi

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-modules/themes/gray.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license  Highcharts JS v7.0.3 (2019-02-06)

*

* Indicator series type for Highstock

*

* (c) 2010-2019 Pawe Fus

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

/**
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        *

        *  (c) 2010-2019 Wojciech Chmiel

        *

        *  License: www.highcharts.com/license

        *

        * */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/indicators/bollinger-

bands.src.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/indicators/stochastic.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license Highcharts

*

* (c) 2009-2016 Torstein Honsi

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/css/themes/sand-

signika.css

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/css/themes/grid-light.css

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/css/highcharts.scss

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/css/highcharts.css

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/css/themes/dark-unica.css

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

 Highcharts JS v7.0.3 (2019-02-06)

 

Variable Pie module for Highcharts

 

(c) 2010-2019 Grzegorz Blachliski

 

License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/modules/variable-pie.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

 Highcharts JS v7.0.3 (2019-02-06)

 

Bullet graph series type for Highcharts
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(c) 2010-2019 Kacper Madej

 

License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/modules/bullet.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

Highcharts JS v7.0.3 (2019-02-06)

Plugin for displaying a message when there is no data visible in chart.

 

(c) 2010-2019 Highsoft AS

Author: Oystein Moseng

 

License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/modules/no-data-to-

display.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

 Highcharts JS v7.0.3 (2019-02-06)

Solid angular gauge module

 

(c) 2010-2019 Torstein Honsi

 

License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/modules/solid-gauge.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *

* (c) 2016 Highsoft AS

* Authors: Lars A. V. Cabrera

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-modules/parts-

gantt/GanttChart.js
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* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-modules/parts-

gantt/GridAxis.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license Highcharts JS v7.0.3 (2019-02-06)

* Highstock as a plugin for Highcharts

*

* (c) 2010-2019 Torstein Honsi

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

/* *

        *

        *  (c) 2010-2019 Torstein Honsi

        *

        *  License: www.highcharts.com/license

        *

        * */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/modules/stock.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license  Highcharts JS v7.0.3 (2019-02-06)

*

* Indicator series type for Highstock

*

* (c) 2010-2019 Pawe Dalek

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

/* *

        *

        *  License: www.highcharts.com/license

        *

        * */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/indicators/natr.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

Highcharts JS v7.0.3 (2019-02-06)

Exporting module

 

(c) 2010-2019 Torstein Honsi
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License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/modules/export-data.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/modules/exporting.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *

* (c) 2010-2019 Torstein Honsi

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-modules/parts-

more/Polar.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-modules/mixins/on-

series.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/parts/AreaSplineSeries.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-modules/parts-

3d/Column.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/parts/CandlestickSeries.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-modules/parts/Axis.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-modules/parts-

more/RadialAxis.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/parts/BarSeries.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-modules/parts-

more/PolygonSeries.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/parts/FlagsSeries.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-modules/parts-

more/ErrorBarSeries.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-modules/parts-

more/Pane.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/parts/AreaSeries.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/parts/OHLCSeries.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/parts/SplineSeries.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-modules/parts-

more/ColumnRangeSeries.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-modules/parts-
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map/MapSeries.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-modules/parts-

more/BubbleSeries.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-modules/parts-

more/GaugeSeries.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/parts/ColumnSeries.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/mixins/centered-series.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-modules/parts-

more/AreaRangeSeries.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/parts/PlotLineOrBand.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-modules/parts-

more/AreaSplineRangeSeries.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-modules/parts-

more/BoxPlotSeries.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/parts/PlotBandSeries.experimental.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/parts/ScatterSeries.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-modules/parts-

more/WaterfallSeries.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-modules/parts-

3d/Math.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/parts/PieSeries.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-modules/parts/Series.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license Highcharts JS v7.0.3 (2019-02-06)

*

* (c) 2009-2019 Torstein Honsi

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

/* *

        *

        *  (c) 2010-2019 Torstein Honsi

        *

        *  License: www.highcharts.com/license

        *

        * */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/modules/heatmap.src.js
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license  Highcharts JS v7.0.3 (2019-02-06)

*

* (c) 2010-2019 Highsoft AS

* Author: Sebastian Domas

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/modules/histogram-

bellcurve.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

 Highcharts JS v7.0.3 (2019-02-06)

Tilemap module

 

(c) 2010-2019 Highsoft AS

 

License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/modules/tilemap.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *

* (c) 2014-2019 Highsoft AS

*

* Authors: Jon Arild Nygard / Oystein Moseng

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/modules/treemap.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

Highcharts JS v7.0.3 (2019-02-06)

Drag-panes module

 

(c) 2010-2019 Highsoft AS

Author: Kacper Madej
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License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/modules/drag-panes.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license  Highcharts JS v7.0.3 (2019-02-06)

*

* (c) 2010-2019 Highsoft AS

* Author: Sebastian Domas

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

/* *

        *

        *  (c) 2010-2019 Highsoft AS

        *

        *  Author: Sebastian Domas

        *

        *  Chaikin Money Flow indicator for Highstock

        *

        *  License: www.highcharts.com/license

        *

        * */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/indicators/cmf.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *

* Highcharts Drilldown module

*

* Author: Torstein Honsi

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/modules/drilldown.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *

* (c) 2016 Highsoft AS

* Authors: Øystein Moseng, Lars A. V. Cabrera
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*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-modules/parts-

gantt/Pathfinder.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *

* Module for using patterns or images as point fills.

*

* (c) 2010-2019 Highsoft AS

* Author: Torstein Hønsi, Øystein Moseng

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/modules/pattern-fill.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license @product.name@ JS v@product.version@ (@product.date@)

* Highmaps as a plugin for Highcharts or Highstock.

*

* (c) 2011-2019 Torstein Honsi

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/masters/modules/map.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

Highcharts JS v7.0.3 (2019-02-06)

Highcharts cylinder module

 

(c) 2010-2019 Kacper Madej

 

License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/modules/cylinder.js
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license Highcharts JS v7.0.3 (2019-02-06)

* Old IE (v6, v7, v8) module for Highcharts v6+.

*

* (c) 2010-2019 Highsoft AS

* Author: Torstein Honsi

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/modules/oldie.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license  Highcharts JS v7.0.3 (2019-02-06)

*

* Indicator series type for Highstock

*

* (c) 2010-2019 Pawe Dalek

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

/* *

        *

        *  (c) 2010-2019 Pawe Dalek

        *

        *  Volume By Price (VBP) indicator for Highstock

        *

        *  License: www.highcharts.com/license

        *

        * */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/indicators/volume-by-

price.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license  Highcharts JS v7.0.3 (2019-02-06)

*

* Bullet graph series type for Highcharts

*

* (c) 2010-2019 Kacper Madej

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license
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*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/modules/bullet.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

Highcharts JS v7.0.3 (2019-02-06)

Advanced Highstock tools

 

(c) 2010-2019 Highsoft AS

Author: Torstein Honsi

 

License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/modules/stock-tools.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/modules/full-screen.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/modules/price-indicator.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license  Highcharts JS v7.0.3 (2019-02-06)

*

* Variable Pie module for Highcharts

*

* (c) 2010-2019 Grzegorz Blachliski

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/modules/variable-pie.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license  @product.name@ JS v@product.version@ (@product.date@)

*

* Money Flow Index indicator for Highstock

*

* (c) 2010-2019 Grzegorz Blachliski

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-
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modules/masters/indicators/mfi.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

* Author: Christer Vasseng, Torstein Honsi

*

* This is a Highcharts module that draws long data series on a cannvas in order

* to increase performance of the initial load time and tooltip responsiveness.

*

* Compatible with WebGL compatible browsers (not IE < 11).

*

* If this module is taken in as part of the core

* - All the loading logic should be merged with core. Update styles in the

*   core.

* - Most of the method wraps should probably be added directly in parent

*   methods.

*

* Notes for boost mode

* - Area lines are not drawn

* - Lines are not drawn on scatter charts

* - Zones and negativeColor don't work

* - Dash styles are not rendered on lines.

* - Columns are always one pixel wide. Don't set the threshold too low.

* - Disable animations

* - Marker shapes are not supported: markers will always be circles

*

* Optimizing tips for users

* - Set extremes (min, max) explicitly on the axes in order for Highcharts to

*   avoid computing extremes.

* - Set enableMouseTracking to false on the series to improve total rendering

*      time.

* - The default threshold is set based on one series. If you have multiple,

*   dense series, the combined number of points drawn gets higher, and you may

*   want to set the threshold lower in order to use optimizations.

* - If drawing large scatter charts, it's beneficial to set the marker radius

*   to a value less than 1. This is to add additional spacing to make the chart

*   more readable.

* - If the value increments on both the X and Y axis aren't small, consider

*   setting useGPUTranslations to true on the boost settings object. If you do

*   this and the increments are small (e.g. datetime axis with small time

*   increments) it may cause rendering issues due to floating point rounding

*   errors, so your millage may vary.

*

* Settings

*    There are two ways of setting the boost threshold:

*    - Per series: boost based on number of points in individual series

*    - Per chart: boost based on the number of series
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*

*  To set the series boost threshold, set seriesBoostThreshold on the chart

*  object.

*  To set the series-specific threshold, set boostThreshold on the series

*  object.

*

*  In addition, the following can be set in the boost object:

*  {

*      //Wether or not to use alpha blending

*      useAlpha: boolean - default: true

*      //Set to true to perform translations on the GPU.

*      //Much faster, but may cause rendering issues

*      //when using values far from 0 due to floating point

*      //rounding issues

*      useGPUTranslations: boolean - default: false

*      //Use pre-allocated buffers, much faster,

*      //but may cause rendering issues with some data sets

*      usePreallocated: boolean - default: false

*  }

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/modules/boost.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license @product.name@ JS v@product.version@ (@product.date@)

*

* 3D features for Highcharts JS

*

* @license: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/masters/highcharts-3d.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *

* (c) 2010-2017 Christer Vasseng, Torstein Honsi

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-modules/mixins/ajax.js
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *

* Highcharts funnel module

*

* (c) 2010-2019 Torstein Honsi

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/modules/funnel.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

 Highcharts JS v7.0.3 (2019-02-06)

Vector plot series module

 

(c) 2010-2019 Torstein Honsi

 

License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/modules/vector.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *

*

*  (c) 2010-2019 Torstein Honsi

*

*  License: www.highcharts.com/license

*

* */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/parts/StockChart.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-modules/parts-

map/ColorAxis.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/parts/DataGrouping.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/parts/Utilities.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/modules/debugger.src.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-
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modules/parts/SvgRenderer.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license Highcharts JS v7.0.3 (2019-02-06)

*

* (c) 2017-2019 Highsoft AS

* Authors: Jon Arild Nygard

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/modules/venn.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *

* Plugin for resizing axes / panes in a chart.

*

* (c) 2010-2017 Highsoft AS

* Author: Kacper Madej

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-modules/modules/drag-

panes.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *

* (c) 2009-2017 Highsoft, Black Label

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/modules/annotations-legacy.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

 Highcharts JS v7.0.3 (2019-02-06)

 

Indicator series type for Highstock

 

(c) 2010-2019 Rafa Sebestjaski
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License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/indicators/dema.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

Highcharts JS v7.0.3 (2019-02-06)

 

3D features for Highcharts JS

 

@license: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/highcharts-3d.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *

* Solid angular gauge module

*

* (c) 2010-2019 Torstein Honsi

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-modules/modules/solid-

gauge.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license Highcharts JS v7.0.3 (2019-02-06)

* StaticScale

*

* (c) 2016-2019 Torstein Honsi, Lars A. V. Cabrera

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/modules/static-scale.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

Highcharts JS v7.0.3 (2019-02-06)

GridAxis
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(c) 2016-2019 Lars A. V. Cabrera

 

License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/modules/grid-axis.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

 Highcharts JS v7.0.3 (2019-02-06)

 

All technical indicators for Highstock

 

(c) 2010-2019 Pawel Fus

 

License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/indicators/indicators-all.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license @product.name@ JS v@product.version@ (@product.date@)

*

* (c) 2017-2019 Highsoft AS

* Authors: Jon Arild Nygard

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/masters/modules/venn.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license @product.name@ JS v@product.version@ (@product.date@)

* Exporting module

*

* (c) 2010-2019 Torstein Honsi

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):
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* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/masters/modules/exporting.src.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/masters/modules/export-data.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* (c) 2010-2019 Torstein Honsi

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*

* Highcharts feature to make the Y axis stay fixed when scrolling the chart

* horizontally on mobile devices. Supports left and right side axes.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/parts/ScrollablePlotArea.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license Highcharts JS v7.0.3 (2019-02-06)

* Gantt series

*

* (c) 2016-2019 Lars A. V. Cabrera

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

/* *

        *

        *  (c) 2016-2019 Highsoft AS

        *

        *  Author: Lars A. V. Cabrera

        *

        *  License: www.highcharts.com/license

        *

        * */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/modules/gantt.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/** @preserve

* canvg.js - Javascript SVG parser and renderer on Canvas

* MIT Licensed

* Gabe Lerner (gabelerner@gmail.com)

* http://code.google.com/p/canvg/

*
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* Requires: rgbcolor.js - http://www.phpied.com/rgb-color-parser-in-javascript/

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/lib/canvg.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license  Highcharts JS v7.0.3 (2019-02-06)

* Streamgraph module

*

* (c) 2010-2019 Torstein Honsi

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-

tgz/package/modules/streamgraph.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license Highcharts JS v7.0.3 (2019-02-06)

*

* (c) 2009-2019 Torstein Honsi

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/themes/sand-signika.src.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/themes/grid-light.src.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/modules/draggable-

points.src.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/modules/overlapping-

datalabels.src.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/themes/grid.src.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/themes/dark-blue.src.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/themes/dark-green.src.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/modules/broken-axis.src.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/themes/gray.src.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/themes/dark-unica.src.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/themes/skies.src.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/modules/series-label.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *

*
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*  (c) 2009-2019 Øystein Moseng

*

*  TimelineEvent class definition.

*

*  License: www.highcharts.com/license

*

* */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/modules/sonification/Timeline.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

 Highcharts JS v7.0.3 (2019-02-06)

 

Indicator series type for Highstock

 

(c) 2010-2019 Kamil Kulig

 

License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/indicators/regressions.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license Highmaps JS v7.0.3 (2019-02-06)

*

* (c) 2009-2019 Torstein Honsi

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

/**

        * A comma delimited string to be parsed. Related options are [startRow](

        * #data.startRow), [endRow](#data.endRow), [startColumn](#data.startColumn)

        * and [endColumn](#data.endColumn) to delimit what part of the table

        * is used. The [lineDelimiter](#data.lineDelimiter) and [itemDelimiter](

        * #data.itemDelimiter) options define the CSV delimiter formats.

        *

        * The built-in CSV parser doesn't support all flavours of CSV, so in

        * some cases it may be necessary to use an external CSV parser. See

        * [this example](https://jsfiddle.net/highcharts/u59176h4/) of parsing

        * CSV through the MIT licensed [Papa Parse](http://papaparse.com/)

        * library.

        *

        * @sample {highcharts} highcharts/data/csv/
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        *         Data from CSV

        *

        * @type      {string}

        * @since     4.0

        * @apioption data.csv

        */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/modules/map-parser.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license  Highcharts JS v7.0.3 (2019-02-06)

* Sankey diagram module

*

* (c) 2010-2019 Torstein Honsi

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/modules/sankey.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Accessibility module - Screen Reader support

*

* (c) 2010-2017 Highsoft AS

* Author: Oystein Moseng

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/modules/screen-reader.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license Highcharts JS v7.0.3 (2019-02-06)

* Exporting module

*

* (c) 2010-2019 Torstein Honsi

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):
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* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/modules/exporting.src.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/modules/export-data.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

 Highcharts JS v7.0.3 (2019-02-06)

 

Indicator series type for Highstock

 

(c) 2010-2019 Daniel Studencki

 

License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/indicators/keltner-

channels.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/indicators/price-channel.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/indicators/acceleration-

bands.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license  @product.name@ JS v@product.version@ (@product.date@)

*

* (c) 2010-2017 Highsoft AS

* Author: Sebastian Domas

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/modules/histogram.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

Highcharts JS v7.0.3 (2019-02-06)

Old IE (v6, v7, v8) module for Highcharts v6+.

 

(c) 2010-2019 Highsoft AS

Author: Torstein Honsi

 

License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/modules/oldie.js
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *

* Tilemaps module

*

* (c) 2010-2017 Highsoft AS

* Author: Øystein Moseng

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/modules/tilemap.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license @product.name@ JS v@product.version@ (@product.date@)

*

* (c) 2009-2019 Highsoft AS

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/masters/themes/avocado.src.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/masters/themes/avocado.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/masters/themes/sunset.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/masters/themes/sunset.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

* Author: Torstein Honsi, Christer Vasseng

*

* This module serves as a fallback for the Boost module in IE9 and IE10. Newer

* browsers support WebGL which is faster.

*

* It is recommended to include this module in conditional comments targeting

* IE9 and IE10.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-
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modules/modules/boost-canvas.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *

*

*  (c) 2009-2019 Øystein Moseng

*

*  Code for sonifying single points.

*

*  License: www.highcharts.com/license

*

* */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/modules/sonification/pointSonify.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Client side exporting module

*

* (c) 2015 Torstein Honsi / Oystein Moseng

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/modules/offline-exporting.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license  @product.name@ JS v@product.version@ (@product.date@)

*

* Indicator series type for Highstock

*

* (c) 2010-2019 Kacper Madej

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/masters/indicators/wma.src.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/masters/indicators/roc.src.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/masters/indicators/zigzag.src.js
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license Highcharts JS v7.0.3 (2019-02-06)

* Client side exporting module

*

* (c) 2015-2019 Torstein Honsi / Oystein Moseng

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/modules/offline-

exporting.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license @product.name@ JS v@product.version@ (@product.date@)

* Old IE (v6, v7, v8) module for Highcharts v6+.

*

* (c) 2010-2019 Highsoft AS

* Author: Torstein Honsi

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/masters/modules/oldie.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

Highcharts JS v7.0.3 (2019-02-06)

Debugger module

 

(c) 2012-2019 Torstein Honsi

 

License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/modules/debugger.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license  @product.name@ JS v@product.version@ (@product.date@)

*

* (c) 2010-2019 Highsoft AS
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* Author: Sebastian Domas

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/masters/indicators/cmf.src.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/masters/modules/histogram-bellcurve.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license  Highcharts JS v7.0.3 (2019-02-06)

*

* Parabolic SAR Indicator for Highstock

*

* (c) 2010-2019 Grzegorz Blachliski

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

/* *

        *

        *  Parabolic SAR indicator for Highstock

        *

        *  (c) 2010-2019 Grzegorz Blachliski

        *

        *  License: www.highcharts.com/license

        *

        * */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/indicators/psar.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *

*

*  (c) 2010-2019 Pawe Dalek

*

*  Volume By Price (VBP) indicator for Highstock

*

*  License: www.highcharts.com/license

*

* */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/indicators/volume-by-price.src.js
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license  @product.name@ JS v@product.version@ (@product.date@)

*

* Parabolic SAR Indicator for Highstock

*

* (c) 2010-2019 Grzegorz Blachliski

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/masters/indicators/psar.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license  Highcharts JS v7.0.3 (2019-02-06)

* Solid angular gauge module

*

* (c) 2010-2019 Torstein Honsi

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/modules/solid-gauge.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *

* Highcharts variwide module

*

* (c) 2010-2019 Torstein Honsi

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/modules/variwide.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *

* (c) 2016-2019 Torstein Honsi, Lars Cabrera

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/modules/static-scale.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license Highcharts JS v7.0.3 (2019-02-06)

* Advanced Highstock tools

*

* (c) 2010-2019 Highsoft AS

* Author: Torstein Honsi

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

/**

        *

        *  Events generator for Stock tools

        *

        *  (c) 2009-2019 Pawe Fus

        *

        *  License: www.highcharts.com/license

        *

        * */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/modules/stock-tools.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *

* (c) 2017 Highsoft AS

* Authors: Lars A. V. Cabrera

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-modules/parts-

gantt/ArrowSymbols.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *

*

*  (c) 2009-2019 Øystein Moseng

*

*  Sonification functions for chart/series.

*

*  License: www.highcharts.com/license
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*

* */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/modules/sonification/chartSonify.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *

* Vector plot series module

*

* (c) 2010-2019 Torstein Honsi

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/modules/vector.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license Highcharts JS v7.0.3 (2019-02-06)

* Highcharts funnel module

*

* (c) 2010-2019 Torstein Honsi

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/modules/funnel.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license Highcharts JS v7.0.3 (2019-02-06)

* Highcharts Drilldown module

*

* Author: Torstein Honsi

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/modules/drilldown.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**
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* @license  @product.name@ JS v@product.version@ (@product.date@)

* Vector plot series module

*

* (c) 2010-2019 Torstein Honsi

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/masters/modules/vector.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *

* (c) 2010-2019 Torstein Honsi

*

* Support for old IE browsers (6, 7 and 8) in Highcharts v6+.

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/modules/oldie.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license Highstock JS v7.0.3 (2019-02-06)

*

* (c) 2009-2018 Torstein Honsi

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

/* *

        *

        *  (c) 2010-2019 Torstein Honsi

        *

        *  License: www.highcharts.com/license

        *

        * */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/highstock.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

Highmaps JS v7.0.3 (2019-02-06)
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(c) 2009-2019 Torstein Honsi

 

License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/modules/map-parser.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license  Highcharts JS v7.0.3 (2019-02-06)

*

* Indicator series type for Highstock

*

* (c) 2010-2019 Kacper Madej

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

/* *

        *

        *  (c) 2010-2019 Kacper Madej

        *

        *  License: www.highcharts.com/license

        *

        * */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/indicators/roc.src.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/indicators/wma.src.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/indicators/zigzag.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license @product.name@ JS v@product.version@ (@product.date@)

* Gantt series

*

* (c) 2016-2019 Lars A. V. Cabrera

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/masters/modules/gantt.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

*
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*  (c) 2010-2019 Wojciech Chmiel

*

*  License: www.highcharts.com/license

*

* */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/mixins/multipe-lines.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

 Highcharts JS v7.0.3 (2019-02-06)

 

(c) 2010-2019 Highsoft AS

Author: Sebastian Domas

 

License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/modules/histogram-

bellcurve.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/indicators/cmf.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

 Highcharts JS v7.0.3 (2019-02-06)

 

Parabolic SAR Indicator for Highstock

 

(c) 2010-2019 Grzegorz Blachliski

 

License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/indicators/psar.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

Highcharts JS v7.0.3 (2019-02-06)

Boost module

 

(c) 2010-2019 Highsoft AS

Author: Torstein Honsi

 

License: www.highcharts.com/license
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*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/modules/boost-canvas.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/modules/boost.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Experimental data export module for Highcharts

*

* (c) 2010-2019 Torstein Honsi

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/modules/export-data.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license @product.name@ JS v@product.version@ (@product.date@)

*

* (c) 2011-2018 Torstein Honsi

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/masters/highmaps.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *

*

*  (c) 2016-2019 Highsoft AS

*

*  Authors: Jon Arild Nygard

*

*  License: www.highcharts.com/license

*

* */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-modules/parts-

gantt/Tree.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
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/* *

*

*  (c) 2009-2019 Øystein Moseng

*

*  Earcons for the sonification module in Highcharts.

*

*  License: www.highcharts.com/license

*

* */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/modules/sonification/Earcon.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

Highmaps JS v7.0.3 (2019-02-06)

 

(c) 2011-2018 Torstein Honsi

 

License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/highmaps.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license  @product.name@ JS v@product.version@ (@product.date@)

*

* All technical indicators for Highstock

*

* (c) 2010-2019 Pawel Fus

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/masters/indicators/indicators-all.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license  @product.name@ JS v@product.version@ (@product.date@)

*

* Variable Pie module for Highcharts

*

* (c) 2010-2019 Grzegorz Blachliski
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*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/masters/modules/variable-pie.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *

*

*  (c) 2016-2019 Highsoft AS

*

*  Author: Lars A. V. Cabrera

*

*  License: www.highcharts.com/license

*

* */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-modules/parts-

gantt/GanttSeries.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-modules/parts-

gantt/CurrentDateIndicator.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Accessibility module - Keyboard navigation

*

* (c) 2010-2017 Highsoft AS

* Author: Oystein Moseng

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/modules/keyboard-navigation.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *

* (c) 2010-2019 Torstein Honsi

*

* Extenstion for 3d axes

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-modules/parts-

3d/Axis.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license  Highcharts JS v7.0.3 (2019-02-06)

*

* Indicator series type for Highstock

*

* (c) 2010-2019 Pawe Fus

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

/* *

        *

        *  License: www.highcharts.com/license

        *

        * */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/indicators/pivot-

points.src.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/indicators/price-

envelopes.src.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/indicators/rsi.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license  Highcharts JS v7.0.3 (2019-02-06)

* Wind barb series module

*

* (c) 2010-2019 Torstein Honsi

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/modules/windbarb.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) Highsoft AS. All rights reserved.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/highcharts-gantt.src.d.ts

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/highmaps.d.ts
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* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/highstock.d.ts

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/highmaps.src.d.ts

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/highstock.src.d.ts

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/highcharts-gantt.d.ts

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license  @product.name@ JS v@product.version@ (@product.date@)

*

* Bullet graph series type for Highcharts

*

* (c) 2010-2019 Kacper Madej

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/masters/modules/bullet.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license @product.name@ JS v@product.version@ (@product.date@)

* Drag-panes module

*

* (c) 2010-2019 Highsoft AS

* Author: Kacper Madej

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/masters/modules/drag-panes.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license  @product.name@ JS v@product.version@ (@product.date@)

*

* Indicator series type for Highstock

*

* (c) 2010-2019 Sebastian Bochan

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-
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modules/masters/indicators/ichimoku-kinko-hyo.src.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/masters/indicators/macd.src.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/masters/indicators/momentum.src.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/masters/indicators/cci.src.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/masters/indicators/ema.src.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/masters/indicators/accumulation-distribution.src.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/masters/indicators/atr.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license  @product.name@ JS v@product.version@ (@product.date@)

*

* Indicator series type for Highstock

*

* (c) 2010-2019 Rafal Sebestjanski

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/masters/indicators/tema.src.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/masters/indicators/trix.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license  Highcharts JS v7.0.3 (2019-02-06)

* Highcharts variwide module

*

* (c) 2010-2019 Torstein Honsi

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/modules/variwide.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license  @product.name@ JS v@product.version@ (@product.date@)

* Tilemap module
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*

* (c) 2010-2019 Highsoft AS

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/masters/modules/tilemap.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license Highcharts JS v7.0.3 (2019-02-06)

* Sonification module

*

* (c) 2012-2019 Øystein Moseng

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

/* *

        *

        *  (c) 2009-2019 Øystein Moseng

        *

        *  Instrument class for sonification module.

        *

        *  License: www.highcharts.com/license

        *

        * */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/modules/sonification.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *

* Experimental dependency wheel module

*

* (c) 2018 Torstein Honsi

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/modules/dependency-wheel.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

Highcharts JS v7.0.3 (2019-02-06)
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Arrow Symbols

 

(c) 2017-2019 Lars A. V. Cabrera

 

License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/modules/arrow-symbols.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *

* (c) 2010-2019 Kacper Madej

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/modules/bullet.src.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/modules/cylinder.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *

* (c) 2009-2019 Torstein Honsi

*

* SVG map parser. This file requires data.js.

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-modules/modules/map-

parser.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* (c) 2009-2019 Sebastian Bochann

*

* Full screen for Highcharts

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-modules/modules/full-

screen.src.js
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license Highcharts JS v7.0.3 (2019-02-06)

* Drag-panes module

*

* (c) 2010-2019 Highsoft AS

* Author: Kacper Madej

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/modules/drag-panes.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license  @product.name@ JS v@product.version@ (@product.date@)

* Dependency wheel module

*

* (c) 2010-2018 Torstein Honsi

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/masters/modules/dependency-wheel.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license  Highcharts JS v7.0.3 (2019-02-06)

*

* Indicator series type for Highstock

*

* (c) 2010-2019 Rafal Sebestjanski

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

/* *

        *

        *  License: www.highcharts.com/license

        *

        * */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/indicators/tema.src.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/indicators/trix.src.js
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license @product.name@ JS v@product.version@ (@product.date@)

* Tree Grid

*

* (c) 2016-2019 Jon Arild Nygard

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/masters/modules/treegrid.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license  @product.name@ JS v@product.version@ (@product.date@)

* Streamgraph module

*

* (c) 2010-2019 Torstein Honsi

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/masters/modules/streamgraph.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* (c) 2010-2019 Pawel Fus & Daniel Studencki

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/mixins/reduce-array.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *

*

*  (c) 2010-2019 Kacper Madej

*

*  License: www.highcharts.com/license

*

* */
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/indicators/wma.src.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/indicators/zigzag.src.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/indicators/roc.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license  @product.name@ JS v@product.version@ (@product.date@)

*

* Pareto series type for Highcharts

*

* (c) 2010-2019 Sebastian Bochan

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/masters/modules/pareto.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license @product.name@ JS v@product.version@ (@product.date@)

* Advanced Highstock tools

*

* (c) 2010-2019 Highsoft AS

* Author: Torstein Honsi

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/masters/modules/full-screen.src.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/masters/modules/stock-tools.src.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/masters/modules/price-indicator.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* (c) 2009-2019 Highsoft AS

* Authors: Øystein Moseng, Torstein Hønsi, Jon A. Nygård

*
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* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/modules/draggable-points.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license  Highcharts JS v7.0.3 (2019-02-06)

*

* All technical indicators for Highstock

*

* (c) 2010-2019 Pawel Fus

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

/* *

        *

        *  License: www.highcharts.com/license

        *

        * */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/indicators/indicators-

all.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license  Highcharts JS v7.0.3 (2019-02-06)

*

* Indicator series type for Highstock

*

* (c) 2010-2019 Daniel Studencki

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

/**

        *

        *  (c) 2010-2019 Wojciech Chmiel

        *

        *  License: www.highcharts.com/license

        *

        * */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/indicators/price-

channel.src.js
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* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/indicators/acceleration-

bands.src.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/indicators/keltner-

channels.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *

*

*  (c) 2009-2019 Øystein Moseng

*

*  Utility functions for sonification.

*

*  License: www.highcharts.com/license

*

* */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/modules/sonification/utilities.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* (c) 2010-2017 Highsoft AS

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*

* Accessible high-contrast theme for Highcharts. Considers colorblindness and

* monochrome rendering.

* @author Øystein Moseng

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/themes/sunset.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/themes/avocado.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* (c) 2010-2019 Torstein Honsi

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*

* Dark blue theme for Highcharts JS

* @author Torstein Honsi

*/

 

Found in path(s):
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* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-modules/themes/dark-

green.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-modules/themes/dark-

blue.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *

* (c) 2010-2019 Torstein Honsi

*

* Scatter 3D series.

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-modules/parts-

3d/Scatter.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *

* Experimental Highcharts module which enables visualization of a word cloud.

*

* (c) 2016-2019 Highsoft AS

*

* Authors: Jon Arild Nygard

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/modules/wordcloud.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license @product.name@ JS v@product.version@ (@product.date@)

* Data module

*

* (c) 2012-2019 Torstein Honsi

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/masters/modules/data.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
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/**

* @license @product.name@ JS v@product.version@ (@product.date@)

*

* (c) 2017-2018 Lars Cabrera, Torstein Honsi, Jon Arild Nygard & Oystein Moseng

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/masters/highcharts-gantt.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

 Highcharts JS v7.0.3 (2019-02-06)

 

Data grouping module

 

(c) 2010-2019 Torstein Hnsi

 

License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/modules/datagrouping.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* GUI generator for Stock tools

*

* (c) 2009-2017 Sebastian Bochan

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/modules/stock-tools-gui.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *

* (c) 2010-2019 Torstein Honsi

*

* Extension to the Series object in 3D charts.

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-modules/parts-

3d/Series.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license  @product.name@ JS v@product.version@ (@product.date@)

* Force directed graph module

*

* (c) 2010-2019 Torstein Honsi

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/masters/modules/networkgraph.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license  Highcharts JS v7.0.3 (2019-02-06)

*

* Indicator series type for Highstock

*

* (c) 2010-2019 Wojciech Chmiel

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

/**

        *

        *  (c) 2010-2019 Wojciech Chmiel

        *

        *  License: www.highcharts.com/license

        *

        * */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/indicators/aroon-

oscillator.src.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/indicators/aroon.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license  @product.name@ JS v@product.version@ (@product.date@)

*

* Indicator series type for Highstock

*

* (c) 2010-2019 Daniel Studencki
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*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/masters/indicators/price-channel.src.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/masters/indicators/acceleration-bands.src.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/masters/indicators/keltner-channels.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

 Highcharts JS v7.0.3 (2019-02-06)

 

Indicator series type for Highstock

 

(c) 2010-2019 Pawe Fus

 

License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/indicators/price-

envelopes.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/indicators/rsi.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/indicators/stochastic.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/indicators/bollinger-

bands.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/indicators/pivot-points.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

Highcharts JS v7.0.3 (2019-02-06)

Old IE (v6, v7, v8) array polyfills for Highcharts v7+.

 

(c) 2010-2019 Highsoft AS

Author: Torstein Honsi

 

License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/modules/oldie-polyfills.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*
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canvg.js - Javascript SVG parser and renderer on Canvas

MIT Licensed

Gabe Lerner (gabelerner@gmail.com)

http://code.google.com/p/canvg/

 

Requires: rgbcolor.js - http://www.phpied.com/rgb-color-parser-in-javascript/

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/lib/canvg.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

 Highcharts JS v7.0.3 (2019-02-06)

Streamgraph module

 

(c) 2010-2019 Torstein Honsi

 

License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/modules/streamgraph.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license  Highcharts JS v7.0.3 (2019-02-06)

*

* Data grouping module

*

* (c) 2010-2019 Torstein Hønsi

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

/* *

        *

        *  (c) 2010-2019 Torstein Honsi

        *

        *  License: www.highcharts.com/license

        *

        * */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-

tgz/package/modules/datagrouping.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
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/**

* @license  Highcharts JS v7.0.3 (2019-02-06)

*

* Support for parallel coordinates in Highcharts

*

* (c) 2010-2019 Pawel Fus

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/modules/parallel-

coordinates.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *

*

*  This module implements sunburst charts in Highcharts.

*

*  (c) 2016-2019 Highsoft AS

*

*  Authors: Jon Arild Nygard

*

*  License: www.highcharts.com/license

*

* */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/modules/sunburst.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license @product.name@ JS v@product.version@ (@product.date@)

* Highcharts cylinder module

*

* (c) 2010-2019 Kacper Madej

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/masters/modules/cylinder.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license  @product.name@ JS v@product.version@ (@product.date@)
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*

* Indicator series type for Highstock

*

* (c) 2010-2019 Wojciech Chmiel

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/masters/indicators/aroon.src.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/masters/indicators/ao.src.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/masters/indicators/dpo.src.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/masters/indicators/supertrend.src.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/masters/indicators/chaikin.src.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/masters/indicators/apo.src.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/masters/indicators/williams-r.src.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/masters/indicators/ppo.src.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/masters/indicators/aroon-oscillator.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license Highcharts JS v7.0.3 (2019-02-06)

* Module for adding patterns and images as point fills.

*

* (c) 2010-2019 Highsoft AS

* Author: Torstein Hønsi, Øystein Moseng

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/modules/pattern-fill.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* (c) 2010-2019 Torstein Honsi

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*
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* Sand-Signika theme for Highcharts JS

* @author Torstein Honsi

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-modules/themes/sand-

signika.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

Highcharts JS v7.0.3 (2019-02-06)

Annotations module

 

(c) 2009-2019 Torstein Honsi

 

License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/modules/annotations.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/modules/annotations-

advanced.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

Highcharts JS v7.0.3 (2019-02-06)

Gantt series

 

(c) 2016-2019 Lars A. V. Cabrera

 

License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/modules/gantt.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license @product.name@ JS v@product.version@ (@product.date@)

* Highcharts funnel module

*

* (c) 2010-2019 Torstein Honsi

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-
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modules/masters/modules/funnel.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

 Highcharts JS v7.0.3 (2019-02-06)

 

Indicator series type for Highstock

 

(c) 2010-2019 Pawe Dalek

 

License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/indicators/vwap.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/indicators/natr.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/indicators/volume-by-

price.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license  Highcharts JS v7.0.3 (2019-02-06)

*

* Indicator series type for Highstock

*

* (c) 2010-2019 Pawe Dalek

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

/* *

        *

        *  (c) 2010-2019 Pawe Dalek

        *

        *  Volume Weighted Average Price (VWAP) indicator for Highstock

        *

        *  License: www.highcharts.com/license

        *

        * */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/indicators/vwap.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license  @product.name@ JS v@product.version@ (@product.date@)

*

* Item series type for Highcharts

*
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* (c) 2010-2019 Torstein Honsi

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/masters/modules/item-series.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *

* Experimental Highcharts module which enables visualization of a Venn Diagram.

*

* (c) 2016-2019 Highsoft AS

*

* Authors: Jon Arild Nygard

*

* Layout algorithm by Ben Frederickson:

* https://www.benfrederickson.com/better-venn-diagrams/

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/modules/venn.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

 Highcharts JS v7.0.3 (2019-02-06)

 

Indicator series type for Highstock

 

(c) 2010-2019 Rafal Sebestjanski

 

License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/indicators/trix.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/indicators/tema.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *

* (c) 2010-2019 Torstein Honsi

*

* 3D pie series

*
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* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-modules/parts-3d/Pie.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license Highcharts JS v7.0.3 (2019-02-06)

*

* (c) 2017-2018 Lars Cabrera, Torstein Honsi, Jon Arild Nygard & Oystein Moseng

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

/* *

        *

        *  (c) 2010-2019 Torstein Honsi

        *

        *  License: www.highcharts.com/license

        *

        * */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/highcharts-gantt.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license @product.name@ JS v@product.version@ (@product.date@)

* Old IE (v6, v7, v8) array polyfills for Highcharts v7+.

*

* (c) 2010-2019 Highsoft AS

* Author: Torstein Honsi

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/masters/modules/oldie-polyfills.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license @product.name@ JS v@product.version@ (@product.date@)

* Annotations module

*

* (c) 2009-2019 Torstein Honsi

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license
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*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/masters/modules/annotations-advanced.src.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/masters/modules/annotations.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

 Highcharts JS v7.0.3 (2019-02-06)

Highcharts variwide module

 

(c) 2010-2019 Torstein Honsi

 

License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/modules/variwide.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license  Highcharts JS v7.0.3 (2019-02-06)

*

* Pareto series type for Highcharts

*

* (c) 2010-2019 Sebastian Bochan

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/modules/pareto.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Accessibility module - internationalization support

*

* (c) 2010-2019 Highsoft AS

* Author: Øystein Moseng

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-modules/modules/a11y-

i18n.src.js
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license @product.name@ JS v@product.version@ (@product.date@)

* Sonification module

*

* (c) 2012-2019 Øystein Moseng

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/masters/modules/sonification.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *

*

*  (c) 2009-2019 Øystein Moseng

*

*  Instrument definitions for sonification module.

*

*  License: www.highcharts.com/license

*

* */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/modules/sonification/instrumentDefinitions.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license @product.name@ JS v@product.version@ (@product.date@)

* Debugger module

*

* (c) 2012-2019 Torstein Honsi

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/masters/modules/debugger.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license Highcharts JS v7.0.3 (2019-02-06)

* Data module
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*

* (c) 2012-2019 Torstein Honsi

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

/**

        * A comma delimited string to be parsed. Related options are [startRow](

        * #data.startRow), [endRow](#data.endRow), [startColumn](#data.startColumn)

        * and [endColumn](#data.endColumn) to delimit what part of the table

        * is used. The [lineDelimiter](#data.lineDelimiter) and [itemDelimiter](

        * #data.itemDelimiter) options define the CSV delimiter formats.

        *

        * The built-in CSV parser doesn't support all flavours of CSV, so in

        * some cases it may be necessary to use an external CSV parser. See

        * [this example](https://jsfiddle.net/highcharts/u59176h4/) of parsing

        * CSV through the MIT licensed [Papa Parse](http://papaparse.com/)

        * library.

        *

        * @sample {highcharts} highcharts/data/csv/

        *         Data from CSV

        *

        * @type      {string}

        * @since     4.0

        * @apioption data.csv

        */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/modules/data.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license Highcharts JS v7.0.3 (2019-02-06)

*

* (c) 2009-2018 Torstein Honsi

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

/* *

        *

        *  (c) 2010-2019 Torstein Honsi

        *

        *  License: www.highcharts.com/license

        *

        * */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/highcharts.src.js
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

 Highcharts JS v7.0.3 (2019-02-06)

Dependency wheel module

 

(c) 2010-2018 Torstein Honsi

 

License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/modules/dependency-

wheel.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

 Highcharts JS v7.0.3 (2019-02-06)

Sankey diagram module

 

(c) 2010-2019 Torstein Honsi

 

License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/modules/sankey.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

 Highcharts JS v7.0.3 (2019-02-06)

 

Support for parallel coordinates in Highcharts

 

(c) 2010-2019 Pawel Fus

 

License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/modules/parallel-

coordinates.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

Highcharts JS v7.0.3 (2019-02-06)

Client side exporting module
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(c) 2015-2019 Torstein Honsi / Oystein Moseng

 

License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/modules/offline-

exporting.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

Highcharts JS v7.0.3 (2019-02-06)

Module for adding patterns and images as point fills.

 

(c) 2010-2019 Highsoft AS

Author: Torstein Hnsi, ystein Moseng

 

License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/modules/pattern-fill.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *

*

*  (c) 2010-2019 Kamil Kulig

*

*  License: www.highcharts.com/license

*

* */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/indicators/regressions.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

Highcharts JS v7.0.3 (2019-02-06)

Data module

 

(c) 2012-2019 Torstein Honsi

 

License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/modules/data.js
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license  @product.name@ JS v@product.version@ (@product.date@)

* Wind barb series module

*

* (c) 2010-2019 Torstein Honsi

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/masters/modules/windbarb.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

// Console-polyfill. MIT license.

/** @license

  * jsPDF - PDF Document creation from JavaScript

  * Version 2.0.0 Built on 2019-01-22T15:32:38.220Z

  *                           CommitID 0110a2202b

  *

  * Copyright (c) 2015-2018 yWorks GmbH, http://www.yworks.com

  *               2015-2018 Lukas Holländer <lukas.hollaender@yworks.com>, https://github.com/HackbrettXXX

  *               2010-2016 James Hall <james@parall.ax>, https://github.com/MrRio/jsPDF

  *               2010 Aaron Spike, https://github.com/acspike

  *               2012 Willow Systems Corporation, willow-systems.com

  *               2012 Pablo Hess, https://github.com/pablohess

  *               2012 Florian Jenett, https://github.com/fjenett

  *               2013 Warren Weckesser, https://github.com/warrenweckesser

  *               2013 Youssef Beddad, https://github.com/lifof

  *               2013 Lee Driscoll, https://github.com/lsdriscoll

  *               2013 Stefan Slonevskiy, https://github.com/stefslon

  *               2013 Jeremy Morel, https://github.com/jmorel

  *               2013 Christoph Hartmann, https://github.com/chris-rock

  *               2014 Juan Pablo Gaviria, https://github.com/juanpgaviria

  *               2014 James Makes, https://github.com/dollaruw

  *               2014 Diego Casorran, https://github.com/diegocr

  *               2014 Steven Spungin, https://github.com/Flamenco

  *               2014 Kenneth Glassey, https://github.com/Gavvers

  *

  * Licensed under the MIT License

  *

  * Contributor(s):

  *    siefkenj, ahwolf, rickygu, Midnith, saintclair, eaparango,

  *    kim3er, mfo, alnorth, Flamenco

  */

/**
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  * @license

  * Copyright (c) 2016 Alexander Weidt,

  * https://github.com/BiggA94

  *

  * Licensed under the MIT License. http://opensource.org/licenses/mit-license

  */

/**

  * Copyright (c) 2018 Erik Koopmans

  * Released under the MIT License.

  *

  * Licensed under the MIT License.

  * http://opensource.org/licenses/mit-license

  */

/** @license

  * MIT license.

  * Copyright (c) 2012 Willow Systems Corporation, willow-systems.com

  *               2014 Diego Casorran, https://github.com/diegocr

  *

  *

  * ====================================================================

  */

/**

  * This file adds the standard font metrics to jsPDF.

  *

  * Font metrics data is reprocessed derivative of contents of

  * "Font Metrics for PDF Core 14 Fonts" package, which exhibits the following copyright and license:

  *

  * Copyright (c) 1989, 1990, 1991, 1992, 1993, 1997 Adobe Systems Incorporated. All Rights Reserved.

  *

  * This file and the 14 PostScript(R) AFM files it accompanies may be used,

  * copied, and distributed for any purpose and without charge, with or without

  * modification, provided that all copyright notices are retained; that the AFM

  * files are not distributed without this file; that all modifications to this

  * file or any of the AFM files are prominently noted in the modified file(s);

  * and that this paragraph is not modified. Adobe Systems has no responsibility

  * or obligation to support the use of the AFM files.

  *

  * @name standard_fonts_metrics

  * @module

  */

/* Blob.js

  * A Blob implementation.

  * 2014-07-24

  *

  * By Eli Grey, http://eligrey.com

  * By Devin Samarin, https://github.com/dsamarin

  * License: X11/MIT

  *   See https://github.com/eligrey/Blob.js/blob/master/LICENSE.md
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  */

/* FileSaver.js

  * A saveAs() FileSaver implementation.

  * 1.3.2

  * 2016-06-16 18:25:19

  *

  * By Eli Grey, http://eligrey.com

  * License: MIT

  *   See https://github.com/eligrey/FileSaver.js/blob/master/LICENSE.md

  */

/*

   Copyright (c) 2008, Adobe Systems Incorporated

   All rights reserved.

 

   Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

   modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

   met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

     this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

  

   * Neither the name of Adobe Systems Incorporated nor the names of its

     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

     this software without specific prior written permission.

 

   THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

   IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

   THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

   PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR

   CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

   EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

   PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

   PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

   LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

   NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

   SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 */

/*

  Copyright (c) 2013 Gildas Lormeau. All rights reserved.

 

  Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

  modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

  1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,
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  this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

  2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

  the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

  3. The names of the authors may not be used to endorse or promote products

  derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

  THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES,

  INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

  FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL JCRAFT,

  INC. OR ANY CONTRIBUTORS TO THIS SOFTWARE BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

  INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

  LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA,

  OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

  LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

  NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE,

  EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

  */

/*

 # PNG.js

 # Copyright (c) 2011 Devon Govett

 # MIT LICENSE

 #

 #

 */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/lib/jspdf.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license @product.name@ JS v@product.version@ (@product.date@)

* Arrow Symbols

*

* (c) 2017-2019 Lars A. V. Cabrera

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/masters/modules/arrow-symbols.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license Highcharts JS v7.0.3 (2019-02-06)
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*

* (c) 2014-2019 Highsoft AS

* Authors: Jon Arild Nygard / Oystein Moseng

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/modules/treemap.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* (c) 2009-2019 Sebastian Bochann

*

* Price indicator for Highcharts

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/modules/price-indicator.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *

* (c) 2010-2019 Torstein Honsi

*

* Extensions to the SVGRenderer class to enable 3D shapes

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-modules/parts-

3d/SVGRenderer.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *

* (c) 2010-2017 Sebastian Bochan

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/modules/pareto.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
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/**

* @license  Highcharts JS v7.0.3 (2019-02-06)

*

* Item series type for Highcharts

*

* (c) 2010-2019 Torstein Honsi

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

/* *

        *

        *  (c) 2009-2019 Torstein Honsi

        *

        *  Item series type for Highcharts

        *

        *  License: www.highcharts.com/license

        *

        * */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/modules/item-series.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

Highcharts JS v7.0.3 (2019-02-06)

 

(c) 2017-2019 Highsoft AS

Authors: Jon Arild Nygard

 

License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/modules/venn.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Modules in this bundle

* @license

*

* svg2pdf.js:

*   license: MIT (http://opensource.org/licenses/MIT)

*   author: yFiles for HTML Support Team <yfileshtml@yworks.com>

*   homepage: https://github.com/yWorks/svg2pdf.js#readme

*   version: 1.3.1

*

* cssesc:

*   license: MIT (http://opensource.org/licenses/MIT)
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*   author: Mathias Bynens

*   homepage: https://mths.be/cssesc

*   version: 2.0.0

*

* font-family:

*   license: MIT (http://opensource.org/licenses/MIT)

*   author: Taro Hanamura <m@hanamurataro.com>

*   homepage: https://github.com/hanamura/font-family

*   version: 0.2.0

*

* svgpath:

*   license: MIT (http://opensource.org/licenses/MIT)

*   homepage: https://github.com/fontello/svgpath#readme

*   version: 2.2.1

*

* This header is generated by licensify (https://github.com/twada/licensify)

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/lib/svg2pdf.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license Highcharts JS v7.0.3 (2019-02-06)

* Pathfinder

*

* (c) 2016-2019 Øystein Moseng

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/modules/pathfinder.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license Highcharts JS v7.0.3 (2019-02-06)

* CurrentDateIndicator

*

* (c) 2010-2019 Lars A. V. Cabrera

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

/* *

        *

        *  (c) 2016-2019 Highsoft AS

        *

        *  Author: Lars A. V. Cabrera
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        *

        *  License: www.highcharts.com/license

        *

        * */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/modules/current-date-

indicator.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license  Highcharts JS v7.0.3 (2019-02-06)

*

* Indicator series type for Highstock

*

* (c) 2010-2019 Wojciech Chmiel

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

/* *

        *

        *  License: www.highcharts.com/license

        *

        * */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/indicators/ppo.src.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/indicators/dpo.src.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/indicators/chaikin.src.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/indicators/williams-r.src.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/indicators/ao.src.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/indicators/apo.src.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/indicators/supertrend.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

Highstock JS v7.0.3 (2019-02-06)

 

(c) 2009-2018 Torstein Honsi

 

License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/highstock.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**
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* (c) 2009-2019 Torstein Honsi

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/modules/broken-axis.src.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/modules/series-label.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license @product.name@ JS v@product.version@ (@product.date@)

*

* (c) 2014-2019 Highsoft AS

* Authors: Jon Arild Nygard / Oystein Moseng

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/masters/modules/treemap.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *

* (c) 2010-2019 Highsoft AS

*

* Author: Pawe Potaczek

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-modules/parts-

more/BubbleLegend.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

*

*  Events generator for Stock tools

*

*  (c) 2009-2019 Pawe Fus

*

*  License: www.highcharts.com/license

*

* */
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/modules/stock-tools-bindings.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license @product.name@ JS v@product.version@ (@product.date@)

* GridAxis

*

* (c) 2016-2019 Lars A. V. Cabrera

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/masters/modules/grid-axis.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license  @product.name@ JS v@product.version@ (@product.date@)

*

* Data grouping module

*

* (c) 2010-2019 Torstein Hønsi

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/masters/modules/datagrouping.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) Highsoft AS. All rights reserved.

*/

/**

    * (Highcharts, Highstock, Highmaps, Gantt) A comma delimited string to be

    * parsed. Related options are startRow, endRow, startColumn and endColumn

    * to delimit what part of the table is used. The lineDelimiter and

    * itemDelimiter options define the CSV delimiter formats.

    *

    * The built-in CSV parser doesn't support all flavours of CSV, so in some

    * cases it may be necessary to use an external CSV parser. See this example

    * of parsing CSV through the MIT licensed Papa Parse library.

    *
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    * @see https://api.highcharts.com/highcharts/data.csv

    * @see https://api.highcharts.com/highstock/data.csv

    * @see https://api.highcharts.com/highmaps/data.csv

    * @see https://api.highcharts.com/gantt/data.csv

    */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/highcharts.src.d.ts

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/highcharts.d.ts

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license Highcharts JS v7.0.3 (2019-02-06)

* X-range series

*

* (c) 2010-2019 Torstein Honsi, Lars A. V. Cabrera

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/modules/xrange.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

 Highcharts JS v7.0.3 (2019-02-06)

 

Indicator series type for Highstock

 

(c) 2010-2019 Wojciech Chmiel

 

License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/indicators/williams-r.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/indicators/dpo.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/indicators/supertrend.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/indicators/aroon.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/indicators/apo.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/indicators/aroon-

oscillator.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/indicators/ppo.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/indicators/chaikin.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/indicators/ao.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**
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* @license  Highcharts JS v7.0.3 (2019-02-06)

*

* Indicator series type for Highstock

*

* (c) 2010-2019 Sebastian Bochan

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

/* *

        *

        *  License: www.highcharts.com/license

        *

        * */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/indicators/ichimoku-

kinko-hyo.src.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/indicators/cci.src.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/indicators/macd.src.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/indicators/accumulation-

distribution.src.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-

tgz/package/indicators/momentum.src.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/indicators/atr.src.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/indicators/ema.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license @product.name@ JS v@product.version@ (@product.date@)

* Plugin for displaying a message when there is no data visible in chart.

*

* (c) 2010-2019 Highsoft AS

* Author: Oystein Moseng

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/masters/modules/no-data-to-display.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* (c) 2010-2018 Pawe Fus

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/mixins/navigation.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

 Highcharts JS v7.0.3 (2019-02-06)

 

Money Flow Index indicator for Highstock

 

(c) 2010-2019 Grzegorz Blachliski

 

License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/indicators/mfi.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

 Highcharts JS v7.0.3 (2019-02-06)

Timeline series

 

(c) 2010-2019 Highsoft AS

Author: Daniel Studencki

 

License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/modules/timeline.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license Highcharts JS v7.0.3 (2019-02-06)

* Arrow Symbols

*

* (c) 2017-2019 Lars A. V. Cabrera

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/modules/arrow-

symbols.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *
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*

*  Plugin for displaying a message when there is no data visible in chart.

*

*  (c) 2010-2019 Highsoft AS

*

*  Author: Oystein Moseng

*

*  License: www.highcharts.com/license

*

* */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-modules/modules/no-

data-to-display.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *

* Streamgraph module

*

* (c) 2010-2019 Torstein Honsi

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/modules/streamgraph.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *

*

*  License: www.highcharts.com/license

*

* */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/indicators/trix.src.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/indicators/bollinger-bands.src.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/indicators/ema.src.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/indicators/ichimoku-kinko-hyo.src.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/indicators/ao.src.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/indicators/chaikin.src.js
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* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/indicators/pivot-points.src.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/indicators/stochastic.src.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/indicators/macd.src.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/indicators/natr.src.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/indicators/ppo.src.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/indicators/aroon.src.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/indicators/keltner-channels.src.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/indicators/price-envelopes.src.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/indicators/acceleration-bands.src.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/indicators/indicators.src.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/indicators/dema.src.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/indicators/tema.src.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/indicators/rsi.src.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/indicators/dpo.src.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/indicators/cci.src.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/indicators/price-channel.src.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/indicators/aroon-oscillator.src.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/indicators/accumulation-distribution.src.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/indicators/momentum.src.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/indicators/apo.src.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/indicators/supertrend.src.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/indicators/williams-r.src.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/indicators/atr.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
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/**

* @license  @product.name@ JS v@product.version@ (@product.date@)

* Timeline series

*

* (c) 2010-2019 Highsoft AS

* Author: Daniel Studencki

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/masters/modules/timeline.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *

*

*  (c) 2009-2019 Øystein Moseng

*

*  Sonification module for Highcharts

*

*  License: www.highcharts.com/license

*

* */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/modules/sonification/sonification.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

Highmaps JS v7.0.3 (2019-02-06)

Highmaps as a plugin for Highcharts or Highstock.

 

(c) 2011-2019 Torstein Honsi

 

License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/modules/map.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *

*

*  (c) 2010-2019 Highsoft AS

*

*  Author: Sebastian Domas
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*

*  Chaikin Money Flow indicator for Highstock

*

*  License: www.highcharts.com/license

*

* */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/indicators/cmf.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *

* Mixin for downloading content in the browser

*

* (c) 2015-2019 Oystein Moseng

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/mixins/download-url.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

 Highcharts JS v7.0.3 (2019-02-06)

 

Indicator series type for Highstock

 

(c) 2010-2019 Kacper Madej

 

License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/indicators/roc.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/indicators/zigzag.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/indicators/wma.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *

* (c) 2010-2019 Torstein Honsi

*

* Extension for 3D charts

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-modules/parts-

3d/Chart.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

 Highcharts JS v7.0.3 (2019-02-06)

 

Indicator series type for Highstock

 

(c) 2010-2019 Pawel Fus, Sebastian Bochan

 

License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/indicators/indicators.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *

* Error information for the debugger module

* (c) 2010-2019 Torstein Honsi

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-modules/error-

messages.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license Highcharts JS v7.0.3 (2019-02-06)

* Accessibility module

*

* (c) 2010-2019 Highsoft AS

* Author: Oystein Moseng

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-

tgz/package/modules/accessibility.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license  Highcharts JS v7.0.3 (2019-02-06)
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*

* Indicator series type for Highstock

*

* (c) 2010-2019 Kamil Kulig

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

/* *

        *

        *  (c) 2010-2019 Kamil Kulig

        *

        *  License: www.highcharts.com/license

        *

        * */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-

tgz/package/indicators/regressions.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license Highcharts JS v7.0.3 (2019-02-06)

* Old IE (v6, v7, v8) array polyfills for Highcharts v7+.

*

* (c) 2010-2019 Highsoft AS

* Author: Torstein Honsi

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/modules/oldie-

polyfills.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

Highcharts JS v7.0.3 (2019-02-06)

CurrentDateIndicator

 

(c) 2010-2019 Lars A. V. Cabrera

 

License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/modules/current-date-

indicator.js
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *

* (c) 2010-2019 Grzegorz Blachlinski, Sebastian Bochan

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-modules/parts-

more/PackedBubbleSeries.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license  Highcharts JS v7.0.3 (2019-02-06)

*

* Indicator series type for Highstock

*

* (c) 2010-2019 Rafa Sebestjaski

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

/* *

        *

        *  License: www.highcharts.com/license

        *

        * */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/indicators/dema.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license  Highcharts JS v7.0.3 (2019-02-06)

* Force directed graph module

*

* (c) 2010-2019 Torstein Honsi

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-

tgz/package/modules/networkgraph.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license @product.name@ JS v@product.version@ (@product.date@)
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* StaticScale

*

* (c) 2016-2019 Torstein Honsi, Lars A. V. Cabrera

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/masters/modules/static-scale.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

Highcharts JS v7.0.3 (2019-02-06)

Accessibility module

 

(c) 2010-2019 Highsoft AS

Author: Oystein Moseng

 

License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/modules/accessibility.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

Highcharts JS v7.0.3 (2019-02-06)

Pathfinder

 

(c) 2016-2019 ystein Moseng

 

License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/modules/pathfinder.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *

* Highcharts module to hide overlapping data labels. This module is included in

* Highcharts.

*

* (c) 2009-2019 Torstein Honsi

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/modules/overlapping-datalabels.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license @product.name@ JS v@product.version@ (@product.date@)

* Highstock as a plugin for Highcharts

*

* (c) 2010-2019 Torstein Honsi

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/masters/modules/stock.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

Highcharts JS v7.0.3 (2019-02-06)

 

(c) 2017-2018 Lars Cabrera, Torstein Honsi, Jon Arild Nygard & Oystein Moseng

 

License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/highcharts-gantt.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Networkgraph series

*

* (c) 2010-2019 Pawe Fus

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/modules/networkgraph/layouts.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/modules/networkgraph/networkgraph.src.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/modules/networkgraph/QuadTree.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
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/* *

* (c) 2010-2019 Highsoft AS

*

* Author: Sebastian Domas

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/modules/bellcurve.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* (c) 2010-2019 Torstein Honsi

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*

* Dark theme for Highcharts JS

* @author Torstein Honsi

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-modules/themes/dark-

unica.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license  @product.name@ JS v@product.version@ (@product.date@)

* Solid angular gauge module

*

* (c) 2010-2019 Torstein Honsi

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/masters/modules/solid-gauge.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license  Highcharts JS v7.0.3 (2019-02-06)

*

* Money Flow Index indicator for Highstock

*

* (c) 2010-2019 Grzegorz Blachliski

*
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* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

/* *

        *

        *  Money Flow Index indicator for Highstock

        *

        *  (c) 2010-2019 Grzegorz Blachliski

        *

        *  License: www.highcharts.com/license

        *

        * */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/indicators/mfi.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

Highcharts JS v7.0.3 (2019-02-06)

Highstock as a plugin for Highcharts

 

(c) 2010-2019 Torstein Honsi

 

License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/modules/stock.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *

*

*  Money Flow Index indicator for Highstock

*

*  (c) 2010-2019 Grzegorz Blachliski

*

*  License: www.highcharts.com/license

*

* */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/indicators/mfi.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

Highcharts JS v7.0.3 (2019-02-06)

Sonification module
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(c) 2012-2019 ystein Moseng

 

License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/modules/sonification.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *

*

*  (c) 2010-2019 Pawe Dalek

*

*  Volume Weighted Average Price (VWAP) indicator for Highstock

*

*  License: www.highcharts.com/license

*

* */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/indicators/vwap.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Modules in this bundle

* @license

*

* svg2pdf.js:

*   license: MIT (http://opensource.org/licenses/MIT)

*   author: yFiles for HTML Support Team <yfileshtml@yworks.com>

*   homepage: https://github.com/yWorks/svg2pdf.js#readme

*   version: 1.3.1

*

* cssesc:

*   license: MIT (http://opensource.org/licenses/MIT)

*   author: Mathias Bynens

*   homepage: https://mths.be/cssesc

*   version: 2.0.0

*

* font-family:

*   license: MIT (http://opensource.org/licenses/MIT)

*   author: Taro Hanamura <m@hanamurataro.com>

*   homepage: https://github.com/hanamura/font-family

*   version: 0.2.0

*

* svgpath:

*   license: MIT (http://opensource.org/licenses/MIT)
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*   homepage: https://github.com/fontello/svgpath#readme

*   version: 2.2.1

*

* This header is generated by licensify (https://github.com/twada/licensify)

*/

/*

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2015-2017 yWorks GmbH

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/lib/svg2pdf.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license  @product.name@ JS v@product.version@ (@product.date@)

*

* Indicator series type for Highstock

*

* (c) 2010-2019 Pawe Fus

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/masters/indicators/price-envelopes.src.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/masters/indicators/stochastic.src.js
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* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/masters/indicators/rsi.src.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/masters/indicators/pivot-points.src.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/masters/indicators/bollinger-bands.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *

* (c) 2010-2019 Torstein Honsi

*

* Extension to the VML Renderer

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-modules/parts-

3d/VMLRenderer.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license Highcharts JS v7.0.3 (2019-02-06)

* Tree Grid

*

* (c) 2016-2019 Jon Arild Nygard

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

/* *

        *

        *  (c) 2016-2019 Highsoft AS

        *

        *  Authors: Jon Arild Nygard

        *

        *  License: www.highcharts.com/license

        *

        * */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/modules/treegrid.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license  @product.name@ JS v@product.version@ (@product.date@)

* Highcharts variwide module

*

* (c) 2010-2019 Torstein Honsi
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*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/masters/modules/variwide.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *

* Sankey diagram module

*

* (c) 2010-2019 Torstein Honsi

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/modules/sankey.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license Highcharts JS v7.0.3 (2019-02-06)

* Plugin for displaying a message when there is no data visible in chart.

*

* (c) 2010-2019 Highsoft AS

* Author: Oystein Moseng

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

/* *

        *

        *  Plugin for displaying a message when there is no data visible in chart.

        *

        *  (c) 2010-2019 Highsoft AS

        *

        *  Author: Oystein Moseng

        *

        *  License: www.highcharts.com/license

        *

        * */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/modules/no-data-to-

display.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
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/**

* @license @product.name@ JS v@product.version@ (@product.date@)

*

* (c) 2009-2018 Torstein Honsi

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/masters/highcharts.src.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/masters/highstock.src.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/masters/highcharts-more.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license Highcharts JS v7.0.3 (2019-02-06)

*

* (c) 2016-2019 Highsoft AS

* Authors: Jon Arild Nygard

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/modules/wordcloud.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

Highcharts JS v7.0.3 (2019-02-06)

StaticScale

 

(c) 2016-2019 Torstein Honsi, Lars A. V. Cabrera

 

License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/modules/static-scale.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

Highcharts JS v7.0.3 (2019-02-06)

X-range series

 

(c) 2010-2019 Torstein Honsi, Lars A. V. Cabrera
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License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/modules/xrange.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license Highcharts JS v7.0.3 (2019-02-06)

* Advanced Highstock tools

*

* (c) 2010-2019 Highsoft AS

* Author: Torstein Honsi

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/modules/price-

indicator.src.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/modules/full-screen.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license  Highcharts JS v7.0.3 (2019-02-06)

* Tilemap module

*

* (c) 2010-2019 Highsoft AS

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/modules/tilemap.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *

* Variable Pie module for Highcharts

*

* (c) 2010-2017 Grzegorz Blachliski

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/modules/variable-pie.src.js
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license  Highcharts JS v7.0.3 (2019-02-06)

* Dependency wheel module

*

* (c) 2010-2018 Torstein Honsi

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/modules/dependency-

wheel.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

 Highcharts JS v7.0.3 (2019-02-06)

 

Indicator series type for Highstock

 

(c) 2010-2019 Sebastian Bochan

 

License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/indicators/ema.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/indicators/atr.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/indicators/macd.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/indicators/momentum.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/indicators/cci.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/indicators/accumulation-

distribution.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558176348_1675835793.1777897/0/highcharts-7-0-3-2-tgz/package/indicators/ichimoku-

kinko-hyo.js

 

1.38 python3-textfsm 1.1.0 
1.38.1 Available under license : 

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.
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     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to
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     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of
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         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.
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  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
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  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,
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     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:
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     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.
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  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]
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  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.39 kityminder v.1.3.4 
1.39.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* ============================================================

* jQuery Easing v1.3 - http://gsgd.co.uk/sandbox/jquery/easing/

*

* Open source under the BSD License.

*

* Copyright © 2008 George McGinley Smith

* All rights reserved.

* https://raw.github.com/danro/jquery-easing/master/LICENSE

* ======================================================== */

/*

*

* TERMS OF USE - EASING EQUATIONS

*

* Open source under the BSD License.

*

* Copyright © 2001 Robert Penner

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification,

* are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

*

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of

* conditions and the following disclaimer.

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list

* of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials

* provided with the distribution.

*

* Neither the name of the author nor the names of contributors may be used to endorse

* or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.
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*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY

* EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF

* MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT

SHALL THE

*  COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL,

*  EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE

*  GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED

* AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING

*  NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE,

EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558208936_1676534782.860183/0/vue-kityminder-master-zip/vue-kityminder-

master/static/kity.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*!

       **  Thenable -- Embeddable Minimum Strictly-Compliant Promises/A+ 1.1.1 Thenable

       **  Copyright (c) 2013-2014 Ralf S. Engelschall <http://engelschall.com>

       **  Licensed under The MIT License <http://opensource.org/licenses/MIT>

       **  Source-Code distributed on <http://github.com/rse/thenable>

       */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558208936_1676534782.860183/0/vue-kityminder-master-zip/vue-kityminder-

master/static/kityminder.core.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*!

       **  Thenable -- Embeddable Minimum Strictly-Compliant Promises/A+ 1.1.1 Thenable

       **  Copyright (c) 2013-2014 Ralf S. Engelschall <http://engelschall.com>

       **  Licensed under The MIT License <http://opensource.org/licenses/MIT>

       **  Source-Code distributed on <http://github.com/rse/thenable>

       */

/** @license

  * jsPDF - PDF Document creation from JavaScript

  * Version 1.5.3 Built on 2018-12-27T14:11:42.696Z

  *                      CommitID d93d28db14
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  *

  * Copyright (c) 2010-2016 James Hall <james@parall.ax>, https://github.com/MrRio/jsPDF

  *               2010 Aaron Spike, https://github.com/acspike

  *               2012 Willow Systems Corporation, willow-systems.com

  *               2012 Pablo Hess, https://github.com/pablohess

  *               2012 Florian Jenett, https://github.com/fjenett

  *               2013 Warren Weckesser, https://github.com/warrenweckesser

  *               2013 Youssef Beddad, https://github.com/lifof

  *               2013 Lee Driscoll, https://github.com/lsdriscoll

  *               2013 Stefan Slonevskiy, https://github.com/stefslon

  *               2013 Jeremy Morel, https://github.com/jmorel

  *               2013 Christoph Hartmann, https://github.com/chris-rock

  *               2014 Juan Pablo Gaviria, https://github.com/juanpgaviria

  *               2014 James Makes, https://github.com/dollaruw

  *               2014 Diego Casorran, https://github.com/diegocr

  *               2014 Steven Spungin, https://github.com/Flamenco

  *               2014 Kenneth Glassey, https://github.com/Gavvers

  *

  * Licensed under the MIT License

  *

  * Contributor(s):

  *    siefkenj, ahwolf, rickygu, Midnith, saintclair, eaparango,

  *    kim3er, mfo, alnorth, Flamenco

  */

/**

  * @license

  * Copyright (c) 2016 Alexander Weidt,

  * https://github.com/BiggA94

  *

  * Licensed under the MIT License. http://opensource.org/licenses/mit-license

  */

/** @license

  * MIT license.

  * Copyright (c) 2012 Willow Systems Corporation, willow-systems.com

  *               2014 Diego Casorran, https://github.com/diegocr

  *

  *

  * ====================================================================

  */

/**

* @license

* Lodash <https://lodash.com/>

* Copyright JS Foundation and other contributors <https://js.foundation/>

* Released under MIT license <https://lodash.com/license>

* Based on Underscore.js 1.8.3 <http://underscorejs.org/LICENSE>

* Copyright Jeremy Ashkenas, DocumentCloud and Investigative Reporters & Editors

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558208936_1676534782.860183/0/vue-kityminder-master-zip/vue-kityminder-

master/dist/kityminder.min.js

 

1.40 ie10-viewport-bug-workaround 1.0.0 
1.40.1 Available under license : 

 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2011-2016 Twitter, Inc.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.41 python-pip 21.3.1 
1.41.1 Available under license : 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2017 Thomas Kluyver

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.
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THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

Copyright (C) 2016 Jason R Coombs <jaraco@jaraco.com>

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in

the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies

of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do

so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

# This is the MIT license

 

Copyright (c) 2010 ActiveState Software Inc.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included

in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE
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SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

Copyright (c) 2010-2020 Benjamin Peterson

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in

the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of

the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so,

subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS

FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER

IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN

CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

		  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge
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for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General
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Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order to run.

 

		  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs
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(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.
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   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all
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subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.
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 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.
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 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.
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 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new
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versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries
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 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

Copyright (c) 2010 Jonathan Hartley

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this
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 list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

 this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

 and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

* Neither the name of the copyright holders, nor those of its contributors

 may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without

 specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation
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     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable
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     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and
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     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,
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     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2021 Taneli Hukkinen

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

Copyright (c) 2018, Tzu-ping Chung <uranusjr@gmail.com>

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR

ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF

OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

This software is made available under the terms of *either* of the licenses

found in LICENSE.APACHE or LICENSE.BSD. Contributions to this software is made

under the terms of *both* these licenses.

Copyright (c) 2012 by Simon Sapin.

 

Some rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are
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met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

     copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

     disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided

     with the distribution.

 

   * The names of the contributors may not be used to endorse or

     promote products derived from this software without specific

     prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity
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     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.
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  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided
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         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,
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     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "{}"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright {yyyy} {name of copyright owner}

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

This package contains a modified version of ca-bundle.crt:

 

ca-bundle.crt -- Bundle of CA Root Certificates

 

Certificate data from Mozilla as of: Thu Nov  3 19:04:19 2011#

This is a bundle of X.509 certificates of public Certificate Authorities

(CA). These were automatically extracted from Mozilla's root certificates

file (certdata.txt).  This file can be found in the mozilla source tree:

http://mxr.mozilla.org/mozilla/source/security/nss/lib/ckfw/builtins/certdata.txt?raw=1#

It contains the certificates in PEM format and therefore

can be directly used with curl / libcurl / php_curl, or with

an Apache+mod_ssl webserver for SSL client authentication.

Just configure this file as the SSLCACertificateFile.#
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***** BEGIN LICENSE BLOCK *****

This Source Code Form is subject to the terms of the Mozilla Public License,

v. 2.0. If a copy of the MPL was not distributed with this file, You can obtain

one at http://mozilla.org/MPL/2.0/.

 

***** END LICENSE BLOCK *****

@(#) $RCSfile: certdata.txt,v $ $Revision: 1.80 $ $Date: 2011/11/03 15:11:58 $

Copyright (C) 2008-2011 INADA Naoki <songofacandy@gmail.com>

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

A. HISTORY OF THE SOFTWARE

==========================

 

Python was created in the early 1990s by Guido van Rossum at Stichting

Mathematisch Centrum (CWI, see http://www.cwi.nl) in the Netherlands

as a successor of a language called ABC.  Guido remains Python's

principal author, although it includes many contributions from others.

 

In 1995, Guido continued his work on Python at the Corporation for

National Research Initiatives (CNRI, see http://www.cnri.reston.va.us)

in Reston, Virginia where he released several versions of the

software.

 

In May 2000, Guido and the Python core development team moved to

BeOpen.com to form the BeOpen PythonLabs team.  In October of the same

year, the PythonLabs team moved to Digital Creations (now Zope

Corporation, see http://www.zope.com).  In 2001, the Python Software

Foundation (PSF, see http://www.python.org/psf/) was formed, a

non-profit organization created specifically to own Python-related

Intellectual Property.  Zope Corporation is a sponsoring member of

the PSF.

 

All Python releases are Open Source (see http://www.opensource.org for

the Open Source Definition).  Historically, most, but not all, Python

releases have also been GPL-compatible; the table below summarizes

the various releases.

 

   Release         Derived     Year        Owner       GPL-
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                   from                                compatible? (1)

 

   0.9.0 thru 1.2              1991-1995   CWI         yes

   1.3 thru 1.5.2  1.2         1995-1999   CNRI        yes

   1.6             1.5.2       2000        CNRI        no

   2.0             1.6         2000        BeOpen.com  no

   1.6.1           1.6         2001        CNRI        yes (2)

   2.1             2.0+1.6.1   2001        PSF         no

   2.0.1           2.0+1.6.1   2001        PSF         yes

   2.1.1           2.1+2.0.1   2001        PSF         yes

   2.2             2.1.1       2001        PSF         yes

   2.1.2           2.1.1       2002        PSF         yes

   2.1.3           2.1.2       2002        PSF         yes

   2.2.1           2.2         2002        PSF         yes

   2.2.2           2.2.1       2002        PSF         yes

   2.2.3           2.2.2       2003        PSF         yes

   2.3             2.2.2       2002-2003   PSF         yes

   2.3.1           2.3         2002-2003   PSF         yes

   2.3.2           2.3.1       2002-2003   PSF         yes

   2.3.3           2.3.2       2002-2003   PSF         yes

   2.3.4           2.3.3       2004        PSF         yes

   2.3.5           2.3.4       2005        PSF         yes

   2.4             2.3         2004        PSF         yes

   2.4.1           2.4         2005        PSF         yes

   2.4.2           2.4.1       2005        PSF         yes

   2.4.3           2.4.2       2006        PSF         yes

   2.4.4           2.4.3       2006        PSF         yes

   2.5             2.4         2006        PSF         yes

   2.5.1           2.5         2007        PSF         yes

   2.5.2           2.5.1       2008        PSF         yes

   2.5.3           2.5.2       2008        PSF         yes

   2.6             2.5         2008        PSF         yes

   2.6.1           2.6         2008        PSF         yes

   2.6.2           2.6.1       2009        PSF         yes

   2.6.3           2.6.2       2009        PSF         yes

   2.6.4           2.6.3       2009        PSF         yes

   2.6.5           2.6.4       2010        PSF         yes

   3.0             2.6         2008        PSF         yes

   3.0.1           3.0         2009        PSF         yes

   3.1             3.0.1       2009        PSF         yes

   3.1.1           3.1         2009        PSF         yes

   3.1.2           3.1         2010        PSF         yes

   3.2             3.1         2010        PSF         yes

 

Footnotes:

 

(1) GPL-compatible doesn't mean that we're distributing Python under

   the GPL.  All Python licenses, unlike the GPL, let you distribute
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   a modified version without making your changes open source.  The

   GPL-compatible licenses make it possible to combine Python with

   other software that is released under the GPL; the others don't.

 

(2) According to Richard Stallman, 1.6.1 is not GPL-compatible,

   because its license has a choice of law clause.  According to

   CNRI, however, Stallman's lawyer has told CNRI's lawyer that 1.6.1

   is "not incompatible" with the GPL.

 

Thanks to the many outside volunteers who have worked under Guido's

direction to make these releases possible.

 

 

B. TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR ACCESSING OR OTHERWISE USING PYTHON

===============================================================

 

PYTHON SOFTWARE FOUNDATION LICENSE VERSION 2

--------------------------------------------

 

1. This LICENSE AGREEMENT is between the Python Software Foundation

("PSF"), and the Individual or Organization ("Licensee") accessing and

otherwise using this software ("Python") in source or binary form and

its associated documentation.

 

2. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License Agreement, PSF hereby

grants Licensee a nonexclusive, royalty-free, world-wide license to reproduce,

analyze, test, perform and/or display publicly, prepare derivative works,

distribute, and otherwise use Python alone or in any derivative version,

provided, however, that PSF's License Agreement and PSF's notice of copyright,

i.e., "Copyright (c) 2001, 2002, 2003, 2004, 2005, 2006, 2007, 2008, 2009, 2010

Python Software Foundation; All Rights Reserved" are retained in Python alone or

in any derivative version prepared by Licensee.

 

3. In the event Licensee prepares a derivative work that is based on

or incorporates Python or any part thereof, and wants to make

the derivative work available to others as provided herein, then

Licensee hereby agrees to include in any such work a brief summary of

the changes made to Python.

 

4. PSF is making Python available to Licensee on an "AS IS"

basis.  PSF MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED.  BY WAY OF EXAMPLE, BUT NOT LIMITATION, PSF MAKES NO AND

DISCLAIMS ANY REPRESENTATION OR WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS

FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR THAT THE USE OF PYTHON WILL NOT

INFRINGE ANY THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.

 

5. PSF SHALL NOT BE LIABLE TO LICENSEE OR ANY OTHER USERS OF PYTHON

FOR ANY INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR LOSS AS
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A RESULT OF MODIFYING, DISTRIBUTING, OR OTHERWISE USING PYTHON,

OR ANY DERIVATIVE THEREOF, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY THEREOF.

 

6. This License Agreement will automatically terminate upon a material

breach of its terms and conditions.

 

7. Nothing in this License Agreement shall be deemed to create any

relationship of agency, partnership, or joint venture between PSF and

Licensee.  This License Agreement does not grant permission to use PSF

trademarks or trade name in a trademark sense to endorse or promote

products or services of Licensee, or any third party.

 

8. By copying, installing or otherwise using Python, Licensee

agrees to be bound by the terms and conditions of this License

Agreement.

 

 

BEOPEN.COM LICENSE AGREEMENT FOR PYTHON 2.0

-------------------------------------------

 

BEOPEN PYTHON OPEN SOURCE LICENSE AGREEMENT VERSION 1

 

1. This LICENSE AGREEMENT is between BeOpen.com ("BeOpen"), having an

office at 160 Saratoga Avenue, Santa Clara, CA 95051, and the

Individual or Organization ("Licensee") accessing and otherwise using

this software in source or binary form and its associated

documentation ("the Software").

 

2. Subject to the terms and conditions of this BeOpen Python License

Agreement, BeOpen hereby grants Licensee a non-exclusive,

royalty-free, world-wide license to reproduce, analyze, test, perform

and/or display publicly, prepare derivative works, distribute, and

otherwise use the Software alone or in any derivative version,

provided, however, that the BeOpen Python License is retained in the

Software, alone or in any derivative version prepared by Licensee.

 

3. BeOpen is making the Software available to Licensee on an "AS IS"

basis.  BEOPEN MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED.  BY WAY OF EXAMPLE, BUT NOT LIMITATION, BEOPEN MAKES NO AND

DISCLAIMS ANY REPRESENTATION OR WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS

FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR THAT THE USE OF THE SOFTWARE WILL NOT

INFRINGE ANY THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.

 

4. BEOPEN SHALL NOT BE LIABLE TO LICENSEE OR ANY OTHER USERS OF THE

SOFTWARE FOR ANY INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR LOSS

AS A RESULT OF USING, MODIFYING OR DISTRIBUTING THE SOFTWARE, OR ANY

DERIVATIVE THEREOF, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY THEREOF.
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5. This License Agreement will automatically terminate upon a material

breach of its terms and conditions.

 

6. This License Agreement shall be governed by and interpreted in all

respects by the law of the State of California, excluding conflict of

law provisions.  Nothing in this License Agreement shall be deemed to

create any relationship of agency, partnership, or joint venture

between BeOpen and Licensee.  This License Agreement does not grant

permission to use BeOpen trademarks or trade names in a trademark

sense to endorse or promote products or services of Licensee, or any

third party.  As an exception, the "BeOpen Python" logos available at

http://www.pythonlabs.com/logos.html may be used according to the

permissions granted on that web page.

 

7. By copying, installing or otherwise using the software, Licensee

agrees to be bound by the terms and conditions of this License

Agreement.

 

 

CNRI LICENSE AGREEMENT FOR PYTHON 1.6.1

---------------------------------------

 

1. This LICENSE AGREEMENT is between the Corporation for National

Research Initiatives, having an office at 1895 Preston White Drive,

Reston, VA 20191 ("CNRI"), and the Individual or Organization

("Licensee") accessing and otherwise using Python 1.6.1 software in

source or binary form and its associated documentation.

 

2. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License Agreement, CNRI

hereby grants Licensee a nonexclusive, royalty-free, world-wide

license to reproduce, analyze, test, perform and/or display publicly,

prepare derivative works, distribute, and otherwise use Python 1.6.1

alone or in any derivative version, provided, however, that CNRI's

License Agreement and CNRI's notice of copyright, i.e., "Copyright (c)

1995-2001 Corporation for National Research Initiatives; All Rights

Reserved" are retained in Python 1.6.1 alone or in any derivative

version prepared by Licensee.  Alternately, in lieu of CNRI's License

Agreement, Licensee may substitute the following text (omitting the

quotes): "Python 1.6.1 is made available subject to the terms and

conditions in CNRI's License Agreement.  This Agreement together with

Python 1.6.1 may be located on the Internet using the following

unique, persistent identifier (known as a handle): 1895.22/1013.  This

Agreement may also be obtained from a proxy server on the Internet

using the following URL: http://hdl.handle.net/1895.22/1013".

 

3. In the event Licensee prepares a derivative work that is based on

or incorporates Python 1.6.1 or any part thereof, and wants to make

the derivative work available to others as provided herein, then
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Licensee hereby agrees to include in any such work a brief summary of

the changes made to Python 1.6.1.

 

4. CNRI is making Python 1.6.1 available to Licensee on an "AS IS"

basis.  CNRI MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED.  BY WAY OF EXAMPLE, BUT NOT LIMITATION, CNRI MAKES NO AND

DISCLAIMS ANY REPRESENTATION OR WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS

FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR THAT THE USE OF PYTHON 1.6.1 WILL NOT

INFRINGE ANY THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.

 

5. CNRI SHALL NOT BE LIABLE TO LICENSEE OR ANY OTHER USERS OF PYTHON

1.6.1 FOR ANY INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR LOSS AS

A RESULT OF MODIFYING, DISTRIBUTING, OR OTHERWISE USING PYTHON 1.6.1,

OR ANY DERIVATIVE THEREOF, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY THEREOF.

 

6. This License Agreement will automatically terminate upon a material

breach of its terms and conditions.

 

7. This License Agreement shall be governed by the federal

intellectual property law of the United States, including without

limitation the federal copyright law, and, to the extent such

U.S. federal law does not apply, by the law of the Commonwealth of

Virginia, excluding Virginia's conflict of law provisions.

Notwithstanding the foregoing, with regard to derivative works based

on Python 1.6.1 that incorporate non-separable material that was

previously distributed under the GNU General Public License (GPL), the

law of the Commonwealth of Virginia shall govern this License

Agreement only as to issues arising under or with respect to

Paragraphs 4, 5, and 7 of this License Agreement.  Nothing in this

License Agreement shall be deemed to create any relationship of

agency, partnership, or joint venture between CNRI and Licensee.  This

License Agreement does not grant permission to use CNRI trademarks or

trade name in a trademark sense to endorse or promote products or

services of Licensee, or any third party.

 

8. By clicking on the "ACCEPT" button where indicated, or by copying,

installing or otherwise using Python 1.6.1, Licensee agrees to be

bound by the terms and conditions of this License Agreement.

 

       ACCEPT

 

 

CWI LICENSE AGREEMENT FOR PYTHON 0.9.0 THROUGH 1.2

--------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1991 - 1995, Stichting Mathematisch Centrum Amsterdam,

The Netherlands.  All rights reserved.
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Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and its

documentation for any purpose and without fee is hereby granted,

provided that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that

both that copyright notice and this permission notice appear in

supporting documentation, and that the name of Stichting Mathematisch

Centrum or CWI not be used in advertising or publicity pertaining to

distribution of the software without specific, written prior

permission.

 

STICHTING MATHEMATISCH CENTRUM DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO

THIS SOFTWARE, INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

FITNESS, IN NO EVENT SHALL STICHTING MATHEMATISCH CENTRUM BE LIABLE

FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT

OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

Copyright (c) 2008-2021 The pip developers (see AUTHORS.txt file)

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

BSD 3-Clause License

 

Copyright (c) 2013-2021, Kim Davies

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

  list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,
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  this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

  and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

3. Neither the name of the copyright holder nor the names of its

  contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

  this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

# Copyright (c) 2012 Georgios Verigakis <verigak@gmail.com>

#

# Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software for any

# purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

# copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

#

# THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

# WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

# MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR

# ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

# WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

# ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF

# OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

Copyright (c) 2006-2013 James Graham and other contributors

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION
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OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

Copyright 2015 Eric Larson

 

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.

 

See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License.

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2008-2020 Andrey Petrov and contributors (see CONTRIBUTORS.txt)

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

Copyright (c) Donald Stufft and individual contributors.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

   1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

      this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

   2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright
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      notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

      documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common
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     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.
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  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or
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         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,
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     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.
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     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You
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     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.
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  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS
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  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.42 yii2-admin 2.8 
1.42.1 Available under license : 

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for

software and other kinds of works.

 

 The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed

to take away your freedom to share and change the works.  By contrast,

the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to

share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free

software for all its users.  We, the Free Software Foundation, use the

GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to

any other work released this way by its authors.  You can apply it to
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your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you

these rights or asking you to surrender the rights.  Therefore, you have

certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if

you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same

freedoms that you received.  You must make sure that they, too, receive

or can get the source code.  And you must show them these terms so they

know their rights.

 

 Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps:

(1) assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License

giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

 

 For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains

that there is no warranty for this free software.  For both users' and

authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as

changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to

authors of previous versions.

 

 Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run

modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer

can do so.  This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of

protecting users' freedom to change the software.  The systematic

pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to

use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable.  Therefore, we

have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those

products.  If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we

stand ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions

of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

 

 Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents.

States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of

software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to

avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could

make it effectively proprietary.  To prevent this, the GPL assures that

patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.
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 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                      TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

 0. Definitions.

 

 "This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

 

 "Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of

works, such as semiconductor masks.

 

 "The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this

License.  Each licensee is addressed as "you".  "Licensees" and

"recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

 

 To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work

in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an

exact copy.  The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the

earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

 

 A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based

on the Program.

 

 To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without

permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for

infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a

computer or modifying a private copy.  Propagation includes copying,

distribution (with or without modification), making available to the

public, and in some countries other activities as well.

 

 To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other

parties to make or receive copies.  Mere interaction with a user through

a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is not conveying.

 

 An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices"

to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible

feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2)

tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the

extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the

work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License.  If

the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a

menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.

 

 1. Source Code.

 

 The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work

for making modifications to it.  "Object code" means any non-source
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form of a work.

 

 A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official

standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of

interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that

is widely used among developers working in that language.

 

 The "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other

than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of

packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major

Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that

Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an

implementation is available to the public in source code form.  A

"Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component

(kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system

(if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to

produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

 

 The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all

the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable

work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to

control those activities.  However, it does not include the work's

System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally available free

programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but

which are not part of the work.  For example, Corresponding Source

includes interface definition files associated with source files for

the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically

linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require,

such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those

subprograms and other parts of the work.

 

 The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users

can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding

Source.

 

 The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that

same work.

 

 2. Basic Permissions.

 

 All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of

copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated

conditions are met.  This License explicitly affirms your unlimited

permission to run the unmodified Program.  The output from running a

covered work is covered by this License only if the output, given its

content, constitutes a covered work.  This License acknowledges your

rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.
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 You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not

convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains

in force.  You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose

of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you

with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with

the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do

not control copyright.  Those thus making or running the covered works

for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction

and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of

your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

 

 Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under

the conditions stated below.  Sublicensing is not allowed; section 10

makes it unnecessary.

 

 3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

 

 No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological

measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article

11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or

similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such

measures.

 

 When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid

circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention

is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to

the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or

modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's

users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of

technological measures.

 

 4. Conveying Verbatim Copies.

 

 You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you

receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice;

keep intact all notices stating that this License and any

non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code;

keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all

recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

 You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey,

and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

 

 5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

 

 You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to

produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the
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terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified

   it, and giving a relevant date.

 

   b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is

   released under this License and any conditions added under section

   7.  This requirement modifies the requirement in section 4 to

   "keep intact all notices".

 

   c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this

   License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy.  This

   License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7

   additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts,

   regardless of how they are packaged.  This License gives no

   permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not

   invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

 

   d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display

   Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive

   interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your

   work need not make them do so.

 

 A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent

works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work,

and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program,

in or on a volume of a storage or distribution medium, is called an

"aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not

used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users

beyond what the individual works permit.  Inclusion of a covered work

in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other

parts of the aggregate.

 

 6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

 

 You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms

of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the

machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License,

in one of these ways:

 

   a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the

   Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium

   customarily used for software interchange.

 

   b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a

   written offer, valid for at least three years and valid for as
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   long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product

   model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a

   copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the

   product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical

   medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no

   more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this

   conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the

   Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

 

   c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the

   written offer to provide the Corresponding Source.  This

   alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and

   only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord

   with subsection 6b.

 

   d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated

   place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the

   Corresponding Source in the same way through the same place at no

   further charge.  You need not require recipients to copy the

   Corresponding Source along with the object code.  If the place to

   copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source

   may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party)

   that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain

   clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the

   Corresponding Source.  Regardless of what server hosts the

   Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is

   available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

 

   e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided

   you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding

   Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no

   charge under subsection 6d.

 

 A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded

from the Corresponding Source as a System Library, need not be

included in conveying the object code work.

 

 A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any

tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family,

or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation

into a dwelling.  In determining whether a product is a consumer product,

doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage.  For a particular

product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a

typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status

of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user

actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product.  A product

is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial

commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent
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the only significant mode of use of the product.

 

 "Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods,

procedures, authorization keys, or other information required to install

and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from

a modified version of its Corresponding Source.  The information must

suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object

code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because

modification has been made.

 

 If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or

specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as

part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the

User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a

fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the

Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied

by the Installation Information.  But this requirement does not apply

if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install

modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has

been installed in ROM).

 

 The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a

requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates

for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for

the User Product in which it has been modified or installed.  Access to a

network may be denied when the modification itself materially and

adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and

protocols for communication across the network.

 

 Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided,

in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly

documented (and with an implementation available to the public in

source code form), and must require no special password or key for

unpacking, reading or copying.

 

 7. Additional Terms.

 

 "Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this

License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions.

Additional permissions that are applicable to the entire Program shall

be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent

that they are valid under applicable law.  If additional permissions

apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately

under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by

this License without regard to the additional permissions.

 

 When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option

remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of
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it.  (Additional permissions may be written to require their own

removal in certain cases when you modify the work.)  You may place

additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work,

for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you

add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of

that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

 

   a) Disclaiming warranty or limiting liability differently from the

   terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

 

   b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or

   author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal

   Notices displayed by works containing it; or

 

   c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or

   requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in

   reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

 

   d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or

   authors of the material; or

 

   e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some

   trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

 

   f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that

   material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of

   it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for

   any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on

   those licensors and authors.

 

 All other non-permissive additional terms are considered "further

restrictions" within the meaning of section 10.  If the Program as you

received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is

governed by this License along with a term that is a further

restriction, you may remove that term.  If a license document contains

a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this

License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms

of that license document, provided that the further restriction does

not survive such relicensing or conveying.

 

 If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you

must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the

additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating

where to find the applicable terms.

 

 Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the
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form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions;

the above requirements apply either way.

 

 8. Termination.

 

 You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly

provided under this License.  Any attempt otherwise to propagate or

modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under

this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third

paragraph of section 11).

 

 However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your

license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a)

provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and

finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright

holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means

prior to 60 days after the cessation.

 

 Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is

reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the

violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have

received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that

copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after

your receipt of the notice.

 

 Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the

licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under

this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently

reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same

material under section 10.

 

 9. Acceptance Not Required for Having Copies.

 

 You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or

run a copy of the Program.  Ancillary propagation of a covered work

occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission

to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance.  However,

nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or

modify any covered work.  These actions infringe copyright if you do

not accept this License.  Therefore, by modifying or propagating a

covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

 

 10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

 

 Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically

receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and

propagate that work, subject to this License.  You are not responsible

for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.
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 An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an

organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an

organization, or merging organizations.  If propagation of a covered

work results from an entity transaction, each party to that

transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever

licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could

give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the

Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if

the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

 

 You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the

rights granted or affirmed under this License.  For example, you may

not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of

rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation

(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that

any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for

sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

 

 11. Patents.

 

 A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this

License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based.  The

work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

 

 A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims

owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or

hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted

by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version,

but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a

consequence of further modification of the contributor version.  For

purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant

patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of

this License.

 

 Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free

patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to

make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and

propagate the contents of its contributor version.

 

 In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express

agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent

(such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to

sue for patent infringement).  To "grant" such a patent license to a

party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a

patent against the party.

 

 If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license,
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and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone

to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this License, through a

publicly available network server or other readily accessible means,

then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so

available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the

patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner

consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent

license to downstream recipients.  "Knowingly relying" means you have

actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the

covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work

in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that

country that you have reason to believe are valid.

 

 If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or

arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a

covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties

receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify

or convey a specific copy of the covered work, then the patent license

you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered

work and works based on it.

 

 A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within

the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is

conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are

specifically granted under this License.  You may not convey a covered

work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is

in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment

to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying

the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the

parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory

patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work

conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily

for and in connection with specific products or compilations that

contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement,

or that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

 

 Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting

any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may

otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.

 

 12. No Surrender of Others' Freedom.

 

 If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot convey a

covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may

not convey it at all.  For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you
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to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey

the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this

License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

 

 13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have

permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed

under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single

combined work, and to convey the resulting work.  The terms of this

License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work,

but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License,

section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the

combination as such.

 

 14. Revised Versions of this License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of

the GNU General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the

Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General

Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you have the

option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered

version or of any later version published by the Free Software

Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of the

GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published

by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future

versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's

public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you

to choose that version for the Program.

 

 Later license versions may give you additional or different

permissions.  However, no additional obligations are imposed on any

author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a

later version.

 

 15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

 

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY

APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY

OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR
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PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM

IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF

ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. Limitation of Liability.

 

 IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS

THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY

GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE

USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF

DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD

PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS),

EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGES.

 

 17. Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

 

 If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided

above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms,

reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates

an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the

Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a

copy of the Program in return for a fee.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   {one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.}

   Copyright (C) {year}  {name of author}

 

   This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of
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   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program.  If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

 If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short

notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   {project}  Copyright (C) {year}  {fullname}

   This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, your program's commands

might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

 

 You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school,

if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.

For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see

<http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

 The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program

into proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you

may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with

the library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.  But first, please read

<http://www.gnu.org/philosophy/why-not-lgpl.html>.

 

1.43 textfsm 1.1.2 
1.43.1 Available under license : 

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by
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     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."
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     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained
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         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be
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     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004
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                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally
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     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and
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     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or
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     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at
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      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.44 jquery 1.8.3 

 

1.45 netdisco 1.1 
1.45.1 Available under license : 

Apache License

==============

 

_Version 2.0, January 2004_

_&lt;<http://www.apache.org/licenses/>&gt;_

 

### Terms and Conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution

 

#### 1. Definitions

 

License shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and

distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

Licensor shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright

owner that is granting the License.

 

Legal Entity shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities

that control, are controlled by, or are under common control with that entity.

For the purposes of this definition, control means **(i)** the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by

contract or otherwise, or **(ii)** ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

outstanding shares, or **(iii)** beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

You (or Your) shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising

permissions granted by this License.

 

Source form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including

but not limited to software source code, documentation source, and configuration

files.

 

Object form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or

translation of a Source form, including but not limited to compiled object code,
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generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

 

Work shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made

available under the License, as indicated by a copyright notice that is included

in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

Derivative Works shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that

is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the editorial revisions,

annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole, an

original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works

shall not include works that remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by

name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

Contribution shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version

of the Work and any modifications or additions to that Work or Derivative Works

thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work

by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit

on behalf of the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition,

submitted means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems, and

issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the Licensor for

the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication

that is conspicuously marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright

owner as Not a Contribution.

 

Contributor shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf

of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and subsequently

incorporated within the Work.

 

#### 2. Grant of Copyright License

 

Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby

grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free,

irrevocable copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such

Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

#### 3. Grant of Patent License

 

Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby

grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free,

irrevocable (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have

made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where

such license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor

that are necessarily infringed by their Contribution(s) alone or by combination

of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was

submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a
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cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work or a

Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory

patent infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License

for that Work shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

#### 4. Redistribution

 

You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof

in any medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form,

provided that You meet the following conditions:

 

* **(a)** You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of

this License; and

* **(b)** You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You

changed the files; and

* **(c)** You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute,

all copyright, patent, trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form

of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the

Derivative Works; and

* **(d)** If the Work includes a NOTICE text file as part of its distribution, then any

Derivative Works that You distribute must include a readable copy of the

attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices

that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the

following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed as part of the

Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along

with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative

Works, if and wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents of

the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the

License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that

You distribute, alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work,

provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed as

modifying the License.

 

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide

additional or different license terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or

distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works as a whole,

provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies

with the conditions stated in this License.

 

#### 5. Submission of Contributions

 

Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted

for inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and

conditions of this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of

any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding

such Contributions.
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#### 6. Trademarks

 

This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks,

service marks, or product names of the Licensor, except as required for

reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and

reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

#### 7. Disclaimer of Warranty

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the

Work (and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an AS IS BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied,

including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions of TITLE,

NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are

solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or

redistributing the Work and assume any risks associated with Your exercise of

permissions under this License.

 

#### 8. Limitation of Liability

 

In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence),

contract, or otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate

and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental,

or consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or

out of the use or inability to use the Work (including but not limited to

damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or

any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has

been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

#### 9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability

 

While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to

offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or

other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this License. However,

in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf and on Your

sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You

agree to indemnify, defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason of your

accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

_END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS_

 

### APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work

 

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate

notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets `[]` replaced with your own

identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be
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enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also

recommend that a file or class name and description of purpose be included on

the same printed page as the copyright notice for easier identification within

third-party archives.

 

   Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

   Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

   you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

   You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

   distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

   WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

   See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

   limitations under the License.

 

1.46 jquery 3.4.1.0 
1.46.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*!

* jQuery JavaScript Library v3.4.1

* https://jquery.com/

*

* Includes Sizzle.js

* https://sizzlejs.com/

*

* Copyright JS Foundation and other contributors

* Released under the MIT license

* https://jquery.org/license

*

* Date: 2019-05-01T21:04Z

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1187993664_1637811787.06/0/xstatic-jquery-3-4-1-0-tar-gz/XStatic-jQuery-

3.4.1.0/xstatic/pkg/jquery/data/jquery.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

Metadata-Version: 1.2

Name: XStatic-jQuery

Version: 3.4.1.0

Summary: jQuery 3.4.1 (XStatic packaging standard)
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Home-page: https://jquery.com/

Maintainer: Thomas Waldmann

Maintainer-email: tw@waldmann-edv.de

License: (same as jQuery)

Description: XStatic-jQuery

       --------------

      

       jQuery javascript library packaged for setuptools (easy_install) / pip.

      

       This package is intended to be used by **any** project that needs these files.

      

       It intentionally does **not** provide any extra code except some metadata

       **nor** has any extra requirements. You MAY use some minimal support code from

       the XStatic base package, if you like.

      

       You can find more info about the xstatic packaging way in the package `XStatic`.

      

      

Keywords: jquery xstatic

Platform: any

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1187993664_1637811787.06/0/xstatic-jquery-3-4-1-0-tar-gz/XStatic-jQuery-

3.4.1.0/XStatic_jQuery.egg-info/PKG-INFO

* /opt/cola/permits/1187993664_1637811787.06/0/xstatic-jquery-3-4-1-0-tar-gz/XStatic-jQuery-3.4.1.0/PKG-INFO

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*!

* jQuery JavaScript Library v3.4.1 -ajax,-ajax/jsonp,-ajax/load,-ajax/parseXML,-ajax/script,-ajax/var/location,-

ajax/var/nonce,-ajax/var/rquery,-ajax/xhr,-manipulation/_evalUrl,-event/ajax,-effects,-effects/Tween,-

effects/animatedSelector

* https://jquery.com/

*

* Includes Sizzle.js

* https://sizzlejs.com/

*

* Copyright JS Foundation and other contributors

* Released under the MIT license

* https://jquery.org/license

*

* Date: 2019-05-01T21:04Z

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1187993664_1637811787.06/0/xstatic-jquery-3-4-1-0-tar-gz/XStatic-jQuery-

3.4.1.0/xstatic/pkg/jquery/data/jquery.slim.js
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1.47 bootstrap-datetimepicker 2.4.4 
1.47.1 Available under license : 

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain
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     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:
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     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the
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     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.
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  Copyright 2012 Sebastien MALOT

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.48 @infinite-ux/fonts 0.0.1 
1.48.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/opt/cola/permits/1558157258_1675833407.5138178/0/fonts-0-0-1-tgz/package/fonts/CiscoSansTTBold.ttf: binary

file matches

/opt/cola/permits/1558157258_1675833407.5138178/0/fonts-0-0-1-tgz/package/fonts/CiscoSansTTBoldOblique.ttf:

binary file matches

/opt/cola/permits/1558157258_1675833407.5138178/0/fonts-0-0-1-tgz/package/fonts/CiscoSansTTExtraLight.ttf:

binary file matches

/opt/cola/permits/1558157258_1675833407.5138178/0/fonts-0-0-1-

tgz/package/fonts/CiscoSansTTExtraLightOblique.ttf: binary file matches

/opt/cola/permits/1558157258_1675833407.5138178/0/fonts-0-0-1-tgz/package/fonts/CiscoSansTTHeavy.ttf: binary

file matches

/opt/cola/permits/1558157258_1675833407.5138178/0/fonts-0-0-1-

tgz/package/fonts/CiscoSansTTHeavyOblique.ttf: binary file matches

/opt/cola/permits/1558157258_1675833407.5138178/0/fonts-0-0-1-tgz/package/fonts/CiscoSansTTLight.ttf: binary

file matches

/opt/cola/permits/1558157258_1675833407.5138178/0/fonts-0-0-1-tgz/package/fonts/CiscoSansTTLightOblique.ttf:

binary file matches

/opt/cola/permits/1558157258_1675833407.5138178/0/fonts-0-0-1-tgz/package/fonts/CiscoSansTTRegular.ttf:

binary file matches

/opt/cola/permits/1558157258_1675833407.5138178/0/fonts-0-0-1-

tgz/package/fonts/CiscoSansTTRegularOblique.ttf: binary file matches

/opt/cola/permits/1558157258_1675833407.5138178/0/fonts-0-0-1-tgz/package/fonts/CiscoSansTTThin.ttf: binary

file matches

/opt/cola/permits/1558157258_1675833407.5138178/0/fonts-0-0-1-tgz/package/fonts/CiscoSansTTThinOblique.ttf:

binary file matches

 

Found in path(s):

* /bin/grep
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1.49 font-awesome 4.6.3 
1.49.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*!

*  Font Awesome 4.6.3 by @davegandy - http://fontawesome.io - @fontawesome

*  License - http://fontawesome.io/license (Font: SIL OFL 1.1, CSS: MIT License)

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1145630160_1616269851.41/0/components-font-awesome-4-6-3-0-gdaa3ef5-1-tar-

gz/components-font-awesome-daa3ef5/less/font-awesome.less

* /opt/cola/permits/1145630160_1616269851.41/0/components-font-awesome-4-6-3-0-gdaa3ef5-1-tar-

gz/components-font-awesome-daa3ef5/scss/font-awesome.scss

* /opt/cola/permits/1145630160_1616269851.41/0/components-font-awesome-4-6-3-0-gdaa3ef5-1-tar-

gz/components-font-awesome-daa3ef5/css/font-awesome.css

* /opt/cola/permits/1145630160_1616269851.41/0/components-font-awesome-4-6-3-0-gdaa3ef5-1-tar-

gz/components-font-awesome-daa3ef5/css/font-awesome.min.css

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

Font Awesome

============

 

Shim repository for Font Awesome.

 

The full suite of pictographic icons, examples, and documentation can be found at:

http://fortawesome.github.com/Font-Awesome/

 

 

Package Managers

----------------

 

* [npm](http://npmjs.org): `components-font-awesome`

* [Bower](http://bower.io): `components-font-awesome`

* [Component](https://github.com/component/component): `components/font-awesome`

* [Composer](http://packagist.org/packages/components/font-awesome): `components/font-awesome`

 

 

License

-------

 

- The Font Awesome font is licensed under the SIL Open Font License - http://scripts.sil.org/OFL

- Font Awesome CSS, LESS, and SASS files are licensed under the MIT License -

http://opensource.org/licenses/mit-license.html

- The Font Awesome pictograms are licensed under the CC BY 3.0 License -
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http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/

- Attribution is no longer required in Font Awesome 3.0, but much appreciated: "Font Awesome by Dave Gandy -

http://fortawesome.github.com/Font-Awesome"

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1145630160_1616269851.41/0/components-font-awesome-4-6-3-0-gdaa3ef5-1-tar-

gz/components-font-awesome-daa3ef5/README.md

 

1.50 bootstrap-date-picker 1.3.0 
1.50.1 Available under license : 

Apache-2.0

 

1.51 highcharts v8.1.2 
1.51.1 Available under license : 

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical
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     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable
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     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,
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     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.
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  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

=======================================================================

 

SPRING FRAMEWORK 4.1.2.RELEASE SUBCOMPONENTS:

 

Spring Framework 4.1.2.RELEASE includes a number of subcomponents

with separate copyright notices and license terms. The product that

includes this file does not necessarily use all the open source

subcomponents referred to below. Your use of the source

code for these subcomponents is subject to the terms and

conditions of the following licenses.

 

 

>>> ASM 4.0 (org.ow2.asm:asm:4.0, org.ow2.asm:asm-commons:4.0):

 

Copyright (c) 2000-2011 INRIA, France Telecom

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:
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1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

  contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

  this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

Copyright (c) 1999-2009, OW2 Consortium <http://www.ow2.org/>

 

 

>>> CGLIB 3.0 (cglib:cglib:3.0):

 

Per the LICENSE file in the CGLIB JAR distribution downloaded from

http://sourceforge.net/projects/cglib/files/cglib3/3.0/cglib-3.0.jar/download,

CGLIB 3.0 is licensed under the Apache License, version 2.0, the text of which

is included above.

 

 

=======================================================================

 

To the extent any open source subcomponents are licensed under the EPL and/or

other similar licenses that require the source code and/or modifications to

source code to be made available (as would be noted above), you may obtain a

copy of the source code corresponding to the binaries for such open source

components and modifications thereto, if any, (the "Source Files"), by

downloading the Source Files from http://www.springsource.org/download, or by

sending a request, with your name and address to:

 

   Pivotal, Inc., 875 Howard St,

   San Francisco, CA 94103

   United States of America
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or email info@pivotal.io.  All such requests should clearly specify:

 

   OPEN SOURCE FILES REQUEST

   Attention General Counsel

 

Pivotal shall mail a copy of the Source Files to you on a CD or equivalent

physical medium. This offer to obtain a copy of the Source Files is valid for

three years from the date you acquired this Software product.

Apache Commons FileUpload

Copyright 2002-2010 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed by

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

/*

*                                 Apache License

*                           Version 2.0, January 2004

*                        http://www.apache.org/licenses/

*

*   TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

*

*   1. Definitions.

*

*      "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

*      and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

*

*      "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

*      the copyright owner that is granting the License.

*

*      "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

*      other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

*      control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

*      "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

*      direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

*      otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

*      outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

*

*      "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

*      exercising permissions granted by this License.

*

*      "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

*      including but not limited to software source code, documentation

*      source, and configuration files.

*

*      "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

*      transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

*      not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

*      and conversions to other media types.
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*

*      "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

*      Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

*      copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

*      (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

*

*      "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

*      form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

*      editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

*      represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

*      of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

*      separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

*      the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

*

*      "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

*      the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

*      to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

*      submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

*      or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

*      the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

*      means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

*      to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

*      communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

*      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

*      Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

*      excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

*      designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

*

*      "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

*      on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

*      subsequently incorporated within the Work.

*

*   2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

*      this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

*      worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

*      copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

*      publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

*      Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

*

*   3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

*      this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

*      worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

*      (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

*      use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

*      where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

*      by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

*      Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

*      with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You
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*      institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

*      cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

*      or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

*      or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

*      granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

*      as of the date such litigation is filed.

*

*   4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

*      Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

*      modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

*      meet the following conditions:

*

*      (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

*          Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

*

*      (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

*          stating that You changed the files; and

*

*      (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

*          that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

*          attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

*          excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

*          the Derivative Works; and

*

*      (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

*          distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

*          include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

*          within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

*          pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

*          of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

*          as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

*          documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

*          within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

*          wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

*          of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

*          do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

*          notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

*          or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

*          that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

*          as modifying the License.

*

*      You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

*      may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

*      for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

*      for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

*      reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

*      the conditions stated in this License.

*
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*   5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

*      any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

*      by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

*      this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

*      Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

*      the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

*      with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

*

*   6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

*      names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

*      except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

*      origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

*

*   7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

*      agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

*      Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

*      WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

*      implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

*      of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

*      PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

*      appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

*      risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

*

*   8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

*      whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

*      unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

*      negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

*      liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

*      incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

*      result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

*      Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

*      work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

*      other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

*      has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

*

*   9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

*      the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

*      and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

*      or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

*      License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

*      on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

*      of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

*      defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

*      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

*      of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

*

*   END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

*
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*   APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

*

*      To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

*      boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

*      replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

*      the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

*      comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

*      file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

*      same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

*      identification within third-party archives.

*

*   Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

*

*   Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

*   you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

*   You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*       http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

*   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

*   distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

*   WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

*   See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

*   limitations under the License.

*/

 

W3C SOFTWARE NOTICE AND LICENSE

http://www.w3.org/Consortium/Legal/2002/copyright-software-20021231

 

This work (and included software, documentation such as READMEs, or other

related items) is being provided by the copyright holders under the following

license. By obtaining, using and/or copying this work, you (the licensee) agree

that you have read, understood, and will comply with the following terms and

conditions.

 

Permission to copy, modify, and distribute this software and its documentation,

with or without modification, for any purpose and without fee or royalty is

hereby granted, provided that you include the following on ALL copies of the

software and documentation or portions thereof, including modifications:

 

 1. The full text of this NOTICE in a location viewable to users of the

    redistributed or derivative work.

 2. Any pre-existing intellectual property disclaimers, notices, or terms

    and conditions. If none exist, the W3C Software Short Notice should be

    included (hypertext is preferred, text is permitted) within the body

    of any redistributed or derivative code.

 3. Notice of any changes or modifications to the files, including the date

    changes were made. (We recommend you provide URIs to the location from
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    which the code is derived.)

   

THIS SOFTWARE AND DOCUMENTATION IS PROVIDED "AS IS," AND COPYRIGHT HOLDERS MAKE

NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO, WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR THAT

THE USE OF THE SOFTWARE OR DOCUMENTATION WILL NOT INFRINGE ANY THIRD PARTY

PATENTS, COPYRIGHTS, TRADEMARKS OR OTHER RIGHTS.

 

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS WILL NOT BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, SPECIAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF ANY USE OF THE SOFTWARE OR DOCUMENTATION.

 

The name and trademarks of copyright holders may NOT be used in advertising or

publicity pertaining to the software without specific, written prior permission.

Title to copyright in this software and any associated documentation will at

all times remain with copyright holders.

 

____________________________________

 

This formulation of W3C's notice and license became active on December 31 2002.

This version removes the copyright ownership notice such that this license can

be used with materials other than those owned by the W3C, reflects that ERCIM

is now a host of the W3C, includes references to this specific dated version of

the license, and removes the ambiguous grant of "use". Otherwise, this version

is the same as the previous version and is written so as to preserve the Free

Software Foundation's assessment of GPL compatibility and OSI's certification

under the Open Source Definition. Please see our Copyright FAQ for common

questions about using materials from our site, including specific terms and

conditions for packages like libwww, Amaya, and Jigsaw. Other questions about

this notice can be directed to site-policy@w3.org.

 

Joseph Reagle <site-policy@w3.org>

 

This license came from: http://www.megginson.com/SAX/copying.html

 However please note future versions of SAX may be covered

 under http://saxproject.org/?selected=pd

 

SAX2 is Free!

 

I hereby abandon any property rights to SAX 2.0 (the Simple API for

XML), and release all of the SAX 2.0 source code, compiled code, and

documentation contained in this distribution into the Public Domain.

SAX comes with NO WARRANTY or guarantee of fitness for any

purpose.

 

David Megginson, david@megginson.com

2000-05-05

xml-commons/java/external/LICENSE.dom-software.txt $Id: LICENSE.dom-software.txt 226215 2005-06-03

22:49:13Z mrglavas $
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This license came from: http://www.w3.org/Consortium/Legal/copyright-software-20021231

 

 

W3C SOFTWARE NOTICE AND LICENSE

http://www.w3.org/Consortium/Legal/2002/copyright-software-20021231

 

This work (and included software, documentation such as READMEs, or other

related items) is being provided by the copyright holders under the following

license. By obtaining, using and/or copying this work, you (the licensee) agree

that you have read, understood, and will comply with the following terms and

conditions.

 

Permission to copy, modify, and distribute this software and its documentation,

with or without modification, for any purpose and without fee or royalty is

hereby granted, provided that you include the following on ALL copies of the

software and documentation or portions thereof, including modifications:

 

 1. The full text of this NOTICE in a location viewable to users of the

    redistributed or derivative work.

 2. Any pre-existing intellectual property disclaimers, notices, or terms

    and conditions. If none exist, the W3C Software Short Notice should be

    included (hypertext is preferred, text is permitted) within the body

    of any redistributed or derivative code.

 3. Notice of any changes or modifications to the files, including the date

    changes were made. (We recommend you provide URIs to the location from

    which the code is derived.)

   

THIS SOFTWARE AND DOCUMENTATION IS PROVIDED "AS IS," AND COPYRIGHT HOLDERS MAKE

NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO, WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR THAT

THE USE OF THE SOFTWARE OR DOCUMENTATION WILL NOT INFRINGE ANY THIRD PARTY

PATENTS, COPYRIGHTS, TRADEMARKS OR OTHER RIGHTS.

 

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS WILL NOT BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, SPECIAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF ANY USE OF THE SOFTWARE OR DOCUMENTATION.

 

The name and trademarks of copyright holders may NOT be used in advertising or

publicity pertaining to the software without specific, written prior permission.

Title to copyright in this software and any associated documentation will at

all times remain with copyright holders.

 

____________________________________

 

This formulation of W3C's notice and license became active on December 31 2002.

This version removes the copyright ownership notice such that this license can

be used with materials other than those owned by the W3C, reflects that ERCIM
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is now a host of the W3C, includes references to this specific dated version of

the license, and removes the ambiguous grant of "use". Otherwise, this version

is the same as the previous version and is written so as to preserve the Free

Software Foundation's assessment of GPL compatibility and OSI's certification

under the Open Source Definition. Please see our Copyright FAQ for common

questions about using materials from our site, including specific terms and

conditions for packages like libwww, Amaya, and Jigsaw. Other questions about

this notice can be directed to site-policy@w3.org.

 

Joseph Reagle <site-policy@w3.org>

 

Last revised by Reagle $Date: 2005-06-03 18:49:13 -0400 (Fri, 03 Jun 2005) $

Apache Jakarta HttpClient

Copyright 1999-2007 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed by

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

Apache Commons Configuration

Copyright 2001-2007 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed by

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

This product includes software developed by

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

Copyright (c) 2010-2011 Gabe Lerner (gabelerner@gmail.com) - http://code.google.com/p/canvg/

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person

obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation

files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without

restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,

copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following

conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

   =========================================================================

  ==  NOTICE file corresponding to section 4(d) of the Apache License,   ==
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  ==  Version 2.0, in this case for the Apache xml-commons xml-apis      ==

  ==  distribution.                                                      ==

  =========================================================================

 

  This product includes software developed by

  The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

  Portions of this software were originally based on the following:

    - software copyright (c) 1999, IBM Corporation., http://www.ibm.com.

    - software copyright (c) 1999, Sun Microsystems., http://www.sun.com.

    - software copyright (c) 2000 World Wide Web Consortium, http://www.w3.org

xml-commons/java/external/README.dom.txt $Id: README.dom.txt 225953 2002-01-31 23:13:42Z curcuru $

 

 

HEAR YE, HEAR YE!

 

 

All of the .java software and associated documentation about

the DOM in this repository are distributed under the license

from the W3C, which is provided herein.

 

 

LICENSE.dom-software.txt covers all software from the W3C

including the following items in the xml-commons project:

 

   xml-commons/java/external/src/org/w3c

     and all subdirectories

 

LICENSE.dom-documentation.txt covers all documentation from the W3C

including the following items in the xml-commons project:

 

   xml-commons/java/external/xdocs/dom

     and all subdirectories

 

The actual DOM Java Language Binding classes in xml-commons came from:

   http://www.w3.org/TR/2000/REC-DOM-Level-2-Core-20001113/java-binding.html

	The original versions are tagged 'DOM_LEVEL_2'

 

The specification of DOM Level 2's various parts is at:

   http://www.w3.org/TR/2000/REC-DOM-Level-2-Core-20001113/

   http://www.w3.org/TR/2000/REC-DOM-Level-2-Views-20001113/

	http://www.w3.org/TR/2000/REC-DOM-Level-2-Events-20001113/

	http://www.w3.org/TR/2000/REC-DOM-Level-2-Style-20001113/

	http://www.w3.org/TR/2000/REC-DOM-Level-2-Traversal-Range-20001113/

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/
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  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner
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     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and
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     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions
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     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

Export server Terms of Use

=============

 

These terms are about the export server running at [https://export.highcharts.com](https://export.highcharts.com).

This server is used to export charts to images or PDF files.

 

This service is based on fair usage policy. To this extent, rate limiting is in place. The rate limiting operates within

windows of one minute, in which up to 10 requests can be made. This ensures that the service works well for

everyone,even in times with heavy traffic.

 

Privacy Disclaimer

------------------

 

We do not gather any personally identifiable information from incoming requests. Server logs are limited to

displaying error messages and timing information, to help us improve the service. All chart data and headers are

stripped out of the logs.

 

The HTTP protocol is used for communication between client and the export server and is unsecured. When security

and privacy is an issue to you, we recommend [setting up your own export
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server](https://highcharts.com/docs/export-module/setting-up-the-server)which holds the level of security you need.

 

Description of data saved on the export server

----------------------------------------------

 

Almost all requests to the export server are handled and converted in memory, where nothing is stored on the server

at all.

 

The two exceptions are PDF conversion and asynchronous requests. For this we store data on the export server, but

the storage time is kept to a minimum period of time.

 

1.  For a conversion to PDF is the resulting file saved to a temporary folder which is emptied every minute.

2.  The export server supports asynchronous requests. The converted files are stored on the server in a temporary

folder and are waiting to get called by the client. This folder is checked every minute and deletes files older than 30

seconds.

 

License

-------

 

The export server released by Highcharts is available under the [MIT

license](https://raw.githubusercontent.com/highcharts/node-export-server/master/LICENSE)

Apache Commons Codec

Copyright 2002-2013 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

src/test/org/apache/commons/codec/language/DoubleMetaphoneTest.java

contains test data from http://aspell.net/test/orig/batch0.tab.

Copyright (C) 2002 Kevin Atkinson (kevina@gnu.org)

Apache Jakarta Commons Digester

Copyright 2001-2006 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed by

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

Apache Commons Net

Copyright 2001-2012 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed by

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

xml-commons/java/external/README.dom.txt $Id: README.dom.txt 477038 2006-11-20 04:40:36Z mrglavas $

 

 

HEAR YE, HEAR YE!

 

 

All of the .java software and associated documentation about

the DOM in this repository are distributed under the license
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from the W3C, which is provided herein.

 

 

LICENSE.dom-software.txt covers all software from the W3C

including the following items in the xml-commons project:

 

   xml-commons/java/external/src/org/w3c

     and all subdirectories

    

(Note: SAC (The Simple API for CSS) has been published under an older

version of the W3C license. The original license file is LICENSE.sac.html.)

 

LICENSE.dom-documentation.txt covers all documentation from the W3C

including the following items in the xml-commons project:

 

   xml-commons/java/external/xdocs/dom

     and all subdirectories

 

The actual DOM Java Language Binding classes in xml-commons came from:

   http://www.w3.org/TR/2004/REC-DOM-Level-3-Core-20040407/java-binding.html

  

The specification of DOM Level 3's various parts is at:

   http://www.w3.org/TR/2004/REC-DOM-Level-3-Core-20040407/

   http://www.w3.org/TR/2004/REC-DOM-Level-3-LS-20040407/

   http://www.w3.org/TR/2004/NOTE-DOM-Level-3-XPath-20040226/

 

The specification of DOM Level 2's various parts is at:

   http://www.w3.org/TR/2000/REC-DOM-Level-2-Events-20001113/

   http://www.w3.org/TR/2000/REC-DOM-Level-2-Style-20001113/

   http://www.w3.org/TR/2000/REC-DOM-Level-2-Traversal-Range-20001113/

   http://www.w3.org/TR/2000/REC-DOM-Level-2-Views-20001113/

  

The specification of DOM Level 1's various parts is at:

   http://www.w3.org/TR/1998/REC-DOM-Level-1-19981001/level-one-html.html

 

Links to all available W3C DOM Java Bindings can be found at:

   http://www.w3.org/DOM/DOMTR

 

The actual classes of The Simple API for CSS (SAC) came from:

   http://www.w3.org/Style/CSS/SAC/

   http://www.w3.org/2002/06/sacjava-1.3.zip

 

The actual DOM Java Language Binding classes for SMIL came from:

   http://dev.w3.org/cvsweb/java/classes/org/w3c/dom/smil/

   (both ElementTimeControl.java and TimeEvent.java were taken at revision 1.1)

 

The actual DOM Java Language Binding classes for SVG 1.1 came from:

   http://www.w3.org/TR/SVG11/java.html
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Apache Commons Lang

Copyright 2001-2011 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed by

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

xml-commons/java/external/LICENSE.dom-documentation.txt $Id: LICENSE.dom-documentation.txt 226215

2005-06-03 22:49:13Z mrglavas $

 

 

This license came from: http://www.w3.org/Consortium/Legal/copyright-documents-20021231

 

 

W3C DOCUMENT LICENSE

http://www.w3.org/Consortium/Legal/2002/copyright-documents-20021231

 

Public documents on the W3C site are provided by the copyright holders under

the following license. By using and/or copying this document, or the W3C

document from which this statement is linked, you (the licensee) agree that

you have read, understood, and will comply with the following terms and

conditions:

 

Permission to copy, and distribute the contents of this document, or the W3C

document from which this statement is linked, in any medium for any purpose

and without fee or royalty is hereby granted, provided that you include the

following on ALL copies of the document, or portions thereof, that you use:

 

 1. A link or URL to the original W3C document.

 2. The pre-existing copyright notice of the original author, or if it

    doesn't exist, a notice (hypertext is preferred, but a textual

    representation is permitted) of the form: "Copyright  [$date-of-document]

    World Wide Web Consortium, (Massachusetts Institute of Technology,

    European Research Consortium for Informatics and Mathematics, Keio

    University). All Rights Reserved.

    http://www.w3.org/Consortium/Legal/2002/copyright-documents-20021231"

 3. If it exists, the STATUS of the W3C document.

 

When space permits, inclusion of the full text of this NOTICE should be

provided. We request that authorship attribution be provided in any software,

documents, or other items or products that you create pursuant to the

implementation of the contents of this document, or any portion thereof.

 

No right to create modifications or derivatives of W3C documents is granted

pursuant to this license. However, if additional requirements (documented in

the Copyright FAQ) are satisfied, the right to create modifications or

derivatives is sometimes granted by the W3C to individuals complying with

those requirements.

 

THIS DOCUMENT IS PROVIDED "AS IS," AND COPYRIGHT HOLDERS MAKE NO
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REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE,

NON-INFRINGEMENT, OR TITLE; THAT THE CONTENTS OF THE DOCUMENT ARE SUITABLE

FOR ANY PURPOSE; NOR THAT THE IMPLEMENTATION OF SUCH CONTENTS WILL NOT

INFRINGE ANY THIRD PARTY PATENTS, COPYRIGHTS, TRADEMARKS OR OTHER RIGHTS.

 

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS WILL NOT BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, SPECIAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF ANY USE OF THE DOCUMENT OR THE

PERFORMANCE OR IMPLEMENTATION OF THE CONTENTS THEREOF.

 

The name and trademarks of copyright holders may NOT be used in advertising

or publicity pertaining to this document or its contents without specific,

written prior permission. Title to copyright in this document will at all

times remain with copyright holders.

 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

This formulation of W3C's notice and license became active on December 31 2002.

This version removes the copyright ownership notice such that this license can

be used with materials other than those owned by the W3C, moves information on

style sheets, DTDs, and schemas to the Copyright FAQ, reflects that ERCIM is

now a host of the W3C, includes references to this specific dated version of

the license, and removes the ambiguous grant of "use". See the older

formulation for the policy prior to this date. Please see our Copyright FAQ for

common questions about using materials from our site, such as the translating

or annotating specifications. Other questions about this notice can be directed

to site-policy@w3.org.

 

Joseph Reagle <site-policy@w3.org>

 

Last revised by Reagle $Date: 2005-06-03 18:49:13 -0400 (Fri, 03 Jun 2005) $

xml-commons/java/external/README.sax.txt $Id: README.sax.txt 225954 2002-01-31 23:26:48Z curcuru $

 

 

HEAR YE, HEAR YE!

 

 

All of the .java software and associated documentation about

SAX in this repository are distributed freely in the

public domain.

 

 

LICENSE.sax.txt covers all software and documentation from the

megginson.com including the following in the xml-commons project:

 

   xml-commons/java/external/src/org/xml/sax

     and all subdirectories

   xml-commons/java/external/xdocs/sax
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     and all subdirectories

 

 

The actual SAX classes in xml-commons came from:

   http://www.megginson.com/Software/index.html

	The original versions are tagged 'SAX-2_0-r2-prerelease'

xml-commons/java/external/LICENSE.dom-software.txt $Id: LICENSE.dom-software.txt 201084 2002-12-09

16:15:21Z vhardy $

 

 

This license came from: http://www.w3.org/Consortium/Legal/copyright-software-19980720

 

 

W3C SOFTWARE NOTICE AND LICENSE

Copyright  1994-2001 World

Wide Web Consortium, <a href="http://www.w3.org/">World

Wide Web Consortium</a>, (<a href=

"http://www.lcs.mit.edu/">Massachusetts Institute of

Technology</a>, <a href="http://www.inria.fr/">Institut National de

Recherche en Informatique et en Automatique</a>, <a href=

"http://www.keio.ac.jp/">Keio University</a>). All Rights Reserved.

http://www.w3.org/Consortium/Legal/

 

This W3C work (including software, documents, or other related

items) is being provided by the copyright holders under the

following license. By obtaining, using and/or copying this work,

you (the licensee) agree that you have read, understood, and will

comply with the following terms and conditions:

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software

and its documentation, with or without modification, for any

purpose and without fee or royalty is hereby granted, provided that

you include the following on ALL copies of the software and

documentation or portions thereof, including modifications, that

you make:

 

The full text of this NOTICE in a location viewable to users of

the redistributed or derivative work.

 

Any pre-existing intellectual property disclaimers, notices, or

terms and conditions. If none exist, a short notice of the

following form (hypertext is preferred, text is permitted) should

be used within the body of any redistributed or derivative code:

"Copyright  [$date-of-software] World Wide Web Consortium, (Massachusetts Institute of

Technology, Institut National de

Recherche en Informatique et en Automatique, Keio University). All Rights Reserved.

http://www.w3.org/Consortium/Legal/"

 

Notice of any changes or modifications to the W3C files,
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including the date changes were made. (We recommend you provide

URIs to the location from which the code is derived.)

 

THIS SOFTWARE AND DOCUMENTATION IS PROVIDED "AS IS," AND

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS MAKE NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO, WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR THAT THE

USE OF THE SOFTWARE OR DOCUMENTATION WILL NOT INFRINGE ANY THIRD

PARTY PATENTS, COPYRIGHTS, TRADEMARKS OR OTHER RIGHTS.

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS WILL NOT BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

SPECIAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF ANY USE OF THE

SOFTWARE OR DOCUMENTATION.

 

The name and trademarks of copyright holders may NOT be used in

advertising or publicity pertaining to the software without

specific, written prior permission. Title to copyright in this

software and any associated documentation will at all times remain

with copyright holders.

____________________________________

This formulation of W3C's notice and license became active on

August 14 1998 so as to improve compatibility with GPL. This

version ensures that W3C software licensing terms are no more

restrictive than GPL and consequently W3C software may be

distributed in GPL packages. See the older formulation for the

policy prior to this date. Please see our Copyright FAQ for common

questions about using materials from

our site, including specific terms and conditions for packages like

libwww, Amaya, and Jigsaw.

Other questions about this notice can be

directed to site-policy@w3.org.

 

webmaster

(last updated $Date: 2002-12-10 03:15:21 +1100 (Tue, 10 Dec 2002) $)

Apache Commons Logging

Copyright 2003-2013 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,
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     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the
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     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and
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     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,
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     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright 1999-2005 The Apache Software Foundation

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.
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/*

* The Apache Software License, Version 1.1

*

* Copyright (c) 2001-2003 Ant-Contrib project.  All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution, if

*    any, must include the following acknowlegement: 

*       "This product includes software developed by the

*        Ant-Contrib project (http://sourceforge.net/projects/ant-contrib)."

*    Alternately, this acknowlegement may appear in the software itself,

*    if and wherever such third-party acknowlegements normally appear.

*

* 4. The name Ant-Contrib must not be used to endorse or promote products

*    derived from this software without prior written permission. For

*    written permission, please contact

*    ant-contrib-developers@lists.sourceforge.net.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "Ant-Contrib"

*    nor may "Ant-Contrib" appear in their names without prior written

*    permission of the Ant-Contrib project.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

* DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE ANT-CONTRIB PROJECT OR ITS

* CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

* USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

* OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*/
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xml-commons/java/external/LICENSE.sax.txt $Id: LICENSE.sax.txt 225954 2002-01-31 23:26:48Z curcuru $

 

 

This license came from: http://www.megginson.com/SAX/copying.html

 However please note future versions of SAX may be covered

 under http://saxproject.org/?selected=pd

 

 

This page is now out of date -- see the new SAX site at

http://www.saxproject.org/ for more up-to-date

releases and other information. Please change your bookmarks.

 

 

SAX2 is Free!

 

I hereby abandon any property rights to SAX 2.0 (the Simple API for

XML), and release all of the SAX 2.0 source code, compiled code, and

documentation contained in this distribution into the Public Domain.

SAX comes with NO WARRANTY or guarantee of fitness for any

purpose.

 

David Megginson, david@megginson.com

2000-05-05

Apache Batik

Copyright 1999-2007 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

This software contains code from the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) for the

Document Object Model API (DOM API) and SVG Document Type Definition (DTD).

 

This software contains code from the International Organisation for

Standardization for the definition of character entities used in the software's

documentation.

 

This product includes images from the Tango Desktop Project

(http://tango.freedesktop.org/).

 

This product includes images from the Pasodoble Icon Theme

(http://www.jesusda.com/projects/pasodoble).

                                  Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.
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     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to
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     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of
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         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.
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  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
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  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

Apache Commons IO

Copyright 2002-2012 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed by

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

Spring Framework 4.1.2.RELEASE

Copyright (c) 2002-2014 Pivotal, Inc.

 

This product is licensed to you under the Apache License, Version 2.0

(the "License"). You may not use this product except in compliance with

the License.

 

This product may include a number of subcomponents with separate

copyright notices and license terms. Your use of the source code for

these subcomponents is subject to the terms and conditions of the

subcomponent's license, as noted in the license.txt file.

   Apache Ant

  Copyright 1999-2010 The Apache Software Foundation

 

  The <sync> task is based on code Copyright (c) 2002, Landmark

  Graphics Corp that has been kindly donated to the Apache Software

  Foundation.

Apache log4j

Copyright 2007 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

   =========================================================================

  ==  NOTICE file corresponding to section 4(d) of the Apache License,   ==

  ==  Version 2.0, in this case for the Apache xml-commons xml-apis      ==

  ==  distribution.                                                      ==

  =========================================================================

 

  Apache XML Commons XML APIs

  Copyright 2006 The Apache Software Foundation.

 

  This product includes software developed at

  The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

  Portions of this software were originally based on the following:

    - software copyright (c) 1999, IBM Corporation., http://www.ibm.com.

    - software copyright (c) 1999, Sun Microsystems., http://www.sun.com.

    - software copyright (c) 2000 World Wide Web Consortium, http://www.w3.org

This is the repository for Highsoft's JavaScript charting libraries: Highcharts, Highstock and Highmaps.

 

The libraries are available under different licenses depending on whether it is intended for commercial/government
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use, or for a personal or non-profit project.

 

Read more on licensing alternatives here:

- Highcharts: https://shop.highsoft.com/highcharts

- Highstock: https://shop.highsoft.com/highstock

- Highmaps: https://shop.highsoft.com/highmaps

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications
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     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without
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     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade
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     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

xml-commons/java/external/LICENSE.dom-documentation.txt $Id: LICENSE.dom-documentation.txt 201084

2002-12-09 16:15:21Z vhardy $

 

 

This license came from: http://www.w3.org/Consortium/Legal/copyright-documents-19990405

 

 

W3C DOCUMENT NOTICE AND LICENSE

Copyright  1994-2001 World

Wide Web Consortium, <a href="http://www.w3.org/">World
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Wide Web Consortium</a>, (<a href=

"http://www.lcs.mit.edu/">Massachusetts Institute of

Technology</a>, <a href="http://www.inria.fr/">Institut National de

Recherche en Informatique et en Automatique</a>, <a href=

"http://www.keio.ac.jp/">Keio University</a>). All Rights Reserved.

http://www.w3.org/Consortium/Legal/

 

Public documents on the W3C site are provided by the copyright

holders under the following license. The software or Document Type

Definitions (DTDs) associated with W3C specifications are governed

by the Software Notice. By using and/or copying this document, or the

W3C document from which this statement is linked, you (the

licensee) agree that you have read, understood, and will comply

with the following terms and conditions:

 

Permission to use, copy, and distribute the contents of this

document, or the W3C document from which this statement is linked,

in any medium for any purpose and without fee or royalty is hereby

granted, provided that you include the following on ALL

copies of the document, or portions thereof, that you use:

 

A link or URL to the original W3C document.

 

The pre-existing copyright notice of the original author, or if

it doesn't exist, a notice of the form: "Copyright  [$date-of-document] World Wide Web

Consortium, (Massachusetts

Institute of Technology, Institut National de Recherche en Informatique et en

Automatique, Keio

University). All Rights Reserved.

http://www.w3.org/Consortium/Legal/" (Hypertext is preferred, but a

textual representation is permitted.)

 

If it exists, the STATUS of the W3C document.

 

When space permits, inclusion of the full text of this NOTICE

should be provided. We request that authorship

attribution be provided in any software, documents, or other items

or products that you create pursuant to the implementation of the

contents of this document, or any portion thereof.

 

No right to create modifications or derivatives of W3C documents

is granted pursuant to this license. However, if additional

requirements (documented in the Copyright

FAQ) are satisfied, the right to create modifications or

derivatives issometimes granted by the W3C to individuals

complying with those requirements.

 

THIS DOCUMENT IS PROVIDED "AS IS," AND COPYRIGHT HOLDERS MAKE NO
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REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, OR TITLE; THAT THE CONTENTS

OF THE DOCUMENT ARE SUITABLE FOR ANY PURPOSE; NOR THAT THE

IMPLEMENTATION OF SUCH CONTENTS WILL NOT INFRINGE ANY THIRD PARTY

PATENTS, COPYRIGHTS, TRADEMARKS OR OTHER RIGHTS.

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS WILL NOT BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

SPECIAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF ANY USE OF THE

DOCUMENT OR THE PERFORMANCE OR IMPLEMENTATION OF THE CONTENTS

THEREOF.

 

The name and trademarks of copyright holders may NOT be used in

advertising or publicity pertaining to this document or its

contents without specific, written prior permission. Title to

copyright in this document will at all times remain with copyright

holders.

 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------

This formulation of W3C's notice and license became active on

April 05 1999 so as to account for the treatment of DTDs, schema's and

bindings. See the older formulation for the policy prior to this date.

Please see

our Copyright FAQ for common questions

about using materials from our site, including specific terms and

conditions for packages like libwww, Amaya, and Jigsaw.

Other questions about this notice can be directed to site-policy@w3.org.

 

webmaster

(last updated by reagle on 1999/04/99.)

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the
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     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of
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     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and
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         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor
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     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.52 jquery 1.12.4 
1.52.1 Available under license : 

Copyright jQuery Foundation and other contributors, https://jquery.org/

 

This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

individuals. For exact contribution history, see the revision history
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available at https://github.com/jquery/jquery

 

The following license applies to all parts of this software except as

documented below:

 

====

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

====

 

All files located in the node_modules and external directories are

externally maintained libraries used by this software which have their

own licenses; we recommend you read them, as their terms may differ from

the terms above.

 

1.53 expeyes-firmware-dev 4.9.2+repack 
1.53.1 Available under license : 

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <https://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for

software and other kinds of works.
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 The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed

to take away your freedom to share and change the works.  By contrast,

the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to

share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free

software for all its users.  We, the Free Software Foundation, use the

GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to

any other work released this way by its authors.  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you

these rights or asking you to surrender the rights.  Therefore, you have

certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if

you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same

freedoms that you received.  You must make sure that they, too, receive

or can get the source code.  And you must show them these terms so they

know their rights.

 

 Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps:

(1) assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License

giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

 

 For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains

that there is no warranty for this free software.  For both users' and

authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as

changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to

authors of previous versions.

 

 Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run

modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer

can do so.  This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of

protecting users' freedom to change the software.  The systematic

pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to

use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable.  Therefore, we

have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those

products.  If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we

stand ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions

of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.
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 Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents.

States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of

software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to

avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could

make it effectively proprietary.  To prevent this, the GPL assures that

patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                      TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

 0. Definitions.

 

 "This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

 

 "Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of

works, such as semiconductor masks.

 

 "The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this

License.  Each licensee is addressed as "you".  "Licensees" and

"recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

 

 To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work

in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an

exact copy.  The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the

earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

 

 A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based

on the Program.

 

 To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without

permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for

infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a

computer or modifying a private copy.  Propagation includes copying,

distribution (with or without modification), making available to the

public, and in some countries other activities as well.

 

 To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other

parties to make or receive copies.  Mere interaction with a user through

a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is not conveying.

 

 An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices"

to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible

feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2)

tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the

extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the
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work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License.  If

the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a

menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.

 

 1. Source Code.

 

 The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work

for making modifications to it.  "Object code" means any non-source

form of a work.

 

 A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official

standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of

interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that

is widely used among developers working in that language.

 

 The "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other

than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of

packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major

Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that

Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an

implementation is available to the public in source code form.  A

"Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component

(kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system

(if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to

produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

 

 The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all

the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable

work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to

control those activities.  However, it does not include the work's

System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally available free

programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but

which are not part of the work.  For example, Corresponding Source

includes interface definition files associated with source files for

the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically

linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require,

such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those

subprograms and other parts of the work.

 

 The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users

can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding

Source.

 

 The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that

same work.

 

 2. Basic Permissions.
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 All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of

copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated

conditions are met.  This License explicitly affirms your unlimited

permission to run the unmodified Program.  The output from running a

covered work is covered by this License only if the output, given its

content, constitutes a covered work.  This License acknowledges your

rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

 

 You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not

convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains

in force.  You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose

of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you

with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with

the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do

not control copyright.  Those thus making or running the covered works

for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction

and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of

your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

 

 Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under

the conditions stated below.  Sublicensing is not allowed; section 10

makes it unnecessary.

 

 3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

 

 No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological

measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article

11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or

similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such

measures.

 

 When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid

circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention

is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to

the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or

modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's

users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of

technological measures.

 

 4. Conveying Verbatim Copies.

 

 You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you

receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice;

keep intact all notices stating that this License and any

non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code;

keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all

recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.
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 You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey,

and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

 

 5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

 

 You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to

produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the

terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified

   it, and giving a relevant date.

 

   b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is

   released under this License and any conditions added under section

   7.  This requirement modifies the requirement in section 4 to

   "keep intact all notices".

 

   c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this

   License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy.  This

   License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7

   additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts,

   regardless of how they are packaged.  This License gives no

   permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not

   invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

 

   d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display

   Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive

   interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your

   work need not make them do so.

 

 A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent

works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work,

and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program,

in or on a volume of a storage or distribution medium, is called an

"aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not

used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users

beyond what the individual works permit.  Inclusion of a covered work

in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other

parts of the aggregate.

 

 6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

 

 You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms

of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the

machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License,

in one of these ways:
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   a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the

   Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium

   customarily used for software interchange.

 

   b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a

   written offer, valid for at least three years and valid for as

   long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product

   model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a

   copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the

   product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical

   medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no

   more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this

   conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the

   Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

 

   c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the

   written offer to provide the Corresponding Source.  This

   alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and

   only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord

   with subsection 6b.

 

   d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated

   place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the

   Corresponding Source in the same way through the same place at no

   further charge.  You need not require recipients to copy the

   Corresponding Source along with the object code.  If the place to

   copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source

   may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party)

   that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain

   clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the

   Corresponding Source.  Regardless of what server hosts the

   Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is

   available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

 

   e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided

   you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding

   Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no

   charge under subsection 6d.

 

 A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded

from the Corresponding Source as a System Library, need not be

included in conveying the object code work.

 

 A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any

tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family,

or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation
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into a dwelling.  In determining whether a product is a consumer product,

doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage.  For a particular

product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a

typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status

of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user

actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product.  A product

is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial

commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent

the only significant mode of use of the product.

 

 "Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods,

procedures, authorization keys, or other information required to install

and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from

a modified version of its Corresponding Source.  The information must

suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object

code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because

modification has been made.

 

 If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or

specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as

part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the

User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a

fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the

Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied

by the Installation Information.  But this requirement does not apply

if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install

modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has

been installed in ROM).

 

 The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a

requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates

for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for

the User Product in which it has been modified or installed.  Access to a

network may be denied when the modification itself materially and

adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and

protocols for communication across the network.

 

 Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided,

in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly

documented (and with an implementation available to the public in

source code form), and must require no special password or key for

unpacking, reading or copying.

 

 7. Additional Terms.

 

 "Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this

License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions.

Additional permissions that are applicable to the entire Program shall
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be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent

that they are valid under applicable law.  If additional permissions

apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately

under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by

this License without regard to the additional permissions.

 

 When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option

remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of

it.  (Additional permissions may be written to require their own

removal in certain cases when you modify the work.)  You may place

additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work,

for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you

add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of

that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

 

   a) Disclaiming warranty or limiting liability differently from the

   terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

 

   b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or

   author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal

   Notices displayed by works containing it; or

 

   c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or

   requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in

   reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

 

   d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or

   authors of the material; or

 

   e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some

   trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

 

   f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that

   material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of

   it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for

   any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on

   those licensors and authors.

 

 All other non-permissive additional terms are considered "further

restrictions" within the meaning of section 10.  If the Program as you

received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is

governed by this License along with a term that is a further

restriction, you may remove that term.  If a license document contains

a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this

License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms

of that license document, provided that the further restriction does
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not survive such relicensing or conveying.

 

 If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you

must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the

additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating

where to find the applicable terms.

 

 Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the

form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions;

the above requirements apply either way.

 

 8. Termination.

 

 You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly

provided under this License.  Any attempt otherwise to propagate or

modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under

this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third

paragraph of section 11).

 

 However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your

license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a)

provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and

finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright

holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means

prior to 60 days after the cessation.

 

 Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is

reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the

violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have

received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that

copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after

your receipt of the notice.

 

 Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the

licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under

this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently

reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same

material under section 10.

 

 9. Acceptance Not Required for Having Copies.

 

 You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or

run a copy of the Program.  Ancillary propagation of a covered work

occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission

to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance.  However,

nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or

modify any covered work.  These actions infringe copyright if you do

not accept this License.  Therefore, by modifying or propagating a
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covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

 

 10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

 

 Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically

receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and

propagate that work, subject to this License.  You are not responsible

for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

 

 An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an

organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an

organization, or merging organizations.  If propagation of a covered

work results from an entity transaction, each party to that

transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever

licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could

give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the

Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if

the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

 

 You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the

rights granted or affirmed under this License.  For example, you may

not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of

rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation

(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that

any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for

sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

 

 11. Patents.

 

 A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this

License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based.  The

work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

 

 A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims

owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or

hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted

by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version,

but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a

consequence of further modification of the contributor version.  For

purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant

patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of

this License.

 

 Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free

patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to

make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and

propagate the contents of its contributor version.
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 In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express

agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent

(such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to

sue for patent infringement).  To "grant" such a patent license to a

party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a

patent against the party.

 

 If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license,

and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone

to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this License, through a

publicly available network server or other readily accessible means,

then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so

available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the

patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner

consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent

license to downstream recipients.  "Knowingly relying" means you have

actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the

covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work

in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that

country that you have reason to believe are valid.

 

 If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or

arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a

covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties

receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify

or convey a specific copy of the covered work, then the patent license

you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered

work and works based on it.

 

 A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within

the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is

conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are

specifically granted under this License.  You may not convey a covered

work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is

in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment

to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying

the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the

parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory

patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work

conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily

for and in connection with specific products or compilations that

contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement,

or that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

 

 Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting

any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may

otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.
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 12. No Surrender of Others' Freedom.

 

 If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot convey a

covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may

not convey it at all.  For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you

to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey

the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this

License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

 

 13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have

permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed

under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single

combined work, and to convey the resulting work.  The terms of this

License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work,

but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License,

section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the

combination as such.

 

 14. Revised Versions of this License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of

the GNU General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the

Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General

Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you have the

option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered

version or of any later version published by the Free Software

Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of the

GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published

by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future

versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's

public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you

to choose that version for the Program.

 

 Later license versions may give you additional or different

permissions.  However, no additional obligations are imposed on any

author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a

later version.
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 15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

 

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY

APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY

OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM

IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF

ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. Limitation of Liability.

 

 IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS

THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY

GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE

USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF

DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD

PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS),

EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGES.

 

 17. Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

 

 If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided

above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms,

reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates

an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the

Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a

copy of the Program in return for a fee.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>
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   This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program.  If not, see <https://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

 If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short

notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   <program>  Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

   This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, your program's commands

might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

 

 You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school,

if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.

For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see

<https://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

 The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program

into proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you

may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with

the library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.  But first, please read

<https://www.gnu.org/licenses/why-not-lgpl.html>.

Flag_of_France_(17901794).svg:

   I, the copyright holder of this work, release this work into the

   public domain. This applies worldwide. See

   https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Flag_of_France_(1790%E2%80%931794).svg

 

Flag_of_India.svg:

   This work is in the public domain in India because its term of

   copyright has expired. See

   https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Flag_of_India.svg
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Flag_of_Spain.svg:

    Pedro A. Gracia Fajardo; This file is from the Open Clip Art

   Library, which released it explicitly into the public domain. See

   https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Flag_of_Spain.svg

 

UN_emblem_blue.svg:

   This work is in the public domain in the United States because it

   meets two requirements ... See

   https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:UN_emblem_blue.svg

Format: http://dep.debian.net/deps/dep5

Upstream-Name: expeyes

Source: http://expeyes.in/sites/default/files/debs/expeyes-1.0.0.tgz

 

Files: *

Copyright: 2010-2018 Ajith Kumar B.P <bpajith@gmail.com>

License: GPL-3

 

Files: po/fr.po microhope/po/fr.po eyes17/lang/fr.ts

Copyright: 2010-2017 Georges Khaznadar <georgesk@debian.org>

License: GPL-3

 

Files: debian/*

Copyright: 2010-2018 Georges Khaznadar <georgesk@debian.org>

License: GPL-3

 

Files: eyes17/pythonSyntax.py

Copyright: 2017 DavidBoddie <https://wiki.python.org/moin/DavidBoddie>

License: Modified-BSD-License

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

.

   (1) Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

.

   (2) Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

   the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

   distribution. 

.

   (3)The name of the author may not be used to

   endorse or promote products derived from this software without

   specific prior written permission.

.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE
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DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING

IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

License: GPL-3

This package is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

the Free Software Foundation as version 3 of the License.

.

This package is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

GNU General Public License for more details.

.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

along with this program. If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>

.

On Debian systems, the complete text of the GNU General

Public License version 3 can be found in "/usr/share/common-licenses/GPL-3".

CERN Open Hardware Licence v1.2

 

Preamble

 

Through this CERN Open Hardware Licence ("CERN OHL") version 1.2, CERN

wishes to provide a tool to foster collaboration and sharing among

hardware designers.  The CERN OHL is copyright CERN. Anyone is welcome

to use the CERN OHL, in unmodified form only, for the distribution of

their own Open Hardware designs. Any other right is reserved. Release

of hardware designs under the CERN OHL does not constitute an

endorsement of the licensor or its designs nor does it imply any

involvement by CERN in the development of such designs.

 

1. Definitions

 

In this Licence, the following terms have the following meanings:

 

Licence means this CERN OHL.

 

Documentation means schematic diagrams, designs, circuit or circuit

board layouts, mechanical drawings, flow charts and descriptive text,

and other explanatory material that is explicitly stated as being made

available under the conditions of this Licence. The Documentation may

be in any medium, including but not limited to computer files and
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representations on paper, film, or any other media.

 

Documentation Location means a location where the Licensor has

placed Documentation, and which he believes will be publicly

accessible for at least three years from the first communication to

the public or distribution of Documentation.

 

Product means either an entire, or any part of a, device built using

the Documentation or the modified Documentation.

 

Licensee means any natural or legal person exercising rights under

this Licence.

 

Licensor means any natural or legal person that creates or modifies

Documentation and subsequently communicates to the public and/ or

distributes the resulting Documentation under the terms and conditions

of this Licence.

 

A Licensee may at the same time be a Licensor, and vice versa.

 

Use of the masculine gender includes the feminine and neuter genders

and is employed solely to facilitate reading.

 

2. Applicability

 

2.1. This Licence governs the use, copying, modification,

communication to the public and distribution of the Documentation, and

the manufacture and distribution of Products. By exercising any right

granted under this Licence, the Licensee irrevocably accepts these

terms and conditions.

 

2.2. This Licence is granted by the Licensor directly to the Licensee,

and shall apply worldwide and without limitation in time. The Licensee

may assign his licence rights or grant sub-licences.

 

2.3. This Licence does not extend to software, firmware, or code

loaded into programmable devices which may be used in conjunction with

the Documentation, the modified Documentation or with Products, unless

such software, firmware, or code is explicitly expressed to be subject

to this Licence. The use of such software, firmware, or code is

otherwise subject to the applicable licence terms and conditions.

 

3. Copying, modification, communication to the public and distribution

of the Documentation

 

3.1. The Licensee shall keep intact all copyright and trademarks

notices, all notices referring to Documentation Location, and all

notices that refer to this Licence and to the disclaimer of warranties
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that are included in the Documentation. He shall include a copy

thereof in every copy of the Documentation or, as the case may be,

modified Documentation, that he communicates to the public or

distributes.

 

3.2. The Licensee may copy, communicate to the public and distribute

verbatim copies of the Documentation, in any medium, subject to the

requirements specified in section 3.1.

 

3.3. The Licensee may modify the Documentation or any portion thereof

provided that upon modification of the Documentation, the Licensee

shall make the modified Documentation available from a Documentation

Location such that it can be easily located by an original Licensor

once the Licensee communicates to the public or distributes the

modified Documentation under section 3.4, and, where required by

section 4.1, by a recipient of a Product. However, the Licensor shall

not assert his rights under the foregoing proviso unless or until a

Product is distributed.

 

3.4. The Licensee may communicate to the public and distribute the

modified Documentation (thereby in addition to being a Licensee also

becoming a Licensor), always provided that he shall:

 

a) comply with section 3.1;

 

b) cause the modified Documentation to carry prominent notices stating

that the Licensee has modified the Documentation, with the date and

description of the modifications;

 

c) cause the modified Documentation to carry a new Documentation

Location notice if the original Documentation provided for one;

 

d) make available the modified Documentation at the same level of

abstraction as that of the Documentation, in the preferred format for

making modifications to it (e.g. the native format of the CAD tool as

applicable), and in the event that format is proprietary, in a format

viewable with a tool licensed under an OSI-approved license if the

proprietary tool can create it; and

 

e) license the modified Documentation under the terms and conditions

of this Licence or, where applicable, a later version of this Licence

as may be issued by CERN.

 

3.5. The Licence includes a non-exclusive licence to those patents or

registered designs that are held by, under the control of, or

sub-licensable by the Licensor, to the extent necessary to make use of

the rights granted under this Licence. The scope of this section 3.5

shall be strictly limited to the parts of the Documentation or
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modified Documentation created by the Licensor.

 

4. Manufacture and distribution of Products

 

4.1. The Licensee may manufacture or distribute Products always

provided that, where such manufacture or distribution requires a

licence under this Licence the Licensee provides to each recipient of

such Products an easy means of accessing a copy of the Documentation

or modified Documentation, as applicable, as set out in section 3.

 

4.2. The Licensee is invited to inform any Licensor who has indicated

his wish to receive this information about the type, quantity and

dates of production of Products the Licensee has (had) manufactured

 

5. Warranty and liability

 

5.1. DISCLAIMER  The Documentation and any modified Documentation are

provided "as is" and any express or implied warranties, including, but

not limited to, implied warranties of merchantability, of satisfactory

quality, non-infringement of third party rights, and fitness for a

particular purpose or use are disclaimed in respect of the

Documentation, the modified Documentation or any Product. The Licensor

makes no representation that the Documentation, modified

Documentation, or any Product, does or will not infringe any patent,

copyright, trade secret or other proprietary right. The entire risk as

to the use, quality, and performance of a Product shall be with the

Licensee and not the Licensor. This disclaimer of warranty is an

essential part of this Licence and a condition for the grant of any

rights granted under this Licence. The Licensee warrants that it does

not act in a consumer capacity.

 

5.2. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY  The Licensor shall have no liability

for direct, indirect, special, incidental, consequential, exemplary,

punitive or other damages of any character including, without

limitation, procurement of substitute goods or services, loss of use,

data or profits, or business interruption, however caused and on any

theory of contract, warranty, tort (including negligence), product

liability or otherwise, arising in any way in relation to the

Documentation, modified Documentation and/or the use, manufacture or

distribution of a Product, even if advised of the possibility of such

damages, and the Licensee shall hold the Licensor(s) free and harmless

from any liability, costs, damages, fees and expenses, including

claims by third parties, in relation to such use.

 

6. General

 

6.1. Except for the rights explicitly granted hereunder, this Licence

does not imply or represent any transfer or assignment of intellectual
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property rights to the Licensee.

 

6.2. The Licensee shall not use or make reference to any of the names

(including acronyms and abbreviations), images, or logos under which

the Licensor is known, save in so far as required to comply with

section 3. Any such permitted use or reference shall be factual and

shall in no event suggest any kind of endorsement by the Licensor or

its personnel of the modified Documentation or any Product, or any

kind of implication by the Licensor or its personnel in the

preparation of the modified Documentation or Product.

 

6.3. CERN may publish updated versions of this Licence which retain

the same general provisions as this version, but differ in detail so

far this is required and reasonable. New versions will be published

with a unique version number.

 

6.4. This Licence shall terminate with immediate effect, upon written

notice and without involvement of a court if the Licensee fails to

comply with any of its terms and conditions, or if the Licensee

initiates legal action against Licensor in relation to this

Licence. Section 5 shall continue to apply.

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for

software and other kinds of works.

 

 The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed

to take away your freedom to share and change the works.  By contrast,

the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to

share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free

software for all its users.  We, the Free Software Foundation, use the

GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to

any other work released this way by its authors.  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs, and that you know you can do these things.
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 To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you

these rights or asking you to surrender the rights.  Therefore, you have

certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if

you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same

freedoms that you received.  You must make sure that they, too, receive

or can get the source code.  And you must show them these terms so they

know their rights.

 

 Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps:

(1) assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License

giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

 

 For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains

that there is no warranty for this free software.  For both users' and

authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as

changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to

authors of previous versions.

 

 Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run

modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer

can do so.  This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of

protecting users' freedom to change the software.  The systematic

pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to

use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable.  Therefore, we

have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those

products.  If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we

stand ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions

of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

 

 Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents.

States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of

software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to

avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could

make it effectively proprietary.  To prevent this, the GPL assures that

patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                      TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

 0. Definitions.

 

 "This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.
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 "Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of

works, such as semiconductor masks.

 

 "The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this

License.  Each licensee is addressed as "you".  "Licensees" and

"recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

 

 To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work

in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an

exact copy.  The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the

earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

 

 A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based

on the Program.

 

 To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without

permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for

infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a

computer or modifying a private copy.  Propagation includes copying,

distribution (with or without modification), making available to the

public, and in some countries other activities as well.

 

 To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other

parties to make or receive copies.  Mere interaction with a user through

a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is not conveying.

 

 An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices"

to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible

feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2)

tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the

extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the

work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License.  If

the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a

menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.

 

 1. Source Code.

 

 The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work

for making modifications to it.  "Object code" means any non-source

form of a work.

 

 A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official

standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of

interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that

is widely used among developers working in that language.

 

 The "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other
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than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of

packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major

Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that

Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an

implementation is available to the public in source code form.  A

"Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component

(kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system

(if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to

produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

 

 The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all

the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable

work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to

control those activities.  However, it does not include the work's

System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally available free

programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but

which are not part of the work.  For example, Corresponding Source

includes interface definition files associated with source files for

the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically

linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require,

such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those

subprograms and other parts of the work.

 

 The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users

can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding

Source.

 

 The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that

same work.

 

 2. Basic Permissions.

 

 All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of

copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated

conditions are met.  This License explicitly affirms your unlimited

permission to run the unmodified Program.  The output from running a

covered work is covered by this License only if the output, given its

content, constitutes a covered work.  This License acknowledges your

rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

 

 You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not

convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains

in force.  You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose

of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you

with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with

the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do

not control copyright.  Those thus making or running the covered works

for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction
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and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of

your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

 

 Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under

the conditions stated below.  Sublicensing is not allowed; section 10

makes it unnecessary.

 

 3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

 

 No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological

measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article

11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or

similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such

measures.

 

 When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid

circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention

is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to

the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or

modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's

users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of

technological measures.

 

 4. Conveying Verbatim Copies.

 

 You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you

receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice;

keep intact all notices stating that this License and any

non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code;

keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all

recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

 You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey,

and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

 

 5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

 

 You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to

produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the

terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified

   it, and giving a relevant date.

 

   b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is

   released under this License and any conditions added under section

   7.  This requirement modifies the requirement in section 4 to
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   "keep intact all notices".

 

   c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this

   License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy.  This

   License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7

   additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts,

   regardless of how they are packaged.  This License gives no

   permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not

   invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

 

   d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display

   Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive

   interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your

   work need not make them do so.

 

 A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent

works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work,

and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program,

in or on a volume of a storage or distribution medium, is called an

"aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not

used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users

beyond what the individual works permit.  Inclusion of a covered work

in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other

parts of the aggregate.

 

 6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

 

 You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms

of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the

machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License,

in one of these ways:

 

   a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the

   Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium

   customarily used for software interchange.

 

   b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a

   written offer, valid for at least three years and valid for as

   long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product

   model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a

   copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the

   product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical

   medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no

   more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this

   conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the

   Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.
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   c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the

   written offer to provide the Corresponding Source.  This

   alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and

   only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord

   with subsection 6b.

 

   d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated

   place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the

   Corresponding Source in the same way through the same place at no

   further charge.  You need not require recipients to copy the

   Corresponding Source along with the object code.  If the place to

   copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source

   may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party)

   that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain

   clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the

   Corresponding Source.  Regardless of what server hosts the

   Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is

   available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

 

   e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided

   you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding

   Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no

   charge under subsection 6d.

 

 A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded

from the Corresponding Source as a System Library, need not be

included in conveying the object code work.

 

 A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any

tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family,

or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation

into a dwelling.  In determining whether a product is a consumer product,

doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage.  For a particular

product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a

typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status

of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user

actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product.  A product

is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial

commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent

the only significant mode of use of the product.

 

 "Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods,

procedures, authorization keys, or other information required to install

and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from

a modified version of its Corresponding Source.  The information must

suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object

code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because
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modification has been made.

 

 If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or

specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as

part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the

User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a

fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the

Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied

by the Installation Information.  But this requirement does not apply

if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install

modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has

been installed in ROM).

 

 The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a

requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates

for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for

the User Product in which it has been modified or installed.  Access to a

network may be denied when the modification itself materially and

adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and

protocols for communication across the network.

 

 Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided,

in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly

documented (and with an implementation available to the public in

source code form), and must require no special password or key for

unpacking, reading or copying.

 

 7. Additional Terms.

 

 "Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this

License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions.

Additional permissions that are applicable to the entire Program shall

be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent

that they are valid under applicable law.  If additional permissions

apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately

under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by

this License without regard to the additional permissions.

 

 When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option

remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of

it.  (Additional permissions may be written to require their own

removal in certain cases when you modify the work.)  You may place

additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work,

for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you

add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of

that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:
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   a) Disclaiming warranty or limiting liability differently from the

   terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

 

   b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or

   author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal

   Notices displayed by works containing it; or

 

   c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or

   requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in

   reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

 

   d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or

   authors of the material; or

 

   e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some

   trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

 

   f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that

   material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of

   it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for

   any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on

   those licensors and authors.

 

 All other non-permissive additional terms are considered "further

restrictions" within the meaning of section 10.  If the Program as you

received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is

governed by this License along with a term that is a further

restriction, you may remove that term.  If a license document contains

a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this

License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms

of that license document, provided that the further restriction does

not survive such relicensing or conveying.

 

 If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you

must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the

additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating

where to find the applicable terms.

 

 Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the

form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions;

the above requirements apply either way.

 

 8. Termination.

 

 You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly

provided under this License.  Any attempt otherwise to propagate or

modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under
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this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third

paragraph of section 11).

 

 However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your

license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a)

provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and

finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright

holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means

prior to 60 days after the cessation.

 

 Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is

reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the

violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have

received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that

copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after

your receipt of the notice.

 

 Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the

licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under

this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently

reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same

material under section 10.

 

 9. Acceptance Not Required for Having Copies.

 

 You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or

run a copy of the Program.  Ancillary propagation of a covered work

occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission

to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance.  However,

nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or

modify any covered work.  These actions infringe copyright if you do

not accept this License.  Therefore, by modifying or propagating a

covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

 

 10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

 

 Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically

receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and

propagate that work, subject to this License.  You are not responsible

for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

 

 An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an

organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an

organization, or merging organizations.  If propagation of a covered

work results from an entity transaction, each party to that

transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever

licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could

give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the
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Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if

the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

 

 You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the

rights granted or affirmed under this License.  For example, you may

not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of

rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation

(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that

any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for

sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

 

 11. Patents.

 

 A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this

License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based.  The

work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

 

 A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims

owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or

hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted

by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version,

but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a

consequence of further modification of the contributor version.  For

purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant

patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of

this License.

 

 Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free

patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to

make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and

propagate the contents of its contributor version.

 

 In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express

agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent

(such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to

sue for patent infringement).  To "grant" such a patent license to a

party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a

patent against the party.

 

 If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license,

and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone

to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this License, through a

publicly available network server or other readily accessible means,

then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so

available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the

patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner

consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent

license to downstream recipients.  "Knowingly relying" means you have
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actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the

covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work

in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that

country that you have reason to believe are valid.

 

 If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or

arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a

covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties

receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify

or convey a specific copy of the covered work, then the patent license

you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered

work and works based on it.

 

 A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within

the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is

conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are

specifically granted under this License.  You may not convey a covered

work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is

in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment

to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying

the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the

parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory

patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work

conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily

for and in connection with specific products or compilations that

contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement,

or that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

 

 Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting

any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may

otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.

 

 12. No Surrender of Others' Freedom.

 

 If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot convey a

covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may

not convey it at all.  For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you

to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey

the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this

License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

 

 13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have

permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed
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under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single

combined work, and to convey the resulting work.  The terms of this

License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work,

but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License,

section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the

combination as such.

 

 14. Revised Versions of this License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of

the GNU General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the

Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General

Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you have the

option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered

version or of any later version published by the Free Software

Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of the

GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published

by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future

versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's

public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you

to choose that version for the Program.

 

 Later license versions may give you additional or different

permissions.  However, no additional obligations are imposed on any

author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a

later version.

 

 15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

 

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY

APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY

OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM

IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF

ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. Limitation of Liability.

 

 IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS
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THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY

GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE

USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF

DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD

PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS),

EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGES.

 

 17. Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

 

 If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided

above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms,

reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates

an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the

Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a

copy of the Program in return for a fee.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program.  If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.
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 If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short

notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   <program>  Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

   This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, your program's commands

might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

 

 You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school,

if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.

For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see

<http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

 The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program

into proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you

may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with

the library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.  But first, please read

<http://www.gnu.org/philosophy/why-not-lgpl.html>.

                   GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

 

 This version of the GNU Lesser General Public License incorporates

the terms and conditions of version 3 of the GNU General Public

License, supplemented by the additional permissions listed below.

 

 0. Additional Definitions.

 

 As used herein, "this License" refers to version 3 of the GNU Lesser

General Public License, and the "GNU GPL" refers to version 3 of the GNU

General Public License.

 

 "The Library" refers to a covered work governed by this License,

other than an Application or a Combined Work as defined below.

 

 An "Application" is any work that makes use of an interface provided

by the Library, but which is not otherwise based on the Library.

Defining a subclass of a class defined by the Library is deemed a mode

of using an interface provided by the Library.
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 A "Combined Work" is a work produced by combining or linking an

Application with the Library.  The particular version of the Library

with which the Combined Work was made is also called the "Linked

Version".

 

 The "Minimal Corresponding Source" for a Combined Work means the

Corresponding Source for the Combined Work, excluding any source code

for portions of the Combined Work that, considered in isolation, are

based on the Application, and not on the Linked Version.

 

 The "Corresponding Application Code" for a Combined Work means the

object code and/or source code for the Application, including any data

and utility programs needed for reproducing the Combined Work from the

Application, but excluding the System Libraries of the Combined Work.

 

 1. Exception to Section 3 of the GNU GPL.

 

 You may convey a covered work under sections 3 and 4 of this License

without being bound by section 3 of the GNU GPL.

 

 2. Conveying Modified Versions.

 

 If you modify a copy of the Library, and, in your modifications, a

facility refers to a function or data to be supplied by an Application

that uses the facility (other than as an argument passed when the

facility is invoked), then you may convey a copy of the modified

version:

 

  a) under this License, provided that you make a good faith effort to

  ensure that, in the event an Application does not supply the

  function or data, the facility still operates, and performs

  whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful, or

 

  b) under the GNU GPL, with none of the additional permissions of

  this License applicable to that copy.

 

 3. Object Code Incorporating Material from Library Header Files.

 

 The object code form of an Application may incorporate material from

a header file that is part of the Library.  You may convey such object

code under terms of your choice, provided that, if the incorporated

material is not limited to numerical parameters, data structure

layouts and accessors, or small macros, inline functions and templates

(ten or fewer lines in length), you do both of the following:

 

  a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the object code that the

  Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are
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  covered by this License.

 

  b) Accompany the object code with a copy of the GNU GPL and this license

  document.

 

 4. Combined Works.

 

 You may convey a Combined Work under terms of your choice that,

taken together, effectively do not restrict modification of the

portions of the Library contained in the Combined Work and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications, if you also do each of

the following:

 

  a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the Combined Work that

  the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are

  covered by this License.

 

  b) Accompany the Combined Work with a copy of the GNU GPL and this license

  document.

 

  c) For a Combined Work that displays copyright notices during

  execution, include the copyright notice for the Library among

  these notices, as well as a reference directing the user to the

  copies of the GNU GPL and this license document.

 

  d) Do one of the following:

 

      0) Convey the Minimal Corresponding Source under the terms of this

      License, and the Corresponding Application Code in a form

      suitable for, and under terms that permit, the user to

      recombine or relink the Application with a modified version of

      the Linked Version to produce a modified Combined Work, in the

      manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL for conveying

      Corresponding Source.

 

      1) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

      Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (a) uses at run time

      a copy of the Library already present on the user's computer

      system, and (b) will operate properly with a modified version

      of the Library that is interface-compatible with the Linked

      Version.

 

  e) Provide Installation Information, but only if you would otherwise

  be required to provide such information under section 6 of the

  GNU GPL, and only to the extent that such information is

  necessary to install and execute a modified version of the

  Combined Work produced by recombining or relinking the

  Application with a modified version of the Linked Version. (If
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  you use option 4d0, the Installation Information must accompany

  the Minimal Corresponding Source and Corresponding Application

  Code. If you use option 4d1, you must provide the Installation

  Information in the manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL

  for conveying Corresponding Source.)

 

 5. Combined Libraries.

 

 You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side by side in a single library together with other library

facilities that are not Applications and are not covered by this

License, and convey such a combined library under terms of your

choice, if you do both of the following:

 

  a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based

  on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities,

  conveyed under the terms of this License.

 

  b) Give prominent notice with the combined library that part of it

  is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the

  accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 6. Revised Versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the GNU Lesser General Public License from time to time. Such new

versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may

differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the

Library as you received it specifies that a certain numbered version

of the GNU Lesser General Public License "or any later version"

applies to it, you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that published version or of any later version

published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library as you

received it does not specify a version number of the GNU Lesser

General Public License, you may choose any version of the GNU Lesser

General Public License ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Library as you received it specifies that a proxy can decide

whether future versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License shall

apply, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of any version is

permanent authorization for you to choose that version for the

Library.
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1.54 file-saverjs 1.3.6 
1.54.1 Available under license : 

The MIT License

 

Copyright  2016 [Eli Grey][1].

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit

persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

 [1]: http://eligrey.com

 

1.55 jquery-ui 1.12.1 
1.55.1 Available under license : 

Copyright jQuery Foundation and other contributors, https://jquery.org/

 

This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

individuals. For exact contribution history, see the revision history

available at https://github.com/jquery/jquery-ui

 

The following license applies to all parts of this software except as

documented below:

 

====

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:
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The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

====

 

Copyright and related rights for sample code are waived via CC0. Sample

code is defined as all source code contained within the demos directory.

 

CC0: http://creativecommons.org/publicdomain/zero/1.0/

 

====

 

All files located in the node_modules and external directories are

externally maintained libraries used by this software which have their

own licenses; we recommend you read them, as their terms may differ from

the terms above.

 

1.56 php-amqplib 2.7.0 
1.56.1 Available under license : 

		  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.
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 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser
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General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order to run.

 

		  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
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  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and
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distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public
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License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data
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structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials
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   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.
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 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.
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 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE
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LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

1.57 adminlte 2.4.18 
1.57.1 Available under license : 

(The MIT License)

 

Copyright (c) 2011-2013 TJ Holowaychuk <tj@vision-media.ca>

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

'Software'), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED 'AS IS', WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

Copyright 2012 Stefan Petre

 

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License.
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----------------------------------------------------------------------

bootstrap-slider is released under the MIT License

Copyright (c) 2019 Kyle Kemp, Rohit Kalkur, and contributors

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person

obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation

files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without

restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,

copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following

conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

Copyright (c) 2007-2014 IOLA and Ole Laursen

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person

obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation

files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without

restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,

copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following

conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

The MIT License (MIT)
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Copyright (c) 2014-2017 Abdullah Almsaeed

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in

the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of

the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so,

subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS

FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER

IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN

CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

Software License Agreement

==========================

 

CKEditor - The text editor for Internet - https://ckeditor.com/

Copyright (c) 2003-2019, CKSource - Frederico Knabben. All rights reserved.

 

Licensed under the terms of any of the following licenses at your

choice:

 

- GNU General Public License Version 2 or later (the "GPL")

  http://www.gnu.org/licenses/gpl.html

  (See Appendix A)

 

- GNU Lesser General Public License Version 2.1 or later (the "LGPL")

  http://www.gnu.org/licenses/lgpl.html

  (See Appendix B)

 

- Mozilla Public License Version 1.1 or later (the "MPL")

  http://www.mozilla.org/MPL/MPL-1.1.html

  (See Appendix C)

 

You are not required to, but if you want to explicitly declare the

license you have chosen to be bound to when using, reproducing,

modifying and distributing this software, just include a text file

titled "legal.txt" in your version of this software, indicating your

license choice. In any case, your choice will not restrict any

recipient of your version of this software to use, reproduce, modify

and distribute this software under any of the above licenses.

 

Sources of Intellectual Property Included in CKEditor
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-----------------------------------------------------

 

Where not otherwise indicated, all CKEditor content is authored by

CKSource engineers and consists of CKSource-owned intellectual

property. In some specific instances, CKEditor will incorporate work

done by developers outside of CKSource with their express permission.

 

The following libraries are included in CKEditor under the MIT license (see Appendix D):

 

* CKSource Samples Framework (included in the samples) - Copyright (c) 2014-2019, CKSource - Frederico

Knabben.

* PicoModal (included in `samples/js/sf.js`) - Copyright (c) 2012 James Frasca.

* CodeMirror (included in the samples) - Copyright (C) 2014 by Marijn Haverbeke <marijnh@gmail.com> and

others.

* ES6Promise - Copyright (c) 2014 Yehuda Katz, Tom Dale, Stefan Penner and contributors.

 

Parts of code taken from the following libraries are included in CKEditor under the MIT license (see Appendix D):

 

* jQuery (inspired the domReady function, ckeditor_base.js) - Copyright (c) 2011 John Resig, http://jquery.com/

 

The following libraries are included in CKEditor under the SIL Open Font License, Version 1.1 (see Appendix E):

 

* Font Awesome (included in the toolbar configurator) - Copyright (C) 2012 by Dave Gandy.

 

The following libraries are included in CKEditor under the BSD-3 License (see Appendix F):

 

* highlight.js (included in the `codesnippet` plugin) - Copyright (c) 2006, Ivan Sagalaev.

* YUI Library (included in the `uicolor` plugin) - Copyright (c) 2009, Yahoo! Inc.

 

 

Trademarks

----------

 

CKEditor is a trademark of CKSource - Frederico Knabben. All other brand

and product names are trademarks, registered trademarks or service

marks of their respective holders.

 

---

 

Appendix A: The GPL License

---------------------------

 

```

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA
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Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software-to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any
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patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.
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   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer
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   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent
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infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free
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Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

```

 

Appendix B: The LGPL License

----------------------------

 

```

GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.
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[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software-to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages-typically libraries-of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original
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author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.
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 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order to run.

 

GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that
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you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.
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Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it
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contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application
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   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.
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   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any
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patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR
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OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

```

 

Appendix C: The MPL License

---------------------------

 

```

MOZILLA PUBLIC LICENSE

Version 1.1

 

1. Definitions.

 

    1.0.1. "Commercial Use" means distribution or otherwise making the

    Covered Code available to a third party.

 

    1.1. "Contributor" means each entity that creates or contributes to

    the creation of Modifications.

 

    1.2. "Contributor Version" means the combination of the Original

    Code, prior Modifications used by a Contributor, and the Modifications

    made by that particular Contributor.

 

    1.3. "Covered Code" means the Original Code or Modifications or the

    combination of the Original Code and Modifications, in each case

    including portions thereof.

 

    1.4. "Electronic Distribution Mechanism" means a mechanism generally

    accepted in the software development community for the electronic

    transfer of data.
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    1.5. "Executable" means Covered Code in any form other than Source

    Code.

 

    1.6. "Initial Developer" means the individual or entity identified

    as the Initial Developer in the Source Code notice required by Exhibit

    A.

 

    1.7. "Larger Work" means a work which combines Covered Code or

    portions thereof with code not governed by the terms of this License.

 

    1.8. "License" means this document.

 

    1.8.1. "Licensable" means having the right to grant, to the maximum

    extent possible, whether at the time of the initial grant or

    subsequently acquired, any and all of the rights conveyed herein.

 

    1.9. "Modifications" means any addition to or deletion from the

    substance or structure of either the Original Code or any previous

    Modifications. When Covered Code is released as a series of files, a

    Modification is:

         A. Any addition to or deletion from the contents of a file

         containing Original Code or previous Modifications.

 

         B. Any new file that contains any part of the Original Code or

         previous Modifications.

 

    1.10. "Original Code" means Source Code of computer software code

    which is described in the Source Code notice required by Exhibit A as

    Original Code, and which, at the time of its release under this

    License is not already Covered Code governed by this License.

 

    1.10.1. "Patent Claims" means any patent claim(s), now owned or

    hereafter acquired, including without limitation,  method, process,

    and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by grantor.

 

    1.11. "Source Code" means the preferred form of the Covered Code for

    making modifications to it, including all modules it contains, plus

    any associated interface definition files, scripts used to control

    compilation and installation of an Executable, or source code

    differential comparisons against either the Original Code or another

    well known, available Covered Code of the Contributor's choice. The

    Source Code can be in a compressed or archival form, provided the

    appropriate decompression or de-archiving software is widely available

    for no charge.

 

    1.12. "You" (or "Your")  means an individual or a legal entity

    exercising rights under, and complying with all of the terms of, this

    License or a future version of this License issued under Section 6.1.
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    For legal entities, "You" includes any entity which controls, is

    controlled by, or is under common control with You. For purposes of

    this definition, "control" means (a) the power, direct or indirect,

    to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by

    contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than fifty percent

    (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial ownership of such

    entity.

 

2. Source Code License.

 

    2.1. The Initial Developer Grant.

    The Initial Developer hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free,

    non-exclusive license, subject to third party intellectual property

    claims:

         (a)  under intellectual property rights (other than patent or

         trademark) Licensable by Initial Developer to use, reproduce,

         modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Original

         Code (or portions thereof) with or without Modifications, and/or

         as part of a Larger Work; and

 

         (b) under Patents Claims infringed by the making, using or

         selling of Original Code, to make, have made, use, practice,

         sell, and offer for sale, and/or otherwise dispose of the

         Original Code (or portions thereof).

 

         (c) the licenses granted in this Section 2.1(a) and (b) are

         effective on the date Initial Developer first distributes

         Original Code under the terms of this License.

 

         (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is

         granted: 1) for code that You delete from the Original Code; 2)

         separate from the Original Code;  or 3) for infringements caused

         by: i) the modification of the Original Code or ii) the

         combination of the Original Code with other software or devices.

 

    2.2. Contributor Grant.

    Subject to third party intellectual property claims, each Contributor

    hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license

 

         (a)  under intellectual property rights (other than patent or

         trademark) Licensable by Contributor, to use, reproduce, modify,

         display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Modifications

         created by such Contributor (or portions thereof) either on an

         unmodified basis, with other Modifications, as Covered Code

         and/or as part of a Larger Work; and

 

         (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using, or

         selling of  Modifications made by that Contributor either alone
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         and/or in combination with its Contributor Version (or portions

         of such combination), to make, use, sell, offer for sale, have

         made, and/or otherwise dispose of: 1) Modifications made by that

         Contributor (or portions thereof); and 2) the combination of

         Modifications made by that Contributor with its Contributor

         Version (or portions of such combination).

 

         (c) the licenses granted in Sections 2.2(a) and 2.2(b) are

         effective on the date Contributor first makes Commercial Use of

         the Covered Code.

 

         (d)    Notwithstanding Section 2.2(b) above, no patent license is

         granted: 1) for any code that Contributor has deleted from the

         Contributor Version; 2)  separate from the Contributor Version;

         3)  for infringements caused by: i) third party modifications of

         Contributor Version or ii)  the combination of Modifications made

         by that Contributor with other software  (except as part of the

         Contributor Version) or other devices; or 4) under Patent Claims

         infringed by Covered Code in the absence of Modifications made by

         that Contributor.

 

3. Distribution Obligations.

 

    3.1. Application of License.

    The Modifications which You create or to which You contribute are

    governed by the terms of this License, including without limitation

    Section 2.2. The Source Code version of Covered Code may be

    distributed only under the terms of this License or a future version

    of this License released under Section 6.1, and You must include a

    copy of this License with every copy of the Source Code You

    distribute. You may not offer or impose any terms on any Source Code

    version that alters or restricts the applicable version of this

    License or the recipients' rights hereunder. However, You may include

    an additional document offering the additional rights described in

    Section 3.5.

 

    3.2. Availability of Source Code.

    Any Modification which You create or to which You contribute must be

    made available in Source Code form under the terms of this License

    either on the same media as an Executable version or via an accepted

    Electronic Distribution Mechanism to anyone to whom you made an

    Executable version available; and if made available via Electronic

    Distribution Mechanism, must remain available for at least twelve (12)

    months after the date it initially became available, or at least six

    (6) months after a subsequent version of that particular Modification

    has been made available to such recipients. You are responsible for

    ensuring that the Source Code version remains available even if the

    Electronic Distribution Mechanism is maintained by a third party.
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    3.3. Description of Modifications.

    You must cause all Covered Code to which You contribute to contain a

    file documenting the changes You made to create that Covered Code and

    the date of any change. You must include a prominent statement that

    the Modification is derived, directly or indirectly, from Original

    Code provided by the Initial Developer and including the name of the

    Initial Developer in (a) the Source Code, and (b) in any notice in an

    Executable version or related documentation in which You describe the

    origin or ownership of the Covered Code.

 

    3.4. Intellectual Property Matters

         (a) Third Party Claims.

         If Contributor has knowledge that a license under a third party's

         intellectual property rights is required to exercise the rights

         granted by such Contributor under Sections 2.1 or 2.2,

         Contributor must include a text file with the Source Code

         distribution titled "LEGAL" which describes the claim and the

         party making the claim in sufficient detail that a recipient will

         know whom to contact. If Contributor obtains such knowledge after

         the Modification is made available as described in Section 3.2,

         Contributor shall promptly modify the LEGAL file in all copies

         Contributor makes available thereafter and shall take other steps

         (such as notifying appropriate mailing lists or newsgroups)

         reasonably calculated to inform those who received the Covered

         Code that new knowledge has been obtained.

 

         (b) Contributor APIs.

         If Contributor's Modifications include an application programming

         interface and Contributor has knowledge of patent licenses which

         are reasonably necessary to implement that API, Contributor must

         also include this information in the LEGAL file.

 

              (c)    Representations.

         Contributor represents that, except as disclosed pursuant to

         Section 3.4(a) above, Contributor believes that Contributor's

         Modifications are Contributor's original creation(s) and/or

         Contributor has sufficient rights to grant the rights conveyed by

         this License.

 

    3.5. Required Notices.

    You must duplicate the notice in Exhibit A in each file of the Source

    Code.  If it is not possible to put such notice in a particular Source

    Code file due to its structure, then You must include such notice in a

    location (such as a relevant directory) where a user would be likely

    to look for such a notice.  If You created one or more Modification(s)

    You may add your name as a Contributor to the notice described in

    Exhibit A.  You must also duplicate this License in any documentation
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    for the Source Code where You describe recipients' rights or ownership

    rights relating to Covered Code.  You may choose to offer, and to

    charge a fee for, warranty, support, indemnity or liability

    obligations to one or more recipients of Covered Code. However, You

    may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on behalf of the Initial

    Developer or any Contributor. You must make it absolutely clear than

    any such warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligation is

    offered by You alone, and You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial

    Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the

    Initial Developer or such Contributor as a result of warranty,

    support, indemnity or liability terms You offer.

 

    3.6. Distribution of Executable Versions.

    You may distribute Covered Code in Executable form only if the

    requirements of Section 3.1-3.5 have been met for that Covered Code,

    and if You include a notice stating that the Source Code version of

    the Covered Code is available under the terms of this License,

    including a description of how and where You have fulfilled the

    obligations of Section 3.2. The notice must be conspicuously included

    in any notice in an Executable version, related documentation or

    collateral in which You describe recipients' rights relating to the

    Covered Code. You may distribute the Executable version of Covered

    Code or ownership rights under a license of Your choice, which may

    contain terms different from this License, provided that You are in

    compliance with the terms of this License and that the license for the

    Executable version does not attempt to limit or alter the recipient's

    rights in the Source Code version from the rights set forth in this

    License. If You distribute the Executable version under a different

    license You must make it absolutely clear that any terms which differ

    from this License are offered by You alone, not by the Initial

    Developer or any Contributor. You hereby agree to indemnify the

    Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by

    the Initial Developer or such Contributor as a result of any such

    terms You offer.

 

    3.7. Larger Works.

    You may create a Larger Work by combining Covered Code with other code

    not governed by the terms of this License and distribute the Larger

    Work as a single product. In such a case, You must make sure the

    requirements of this License are fulfilled for the Covered Code.

 

4. Inability to Comply Due to Statute or Regulation.

 

    If it is impossible for You to comply with any of the terms of this

    License with respect to some or all of the Covered Code due to

    statute, judicial order, or regulation then You must: (a) comply with

    the terms of this License to the maximum extent possible; and (b)

    describe the limitations and the code they affect. Such description
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    must be included in the LEGAL file described in Section 3.4 and must

    be included with all distributions of the Source Code. Except to the

    extent prohibited by statute or regulation, such description must be

    sufficiently detailed for a recipient of ordinary skill to be able to

    understand it.

 

5. Application of this License.

 

    This License applies to code to which the Initial Developer has

    attached the notice in Exhibit A and to related Covered Code.

 

6. Versions of the License.

 

    6.1. New Versions.

    Netscape Communications Corporation ("Netscape") may publish revised

    and/or new versions of the License from time to time. Each version

    will be given a distinguishing version number.

 

    6.2. Effect of New Versions.

    Once Covered Code has been published under a particular version of the

    License, You may always continue to use it under the terms of that

    version. You may also choose to use such Covered Code under the terms

    of any subsequent version of the License published by Netscape. No one

    other than Netscape has the right to modify the terms applicable to

    Covered Code created under this License.

 

    6.3. Derivative Works.

    If You create or use a modified version of this License (which you may

    only do in order to apply it to code which is not already Covered Code

    governed by this License), You must (a) rename Your license so that

    the phrases "Mozilla", "MOZILLAPL", "MOZPL", "Netscape",

    "MPL", "NPL" or any confusingly similar phrase do not appear in your

    license (except to note that your license differs from this License)

    and (b) otherwise make it clear that Your version of the license

    contains terms which differ from the Mozilla Public License and

    Netscape Public License. (Filling in the name of the Initial

    Developer, Original Code or Contributor in the notice described in

    Exhibit A shall not of themselves be deemed to be modifications of

    this License.)

 

7. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY.

 

    COVERED CODE IS PROVIDED UNDER THIS LICENSE ON AN "AS IS" BASIS,

    WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING,

    WITHOUT LIMITATION, WARRANTIES THAT THE COVERED CODE IS FREE OF

    DEFECTS, MERCHANTABLE, FIT FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR NON-INFRINGING.

    THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE COVERED CODE

    IS WITH YOU. SHOULD ANY COVERED CODE PROVE DEFECTIVE IN ANY RESPECT,
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    YOU (NOT THE INITIAL DEVELOPER OR ANY OTHER CONTRIBUTOR) ASSUME THE

    COST OF ANY NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION. THIS DISCLAIMER

    OF WARRANTY CONSTITUTES AN ESSENTIAL PART OF THIS LICENSE. NO USE OF

    ANY COVERED CODE IS AUTHORIZED HEREUNDER EXCEPT UNDER THIS DISCLAIMER.

 

8. TERMINATION.

 

    8.1.  This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate

    automatically if You fail to comply with terms herein and fail to cure

    such breach within 30 days of becoming aware of the breach. All

    sublicenses to the Covered Code which are properly granted shall

    survive any termination of this License. Provisions which, by their

    nature, must remain in effect beyond the termination of this License

    shall survive.

 

    8.2.  If You initiate litigation by asserting a patent infringement

    claim (excluding declatory judgment actions) against Initial Developer

    or a Contributor (the Initial Developer or Contributor against whom

    You file such action is referred to as "Participant")  alleging that:

 

    (a)  such Participant's Contributor Version directly or indirectly

    infringes any patent, then any and all rights granted by such

    Participant to You under Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2 of this License

    shall, upon 60 days notice from Participant terminate prospectively,

    unless if within 60 days after receipt of notice You either: (i)

    agree in writing to pay Participant a mutually agreeable reasonable

    royalty for Your past and future use of Modifications made by such

    Participant, or (ii) withdraw Your litigation claim with respect to

    the Contributor Version against such Participant.  If within 60 days

    of notice, a reasonable royalty and payment arrangement are not

    mutually agreed upon in writing by the parties or the litigation claim

    is not withdrawn, the rights granted by Participant to You under

    Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2 automatically terminate at the expiration of

    the 60 day notice period specified above.

 

    (b)  any software, hardware, or device, other than such Participant's

    Contributor Version, directly or indirectly infringes any patent, then

    any rights granted to You by such Participant under Sections 2.1(b)

    and 2.2(b) are revoked effective as of the date You first made, used,

    sold, distributed, or had made, Modifications made by that

    Participant.

 

    8.3.  If You assert a patent infringement claim against Participant

    alleging that such Participant's Contributor Version directly or

    indirectly infringes any patent where such claim is resolved (such as

    by license or settlement) prior to the initiation of patent

    infringement litigation, then the reasonable value of the licenses

    granted by such Participant under Sections 2.1 or 2.2 shall be taken
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    into account in determining the amount or value of any payment or

    license.

 

    8.4.  In the event of termination under Sections 8.1 or 8.2 above,

    all end user license agreements (excluding distributors and resellers)

    which have been validly granted by You or any distributor hereunder

    prior to termination shall survive termination.

 

9. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.

 

    UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES AND UNDER NO LEGAL THEORY, WHETHER TORT

    (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE), CONTRACT, OR OTHERWISE, SHALL YOU, THE INITIAL

    DEVELOPER, ANY OTHER CONTRIBUTOR, OR ANY DISTRIBUTOR OF COVERED CODE,

    OR ANY SUPPLIER OF ANY OF SUCH PARTIES, BE LIABLE TO ANY PERSON FOR

    ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY

    CHARACTER INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, DAMAGES FOR LOSS OF GOODWILL,

    WORK STOPPAGE, COMPUTER FAILURE OR MALFUNCTION, OR ANY AND ALL OTHER

    COMMERCIAL DAMAGES OR LOSSES, EVEN IF SUCH PARTY SHALL HAVE BEEN

    INFORMED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. THIS LIMITATION OF

    LIABILITY SHALL NOT APPLY TO LIABILITY FOR DEATH OR PERSONAL INJURY

    RESULTING FROM SUCH PARTY'S NEGLIGENCE TO THE EXTENT APPLICABLE LAW

    PROHIBITS SUCH LIMITATION. SOME JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE

    EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO

    THIS EXCLUSION AND LIMITATION MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU.

 

10. U.S. GOVERNMENT END USERS.

 

    The Covered Code is a "commercial item," as that term is defined in

    48 C.F.R. 2.101 (Oct. 1995), consisting of "commercial computer

    software" and "commercial computer software documentation," as such

    terms are used in 48 C.F.R. 12.212 (Sept. 1995). Consistent with 48

    C.F.R. 12.212 and 48 C.F.R. 227.7202-1 through 227.7202-4 (June 1995),

    all U.S. Government End Users acquire Covered Code with only those

    rights set forth herein.

 

11. MISCELLANEOUS.

 

    This License represents the complete agreement concerning subject

    matter hereof. If any provision of this License is held to be

    unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent

    necessary to make it enforceable. This License shall be governed by

    California law provisions (except to the extent applicable law, if

    any, provides otherwise), excluding its conflict-of-law provisions.

    With respect to disputes in which at least one party is a citizen of,

    or an entity chartered or registered to do business in the United

    States of America, any litigation relating to this License shall be

    subject to the jurisdiction of the Federal Courts of the Northern

    District of California, with venue lying in Santa Clara County,
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    California, with the losing party responsible for costs, including

    without limitation, court costs and reasonable attorneys' fees and

    expenses. The application of the United Nations Convention on

    Contracts for the International Sale of Goods is expressly excluded.

    Any law or regulation which provides that the language of a contract

    shall be construed against the drafter shall not apply to this

    License.

 

12. RESPONSIBILITY FOR CLAIMS.

 

    As between Initial Developer and the Contributors, each party is

    responsible for claims and damages arising, directly or indirectly,

    out of its utilization of rights under this License and You agree to

    work with Initial Developer and Contributors to distribute such

    responsibility on an equitable basis. Nothing herein is intended or

    shall be deemed to constitute any admission of liability.

 

13. MULTIPLE-LICENSED CODE.

 

    Initial Developer may designate portions of the Covered Code as

    "Multiple-Licensed".  "Multiple-Licensed" means that the Initial

    Developer permits you to utilize portions of the Covered Code under

    Your choice of the NPL or the alternative licenses, if any, specified

    by the Initial Developer in the file described in Exhibit A.

 

EXHIBIT A -Mozilla Public License.

 

    ``The contents of this file are subject to the Mozilla Public License

    Version 1.1 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in

    compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

    http://www.mozilla.org/MPL/

 

    Software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS"

    basis, WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

    License for the specific language governing rights and limitations

    under the License.

 

    The Original Code is ______________________________________.

 

    The Initial Developer of the Original Code is ________________________.

    Portions created by ______________________ are Copyright (C) ______

    _______________________. All Rights Reserved.

 

    Contributor(s): ______________________________________.

 

    Alternatively, the contents of this file may be used under the terms

    of the _____ license (the  "[___] License"), in which case the

    provisions of [______] License are applicable instead of those
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    above.  If you wish to allow use of your version of this file only

    under the terms of the [____] License and not to allow others to use

    your version of this file under the MPL, indicate your decision by

    deleting  the provisions above and replace  them with the notice and

    other provisions required by the [___] License.  If you do not delete

    the provisions above, a recipient may use your version of this file

    under either the MPL or the [___] License."

 

    [NOTE: The text of this Exhibit A may differ slightly from the text of

    the notices in the Source Code files of the Original Code. You should

    use the text of this Exhibit A rather than the text found in the

    Original Code Source Code for Your Modifications.]

```

 

Appendix D: The MIT License

---------------------------

 

```

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

```

 

Appendix E: The SIL Open Font License Version 1.1

---------------------------------------------

 

```

SIL OPEN FONT LICENSE Version 1.1 - 26 February 2007

-----------------------------------------------------------

 

PREAMBLE

The goals of the Open Font License (OFL) are to stimulate worldwide
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development of collaborative font projects, to support the font creation

efforts of academic and linguistic communities, and to provide a free and

open framework in which fonts may be shared and improved in partnership

with others.

 

The OFL allows the licensed fonts to be used, studied, modified and

redistributed freely as long as they are not sold by themselves. The

fonts, including any derivative works, can be bundled, embedded,

redistributed and/or sold with any software provided that any reserved

names are not used by derivative works. The fonts and derivatives,

however, cannot be released under any other type of license. The

requirement for fonts to remain under this license does not apply

to any document created using the fonts or their derivatives.

 

DEFINITIONS

"Font Software" refers to the set of files released by the Copyright

Holder(s) under this license and clearly marked as such. This may

include source files, build scripts and documentation.

 

"Reserved Font Name" refers to any names specified as such after the

copyright statement(s).

 

"Original Version" refers to the collection of Font Software components as

distributed by the Copyright Holder(s).

 

"Modified Version" refers to any derivative made by adding to, deleting,

or substituting -- in part or in whole -- any of the components of the

Original Version, by changing formats or by porting the Font Software to a

new environment.

 

"Author" refers to any designer, engineer, programmer, technical

writer or other person who contributed to the Font Software.

 

PERMISSION & CONDITIONS

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of the Font Software, to use, study, copy, merge, embed, modify,

redistribute, and sell modified and unmodified copies of the Font

Software, subject to the following conditions:

 

1) Neither the Font Software nor any of its individual components,

in Original or Modified Versions, may be sold by itself.

 

2) Original or Modified Versions of the Font Software may be bundled,

redistributed and/or sold with any software, provided that each copy

contains the above copyright notice and this license. These can be

included either as stand-alone text files, human-readable headers or

in the appropriate machine-readable metadata fields within text or

binary files as long as those fields can be easily viewed by the user.
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3) No Modified Version of the Font Software may use the Reserved Font

Name(s) unless explicit written permission is granted by the corresponding

Copyright Holder. This restriction only applies to the primary font name as

presented to the users.

 

4) The name(s) of the Copyright Holder(s) or the Author(s) of the Font

Software shall not be used to promote, endorse or advertise any

Modified Version, except to acknowledge the contribution(s) of the

Copyright Holder(s) and the Author(s) or with their explicit written

permission.

 

5) The Font Software, modified or unmodified, in part or in whole,

must be distributed entirely under this license, and must not be

distributed under any other license. The requirement for fonts to

remain under this license does not apply to any document created

using the Font Software.

 

TERMINATION

This license becomes null and void if any of the above conditions are

not met.

 

DISCLAIMER

THE FONT SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO ANY WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT

OF COPYRIGHT, PATENT, TRADEMARK, OR OTHER RIGHT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

COPYRIGHT HOLDER BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

FROM, OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE FONT SOFTWARE OR FROM

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE FONT SOFTWARE.

```

 

Appendix F: The BSD-3 License

-----------------------------

 

```

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the

following conditions are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

3. Neither the name of the copyright holder nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote
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products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS

OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN

IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

```

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2012-2017 Kevin Brown, Igor Vaynberg, and Select2 contributors

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

Copyright (C) 2014 by Marijn Haverbeke <marijnh@gmail.com> and others

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,
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FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

## The MIT License

 

Copyright  2018 by Denis Ineshin (http://ionden.com)

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit

persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2011-2019 Twitter, Inc.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2014 Drifty (http://drifty.com/)
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Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

Copyright (c) JS Foundation and other contributors

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person

obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation

files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without

restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,

copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following

conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

Copyright (c) 2013 HubSpot, Inc.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit

persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.
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THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

Software License Agreement

==========================

 

**CKEditor SCAYT Plugin**

Copyright &copy; 2012, [CKSource](http://cksource.com) - Frederico Knabben. All rights reserved.

 

Licensed under the terms of any of the following licenses at your choice:

 

*   GNU General Public License Version 2 or later (the "GPL"):

   http://www.gnu.org/licenses/gpl.html

 

*   GNU Lesser General Public License Version 2.1 or later (the "LGPL"):

   http://www.gnu.org/licenses/lgpl.html

 

*   Mozilla Public License Version 1.1 or later (the "MPL"):

   http://www.mozilla.org/MPL/MPL-1.1.html

 

You are not required to, but if you want to explicitly declare the license you have chosen to be bound to when using,

reproducing, modifying and distributing this software, just include a text file titled "legal.txt" in your version of this

software, indicating your license choice.

 

Sources of Intellectual Property Included in this plugin

--------------------------------------------------------

 

Where not otherwise indicated, all plugin content is authored by CKSource engineers and consists of CKSource-

owned intellectual property. In some specific instances, the plugin will incorporate work done by developers outside

of CKSource with their express permission.

 

Trademarks

----------

 

CKEditor is a trademark of CKSource - Frederico Knabben. All other brand and product names are trademarks,

registered trademarks or service marks of their respective holders.

Copyright (c) 2014 The Financial Times Ltd.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person

obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation

files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without

restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,

copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the
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Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following

conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

Font license info

 

 

## Font Awesome

 

  Copyright (C) 2012 by Dave Gandy

 

  Author:    Dave Gandy

  License:   SIL ()

  Homepage:  http://fortawesome.github.com/Font-Awesome/

Copyright JS Foundation and other contributors, https://js.foundation/

 

This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

individuals. For exact contribution history, see the revision history

available at https://github.com/jquery/sizzle

 

The following license applies to all parts of this software except as

documented below:

 

====

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF
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MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

====

 

All files located in the node_modules and external directories are

externally maintained libraries used by this software which have their

own licenses; we recommend you read them, as their terms may differ from

the terms above.

Copyright (c) 2006, Ivan Sagalaev

All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

   * Neither the name of highlight.js nor the names of its contributors

     may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

     without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE REGENTS AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND ANY

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS AND CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.
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     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise
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     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must
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         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly
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     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright 2013 Adobe Systems Incorporated

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

Copyright JS Foundation and other contributors, https://js.foundation/
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Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

Copyright (c) 2015 Adam Shaw

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

Copyright SpryMedia Limited and other contributors

http://datatables.net

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:
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The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

The MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2008-2010 Dmitry Baranovskiy

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

Software License Agreement

==========================

 

**CKEditor WSC Plugin**

Copyright &copy; 2012, [CKSource](http://cksource.com) - Frederico Knabben. All rights reserved.

 

Licensed under the terms of any of the following licenses at your choice:

 

*   GNU General Public License Version 2 or later (the "GPL"):

   http://www.gnu.org/licenses/gpl.html

 

*   GNU Lesser General Public License Version 2.1 or later (the "LGPL"):

   http://www.gnu.org/licenses/lgpl.html

 

*   Mozilla Public License Version 1.1 or later (the "MPL"):

   http://www.mozilla.org/MPL/MPL-1.1.html
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You are not required to, but if you want to explicitly declare the license you have chosen to be bound to when using,

reproducing, modifying and distributing this software, just include a text file titled "legal.txt" in your version of this

software, indicating your license choice.

 

Sources of Intellectual Property Included in this plugin

--------------------------------------------------------

 

Where not otherwise indicated, all plugin content is authored by CKSource engineers and consists of CKSource-

owned intellectual property. In some specific instances, the plugin will incorporate work done by developers outside

of CKSource with their express permission.

 

Trademarks

----------

 

CKEditor is a trademark of CKSource - Frederico Knabben. All other brand and product names are trademarks,

registered trademarks or service marks of their respective holders.

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2013 Anthony Terrien

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in

the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of

the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so,

subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS

FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER

IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN

CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.
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     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise
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     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must
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         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly
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     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.
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1.58 ntc-templates 1.4.2 
1.58.1 Available under license : 

Value FEATURE (\S+)

Value PERIOD_LEFT (.*)

Value PERIOD_USED (.*)

Value LICENSE_TYPE (.*)

Value LICENSE_STATE (.*)

Value LICENSE_COUNT (.*)

Value LICENSE_PRIORITY (.*)

 

Start

 ^Index\s+\d+\s+Feature: -> Continue.Record

 ^Index\s+\d+\s+Feature:\s+${FEATURE}\s*$$

 ^\s+Period\s+left:\s+${PERIOD_LEFT}$$

 ^\s+Period\s+Used:\s+${PERIOD_USED}$$

 ^\s+License\s+Type:\s+${LICENSE_TYPE}$$

 ^\s+License\s+State:\s+${LICENSE_STATE}$$

 ^\s+License\s+Count:\s+${LICENSE_COUNT}$$

 ^\s+License\s+Priority:\s+${LICENSE_PRIORITY}$$

 ^\s*$$

 ^. -> Error

Copyright 2015 Jason Edelman <jason@networktocode.com>

Network to Code, LLC

 

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

 

You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

  http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License.

Value SMART_STATUS (.+?)

Value REGISTRATION_STATUS (.+?)

Value SMART_ACCOUNT (.+?)

Value VIRTUAL_ACCOUNT (.+?)

Value EXPORT_CONTROLLED (.+?)

Value REGISTRATION_INITIAL_STATUS (.+?)

Value REGISTRATION_INITIAL_DATE (.+?)

Value REGISTRATION_LAST_RENEWAL (.+?)

Value REGISTRATION_LAST_RENEWAL_DATE (.+?)

Value REGISTRATION_LAST_RENEWAL_ERROR (.+?)
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Value REGISTRATION_NEXT_RENEWAL_DATE (.+?)

Value REGISTRATION_EXPIRATION_DATE (.+?)

Value AUTH_STATUS (.+?)

Value AUTH_DATE (.+?)

Value EVAL_REMAINING (.+?)

Value AUTH_LAST_COMMUNICATION (.+?)

Value AUTH_LAST_COMMUNICATION_DATE (.+?)

Value AUTH_FAIL_ERROR (.+?)

Value AUTH_NEXT_COMMUNICATION_DATE (.+?)

Value AUTH_DEADLINE (.+?)

Value LICENSE (\S.*?)

Value LICENSE_PID (\S+?)

Value LICENSE_DESCRIPTION (.+?)

Value LICENSE_COUNT (\d+)

Value LICENSE_VERSION (\S+)

Value LICENSE_STATUS (.+?)

Value PID (.+?)

Value SN (.+?)

Value SMART_AGENT_VERSION (.+?)

 

Start

 ^\s*$$

 ^Smart\s+Licensing\s+Status

 ^Smart\s+Licensing\s+is\s+${SMART_STATUS}\s*$$

 ^Registration:\s*$$ -> REGISTRATION

 ^License\s+Authorization:\s*$$ -> AUTHORIZATION

 ^License\s+Usage\s*$$ -> LICENSE_USAGE

 ^Product\s+Information\s*$$ -> PRODUCT_INFORMATION

 ^Agent\s+Version\s*$$ -> AGENT_VERSION

 ^=+\s*$$

 ^. -> Error

 

REGISTRATION

 ^\s*$$

 ^\s+Status:\s+${REGISTRATION_STATUS}\s*$$

 ^\s+Smart\s+Account:\s+${SMART_ACCOUNT}\s*$$

 ^\s+Virtual\s+Account:\s+${VIRTUAL_ACCOUNT}\s*$$

 ^\s+Export-Controlled\s+Functionality:\s+${EXPORT_CONTROLLED}\s*$$

^\s+Initial\s+Registration:\s+${REGISTRATION_INITIAL_STATUS}(?:\s+on\s+${REGISTRATION_INITIAL_

DATE})?\s*$$

^\s+Last\s+Renewal\s+Attempt:\s+${REGISTRATION_LAST_RENEWAL}(?:\s+on\s+${REGISTRATION_LAS

T_RENEWAL_DATE})?\s*$$

 ^\s+Failure\s+reason:\s+${REGISTRATION_LAST_RENEWAL_ERROR}\s*$$

 ^\s+Next\s+Renewal\s+Attempt:\s+${REGISTRATION_NEXT_RENEWAL_DATE}\s*$$

 ^\s+Registration\s+Expires:\s+${REGISTRATION_EXPIRATION_DATE}\s*$$

 ^License\s+Authorization:\s*$$ -> AUTHORIZATION

 ^License\s+Usage\s*$$ -> LICENSE_USAGE

 ^Product\s+Information\s*$$ -> PRODUCT_INFORMATION
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 ^Agent\s+Version\s*$$ -> AGENT_VERSION

 ^Smart\s+Licensing\s+is\s+${SMART_STATUS}\s*$$

 ^Registration:\s*$$ -> REGISTRATION

 ^=+\s*$$

 ^. -> Error

 

AUTHORIZATION

 ^\s*$$

 ^\s+Status:\s+${AUTH_STATUS}(?:\s+on\s+${AUTH_DATE})?\s*$$

 ^\s+Evaluation\s+Period\s+Remaining:\s+${EVAL_REMAINING}\s*$$

^\s+Last\s+Communication\s+Attempt:\s+${AUTH_LAST_COMMUNICATION}(?:\s+on\s+${AUTH_LAST_CO

MMUNICATION_DATE})?\s*$$

 ^\s+Failure\s+reason:\s+${AUTH_FAIL_ERROR}\s*$$

 ^\s+Next\s+Communication\s+Attempt:\s+${AUTH_NEXT_COMMUNICATION_DATE}\s*$$

 ^\s+Communication\s+Deadline:\s+${AUTH_DEADLINE}\s*$$

 ^License\s+Usage\s*$$ -> LICENSE_USAGE

 ^Product\s+Information\s*$$ -> PRODUCT_INFORMATION

 ^Agent\s+Version\s*$$ -> AGENT_VERSION

 ^Smart\s+Licensing\s+is\s+${SMART_STATUS}\s*$$

 ^Registration:\s*$$ -> REGISTRATION

 ^License\s+Authorization:\s*$$ -> AUTHORIZATION

 ^=+\s*$$

 ^. -> Error

 

LICENSE_USAGE

 ^\s*$$

 ^${LICENSE}?\s*\(${LICENSE_PID}\):\s*$$

 ^\s+Description:(?:\s+${LICENSE_DESCRIPTION})?\s*$$

 ^\s+Count:\s+${LICENSE_COUNT}\s*$$

 ^\s+Version:\s+${LICENSE_VERSION}\s*$$

 ^\s+Status:\s+${LICENSE_STATUS}\s*$$

 ^Product\s+Information\s*$$ -> PRODUCT_INFORMATION

 ^Agent\s+Version\s*$$ -> AGENT_VERSION

 ^Smart\s+Licensing\s+is\s+${SMART_STATUS}\s*$$

 ^Registration:\s*$$ -> REGISTRATION

 ^License\s+Authorization:\s*$$ -> AUTHORIZATION

 ^License\s+Usage\s*$$ -> LICENSE_USAGE

 ^=+\s*$$

 ^. -> Error

 

PRODUCT_INFORMATION

 ^\s*$$

 ^UDI:.*PID:${PID},\s*SN:${SN}\s*$$ -> Start

 ^Agent\s+Version\s*$$ -> AGENT_VERSION

 ^Smart\s+Licensing\s+is\s+${SMART_STATUS}\s*$$

 ^Registration:\s*$$ -> REGISTRATION

 ^License\s+Authorization:\s*$$ -> AUTHORIZATION

 ^License\s+Usage\s*$$ -> LICENSE_USAGE
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 ^Product\s+Information\s*$$ -> PRODUCT_INFORMATION

 ^=+\s*$$

 ^. -> Error

 

AGENT_VERSION

 ^\s*$$

 ^Smart\s+Agent\s+for\s+Licensing:\s+${SMART_AGENT_VERSION}\s*$$

 ^Smart\s+Licensing\s+is\s+${SMART_STATUS}\s*$$

 ^Registration:\s*$$ -> REGISTRATION

 ^License\s+Authorization:\s*$$ -> AUTHORIZATION

 ^License\s+Usage\s*$$ -> LICENSE_USAGE

 ^Product\s+Information\s*$$ -> PRODUCT_INFORMATION

 ^Agent\s+Version\s*$$ -> AGENT_VERSION

 ^=+\s*$$

 ^. -> Error

Index 1 Feature: appxk9                        

       Period left: Life time

       License Type: Permanent

       License State: Active, In Use

       License Count: Non-Counted

       License Priority: Medium

Index 2 Feature: uck9                          

       Period left: Not Activated

       Period Used: 0  minute  0  second

       License Type: EvalRightToUse

       License State: Active, Not in Use, EULA not accepted

       License Count: Non-Counted

       License Priority: None

Index 3 Feature: securityk9                    

       Period left: Life time

       License Type: Permanent

       License State: Active, In Use

       License Count: Non-Counted

       License Priority: Medium

Index 4 Feature: ipbasek9                      

       Period left: Life time

       License Type: Permanent

       License State: Active, In Use

       License Count: Non-Counted

       License Priority: Medium

Index 5 Feature: FoundationSuiteK9             

       Period left: Not Activated

       Period Used: 0  minute  0  second

       License Type: EvalRightToUse

       License State: Active, Not in Use, EULA not accepted

       License Count: Non-Counted

       License Priority: None

Index 6 Feature: AdvUCSuiteK9                  
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       Period left: Not Activated

       Period Used: 0  minute  0  second

       License Type: EvalRightToUse

       License State: Active, Not in Use, EULA not accepted

       License Count: Non-Counted

       License Priority: None

Index 7 Feature: cme-srst                      

       Period left: Not Activated

       Period Used: 0  minute  0  second

       License Type: EvalRightToUse

       License State: Active, Not in Use, EULA not accepted

       License Count: 0/0  (In-use/Violation)

       License Priority: None

Index 8 Feature: hseck9                        

       Period left: Life time

       License Type: Permanent

       License State: Active, In Use

       License Count: Non-Counted

       License Priority: Medium

Index 9 Feature: throughput                    

       Period left: Not Activated

       Period Used: 0  minute  0  second

       License Type: EvalRightToUse

       License State: Active, Not in Use, EULA not accepted

       License Count: Non-Counted

       License Priority: None

Index 10 Feature: internal_service

---

parsed_sample:

 - smart_status: "ENABLED"

   registration_status: "REGISTERED"

   smart_account: "COMPANY LLC"

   virtual_account: "Company LLC"

   export_controlled: "Allowed"

   registration_initial_status: "SUCCEEDED"

   registration_initial_date: "Dec 03 16:43:48 2018 UTC"

   registration_last_renewal: "FAILED"

   registration_last_renewal_date: "Dec 03 18:40:22 2018 UTC"

   registration_last_renewal_error: "Communication message send error"

   registration_next_renewal_date: "Dec 03 18:56:01 2018 UTC"

   registration_expiration_date: "Dec 03 16:37:44 2019 UTC"

   eval_remaining: ""

   auth_status: "AUTHORIZED"

   auth_date: "Dec 03 18:40:28 2018 UTC"

   auth_last_communication: "FAILED"

   auth_last_communication_date: "Dec 03 18:40:28 2018 UTC"

   auth_fail_error: "Communication message send error"

   auth_next_communication_date: "Dec 03 18:40:57 2018 UTC"
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   auth_deadline: "Mar 03 16:37:55 2019 UTC"

   license: "ASAv5 Standard - 100M"

   license_pid: "ASAv-STD-100M"

   license_description: "ASAv5 Standard - 100M"

   license_count: "1"

   license_version: "1.0"

   license_status: "AUTHORIZED"

   pid: "ASAv"

   sn: "9A6PGB43PJC"

   smart_agent_version: "1.6.14_rel/129"

---

parsed_sample:

 - feature: "appxk9"

   license_count: "Non-Counted"

   license_priority: "Medium"

   license_state: "Active, In Use"

   license_type: "Permanent"

   period_left: "Life time"

   period_used: ""

 - feature: "uck9"

   license_count: "Non-Counted"

   license_priority: "None"

   license_state: "Active, Not in Use, EULA not accepted"

   license_type: "EvalRightToUse"

   period_left: "Not Activated"

   period_used: "0  minute  0  second"

 - feature: "securityk9"

   license_count: "Non-Counted"

   license_priority: "Medium"

   license_state: "Active, In Use"

   license_type: "Permanent"

   period_left: "Life time"

   period_used: ""

 - feature: "ipbasek9"

   license_count: "Non-Counted"

   license_priority: "Medium"

   license_state: "Active, In Use"

   license_type: "Permanent"

   period_left: "Life time"

   period_used: ""

 - feature: "FoundationSuiteK9"

   license_count: "Non-Counted"

   license_priority: "None"

   license_state: "Active, Not in Use, EULA not accepted"

   license_type: "EvalRightToUse"

   period_left: "Not Activated"

   period_used: "0  minute  0  second"

 - feature: "AdvUCSuiteK9"
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   license_count: "Non-Counted"

   license_priority: "None"

   license_state: "Active, Not in Use, EULA not accepted"

   license_type: "EvalRightToUse"

   period_left: "Not Activated"

   period_used: "0  minute  0  second"

 - feature: "cme-srst"

   license_count: "0/0  (In-use/Violation)"

   license_priority: "None"

   license_state: "Active, Not in Use, EULA not accepted"

   license_type: "EvalRightToUse"

   period_left: "Not Activated"

   period_used: "0  minute  0  second"

 - feature: "hseck9"

   license_count: "Non-Counted"

   license_priority: "Medium"

   license_state: "Active, In Use"

   license_type: "Permanent"

   period_left: "Life time"

   period_used: ""

 - feature: "throughput"

   license_count: "Non-Counted"

   license_priority: "None"

   license_state: "Active, Not in Use, EULA not accepted"

   license_type: "EvalRightToUse"

   period_left: "Not Activated"

   period_used: "0  minute  0  second"

 - feature: "internal_service"

   license_count: ""

   license_priority: ""

   license_state: ""

   license_type: ""

   period_left: ""

   period_used: ""

 

Smart Licensing Status

======================

 

Smart Licensing is ENABLED

 

Registration:

 Status: UNREGISTERED

 Export-Controlled Functionality: Not Allowed

 

License Authorization:

 Status: EVAL MODE

 Evaluation Period Remaining: 89 days, 1 hours, 33 minutes, 51 seconds
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License Usage

==============

 

(ASAv-STD-100M):

 Description:

 Count: 1

 Version: 1.0

 Status: EVAL MODE

 

Product Information

===================

UDI: PID:ASAv,SN:9A6PGB43PJC

 

Agent Version

=============

Smart Agent for Licensing: 1.6.14_rel/129

---

parsed_sample:

 - smart_status: "ENABLED"

   registration_status: "UNREGISTERED"

   smart_account: ""

   virtual_account: ""

   export_controlled: "Not Allowed"

   registration_initial_status: ""

   registration_initial_date: ""

   registration_last_renewal: ""

   registration_last_renewal_date: ""

   registration_last_renewal_error: ""

   registration_next_renewal_date: ""

   registration_expiration_date: ""

   eval_remaining: "89 days, 1 hours, 33 minutes, 51 seconds"

   auth_status: "EVAL MODE"

   auth_date: ""

   auth_last_communication: ""

   auth_last_communication_date: ""

   auth_fail_error: ""

   auth_next_communication_date: ""

   auth_deadline: ""

   license: ""

   license_pid: "ASAv-STD-100M"

   license_description: ""

   license_count: "1"

   license_version: "1.0"

   license_status: "EVAL MODE"

   pid: "ASAv"

   sn: "9A6PGB43PJC"

   smart_agent_version: "1.6.14_rel/129"
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---

parsed_sample:

 - smart_status: "ENABLED"

   registration_status: "REGISTERED"

   smart_account: "COMPANY LLC"

   virtual_account: "Company LLC"

   export_controlled: "Allowed"

   registration_initial_status: "SUCCEEDED"

   registration_initial_date: "Dec 03 16:43:48 2018 UTC"

   registration_last_renewal: "None"

   registration_last_renewal_date: ""

   registration_last_renewal_error: ""

   registration_next_renewal_date: "Jun 01 16:43:47 2019 UTC"

   registration_expiration_date: "Dec 03 16:37:44 2019 UTC"

   eval_remaining: ""

   auth_status: "AUTHORIZED"

   auth_date: "Dec 03 16:43:56 2018 UTC"

   auth_last_communication: "SUCCESS"

   auth_last_communication_date: "Dec 03 16:43:56 2018 UTC"

   auth_fail_error: ""

   auth_next_communication_date: "Jan 02 16:43:55 2019 UTC"

   auth_deadline: "Mar 03 16:37:54 2019 UTC"

   license: "ASAv5 Standard - 100M"

   license_pid: "ASAv-STD-100M"

   license_description: "ASAv5 Standard - 100M"

   license_count: "1"

   license_version: "1.0"

   license_status: "AUTHORIZED"

   pid: "ASAv"

   sn: "9A6PGB43PJC"

   smart_agent_version: "1.6.14_rel/129"

 

Smart Licensing Status

======================

 

Smart Licensing is ENABLED

 

Registration:

 Status: REGISTERED

 Smart Account: COMPANY LLC

 Virtual Account: Company LLC

 Export-Controlled Functionality: Allowed

 Initial Registration: SUCCEEDED on Dec 03 16:43:48 2018 UTC

 Last Renewal Attempt: FAILED on Dec 03 18:40:22 2018 UTC

   Failure reason: Communication message send error

 Next Renewal Attempt: Dec 03 18:56:01 2018 UTC

 Registration Expires: Dec 03 16:37:44 2019 UTC
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License Authorization:

 Status: AUTHORIZED on Dec 03 18:40:28 2018 UTC

 Last Communication Attempt: FAILED on Dec 03 18:40:28 2018 UTC

   Failure reason: Communication message send error

 Next Communication Attempt: Dec 03 18:40:57 2018 UTC

 Communication Deadline: Mar 03 16:37:55 2019 UTC

 

License Usage

==============

 

ASAv5 Standard - 100M (ASAv-STD-100M):

 Description: ASAv5 Standard - 100M

 Count: 1

 Version: 1.0

 Status: AUTHORIZED

 

Product Information

===================

UDI: PID:ASAv,SN:9A6PGB43PJC

 

Agent Version

=============

Smart Agent for Licensing: 1.6.14_rel/129

 

Smart Licensing Status

======================

 

Smart Licensing is ENABLED

 

Registration:

 Status: REGISTERED

 Smart Account: COMPANY LLC

 Virtual Account: Company LLC

 Export-Controlled Functionality: Allowed

 Initial Registration: SUCCEEDED on Dec 03 16:43:48 2018 UTC

 Last Renewal Attempt: None

 Next Renewal Attempt: Jun 01 16:43:47 2019 UTC

 Registration Expires: Dec 03 16:37:44 2019 UTC

 

License Authorization:

 Status: AUTHORIZED on Dec 03 16:43:56 2018 UTC

 Last Communication Attempt: SUCCESS on Dec 03 16:43:56 2018 UTC

 Next Communication Attempt: Jan 02 16:43:55 2019 UTC

 Communication Deadline: Mar 03 16:37:54 2019 UTC

 

License Usage

==============
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ASAv5 Standard - 100M (ASAv-STD-100M):

 Description: ASAv5 Standard - 100M

 Count: 1

 Version: 1.0

 Status: AUTHORIZED

 

Product Information

===================

UDI: PID:ASAv,SN:9A6PGB43PJC

 

Agent Version

=============

Smart Agent for Licensing: 1.6.14_rel/129

 

1.59 highcharts 7.0.1 
1.59.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

Highcharts JS v7.0.1 (2018-12-19)

Gantt series

 

(c) 2016-2018 Lars A. V. Cabrera

 

License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/modules/gantt.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

Highcharts JS v7.0.1 (2018-12-19)

Exporting module

 

(c) 2010-2018 Torstein Honsi

 

License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/modules/exporting.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/modules/export-data.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*
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Highmaps JS v7.0.1 (2018-12-19)

 

(c) 2009-2018 Torstein Honsi

 

License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/modules/map-parser.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license  Highcharts JS v7.0.1 (2018-12-19)

*

* Indicator series type for Highstock

*

* (c) 2010-2018 Pawe Dalek

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

/* *

		 *

		 *  License: www.highcharts.com/license

		 *

		 * */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/indicators/natr.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license  @product.name@ JS v@product.version@ (@product.date@)

* Highcharts variwide module

*

* (c) 2010-2018 Torstein Honsi

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/masters/modules/variwide.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *

*

*  (c) 2010-2018 Kamil Kulig

*
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*  License: www.highcharts.com/license

*

* */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/indicators/regressions.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *

* Mixin for downloading content in the browser

*

* (c) 2018 Oystein Moseng

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/mixins/download-url.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license  @product.name@ JS v@product.version@ (@product.date@)

*

* Variable Pie module for Highcharts

*

* (c) 2010-2018 Grzegorz Blachliski

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/masters/modules/variable-pie.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

Highcharts JS v7.0.1 (2018-12-19)

 

(c) 2009-2018 Torstein Honsi

 

License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/highcharts.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/modules/draggable-
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points.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/highcharts-more.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/themes/sand-signika.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/themes/dark-green.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/themes/skies.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/modules/broken-axis.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/modules/series-label.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/themes/grid-light.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/modules/heatmap.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/modules/overlapping-

datalabels.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/themes/dark-blue.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/themes/dark-unica.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/themes/gray.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/themes/grid.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license  @product.name@ JS v@product.version@ (@product.date@)

*

* (c) 2010-2018 Highsoft AS

* Author: Sebastian Domas

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/masters/indicators/cmf.src.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/masters/modules/histogram-bellcurve.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

Highcharts JS v7.0.1 (2018-12-19)

GridAxis

 

(c) 2016-2018 Lars A. V. Cabrera

 

License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/modules/grid-axis.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

Highcharts JS v7.0.1 (2018-12-19)
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Old IE (v6, v7, v8) module for Highcharts v6+.

 

(c) 2010-2018 Highsoft AS

Author: Torstein Honsi

 

License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/modules/oldie.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license  @product.name@ JS v@product.version@ (@product.date@)

*

* Indicator series type for Highstock

*

* (c) 2010-2018 Wojciech Chmiel

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/masters/indicators/aroon.src.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/masters/indicators/apo.src.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/masters/indicators/chaikin.src.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/masters/indicators/aroon-oscillator.src.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/masters/indicators/ppo.src.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/masters/indicators/ao.src.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/masters/indicators/dpo.src.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/masters/indicators/supertrend.src.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/masters/indicators/williams-r.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license  @product.name@ JS v@product.version@ (@product.date@)

*

* Indicator series type for Highstock

*
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* (c) 2010-2018 Rafal Sebestjanski

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/masters/indicators/tema.src.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/masters/indicators/trix.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license  @product.name@ JS v@product.version@ (@product.date@)

*

* Indicator series type for Highstock

*

* (c) 2010-2018 Rafa Sebestjaski

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/masters/indicators/dema.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/** @preserve

* canvg.js - Javascript SVG parser and renderer on Canvas

* MIT Licensed

* Gabe Lerner (gabelerner@gmail.com)

* http://code.google.com/p/canvg/

*

* Requires: rgbcolor.js - http://www.phpied.com/rgb-color-parser-in-javascript/

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/lib/canvg.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *

*

*  (c) 2016-2018 Highsoft AS

*

*  Author: Lars A. V. Cabrera

*

*  License: www.highcharts.com/license

*
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* */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-modules/parts-

gantt/CurrentDateIndicator.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-modules/parts-

gantt/GanttSeries.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

Highcharts JS v7.0.1 (2018-12-19)

CurrentDateIndicator

 

(c) 2010-2018 Lars A. V. Cabrera

 

License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/modules/current-date-

indicator.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *

* (c) 2010-2018 Grzegorz Blachlinski, Sebastian Bochan

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-modules/parts-

more/PackedBubbleSeries.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license  Highcharts JS v7.0.1 (2018-12-19)

*

* Indicator series type for Highstock

*

* (c) 2010-2018 Pawe Fus

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

/* *

		 *

		 *  License: www.highcharts.com/license

		 *

		 * */
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/indicators/price-

envelopes.src.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/indicators/rsi.src.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/indicators/pivot-

points.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license @product.name@ JS v@product.version@ (@product.date@)

* Old IE (v6, v7, v8) module for Highcharts v6+.

*

* (c) 2010-2018 Highsoft AS

* Author: Torstein Honsi

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/masters/modules/oldie.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

Highcharts JS v7.0.1 (2018-12-19)

Sonification module

 

(c) 2012-2018 ystein Moseng

 

License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/modules/sonification.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) Highsoft AS. All rights reserved.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/highstock.src.d.ts

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/highcharts-gantt.src.d.ts

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/highmaps.d.ts

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/highstock.d.ts

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/highmaps.src.d.ts

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/highcharts-gantt.d.ts
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* (c) 2010-2018 Daniel Studencki

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/mixins/indicator-required.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

 Highcharts JS v7.0.1 (2018-12-19)

 

Support for parallel coordinates in Highcharts

 

(c) 2010-2018 Pawel Fus

 

License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/modules/parallel-

coordinates.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

Highcharts JS v7.0.1 (2018-12-19)

StaticScale

 

(c) 2016-2018 Torstein Honsi, Lars A. V. Cabrera

 

License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/modules/static-scale.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Modules in this bundle

* @license

*

* svg2pdf.js:

*   license: MIT (http://opensource.org/licenses/MIT)

*   author: yFiles for HTML Support Team <yfileshtml@yworks.com>
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*   homepage: https://github.com/yWorks/svg2pdf.js#readme

*   version: 1.3.0

*

* font-family:

*   license: MIT (http://opensource.org/licenses/MIT)

*   author: Taro Hanamura <m@hanamurataro.com>

*   homepage: https://github.com/hanamura/font-family

*   version: 0.2.0

*

* svgpath:

*   license: MIT (http://opensource.org/licenses/MIT)

*   homepage: https://github.com/fontello/svgpath#readme

*   version: 2.2.1

*

* This header is generated by licensify (https://github.com/twada/licensify)

*/

/*

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2015-2017 yWorks GmbH

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/lib/svg2pdf.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license @product.name@ JS v@product.version@ (@product.date@)

*

* (c) 2016-2018 Highsoft AS
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* Authors: Jon Arild Nygard

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/masters/modules/sunburst.src.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/masters/modules/wordcloud.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license Highmaps JS v7.0.1 (2018-12-19)

*

* (c) 2009-2018 Torstein Honsi

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

/**

		 * A comma delimited string to be parsed. Related options are [startRow](

		 * #data.startRow), [endRow](#data.endRow), [startColumn](#data.startColumn)

		 * and [endColumn](#data.endColumn) to delimit what part of the table

		 * is used. The [lineDelimiter](#data.lineDelimiter) and [itemDelimiter](

		 * #data.itemDelimiter) options define the CSV delimiter formats.

		 *

		 * The built-in CSV parser doesn't support all flavours of CSV, so in

		 * some cases it may be necessary to use an external CSV parser. See

		 * [this example](https://jsfiddle.net/highcharts/u59176h4/) of parsing

		 * CSV through the MIT licensed [Papa Parse](http://papaparse.com/)

		 * library.

		 *

		 * @sample {highcharts} highcharts/data/csv/

		 *         Data from CSV

		 *

		 * @type      {string}

		 * @since     4.0

		 * @apioption data.csv

		 */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/modules/map-parser.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license  @product.name@ JS v@product.version@ (@product.date@)

* Streamgraph module

*
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* (c) 2010-2018 Torstein Honsi

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/masters/modules/streamgraph.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license Highcharts JS v7.0.1 (2018-12-19)

* Boost module

*

* (c) 2010-2018 Highsoft AS

* Author: Torstein Honsi

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/modules/boost.src.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/modules/boost-

canvas.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license @product.name@ JS v@product.version@ (@product.date@)

* Data module

*

* (c) 2012-2018 Torstein Honsi

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/masters/modules/data.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

Highcharts JS v7.0.1 (2018-12-19)

Plugin for displaying a message when there is no data visible in chart.

 

(c) 2010-2018 Highsoft AS

Author: Oystein Moseng

 

License: www.highcharts.com/license
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*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/modules/no-data-to-

display.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license  @product.name@ JS v@product.version@ (@product.date@)

* Sankey diagram module

*

* (c) 2010-2018 Torstein Honsi

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/masters/modules/sankey.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license  Highcharts JS v7.0.1 (2018-12-19)

*

* Bullet graph series type for Highcharts

*

* (c) 2010-2018 Kacper Madej

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/modules/bullet.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license  @product.name@ JS v@product.version@ (@product.date@)

*

* Support for parallel coordinates in Highcharts

*

* (c) 2010-2018 Pawel Fus

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/masters/modules/parallel-coordinates.src.js
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license Highcharts JS v7.0.1 (2018-12-19)

* Sonification module

*

* (c) 2012-2018 Øystein Moseng

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

/* *

		 *

		 *  (c) 2009-2018 Øystein Moseng

		 *

		 *  Instrument class for sonification module.

		 *

		 *  License: www.highcharts.com/license

		 *

		 * */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/modules/sonification.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) Highsoft AS. All rights reserved.

*/

/**

    * (Highcharts, Highstock, Highmaps, Gantt) A comma delimited string to be

    * parsed. Related options are startRow, endRow, startColumn and endColumn

    * to delimit what part of the table is used. The lineDelimiter and

    * itemDelimiter options define the CSV delimiter formats.

    *

    * The built-in CSV parser doesn't support all flavours of CSV, so in some

    * cases it may be necessary to use an external CSV parser. See this example

    * of parsing CSV through the MIT licensed Papa Parse library.

    *

    * @see https://api.highcharts.com/highcharts/data.csv

    * @see https://api.highcharts.com/highstock/data.csv

    * @see https://api.highcharts.com/highmaps/data.csv

    * @see https://api.highcharts.com/gantt/data.csv

    */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/highcharts.src.d.ts

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/highcharts.d.ts

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
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/* *

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

* Author: Torstein Honsi, Christer Vasseng

*

* This module serves as a fallback for the Boost module in IE9 and IE10. Newer

* browsers support WebGL which is faster.

*

* It is recommended to include this module in conditional comments targeting

* IE9 and IE10.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/modules/boost-canvas.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *

* (c) 2010-2018 Torstein Honsi

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/parts/FlagsSeries.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-modules/parts-

3d/Column.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-modules/parts-

more/AreaSplineRangeSeries.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-modules/parts/Series.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-modules/mixins/on-

series.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-modules/parts-

more/Pane.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/mixins/centered-series.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-modules/parts-

3d/Math.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-modules/parts-

more/Polar.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-modules/parts-

more/BubbleSeries.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/parts/AreaSeries.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/parts/PlotBandSeries.experimental.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/parts/OHLCSeries.js
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* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-modules/parts-

more/GaugeSeries.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/parts/CandlestickSeries.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/parts/BarSeries.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/parts/PlotLineOrBand.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-modules/parts-

more/BoxPlotSeries.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-modules/parts-

map/MapSeries.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-modules/parts-

more/PolygonSeries.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/parts/ScatterSeries.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-modules/parts-

more/RadialAxis.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-modules/parts-

more/AreaRangeSeries.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-modules/parts-

more/ErrorBarSeries.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/parts/AreaSplineSeries.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-modules/parts-

more/ColumnRangeSeries.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/parts/ColumnSeries.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-modules/parts/Axis.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/parts/SplineSeries.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-modules/parts-

more/WaterfallSeries.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/parts/PieSeries.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

Highcharts JS v7.0.1 (2018-12-19)

Module for adding patterns and images as point fills.

 

(c) 2010-2018 Highsoft AS

Author: Torstein Hnsi, ystein Moseng

 

License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):
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* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/modules/pattern-fill.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license Highcharts JS v7.0.1 (2018-12-19)

* Client side exporting module

*

* (c) 2015-2018 Torstein Honsi / Oystein Moseng

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/modules/offline-

exporting.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license  Highcharts JS v7.0.1 (2018-12-19)

*

* Indicator series type for Highstock

*

* (c) 2010-2018 Pawe Fus

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

/**

		 *

		 *  (c) 2010-2018 Wojciech Chmiel

		 *

		 *  License: www.highcharts.com/license

		 *

		 * */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/indicators/stochastic.src.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/indicators/bollinger-

bands.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

Highcharts JS v7.0.1 (2018-12-19)

 

3D features for Highcharts JS

 

@license: www.highcharts.com/license

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/highcharts-3d.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *

*

*  (c) 2010-2018 Highsoft AS

*

*  Author: Sebastian Domas

*

*  Chaikin Money Flow indicator for Highstock

*

*  License: www.highcharts.com/license

*

* */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/indicators/cmf.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

Highcharts JS v7.0.1 (2018-12-19)

Highcharts Drilldown module

 

Author: Torstein Honsi

License: www.highcharts.com/license

 

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/modules/drilldown.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *

* (c) 2016 Highsoft AS

* Authors: Jon Arild Nygard

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-modules/parts-

gantt/TreeGrid.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Client side exporting module
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*

* (c) 2015 Torstein Honsi / Oystein Moseng

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/modules/offline-exporting.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

 Highcharts JS v7.0.1 (2018-12-19)

Streamgraph module

 

(c) 2010-2018 Torstein Honsi

 

License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/modules/streamgraph.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

Highcharts JS v7.0.1 (2018-12-19)

Old IE (v6, v7, v8) array polyfills for Highcharts v7+.

 

(c) 2010-2018 Highsoft AS

Author: Torstein Honsi

 

License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/modules/oldie-polyfills.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license Highcharts JS v7.0.1 (2018-12-19)

* CurrentDateIndicator

*

* (c) 2010-2018 Lars A. V. Cabrera

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

/* *

		 *
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		 *  (c) 2016-2018 Highsoft AS

		 *

		 *  Author: Lars A. V. Cabrera

		 *

		 *  License: www.highcharts.com/license

		 *

		 * */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/modules/current-date-

indicator.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license Highcharts JS v7.0.1 (2018-12-19)

* Debugger module

*

* (c) 2012-2018 Torstein Honsi

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

/* *

		 *

		 *  (c) 2010-2018 Torstein Honsi

		 *

		 *  License: www.highcharts.com/license

		 *

		 * */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/modules/debugger.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

 Highcharts JS v7.0.1 (2018-12-19)

 

Indicator series type for Highstock

 

(c) 2010-2018 Rafal Sebestjanski

 

License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/indicators/tema.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/indicators/trix.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
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/*

Highcharts JS v7.0.1 (2018-12-19)

 

(c) 2017-2018 Highsoft AS

Authors: Jon Arild Nygard

 

License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/modules/venn.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license Highcharts JS v7.0.1 (2018-12-19)

* GridAxis

*

* (c) 2016-2018 Lars A. V. Cabrera

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/modules/grid-axis.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license  Highcharts JS v7.0.1 (2018-12-19)

*

* Indicator series type for Highstock

*

* (c) 2010-2018 Daniel Studencki

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

/**

		 *

		 *  (c) 2010-2018 Wojciech Chmiel

		 *

		 *  License: www.highcharts.com/license

		 *

		 * */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/indicators/keltner-

channels.src.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/indicators/acceleration-

bands.src.js
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* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/indicators/price-

channel.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *

* Error information for the debugger module

* (c) 2010-2018 Torstein Honsi

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-modules/error-

messages.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license  @product.name@ JS v@product.version@ (@product.date@)

*

* Pareto series type for Highcharts

*

* (c) 2010-2018 Sebastian Bochan

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/masters/modules/pareto.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

 Highcharts JS v7.0.1 (2018-12-19)

Wind barb series module

 

(c) 2010-2018 Torstein Honsi

 

License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/modules/windbarb.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license Highcharts JS v7.0.1 (2018-12-19)

*

* (c) 2016-2018 Highsoft AS

* Authors: Jon Arild Nygard
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*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

/* *

		 *

		 *  This module implements sunburst charts in Highcharts.

		 *

		 *  (c) 2016-2018 Highsoft AS

		 *

		 *  Authors: Jon Arild Nygard

		 *

		 *  License: www.highcharts.com/license

		 *

		 * */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/modules/sunburst.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *

* Plugin for resizing axes / panes in a chart.

*

* (c) 2010-2017 Highsoft AS

* Author: Kacper Madej

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-modules/modules/drag-

panes.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license Highcharts JS v7.0.1 (2018-12-19)

*

* 3D features for Highcharts JS

*

* @license: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

/* *

		 * (c) 2010-2018 Torstein Honsi

		 *

		 * License: www.highcharts.com/license

		 */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/highcharts-3d.src.js
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *

*

*  (c) 2009-2018 Øystein Moseng

*

*  Earcons for the sonification module in Highcharts.

*

*  License: www.highcharts.com/license

*

* */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/modules/sonification/Earcon.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

 Highcharts JS v7.0.1 (2018-12-19)

 

Indicator series type for Highstock

 

(c) 2010-2018 Kacper Madej

 

License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/indicators/wma.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/indicators/zigzag.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/indicators/roc.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

 Highcharts JS v7.0.1 (2018-12-19)

Sankey diagram module

 

(c) 2010-2018 Torstein Honsi

 

License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/modules/sankey.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license @product.name@ JS v@product.version@ (@product.date@)
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* Exporting module

*

* (c) 2010-2018 Torstein Honsi

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/masters/modules/exporting.src.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/masters/modules/export-data.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

 Highcharts JS v7.0.1 (2018-12-19)

Tilemap module

 

(c) 2010-2018 Highsoft AS

 

License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/modules/tilemap.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

// Console-polyfill. MIT license.

/** @license

  * jsPDF - PDF Document creation from JavaScript

  * Version 2.0.0 Built on 2018-10-01T11:18:29.385Z

  *                           CommitID a19d4618f6

  *

  * Copyright (c) 2015-2018 yWorks GmbH, http://www.yworks.com

  *               2015-2018 Lukas Holländer <lukas.hollaender@yworks.com>, https://github.com/HackbrettXXX

  *               2010-2016 James Hall <james@parall.ax>, https://github.com/MrRio/jsPDF

  *               2010 Aaron Spike, https://github.com/acspike

  *               2012 Willow Systems Corporation, willow-systems.com

  *               2012 Pablo Hess, https://github.com/pablohess

  *               2012 Florian Jenett, https://github.com/fjenett

  *               2013 Warren Weckesser, https://github.com/warrenweckesser

  *               2013 Youssef Beddad, https://github.com/lifof

  *               2013 Lee Driscoll, https://github.com/lsdriscoll

  *               2013 Stefan Slonevskiy, https://github.com/stefslon

  *               2013 Jeremy Morel, https://github.com/jmorel

  *               2013 Christoph Hartmann, https://github.com/chris-rock

  *               2014 Juan Pablo Gaviria, https://github.com/juanpgaviria

  *               2014 James Makes, https://github.com/dollaruw
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  *               2014 Diego Casorran, https://github.com/diegocr

  *               2014 Steven Spungin, https://github.com/Flamenco

  *               2014 Kenneth Glassey, https://github.com/Gavvers

  *

  * Licensed under the MIT License

  *

  * Contributor(s):

  *    siefkenj, ahwolf, rickygu, Midnith, saintclair, eaparango,

  *    kim3er, mfo, alnorth, Flamenco

  */

/**

  * @license

  * Copyright (c) 2016 Alexander Weidt,

  * https://github.com/BiggA94

  *

  * Licensed under the MIT License. http://opensource.org/licenses/mit-license

  */

/**

  * Copyright (c) 2018 Erik Koopmans

  * Released under the MIT License.

  *

  * Licensed under the MIT License.

  * http://opensource.org/licenses/mit-license

  */

/** @license

  * MIT license.

  * Copyright (c) 2012 Willow Systems Corporation, willow-systems.com

  *               2014 Diego Casorran, https://github.com/diegocr

  *

  *

  * ====================================================================

  */

/**

  * This file adds the standard font metrics to jsPDF.

  *

  * Font metrics data is reprocessed derivative of contents of

  * "Font Metrics for PDF Core 14 Fonts" package, which exhibits the following copyright and license:

  *

  * Copyright (c) 1989, 1990, 1991, 1992, 1993, 1997 Adobe Systems Incorporated. All Rights Reserved.

  *

  * This file and the 14 PostScript(R) AFM files it accompanies may be used,

  * copied, and distributed for any purpose and without charge, with or without

  * modification, provided that all copyright notices are retained; that the AFM

  * files are not distributed without this file; that all modifications to this

  * file or any of the AFM files are prominently noted in the modified file(s);

  * and that this paragraph is not modified. Adobe Systems has no responsibility

  * or obligation to support the use of the AFM files.

  *
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  * @name standard_fonts_metrics

  * @module

  */

/* Blob.js

  * A Blob implementation.

  * 2014-07-24

  *

  * By Eli Grey, http://eligrey.com

  * By Devin Samarin, https://github.com/dsamarin

  * License: X11/MIT

  *   See https://github.com/eligrey/Blob.js/blob/master/LICENSE.md

  */

/* FileSaver.js

  * A saveAs() FileSaver implementation.

  * 1.3.2

  * 2016-06-16 18:25:19

  *

  * By Eli Grey, http://eligrey.com

  * License: MIT

  *   See https://github.com/eligrey/FileSaver.js/blob/master/LICENSE.md

  */

/*

   Copyright (c) 2008, Adobe Systems Incorporated

   All rights reserved.

 

   Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

   modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

   met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

     this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

  

   * Neither the name of Adobe Systems Incorporated nor the names of its

     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

     this software without specific prior written permission.

 

   THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

   IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

   THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

   PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR

   CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

   EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

   PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

   PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF
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   LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

   NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

   SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 */

/*

  Copyright (c) 2013 Gildas Lormeau. All rights reserved.

 

  Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

  modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

  1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

  this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

  2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

  the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

  3. The names of the authors may not be used to endorse or promote products

  derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

  THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES,

  INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

  FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL JCRAFT,

  INC. OR ANY CONTRIBUTORS TO THIS SOFTWARE BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

  INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

  LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA,

  OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

  LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

  NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE,

  EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

  */

/*

 # PNG.js

 # Copyright (c) 2011 Devon Govett

 # MIT LICENSE

 #

 #

 */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/lib/jspdf.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license  @product.name@ JS v@product.version@ (@product.date@)

* Solid angular gauge module

*

* (c) 2010-2018 Torstein Honsi
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*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/masters/modules/solid-gauge.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license  @product.name@ JS v@product.version@ (@product.date@)

* Tilemap module

*

* (c) 2010-2018 Highsoft AS

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/masters/modules/tilemap.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license Highcharts JS v7.0.1 (2018-12-19)

*

* (c) 2009-2018 Highsoft AS

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/themes/avocado.src.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/themes/sunset.src.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/themes/sunset.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/themes/avocado.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

 Highcharts JS v7.0.1 (2018-12-19)

 

Indicator series type for Highstock

 

(c) 2010-2018 Pawe Dalek

 

License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/indicators/vwap.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/indicators/natr.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/indicators/volume-by-

price.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Accessibility module - internationalization support

*

* (c) 2010-2018 Highsoft AS

* Author: Øystein Moseng

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-modules/modules/a11y-

i18n.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license  Highcharts JS v7.0.1 (2018-12-19)

* Highcharts variwide module

*

* (c) 2010-2018 Torstein Honsi

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/modules/variwide.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license @product.name@ JS v@product.version@ (@product.date@)

*

* (c) 2009-2018 Highsoft AS

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/masters/themes/avocado.src.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/masters/themes/avocado.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-
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modules/masters/themes/sunset.src.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/masters/themes/sunset.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *

*

*  Plugin for displaying a message when there is no data visible in chart.

*

*  (c) 2010-2018 Highsoft AS

*

*  Author: Oystein Moseng

*

*  License: www.highcharts.com/license

*

* */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-modules/modules/no-

data-to-display.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license @product.name@ JS v@product.version@ (@product.date@)

* Highstock as a plugin for Highcharts

*

* (c) 2018 Torstein Honsi

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/masters/modules/stock.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

Highcharts JS v7.0.1 (2018-12-19)

Tree Grid

 

(c) 2016-2018 Jon Arild Nygard

 

License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/modules/treegrid.js
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license  @product.name@ JS v@product.version@ (@product.date@)

*

* Parabolic SAR Indicator for Highstock

*

* (c) 2010-2018 Grzegorz Blachliski

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/masters/indicators/psar.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license  @product.name@ JS v@product.version@ (@product.date@)

*

* Indicator series type for Highstock

*

* (c) 2010-2018 Kamil Kulig

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/masters/indicators/regressions.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *

* (c) 2010-2017 Christer Vasseng, Torstein Honsi

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-modules/mixins/ajax.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

 Highcharts JS v7.0.1 (2018-12-19)

 

Money Flow Index indicator for Highstock

 

(c) 2010-2018 Grzegorz Blachliski
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License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/indicators/mfi.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *

* (c) 2010-2018 Torstein Honsi

*

* Extensions to the SVGRenderer class to enable 3D shapes

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-modules/parts-

3d/SVGRenderer.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *

* (c) 2010-2018 Highsoft AS

*

* Author: Pawe Potaczek

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-modules/parts-

more/BubbleLegend.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *

* (c) 2010-2018 Highsoft AS

*

* Author: Sebastian Domas

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/modules/bellcurve.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**
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* @license Highcharts JS v7.0.1 (2018-12-19)

* Advanced Highstock tools

*

* (c) 2010-2018 Highsoft AS

* Author: Torstein Honsi

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/modules/full-screen.src.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/modules/price-

indicator.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *

* (c) 2010-2018 Torstein Honsi

*

* Extension to the VML Renderer

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-modules/parts-

3d/VMLRenderer.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

Highstock JS v7.0.1 (2018-12-19)

 

(c) 2009-2018 Torstein Honsi

 

License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/highstock.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

 Highcharts JS v7.0.1 (2018-12-19)

 

Indicator series type for Highstock

 

(c) 2010-2018 Wojciech Chmiel

 

License: www.highcharts.com/license
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*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/indicators/aroon.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/indicators/aroon-

oscillator.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/indicators/apo.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/indicators/dpo.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/indicators/ppo.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/indicators/supertrend.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/indicators/ao.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/indicators/chaikin.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/indicators/williams-r.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license Highcharts JS v7.0.1 (2018-12-19)

*

* (c) 2009-2018 Torstein Honsi

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

/* *

		 *

		 *  (c) 2010-2018 Torstein Honsi

		 *

		 *  License: www.highcharts.com/license

		 *

		 * */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/modules/heatmap.src.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/highcharts.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license @product.name@ JS v@product.version@ (@product.date@)

* Plugin for displaying a message when there is no data visible in chart.

*

* (c) 2010-2018 Highsoft AS

* Author: Oystein Moseng

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/masters/modules/no-data-to-display.src.js
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license @product.name@ JS v@product.version@ (@product.date@)

* Annotations module

*

* (c) 2009-2018 Torstein Honsi

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/masters/modules/annotations-advanced.src.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/masters/modules/annotations.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license  Highcharts JS v7.0.1 (2018-12-19)

*

* Indicator series type for Highstock

*

* (c) 2010-2018 Rafa Sebestjaski

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

/* *

		 *

		 *  License: www.highcharts.com/license

		 *

		 * */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/indicators/dema.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license @product.name@ JS v@product.version@ (@product.date@)

* Client side exporting module

*

* (c) 2015-2018 Torstein Honsi / Oystein Moseng

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-
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modules/masters/modules/offline-exporting.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

 Highcharts JS v7.0.1 (2018-12-19)

 

Indicator series type for Highstock

 

(c) 2010-2018 Sebastian Bochan

 

License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/indicators/ema.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/indicators/ichimoku-

kinko-hyo.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/indicators/cci.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/indicators/momentum.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/indicators/macd.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/indicators/atr.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/indicators/accumulation-

distribution.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license Highcharts JS v7.0.1 (2018-12-19)

* Highcharts cylinder module

*

* (c) 2010-2018 Kacper Madej

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/modules/cylinder.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *

*

*  (c) 2016-2018 Highsoft AS

*

*  Authors: Jon Arild Nygard

*

*  License: www.highcharts.com/license

*

* */
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-modules/parts-

gantt/Tree.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license  Highcharts JS v7.0.1 (2018-12-19)

* Tilemap module

*

* (c) 2010-2018 Highsoft AS

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/modules/tilemap.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* (c) 2009-2018 Highsoft AS

* Authors: Øystein Moseng, Torstein Hønsi, Jon A. Nygård

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/modules/draggable-points.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *

* Tilemaps module

*

* (c) 2010-2017 Highsoft AS

* Author: Øystein Moseng

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/modules/tilemap.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license  @product.name@ JS v@product.version@ (@product.date@)

*

* Money Flow Index indicator for Highstock
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*

* (c) 2010-2018 Grzegorz Blachliski

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/masters/indicators/mfi.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license Highcharts JS v7.0.1 (2018-12-19)

* Accessibility module

*

* (c) 2010-2018 Highsoft AS

* Author: Oystein Moseng

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-

tgz/package/modules/accessibility.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

Highcharts JS v7.0.1 (2018-12-19)

Drag-panes module

 

(c) 2010-2018 Highsoft AS

Author: Kacper Madej

 

License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/modules/drag-panes.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

 Highcharts JS v7.0.1 (2018-12-19)

 

Indicator series type for Highstock

 

(c) 2010-2018 Daniel Studencki

 

License: www.highcharts.com/license
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*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/indicators/keltner-

channels.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/indicators/price-channel.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/indicators/acceleration-

bands.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license @product.name@ JS v@product.version@ (@product.date@)

* Drag-panes module

*

* (c) 2010-2018 Highsoft AS

* Author: Kacper Madej

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/masters/modules/drag-panes.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license @product.name@ JS v@product.version@ (@product.date@)

* Boost module

*

* (c) 2010-2018 Highsoft AS

* Author: Torstein Honsi

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/masters/modules/boost.src.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/masters/modules/boost-canvas.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Data module

*

* (c) 2012-2018 Torstein Honsi

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license
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*/

/**

* A comma delimited string to be parsed. Related options are [startRow](

* #data.startRow), [endRow](#data.endRow), [startColumn](#data.startColumn)

* and [endColumn](#data.endColumn) to delimit what part of the table

* is used. The [lineDelimiter](#data.lineDelimiter) and [itemDelimiter](

* #data.itemDelimiter) options define the CSV delimiter formats.

*

* The built-in CSV parser doesn't support all flavours of CSV, so in

* some cases it may be necessary to use an external CSV parser. See

* [this example](https://jsfiddle.net/highcharts/u59176h4/) of parsing

* CSV through the MIT licensed [Papa Parse](http://papaparse.com/)

* library.

*

* @sample {highcharts} highcharts/data/csv/

*         Data from CSV

*

* @type      {string}

* @since     4.0

* @apioption data.csv

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/modules/data.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *

* (c) 2016 Highsoft AS

* Authors: Øystein Moseng, Lars A. V. Cabrera

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-modules/parts-

gantt/Pathfinder.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *

*

*  (c) 2010-2018 Pawe Dalek

*

*  Volume By Price (VBP) indicator for Highstock

*

*  License: www.highcharts.com/license

*

* */
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/indicators/volume-by-price.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *

* Parallel coordinates module

*

* (c) 2010-2018 Pawel Fus

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/modules/parallel-coordinates.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license  Highcharts JS v7.0.1 (2018-12-19)

*

* Pareto series type for Highcharts

*

* (c) 2010-2018 Sebastian Bochan

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/modules/pareto.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* (c) 2010-2018 Torstein Honsi

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*

* Sand-Signika theme for Highcharts JS

* @author Torstein Honsi

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-modules/themes/sand-

signika.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**
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* @license Highcharts JS v7.0.1 (2018-12-19)

* Advanced Highstock tools

*

* (c) 2010-2018 Highsoft AS

* Author: Torstein Honsi

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

/**

		 *

		 *  Events generator for Stock tools

		 *

		 *  (c) 2009-2018 Pawe Fus

		 *

		 *  License: www.highcharts.com/license

		 *

		 * */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/modules/stock-tools.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *

* Highcharts funnel module

*

* (c) 2010-2018 Torstein Honsi

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/modules/funnel.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* (c) 2009-2018 Sebastian Bochann

*

* Full screen for Highcharts

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-modules/modules/full-

screen.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
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/**

* @license Highstock JS v7.0.1 (2018-12-19)

*

* (c) 2009-2018 Torstein Honsi

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

/* *

		 *

		 *  (c) 2010-2018 Torstein Honsi

		 *

		 *  License: www.highcharts.com/license

		 *

		 * */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/highstock.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license Highcharts

*

* (c) 2009-2016 Torstein Honsi

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/css/highcharts.scss

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/css/themes/grid-light.css

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/css/themes/sand-

signika.css

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/css/themes/dark-unica.css

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/css/highcharts.css

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* GUI generator for Stock tools

*

* (c) 2009-2017 Sebastian Bochan

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/modules/stock-tools-gui.js
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *

* Solid angular gauge module

*

* (c) 2010-2018 Torstein Honsi

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-modules/modules/solid-

gauge.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *

* Highcharts Drilldown module

*

* Author: Torstein Honsi

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/modules/drilldown.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

 Highcharts JS v7.0.1 (2018-12-19)

 

Indicator series type for Highstock

 

(c) 2010-2018 Pawe Fus

 

License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/indicators/stochastic.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/indicators/rsi.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/indicators/pivot-points.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/indicators/bollinger-

bands.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/indicators/price-

envelopes.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
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/**

* Accessibility module - Keyboard navigation

*

* (c) 2010-2017 Highsoft AS

* Author: Oystein Moseng

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/modules/keyboard-navigation.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *

*

*  (c) 2009-2018 Øystein Moseng

*

*  Sonification functions for chart/series.

*

*  License: www.highcharts.com/license

*

* */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/modules/sonification/chartSonify.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* (c) 2010-2018 Torstein Honsi

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*

* Dark theme for Highcharts JS

* @author Torstein Honsi

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-modules/themes/dark-

unica.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license @product.name@ JS v@product.version@ (@product.date@)

* CurrentDateIndicator

*

* (c) 2010-2018 Lars A. V. Cabrera
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*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/masters/modules/current-date-indicator.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

 Highcharts JS v7.0.1 (2018-12-19)

 

Bullet graph series type for Highcharts

 

(c) 2010-2018 Kacper Madej

 

License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/modules/bullet.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *

*

*  (c) 2009-2018 Øystein Moseng

*

*  Instrument definitions for sonification module.

*

*  License: www.highcharts.com/license

*

* */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/modules/sonification/instrumentDefinitions.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license  Highcharts JS v7.0.1 (2018-12-19)

*

* Support for parallel coordinates in Highcharts

*

* (c) 2010-2018 Pawel Fus

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/modules/parallel-

coordinates.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license @product.name@ JS v@product.version@ (@product.date@)

*

* (c) 2017-2018 Highsoft AS

* Authors: Jon Arild Nygard

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/masters/modules/venn.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license  @product.name@ JS v@product.version@ (@product.date@)

*

* Indicator series type for Highstock

*

* (c) 2010-2018 Pawel Fus, Sebastian Bochan

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/masters/indicators/indicators.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

 Highcharts JS v7.0.1 (2018-12-19)

Solid angular gauge module

 

(c) 2010-2018 Torstein Honsi

 

License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/modules/solid-gauge.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**
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* License: www.highcharts.com/license

* Author: Christer Vasseng, Torstein Honsi

*

* This is a Highcharts module that draws long data series on a cannvas in order

* to increase performance of the initial load time and tooltip responsiveness.

*

* Compatible with WebGL compatible browsers (not IE < 11).

*

* If this module is taken in as part of the core

* - All the loading logic should be merged with core. Update styles in the

*   core.

* - Most of the method wraps should probably be added directly in parent

*   methods.

*

* Notes for boost mode

* - Area lines are not drawn

* - Lines are not drawn on scatter charts

* - Zones and negativeColor don't work

* - Dash styles are not rendered on lines.

* - Columns are always one pixel wide. Don't set the threshold too low.

* - Disable animations

* - Marker shapes are not supported: markers will always be circles

*

* Optimizing tips for users

* - Set extremes (min, max) explicitly on the axes in order for Highcharts to

*   avoid computing extremes.

* - Set enableMouseTracking to false on the series to improve total rendering

*      time.

* - The default threshold is set based on one series. If you have multiple,

*   dense series, the combined number of points drawn gets higher, and you may

*   want to set the threshold lower in order to use optimizations.

* - If drawing large scatter charts, it's beneficial to set the marker radius

*   to a value less than 1. This is to add additional spacing to make the chart

*   more readable.

* - If the value increments on both the X and Y axis aren't small, consider

*   setting useGPUTranslations to true on the boost settings object. If you do

*   this and the increments are small (e.g. datetime axis with small time

*   increments) it may cause rendering issues due to floating point rounding

*   errors, so your millage may vary.

*

* Settings

*    There are two ways of setting the boost threshold:

*    - Per series: boost based on number of points in individual series

*    - Per chart: boost based on the number of series

*

*  To set the series boost threshold, set seriesBoostThreshold on the chart

*  object.

*  To set the series-specific threshold, set boostThreshold on the series
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*  object.

*

*  In addition, the following can be set in the boost object:

*  {

*      //Wether or not to use alpha blending

*      useAlpha: boolean - default: true

*      //Set to true to perform translations on the GPU.

*      //Much faster, but may cause rendering issues

*      //when using values far from 0 due to floating point

*      //rounding issues

*      useGPUTranslations: boolean - default: false

*      //Use pre-allocated buffers, much faster,

*      //but may cause rendering issues with some data sets

*      usePreallocated: boolean - default: false

*  }

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/modules/boost.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license Highcharts JS v7.0.1 (2018-12-19)

* Tree Grid

*

* (c) 2016-2018 Jon Arild Nygard

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

/* *

		 *

		 *  (c) 2016-2018 Highsoft AS

		 *

		 *  Authors: Jon Arild Nygard

		 *

		 *  License: www.highcharts.com/license

		 *

		 * */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/modules/treegrid.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license  @product.name@ JS v@product.version@ (@product.date@)

*

* Indicator series type for Highstock
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*

* (c) 2010-2018 Pawe Dalek

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/masters/indicators/natr.src.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/masters/indicators/volume-by-price.src.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/masters/indicators/vwap.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

 Highcharts JS v7.0.1 (2018-12-19)

 

Parabolic SAR Indicator for Highstock

 

(c) 2010-2018 Grzegorz Blachliski

 

License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/indicators/psar.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license @product.name@ JS v@product.version@ (@product.date@)

*

* (c) 2017-2018 Lars Cabrera, Torstein Honsi, Jon Arild Nygard & Oystein Moseng

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/masters/highcharts-gantt.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

*

*  Events generator for Stock tools

*

*  (c) 2009-2018 Pawe Fus

*
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*  License: www.highcharts.com/license

*

* */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/modules/stock-tools-bindings.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *

* (c) 2010-2018 Torstein Honsi

*

* Support for old IE browsers (6, 7 and 8) in Highcharts v6+.

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/modules/oldie.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license Highcharts JS v7.0.1 (2018-12-19)

* Old IE (v6, v7, v8) module for Highcharts v6+.

*

* (c) 2010-2018 Highsoft AS

* Author: Torstein Honsi

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/modules/oldie.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *

* (c) 2010-2018 Torstein Honsi

*

* Scatter 3D series.

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-modules/parts-

3d/Scatter.js
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

 Highcharts JS v7.0.1 (2018-12-19)

 

(c) 2010-2018 Highsoft AS

Author: Sebastian Domas

 

License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/indicators/cmf.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/modules/histogram-

bellcurve.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license @product.name@ JS v@product.version@ (@product.date@)

* Sonification module

*

* (c) 2012-2018 Øystein Moseng

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/masters/modules/sonification.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license Highcharts JS v7.0.1 (2018-12-19)

*

* (c) 2009-2018 Torstein Honsi

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/themes/gray.src.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/themes/grid.src.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/highcharts-more.src.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/themes/skies.src.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/modules/overlapping-

datalabels.src.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/themes/dark-blue.src.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/themes/sand-signika.src.js
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* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/themes/dark-green.src.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/modules/series-label.src.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/modules/draggable-

points.src.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/themes/grid-light.src.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/modules/broken-axis.src.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/themes/dark-unica.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license  Highcharts JS v7.0.1 (2018-12-19)

*

* Indicator series type for Highstock

*

* (c) 2010-2018 Wojciech Chmiel

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

/**

		 *

		 *  (c) 2010-2018 Wojciech Chmiel

		 *

		 *  License: www.highcharts.com/license

		 *

		 * */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/indicators/aroon.src.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/indicators/aroon-

oscillator.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license Highcharts JS v7.0.1 (2018-12-19)

* Annotations module

*

* (c) 2009-2018 Torstein Honsi

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/modules/annotations-

advanced.src.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/modules/annotations.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**
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* @license  Highcharts JS v7.0.1 (2018-12-19)

*

* Indicator series type for Highstock

*

* (c) 2010-2018 Pawe Dalek

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

/* *

		 *

		 *  (c) 2010-2018 Pawe Dalek

		 *

		 *  Volume By Price (VBP) indicator for Highstock

		 *

		 *  License: www.highcharts.com/license

		 *

		 * */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/indicators/volume-by-

price.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *

*

*  Parabolic SAR indicator for Highstock

*

*  (c) 2010-2018 Grzegorz Blachliski

*

*  License: www.highcharts.com/license

*

* */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/indicators/psar.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *

*

*  (c) 2009-2018 Torstein Honsi

*

*  Item series type for Highcharts

*

*  License: www.highcharts.com/license

*

* */
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-modules/modules/item-

series.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Exporting module

*

* (c) 2010-2018 Torstein Honsi

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/modules/exporting.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license  Highcharts JS v7.0.1 (2018-12-19)

*

* Indicator series type for Highstock

*

* (c) 2010-2018 Pawe Dalek

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

/* *

		 *

		 *  (c) 2010-2018 Pawe Dalek

		 *

		 *  Volume Weighted Average Price (VWAP) indicator for Highstock

		 *

		 *  License: www.highcharts.com/license

		 *

		 * */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/indicators/vwap.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license  Highcharts JS v7.0.1 (2018-12-19)

* Vector plot series module

*

* (c) 2010-2018 Torstein Honsi

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license
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*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/modules/vector.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license  @product.name@ JS v@product.version@ (@product.date@)

*

* Indicator series type for Highstock

*

* (c) 2010-2018 Kacper Madej

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/masters/indicators/wma.src.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/masters/indicators/zigzag.src.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/masters/indicators/roc.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license Highcharts JS v7.0.1 (2018-12-19)

* Drag-panes module

*

* (c) 2010-2018 Highsoft AS

* Author: Kacper Madej

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/modules/drag-panes.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license  Highcharts JS v7.0.1 (2018-12-19)

*

* Variable Pie module for Highcharts

*

* (c) 2010-2018 Grzegorz Blachliski

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/modules/variable-pie.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* (c) 2009-2018 Torstein Honsi

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/modules/series-label.src.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/modules/broken-axis.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* (c) 2010-2018 Torstein Honsi

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*

* Gray theme for Highcharts JS

* @author Torstein Honsi

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-modules/themes/gray.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license Highcharts JS v7.0.1 (2018-12-19)

* Module for adding patterns and images as point fills.

*

* (c) 2010-2018 Highsoft AS

* Author: Torstein Hønsi, Øystein Moseng

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/modules/pattern-fill.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license  Highcharts JS v7.0.1 (2018-12-19)

*
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* (c) 2010-2018 Highsoft AS

* Author: Sebastian Domas

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/modules/histogram-

bellcurve.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license Highcharts JS v7.0.1 (2018-12-19)

* StaticScale

*

* (c) 2016-2018 Torstein Honsi, Lars A. V. Cabrera

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/modules/static-scale.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

 Highcharts JS v7.0.1 (2018-12-19)

 

Variable Pie module for Highcharts

 

(c) 2010-2018 Grzegorz Blachliski

 

License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/modules/variable-pie.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *

*

*  (c) 2009-2018 Øystein Moseng

*

*  Code for sonifying single points.

*

*  License: www.highcharts.com/license

*

* */
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/modules/sonification/pointSonify.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license  Highcharts JS v7.0.1 (2018-12-19)

*

* Parabolic SAR Indicator for Highstock

*

* (c) 2010-2018 Grzegorz Blachliski

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

/* *

		 *

		 *  Parabolic SAR indicator for Highstock

		 *

		 *  (c) 2010-2018 Grzegorz Blachliski

		 *

		 *  License: www.highcharts.com/license

		 *

		 * */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/indicators/psar.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *

* (c) 2009-2017 Highsoft, Black Label

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/modules/annotations-legacy.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* (c) 2009-2018 Sebastian Bochann

*

* Price indicator for Highcharts

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):
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* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/modules/price-indicator.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

 Highcharts JS v7.0.1 (2018-12-19)

Force directed graph module

 

(c) 2010-2018 Torstein Honsi

 

License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/modules/networkgraph.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license  @product.name@ JS v@product.version@ (@product.date@)

*

* (c) 2010-2017 Highsoft AS

* Author: Sebastian Domas

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/modules/histogram.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license Highcharts JS v7.0.1 (2018-12-19)

* Highstock as a plugin for Highcharts

*

* (c) 2018 Torstein Honsi

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

/* *

		 *

		 *  (c) 2010-2018 Torstein Honsi

		 *

		 *  License: www.highcharts.com/license

		 *

		 * */

 

Found in path(s):
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* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/modules/stock.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *

* Wind barb series module

*

* (c) 2010-2018 Torstein Honsi

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/modules/windbarb.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* (c) 2010-2018 Torstein Honsi

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*

* Dark blue theme for Highcharts JS

* @author Torstein Honsi

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-modules/themes/dark-

green.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-modules/themes/dark-

blue.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *

* X-range series module

*

* (c) 2010-2018 Torstein Honsi, Lars A. V. Cabrera

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/modules/xrange.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *

*

*  License: www.highcharts.com/license
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*

* */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/indicators/acceleration-bands.src.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/indicators/apo.src.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/indicators/accumulation-distribution.src.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/indicators/trix.src.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/indicators/aroon.src.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/indicators/price-channel.src.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/indicators/rsi.src.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/indicators/natr.src.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/indicators/ema.src.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/indicators/stochastic.src.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/indicators/momentum.src.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/indicators/cci.src.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/indicators/chaikin.src.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/indicators/williams-r.src.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/indicators/supertrend.src.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/indicators/dema.src.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/indicators/atr.src.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/indicators/bollinger-bands.src.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/indicators/aroon-oscillator.src.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/indicators/dpo.src.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/indicators/indicators.src.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/indicators/keltner-channels.src.js
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* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/indicators/ichimoku-kinko-hyo.src.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/indicators/pivot-points.src.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/indicators/ao.src.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/indicators/macd.src.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/indicators/price-envelopes.src.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/indicators/tema.src.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/indicators/ppo.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license  @product.name@ JS v@product.version@ (@product.date@)

* Force directed graph module

*

* (c) 2010-2018 Torstein Honsi

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/masters/modules/networkgraph.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license @product.name@ JS v@product.version@ (@product.date@)

* Highcharts Drilldown module

*

* Author: Torstein Honsi

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/masters/modules/drilldown.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/** @license

  * jsPDF - PDF Document creation from JavaScript

  * Version 2.0.0 Built on 2018-10-01T11:18:29.385Z

  *                           CommitID a19d4618f6
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  *

  * Copyright (c) 2015-2018 yWorks GmbH, http://www.yworks.com

  *               2015-2018 Lukas Holländer <lukas.hollaender@yworks.com>, https://github.com/HackbrettXXX

  *               2010-2016 James Hall <james@parall.ax>, https://github.com/MrRio/jsPDF

  *               2010 Aaron Spike, https://github.com/acspike

  *               2012 Willow Systems Corporation, willow-systems.com

  *               2012 Pablo Hess, https://github.com/pablohess

  *               2012 Florian Jenett, https://github.com/fjenett

  *               2013 Warren Weckesser, https://github.com/warrenweckesser

  *               2013 Youssef Beddad, https://github.com/lifof

  *               2013 Lee Driscoll, https://github.com/lsdriscoll

  *               2013 Stefan Slonevskiy, https://github.com/stefslon

  *               2013 Jeremy Morel, https://github.com/jmorel

  *               2013 Christoph Hartmann, https://github.com/chris-rock

  *               2014 Juan Pablo Gaviria, https://github.com/juanpgaviria

  *               2014 James Makes, https://github.com/dollaruw

  *               2014 Diego Casorran, https://github.com/diegocr

  *               2014 Steven Spungin, https://github.com/Flamenco

  *               2014 Kenneth Glassey, https://github.com/Gavvers

  *

  * Licensed under the MIT License

  *

  * Contributor(s):

  *    siefkenj, ahwolf, rickygu, Midnith, saintclair, eaparango,

  *    kim3er, mfo, alnorth, Flamenco

  */

/**

  * @license

  * Copyright (c) 2016 Alexander Weidt,

  * https://github.com/BiggA94

  *

  * Licensed under the MIT License. http://opensource.org/licenses/mit-license

  */

/**

  * Copyright (c) 2018 Erik Koopmans

  * Released under the MIT License.

  *

  * Licensed under the MIT License.

  * http://opensource.org/licenses/mit-license

  */

/** @license

  * MIT license.

  * Copyright (c) 2012 Willow Systems Corporation, willow-systems.com

  *               2014 Diego Casorran, https://github.com/diegocr

  *

  *

  * ====================================================================

  */
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/**

  * This file adds the standard font metrics to jsPDF.

  *

  * Font metrics data is reprocessed derivative of contents of

  * "Font Metrics for PDF Core 14 Fonts" package, which exhibits the following copyright and license:

  *

  * Copyright (c) 1989, 1990, 1991, 1992, 1993, 1997 Adobe Systems Incorporated. All Rights Reserved.

  *

  * This file and the 14 PostScript(R) AFM files it accompanies may be used,

  * copied, and distributed for any purpose and without charge, with or without

  * modification, provided that all copyright notices are retained; that the AFM

  * files are not distributed without this file; that all modifications to this

  * file or any of the AFM files are prominently noted in the modified file(s);

  * and that this paragraph is not modified. Adobe Systems has no responsibility

  * or obligation to support the use of the AFM files.

  *

  * @name standard_fonts_metrics

  * @module

  */

/*

   Copyright (c) 2008, Adobe Systems Incorporated

   All rights reserved.

 

   Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

   modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

   met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

     this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

  

   * Neither the name of Adobe Systems Incorporated nor the names of its

     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

     this software without specific prior written permission.

 

   THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

   IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

   THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

   PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR

   CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

   EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

   PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

   PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

   LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

   NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS
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   SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 */

/*

  Copyright (c) 2013 Gildas Lormeau. All rights reserved.

 

  Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

  modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

  1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

  this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

  2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

  the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

  3. The names of the authors may not be used to endorse or promote products

  derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

  THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES,

  INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

  FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL JCRAFT,

  INC. OR ANY CONTRIBUTORS TO THIS SOFTWARE BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

  INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

  LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA,

  OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

  LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

  NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE,

  EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

  */

/*

 # PNG.js

 # Copyright (c) 2011 Devon Govett

 # MIT LICENSE

 #

 #

 */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/lib/jspdf.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *

* (c) 2017 Highsoft AS

* Authors: Lars A. V. Cabrera

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-modules/parts-

gantt/ArrowSymbols.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *

* (c) 2018 Torstein Honsi, Lars Cabrera

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/modules/static-scale.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *

*

*  Money Flow Index indicator for Highstock

*

*  (c) 2010-2018 Grzegorz Blachliski

*

*  License: www.highcharts.com/license

*

* */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/indicators/mfi.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license @product.name@ JS v@product.version@ (@product.date@)

* Old IE (v6, v7, v8) array polyfills for Highcharts v7+.

*

* (c) 2010-2018 Highsoft AS

* Author: Torstein Honsi

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/masters/modules/oldie-polyfills.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

Highcharts JS v7.0.1 (2018-12-19)
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Accessibility module

 

(c) 2010-2018 Highsoft AS

Author: Oystein Moseng

 

License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/modules/accessibility.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license @product.name@ JS v@product.version@ (@product.date@)

* Highcharts cylinder module

*

* (c) 2010-2018 Kacper Madej

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/masters/modules/cylinder.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *

* (c) 2010-2018 Torstein Honsi

*

* Extenstion for 3d axes

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-modules/parts-

3d/Axis.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license  @product.name@ JS v@product.version@ (@product.date@)

* Timeline series

*

* (c) 2010-2018 Highsoft AS

* Author: Daniel Studencki

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/masters/modules/timeline.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license  Highcharts JS v7.0.1 (2018-12-19)

* Streamgraph module

*

* (c) 2010-2018 Torstein Honsi

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-

tgz/package/modules/streamgraph.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

 Highcharts JS v7.0.1 (2018-12-19)

 

All technical indicators for Highstock

 

(c) 2010-2018 Pawel Fus

 

License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/indicators/indicators-all.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license @product.name@ JS v@product.version@ (@product.date@)

* Debugger module

*

* (c) 2012-2018 Torstein Honsi

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/masters/modules/debugger.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
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/*

Highcharts JS v7.0.1 (2018-12-19)

Advanced Highstock tools

 

(c) 2010-2018 Highsoft AS

Author: Torstein Honsi

 

License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/modules/stock-tools.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/modules/price-indicator.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/modules/full-screen.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

Highmaps JS v7.0.1 (2018-12-19)

Highmaps as a plugin for Highcharts or Highstock.

 

(c) 2011-2018 Torstein Honsi

 

License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/modules/map.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license  Highcharts JS v7.0.1 (2018-12-19)

* Wind barb series module

*

* (c) 2010-2018 Torstein Honsi

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/modules/windbarb.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license @product.name@ JS v@product.version@ (@product.date@)

* Accessibility module

*

* (c) 2010-2018 Highsoft AS

* Author: Oystein Moseng
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*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/masters/modules/accessibility.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *

* (c) 2010-2018 Torstein Honsi

*

* Extension for 3D charts

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-modules/parts-

3d/Chart.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

 Highcharts JS v7.0.1 (2018-12-19)

Timeline series

 

(c) 2010-2018 Highsoft AS

Author: Daniel Studencki

 

License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/modules/timeline.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* (c) 2010-2018 Torstein Honsi

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/parts/OrdinalAxis.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/parts/Scrollbar.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-modules/parts-
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map/GeoJSON.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/parts/LogarithmicAxis.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-modules/parts/Time.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/parts/Navigator.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-modules/parts-

map/MapAxis.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/parts/MSPointer.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/parts/DateTimeAxis.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-modules/parts-

map/Map.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/parts/Globals.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-modules/parts/Point.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-modules/parts-

map/HeatmapSeries.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-modules/parts-

map/MapLineSeries.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-modules/parts-

map/MapNavigation.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-modules/parts-

map/MapPointSeries.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-modules/parts/Chart.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/parts/TouchPointer.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/parts/Tooltip.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/parts/Options.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-modules/parts/Color.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-modules/parts/Tick.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/parts/Stacking.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/parts/RangeSelector.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-modules/parts-

map/ColorSeriesMixin.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/parts/Dynamics.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/parts/Responsive.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-modules/parts-

map/MapPointer.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/parts/Pointer.js
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* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/parts/DataLabels.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-modules/parts-

map/MapBubbleSeries.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-modules/parts/Html.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/parts/Legend.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/parts/Interaction.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license  Highcharts JS v7.0.1 (2018-12-19)

*

* Indicator series type for Highstock

*

* (c) 2010-2018 Wojciech Chmiel

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

/* *

		 *

		 *  License: www.highcharts.com/license

		 *

		 * */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/indicators/supertrend.src.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/indicators/williams-r.src.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/indicators/chaikin.src.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/indicators/dpo.src.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/indicators/ao.src.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/indicators/ppo.src.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/indicators/apo.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license Highcharts JS v7.0.1 (2018-12-19)

* Highcharts Drilldown module

*

* Author: Torstein Honsi

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/modules/drilldown.src.js
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *

* (c) 2010-2018 Sebastian Bochan

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-modules/parts-

more/ColumnPyramidSeries.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *

* Highcharts module to hide overlapping data labels. This module is included in

* Highcharts.

*

* (c) 2009-2018 Torstein Honsi

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/modules/overlapping-datalabels.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license  Highcharts JS v7.0.1 (2018-12-19)

* Force directed graph module

*

* (c) 2010-2018 Torstein Honsi

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-

tgz/package/modules/networkgraph.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

Highcharts JS v7.0.1 (2018-12-19)

Pathfinder

 

(c) 2016-2018 ystein Moseng

 

License: www.highcharts.com/license
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*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/modules/pathfinder.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license  Highcharts JS v7.0.1 (2018-12-19)

*

* Indicator series type for Highstock

*

* (c) 2010-2018 Kacper Madej

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

/* *

		 *

		 *  (c) 2010-2018 Kacper Madej

		 *

		 *  License: www.highcharts.com/license

		 *

		 * */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/indicators/zigzag.src.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/indicators/wma.src.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/indicators/roc.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *

* Streamgraph module

*

* (c) 2010-2018 Torstein Honsi

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/modules/streamgraph.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* (c) 2010-2018 Torstein Honsi

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*

* Grid-light theme for Highcharts JS
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* @author Torstein Honsi

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-modules/themes/grid-

light.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *

* (c) 2010-2017 Sebastian Bochan

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/modules/pareto.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license Highcharts JS v7.0.1 (2018-12-19)

* X-range series

*

* (c) 2010-2018 Torstein Honsi, Lars A. V. Cabrera

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/modules/xrange.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Popup generator for Stock tools

*

* (c) 2009-2017 Sebastian Bochan

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/annotations/popup.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

Highcharts JS v7.0.1 (2018-12-19)

Highcharts funnel module
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(c) 2010-2018 Torstein Honsi

 

License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/modules/funnel.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license @product.name@ JS v@product.version@ (@product.date@)

* X-range series

*

* (c) 2010-2018 Torstein Honsi, Lars A. V. Cabrera

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/masters/modules/xrange.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license Highcharts JS v7.0.1 (2018-12-19)

* Arrow Symbols

*

* (c) 2017-2018 Lars A. V. Cabrera

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/modules/arrow-

symbols.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

Highcharts JS v7.0.1 (2018-12-19)

 

(c) 2014-2018 Highsoft AS

Authors: Jon Arild Nygard / Oystein Moseng

 

License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):
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* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/modules/treemap.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

Highcharts JS v7.0.1 (2018-12-19)

Data module

 

(c) 2012-2018 Torstein Honsi

 

License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/modules/data.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license @product.name@ JS v@product.version@ (@product.date@)

*

* (c) 2014-2018 Highsoft AS

* Authors: Jon Arild Nygard / Oystein Moseng

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/masters/modules/treemap.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license  Highcharts JS v7.0.1 (2018-12-19)

*

* Indicator series type for Highstock

*

* (c) 2010-2018 Sebastian Bochan

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

/* *

		 *

		 *  License: www.highcharts.com/license

		 *

		 * */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/indicators/ichimoku-

kinko-hyo.src.js
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* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/indicators/cci.src.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/indicators/ema.src.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/indicators/accumulation-

distribution.src.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/indicators/atr.src.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/indicators/macd.src.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-

tgz/package/indicators/momentum.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *

* Sankey diagram module

*

* (c) 2010-2018 Torstein Honsi

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/modules/sankey.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license  @product.name@ JS v@product.version@ (@product.date@)

*

* Bullet graph series type for Highcharts

*

* (c) 2010-2018 Kacper Madej

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/masters/modules/bullet.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license @product.name@ JS v@product.version@ (@product.date@)

* Advanced Highstock tools

*

* (c) 2010-2018 Highsoft AS

* Author: Torstein Honsi

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/masters/modules/stock-tools.src.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/masters/modules/full-screen.src.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/masters/modules/price-indicator.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license  @product.name@ JS v@product.version@ (@product.date@)

*

* Indicator series type for Highstock

*

* (c) 2010-2018 Pawe Fus

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/masters/indicators/bollinger-bands.src.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/masters/indicators/price-envelopes.src.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/masters/indicators/rsi.src.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/masters/indicators/pivot-points.src.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/masters/indicators/stochastic.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* (c) 2009-2017 Highsoft, Black Label

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/annotations/navigationBindings.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/annotations/annotations.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license Highcharts JS v7.0.1 (2018-12-19)

*
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* (c) 2014-2018 Highsoft AS

* Authors: Jon Arild Nygard / Oystein Moseng

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/modules/treemap.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license  Highcharts JS v7.0.1 (2018-12-19)

*

* Item series type for Highcharts

*

* (c) 2010-2018 Torstein Honsi

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

/* *

		 *

		 *  (c) 2009-2018 Torstein Honsi

		 *

		 *  Item series type for Highcharts

		 *

		 *  License: www.highcharts.com/license

		 *

		 * */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/modules/item-series.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Experimental data export module for Highcharts

*

* (c) 2010-2018 Torstein Honsi

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/modules/export-data.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *

*
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*  (c) 2010-2018 Torstein Honsi

*

*  License: www.highcharts.com/license

*

* */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/parts/StockChart.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/modules/debugger.src.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/parts/SvgRenderer.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/parts/Utilities.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/parts/DataGrouping.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-modules/parts-

map/ColorAxis.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *

* (c) 2016 Highsoft AS

* Author: Øystein Moseng

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-modules/parts-

gantt/PathfinderAlgorithms.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license  Highcharts JS v7.0.1 (2018-12-19)

*

* Money Flow Index indicator for Highstock

*

* (c) 2010-2018 Grzegorz Blachliski

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

/* *

		 *

		 *  Money Flow Index indicator for Highstock

		 *

		 *  (c) 2010-2018 Grzegorz Blachliski

		 *
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		 *  License: www.highcharts.com/license

		 *

		 * */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/indicators/mfi.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

 Highcharts JS v7.0.1 (2018-12-19)

Highcharts variwide module

 

(c) 2010-2018 Torstein Honsi

 

License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/modules/variwide.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *

* (c) 2010-2018 Kacper Madej

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/modules/bullet.src.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/modules/cylinder.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *

* Vector plot series module

*

* (c) 2010-2018 Torstein Honsi

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/modules/vector.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**
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* @license @product.name@ JS v@product.version@ (@product.date@)

* StaticScale

*

* (c) 2016-2018 Torstein Honsi, Lars A. V. Cabrera

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/masters/modules/static-scale.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

Highmaps JS v7.0.1 (2018-12-19)

 

(c) 2011-2018 Torstein Honsi

 

License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/highmaps.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license @product.name@ JS v@product.version@ (@product.date@)

* GridAxis

*

* (c) 2016-2018 Lars A. V. Cabrera

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/masters/modules/grid-axis.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license  @product.name@ JS v@product.version@ (@product.date@)

* Vector plot series module

*

* (c) 2010-2018 Torstein Honsi

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/masters/modules/vector.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

Highcharts JS v7.0.1 (2018-12-19)

Highstock as a plugin for Highcharts

 

(c) 2018 Torstein Honsi

 

License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/modules/stock.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license @product.name@ JS v@product.version@ (@product.date@)

* Highmaps as a plugin for Highcharts or Highstock.

*

* (c) 2011-2018 Torstein Honsi

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/masters/modules/map.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license  Highcharts JS v7.0.1 (2018-12-19)

* Timeline series

*

* (c) 2010-2018 Highsoft AS

* Author: Daniel Studencki

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

/* *

		 *

		 *  Experimental Timeline Series.

		 *  Note: This API is in alpha stage and will be changed before final release.

		 *

		 *  (c) 2010-2018 Highsoft AS

		 *
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		 *  Author: Daniel Studencki

		 *

		 *  License: www.highcharts.com/license

		 *

		 * */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/modules/timeline.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license @product.name@ JS v@product.version@ (@product.date@)

* Module for adding patterns and images as point fills.

*

* (c) 2010-2018 Highsoft AS

* Author: Torstein Hønsi, Øystein Moseng

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/masters/modules/pattern-fill.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Modules in this bundle

* @license

*

* svg2pdf.js:

*   license: MIT (http://opensource.org/licenses/MIT)

*   author: yFiles for HTML Support Team <yfileshtml@yworks.com>

*   homepage: https://github.com/yWorks/svg2pdf.js#readme

*   version: 1.3.0

*

* font-family:

*   license: MIT (http://opensource.org/licenses/MIT)

*   author: Taro Hanamura <m@hanamurataro.com>

*   homepage: https://github.com/hanamura/font-family

*   version: 0.2.0

*

* svgpath:

*   license: MIT (http://opensource.org/licenses/MIT)

*   homepage: https://github.com/fontello/svgpath#readme

*   version: 2.2.1

*

* This header is generated by licensify (https://github.com/twada/licensify)

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/lib/svg2pdf.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license Highmaps JS v7.0.1 (2018-12-19)

*

* (c) 2011-2018 Torstein Honsi

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

/* *

		 *

		 *  (c) 2010-2018 Torstein Honsi

		 *

		 *  License: www.highcharts.com/license

		 *

		 * */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/highmaps.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license  Highcharts JS v7.0.1 (2018-12-19)

* Solid angular gauge module

*

* (c) 2010-2018 Torstein Honsi

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/modules/solid-gauge.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* (c) 2010-2018 Torstein Honsi

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*

* Highcharts feature to make the Y axis stay fixed when scrolling the chart

* horizontally on mobile devices. Supports left and right side axes.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-
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modules/parts/ScrollablePlotArea.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license  @product.name@ JS v@product.version@ (@product.date@)

*

* All technical indicators for Highstock

*

* (c) 2010-2018 Pawel Fus

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/masters/indicators/indicators-all.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *

* Experimental Highcharts module which enables visualization of a Venn Diagram.

*

* (c) 2016-2018 Highsoft AS

*

* Authors: Jon Arild Nygard

*

* Layout algorithm by Ben Frederickson:

* https://www.benfrederickson.com/better-venn-diagrams/

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/modules/venn.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license  Highcharts JS v7.0.1 (2018-12-19)

*

* Indicator series type for Highstock

*

* (c) 2010-2018 Kamil Kulig

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

/* *

		 *

		 *  (c) 2010-2018 Kamil Kulig
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		 *

		 *  License: www.highcharts.com/license

		 *

		 * */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-

tgz/package/indicators/regressions.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license @product.name@ JS v@product.version@ (@product.date@)

*

* 3D features for Highcharts JS

*

* @license: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/masters/highcharts-3d.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

Highcharts JS v7.0.1 (2018-12-19)

Client side exporting module

 

(c) 2015-2018 Torstein Honsi / Oystein Moseng

 

License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/modules/offline-

exporting.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

Highcharts JS v7.0.1 (2018-12-19)

Highcharts cylinder module

 

(c) 2010-2018 Kacper Madej

 

License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/modules/cylinder.js
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license  @product.name@ JS v@product.version@ (@product.date@)

*

* Indicator series type for Highstock

*

* (c) 2010-2018 Sebastian Bochan

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/masters/indicators/macd.src.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/masters/indicators/ema.src.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/masters/indicators/momentum.src.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/masters/indicators/atr.src.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/masters/indicators/accumulation-distribution.src.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/masters/indicators/cci.src.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/masters/indicators/ichimoku-kinko-hyo.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license @product.name@ JS v@product.version@ (@product.date@)

* Highcharts funnel module

*

* (c) 2010-2018 Torstein Honsi

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/masters/modules/funnel.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license @product.name@ JS v@product.version@ (@product.date@)

* Gantt series

*

* (c) 2016-2018 Lars A. V. Cabrera
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*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/masters/modules/gantt.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *

*

*  This module implements sunburst charts in Highcharts.

*

*  (c) 2016-2018 Highsoft AS

*

*  Authors: Jon Arild Nygard

*

*  License: www.highcharts.com/license

*

* */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/modules/sunburst.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

*

*  (c) 2010-2018 Wojciech Chmiel

*

*  License: www.highcharts.com/license

*

* */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/mixins/multipe-lines.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

Highcharts JS v7.0.1 (2018-12-19)

Debugger module

 

(c) 2012-2018 Torstein Honsi

 

License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/modules/debugger.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license @product.name@ JS v@product.version@ (@product.date@)

* Arrow Symbols

*

* (c) 2017-2018 Lars A. V. Cabrera

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/masters/modules/arrow-symbols.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license @product.name@ JS v@product.version@ (@product.date@)

*

* (c) 2011-2018 Torstein Honsi

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/masters/highmaps.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *

* Variable Pie module for Highcharts

*

* (c) 2010-2017 Grzegorz Blachliski

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/modules/variable-pie.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *

*

*  (c) 2009-2018 Øystein Moseng

*
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*  List of musical frequencies from C0 to C8.

*

*  License: www.highcharts.com/license

*

* */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/modules/sonification/musicalFrequencies.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *

*

*  (c) 2009-2018 Øystein Moseng

*

*  Sonification module for Highcharts

*

*  License: www.highcharts.com/license

*

* */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/modules/sonification/sonification.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license  Highcharts JS v7.0.1 (2018-12-19)

*

* (c) 2010-2018 Highsoft AS

* Author: Sebastian Domas

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

/* *

		 *

		 *  (c) 2010-2018 Highsoft AS

		 *

		 *  Author: Sebastian Domas

		 *

		 *  Chaikin Money Flow indicator for Highstock

		 *

		 *  License: www.highcharts.com/license

		 *

		 * */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/indicators/cmf.src.js
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license  Highcharts JS v7.0.1 (2018-12-19)

*

* Indicator series type for Highstock

*

* (c) 2010-2018 Pawel Fus, Sebastian Bochan

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

/* *

		 *

		 *  License: www.highcharts.com/license

		 *

		 * */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/indicators/indicators.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license  Highcharts JS v7.0.1 (2018-12-19)

*

* All technical indicators for Highstock

*

* (c) 2010-2018 Pawel Fus

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

/* *

		 *

		 *  License: www.highcharts.com/license

		 *

		 * */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/indicators/indicators-

all.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

 Highcharts JS v7.0.1 (2018-12-19)

Vector plot series module

 

(c) 2010-2018 Torstein Honsi

 

License: www.highcharts.com/license
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*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/modules/vector.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license Highcharts JS v7.0.1 (2018-12-19)

*

* (c) 2017-2018 Lars Cabrera, Torstein Honsi, Jon Arild Nygard & Oystein Moseng

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

/* *

		 *

		 *  (c) 2010-2018 Torstein Honsi

		 *

		 *  License: www.highcharts.com/license

		 *

		 * */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/highcharts-gantt.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license Highcharts JS v7.0.1 (2018-12-19)

* Old IE (v6, v7, v8) array polyfills for Highcharts v7+.

*

* (c) 2010-2018 Highsoft AS

* Author: Torstein Honsi

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/modules/oldie-

polyfills.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license  Highcharts JS v7.0.1 (2018-12-19)

*

* Indicator series type for Highstock

*

* (c) 2010-2018 Rafal Sebestjanski

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license
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*/

/* *

		 *

		 *  License: www.highcharts.com/license

		 *

		 * */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/indicators/tema.src.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/indicators/trix.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* (c) 2010-2018 Torstein Honsi

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*

* Skies theme for Highcharts JS

* @author Torstein Honsi

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/themes/skies.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Accessibility module - Screen Reader support

*

* (c) 2010-2017 Highsoft AS

* Author: Oystein Moseng

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/modules/screen-reader.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *

*

*  (c) 2009-2018 Øystein Moseng

*

*  Utility functions for sonification.

*

*  License: www.highcharts.com/license

*
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* */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/modules/sonification/utilities.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

Highcharts JS v7.0.1 (2018-12-19)

 

(c) 2016-2018 Highsoft AS

Authors: Jon Arild Nygard

 

License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/modules/wordcloud.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/modules/sunburst.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

 Highcharts JS v7.0.1 (2018-12-19)

 

Indicator series type for Highstock

 

(c) 2010-2018 Kamil Kulig

 

License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/indicators/regressions.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

 Highcharts JS v7.0.1 (2018-12-19)

 

Pareto series type for Highcharts

 

(c) 2010-2018 Sebastian Bochan

 

License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/modules/pareto.js
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* (c) 2010-2018 Torstein Honsi

*

* Simple polyfills for array functions in old IE browsers (6, 7 and 8) in

* Highcharts v7+. These polyfills are sufficient for Highcharts to work, but

* for fully compatible polyfills, see MDN.

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/modules/oldie-polyfills.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license  @product.name@ JS v@product.version@ (@product.date@)

*

* Indicator series type for Highstock

*

* (c) 2010-2018 Daniel Studencki

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/masters/indicators/price-channel.src.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/masters/indicators/keltner-channels.src.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/masters/indicators/acceleration-bands.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license @product.name@ JS v@product.version@ (@product.date@)

*

* (c) 2009-2018 Torstein Honsi

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/masters/highcharts-more.src.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-
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modules/masters/themes/grid.src.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/masters/highstock.src.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/masters/modules/draggable-points.src.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/masters/highcharts.src.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/masters/modules/overlapping-datalabels.src.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/masters/themes/grid-light.src.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/masters/themes/dark-green.src.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/masters/themes/dark-unica.src.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/masters/modules/map-parser.src.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/masters/modules/series-label.src.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/masters/modules/heatmap.src.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/masters/themes/dark-blue.src.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/masters/modules/broken-axis.src.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/masters/themes/sand-signika.src.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/masters/themes/gray.src.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/masters/themes/skies.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *

* (c) 2016 Highsoft AS

* Authors: Lars A. V. Cabrera

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-modules/parts-

gantt/GanttChart.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-modules/parts-

gantt/GridAxis.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**
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* @license Highcharts JS v7.0.1 (2018-12-19)

* Data module

*

* (c) 2012-2018 Torstein Honsi

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

/**

		 * A comma delimited string to be parsed. Related options are [startRow](

		 * #data.startRow), [endRow](#data.endRow), [startColumn](#data.startColumn)

		 * and [endColumn](#data.endColumn) to delimit what part of the table

		 * is used. The [lineDelimiter](#data.lineDelimiter) and [itemDelimiter](

		 * #data.itemDelimiter) options define the CSV delimiter formats.

		 *

		 * The built-in CSV parser doesn't support all flavours of CSV, so in

		 * some cases it may be necessary to use an external CSV parser. See

		 * [this example](https://jsfiddle.net/highcharts/u59176h4/) of parsing

		 * CSV through the MIT licensed [Papa Parse](http://papaparse.com/)

		 * library.

		 *

		 * @sample {highcharts} highcharts/data/csv/

		 *         Data from CSV

		 *

		 * @type      {string}

		 * @since     4.0

		 * @apioption data.csv

		 */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/modules/data.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license Highcharts JS v7.0.1 (2018-12-19)

*

* (c) 2016-2018 Highsoft AS

* Authors: Jon Arild Nygard

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/modules/wordcloud.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *

*

*  (c) 2009-2018 Øystein Moseng
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*

*  TimelineEvent class definition.

*

*  License: www.highcharts.com/license

*

* */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/modules/sonification/Timeline.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

 Highcharts JS v7.0.1 (2018-12-19)

 

Item series type for Highcharts

 

(c) 2010-2018 Torstein Honsi

 

License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/modules/item-series.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *

* (c) 2010-2018 Torstein Honsi

*

* Extension to the Series object in 3D charts.

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-modules/parts-

3d/Series.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license  @product.name@ JS v@product.version@ (@product.date@)

* Wind barb series module

*

* (c) 2010-2018 Torstein Honsi

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/masters/modules/windbarb.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *

*

*  Experimental Timeline Series.

*  Note: This API is in alpha stage and will be changed before final release.

*

*  (c) 2010-2018 Highsoft AS

*

*  Author: Daniel Studencki

*

*  License: www.highcharts.com/license

*

* */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/modules/timeline.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

Highcharts JS v7.0.1 (2018-12-19)

X-range series

 

(c) 2010-2018 Torstein Honsi, Lars A. V. Cabrera

 

License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/modules/xrange.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *

*

*  (c) 2009-2018 Øystein Moseng

*

*  Instrument class for sonification module.

*

*  License: www.highcharts.com/license

*

* */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-
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modules/modules/sonification/Instrument.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *

* Highcharts variwide module

*

* (c) 2010-2018 Torstein Honsi

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/modules/variwide.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* (c) 2010-2017 Highsoft AS

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*

* Accessible high-contrast theme for Highcharts. Considers colorblindness and

* monochrome rendering.

* @author Øystein Moseng

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/themes/avocado.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/themes/sunset.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license  @product.name@ JS v@product.version@ (@product.date@)

*

* Item series type for Highcharts

*

* (c) 2010-2018 Torstein Honsi

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/masters/modules/item-series.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
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/*

Highcharts JS v7.0.1 (2018-12-19)

Arrow Symbols

 

(c) 2017-2018 Lars A. V. Cabrera

 

License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/modules/arrow-symbols.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *

*

*  (c) 2010-2018 Kacper Madej

*

*  License: www.highcharts.com/license

*

* */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/indicators/roc.src.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/indicators/zigzag.src.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/indicators/wma.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* (c) 2010-2018 Pawel Fus & Daniel Studencki

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/mixins/reduce-array.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *

* (c) 2010-2018 Torstein Honsi

*

* 3D pie series

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-modules/parts-3d/Pie.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license Highcharts JS v7.0.1 (2018-12-19)

* Pathfinder

*

* (c) 2016-2018 Øystein Moseng

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/modules/pathfinder.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *

* (c) 2014-2018 Highsoft AS

*

* Authors: Jon Arild Nygard / Oystein Moseng

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/modules/treemap.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license Highcharts JS v7.0.1 (2018-12-19)

* Exporting module

*

* (c) 2010-2018 Torstein Honsi

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/modules/export-data.src.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/modules/exporting.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *

* Module for using patterns or images as point fills.

*
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* (c) 2010-2018 Highsoft AS

* Author: Torstein Hønsi, Øystein Moseng

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/modules/pattern-fill.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

 Highcharts JS v7.0.1 (2018-12-19)

 

Indicator series type for Highstock

 

(c) 2010-2018 Pawel Fus, Sebastian Bochan

 

License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/indicators/indicators.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license Highcharts JS v7.0.1 (2018-12-19)

* Plugin for displaying a message when there is no data visible in chart.

*

* (c) 2010-2018 Highsoft AS

* Author: Oystein Moseng

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

/* *

		 *

		 *  Plugin for displaying a message when there is no data visible in chart.

		 *

		 *  (c) 2010-2018 Highsoft AS

		 *

		 *  Author: Oystein Moseng

		 *

		 *  License: www.highcharts.com/license

		 *

		 * */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/modules/no-data-to-
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display.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* (c) 2010-2018 Torstein Honsi

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*

* Grid theme for Highcharts JS

* @author Torstein Honsi

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-modules/themes/grid.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license Highcharts JS v7.0.1 (2018-12-19)

* Highcharts funnel module

*

* (c) 2010-2018 Torstein Honsi

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/modules/funnel.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

Highcharts JS v7.0.1 (2018-12-19)

Boost module

 

(c) 2010-2018 Highsoft AS

Author: Torstein Honsi

 

License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/modules/boost.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/modules/boost-canvas.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

Highcharts JS v7.0.1 (2018-12-19)

Annotations module
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(c) 2009-2018 Torstein Honsi

 

License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/modules/annotations.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/modules/annotations-

advanced.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license  Highcharts JS v7.0.1 (2018-12-19)

* Sankey diagram module

*

* (c) 2010-2018 Torstein Honsi

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/modules/sankey.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Networkgraph series

*

* (c) 2010-2018 Pawe Fus

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/modules/networkgraph/QuadTree.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/modules/networkgraph/networkgraph.src.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/modules/networkgraph/layouts.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *

* (c) 2009-2018 Torstein Honsi

*

* SVG map parser. This file requires data.js.

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-modules/modules/map-

parser.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license Highcharts JS v7.0.1 (2018-12-19)

* Gantt series

*

* (c) 2016-2018 Lars A. V. Cabrera

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

/* *

		 *

		 *  (c) 2016-2018 Highsoft AS

		 *

		 *  Author: Lars A. V. Cabrera

		 *

		 *  License: www.highcharts.com/license

		 *

		 * */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/modules/gantt.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license Highcharts JS v7.0.1 (2018-12-19)

*

* (c) 2017-2018 Highsoft AS

* Authors: Jon Arild Nygard

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/modules/venn.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license Highmaps JS v7.0.1 (2018-12-19)

* Highmaps as a plugin for Highcharts or Highstock.

*

* (c) 2011-2018 Torstein Honsi

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license
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*/

/* *

		 *

		 *  (c) 2010-2018 Torstein Honsi

		 *

		 *  License: www.highcharts.com/license

		 *

		 * */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/modules/map.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *

* Experimental Highcharts module which enables visualization of a word cloud.

*

* (c) 2016-2018 Highsoft AS

*

* Authors: Jon Arild Nygard

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/modules/wordcloud.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *

*

*  (c) 2010-2018 Pawe Dalek

*

*  Volume Weighted Average Price (VWAP) indicator for Highstock

*

*  License: www.highcharts.com/license

*

* */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/indicators/vwap.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

 Highcharts JS v7.0.1 (2018-12-19)

 

Indicator series type for Highstock
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(c) 2010-2018 Rafa Sebestjaski

 

License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/indicators/dema.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

Highcharts JS v7.0.1 (2018-12-19)

 

(c) 2017-2018 Lars Cabrera, Torstein Honsi, Jon Arild Nygard & Oystein Moseng

 

License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/highcharts-gantt.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license @product.name@ JS v@product.version@ (@product.date@)

* Pathfinder

*

* (c) 2016-2018 Øystein Moseng

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/masters/modules/pathfinder.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

 

canvg.js - Javascript SVG parser and renderer on Canvas

MIT Licensed

Gabe Lerner (gabelerner@gmail.com)

http://code.google.com/p/canvg/

 

Requires: rgbcolor.js - http://www.phpied.com/rgb-color-parser-in-javascript/

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/lib/canvg.js
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license @product.name@ JS v@product.version@ (@product.date@)

* Tree Grid

*

* (c) 2016-2018 Jon Arild Nygard

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558157244_1675833389.4667487/0/highcharts-7-0-1-2-tgz/package/es-

modules/masters/modules/treegrid.src.js

 

1.60 highcharts v7.1.2 
1.60.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license @product.name@ JS v@product.version@ (@product.date@)

* @module highcharts/modules/static-scale

* @requires highcharts

*

* StaticScale

*

* (c) 2016-2019 Torstein Honsi, Lars A. V. Cabrera

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-

modules/masters/modules/static-scale.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license @product.name@ JS v@product.version@ (@product.date@)

* @module highcharts/modules/treemap

* @requires highcharts

*

* (c) 2014-2019 Highsoft AS

* Authors: Jon Arild Nygard / Oystein Moseng

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-

modules/masters/modules/treemap.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

* Author: Torstein Honsi, Christer Vasseng

*

* This module serves as a fallback for the Boost module in IE9 and IE10. Newer

* browsers support WebGL which is faster.

*

* It is recommended to include this module in conditional comments targeting

* IE9 and IE10.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-modules/modules/boost-

canvas.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *

* Variable Pie module for Highcharts

*

* (c) 2010-2017 Grzegorz Blachliski

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-modules/modules/variable-

pie.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *

* (c) 2009-2019 Sebastian Bochann

*

* Full screen for Highcharts

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-modules/modules/full-

screen.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
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/**

* @license  Highcharts JS v7.1.2 (2019-06-03)

*

* Variable Pie module for Highcharts

*

* (c) 2010-2019 Grzegorz Blachliski

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/modules/variable-pie.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

Highcharts JS v7.1.2 (2019-06-03)

 

Annotations module

 

(c) 2009-2019 Torstein Honsi

 

License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/modules/annotations.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/modules/annotations-advanced.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license  Highcharts JS v7.1.2 (2019-06-03)

*

* Item series type for Highcharts

*

* (c) 2019 Torstein Honsi

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

/* *

        *

        *  (c) 2019 Torstein Honsi

        *

        *  Item series type for Highcharts

        *

        *  License: www.highcharts.com/license

        *

        * */
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/modules/item-series.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *

* Plugin for resizing axes / panes in a chart.

*

* (c) 2010-2017 Highsoft AS

* Author: Kacper Madej

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-modules/modules/drag-

panes.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license @product.name@ JS v@product.version@ (@product.date@)

* @module highcharts/modules/drag-panes

* @requires highcharts

* @requires highcharts/modules/stock

*

* Drag-panes module

*

* (c) 2010-2019 Highsoft AS

* Author: Kacper Madej

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-

modules/masters/modules/drag-panes.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license @product.name@ JS v@product.version@ (@product.date@)

* @module highcharts/modules/accessibility

* @requires highcharts

*

* Accessibility module

*

* (c) 2010-2019 Highsoft AS

* Author: Oystein Moseng

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license
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*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-

modules/masters/modules/accessibility.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license @product.name@ JS v@product.version@ (@product.date@)

* @module highcharts/modules/data

* @requires highcharts

*

* Data module

*

* (c) 2012-2019 Torstein Honsi

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-

modules/masters/modules/data.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license @product.name@ JS v@product.version@ (@product.date@)

* @module highcharts/modules/overlapping-datalabels

* @requires highcharts

*

* (c) 2009-2019 Torstein Honsi

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-

modules/masters/modules/overlapping-datalabels.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license  Highcharts JS v7.1.2 (2019-06-03)

*

* (c) 2010-2019 Highsoft AS

* Author: Sebastian Domas

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

/* *
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        *

        *  Copyright (c) 2010-2017 Highsoft AS

        *  Author: Sebastian Domas

        *

        *  License: www.highcharts.com/license

        *

        * */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/modules/histogram-

bellcurve.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license  @product.name@ JS v@product.version@ (@product.date@)

* @module highcharts/modules/windbarb

* @requires highcharts

*

* Wind barb series module

*

* (c) 2010-2019 Torstein Honsi

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-

modules/masters/modules/windbarb.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license @product.name@ JS v@product.version@ (@product.date@)

* @module highcharts/themes/sand-signika

* @requires highcharts

*

* (c) 2009-2019 Torstein Honsi

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-modules/masters/themes/sand-

signika.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license @product.name@ JS v@product.version@ (@product.date@)

* @module highcharts/themes/sunset
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* @requires highcharts

*

* (c) 2009-2019 Highsoft AS

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-

modules/masters/themes/sunset.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

Highcharts JS v7.1.2 (2019-06-03)

 

Data module

 

(c) 2012-2019 Torstein Honsi

 

License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/modules/data.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license  @product.name@ JS v@product.version@ (@product.date@)

* @module highcharts/modules/timeline

* @requires highcharts

*

* Timeline series

*

* (c) 2010-2019 Highsoft AS

* Author: Daniel Studencki

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-

modules/masters/modules/timeline.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *

* (c) 2016-2019 Torstein Honsi, Lars Cabrera

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license
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*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-modules/modules/static-

scale.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license  @product.name@ JS v@product.version@ (@product.date@)

* @module highcharts/modules/streamgraph

* @requires highcharts

*

* Streamgraph module

*

* (c) 2010-2019 Torstein Honsi

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-

modules/masters/modules/streamgraph.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *

*

*  (c) 2010-2019 Torstein Honsi

*

*  License: www.highcharts.com/license

*

* */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-modules/parts-

map/MapPointer.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-

modules/parts/DataGrouping.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-modules/parts-

map/MapSeries.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-modules/parts/DataLabels.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-modules/parts-

more/AreaRangeSeries.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-

modules/parts/ColumnSeries.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-modules/parts/StockChart.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-modules/parts-

map/GeoJSON.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-modules/parts-
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map/ColorSeriesMixin.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-modules/parts-

map/MapBubbleSeries.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-modules/parts-

map/MapPointSeries.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-modules/parts-

map/ColorAxis.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-modules/parts-

map/MapNavigation.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-modules/parts-

map/MapAxis.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-modules/parts-

map/MapLineSeries.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-

modules/modules/debugger.src.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-modules/parts-map/Map.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-modules/parts-

map/HeatmapSeries.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license Highcharts JS v7.1.2 (2019-06-03)

*

* Arrow Symbols

*

* (c) 2017-2019 Lars A. V. Cabrera

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/modules/arrow-symbols.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *

* (c) 2010-2019 Kacper Madej

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-modules/modules/bullet.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

// Console-polyfill. MIT license.

/** @license

  * jsPDF - PDF Document creation from JavaScript

  * Version 2.0.0 Built on 2019-01-22T15:32:38.220Z
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  *                           CommitID 0110a2202b

  *

  * Copyright (c) 2015-2018 yWorks GmbH, http://www.yworks.com

  *               2015-2018 Lukas Holländer <lukas.hollaender@yworks.com>, https://github.com/HackbrettXXX

  *               2010-2016 James Hall <james@parall.ax>, https://github.com/MrRio/jsPDF

  *               2010 Aaron Spike, https://github.com/acspike

  *               2012 Willow Systems Corporation, willow-systems.com

  *               2012 Pablo Hess, https://github.com/pablohess

  *               2012 Florian Jenett, https://github.com/fjenett

  *               2013 Warren Weckesser, https://github.com/warrenweckesser

  *               2013 Youssef Beddad, https://github.com/lifof

  *               2013 Lee Driscoll, https://github.com/lsdriscoll

  *               2013 Stefan Slonevskiy, https://github.com/stefslon

  *               2013 Jeremy Morel, https://github.com/jmorel

  *               2013 Christoph Hartmann, https://github.com/chris-rock

  *               2014 Juan Pablo Gaviria, https://github.com/juanpgaviria

  *               2014 James Makes, https://github.com/dollaruw

  *               2014 Diego Casorran, https://github.com/diegocr

  *               2014 Steven Spungin, https://github.com/Flamenco

  *               2014 Kenneth Glassey, https://github.com/Gavvers

  *

  * Licensed under the MIT License

  *

  * Contributor(s):

  *    siefkenj, ahwolf, rickygu, Midnith, saintclair, eaparango,

  *    kim3er, mfo, alnorth, Flamenco

  */

/**

  * @license

  * Copyright (c) 2016 Alexander Weidt,

  * https://github.com/BiggA94

  *

  * Licensed under the MIT License. http://opensource.org/licenses/mit-license

  */

/**

  * Copyright (c) 2018 Erik Koopmans

  * Released under the MIT License.

  *

  * Licensed under the MIT License.

  * http://opensource.org/licenses/mit-license

  */

/** @license

  * MIT license.

  * Copyright (c) 2012 Willow Systems Corporation, willow-systems.com

  *               2014 Diego Casorran, https://github.com/diegocr

  *

  *

  * ====================================================================
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  */

/**

  * This file adds the standard font metrics to jsPDF.

  *

  * Font metrics data is reprocessed derivative of contents of

  * "Font Metrics for PDF Core 14 Fonts" package, which exhibits the following copyright and license:

  *

  * Copyright (c) 1989, 1990, 1991, 1992, 1993, 1997 Adobe Systems Incorporated. All Rights Reserved.

  *

  * This file and the 14 PostScript(R) AFM files it accompanies may be used,

  * copied, and distributed for any purpose and without charge, with or without

  * modification, provided that all copyright notices are retained; that the AFM

  * files are not distributed without this file; that all modifications to this

  * file or any of the AFM files are prominently noted in the modified file(s);

  * and that this paragraph is not modified. Adobe Systems has no responsibility

  * or obligation to support the use of the AFM files.

  *

  * @name standard_fonts_metrics

  * @module

  */

/* Blob.js

  * A Blob implementation.

  * 2014-07-24

  *

  * By Eli Grey, http://eligrey.com

  * By Devin Samarin, https://github.com/dsamarin

  * License: X11/MIT

  *   See https://github.com/eligrey/Blob.js/blob/master/LICENSE.md

  */

/* FileSaver.js

  * A saveAs() FileSaver implementation.

  * 1.3.2

  * 2016-06-16 18:25:19

  *

  * By Eli Grey, http://eligrey.com

  * License: MIT

  *   See https://github.com/eligrey/FileSaver.js/blob/master/LICENSE.md

  */

/*

   Copyright (c) 2008, Adobe Systems Incorporated

   All rights reserved.

 

   Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

   modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

   met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

     this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
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   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

  

   * Neither the name of Adobe Systems Incorporated nor the names of its

     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

     this software without specific prior written permission.

 

   THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

   IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

   THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

   PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR

   CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

   EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

   PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

   PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

   LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

   NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

   SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 */

/*

  Copyright (c) 2013 Gildas Lormeau. All rights reserved.

 

  Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

  modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

  1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

  this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

  2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

  the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

  3. The names of the authors may not be used to endorse or promote products

  derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

  THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES,

  INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

  FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL JCRAFT,

  INC. OR ANY CONTRIBUTORS TO THIS SOFTWARE BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

  INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

  LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA,

  OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

  LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

  NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE,

  EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

  */
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/*

 # PNG.js

 # Copyright (c) 2011 Devon Govett

 # MIT LICENSE

 #

 #

 */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/lib/jspdf.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *

*

*  Copyright (c) 2019-2019 Highsoft AS

*

*  Boost module: stripped-down renderer for higher performance

*

*  License: highcharts.com/license

*

* */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-modules/modules/boost/boost-

init.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-modules/modules/boost/boost-

attach.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-modules/modules/boost/wgl-

vbuffer.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-

modules/modules/boost/boostables.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-modules/modules/boost/boost-

options.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-

modules/modules/boost/boost.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-

modules/modules/boost/boostable-map.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-modules/modules/boost/boost-

overrides.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-

modules/modules/boost/named-colors.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-modules/modules/boost/wgl-

shader.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license @product.name@ JS v@product.version@ (@product.date@)

* @module highcharts/modules/oldie-polyfills
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* @requires highcharts

*

* Old IE (v6, v7, v8) array polyfills for Highcharts v7+.

*

* (c) 2010-2019 Highsoft AS

* Author: Torstein Honsi

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-

modules/masters/modules/oldie-polyfills.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license @product.name@ JS v@product.version@ (@product.date@)

* @module highcharts/modules/stock-tools

* @requires highcharts

* @requires highcharts/modules/stock

*

* Advanced Highstock tools

*

* (c) 2010-2019 Highsoft AS

* Author: Torstein Honsi

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-

modules/masters/modules/stock-tools.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license Highcharts JS v7.1.2 (2019-06-03)

*

* Old IE (v6, v7, v8) array polyfills for Highcharts v7+.

*

* (c) 2010-2019 Highsoft AS

* Author: Torstein Honsi

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/modules/oldie-polyfills.src.js
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* (c) 2010-2019 Pawel Fus & Daniel Studencki

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-modules/mixins/reduce-

array.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *

* Organization chart module

*

* (c) 2018-2019 Torstein Honsi

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-

modules/modules/organization.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *

* GUI generator for Stock tools

*

* (c) 2009-2017 Sebastian Bochan

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-modules/modules/stock-tools-

gui.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license @product.name@ JS v@product.version@ (@product.date@)

* @module highcharts/modules/arrow-symbols

* @requires highcharts

*

* Arrow Symbols

*

* (c) 2017-2019 Lars A. V. Cabrera

*
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* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-

modules/masters/modules/arrow-symbols.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license  Highcharts JS v7.1.2 (2019-06-03)

*

* Force directed graph module

*

* (c) 2010-2019 Torstein Honsi

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/modules/networkgraph.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license Highcharts JS v7.1.2 (2019-06-03)

*

* (c) 2009-2019 Torstein Honsi

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/modules/series-label.src.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/modules/overlapping-

datalabels.src.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/modules/draggable-points.src.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/modules/broken-axis.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

Highcharts JS v7.1.2 (2019-06-03)

 

Sonification module

 

(c) 2012-2019 ystein Moseng

 

License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/modules/sonification.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license Highcharts JS v7.1.2 (2019-06-03)

*

* Highcharts cylinder module

*

* (c) 2010-2019 Kacper Madej

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/modules/cylinder.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license  @product.name@ JS v@product.version@ (@product.date@)

* @module highcharts/modules/tilemap

* @requires highcharts

* @requires highcharts/modules/map

*

* Tilemap module

*

* (c) 2010-2019 Highsoft AS

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-

modules/masters/modules/tilemap.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *

*

*  (c) 2009-2019 Torstein Honsi

*

*  Dot plot series type for Highcharts

*

*  License: www.highcharts.com/license

*

* */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-
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modules/modules/dotplot.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

Highcharts JS v7.1.2 (2019-06-03)

 

Pathfinder

 

(c) 2016-2019 ystein Moseng

 

License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/modules/pathfinder.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license  Highcharts JS v7.1.2 (2019-06-03)

*

* Tilemap module

*

* (c) 2010-2019 Highsoft AS

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/modules/tilemap.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license Highcharts JS v7.1.2 (2019-06-03)

*

* Drag-panes module

*

* (c) 2010-2019 Highsoft AS

* Author: Kacper Madej

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/modules/drag-panes.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license  Highcharts JS v7.1.2 (2019-06-03)
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*

* Pareto series type for Highcharts

*

* (c) 2010-2019 Sebastian Bochan

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/modules/pareto.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

Highcharts JS v7.1.2 (2019-06-03)

 

Debugger module

 

(c) 2012-2019 Torstein Honsi

 

License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/modules/debugger.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *

*

*  Copyright (c) 2010-2017 Highsoft AS

*  Author: Sebastian Domas

*

*  License: www.highcharts.com/license

*

* */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-

modules/modules/histogram.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

 Highcharts JS v7.1.2 (2019-06-03)

 

Pareto series type for Highcharts

 

(c) 2010-2019 Sebastian Bochan

 

License: www.highcharts.com/license
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*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/modules/pareto.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license  @product.name@ JS v@product.version@ (@product.date@)

* @module highcharts/modules/parallel-coordinates

* @requires highcharts

*

* Support for parallel coordinates in Highcharts

*

* (c) 2010-2019 Pawel Fus

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-

modules/masters/modules/parallel-coordinates.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *

* Accessibility module - internationalization support

*

* (c) 2010-2019 Highsoft AS

* Author: Øystein Moseng

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-

modules/modules/accessibility/a11y-i18n.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license @product.name@ JS v@product.version@ (@product.date@)

* @module highcharts/highcharts

*

* (c) 2009-2018 Torstein Honsi

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-
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modules/masters/highcharts.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license @product.name@ JS v@product.version@ (@product.date@)

* @module highcharts/modules/debugger

* @requires highcharts

*

* Debugger module

*

* (c) 2012-2019 Torstein Honsi

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-

modules/masters/modules/debugger.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *

*

*  (c) 2010-2019 Torstein Honsi

*

*  License: www.highcharts.com/license

*

*  Gray theme for Highcharts JS

*

* */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-modules/themes/gray.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license @product.name@ JS v@product.version@ (@product.date@)

* @module highcharts/modules/pathfinder

* @requires highcharts

*

* Pathfinder

*

* (c) 2016-2019 Øystein Moseng

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-
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modules/masters/modules/pathfinder.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *

* (c) 2010-2019 Torstein Honsi

*

* Extension to the VML Renderer

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-modules/parts-

3d/VMLRenderer.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *

* (c) 2010-2019 Torstein Honsi

*

* Extensions to the SVGRenderer class to enable 3D shapes

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-modules/parts-

3d/SVGRenderer.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license @product.name@ JS v@product.version@ (@product.date@)

* @module highcharts/modules/drilldown

* @requires highcharts

*

* Highcharts Drilldown module

*

* Author: Torstein Honsi

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-

modules/masters/modules/drilldown.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license Highcharts JS v7.1.2 (2019-06-03)
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*

* (c) 2017-2019 Highsoft AS

* Authors: Jon Arild Nygard

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/modules/venn.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license @product.name@ JS v@product.version@ (@product.date@)

* @module highcharts/modules/treegrid

* @requires highcharts

*

* Tree Grid

*

* (c) 2016-2019 Jon Arild Nygard

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-

modules/masters/modules/treegrid.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license Highcharts JS v7.1.2 (2019-06-03)

* Organization chart series type

*

* (c) 2019-2019 Torstein Honsi

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/modules/organization.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Draw the weather symbols on top of the temperature series. The symbols are

* fetched from yr.no's MIT licensed weather symbol collection.

* https://github.com/YR/weather-symbols

*/

 

Found in path(s):
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* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/examples/combo-

meteogram/index.htm

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license Highcharts JS v7.1.2 (2019-06-03)

*

* (c) 2014-2019 Highsoft AS

* Authors: Jon Arild Nygard / Oystein Moseng

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/modules/treemap.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license Highcharts JS v7.1.2 (2019-06-03)

*

* Advanced Highstock tools

*

* (c) 2010-2019 Highsoft AS

* Author: Torstein Honsi

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

/**

        *

        *  Events generator for Stock tools

        *

        *  (c) 2009-2019 Pawe Fus

        *

        *  License: www.highcharts.com/license

        *

        * */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/modules/stock-tools.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license @product.name@ JS v@product.version@ (@product.date@)

* @module highcharts/modules/full-screen

* @requires highcharts

*

* Advanced Highstock tools

*
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* (c) 2010-2019 Highsoft AS

* Author: Torstein Honsi

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-

modules/masters/modules/full-screen.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

Highcharts JS v7.1.2 (2019-06-03)

 

Tree Grid

 

(c) 2016-2019 Jon Arild Nygard

 

License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/modules/treegrid.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *

* Exporting module

*

* (c) 2010-2019 Torstein Honsi

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-

modules/modules/exporting.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *

*

*  Timeline Series.

*

*  (c) 2010-2019 Highsoft AS

*

*  Author: Daniel Studencki

*

*  License: www.highcharts.com/license

*
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* */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-

modules/modules/timeline.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

 Highcharts JS v7.1.2 (2019-06-03)

 

Dependency wheel module

 

(c) 2010-2018 Torstein Honsi

 

License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/modules/dependency-wheel.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license  Highcharts JS v7.1.2 (2019-06-03)

*

* Highcharts variwide module

*

* (c) 2010-2019 Torstein Honsi

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/modules/variwide.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license @product.name@ JS v@product.version@ (@product.date@)

* @module highcharts/themes/grid-light

* @requires highcharts

*

* (c) 2009-2019 Torstein Honsi

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-modules/masters/themes/grid-

light.src.js
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license  Highcharts JS v7.1.2 (2019-06-03)

*

* Bullet graph series type for Highcharts

*

* (c) 2010-2019 Kacper Madej

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/modules/bullet.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license Highcharts JS v7.1.2 (2019-06-03)

*

* Highcharts funnel module

*

* (c) 2010-2019 Torstein Honsi

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/modules/funnel.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

Highcharts JS v7.1.2 (2019-06-03)

 

Highstock as a plugin for Highcharts

 

(c) 2010-2019 Torstein Honsi

 

License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/modules/stock.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license @product.name@ JS v@product.version@ (@product.date@)

* @module highcharts/modules/stock

* @requires highcharts
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*

* Highstock as a plugin for Highcharts

*

* (c) 2010-2019 Torstein Honsi

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-

modules/masters/modules/stock.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license @product.name@ JS v@product.version@ (@product.date@)

* @module highcharts/themes/gray

* @requires highcharts

*

* (c) 2009-2019 Torstein Honsi

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-

modules/masters/themes/gray.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license @product.name@ JS v@product.version@ (@product.date@)

* @module highcharts/modules/current-date-indicator

* @requires highcharts

*

* CurrentDateIndicator

*

* (c) 2010-2019 Lars A. V. Cabrera

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-

modules/masters/modules/current-date-indicator.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *

*

*  (c) 2009-2019 Øystein Moseng
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*

*  Accessibility component for the range selector.

*

*  License: www.highcharts.com/license

*

* */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-

modules/modules/accessibility/components/RangeSelectorComponent.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

Proprietary or Undetectable    0.29%

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/examples/pie-drilldown/index.htm

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license @product.name@ JS v@product.version@ (@product.date@)

* @module highcharts/modules/boost-canvas

* @requires highcharts

*

* Boost module

*

* (c) 2010-2019 Highsoft AS

* Author: Torstein Honsi

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-

modules/masters/modules/boost-canvas.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

 Highcharts JS v7.1.2 (2019-06-03)

 

Timeline series

 

(c) 2010-2019 Highsoft AS

Author: Daniel Studencki

 

License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):
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* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/modules/timeline.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *

*

*  This module implements sunburst charts in Highcharts.

*

*  (c) 2016-2019 Highsoft AS

*

*  Authors: Jon Arild Nygard

*

*  License: www.highcharts.com/license

*

* */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-

modules/modules/sunburst.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *

*

*  (c) 2009-2019 Øystein Moseng

*

*  Code for sonifying single points.

*

*  License: www.highcharts.com/license

*

* */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-

modules/modules/sonification/pointSonify.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license  Highcharts JS v7.1.2 (2019-06-03)

*

* Vector plot series module

*

* (c) 2010-2019 Torstein Honsi

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/modules/vector.src.js
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *

* Highcharts cylinder - a 3D series

*

* (c) 2010-2019 Highsoft AS

* Author: Kacper Madej

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-

modules/modules/cylinder.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license @product.name@ JS v@product.version@ (@product.date@)

*

* (c) 2009-2019 Highsoft AS

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-

modules/masters/themes/avocado.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-

modules/masters/themes/sunset.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license @product.name@ JS v@product.version@ (@product.date@)

* @module highcharts/modules/cylinder

* @requires highcharts

* @requires highcharts/highcharts-3d

*

* Highcharts cylinder module

*

* (c) 2010-2019 Kacper Madej

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-

modules/masters/modules/cylinder.src.js
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license @product.name@ JS v@product.version@ (@product.date@)

* @module highcharts/modules/xrange

* @requires highcharts

*

* X-range series

*

* (c) 2010-2019 Torstein Honsi, Lars A. V. Cabrera

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-

modules/masters/modules/xrange.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license  Highcharts JS v7.1.2 (2019-06-03)

*

* Streamgraph module

*

* (c) 2010-2019 Torstein Honsi

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/modules/streamgraph.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *

*

*  (c) 2009-2019 Øystein Moseng

*

*  Utility functions for sonification.

*

*  License: www.highcharts.com/license

*

* */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-

modules/modules/sonification/utilities.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
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/**

* (c) 2010-2019 Daniel Studencki

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-modules/mixins/indicator-

required.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license @product.name@ JS v@product.version@ (@product.date@)

* @module highcharts/modules/price-indicator

* @requires highcharts

* @requires highcharts/modules/stock

*

* Advanced Highstock tools

*

* (c) 2010-2019 Highsoft AS

* Author: Torstein Honsi

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-

modules/masters/modules/price-indicator.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *

*

*  (c) 2009-2019 Øystein Moseng

*

*  Accessibility component for chart info region and table.

*

*  License: www.highcharts.com/license

*

* */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-

modules/modules/accessibility/components/InfoRegionComponent.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

 Highcharts JS v7.1.2 (2019-06-03)
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Sankey diagram module

 

(c) 2010-2019 Torstein Honsi

 

License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/modules/sankey.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license Highcharts JS v7.1.2 (2019-06-03)

*

* (c) 2009-2019 Torstein Honsi

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

/* *

        *

        *  (c) 2010-2019 Torstein Honsi

        *

        *  License: www.highcharts.com/license

        *

        *  Gray theme for Highcharts JS

        *

        * */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/themes/gray.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

Highcharts JS v7.1.2 (2019-06-03)

 

Gantt series

 

(c) 2016-2019 Lars A. V. Cabrera

 

License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/modules/gantt.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license @product.name@ JS v@product.version@ (@product.date@)
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* @module highcharts/modules/exporting

* @requires highcharts

*

* Exporting module

*

* (c) 2010-2019 Torstein Honsi

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-

modules/masters/modules/exporting.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *

* (c) 2010-2019 Sebastian Bochan

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-modules/parts-

more/ColumnPyramidSeries.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license  @product.name@ JS v@product.version@ (@product.date@)

* @module highcharts/modules/pareto

* @requires highcharts

*

* Pareto series type for Highcharts

*

* (c) 2010-2019 Sebastian Bochan

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-

modules/masters/modules/pareto.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *

*

*  (c) 2010-2019 Torstein Honsi

*

*  License: www.highcharts.com/license
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*

*  Dark theme for Highcharts JS

*

* */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-modules/themes/dark-unica.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license Highcharts JS v7.1.2 (2019-06-03)

*

* Module for adding patterns and images as point fills.

*

* (c) 2010-2019 Highsoft AS

* Author: Torstein Hønsi, Øystein Moseng

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/modules/pattern-fill.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license @product.name@ JS v@product.version@ (@product.date@)

* @module highcharts/modules/boost

* @requires highcharts

*

* Boost module

*

* (c) 2010-2019 Highsoft AS

* Author: Torstein Honsi

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-

modules/masters/modules/boost.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *

* (c) 2010-2019 Torstein Honsi

*

* 3D pie series

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license
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*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-modules/parts-3d/Pie.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license  @product.name@ JS v@product.version@ (@product.date@)

* @module highcharts/modules/item-series

* @requires highcharts

*

* Item series type for Highcharts

*

* (c) 2019 Torstein Honsi

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-

modules/masters/modules/item-series.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license  @product.name@ JS v@product.version@ (@product.date@)

* @module highcharts/modules/bullet

* @requires highcharts

*

* Bullet graph series type for Highcharts

*

* (c) 2010-2019 Kacper Madej

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-

modules/masters/modules/bullet.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *

* (c) 2009-2019 Torstein Honsi

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-modules/modules/broken-
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axis.src.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-modules/modules/series-

label.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license Highcharts JS v7.1.2 (2019-06-03)

*

* X-range series

*

* (c) 2010-2019 Torstein Honsi, Lars A. V. Cabrera

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/modules/xrange.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license @product.name@ JS v@product.version@ (@product.date@)

* @module highcharts/modules/sonification

* @requires highcharts

*

* Sonification module

*

* (c) 2012-2019 Øystein Moseng

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-

modules/masters/modules/sonification.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

Highcharts JS v7.1.2 (2019-06-03)

 

StaticScale

 

(c) 2016-2019 Torstein Honsi, Lars A. V. Cabrera

 

License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/modules/static-scale.js
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license Highcharts JS v7.1.2 (2019-06-03)

*

* (c) 2009-2019 Torstein Honsi

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

/* *

        *

        *  (c) 2010-2019 Torstein Honsi

        *

        *  License: www.highcharts.com/license

        *

        *  Sand-Signika theme for Highcharts JS

        *

        * */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/themes/sand-signika.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license @product.name@ JS v@product.version@ (@product.date@)

* @module highcharts/modules/sunburst

* @requires highcharts

*

* (c) 2016-2019 Highsoft AS

* Authors: Jon Arild Nygard

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-

modules/masters/modules/sunburst.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license @product.name@ JS v@product.version@ (@product.date@)

* @module highcharts/highcharts-3d

* @requires highcharts

*

* 3D features for Highcharts JS

*

* @license: www.highcharts.com/license

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-modules/masters/highcharts-

3d.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

 Highcharts JS v7.1.2 (2019-06-03)

 

Bullet graph series type for Highcharts

 

(c) 2010-2019 Kacper Madej

 

License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/modules/bullet.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license Highcharts JS v7.1.2 (2019-06-03)

*

* Plugin for displaying a message when there is no data visible in chart.

*

* (c) 2010-2019 Highsoft AS

* Author: Oystein Moseng

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

/* *

        *

        *  Plugin for displaying a message when there is no data visible in chart.

        *

        *  (c) 2010-2019 Highsoft AS

        *

        *  Author: Oystein Moseng

        *

        *  License: www.highcharts.com/license

        *

        * */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/modules/no-data-to-display.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license Highcharts JS v7.1.2 (2019-06-03)
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*

* 3D features for Highcharts JS

*

* @license: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

/* *

        * (c) 2010-2019 Torstein Honsi

        *

        * License: www.highcharts.com/license

        */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/highcharts-3d.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *

* Mixin for downloading content in the browser

*

* (c) 2015-2019 Oystein Moseng

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-modules/mixins/download-

url.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *

*

*  (c) 2009-2019 Øystein Moseng

*

*  Accessibility component for series and points.

*

*  License: www.highcharts.com/license

*

* */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-

modules/modules/accessibility/components/SeriesComponent.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *

*

*  (c) 2009-2019 Øystein Moseng

*

*  Accessibility component for chart legend.
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*

*  License: www.highcharts.com/license

*

* */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-

modules/modules/accessibility/components/LegendComponent.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *

* Highcharts funnel module

*

* (c) 2010-2019 Torstein Honsi

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-modules/modules/funnel.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *

* (c) 2016 Highsoft AS

* Authors: Lars A. V. Cabrera

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-modules/parts-

gantt/GanttChart.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-modules/parts-

gantt/GridAxis.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license Highcharts JS v7.1.2 (2019-06-03)

*

* Gantt series

*

* (c) 2016-2019 Lars A. V. Cabrera

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

/* *

        *

        *  (c) 2016-2019 Highsoft AS
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        *

        *  Author: Lars A. V. Cabrera

        *

        *  License: www.highcharts.com/license

        *

        * */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/modules/gantt.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *

*

*  (c) 2009-2019 Øystein Moseng

*

*  Accessibility component for exporting menu.

*

*  License: www.highcharts.com/license

*

* */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-

modules/modules/accessibility/components/MenuComponent.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license  @product.name@ JS v@product.version@ (@product.date@)

* @module highcharts/modules/networkgraph

* @requires highcharts

*

* Force directed graph module

*

* (c) 2010-2019 Torstein Honsi

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-

modules/masters/modules/networkgraph.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license Highcharts JS v7.1.2 (2019-06-03)

*

* Sonification module

*
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* (c) 2012-2019 Øystein Moseng

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

/* *

        *

        *  (c) 2009-2019 Øystein Moseng

        *

        *  Instrument class for sonification module.

        *

        *  License: www.highcharts.com/license

        *

        * */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/modules/sonification.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license Highcharts JS v7.1.2 (2019-06-03)

*

* GridAxis

*

* (c) 2016-2019 Lars A. V. Cabrera

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/modules/grid-axis.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license  @product.name@ JS v@product.version@ (@product.date@)

* @module highcharts/modules/vector

* @requires highcharts

*

* Vector plot series module

*

* (c) 2010-2019 Torstein Honsi

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-

modules/masters/modules/vector.src.js
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license  @product.name@ JS v@product.version@ (@product.date@)

* @module highcharts/modules/sankey

* @requires highcharts

*

* Sankey diagram module

*

* (c) 2010-2019 Torstein Honsi

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-

modules/masters/modules/sankey.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/** @license

  * jsPDF - PDF Document creation from JavaScript

  * Version 2.0.0 Built on 2019-01-22T15:32:38.220Z

  *                           CommitID 0110a2202b

  *

  * Copyright (c) 2015-2018 yWorks GmbH, http://www.yworks.com

  *               2015-2018 Lukas Holländer <lukas.hollaender@yworks.com>, https://github.com/HackbrettXXX

  *               2010-2016 James Hall <james@parall.ax>, https://github.com/MrRio/jsPDF

  *               2010 Aaron Spike, https://github.com/acspike

  *               2012 Willow Systems Corporation, willow-systems.com

  *               2012 Pablo Hess, https://github.com/pablohess

  *               2012 Florian Jenett, https://github.com/fjenett

  *               2013 Warren Weckesser, https://github.com/warrenweckesser

  *               2013 Youssef Beddad, https://github.com/lifof

  *               2013 Lee Driscoll, https://github.com/lsdriscoll

  *               2013 Stefan Slonevskiy, https://github.com/stefslon

  *               2013 Jeremy Morel, https://github.com/jmorel

  *               2013 Christoph Hartmann, https://github.com/chris-rock

  *               2014 Juan Pablo Gaviria, https://github.com/juanpgaviria

  *               2014 James Makes, https://github.com/dollaruw

  *               2014 Diego Casorran, https://github.com/diegocr

  *               2014 Steven Spungin, https://github.com/Flamenco

  *               2014 Kenneth Glassey, https://github.com/Gavvers

  *

  * Licensed under the MIT License

  *

  * Contributor(s):

  *    siefkenj, ahwolf, rickygu, Midnith, saintclair, eaparango,

  *    kim3er, mfo, alnorth, Flamenco
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  */

/**

  * @license

  * Copyright (c) 2016 Alexander Weidt,

  * https://github.com/BiggA94

  *

  * Licensed under the MIT License. http://opensource.org/licenses/mit-license

  */

/**

  * Copyright (c) 2018 Erik Koopmans

  * Released under the MIT License.

  *

  * Licensed under the MIT License.

  * http://opensource.org/licenses/mit-license

  */

/** @license

  * MIT license.

  * Copyright (c) 2012 Willow Systems Corporation, willow-systems.com

  *               2014 Diego Casorran, https://github.com/diegocr

  *

  *

  * ====================================================================

  */

/**

  * This file adds the standard font metrics to jsPDF.

  *

  * Font metrics data is reprocessed derivative of contents of

  * "Font Metrics for PDF Core 14 Fonts" package, which exhibits the following copyright and license:

  *

  * Copyright (c) 1989, 1990, 1991, 1992, 1993, 1997 Adobe Systems Incorporated. All Rights Reserved.

  *

  * This file and the 14 PostScript(R) AFM files it accompanies may be used,

  * copied, and distributed for any purpose and without charge, with or without

  * modification, provided that all copyright notices are retained; that the AFM

  * files are not distributed without this file; that all modifications to this

  * file or any of the AFM files are prominently noted in the modified file(s);

  * and that this paragraph is not modified. Adobe Systems has no responsibility

  * or obligation to support the use of the AFM files.

  *

  * @name standard_fonts_metrics

  * @module

  */

/*

   Copyright (c) 2008, Adobe Systems Incorporated

   All rights reserved.

 

   Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

   modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are
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   met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

     this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

  

   * Neither the name of Adobe Systems Incorporated nor the names of its

     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

     this software without specific prior written permission.

 

   THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

   IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

   THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

   PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR

   CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

   EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

   PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

   PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

   LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

   NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

   SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 */

/*

  Copyright (c) 2013 Gildas Lormeau. All rights reserved.

 

  Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

  modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

  1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

  this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

  2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

  the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

  3. The names of the authors may not be used to endorse or promote products

  derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

  THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES,

  INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

  FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL JCRAFT,

  INC. OR ANY CONTRIBUTORS TO THIS SOFTWARE BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

  INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

  LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA,

  OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF
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  LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

  NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE,

  EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

  */

/*

 # PNG.js

 # Copyright (c) 2011 Devon Govett

 # MIT LICENSE

 #

 #

 */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/lib/jspdf.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license Highcharts JS v7.1.2 (2019-06-03)

*

* Pathfinder

*

* (c) 2016-2019 Øystein Moseng

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/modules/pathfinder.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *

*

*  (c) 2009-2019 Øystein Moseng

*

*  Accessibility component class definition

*

*  License: www.highcharts.com/license

*

* */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-

modules/modules/accessibility/AccessibilityComponent.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license Highcharts JS v7.1.2 (2019-06-03)

*
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* StaticScale

*

* (c) 2016-2019 Torstein Honsi, Lars A. V. Cabrera

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/modules/static-scale.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license Highcharts JS v7.1.2 (2019-06-03)

*

* (c) 2016-2019 Highsoft AS

* Authors: Jon Arild Nygard

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/modules/wordcloud.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

Highcharts JS v7.1.2 (2019-06-03)

 

Old IE (v6, v7, v8) array polyfills for Highcharts v7+.

 

(c) 2010-2019 Highsoft AS

Author: Torstein Honsi

 

License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/modules/oldie-polyfills.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license  @product.name@ JS v@product.version@ (@product.date@)

* @module highcharts/modules/variwide

* @requires highcharts

*

* Highcharts variwide module

*

* (c) 2010-2019 Torstein Honsi

*
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* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-

modules/masters/modules/variwide.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

Highcharts JS v7.1.2 (2019-06-03)

 

Old IE (v6, v7, v8) module for Highcharts v6+.

 

(c) 2010-2019 Highsoft AS

Author: Torstein Honsi

 

License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/modules/oldie.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

Highcharts JS v7.1.2 (2019-06-03)

 

X-range series

 

(c) 2010-2019 Torstein Honsi, Lars A. V. Cabrera

 

License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/modules/xrange.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license @product.name@ JS v@product.version@ (@product.date@)

* @module highcharts/modules/oldie

* @requires highcharts

*

* Old IE (v6, v7, v8) module for Highcharts v6+.

*

* (c) 2010-2019 Highsoft AS

* Author: Torstein Honsi

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license
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*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-

modules/masters/modules/oldie.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *

*

*  (c) 2009-2017 Highsoft, Black Label

*

*  License: www.highcharts.com/license

*

* */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-

modules/annotations/navigationBindings.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-

modules/annotations/annotations.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *

*

*  (c) 2010-2019 Torstein Honsi

*

*  License: www.highcharts.com/license

*

*  Grid-light theme for Highcharts JS

*

* */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-modules/themes/grid-light.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *

*

*  (c) 2010-2019 Torstein Honsi

*

*  License: www.highcharts.com/license

*

*  Dark blue theme for Highcharts JS

*

* */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-modules/themes/dark-blue.js
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* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-modules/themes/dark-green.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license @product.name@ JS v@product.version@ (@product.date@)

* @module highcharts/modules/export-data

* @requires highcharts

* @requires highcharts/modules/exporting

*

* Exporting module

*

* (c) 2010-2019 Torstein Honsi

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-

modules/masters/modules/export-data.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *

*

*  (c) 2009-2019 Øystein Moseng

*

*  Instrument definitions for sonification module.

*

*  License: www.highcharts.com/license

*

* */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-

modules/modules/sonification/instrumentDefinitions.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Modules in this bundle

* @license

*

* svg2pdf.js:

*   license: MIT (http://opensource.org/licenses/MIT)

*   author: yFiles for HTML Support Team <yfileshtml@yworks.com>

*   homepage: https://github.com/yWorks/svg2pdf.js#readme

*   version: 1.3.1

*

* cssesc:

*   license: MIT (http://opensource.org/licenses/MIT)
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*   author: Mathias Bynens

*   homepage: https://mths.be/cssesc

*   version: 2.0.0

*

* font-family:

*   license: MIT (http://opensource.org/licenses/MIT)

*   author: Taro Hanamura <m@hanamurataro.com>

*   homepage: https://github.com/hanamura/font-family

*   version: 0.2.0

*

* svgpath:

*   license: MIT (http://opensource.org/licenses/MIT)

*   homepage: https://github.com/fontello/svgpath#readme

*   version: 2.2.1

*

* This header is generated by licensify (https://github.com/twada/licensify)

*/

/*

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2015-2017 yWorks GmbH

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/lib/svg2pdf.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *

*

*  (c) 2009-2019 Øystein Moseng
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*

*  TimelineEvent class definition.

*

*  License: www.highcharts.com/license

*

* */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-

modules/modules/sonification/Timeline.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

 

canvg.js - Javascript SVG parser and renderer on Canvas

MIT Licensed

Gabe Lerner (gabelerner@gmail.com)

http://code.google.com/p/canvg/

 

Requires: rgbcolor.js - http://www.phpied.com/rgb-color-parser-in-javascript/

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/lib/canvg.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *

* Experimental data export module for Highcharts

*

* (c) 2010-2019 Torstein Honsi

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-modules/modules/export-

data.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *

* (c) 2009-2019 Sebastian Bochann

*

* Price indicator for Highcharts

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):
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* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-modules/modules/price-

indicator.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license  Highcharts JS v7.1.2 (2019-06-03)

*

* Timeline series

*

* (c) 2010-2019 Highsoft AS

* Author: Daniel Studencki

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

/* *

        *

        *  Timeline Series.

        *

        *  (c) 2010-2019 Highsoft AS

        *

        *  Author: Daniel Studencki

        *

        *  License: www.highcharts.com/license

        *

        * */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/modules/timeline.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

Highcharts JS v7.1.2 (2019-06-03)

 

CurrentDateIndicator

 

(c) 2010-2019 Lars A. V. Cabrera

 

License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/modules/current-date-indicator.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *

*

*  (c) 2010-2019 Highsoft AS

*
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*  Author: Øystein Moseng

*

*  License: www.highcharts.com/license

*

*  Accessible high-contrast theme for Highcharts. Considers colorblindness and

*  monochrome rendering.

*

* */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-modules/themes/sunset.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-modules/themes/avocado.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license  Highcharts JS v7.1.2 (2019-06-03)

*

* Wind barb series module

*

* (c) 2010-2019 Torstein Honsi

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/modules/windbarb.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license @product.name@ JS v@product.version@ (@product.date@)

* @module highcharts/themes/dark-green

* @requires highcharts

*

* (c) 2009-2019 Torstein Honsi

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-modules/masters/themes/dark-

green.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *

* (c) 2010-2019 Torstein Honsi

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-modules/parts/Series.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-modules/parts/BarSeries.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-

modules/parts/PlotLineOrBand.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-modules/parts/PieSeries.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-

modules/parts/RangeSelector.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-modules/parts/FlagsSeries.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-modules/mixins/on-series.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-modules/parts-3d/Column.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-modules/parts/SplineSeries.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-modules/parts/OrdinalAxis.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-modules/parts/OHLCSeries.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-modules/parts-

more/PolygonSeries.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-modules/parts-

more/BoxPlotSeries.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-modules/parts-

more/RadialAxis.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-

modules/parts/AreaSplineSeries.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-modules/parts/AreaSeries.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-modules/parts-

more/ColumnRangeSeries.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-

modules/parts/PlotBandSeries.experimental.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-modules/parts/Stacking.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-modules/parts-

more/BubbleSeries.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-modules/parts-

more/WaterfallSeries.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-modules/parts-

more/AreaSplineRangeSeries.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-modules/parts/Responsive.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-modules/parts-

more/GaugeSeries.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-modules/parts/Dynamics.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-modules/mixins/centered-

series.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-modules/parts/Interaction.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-modules/parts/Tooltip.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-modules/parts/Navigator.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-modules/parts/Tick.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-modules/parts-3d/Math.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-modules/parts/Scrollbar.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-
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modules/parts/LogarithmicAxis.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-modules/parts-more/Pane.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-

modules/parts/CandlestickSeries.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-modules/parts-more/Polar.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-modules/parts/ScatterSeries.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-

modules/parts/DateTimeAxis.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-modules/parts-

more/ErrorBarSeries.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license Highcharts JS v7.1.2 (2019-06-03)

*

* Highstock as a plugin for Highcharts

*

* (c) 2010-2019 Torstein Honsi

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

/* *

        *

        *  (c) 2010-2019 Torstein Honsi

        *

        *  License: www.highcharts.com/license

        *

        * */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/modules/stock.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *

* (c) 2010-2019 Highsoft AS

*

* Author: Pawe Potaczek

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-modules/parts-

more/BubbleLegend.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license Highcharts JS v7.1.2 (2019-06-03)
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*

* (c) 2009-2019 Torstein Honsi

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

/* *

        *

        *  (c) 2010-2019 Torstein Honsi

        *

        *  License: www.highcharts.com/license

        *

        *  Dark theme for Highcharts JS

        *

        * */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/themes/dark-unica.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *

* (c) 2010-2019 Torstein Honsi

*

* Extension for 3D charts

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-modules/parts-3d/Chart.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *

* Data module

*

* (c) 2012-2019 Torstein Honsi

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

/**

* A comma delimited string to be parsed. Related options are [startRow](

* #data.startRow), [endRow](#data.endRow), [startColumn](#data.startColumn)

* and [endColumn](#data.endColumn) to delimit what part of the table

* is used. The [lineDelimiter](#data.lineDelimiter) and [itemDelimiter](

* #data.itemDelimiter) options define the CSV delimiter formats.

*

* The built-in CSV parser doesn't support all flavours of CSV, so in

* some cases it may be necessary to use an external CSV parser. See

* [this example](https://jsfiddle.net/highcharts/u59176h4/) of parsing
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* CSV through the MIT licensed [Papa Parse](http://papaparse.com/)

* library.

*

* @sample {highcharts} highcharts/data/csv/

*         Data from CSV

*

* @type      {string}

* @since     4.0

* @apioption data.csv

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-modules/modules/data.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license @product.name@ JS v@product.version@ (@product.date@)

* @module highcharts/themes/dark-unica

* @requires highcharts

*

* (c) 2009-2019 Torstein Honsi

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-modules/masters/themes/dark-

unica.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *

* Solid angular gauge module

*

* (c) 2010-2019 Torstein Honsi

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-modules/modules/solid-

gauge.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

 Highcharts JS v7.1.2 (2019-06-03)

 

Data grouping module
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(c) 2010-2019 Torstein Hnsi

 

License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/modules/datagrouping.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *

*

*  (c) 2009-2019 Øystein Moseng

*

*  Instrument class for sonification module.

*

*  License: www.highcharts.com/license

*

* */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-

modules/modules/sonification/Instrument.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

 Highcharts JS v7.1.2 (2019-06-03)

 

Force directed graph module

 

(c) 2010-2019 Torstein Honsi

 

License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/modules/networkgraph.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license  @product.name@ JS v@product.version@ (@product.date@)

* @module highcharts/modules/histogram-bellcurve

* @requires highcharts

*

* (c) 2010-2019 Highsoft AS

* Author: Sebastian Domas

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-

modules/masters/modules/histogram-bellcurve.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license Highcharts JS v7.1.2 (2019-06-03)

*

* (c) 2009-2019 Highsoft AS

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

/* *

        *

        *  (c) 2010-2019 Highsoft AS

        *

        *  Author: Øystein Moseng

        *

        *  License: www.highcharts.com/license

        *

        *  Accessible high-contrast theme for Highcharts. Considers colorblindness and

        *  monochrome rendering.

        *

        * */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/themes/sunset.src.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/themes/avocado.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *

*

*  (c) 2010-2019 Torstein Honsi

*

*  License: www.highcharts.com/license

*

*  !!!!!!! SOURCE GETS TRANSPILED BY TYPESCRIPT. EDIT TS FILE ONLY. !!!!!!!

*

* */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-modules/parts/SvgRenderer.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-modules/parts/Color.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-modules/parts/MSPointer.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-modules/parts/Options.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-modules/parts/Time.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-modules/parts/Html.js
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* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-modules/parts/Axis.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-modules/parts/Globals.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-modules/parts/TouchPointer.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-modules/parts/Point.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-modules/parts/Utilities.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-modules/parts/Legend.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-modules/parts/Chart.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-modules/parts/Pointer.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *

*

*  (c) 2010-2019 Torstein Honsi

*

*  License: www.highcharts.com/license

*

*  Sand-Signika theme for Highcharts JS

*

* */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-modules/themes/sand-

signika.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *

* (c) 2016 Highsoft AS

* Authors: Jon Arild Nygard

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-modules/parts-

gantt/TreeGrid.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *

* Experimental Highcharts module which enables visualization of a word cloud.

*

* (c) 2016-2019 Highsoft AS

*

* Authors: Jon Arild Nygard

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):
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* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-

modules/modules/wordcloud.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *

* (c) 2010-2017 Christer Vasseng, Torstein Honsi

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-modules/mixins/ajax.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *

* (c) 2010-2019 Torstein Honsi

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*

* Highcharts feature to make the Y axis stay fixed when scrolling the chart

* horizontally on mobile devices. Supports left and right side axes.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-

modules/parts/ScrollablePlotArea.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license Highcharts JS v7.1.2 (2019-06-03)

*

* (c) 2009-2019 Torstein Honsi

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

/* *

        *

        *  (c) 2010-2019 Torstein Honsi

        *

        *  License: www.highcharts.com/license

        *

        *  Grid theme for Highcharts JS

        *

        * */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/themes/grid.src.js
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license  @product.name@ JS v@product.version@ (@product.date@)

* @module highcharts/modules/dotplot

* @requires highcharts

*

* Dot plot series type for Highcharts

*

* (c) 2010-2019 Torstein Honsi

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-

modules/masters/modules/dotplot.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license Highcharts JS v7.1.2 (2019-06-03)

*

* (c) 2009-2019 Torstein Honsi

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

/* *

        *

        *  (c) 2010-2019 Torstein Honsi

        *

        *  License: www.highcharts.com/license

        *

        * */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/modules/heatmap.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license  @product.name@ JS v@product.version@ (@product.date@)

* @module highcharts/modules/variable-pie

* @requires highcharts

*

* Variable Pie module for Highcharts

*

* (c) 2010-2019 Grzegorz Blachliski

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license
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*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-

modules/masters/modules/variable-pie.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license Highcharts JS v7.1.2 (2019-06-03)

*

* Exporting module

*

* (c) 2010-2019 Torstein Honsi

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/modules/export-data.src.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/modules/exporting.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/** @preserve

* canvg.js - Javascript SVG parser and renderer on Canvas

* MIT Licensed

* Gabe Lerner (gabelerner@gmail.com)

* http://code.google.com/p/canvg/

*

* Requires: rgbcolor.js - http://www.phpied.com/rgb-color-parser-in-javascript/

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/lib/canvg.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license Highcharts JS v7.1.2 (2019-06-03)

*

* Old IE (v6, v7, v8) module for Highcharts v6+.

*

* (c) 2010-2019 Highsoft AS

* Author: Torstein Honsi

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/modules/oldie.src.js
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

 Highcharts JS v7.1.2 (2019-06-03)

 

Vector plot series module

 

(c) 2010-2019 Torstein Honsi

 

License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/modules/vector.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license Highcharts JS v7.1.2 (2019-06-03)

*

* Tree Grid

*

* (c) 2016-2019 Jon Arild Nygard

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

/* *

        *

        *  (c) 2016-2019 Highsoft AS

        *

        *  Authors: Jon Arild Nygard

        *

        *  License: www.highcharts.com/license

        *

        * */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/modules/treegrid.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license @product.name@ JS v@product.version@ (@product.date@)

* @module highcharts/modules/heatmap

* @requires highcharts

*

* (c) 2009-2019 Torstein Honsi

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-

modules/masters/modules/heatmap.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

 Highcharts JS v7.1.2 (2019-06-03)

 

(c) 2010-2019 Highsoft AS

Author: Sebastian Domas

 

License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/modules/histogram-bellcurve.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license @product.name@ JS v@product.version@ (@product.date@)

* @module highcharts/modules/funnel

* @requires highcharts

*

* Highcharts funnel module

*

* (c) 2010-2019 Torstein Honsi

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-

modules/masters/modules/funnel.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license  Highcharts JS v7.1.2 (2019-06-03)

*

* Solid angular gauge module

*

* (c) 2010-2019 Torstein Honsi

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/modules/solid-gauge.src.js
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *

* (c) 2010-2019 Torstein Honsi

*

* Scatter 3D series.

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-modules/parts-3d/Scatter.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *

*

*  (c) 2009-2019 Øystein Moseng

*

*  List of musical frequencies from C0 to C8.

*

*  License: www.highcharts.com/license

*

* */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-

modules/modules/sonification/musicalFrequencies.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

Highcharts JS v7.1.2 (2019-06-03)

 

Highcharts funnel module

 

(c) 2010-2019 Torstein Honsi

 

License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/modules/funnel.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *

*

*  (c) 2009-2019 Øystein Moseng

*

*  Earcons for the sonification module in Highcharts.
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*

*  License: www.highcharts.com/license

*

* */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-

modules/modules/sonification/Earcon.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license @product.name@ JS v@product.version@ (@product.date@)

* @module highcharts/modules/no-data-to-display

* @requires highcharts

*

* Plugin for displaying a message when there is no data visible in chart.

*

* (c) 2010-2019 Highsoft AS

* Author: Oystein Moseng

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-modules/masters/modules/no-

data-to-display.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license  Highcharts JS v7.1.2 (2019-06-03)

*

* Dot plot series type for Highcharts

*

* (c) 2010-2019 Torstein Honsi

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

/* *

        *

        *  (c) 2009-2019 Torstein Honsi

        *

        *  Dot plot series type for Highcharts

        *

        *  License: www.highcharts.com/license

        *

        * */

 

Found in path(s):
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* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/modules/dotplot.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license Highcharts JS v7.1.2 (2019-06-03)

*

* Debugger module

*

* (c) 2012-2019 Torstein Honsi

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

/* *

        *

        *  (c) 2010-2019 Torstein Honsi

        *

        *  License: www.highcharts.com/license

        *

        * */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/modules/debugger.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license  @product.name@ JS v@product.version@ (@product.date@)

* @module highcharts/modules/dependency-wheel

* @requires highcharts

* @requires highcharts/modules/sankey

*

* Dependency wheel module

*

* (c) 2010-2018 Torstein Honsi

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-

modules/masters/modules/dependency-wheel.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *

* Experimental Highcharts module which enables visualization of a Venn Diagram.

*

* (c) 2016-2019 Highsoft AS

*

* Authors: Jon Arild Nygard
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*

* Layout algorithm by Ben Frederickson:

* https://www.benfrederickson.com/better-venn-diagrams/

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-modules/modules/venn.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *

*

*  (c) 2009-2019 Øystein Moseng

*

*  Accessibility component for chart zoom.

*

*  License: www.highcharts.com/license

*

* */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-

modules/modules/accessibility/components/ZoomComponent.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license Highcharts JS v7.1.2 (2019-06-03)

*

* Annotations module

*

* (c) 2009-2019 Torstein Honsi

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

/* *

        *

        *  (c) 2009-2017 Highsoft, Black Label

        *

        *  License: www.highcharts.com/license

        *

        * */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/modules/annotations-

advanced.src.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/modules/annotations.src.js
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

*

* Copyright (c) 2019-2019 Highsoft AS

*

* Boost module: stripped-down renderer for higher performance

*

* License: highcharts.com/license

*

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-modules/modules/boost/wgl-

renderer.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *

*

*  (c) 2009-2019 Øystein Moseng

*

*  Main keyboard navigation handling.

*

*  License: www.highcharts.com/license

*

* */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-

modules/modules/accessibility/KeyboardNavigation.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license @product.name@ JS v@product.version@ (@product.date@)

* Organization chart series type

* @module highcharts/modules/organization

* @requires highcharts

* @requires highcharts/modules/sankey

*

* (c) 2019-2019 Torstein Honsi

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-

modules/masters/modules/organization.src.js
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

Highcharts JS v7.1.2 (2019-06-03)

 

Boost module

 

(c) 2010-2019 Highsoft AS

Author: Torstein Honsi

 

License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/modules/boost.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/modules/boost-canvas.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

 Highcharts JS v7.1.2 (2019-06-03)

 

Solid angular gauge module

 

(c) 2010-2019 Torstein Honsi

 

License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/modules/solid-gauge.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

Highcharts JS v7.1.2 (2019-06-03)

 

(c) 2009-2018 Torstein Honsi

 

License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/highcharts-more.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/highcharts.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

 Highcharts JS v7.1.2 (2019-06-03)
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Dot plot series type for Highcharts

 

(c) 2010-2019 Torstein Honsi

 

License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/modules/dotplot.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *

* X-range series module

*

* (c) 2010-2019 Torstein Honsi, Lars A. V. Cabrera

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-

modules/modules/xrange.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license @product.name@ JS v@product.version@ (@product.date@)

* @module highcharts/modules/gantt

* @requires highcharts

*

* Gantt series

*

* (c) 2016-2019 Lars A. V. Cabrera

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-

modules/masters/modules/gantt.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license @product.name@ JS v@product.version@ (@product.date@)

* @module highcharts/themes/dark-blue

* @requires highcharts

*

* (c) 2009-2019 Torstein Honsi

*
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* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-modules/masters/themes/dark-

blue.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *

* Highcharts module to hide overlapping data labels. This module is included in

* Highcharts.

*

* (c) 2009-2019 Torstein Honsi

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-

modules/modules/overlapping-datalabels.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license Highcharts JS v7.1.2 (2019-06-03)

*

* (c) 2009-2018 Torstein Honsi

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

/* *

        *

        *  (c) 2010-2019 Torstein Honsi

        *

        *  License: www.highcharts.com/license

        *

        *  !!!!!!! SOURCE GETS TRANSPILED BY TYPESCRIPT. EDIT TS FILE ONLY. !!!!!!!

        *

        * */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/highcharts.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license @product.name@ JS v@product.version@ (@product.date@)

* @module highcharts/themes/avocado

* @requires highcharts

*
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* (c) 2009-2019 Highsoft AS

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-

modules/masters/themes/avocado.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

Highcharts JS v7.1.2 (2019-06-03)

 

(c) 2017-2019 Highsoft AS

Authors: Jon Arild Nygard

 

License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/modules/venn.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license Highcharts JS v7.1.2 (2019-06-03)

*

* Data module

*

* (c) 2012-2019 Torstein Honsi

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

/**

        * A comma delimited string to be parsed. Related options are [startRow](

        * #data.startRow), [endRow](#data.endRow), [startColumn](#data.startColumn)

        * and [endColumn](#data.endColumn) to delimit what part of the table

        * is used. The [lineDelimiter](#data.lineDelimiter) and [itemDelimiter](

        * #data.itemDelimiter) options define the CSV delimiter formats.

        *

        * The built-in CSV parser doesn't support all flavours of CSV, so in

        * some cases it may be necessary to use an external CSV parser. See

        * [this example](https://jsfiddle.net/highcharts/u59176h4/) of parsing

        * CSV through the MIT licensed [Papa Parse](http://papaparse.com/)

        * library.

        *

        * @sample {highcharts} highcharts/data/csv/

        *         Data from CSV

        *
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        * @type      {string}

        * @since     4.0

        * @apioption data.csv

        */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/modules/data.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license @product.name@ JS v@product.version@ (@product.date@)

* @module highcharts/modules/offline-exporting

* @requires highcharts

* @requires highcharts/modules/exporting

*

* Client side exporting module

*

* (c) 2015-2019 Torstein Honsi / Oystein Moseng

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-

modules/masters/modules/offline-exporting.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *

*

*  (c) 2009-2019 Øystein Moseng

*

*  Accessibility module for Highcharts

*

*  License: www.highcharts.com/license

*

* */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-

modules/modules/accessibility/accessibility.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

Highcharts JS v7.1.2 (2019-06-03)

 

Accessibility module

 

(c) 2010-2019 Highsoft AS
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Author: Oystein Moseng

 

License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/modules/accessibility.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *

* Highcharts pyramid3d series module

*

* (c) 2010-2019 Highsoft AS

* Author: Kacper Madej

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-

modules/modules/pyramid3d.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license Highcharts JS v7.1.2 (2019-06-03)

*

* CurrentDateIndicator

*

* (c) 2010-2019 Lars A. V. Cabrera

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

/* *

        *

        *  (c) 2016-2019 Highsoft AS

        *

        *  Author: Lars A. V. Cabrera

        *

        *  License: www.highcharts.com/license

        *

        * */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/modules/current-date-

indicator.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**
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* @license @product.name@ JS v@product.version@ (@product.date@)

* @module highcharts/themes/grid

* @requires highcharts

*

* (c) 2009-2019 Torstein Honsi

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-

modules/masters/themes/grid.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license Highcharts JS v7.1.2 (2019-06-03)

*

* (c) 2009-2019 Torstein Honsi

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

/* *

        *

        *  (c) 2010-2019 Torstein Honsi

        *

        *  License: www.highcharts.com/license

        *

        *  Skies theme for Highcharts JS

        *

        * */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/themes/skies.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

*

*  Events generator for Stock tools

*

*  (c) 2009-2019 Pawe Fus

*

*  License: www.highcharts.com/license

*

* */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-modules/modules/stock-tools-

bindings.js
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *

* (c) 2010-2019 Highsoft AS

*

* Author: Sebastian Domas

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-

modules/modules/bellcurve.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license @product.name@ JS v@product.version@ (@product.date@)

* @module highcharts/themes/skies

* @requires highcharts

*

* (c) 2009-2019 Torstein Honsi

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-

modules/masters/themes/skies.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *

* Tilemaps module

*

* (c) 2010-2017 Highsoft AS

* Author: Øystein Moseng

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-

modules/modules/tilemap.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license Highcharts JS v7.1.2 (2019-06-03)

*

* Client side exporting module
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*

* (c) 2015-2019 Torstein Honsi / Oystein Moseng

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/modules/offline-exporting.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *

*

*  Popup generator for Stock tools

*

*  (c) 2009-2017 Sebastian Bochan

*

*  License: www.highcharts.com/license

*

* */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-modules/annotations/popup.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license @product.name@ JS v@product.version@ (@product.date@)

* @module highcharts/modules/series-label

* @requires highcharts

*

* (c) 2009-2019 Torstein Honsi

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-

modules/masters/modules/series-label.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license Highcharts JS v7.1.2 (2019-06-03)

*

* Accessibility module

*

* (c) 2010-2019 Highsoft AS

* Author: Oystein Moseng

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license
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*/

/* *

        *

        *  (c) 2009-2019 Øystein Moseng

        *

        *  Keyboard navigation handler base class definition

        *

        *  License: www.highcharts.com/license

        *

        * */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/modules/accessibility.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *

*

*  Copyright (c) 2019-2019 Highsoft AS

*

*  Boost module: stripped-down renderer for higher performance

*

*  License: highcharts.com/license

*

*  This files contains generic utility functions used by the boost module.

*

* */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-modules/modules/boost/boost-

utils.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

Highcharts JS v7.1.2 (2019-06-03)

 

Plugin for displaying a message when there is no data visible in chart.

 

(c) 2010-2019 Highsoft AS

Author: Oystein Moseng

 

License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/modules/no-data-to-display.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**
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* @license Highcharts JS v7.1.2 (2019-06-03)

*

* Boost module

*

* (c) 2010-2019 Highsoft AS

* Author: Torstein Honsi

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

/* *

        *

        *  Copyright (c) 2019-2019 Highsoft AS

        *

        *  Boost module: stripped-down renderer for higher performance

        *

        *  License: highcharts.com/license

        *

        * */

/**

        *

        * Copyright (c) 2019-2019 Highsoft AS

        *

        * Boost module: stripped-down renderer for higher performance

        *

        * License: highcharts.com/license

        *

        */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/modules/boost.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *

* (c) 2010-2017 Sebastian Bochan

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-modules/modules/pareto.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *

* Highcharts variwide module

*

* (c) 2010-2019 Torstein Honsi

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license
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*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-

modules/modules/variwide.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

 Highcharts JS v7.1.2 (2019-06-03)

 

Highcharts variwide module

 

(c) 2010-2019 Torstein Honsi

 

License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/modules/variwide.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *

* Highcharts Drilldown module

*

* Author: Torstein Honsi

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-

modules/modules/drilldown.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *

*

*  (c) 2009-2019 Øystein Moseng

*

*  Sonification module for Highcharts

*

*  License: www.highcharts.com/license

*

* */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-

modules/modules/sonification/sonification.js
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license @product.name@ JS v@product.version@ (@product.date@)

* @module highcharts/modules/wordcloud

* @requires highcharts

*

* (c) 2016-2019 Highsoft AS

* Authors: Jon Arild Nygard

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-

modules/masters/modules/wordcloud.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license @product.name@ JS v@product.version@ (@product.date@)

* @module highcharts/modules/grid-axis

* @requires highcharts

*

* GridAxis

*

* (c) 2016-2019 Lars A. V. Cabrera

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-

modules/masters/modules/grid-axis.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *

* Sankey diagram module

*

* (c) 2010-2019 Torstein Honsi

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-

modules/modules/sankey.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
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/* *

*

*  Plugin for displaying a message when there is no data visible in chart.

*

*  (c) 2010-2019 Highsoft AS

*

*  Author: Oystein Moseng

*

*  License: www.highcharts.com/license

*

* */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-modules/modules/no-data-to-

display.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *

*

*  (c) 2010-2019 Torstein Honsi

*

*  License: www.highcharts.com/license

*

*  Grid theme for Highcharts JS

*

* */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-modules/themes/grid.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license @product.name@ JS v@product.version@ (@product.date@)

* @module highcharts/modules/venn

* @requires highcharts

*

* (c) 2017-2019 Highsoft AS

* Authors: Jon Arild Nygard

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-

modules/masters/modules/venn.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *
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*

*  (c) 2016-2019 Highsoft AS

*

*  Authors: Jon Arild Nygard

*

*  License: www.highcharts.com/license

*

* */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-modules/parts-gantt/Tree.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

Highcharts JS v7.1.2 (2019-06-03)

 

(c) 2016-2019 Highsoft AS

Authors: Jon Arild Nygard

 

License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/modules/sunburst.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/modules/wordcloud.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

Highcharts JS v7.1.2 (2019-06-03)

 

Highcharts Drilldown module

 

Author: Torstein Honsi

License: www.highcharts.com/license

 

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/modules/drilldown.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license  @product.name@ JS v@product.version@ (@product.date@)

* @module highcharts/modules/solid-gauge

* @requires highcharts

* @requires highcharts/highcharts-more

*

* Solid angular gauge module
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*

* (c) 2010-2019 Torstein Honsi

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-

modules/masters/modules/solid-gauge.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

Highcharts JS v7.1.2 (2019-06-03)

 

Module for adding patterns and images as point fills.

 

(c) 2010-2019 Highsoft AS

Author: Torstein Hnsi, ystein Moseng

 

License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/modules/pattern-fill.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *

* Client side exporting module

*

* (c) 2015 Torstein Honsi / Oystein Moseng

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-modules/modules/offline-

exporting.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *

*

*  (c) 2009-2019 Øystein Moseng

*

*  Keyboard navigation handler base class definition

*

*  License: www.highcharts.com/license

*

* */
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-

modules/modules/accessibility/KeyboardNavigationHandler.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license  Highcharts JS v7.1.2 (2019-06-03)

*

* Dependency wheel module

*

* (c) 2010-2018 Torstein Honsi

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/modules/dependency-wheel.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

Highcharts JS v7.1.2 (2019-06-03)

 

(c) 2009-2019 Torstein Honsi

 

License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/modules/broken-axis.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/themes/gray.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/themes/dark-unica.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/themes/dark-blue.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/themes/dark-green.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/themes/sand-signika.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/themes/skies.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/modules/series-label.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/modules/overlapping-

datalabels.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/themes/grid-light.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/modules/heatmap.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/modules/draggable-points.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/themes/grid.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

Highcharts JS v7.1.2 (2019-06-03)
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Drag-panes module

 

(c) 2010-2019 Highsoft AS

Author: Kacper Madej

 

License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/modules/drag-panes.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *

*

*  (c) 2009-2019 Øystein Moseng

*

*  Default options for accessibility.

*

*  License: www.highcharts.com/license

*

* */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-

modules/modules/accessibility/options.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *

* (c) 2010-2019 Torstein Honsi

*

* Support for old IE browsers (6, 7 and 8) in Highcharts v6+.

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-modules/modules/oldie.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *

* Wind barb series module

*

* (c) 2010-2019 Torstein Honsi

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):
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* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-

modules/modules/windbarb.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license @product.name@ JS v@product.version@ (@product.date@)

* @module highcharts/modules/draggable-points

* @requires highcharts

*

* (c) 2009-2019 Torstein Honsi

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-

modules/masters/modules/draggable-points.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

 Highcharts JS v7.1.2 (2019-06-03)

 

Streamgraph module

 

(c) 2010-2019 Torstein Honsi

 

License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/modules/streamgraph.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

Highcharts JS v7.1.2 (2019-06-03)

 

Client side exporting module

 

(c) 2015-2019 Torstein Honsi / Oystein Moseng

 

License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/modules/offline-exporting.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**
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* (c) 2010-2018 Pawe Fus

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-modules/mixins/navigation.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

Highcharts JS v7.1.2 (2019-06-03)

 

GridAxis

 

(c) 2016-2019 Lars A. V. Cabrera

 

License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/modules/grid-axis.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *

* (c) 2017 Highsoft AS

* Authors: Lars A. V. Cabrera

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-modules/parts-

gantt/ArrowSymbols.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *

*

*  (c) 2016-2019 Highsoft AS

*

*  Author: Lars A. V. Cabrera

*

*  License: www.highcharts.com/license

*

* */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-modules/parts-

gantt/CurrentDateIndicator.js
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* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-modules/parts-

gantt/GanttSeries.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *

*

*  (c) 2010-2019 Torstein Honsi

*

*  License: www.highcharts.com/license

*

*  Skies theme for Highcharts JS

*

* */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-modules/themes/skies.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *

* Error information for the debugger module

* (c) 2010-2019 Torstein Honsi

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-modules/error-messages.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license Highcharts JS v7.1.2 (2019-06-03)

*

* Highcharts funnel module

*

* (c) 2010-2019 Kacper Madej

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/modules/funnel3d.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license Highcharts JS v7.1.2 (2019-06-03)

*

* Advanced Highstock tools

*

* (c) 2010-2019 Highsoft AS
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* Author: Torstein Honsi

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/modules/full-screen.src.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/modules/price-indicator.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license @product.name@ JS v@product.version@ (@product.date@)

* @module highcharts/modules/annotations-advanced

* @requires highcharts

*

* Annotations module

*

* (c) 2009-2019 Torstein Honsi

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-

modules/masters/modules/annotations-advanced.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license  @product.name@ JS v@product.version@ (@product.date@)

* @module highcharts/modules/datagrouping

* @requires highcharts

*

* Data grouping module

*

* (c) 2010-2019 Torstein Hønsi

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-

modules/masters/modules/datagrouping.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license Highcharts JS v7.1.2 (2019-06-03)

*

* Highcharts Drilldown module
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*

* Author: Torstein Honsi

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/modules/drilldown.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

Highcharts JS v7.1.2 (2019-06-03)

 

(c) 2014-2019 Highsoft AS

Authors: Jon Arild Nygard / Oystein Moseng

 

License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/modules/treemap.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license  Highcharts JS v7.1.2 (2019-06-03)

*

* Data grouping module

*

* (c) 2010-2019 Torstein Hønsi

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

/* *

        *

        *  (c) 2010-2019 Torstein Honsi

        *

        *  License: www.highcharts.com/license

        *

        * */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/modules/datagrouping.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *

*

*  (c) 2019 Torstein Honsi

*
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*  Item series type for Highcharts

*

*  License: www.highcharts.com/license

*

* */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-modules/modules/item-

series.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *

* Vector plot series module

*

* (c) 2010-2019 Torstein Honsi

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-modules/modules/vector.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *

*

*  (c) 2010-2018 Grzegorz Blachlinski, Sebastian Bochan

*

*  License: www.highcharts.com/license

*

* */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-modules/parts-

more/PackedBubbleSeries.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

Highcharts JS v7.1.2 (2019-06-03)

Organization chart series type

 

(c) 2019-2019 Torstein Honsi

 

License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/modules/organization.js
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *

* (c) 2009-2019 Highsoft AS

* Authors: Øystein Moseng, Torstein Hønsi, Jon A. Nygård

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-modules/modules/draggable-

points.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license Highcharts JS v7.1.2 (2019-06-03)

*

* (c) 2009-2019 Torstein Honsi

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

/* *

        *

        *  (c) 2010-2019 Torstein Honsi

        *

        *  License: www.highcharts.com/license

        *

        *  Dark blue theme for Highcharts JS

        *

        * */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/themes/dark-green.src.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/themes/dark-blue.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license Highcharts JS v7.1.2 (2019-06-03)

*

* Boost module

*

* (c) 2010-2019 Highsoft AS

* Author: Torstein Honsi

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):
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* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/modules/boost-canvas.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

Highcharts JS v7.1.2 (2019-06-03)

 

Arrow Symbols

 

(c) 2017-2019 Lars A. V. Cabrera

 

License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/modules/arrow-symbols.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license  Highcharts JS v7.1.2 (2019-06-03)

*

* Sankey diagram module

*

* (c) 2010-2019 Torstein Honsi

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/modules/sankey.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license @product.name@ JS v@product.version@ (@product.date@)

* @module highcharts/modules/funnel3d

* @requires highcharts

* @requires highcharts/highcharts-3d

* @requires highcharts/modules/cylinder

*

* Highcharts funnel module

*

* (c) 2010-2019 Kacper Madej

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-

modules/masters/modules/funnel3d.src.js
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

*

*  (c) 2010-2019 Wojciech Chmiel

*

*  License: www.highcharts.com/license

*

* */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-modules/mixins/multipe-

lines.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *

* (c) 2010-2019 Torstein Honsi

*

* Simple polyfills for array functions in old IE browsers (6, 7 and 8) in

* Highcharts v7+. These polyfills are sufficient for Highcharts to work, but

* for fully compatible polyfills, see MDN.

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-modules/modules/oldie-

polyfills.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *

*

*  (c) 2009-2019 Øystein Moseng

*

*  Sonification functions for chart/series.

*

*  License: www.highcharts.com/license

*

* */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-

modules/modules/sonification/chartSonify.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Modules in this bundle

* @license
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*

* svg2pdf.js:

*   license: MIT (http://opensource.org/licenses/MIT)

*   author: yFiles for HTML Support Team <yfileshtml@yworks.com>

*   homepage: https://github.com/yWorks/svg2pdf.js#readme

*   version: 1.3.1

*

* cssesc:

*   license: MIT (http://opensource.org/licenses/MIT)

*   author: Mathias Bynens

*   homepage: https://mths.be/cssesc

*   version: 2.0.0

*

* font-family:

*   license: MIT (http://opensource.org/licenses/MIT)

*   author: Taro Hanamura <m@hanamurataro.com>

*   homepage: https://github.com/hanamura/font-family

*   version: 0.2.0

*

* svgpath:

*   license: MIT (http://opensource.org/licenses/MIT)

*   homepage: https://github.com/fontello/svgpath#readme

*   version: 2.2.1

*

* This header is generated by licensify (https://github.com/twada/licensify)

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/lib/svg2pdf.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *

* Dependency wheel module

*

* (c) 2018-2019 Torstein Honsi

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-

modules/modules/dependency-wheel.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

Highcharts JS v7.1.2 (2019-06-03)

 

Exporting module
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(c) 2010-2019 Torstein Honsi

 

License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/modules/export-data.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/modules/exporting.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

 Highcharts JS v7.1.2 (2019-06-03)

 

Tilemap module

 

(c) 2010-2019 Highsoft AS

 

License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/modules/tilemap.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license @product.name@ JS v@product.version@ (@product.date@)

* @module highcharts/modules/broken-axis

* @requires highcharts

*

* (c) 2009-2019 Torstein Honsi

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-

modules/masters/modules/broken-axis.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license @product.name@ JS v@product.version@ (@product.date@)

* @module highcharts/modules/pattern-fill

* @requires highcharts

*

* Module for adding patterns and images as point fills.

*

* (c) 2010-2019 Highsoft AS
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* Author: Torstein Hønsi, Øystein Moseng

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-

modules/masters/modules/pattern-fill.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license @product.name@ JS v@product.version@ (@product.date@)

* @module highcharts/modules/annotations

* @requires highcharts

*

* Annotations module

*

* (c) 2009-2019 Torstein Honsi

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-

modules/masters/modules/annotations.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

Highcharts JS v7.1.2 (2019-06-03)

 

Highcharts funnel module

 

(c) 2010-2019 Kacper Madej

 

License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/modules/funnel3d.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

 Highcharts JS v7.1.2 (2019-06-03)

 

Variable Pie module for Highcharts

 

(c) 2010-2019 Grzegorz Blachliski
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License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/modules/variable-pie.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license Highcharts JS v7.1.2 (2019-06-03)

*

* Highcharts 3D funnel module

*

* (c) 2010-2019 Kacper Madej

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/modules/pyramid3d.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *

* (c) 2014-2019 Highsoft AS

*

* Authors: Jon Arild Nygard / Oystein Moseng

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-

modules/modules/treemap.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license  Highcharts JS v7.1.2 (2019-06-03)

*

* Support for parallel coordinates in Highcharts

*

* (c) 2010-2019 Pawel Fus

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/modules/parallel-

coordinates.src.js
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *

* (c) 2016 Highsoft AS

* Author: Øystein Moseng

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-modules/parts-

gantt/PathfinderAlgorithms.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license Highcharts JS v7.1.2 (2019-06-03)

*

* (c) 2016-2019 Highsoft AS

* Authors: Jon Arild Nygard

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

/* *

        *

        *  This module implements sunburst charts in Highcharts.

        *

        *  (c) 2016-2019 Highsoft AS

        *

        *  Authors: Jon Arild Nygard

        *

        *  License: www.highcharts.com/license

        *

        * */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/modules/sunburst.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *

* Streamgraph module

*

* (c) 2010-2019 Torstein Honsi

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-
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modules/modules/streamgraph.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

 Highcharts JS v7.1.2 (2019-06-03)

 

Support for parallel coordinates in Highcharts

 

(c) 2010-2019 Pawel Fus

 

License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/modules/parallel-coordinates.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

 Highcharts JS v7.1.2 (2019-06-03)

 

Wind barb series module

 

(c) 2010-2019 Torstein Honsi

 

License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/modules/windbarb.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *

* Networkgraph series

*

* (c) 2010-2019 Pawe Fus

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-

modules/modules/networkgraph/integrations.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-

modules/modules/networkgraph/draggable-nodes.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-

modules/modules/networkgraph/networkgraph.src.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-

modules/modules/networkgraph/layouts.js
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* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-

modules/modules/networkgraph/QuadTree.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license @product.name@ JS v@product.version@ (@product.date@)

* @module highcharts/highcharts-more

* @requires highcharts

*

* (c) 2009-2018 Torstein Honsi

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-modules/masters/highcharts-

more.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license @product.name@ JS v@product.version@ (@product.date@)

* @module highcharts/modules/pyramid3d

* @requires highcharts

* @requires highcharts/highcharts-3d

* @requires highcharts/modules/cylinder

* @requires highcharts/modules/funnel3d

*

* Highcharts 3D funnel module

*

* (c) 2010-2019 Kacper Madej

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-

modules/masters/modules/pyramid3d.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *

* Module for using patterns or images as point fills.

*

* (c) 2010-2019 Highsoft AS

* Author: Torstein Hønsi, Øystein Moseng

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-modules/modules/pattern-

fill.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *

* Parallel coordinates module

*

* (c) 2010-2019 Pawel Fus

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-modules/modules/parallel-

coordinates.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

Highcharts JS v7.1.2 (2019-06-03)

 

Highcharts 3D funnel module

 

(c) 2010-2019 Kacper Madej

 

License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/modules/pyramid3d.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *

* (c) 2010-2019 Torstein Honsi

*

* Extension to the Series object in 3D charts.

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-modules/parts-3d/Series.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license Highcharts JS v7.1.2 (2019-06-03)

*

* (c) 2009-2018 Torstein Honsi
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*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

/* *

        *

        *  (c) 2010-2019 Torstein Honsi

        *

        *  License: www.highcharts.com/license

        *

        * */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/highcharts-more.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *

* (c) 2010-2019 Torstein Honsi

*

* Extenstion for 3d axes

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-modules/parts-3d/Axis.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

Highcharts JS v7.1.2 (2019-06-03)

 

Highcharts cylinder module

 

(c) 2010-2019 Kacper Madej

 

License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/modules/cylinder.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license Highcharts JS v7.1.2 (2019-06-03)

*

* (c) 2009-2019 Torstein Honsi

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/
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/* *

        *

        *  (c) 2010-2019 Torstein Honsi

        *

        *  License: www.highcharts.com/license

        *

        *  Grid-light theme for Highcharts JS

        *

        * */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/themes/grid-light.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *

* (c) 2016 Highsoft AS

* Authors: Øystein Moseng, Lars A. V. Cabrera

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-modules/parts-

gantt/Pathfinder.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *

* Highcharts funnel3d series module

*

* (c) 2010-2019 Highsoft AS

* Author: Kacper Madej

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-

modules/modules/funnel3d.src.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

 Highcharts JS v7.1.2 (2019-06-03)

 

Item series type for Highcharts

 

(c) 2019 Torstein Honsi

 

License: www.highcharts.com/license
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*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/modules/item-series.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* *

*

*  (c) 2009-2019 Øystein Moseng

*

*  Accessibility component for chart container.

*

*  License: www.highcharts.com/license

*

* */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/es-

modules/modules/accessibility/components/ContainerComponent.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

Highcharts JS v7.1.2 (2019-06-03)

 

3D features for Highcharts JS

 

@license: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/highcharts-3d.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license Highcharts

*

* (c) 2009-2016 Torstein Honsi

*

* License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/css/highcharts.scss

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/css/highcharts.css

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/css/themes/dark-unica.css

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/css/themes/grid-light.css

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/css/themes/sand-signika.css
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

Highcharts JS v7.1.2 (2019-06-03)

 

Advanced Highstock tools

 

(c) 2010-2019 Highsoft AS

Author: Torstein Honsi

 

License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/modules/full-screen.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/modules/stock-tools.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/modules/price-indicator.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

Highcharts JS v7.1.2 (2019-06-03)

 

(c) 2009-2019 Highsoft AS

 

License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/themes/sunset.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558182043_1676535709.216599/0/highcharts-7-1-2-zip/code/themes/avocado.js

 

1.61 yii2-admin 2.6.2 
1.61.1 Available under license : 

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for

software and other kinds of works.

 

 The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed
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to take away your freedom to share and change the works.  By contrast,

the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to

share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free

software for all its users.  We, the Free Software Foundation, use the

GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to

any other work released this way by its authors.  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you

these rights or asking you to surrender the rights.  Therefore, you have

certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if

you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same

freedoms that you received.  You must make sure that they, too, receive

or can get the source code.  And you must show them these terms so they

know their rights.

 

 Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps:

(1) assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License

giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

 

 For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains

that there is no warranty for this free software.  For both users' and

authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as

changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to

authors of previous versions.

 

 Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run

modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer

can do so.  This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of

protecting users' freedom to change the software.  The systematic

pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to

use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable.  Therefore, we

have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those

products.  If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we

stand ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions

of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

 

 Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents.
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States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of

software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to

avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could

make it effectively proprietary.  To prevent this, the GPL assures that

patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                      TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

 0. Definitions.

 

 "This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

 

 "Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of

works, such as semiconductor masks.

 

 "The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this

License.  Each licensee is addressed as "you".  "Licensees" and

"recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

 

 To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work

in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an

exact copy.  The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the

earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

 

 A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based

on the Program.

 

 To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without

permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for

infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a

computer or modifying a private copy.  Propagation includes copying,

distribution (with or without modification), making available to the

public, and in some countries other activities as well.

 

 To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other

parties to make or receive copies.  Mere interaction with a user through

a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is not conveying.

 

 An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices"

to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible

feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2)

tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the

extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the

work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License.  If

the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a
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menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.

 

 1. Source Code.

 

 The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work

for making modifications to it.  "Object code" means any non-source

form of a work.

 

 A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official

standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of

interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that

is widely used among developers working in that language.

 

 The "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other

than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of

packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major

Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that

Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an

implementation is available to the public in source code form.  A

"Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component

(kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system

(if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to

produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

 

 The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all

the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable

work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to

control those activities.  However, it does not include the work's

System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally available free

programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but

which are not part of the work.  For example, Corresponding Source

includes interface definition files associated with source files for

the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically

linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require,

such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those

subprograms and other parts of the work.

 

 The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users

can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding

Source.

 

 The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that

same work.

 

 2. Basic Permissions.

 

 All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of

copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated
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conditions are met.  This License explicitly affirms your unlimited

permission to run the unmodified Program.  The output from running a

covered work is covered by this License only if the output, given its

content, constitutes a covered work.  This License acknowledges your

rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

 

 You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not

convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains

in force.  You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose

of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you

with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with

the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do

not control copyright.  Those thus making or running the covered works

for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction

and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of

your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

 

 Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under

the conditions stated below.  Sublicensing is not allowed; section 10

makes it unnecessary.

 

 3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

 

 No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological

measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article

11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or

similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such

measures.

 

 When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid

circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention

is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to

the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or

modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's

users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of

technological measures.

 

 4. Conveying Verbatim Copies.

 

 You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you

receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice;

keep intact all notices stating that this License and any

non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code;

keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all

recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

 You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey,
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and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

 

 5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

 

 You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to

produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the

terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified

   it, and giving a relevant date.

 

   b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is

   released under this License and any conditions added under section

   7.  This requirement modifies the requirement in section 4 to

   "keep intact all notices".

 

   c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this

   License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy.  This

   License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7

   additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts,

   regardless of how they are packaged.  This License gives no

   permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not

   invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

 

   d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display

   Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive

   interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your

   work need not make them do so.

 

 A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent

works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work,

and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program,

in or on a volume of a storage or distribution medium, is called an

"aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not

used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users

beyond what the individual works permit.  Inclusion of a covered work

in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other

parts of the aggregate.

 

 6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

 

 You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms

of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the

machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License,

in one of these ways:

 

   a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the
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   Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium

   customarily used for software interchange.

 

   b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a

   written offer, valid for at least three years and valid for as

   long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product

   model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a

   copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the

   product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical

   medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no

   more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this

   conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the

   Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

 

   c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the

   written offer to provide the Corresponding Source.  This

   alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and

   only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord

   with subsection 6b.

 

   d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated

   place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the

   Corresponding Source in the same way through the same place at no

   further charge.  You need not require recipients to copy the

   Corresponding Source along with the object code.  If the place to

   copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source

   may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party)

   that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain

   clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the

   Corresponding Source.  Regardless of what server hosts the

   Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is

   available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

 

   e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided

   you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding

   Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no

   charge under subsection 6d.

 

 A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded

from the Corresponding Source as a System Library, need not be

included in conveying the object code work.

 

 A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any

tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family,

or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation

into a dwelling.  In determining whether a product is a consumer product,

doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage.  For a particular
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product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a

typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status

of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user

actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product.  A product

is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial

commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent

the only significant mode of use of the product.

 

 "Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods,

procedures, authorization keys, or other information required to install

and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from

a modified version of its Corresponding Source.  The information must

suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object

code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because

modification has been made.

 

 If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or

specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as

part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the

User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a

fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the

Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied

by the Installation Information.  But this requirement does not apply

if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install

modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has

been installed in ROM).

 

 The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a

requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates

for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for

the User Product in which it has been modified or installed.  Access to a

network may be denied when the modification itself materially and

adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and

protocols for communication across the network.

 

 Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided,

in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly

documented (and with an implementation available to the public in

source code form), and must require no special password or key for

unpacking, reading or copying.

 

 7. Additional Terms.

 

 "Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this

License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions.

Additional permissions that are applicable to the entire Program shall

be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent

that they are valid under applicable law.  If additional permissions
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apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately

under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by

this License without regard to the additional permissions.

 

 When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option

remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of

it.  (Additional permissions may be written to require their own

removal in certain cases when you modify the work.)  You may place

additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work,

for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you

add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of

that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

 

   a) Disclaiming warranty or limiting liability differently from the

   terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

 

   b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or

   author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal

   Notices displayed by works containing it; or

 

   c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or

   requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in

   reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

 

   d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or

   authors of the material; or

 

   e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some

   trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

 

   f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that

   material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of

   it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for

   any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on

   those licensors and authors.

 

 All other non-permissive additional terms are considered "further

restrictions" within the meaning of section 10.  If the Program as you

received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is

governed by this License along with a term that is a further

restriction, you may remove that term.  If a license document contains

a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this

License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms

of that license document, provided that the further restriction does

not survive such relicensing or conveying.
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 If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you

must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the

additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating

where to find the applicable terms.

 

 Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the

form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions;

the above requirements apply either way.

 

 8. Termination.

 

 You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly

provided under this License.  Any attempt otherwise to propagate or

modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under

this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third

paragraph of section 11).

 

 However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your

license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a)

provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and

finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright

holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means

prior to 60 days after the cessation.

 

 Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is

reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the

violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have

received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that

copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after

your receipt of the notice.

 

 Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the

licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under

this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently

reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same

material under section 10.

 

 9. Acceptance Not Required for Having Copies.

 

 You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or

run a copy of the Program.  Ancillary propagation of a covered work

occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission

to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance.  However,

nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or

modify any covered work.  These actions infringe copyright if you do

not accept this License.  Therefore, by modifying or propagating a

covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.
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 10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

 

 Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically

receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and

propagate that work, subject to this License.  You are not responsible

for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

 

 An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an

organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an

organization, or merging organizations.  If propagation of a covered

work results from an entity transaction, each party to that

transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever

licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could

give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the

Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if

the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

 

 You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the

rights granted or affirmed under this License.  For example, you may

not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of

rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation

(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that

any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for

sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

 

 11. Patents.

 

 A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this

License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based.  The

work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

 

 A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims

owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or

hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted

by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version,

but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a

consequence of further modification of the contributor version.  For

purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant

patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of

this License.

 

 Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free

patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to

make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and

propagate the contents of its contributor version.

 

 In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express

agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent
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(such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to

sue for patent infringement).  To "grant" such a patent license to a

party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a

patent against the party.

 

 If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license,

and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone

to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this License, through a

publicly available network server or other readily accessible means,

then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so

available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the

patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner

consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent

license to downstream recipients.  "Knowingly relying" means you have

actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the

covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work

in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that

country that you have reason to believe are valid.

 

 If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or

arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a

covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties

receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify

or convey a specific copy of the covered work, then the patent license

you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered

work and works based on it.

 

 A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within

the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is

conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are

specifically granted under this License.  You may not convey a covered

work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is

in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment

to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying

the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the

parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory

patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work

conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily

for and in connection with specific products or compilations that

contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement,

or that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

 

 Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting

any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may

otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.

 

 12. No Surrender of Others' Freedom.
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 If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot convey a

covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may

not convey it at all.  For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you

to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey

the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this

License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

 

 13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have

permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed

under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single

combined work, and to convey the resulting work.  The terms of this

License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work,

but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License,

section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the

combination as such.

 

 14. Revised Versions of this License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of

the GNU General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the

Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General

Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you have the

option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered

version or of any later version published by the Free Software

Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of the

GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published

by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future

versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's

public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you

to choose that version for the Program.

 

 Later license versions may give you additional or different

permissions.  However, no additional obligations are imposed on any

author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a

later version.

 

 15. Disclaimer of Warranty.
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 THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY

APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY

OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM

IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF

ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. Limitation of Liability.

 

 IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS

THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY

GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE

USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF

DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD

PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS),

EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGES.

 

 17. Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

 

 If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided

above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms,

reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates

an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the

Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a

copy of the Program in return for a fee.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   {one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.}

   Copyright (C) {year}  {name of author}

 

   This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify
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   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program.  If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

 If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short

notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   {project}  Copyright (C) {year}  {fullname}

   This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, your program's commands

might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

 

 You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school,

if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.

For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see

<http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

 The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program

into proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you

may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with

the library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.  But first, please read

<http://www.gnu.org/philosophy/why-not-lgpl.html>.

 

 

1.62 datatables-buttons 1.5.2 
1.62.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*! Bootstrap 5 integration for DataTables

*

* ©2020 SpryMedia Ltd, all rights reserved.
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* License: MIT datatables.net/license/mit

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558208913_1676534875.9849434/0/datatables-zip/DataTables-

1.13.2/css/dataTables.bootstrap5.min.css

* /opt/cola/permits/1558208913_1676534875.9849434/0/datatables-zip/DataTables-

1.13.2/css/dataTables.bootstrap5.css

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @summary     DataTables

* @description Paginate, search and order HTML tables

* @version     1.13.2

* @author      SpryMedia Ltd

* @contact     www.datatables.net

* @copyright   SpryMedia Ltd.

*

* This source file is free software, available under the following license:

*   MIT license - http://datatables.net/license

*

* This source file is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but

* WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY

* or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the license files for details.

*

* For details please refer to: http://www.datatables.net

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1558208913_1676534875.9849434/0/datatables-zip/datatables.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1558208913_1676534875.9849434/0/datatables-zip/DataTables-1.13.2/js/jquery.dataTables.js

 

1.63 yii2-app-basic 2.0.46 
1.63.1 Available under license : 

Copyright  2008 by Yii Software LLC (http://www.yiisoft.com)

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

  the documentation and/or other materials provided with the
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  distribution.

* Neither the name of Yii Software LLC nor the names of its

  contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

  from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS

FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING,

BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN

ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
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